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“ Sweet creature 1 angel of my life I

. This hour repays the ills, the strife

That brought me to this dreary den

The victim of ungenerous men.

What 1 is it true—or do I dream—

The fancy of a heated brain

—

That maketh life’s last moments seem

Replete with youthful joys again 1

.• No dream 1 no dream I that form I see,

That glowing eye still bent on me,

And blushes mantling on thy check,

^hich tell me more than words can speak.

,^rgive my warmth—long years have past

^$fice looks like thine on ine were .gast,

Since kindly accents met my ear,

And woman’s form stood smiling near.

Long years have past—my days have been

One frenzied and unblessed scene,

And little that my life can show *
^

Becomes thy tender soul to know ;

Yet must I tell thee, lest thou deem

The prisoner worse than he doth seem.

II

“ It matters not to tell thee how

These days were spent, when on this brow

The light of youthful gladness flashed

—

My spirit free and unabashed—

When in fair Lusitania’s plains,

free from cares and manhood’s pains,

1 played away the sunny hours,

Or dreamt amid the shady bowers,

And pictured life without a sorrow,

All bright to-day—the same to-morrow.

Those days gre gone, and why should 1

Resummon to my Fancy’s eye

* Those long lost joys of vanished years.

Recallers of unwelcome tears ?

. t 12

Tbete was an old grey-headed man,

Sun-btfrnt his cheek—da?k

’\0 f trdfrt dimes—for he had been >

with Albuquerque in every scene.

Of glory in the eastern seas,

^ Whetf to the soft and spicy breeze

My country’s banner was unfurled

To triubipb* ib the Oiimt world.

Oft would I listen to his story

Of countless wealth and peerless glory,

Got in those rich and sunny climes,

In the bright days of olden times.

He spoke of Ormus—that famed isle

Lit with the sun’s perpetual smile.

And set in that romantic sea

That laves the coast of Araby,

The isle they call the world’s chief gem.

The best in nature’s diadem—

Of its unequalled wealth and trade,

Its pbmp—and all that could have made

A youthful, ardent suui like mine

- Pant for a wond I deemed divine. ^

He told how Albuquerque had fought .

There, and on the Malayan shore—

What fame was his !—what spoils he brought

What splendor when the toil was o’er

!

How.feast and festival was theirs

, Who fought beneath his colours bright 1

How gold and gems—without their care

—

Followed always the glorious fight

!

How beauty’s smiles and brightest charms

»Repaid always the toil of arms !

What wonder that my spirit felt

The wish to dwell where he had dwelt I

What wonder then, that visions bright

Thick crowded on my fancy’s sight

!

And I resolved to leave my home,

In regions of delight to roam,

And seek those joys and dangers sweet

Which daring youth so loves to meet.

Ambition glowed within my br^in

A soldier’s life !—all else was vain !

I dreamt of conquered realms, sacked towns,

Sceptres usurped, and plundered crowns,

The pomp of war, the pride of power,

And victory’s delirious hour.

My sword I buckled to my side.

And sped across the waters wide,

Nor sighod to leave that pleasant dime

Where I had spent sweet boyhood’s^time.

13

“Long years have past, and J have been

In many a strange and bjoody scene ;

On Reccan’s coast, on Pegu’s shore,
•

Where Christian foot ne’er fell before ;

And oft among those spicy isles

Where the blue sea like Heaven smiles.

. And I have seen War’s demon game,

Have shared its glory and its sbatne,

Familiar with its horrors grown,

And witnessed deeds I would not own.
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“ My tale is brief—*twere vain to tell

Each varied scene—and idly swell

The story of a truant life,

Less marked by peace than storm and strife ;

But one event (here is has left

Within my .heart—nowOcRrly reft^

Of joys and griefs—a burning trace

' Which death alone can now efface.

De Brito-r-you have heard his name,

A name th.at long ago became

A stirring watchward to the brave

Who came across the western wave,

And gained him Pegu’s regal crown

—

De Brito sought Dianga toVn

From Selim Shah, who cursed the hour

When first the stranger rose to power,

Vexed that a Christian chief should reign

Where he had borne his arms in vain.

The Liisian deemed the city won,

But Selim seized his favorite son,

And, with a thrill of savage joy,

Stabbed to the heart the harmless boy.

Wliile still on bfoody murder bent,

Swift to the town bis mandate went

To hjassacre each Christian soul,

Woman, and man, and child—the whole

To leave alive no Portuguese

Again to vex his royal ease.

The night was beautiful and calm,
^

And, like some rare and subtle baln»

Prepared by angel Alchymy,

The moonlight spread around, above.

And seemed to stir the soul to love.

Clear in my nremory is the light

And beauty of that fatal night

:

1 sat upon my terrace then

Thinking on those moments when

"First in my youthful mind arose

Those dreams that broke youth^s sweet repose

And led my footsteps to this clime

Ere life had grown to manhood’s prime.

’Tvvas silent all, when quick the cry

Of tumult rent the stilly sky.

Wild shrieks of murder and dismay

Gave signal of the bloody fray.

/ 1 strained my eye, I b^t my ear ;

The horrid tumult gathered near
;

L rushed into the open street

When soon, too soon the truth was told.

For lifeless lay beneath^my feet

Many a Lusian comrade bold.

^ My single/irm I felt was vain ;

I fought ^tis true, but sought to gain

The shore where haply none might mark
My passage to a friendly bark

That floated on the waters there.

Free from the Moslem's wily snare.

The fhore was reached, the bark was gained.

And I with foeman’s blood all stained

Trod the firmjdeck aafast each sail

Expanded to the favoring gale.

The.shore grew dim, the breeze blew strong

And merrily we dashed along
;

Joy gleamed upon each gladdened brow
As onward flew the friendly prow.
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w^^robably get into trouble and have to ci n^^nsate the bunneah be

hal^ppareftly treated so illegally. In the meanwhile, the holder

of the promissory note in being sued is the Civil fourt at Simla, for

wrongful attachment and arrest by the victim of the Rajah’s illigality,

as the dec.
"
“^Jiy^esides and carries 011 business within the local

limits of the'Tto'^Mmn <^f Ihc Simla Court. It is said that the

piaintifT assesses miVamages at Rs. 2,000.’’

•
• •

The number of visitors to the Indian Museum during December last

reachtJ 44,753 persons, including 34,332 native males and 9,152

native females and 979 male Europeans and 290 Euripean women.

As the Museum was open for 21 days only, the average of daily at-

tendance was as high 2131—as an indubitable proof of popularity.

• •

We are obliged to l^ajor Cooper, the Honorary Secretary, for the

following fiv4^ items of information regarding the Countess of

Dufferin’s Fund

“The first of the Silver medals presented by II. E. the Viceroy to the

Natioal Association for supplying Female Medical Aid to the Women
of 4 ndia has been claimed by the authorities of the Grunt Medical

College, Bombay, for presentation to Miss B. Bradley, the most suc-

cessful student during the past year at the first examination in the

certificated Practitioners Class,

Sir Walter Desouza, whose liberality hattk enabled many female

students to study at the Calcutta Medical Colegi*, has just placed a

cheque for Rs. 2,400 in the hands of the Central Committee, being his

final donation to the sum which, under the name of the Desouza 'I'rust,

has conferred so much good to sholars and sick in the Indian metro-

polis.

The Queen’s Register is nearly finished, but the number of contri-

butors to the Jubilee collection were so great that it will yet be some

days before the book will be ready for despatch to Her Majesty,

as every entry has to be most carefully examined. A copy of the

list is being made out for printing, and the names of all contributors,

together with the copy of the Presentation Address, will be published

with the Annual Report.

The cafiital engraving in a recent number of the Graphic of Dr.

Barter’s class of nurses at Nagpur, Central Pronvinccs, shows that

interest in the movement has extended beyond the limits of the

Indian Empire. The reports from the Pranches are now being re-

ceived by the Central Committee, and give a very satisfactory account

of the progress of the Association during the past twelve months.

The provincial organisation is working well, and the local Committees

are settling down steadily to their work. The co-operation of the

Medical authorities and the various Municipalities and District Boards

is very noticeable in the reports of the Branches. The interest taken

in the movement by the non-official members of the various local

^poards and Committees is one of the most encouraging signs of public

approval.

The Third Annual General Meeting will be held in Calcutta early in

February, and it is hoped that it may be attended by representatives

of the various Branches, There are not any changes to propose in

the Rules of the Association, but it is very probable that it may
be found necessary to incorporate the Association in view of the in-

creasing responsibility incurred in the distribution and custody of

public money.”

The appointment of Sir Charles Elliot in the place of Sir Theodore

Hope in the Viceroy’s Council is gazetted, and he has taken his scat,

^ 'l^'oTES AND Leaderettes.
We arc officially informed that the last j)illar on the Murghab section

of the Afghan frontier was erert' d by the end of December. Colonel

Alikhanoff, the Governor of Mt rv, and Colonel Tarkhanoff, the Gov-

enfbr of i’unjdeh, with some German travellers and a considerable

Turkoman escort, were pre.scnt. Hospitalities were exchanged by the

English and Russian Officers. The two parlies were to have started

north-eastwards the first week in January. All’s well that end’s well.

The Maharaja of Mysore is at present staying in Calcutta on a visit.

His Highness arrived here last Tuesday and was escorted in dne of

the Vicerlly’.s carriages under the usual salute, to his residence, 21

Garden Reach. His Highness’ people, high and low, Europeans and
Asiatics, made the best of their way to their quarters 'on* foot or in

chance ticca Bengal bandies or such other //iconvenicnces or //tAfcon-

veyances as luck favored or favored them not. There were no
arrangements for the transport of the following host, and the usual

that lounge at the terminus happened not to be in force.

To add to tffe situation, the Port Commissioners who wait for no Raja
or Rajmantri, true to their almanac, were dodging to disolve for the

moment their nuisance of a shanty dingy bridge. Accordingly a
“ stampede ” was ordered. Were it not for the hospitable courtesy
of the Viceroy, the great station might have tesounded with, A horse I a
horse I a kingdom for a horse

; etc?, A caU I a cab I a Raja for a cab !

' The State Mahmandar and other paraphernalia of the Foreign Office

—be they Boses or Dasses, Bukshs or Browns, Smiths or Joneses—are

in high feaiher and “mighty jolly,” like doctor-, at the approach of the

sickening season. In these days <»f reticnr linu-nt they are not only glad

of an opportunity for showing some woik but they are in pretty good

dem|nd, and the quotation promises daily impiovement. Their duty is

simply delicious. It is literally a Business of I’leasure -to feast and

be feasted. For, doubtless they are not ^such simpletons as to fcrget

the claims of No. I. Nor are the guests such cluiiis as to scruple to

help them to the good things to be paid for by the prariirally absent

third party, the Indian rate payer. And the Indian IVinces always re-

serve a g<u)d fund for free will Backhcesh to the incorruptible Ars

Beghids, Khamamans^ Mooshreffs^ Moot-suddie^^ and menials of the

Household of the British Mogul.

Just now Mysore is the great gun among the native guests, but a

motley crew are soon expected who may function in this Calcutta

season as the Khan of Khelat did at Lord Lytton’s Grand Tamasha

of Empire at Delhi. There is already a dubious flutter among the

Foreign Office people. For they are preparing for the advent of a

frontier mountain chief. This is no other than S.ardar Afzul-ul-Mulk

of Chitral, who with 22 followers, arrived at Sialkot fiom Jummu oif

the 26th. Thence the party were to start for Calcutta on the 5th

January, and, calling at Delhi en route, reach Calcutta on the morning

of Tuesday next, the loth January.

The Governor of Bombay and Lady Reay arrived in town this morn-

ing under the usual honors. They will stay here ten days and take

Benares and other upcountry cities in the return.

Pursuant to announcement in the papers, Mr. Locke Richardson’s

recital of Julius Cmsar came off on Thursday night at the Dalhousie

Institute, before a distinguished and sympathetic audience headed

by the Viceroy and Lady Dufferin, and the Lieutenant-Governor

with their respective suites. The hall was fairly filled with Eu-

ropean ladies and gentlemen. The Indian attendance was confined

to the sterner sex, of every age and condition. Student and teacher,

guardian and ward, pleader and client, black curls and grey hairs,

were there, animated by the common desire of listening to the words

of the immortal dramatist through the voice of a great elocutionist

whom a good wind had blown to our shores. It is to be legretted that

the emancipated denizens of the zenana and the girl graduates were

quite unrepresented. Such abstention may lead to an impression that

the sensation novel is more to their taste than the writings of the

world’s bard and that Portia is not a model which theycaie to honor,

much less to imitate. Here (as often elsewherej the Mahomedan

c immunity was represented in the sole person ofNawab Abdool Luteef.

The hour for the performance was not mentioned, and vaguer

word than “ evening” does not exist in English or any other language.

No wonder, some of the audience came rather too early on the scene.

We suppose the same circumstance is accountable for the late ap-‘

pearance of the Government House party, which di l.iyod the opening

of the business, causing some truly British grumblin g. There was also

some confusion in the allotment of the so-called reserved scats which

we suppose will not be repeated.

Mr. Richardson quite fulfilled the expcatalions he had raised in the

minds of his audience. The recital was intelligent and interesting

throughout
;
the expression dramatic, the action bcirvg always suited

to the word. Starting withjhe advantage of a pleasbig exterior, the

performer sustainc^J the attention of his audience by the varying

modulations of his voice proper to the diflferent characters, as by

appropriate aside observations and explan.'{tions which took the

place of hand-bills and scenery, thus as it were singly representing

ail the parts. Mr. Richardson also introduced critical observations

upon different characters and scene^ in the play which had the merit

of condensing, within a small comp.ass, the cogitations of many writers.

We do not think it necessary to revert to these last beyond drawing

attention to a mistake in the criticism of the morning press. .Shakes-

peare’s Caesar is not the all-accomplished statesman, the splendid

orator, and all the rest of it. With all his “ little Latin,” the Poet has, by

instinct of genius, been able generally to present the truth of Roman

life and of the recorded event. The exception is in the character which

gives name to the play. He would have better called it “ Brutus.”

His Caesar is neither the Caesar of history, nor the Caesar of th&

Commentaries. The notable deficiency in the creation tha t y
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Coesar is no doer at all—no man of action. On the contratry, he is re-

presented with all hib infirmities, so as to justify the conspiracy against

him and to e\alt the cli.iiacter of Urutus, and it is a rather serious

mistake to father the opposite view upon, of all men, a lifelong student

of Shakespeare like Mr. Richardson. We are glad to find that

encouraged by his first success with our fellow-cili/ens, Mr. Richardson

proposes the recital ot Merchant of Venice as per details mentioned

elsewheie in our coiumns. We frust he will meet with the good success

which he richly deserves.

A Divisional Kench, consisting of the Chief Justice Sir Comer

Pethcram and the Ilon’blc Mr. Chunder Madhub Ghose, have referred

to the Full liench the (piestion of Hindu Law of inheritance, namely,

whether uncle’s son’s son or brother’s son shall first succeed.

It is in go-ahead America that woman’s rights are receiving the utmost

development. Tlie land .swarms with lady doctors, lady lawyers. Fe-

males arc ciowding cveiy civil piofcs^ion and employment. Girls and

boys are educated together. In manly exercises the ladies take their

full share. At Wasliiugton alone a liundred ladies ride tricylss. In

iJebraska, the lady leadei of the bar has been raised to the bench.

In another particular, the sex is asserting itself, even in Old England—

we mean women availing themselves of the benefits of the patent laws.

Formerly their invention was at the mercy of ungenerous man. If a wo-

man happened to make a useful discovery, she personally gained nothing

by it, either in the way of pelf or praise, for some male cousin or other

relative of the ruder sex usually appropriated it. Woman now claims

her own. Many fair inventors are in the field and careful of their

rights under the patent laws. The genuineness of the inventions as

results of female ingenuity is beyond question. The mark of femininity

is on them. Indeed they all belong to the sphere of waman^s life

in particular. Thus Lady A. M. W. Fitz William has registered a new

ambulance. Another huly, Philott by name, has patented two in-

ventions, (i) a gridiron for frying fish, and (
2

) a rotatory bread grinder

to make up waste pieces of bread into crumbs. A woman of Essex

announces a protection—much needed—for the tip of the toe of shoes.

An America lady, as titling
,
has distanced them all by the invenion of

a process for cleaning and renewing dresses without taking them to

pieces. It is strange that such a supreme necessity should have to

uiis day remained unattended to— that the desideratum should still

exist. But then it was felt only by women and the discovery belonged

to the male department.

The whole Hindu woild will he interested to know that its Taiianga

Swamin no more ! The cli.inn at last wore away, and that pheno-

menon of longevity as he was deemed, lias paid tlie debt of Naluic.

After baflling the patience of generations, the sainted Kishi expired

o.n* Mond.iy tlic 26 iit December. On the following morning the body

was carefuily depot iled in a wqjiden box and consigned to the Ganges

the box bi-ing peiloiaied with nobs so as to admit the holy water

whose touch is to cleanse the spirit that had left but not to let iisiies

'and other aquatic animals prey upon the body. One woukF have

thought 1 I 1 .U a sage .»nd devotee would be glail of the opportunity of

providing with Ins lifeless body a good feast to the denizens of the

water btdow. So the late Raja Radhakanta left minute directions

toucliing the disposal of his lemains, how his boiiy was to be left to

the ’turtles of Mathura to be devoured, etc. The method adopted in

the late Swainin’s case is said to be the usual way Rf disposing of the,

bodies of j ogees and oihgs who aie not burnt.

This is the ¥ew Year’s Day Fet^t of Honours for Official India, Her

Majesty’s banquet to her servants, with a few crumbs for such hungry

outsiders as h.appcn t« enquire about the bill of face of the coming day

and the guests to be specially favoured ;
-

• Star of India.

Kniglif Grnnd Cotnmander,’~\i\^ Highness Sawai Madho Singh
Bahadoor, Maharajah ofjeypore.

KrUiihts Commanders. - Braithwaite Pcile, Esq., Member of

Council, Secretary of State for India
; Hon’ble .Saiyid Ahmnd Khan

Bahadoor, Member of Council of Lieutenant-Governor, N. W. K
;

and Colonel James Browne, lately Kngineer-in-Chief, Sind-Pishin
R I'lway.

Major-General Oliver Richardson Newmarch, late

Secftiaiy, fiovernmcni of Jndia, Military Department
; Hon’ble

Philip Perceval Hutchins, .Madras Civil Service, Member of Council
of (lovernor, Foit St. t,eorge

;
William Erskine Ward, Esq., Bengal

(.’ivil Service, judicial Commissioner, Burmah
;
Francis Langford

O’Callaghan, E'sq., Engineer-in-Chief, Sind-Pishin and Kwaja-Ainran
Railway

;
and Edward Raban Cave-Browne, Esq,, Deputy Account-

ant-General, India Office.

Indian Empire.
Kniohts Commanders,— Charles Arthur Turner, Knifrhfy late

Chief justice, Madras
; Nawab Bashir nd-daula, Amir-i-Akbar Aman

Jah Bahadoor, Mijiister of His Highness the Nizam
; .Shams-ul

Umar.i Amir-ri Kabir Khur^hid Jah Bahadoor of Hyderabad
;
hTdwiri

Arnold, Esq., tiiithor of ‘ Light of Asia ’ and other works
;
Maharajah

Radhah Prasad Singh Bahadoor, of Dumraon
;
and Vira Karala

Varma Elaya, Rajah of Cochin.
tomfhifuons— Hon’blc Frank Forbes Adam, Additional Member of

Council of Governor, Bomb.iy
; Munshi Nawal Kishore, of Lucknow •

Kao Bahadoor Krishnaji Lakshman Nulkar, Chairman, Poona Sar!
vajanik Sahha

;
Cnlqnt-l Hemy Constantine Evelyn Ward, Bengal

Staff (.orps, now Minister, Bhopal State
; Frederick Thomas (iran-

ville Walton, E-q., Engineer, Duflferin Bridge, Benares ;
Ney Elias»

Esq., I’olitical Agent
; Shahzada Nadir, Honorary Magistrate, Loodi-

ana
; K.i/i Saiyid Ahmad, Khan Bahadoor, Attachi^ Foreign Depart-

ment, Gtivernmciu of India
; Hon’hle Saiyid Amir Hussain, officiating

I’residency Magistrate, Calcutta, and Additional Member of Governor-
Genei.ii’s Council

;
and ReinholdRost, Esq,, Librarian, India Office.

1 he title of as a personal distinction upon Rajah Hur-
bulluh Narain Singh Bahadoor of Sonbursa.
The title >! Rajah Bahadoor as a personal distinction upon Kumar

Pudmaniind .Sing of Banelly, Pnrncah District.
1 lie title of as a personal distinction upon Baboo Govintl

Lai Roy, of Rungpore, and Rai Rajendra Lala Mitra 15ahad<)or, of
Calcutta.

I he title of Mahamahapadkyaya as a personal distinction upon
K.abi Raj Shyamal Dass, of .Meywar, and Bhimachary.i bin Rambhat
Zalkilc.ir, Senior Shastii, Elpbinstone College.

Ihe title of Shams-ul (Jiama as a personal distinction upon Moulvie
Mahommed Hossain, of Patna

; Moulvic Nur Jamal Khan, of Miraj,
and Kazi Abdul Latif, Londe Kazi of Bombay.

Ihe title of IVuhi Aadr as a personal distinction upon Khan Baha-
door .Maksud Ali Khan, late Subordinate judge, N. W. P.
The title of A'han Bahadoor ns a personal distinction upon the fol-

lowing ; -.Sayed Rczi Ali, of Purneah
; Choudhri N.asr.'it Ali, Secre-

taiy, British Indian Association of Oudh Talukdars, and Honorary
Magistrate

;
Khan Saheb Giilarn Dastagir, Inspector of Police in

K.\tachi
;
Naoroji Pestonji Vakil, Bombay; Sardar Fatah Khan

Ghcba, of Kot, in the Rawalpindi district
; Sheikh Ghulam Hassan,.

Honoraiy Magistrate, Umritsar
; Fakir Sanjid Burhan-uddin Khan,

Extra Assistant Commissioner in Punjab and Naib Wazir in Bhopal
State ; Munshi Snzawar, Post-Master, Lahore, and A?ad-ulla Khan,
Supeiintcmlent, Northern India Salt Department.

The title of Rai Bahadoor as a personal distinction upon the fol-

lowing : -Baboo Surjinarain Singh, Chairman, Bhaugulpore Municipal-
ity

;
Budh Sing Dudhiiria and Bishen Chund Dudhuria, of Azimgunge,

Moorshedabad district
; Lala Dargahi Lai, Honorary Magistrate,

Cawnpore Municipality; Lala Krishna Sah, Member, Municipal
Board, and Bench of Honorary Magistrates, Naini Tal

; Munshi
Dhankel Pershad, late of the Judicial Service in Oudh : Lala Krishna
Sahay, Honorary Magistrate, Meerut Lala Mema Mull, Clerk,
Office of Director General of Ordnance

;
Baboo Pasluipat Saran

Sinha, Head Clerk, Office of Resident, Nepal
; Dharm Narain,

Tahsildar, Umballa, Lormda Mai, of Peshawur
;
Baboo Pran Kishen

(diosh, retired Superintendent, Comptroller-General’s Office
; Baboo

R.ij Kumar Sen, rnireil Superintendent, Financial Department, Gov-
ernment of India

;
Pundit Saligram, Superintendent of Post Offices,

and B.iboo Jugodishwar Chatterjec, Second i\ssistant Opium Agent,
Ben. lies.

The title of Ran Bahadoor as a personal distinction upon tht fol-

lowing :— Pundit Gopal Rao, Deputy Colllector, Jhansi district; Cxobind
Ram, Marwari, of Jhansi

;
Tanjore Rajaram Row, Deputy Collector

and Manager, Ramnad Zemindari, Madras
;
Raj Futieh Singh, of

iJilwara, in Meywar
;
Raoji Trinibuck of Poona, late .Sub-Engineer

;

Hari Apaji, late of Gaekwar’s Contingent
; Moroba Kesrinath, late

Person.d Assistant to Accountant-General, Bombay, and Rao Saheb
Haii R.aoji Chiplonkar, Member, Poona Municipality.

'Hie title of Sardar Bahadoor ns a personal distinction upon—.Sardar

I

Rajcndar Sing, of Katgaih, Honorary M.igistrate in Hoshiarpore
district

;
and Sardar Ajit Sing of Alawalpore, Punjab.

The title of AVm;/ as n personal distinction upon Al5(lullah
Khan, luspertor of Police, Ajrnere, and Khudadad Khan, Head
Munslii, Office of Commissioner in Sind.

I he title of Sardar as a personal distinction upon—Atma Sing, of
I'adhana, and Bulaka Sing, Honorary Magistrates, Lahore .district ;

and Kirpal Sing, Honorary Magistrate and President, Municipal Com-
mittee, Rawalpytdi.
The Gondat State to rank among.st First-class State.s of Kathiawar.”

The new learned distinctions have already begun to be abused. Thus
the Maliomedan world will hear with astonishment Moulvi Mahomad
Hossciii of Pabna made a Shamsul Ultima, Poor Gobind Lai Roy
having at last paid his pence—towards the Louis Bustee at Darjeeling,

has got his life’s end. He had bled for the Lieutenant-Giivernor in

vain. We believe he had a sort of promise from Sir Rivers Thomp-
son, but to his misfortune the Maharaja of Cooch Bchar put a spoke
in the wheel of his fortune. To add to his mortification, he saw his

rival the Laird of Kakina-~a much more important local magnate,
with antecedents—elevated, while himself left in the lurch.
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Doctors need not despair. Their crust of bread is certainly not

in dangcr'of being snatched away just yet ! The sheet anchor of

European practice is about to be strengthened once more, llesides

cinchona they are going to have another subsiilule for qiiirrine :

—

Chemistry seems destined to play almost as impoitnnt a part in

the anrials of trade as did the substitntion of machinery for hand
labour. It is said that a chemist has discovered a subsiimte for qui-

nine, which can be produced at much less cost than tire article which
now plays such an important part in the medicine of to-riay, and the

artificial production is said to possess all the medicinal qnaliiics of the

famous baric. This, If it indeed he s<i, (^ill almost cortainly destroy

the trade in India and Ceylon, which has grown of late years to such
proportions that it has practically stopped the export of the bark
from Peru.”

“If it indeed be so !” Rut there’s the rub ! But it is not so, and

it cannot be as all Nature testifies, if science could see it. It is all

nonsense that a chemist has discovered a substitute for quinine, which

can be produced at much less cost than quinine. The new drug may
be cheap as dirt, but it will be as nasty or worthless too, we are afraid.

No chemist can achieve the impossible. It is not in Chemistry to pro-

duce a substitute for quinine or for any other drug. It is prt'snmption

in Chemistry to think of drring so, and a waste of energy to attempt it,

seeing that that almost mechanical science has no understanding of

drug action, belonging to the most delicate and difficult branch of all

scientific investigation. So far from a substitute for quinine being pro-

duced, we are inclined to believe that the Indian quinine is not the same

drug as the product of the South American bark.

REIS & RA WET.
SATUIWAY, JANUARY 7, iSSS.

THE OLD YEAR.
Another year has rolled itself into the Past—another
link in the onward chain of existence has been
measured up. Last Sunday ushered in the New
Year—an event always regarded with solemnity, as it

is welcomed with joy. May it prove happy to our
friends and readers! If the Old Year was happy,
may the New Year be happier still—by adding to the
good the other might have brought. If the Old
Year brought aught of evil, may the New Year take
it away. To particular individuals, or particular

of individuals, the year that is gone pro-
bably proved, a.s usual, very far from happy. In
localities here and there, it would probably be re-

membered hereafter with feelings other than of the
pleasantest kind. This is more or less the case with
every Old Year. But however it may be viewed by
the close annalist, the local observer, or individual
sufferer, on a broad and comprehensive survey of its

effects upon this (iod’s world at large, no Old Year
except in periods of aberration, cycles of Vengeance

—

but will be found to have advanced it—brought positive
gain in knowledge, and progress and happine.ss. Not-
withstanding temporary aberration.s—partial or peri-
odical divergencies—this is the law of growth, of
universal operation, in the past, as in the present and
future.

The journalist in his customary review of the year
often occupies, however, the position of a close an-
nalist, and of a more or less local observer. Repre-
senting a limited constituency—more directly con-
cerned with the affairs of a particular country or sec-
tion of country, he must view things as they appear
on his limited scale. The incidents of life in detail
are often of a kind which denies him the optimism of
the philosopher, the cheerful frame of mind induced by
contem]51ating the whole panorama in iti: proper
perspective. Mycroscopy, in History is obviously
fatal to reverence and comfort.

In Europe, the Old Year has been one of continual
unrest. The year began with ‘ the question of the
Bulgarian succession in 'full swing, and now that it

closes, that question is far from c/osed as yet. It has

been an interminable game of diplomacy, often

threatening to lead to overt collision, happily pre-

vented so far. Russia h.is elaiineal her right of

interfc!rence in Bulgarian affairs, particulirly in the

choice of .1 ruler for the [)enple, but. there is chronic

and ])owerfal resisunce iii^^ the new principality

backed by countenance from without.’ Bulgaria has

held her own so far, but not without a strain on her

resources of a well-nigh intolerable kind. The strain

is not contined to one country, the whole of the great

and even some of the lesser Jiuropean Powers, have

been forced to increase their military armairients, and
maintain them in a high stale of e(jui[jinent. In

(Germany, open rupture was imminent between ‘the

Man of Blood and Iron and the Reichstag on the

subject of supplies, till the latter, after some resistance,

gave way. The same thing was the case in PTance
where General Boulanger exercised a fascinating spell

over the people. His party has now gone out, but

not before the military organization of the country

has taxed the utmost resources of the peo[)le. France

and Germany are like two gigantic camps, armed at

every point, ready to close with each other at a mo-
ment’s notice. What this chronic war scare means
to the arts of peace —what a disaster it is to the real

prosperity and happiness of the iieople, may well be

imagined. A notable event which caused not a

little sensation in France, was the scandalous

! (li.sclosures about the sale of military honors and
offices by M. Wilson, son-in-law of President Grevy,
revealing the prevalence of corruption in most
unexpected quarters. The atmosphere was so sur-

charged with distrust, that the soul of honor at the

head of the State himself did not escape the shafts of

faction. In the end, the son-in-law was cleared, but

not before the father-in-law had resigned. Hence
the formation of a new Government. This has

not been the only change of ministry in the

French Republic. The military party of Boulanger
and the peace! parly, have inanag(*d to keep France
on the rack of political restk'ssness. There have
been several changes in the pcrsoinicl of the (iovern-

rnent, and the only thing certain seems to be the un-

certainty which prevails.

In tlu! Iiurc)[)ean situation, Fnglai:d has not much
embroil(!d herself, but the Bulgarians have just cause

of complaint on ihe score of her altitude. Lord
Salisbury is indeed satisfied that Bulgarian indepen-

dence is safe in the keeping of the Great Signatory

Powers to the 'I reaty of Berlin, but some.thiiig more
than such expressions of complacence would soothe

the wounds which they •arc receiving in their

unecjiial contest with a formidable Empire, d'hc re-

lations of Austria and Russia on the Pjulgarian

question, did not seem to be of the hapj)i(*st, while

, speculation wiis rife as to the real leanings of Ger-

many or the Porte. The war scare was by no means
confined in Germany and P'rance, a high siaii’dard of

military preparedness being the great obj»‘ct every-

where. About the beginning of the year, Austria

asked for a heavy military subsidy, and even Italy

was not exempt from the craze. Indeed, the year

has been one of gre*at disaster to this rising Southern

Power. She sustained great reverses in Abyssinia,

which necessitated retaliaiicm. Large r^ luforccmeius

had to be sent, and altogether a protacted war has

been on her hands all through the year, swallowing

up all her resources, and keeping up ferment and.
commotion in political circles, and, as in France, ren^
dcring the chances of a stable Government iftipossil^
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The English occiipatioa of Egypt continues, and

there is no knowing when it is going to determine.

The l^ritish (iOV('rnment have continually professed

to have no intention to make their stay in that coun-

try permanent, and have often fixed a time when

it would be. left “40 stew in its own juice.” Deck^ra-

tions^of this kind gaiiie^somc sM*ength last year, and

after prutr.icteJ negotiations, an Anglo-'l'iirkish Con-

vention was proposed. In this Convention, tlie Eng-

lish agre.('d evacuate the country after another

period of two years, hut they insisted on the right of

re entrance and interference, in case the affairs of

Egypt fell into disorder so as to aliect the liritish

interests in the land. This condition was one to

winch the assent of the Porte was endeavoured to be

obtained, but the other European Powers intervened,

and the Convention fell through, things again return-

ing to their Indeed, the British policy in

Egypt h.is been one of subterfuge, and a continual

violation of repeated engagements.

England has had enough troubles of her own and

to spar(‘. rhe Irish Question continued to gather

round it the. dust and heat of the deadliest contest.

It has led to a shuffling of old parties—a new

alignment of old landmarks—till the well known lead-

ers of the Liberals as well as the Conservatives find

themselves with strange companions. Mr. Gladstone

and Ilartington are parted, with hardly any chance

of reconciliation. Chamberlain has also gone from

the Liberal following as well as Bright. I'he Grand

Old Man now shares with Parnell the leadershi|)

of the Home Rule Party, and the Unionists

have gathered to themselves some of^ the best

and bravest of his quondam retainers. The Crimes

Bill has passed, not without the enacting of dis-

graceful scenes in the staid British House of Com-

mons which used to be free from suc’h characteristic

features of Continental and Transatlantic chambers.

And the Act has been enforced with little modera-

tion. There is almost a revolt in Ireland, but pro-

secution of Irish leaders and proclamations of meet-

ings and even of the National League have not had

a quieting effect.

P'erment reigns in England itself, the boasted land

of l.ib(;rty and Order. I'he wave of Socialism has

burst upon her shores- -tin: ominous figure! of Mili-

tarism has almost entered apptMrauce. Then! hav(:

been terrible demonstrations of the Lbiemployed,

reminding one of the worst tumults in the last

•days of the. Roman Commonwealth. 'I'Ik! excesses

•of the worfdng clas.ses knew no bounds. Like, the

cry of paucm ct circcnces, they paraded thi! streets

with banners, bearing \he inscription, “Bread or

Work. wearing the Red Ca[) ot Liberty, and

even chanting the Marseillaise. It was, however, at

tht worst, an "English ral)ble, and pttace was soon

enough restored, not, indeed, before resMrt had to be,

taken to the drastic plan of proclaiming public meet-

ings, and considerable damage bad been inflicKid on

trade aiKUproperty. Thj police had a hard time of

it, and required to be supplemented by the military.

The Socialists must now be* taken account with, here

as well as on the Continent, and reigning sovereigns

mus't put their*heads together as to how long they

could .safely go on keeping the military system 011

the stretch.

Lord Dufferins Viceroyalty has passed through

a year of comparative quiet. Quiet, that is, so far as

the turmoil of political dissensions which beset his

predecessor is concerned. We remember hi.s Lord-

ship to rave breathed the fond wish while replying to

the afterdinner congratulations which he received

from his countrymen on the eve of his departure for

India, that notliTng would make him happier than to

receive similar congratulations on his return, the

interval being one of peace and silence in regard to

his name, 'bluit wish has in a measure been attained,

although we are not prepared to say the apparent

calm has brought him real quiet of mind. His Gov-
ernment h.'iK been sc\ferely weighted with the finan-

cial difficulty, due, no doubt, to his own action in.

Burma. Notwithstanding the organization personally

introduced by the Commander-in-Chief, the socalled

brigandage of the Burmans has also continued to

give trouble. Nor has the state of Afghanistan been

without its anxieties. Some relief, has, indeed, come
with the U!rmi nation at last of the business of the Boun-
dary Commission, but the mystery which still hangs
over the movements: of Ayub Khan, and the Ghilzai

rebellion against the Amir, have left little peace to that

country of distracted politics, and the troubles of

Afghanistan, from whatever source, must have a share

for the (jovernment of India.

The year 1S87 has been, so far as India is con-

cerned, one of normal character, as regards the

wtMiher, the crops, and health. Thei^e have been no
exceptional aslmospheric disturbances, causing a

serious failure of the harvests, nor the outbreak of

sickness of an abnormal kind. So far the land has

had opportunities of recovering from the effect.s of

former di.sasters, which, by their recurrence, had
brought it to a low ebb of life. The year, however,

did not go, without having its full tale of disasters of

another kind, 'flic event which will be most sadly

remembered in association with the year 1887, was
the wreck of a pilgrim vessel, the SirJohn Lawrence^
bound for Poorec, in the Bay of Bengal, by a cyclone,

'rhe disaster fell like a thunderbolt on the city of

Calcutta which was the greatest sufferer, the casualties

being chielly confined to inliabitanls of the city.

The loss of life was considerable, having, so far as

it could be ascertained, been within a thousand,

chiefly female. This accident, like the wreck of

the Hesperus, fabled in song, was due to the fool-

hardiness of the Captain, but the enquiry, which, under

orders of the Government, was made by a Committee

into the circumstances, also disclosed defects in the

management which should not exist. The constitu-

tion of the Committee of Enquiry was not all that

could be desired, nor the witnesses examined of a

sufficiently representative character. These defects

must have affected the finding of the Committee, but

Captain Neiislein has not allowed the Committee to

have the last word in the business, and the observa-

tions which he has published on the subject must go

fir to enable the impartial public to form accurate

judgment. The wreck of the SirJohn Lawrence was

followed by other disasters of the same kirrl The
Maharallay another steamer chartered by llu! same*

firm, Messrs. Macneill and Company, to replace the

lost Sir Jq/h'i Laxvrcncc, met with a similar fate, the

loss of life? bviing, however, not considerable, accord-

ing to the ofticiai view. The B. 1 . S. N. Company‘s

steam vessel, Arcot, stranded in the same sea, with

the loss of 5 passengers. The year will be remem-

bered for other calamities by fire or flood or storm,

but accidents like these are never absent irom the

history of a year, and we have no wish to lay on dark

colors to make our review unnecessarily gloomy.

In India, the year was heralded with the grand do-

ings of. the Queen’s Jubilee.
^

I he celebration of that

auspicious event took place in this country on the
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and xyth of F'ebruary, and grc^at were the efforts

made on all hands to make it an impressive spectacle.

The whole country was astir—tlie manifestation of

loyalty was unmistakable and universal. 'I'he Queen’s

Jubilee was of course formally celebrated with the

usual demonstrations of pomp and rejoicing which

strike the popular imagination. But these were not

all. , The loyalty evoked on the occasion displayed

itself likewise in acts of permanent beneficence and

charity. After satisfying the needs of scenic display

and popular amusement—the illuminations and fire-

works and musical displays being admired and en-

joyed—enduring memorials of the event were sought

to be established which would make the future

partaker with the present of the celebration, 'fhe

liberality shown on this occasion was something

unique, and permanent works of public good are scat-

tered over the length and breadth of the land to

attest to future generations the loyally of the Indian

people. Several of the Native Princes commemorated
the event by abolishing the transit duties. The cele-

bration of the Jubilee in England took placti in

May, at which India was far from being unrepresented.

Indeed, one of the most picturesque features of the

Royal procesion to the Westminster Abbey on the

Jubilee day was the presence in it of a s[)lendid array

of Native Princes. As in India, the jubilee called

forth a burst of liberality among the liritish people,

which also took the shape of institutions of a per-

manently beneficent character. The Native Princes
j

have had to bear no small strain on their r(‘sourccs on

account of the demands of the jubilee. They had to

make the celebration of it worthy of themselves in

their own territory as well as participate in the public

movements set on foot at Home.* To the Indian and

Colonial Imperial Institute, which, under the patronage

of the Prince of Wales, has been found as the per-

manent memorial of the Queen’s jubilee for her

dominions abroad, their contributions have been on a

princely scale. ' The Jubilee has proved a godsend to

philanthropists in furnishing them with a monil lever

for more effectively working on public benevolence

in support of the charitable objects which they had
severally in view. Of such philanthropists, Lady
Dufiferin had not been slow to turn the occasion

to account, and the Jubilee subscriptions to her I'\md

for Native Female Medical education and treatment

have gone no small way in im[)roving the iiiiancial

position of the benevolent iiioveiiienl.

The Indian National Congress has, by its modera-
tion, succeeded in di.sanning suspicion. The second

Sqjsion of the Congress was held in Calcutta under
the able presidency of Mr. Dadabhai Naoroji, and it

dispersed about the beginning of the current year.

Its discussions were conducted with such intelli-

gence, knowledge, and, above all, temperance .iiid

sobriety as to contradict the calumnies which had
been spread about it. Its enemies had ascribed

to it extravagant and impracticable aims which
existed nowhere except in their imagiivation, and
which have been effectively belied by’ the pro-

ceedings of the body. The year closes with another
sitting of the Congress at Madras, the business of
which has been conducted with the same wisdom.
To the Indian patriot, the spectacle of the whole
continent coming together once a year to discuss

matters of common interest cannot but be exceeding-
ly gratifying. English education and the Indian
press have now achieved what the Mogul arms failed

to accomplish. India is nq,w, for all practical purpo.ses,

^

one Empire, with identical interests, with one full

beating in the entire body politic, no better proof of

which could be given than the fact of the Congress
itself. To a Government constituted like that of

British India, the voice of a National Congress can-

not but be of the highest aid.

The financial pressure due to the increased military

expenditure of the Imperial' Government, lias not

abated since the previous year. On the contrary,

it threatens to be chronic. The operations in

Burma continue, and there is hardly knowing
when this drain on the resources of the Em-
pire will cease. The Afghan Boundary Commis-
sion ha.s, indeed, closed after going through untold

sufferings and privations of various kinds in its

marches and during its sojourn in those inhospitable

regions. What loss of life and treasure it has entailed

remains to be completely accounted for. An adequate
set-off for all this would doubtless b(i afforded by the

establishment of cordial relations between the two
(ireat Powers that contend for the sovereignty of the

East. The prospect of such cordiality is, however,

as remote as ever. In the meantime, the exigencies

of a watchful military [lolicy on the North-Western
frontier, coupled with the lingering operations in

Burma, absorb up all the resources of the Slate,

cripple the prosecution of urgent works of public

utility, affect all Provincial and even Local Funds,

and prolong the imposition of a most odious tax upon
a [)eopIe unable for the most part to make the two
ends meet. The necessities of the Imperial Govern-
ment, paramount as they are, leave the Subordinate

Governments nothing but to submit to sacrifices.

'I'he Decentralization scheme has been recast on new
lines, much to the disadvantage of the Provincial

Funds. Indeed, the fundamental principle of the

scheme, namely, the prior equitable right of the Pro-

vincial Governments to these funds for provicial ex-

penditure, has been abandoned, and a different princi-

ple laid down in its place. 'I'he Imperial Government
is the master, and before the exigencies of Imperial
protection and safety all other considerations must
give way. No one is disposed to call in question the

abstract necessity or justice of this principle. But its

operation must be exceptional. 'I'he Provincial Gov-
ernments have already acquiesced in it too long to be
easy any longer. They have already starve^d themselves

too long to remain quiet, and murmurs of discontent are.

beginning to be heard. 'I'he I,m[)erial Government,
it is true, have been anxious to obtain what relief it

could by trying some husbandry of resources, and
towards this object, appointed a Finance Committee.
'Phis Committee have held Iqng and close delibera-

tions, but, judging from the result, they do not appear
to have attained any bt:Uer success than similar Rc‘

treiichmeiu Committees iti the j;ast. .It is the old

story of chee.ie-paring economy, the great vested in-

terests being deemed inviolate. 'Phe true ne thod of
economy is to tackle with the big^ofices. But this

will ne.ver be. St) le concession has, indeed, been
made by Lord Dulliuin’s Government to tht? clamour
of the Indian party who lyive insisted on a larger

infusion of the native element into the adminis-

tration. A Public Service Commission has been
sitting for the last two ye;*ars, and its report is now
ready. How far it will satisfy the just ambition
of the people and at the same time me(‘t the

financial difficulty, we cannot say. Nothing short

of organic reform, however, will be a permanent
solution of the problem, and the recommendations
of the Commission are looked forward V) with

the keenest interest. The continued financial
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pressure borne by the Imperial and Provincial

Governments, as it is tlie most notable adminis-

trative feature in the history of the year, has not been

without direful effects upon thii peo|.)Ie at large. 1 he

Income '[‘ax has been a terrible engine of oi)pression,

and, while nothing less than its withdrawal is cabled

for by the highest consideration^ ol policy and justice,

there are rumours already in the air of the Govern-

ment intending to increase its incidence. Should

these rumoure prove to be true, nothing could be

more disastrous for the country or more fatal for the

good name of the Government ol India.

Of other noteworthy events of the year, the most

prominent place is clue to the establishment of a

Legislative Council and of a IJ niversity for the North-

Western Provinces. How far these measures were

justified by the progress of that territory re-

mains to be seen, but the dissatisfaction already ex-

pressed at the results of the Calcutta University, and

file corruption which has been discovered in the

management of the University of the neighbemring

land of the Punjab might well have given some pause

to those who precipitated the University movement in

a notoriously backward province. The opportunity

afforded by the institution of a Legislative Chamber

for the North-West might have been taken to try, on

a tentative scale, the principle of representation

for which there is such a strong demand in the

country.

Much dust of controversy has been raised during

the year over a question of social reform, to wit, that

of early marriage. It arose out of the misunderstand-

ing between one married couple, in Western India,

carpenters by caste, Dadaji Bhikaji and Rukhmabai.

Whatever her grievances, the discontented wife

knew to make capital of them, and, whatever her

original charms, she has bloomed into a great

heroine and a martyr. The controversy on the

marriage question has become general, every part ol

the country having been drawn into its vortex, till the

Government of India have issued a circular to Local

Governments calling for opinion as to what action,

Executive or Legislative, on the part of tlie State,

might be justified by the circumstances.

The year following that of the Madras Scandals,

had its own crop of scandals, if of n K!ss grave kind.

One of the sufferers from the Madras Scandals at

the hands of Sir M.^ Grant Duff, we mean, Mr.

Crole, has had justice done to him by the Sec-

retary of State. The peaiaky of suspension and

of loss of pay was revoked, and his conduct in the

matter thoroughly vindicated. Of official pccadil-

locs of this year’s own* the most prominent are the

tyranny of l\Ir. Newberry, Magistrate of Rungpore,

in what is named the Deer case, the Draconian

justice meted out by over zealous Joint Magis-

trates like Mr. Holm wood of the 24-Pergunnahs,

and Mr. Luson, of the Nuddea District; the disclo-

sures in connection with the Benmes case, and the

alleged dove intrigue pf Mr. Wilson of Cambay,

caused no small sensation amongst the people. In

some of those* cases, substantial justice has been

HoHoways Ointment and /V/o. —iNoiiifjle ac.ts.— inrcii^e Deal

augments the annoyance of skin di.sease, and encourages the develop-

ment .of febrile disorders
;

wherefore they should, as they may, be

removed by these detergent and purifying propaiations. In siom.udi

complaints, liver affections, pains and spasms of the bowels, Holloway’s I

Ointment well rubbed over the affected part immediately gives the

greatest ease, prevents congestion and inflammation, checks the threat-

ening diariheca and averts incipient cholera. The poorer inhabitants of

large cities w.ll find these remedies to be their best friend when any

pestilence rages, or when from unknown causes, eruptions, boils, .ab-

scesses, of ulcerations betoken the presence of taints or impurities

within the systeui, and call for instant and effective curative medicines.

meted out to the offenders, but the orders of the Sec-

retary of Slate in the Cambay Scandal case have been

received with great astonishment and humiliation.

Our review of the year, imperfect and hasty

as it is, must have its mortuary return. Death,

as usual, was busy in high places, and middle and

low. So far as Indian interest is concerned, it is

by no means a meagre crop he has garnered to

himself. Most prominent among the friends of India

whose voice and pen have been lost to her, is Major

Evans Bell. The Princes and people of India will

never let his name die, so manifold have been his

services to the cause of Indian political reform.

Sir xYshley Eden, late a Lieutenant-Governor of Ben-

gal, and who has left in this Province a thoroughly

familiar name, also succumbed to a protracted illness.

Among other retired Anglo-Indians whom de^/th

I

carried away, are the names of Dr. Norman Chevers,

j

Mr. Bullen Smith, Sir F. Douglas Forsyth, .Sir Philip

I

Wodehoiisc and Sir Barrow Ellis. Some striking

I

characters, with European reputation in their way,

passed away in M. Katkoff, editor of the Moscow
(rarjc//£\ and no mean factor in Russian politics, Mr,

Newdegate, typical Tory Squire of the House of

Commons and Ilerr Krupp, the greatest gun maker
in the world. In our own country, death has robbed us

of Dr. Ramdas Sen, a rising Orientalist, of Mr. Dear,

the Monghyr benefactor, of Babu Rakhal Das Hai-

dar, an ornament of the Executive Service, and a

man of note in other respects, of Babu Hari Mohun
Mookerjee, an enthusiast in botany and in agricultural

improvement, of Dr. Anandabai Joshi after the com-
pletion of her foreign medical education, and of the

benevolent Rani Sarat Sundari of Putia, as also

of .some tutelary or reigning Princes, as the Raja of

Jhind, the transported Raja of Poorec, Nawab Kulb

Ali Khan of Rampore, and the Plx-King of Oudh.

THE FIX IN THE FOOTLIGHTS.
While the ring and the footlights have combined to

perplex the choice of aitipsements of the White Town” of

Calcutta, there seems to be something like a fix in the

public amusements of the denizens of the “ Black Town.'’

Tlu’re has been quite a revolution of late in the playhouses

in Bcadon Street. Last season, we had native circuses added

to the three theatres. One of the former even invaded the

sacred grounds of the IMaidati and scored a triumph that

might be envied by even a Wilson or a Cdiiarini. The theatres

did very well too. The .Star, in especial, successfully strove

to maintain the popularity of the native stage. Bihva

Mauyeal, a wholesome pLi)'—the old story with a thoroughly

new and attractive face—drew men and money; wliilc “Bcllick

Bazaar : or the Scamp’s Exchange,” a Christmas pantomimic

sketch, nightly filled the house and its coffers. The latter

was jiractically the hit of the .season, and had a rather long

run. It attracted crowds when even the thought of Christmas

had once more been shelved in dreamland^ The Star

scorerl another financial triumph during tRe Jubilee. The
manager rose to the height of the occasion. The decoration

an<l illumination of the Star were pronounced by both press

and public to be most tasteful. They attracted Viccroyal

notice on the evening of the Procession of the i6th P*eb-

ruary, and I lis Excellency gave permission for advertis-

ing a patrynage night with prc.sencc—a favour out of

which he backed, nor wisely as wc think, by lending his

cars to some heroes in false sentimentalism fancy free.

Perhaps he was afraid lest the scandal of the “ Emprcs.s of

the Arena” were repeated over again, It was a mis-

take, and the scandal which this mi.stake produced more
than outbalanced the misconception which prompted it.

That an Englishman of Lord Dufferin’.s age and experience

should have thought of tlie morality of a stage-girl off the

stage before looking at her on the stage, was perhaps the

biggest joke of the season.

But this disappointment was as nothing compared to

what the management of the Star had to experience at the
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hands of'Fate soon after. About this time a dark speck in

the spotless blue of the heavens that has been so Ion"

smilin" upon the proprietors of the Star, bc<>an to grow

into- shape. Scarcely a month had passed before it assumed

formidable proportions. It struck terror into the hearts of

the proprietors, though the manager managed to present

a calm face for some time. The fact of it is that a member
of the Colootola Seal family, just bursting out of the state

of adolescence, took it into his head one fine morning

to have a playhouse of his own. No liooncr was it conceived

than he thirsted to make it a /ail accompli. The chief

family trait in the stripling now showed itself. He would not

only have a playhouse, but the very best, even to the des-

truction of all the others in the metropolis. The land lying

immediately to the east of the .Star Theatre was available and

even the most prohibitive price offered by its fortunate pro-

prietor was at once accepted and part of it paid in earnest.

Here, however, there was a rub. The calm exterior of the

manager of the Star had something to do with it. He was not

only its manager, play-wright, “star” and director, but also its

guardian angel. The manager went over to llaboo Gopal Lai

Seal to expostulate with him on the ground of the wrong

the Star was sure to suffer by the intended playhouse

next door. The nuisance, he said, would be fatal to the

interests of both the houses. It was all in vain, the young

man was inexorable. The manager would then sell his

own house for Ks. 50,000. The offer was accepted, the nego-

tiation was about to be concluded when stepped in the

millionaire’s legal adviser. The young man’s wild enthu-

siasm must be curbed, and if he must have the Star, the

price must be only Rs. 30,000—for the goodwill, the profits

and the prestige of the proprietors, and all. The manager
was simply indignant, and the negotiation fell to the

ground. And now the jirojcct of purchasing the adjacent

land revived with redoubled fury. The millionaire was
mad to buy it and the proprietor mad to sell it, but

there came a hitch—an awkward hitch, it could not be

bought or sold. From the details of this incident we
would abstain. Suffice it to say that the still calmer

mood of the Star Manager had something to do with it.

For four months he strove armless and alone against

formidable odds. But in the interests of his company it

was useless holding out any longer, a deeper policy

than all the legal heads in the metropolis could divine sug-

gested itself to him. Suddenly one day he succumbed, the

Rs. 30,000 was paid down and the “ Star ” became the
“ Emerald. ” Within a week the old proprietors bought

land in Cornwallis Street, Grey Street-crossing, and laid the

foundation-stone of the future Star. The building just

now has almost neared completion, and looks even now as a

grand and fine structure. It would have been completed

and the Star rc-opend before Christmas but fur another

and perhaps the happiest whim of the Emerald millionaire.

He had the playhouse made a grand one by addition and
decoration inside and out, but he badly wanted a grand
manager to manage his grand concern. He had secured a

veteran, but before the latter had had a trial the young
gentleman changed his mind, succumbing to zenana influence,

it is said. He now would have a surer public favorite. In

faclj he must have Baboo Grish Chundcr Ghose, the Star

Manager and opened negotiation once again. Baboo Grish

would not come deserting his old proti}ges unless they them-
selves would gladly part with him. To part with (irish,

Baboo Seal paid the Star proprietors enough to gladden
them and Grish was brought at his weight in gold. The
calm hero of the footlights and favorite of fortune once more
smiled to the most complete discomfiture of the legal

and other wise heads.

After the storm, however, the calm has r>ct in. Wc
congratulate the young Baboo on his choice of his present

manager. Baboo Grish Chundcr Ghose—poet, actor, play-

wright and dramatic master all rolled into one— i.s, as wc have
more than once said in these columns, a rare genius in the

profession into which he has cast his lot. A man of
extraordinary intelligence, and possessing rare practical

wisdom, he would have flourished in almo.st any profc.ssion.

A child of fancy, he early showed his turn for the boards
wheron he soon enough made his mark. Father of his ama-
teur company, he soon became the father of the profes-

* sional Stage in Bengal. A dramatic literature for the stage

^—a sufficient supply of acting plays—was alone wanting to

[maintain the new taste of the Bengali public. Dino

Bandhu Mittcr, Michael M. S. Dutt and the dramatisation

of Baboo Bankim Chandra Chatterjoc’s productions had by
this time been thoroughly exhausted, and no new drama
or dramatist of merit was to be had—new sensations were
out of the question. The old stories were repeated times

nauseating. 'I'hcrc was a dead fix that was most eloquent

through thin houses getting thinner nightly, and the

very *gods ’ threatened desertion 'la masse. Fho dire necessity

produced the man. There was indeed no need of going out

far for him. He was within the precincts of the footlights,

the great tragedian himself. He was only ipodcst hitherto,

under circum.stances which this cry for novelty scattered to

the four winds. The Garrick of the Bengal Stage dis-

covered himself as its Talfourd. .'\n ardent admirer
of the best English poetry, and having already wooed
the Muses himself, he burst forth into dramatic blank verse

in Bengali the despair -a.s the great poet once said himself

—of Madhu Sudan Dutt. His first production, Raban Biulh

(the Fall of Ravau) was succeded by other and still

nobler births, between short intervals. \Vt? have heard
Grish never writes his books but simply dictates his versc.s,

and that at times the modern Vyas, in fine frensy rolling,

makes his Ganesh’s task quite iKjpelcss of execution. Al-

ready his plays number about thirty, plays embracing
almost all the cj)isodcs of the Rdmayan and the MahabJuirat
the Cliaitanya-Chayitamrita, and the Lalit-Bisiar. We hope
Babu Ghose will surprise us with something still better now
that he has got the man to back his giuiius and that energy of
which he still possesses' no little store. Wc hope the passion

which the son of Wealth has conceived for the Drama will,

under his manager’s wise and fostering care, become de-

veloped into genuine love and appreciation which may .save

him ultimately from a mad career of pleasure—the fatal

temptation nowadays of the majority of our rich youngsters,
and on which—sad to .say—so many of the great Mutty Lai
Seal’s own race have been wrecked.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR.

Sir,—Wc know you to be an editor fond of phrases and idion)s. You
insert any correspondence, sense or nonsense in your well-known
journal, if it happens to be chaste and ornate English with a cer-

tain amount of erudition, which generally the disciples of Duns-
coins display in their shallow writings.

Your Santipur correspondent is a man of the above type. He
often with such pet phrases as ‘man in the moon* ‘three tailors in

cooly Sr.* and ‘cat’s paw* &c., and hackneyed and stale witti-

cisms finds favor with you. He like a pledged friend often holds

out to the view of the public the bright side of the young and
grccn-horncd Vice-Chairman and virnishes his weaknesses and frail-

ties enough to become dazzling attributes. At the last election

the tutildry God of your correspondent stood for a commissioner-

ship. But he was sadly defeated to his utter dejection and disap-

pointment. It is a pity no doubt to see him crest fallen, but the

fact goes to prove his utter unpopularity and dire want of discretion

with which he exercised his power from his new muatud. The
scandalous jobberies of his admini.stration arc still fresh in the me-
mory of the Saniiporians. The cduosied community hide their

faces in the very name of that stripling, whose want of judgement
and discretion led him to do foul plays at his pleasure. The rate-

payers jof Saniipur, in the last election showed their moral courage

by not electing one whom they have taken for an arbitrator* and a

virnished noodle. 'I'hc only a]tcrnaii\e is now left for him is to bo

a nominated commissioner. Wc do not grudge him the honor l»c

covets ? And wc heartily wish him success. The other day the

able editor of the “ Indian Daily News” after scrutinizing his ad-

ministration, remarkcil the following * •

“The newly cleptcd commissioners would not elect the obno.voiis

B-abii (Sorot Chundcr Roy) to the Vice-chairmanship and the Ben-
gal Government would show a poor appreciation of the yievvs of

the electors if they nominated a man so conspucuously rejected by

the rate-payers. As to the age of the Babu, youth is no offence in

itself ; but we should say that an olde'r man would he more suitable

for the position.”
# #

The remarks arc as judicious and prudent as they ought to be.

If the Bengal Government do not nominate this younkcr, Mr.

Editor
!
your able and rruthsecking correspondent will die by

inches of having nothing to write in eulogy of his deified hero.

With all \our faults Mr. Editor! I know you to be a straight-

forward man which justifies me in hoping that yem will not supprcy;i

my letter though you will not daintly relish it, I am your old auJ

plain spoken friend,

SOSIII BHUSAN BOSE, (m. a.)

A false friend to be sure, and plain spoken by half only—

a

genuine panizan, in fact, but a foolish one who ha^not rji e art to

See the writer’s amending note farther on.—Ed. R. &* R»
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conceal his hate, though he is a Master of Arts ! A precious pro-

duction of the Calcutta University ! We have published the

letter in all its native glory, not daring to make any changes for

fear of being accused ol sacrificing its points in league with our

Santipore Correspondent. Poor “Master” Bose has not yet learnt

to spell. No wonder idiomatic English should be a bugbear to him !

But whatever the dcfiduncics of his education, surely, as a ydang

Kyastba gentleman, he might l^avc Icarnti better manners at home

than causelessly to fnsult his seniors.

Notwithstanding all his sneers at “chaste and ornate English,’*

(a sad jumble of his own, by the way) we have reason to suspect

that our M. A. casts on it the same wistful longing look with which

the fox dismissed the grapes overhead as sour. He himself docs

not disdain to try his pen at a little alliteration, where he shows

us and our previous Correspondent up as the “ disciples of Otmiotus

[f/V] displaying ” erudition.

The above epistle is not a random shot nor a hasty scrawl, but a

careful composition and a deliberate oft cnee. Not a blot disfigures

it. It is written leisurely in a neat hand—evidently from a previous

draught. Hence its orthography and style are of the best in the

writer’s possession. So jealous is he of his reputation, indeed, so

particular about his points, that he has taken the trouble to post a

card by way of a corrigendum^ to wit :

—

• “ Santipur^ the i6tb Decern,

Sir,—Kindly read ‘arbitary ’ for ‘ arbitrator * in my letter dated

the 25ih instant.

Yours faithfully,

S. B. Bose.”

That letter scarcely improves the situation. Verily, here is a

correction in which nothing is corrected !

And is he one of the shJning lights of “the educated community”

of Santipore?

One parting word to all poors {purs if you prefer the Hunterian

method) and provinces as well as persons. Rets ^ Rnyyet is no

partizan, whatever may be those whose communications find ad-

mittance in it. The journal is always open to correction, ,even

though the oftcncc may have been given by the editor himself.

But, of course, people cannot be allowed to insult, like this blessed

Bose, on pretence of correcting. We have deliberate views of our

own, and on many questions strong opinions, but we have no Z/d

against persons or things or views—no bigotry, no claim to mono-

poly of truth or wisdom.—

E

d., R. R.

" The Play’s the Thing I "—Shakespeare.

BUMPER HOUSES I BUMPER HOUSES I

Last nights 1 Last nights 1 Last nights!

OF

Revival of Old Plays with New Colors on I

Don’t cuTbC for no scats ! F'rst come, first

served.

The Season’s best wishes and compliments

to all !

EMERALD THEATRE
BRADON STREET.

Saturday—the jth January, iSS8—
at %% 1'. M. sharp.

Last night 1 Last night for the Se-ason of

That never-failing Fountain of fun, the fun

that cheers but not inebriates, the fun that

gives He.aity t.augh— Hearty Laugh that gives

you good jolly Hunger and Sleep, by Dino

Bandhu Mitter

Strongly cast with old Veterans.

JOLODHER Mr, A, Mastiiphi,

A Sketch Inimitable.

Next day,Sunday,—8th January, iSS8
,

j

at V> p. ni.

The evening’s entertainment will commence

with Baboo Grish Cliniulvr Gbose’s soiilen-

tranciiv^r Masual nvilan--‘, the IMay that

sends you to Dream liiiul to cnj'jy an lioui

MAYA TORU
OK

THE ENCHANTEB TREE.
Nymphs Singing in the air

!

Singin;; Nymphs lloating down <. itaracts !

Singing Nvinjilis bursiing out -1 1 rees !

Grand Nuptial Scene of Airy Beings !

Mirth llir Fun Dance

and and and and

Music HumvTiur FRomc Dazzle

To xonclude witln the Last Performance of

the Drama of Dramas, the Drama for All

rimes, the Great Tragedy of

NILDARPAN.
With the strong cast of its best days.

Mr. Wood ... Mr. A. Mast^phi.

Nobin Madhab ... Mr. Mahendra Lai Bose.

Torap ... Mr. Matilal Soor.

G. C. Gliose, Manager.

Griha-Chikitsha.
A complete and large treatise on Homoeo-

pathic Domestic Medicines with some tried

native drugs for certain .serious diseases, by

Rai Khetter Nauth Chatterjee Bahadoor,

in Bengalee 2 o o

Do. postage... o 3 ^

Do. abridged in Hindee ... ... i o o

Apply to Author at Chinsurah or to People’s

Press, No. ^ College Street, Calcutta.

The Countess of Dufferin’s Fund.

JUBILEE COLLECTION, 1887.

(V.)

LIST OF SUnSCRirriONS received by the

CENTRAL COMMITTEE odween the

i()th October and ynt December, iSSj.

Life Councillors.

Sir Walter DeSouza Subscription

for November and December,

1887 and 1 888 ... ... 2,800 o

Life Members.

Sahabaz.'ir Mohammud Siddy

Khan of Nainpara, Bahraich ... 500 o

Annual Subscriptions,

Mrs. W. Gordon, .Simla (Sub-

scription for 1888)... ... 25 o

Donations.

2 % on Contributions to Bcr.ar

Blanch... ... ... 400 0

'lYz % on Contributions to Punjab

Branch... ... ... 19^ 7

Their Highness the Maharanis of

Kapiii thalla State, Punjab ... 1,000 o

Raja jung Bahadoor of Nanpara,

Hahrairh ... ... 295 9
Coll(‘Ltions at Holy Trinity

( IkikIi, Kaiadii, and St. Paul’s

Manor a ... ... 150 0

S. K. j. Claike, Es(j
,
Calcutta ... 150 o

Members of H. H. the Nizam’s

P. W. 1 )., Hydeiabad, Deccan 136 ii

'I'he Marquis of Exeter .... t>9 n
I he Laiiy Emma Baling, CM. ... 50 o
Sui gfoii- Major Cullen, M. D.,

Kliuiidwa, C. 1 *. ... ... 5® ^

The I'alukdar of Nandair Dis-

iiici, Deccan ... ... 38 12

J.
Coiiigan, Esq., Manji, Bilu-

chistan... ... ... 25 o

Captain Gore, A.-D.-C. ... 20 o

Collecting Cards.

By 54 Cards for Central Committee 895 7

„ 12 „ „ Bengal Branch... 396 o

„ 6 „ „ Berar Branch ... 1,697 6

„ 10 „ „ Central Provinces

Branch ... 331 9
I „ „ Madras Branch 90 o

„ I „ „ Punjab Branch... ii 8

o

o

o

o

0

o

o

o

o

2

o
o

o

2

0
o

o
o
o

3
o
o

Total Rs. ... 9,331 o 7

It is particularly requested that any one still

holding unreceipted jubilee Cards showld re-

turn them either blank or otherwise (with the

amount collected) to the Honorary Secretary,

the Countess of Dufferin’s Fund, Viceroy’s

Camp, India, at their earliest convenience.

A mil list of Donors and Collectors will be

given in the Annual Kepoit now in course of

preparation.

The 3rd General Meeting will be held in

Calcutta on or about the 8ih February.

H. COOPER, A.-D.-C.,

Honorary Secretary.

Government House, Calcutta :

9nd February^ i88S,

DALIIOUSIK INSTITUTE
Instantaneous and unqualified success of

MR. LOCKE RICHARDSON
Who will give ONE more RECITAL in

CAT.CUTTA.

Monday Evening, January 9, at

9 O’clock.

Shakespeare’s Exquisite Comedy of

The Merchant of Venice

Seats may be secured at HAROLD & CO.’S,

3 Rupees and 2 Rupees

READY

Price Post Ii'ce Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS t VOYAGES IN BENGAL
BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

HY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKBRJEB,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab FaridoonJmi Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nnfwabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Oiis.sa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, *'RE1S & RAYYET”
I, Uckoor Dint’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.
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60
60
60
60

63
32

100

54

18J
115

32

54
90

HAMILTON & CO.’S

L^Bt Designs in Gold Bangles

The Acron Bangle, (England) ... Rs.

The Thistle Bangle, (Scotland) ... „
The Shamrock Bangle, (Ireland) ... „

The Lotus Bangle, (India) ... „

The Forget-me-not Bangle ... „
The Indian Bamboo Bangle
The Victoria Bangle

The Cleopatra Signet Bangle

The Magic Twist Bangle
The Flexible Curb Bangle

The Etruscan Ball Bangle

The Good Luck Bangle ...

The Oriental Onyx Bangle ..
. ,

The Flexible Gold and Platinum Bangle „ loo

The “Mascotte” Diamond H’shoe Bangle,, 90

The Scotch Plaid Bangle... ... 80

The above are cash quotations.

Inspection Invited.

HAMILTON i CO.,
CALCUTTA.

J. Farbstein & Son,
HAIRDRESSERS AND PERFUMERS,

12^ Esplanade East,

By Special Appointment to H. E. Sir James
Fergusson and the Rt. Hon. Lord Reay,
Governors of Bombay,
Have just opened Hair Dressing Saloons

for Ladies, Gentlemen and Children. Hair-

cutting As. 8 ;
Shampooing As. 4 ;

Shaving

As. 4. Wigs, Beards, Whiskers and Mous-
taches, also Theatrical Sundries for the make
up, ToiletRequisites for Ladies and Gentlemen,

always in stock
;
cheaper than in any other

House in Calcutta. A Trial Order solicited.

INDIAN LABOBATORY.

HOUSEHOLD NON-SECRET

MEDICINES.

Nim Oil No, /—For internal use.

Nim Oil No. 2.

Nim Ointment.} For external use.

THE

NATIONAL MAGAZINE
A Monthly Review of Science, Politics,

Literature, Antiquity, Biography, Travels, &*c.

The undermentioned well-known writers

have kindly consented to contribute in its

pages : C. H. Tawney, Esq., M. A., F. H. B.

Skrinc, C. s„ G. A. Stack, Esq., M. R. a. s., L.

E. Blaze, Esq., John Hooly, Esq., Arthur
Diggs, Esq., Edgar Bois, E.sq., J. H. Linton,

Esq., A. O. Hume, Esq., C. S., J. H. Jackson,

Esq., A. Stephen, Esq., R. C. Dult, Esq., c..S.,

U. Gupta, Esq., L. M. Ghose, Esq., Barristcr-

at-Law, Dr. G. W. Cline, L. L. D., Barrister-at-

Law, Dr. Sambhu Chunder Mookerjee, the
Hon’ble Mohendralal Sircar, M. d., c. i. k.,

Baboos Aushootosh Mookerjea, M. a., Issur

Chunder Mitter, Bunkim Chunder Chatteriee,

Chunder Nath Bose, M. A., Ram Sarma, K.
M. Chatterjec, Esq., Barrister-ai-Law, Dr. J.
N. Bhattacharjee, B. L., D. L., Baboo K. M.
Ganguli, p. L., Major G. R. Fenwick, London,
and other gentlemen.

Annual subscription in advance. ..Rs. 6 o
In arreas ... ... „ 8 o
Half yearly in advance ... ,,34
RALLY PROSANNO DEY, Proprietor.

32, Rally Dass Singhee’s Lane, Calcutta.

Dr. Brandis says—“The oil is used medi-

cinally as* an antiseptic and anthelmintic.”
|

Dr. Maxwell has found it “ as efficacious as

Cod Liver Oil in cases of consumption and

scrofula.” Sir W. O’Shaughnessy says—“The

oil is thought anthelmintic and is applied ex-

ternally to foul ulcers and used as a liniment

in rheumatic and spasmodic affections and in

headaches from exposure in the sun.” Dr.

Dymock says—“ The oil is applied to sup-

purating glands, is given in leprosy and in a

variety of diseases.” If applied to sores in

horses and other domestic animals, it keeps off I

READ
“The Argonauts of North Ljjberty.”

By BKET HARTE,
Author of “The Luck of Roaring

CAmp,” &c., &c.

[now first published.]

Opening Chapters in

“ T//E WEEKS NEWS"
On the yth January next.

THE WEEKS NEWS
a new journal for all classes.

THE WEEKS NEWS
THE CHEAPEST AND BEST WEEKLY NEW.SPAPER.

THE WEEKS NEWS
flies and thereby promotes healing. The oil is Rs. loperyearorRs. 6 per halfyear— Post Free,

asovereign remedy for BARSATEE SORES, THE WEEKS NEWS
mange and itches and all foul sores in horses Will be published at Allahabad in January next.

and cattle. Nighanta Ratnakar, a Sanskrit

Medical Encyclopccdia, thus speaks of the

medicinal virtues of the Nim Oil—“It is

bitter, destroyer of worms, cures leprosy

abscesses and ulcers and diseases of impure

blood, chronic fever and piles.”

No. I. Re. I
;
No. 2. Re. I (larger phial)

;

ointment. As. 12

Salep Misree Powder.

The grand specific for nervous debility and

weakness of reproductive functions. Profes-

sor Royle states—“Salep misree is in truth one

of the best articles of diet, a convalescent can

use.” Re. i.

Directions for use and particulars regarding

composition, accompany each medicine.

Out-station orders are promptly executed on

prepayment, or by V. P. P. Post or by Railway

parcel. Packing charge for each two annas,

Postage extra.

Full price list to be had on application.

BANERJI & SONS,

Proprietors, Indian Laboratory,

87, Tripolia, Allahabad.

THE WEEKS NEWS
Will be issued from the Pioneer Office.

THE WEEKS NEWS
Will contain

The latest Indian and Foreign News
;

The Telegrams of the week, carefully edited ;

Specially written Tales by popular Authors
;

Announcements from Government Gaseites;

A Chronicle of Regimental Doings
;

A Selection of Law and Police Reports ;

ADVERTISEMENT SPACE
WILL BE RESTRICTED TO

ONE PAGE ONLY.

The Fashions and Frivolities of the day ;

A full List of Births, Marriages and Deaths
;

A judicious admixture of Sporting News ;

The Passenger Lists and many Commercial

Items

;

A Budget of short Tales and Sketches and

The chief contents of the Daily Pioneer.

THE WEEKS NEWS
A NEW JOURNAL FOR ALL CLASSES.

THE WEEKS NEWS
THE CHEAPEST AND BEST WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.

THE WHEKS NEWS
N. D.— Reis Rayyet oi February Rs. 10 per year or Rs. 6 per half year—Post Free.

and 5th March 1887, for full advertisement.

REETHAMS-
THE WEEK'S NEWS

In January—The Pioneer Office, Allahabad.

THE WTEEK'S news
Remittances should be made payable to the

Manager

THE WEEKS //EWS
ALLAHABAD.

For INDIA and all HOT CLIMATES this sweetly scented emollient Milk is INVALITABLg
IT KEEPS the SKIN COOL and REFBEBHED in the HOTTEST WEATHER,
Removes and prevents aU SUNBURN, REDNESS, FRECKLES, TAN, etc., and

RENDERS the SKIN DELICATELY SOFT. SMOOTH and WHITE.
It ffltirely prevents it from hccomiug DRY and WRINKLED, and PRESERVES the

GOMPLEXllON from the scorching effects of the SUN and WIND more effectually than any

other preparation. The IRRITATION caused by the BfTES and STINGS of INSRCT8 is

wonderluUy allayed by its use. For impurting that soft velvety ieeiing to the skin, this

delightful prepsratio-' has no eqnal! Sold by all Chemists.

Sole Makers M. BBBTHAM A BON, Ohemists, Oheltenham, Snrland.
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INFALLIBLE SPECIFIC FOR

LEUCORRHe.
A week’s use of this medicine not only cures

Leucorrhceft—the characteristic white, green

and bloody discharge—but also removes the

concomitant intense ifienstrual pains, and all

the various complaints and f^ymptoms cinci-

dental^to menstruhl difficulties and green sick*

ness, and prepares the system for conception.

Price : for a week’s consumption, Rs. 2,

packing and postage 4 annas.

Th^re are capital medicines besides for

piles, all the 20 kinds of flux—such as sper-

matorrin.ei, <liabeles, &c.—diarrhoea, rheu-

matism, puerperal complaints, cataract of

the eye, nacra, asthma, &c.

[CcrUjkaU\'\

“I have known Babu Rajendra Nath Ghoshal
kubiraj for upwards of 15 years, and I can bear

ample testimony to the wonderful efficacy of

his medicine in the treatment ofdiseases of the

womb. While Assistant Surgeon of Monghyr
and subsequently, I have known him to cure

^he most obstinate cases of uterine Leticorr-

hoci and other uterine derangements, organic

and fmictional. I can safely call his me<licine

the Specific for Leucorrhcca and painful

menstruation. Ladies who have been subject

to these diseases for years and were barren

have been cined and borne children.

Womesh Chunder Roy, L. M. S., Medical

Practitioner, Bhagalpur. 3oih October, 1886.”

Apply to

RAJENURANATH GHOSAL, Kabiraj,

Topkhana Bazar.

Monghyr.

JUST PUBLISHED
In Pamphlet^ Price 4. annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

Hy Capt. ANDREW HEARSEY.
Apply to Rci^ Cr* R,tyyet Office, Calcutta.
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,
LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Courts)

THE CALCUTTA

HOMIEOPATIIIC PHARMACY,
1- THE

EARLIEST & .STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

n/SPENSAR V IN A SIA

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN
INDEPENDENT HOMCEOPATHY

and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.
Besides the old Remedies, all the New Re-

medies and the latest additions procured from

the best European and American sources, and

kept in slock.

Medicines in wooden boxes and leather

cases, requisites of all kinds supplied, and

Prescriptions dispensed at the shortest notice.

The largest Stock of Homoeopathic literature

kept.

Orders received for supplying English

American and foreign Journals.

BERIGNY & CO.
12. Lai Bazaary Calcutta.

KALLYPUDD^DASSr
4EWELLER WATCH AND CLOCK MAKER.

148, Radhabazar, Calcutta.
Cheap Gold and Silver Rotherham’s Watches

;

Watches of other Makers, both English and
Geneva

; Gold and Silver Chains
; Earrings,

Wedding-rings, Memento-rings; Diamond,Em-
erald, Ruby rings; Tiger claw an<l other Jewel-

lery of the newest fashion. Gold guaranteed

genuine.

Orders, with remittance, promptly attended to.

THpr"

STANDARD

Rivers Steam Navigation Go.

“Limited.^
ASSAM LINE NOTICE-.

The Steamers of the Company will run from
Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back.
The Steamer “PUNJAB” will leave Cal-

cutta for Assam on Tuesday, the loth Instant.
Cargo will be received at the Companies

Godowns at Jaggannath Ghat until Monday,
tHe 9th idem.
The Steamer" BEHAR” will leave Goa-

lundo for Assam on Thursday, the nth
idem.

Intending passengers should leave here by
train on the night previous.

Dhubri & Drbrooghur Mail Service.

Throuy^h Booking to andfrom Assam.

The Despatch Steamers of this Service
leave Dhubri daily on the arrival of the Mails
from Calcutta, and proceed to Debrooghur,
stopping at all intermediate stations and
Mookhs.
On and from 1st January 1888, Passengers,

Goods and Parcels
( packages not to exceed

one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4 feet by 4 (feet
in measurement ) may be booked through to
and from Calcutta and all stations on the
Eastern Bengal State Railway and connected
Railways, and the following Steamer Stations
of this Company, vis.y Dhubri, Goalpara,
Gauliaii, Mungledye, Tezpore, Silghaut for
Koliabar, Dunsiri Mookh, Niggiting, Kookec-
la Mookh, Desang Mookh and Debrooghur.
Packages booked as parcels will be forward-

ed by rail along with the Mails. Freight on
perishable articles must be prepaid.

Goalundo and Debrooghur Despatch
Service.

Through Booking to andfrom Assam.
Special Last single-handed Steamers, which

have been specially built for the Assam Trade,
carrying passengers and coolies between
Goalundo and Debrughur, will leave Goalundo
bi-weekly on 'Thursdays'and Sundays, calling
at all intermediate stations and Debrughur on
Saturdays and Tuesdays.
Through bills of lading will be granted for

goods and parcels on presentation of rail re-
ceipt or payment of freight. Packages not to
exceed ten hundred weight or 8 feet by 4 feet
by 4 feet in measurement.

Particulars as to freight and passage to be
had from

M.\CNEILL & CO.,
/ Agents.

1-2 Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.
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LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY.

(ST. BUSHED IS25.

GOF£RiVO/f—His Grace the Duke ol Buooleuoh and Queensberry, Z. T,

N
ATIVJ^ (lENTLEMICM <rill find this Institution of great service, useful lox^npesiment.

Family Provisiofty SelfEndowmentfor old agCy and Protection to Partners or Creditors.

SECURITY. Security is the first point lobe considered by Assurers, and no Life Office

c.in surpass the STAMPARD in this respect.

THE RVrES OF PREMIUM—Will be ^ound moderate, and the conditions of a

Standard Life Policy are most liberal in every way.

Single Copy ... „ ... „

RATES OFADVERTISEMBirT.
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Advertisements (threecolumns to the page) are
charged by the space taken up, at the rate of 4
annas a line, each insertion. The lowest charge
for any advertisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic
Occurrences, the lowest charge for which is

Rs. $.

Special rates for Contracts.

No additional charge for inland postage or
peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,
will be charged. Foreign postage separately
charged the rate of 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3. a year.

Copies of the last Report, Prospectuses, Forms of Application, and all information regarding
the Company’s Retirement .Srhemc (which requires no medical examination, and the

subscription for which when commenced at young ages, is very small), the Endowment
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SEBASTIAN.

A TALE OK THE PORTUGUESE IN INDIA.

[
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“Three days had passed, and still w€ sailed

Before a breeze that never failed.

The fourth day, as uprose the sun.

And dewy morninj^' ceased to weep.

The echo of a distant gun

Boomed clearly o’er the silent deep,

Far to the East a sail appeared,

And speedily the stranger neared,

Another gun !—we felt alarmed
;

All hurriedly the crew were armed,

/And, half in doubt and half in fear.

We gazed as fast the prore drew near.

Another gun 1—the foeman’s flag 1

* Crowd overy aaili—we ;nust not lag

My lads when foes.like these are nigh.

Crowd every sail and let us fly.’

’Twas vain, ’twas vain, still nearer came

The foe, and sooth, I felt some shame

To think our Chiistian ves-scl ran

Before a piow of Arracaii.

On came the foe, began the fiay.

And yard to yard the vessels lay
;

Fiercely we fought, but still no check.

Comrades and foemen strewed the deck.

Oh 1 ’tis a horrid thing to be

Thus fighting in the lone wide sea,

With .sky and ocean spread around

And nothing but the wave’s dull sound,

To answer with its mockery there

^riie shiiek of pain, the dying prayer.

I sank at last, nor know I how

Victory fell upon the piow
;

But when iny senses came again,

1 found myself among the men

Who brought me here in chains where I,

Fair maid, am doubtless doomed to die.

I fear not death—yet would 1 live

If but for this— that life might give

Of sweet revenge, one glorious hour

To check the treacherous Selim’s power, *

Retrieve in battle field our name.

And wipe away the madd’ning shame

Thus thrown upon the Portuguese

Once masters of the Indian seas.”

He ceased : As ’gainst the wall he leant,

Her dark full eye on his was bent,

For as he spoke of fame, felt noble ire,

Bright beamed his features, and his eye was Are,

While in the lofty proudness of his look

Too clear were traced what thoughts his spirit shook.

lie leant against the wall with folded arms,

Lost for the moment to the quiet charms

Of Gul-.1nar, whose pensive features wore

A sweeter look than they had worn before.

18

“ Christian 1 in truth I mourn thy fate,

For deep and deadly is the hate

That Ycosuff bears thy race
;

And well I know ’tis joy to him

To keep thee in this dungeon dim.

Where pleasure has no place
;

To let thy broken spirit nurse

Each painful thought and fruitless curse,

^And feed upon the torturing thought

Of joys which happier hours brought ;

To let no ray of hope be thine,

In grief and loneliness to pine,

/Till life wears out, and the frame sinks

Beneath the burst.of hope’s last links.

I knew him well—myself have been

Too ofi the victim of his spleen,

Suftering what has racked this heart,

^And almost rent its ties apart ;

But morning breaks—thy life is safe,

. Unless unseen mischances chafe

The tyrant, and in bloody mood

He breaks upon thy solitude,

'There yet is hope—though faint the ray,

And gleamitijj on a distant day.

/There yet is hope—Oh ! if my jjower

Could loobe ihy chains, the coming hour

Should fiiul iliee with a freeman’s tread

Wandering where thy wishes led.”

19
"

'The maid is gone -the maid who came

So .seraph-like to soothe his woes,

Because he bore a Christian name

And dwelt among Unchristian foes.

She, who when hope’s last ray seemed fled

And every jvjy for ever dead

—

/Friends far, and foe men nigh—

Grim death, before the eye

Being a sickly dream

Replete with visions dim

Came, like the sudden gleam

Of watcis uiuo him,

Who long hath roamed the desert curst,

And nought to quem h his burning thirst,

Came like religion, meek and mild,

At the pillow of .1 dying child.

Subscriber in the country are requested to femit by postal money order if possibU^ as the safest and most convenient

medium particulat ly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Department, No other receipt will be

given^ any other being unnecessary and likely to cause confusion.
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Not now the prisoner thinks on death,

The lamp of life once more burns bright,

"^And love and joy, and the soft breath

Of hope, awake a new delight.

Though stern the captive soldier’s breast,

The tender sijh is unreprest.

What wopder Gul-dn^fr should wake

Each gentle thought and feeling,

Until his heart for her sweet sake

At love’s bright shrine was kneeling.

, What wonder that her eye, her form,

Her winning tone, her look of love,

So like to what we paint above.

Should touch a soul, racked in the storm

Of an unquiet life.

Till grown quite sick of strife t

What wonder ! love will find its way

Where harshest feelings hold their sway.

And, like sweet music, render

The sternest bosom tender.

21

Each night, when quiet reigned around.

And slumber prying eyes had bound.

Would Gul-dnar with silken tread

The mazes of the prison thread.

By more than simple kindness led.

And there, with fruits and spices sweet.

The lonely Christian captive greet,

There stood the maid in that dark cell.

And in her hand she bore

A silver lamp, whose radiance fell

His sun-burnt features o’er !

Strange was the contrast ’twixt

That scion of the West,

Whose glance of love was not unmixl

With fierceness and unrest,

And her, the beautiful and mild.

Sunny India's generous child,

Whose braided brow and Orient dress

Robed her in peerless loveliness f

22

Though cheerless that lone cell, the night

Was passed in somewhat of delight,

While listing to the tales he told

Of other lands and other limes,

Wild scenes which travellers behold,

The wonders of rare trodden dime,

And oft he spoke in idle mood

/of danger he himself had wooed

Of strife by lautl, off^lorms by sea,

Of many n. deed of bravery.

On such discourse the maiden dwelt,

And seemed to share the woes he felt.

/Tear* for his tears, sijths for his sighs.

And gazing in each other’s eyes.

And whe?n the hour of parting came

What tremors filled her tender frame !

And how she wished (he long day o’er
^

To bring her to his side once more.

23

“ Can this be love ?” she asked her heart,

Anh sighed unconscious of her lot.

“Ah I what will one’s own heart impart.

When that t^hich /s we hope is

Can this be love ? Ah ! no, Ah ! no, -

This soul*of mine must never know

Such sinful love, his very name

Once linked with mine—undying shame—

Would brand upon my faith and race,

A stain no virtues could efface.

1 love not—but may soothe his woe

Although be be my people’s foe.”

News and Comments.

We have to correct a statement in our last. The question under the

Hindu law, referred to the Full Bench, is whether the paternal uncle’s

son’s son or the brother’s daughter’s son shall first succeed, not whether

the uncle’s son’s son or brother’s son has the precedence.

«

Raja Rajendralala Mitra and Professor R. E. Bhandarkar of •Bom-

bay, have Been admitlefl as Honorary Members of the American

Oriental Society. Dr. Mitra was already a Corresponding Member,

but then he was reduced to share that title with a Bengali imposter

named Ram Chandra Ghosh.
«

• «

Sir Alfred Lyall has been taken in on the India Council in place

of Sir Robert Montgomery deceased. We hope Sir Alfred will now

learn to use his Indian experience to the advantage of India.

•
• • •

The Nizam celebrated his birthday at a Durbar by a shower of Mulk-

u-Dowla—and Jungships. The Arab Chief Sultan Nawaz Jung has

come in for a share. He had been banished from the city for the Arab

hneiiU three years ago, and had been pardoned last year. Now he is

completely exonerated and—ennobled. A proof, if proof be needed,

of the truth of the strength of the Arab interest in the Deccan con-

fessed by the late Salar Jung to Sir Richard Temple, according to the

latter’s last publication.

•
« «

The Madras Magistrate Mr. Scharlicb has punished a boy of 12, for

I

theft of four annas, with one month’s Jail and six years’ reformatory.

Is not this gcntlcin.in one of the men of light and sweetness down
South.'’ Verily, it is a//t7rir light that never was on sea or land, but

only beats on the doomed Coromandel Coast, and makes the darkness

of the Benighted Presidency visible. The sweetness seems a mere

delusion—at best, the sweetness of what is popularly called in Bengali

the candied knife. Mr. Scharlieb is certainly very popular among his

fellow-citizens. So was Draco. We should not wonder if the stern

Magistrate were treated to the same demonstrations of appreciation

of the people as greeted the bloody Law-maker.

“Beware” of the Engine—of telegrams !

—

“A passenger, who took a down train at Allahabad, got into con-
versation with a fellow uavellcr who was going to Calcutta on business
a'5 an agent of one of the respectable firms at Bombay. The stranger,
through amialiihiy of disposition, made friends with the agent, and
obtained all necessary information concerning his employer's firm. He
left the train at Benares, and availed himself of the next up-train with
a ticket for Knlinpiu. He alighted here, and, putting up in the inn
called ‘ Mogal ki-.Serai ’ went to a Mahajun, to whom he represented
himself as the agent of the Bombay firm, and told him that he had to

go to Calcutta, but having been robbed on the way was in want of
money ;

if permitted he would obtain Rs. 200 from his master by tele-

graphic money onh-r to his caie. The Mahajun, seeing the agent in

(listless, .and taking into consideration his connexion with the
firm ai I’.oinhay, acquiesced in his proposal. The pseudo agent im-
mediately telegraphed for the money, which was sent and delivered to

the man before the Mahajun by the money-order peon. The man
thanked the Mahajun and left his shop immediately. After a lapse of

a few days, it was discovered by the firm at Bombay that the real agent
was never robbed, nor ordered the amount sent to him a Kahn, ur.

The proprietor of the firm has brought a legal suit against the Maha-
jun, as an accomplice in the act, who now denies any knowledge of the
whereabouts of the strmiger, and also that the money was given by the
money-order peon on his security.”

A Berlin telegram reports that “ the Natioml Zeiiun^ states that

.steps will shortly be taken to remove Prince Ferdinand from the

throne of Bulgari.a.”

,
‘ • t

Another N*ihi?ist plot to assassinate the Czar has been discovered at

St. Petersburg. The Czar does not therefore go there as intended but

continues at Galschina. Several military officers arc implicated

in the plot.

• •

The Supreme Legislative Council meet on Thursday the 19th and not

on the 2oih a's previously announced.

«
• «

Mysore has gone, Kapiirthala has coi^e,
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King Theebaw is to be removed from Ratnaghiri to the hill fort of

Satara.

Too exploring parlies arc out to find routes between Assam and

Upper Burma—one from the Wuntho country, tlirou^jh Tainmu, for

Shillong, and the other from Dcbrugarh 7^/il the lliinkong Valley to

Bhamo.

On a •reference, the Supreme Government have authorized the

local Governments to purchase locally in Indfa the explosives required

by them.

• *

CfUARD Brookes, servlnjf on the North-Western Railway, is under ar-

rest on the charge of assaulting Mrs. King, a passenger by the

train of which he was in charge, and cruelly maltreating her with im-

moral intent. He is believed to have entered the carriage between

Gujrat and Lala Musa.

• • #

The weekly remittances to the Home Treasury by Council Rills, from

1st April 1887 to 7th January 1888, amounted to /ii, 191,300, the

Budget estimate for the year 1887-88 being ^16,114,000.

Notes and Leaderettes.

The Municipal Commissioners have Resolved upon a commercial

road connecting the Hooghly Bridge with the Sealda Railway termi-

nus. The so called Central Road will run through Hurrabazar, a thickly

populated quarter, covering mostly tenanted lands and huts. The

cost of acquisition and construction must be enormous, but they esti-

mate it at half crore. The noticeable principle in the Resolution is

that they propose to acquire much more land than is necessary for the

work, inorder to resell the same at enhanced prices to keep down the

cost. This is an advantage to the general body of the ratepayer.s who
are saved the full cost. The principle has been objected to in certain

<iuarters. It has its approvers as well, and the Commissioners passed

the l^esolution by a large majority. Whatever the propriety of the

measure, the owners do not seem to object.

The days when the Orient brought in its tiibute of curiosities to

swell the triumph of empire and send gaping and joying the rabble of

Rome, are recalled by a visible token of mutual understanding, respect

and good feeling given by the Viceroy to the King of Persia. The
Great Mogul of Ind has sent the Shah-in-Sliah a barbaric present

in the shape of a huge tusker. This fraternal compliment was

received with befitting gravity and ceremony. The open Durbar in

the open has had the honor of a place in the Gazette. The following

is taken from the official Teheran Gazette of the 12th October :
-

“His Excellency, Lord Dufferin, Viceroy of India, sent some
time ago a line male elephant of enoimous size, as a present to the
Shah. The animal is as big as a mountain

;
tusks, the size of his have

never been seen before
;

he is truly a royl animal. This great and
powerful elephant, besides being naturally very handsome, has very
handsome trappings, valued at several thousand tomans

; there are
ornaments, a silver gilt howdali and gorgeous covers and trappings

|

heavily embroidered in gold and silver. The animal reached Teheran
|

a few days ago, and on the 4th instant was presented to His Mejesty
in the Bagh-i-Maidan by Mr. Nicolson, the English Charge Affaires
at the Court of Persia. His Majesty, together with his attendants, in-
spected (lie elephant, and expressed himself delighted and very much
pleased with the noble present.”

The speech of the British Representative in presenting “a native of

India” and His Majesty’s truly Persian reply, are <luly recorded.

According to a Teheran correspondent, the Shah “ was really very much
pleased, and told Mr. Nicolson besides that he had not words enough
to express the pleasure he felt, and that he really meanH riirce limes

as much as he had said.'’
*

By sports like these are all their cares beguiled,

The sports of children satisfy the child.

The curiosities and arts of India have always been appreciated

at the courts of High Asia, which has been civilised by Hindu in-

fluence, almost as much as by a Semitic religion and Greek philo-

sophy. History tells us not only of the spoliation, by invader after

invader, of the gold and silver and preciods gems and stuffs and

^
effects of Hindostan, but also of the artists and artizans and manu-
fiicturers carried en masse by Afghan and Iranian and Turanian

conqueror. A Timur or a Nadir would have preferr^ to capture

the Pheelkhana of Delhi and lead away the grand beasts across

the Indus to receiving a present. For Nasirnddin him.sclf

a park of aitillcry ought to be more welcome tli m all the ele-

phants in India. But what is to be e.xpcclcd f>r .1 moiiairh who not

only stales like the most innocent of the putf.me viiig ir at the chef

iVceuvi^esoi M.idaine Tussaiid but faithfully diarises them for publication.

'rilE Elephant is a rather ugly ruslon^pr. He frequently proves a

disaster to his very friends, as the Indian Raja Porus and the African

General Hannibal discovered too late. In Persia, he is like a whale

out of the sea. We read

“The 24th was the anniversary of the Shah’s birthday, and the

elephant was brouglit ill state to the salam, or durbar, as a tamaslia

for the people. 'I'lie animal was not in good humour. Persian

keepers, who are to replace the Indi.ins that brought him from
India, did not know his ways

;
at last he became obstreperous, threw

a man into a tank and charged the crowd. Some men got injured,
.
a

couple were pinned again.st a brick wall, foi tun.itely between the tusks,

but one of the tu.sks was broken against the wall. The piece of tusk is

now in the museum, ideas of riveting it to the slump having been given

up.”

Yes, His Elephantine Majesty is every inch a king, even as his great

human fellow-countryman Porus, who even in captivity expected to

be treatctl accoiding to his rank rather than to his chances of the hour.,,

Whether he be confined or at large— in the park of an Indian prince or

in the gardens of Nature, in the London “ Zoo” or in the menagerie of

Barnum, the showman, it is all the same with this truly sovereign beast.

He must be dealt with with all due deference. He brooks no trifling.

He is not irascible
;
he has too great a sense of dignity and propriety

for that. But beware of his losing temper ! His rage is truly Achillean.

The latest indigenous stupidity :
—

“An As.sociation called the Aryan Patriotic Association has just

been founded at Bareilly, of which Rai Bishen Lai is the president.

Its objects are to create and promote Indian unity and feelings of
universal brotherhood and patriotism throughout the members of all

the branches of Aryan Patriotic Associations throughout India
;

to

encourage national literature, and its diffusion among the masses
; to

publish national journals or tracts in the vernacular languages; to

indicate the ways of the Government to the people at large, through
the vernacular press and popular lectures

;
to promote real education

—moral, physical, and religious
; to repiescnt the grievances of the

people to the Government, and make suggestions
; to introduce

gradually and harmoniously, social reforms.”

That goes by a great length beyond the National Mahomedan move-

ment nearer home. It never struck these innocents that their pro-

gramme is a contradiction in terms, as their very name is an offence

against go<Kl sense and taste.

In the Pandits’ cnihiisiasm for the language of classical Hellas—en-

thusiasm sure to be drained to the dregs by non- Pandits— the legiti-

mate claims of the living speech of the Gieeks are apt to be ignored.

In fact, modern Greek suffeis, like Bengali, from the extravagance of the

learned and the pedantry of the unlearned, by being pilled against

its venerated finished prototype. Otherwise, like the Bengali, it is a

noble instrument of ilionght, quite worthy of its old mqlher the classi-

cal Greek, as the Beiigalj is worthy of the ancient Sanskrit. It is

not only copious and musical, but also boosts a respectable literature.

Several of the poets of Western Europe have been inteiesied in it’

and foynd in it comfort and pleasure. Byron rendered some of

its shorter pieces. Mrs. Browning, poet by her own right as well as

the consort pf the profouiuicst poet of ohr day, has a fine appreciative

essay on thd modern Greek masters of song. Lately, a great addition

has been made to ilic volume and quality of the moderii Greek library

by the translation of the greatest English epic. Thisdiierary feat has

been accomplished ky a native Greek, M. Kasdagh. He dedicates

hiS version to Her Majesty, the Queen and Sovereign of Milton’s

countrymen.

If the British will not bridge their Channel, their good neigllbours, the

French, will do it for them. No sooner had Sir Edward Watkin’s scheme

of a tunnel under the Channel been abandoned thah they look up the

question in right earnest
;
for, of course, they were not going to em-

brace the carca.se of the dead English project. Thdy entered upon

the subject on independent lines and they have now matured a new

plan of their own. Resting on concrete piers, with a height of 40

metres, so as to enable the largest vessels to pass under it, it is pro-

posed to build an iron bridge. It is to start from Cran-aux-Qiufs,

south of Cape Grisnez, and run in a straight line across the Channel

to Folkestone. This is not the shortest cut, but the sea there is least

deep.
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A DEEPLY interesting, if not unique, case of philanthropic madness, is

told by the Palis con c^pondcnt of the Mottling Advertiser^ Eugene

Orbccchi was a young engineer of great humanity. After a course of

earnest well doing of .i miscellaneous character, he at last stumbled on

his role—the reclamation of fallen women. He was easily persuaded

that they were as earnest and anxious in the matter as he himself and

he bravely fought the facts Wjjiich contradicted him. His last case

was a Magdalene named Maigucrite Mathis. Her conversion to virtue

was as lemarkablc as that of her ancestors to the Church. He

preached and conqucieil. She had only been looking out for the good

Samaritan to turn a new leaf. She was ready to go into furnished

lodgings and leccive a dowry and promise to be good. He fed her and

housed her as a lady and proviilcd for her future, and she seemed as

good as her woid. Thus it went for a few days, perhaps weeks.

Oi'becchi, warned as he had l)cen by previous disappointments in suc-

cession, at length felt himself secure in his proti^ge. He had at last

come upon the right -siufl of penitent humanity. Vain deluding joys 1

Woman will be out, and wily Marguerite was out. Orbecchi accident-

ally discovered her continuing her olil life of guilty pleasure. The dis-

covery sc.iiccly disconcerted Marguerite who only cursed her careless-

ness, but Orbecchi flew into fury and stabbed her—the doubly, trebly

fallen! He was tried, but the jury took the true view of the matter

and saved him. There is no saving the doomed. Such was Orbecchi.

The discovei y that she whom hj regarded as the reclaimed was no

belter than she had been, the knowledge that her penitence was a per-

fidy— a sh.im and a shame—went to his very soul. It was too much.

He could not stand it. The more so that life had lost all its charm for

him. The last hope against hope of usefulness to which he clung

was blighted. (Hhcllo’.s occupation was gone. Three days after,

he was found dead at a hotel, dead by self-administered chloroform.

Under the head of Miserly Magnificence, we read in Xht Advocate of

India :
-

“ Not frcqentlv a man is encountered who is a moral paradox. The
Into Marquis of Westminster was such a man. Liberal in large affairs,

he was penurious in tritlcs. He wore sliabby clothes, carried a cotton

umbrella, saved bits of paper and twine, picked up pins, and gave away
thousands of pounds.”

Tliat is, the Duke was a dristi-kripan^ as we would say in Bengali.

The English, that Gicat Annexander among languages, rich as it is in

its resources, is not rich enough. It wants a whole host of vocables

of the sort common in llie despised Bengali. Dristikripan literally is

sight-miser^ meaning, a man who may be liberal enough or even ex-

travagant or .a veiy prodigal but who is anxious about trifles, who is

afraid of a drain at the necessity of the most insignificant or common

outlay, who pi' k-; and treasures uf) old nails and saves rotten odds

and ends, who w ill haggle over a six-pence in a large bargain but

may, all the same, allow him elf to be easily and habitually robbed.

Such mf)i al contr.'ulu lions ai r not so i.ne as some seem to imagine.

\Ve ha\e luimljeiles^ instances in ibis country. To avoid the living,

we believe Doola: .Sim ir ^nd Matty Lai Seal belonged to this type.

They were reckoned iniscrs in the community, yet how large-hearted

were they in realily ! how vast their benefactions ! what thousands

they hefi iended in difluully ! what numbers they supported I Each of

them maintained an alms hou#e, where whoever applied was fed.

“ lie once diew a cheque for tiiirty thousand pounds for a benevolent
obji-i.i, but tin* donor's name was never published, and his own son, the
piesenl Duke of Westminster, never knew for what purpose the cheque
had been drawut

A clergyman, who had been to London to consult a doctor, was
dining with the Marquis. •

‘ Wliat did the (lf)» tor advice ?’ asked the nobleman.
‘ I'oo 'ab->Mid, my lord ! Horse exercise.’
‘

'I hen why don’t you take it V
‘ Because 1 have not a horse, and can’t afford to buy one,’
*

I lave you a .stable and a patldock V
‘ Vi ';, my lord.’

‘ Then 1 will give you a horse.’

The next day a groom rode up to the house, leading a fine horse.
Tlie grateful parson offered the man a half-sovereign, but the groom de-
clined to Like more than sixpence, saying thi'\ it would be as much as his
Situation was worth. He could not accept more. ‘ But, please, sir’, he
adilcil. ‘give me twopence for the turnpike gate. His lordship spe-
cially told me to be sure and ask for the twopence.”

May the Lord reward the good Duke I for weak vain man could

scarcely appreciate him ! Such a miser, if miser such a one can be

•called, is worth more than vast numbers of your heartless wasters. .

Tmere is a limit to every thing, as there is a season and place for it

and the limits of the extr.ivangances of “society ” must be reckoned to

be reached when ili^ doctors, who are also men of the world and of

“ society,” iniei fere. In this view, the article in Xht British Medical

Journal on the absurd habits of the day, is significant. The writer

ridicules the “ modern society hand-shake.” For anything that we

care, he is welcome to his game if he would spare us that last compound

vocable which is too suggestive of the participial form in vogue among

our countrymen in certain^parts of Bengal. He assails “society” with

the weapons of science, or at least overwhelms it with scientific

jargon, giving an anatomical description of the modes. But the pro-

vocation comes from the other side. Fashion now-a-days simulates ill-

health and disease. This is how one class of exquisites of the Period

“ keep touch” with those they make-believe to salute

“ The right scapula is raised and brought forward, the humerus being
extended m nearly a horizontal line, and somewhat adducted, while the
forearm is semipronated and allowed to hang nerveless and inert

; a
little oscillatory movement is imparted to the arm, but no grasp is

attempted.”

When the greeting parties are birds of the same feather, the other

man of course returns the compliment in the same fashion, and their

fingers touch. But the action is meaningless. The soul is not called

into play. The movement is like that of a man suffering from hemi-

plegia, and, according to the writer, more awkward and graceless, and
quite as indicative of loss of brain power. Nor is this all.

“ Some of the attitudes of certain young men and women strongly
resemble those we see in extreme exhaustion, hysteria, and St. Vitus'
dance. Thus we may mention as examples Heads inclined to one
side, a symmetrical posture of the spine, hands ill-balanced and con-
Inicted in the palm, with the fingers bent backwards. Ladies in the
drawing-room will sometimes assume postures the very counterpart of
those in chorea, while a languishing moile is thought to indicate esthetic
refinement. What shall we say about the habit of dressing the hair
so as to { over the fore'head, the bulwark of the brain

; and masking all
expiesbion in the hands which should be exponents of the mental state
by pcipelully carrying an opera hat, fan, or flowers. We might further
dwell on a culti*’ated monotonous drawl of voice, with falsetto pitch,
with absence of expression, power, and energy in all the movements,
the eyes being half-open, and not directed towards the person ad-
dressed. A certain school of modern art seems to lend much favour
to this sort of thing. It has been said that a man should dress with
c.ire and attention, for the first impression made on meeting a stronger
is to some degree produced by diess

;
to a much greater extent docs

the carnage and the mode of salute make an impression—the method
should be manly. The salute should indicate the impression produced
by the meeting ; of course it should be under control—never too cold
or too effusive but that docs not justify a purely artificial method,
meaning notliing. .Shaking hands is often used as a pledge of contract,
but then it must express the mental state.”

Tn.it acco mt is a seitDr. ,\'k1 it is not born of Baboo malice or Baboo
ignorance. It is not a native Indian caricature of the manners of the

Whiteinen. Its good faith cannot be questioned, and it has the stamp

of professional accuracy on it.

There is a strong family likeness among princes throughout the globe.

Their virtues and vices are the same all the world over. It will be
remembered that there was a complaint against His Royal Highness the

Duke of Edinburgh, for not returning, while cruising along the French
coast, the salute fired from a French battery. This was not only an

obvious breach of international civility but a breach of the Queen’s

Regulation for the Navy. Enquiry showed that the charge was true.

But the omission to fire originated in no wilful desire to put a slight on

the French. It was wholly accidental. It appears that the Royal
Duke is a sleeping character, like the Fat Boy in Pickwick. He is

always ready for a nap, in season and out of season, having apparently

cultivated his gift to the utmost. Perhaps, the Prince’s ^oice of a
profession was determined by his passion for sleep. The monotone
of the lonely sea disposes the most restless spirits to somnolence.

It is only in the vasty deep on board a man-of-war in time of peace

that there are unlimited opportunities for dosing and day-dreaming.

It is a capital place for going to sleep in without fear of being disturbed

• just the place for princely sleepers 1 The waves rock the sleeper

as in a cradle, as well as swell the grand chorus of royal snoring.

By dint of constant practice, the dear Prince has now attained perfec-

tion. On a recent occasion, he was sailing past the French coast in a

state of unconsciousness, when a battery on land, recognising the

Queen’s Fleet, fired the usual compliment, but the greeting was not re-

turned. And why not? Not that the whole crew and officers were

all asleep, but who could dare to rouse a royal Prince to receive^

orders ? Doubtless, the officer in command during the royal siesta was
competent to carry out the Code" of Navy Regulations in such a
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simple matter of courtesy to an ally of Great Britain, but then the

Captaip 'Vas afraiM of disturbing by his fire the Princess slumber

The Cap\,ain thoir^ht it a smaller matter to- insult the French

nation. When, however, the French Ambassador complained to the

British Foreign Office, the matter appeared more serious and explana-

tion was called for from the royal sailor. Thereupon, a neat little

“white lie” was enacted. The Prince himself, it is said, quietly threw

into the sea at night his salute gun in order to make a plausible

excuse for the omission of the salute, nainely, that in the hurry of

leaving the vessel he had forgotten to take its salute gun.

That incident has wider signification than may be imagined. But

we leave to others to draw it— till another opportunity.

The Convocation of the Calcutta University came off this afternoon.

We were not present, but missed nothing. Even our Girton “gals”

in high feather—the prime attraction—we bowed to from our sanctum

as we espied them driving to the Latin Quarter. P'or, the rest of the

busftiess was a sad pantomime. His Excellency the Chancellor pre-

sided, but delivered no discourse beyond a few words in welcome of the

girl-graduates. The Vice-Chancellor delivered the form.al oration,

which was quite inaudible to the audience—a not uncommon fate for

speakers and hearers in the Senate House. We wish Sir Comer

Petheram might be impelled to take steps towards improving the

acoustic properties of the place.

The new Fellows—good, bad and indifferent—-of the Calcutta Univer-

sity, are—

J. Wood Mason, F.sq.
;

Siirgeon-M.ijor A. Cromhic, M. D.
;

J. H. Gilliland, Esq., R. A.
;
Baboo Uurga Mohan Das

;
W. H. Jobbins,

Esq; Baboo Hara Prasad Sastri, M.A.
;

Moiilvie Ahmad; Baboo

Umesh Chundra Unit, B.A.
;
and Baboo Rajani Nath Roy, M.A.

Mr. Wood- Mason’s name is a welcome addition to the Senate, and

the only wonder is that he has been .so long in reaching this just re-

cognition of his attainments in learning and hi.s long service in the

temple of science. Indeed, we never thought that he was not one of

the goveining body of the University. Perhaps, we shall awake one

morning to learn that he was not one of even the Honorary Magis-

trates of the town. We know he is not one of the Municipal Corpora-

tion, but a fitter man, by habits of business and by continual residence

in town and almost next door to the office of the Corporation, to say

nothing of intellectual eminence, does not exist. Perhaps, he is not

sufficiently known to the natives who form the bulk of the electorate to

seek their si. ft rages with any chance. In that case, the Government
might appoint him with advantage to the public interests.

We are glad to sec Pandit Haraprasad Sastri’s claims recognised.

It will lead to a considerable quieting of public criticism to learn

that the latest Mahomedan Don is not the gentleman of that name
possessed ot municipal fame of a certain description, but the Arabic

and Persian Piofe^.sor in the Presidency College and the son of tli.at

distinguished and eiudiic scholar the late Maulvi Muhammad Waji,

Chief Professor of the Calcutta Arabic.

Mr. Peacock takes furlough for 20 months and Mr. MacDonncll for

2 Aonth.s and 13 days. Mr. W. Mack worth Young from the Punjab

has taken over charge of the Home Secretariat of the Government of

India. This is the officer who is understood to have headed the

protest of the Punjab officials against a certain able officer being

elevated to the Satrapy of the Land of the Five Waters, He comes
with a reputation for ability.

Sir Charles Turner leaves India once more for the last time, with

the tolerable good wishes of officiocracy. He was not so bad as he
seemed at the earlier stages of the Public Service Coiflijiission, when
his examination of vested pretensions was wont to bc' rUther search-

ing. Latterly, he went clean over to the majority—of the defenders

of privilege.

In another column will be found a smartly written communication
on the results at Santipore in the late municipa! elections. We do not

despise parochial politics
; in the present state of the country in

especial they are of peculiar interest in the education of the country.

But we cannot afford the space for chronicling the doings in all the

municip«alilies, and we are afraid they would be regarded as too much

of a good thing by the generality of our readers. The present letter

presents a good sample. Santipore is one of the largest of our country

town!»— ilu! largfst in Lower Bengal of tliose wliich aie not official

centres. It has the unenviable distiiirtioa of I)(:ing oa ine black list

of the Moffusil Municipal Act, being like Uu.np.ua notoriously torn by

f.actious feuds.

Oul .Santipore CorrcspondcMit ends with raising' a general question.

He assails our for c.'ftivassing M elections and quotes high

authority against us. We are not to he terrified into surrender

of our position by the apparition of any giant, intellectual or

anatomical. Ours was no assertion, but argument, wc gave a

reason for the faith in us—a reason that remains untouched

by the quotation. And we could ineuiion others. Indeed, “An
Onlooker” has strangely missed the dtift of our contention in

favor of legitimate canvassing, for, of course, there are canvas-

sing and canvassing. The elective system would be at the mercy

of the unscrupulous if all personal application and explanation

to voters were A>rbiddcn. 'fhe strangest results might well be appre-

hended. In India, a very deadlock might ensue.

We must warn our clever correspondent against the fascination of

giants who are consummate statesmen. Does he seriously believe that

his giant of noble sentiments does not canvass himself? The passage

quoted seems to us a grand stroke in the Fine Art of electioneering.

It might deceive the unwary and help his own agents and friends—the
“ consumm.ite ” one !

We do not wonder at Babu Sarat Chandra’s defe.at. It need not be

due to deficiency in canvassing. There is no surer road to unpopularity

than to serve in a position of command or vantage.

Bomhay soon expects to see the beginning of her scheme of

technical education as a /<// acconiph. Sir Dinshaw Manockji Petit,

the new Native Member of the Viceregal Legislative Council from
Bombay, has made another of his truly princely benefactions. He has
given property to the value of three lacs for a “ local habitation” for

the Technical Institute. Such an act of munificence might last any
m.in H long time, but Sir Dinshaw is not, like others, daunted by his

own good deeds, colossal as they are and appe.iring as they do in

quick succession. In the same breath, he has given a lac and a twenty
thousand in aid of a hospital. These were the little “extra jobs”
he executed—the SIX pennies he put in the poor box— befoic he left

his city. There is not only no unseemly fuss, there is no self-conscious-

ncss. 'I’hc tiling is done in a (juiet businesd.ke way, its very habituality

precluding atiitudinising. Noise is neither made nor souglu for. There
IS no call for Kudos, Another man in his situation might have posed
as a Caj^ar, till the people were provoked to cry—

Why, man, he doth bestride the narrow world

Like .a Colossus
;
and we petty men

Walk under his huge legs, and peep about

To find uiii:jelves dishououraljle graves !

Hut this Colossus of Charily in his meek unconcern actually dwarfs
himself in the operation. He mmimises*the necessaiy demand on the
ailentioiiof the public. Both his latest great gifts are acknowledged
by the Government of Bombay in the same Gnzetto,

Well may ilie Advocate of India say that it is only in Bombay that
such munificence is to be found ! i

The Fificciuh Annual Report of the Howrah People’s Association for

18S6-87 shows more energy in its members than 'in those of many
^a high-sounding Calcutta institution of it> kind, d'he committee have
been busy with many impoiiant questions of the hour, local, provin-
cial and imperial. The fact of a single member, Baboo H.ari Molum
Bose, the Vice-President, having paid the cost of the casket for the
Jubilee address, belr.ays no little rc.pect for his country in the Baboo.
But perhaps the best thing in the whole Report—which, by the
way, might be better written™-is the not unenviable cash balance of
Rs. 143-6-

1
5gds. for a trans-Hooghly Amateur political club.

By a notice posted up in the medical school at Leeds, the students
were requested to assemble at the Young Men’s Christian Association
Rooms for a discussion of a proposal for them to become members of
the Association. Nearly a hundred young men attended. The pro-
position was no sooner brought forward than most of them expressed
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loud symptoms of disapprobation. Soon the scene became lively.

There whs smoking anfl slioutinjr and leitins off of crackers. The as-

sembly was uproai ions beyond de.scription. At Iasi, some order was

evolved by the leaders, and they left the hall, and marched in proces-

sion to Victoria Square, There, in front of the Town Hall, in the midst

of a lar^c crowd, one of the /^//Christian medical yoimj( men tried a

mock oration be;;innift", “ Fidlow-brcthren and unemployed!” ^Fhen

“ oiir'lioys ” ailjourned to the meaiest pulfTic-house, to raise their jaded

spirits lip by pourinjj spiiits down then' j:[iillets. A^ain, the procession

through the streets was lesiimed. 'I'hiis they perambulated the streets

of the whole town, vi,L(orously sin|.[ini; the well-known comic son'j

“ Bally-hooly,” varyin;4 their evertions by cheerinj^ any prominent

towsnman they met with or robbinj^ any unfortunate passer accordinR

to fancy. Nor was this all. 7'hey (ontimially revived themselves at

every ^in-shop at the expense of the publicans doubtless. They

ihrdw into the gutter the pf)nr sandwich-men whom they en-

countered on the way. 'riuis, for full two hours the whole town was

kept in a state of noise and uproar, to the ttepidily of the peaceable

and not without the anxiety of the authorities.

T.dk of the want of discipline of- Indian schools and of the “rowing

rudeness of native students after that !

.
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SIR AUCKLAND COLVIN’S DRBUT.
Siu Aiu’kl.mwi) Colvin’s first Durbar will bo memo-
rable for his frank declaration of a noble policy. The
new Lieutenant-Governor of Upper India means
decidedly well by his people. And small wonder i.s

it to any one who remembers the secret political his-

tory of the last few years. Author of the remarkable

tractate, “ If it i.s Rtjal—What does it mean ” in

which he e.xpounded, in the columns of the Pioneer^

the significance of Lord Ripon’s triumphant progre.ss,

as of the recent no less elaborate, al.)le and generous
.defence, in the same paper, of the policy and the

proceedings of the Public Service Commission, his

kindly words are almost a matter of course, for his

liberal views are known. They are nonetheless

welcome or valuable. Indeed, the fear was that, with

his elevation, he might, like many another, turn his

back on his former principli*s and his old loves. The
tension of suspense is detfrinined

;
he has made

his choice in his new sphere, and has madt! his deli-

verance. lie has declared his policy tind no mistake.

ICxpouiuliT of ilu! Ne\v b’lM, he bids fair to [)rove

the Man of the New I'^a in his new sphere of WTtrk.

The lei ritory Ik^ has bc(*n chosen t() rule, has a glo-

rious liiture befijre it, and only wants fostering aiil

to win its destiny. Upper India is to be cong^atu-

latt'd on the luck which gives it .such a satrap. The
task befoie him is not a little arduous. In inaugurat-

ing a progressive policy, the successor of a Couper
and a Lyall wijl have much to do, and still more to

undo, 'rhe budding aspirations of the. people de-

serve encouragement and not repression. Sir Auck-V

land s first Durbar has already rtn ived hope. May
he go on in the way he has begun.

1'here was a ring ofi candour in Sir Auckland’s

speech which was highly ’ reassuring. “I shall al-

lloHo7va\'s /’///y.—Changes of temperatuio .mil x\c;itlier firc|ucnlly

upset wlio ifre most careful of their In ill'll, and panic ular in

their diet. I'hese coirertive, purifying and gentle apejiciii Pills ate

the be-^t icmcdy for all defective .action of the cligestixe oigans. 'J'liey

augment the apeiitc, strengthen the stomach, (oiitct biliousness, and
carry off .ill that is noxious from the system. Holloway’s i’llls art com-
posed of raie balsam.s, unmixed with ba.ser mallet, ami on that account
are peculiarly well adapted for the young, delicate, and aged. As this

priceless medicine has gained fame in the past, so will it pieservc it

in the future by its renovating and invigoiating iiuiilities, and the im-
possibility of its doing harm.

wap be glad,” he said, “to avail myself of oppor-
tunities of personal intercourse with you, knowing
as I do how important it is to me to keep myself
fully informed of your views and desires, and being
equally as.sured that the Natives of India appreciate

nothing more than freedom of access to officials, and
reasonable facilities of communication with them.
So that on that point you will feel no apprehension
and 1 shall be careful to let my views on this subject

be made known to the .several officers under me.’^

Freedom of access to the governing class has, in-

deed, its ust^ as well as its abu.se, but wary officials

with experience and discernment may well be trusted

to deal with ambitious tuft-hunters as they do.scrvc.

With this reservation, free intercourse between offi-

cials and the people cannot but prove an efficient

instrument of good government. r

'rhe political necessity of more and more enlisting

the honorary services of able and public-spirited

non-olficials in the ta.sk of administration, was set

forth with truth and unreserve. “ The busine.ss of
administration in India,” said Sir Auckland, “be-
comes more complex as the years pass, and the wants
of the country grow more numerous. It is impos-
sible for the Government, unaided by the people^

either to know or to supply all these wants
;
and it

is to the co-operation of the people in the adminis-
tration of certain branches of public business that the

Government must look, to enable it at pre.sent to

deal successfully with its difficulties. The assistance

which may be thus rendered to the Government ha.s

a two fold advantage
;

it enables the Government to

work more efficiently and it trains those who assi.st it

in those habits of exertion, of self-discipline and of
interesting themselves in the general welfare which
lie at the root of all progre.ss and improvement.”
This is the true raison Petre of Lord Ripon’s scheme
of Local-Self-Government. It is th'e necessity of the

Government which makes the opportunity of political

education for the [>eople. Officials wedded to the

old “ benevolent despotism ” are not, indeed, quick
enough to seize its true import, and of such officials,

Sir Auckland speaks in almost the same terms which
we remember to have read in his Essay in the
Pioneer referred to. ‘‘ It may be, ” he says, “ that

the officers of the Government themselves, however
willing, have been trained on former line.s and are

not familiar with the methods necessary to give prac-

tical effect to modifications in the system with which
they have been hitherto familiar

;
there may not al-

ways be on their part the patience nece.ssary
;

there
may be sometimes, with all possible loyalty, a doubt
as to the efficiency or utility of the institutions them-
sx'lvcs I will frankly say that if you will

exert yourselves to work the Boards as a re.al and
elfective machinery, I will, on the other hand, do, all

in my power to remove obstacles from your wa\^ and
to give you every assistance. I have every interest

in doing so
; for, as I have said, I require your as-

sistance. Ypu have no les.s interest, on the other
hand, on y.6itr part, in assisting me, for the habit of
consulting and of working together to the com-
mon good, of laying aside to that end unworthy
jealousies and inherited animosities, of exercising for-

bearance, and of endeavouring to understand the
points of view of those who are associated with us
in business, is essential to the formation of qualities
without the posses.sion of which it is idle to aspire
to participation in the conduct of public affairs on
any considerable scale.” The heavy responsibility

attaching to our countrymen in connection with their
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part in the scheme of Local-Self-Govenimeiit, could

nor brought home to them with gre.itfu* force or

in a clearer Miianner, The above words contain a

lesson which they should do well to learn and practise.

On their successful acquitlnl -'n this trial, depend

issues of vital moment to the future of the country.

They must, however, prove their fitness in small

things before they stretch forward their hands for

greater. “ You should fix your attetition on matters fal-

ling within the legitimate sco[)e of your action and not

waste it in the discussion of more ambitious schemes,

the carrying out of which requires the collective ac-

tion, and that practical handling of affairs which is the

result of a long and laborious tmining in the conduct

of public business, such as you have scarcely even

commenced to impose on yourstilves. 1 think that the

’knorp you familiarise yourselves with the practice of

administration in the branches in which your coo[)e!'

lion is asked, the more reasons you will find for

believing that the business of S(df-Governmcnt on

any more ambitions scale requires the use of qualities

which can only be acquired like other powers by

graduating in lower classes.” d hese lower classes

are furnished to our hand in the Local and Municip.d

Boards. By not scoiaiing to attend to the details of

rural and urban administration, valuable business

habits and knowledge will be acquired which will

prove of essential service in the near future when the

people expect to be more largely associated in the ad-

ministration of their country. Sir Auckland points

out the way, and it is for the people to follow it.

MORAL DISCIPLINE IN SCHOOLS.
Tiik Government of India has issued an elaborate

circular letter to all Local Governments and Ad-
ministrations, on the subject of discipline and moral
and religious training in schools and colleges. The
letter sets out with the admission that, apart from the

discussion of the subject by the lulucation Commis-
sion, the question of discipline in public schools and
colleges has not hitherto received any comprehen-
sive consideration. It is, however, no omission for

which any blame attaches to any body. “ It is only

within comparatively recent limes,” it is explained,
“ that the Government has come to deal with public

instruction on the present wide scale, its first efforts

having been directed more towards supplying a

course of literary instruction for a few students of
exceptional ability than tt)w.'irds the wholesale dis-

.semination of Western learning. It thus came to

pass that the want of a standard of discipline in our
Indian public schools and colleges was nut at first

felt, it became manifc.st only in more recent y(!ars

with the ever growing demand for education accord-

ing to European principles and of a purely secular

character.” The adequacy of this explanation is,

however, open to question. The pioneers of P-ngiish

education in this country never lost sight of the im-

portance of discipline, and the personal «xjjeriencc

of educated Indians of a former generation living

at this day, will attest to the sufficiency of the disci-

pline, which, without degenerating into severity, used
to be maintained while they were at school The
falling off in discipline is a fact of recent occurrence,

and must be due to the operation of influences which
have come into play in comparatively recent times.

There is no denying, however, the fact itself, although
jt is apt to be exaggerated, and to lead to inferences,

which, on a closer examination, it will not bear. Much
in the demeanour of the pre^nt generation of students,

which is justly felt to be offensive, may be mere faults

of manner, rather anything more serious —apparent

blemishes without being symptomatic of anything

wrong at the core. We have ourself been often

vexed and annoyed with what looked like the want
of piTiper modesty and respectfulnesfiF in our young
hopefuls, and sornetimr?s set to accounting for the

phenomenon. On coming to close quarters, however,

with the offenders, and cultivating them, the result

has almost invariably been to show that the evil had

no deep moral origin—that whatever objection might
be taken to the arrogant airs— the look of affront

—

the rudeness in the port—and whatever impatience

iniglit be felt with them, they were mere indica-

tions of bad breeding, rather than of a refractory

spirit or any bad organic lesion of the heart.

Against these faults of manner must, on the other*^

hand in all fairness, be s<,‘t those intrinsic moral ex-

(^‘llencesnf the rising generation for which they do
liuL app * to receive tlic credit to which they are •

entitled - their superior courage, love of truth, inde-

pendence, and patriotic sentiment. 'Phese are (essen-

tial virtues which more than counterbalance any ex-

ternal failings, which, one might charitably hope, were
but a temporary [)hasc, sure to pass away under in-

ilucnccs of the right sort. d'hc faults of manner
have, no doubt, gone too long, without let or hin-

drance, and, although the education authorities have
h.id their attention drawn to the matter, and from
time to time taken some measures by way of a

remedy, those measures have not either been of a
sustained character, or they were too severe or too

complicated for practical operation.

The need of a corrective is thus set forth in the,,

above letter. “ It cannot be denied that the general

extension in India of education on these principles

[according to European principles and of a purely

.secular character
J
has in some measure resulted in

the growth of tendencies unfavorable to discipline

and favorable to irreverence in the rising generation.

Such tendencies arc probably inseparable from that

emancipation of thought which is one of the most
noticeable results of our educational system. But
though inevitable under the circumstances of this

C(-)untry, they arc nevertheless, it will be admitted,

tendencies which need control and direction so far

ns control and direction can be sn[)plied by ajiidi-.

cions system of scholastic disci[)line and of such
moral training as our policy of strict neutrality in

religious iiKiUers enables us to supply.”

Th(!, Government circular then proceeds to discuss

th(! practical bi^arings of the subject, 'Phe standard

of disci[)line proposed to be aimed at. is th(! luiglish

standard, for reasons which will be admitted on all

hands. “ Indigenous education,” it is rightly ob-

.s(!rved, furnishes no traditions which *can be re-

ferred to for gui(iance in such matt(‘rs. In th(i indi-

genous schools of early India, grotesque and iH-

proporiioned punishments established relations be-

tween treachers and pupils which were wanting in

dignity
;
while in Sanskrit seminaries the qtuistion

of discipline did not in practice arise >owing to the

sacred character of the writings that were studied,

the veneration for teachers which they' inculcated,

and the acts of submission and revenmee that were
exacted in all the relations of pupil to teacher.”

The English standard of discipline remains there-

fore the only one for practical guidance. But the

next question is, whether it should be adopted in en-

tirety, or with suitable adaptations. It is notedly

severe, but the Government is confident of its sue-
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cessful application. Tlie views of the Government
of India on this point, setting forth the advantages
which are derived from a strict system of discipline

are important enough to be quotctl /u extenso
“There is no reason to fear that the Kn;^lish standard of discipline

will be found deterrent by its seveiity. English education is now
established on so firnt^ia basis in India, and its advanta^**s as lii'idinir

to a career in life arc so ;ijeiu‘rally leco^iiyi'd, that the (/overiiincnt
can look confidently for support in introdnein;,' reforms, which liave
lor their object the elevation nf the tone of colle^jes and schools and ,

the training of the present .cfoiciation of Students to those habits of

incarnation of the clovcn-footcd ? The Raja was in the Legis-

Kativc Council only at the fag end of the season, when the

Ilbcrt Bill was inyoduced, if I recollect aright, at the instance

of the Maha Raja Sir jotendra Mohun Tagore, to whom the

Viceroy Lord Ripon was under a promise that an early oppor-
tunity would be taken to remove the hideous blot from the Criminal
Procedure. It was at this moment, and not while the Bill was in

its height or fury and had turned the heads of all silly in-

sensate Englishmen, that Babu Doorga Churn (since Raja) spoke a

few words which your correspondent admits were in favor of the

Bill. If so, •then where *vas the ofJence that smells so rank to your

satire,

could

^ ^ _ . Maharaja

also at producinn a distiTicriype of durniner ueii'ad'apte(r'fi^^^^ I
lijs jiheepisli acquiescence to the gagging

of practical life. In vaiions w.iys thry attempt to te.ich pr.icliea
wisdom, and thrrr IS every le.iM)!) to c-\pert that a riober af)/uoxinia
lion to their melhoils of etlm aiitui may lesiilt in fitting the memherb
of similar institutions in India to take a useful part in social business
of all kinds. Self-reliance can only sprin^^ fiom .self-control, and Self-
control can be best t.ui^lii by a sysit-m which looks Iieyond mere
knowledge, and demands from those who come under it the exercise of
their powers of moral judgment and of steady co-operation towards
the higher aims of the in.siitntion to which they belong.”

_

After referring to the remarks made by the Educa-
tion Commission upon the subject of discipline and
of moral training in schools, the Government proceeds
to make some practical suggestions for meeting the
object in view. I hose suggestions are —

(1) Ihe provision of efficient ir.iining schools and colleges for
teachers, and the employment, as teachers, only of those who have
given satisfaction during a course of training

;

(2) The extension of a system of teaching having a direct beaiiiv^
upon personal comliict

;

^ o

(3) The repression of breaches of discipline in accordance with
certain wed-defined mles

;

(4) introduction of conduct registers
;

(5) 1 he extension of the hostel or boarding-house system to the
fullest extent that the public finances or priv.itc liberality will peimit

;W 1 lie introduction of.i sybiein monitors to be m.ule responsible
for the conduct of the scholais while in and as far as possible while
out of school

;

(7) The exclusion fioiii school of boys who have not reached a
cert.iin cla.s.s by a certain age.

Ihe above suggestions are offered by way of a
supplement to tho.se which have been made by the
Education Commission, and which arc, we believe,
partially in operation,

exhaustive, and the

'I'hey do not pretend to bo

, . ,

Local Goveriimeius and Atl-
niim.strations are invited to communicate their
opinions on tht; stihjtjct. Having left ourselves little
.sp.ice, we shall resume the discussion of the question
in another issiua conteiiling ourself for the present
with just a word of warning, namely, that the distorted
views which are apt to be taken of the mere demean-
our and attitude of llie student population, do
betray us into any retrograde movement.

not

c.i!
Press, but I fail to comprehend what the deuce

has Rajci Dfiorga CJiurn committed by doing his duty, /. c., in approv-
ing ol the nicabiire in its incipient stage ? Is it fnr that or is it bc-
c^ause he happened to be a member of the Supreme Legislative
Council that this missile has been thrown at him I suspect it is

ordy for the latter, as Anti-Humbug evidently could not contain his
bile at tlie bight of a Bania (although the Rothschild of Calcutta,
Banias often and anon are Rothschilds) seated in the highest
council of the country. Anti-Humbug only betrays his pitiable ig-
norance of the man when he reckons liim among those who raised
themselves by brass. Doorga Churn never knew what brass is. A
more frank, open-hearted, outspoken, thoroughly straightforward and
honest soul breathes not amongst the natives. He certainly lacks
the wily ways and cunning diplomacy of a Cossimbazar usher to
forge gold from brass, and yet Anti-Humbug puts that famous cight-
mctalleJ hero in tlie category of the illustrious cons^tcllations that
ever shone in the Lcislativc firmament ! I wonder why Anti-Hum-
bug omitted the name of the eminent Librarian, another member
of the seven blind Mittra <-/<?// that ever afilicted or still afflicts the
town. Was he not a smart writer, a racy novelist, and an impromptu
speaker ? Why ? H jt because he was a failure ? But Anti-Hum-
bug’s appreciation of councilmcn is blazingly illustrated by the
omission of a really distinguished name that of Dinkar Rao. Much as
I uphold .Anti-Humbug’s sentiments in regard to the suggested im-
provement of the present constitution of the Councils, I cannot, I
must with shame and disappointment own, approve of the manner
in which he has, and in which you have allowed him, dragged the
naine of a really good man whose only fault has been that he haa
achieved greatness, and that he was not born great nor has had
greatness thrust on him.

One word more, and I have done. Sir Maharaja Jotendra Mo-
hun Tagore is no doubt “ mealy-mourhcd and amiable,” but is not
that an accomplishment for which he should be praised ? As
to his connection with the Gagging Act, I think he has made
ample amends if not a complete amende honorable in having got
Lord Ripon to introduce the thin end of the wedge into the black
Act. Had it not been for the great Willy at Home the Ilbcrt Bill

would have driven its coach through' the rampant stony racc-anta-

goiiisi Anglo-Saxonism of the day. Another Lord Ripon, and wc
shall b'- rid of the monstrous incubus that is sucking the blood of
our country !

ANTIBORE.
26th December, 1887.

LEI I'EKS IG 'nip: liDJ JOR.
THE 2ND GKNKRAT, KLKCTION OF COMMIS-

SIONERS AT SANTIITJR.

OUR “COUNCILMEN.”
I desire to say a word or two in reference to the wanton and

reckless manner in which Alfft Uumhuy has dragged the names of
some of our notahilitics, tliiough mire belched out from the inner
depths of his cansciousncbs. It is curious, and somewhat in ex-
plicable that, notwithstanding your hesitation to publish the com-
munication for the very gixnl reason that you hate “personalities”
and deprecate “violence of speech as feeble ahd degrading,” )ou
have been led (apparently through inadvertence or an error of
judgment) to allow your Correspondent to throw dirt at Raja
Doorga Churn Law. I certainly do not object to a or any free and
fair discussoon of men and measures, public of course, or to vour
ruling that “what gentlemen may openly talk about is publishable
and might be wholcy nne,” but when sheer “insult,” without a
shadow of reason or rhyme, is the object aimed at, it is your duty I

no less common civility on your part “ to clipiinatc the whole of the
objectionable clc'fncnt,” and not to permit a stray passage like the
following to disfigure your really esteemed hcbdomcdal. I must ask
you to explain what the writer really means by these lines “the
Bania Raja, with brass enough in his head to make a tca-kcttlc,
whose memorable speech in support of the Ilbcrt Bill strongly
tempted me to look towards his feet to ascertain whether he was
the gentleman whose name should not be mentioned to ears polite.”
If the Bania Raja supported the Ilbcrt Bill what offence did
he commit to render himself liable to be daubed as (he very

Verily, the British Government is a leveller, and the elective
franchi.se, which you succeeded, by extraordinary exertion and
against tearful odds, in procuring for the metropolis in ’76 and which
was extended to the mofussil Municipalities in ’84, is one of the
mightiesr instruments to serve the purpose of Government. Even
at the ri.-.k of being called a pcssimisi, a Philistine and what not,

1 will say in the language of the most prominent qimdom leader
of the Young England Party,

Let wealth and commerce, law and learning die,

But give us back our Nobility.

The second General Election of the Santipur Municipality,
which came off on the 5th ultimo, was not the success it oueht to

have been., jbe majority of the gentlemen (.^) returned being
B cotian snobs of each possible shade and each possible hue. Of
these 4 arc Mussulmans,

5 arc Brahmans, i Confectioner, i Sundi,
I Milkman, 3 Tills and i Kayastha, no knight of the loom being
returned, though the weavers constitute no inconsiderable propor-
tion of the population. When the names of our newly chosen
civic fathers were announced, I wondered, like the fly in the amber,
how the d— I they got there, and predicted that, forming as they
did a miscellaneous lot, they would be a scratch pack that never
could hunt together. 1 have always held that a Municipality ought
to consist of men

A

# » # Who their duties know,

But know their rights, and knowing dare maintain.
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Brought to this test, with 4 or 5 exceptions, all the elected Com-
missioners will be found wanting. One of the gentlemen in ques-

tion is the grandson of a thatcher, was twice criminally convicted,

and had, if I am not mistaken, to cool his heels in a penitentiary

into the bargain ; another was implicated in an atrocious murder

case but, having command of the long purse, got olf scotfrcc ; a

third was accused of kidnapping a girl for an immoral purpose, but

the man was made to bleed by way of atonement by an ovcrscru-

pulous Police, and the matter was hushed up
;
a fourth raised a

hornet’s nest against him by confining a young widow for some

immoral purpose, but the washing of dirty liocn in public jivas avoided,

the Gay Lothario luving been out of pocket to the extent of a few

hundred Rupees—the amount being expended in satisfying the

inner man of his neighbours—for, docs not the shortest way to a

gentleman’s favor lie through his stomach ? a fifth and sixth when
connected with this very Municipality, earned an uncfiviablc no-

toriety by their venality as well as ignorance of the difference be-

tween meum and tuum ; a seventh—the most wicked and mischievous

of the lot— is a veritable Mr. Fudge who reminds one of the monkey

who has seen the world. But it is no use describing the character

of men, not a few of whom arc the veriest scum of society, at the

risk of making the readers of even a society paper like Rcii and

Rayyet turn up their nose. But there is not a cloud without its

silver lining, and there are among the gentlemen returned 4 or 5

persons who arc ornaments of their species. Let us hope that

a little leaven will leaven the whole thing.

The election was irregular from beginning to end. In preparing

the lists of voters, which contained the names of about 300 men
who arc not voters but who did vote, the Sub-Divisional Olliccr

rode a coach and four through the election rules. An asthmatic De-

puty Magistrate with one foot in the grave, was deputed to attempt

the impossible—to conduct the election of a town 9 square miles

in area and with a population of thirty thousand souls. The elec-

tion of all the
5
Wards commenced 2 or 3 hours after the appointed

time and many voters went away. The enthusiasm and interest

which the Mahomedans displayed were simply marvellous, they

made a long pull, a strong pull and a pull altogether and gave the

lie to the charge that they are apathetic in matters municipal.

In *84 only one Mahomedan was returned, while this lime so

many as four followers of the Prophet were elected, 3 of them

heading the poll at 3 different Wards. All the Mahomedans were

made to swear on the Koran that they would vote only for their

coreligionists.

In Ward No. 1, where there were four vacancies, no Mahomedan
had the remotest chance of being returned ; but then there was
division in the Hindu camp and the Mahomedans were too wide

awake not to take advantage of it, Only 27 Mussulman voters

were present at the hustings and they gave 4 votes each to their

nominee who headed the poll. In Ward No. 2, which is brimful of

men of intelligence, education and public spirit, there were 4 can-

didates, one being our “uncrowned king,” I mean Baboo Miuhur
Muhun Mukurjee, who is a tower of strength to the Municipality and

who has established a title to our gratitude by his services to the town.

The election of Muthur Baboo was a walk over and is a just recogni-

tion ofdevoted public spirit. In Baboo Muthur Muhun is realized

the theory of perpetual motion. He knows no rest. When asked

to take rest, Muthur Baboo says like Pascal “Rest ! Have not we
a whole eternity to rest in ?” 'Fhe other two Commissioners of

this Ward arc both men of light and leading and have made their

markka city fathers. In Ward No. 3, the two resident Zemindars

were elected unopposed at the general election of ’84 and they were

confident that their election would be a matter of course, but

evidently they counted without their host. Two of their Mussul-

man ray yets of different Wards mcas.ircd their strength with them.

Alf the Mahomedan voters, who by the way were the rayycts of

the Zemindars in question, voted for the Islamite candidates on

pain of ostracism. The Mahomedan candidates were in hopes that

both 01 them would be returned, and it was not till 15 minutes

after the poll had commenced that they awoke to their senses, one of

them withdrawing from his candidature and thus taking the wind
out of the sail of the Zemindars. It being now certain that the

Mahomedan candidate would be returned, the question was which

of the Zemindars would be elected, the uncle or the nephew, and

now that Greek met Greek, the tug of war came. Both of

them had run neck and neck lor some time, when the idea occurred

to the shrewd uncle that if he could induce some of tlic remaining

voters to give him two votes each, he would be '’ble to cut the

ground away from under the feet of his nephew. The idea was

reduced to practice, and the weak nephew Baboo Sarat Chandra

Roy went to the wall. United, the Zemindars might have stood, but

divided, tligjy fell. Thus a rayyct did

Beard the lion in his den

The Douglas in his hall.

As soon as the result of the poll transpired, “ Oh for an hour of

Mati Baboo !” “Stands Santipur where it did ?” “Surely, the times

are out of joint I” were on every tongue. Now that the administra-

tion of Baboo Sarat Chandra Roy is about to close, it ought to be

said that, though on his accession to the Vice-chair his enemies
taunted him by saying that he was hatched at once into a Vice-

chairman by the heat of his own ambition^ and by repeating the lines

“ A sight to make surrounding nations stare

A kingdom truited to a school boy’s care,

they now forced to admit that, in spite of many a storm that

he had to weather, the schoolboy has steered the little craft under
his guidance safe into the harbour ove'r the rock; and quicksands

that lay in the way, and that no name sheds brighter lustre on the

Roll of Vice-chairmen of the local Corporation than that of Baboo

I

Sarat Chandra Roy. The Great Commoner said that he had married

the British constirution. To compare small thihgs with great,

it may truly be said of Baboo Sarat Chandra that he has married

the Municipal administration though the contract is only for two
years. In Ward No. 4, there were 4 seats to be competed for. But
for the breath in their camp, the Hindus might have returned 3 of

their number. In Ward No. 5, the poll commenced at 8 m.,

instead of at 5 p. m., and closed at 1 1 p. M. For the nonce, the

Hindus dibinibscd all baser counsels, sordid views and vengeful

feelings, and the Mahomedan candidate had not the ghost of a

chance against their united phalanx. The three Hindu candidates

scored an equal number of votes and carried the day, the Mahomedan
being nowhere. It is a pity that the Hindus should have pressed

a falling man too far and that some of the following of the defeated

candidate bhould have come in for a deal of rough handling.

As for canvassing, the less said of it the better. The canvassers,

mostly the candidates themselves, gave themselves no rest for 3 or 4
mortal days preceding the election, and rendered the lives of the poor

voters not worth a day’s purchase. They stuck at nothing which

could even indirectly tend to compass their ends. Even the sacred

thread and unadulterated falsehood were put into requisition. Some
of the not ovcrscriipulous candidates made the most of the letters that

were scut to them by the Sub-Divisional Officer requesting

them to send in the names of 6 gentlemen for nomination by

Government. Tlic practice of begging for votes, is, I should think,

absurd, pernicious and altogether at variance with the true princi-

ples of elective franchise, your assertion to, the contrary notwith-

standing (T/dr Rt'/j 17 Decemhr ’87). This is not roy ipii dixit only.

Let us hear what the intellectual giant and consummate statesman

says on the subject in a letter to his constituents

“The suffrage of an elector ought not to be asked, or to be given

as a personal favor. It is as much for the interest of the constitu-

ents to choose well, as it can be for the interest of a candidate to be

chosen. 'Fo request an honest man to vote according to his conscience

is superiluous. To request him to vote against his conscience is an

insult, 'fhe practice of canvassing is quite reasonable under a system

in which men arc sent to Parliament to serve themselves. It is the

height of absurdity under a system under which men arc sent to

Parliament to serve the public
” * *

. I trust that the great and

intelligent body of people who have obtained the elective fran-

chise will see that seats in the House of Commons ought not to be

given like rooms in an alms house, to urgency or solicitation, and

that a man who surrenders his vote to caresses and supplications for-

gets his duty as such as if he sold it for a bank note. I hope to see

the day when an Rnglishman will think it as great an affront to be

courted and fawned upon in his capacity of elector as in his capa-

city of jury man. He would be shocked at the thought of finding

an unjust verdict because the plaintiff or the defendant had been

very civil and pressing, and if he woyld reflect, he would, 1 think,

be equally shocked at the thought of voting for a candidate for

whose public character he felt no esteem,merely because the candi-

date Jiad called upon him, and begged very hard and had shaken

his hand very warmly.”

,
An Onlooker.

iHOLLOWAY'SPlilSIrOINTMENT
• THE PILLS

Purify the Blood, correct all Disorders of the

LIVER, STOMACH, KIDNEYS AND BOWELS,
They invigorate and restore to health Debilitated Con8titution.s, and

are invaluable in all Complaints incidental to Females of all ages.

For children and the aged they are priceless.

THE OINTMENT
Is an infallible remedy for Bad Legs, Bad Breasts, Old Wounds,
Sores and Ulcers. It is famous for Gout and Rheumatism. For

disorders of the Chest it has no equal.

For Sore Throats, Bronchitis, Oonghi, Golds,

Glandular Swellings and all Skin Diseases, it has no rival ; and for

contracted and stiff joints it acts like a charm.
Manufactured only at Professor Hoi.LOWAY’s Establishment

OXFORD STREET (late 533. Oxford St,) LONDON.
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“ Bandi* Mataram ! ”

BEADON STREET,
Saturday—the i^th January, iSSS—

at \\ M. sharp.

The people’s favoiirite^lay, the immortal book
OK c

^

Babu Bunkim Ghunder Ghatterjoo

Next day,—Sunday,—i^th January,

iSSS, at 6 p. m.

By ovcrwhelrninj' request for attractive

proj^ramme

MAYA TORU
OR

THE ENCHANTED TREE.
To conclude with another Performance of

the Drama of Dramas, the Diama for All

^
Times, tlie Great Tragedy of

With the strong cast of its best days.

Mr. Wood ... Mr. A. Mastaphi.

Nobin Madhab ... Mr. M. L. Bose.

Torap ... Mr. M. L. .Soor.

HAMILTON 4 CO.'S

Latest Designs in Gold Bangles.

.

The Acron Bangle, (England) ... Rs. 6o

The Thistle Bangle, (Scotland) ... ,, 6o

The Shamrock Bangle, (Ireland) ... „ 6o

The Lotus Bande, (India) ... „ 6o

'rhe F(jrget-me-noi Bangle ... ,, 63

The Indian Bamboo Bangle ... „ 32

The Victoria Bangle ... ... m loo

The Cleopatra Signet Bangle .y „ 54

The M.agic Twist Bangle ... „ 185

The Flexible Curb Bangle ... „ 1 15

The Etruscan Ball Bangle ... „ 32

The Good Luck Bangle ... ... ,, 54

rhe Oriental Onyx Bangle ... „ 90

The Flexible Gold and Platinum Piangle „ loo

The “Maseotte ’ Diamond H’bhoe Bangle,, 90

The Scotch Plai<l Bangle... ... „ 80

7V/e above are cash quotations.

Inspection Invited.

HAMILTON 4 CO.,
CALCUTTA.

INDIAN LABORATORY.

HOUSEHOLD NON-SECRET

MEDICINES.

Nim Oil No. /—For internal use.

J. Farbstein & Son,
HAIRDRESSERS AND PERFUMERS,

12, Esplanade East,

By Special Appointment to H. E. Sir James

FKRdUssoN and the Rt. Hon. Lord Reay
Governors of Bombay,

Have just opened Hair Dre.ssing Sajoons

foy Ladies, Gentlemen and Children. Hair,

cutting As. 8 ;
Shampooing As. 4 ; Shaving

As. 4. Wigs, Beards, Whiskers and Mous-

taches, also Theatrical Sundries for the make

up, ToiletRequisitcs for Ladies and Gentlemen^

always in stock
;
cheaper than in any other

House in Calcutta. A Trial Order solicited.

READY
"

'

c

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Ks. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8,

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL

BETWEEN

Rates of Admission.
Rs. A.

Nim Oil No. 2. \

Nim Ointment. /
For external use.

Royal Box (to hold 8) ... ... 100 0
Upper Box (to hold 4) ... 14 0
Dress Circle ... 4 0
Orchestra Stalls ... 3 0
Lower Box (to hold 4) ... 12 0
Front Stalls .. ... 2 0
Back Stalls I 0
Pit ... .. ... 0 8

Zenana Box (to hold 4 with an attendant) 10 0
Zenana, Single... 2 0

Do. Gallery I 0
Female Box (to hold 4) ... ... 10 0

Do Single ... 3 0

G. C. G 1 1os F., Mana(rcr.

A SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING
cf the Commissioners oj the Town of Cahutta

Will ni'. held at the Town IIai,!,,

on Saturday, the 21st January iSSS, at P. M

Business to be brought eorward.

1. To confiim the Resolution passed by the

Town Council on the lyih December fixing the

salary of tlic Secretary at a minimum of

Rs. 600 a month rising by annual increments

of Rs.'5o to the maximum of Rs. Soo.

2. To appoint a person ij the office of

Secretary.

3. The Chairman to move that the Com-

missioners proceed to appoint from among

their number a Town Council, Standing and

Special Committees for another year, the

period for which the present members were

appointed having expired.

4. Letter from the? Government of Bengal,

Legislative Department, forwarding a copy of

Chapter II., Part 1 . of the Bill “to consolidate

and amend tlie law relating to the Municipal

affairs of the Town and Suburbs of Calcutta
”

as further amended by the Select Committee,

and of the further preliminary report of the

rsaid Committee thereon.

Dr. Brandis says—“The oil is used medi-

cinally as an antiseptic and anthelmintic.”

Dr. Maxwell has found it “ as efficacious as

Cod Liver Oil in cases of consumption and

scrofula.” Sir W. O’Shaughnessy says—“The

oil is thought anthelmintic and is applied ex-

ternally to foul ulceis and used as a liniment

in rheumatic and spasmodic affections and in

headaches from exposure in the sun.” Dr.

Dymock says- The oil is applied to sup-

purating glands, is given in leprosy and in a

v.irieiy of diseases.” If applied to sores in

hoises and other domestic animals, it keeps off

flies and thereby promotes healing. The oil is

asovercign remedy for BARSATEE SORES,

mange and itches and all foul sores in horses

.and cattle, Nighania Ratnakar, a Sanskrit

Medical Encyclopcodia, thus speaks of the

medicinal virtues of the Nim Oil—“It is

bitter, destroyer of worms, cures leprosy

abscesses and ulcers and diseases of impure

blood, chronic fever and piles.”

No. I. Re. I
;
No. 2. Re. i (larger phial)

;

ointment. As. 12
«

S\LF.p Misrkf. Powder.

The grand specific for nervous debility and

weakness of reproductive functions. T’rofes-

sor Royle states —“Salep misree is in truth one

of the best articles of diet, a convalescent can

use.y Re. i.
•

Directions for use and particulars regarding

composition, accompany each medicine.

Out-station orders are promptly executed on

prepayment, or by V. P. P. Post or by Railway

parcel. Packing charge for each two annas,

Postage extra.

At the close of the Special General Meeting,

the Adjourned Special General Meeting will be

held to further consider the Report of the

Special Committee appointed to consider the

amended Municipal Bill.

ROBERT TURNBULL,
Secretary to the Corporation,

Full price list to be had on application.

BANERJl & SONS,

Proprietors, Indian Laboratory,

87, Tripolia, Allahabad.

N. j5.—See Reis Rayyet of 26th February

and 5th March 1887, for full advertisement.

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEB,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab FaridoonJah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager. “REIS A RAYVET-
I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINION OF THE PRESS.

Dr. S. C. Mookerjee, the editor of what is

undoubtedly one of khc ablest papers in the

country in point of literary power is the author

of a pleasant little book of Travels in East Ben-

gal The author is master of a racy style of

English which many an Englishman may envy.

Humourous descriptions and caustic satire

enliven every page. There is throughout a

vigour and freshness of style that lends a

charm to the veriest commonplace. If there

were, however, a higher purpose in the publica-

tion of this book than to lighten the weary

evening hours of the ordinary reader, we con-

fess to a feeling that the author has failed in

such an object. We are afraid there is not

poetry enough in us to body forth in imagina-

tion the beauty of the scenes which the author

has described in his voyages to and fro between

Dacc.i and Tipperah. Humourist as he, is

Dr. Mo okerjee will remind us of the words of

the poe t that the point of a “jest lies more in

the ear of him that hears it than in the tongue

of him hat utters it.” As with the jest so is it

with the description. We do not sayjjiat the

charge is unfounded. Prosaic we are,

drudging away at the desk, perhaps it is that

we lack capacity to follow in imagination

what the author has doubtless delineated with

an admirable pen.

One of the chief impressions that a reader

will receive from a glance at the book is the

somewhat strained relation between the Babus
ind the Anglo-Indians. The author pours a

flood of ridicule upon the lordly airs of our

“rulers.” He hits hard indeed in his account

of the Colonel at whist enduring a Babu
looking on, when on board ihe steamer, and

of the Whiteman’s condescension bowing to

the black nigger. Happily we in the South

are not so badly off in our commerce with the

representatives of Western civilization. In

spite of several instances of conflict and mis-

understanding Englishmen and Hindus pull

on agreeably together. But the author, not-

withstanding his involuntary feeling of aloof-
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ness from the European, is no stranger to the

nlessinjfs for which the West has laid us in

bebl. has a keen appreciation of the cn-

doyracnfir of this^Westernized life of ours. He
jooks for ever forward and casts no longinj;

linjjering look behind at the things with which

we have shaken han<ls and parted. His heart

is in the continuance of British supremacy in

the East. And agitation is his utmost weapon
for the maintenance of his rights. But he will

have nothing with spurious agitation. We
extract •Ijelow a paragraph of excellent advice

to his brethren of the press, [fixtract.] •

The author recounts his adventuie with

the Railway officials of Scaldah with consider-

able humour. We feel an irresistible tempta-

tion to quote it in extenso^ but space forbids.

How the greenback was no legal tender, why

silver of the. Calcutta mint was wanted and

how the currency question stood stiff and

frowning despite the Editors and Magistrates

who had accompanied the author to bid him

good-bye at the station, and how again with

the advent of the Justice of the Peace all

objeerton to receiving the currency-note

vanished, are all narrated in a style that is

fittingly characterized only by the word “ de-

lightful.” In another place the author in-

troduces the reader to the Hindu belief in the

auspicious hour for starting on a journey in

language of such playful raillery that we make
no apology for quoting it. [Extract.]

The untoward circumstance of the day,

the event to which we have already alluded

namely the refusal of the Railway officials to

receive the currency-note in payment of the

fare, elicits the following humourous con-

fession of human weakness. [Extract.]

The author has some trenchant criticism

on the insolation of the Englishman, which

makes him inaccessible to the complaints of

extortion or plunder by their menials. They
are too absorbed to know all th.at passes about

them and the wrongs that are committed in

their names are unnoticed as mere trifles for

they have rarely any idea of their magnitude.

It is only too well known throughout the coun-

try how blackmail in the shape of money of

provisions is levied upon the inhabitants when
the Collector is on lour. It would be difficult

to believe the thing could go on under his

very nose without his connivance if we did not
know his exclusiveness and his distaste for

mixing with the people.

The author devotes the greater part of the

book to a description of the people and the
external aspect of the country that be passed
through in his two trips to Tipperah from
Calcutta and hick. He has a good deal to say
about the customs of some of the people he
becomes acquainted with. He makes a dis-

covery of the debris of a Portuguese colony in

Tipperah that has become debased in morality
and sunk in superstition. Although there is

not much in the book that is instructive to the

serious student, the grace of diction and the
ease of style carry the reader pleasantly
through. It would be difficult to rescue such
a subject as he has chosen from dulness wi-

thout his extraordinary command of language.
We cannot promise more than a brief span of
life to the book. It will prove what is abun-
dantly clear to the readers of the Reis and
Rayyet that the author is an adept in English
composition. He is a lover of nature and he
paints scenes and situations with an artist’s

pencil .— The Hindu

^

November 7, 1887.

this interesting book. We are justified

in so terming it,not on account of any romantic
adventures that the author has to relate, nor
of any very new discoveries in geography or
natural history. There is something parti-
cular as regards ethnology

; and a great deal
of human nature in the book, shown to the
reader with a simplicity and candour which
bear testimony to its truth. Called from the
busy haunts of men in the city to dwell for a
lime in Independent Tipperah as a judicious
adviser to its Chief, Doctor Mookerjee relates
his adventures during the several journics to
and fro in that capacity, without revealing the
secrets of the^State, like a good diplomatist.
He has adhered strictly to the advice which
he offers to his brethren of the Native Press,
and has written what he saw and knows,
without revealing all, considering what he
,,might properly say and what withhold
The above seems to be a curious passage
to be found in a book of travels, and appears

to have no connection with the subject. But
it aiises fiorn a c.isual reference to a slaughter

lioii^e, and a writer who “ tliumleied wee kly
against the outrage of locating shambles in

the immediate vicinity of a Hindoo temple”-—
where, m fact, no temple could be said to ex-

ist. Hence, the Doctor advises his fellow-

scribes not to be Pliaiisees, righleous over-

much, but to look and be sur| of theii f.icls.

In the same spiiit, he has wiitten his book.
He gives an account of bis tiaxels, which
seem often to have been voyage*^, upon the

wide-spieAding rivers of Eastern Bengal wliicli

in the r.iins become almost inlaiul seas. On
these he philosophises on the n.Uiire of the

country and the people, making caiefiil obser-

vation of his facts
; .nul thongli lie sometimes

fancies he knows better than his boatmen, and
more than suspects th.ii they are gelling the

better of him, he submits with a gr.ice that
would have done cicdit to Socrates, and ac-

cepts the apparently inevitable in the interests

of peace. The Doctor is a close observer of
nature, animate and inanim.ile, with an eye
to the pictuiesqne as well as to llic sulilime

and bcautilul. And although there is a vein
of cynicism running through many of his ob-
servations, it ih tempered by siicli iniilrnt

good natuie, that oxen a sii.-mger would con-
ceive him to be a laugliter-lox ing rather than
astern philosopher. I Ins is eviilcnt in his

descriptions of his bo.itmcn and others, wink*
he denounces the l.iwlessness which has made
the poor fishei men suspicions evr n of honest
intentions, liecanse they h.ive so long been the
helpless victims of maiauders stionger than
themselves. Their only defence is flight or
deceit, and the latter is their justification as a
mode of self-protection. We are shown not
only the weakness of the people, but the short-
comings of the administration that leave these
things possible

The author is inip.irtial in hi.s censures
There is much in the book to which space
forbids us to refer. That it is not a prosy one
may bo gathered from the fact that, for its 300
pages, there are nearly as many index refer-

ences. Many of the subjects are necessarily
but lightly treated, but all sensibly and fairly.

Ami Dr. Mookerjee is such a master of the
English language that in the whole book we
have scarcely found a phrase that might not
have been written by an Englishman “to the
manor born.” There is nothing in it at which
any one could reasonably take offence

;
and

there is much from which both Englishmen
and natives m.ay learn gieaily-nccded les-

sons.— 77̂ ^ /?(ti/y A\'7vSy Nov. 22, 1887.

“TRAVELS IN BKNf’.AL. Such is the
title of a most interesting little work pub-
lished a short time ago. Its author is Babu
Sambhu Clnindcr Mookerjee, the well-known
Editor of the Rc/s and Rayyet,, llie most
original, cleveily-writtcn and interesting jour-
nal in India. Babu Sambhu Chiindcr is one
of the velcian Indian writers in English. He
is the master of a most happy, racy pleasant
style, which you can easily make out fiom
amongst the writings of a hmulied flifiVirnt

men. In racy humorous wnting Babu S.irn-

bhu Chuiider has no rival among his Indian
contemporaries. He won his fir^t Iaiii<-ls, vve
believe, by his writings in his own pei ic.rlical,

the Mookerjee's Mayaz/ne, now hmg-defunct.
In this magazine ai tides of gieat learning .and
excellence appe.ircd, imistiy from the pen of
Babu Sambhu Clnindcr. He has written several
other booklets. 11 is Causes of the Mutiny

;

Mr, Wilson^ Lord Canniny^ and the Income
7 Vr.v;tlie Car err of an Indian Princes \\ Her
Hiyhness the fate Secundra Berinn of tihofal

:

and the Prince in India and to India arc pub-
lications which attracted ( onsiderable noliee.
His latent production “

'IVavels in I'.engar’ is

a work of ^eat merit. It is at once a inost
faithful and interesting picture of natural
scenery and life in Bengal, allhongh Mr.
Mookerjee does not profess to write a piuiirc of
Bengal life and uses his pencil in its poiiraifurc
only in passing. The dedication is charac-
teristic. [Extract.]

The “Travels” are travels in East Beng.al,
travels and voyages between Calcutta and
indepedent Tepperah. We do not belirve
many people in this side of India know that
there is such an independent State as Tip-
perah. But nevertheles.s such a state exists.
We will give here a siirnmaiy of its history in
the words of Mr. Mookerjee—lie writes [Ex-

tract.] Mr. Mookerjee was Devvan of Independ-
ent Tipperali for some five years in all between

1877 and 18S1. The travels arc an account of

Ills voyages to and from Tipperah.
Those who have travelled in Bengal, parti-

cularly in its Eastern districts,which aie the dis-

tiicts desciibcd in Mookerjee’s bool^, will bear
him out in his statement that Lower Bengal
is not stale, flat and unprafitable, that, on the
contr^yy, she is the beautifulle.st country in

the world. She has no higU mountains, hut

she has rivers apparently as vast as the

sea, to make her scenery giaml and majestic.

.She h;is .a hundred rivers ever ovcm flowing

with water, thousands of Iraxispaieni lake.s

covered with the lily and a liuiKlred beautiful

water-flowers, thousands of seas of ever-

waving paddy fields, thousands of clusters of

bamboo and of gre.it trees dressed in beautiful

creepers adoining the river banks, to make her
the loveliest country in the world. Even* a
Bengali needs to see and travel Bengal to

adequately know her thousand witching
chat ms. For a foreigner it is well nigh im-
possil)le to get even an ai>pioximatc idea of
what they are like from description, however
true and faithful. Let us hear what our author
has to say on the subject. We lead [Extinct.]

A paddy sea is thus inimitably describ-*

ed [Extract.]

We will quote a pnss.'igc of another cha-
racter

:
[Extract.

I

We could cull many such gems. But
space forbids it. We will, however, quote
some passages of ancuher kind. Our tiavcller,

though old in yeais, is evnlenlly young in

heart, for no one in the romantic age of youth
could be more appreciative of female rhaims
than our tiavellcr. In eveiy other page? you
find our author describing in teims of cn-
tliiisiasm some rural girl or woman of beauty.
[Extract.] In the next page we find our Ha-
vener’s attention [Extract.]

There is the description, physical and
moral, of a Colonel, which we cannot resist

the temptation of icprodiicing, although the
article has already exceeded the usual length.

[Ext i act.]

We have now given extracts enough to
show that the little book of travels is most
delightful reading. It contains graphic des-
ciiptions of natural scenery, faithful portraiture
of men ami manners, and happy, good
humouied observations on them. 'J'heie is

not an ill-natured or unkind word in the whole
book— it ovei flows in every page with the milk
of human kindness. Every obseivaiion
testifies to the author being a keen observer
of men and things, as an example of which we
can mention the instinctive and interesting
clmpter on the Native Chnsii.ins of roitiigiiese

extraction in Tipperah. Again, although the
book docs not pretend to deal with life in Bcn-
g.’il, the glimpses of lliat life vve find in it are
very considerable and pleasant. We will now
conclude by 1 ecommeiiding the hook to all

who ni.iy wish to spend a few hour-, amidst
li.ippy lliuuglils and pleas.anl pictures.— *

•

• .S. K. C.— I he Tribune, Nov. 26, 18 <87.

If vve have not Ijcfore noticed Mr. S.amljhu
*

C. Mookeijee’s TtartP in Penyaf \\\\\i,\\ was
publislu-d soine^ months ago, it is n(»t be-
cause the little book is eitliei dull (»r pointless.

It contains, on the contiary, much interesting
matter, though some of the iii«idents aie over-
weighted with detail in what is feeelionsly
called a “little booklet.” The*author’s view- is
a iiiie is, by the way, facetious : he is given
even to punning

;
but be i.s also ventimcntal

in the liigl est degree— “ a naked Wlntcman”
hurts his .susceptibilities

; a Hindu girl,*l)aihing
in the river, throws him into an ecsl.isy of
ilelighl : “••hp^h.'id sucli I.Higc Mngnivlnng
eyes !” But he is notliing if not philosophical,
and his lefh'c lions on this or ilial social and
politi(al subject aie not tvitlioiit their moial.
Mr. Saml)lui C. Mookeijee was foimerly
Mini.ster to the “last of the I^’awabs Na/im of
Bengal, Bcliai and Oiissa ” and aftervvaids
Minister of the Maharaja of Tipperah. He
is a man, therefore, of experience*, and when
he speaks his bretliien .should li'-o.n to him...,
Tfavrls in Benyal is a leadabJc book, aiici

it abounds in anei dotes which are often a.s

instinctive as amusing, and it is not spoiled
by too many political allusions, though, of
coiir.se, some few have crept ‘m,— The Ptomer,
Dec. 1887.
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INFALLIBLE SPECIFIC FOR

LEUCORRHEA.

A week’s use of this medicine not only ciire*.

Leucorrhoia—-the chaructcribHc white, giccn

and bloody discharge -but also removes the

concomitant intense i^enstrual pains, and all

the various complaints and symptoms jnei-

dentaljto menstrui^ldidicultics^nd green sick-

ness, and prepares the system for conception.

Price : for a week’s consumption, Rs. 2,

packing and postage 4 annas.

r i ir 2 are cai/ital m-'dicines besides-for

piles, all the 20 kinds of flux—such as sper-

niitorrhjei, diabetes, tS:c. - -diarrhma, rheu-

matism, puerperal complaints, cataiact of

the eye, nacra, astlima, &c.

.
[^Certijiaifc.]

“I h ive known Habu Rajetidra Nalhtihoshal

kubiraj for upwards of 15 years, and 1 can bear

ample testimony to the woiuleiful et'licacy of

his medicine i n the treatment of diseases of the

womb. While Assistant Surgeon of Monghyr

and subsetiuently, I have known him to cuie

tj,10 most obstinate cases of uterine Leucorr-

h’uei and other uterine derangeinciits, organic

and functional. I can s.ifely call his medicine

the SpeMll: for Leucorrlnea and painful

menstruation. Ladies who have been subject

to these diseases for yc.irs and were barren

hav'* been cured and borne children.

Womcdi Chunder Roy, L. M. S, Medical

Practitioner, lihagalpur. 30th October, 1886.”

Apply to

RAJ KN ORANATH GHO.SAL, Kabiraj,

Topkhana Ba/ar.

Monghyr.

JUST PUBLISHED

In Pamphlet, Price 4. annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

Bv Ciipt. ANDREW IIEARSEY.

Apply to Reis ^ R iyvd Offi( «•, Calculi a.

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Court,)

the: CALCUTTA

IIOMlEOPATlllfl PHARMACY,
. THK

KARLIE.S r & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSAR Y IN ASIA

OF PURE HOMtEOPATIIY 6NLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE m
INDEPENDENT HOMtEOPATHY

and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.
Besiiles tiie old Rcinc<lics, all the New Re-

medies and the latest additions procured from

the best European and American .sources, and

kept in stock.

Medicines in wooden boxes and leather

cases, requisites of all kinds supplied, and

Prescriptions di.spcnsed at the shortest notice.

The l.vrgest Slock of Homccopathic literature

kept.

O ders received for supplying English

.V n -•rican and foreign Journals.

BERIGNY & CO.
T2, Lai Hazaar, Calcutta,

KALLYPUDDO DASS,
JEWELLER WATCH AND CLOCK MAKER.

148, Radiiaiuzar. Calcutta.
Cheap Gold and Silver Rotherham s Watches

;

W.uches of other Makers, both English and
(reneva ; Gold and Silver Chains

;
Earrings,

Wedding-rings, Memento-rings; Diamond, Em-
erald, Ruby rings: Tigei claw and other Jewel-
lery of the newest fashion. Gold guaranteed
genuine.

I

Order-., with remittance, promptly attended to.

THE

S T A N 1) A Pv 1)

ACCUMULATEO FUNDS

ANNUAL REVENUE

Bonus distributed to Assurers

£(!,4u0,000

£880,000

£3,500.000

Rivers Steam Navigation Go.

“Limited.

ASSAM LINE NOTICE.
The Steamers of the Company will run from

Calcutta and Goalumlo to Assam and back.

The Steamer ‘‘MYSORE” \Vill leave Cal-

cutta for A.ssam on Tuesday, the 17th Instant,

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
Godowns at Jaggannath Ghat until Mpnday,
the i6ih idem.

The Steamer “ MAKUM ” will leave Goa-
lundd for Assam on Thursday, the 19th

idem.

1 mending passengers should leave here by
train on the night previous.

DHUBRI& DF.RROOGHUR MaIL- SERVICE.

Through Booking to andfrom Assam,

The Despatch Steamers of this Service

leave Dhubri daily on the arrival of the Mails

from Calcutta, and proceed to Debrooghur,
slopping at all intermediate stations^ and
Mookhs.
On and from ist January i888. Passengers

Goods and Parcels
(
packages not to exceed

one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4 feet by 4 feet

in measurement ) may be booked through to

and from Calcutta and all stations on the

Eastern Bengal State Railway and connected
Railways, and the following Steamer Stations

of this Company, viz., Dhubri, Goalpara,
G.iuhaii, Mungicdye, 'Pczporc, Silghaui for

Koliabar, Dunsiri Mookh, Niggiting, Kookee-
la Mookh, Desang Mookh and Debrooghur.

Packages booked as parcels will be forward-
ed by rail along with the Mails. Freight on
perishable articles must be prepaid.

Goai.undo and Df.brooghur Despatch
Service.

Through Booking to andfrom Assam,
Special fast single-handed Steamers, which

have been specially built for the Assam Trade,
carrying passengers and coolies between
Goalundoand Debrughur, will leave Goalundo
bi-weekly on Thursdays and Sundays, calling

at ail intermediate stations and Debrughur on
Saturdays and Tuesdays.
Through bills of lading will be granted for

goods and parcels on presentation of rail re-

ceipt or payment of freight. Packages not f
exceed ten hundred weight or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement.
Particulais as to freight and passage to be

had from
MACNEILL & CO.,
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SEBASTIAN.

A TALE OF THE PORTUGUESE IN INDIA.

[
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24

Sebastian loved— for who could see

That maid, and say his heart was free,

Once hear her silvery accents fall

Upon the ear, so musical.

So winning, and so like the sound

Of some sweet voice that year on year

Hath haunted pleasant fancy’s ear,

And though far sought yet rarely found ?

Oh 1 who could meet that sun-bright eye,

/Beaming with all that love lives by.

And own not that there dwelt the spell

Which soft-lipped Hafiz sung so well ?

Sebastian loved— but yet his soul

Was scarcely fashioned to the feeling.

For cold ambition held control,

At every ray of hope’s revealing.

And dark revenge still vexed his breast,

/ And rubbed it of its wholesome rest,

And dreams of Glory once again

Came crowding on his heated brain.

And though his brow was smoothened down

When Guldnar was by his side,

Unclouded then by one dark fiown,

One angry look or shade of pride,

Yet when he found himself alone,

Cribbed within those walls of stone,

And no companion but his thought.

Which stirred up olden mem’ries fraught

With keen excitement past delight,

The wild excursion or the fight,

He sighed for freedom—for those days,

When none controlled his vagrant ways—

Content at any price to gain

Once more the ocean or the plain.

25

’Twas night and slowly rolled away

The moments, as Sebastian lay

Upon his cot ;
his brain disturbed

With thoughts that slumber never curbed.

Still did he muse upon his love ;

On her, who, gentle as a dove.

Still wrought her generous task of good,

And sanctified his solitude,

Yef ever and anon the thought

Of joyous freedom came unsought.

And Guldnar and love did seem

The tissue of an idle dream.

»

26

Again the maid is by his side,

And in her look, form, dignified.

And yet so mild, there breathes a grace

We find not but in woman’'* face,

And as he presses to his breast

Her whom of all he loveth best,

And with the silence of deep joy

/Delight that words would but destroy,

Reads in her large and lustrous eye

The soul’s response to every sigh.

She feels as one whose heart is strung

To verse impassioned but unsung,

Whose tide of aspiration flows

With depth and energy divine,

And yet wants words to tell how glows

Each burning thought and feeling fine.

27 ^
“ We part, Sebastian, part to-night,

Take this, and none may slay thy flight

:

This signet gains thee ready way.

Beyond these hated prison walls.

Away, and let not love delay

'^When wishes urge and freedom calls.”

“ And thou

“ There where fate hath placed me

I remain, nor must I seek to be

A rebel to my race and creed.

Howe’er so much our hearts may bleed."

“ Oh ! no, oh I no, we must not part.

Thou who hast wound around my heart

And made life priceless, who hlftt been

The brighiener of this prison scene I

No ! no ! oh fly with me, oh fly,

Thy name shall be our battle cry.

Till every bosom shall awake •

^To Glory’s light for thy sweet sake.”

“Now listen, Christian,—it were vain

To urge me thus—for ne’er again.

So wills my fate, shall we two meet.

No more my glances thine may greet,

1 would not forfeit heaven,

I would not wrong the Moslem name.

Though the heart’s chords w«re riven.

And life one scene of woe became,

Nor would I break the vow.

My soul has pledged another.

Though vengeance fires my bosom now

And hate I scarce can smother.

Enough that I have saved thy life

For this in danger and in strife

When foes are near and friends are far,

'Thoul’t still remember Guldnar,
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Thoul’t still remember her who dared

So much for him for whom none cared ;

Who set aside her fears, her pr ide,

E’en to attend a Christian’s side,

And almost gave her heart up wholly.

To u love she knew to be unholy ;

A bark await%thee on the shore.

Farewell, farewell -we meet no iiwre,

Farewell -go where thy wi>hes lead thee.

And oh ! may Allah, Christian, speed thee.''

2H
0

The maid is gone, and will he go

And forfeit one he lovelh so,

Or will he still m chains K'lnaiii

Nor relish stirring life .ig.iin,

Hilt waste his lonesome hours where

There never circled fieedom’s air.^

Again the quiet moonlight falls

Wiihin those dreary dungeon walls,

And as it met the prisoner’s eye

He paused -what means that heavy sigh ?

'1‘hinks lie of olden scenes and times,

Of days unstained l>y manlHXKl’s crime,

Wht'n on his native Kind he played

A boy beneath the oiange shade,

In freedom's full ami wild delight,

'riieti when the blossom had no blight !

“ Fool that I am, why linger here.

The maid has gone, and her kind car

Will list no mote wild words of mine,

And make my moments seem divine.”

'J’he gates are passed : he gains the shore,

'Preads with light step the friendly prore,

In hope and freedom once again

Sebastian rides upon the main.

News and Comments.

Tijf. following appeared as a of India Extraordinary on Thurs-

day, the 19th January, 1888

In exercise of the powers conferred by Section 7 of the Indian Salt

Act, 1882, and in supersession of NotiHcations by the Government of

India in the iJcpartment of Finance and Commerce, Nos. 1449, dated

loth Mari h 1882, and, 751, dated 28th April 1882, the Governor-Gen-

eral in Comu il directs that, on and afict ilie date of this Notification,

the duty to be paid on salt rnamdactmed in or imported by land into

Ihitish India, shall be as follows :

(^0 in the rase of salt mamifactnred in or imported by land into

Lowr-r liurina, one rupee for each maiind of 82-2/7 pounds avoirdupois

weight, and
, , , , .

* \h) in the case of salt manufactured in or imported by land into any

other put in Biitish India, except ihat portion of the tenitoiies ad

ministered by the l.ieiitenant-Govcrnor of the Funj.ab which lies west

of- the ri\cr Indus, two rupees eight annas for cadi maund of 82-2/7

pounds avoirdupois wciglw.”
,

That means, we take it, that Upper Burma continues a drain on the

Indian exchequer-, that the year f lose.s with a deficit and that the Income

Tax is not to be enhanced.

* • •

Government,, it is reported, feel themselves at ease to pursue

the annexation of the Shan .States. That was a cgiestion of time, wc

only hope it will not involve an increase of taxation to the poor Indians.*

#
# 4

Sir Henry Sumner Maine has resigned his seat on the India Council,

his duties at •VTambridge being,he^vy. Who is the “ fairest ” Knight

Sir William W. Hunter, Srr Theodore Hope or .Sir Rivers Thompson ?

•' #

• •

In reply to the Bombay memorial .against the appointment of a Civi-

lian as Chief Presicfency Magistrate, the .Secretary of State declines

to interfere in the matter, the place being equally open to Civilians

and Barristers.
^

• •

The Advocate of India writes

“ Mr. Ney Elias, the Central Asian traveller^ was Gazetted on New

Year’s bay a C.I.E. He has declined the decoration. An obvious

suggestion seems to be that the Government should not, like a bene-

volent Santa Clau.s, take by surprise people who are known to have

hung up a stocking, or to be deserving of a seasonable recognition.

It should guard against a snub such as Mr. Elias has not loo politely

administered, by fiist consulting those whom it is intended to honour.

It is a rare bird in these days of hollow radicalism that declines

a decoration. Or, is Mr. Elias’ pretensions so high that he would

Ka mmnaninn fn anvthiiH’^ howCVCr big ?

VV^E are glad to welcome any signs of the prospect of Indian --gold-

mining. Accordingly, wetvote that \\\^ Madras Times writes

“ 7’hc collapse of the gmld-inrning companies in this Presidency a

few years ago, when the frauds which had been perpetrated in issuing

the prospectuses and compiling the reports, &c., of those companie.s

wei-c brought lo light, caused (he almiEsl immediate withdrawal of

public faith from all gold-mining transactions in Southern India
;
and

at the present time confidence is far from being restored. The com-

panies in Mysore have conducted their operations since then with the

iiimosi caution, only allowing the public to learn the progress they are

making through an mslriicted agent, or from the published reports.

During the last years several native speculators have started opera-

tions on their own account and, as they are extending them we may
suppose that they have not been altogether unsuccessful.”

• #

The sea is giving bark to China her lost city—Haigen r
—

“ The ancient Chinese city of Haigen, north of Ningpo, which was

submerged by the se.i a thousand ye.irs ago, has lately been exposed

to view, and a large number of vases, plates, and other utensils of

the Sung dignasty were recovered.”

#
• «

iMahakanee Bamba, wife of Maharaja Dhuleep Singh, left a person-

ally which has been valued at /2,ooi-i5j.-7r/., letters of administration

whereof have been granted to I'rince Albert Victor Dhuleep Singh.

The Duke of Westminister has swelled the Countess of Dufferin’s

Jubilee Fund by £200.

* •

I HE Home remittances last week amounted to j^4,oi,3oo,

• •

.Sir Frederick Roberts is always on the move. He arrived at Calcutta

the other day and left it yesterday for his N. W. tours, arriving at

Simla by the middle of April.

# •

The Siam Government has made a concession to the French Republic.

Iinpoits from Cambodia and Cochin-China are declared free and the

French Council, M. Pavic, at Luag Prabang, is recognised.

• •

A WRITER in the Advocate of India addresses an eulogistic letter to

tlic Hon’ble Haridas Nanabhai, in the course of which be pays him the

following well-deserved tribute

“ You have done the greatest possible service to the cause of educa-

tion in this I’lCsidency by diawing the attention of the public and the

.iiithorities to the very curious and enigmatical manner in which the

Uui\etbrty conducts its business. Sir, you have done what everyone

who knows you expected you to do -your duty. The silent and the

sure way in which jou work for the advancement of your countrymen

<.innot but elicit the admiration of all. Your minutes on the Civil

Service question, your labours for the n,alive Bar, and your effective

ineasuies to put a stop to official high-handedness in Gujarat have

endeared you to all the inhabitants of that province. But sometimes

yim carry your modesty too far. In this in.stance it is the earnest

(iesiie of all the candidates, and their parents, that you should pefse-

vere in this good cause with your wonted zeal.”

Mr. Nanalihai is not only an able Judge but a public-spirited

Citizen. He is a model of modest worth and activity which may be

imitated with advantage throughout the empire. ^
•

• •

Temporary War Railways were first constructed by the British in the

Ciiinca. Since then, the idea has found extensive development. And

now we lead
; ^

“ Portable ,Vail ways of a new type will assuredly be among the

j

leading fc.iturei'of the next great w.rr. The latest invention in this

I

line IS the idea of an Austrian engineer, Herr Leinvvather. His rails

are said to be the best of the kind ever made, being especially good

over uneven ground. The Austrian War Office has ordered a small

supply, and will in.tkc a trial of the railway at once. Germany has

also asked Herr Lcinwathcr for samples both of his rails and wagons.”

•
• «

Mk.s. Putnam Heaton’s investigation into the employments, wages,

and prospects of female toilers in New York, shews that women consti-

tute more than half the assistants in the dry-goods stores, a fourth of the

lelegi’aph operators, about a fifth of ih^e type setters and more than
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half the type-writers. According to her, women generally are less

efficient telegraphers and type-setters than men ; but that they are

as good stenographers, and altogether superior type-writers and

“ dry-goods clerks.”

#
• *

H. H. the Amir of Afghanistan left Cabul for Jalalabad on the 5th

January and reached Butkok the same day. On the following day he

reached Samucha-i-mulla Umar. The British Agent Lieulent-Coloncl

Ataullii Khan accompanied H. II.

Captain C. L. Griesbach, C.I.E., Deputy Superintendent ofthe Geolo-

gical Survey of India, has been permitted to take employment under

the Amir of Afghanistan for the purpose of developing the mineral

resources of that country. He will leave Calcutta shortly to meet H.

H. at Jalalabad.

Sarclar Af/ul-ul-Mulk, the second son of the Ruler of Chitral, had an

interview with H. E. the Viceroy at 3 P. M. to-day (17th January.)

H. H. the Amir has arrived at Jalalabad.

H. H. the Gaekwar of Raroda will return to India about the middle

of February, and is likely to go to Ootacamund for the hot weather.

Sardar Muhammad Ayub Khan and the principal Saidars with him

left Meshed yesterday (Jan. 19) on their way to India via Teheran and

Baghdad.—Press Commissioner.

• •

Advocate of India its Thursday (Jan. 12) evening’s wise

and brilliant leading article, disposed of Sir Syed Ahmed’s late

lecture at Lucknow. We extract the most important paragraph, and

trust that our countrymen of this Province will feel themselves be-

holden to the Editor for the just and spirited defence of the poor

Bengali which he never fails to make—he replied to Sir Lcpcl Griffin’s

anathema—when necessary

!

“ For our own part, we cannot make out what position Sir Syed

Ahmed really wishes to occupy. He is a warm admirer of the Gov-

ernment, but, on the other hand, he is also proud of the Bengalis,

who, according to him and some otiicr people, appear to be the only

Hindus in Indi;i. Yet he would not like to see them rule over Maho-

medans and Rajputs and other warlike races because they are afraid

of table knives. Evidently, who drives fat oxen must himself be fat

;

but as the Bengalis do not propose to fight, but to work |jeacefully

among the ‘ warlike’ races, most of whom have taken part in no hos-

tilities for the last hundred years, what reason is there for reminding

them that they are physically weak and a little too conscious of the

fact ? Sir Syed Ahmed does not seem to be aware that all over the

country Bengalis arc occupying offices that bring them into daily re-

lations with the warlike races, not only without untoward results, but

with remarkable success. The native State of Jeypore, for example,

the home of the Rajput, has for its Piime Minister a Bengali, who has

for many years been in the same service
;
and several other Bengalis

hold high office in the State. Yet it was in this veiy Stale, sofne

twenty years ago, that a British Political Agent was cut to iheccs in

the public streets by an ignorant population maddened to frenzy at

the idea that he intended, in some manner, to make away with the

infant Maharaja. Wheic the Englishman, though he possessed much
more prestige than that with which Sir Syed Aliriicd credits the ordi-

nary Civilian, went helplessly to his death, the Bengali, by his kinship

with the people-he is an Indian after all—has been able to retain

the confidence of a Rajput Prince and the respect of his Rajput sub-

jects. Yet if the critics of the Babu arc to be trusted, he has no

chance of securing the good-will of the warlike native, or indeed of

any one outside Bengal, except he is able to .show that he is a fire-

eater of the genuine sort. In Kashmere the Chief Ju.'tiicc until the

Other day was a Bengali. He was for years an honoured servant of

the late Maharaja ; and the circumstances under which he left the

Sta|^ are not in any way discreditable to him. In this Presidency,

too, there arc, we believe, tw'O or thiee Bengalis in the service of the

(Government
;
but though they occupy high posts in the midst of

Mahrathas and other races, no one here thinks of differentiating them

from their surroundings.” 1

The Sessions Judge of Hooghly, Mr. Kellehcr, has, on verdict of

guilty, sentenced one Sagore Mundul to seven years’ labor for arson.

The man admitted the offence before the committing Magistrate, but

pleaded not guilty and moreover is said to have fejgned madness

during the trial. The Judge took evidence as to the *^tate of the

prisoner’s mind and the Jury unanimously convicted him.

•
» •

To the simple Oriental, the floating of iron ships is wonder enough.

But what shall be said of the following I

“The question of making laces of iron and steel for ladies’ and chil-

dren’s wear is again (says the Pittsburg Chronicle) being discussed in art

and fashion circles. At the Centennial in 1876 a piece of steel rolled by

a Pittsburg mill was on exhibition, which was so thin and light that it

weighed much less than a book leaf, and could be blown from the hand
easier than a piece of paper of the same size. The iron leaf was rolled

1

m a train of rollers upon which, heavy tank and boiler iron is now
|

rolled. Experts say that curtains and fine laces can be made of soft

malleable iron, and in every way be used with greater salisf.iciion than

cotton lacrs. ‘riic sheets will necessarily have to be mlUMl down to an
exceedingly low gauge, and then p.issed into any dosiralilc pattern and
shape. Theie will be no trouble in furnishing iron laces for ladies*

and children^ wear, with their names an<l olliei ornaments in a filigree

design. An introduction of steel lacc would establish in Pitt.sburg an

industry that would give work to at least 3,000 men, ana consume
annuaily not less than 76,000 tons of steel, which n now a drug in the

maiket at less than two cents pouiul. Steel lace, unlike cotton, can
be made tight or heavy without affecting the grade, c.olour, or briglit-

ness. We may yet sec fashionable ladies wearing steel shawls and
trimming.s for their hats and dresses.”

Iron gossamer is a contradiction in terms—an Irish bull. But there is

no room for doubt in these days, and wc may live to wear steel muslin.

Notics and Leaderettes.

The scandals which drove the late President of the French Republic

from the helm, are not creditable to Euiopean public morality. The

desperate clinging to power of Mr. Gr^vy, has been no less a scandal of

anotlier kind. The facts are woilh recounting. On the 19th November,

M. Clcmenceaii in the Chamber demanded an immediate disclosure*

of the intentions of Government after the grave scandals implicating

the President’s son-in-law. In vain M. Rouvier ple.idcd for grace, till

at least the conversion of the 4*4 per cents., threatening to resign in

case of refusal, 'riie Chamber took the Premier at his word. After

a brief pai ley rather than debate of three quarters of an hour, the

Chamber divided, with the result that, by a combination of the Right

and the Extreme Left, in a house of 544, the proposition for delay was

lost by a majority of 90. M. Rouvier announced his resignation. Then

commenced the difficulty of M. Grhvy. He exhausted all the leading

politicians without one being able to form a ministry. 'Plicrc was nothing

left for him but to resign, but he rejected such counsels till Wednesday

the 23rd Nov. when he yielded to a friend, M. H. Maret, a journalistt

whom he consulted. He allowed M. Maret to announce his intention. I,

was not however till Friday the 25th that the President announced to

the Cabinet hi.s intention to resign. Even then he was not prepared to

execute the written document to that effect there and then. He wanted

a few days more
;
on Monday the 28th he would send in his resigna-

tion. The suspense was most irritating to Paris—to whom the hours

seemeil montlis—and might be dangerous in France. When Monday

came, the President had not yet made up his mind. He again pro-

mised to send in his formal resignation on Thursday the 1st. M.

Rouvier, who conducted the Government in the meantime, accordingly

made known, in the official Ga/tMle, Thursday as the date when M.

(Gr6vy’s resignation would be received. But the President again

changc<l hi.s mind, and M. Rouvier had the awkward task of an-

nouncing the vacillation to the Chamber, coupling the statement with

his own second resignation. The Chamber was furious, and adjourned

till 4 P. M., in the hope of a fovourable message by that hour. Nor^c

came, however, when they reassembled, so they, by an almost unanimous

resolve (531 against 3), adjourned again fefr a couple of hours, expressly

stating that they expected the promised announcement. This expres-

sion o^ the Deputies’ mind was strengthened by the concurrence of the

Senate. When the will of both Hou.ses was convoyed to the President,

he again promised to resign the next day. And this promise he kept.

Small thanks to him for doing a thing of compulsion with such ex-

ceedingly bad grace ! What a fall was tlierc for a iiiali who bore such

a high character and was specially reputed for a grave dignity, and

who was in cons^uence twice elected President of the Republic.

Had he been a stronger man he might have caused a coup dUtai.

A Paris correspondent moralises on the fall of the PresidenC :

—

“ Since Sulla’s in 79, to Amadeus of Spain’s in 1873, few countries

but have had an abdication in their history, and almost alKulers have
abdicated on the Hobson’s choice principle

;
not excepting Diocletian,

cited as a model abdicalor. Charles V., when he retired from busi-

ness to embark in the clockmaking trade, got soTry and relieved his

monastic ennui by conspiring against his successor. ‘ It is a year to-

day since the Emperor abdicated,’ said Cardinal C^ranville :
‘ It is a

year lo-day that he has repented for doing so,’ replied Philippe II.

Christina of Sweden had hardly descended from her throne than she
conspired to repossess power. James II. of England, the Napoleons,
Charles X, Louis Philippe, were ‘run in,’ and which, by courtesy,

has been called abdication. Napoleon I. abdicated when he lost the

Russian campaign : he did so a second time, after his defeat at

Waterloo. Casimir V., of Poland, laid down his sceptre voluntarily and
with dignity, before the Diet which he assembled. Predicting the

disinemberment of the kingdom, which be could not prevent, and the
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of a vast baz/ar,

vvclconietl, and

divisions amonK the lesislators, that he could not reconcile, be retired.

Thiers threw up the sponge in a .-ind was vexed to the day of

his death, for bein« kept out in the cold. MacMahon, {»'•>«>

speculate m civil war, submitted and retried. It w.is only when

shower.s of enemy’s shells and balls, that he never budged. OambetU

cvcnh.ad to lay down his dictatorship in presence ofan exh.auste.l

and betraved Krance. And now M. GuVy bad to '«

clamour of mfb.i,matl^<i, at liis makmjr tlie I alacc of the

]jeail;qua/iers for the carrying' on, by Ins son-m-law,

where influence w^s sold ;
and every shady project

lame ducks rarely di-smi-ssed.
. . 1 • r

The lirif'erinf-' stru'^-dc M. Gri^vy has made against his forced retire-

ment, has'’cousiderably diminished the sympatliy tb.at otherwise would

be extended, to Uie sudden collapse of his presidentiid career. It was

hilhetto believed, that M. Grdvy’s p.id.ly-go-easy offici.al life w.as the

consetiuence of a tempei ament antaj^omstic to fnis^i ana teatnei .

tb.at his years natiii.dly were glad to leave not a little of his r.ares .and

vigilance to olhcis, in whom he had the blindest coiitidcnce. Hut

since the nation, ailmiiahly passivc -.a model of sang /rout yu

teirihly p.iined and wounded at the liumiliation biought upon them

by all the dealcis in corruption and abuses, has noted the unexpected

development of his «mcrj:y and plans to avoid shaking off the presi-

dential coil, it is more economical in the appreciation of the services

rendered to Fiance, and to the republican parly, by M. Gicvy. During

his neaily nine yeais in office, it is asserted^ he has saved about one

million of francs. He is iipbraiiled with parsimony, by giving 110

fetes, and so give a lift in depiessed trade: by not figiuing on lists of

chanty: by not m.iking official lours with the money paid to him for

that end. The /W.v uhich with the XlX. claims to have un-

earthed M Wilson, States M. (hi vy (lid veiy little for the Republican

party, save to leceive all the plums in the pudding. In 1830, he took

a musket, and like other hot-headed youths, followed Blanqui to chase

away Chailcs X ;
nothing w.is heaid alxmt him till 1848 when he

brouL’lu foi ward, in the assemlily, his famous resolution, that for the

well-Vvoiking of the Kepublic, it ought to have no president, but only a

prmu: mim-i'ier. Under the Second Empire, he did not come to the

front, lo protest against the contis('atmn of all the liberties by th.it

leaving the heat and buiden of those days, to Jules Favre and

Ernest Ibcaid. During the Government of the National Defence,

that is of the invasion, lie was seen upon no bieach ; he remained in

his snuggeiy of Mount-sous- Vaudrey. He turned up at the Assembly

of Boideaux, and occupied the presidential chair.
^

No eloquence of

his is to be recorded, regatding the invasion, the Commune, nor the

loss of Alsace, When the l6lh May tlireatencd the Republic, he

disappeared. After the abdication of MacMahon, and the death of

Thicr.s, he came to the front, and received the reward of the president-

ship. As a set off 10 this indictment, it must be remembered, that the

very fact of electing him twice piesident, implies claims of an excep-

tional order, and he would not now have been flung aside like the

sucked orange, had it not been for the scandals of his son-in-law, and

other members of the GrCtvy family. Call no man happy till he is

dead."

Mr. E. E. Lowis, under date the 3rd instant, gives, in a Calcutta paper,

an interesting account of a first tiger 9 feet 3 inches long which was

shot by tliree persevering Mahomedan village Nimrods (Shikaris) in

a tree. It is only leopards and juagars that ascend trees, but this tiger

appears to have been belated and surprised in the midst of its night

piowlings by day-light. In quest of a suitable place for hiding in the

day, it met with a man on the borders of a pond and, more in funk

and fright than in mischief, charged and wounded him. .Seeing no

respectable thicket for the use of a genteel tiger, it quieily got up an

umbrageous ancient mangiv overhanging tlic piece of water and im-

provised the shady loft in the air for a lodging pro icm for itself, till

nightfall might allow it to depart in peace for its native woods. But

the villagers were far too frightened to allow ii peace. They d.ared not

to come out of their homes till the unwelcome visitor had been nhased

out or laid hors de combat. Soon the local heroes came gun in hand

and, after a careful reconnoi-isance, discovered that the noble animal

had taken shelter in the branches above the water
;

it could not be

well seen even from the land. Nothing daunted, they constructed a raft

of the trunks of plantain tree and sailing right under the leafy canopy

took aim and fired. This had only the effect of cirModging the tiger

from that part of the tree to another part on the land side, where it was

partially exposed to view of some of their companions in sport.

They fired, jornpeUing the tiger to shift its position, until after a long

hide and seek for life it fell downV>‘''ded by the relentless persecution

of these rural huntep, and was finally despatched, not without omit-

ting the last indignity of fate in the East—kicking and lashing with

slippers and shoes.
^

This occurred in Chittagong.

Literary men in Europe not only write but they also fight—in

France, unto the bitter end. Lately, one Bcnnet Burleigh was arrested

virti others, apparently in connection with the demc^nsirations of the

unemployed, and charged as one of “ loose, idle and disorderly per-

sons disturbing the public peace with intent to commit a felony."

I
Mr. Poland, who prosecuted for the Treasury, withdrew the charge,

saying that tlie Police had made a mistake. By the bye, those blessed

defenders of our peace seem lo have a remarkable faculty for mistake.

In the West, as in the East, in the Northern as in the Southern

hemisphere, they arc always doing the wrong thing and capturing the

wrong man rather than the wrong- doer. Mr. Vaughan, the Magis-

trate, at once and emphatically said when the defendant was first

brought before him that such a charge could not be supported. The

I notion was, s.yd Mr. PoiancI, (hat Mr. Burleigh was acting with the'otber

defendants, but it was an unfounded notion. The Magistrate thought

the reporter ought to have mentioned to the Police his vocation.

.So he did, Mr. Burleigh said. He was taken up notwithstanding

as a felon. The Magistrate said that the Police Superintendent on

the first day distinctly stated the contrary. Mr. Lewis, on the part

of Mr. Burleigh, said that if the case had proceeded there would have

been a conflict of evidence.

A WRITER in an American Magazine gives a charming story of Oriental

good faith, chivalry and generosity :

—

“ Never was the Empire [of France in Algeria] in such danger as in
the Franco-German War. As soon as it was evident that it was going
against the French, their troops were recalled from Africa to take part
in the great struggle at home till Algeria was left almost without de-
fence. Then the hour for which the conquered races had long waited
had come, and if they could at once have joined their forces and pro-
claimed a holy war, it is altogether probable that the French would
have been driven fiom N 01 them Africa. They might have regained
Algeria after the Geiman war was over, but only by a repetition of the
years of fighting which it cost to conquer it. That the tribes did not take
advantage of this and rise while the French had their hands full on the
other side of the M(*diterranean, was owing wholly to their fidelity to
a solemn pledge. When the war broke out a chief of great influence
among the tribes, Mokrani, gave his word to the Governor-General of
Algeria that there should be no insurrection 7vhiVc the 7var lasted.
The word was f.iithfully kept. The French arms were followed
by disaster after disaster

;
Napoleon surrendered at Sedan, and

H.izaine surrendered at Metz. Then it seemed as if a voice from the
Rhine called lo the tribes of Kabylia to seize an opportunity which
might never come again. But not a man stirred

; nor yet when all

the defeats and disgraces of the war culminated in the siege and sur-
render of Paris. The Moslem’s faith was plighted

; the Moslem^s
faith was kept ! But— when all was over, when the last battle had
been fought, and the treaty of peace had been signed at Frankfort,
then Mokrani was rcleaseci from his pledge, and then, and not till then,
did he declare war. And still he would lake no unfair advantage, but
gave forty-eight hours’ notice. Then the war cry went through the
mountains, and the tribes rushed lo the field. They fought de.sperate-
ly, not only destroying towns, but laying siege to fortified places.
Even Fort Napoleon, now Fort National, the strongest fortress in
Kabylia, had to sustain a siege of over two months before the French
troops could come to its relief. But the end was inevitable, for as soon
as ihe French aunies were fieed from duty at home, they came in large
divisions ai.ross tlui Mediterranean. .Seeing that all was lost, Mokrani
put himself at the head of his troops for the last battle, and dashing
to the front, ‘ foiemost, fighting, fell.’ I'he war was ended, and the
KabyIe-( were subdued, but with no loss of reputation for courage,
and with increase of honour, in that they had kept faith, even with
unbelievers

;
and it was fitting that the French should themselves erect

a monument lo maik the spot where this noble enemy peiished.
Such fidelity, coupled with valour in war and industry in peace, with
intense love of country and courage in defending it, are enough to
redeem a whole people from the reproach of barbarism."

Still harping on Oriental barbarism! But what a contrast do these

Arabs present lo the French intruders. Foiled in Algeria in the field,

these representatives of Christendom and Western Europe burnt

their brave enemy in a cave I After plighting their honor to *the

heroic Abdul Kader, they deported him and threw him into prison

in the heart of France! And how nobly the Moslem hero kept his

troth to the last, even after he was set free, and was once more

among Mussulmans in a Mahomedan land! How unlike tHF darling

of the French nation and annointed of the Pope, Napoleon the

(aeat ! Herein lies the strength~wc will not say the superiority—of

Iblam. And they prate of European honour, and deny its possession

to the EaslJ Well, if the East Iremblcth not before ** society,” it

is enough if 'it walketh in the fear of the Lord.

Mr. Richard Procter has been treating of the idiosyncrasies of

memory. Wc extract the cream. Speaking of a college acquaintance,

he says :

—

“Though he had only read through our college Euclid once, he could
recite or write out the whole of it

j
or if preferred, he could begin at

any point where one might start him and reproduce any quantity—
verbatim et literatim^ atque punctuatim^ so far as that was concerned.
But not only was he utterly unable to understand a woH of it all, he
had not even brains enough to keep his real ignorance of Euclid to

himself. He was always forgetting tile good old rule ne quid nimis^
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and as he did not know where to stop in his marvellous recitations, the
examiners naturally came to the conclusion, perfectly justified by the
facts, that though he knew his Euclid by heart, he knew nothing about
geometry. We need not then despair of our mental powers when we
hear ot marvellous feats of memory, nor even think that our mmils are
failing because wnh advancing years our memory may occasionally play
us false. Memory, as Dr. Dordat, of Montpellier, long since pointed
out, and as hundreds of facts shew, is rather the ofTspring of the vital
force than of the intellectual principle, and it is not surprising if in old
age, when the vital force diminishes, memory should sometimes fail,

even while the intellectual power preserves its full integrity. The
examples themselves which most strikinglv display the# capacity of
special brains for remembering words ancf syllables show also how
little this capacity has to do with intellectual power—some of them,
indeed, seem almost to suggest that ^a very keen memory may be a
mark of disease. I'hat excessive keenness of memory may result from
a disease of cerebral action is, indeed, certain

;
but fortunately we aie

not obliged to regard this fact as giving any unpleasant significance to

exceptionally good powers of remembrance. If foolish or idiotic per-
sons, or persons in the delirium of fever, have manifested remark.ibh*
memories, men like Macaulay, Prescott, Salcr, and others have had
maiyellous memories without being feeble minded and without the aid
of disease. Pepys tells us of an Indian who could repeat a long pas-
sage ill Greek or Hebrew after it has been recited to him only once,
though he was ignorant of either language. Coleridge relates in his
‘ Literaria Biographia ’ that in a Roman Catholic town in Germany a
young woman who could neither read nor write was seized with a
fever, during which, according to the priests, she was possessed
by a polyglot devil. Kor she talked Latin, Greek, and Hebrew,
besides uttering sounds which, though not understood by her
hearers, had, doubtless, meaning, but belonged to languages
unknown to them. ‘ Whole sheets of her ravings were written out,’

says Coleridge, ‘ and were found to consist of sentences intelligible

in themselvcii, but having slight connection with each other.’ Auer
much trouble he discovered th.it at tlic age of nine she had been
charitably taken by an old Protestant pastor, a great Hebrew schol.ir

inwho.se house she lived till his death. On fuither nKpilry it ap-
peared to have been the old man’s custom for years to w.ilk up ami
down a passage of his house into which the kitchen opened, and to

read to himself in a loud voice out of his books. 7'he books were
ransacked, and among them were found several of the Greek and
Latin fathers, together with a collection of Rabbinical writings. In

these works so many of the passages taken down at the young wom.in’s

bedside were idenlificd that there could be no reasonable doubt as to

their source. If the girl had rernernbered these pas.s.'iges in a normal
way and had merely uttered them during her sickness, the story would
have been remarkable enough, since she was altogether nneducaied.
But, as a matter of fact, she remembered none of them in health, either

before or after her sickness. It was doubtless the activity or the cir-

culation during the access of the fever which brought out, .is it were,

the impressions of sounds recorded in the brain, but so lightly th.at

except during such stimulation she remained unconscious even of their

existence.”

Such marvels of memory as Mr. Procter motions at the outset, are

common.enough in the East as well as in the West. Most of them

are men of slender parts in general, but their nakedness usually eludes

examiners. And herein lies the cause of the f.iilurc of examinations,

as ordinarily conducted, as a test of merit. We have known men who

passed their law examination simply by their power of repeating by

rote. One of them, a fine methematician who held the chair of law

at a Government college, confessed to us that at the time he passed in

law he really did not understand the Penal Code, though he could give

it from beginning to end. It is only youths of such retentive powers

that have a chance at modern examination.s, so much on such a variety

of subjects is expected of examinees. That shows a radical defect in

the system which should be removed, if high intellectual power is not

for ever to be scared away from University education or denied its

rewards. It is a great evil where the memory is exercised at the ex-

pense of the higher faculties. And this is wh.it is precisely done.

The unreasonable cultivafion of the retentive power is made use of to

“get up ” Hither than master subjects for which students have no

natural aptitude. This fighting Nature can come to no good. Neither

the individual nor society is at all benefitted by it. It should be the

aim of enlightened educationists to put an end to this great evil which

is growing with the expansion of education. In another column is an

opportune protest from a simple native student.

The Committee of the Madras Agri-Horticultural .Society held a

meeting on the 7th December last, in which papers were read on the

production of mangoes at unusual seasons. Dr. John Shortt

writing from Yercand on the subject, says :

—

“ Very little care or attention has been given to the mango as
a fruit producer. Some care is given to them during infancy

;

after that, they arc left to nature
; neither pruning, manuring,

nor irrigation is attended to. Notwithstanding, we clo get some splendid
fruits from some of them ; but if they were attended to like other
fruits, the results would be* better. On the Bombay side and towards
Goa, two crops are obtained from the mango, but on the Madras side
only one. The plants will have t(» be forced to get them to fruit out

of season. Recent mango graft will often push out flowers out of
season ; atlv.intage should be taken of those to take grafts off them
and to SCO that tlie actual branch in flower is made the ‘scion.* Grafts
from trees that ‘ produce a second crop from the Bombay side should
be secured ;iiui rare should be taken to sec that grafts art! put on when
the tree is in flower with its second ci'f)]), .10(1 thus I tinuk we might
succeed in establishing a second mang(j crop. I have myself eaten
mangt^cs from second crops which wfue t.ikqp from Ilomhay to
Tuticorin, and sent up here from thence by my daiigihcr. Second
crop fruits are procurable alon% the Western Coast on these occasions.
I don’t know whether you are aware that an indication of the failure
of a crop of mangoes becomes at once evident when the tree bursts
out with a mass of young leaves which is a certain iiulic.ition that no
fruits will follow. It is only by resorting to selected grafts, the scion

I of which has been taken from a plant that produced fruit out of season
and when in flower or fruit, a second crop of fruit may be obtained
by ringing the stem, and at the same time ai tending to the tree by
manuring, watering and pruning it freely. This plan might be put
into practice anywhere, that is ringing the mango stem out of season,
and when got to flower and fruit, take grafts from it at once. This i.s a
subject that re(|uiies care and attention, and success will be the result.

I have some p.ipers on the subject on which I cannot lay niy hands
just now.” Dr. Shortt also suggested two 01 her plans

;
but the honorary

secretary doubts the likelihood of either of lliein lieing successful, but
agrees with Mr. Gleeson, the SiipeniuendetU of the Gardens, that by
patient enquiry and careful selection trees m.iy be found and propagat-
ed with the habit alieady est.il>lishi!d of fruiting not twice a ye.ir, but
at unusu.il seasons, by which means Iruits might possibly be obtained#
in nearly every month in the ye.ar. Surgcon-t^eneral Bidie remarks,
th.it when at Colombo last year during the C!hiisimas holidays, a basket
of in.ingoes w.u brought to him, and on enqiiny he w.is mforincd that
tliat was the season for Jaina mangoes

;
aUo lh.it he has heard that the

I,ale Maharaja of Travancore succeeded in having mangoes every day
of the year.”

Before we congratulate the goiirm.inds of the South, we should like

to know the quality of the edible. Belter good mangoes once a year

than indifferent ones all the year round. The .Southern fruit is so in-

ferior that we do neither wonder at, nor care for, its chronological

v.irialion or the multiplication in the number of its crops. The shifting

of the season is not so difficult, and by due arrangement of a dozen

trees one may get mangoes every month. But it might be hazardous

to experiment on the finer varieties. Certainly, we would not advise any

one to try to extract two crops from his Lengra, Pearaphooli, Gopale

Dhoba, or other similar grafts. We would warn the good Nawab of

Moorshedabad against any innovation of the kind in his orchards.

The delicate flavour of the Begumpasand and the Sultanpasand and
other such Pasamfs^ will scarcely stand such rude interference. It

would be a calamity if, in the rage for horticultural reform, the quality

of the noblest of God’s tokens of love to his creatures-~-the mango—
suffered. What we desire to see is the multiplication of trees of the

most delicious fruitage, so as to bring the boon of such good eating-

in every sense—within the reach of the poor. For the mango is not

only savoury but niUiitious.

If our scientific botanists and “practical horticulturists” want to

make experiments in this connection, let them discover the mango
creeper and try their powers on it. They m.iy come upon some good.

We have to record a sad loss in the death, on 'riuirsflay mornin;/,

at Deoghur, of heart disease, of Baboi Dwarkanalh Chuckeibutty
Born of poor p.irents at Goste.a, north of Halis.ihar, the Brah-

man lad went to the neighbouring liooghly College for education,

where lie comincm'cil his school career. There he early developed

his intellectual powers under the charyable Care of Baboo Bhudeb
Mookerjee, then Headmaster of the local Norm.al School. Baboo
Dwarkan.ath next joined the old Hindu College in .Calcutta paying

his expenses by private tuition. Compelled early to enter the world,

he took to schoolmastering as his profession. Cherishing higher

ayns in life, he parsed his examination in Law. Being little known
and wanting the wherewithal to set himself up a practitioner, he conti-

nued a teacher. He next went to Cuttack as headmaster, thence in

the same capacity to Beerbhoom—his future home. » There he

was enabled by the kindness of the Judge to enroll himself a

Vakil and shew and develope his powers as .a lawyer. Soon he

began to prosper. With reputation established, he went to Bhagul-

pore. On the death of Kristo Das Pal, he accepted the Assistant-

Secretaryship of the British Indi.an Association, and joined the

High Court, without giving up his mofussil practice. He figured best

during the last Rent Question, and contributed' some of the ablest

argument, from Beerbhoom, in the En^-lhhman on the Rent Bill.

A new Zemindar, he regarded with horror the gradual whittling away
of the pledges of 1793, he put his whole soul into their defence.

Baboo Dwarkanath knew no rest nor comfort. He knew only his
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clients, and died in their service. He leaves two sons to inherit his

competence chiefly invested in land. He was an amiable man 'of great

modesty. His love of study was an absorbing passion. He was a

brilliant criminal advocate, sound in law and effective in examination

and pleadifig. He was a good and ready speaker as well as writer.

But his fame had lieen local before the death of Kristo Pal

brought him to town. He was discovy-ed by his letters to the

lishman. The first of the scries showed the existence of a new writer

in rural Beerbhooin. Since then his fluent pen w.is pressed into

the cause.

On Wednesday, the iSth, the Countess of Dufferin opened, at the

Museum, the International Exhibition of Photographs. The Lieute-

nant‘(jovetnor received the Countess and the Maharanee of Cooch

Bchar was present. Baboo Koonjolal represented the oleaginous natives.

This afternoon, the Municipal Commissioners elected Mr. John Cowie

as their Secretary to replace Mr. Turnbull who retires in April next

The Accounrant-f'.eneral, Madras, was for 20 years troubled with an

iron safe which would not open. From time to time, attempts were

made to peep within but without success, as without zeal. No effort

in right e.nrnest was made, under the notion that business xvould not

*qiiit cost- /r jcu ue vnlait pas la chandcllc. Possibly, the notion was

encouragetl by some one or more in the office who knew better. At

any rale, the chest was not broken open, and it was voted a nuisance.

For, it certainly might have been left undisturbed, to take its chance

in the future, when the “open sesame” was discovered, or till inquiry

for something of importance missing in the office' might suggest an

anxious search into the unopened safe. If pressed for space, the chest

might be utilised for a seat or a stand for various articles. If it

wounded the esthetic sensibilities of the Accountant-General, it might

easily enough be converted into a thing of beauty. At the worst,

it might be relegated to an obscure corner, or even to a lumber room.

But no ! it was worse than an eyc-sorc. It became a crying grievance.

Nothing short of making an end of it, would satisfy the indignant de-

partment. So they deliberately proceeded to the sacrifice. Here the

traditions of the (}reat Circumlocution Office interposed and imposed

moderation. A bloody execution was out of the question. The Ac-

countant-General might have blown the offending box and its contents

to atoms with dynamite, but he was reminded that that would be

too barbarous for British officials. At last, after the usual expenditure

of black ink and red tape and foolscap, the obnoxious safe was ordered

to be sent lo the auctioneer for whatever price it might fetch. Messrs.

DeRoz.ario and Co. sold it, knocking it down to a Native. The purchaser

was more persevering than the Government department, if he had not

indeed made his purchase on purpose. He came into a valuable

possession for a song. He found in the chest a large number of Tanjore

bonds valued at 10 lacs of rupees. Now the officials awoke to their

rcspoiibibiliiy. There was weeping .and wailing in the department and

shedding of crocodile tears, as well as drops of genuine distress and

shame. The law officers of the Crown were moved, and at las^

Government came down njjon the purchaser~for the bonds. The
auction-purchaser stood iijmn his rights : having paid for the safe as

was, he fl.itly refused to part with the contents. He however agreed
to give up the bonds fiir Rs. 2,oo,(.)oo or even for Rs. 1^50,000.

Now the officials made .an opportune discovery -to their own discredit

though. 'I he bonds in questio*n bad been paid up, though they bore

no endorsement to that effect. That was a grave irregularity, for which
somebody ought to suffer. Hut if the statement be true, the bonds are
little better th^n‘^vaste paper. It were p.aying dearly indeed for a
whistle to recover them at the price set or for nny respect,able sum
indeed, if Government possessed proof of payment, we do not un-
derstand the anxiety for the bonds. Failing to bully the purchaser
into surrender of the documents, application was made for the inter-

ference of the courts. A suit*' for the bonds was filed, and Justice
Shephard has ordered delivery thereof with costs.

Late at night, as we are going to press, we receive the following tele-

gram from Cuttack

Orissa annual National Agricultural Exhibition was proclaimed
opened on the i8th at 9 in the morning, in the Cuttack Collectorate
compound by Babu Denonatli Bannerjee, with a short speech explain-
ing the objec; of the Exhibition. Subsequently six salutes were fired
and music pl.ayed. The exhibits are of rare quality and nicely arrang-
ed. Both European and Native gentlemen were present and expressed
satisfaction. Mr. Henry, the Collector, expressed great satisfaction and
has gdven one prize. The arrangements arc simply perfect, considering
the single-handedness of B.ibii Denanath. His zeal is laudable. On the
19th, 500 poor were fed by Dinonath Babu. Admission of cultivators,
ladicb and girls ps gr.atis. Exhibition remained open for six days.
Friezes will be distiibiited next week. .Some students of college and
collegiate school destroyed some articles throwing balls into the exhibi-
tion hall and cutting screen, insulted police and forged tickets.

Mr. Cantonment Magistrate Hopkins of Barrackpore is a strong man.
He lately fined the European Personal Assist.ant to the Inspector-
General of the Police for not taking out a license for his horse. The
P. A. pleaded exemption as a Police Officer, but the C. M. overruled
the objection. He might be of the Police at Calcutta but not in the
24-I’ergunnas. The P. A. paid the fine but he conceived himself
fairly treated, and got his principal the I. G. to sympathise with him
far as to appeal to Government against the savage qu-asi-military

un-

so

tri-

bunal. But the Law officers thought Mr. Hopkins right and the Lieu-
tenant-Governor did not interfere.

A'/i/S & RA YYET.

Thkrf. will be an Investiture of the Most Eminent Order of the In-
dian Empire m the Throne Room of Government House, at noon, on
Saturday, the 4th February, i88g.

A SAD fajiure of justice has, in the opinion of the whole Oriental rvorld,
occurred, under the operation of an inelastic Code of relentless theoieti-
cal legislation, in the case of Sadhoo Sahu of Cuttack. We hope the
Crown will step in to save the poor man.

SATURDA y
,
JANUARY 21

, j888.

HORSE BREEDING FOR THE STATE.
There is great difference of opinion on the quality
of horseflesh suited to the demands of the state. In
the East, we swear by the Arab. Among the Arab-
ians, who are the best horsemen in the world, there
IS an ancient tradition, implicitly believed in by the
tribes of the desert in Asia as in Africa, that attributes
1 1C orse to a .special creation of the Almighty nextm importance to the making of Adam hitnself. Iti
India, the famous Katywar is originally an Arab
In I- ranee, the Algerian struggles of the French so
impressed the authorities with the virtues of the
Arab animal, that the Emperor Napoleon III de-
puted one of his “ horsey ” generals to Africa on an
elaborate inquiry and to select stallions and mare.s.
Ills report embodied much curious information from
native sources and was translated into English some
twenty-eight years .ago. Notwithstanding, the Arab
horse lost chtiracter in the European sporting world,
until the appearance of Mr. Wilfrid Blunt. This
genUemnn, since so famous as the friend of A raby
1 asha, and afterwards of India and of Islam in India
in particular, and now a martyr, by sclf-ele«fIon, of
Irish politics in 1 ullamore gaol—first came to notice
as the champion of the Arab horse. This long so-
journ in the East and wanderings among the desert
tribes m thft Asiatic dominions of the Sultan, had
given him opportunities for observing the fleetness
and, above all, the enduring qualities of the native
horse, and filled him with quite a Moorish enthusiasm
in fiivour of the noble animal. At last, he came to
regard it as his mi.ssion to procure j’ustice in the
Western world to this noble companion of the lonely
Hedouin—-the camel, however useful and even indis-
pensible, is but a beast of burden, and withal a
savage at best and uncompanionable. He sunk a •

fortune m importing a considerable stud and breeding
in England and made himself hoarse with the ad-
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vocacy of the Arab cause, but to little purpose. His

active restless countrymen admired the solid qualities

of the foreigner, but stuck to the native. Mr. Blunt's

horses fetched no proper prices. He stil! maintained

his point and his stud, keeping up breeding as far as

the disheartening coldness of the British turf would

allow.

He again visited the East in search of horses, but

was drawn by the stress of politics to the cause of the

Eastern man. A Conservative at home, he espoused

Liberalism in Egypt when English Liberals were

down on Young Egypt. He nobly stood by his

friend in need and was instrumental in saving Araby’s

life. When all was up with the National Party in

Egypt, and its leader was deported to Ceylon, he fol-

lowed his friend to the Farther East and travelled

through India. There, though chiefly drawn by men,

he did not neglect his old love. His observation and

enquiries seem to have strengthened his Turkish and

Egyptian experiences. Unlike other tourists, who

love the Europeans’ curries, not wisely but too well,

and get such glimpses as they arc allowed of the poor

Indians through spectacles of their Anglo-Indian

hosts, he cultivated the natives. He fell among a

people whose regard for the horses of Arabia has

passed into a national proverb. It is the same in all

parts and provinces : on this head Bombay and Ben-

gal, the North and South, are all of one mind. In

the Western Presidency and in Hyderabad in espe-

cial, his expert eye feasted on the finest Arabs and

Indo-Arabs. The embers of his old zeal must have

kindled afresh. He had never confessed himself

beaten in the experiment of demonstrating the su-

periority of the Arab. But if his stud had never

been closed, yet under the freezing discouragement

of the British public the breeding must have been

much restricted, specially during his absence. On his

return from India, there seems to have been a revival.

His hope of ultimate success too has revived. At

length, he is understood to have made some impression

on some horse-fanciers. Within the last few months,

some horses from his establishment have sold well.

This popularity of the Arab may be but a tem-

porary reaction. There is scarcely a chance of this

breed recovering its old place in the Western world.

On the turf, the English horse will probably always

maintain ground. We have a suspicion that, for

active service in the field, the Arab is a more econo-

mical investment. But, we fear, the breed does not

get fairplay. Not only is the partiality of the

British in favor of their own against it, but probably

vcFjtcd interests will always be in the way. At any

rate, English breeders, who arc the leading sportsmen,

have in their hands the making of opinion, and the

power of opinion frequently proves superior to the

logic of facts. Racers do not make the best chargers,

yet, after all, the turf naturally governs the War Office

in matters of horseflesh.

In India, the official faith in the English horse is

unshaken. Mr. H alien, the chief of Government

experts, still believes in the Norfolk stallion, and 12

such trotters were ordered out during the year end-

ing 31st March last. He knows that the native

prepossession is in favour of Arab breeds, and that

many Europeans in this country are of the same

v.iew. But he holds that the experience of the fairs

and exhibitions of the year, proves that the longer and

more powerful horses were the issue of Norfolk
* sires. There were at the end of the year, in the

Government Horse breeding depots, 421 stallions, or

299 in Bengal and 122 in Bombay. Of these,

I

12 Norfolk trotters and 8 thoroughbreds were

brought out from England and 55 stallions procured

in the country. Mr. Hallen had been to Bcluchistan

on a professional tour, and reports enthusiastically of

the country as a field for horse and mule breeding,

4 ^

UNIVERSITY reform.
The intelligent and educated classes of the Indian

communities, having repeatedly, through accredited

organs and assemblies, declared their adhesion to the

principle of representative Government, we beg

earnestly to draw the attention of all concerned to the

desirability of recognising that principle in the ad-

ministration of the affairs of the Indian Universities.

The Western institutions, after which these Universi-

ties have been modelled, are, for the most part, self-

governing, and the products of the Indian Univer-

sities have furnished the most zealous and intelligent

supporters of all systems of Local Self-Government
introduced by the British in India. The laws of the

land recognise this by the anxiety to confer special

electoral privileges upon graduates. The graduate

has indeed been the greatest political missionary, the

advanced guard in freedom’s fight—parochial, provin-

cial or imperial—and as the days advance and the old

lights of the pre-university period dim and disappear,

the graduates will more and more monopolise the

position of the men of light and leading, who in every

country and clime exercise a great deal of influence

upon the course of public affairs. Is it then too

much to ask that these men should, in their corporate

capacity, be endowed with a voice, however feeble

or partial, in the management of the educational

affairs, in which they are the most competent to

judge, and wherein they have almost all a personal

stake, seeing that every educated man cannot but do
his best towards giving a similar education to his

children ? With vast and wide-reaching schemes of

Local Self-Government created by statute for even

the rural populations, there can hardly be a question

as to the fitness of the graduates for the reception of

franchise rights. If they arc unfit, what other class

in the country can be called fit for the exercise of the

privilege ? In number, they can be counted by the

hundred in the case of the older Universities, and
therefore offer a sufficiently wide field for experiment.

From the point of view of political expediency, there

cannot be any doubt that a system of representation

Iwould relieve the Chancellor, in other words, the

'Government from the difficult task of appointing

Fellows for the Universities-^annitally increasing in

delicacy with the rapid increase in the number of

educated men in the country—and getting rid of the

public discontent caused by every casq of supposed

or actual bad selection. Of course, at starting, the

appointment of Fellows was necessarily with

the Government, although, as remarked by the

Times of IndiUy the result has not been altogether

satisfactory, men being often, admitted to be mem-
bers of a reputed learned body solely on account of

their wealth, their social position,’ or, mightiest

of all, their pow^ers of solicitation. The experi

ence on this side of the continent can suggest

equally pertinent examples. The growth made by

the graduates in number, education and public

spirit, justifies a claim that the Universities should

fbegin to be relieved of their swaddling clothes and

leading strings. There is no need for taking any

revolutionary step like disbanding the existing Senate

and making over the whole control of the University
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to the nominees of the graduates. A Bill of a tenta-

tive kind is already before the Bombay Council,

whereby a certain number of Fellowships would be

recruited through election by the graduates. Is it to

be said that the graduates of the Calcutta University

are less fit to be^entrusted with a similar privileg;e or

that the educational interests' over which that Uni-

versity presides, are of a less important character ?

This is not the case, to our thinking, and we arc

deliberately of opinion that a similar measure should

be introduced for the gradual reorganization of the

Calcutta University. That body has, of late, under-

gone a distinct process of d(*tcrioration, and a process

of natural selection by constitutional means is the

best restorative. The scheme for the constitution

need not be complicated. It would be sufficient that

the principle were recognised and a beginning made,

which contained within itself the seeds of future con-

tinuation. It would, for instance, be easy to provide,

‘by a short statute, that one-half of the future vacan-

cies caused by death, resignation, absence from India,

or otherwise, should be filled up by election, none but

the holders of high degrees in each department

of learning
(
M. A., M. 1)., etc.,

)
being eligible for

election, the graduates of the University residing in

India composing the electorate. The sul)sidiary rules

for the election might be safely left to the existing

Senate
;
and the remaining half of the vacancies

left to be filled up as now by favor of the Chancellor.

SIR A. LYALL IN THE INDIA COUNCIL.

The appointment of Sir Alfred Lyall to the seat

left vacant in the Council of the Secretary of State

in England by the demise of Sir Robert Montgomery,

cannot fail not only to astonish but disgust the

whole Native community.

There cannot be a shadow of a doubt in the minds

of any unprejudiced man, that Sir Alfred Lyall,

both as Foreign Secretary and as Lieutenant-Gov-

ernor, was an utter failure. What had he done to

merit what ought to be reserved as the rich reward

of at least true good service to the state, if not glo-

rious achievement ? He is doubtless an accom-

plished man, but smart poetasters and students deep

in comparative demonology do not necessarily nor

usually make good administrators or safe advisers in

State-craft. We can recall no liberal measure dis-

tinctly emanating ft^nn him, but remember many
things to his discredit. He began his official career

in a bad spirit. The dealings of an Indian office.r

with those staunch supporters of the cause of ^ )rder

and pioneers of Indian progress, the educated classes

of the Bengali rac(‘, are an unfailing indication of

his stuff. Sir Alfred employed his whole power and

influence as,., a Political to keep the Bengali out

of the Native States. And ho retainjid his prcy’udice

and maintained his disloyal policy to the last. Even
as a literary man, he has left no noble words

to compensite in some measure for a long course

of ill-doing. India h».s, in a very great measure,

to thank Sir Alfred Lyall indirectly for the imposition

liollowayy Factory Operatives and Workers in Manu-
factories.—The remarkable remedies which have been discovered and
perfected by Thomas Holloway, and which liave for more than forty

years been successfully used in every quarter of the ^lobe, are especial-
ly useful in all the manifold ailments which afilict those who by reason
of their occupations arc confined for years, or all their lives, in crowded
buildin^js and workshops. Holloway’s Pills and Ointment are as-

sociated remedies, the former restoring the vital powers when di-

minished, and alw.nys .acting' as an cfiicient blood purifier, whilst the
latter relieves local maladies, checks inflammation, and acts as a
cleansing and healin}» agent in cases of bad legs, bad breasts, ulcers
and unhealthy sores of all kinds.

of the Income Tax, for it is a well known fact that
the Empire owed the Afghan campaign to the blund-
ers and mistakes of Sir Alfred Lyall when he held
the portfolio of the Foreign Office.

Again, throughout the whole of the Laidman-
l learsey case. Sir Alfred Lyall clearly proved that he
did not know what true honor and honesty was, and was
ready to sacrifice the good of the country, the welfare
of the nafives over whom he was placed to rule, rather
than permit the offences of an individual of his own
Service to be brought to light. His sense of justice in
the whole matter clearly shews what an amount of
judicial obliquity must have actuated all his proceed-
ings. And this is the man the Government have
thought lit to make one of the Council to advise
and check the Secretary of State ! Well may the
country Jook to his appointment to the Secretary of
State’s Council with both astonishment and alarm !

But the country, in a very great measure, has
to thank itself for the result. For if it had only
afforded a proper amount of support to Captain
Hcarsey, the Government, in the face of the evidence
that would have been adduced, would not and could
not have dared to appoint him to that post. Captain
Ilearscy wished, in order to clear up all matters con-
cerning the notorious Resolution, to prosecute Sir
Alfred Lyall criminally, but the Viceroy, at the
solicitation of that Lieutenant-Governor, refused
Hally to grant his sanction. Doubtless, the bugbear
of reasons of state was held terrorem before His
Excellency by an Oligarchy of officials who in Rome
would have vetoed against Cicero’s prosecution against
Verres, and in London against the impeachment
of Hastings. It was then that Captain Hcarsey
purposed to prosecute him civilly. As such an
action would be a most expensive one he called
upon the nation to assist him in a cause which
really and tru’y was theirs, but met with no res-
ponse whatsoever, although the matter was warmly
urged by the independent press. There is only
one way by which this appointment, so dangerous
to the aspirations and wishes of the whole Indian
community, may be counteracted, and that is by
furnishing Captain Ilearsey with sufficient means
to prosecute this autocratic satrap criminally be-
fore the Queen’s Bench in England. Here he will

find no shield and protection from his former ofifici.al

position in India. In fact, it will, before any honest
English Judge, militate against him especially in so
much as he was guilty by his audacious Resolution in
insulting an honorable member of th;it bench, because
he vvould not comply with his wishes and find* an
honest man guilty who was not. What are a few
thousands to India’s millionaires Any money ex-
pended for this purpose would be well laid outJ)y the
nation, as it'would prevent any Provincial ffead or
other high official from abusing his office in the way
Sir Alfred Lyall did.

' LETTEKS TO THE EDITOR.

[/AIMLESS EDUCATION.
“What is the object of your life f ’’ asked a gentleman who was

on a visit to a college of a student of it. The boy was at a loss, he
was not ready with any answer, but after a few moments’ considera-
tion he extricated himself from all difficultic8-~hc was foolish enough
to say that his father knew what he would make of him. The boy
in question was a distinguished student—and hopeful boy of twenty,
he was sailing on and on without any ideas of arriving to any haven,
he refetred to his father about the choice of his own course of life.

'

It grieves me to think that a vas^ majority of our young friends
who daily flock to schools and colleges arc of the above type.
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they are being educated without having any goal in view where to

halt an(;i^.^ake breath like a shining star.

Every individirtil should from his cradle resolve on what he would
be, and thus with an aim prepare himscF in such a way as might
enable him to arrive at his goal in face of all impediments that might
come across his pathway. A man without a fixed career in view is

like a ship driven adrift, he docs not know what to do, where
to turn ; victim of every random gust, he has no force of his own,
he is inert.

It is a sad pity that a greater number of Young Bengal arc

subject to this evil, they do never think f(#r a momcn? what they
will do, they prosperously proceed with their academical study,

come to an end of their student career, and graduate themselves.

Now the difficulties make their appearance, now the graduates
breathe a new atmosphere, the thought of winning bread comes in

their head, they hastily seize the nearest resource. This is no other

than law. They lake up law and turn advocates without ever
thinking whether their genius is adapted to a vakeel.

Ninety per cent, of these lawyers get little or no practice and
their portion is to labour under the weight q( Pugree till at length

starvation finishes them.

Every individual has a natural bent of mind, no one should curb

this, rather ought he to cherish it. Every boy should follow the

innate inclinations of his mind in order that he may prove that the

“child is father of the man.''

I have some aptitude for mathematics, my talents arc favorable

to success as a mathematician. If I conic to know this 1 should at

once give up any serious thought of making myself a lawyer. It is

better for me to follow my favourite pursuit. I, in no case, ought to

depend on others for the choice of my own profession. Where the

father is quite ignorant of the natural bent of the boy, he is utterly

incapable of striking out a path for the son. The son is to find son’s

own path in the world and the father fiithcr’s. The son will have

to play his own part, and he should try to attempt to do it ably and
well. Towards playing well previous preparation is necessary, and
previous preparation can not be expected without previous choice.

Lives of great men tell us that they toiled from their early child-

hood to get at the aim of their life, and without having any such
aim no man has even been able to climb up the ladder.

Bose.

A REPROOF AND A CHALLENGE.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE “INDIAN DAILY NEWS.”

Sir,—A receptacle of rejected addresses need not necessarily be a

repository of rubbish, and a pair of uterine wits has improved upon
the suggestion to present to all time a rich comedy of the supposed
contents of the Balaam box. A vehicle for receiving suppressed
matters must be useful, and is likely to be exciting or interesting.

1 have always admired the Indian Daily News for its protection to

the suppressed, faithfully publishing as it docs correspondence

burked by tlie other journals. No doubt one’s philosophy and

equanimity are put to a severe test when self is in question, yet I

think I have good reason to complain of your conduct in allowing

in your Saturday’s issue a correspondent to attack a “contemporary.”

It is idle to whine of etiquette or professional courtesy where com-

munity may be disowned. For I can scarcely imagine a worse case

of wanton outrage against, I shall not say a brother journalist, but,

one journalist by another, llicre was no pretence^ for publication.

“ B” and his clients may be aggrieved, but the Indian Daily News
had nothing to do with it. It was a business between them
and Reis and Rayyct, The Indian Daisy News had not even

quoted from that paper the account which naturally displeased

those persons. Their remedy lay in the columns of Rm and Rayyet

or in the courts of the land. Nor did your correspondent allege

that he had sought publication in Reis and Rayyet, and been refused.

The matter is more serious than the contradiction of an account in

a newspaper. Reis and Rayyct is not an ordinary newspaper. It

pretends to a high accuracy in its facts as well as deliberateness in

its views. It passes over many items of news rather than commit
itself to something unfounded. Besides, the account in question is

not only an editorial note or leaderette, but it is avowedly personally

editorial, being a report of a scene at which the editor was present.

Now, it is this report that has been challenged, and not only chal-

lenged, but the editor himself has been abused. Even a bare '

contradiction would almost have been out of place, and scarcely

intelligible, in the columns f)f the Indian Daily News. What shall

be said of the deliberate ofFcnsivcncss of language towards another

editor in which the letter is couched ! Never mind, you have done

as seemed best to you. We in India arc accustomed to wrongs

enough from our fellow subjects to be inconsolable at a scratch like

this ; specially as I am not, God be thanked, without the power to

defend myself according to need. But the matter must be fought

in your columns. Having graciously opened your columns to a

gratuitous attack, you must allow a reply, and so on. Before I re-

ply, I must, however, know who “B” is. He knows whom he has

attacked. He has attacked me as P'ditor of Reis and Rayyct. If he

docs not know who the editor is, you may tell him. I am entitled

to know who he is. Apologising for the length of this communica-
tion,—Yours, &c..

Editor, “ Reis & Rayyet.”

Reis and Rayyet Office, i,Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Square,

Calcutta, January 7, 1887.

P. S.— 17th January.—I regret that the above letter was
inadvertently not sent when it was written. But the Tipperah
party arc still in town for any rejoinder they may think proper to

give.— P^D., “ R. k R.”

C;^We are afraid our readers will scarcely understand what all

this is about. There is evidently; something in the background that

would have been better dealt with earlier.—

E

d., /. D. N.

OOEPOEATION OF CALCUTTA.

MUNICIPAL ELECTION UNDER SECTION

23 OF ACT TV. (n. C.) OF 1 876.

A vacancy liavinj^ occurred in tlic

representation of Ward No. 18 by the

disqualification of Mr. J. G. Apear,

owing to his absence from Calcutta for

six months consecutively, it is hereby

notified that the rate and tax-payers

of the aforesaid Ward must fortluvith

proCi?ed to elect a Commissioner for the

aforesaid Ward. As only one Com-
missioner has to be elected, each person

qualified to vote will, under the con-

cluding portion of Section 13, be en-

titled to only one vote.

The election will be held on Monday,
the 27th I'ebruary 1888, between the

hours of 9 A. M. and 6 p. M., at the

Municipal Office. At a date not less

than 21 days before the day fixed for

taking the poll, a voting paper printed

in blue ink will be forwarded by post

to each of the registered voters.

The voter on receipt of this voting

paper may-^

(1) Return it by post duly filled up to the

Municipal Office in a closed cover

marked “ voting paper ”

(2) Return it by hand to the Municipal
Office in a closed cover marked
“ voting paper ”

(3) Present it himself at the polling

station on the diy of the poll, or

(4) JCntrust it eillier open or in a closed

cov«T at his option, to any person

whom he may select, for delivery

at the pfdling station on the day
of the poll.

Any Voter who, owing to miscarriage

of the Post or other mishap, may not

have received liis voting paj)cr by the

14th day before the poll, may apply at

the Municipal Office pcrsorftdly or by
agent for a duplicate, putting in a

written .statement that lie has not re-

ceived any voting paper.

Voting papers on different colored

paper from the original and duplicate

papers referred to above will be pro»

vided at the Municipal Office at the

time of the poll, and any voter who has

not already voted, or who may wish to

cancel Iiis previous vote, may, notwith-

standin*^^ that he has already filled up
an original or a duplicate voting paper,

appear at the poll and fill up a paper

in the presence of the polling officer,

and such vote or votes shall alone be

held valid and shall cancel all previous

votes.

ROBERT TURNBULL,

Secretary to the Corporation.

Dated 13th January 1888.

MAHOMEDAN LITERARY SOCIETY.
The Twenty-fourth Anniml Conversazione

of llie above Society will be held at the Town
Hall on Friday the 27111 January 1S8S at 9 P.M.

ABDOOL LHTKFF,
• St\ retary.
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EMERAIJ) THEATRE
BEADOM STREET.

Saturday—the 2ith January, 1888—

aj H'/s P. U.s/iarJ.

Second performance

Of that successful, soul-stirring, splendid J'lay,

HY

Babu Bunkim Chunder Ohatterjee.

Griha-Chikitsha.

A complete and large treatise on Homoeo-

pathic Domestic Medicines with some tried

native drugs for certain
‘ serious diseases, by

Rai Khetter Nauth Chatterjee Bahadoor,

in Bengalee

Do. postage 030
Do. abridged in Hindec i o o

Apply to Author at Chinsurah or to People’s

Press, No. 78 College Street, Calcutta.

SANTY ... ••• Sukurnary Dutt.

The only National song “ Bandt^ Matorom ”

will be sung by a chorus of a dozen voices.

The flowers of Bengal chivalry.

Great enthusiasm will be displayed throughout.

xVcxtdijy,~-Sitftc/(7y—22fi(iJanimo'y

idSS, at 6 />. in.

^ One srECiAi. Nir.Hr more!

Our cveigrc’en and thorough tr.igedy

NlLOxAHFAN.
Mr. Wood ... Mr. A. Mastaphi.

Nobin Madhab ... Mr. M- I- Bose.

Torap ••• Mr. M. L. Soor.

To be preceded by

That bewitching Melange in one Act

MAYA TORU
OR

THE ENCHANTED TREE.

Tickets to be secured early to avoid disap-

pointment and rush.

A bumper house expected.

G. C. (UiOSE, Manager,

INDIAN LABORATORY.

HOUSEHOLD NON-SECRET

MEDICINES.

Nim Oil No. /

Nim Oil No. 2.

Nhn Ointment.

For internal use.

' 1 For external use.

Dr. Brandis says—“The oil is used medi-

cinally as an antiseptic and anthelmintic.”

Dr. Maxwell has found it “ as efiicacious as

God Liver Oil in cases of consumption and

s( rofula.” Sir W. O’Shaughnessy says—“The
oil is thought anthelmintic and is applied ex*

ternally to foul ulcers and used as a liniment

in rheumatic and spasmodic affections and in

headaches from exposure in the sun.” Dr.

Dymock says—“The oil is applied to sup-

purating glands, is given in leprosy and in a

variety of diseases.” If applied to sores in

horses and other domestic animals, it keeps off

flies and thereby promotes healing. The oil is

asovereign remedy for BARSATEE SORES,
mange and itches and all foul sores in horses

and cattle. Nighanta Ratnakar, a Sanskrit

Medical Encyclopcedia, thus speaks of the

medicinal virtues of the Nim Oil
—“It is

bitter, destroyer of worms, cures leprosy

abscesses and ulcers and diseases of impure

blood, chronic fever and piles.”

No. I. Re. I
;
No. 2. Re. I (larger phial)

;

ointment. As. 12

Salep Misrer Powder.

J. Farbstein & Son,

HAIRDRESSERS AND PERFUMERS,

i2y Esplanade East,

By Special Appointment to H. E. SiR James

FergUSSON and the Rt. Hon. LORD Rray,

Governors of Bombay,

Have just opened Hair Dressing Saloons

for Ladies, (Gentlemen and Children. Hair,

cutting As. 8 ;
Shampooing As. 4 ;

Shaving

As. 4. VVigs, Beards, Whiskers and Mous-

taches, also Theatrical Sundiies for the make

up, ToiletRequisiles for Ladies and Gentlemen,

always in slock
;
cheaper than tn any other

House in Calcutta. A Trial Order solicited.

The grand specific for nervous debility and
weakness of reproductive functions. Profes-

sor Ruyle states
—“Salop misree is in truth one

of the best articles of diet, a convalescent can

use.” Rc. I.

Directions for use and p.irliculars regarding

composition, accompany each medicine.

Out-station orders aie promptly executed on

prepayment, or by V. F. P. Post or by Railway

parcel. Packing charge for each two annas,

Postage extra.

Full price list to be had on application.

BANERJI & SONS,

Proprietors, Indian Laboratory,

87, Tripou.a, Allah ARAD.

N. /?.—See Reis Rayyet of 26th February

March 1887, for full advertibcment.

4n

M
, I

For INDIA and nil HOT CLTMATES this swfcUy scented emollient Milk

IT KEEPS the 8K 1N COOL and KeVrESUED hi the HOTTBoT WtAlhEll,

RSeLml prevents aU SUNBURN, REDNE^ |RECKLE3, TAN, ctc and

„ sgiiM'
0,,ASU V..

SATIS- S ‘Sp-s «..-=3n««r “* *“

CALCUTTA AGENTS: SCOTT, THOMPSON & CO.

HAMILTON i C0.'S

Latest Designs in Oold Bangles.

The Acron Bangle, (England) ... Rs. ^
The Thistle Bangle, (Scotland) ... „ ^
The Shamrock Bangle, (Ireland) ... » 60

The Lotus Bangle, (India) ... o ^
The Forget-me-not Bangle ... 5) 03

The Indian Bamboo Bangle ... ^ 32
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TRAVELS 4 VOYAGES IN BENGAL
between

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEB,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faripoon Jah Bahadoor,
(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, “REIS& RAYYET
I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINION OF THE PRESS.

Dr. S. C. Mookerjee, the editor of what is

undoubtedly one of the ablest papers in the

country in point of literary power is the author

of a pleasant little book of Travels in East Ben-

jral 'the author is master of a racy style of

English which many an Englishman may envy.

Humourous descriptions and caustic satire

enliven every page. There is throughout a

vigour and freshness of style that lends a

cirarin to the veriest commonplace. If there

were, however, a higher purpose in the publica-

tion of this book than to lighten the weary

evening hours of the ordinary reader, we con-

fess to a feeling that the author has failed in

such an object. We are afraid there is not

poetry enough in us to body forth in imagina-

tion the beauty of the scenes which the author

has described in his voyages to and fro between

Dacca and Tipperah. Humourist as ^e is

Dr. Mo okerjee will remind us of the words of

the poe t that the point of a “jest lies more in

the ear of him that hears it than in the tongue

of him hat utters it.” As with the Jest so is it

with the description. We do not sajuthat the

charge is unfounded. Prosaic *as we are,

drudging away at the desk, perhaps it is that

we lack capacity to follow in imagination

what the author has doubtless delineated with

an admirable pen.

One of the chief impressions that a reader

will receive from a glance at the book is the

somewhat strained relation between the Babus

and the Anglo-Indians. The author pours a

flood of ridicule upon the lordly airs of our

“rulers.” He hits hard indeed in his account

of the Colonel at whist enduring a Babu

looking on, when on board the steamer, and

of the Whiteman’s condescension in bowing to

the black nigger. Happily we in the South

arc not so badly off in our commerce with the

representatives of Western civilization. In

spite of several instances of conflict and mis-

understanding Englishmen and Hindus pull,

on agreeably together. But the author, don

withstanding his involuntary feeling of aloof-
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ness from the European, is no siran;;er to the

nlessin^s for which the West has laid us in

bebt. He has a k^en appreciation of the en-

doyments of this Westernized life of ours. He
jooks for ever forward and casts no longing
lingering look behind at the thing>i with wliich

we have shaken hands and parted. His heart

is in the continuance of British supremacy in

the E ist. And agitation is his utmost weapon
for the maintenance of his rights. But he vvill

have nothing with spurious agitation. We
extract below a paragraph of excellent advice

to his brethren of the press. [Extract.] •

The author recounts his adventure with

the Railway officials of Sealdah with consider-

able humour. We feel an irresistible tempta-
tion to quote it in evtenso^ but space forbids.

How the greenback was no legal tender, why
silver of the Calcutta mint was wanted and
how the currency question stood stiff and
frowning despite the Editors and Magistr.iies

who had accompanied the author to bid him
good-bye at the station, and how again with

the advent of the Jnslice of the Peace all

objection to receiving the currcncy'nf)te

vanished, are all narrated in a st\lethatis

fittingly charactenzed only by the word “ dc*-

lightfiil.’’ In another pi.ice the author in-

troduces the reader to tlie Hindu belief in the

auspicious hour for starting on a jouiiiey in

language of such playful i.iillery that we make
no apology for (pioting it. [Extract.]

The untoward circumstance of the d.ay,

the event to which wc have already alluded

namely the refusal of the Railway offu ials to

receive the currency-note in payment of the

fare, elicits the following hiimouious con-
fession of human weakness. [Extract.]

The author has some trenchant criticism

on the insolation of the Englishman, which
makes him in.ic:cssiblc to the complaints of

extortion or plunder by their menials. They
are too absoroed to know all that passes al)out

them and the wrongs that are committed in

their names are unnoticed as mere trifles for

they have rarely any idea of iheir magnitude.

It is only too well known throughout the coun-

try how blackmail in the shape of money or

provisions is levied upon the inh.ibitants when
the Collector is on tour. It would be difficult

to believe the thing could go on under his

very nose without his connivance if wc did not

know his exclusiveness and his distaste for

mixing with the people.

The author devotes the greater part of the

book to a description of the people an<l tlie

external aspect of the country that he passed
through in his two trips to Tipperah fiom
Calcutta and h ick. He has a good de.il to s.iy

about the customs of some of the people he
becomes acquainted with, lie makes a dis-

covery of the debiis of a Portuguese colon v in

Tipperah ih.il has hecoine debased in nioiality

and sunk in superstition. Although tlieie is

not much in the l)ook tliat is instructive to the
serious smdent, the giace of diction and the
case of style carry the leader ple.isantly

through. It would lie difficult to rescue such
a subject as he lias chosen from dnlness wi-

thout his exiiaordin.iry command of 1 ingnage.
We cannot jnoniisc moie th.^n a lirief span of

life to the book. It will prove wli it is alniii-

dantly clear to the re.iders of the Reis ixnd

A'^/yc^lhat the author is an ailept in English
composition. He is a lover of nature and he
paints scenes and situations with an artist’s

pencil.— 'I'he Hindu, November 7, 1SS7.

this interesting book. Wc arc justified
in so terming it,not on account of any romantic
adventures tli.ii the author has to relate, nor
of any very new discoveries in geography or
natural history. There is sometlimg parti-

cular as regards eihmdogy
;
.-md a great deal

of human nature in the book, shown to the
reader with a simplicity and candour which
bear testimonv to its truth. Called fmm the
busy haunts of men in the city to dwell for a
time in Independent Tipperah as a judicious
adviser to its Chief, Doctor Mooke'jre relates
his adventures during the several journics to
and fro in that rapacity, without revealing the
secrets of the JJtate, like a good diplomatist.
He has adhered strictly to the .advice which
he offers to his brethren of the Native Press,
and has written wfcat he saw and know's,
without revealing all, considering what he
J»ight properly say and what withhold
The above seems to be a curious passage
to be found in a book of travels, anti appears

to have no connection with the subject. But
it arises from a casual reference to a slaughter
house, and a writer who “ thundered weekly
against the ouiiage of locating shambles in

the immediate vicinity of a Hindoo temple”

—

where, in fact, no temple could be said to ex-
ist, Hence, the Doctor advises his fellow-

scribes mil to be Ph.iiisees, righteous over-

mucli, but to look and be sui% of theii facts.

In the same spmt, lie has written his book.

He gives an account of Ins travels, which
seem often to have been voyages, upon the

wide-spreading rivers of Eastern Bengal wlii< h

ill the rains become .ilmost inl.iiid seas. On
these be philosophises on the naluieoflhc
country and the people, making careful obsiT-
valion of his f.icts

;
.iiuj thougli he sometimes

fancies he knows better than his boatmen, and
more than suspects iliat they are getting the
better of him, he sulmiits with a grace that

would h.ive done ciedit to .Socrates, and ac-

cepts the apparently meviiable in the interests

of peace. The Doctor is a close observer of
naliiie, animate ami m.itiini.ile, with an eye
to the pi( iLiresijiie as well as to the sublime
and beautiful. And although there is a vein

of cynicism running thiough many of his nb-
servalions, it is tempeieil by siu li eiident
good nature, th.it even a sti anger woiibl con-
ceive him to be .1 l.iiigliter-loving rather than
a stem piidosopher. This is evnlent in his

description-, of his boatmen .and otliets, while

he denounces the lawlessness which has made
rhe p<)or fi-.lieimen siispi<mus even of honest
intentions, because tliey h.ive so long been the

llelple^s victims of m.aiandeis stionger than
ihein'.elvcs. Their only defence is flight or
il?i:cit, and tlie hitter is their juslilication as a
mode of self-protection. We are shown not
only the weakness of the people, but the short-
comings of the .idministiation that leave these
things possible

The author is impartial in his censuies
There is much in the book to which space
forbids ns to refer. 'I'b.it it is not a prosy one
may be gathered from the fact that, for its 300

p iges, there are nearly as many index refer-

ences. M my of the subjects ate necessarily
lilt lightly treated, but all sensibly and faiily.

And Dr, Mookerjee is such a master of the
English language that in the whole book we
have sc.irctdy found .1 phrase that might not
have been written by an Englishman “to the

mmor born.” There is nothing in it at which
any one could reasonably take offence

;
and

there is much from which both Englishmen
and natives may leain gieatly-nccded les-

sons. ///rf/W// Ditilv AVttCf, Nov. 22, 1887.

“ TRAVELS IN BENCAL. Such is the
title of a most interesting little woik piib-

lislu-d a short time ago. Its author is B.ibu
Sambhu Chimdcr Mookeijee, the well known
Editor of the Reis and Rayyet, the most
original, cleveily-wi itten ,md inieiesting jour-
nal m Imba. liabu .Sambhu C'liiinder is one
of the veteran Indian wi iters m English. He
is the inaslev of a most happy, lacy pjcas.mt
style, wdiich you can easily make out fioni
amongst the wntiugs of a lumdieil diffnenl
men. In r.vcy huinoious wiitmg B.dm .S.un-

bhu Clumder has no rival aiiHyig his Indian
contemporaries. He w’on hi-, fir-.! lamcK, we
believe, by his writings m liis own pei lodical,

the Mookerjeds Mayazinc, now’ hmg defunct.
In this magazine aiti( Ics of great learning ami
rxeellfiice appr.iird, mostly fioni the pen of
Babii Sambhu Clumder. He has written several
Ollier booklets. His ('auses of the Mutiny

;

Mr. WihofU land Cannimr dud the /nnwte
Tici y the Career of an Indian /^rifue^\\ /ter
Hiy'hnes^ the late Seiundra Retiurn of Rhofai

;

and the Vt intc in India and to India arc piib-
lieatitins which attracted i onsiderable notice,
llis latest*pi^)dnctl(m “Travels m Bengal ” is

a work of.gnat merit It is at once a most
faithful and interest ir.g picture of natural
scenery and life in Bengal, although Mr.
Mookcrjccdoes not profes.sto write a pirinrc of
Ihmgal life and uses his pencil in its portiaitnrc
only m passing. The dedication is charac-
teiistic. [Extract.]

The “Travels” are travels in East Bengal,
travels and voy.-.ges between Calcutta and
Indepedent Tepperah. We do mu believe
many people in this side of India know that
there is such an independent State as Tip-
perah. But nevertheless such a state exists.
We will give here a siiminary of its history in

the words of Mr. Mookerjee— He writes [f^x-

tract.] Mr. Mookerjee was Dewan of Independ-
ent Tipperah for some five years in all between
1877 ami 1881. The travels are an account of

his voyages to and from Tipperah.
Tho.se who have travelled in IJcngal, parti-

culaily m its E.isiern districts, which aie the dis-

tricts (le.scjibeil m Mookeijee’s b(u4c, will bear

him out in his statement that Lower Bengal
is not stale, fi.it and unpi^fitablc, that, on the
coMti*iy, she is the l>e.intifnllcbt country in

the world. She has no high mountains, but

she has rivers apparently a.s vast as the
sea, to make her srenei y giand and majestic.

She has a lumdu-d riveis ever ovciflovving

with water, ihous.mds c)f tritnspareni lakes

covered with the lily and a hundred beautiful

vvatcu-fiowcMs, tlious.'cnds of se:»s of ever-

waving paddy fields, tlioiisands of cliisteis of

bamboo and of great trees diessed m beautiful

creepeis adoinmg tlie river b.inks, to m;»ke her
the loveliest coimlry in ihc woild. Juen* a

Bengali needs to see and tiavel Bengal to

adequately know her thousand witching
chaims. For a foicignei it is well nigh im-
possible to gel even an approximate idea of
what they aie like fiom desriipfion, however
true .iml faithful. Let ns hear what out .iiiiljor

I). IS to say on the subject. We lead
;

|E\lr;i( t.]^

A paddy se.i thus inimitably clesciib-

cd
:

[Ext tact.]

We will (jiiote .'I pass.ig(‘ of another ch.a-

racler 1 act.]

We could cull many h gems. I>ut

space foi hills it. We will, however, quote
some passages of anolhei kind. Out iiavcller,

though old in ycMis, is evidently y(»nng in

lieart, for no one in ilm roinaniic age of jouth
could he more tifipreciative of female ciKiim.s

than our traveller. In every other page you
find oiir author describing in teiins of en-
thusiasm some* rural girl or woman of beauty.
[Extract.) In the next p.ige wc find oiir Ha-
vener’s attention [Extract.]

Theie is the description, physical and
moral, of a Colonel, vvliith we cannot lesrst

the li'iiiptalion of reproducing, althongb the
article has alieady exceeded the usual length.
[Extract.]

We have now given extracts enough to

show that the little book of travels is most
delightful reading. It contains graphic des-
criptions of natuial sceneiy, faitlifnl poitraitnre
of men and manner.s, and happy, good
humoured observations on tlieni. 'iheie is

not an ill-natm ed or unkind vvoid m the whole
book it overflows in cveiy page with the milk
of human kindness. Every observation
testifies to the autlior being a keen observer
of men ami things, as an example of wliich we
can mention the instructive and inti'rcsting

chapter on tlie Native Christians of I’m tiigiiese

extr.K lion in Tipperah. Again, although the
hook does not pictcnd to de.il with life in Ben-
gal, the glimjises of that life we find in it are
very considei ablf' and pleasant. Wc will now
com hide by recommending ihe book to all

w 1)0 m.iy w ish to spi’Ufl a few boms amidst,
happy thoughts and pleasant pictuies.—

• .S. K. C.— The Rrilmne, Nov. 26, itSSy.

If we have not before noticfd Mr. .Sambhu
C. .M«)okfMjec’s Jtavel'^ ;// Ihnyaf which was
published some .months ago, *ii is not bc-
t ausc the little book is either dull or pointle.ss.

It ctmtains, on the contiaiy, huh h interesting
rnattor, though some of the imIMents are over-
weighted with detail in what is fecetioiisly
called a “little booklet.” The author’s view as
a rule is, by lire way, facetious ; he is given
even to punning

;
blit he is also sentimental

in the higi est degree—“a naked Whiuman”
hurts his susceptibilities

; a Hindu girl, bathing
in the river, throws him into an ecstasy of
delight: “she jiad such large languishing
eyes I” But he is nothing if not philosophic ai|

ami his reflerlions on this oj that social and
political subject are not vv it hont their moral,
Mr. Samhhu C. Mookeijee was foirnerly
Minister to the “last of the Nawabs Nazim of
Beng.il, Brhar and Orissa” ami afterwards
Minister of the Maharaja of Tipperah. He
is a man, thcrefcrrc*, of expeiicmce, and when
he speaks Ins brethren should listen to him....
Travels in Jienyal is a readable book, and
it abounds in anecdotes wliich are often as
instructive as amusing, and it is not spoiled
by too many political alliision.s, though, of
course, some few have crept in.— The Pioneer,
Dec. 1887.
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A week’s use of this medicine not only cures
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SEBASTIAN.

A TALE OK THE PORTUGUESE IN INDIA.

[Coniinucd from P. 26.'\

Canto II.

I

What blackened ships are they that ride

At anchor on the glassy tide,

Which Reccan’s coast all idly laves }

The yards unbraced, the rigging rent,

The topsails hanging half unbent,

They seem abandoned to the waves.

Beneath the Sun^s oppressive beams,

Each silent deck deserted seems.

But gazing close, are now and then

Perceived the listless forms of men.

Whose features, although dark and tanned,

Proclaim them of a Western land.

A sail I a sail ! some watchful eye.

Ever alert for danger nigh,

Hath caught the stranger creeping near.

At once a hundred forms appear.

And throng upon the decks, to mark

The movements of the coming bark.

Nearer, it wears, and now at last

The well known signal flics the mast.

V Each heart is glad, but half in doubt.

For none can make the stranger out,

And many dark misgivings fill

The bosoms of those men of ill.

There is carousing in those ships,

And wines the richest wet the lips

Of men who with their swords have won,

Here in this climate of the sun,

The costliest products of old Earth,

Jewels of price and silks of worth :

Fierce spirits from the warlike West,

Those daring souls have found a zest

In sweeping with their arms the seas

From Afrique to the Celebes :

Men who have left their fatherland,

And linked them in one despVate band,

Defiant of the law’s control,

/And scorning chains upon the soul

;

Reckless of good, of fame, of life.

And, like the Arab, trained to strife.

And why carouse these wanderers now ?

And why is mirth on each dark brow ?

Another comrade they have gained,

A man who like themselves disdained

The antiquated laws that bind

Beings of less aspiring mind,

A man who might revenge, nor cared

What crimes he wrought, what dangcr.dared,

So long as fullest vengeance got

* Relieved the torture of his lot.

And sooth, Sebastian rightly knew

What arts would win that lawless crew.

How hope of spoil would warm each heart

And fit their souls for any part.

4

The wine goes round, and still they grow

More bitter at their Moslem foe.

For well Sebastian tells his tale.

Till every lip grows parched and pale.

He tells how fell by Moslem wile

Friends in many a neighbouring isle,

And how the Sultan vowed to slay

Each Lusian dog that crossed his way.

They listen to his tale—they curse,

And each succeeding oath grows worse,

And as the wine inflames the brain

Higher and louder grows disdain,

Till each is found at length to owe

Some debt of vengeance to the foe.

They linger o’er the midnight feast,

Nor pass till dawn has streaked the East

Each to hi.s couch of unblessed thought

To dream of blood, and battles fought.

5

The shades of evening are around, •

The mist glides slowly over the sea,

A darker shadow shades the ground

And insects sing their song of glee.

Now, plaintive through the darkentd trees

' Rustics the welcome Southern breeze,

And there where lofty palm trees rise

In beauty to the dark blue skies.

Oppressed by thought Sebastian walks

Or pausing, to himself he talk.s.

His Guldnar is still the theme—

She comes in thought, she comes in dream,

A spirit of that lovely race •

That worship at the shrine of grace.

What though the band have made him chi ef,*

That honor cannot quench the grief

Which yet at thoughtful moments flows

For her for whom his bosom glows,

y^hat cannot change, that cannot dim

Remembrance of her love for him.

When Hope’s last ray seemed nigh.

And he had nought to do but die.

Suiscribers in the country art requesUd to tmit by postal money order if possible, as the safest and most convenunt

particularly as it ensures aeknowiedgment through the Department. No other receipt wilt be

given, any other being unnecessary and likely io cause confusion
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When dreary solitude but brought

The misery of bitter thought,

And dungeon walls and clanking claims

Gave terror to the prisoner’s pains,

Her silvery voice still haunts his ear,

• His cheek still feels her burning tear :

And tliat^ist hour of painful parting,

When every bosom chord set^ned starting.

Still racks his heart, still fires his brain,

And makes him half a child again.

6

In council rude the band are met,

Unsettled in their movements yet,

.Still doubtful where to meet the foe

And deal the fury of their blow.

Though Chief as yet but one brief day,

Sebastian holds unbounded sway,

And tho.se fierce spirits calmly yield

A homage free and unconcealed.

He has the art to mould their will

And keep their pride unwounded still.

And by the force of mind alone

Make every heart and arm his own.

And now attention holds each man

As skilfully he shows his plan,

Proves well how Sundeep^s fruitful isle

If taken would repay their toil
;

How from that spot the band might go

In constant warfare on the foe.

And ever have a .safe retreat

To shelter and careen the fleet :

What fertile spots were spread around,

Where gold and grain were always found ;

What useful tribute could be got

From prows that daily pass the spot

;

And how victory, wealth and fame

Might once more light upon their name.

He ceases, and each voice has lent

Its clamours to the rude assent.

7

Thete’s silence in those ships no more.

For busy both in sea and shore

The seamen ply their task all day,

Nor slacken w'ith the sunset ray.

The silence of the night is broken

With many an ominous token

Of preparation fora stiife,

Whose deadly aim is human life.

The ship-, are changed - no more they seero

The shattered remnants of a wreck,

13ut bright fl igs from the tojmiasts sheam

And all is life upon the deck.

Many a rusty blade and spear,

Corslet and casque* the warrior’s gear-

Many a gun whose trusty lock

Has answered well in bailie shock,

Are burnished bright to be again

The ministers of crime and pain.

And with many a spotted brand

Is linked many a bloody lale

Of deeds performed in Eastern land,

Of man’s icvcngelnd woman’s wail.

Since (lama fiom the land of grape

In tempc.sts passed the stormy cape,

And shewed the West the ocean way

To spicy Inde and rich Cathay.

Each one among that hardy crew,

Whose daiing with their danger grew',

Who, for many a bygone year,

Had wrought the haughty Moslem fear,

And braved the treacherous Dutchman’s flag

On ocean wave, and island crag,

Whose ardent souls seemed fiercer grown,

And fitted more for crime

From dwelling in a dime,

Whose Sun was fiercer than their own,

Had talcs to tell whose every word

With horror thrilled the car that heard.

And now that once again the sword

Of warfare was unsheathed

And every sound and sign aboard

* Of battle and of conquest breathed.

The sultry moonlight nights were spent

In talcs of past exploits, that sent

To many a guilty breast

Such pangs as robbed it of its rest.

News and Comments.

It is snowing hard at Darjeeling. The weather at Simla responds.

Frost has considerably damaged the cinchona at Ootacamund.

* *

Thkkk have been many and heavy landslips on the camel road be-

tween Pathankotc and D.ilhousie. Only bullocks and mules can pass

with difficulty. The road is otherwise closed.

• •

Those interested in the Countess of Dufferin’s Fund are reminded
that its third annual meeting has been fixed for Wednesday the i8th

February, at the Town Hall. The Viceroy is expected to preside.
*

• «•

In his journey from Jietteshanger Park in Kent to Dover, during

Chrisimastide, Mr. Gladstone and his immediate followers were,

while p.assing through the Priory station, snowballed, at once exem-
plifying the satisfaction of the Dover mob at the seasonable weather

and their appreciation of the labors of Mr. Gladstone in the cause of

the Irish.

•
* •

Malta has been granted an elective Constitution. The Legislative

Council of the Colony is to henceforth consist of twenty members,

under the presidency of the Governor, six being official and fourteen

elected members. Here is a pressing invitation to our Indian rulers to

put their own edifice in order. In default, our people will not fail to

lake advantage of the logic of the fresh fact.

«

In Madras city, a Madrasi named Mooroogasen, wroth at her infide

Illy, h.is cut olf both the hands at the wrists of her mistress, one:

Mooncamah. The man is being tried for attempt at murder. It is

such cases that make one wish for the revival of the old Hebrew
juii:jpiudcncc.

« «

At the Ahmedabad Levee, to avoid appearing bare-footed before His
Excellency the Governor, some of the Hindoo officials clubcd to-

gether, hit upon a plan and purchased a pair of English boot.s fiom

the joint fund. Each of these presented themselves before Lord Rcay
with the same pair of English boots. In the hurry of annex'lng the

boots, very often these dignified officials indiscriminately used them
in the right and the left feet. Wc are not told of the ultimate destina-

tion of the boots. The pair must have been resold by ai^on and the

prtjcccds divided among the joint owners. What is the thrift of

Sviwney beside the prudence of the canny Gujrati ?

M. P»oNNET has found antipjrin efficacious in sea-sicknc.ss. He ad-

ministered \t in no less than sixty cases with unffirrm success. The
dose dkUio; exceed one gramme and a half. M. Ponnet has reported

his experience to the Paris Academy of Sciences. It is the day of

anlipyrin. We shall not be sui prised to hear that it restores lost cows.

Has anybody proposed it as a cure for cholera or rabies or snake

bite? If not, there is a chance for ambition—a cheap .opening for a

discoverer’s distinction. You could work miracles with* this talisinatv

But no lime should be lost. It will do anything for you, till, by and

bye, it is elbowed out of the field by a more fortunate drug of the hour.

* • ,

Lord Drassey, the globe-trotter in the Sunbeam^ who had been to

India, gave, on the 25th instant, at’thc London Chamber of Commerce,
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a lecture on the defences of the large maritime cities of the British

Empir«t'.{ His Royal Highness the Duke of Cambridge was present.

Lord Brasseycoinmented, among others,

“ on the defences at present existing, and in course of erection, at

Bombay, and tlie effn iency of tlie dockyard (?); but advised the c-m-

ployment of additional moniioi'i and the organisation of crews to form

a harbour defence flonlia ;
as Bombay, he considered, should he the

chief naval station in the East. His Lordship strongly urged the

formation of local batteries of Artillery, and the raising of regiments

of Militia at Colombo and Singapur. These views of the speaker weie

fully endorsed by the Commanderdn-Chief, who added that it was fat

cheaper in the e.nd to make all preparations* for emergencies in time

of peace, instead of waiting till forced to do so by tlie near approach

of war.”

#

Mr. Cotton and his colleagues have completed their enquires into

the Iriigalioii scandals in Bchar.

• «

PRINCE Henri D’Orlcans has arrived in Calcutta and is the guest of the

Viceroy at C.overnmcnt House. The Prince has gone to the Siuidcr-

buns for sport.

• •

Thr American millionaire Vanderbilt, now on a tour round the

world, may take in Calcuil.i in his course.

* •

The first Criminal Sessions of the year commenced on Monday, Justice

Trevelyan presiding.

• •

The Khyber Maliks have left the capital. Nawab Abdool Luteef

Bahadoor entertained them at a

«
« «

We take the following from the /. JJ. Paris letter of the 30th

December 1SS7 ;

—

“ The wedding of Maurice Bernhardt, son of Sarah, the actress of

wide- world fame, has been the social event of the week. It was all

cuiiously suggestive of the levelling tendencies of the age, and extteine-

ly Parisian. It iiiighl also be regarded as the triumph of talent over

tradition and convention. Sarah Bernhardt is the illegitimate daughter

of a Hutch Jewc.ss and an Englishman who lived at Havre. Her

sister Jeanne is of no more lawful birth, neither is Jeanne’s daughter,

nor Sarah’s son, who met his bride with that cousin in his mother’s

dressing-room on the night on which she first played in La Torca at

La Porte St. Martin Tlicatn^, fell in love with her then and there, and

at the end of 40 days was married to her. Madame Maurice Bernhardt

is nh Ptmeess Jablonowska, and was given the pretty Polish name of

Teikaatilie font. Her late father was an aide-de-camp to Victor

Emmanuel ;
her mother, nic 1‘rincess de Bolonga, was in the house-

hold of the Duchess of Genoa, sister-in-law of that king, and caught

her haughty manner. She is wrongly said to have Bonapariean blood.

She is only connected with the Canino branch of the Bonaparte family,

her mother having been Mdlle. Jouberthon, dauglitcr by a first hus-

band of Lucien Bonaparte’s second wife. The only members of the

imperial connection at the wedding were Madame Ratazzi dc Rule,

whose second husband was the Italian statesman R.Uiazi, aii<l her

daughter, Roma. Princess Terka became the devoted fncuid of Jeanne

Bernhardt s daughter (al.so a Sarah) at Julien’s diawing class, and

used to be taken by her to the wings of theatres where the mother and

aunt acted. Princess Terka is a piqiiante brunette, has the gift of

gracefulness, is very pretty, beautifully moulded, small and winsome.

She has the pale clear complexion of Southern Europe, with an under-

glow coming through it of health and viuliiy, jet black hair, dark eyes,

and features that would do for a cameo medallion. The course of

true love in this instance has run smooth, owing to Sarah’s readiness

to shaie her last Aineric.an harvest of ^40,000 with lier son. She

hah«J It with him, and out of what lemaiiied to herself bought for the

young couple a bijou mansion, with a large studio, wherein Maurice is

to practise painting. Moieover, she gave the wechling dress, ^he lace

on which cost /400, and pink ami white dinner dresses with many
other beautiful garments to Tcika. The pink dress is of Chinese

Cl ape over satin. The fornier is embroidered and fringed with silver.

The white diess is of rnoite antique, with an over-skirt of delicate

gauze. Sarah can now well afford 10 be generous.”

The rate of exchange for the accounts between the Home and Indian

Governmernls, for the year iSSS-Sq, has been fixed by th« Tireasury, at

17 pence per rupee. •

The Home Remittances, from 1st April 1887 to 21st January 1888,

were ;£n>948,200, the Budget estimate for the twelvemonth being

;Cl6, 114,000.
• •

• •

The Irish excitement over the imprisonment of Mr. O’Brien is equalled

by the feelings evoked by his release. Reuter wires

• “ Everywhere in Ireland there have been rejoicings, bonfires, and

illuminations in honor of Mr. O’Brien. Banquets are also in course

of preparation at Cork and other towns. Government have forbidden

a projected meeting at Kilrush, to celebrate Mr. O’Brien’s release from

Tullamorc jail, to take place.

The great t*\«.iic*mcnt produced by the enthusiastic rec'-ption accord-

ed to Mr. OTtiien on his release, has quite piosti.iied that gentleman.

He will attend the baiu|U'*t given 111 his honor at Mallow, but other-

wise will not be piesent at tlic nnineroiis Ji'lcs that are being held all

over the countiy. The proclamation foi bidding the meeiing*to be held

at Kilrush has been publicly burned in that town. Tne police ex-

tingui’jlied the bonfires lighted to celebrate Mr. O’Brien’s release from
'riillainore jail.” •

* # ^
*

.

Rao Bahadoor Mahadco Govind Ranade, C.I.E., has been appointed

.Special Judge under the Deccan Agriculturalist s’s Relief Act. He

will draw only iwo-lhiids pay.

# *

Lieutenant-Colonel Yate, c. s. i., reached Khamiab on the T4th in-

stant. Telegraphing the next day he reports the weather as still warm

and fair, but threatening to bieak. The work of demarcation has

progressed quickly and the Boundary pillars were all but completed

when the telegram was despatched.

The Prime Minister of Nepal is expected to rc.ich Calcutta on the

morning of the joih instant.

The Prime Minister of Nepal who is expected to reach Calcutta on

the morning of the 30th instant, will be accomp.inied by one Maharani,^^

two Geneials, 12 other officers, about 100 inf.intry, and followers,

making in all one hundied and seventy five persons.

Iiifoimation has been received through the Commissioner of

Peshawar of a raid having been committed on the night of the Qth

instant by the followers of Hashim Ali, a Hassanzai Khan, on the

hamlet of Odigiam near (ihainian in Agror. Two men are reported

to have been murdered and two kidnapped. It appears that the raid

was committed in retaliation for the arrest of a man who is now under

trial for murder in connection with another raid.

Large numbers of labourers (5000 or 6000), mostly Hazaras and

Ghilzais, have collected near the Khojhak Pass to work on the military

ro.ad and the Kliwaja Ainran railway extension. A Pioneer Regiment

may be employed on the work in the spring. The Political Agent in

Piahm started on the 24ih instant to go to the Khojhak, but he was

stopped by a heavy snow- storm and severe weather.

H. 11 . the Gaekwar is expected to leave Brindisi on the 9lh Feb-

ruary.—Press Commissioner.

• ,

• •

At Shillong, they celebrated the Saraswati Puja. The holy Ganges

water and Ganges eaith were specially brought up there for the occa-

sion by Parcel Post. And the Shonciesh and Tilakhaja—by steam

despatch, we suppose ? What is a Puja without the former delicacy ?

And the latter is the sjiecialily of the worship of Wisdom. Has

CiTilisaiion made such progress at Shillong as 10 produce these there?

Upper India, we fear, still w.ints these inaiks of rcrmcmcnl.

•v^v-

Tiie Court Martial on the Piiv ite at Poona, who had a .simple allcrca-

tion with a Lance Corpor.il who c.illed him l.i/y .ind was cl—d in return

and told to do the work hini^clf, h.is sctUciicc<l the oirciidcr to a yearns

imprisonment with hard labour^ and to disihan'i d with ignominy

Jfom Her Majest/s Service. T.ilk of jnslii.c* tempered with mcicy !

Here is justice with a vengeance ! Well may the l\'oplc s Fn'end be

astonisfied that liis Koy.ii Highncs', ihe Commaiidrr-iii-Chief of Bom-

bay has confirmed the sentence ! But then our e mtemp uMi y forgets

the old doctrine that what in the captain is choleric woid is in the

common soldier rank offence. ,

We have received An Epitome, of Clirke\ Geotp-af/i) by Babu Ch.Vru

Charan Mookeijee. •The auihor is one of the Mookeijec Zemindars

of Mozufiferporc, who have established the Mookeijec seminary there,

and who certainly deserve credit and encouragement in the new line of

activity. ’1 he pamphlet is, of course, designed for studenl'y preparing

for the Entrance Examination, and thaf it does not err on the side of

brevity one is prepared to expect by ihe preface, , in which it is said,

rather naively, that there are many things in Mr. Clarke’s excellent

work which it is “ impossible for boys to get by he;^rt.” The value of

Mr. Clarke’s book lies, however, in its copiousness, and surely it would

be more valuable if it were more copious. But cui bono^ so far as

schoolboys arc concerned ? They must get by heart. The University

system has brought them to that pass, and so long as this is the case>

epitomes and abstracts shall have their day. Babu Charu Charan

appears to have executed his task \#tth care, and his work will prove

useful to students by its arrangement and its condensed form.
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Notes and Leaderettes.

VVe have always noictl with pleasure the strides which the Cen-

tral Provinces are making; in the race of political progress. This

journal ha<=^(levotcd its attention to the affairs of iliat province with an

especial intert*si, an^ it is with unft‘i:,'ned pleasure that we^ have

had proofs of its growing advancegiciU multiplying upon us.

The latest of sudf proofs is piesented in the shape of an unusually

able nicinoiial which has been submitted by the Nagpore Malgu/ars’

Association to the Chief Commissioner against the Patwari system

Indeed, the memorial is written and argued with such cour.igc— there

is so little of mincing matters, and everything is put so strongly and

plainly—that one is almost led to suspect its indigenous authorship.

Even, however, if it owed the excellence of its execution to European

direction, tliat was nothing to be ashamed of It is no small thing in

cur pupilhiti to know where to look for belter guitlance. It is

proof of sound intelligence and true self-respect. The Paiwaii system

is an anomaly, the officers being servants of two masters, and of course

faithful to none. The recent juoposition of increasing the Palwari

Ccss from Rs, 3 2 to 6 per cent, is the occ.ision of the present

Vnemorial, but a strong rase has been made out for sweeping away the

system altogether. It is of recent introduction, having been unknown

to the Maharatta and whatever its utility in the earlier stages

of the British sovereignty, the Malgnzars arc now advancing in educa-

tion and enlightenment to an extent to justify their being left to the

unhampered management of their own affairs. The highest Revenue

authorities with practical knowledge of the province, men like Sir

Charles Bernard and Mr. Harry Kivctt-Carnac, have put on record

opinions on the subject which go to sliow that the system does more

harm than good, and that it would be well to revert to the old Ma-

haratta piaciice of resting the whole responsibility on the Malguzars.

The political value of such a policy is thus set forth in the memorial :

“That the advantages accruing from placing the responsi

bility of the preparation and submission of the village papers

solely and entirely on the village proprietors would in the long

run, provided the plan was fairly tried and fo.stercd, prove of incalcii

lable benefit to the countiy at large in that it would be an incentive to

the agricultural population to exert themselves and to take an active, in

telligcnt, and earnest interest in their own affairs, instead of being de-

pendent on the Patwari ‘ dry nurse.’
”

In another place, they condemn it as “the incubus of the Palwari

* dry nurse ’ and * go-between ’ ” which, if the Government cared to

encourage and foster, the moral revolution whiclt is taking place

amongst the landed proprietors would be swept away without

hesitation.

tiling to coinmimicate, /lies to Bondon, and first tries the 7'imcs.

And thus the Journal is bribed to discover heroes and statesmen

and successful atlnjinistrators in India to the Hstonishment of their

valets and neighbours 1 Tlii.s is too bad. It may be true that there is

no love lost between us and many of our Queen-Empress's agents.

But so long as the official relation continues, there ought to be at least
a show of mutual courtesy. This sort of treatment of the Indian
community, is not only not fair, it is scarcely decent. If they must
have the pat on the back of the London Press, let them bide their
tune, or, at any rate, make ftse of their own personal and their friends’

influence
; they must not sell Indian state news or papers, or the prior

use thereof for attaining their fond object.

We see the T’eap/r’s Friend, which rarely misses a point, complaining,
“ What made our excellent Governor send the account of his last

toiiry/nV 10 the English Press for publication? Is not Madras more
interested in his woik, official or otherwise, than the city of London?Wc are perplexed to explain the move. The chronicle is now ffiven to
the local Press after all its interest has passed by its appearance in the
English journals.”

There IS no real perplexity in the matter; that is only a courteous
vehicle for a just reproof. But really, if any Indian Governor might
be expected to be above the weakness, it would be the ruler of Madras.
His heaiiy simplicity seemed inconsistent with this sort of pettifogging

or piieaility.

Let our leading brciliren take care ! Formerly, a paragraph in the
Pioneer or a leaderette in the Eny^lishman or a leader in the Times of
Bombay or Madras, would have satisfied almost any ambition. Nothing
shoit of a puff from the Thunderer will now do.

Et til Brute f It was, we believe, the all-accomplished Gram Duff

who introduced the custom of historiographi ng tlic official tours of the

Governor. There ought cctlaiuly to be a dial y kept of such journey'

and inspections by one of the staff, and a copy, in part if not whole,

ought to be given for record ancl guidance to the Government. But

the head of the administration ought not to be encouraged to Jiteraiy

dissipation at the expense of the state. There are obvious objections

to the publication or even the fecord of Zeus’s rumaiks on men and

things. An Indian ruler may snatch a daily half hour or a full to

keep a journal for regular transmission to his family or as a legacy to

his children. TIt2 Marquess of Hastings left such a record, and it is

a better vindication of his T.ordship and mor^ acceptable to the

historian than all the official minutes of the administration or tile

volumesof Prinsep. But as a state paper it would have been an

awkward anomaly, perhaps, a nuisance and a danger. Be that as it

may, it has been an institution down South for the Governor to chroni-

cle his tour as much as for him to undertake it
;
and not only so, but

also to publish the account. .Such is the statesmanship in the Be-

nighted Presidency 1 This easy-going diiettanlcism is government

in Madras ! To Vomplcie the ihing, the account is not published

through the official organ of Government in the country, but appears

in the Times f

The latter is a notable innov.ition, but it is gaining ground, and is

by no means confined to Madras, Every body affects the limes.

Our rulers are apparently growing ashamed of us. Any Indian

magnate, who has a tolerably high opinion of himself, who has any-

h.v Oriente lux. It is reported from Chittagong :

—

“That on the T3th instant, Srimaii Bidhu Mukhi, daughter of a
Mukiear^ Babu Juggorlish Chuckcrbulty, an inhabitant of Gogbaria
in riianna Puiya, submitted a petition to Mr. Douglas, the Magistrate,
requesting to set aside the proposal of her father to get her married
to a Brahmin of low blood, residing in a village, called Kailash in
Saikania, with the expectation of gelling Rs. 700 from the bridegroom.
The case haying been made over to the file of the Deputy Magistrate
named (lobiud Babu, the case was decided in favor of tlic lady
complainant.”

While in the most advanced capital of the Empire, the reformers are

fighting their b.ittle over the grievances of a brave daughter of the

carpenters, here, in the other corner of the Continent in the backwoods
of Chittagong, appears a veritable young Brahmani her own mistress

ami champion of her sex to take the obstinate old bull of Hindu
Conservatism by the horns. This is ihe beginning of the end. And
even from the point of view of liuly liberal conservatism and rational

orthodoxy, it is not a bad beginning. 'It is the first sign of the coming

Revohnion. The old order cliangeth, giving place to new. The most
sclfi'.h of us must leant to treat his womankitul with respect, when
Hindu daughters have commenced to assert their rights.

Another light ne.irer home comes from the socalled Benighted !

Mahamahop.idhyaya Sri Krishna Thatha Charya of Conjevaram

has given as his opinion that a Hindu can be readmiiicd into caste

and society, on his undergoing certain penance, for crossing the seas,

and accordingly Mr. S. B. Ramaswami Iyengar of Mysore, Bartister-

at law, having subinilteJ to the ordeal, has been accepted of his caste

fellows.

What is* there, we wonder, in the way of the Bengal Goverment

redressing the loss suffered by many thousands of its subjects in the

district of Jehanabad, from the breach at Jankuli in the-^Tamooda

Embankment ? The yearly recurring loss of human life and of cattle

is not inconsiderable, while the loss of crops and of house-property in

one particular year has been roughly estimated at ten lakhs and ten

thous.ind rupees respectively. It is really a dreadful stale of things

which cani^t be too promptly remedied. So long ago, however, as

March 1886, a representation was made on the subject by the people

to the late Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, and subsequently reminders

have been addressed without apparently any effect. What can be the

matter ?

The latest liberality of the Bengal Government is the grant of Rs. 5

allowances to the Histupur Rajas. These payments are becoming small

by degrees and beautifully less at every decease. The Rajas must

be thankful that their claim is still recognised. Let the sons

prepare for the aliquots of Her Majesty's silver currency.
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The S^itlicni Division M.igistrate is entitled to the thanks of the

poor respectable Xvho abound in our community, for trying to keep the

fraternity of straight. The other day, Mr. Reily fined a

hackney carriage driver Rs. 20, for fiUcly prosecuting Captain

Fisher, comm.mder «)f the B. .S. A/hyn^ for non-payment of Rs. 3-12

fare. The case against the Captain went cx-p<irtc, the progenitor

being absent, ’rhe Captain complained that the yarhoan had been

on board his vessel and used provoking language. The Magistrate

ordered the fine as compensation to the Captain, wl^o wished it,

when realised, to be placed in the poor-box. It is said in thii

report of the morning press, that the prosecuting hackney driver

was in Court, but seeing the sturdy sailor in attendance with witnesses,

thought it prudent to slink back. This is a well-known form of

harassment and extortion. Honest people are first threatened with

the Police or Small Cause Court. If they submit to terms to escape

the annoyance and indignity, well and good. If not, a summons is

easily obtained against them which usually conquers their reluctance

to pay for noth mg. If they do not appear, to answer the compl.iint,

the cause is decreed against them with costs. If they appear, the

plaintiff may be twn «/, or he may be there to provoke his victim

with a pack of lies and lying accomplices. It is just possible these

may deceive the bench. But suppose you win, what then } You have

lost time and money, and, last not least, temper. It is these practices

which give meaning to Mr. Reily’s apparently extraordinary action

of mulcting a cab man by (say) 40 shillings for claiming ys. 6</. from

a “fare.’*

Talk of Orient.J vanity? Orientalism pure is modesty before the

bastard Orientalism of some of the Southern Europeans, at home or

abroad. The old travellers Linschoten and others notice the pride of

predigree of the Indo-F^ortuguese, and the passion for dress and

jewellery of their women. These cliaractcristics may be traced to

this day. The great European names which arc dishonored by the

undcr.serviiig—names which have lost their signification by being held

by the lowest—may be referred to this fart. But vanity of an extra-

vagant nomenclature seems a Lusitanian weakness through all time at

home as well as abroad. The Anglo-Indians who sneer at the length

of Hindu, Mussulman, or Chinese personal names, seem imperfectly

acquainted with the curiosities nearer home. As a matter of fact, they

are guilty of the injustice to give us Eastern dogs a bad name and

hang us. They have not the knowledge nor the patience to distin-

guish our names from our straggling titles. They take the whole for

a proper name and hasten to abuse us roundly for our barbarism.

As a matter of fact, Oriental names are short if not sweet to English

taste—Chinese names are often monosyllabic, as Kung, the designa-

tion of the famous statesman of the Blood Imperial. In Europe, on

the contrary, the higher the pedigree of a man and wider his aristo-

cratic connections, the more voluminous is apt to be his appellation—the

longer the string of names he bears. Strictly speaking, perhaps we
should say he owns rather than bears, so far at least as the more

practical nations arc concerned. For etiquette imposes nohuidenon
them. The chief territorial designation or title of nobility alone is

borne and suffices for use and identification—the personal name or

names and rest of the territorial and titular distinctions are virtually

suppressed or relegated to the safe keeping of Burke and Lodge.

Not?o in the South-Western Peninsula of pomposity. There the high-

born Hidalgo or Don arc still, in these practical days, doomed to the

needless Alc.xjjnderine of a name that, like a wounded snake, drags its

slow length along.

These reflections are suggested by the appointment of a new
officer to the highest judicial office in the Indian possessions of

Portugal. On the retirement of the last incumbent, a gentleman

has been appointed glorying in a mile of a name. Tjie Honorable

Mr. Justice Jose Joaquim Borges de Azavedo Ennes has^b&n gazetted

Chief Justice and President of the Supreme Court of Portuguese

India. If his acquirements and merits bear any proportion to the

volume of his name, he must be an acquisition indeed, though Portu-

guese India might be too limited a place for the play of such a soul—
or name. If^he present empire of Portugal in India can not hold a

candle to the glory of the British Indian possessions, the nominal
grandeur of the Portuguese High Court of Judicature beats the

British judiciary hollow. The Chief Justice of Upper India has a name
,

of Chinese simplicity. Our Chief of Lower Bengal rejoices in a

worthy polysyllabic appellation 3+ 2 « 5. As far as surname is con-

cerned, he beats his very Hindu colleagues hollow. Chose is a

I

farthing rush-light— Mitter is a tallow candle—to the cumulative

effulgence of Pi^flieram. In Christian name, however, strange as it may
sound, the Cliiistian is no match for either of his M-ndti c illcagucs.

In Germany, they have introduced in the Rf'iclisiag two •Bills, one

proposing changes in the constitution of the T.an^lwehr and the other

for a loan of 2S0 million mark'^to carry out the changes.

For theft of luggage on the Jubbulpur platform, Mr. Justice Straight

of the All.ahabad High Court has sentenced a fitter Adolphus Woods
of the Nagpur Railway, to two years’ imprisonment.

To meet the Burma drain on the Indian exchequer. Government have

added three strings to their fiscal bow. They have imposed the

Income Tax, raised the salt duly by 25 per cent, and again mean,to

make petroleum dutiable by an ad valorem of 5 per cent. The
official explanation for the lust increase in revenue is the deteriora-

tion of Rs. 1,420,000 on the last Budget estimate, made up of

Exchange ... ... ... ... 720,000

R.iilways ... ... ... ... 400,000

Opium ... ... ... ... ... 300,000

REIS er RA YYET.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 2S, 1SS8.

THE TOWN CORPORATION IN COUNCIL.
A DECADE of the elective municipal franchise in Cal-
cutta, has wrought (juite a revolution in the attitude

originally held towards the new system. What a
change has come over the spirit of the dream

!

The ablest and best-informed member of the verna-
cular political press in Bengal, tlic Nababibhakar
and Sad/tarani, has lately reminded the public of the
genesis of the municipal franchise in Calcutta, and
recounted the story of the struggle, in which the
constitution of tlie present Corporation had its birth.

And what a strange history it all now appears

!

Without a breach of confidence, we may now say
that, in the consultations which we had with Sir

Richard Temple and Sir Steuart Hogg on the
chances of an elective constitution for tlie Calcutta
municipality, it was no light task' we had to dissipate

the strong misgivings in the official mind as to how far

the franchise which was proposed to be offered, would
be acceptable to the citizeiLs. 'I'he British Indian
Association swore by the system of State nomination,
and persistently opposed, through their organ, the
Hindoo Patriot, the very idea of ft popular constitution.

Nor was the attitude! of the Anglo-Indian community
a whif more encouraging. The Indian League, how-
ever, stood to its guns, and prevailed in the end. Its

views and calculations have been remarkably justified

by the event. To Sir Steuart Hogg’s anxious fears

from the threatened abstention of respectable natives,

we opposed our confident faith that all^wou]d come
right on the Bill becoming law. As to the European
community, we left Sir Steuart as the best judge.
The Bill was passed, and there was immediately a
change of front on the part of^ the native opposition-

ists. Baboo Kristodas Pal, the soul and guiding
genius of the British Indian Association, the leader

of the Ju.stices of the Peace, constituting, under the
former law, the Town Corporation, who,*as a leading
member of the Bengal legislature, had voted against
constitutional reform, hastened from his final defeat
to call a private meeting of his political associates

and followers to consult on the next move. They
were furious, but he was for putting the best face up-
on the matter. They remembered their angry pro-

testations—their loudly expessed horror of descend-
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ing to be their inferiors’ deputies, or to sit with

them as Government nominees. Ihey were for

niainiaining a sullen attitude of discontent as the most

dignified course. He reasoned with them on the

futility of it, and reminded them of its consequence

to themselves. .Their power and influence ii^ the

metropolis would be at an enrl. He was for accept

ing the situadon and taking as much advantage of

the new Jaw as they could. The wiser counsel

prevailed in the end. i he Ifiiufoo Patriot at

once sang truce, and, ob('dient to its call, the

entire jdialanx gradually drew in their horns,

only with one notable exccjition. It was nc^t

without a show of light that a few gave in at last.

In one case a wellknown fellow-townsrnan disdained

vSO much as to register liimself as a voter, and now
he is one of the prominent of the elected Com-
missioners. Only om: man retired, and he could

afford to do, Fortune having marked him for her own
.and paved the way to a higher ambition. But even

he has since registciaxl himsedf. The persistence of

the Anglo-Indian community was of a more deter-

mined kind, but at (‘very succeeding election it h.is

shown signs of weariness, till at the present moment
the cry is, there is not enough of European repre-

.sentation in the councils of the Town corporation.

Tlui constitutional portion of the Amended Muni-

cipal Hill, is, we take it, framed in special deference

to the demand of the Anglo-Indian community for

more adecjuate representation. Calcutta is a Euro-

pt^an city, even more than a native town, and owes
its position and prosperity to European influence.

It is indeed a fairly debatable question as to which

community—the native owners of the land and house

property, forming with the poorer classes the bulk of

the permanent population, or the handful of foreign

nationalities to vvho.se temporary residence and busi-

ness it is indebted for its wealth and comfort—should

have a pre[)ondcrating voice in the administration of

the munici|)al affairs. Our own writers and speakers

are apt to forget the other side of the .shield. But

it were vain to ignore the fact, and for our own best

interests it were well to recognise it and seek to

give our European fellow-citizens their due weight

and pin them to their share of responsibility. The
main factor in the matter, after Govern m(!nt and
bound up with it, is the great influence over the for-

tunes of the city (exercised by European wealth and
(enterprise -greater, indetaJ, than wh.u is due to the

fact of its being the capital of the Frovince as well as

the Empire. It is Eurc^pcan commerce, in the ^nain,

which has made Calcutta what it is. Looking at the

appearance of the cityvilso, one cannot but attribute

its beauty and its comfort to the initiative of Euro-

pean design! It is easy to imagine what Calcutta

W(juld look ljclv(! if its Municipal government were

not dominated in the past by Europ(ian influence

—

how “cribbed, cabined and confuK^d " would be all its

avenues and alleys, and altogether uncomfortable as

a resid(;nce for thos(* foreigners to whom it owes
most for tli(* value of it‘>' [)roperty and its multifarious

occupations and earnings. It is therefore with much
genuine sympathy that we view any propo.sals for

bringing to .bear on the Municipal administration

of Calcutta th(^ just influence of the class who are the

architects of its greatness. 'Fhese mu.st live in com-
fort to live at all. The predominance of native ideas—
the resistance of abstract notions of native right.s of pro-

perty and of extravagant social and religious rights

—

must giv(‘ way to the only practical wisdom which has

achieved such marvellous results in the past.

Partial as we are to the just predominance of the

European influence in the Calcutta Corporation, we

must confess we are not prepared to accept the al-

most revolutionary method by which Sir Henry

Harrison proposes, in the present Bill, to .secure

that predominance. The elective system has no

doubt its weak points. With all the good it has

achiev(!d in this city, it has not succeeded in se-

curing the return qu the whole of the b(^st repre-

sentacives of the people. No one perhap.s feels this

more than Sir Henry Harrison himsell. At tirne.s

it .seemed as if a fiasco or a discreditable coiitrctemp

was prevented only by the Chairman’s tact and tem-

per. By all means, let the constitution be re-ad-

justed so as to secure the representation of the best

talents, but the system of plurality of votes is too

drastic and reactionary for this object. It cannot

fail to put back the clock of progress, and we cannot
too strongly urge the Bengal Council to ponder the

con.sequences of a violent departure.

To enable the reader to understand the exact

nature of the change in contemplation, we give the

provision in extenso. The Sections are :

—

“ 10. A peison qiialifird lo vote unaer clause (^)of section 8 in respect
>f any house or land in any ward, valued at Rs. 300 or upwards,
be entitled to vote accordinpf to the followin.ij scale :

—

II the aj^jLirej^ate .inmi.d value of all the the premises owned by
in the waul is not less than -

shall

him

Ks.

600
1.000

ls50Q

2.000

2.500

3 ,
0*30

3o^
4.000

4.500

5.000

additional vote.

„ votes.

n. A person qualified to vote under clause (c’) of section 8 as occupier
of .a house or houses in any ward, valued at Rs. 300 or upwards, .shall

be entiilfd to vote accordin;^^ lo the follt)win^ .scale :

—

If the aj;;’re!;aie annual value of all the houses occupied by him in

the ward is not less than-—
Rs.

600 ... ... ... r additional vote.

1.000 ... ... ... 2 „ votes.

... ... ... 3 ,
2,0.30 ... ...

^
... 4 „ „

2.500 ... ... ... 5 „
3.000 ... ... 6 „ „
3.5^^^ ... ... ... 7 » „
4.000 ... ... ... 8 „ „
4.500 ... ... ... 9 »
5,‘HX) ... ... ... 10 „ „

A person livnv^ in his own house is entitled to the votes assigned to
iin as owner as well as to those assigneil to hint as occupier.

12. A person qn.ilified lo vote under clause {il) of section 8 shall be
entitled, if he holds a license under class IV of the third Schedule to
as in.my votes as theie aie Commissioners to be elected, if in class III

to one more vote, if in class II to two more votes, and if in class I to

ihu-e nioic vole-..

A [n'l -.1)11 m ly give as many voles as be is entitled lo under clauses
((•), and U) of section 8 combined, up to a maximum of 10 additional

V'llcs in any one waid, but under no circumstances shall any person
give moie than 12 \olcs in .iny one watd, or li voles when there is

only one Commissioner to he elected.”

'fhe maj(jrity of the Select Committee quote some
Englisli precct-leiUs in support of these provfefons in

th("ir rtiiport, as follow ;

—

“It lias been the rule in England to recognise the plural vote in

me i^^nrvs of local self-government. In the Parish Vestries as consti-

tuted liy 58 (ico. Ill, c. 69, and 59 Geo. Ill, c. 12 and c. 85, the rate-

p.iyeis can givp from one to SIX voles, a vole being, given for every

£2^ of raiiitg. In the most important unit of local self-government,
the Union as iA>nstiiutcd by the Poor Law Amendment Act, 1834, the
g«iverning body consi-.ts of the resident Justice.s, who are nominated by
the (Government, and of guaidians elected by the rate-payers

;
one vote

in tlie election of guardians is given for every £$o of rating up to a
maximum of six vote.s. Similarly in the urban districts, constituted

local government districts under the Public Health Act of 1875,

nifinbcrb of the Hoard arc elected by owners and rale-flayers, plural

voles up to a maximum of six votes being allowed : one vote for every
of rating.

It appears, therefore, that whether the practice hitherto obtaining in

Calcutta is looked lo, or English legislation, there is ample precedent
for allowing plural votes

; but the Committee base their decision far ,

more on the intrinsic equity of the principle and its extreme importance
in the best interests of a city such as, Calcutta. It is difficult to con-
cci\e that it can be set iously contended that a person who just pays
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Rs. 25 is entitled to an equal voice in the election of the Commission-
ers with the lar<;c commercial houses which are the chief f.rciuis in the

prospeiity of the town, or that a landlord of niany of the laige-;t and
most heavily-rated houses in the town oujjht to have his vote balanced
by that of a «-lerlc in an oflicc livinjj in a house rented at Rs. 25 to

Rs. 30 a month. Although the effect of this proposal will obviously be

to assist the European community somewhat in election contests, as

they on the avera^^e live in much more heavily rated houses than the

native rate-payers, the Committee do not consider that it will make
any very material difference in the nationality of the Coip()ratn>n

;
nor

do they mainly adopt it on that j^round. In i^^eneral the wealthier

Europeans will be votinj^ in the same ward wiili tlx* poorer Eniope-
ans, and the wealtliier natives with tlic*poorcr natives; but the

Committee consider that the quality of the persons who will become
candidates for election will be everywhere improved. If the one-man-
one-vote piinciple IS ado[)ted, the Committee consider it ceitain that

as the poorer rale-payers who will eveiywhete he the majoiity, leain

to irse their power, the status of those who present themselves for

election will j^raduaily but inevitably decline
;
wliile if wealth is ‘pven

its due wei;;ht, better and inoie innueniial pi'isons will be wilhn;; to

offer tiicmseivcs for election. 'I'lic Committee hope that on fuller con-

sideration the Association will see that the remedy which they Mij^'gcst

would be even worse than the disease, and would lead to pieciscly the

opposite result to that which they wish to attain.*'

This is handing over the government of the town

affairs to the hands of the' plutocracy, and mainly of

the Kuropcan plutocracy. With all our confidence

in Euro[)ean guidance, we must confess to the danger
of making it unquestionable master of the situation.

The Europeans in Calcutta are at best but birds of

passage. They are constitutionally apt to take fire at

an idea—to be carried away by a panic. A lady in

high life falls ill and anon a cry is raised for extravagant

schemes of sanitary improvement which could only he

carried out by leaving heavy burdens on the should-

ers of posterity. At one time the sanitary rage is

against vegetation, till orchards are denuded of their

valuable growth of years’ fostering care, and as the

years pass, the pendulum has oscillated to the other

extreme, and we have these carbon-exhaling enemies

of life crowded in all manner of places, till they

invade the bed chamber itself. The impulsiveness of

the European mind is in marked contrast with the

stolid passivity of our countrymen. But though the

natives are slow, they are sure. They are neither

obstinate nor stupid. They are eminently docile

—quick to learn. Perhaps, there is no race of

man so amenable to reason. They are not the same
that they were fifty years back, and in another dozen

years they will be still better. The problem in muni-

cipal, as in national representation, is to find out

the men.

LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT.
A LAY .SKRMON TO THE NEW RKI’KLSKNTAT1VK.S.

In another few days, the elected and ap[)uinted

Municipal Commissioners in the country—•thnse who
owe their office to the people’s choice or the confi-

dence of Government -will proceed to exercise their

vahfed right of electing the Chairman and Vice-Chair-

man. On the last occasion, in not a few cases, their

predecessors had waived to exercise this franchise

in favor of the Government initiative. Let no similar

blunder be made now, unless there be any grave ex-

ceptional necessity for it. The non-official chairmanship

is the most valuable part of the system. Upon that

hangs the life of Local Self-Government, '/he liberal

European press has its eyes on how our coilntrymen

show their appreciation of the boon. We have

always held, and often had occasion to expres.s, the

views which, in Friday week's issue of the Sia/esman,

our contemporary has seasonably published on the .sub-

ject of muiicipal administration. Nothing can be more
true than that the quarrels and di.ssensions, which have

unfortunately marked the conduct of not a levy muni-

cipalities, should not be turned to political capital and

'any of several arguments whatever against the new

system of Local SeIf-Govt?rnment. They are but an

inevitable stage through which it must pass, and
effectively train itself for better things. That stage

was not unknown in lingland, and Local-Self-Gov-

ernment there, old as it is, is not still free from .some

of the incidents at which our wise-acrcs stand aghast,

and ^significantly shake their head^. Indeed, as

our contemporary oljyjerves with true insight, the

outbreak of faction itself is a proof of the vitality

of the elective franchise, and, if the system is of

value, chiefly as an educational instrument, it should

not be hurriedly laid aside from impatience at what
must be the necessary incidents of the early stage of

I

every educational movement. Holding this view as

we do, we must emphatically call on our countrymen
to show their appreciation of the right they have re-

ceived by sticking to the non-official In

those municipalities, where, on the last occasion,

from faint-heartedness, they omitted to turst

themselves to nun-official Chairmen, let them re-

trieve their ground now. Disorders will happen ia%

the best regulated households, and order is then only

stable when it evolves itself out of chaos. Let them
take to heart the lessons taught by history, and they

will find ill the words of the poet-Iaurcatc,

All the pa.sl of Tunc reveals,

A Hridal Dawn of thiuuler-pc.ils*,

Whenever 'l‘lx>ii;;ht h.ith wedded Fact.

'rhcrc has never been any durable progress but as

the result of a struggle—at the expense of jier-

sccution and suffering. The reformer’s path has
never lain through roses, and, as in nature, so in

politics, a storm only leads to a lasting calm.

Viewed from this point of view, the factions which
have raged in our Municipal Councils, ought not to

be any surprise, or viewed with any apprehension.

Worse things might take place without disturb-

ing our equanimity. Evil as they are, have they not

their uses in the economy of life ? have they not al-

ready taught experiences of value ? The worst of
them is where they had a personal origin, but man
never rises to a conception of public duties except
through the narrow limited notions of personal in-

terest. Altogether, there is no reason for faint-heart-

edness, and wc trust the present occasion will not find

our local bodies wanting in their duty.

Our faith in Local-Self-Govcrnment is the more
confirmed by one redeeming fact. Notwithstanding
personal differences and faction-fights, the cause of

munidiial improvement has no# suffered anywhere.
On the contrary, from all the information available to

us, the municipalities appear to have made wonder-
ful strides of progress, and the work .of the last three

years favorably compares with* that achieved under
the official n^i^inic in the past years. In this, the re-

sult has only bet:n a repetition of what ha.s happened
In Calcutta during the operation of the (^lective sys-

tem. No bette/ authority than Sir Henry Harri.son

c(^uld be cited for speaking on this point. Sir Henry
is not blind to the weak points of the elective system.
Indeed, it is in his very condemnation of ihtj paro-

chial spirit induced by that system that he is bound
to bear unetiuivocal testimony to the .good in detail

that it has at the same time done in the shape of town
improvements. In one of his speeches in Council, in

referring the Calcutta Amended Municipal Bill to the
Select Committee, he said :

—

‘‘One objection ho had to tho present system of election was that its

tendency was to pi ve just the same type of men for most of the wards.
In each case the ward elected the same type of Commissioner, some
one wh(» wouhl give attention to its affairs. Hence the large amount
of atienlion which was now given to the small wants of the inhabitants.
In that respect he must say that the amount of good work done by the
Corporation had been enormous. They were always being plied with
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suggestions for sin. ill iinpiovctnents, which affected piorhaps the ( on

vcnicnce of a few hundred persons lesiding in the waid, sufh .is in.ilviii|:

a path here, roundiuL^ nlV an awkward corner there, consirnrtniiT a

bathing platform in a third place, and small matters of that kind Ihe

local convenieiK'e r»f the inhabitants had been studied a gie.ii de.il, aiu

as the result, it ''as haidly too much to say that vaiions p.iit'. o

Calcutta Had in that way been improved in the course of the »

years to such an extent that the value of land had been at lea^t douhicd.

Whilst on the one hand the Commissioners had done wh.u then

con.stitucnts expected them to do, viz., l(]f.'k after llieir own sntall wants

theie was, he feaved, no doubt that the spirit of the Corpoiation had

been too parochial. That h.id been the clithcnlty. If a H.ad

Studied the constitution of the municipality scientdically, n pnon, ne

would have anticipated the very defect which experience h.ad revea ec,

VIZ., that wheieas all small matters of local interest would receive the

greatest possible attention ami the greatest possible encouragement, on

the other hjind the larger requirements of the town would not receive

equal attention. That was a result which must be expected Uie

Council could not see their way to get men to represent anything but

small local areas, who would mainly look after their own local interests,

ahd when elected would consider that they best discharged their

duties by looking to the special wants of their wards. He at one

time suggested that the town should be divided into larger wards,

with a larger number of members to each ward. This suggestion met

with but little support. It was curious to see how the same view

prevailed in other places. In Bombay, where they had larger wards,

the executive were most anxious to retain them in the new Bill
;
but

one of the recommendations of the Corporation was to divide the town
^

into smaller wards, so that each Commissioner should represent the

wants of a small body. That showed a natural feeling that they

preferred to have more clearly defined wants of small bodies to re-

present, and be brought nearer their constituents—a very natural

wish and very good up to a certain point. It showed the same feeling

there also on the part of the officers of the Corporation, who wished

to obtain Commissioners with wider and broader views. Probably or

possibly something between the two might be done which would be

an improvement—a certain number of members to represent local

wants and a certain number to represent metropolitan wants. This

was a matter on which it was impossible for him to do ino^ than to

express a general opinion, and he presumed the Select Committee

would lake care to consider whether any impovement could be made,

or whether, looking at all the difficulties and objections to any other

course, they would think it best to leave the constitution of the Cor-

poration as it was at present framed.”
^

The above observations have a general importance,

and may well be pondered by members of our country

municipalities. Our present object, however, in re-

ferring to them, is to show that the parochial spirit

which is at the bottom of much of the dis.sensions

which have arisen in the mofussil municipalities, i.s

not an unrnixecl evil. It has its good side too.

These municipalities have, like the metropolis,

bene/ited from the closer local attention to details

brought to bear u[)on their affairs by the elected re-

presemtatiyes. They have likewise been advanced in

matters of broad gfoneral I’litorest under tlic imii-

official system, wliich, in respect of local knowledge

and patriotic feeling, must always have an advantage

over official administrators.

MOKANNA UNMASKED—BY HIMSELF.
•

Sir I.epf.l (Irifkin must look to his laurels. He has been cast into

the shade by a gre.^ter ogre. The Avatar of the hour is .a M-ihomedan.

Sir Syed Ahmed Khan has blown his counterblast to the Congress.

By a single speech, the new Prophet, though an old enough man, has

constituted himself a nine days’ wonder. That Lucknow speech was

Studiedly acrimonious. It has failed, however, of its purpose—it has

not provoked an acrimonious retort from the Bengali press. The tirade

against the Nat’ onal Congress and the Bengalis, has been received with

the proper attitude—that of dignified forbearance. Therein is spre

disappointment to the eager assailant. Not that he will go without his

JtutftJS from his Anglo-Indian friends, whom he evidently wants to

please. <Iis oration will be hailed in particular political circles, here

and at home, and not a little augment, if possible, the popularity and

reputation which he already enjoys. And, indeed, it is no wonder

the words of a man of the hon’ble Syed’s position and fame should

command attention and respect. But if the truth must be told, Sir

Syed Ahmed Khan has been a much over-rated man. We have no

disposition to withhold him his due. He is possessed of great natural

parts, which have been embellished by Oriental culture, as well as

strengthened by great practical experience of men and things. But

after giving him his due, and even more than his due, we must say

be has never had the intellectual equipment for the arena of speculative

politics. Indeed, politics has never been his line. The duties of a

udicial officer in the N. W. Provinces, did not give full occupation to

Ins active mind, and so 1h‘ rommenced authorship. It is only as a

piactic.al cduratinnist, however, that, to the knnvvh‘dge of flic Eunv

pean and English-speaking public, he has held a position of some

eminence in the r.inks of Indian nntahilities. His Alighur Institute

is at once the monument of hi^ energy and the stepping stone to his

ambition. Hut a successful educationist or even an mdifTereni

author, who aspires to he a reformer, is not necessarily fiu.ilin-d for the

rdA’of a politician. The initial outfit in knowledge :.-ul th night for

the business,of practical jiolitics, not to sjxv. ' ivf '‘ven the

warmest admirers of the lion’hle gentU-ni . .
i • > .iin for him.

And the consequence is what might i
' expected. .Sir Syf d Ahmed

Khan has continually been tempted to wh.at in hi.s ignoranc-- he con-

ceived to be an easy rd/c, but he has never dabbled in political

discussions without presenting a sorry figure. He has alw lys been

fascinated by the notions in vogue—the idea of the hour. His sensi-

tiveness to all the chances and changes of the political thermo-

meter—-the gusto with which he has always taken up every prevailing

cry—his floating with the current of opinion—all betray not only

original defect of education, but inherent inaptitude for grave problems

of statecraft.

Thus we find him rapt in wild admiration of everything Engli.sh, the

moment he sets foot on English soil. Not of course that the sights

and scenes to be met with in that land —its institutions and comforts—

are not enough to extort admirati m, but one having previous

knowledge of the country and accu‘-tOMe(l to thought, would he more

soberly impressed, and be far from bin fing forth into revchations of

extravagant zeal.

Consistency of opinion can hardly 1 he effect of such preparation.

In his present diatribe against Bengalis. Sir Ahmed has hcti.iyecl won-

derful forgetfulness of his past altitude towards that devoted people. In

his visit to Lahore, in 1884, he paid a glowing compliment to the

Bengalis, calling them the pioneers of Indian progress, the lachet of

whose shoes the other Indian races were mn able to unloosen. But

the Bengalis have now fallen into disfavor with a class of Indian

society and the fashion has set in of playing off one race against an-

other. Nothing so opportune now, therefore, as to fall .savagely foul

of them, without heeding llie glaring inconsistency involved in the

transition. Hut the PK»-;t cxtraoidinai y thing m the antecedents of this

respectable old fogey is that he commenccfl a*, an ardent political re-

former. The National Congress itself is only now wearing with

triumph bis cast off weapons. Before many of our agitators were

born, the Syed had fought the battle for native representation in the

Irgislature. ilc had rvem talked of a Parliament in India. It would

be a curiosity to unearth his pamphlet. That we are not talking non-

sense, we call the picsent Licufenant-Irovernor of the N. W. Provinces

to witness —who, in iiis junior Civiiian days, gave his friend the honors

of an English tianslaiion. And now the successful weather-cock

turns his back on hi.s nobler self, for the purpose of reviling the very

Bengalis who taught him his political primer. At any rate, Sir Ahmed

cannot complain, if those whom he has so furiously denounced should

appeal from Philip drunk to Philip sober, and quote chapter and

verse to convict him out of his own mouth.

VVe have made the above observations with the object that undue

importance should not be attached to the vaticinations of a seer who

is not certain of his own mind for any length of time. Syed Anmed
is but a practical educationist, and whatever his claims to respect as

such, he has no right to pose in the higher character of a politician.

He has achieved the object he had in making his Luckuii^ speech

—

notoriety. His speech is the great topic of the day, but beyond that

it should command no serious attention.

It is perhaps as well that the Syed has burst from his disguise. No-

body who knew anything, mistook who it was that inspired the fulmi-

nations of Mr. Beck. The veiled prophet of Khorasan has now
thrown off hig mask, and it is as well we should calculate him as

an open enemy and an enemy of every good cause. His opposition it-

self may, however, be taken as the surest test of a righteous cause, and

it is only when that cause has succeeded that the Syed may be expect-

ed to come round. But the importance of anything coming this

quarter should not be exaggerated. The plain fact is ih€ Syed should

not be regarded as a representative of Islam. This may not be so gener-

ally known, but he is no Mussulman. With his tfcirst for notoriety,

he proclaimed himself a Wahabi, but, for some years past, he ha.4

abandoned the last shreds of the faith, and at the present moment,

there is not a good Mussulman in all India who does not revile and

curse him.
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SATYABALA /'. I lA RIDAS.

1 Idiv.* often heard it siid that there is luii one law in the woild,

big bones and large musi I s rule, the weak go to the wall. It is

something to find that foi once the law in <|neni()ii has been made
a dead letter. The suit of Srtya Bala Dabi r. Ilari Das Roy,

which was a nine days’ w )nder during the last few months, a sin rt

account ol which appeal d in a recent issue of leads me to

the above remark. Babi o Ilari Das niust b^* said to ha^c been in

the paradi c of fools in supposing that he would be able to catch an

old bird like the veteran Sub-Judge ot Nuddea with chaff: the

bruised reed has not bet u broken, on the contrary, the All-merciful

has tempered the wind to the shorn lamb. For not only has Mr.

Roy been called upon to disgorge the estate of his young widowed

cousin-in-law, valued at a lac and a half and sold for Rs. 3,400, but

has had to be out of pocket to the extent of Rs. 1,500. Verily he

went for wool but has come home shorn. For, seeing that the Zemin-

dars of Santipur arc now only a wreck of their former selves, Baboo

Hari Das can’t afford 10 laugh off the loss as a mere flea bite.

Hari Baboo, though he has lost the ease, has, however, this consola-

tion left that he has left no stone unturned to compass his ends.

A good round sum was offered to the good Samaritan who took up

the cause of Satya Bala, to induce him to leave her in the lurch, and

even threats were held out, but he was a veritable knight-errant

sfjns peur et sans reproche, and true blue, you know, will never stain.

Now that the ease has been finally disposed of, the order of the

Sub-Judge not being appealable, it may naturally be expected that

Baboo Hari Das will let bygones be bygones and make up with his

cousin-in-law, inasmuch as he has reversionary interest in her pro-

perty. But no, he is determined to kill the hen that lays the golden

egg, and will fight out the quarrel like the Kilkenny cals who fought

so fiercely that, when the battle was over, the tail of each was left.

Dame rumour has it that as soon as a short account of this un-

fortunate ease appeared in your journal, Baboo Hari Das sent word

to you, through a sturdy Vakil, that unless you surrendered at dis-

cretion on or before a certain date, he would meet you at Philipi.

The ides of March have however come and gone, but you arc not

yet an inmate of the .Presidency Jail. The impudence of an

irreverent legal vulture hovering over a literary leviathan with a

view to have a brush with the latter, is no less phenomenal than

that of the gnat in the fable who was settled on the horn of a bull

and inquired of the latter if he would like him to go. You, Mr.

editor, arc no respecter of persons and are nothing if no^ critical,

and, as such, arc a positive nuisance. In spite of the ofi repeated

cant of “not men but measures,” you omit no opportunity of mer-

cilessly exposing our big folks, men who are saints abroad and devils

at home, but who pass muster as gentlemen, every inch of them,

simply because distance lends enchantment to the view. “Could

great men thunder as Jove himself docs,” you would have to

shut up shop.

No Respecter of Persons.

AN EXPLANATION.

Sir,—

A

word of explanation about the mistakes that unfortunate-

ly crept in my last letter will suffice. It was written from my
dictation by a school boy and sent by mistake without correction.

Surely it was ver) uncharitable on ycnir part to bring it out without

correcting the mistakes.

A pedant would harp on the rules of orthography and syntax

which every school boy gets by heart. But those who have escaped

from jhc pedagogue’s fcruhir can not bear to be corrected for not

crossing their /’s and clotting their /’s.

Lastly, with great respect for your love of grammar and idiom,

I would humbly remind you that fine feathers do Jiot always indirate

fine birds and good grammar and idiom (however useful in other

respects) arc no excuse for nonsense in writing.

Your old (not false to be sure) Friend,

S. BOSE.
Saniiporc^ the 2Sth January iSSS.

Hollowajs Nervous irritability.—No pait of llio human

machine requires more constant supervision than the nei'^ous system —

for upon it our health—and even life—depends. These Pills strengthen

the nerves, and are the safest general purifiers of the blood. Nausea,

headache, giddiness, numbness, and ittcntal apathy yield to them. They

dispatch in a summary manner those distressing dyspeptic symptoms,

stomachic pains, fulness at the pit of the stomach, abdominal d'sten-

sion, and regulate alike capricious appetites and confied bowels—the

commonly accompa*nying signs of defective or diminished nerve tone,

diolloway’s Pills are particularly recommended to persons of studious

and sedentary habits, who gradually fall into a nervous and irritable

state, unless some such restorative 6e occasionally taken.

MONGHYR.
J.muil Ja)in,u »' ad

,
iSS^,

I'hc jam.ilporc High English School Lircly held its annual dis-

tribution ol prl/,.-s, iifulor the pi csidency ol the chajdaiti, tlte Rev.

Mr. Jiiitler. Christiii.ii passed oil’ quietb, but there w cre^c hildi en’s

treats, m.igic lantei n shows, and balls and dancing parries during

the iictv year holidays.

A new missionary from Fngland, the Rev. I'.. Cbllord, was here

and delivered an advlress in the Company’s Meehanics’ Insti-

tute, befinc the European and native public, on Clnir.tian work

in England and India, illustrating his lecture with inagie lantern-

slides, showing views taken from the lile of Christ. 'This gentle-

man has come out to India, for the purpose ol preaching Chti tiinity,

in connection with the Church Missionary Society and, from his

account, draws very large audiences. He is really a very able

speaker. The meeting here was very well attended, the room being

crowded almost to sufTocation.

There is an indication of slackness of traflic on the East Indian

Railway.

Burglary and theft arc rife again. No le8.s than half a dozen

eases have come to our notice within the current month. A Ben-

gali Babii and a Bchari have been robbed very recently of their

valuable things, such as shawls, jewellery, utensils, clothing, &c.,

to the value of Rs. 700 and Rs. 300 respectively. This is no doubt.,

very discreditable to the detective Police authorities. The citizens

of the place arc mostly of the labouring class and clerks in offices,

and as a rule arc at their respective vice benches and desks from

moring to evening daily. The present crisis compclls many of them

to have no repose at night for fear of life ami property. This

reminds us of the olden days of—“ Burgles.” Should this state

of things continue, I am afraid, matters will go from bad to worse.

I understand that a memorial to the cflcct has already been made

by some of the citizens of the place and forwarded to the District

Magistrate for redress.

A peculiar ease of juvenile prosecution or rather persecution took

place here the other day. On the auspicious day of Srccpunchomc

Poojah, about half a dozen schoolboys in their teens, their ages

varying from 5
to 8, went out to fetch flowers, mangoc blossoms,

and cars of barley from the adjacent trees for the purpose of wor-

shipping Ink Pots, &c., after the fashion of lower Bengal. Un-

fortunately, the mangoc trees being owned by the municipality and

a Mahomedan chowkidar placed in charge, exercised his vigilance

and zeal by arresting them and placing them before the chairman

for orders, who fined the boys Rs, 2 and Re. i respectively, the older

ones being fined Rs. 2 and younger Rupee I each, in spite of

their guardians’ remonstrances to the Chairman. This reminds me

of an instance of appropriate leniency shown to a schoolboy by

Colonel Wintlc, then Cantonment Magistrate of Barrackpore. A
boy having 0 fondness for lemons, asked the gardener in a gcntlc-

man’.s garden to let him have a couple of them on payment, but he

refused, on which the boy snatched two of the lemons from the

man’s basket, leaving a pice for the same, and ran away. The

lad was prosecuted and brought before the Colonel, who instead of

punishing him, let him olf, with orders to take away as many more

lemons as he wanted and to go home, and lectured the gardener,

saying that a man must not cat the choisest fruit by himself without

getlitig others to join him, c.spccially boys, and he will be the last

person to sec boys prosecuted lor such trifling things.

Mr. Dickson, cx-lnspcctor of audit and accounts, has brought a

suit against the East Indian Railway Company in the High Court

of Judicature, Calcutta, for damages, to the extent of Rs. 75,000, for

wrongful dismissal. Several oHicers and native office assistants

attachev4 to the Audit Ollicc here have been summoned as witnesses.

As the ca^e is jiuhee now, I must refrain- from making com-

ments on the points at issue for the ^n'csenr. All I can say, i.s

that the ease under notice appears to be a sensational one, and is

rather of an unprecedented character.

THE PILLS

Purify the Blood, coitect all I.)is()r(lets of the •

LIVER, STOMACH, KIDNEYS AND BOWELS,
They invigorate and restore to health Debilitated'' Constitutions, and

arc invaluable in all Complaints incidental to Females of all ages.

For children and the aged tliev are priceless.

THE OINTMENT
Is an infallible remedy for Bad Legs, Bad Breasts, Old Wounds,
Sores and Ulcers. It is famous for (ioui and Rheumatism. For

disorders of the Chest it has no equal.

For Sore Throats, Bronchitis, Coughs, Colds,

Glandular Swellings and all Skin Diseases, it has no rival ; and for

contracted and stiff joints it acts like a charm.

Manufactured only at Professor HOLLOWAY’S Establishment

OXFORD STREET (late 633, Oxford St.,) LONDON.
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NOTICE,
MILITARY SECRETARY

S

OFFICE,
Admission to Government House on

the oc'casion of the Investiture of the.

Most Eminent Order of the Indian Em-
pire, to he held €n Saturday, the .///^

February, (it 12 O'clock noon, willj>eby

tickets issuedfnwt the Office of the Mill-

tary Secretary to the fWeroy.

All persons desiring to attend other

than Members of the above Order, ivho

will be officially present, are requested to

apply to the Military Secretary, stating

the number of Tickets and the names of

the persons for whom they are required,

'Applications for Tickets will be re-

ceived up to Saturday, the 2Sth January,

jSS8, after which date. Tickets will be

issued, and no application will be enter- 1

tained,

Uv Command,

,
JY, BERESFORD, Lieut.-Coloncl,

Military Secretary to the Viceroy.

Calcutta,

January 2jrd, rSSS.

The Countess of Dufferin s Fund.

T he Third Annual Meeting of the National

Association lor supplying Female Medical

Aid to the Women of India will be held, by

permission of the Municipality, in the Town
Hall, Calcutta, at 4-30 o’clock, on Wednesday
afternoon, the 8tli February.

H. COOPER, A, n. C.,

Honorary Secretary,

Calcutta, 22nd Januaty, J888.

BEADON STREET.

Saturday—tJie iSth January, iSSS—
at 6 '/i p. m. sharp.

Baboo Grish Chnnder Ohose’s
Bewitching Musical Melange in one Act

MAYA TORU

THE ENCHANTED TREE.
AND

Our most popular Tiagedy

Next day,—Sunday,—2Qth January,
^

1 888
,
at 6 p. m.

^*or gentlemen and ladies of delicate health,

Third night of that siicrcssful

Drama of Dia*nas,

SANTY ... Sukumary Dutt.

Great enlhusi.ism will be fell thioughout.

Ci. C. (iiK)si',

"
HAlfllLTON^i CO.'S

^

•Latest Designs in Gold Bangles.
,, A. /I.'....I n

,, 60

„ bo

„ Go

o ^3

„ 32

„ 100

1, 54

„ 185

M 115

)1 33

o 54
90
100

90
80

The Arson lian/le, (England)

The Thistle Bangle, (Scotland^

The Shamrork Bangle, (Iixliind) ... „

The Lotus Bangle, (India) ... „

The Forget-me-not Bangle ... „

The Indian Bamboo Bangle ... „

The Victoi ia Bangle ... * ... ,,

The Cleopatra Signet Bangle ... „

The Magic Twist Bangle ... „

The Flexible Curb Bangle ... „

The Etruscan B.ill Bangle ... „

The Good Luck Bangle ... o

The Oriental Ony.\ Bangle ... „

The Flexible Gold and Platinum Bangle „

The “Mascotte’’ Diamond H’shoe Bangle,,

The Scotch Plaid Bangle... ... ,,

yVie above are ntfh quotations,

InspecJtic:)!! Invited.

HAMILTON &. CO.,
CALCUTTA.

INDIAN LABORATORY.
HOUSEHOLD NON-SECRET

MEDICINES.
A7nt Oil A^o. /

—

A^iin Oil No. \
Nim Ointment. /

For internal use.

For external use.

Dr. Brandis, says—“The oil is used medi-

cinally as an antiseptic and anthelmintic.’’

Dr. Maxwell has louiid it “ as efficacious as

Cod Liver (^d in c.ises of consumption and

scrofula.” Sir W. (3 Shaughnessy says- -“The

oil is thought aiuhelinintic and is applied ex-

ternally to foul ulcers and used as a liniment

in rheumatic and spasmodic alTections and in

lieadaclies from exposure in the sun.” Dr.

Dymock says—“The oil is applied to sup-

purating glanils, is given in leprosy and in a

variety of dise.iscs.” If applied to sores in

hoises and other domestic animals, it keeps off

(lies anti thereby promotes healing. The oil is

asovereign remctly for liAKSA'ITCE SORES,
mange and itches and all foul sores in horses

and cattle. Nighanla Ratnakar, a Sanskrit

Medical Encyclopicdia, thus speaks of the

medicinal virtues of the Nun Oil
—“ It is

biller, destroyer of worms, cures leprosy

abscesses and ulcers and diseases of impure

blood, chronic fever and piles.”

No. I. Re. I ;
No. 2. Re. i (larger phial);

ointment. As. 1

2

S\LKt‘ Misrek Powder.
The grand specific for nervous dcbitity and

weakness of reproductive functions. Profes-

sor Royle states -“Salep misree is in truth one

of the best articles of diet, :v conv.ilesccnt can

use.” Re. i.

Directions for use and particulars regarding

composition, accompany each medicine.

Out-station orders arc promptly executed on

prepayment, or by V. P. P. Post or by Railway

p.ircel. Packing charge for each two annas,

Post.agc extra.

Full price list to he had on application.

BANERJl & SONS,
Proprietors, liuiian Laboiatory,

87, Tripoli Ai-laiiahad.

N. /?.—See AV/f c-r* Ravvet of 26th February

March 1887, for full advertisement.

READY

Price P‘'^t free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt 6.

Cloth Bound Rs- 5
’8 .

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

post.

TRAVELS I VOYAGES IN BENGAL
HKTWEKN

Calcutta and independeut Tipperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
A'orinrtly Minister to the late

N\w.\ii Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the l.ist of the Nawabs Na/.im of Bengal,

lUdiar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, “REIS & RAYYET”
j, l.Ukoor Dull'--. Lane, Wellington Street,

CAl.CtJTl'A.

OPINION OF THE PRESS.

Dr. S. C. Mookerjee, the editor of what is

undoubtedly one of the ablest papers in the

ebuntry in point of Jiteiary power is the author

of a pleasant little book of Travels in East Ben-

gal ’I'he author is master of a racy sljle of

English which many an Englishman may envy.

Humourous descriptions and causKc satire

enliven every page*. There is lluoijghout a

vigour and freshness of style tliai lends a

charm to the veiiesl commonplace. If there

were, however, a higher purptise in the publica-

tion of this book than to lighten the weary

evening hours of the ordinary reader, we con-

fess to a feeling that the author has failed in

such an object. We are afraid there is not

poetry enough in us to body forth in imagina-

tion the. beauty of the scenes which the author

has described in his voyages to .and fro between

Dacca and Tipperah. Humourist as he is

Dr. Mookerjee will remind us of the words of

the poej that the point of a “jest lies more in

the car of him that hears it than in the tongue

of him hat uiiers it.” As with the jest so i.s it

with the description. We do not .say that the

charge is unfounded. Prosaic as we are,

drudging away at the desk, perhaps it is that

we lack capacity to follow in imagination

what the author has doubtless delineated with

an admirable pen.

One of the chief impressions that a reader
will receive from a glauce at the book is the

somewhat strained relation between the Babu.s

and the Anglo-Indians. The 'author pours a
flood of ridicule upon the lordly airs of our

ulers.” He liils hard indeed in his account

of the Colonel at wnist enduring a Babu
looking on, when on board the steamer, and
of the Whiteman’s condescension in bowing to

the black nigger. Happily wc in the South
are not so b.idly off in our commerce with the
representatives of W<istern civilization. In
spite of several instances of conflict and mis-

iinderstanding Englishmen and Hindus pull

on agreeably together. But the author, not-

withstanding his involuntary feeling of aloof-

ness from the European, is no stranger to the

blessings for which the West has laid us in

debt. He has a keen appreciation of the en-

joyments of this Westernized life of ours. He
looks for ever forward and casts no longing
lingering look behind at the things with which
we have shaken hands and parted. His heart
is in the cotUiiiuance of British supremacy in

the East. And agitation is his utmost weapon
for the maintenance of his rights. But he will

have nothing with spurious agitation. We
extr.ict below a paragraph of excellent advice

to his brethren of the press* [Extract.]

Toe author recounts his adventuie with

the Railway officials of Sealdah with consider-

able humour. We feel an irresistible tempta-
tion to vjunte it in extenso, but space forbids.

How the greenback was no legal tender, why
silver of the Calcutta mint was wanted and
how the currency question stood stiff and
frowning despite the Editors and Magistrates
who had accompanied the author to bid him
good-bye at the station, and how again with

the advent of the Justice of the Peace all

objection to receiving the currency-note

vanished, are all narrated in a style that is

fittingly characterized only by the word “de-
lightful.” In another place the author in-

troduces the reader to the Hindu belief in the

auspicious hour for starling on a journey in

language of such playful raillery that we make
no apology for quoting it. [Extract.]

The untoward circumstance of the day,

the event to which we have already alluded
namely the refusal of the Railway officials to

receive thfe currcncy-note in payment of the

fare, elicits the following humourous con-
fession of human weakness. [Extract.]

The author has some trenchant criticism

on the insolation of the Englishman, which
makes him inac'cssible to the complaints of
extortion or plunder by their menials. They
are loo absorbed to know all that passc.s about

them and the wrongs that are committed in

their names are unnoticed as mere trifles for

they have rarely any idea of their magnitude.
It is only loo well known throughout the coun-

try how blackmail in the shape of money or

provisions is levied upon the inhabitants when
the Collector is on tour. It would be difficult

to believe the thing could go on umier his

very nose without his connivanre if we did not

know his exclusiveness and his distaste for

mixing with the people.

The author devotes the greajgf'part of the

book to a description of the people and the

external aspect of the country that he passed
through in his two trips to Tipperah from
Calcutta and back. He has a good deal to say

about the customs of some of the people he

becomes acquainted with. He makes a dis-

covery of the debris of a Portuguese colony in

Tipperah that has become debased in morality

and sunk in superstition. Although there is

not much in the book that is instructive to the

serious student, the grace of diction and the

ease of style carry the reader pleasantly

through. It would be difficult to rescue such

a subject as he has chosen from dulncss wi-

thout his extraordinary commai.d of language.

We cannot promise more than a brief span of

life to the book. It will prove what is abun-

dantly clear to the readers of the Reis and
Rayyet that the author is an adept in English

composition. He is a lover of nature and he?'

paints scenes and situations with an artist’s

pencil.— TA? Hindu, November 7, 1887.
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this interesting book. We are justified

in so ly^^ming it,not on account of any lonianiic

adventures UtatXhe author has to relate, nor

of any very new discoveries in geogiaphy or

natural history. There is soinelliing parti-

cular as regards ethnology
; and a great deal

of human nature in the book, shown to the

rcailer with .a simplicity and candour which
bear testimony to its truth. Called from the

busy haunts of men in the city to dwell for a

time in Independent Tipperah as a judicious

adviser to its Chief, Doctor Mookeijee relates

his adventures during the several journiei to

and fro in that capacity, without revealing the

secrets of the State, like a good diplomatist.

He has adhered strictly to the advice which

he offers to his brethren of the Native Press,

and has written what he saw and knows,

without revealing all, considering what he
might properly say and what withhold

The above seems to be a cuiious passage

to be found in a book of travels, and appears

to have no connection with the subject. Put

It arises from a casual reference to a slaughter

house, and a writer who “ thundered weekly

against the outrage of locating shambles in

the immedi.ale vicinity of a Hindoo temple ”

where, in fact, no temple could be said to ex-

ist. Hence, the Doctor advises his fellow-

scrihes not to he Pharisees, righteous over-

much, but to look and be sure of their facts.

In the same spirit, he has written his b(jok.

He gives an account of his travels, which

seem often to have been voyages, upon the

wide-spreading rivers of Kastern Pengal which

in the rains become almost inland seas. On
these he philosophises on the nature of the

country and the people, making careful obser-

vation of his facts ;
and though he sometimes

fancies he knows better than his boatmen, and

more than suspects that they are getting the

better of him, he submits with a grace that

would have done credit to Socrates, and ac-

cepts the apparently inevitable in the interests

of peace. The Doctor is a close observer of

nature, animate and inanimate, with an eye

to the picturesque as well as to the sublime

anfl beautiful. And although there is a vein

of cynicism running through many of his ob-

servations, it is tempered by such evident

good nature, that even a stranger would con-

ceive him to be a laughter-loving rather than

a stern philosopher. This is evident in his

descriptions of his boatmen and others, while

he denounces the lawlessness which has made
the poor tishcrinen suspicious even of honest

intentions, because they have so long been the

helpless victims of marauders stronger than

themselves. Their only defence is flight or

dsccii, and the latter is their jastification as a

mode of self-protection. Wc are shown not

only the weakness of the people, but the shoit-

romings of the .adminisii ation that leave these

things possible

Tiie .iiilhor is impartial in his censiues

'riieie is much in the book lo which spa(

firbidj ns to refer. That it is not a prosy one

miy be gathered from the f.ict tlial, for its qoo

piges, th*re are nc.irly :is many index refer-

en ’es. Many of the subjects aie neccssanly

b it lightly tuMted, but all sensibly and fairly.

An I i)r, ".vlook'irjee is such a master of ihr

English language th.il in the whole bodkwt-

hav(» scarcely found ajihiase that might not

have been written by an Englishman “to the

manor born.” There is nothing in it at wdiich

any one could reasonably lake olTencc ;
and

there is much from which both Englishmen

and natives may loam gre.atly-nccded les-

sons.— The Indian Daily AW'.f, Nov. 22, 1SS7.

“TRAVELS IN RENOAL. Such is the

title of a most interesting little w’oik pnlj-

lishcd a short time ago. Its author is Lahii

Sambhu Chunder Mookerjee, the wclLknowii

Editor of the Reis and Rayyct, the most

original, cleverly-written and interesting jour-

nal in India. Ibibu Sambhu Chunder is one

of the veteran Indian writers in English. Ho
is the master of a most happy, racy pleasant

style, which you can ca-sily make out from

amongst the writings of a hundred dififerent

men. In nfcy humorous writing Babu Sain-

bhu Chunder has no rival among his Indian

contemporaries. He won his first laurels, we

believe, *l^y his writings in his own periodical,

the Afookerjads Alay^anine^ now iong-dcfunrt.

In this magazine articles of great learning and

excellence appeared, mostly from^the pen of

Babu Sambhu Chunder. He has written several

other booklets. His Causes of the Mutiny

j

Mr. Lord Canniny^ and the J/uomc
Tax; the Caieer of an Indian Princess., Her
lliji^hness the late Sciundra Ba^um of Bhopal

;

and the Prince in India and to India aic pub-
lications which attiacled consider.iblc notice.
His latest prodiirilon “Travels in Bengal” is

a w’ork of great merit. It is at once a most
faithful and inieiesting piAure tif natural
scenery and life in Beng.al, although Mr.
iMookerjee does not profess to write a picture of
Bengal ^fe and uses his pencil in its poiliailure
only in passing. The dedication is chaiac-
teiistic. [Extract.]

The “Travels” aie travels in East Bengal,
travels and voyages between Calcutta and
Indepedent Tcppeiah. VVe do not believe
many people in this side of India know that
there is such an independent State as 'I’ip-

perah. But nevertheless such a stale exists.

We will give heie a summary of its history in

the words of Mr. Modkeijee—He wiites [Ex-
tract.

"j
Mr. Mookerjee was Dewan of Independ-

ent Tipperah for some five years in all between
1877 and 1881. The travels are an account of
his voy.iges to and from 'fipperah.

Those who have travelled in Beng.al, parti-

cularly in its Eastern distiicts,which ate the dis-

tricts described in Mookerjee’s book, will bear
him out in his statement that Lower Bengal
is not st.ale, flat and unprofitable, that, on the
contrary, she is the beautifullcst countiy in

the world. She has no high mountains, but
she lias livers apparently as va.si as the

sea, lo make her scenery grand ami m.ajestic.

She has a hundred ri\er.s ever oveiflowing
with w.'itei-, thous.mds of transparent lakes,

covered with the lily and a hundred beautiful

watei'flowcrs, thousands of seas of ever-

waving paddy fields, thousands of clusteis of

bamboo and of great trees diessed in beautiful

creepers adorning the river banks, to make her
the loveliest (ountry in the world. Even a

Bengali needs to see and travel Bengal to

adecjuately know her thousand witching

charms. For a foreigner it is well nigh im-
possilile to get even an approxirn.ite idea of

wliat they are like from description, however
tiue and faithful. Let us hear what our author
has to say on the subject. Wc r ead [Extract.]

A paddy se.r is thus inimitably describ-

ed [Extract.]

We will quote a passage of another cha-

racter : - [Extract.]

We could cull many .such gems. But
space forbids it. We will, however, quote
some passages of another kind. Dur traveller’,

though old in years, is evidently young in

heart, for no one in the romantic, age of youth
could be more appreciative of female charms
than our travcllei*. In every other page you
find oiir author describing in terms of cn-

ihnsi.ism some rural girl or woman of beauty,

f I'Ati.icl.J In the nf \t page we find our tra-

veller’s attention [Extract.]

There is the desc 1 ijnion, physical and
moral, of a Cohmel, whidi wc cannot resist

the tfiuptation of lepioduritig, altlmiigh the

at tide h.is alicady exceeded the usual length.

[Extract,]
^

We h.ivo now gi\eti e.xti.uts enough to

show’ lh.it the little book of travels is most

delightful leading. It contains gr.ipluc des-

crqilions of natural scenery, f.rlthful poi traittuc

of men and manners, and liappy, good
humoured observations on them. There is

not an ill-naturefl or unkind word in the whole
I’look- it overflow s in every page with the milk
of human kindness. .Every observation

testifies to ihe author being a keen observer

of men and things, as an example of which we
ran mention the in'^tnutive and interesting

chaptcr'on the Native Christian.s of Boiiuguese

r’xtractym in Tippirah. Again, although the

book hies not pretend to deal with life in Ben-
gal, the glimpses of that life we find in it are

very considerable and pleas.ant. We will now
conclude by recommending the book lo all

who may wish to spend a few hours amidst

happy thoughts and pleasant pictures.—

.S. K. C.

---The Tribune., Nov. 26, 1887.

If wc have not before noticed Mr. Sambhu
C. Mookerjee’s Travels in Benyaf which was
published some months ago, it is not be-

cause the little book is either dull or pointless.

It contains, on the contrary, much interesting

matter, though some of the incidents aic over-

weighted with detail in what is feceiimisly
called a “little bDoklrt.” The author’s vitwv as
a rule is, by the way, facetious

: Jic is given
even to iiunniug

;
but he is also sentimental

in the highest degite—%a naked Whiteman”
hurts his susceplibiliiics

;
a Hindu girl, bathing

in life liver, throws him ijito an ecstasy of

delight: “she had such large languishing
eyes !” But he is noiliing if not philosopidi al,

and his reflections on this or that social and
political subject aie not without iheir moral.
Mr. .Sambhu C. Mookerjee w.is toimcrly
Minister to the “hast of the N.iwabs N.i/iru of

Bengal, Behar and (.)iis.sa” and aftci wauls
Minister of the Maharaja of Tipperah. He
is a man, tlieiefore, of experience, and when
he speaks his bietliren should listen to hii>i....

Travels in Bcnyal is a readable book, and
it abounds in anecdotes which aie often as
instructive as amusing, and it is not spoiled
by loo many political allusions, though, of

course, some few have crept in.— TV/c Pioneer,
Dec. 1887.

With oLir author, details about petty inci-

dents in his journeyings to and from hi?
zcinindari man.igemeiit ate only sermid in

importance to details as to the diflicnlty of
getting his v.iluable services dispensed with

w'hen he wanted leave fiom his cmployei.
He never foigrUs that he Is a firsttlass ( l.issical

Baboo, and a Brahman of high dcgiee, except

when he (onsiders that it is incumbent on his

character for iqth century oiiliglili*nment to

sneer at Hinduism, and e.sall his jxTsonal
pretensions at the expense of the old ndigion.

Sambhu C. Mookerjee’s book is valuable in a
vv.'iy, as showing the inordmaieneness of vanity,

and what the S'ankees call ‘high f.ilulin,’ at

which Baboodom can arrive, when not under
the supervision of super ior author ily, c. /,»., our
author’s budgerovv and cook-boat are iilways

referred lo as a “fleet.” In his preface he
refers complacently to “the mci'e ICnglish

reader.” At page 31 he ostentatiously laments
that he cannot run away from Couit, becau.se

he would do so “at the risk of causing some-
thing of an interregnum, so to say.” In a
simil.’ir key the record of vainglorioiisne.ss is

carried on all through the book.

“ It was with the odour of New Year's Day
festivities still on me,” says the Baboo, “ilmt
I proceeded to iny work in the f.ir ICast.”

Somehow, this odour docs not seem to have
recommended itself to his fellow-travellers.

On board the steamer going lo Dacca, for

instance, the Baboo met a Biitish Colonel with

a pretty wife.” Refei’enre to this epi^jode is

made on the fith page of the book. On the
qth page we arc iniioduced to “a couple of
line healthy gills, with well piopoi tinned,

nimble limbs * * + sitting at the cflge

of the wain, elaboiately scrubbing and towel-

ling their pel sons, and helping lo clean one
another.” And so r>n. About 9 o’clock that

same morning th^B.'iboo “ cle.uied the cooking
utensils and pl.ilcs lu llie s.inds of the beach
and at night the boatmen on board Ihe bud-
gerow sang without asking the Baboo’s pei-

misi.ion, althciu;;li, ‘-.avs he naively, “
I .ain

known to be r.omeiiody: ’

Heie is .1 quot.'ition di\('e omnc'\. It

refers to the ILajah’s dilatoiincss in giving our
am hen* Ids coni^c.

“ Thus from day to day, finally fiom morn to

noon, fi’om noon to dewy eva and again tfic

following inoinmg, fiom an |miable main lily

to make up the miiul- a geneious indisposition

to part ! Far from unpleasant is this dilly

d.dly, where theie li no urgency, no peiTiuptory
(.'ill lo promptitude. British emi)loyes knovv

not this “ imhoiiglu glace of life.” (iThey will

probably not ?ippreciate it. 'I'hcy have not

ibc happiness of serving men, but are mere
parts of .1 machine. It c sftrve flesh and blood

The position of officials in Native States has
its disadvantages

;
many enough lobe sine;

but it IS not without .implc ciTmpensalion.s, and
this is one of them.’’

Is it possible for the men of the East aiul

the men of the West to he .s> inpatliclic in

idea? Be that as it may, unless the author

of Justice Onocool Chunder Mookoijee's
Memoirs adventufts again into litcraune, we
do not think that a sillier book than .Sambim
C. Mookerjec’s Tiavels is lil^cly to appear for

a long while.— I'he Calcutta Review.
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INFALLIBLE SPECIFIC FOR

LEUCORRHa
A week’s use of this medicine not only cures

Leucorrhoe\—the characteristic white, green

and bloody discharge-~but also removes the

concomitant intense laenstrual pains, and all

the various complaints and symptoms inci-

dental to menstrual difficulties and green Sick-

ness, and prepares the system for conception.

Price : for a week’s consumption, Rs. 2,

packing and postage 4 annas.

There are capital medicines besides—for

piles, all the 20 kinds of flux—-such as sper-

matorrhoea, diabetes, &c.—diarrhoea, rheu-

matism, puerperal complaints, cataract of

the eye, nacra, asthma, &c.

“I have known Babu Rajendra Nath Ghoshal

kubiraj for upwards of 15 years, and I can bear

ample testimony to the wonderful efficacy of

his medicine in the treatment ofdiseases of the

womb. While Assistant Surgeon of Monghyr
and subsequently, I have known him to cure

the most obstinate cases of uterine Leucorr-

hoea and other uterine derangements, organic

Sind functional. I can safely call his medicine

the Specific for Leucorrhoea and painful

menstruation. Ladies who have been subject

to these diseases for years and were barren

have been cured and borne children.

Womesh Chunder Roy, L. M. S., Medical

Practitioner, Bhagalpur. 30th October, 1SS6.”

Apply to

R.AJENORANATH GI10.5AL, Kabiraj,

Topkhana Bazar.

Mongijvr.

J. f'ARBSTEIN & Son,
HAIBOBESSEBS AND FEBFUMEBS,

12^ Esplaiiade Easf^

By Special Appointment to If. E. Sir James

Fergussos and the Rt. Hon. Lord Reay,

Governors of Bombay,

Have just opened Hair Dressing .Saloons

for Ladies, Gentlemen and Child ' Hair-

cutting As. 8 ; Shampooing As. 4,Cohaving
As. 4. Wigs, Beards, Whiskers and Mous-
taches, also Theatrical Sundri*is for the make
up, ToiletRequisiles for Ladies and Gcmlernon,
always in slock

;
chc(tp>'r than in any other

House in Calcutta. A Trial Order solicited.

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

H0M(E0PATfllC PHARMACY,
j

THK

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSARYIN A SIA

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN
INDEPENDENT H0M(E0PATflY

and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.
Besides the old Remedies, all the New Re-

metlies and the latest additions procured from

the best liuropean and American sources, and

kept in stock.

Medicines in wooden boxes and leather

cases, requisites of all kinds supplied, and

Prescriptions dispensed at the shortest notice.

The largest Stock of Homceopathic literature

kept

Rivers Steam Navigation Go.

“Limited.^

ASSAM LINE NOTICE.
The Steamers of the Company will run from

Calcutta and Goalundo to Assam and back.

The Steamer “SCINDE” will leave Cal-

cutta for Assam on Tuesday, the 31st Instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’a
Godowns at Jaggannath Ghat until Monday,
the.3oth idem.

fhe Steamer “MARGHERITA” will leave

Goalundo for Assam on Thursday, the 2nd
proximo.

Intending passengers should leave here by
train on the night previous,

Dhubri & Debrooghur Mail Service.

Through Booking to andfrom Assam.

The Despatch Steamers of this Service

leave Dhubri daily on the arrival of the Mails
from Calcutta, and proceed to Debrooghur,
stopping at all intermediate stations and
Mookhs.
On and from 1st January 1888, I’assengers

Goods and Parcels
( packages not to exceed

one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4 feel by 4 feet

in measurement ) may be booked through to

and from Calcutta and all stations on the

Eastern Bengal State Railway and connected
Railways, and the following Steamer Stations
of this Company, Dhubri, Coalpara,
Gauhali, Mungledye, Tezpoie, Silghaui for

Koliabar, Dunsiri Mookh, Niggiting, Kookee-
la Mookh, Desang Mookh and Debi viogluir.

Packages booked as pa/cels will be forward-
ed by rail along with the Mails. Freight on

Orders received for supplying English
j

Perishable articles must be prepai

American and foreign Journals.

BERIGNY & CO.
12, Lai Bazaar^ Calcutta.

KALLYPUDDO DASS,
JEWELLER WATCH AND CLOCK MAKER.

14S', R.adhabazar, Calcutta.
Cheap Gold and Silver Kothcrham’.s Watches

;

Watches of other Makers, both English and
Geneva

; Gold and Silver Chains
; Earrjnij.s,

Wediliiig-riiigs, Mrmemo-rings; Diamond, Em-
erald, Kuhy ring:-,; Tiger claw and other Jeucl-
lery of the newest fashion. Gold guaranteed
crenuinc.

Oitier.s, with romiit.anre, promptly .attendeLl to.

S T A

.

ACCUMULATED FliNDS

ANNUAL PtEVENUE

Bonus distributed to As'surers

THE

N j) A R I)

,Sfi,450,000

£880,000

£3,500,000

LI#K ASSURANCE COMPANY.
ESTABLISHED 1825.

~
His Grace the Duke of Buccleuoh and Queensberry, K. X.

N
.ATIVE'GENTLE.MEN wili find this Institution of gre.at service, useful for Ini>cstment,

Fimily Proviuen^ Sdf-Endowmentfor old age^ and Protection to Partners or Creditors.

SECURITY. Security is the first point to be considered by Assurers, and no Life Office

can surpass the STANDARD in this respect.

THE RATES OF PREMIUM—Will be found moderate, and the conditions of a

Standard Life Policy are most liberal in every way.

Copies of the last Report, Prospectuses, Forms of Application, and all information regarding
the Company’s Retirement Scheme (which requires no medical examination, and the
siibscriotion for which when c ommenced at young ages, is very small), the Endowment

Scheme,&c.,&c., may be gbtained on application to any of the Company’s Agents in India.

CALCUTTA BRANCH :

27, Dalhousie Square.

GEO. L. KEMP,
Secretary.

Goalundo and Debrooghur Dk.spatch
Service.

ThrougJl^ooking (0 andfrom Assam.
Special fast single-handed Steameis, which

have been specially built for the Assam Trade,
carrying passengers and coolies between
Goalundo and Deb^ughur, will leave Goalundo
bi-weekly on Thursdays and Sundays, caJling
at all intermediate stations and Debrughur on
Saturdays and Tuesdays.
'Through bills of lading will he granted for

goods and parcels on pre-en ration of rail re-
ceipt or payment offreight. Packages not to
exceed ten hundred weight or 8 feet by 4 feet
by 4 feet in measurement.

Particulars as to freight. and passage to be
had from

' MACNEILL & CO.,

Agents.
1-2 Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.
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SEBASTIAN.

A TALE OF THE PORTUGUESE IN INDIA,

[Continuedfrom P, j8.]

Canto II.

8

The Southern breeze is fair and strong

To waft the hostile fleet along.

The anchor’s up, the sails unfurled,

And just upon the Eastern world

The radiant dawn of day is breaking,

And rosy light and life awaking.

And is it thus, when all around

Breathes peace in every sign and sound,

When from the wood soft cooes the dove

And Heaven’s smi^ is bright above.

When ocean murmurs with delight

And crisps in beidtfMt the sight,

That man can go in warfare forth,

To desolate the peaceful earth,

Or stain the azure of the flood,

With streams of fratricidal blood ?

Alas I for man, whose lust and pride

With ruin still go side by side,

And there where nature smiles in bloom,

Spread wars with horrors and its gloom.

Who leaneth o’er the vessel’s side.

Intent upon the rolling tide ?

’Tis dusky eve, and in the bark

No eye the Chieftain’s brow may mark,

He muses on the field of fame

And kindles at glorious name,

Which bright tradition brings.

Of warrior chiefs and hero kings,

Nor are his countrymen forgot

Who battled on the very spot,

Pacheco, whose great deeds and wrong

Still Hve in Camoen’s lofty song j

Young Almeyda, the good and brave.

Who fought the Pagan on the wave.

And found a Hero’s gong grave,

The father who revenged the son,

And rich Egyptian trophies won,

What time o’er Dabul’s princely towers

He poured in rage his iron showers,

And smote the turbaned Turk whose fire

H}d childless made the hoary sire.

He mused on all—when Lusian arms

First Eastward spread their fierce alarms.

And Gama in his new found world

The Lusitanian flag unfurled.

Sebastian lifts his eye above,

y\i greets the silver star of love.

And as he gazes on that star

His musings turn to Guldnar.

Most lovely is the planet’s light

And dimly beautiful the night

—

A night whose stilly aspect seems

For quiet thoughts and pleasant dreams.

And are they to Sebastian given

Like welcome gleams of peaceful heaven ?

Ah no ! ah no 1 his thoughts are drear

And desperate with hope and fear,

All gloomy as the tempest cloud

Whose depths the lightning’s rage enshroud.

But hark 1 at once the pleasant chime

Of sweet guitar and choral song,

Made lovely by the place and time,

And borne on ocean breeze along,

Like music of another sphere

The voice so full, the tone so clear.

Song.

Over the sea, over the sea,

In sunshine and in storm ride we,

No track above, no track below,

On, like a white winged bird, we go.

Undaunted boys, undaunted boys,

it.

Over the sea, over the sea,

When wave and wind are rough, sail we :

Our arms are strong, our hearts arc bold,

And on we go in quest of gold.

Undaunted boys, undaunted boys,

iii.

Over thejsca, over the sea, •

With Orient gems and wealth come we :

And eyes that speak, and hearts that burn *

Await once more our glad return, .

Our j}lcdges boys, our pledges boy% J|

II

Another and another lay,

Sebastian hears nor turns away,

For quick his ardent soul has caught

The spirit of his comrade’s thought,

And in the gayness of the hour.

And by sweet music’s spell-like power
’

He finds his burdened heart grow lighter,
*

And hope the syren, smile the brighter,

Oh well the Lusian loveth song,'

And even doth the sweet g\iitar

Beguile his woe and soothe his Wrong,

And banish bitter thoughts a/aV.

^Hkseribors in the country an nquosUd to tomii fyfosM money order if possible, as tk^ safest and most ebnvSmeni

medium particulafly as it ensures acknaw^lfdgment through the Department No otper receipt mill by

givifh any other being itHttoeestary and likely to emtse confusion
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In the deep quiet of the ni^ht

Is gained the destined shore,

And by the moon’s scarce welcome light

Is seen many an anchored prorc

On traffic bound, they pass these by

And steer to where no strangers lie.

All silently tVey moor each bark,

And well the shore’s appCcaranceSnark,

Lost unseen strangers mar their plan

And spoil a work so well begun.

No time for rest or idle thought.

The conquest must at once be sought,

Ere break of day prcpaie the foe

To guaul against the coming blow.

The men are armed, the boats all manned

And rowing to the .silent strand,

Where nought disturbs the quiet save

The measured breaking of the wave.

All voicelessly with muffled oar

Expectant eye, suspended breath

As nerving for the work of death

They tow towards the woody shore.

Another effort—now they land—

Sebastian foremost of the band,

Known by that nameless mien and look

Which shows him greater than his kind.

As though his form and feature-s took

The hue and impress of his mind.

U

Two hundred men are on that beach,

And daring is the soul of each.

The spiiit of their fathers—those

Who stood against unnumbered foes

In burning Asia and Afrique,

Who dared in unknown climates seek

Newer delights and newer glory,

To gild the page of coming story -

Is in their heart.s, and nerves each hand

Among that fierce and dcMiperate band.

<4

“ Comrades, look to your weapons well.

So sword and carabine may tell- -

The heretics must fool to-night

The ficrrest horrois of the light,

Must learn to dr* ad our arts and arms.

And feel a vanrjuished toe’s alarms.

1 know your hearts and tliat you need

No urging to a v.arioiis deed.

Be .'MbuqueHjue our ifattle cry,

And woe to every foeman nigh.

Now, by the tlashing of your eyes,

And by the blood I sec arise,

I know what vengeance ye will lake

Kor rooted wrongs and freedom’s sake.

But comrades brave, bear well in mind,

We makciio war on woman-kind.

By Ileavcm ! this right hand shall slay

Who hurls a woman in the fray.”

*5

Wivliin the fort .scarce sl^rs a sound.

The watchmen walk their measured round.

Unmet by aity warring sign

Of coming ill or daik design.

Old Yusuff.halh Ids pillow prest,

And each stout guard has sunk to rest,

That scarce an eye or ear’s awake

To mark the coining tempest break,

qdie moon is up and riding high,

Jfui dun thick clouds obscure the sky,

'I'll at faint and misty is her light,

And only at brief moments bri^t,

As though her soft and peaceful ray

Disdained to light the midnight fray.

The sentinel Is at his post,

Nor dreams he of the coming host
;

Still measures he his wonted space

With steady and unbroken pace.

But now he halts, his ear hath caught

Strange noises by the night wind brought.

’Tis but the rustling of the trees

Stirred by the risifig Southern breeze,

But bark 1 again that sound is heard,

And more distinctly than before.

And yet no tree, no leaf is stirred,

’Tis perhaps the tide upon the shore.

But now he marks the sound again.

It nears, it is the tread of men :

The matchlock speaks the quick alarm

And spreads the signal sound to arm.

News and Comments.

Onf: Stephens, a clerk, Madras Harbour Trust, ii esf. He was a

prominent member of the local Salvation Army, and is charged with

embezzling several thousand rupees of the Trust. Will Stephens have

mM/ We hope the Calcutta Port Trust entertains no Stephenses.

#
• •

Mr. G. A. Grierson has won an honorarium of Rs. 3,000 for his

“Grammar of the Languages of Behar” and “Glossary of Agricul-

tural Terms in use in Behar.” Mr. Grierson belongs to the Heaven-

born Service.

• •

Prince Henry of Orleans will assuredly carry lively remembrance of

bis travels in Lahore and of keen appreciation of British justice in

India. While in that capital, the Prince was relieved of a travelling

portmanteau. The Lahore Magistrate, Mr. Kennedy, at once sent the

delinquent—a Bengali—to two years’ rigorous imprisonment, and three

months’ solitary confinement, besides ordering fifty rupees fine. We are

not told whether the fine was meant for any compensation for the

rude behaviour to the Prince.

• *

The new Principal of the Oriental College, Lahore, is Dr. Aurcl

.Stein, a Hungarian again. He was highly recommended for the post

by Dr. Rost and Professor Roth as a distinguished Sanskrit, Persian

and Pelvi scholar.

*
* *

His Excellency M.iharaja Bir Bluimshcrc, the Prime Minister and

rfc /ih/a ruler of Nepal, arrived at this capital on Monday and had

a reception at Government House on Wednesday. At the interview,

the I’rime Minister presented his credentials accompanied by a num-

ber of gifts, such as mwsk, bead necklaces, yaks’ tails, tS:c.

• #

The Jam of Lus Bcyla died on the 23rd January.—Press Commissioner.

* •

The Countess of Dufferin paid .1 visit to the High Court on Wednes-

day. Her ladyship was present only a few minutes at th^ Chief

Justice’s Court, but interested herself for two hours at the’^essions.

She was accommodated with a scat on the Bench by the side of Mr

Justice Travclyan.

The Sessions which commenced on Monday week closed last Thurs-

day. There was no Special Jury case, but* a number of gentlemen

had been warf:ned to be in readiness for 6 mortal weeks to be present

whenever an atfvertiseincnt to that effect might appear. Could not

this stvUlc of suspense be avoided ?

if.

* *

The Egyptian Budget of the coming year is noticeable in that it

shews a surplus -of ^24,000. The revenue of the year is given at

£%6oOyOoo.

HI

« ^ t

The Mai! brings the intelligence that a band of Montenegrin raiders,

under the command of a Russian ex-Captain Nabakoff—a noted or-

ganiser of pan-Slavist disturbances-^ crossed over to Bulgaria and

landed from a Greek ship. Their object, it is stated, was to seize the
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port of B^ourgas into which Slav adventurers from Odessa would have

been throwm, and^thus possibly to force a civil war on Bulgaria. A
detachment of Bulgarian troops, however, was ready to receive them.

The raiders and the leader were killed, only twenty escaping back

into Turkey.

• «

There was a midnight fire at the Crawford Market, Bombay.

No loss of life is reported, but the damages are stated at Rs. 95,000.

» * •

There was a severe shock of earthquake at Quetta on the 24th

January, preceded by a snow-storm of 30 hours’ duration, covering

the entire country from Hurnai to the Khawja Norman Range.

—Murreehas had a heavy fiill of snow, intenupting the telegraphic

communication.
«

* *

The demarcation of the Afghan boundary to the Oxus is finished, the

last pillats having been built on the 19th insunt.— Press Commissioner.
•

• •

We have received the following telegram from Cuttack :

—

A public meeting was held yesterday (January 29th) at 4 P. M., to

give a public reception to the two delegates to the last Congress,

namely, Babus Cx. S. Roy and M. S. Das. It was a grand and enthu-

siastic meeting of nearly 500 persons, the Priming Company’s hall

and verandah were full and many men could liave no access from

want of space. The Oryas, Mahomedans, Bengalis, Madrasis, Marwaiis

attended largely. Babu Kali Pada Baneijee presided. The Piesident

congratulated and thanked the delegates. The delegates explained

at great length the proceedings of the last Congress, making reference

to Sir Syed Ahmed’s speech and exhorted the people to agitate all

over the country in a manner becoming a nation loyal to British rule

and grateful to the Englisli nation, receiving rather forbearingly than

giving offence, and to raise funds for agitation in England. The meet-

ing expressed full sympathy with the doings of the Congress.

•
• *

Pursuant to a telegram from the Commissioner of Peshawur, two

“Circassians” have been .\i tested at Lahore, on suspicion of being

Russian spies.

* •

WE read :
—

“ Russia has been having trouble with its Universities and at present

.all the Universities in Russia proper, excepting Kieff, are closed and

occupied by policemen instead of students. The disiiubance spread

with rapidity from Odessa to Charkoff and St. Petersburg, embracing

all the institutions for higher education in those towns besides the

Universities. Everywhere the cause was the same; protests against

the restrictive lilies now in foice being met by aiiesis, stionger pro-

tests, and finally by wholesale arrests. The Russian Universities arc

indeed in a bail w.iy just now. Foiiiulcd only in the last half of the

eighteenth ceiKiiiy, they were almost siippiesscd by Nicholas, then

petted for a brief season by Alcxaiuler II, only to be again bullied

afterwards, a treatment which in the present Czar’s reign has been

still further develcped. It i.s indeed dillicull to reconcile higher educa-

tion and the aspirations it breeds with the existing m(imc in Russia.

The Universities are not revolutionary. The pimtests arc only the

protests of education against a police supervision and a sy.stem of

petty espiunage. But the stiidcMits who are driven into the stieets

become the recruiting ground for Nihilism and Revolution,”

Alas for Russia I

The French Chandler of Deputies have for the third time elected

M. Floquet as (heir l^resiilent

THE*Pope is the owner of one of the largest cellars, containing, for one

beverage, 50,000 bottles of champagne, made up of presents from pious

or penitent Catholics throughout the world. A queer offering to a

great Imaam or Mohunt ! the Moslem, the Buddhist, the Vaisnav and

Hindu will fancy. But they know not the part that wine plays in

European salvation. The priest’s mantra can change wine into the

blood of God as his son Jesus, and the only difference of opinion is

as to whether it really becomes actual blood or spiritual or symbolic

blood. The Jewish Scriptures, on which both Christiaflitji and Ma-

hornedanism were founded, are partial to wine. So our Vedas too.

The recent Tantrik reaction also revels in insbrialing drink and all

sorts of sottishness. Islam has disCviuraged it, no doubt, but with

half a heart. At any rate, Jit promises abundance in Paradise, with its

charm increased a hundredfold in the company of the loveliest

houries, Bufidhism and Hinduism in general are uncompromising

#
« *

f

A CARVED ivory chair, composed of 25 elephant tusks, which was being

made for the King of Burma, was completed after the annexation,

and purchased by a gentleman of Jlangoon. It has been sent to the

Imperial Institute, London. These ivory chairs are no less beautiful

than costly. There are some fine ones at Moorshedabad and at

Agartala.

• «

The long lost Jlwiinc; Kan has tunied uj) in J.ipan—Hwang Kan’s

Confuci.iii Analects with all the ancient commentators’ noAs. It is

1,200 ygars old, and was missing in China for the Idbt 700 or 800 years.

The Chinese Minister in Japandias been ordered to borrow the copy for

a careful copy thereof. An equally interesting discovery is reported

neater home. Mr. Atkinson in his parting presidential address at the

Asiatic Society thus speaks of it

“Onr Associate Member, Babu Sarat Chandra Das, is bringing out

for the Society a hitherto unpublished woik by the poet Kshememdra,
entitled Avadatia Kalpalatu^ of which we have the complete Sanskrit

.with an interlinear Tibetan version in a manuscript recently acquiied

from Tibet. It is intended to fuiblish the Sanskrit and Tibetan te.xts

in parallel columns, and tlic first fasciculus is in llie press. The
manuscript is in verse and was translated into Tibetan by Lochchhava
Shonton Doije and the Indian Pandit Lakshmikara at the Vihara of

Gedr.in Shide in Manyul under the orders of Poiichhcn .Shaky.i

Ssaiipo, luler of Tibet, in 1279 A. D. The blocks from which the print

used was taken were engraved by the direction of the Dolal Lama
Nagwati Lossan in 1645 A. D. The woik consists of 108 pallavas, of

which 107 were written by Ksheiriendra and one by his son Somendra.
The copies liilherlo procured and now deposited in our library and •

that of the Cambridge University are imperfect, containing only the

second part of the work, and a fragment of the first, so that the

publication of this Sanskrit ami Tebilan version of the entire poem will

restore to India a portion of a valuable Buddhistic work that has been
lost to it for some eight hundred years. Kshemendra is said to have
been the court poet of Ananta, K.aja of Kashmir, and undertook the

work at the instance of Ills Buddhist friend Nakka. It is a veritable

store-house of the legends as to Buddha’s life and acts according to the

Mahayaiin school of Northern Buddhism, ;ind is writlcii in a simple

elegant style, quite free from the turgid verbosity and tedious repetition,

usually cliaiactcrislic of Buddhist .Sanskrit works. The arrangement
of the original and Tibetan version in parallel columns should give an
impetus to the study of classical Tibetan and afford an acciiiate basis

for further research.”

The Convocation of the Bombay University, held on the lyih ultimo,

was .signalised by the admission of a Hindu lady to the degree of

Bachelor of Arts. Or should we not i.iiher say Spinster of Arts ?

« «

There: will be prospecting for gold in the Khassia and Jaintia Hills.

The Assam Government has given perinission to an English capitalist

for the purpose.

• *

A iJRANCil of the Bank of Madras has been sanctioned at the town

of Mysoic.

• •

Last month, the visitors to the Indian Museum numbered—natives

39,017 males and 13,076 females and Europeans 1,444 males and 439

females, the daily average attendance being 2,342.

• «

I iF.kK is a revelation of the highest Court of Judicature in Mysore.

Chief Judge Plumcr, with him Mr. Justice Ramachendrier, in dclivcr-

ing judgment in the case of Hooiidi KiFstnama Chary vs. A Ananda

Row, made the following lemaiks : •

“ Considering the facts that have come to our knowledge on pernsing

the record we fi*el it onr ilnly to make a few observations in regard to

the iiatifre of llie agrt-ements proved Ijy the defendant. It was with
astonishment and pain that we read the evidence of the defendant and
of the advocates that were examined a^ witnesses in this ca^e. It

would api)tMr from llie evidence tli.it the plaintiff, a money- lender,

found no difficLiIiy in peisu.iiling a few of llie advocates in Mysore to

becoming his debtors, on tlie conditions tli.it they slnAjld conduct all

ills c.ases without pieviously demanding their fees
; that they .should

l»e paifi whatever might be deciced by the Courls\ and that they
should claim no icMiiimeratioii frir work if the decree Jid not award it.

I Pthis evidence w.as not before us we should not for a moment have
im.agined tliat any Advoc.ite in the Province would have l)eeM gtiilly of
such unpiofi'ssioiial and disgraceful conduct. We hope and we trust

tliat this foims an exception to the i iiP\ .Such agreements are wholly
deiogatoiy to the dignity of the Bar. \^4c trust that the Ob?crvations

we have made will put a stop once and for all to such objectionable
agreement 1 being made. We should feel it our. duly to take very

serious notice of their repetition.”

We have no superstitious hoiror of champerty, but this is a form of it

which ought by all means to be discouraged. We be*lieve it is not un-

known in British Indi.a. There is no need to be indignant over-much.

Even in England, within this century, certain judges were used to be

paid after the fashion of these Mysore lawyers.

%
# #

An unlettered Mussulm.an butcher has been elected in the late

municipal election at Rampore Beauleah, to the great disgust of the
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Other Commissioners who meUilatctl resi;;;nin<; in a hotly. Wc arc

glad to notice signs of wiser counsels having prevailed. A similar

eleclion has taken place at Santipoie.

*

• «

M. M.xnks, Governor of Pondicherry, goes in the same capacity to

Reimion, at the cn^ of the month. M. Nonet from Now Caledonia

comes to Pondicherry.

NotI'S and Leaderettes.

Our readers attctiding the Investiture this day will please acquaint

themselves with the Mditary Secretary to the Viceroy’s notilication

published clscwlifie. I'hey aie reminded to take the routes to ih^

Government House indicated, and to be at their seats before it-45

when the gat«'s will be closed against carri.ages.

The Petroleum Pill has been referred to Select Committee.

The I’ctroleum Pill has had its immediate effect—on the consumers.

At Pombay, the ])iice at (mce lose fiom Rs. 5-S to Rs. 9, for a case of

the best oil. Lresh taxation being required, Government could not

choose a more appropriate article for duty. It is vain to expect that

kcrosine will be driven out of the maiket, but the less it is consumed

the belter for the health and lives of the people.

The Calcutta uuuiicip.al Pill or the Constitution portion was taken up

in the Pengal Council last .S.iturday. Dr. Gurudas Banerjec objected to

the inclusion of the .Suburbs into the town for municipal purposes.

He was afraid tlie taxes in the Suburbs would be trebly raised, thus

driving the poor to nnhcalthicr bustces beyond the new municipal

area. A large jurisdiction itself, the learned Doctor thought, was

hindrance to proper and eftkiciU administration. Lawyer as he is, he

rested his final point on separate magisterial jurisdictions in the same

municipality. The Hon’ble Rally Nath Mittersaid lie was “pledged to

support the amalgamation.” Does he mean that he owes his ele-

vation to his adhesion to the Pdl ? Dr. Sircar supported Dr. Banerjec,

for be could not be a party to any extension of the Drainage

System with its train of typhoidal fevers. Wc believe the Bill is

not imperative on this point.

The expansion of municipal Calcutta is a foregone conclusion.

Government are already decided upon it. They have agreed to bear

the entire cost of the Calcutta Police, thus setting free the Police rate

for improvement of the Suburbs. The aincndmciu was, of course, lost,
i

Other amendments will be taken up to-day.

At Hyderabad, while in transit by post, certain examination papers,

notifying the results, have been tampered with.

NakMN Sinha and Thakuv I’eisli.id are being crimmally prosecuted

at Benares for attempting io obtain ccriilicalcs of proficiency in the

Middle Class Lxaminauon at wliieli they did not a[»pear.
|

•

A (iRE/M’ER Kxaininalion scandal is being cn{]uiied into at Lahore.

Having r.iised a host of ei editors against hnnst lf and been found out

in Bengal, Mr. Frederic dc Hochepieil Larpeiil was (luictly sent away

to the Pnnjab~-to a wider field of usefulness to himself. At Lahore,

he holds the /official post of T'teputy Accountant-General and also

managed to h& pitchforked into the olhcc of Registrar of the local

University. He found the new University a veiy convenient place

for hi's practices, and made them paying too. He is understood to

have held out hopes of passing candidates for the University

examinations on payment ftf premiums. He iieltecl a latgc sum

that way. He could not, however, keep to his contract. Many

of the plucked 'demanded refund of the moneys paid and re-

ceived, and in some cases repayments weic made and the

balance made up in notes of hand to third parties. There was

an outcry, but it was confined to natives, and the Registrar hadjriends.

The sturdy local Tribune cried itself hoarse for an cnquiiy. A

committee was at last obtained an<l it reported against the Registrar,

but after the retirement of Sir Charles Aitchison, there was an evident

reaction among the University authorities. There was an attempt

10 hush up the inconvenient disclosures, and for some time it

appeared that Mr. Larpent was to be let alone. But the Press was

not silenced, and the Tnlntnc was a host in itself. Government at last

awoke to the gravity of the scandal, and a Commission under Act

XXXVII of 1850, composed of Messrs. F. E. Elliot, District and

Sessions Judge, Allahabad, and C. K. C. Kicrnaiider, Deputy Audi-

tor-General, Bomliay, are at the present moment silting at Laliore.

The charges against Mr. Laipeiit have been reduced to three items,

namely, of receiving a bribe of Rs. 1,570 from Ram Saran Das to

pass liim as^a Licentiate of Law, of employing Gunda Singh for inducing

candidates to come to terins with Mr. Larpent for successful results of

the examination, and of letting out examination questions befoiehand.

Before the charges were read to him, Mr. Larpent desired the Com-

mission to investigate them in camera^ that he might' not be

prejudiced in his defence by public.ition of the evidence. Not an

unreasonable application, though novel. The Court, however, ruled

against him. Mr. E. W. Parker opened the case, and witnesses arc

being examined. By the time this issue reaches Lahore, the pro-

secution will have closed.

Mr. Pi RIE Duff, formerly of this city as Senior partner of the well-

known firm of M.ackcnzie Lyall & Co., who, having retired, had sought

the honor of a seat in Parliament at the hands of a Scotch constituency,

is coining to Calcutta again.

Sir Auckland Colvin is not likely to have an easy time of it in

his new career. Nature is against- him. At his very entrance into

office, he is confronted by the apparition of a wide-spread food distress.

In consequence of the sudden cessation of the periodical rains, the

Rubbee crops were ruined. Tlie prices are steadily rising. Already,

they have reached a pinching point. Where in 1887 one purchased

21 seers for a Rupee, you get only 17 seers. Wheat, which sold last

year at 16 seers a Rupee, is now 12 seers. The disproportion is still

more striking in the other staples. The coarser rice is being sold at

10 seers in place of 15 seers in 1887. For 26 ‘scers of grain for a

Rupee It is 17 seers. Barley, 26 seers last year, is now 15 seers.

All this means deep distress throughout a vast population in the

finest part of India. It will t.ix all the administrative capacity of the

Lieutenant-Governor and all the resources at his disposal to meet

the growing disaster.

Commercial csiimalcs are not more reliable than Finance Ministerial

forecasts. If the out-turn of a single valuable and limited produce

like Cinchona within a limited area' like the cultivation in a compact is-

land like Ceylon, for instance, cannot be calculated within a rcspecl-

aljlc maigin of ceilitude, how futile must be speculations on the es-

timates m icgaid to other atlicles of agriculture and coiumercc dis-

tiibuled between different parts of the globe I what must be the

value of trade leturns in general I The recognised experts put do,wn

Cinehona ciop for 1884-85 fur 8/i million lbs. The real jicld was

1
1
,7tj<),ooo lbs. The calculation for the next year was still discre-

dited by the result. The estimate for 1885-86 was 9 million lbs.,

tlie a< tual yield was by 100,uoo lbs. less than 15)2 million lbs. It may

be supptjscd tliat llie experts would now take exceptional care to secaue

a' cuiacy. But see the result ! They estimated the crop of 1^86-87

at 1 1 million lbs. But the same year the export ran up to 14,400,000

lbs 1 One would think that at last in mere shame the figurative

gentlemen would sliut up shop. But no—they are at it still,^and have

announced their estimate of the present crop at 9^*2 million lbs. N(nv

who so poor to do llieni reverence again ? Who so base as to believe

in tlieir dark foieboding in the face of the stiiking expansion of the

cultivation? There seems a determined effort to underestimate

among the prophets.

Hope says

“ We often forget that a great part of the contempt we receive from

foreigners is deserved. A nation, some of whose best educated men
have lost all sciibc of nationality, some of whose most prominent men
arc the merest sycophants and self-seekers, whose ablest men have

not yei been able to show any evidence of the originalil5Hhat conquers

the world—such a nation can never gain the respect of a people with

whom despite all their faults, nationality is the strongest sentiment,

whose originality is their trump card, and who by tfieir enterpiise and
courage have conqueted half the world. This is a point on which a

great deal might be said, and we shall take it up in another issue. In*

the meaniiinc we must point out in support of what we say that the
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Bengalis, being the worst sinners in the respects noted just now, are, of

all Indiai^,(aces, the most despised by Englishmen.”

We cordially co^^nr with our contemporary, except in his concluding

assertion. We must beg leave to correct tlic editor where he sa>-. that

the Bengalis are the worst sinners in the toadying line. They aie not.

There are—and all the more shame tons as Indians—as great wretches

of the kind in other paits of India as in Jiengal. So far as wc ate able

to judge, the Bengalis are stouter of heart and more self-respecting

than the Indians of any other race or Province in the Empire. The

point has more than a sentimental interest, and we would like to have

the opinion of competent observers.

The AmMt Bazar a heart-rending case of tyranny

by a District Superintendent of Police exercised over a subordinate

native officer, the details of which first appeared in l/opf. We hope

ihCTe is such a thing as Goverument in the land to do justice in the

matter. Speedy interference might be the means of saving a fellow-

creature, if not a brother—for the victim is a Baboo after all.

j

The Amrita Bazar Patrika has taken to Nomenology. There is no end

to the vagaries of nomenclature. As usual, the anomalies of neighbours

strike our acute brother, but the anomaly of self escapes even his

keenness. Says he

—

“ The names which newspapers adopt for themselves must be a

curious study, Reis and Rayyct is a paper neither for the one nor for

the other, but the educated classes. Tlie is in charge of one

who had gone to England and come back perfectly un-Bengalized.

The Hindu talks of un- Hindu reforms. The Muslim Herald is con-

ducted by a European. The MaluiratU does mjt talk of Balaji or the

battle of Maharajpore, but of technical education and import duties.

The Kny^lhhman is such an Englishman that he hates representative

councils, and the Pioneer is such a Pioneer that any slight advance on

the part of India towards political reform subjects him to St. Vitus’s

dance.”

And the Amritabazart The Sphinx will be puzzled to solve the

riddle of the name ? There is no such place in Calcnlla or near it,

and the greatest of Minute Geographers could not guess its situation.

Shall we say the Patrika is a mighty Griffin from the Land of Pratap-

aditya, whose mission seems to be to oulGriffiii the Griffins and

swallow all the Bears and Bugbears in the Empire? In fact, we are

all in the same boat*—misnomers all.

We wonder how our brother down South will receive the soft im-

peachment of being doubly a Eeringi. The racial slang which forms

the staple of his speech seems to betray him, but lie may be Muslim

all the same, call him a renegade or a convert, as you like. For his

own sake, in this world as well as in the next, we hope he is.

They have solved the problem in the newest slate in Europe. A

sort of jezia has been ordered against the social infidels who affect

a life of single-blessedness and quote with approb.alion the naughty

advice of Punch to those who are about to be wedded. All unmarried

men and widowers without issue now in Servia must pay three times

the tax levied on those who are married. Served right !

ON Wednesday afternoon, 8ih instant, at 4-30, the Annual meeting of

the Countess of Dufferin’s Fund will be held at the Town Hall. The

Viceroy will preside and many distinguished men are expected to

address the meeting. •

Meantime, the Queen’s Register containing the namjs ’in MS. of

all donors and collectors of cards, has just been bound in a handsome

volume at Ulwar.

The Sikhar^iht new organ of native enlightenment at the capital of

Assam, is already going in for imperial politics. It clearly thinks that

Ihe people of Iniia should have a voice in the appointment of the

Viceroy, but is open to a compromise—for the present only, wc

*
suppose. Averse to constant change in the head of Government, the

editor is for prolonging the duration of each viceroyalty. He con-

cludes

—

“It is fit thcrr'fnrc that the opinion of the people should he consult-

ed, if not in appoinling, at least in fiKing the term t-t a Governor’s

office.”

Talk of the vMg.nics of Native jiu'ots in India? Catholic France,

in the department of Indre, a n^in has just been acquitted by a sym-

pathising jury of the charge of muidei ing his child orf six months by

pouring sulphuric acid down the poor infant’s throat. Theic was no want

of evidence. Indeed, the thing was admitted. The pi isoner pleaded

the burden of an increasing family as his justification. The jurors

evidently thought the plea good in law and conscience. .Suppose some

Sonthals on the panel in a rural district in India had given anything

like a similar verdict, would the fact not have been an argument in

certain quarters for abolishing the Jmy system and Local Self-Govern-

ment into the bargain ?

Jumbo’s consort Alice, Barnum’s elephant, was dissected at Bridge-

port, Connecticut. Her stomach disclosed 300 pennies, part of a

pocket knife, four walking stick ferrules, and a piece of lead pipe.

A strange old curiosity shop were this great lady’s bowels ! But does

.any one suspect how this show grew? Suiely, elephants arc not omni-

vorous. Even the proverbial ostrich’s stomach would not take kindly

to pocket-knives and lead pipes. We guess that these tilings were

thrown to the noble captive in time of hunger to eat, and she look

them up in good faith and tried to digest them as best she could,

much as Sterne’s immortal donkey exercised his jaws on the artichoke.

We wonder whether any soul in America had the humour and huma-

nity to offer her macaroni ! The curiosity shop in poor Alice’s

.stomach represents the practical “ goak ’’ativeness of the sight-sec-ing

public of the Great Republic.

REIS & RA YYET.

SATURDAY, FFJSRUAKY 4, iSSS.

[To satisfy a general curiosity,'specially as wc are unable to supply

the old number, wc reprint from our first vol. the article we wrote on

the late Nawab Ikbalood Dowlah on his receiving, in 18S2, the knight-

hood of the Order of the Star of India. Hereafter, we puipose giving

other painiculars.]

THE WANDERING NAWAR
A GOOD deal of curiosity has been manifested in

society about one of the recipients of the Birth-day

honors. Ikbal-ood-Dowlah has been made a Knight

of the Star of India. But who i^ Ikbal-ood- Dowlah ?

He must be noble beyond question— ‘ ].)owlah ’ settles

that—but who is he ? From his name, h(^ may be

cither* an Indian, or a Persian. Unknown to the

Indian public, he is scarcely better known to the

world outside. Yet, a man whom our sovereign de-

lights to honor with one of the highest •decorations

at her disposal, must be worth knowing. We need,

therefore, make no apology for giving Ian account

of him.

Nor is the task unwelcome. The name recalls the

lost glories of that kingdom whose despoiled Royalty

pines away in inglorious seclusion at Garden Reach
in the suburbs of Calcutta. It is associated with

memories of Oudh as an independent State, when
our rulers anxiously watched its attitude in respect

of their policy, when even in the process of deli-

berately and systematically undermining it, they

humoured it, when they stooped to beg of it for the

means for carrying on the government of British In-

dia, when Lucknow was the Versailles of this Con-

tinent, where British proconsuls were wont to taste
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of the pomp and circumstance of Oriental empire.

The man by himself, independently of these high

associations, is not insignificant or wholly obscure.

If not an important, he is certainly an interesting

character. He is an original. His life has been

more than ordinarily remarkable. His daily routine

is a roinaiua;. * d here surely has not been aitolher

Asiatic of tlui kind. Such a career must be a profit-

able study.

Nawab Ikbalood Dowlah Boorhan ul Moolk

Muhsun Ali Khan Bahadur Nusrut Jung. Such is

the name and titles in full. Indeed, we should not

wonder if some honorific distinction was left out in

the ()rocess of transcription. His father was equally

exalted, and, of course, long named. Son of the late

Nawab Shumsood Dowlah Nujumool Moolk Ahnuid

Ali Khan Bahadur Sowlut Jung, Nawab Ikbal-ood-

Dowlah is a grandson of the famous and able Ruler

of Oudh, the Nawab Vizier ul Moolk Yemenood

Dowlah Nazim ul Moolk Nawab .Saadat Ali Khan

Bahadur Mobariz Jung—the brother and successor of

Nawab Asofood Dowlah and the son of the historic

ruling Vizier, .Shoojaood Dowlah Bahadoor, the

first inqiortnnt and powerful ally of the British in

Upper India. As such, he was nephew of

His Majesty Ghazi uddin Hyder Shah and

and Maliainmad Ali Shah, the father of the late

king LJmjad Ali Shah. Gf Nusseeruddin Hyder

anti Umjad Ali Shah, he was, of course, first

cousin. I'he hatred of cousins is proverbial, and in

1833 thereabouts, he fell out with his royal rela-

tive. It was an unfortunate quarrel. These royal

grandees affected to desi)ise the territorial barons,

but their own position as pensioners on royal bounty

was at best precarious. Once fallen under displea-

sure, they had no alternative resource to fall back

upon. It was to remedy this state of things, indeed,

that the famous provision for all her descendants was

made by the Buhoo Begum. 'Fhc evidence of Mr.

Knighton’s wretched mendacious compilation is

nothing, but Nusseeruddin Hyder was far from an

angel on a throne. Being master of the situation,

he, probably with the object of bringing him down

to his feet, stopped his cousin’s stipend. Almost

any other man in the grandee’s position would

have acted according to the king’s expectation.

l)Ut lkbah)od Dowlah was made of sterner stuff

than to whine about the [)alaces and gardens of

Luc:know, praying for the- intercession of women,

young and old, .incl making interest with male,

femaie., epicene and hermaphrodite. 7\fter a fruitless

application to the British Residency in (Judh, Ik^

came down to Calcutta, resolvetl to lay his grievances

before the British Government, d'his was no mean
I

(nUerj^rise in those days - ^evidence of no small forc(‘

of character for a man in that position. Our very

progress ispn the way of our doing justice to tht'

achievement of the past, livery character .and i:very

deed -should be judged of in relation to its pi^culiar

circumstances. All our ideas are relative. In losing

sight oT the circumstan/:es of the period, we fail in a

right understanding of actors and actions. Modern

enlightenment* and improvements distjualify us from

realising the difficulti(*s, and conr.e(]uently lead us to

undervalue 'the triumphs, of former times. When
almost every failed entrance examinee talks of going

to Europe to become a barrister, we wonder our

grandfathers made so much of Ram Mohan Roy or

Dwarka Nath Tagore’s visit to England. When
every dancing girl in Lucknow or Delhi, in a dull

season, purposes to come down to Bengal to ply her

profession, we are unable to realize the enterprise of

the men of Upper India who, forty or fifty years ago,

made the Grand l our to Calcutta. As yet, out of

Calcutta, Bombay and Madras, geography was not

taught either in vernacular or English. Travelling

was cultivated neither as a pleasure nor an accom-

plishment. Nay, it was understood only as a pil-

grimage or a penalty. Let us remember that in

those days there were not only no railways but no

convenience for communication at all, that where we
have the electric telegraph, mutually connecting all

parts of the empire, and connecting them with all

civilized parts of the globe, there was an uncertain,

costly, and tedious Post for transmission of letters,

that the steam passage to England was an embryo
in the brain or a new experiment, that ice, then the

luxury of luiropean Merchant Princes and the high-

est officials, was still made in the fields about the pre-

.sent railway .station at Hooghly, that the roads were

bad and dangerous, that people from Mymensing
and Comilla going to Dacca hardly expected to re-

turn home, that about [fifty per cent, of the Ih^ngal

pilgrims to Benares were sure to be robbed and

murdered between the Doomoordah and Colgong
pirates, that—not to talk of Nimsaran or Hurdwar
or Puslikar—Baidyanath was more inaccessible than

the tdder Jwala Mukhi, that Lucknow was the capital

of a Mussulman Kingdom whose Botany Bay was

Cawnpore, that Calcutta itself was for the most part

impassable and a sink of dirt and stink and disease

and death, where crime and violence stalked about

unpunished, and we shall be better able to conceive

what was involved in the peregrinations of a Prince

of the Blood Royal of Oudh in quest of justice. But
there is no need for so much historical imagination.

There is an instance in point in the later annals of Oudh
itself. Some idea may be formed at once of royal

degeneracy and helplessness in that classic kingdom

and of the troubles of travellers in those days, from

the fact that on the Annexation, in 1856, the indig-

nant ex-King resolved to proceed with his whole

family to England to lay in person his complaint at

the foot of the throne. But the difficulties he ex-

perienced in moving down country and the hardships

he suffered on the voyage to Calcutta, effectually

cured him of all idea of venturing out on the wide

ocean. Even so late as twenty years back, the res-

pectable citizens of the Oudh metropolis, who were

wont to des[)ise the people of other parts of India as

coinparativcdy barbarous, used to dock around their

frit.-iids r(!turned from the service of His Majesty
W.ijid x\li .Shah at Calcutta listening to the wondrous
tabs of houses in the water and discussing the ^os-

i

sibllity of such (xlifices. In 1862, a well known

I

musician of Lucknow, who in his youth had been to

th(i Dekkan in the .service of the celebrated ^ewan
Chiindoo Lall, having promised to accompany us to

Calcutta, at the last moment backed out, because, as

he said, with almost tears in his eyes, it was a deadly

journey. \Vc have ourselves known men who re-

membered the seiisalicni caused in Oudh by the

boldness of Nawab Ikbalood Dowlah and of Syad
Hussan Ali.

If in those days the difficulties of enterprize were
great, it was not altogether without its compensations.

There was no such antagonism between Native and
European as since. It was the era of patronage

—

Natives looked up to Europeans, and E^jropeans were

not above looking after natives. Native enlighten-

ment was a relief to the surrounding darkness which
*

oppressed the Europeans. ' It was too rare to dazzle.
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Even native grievances were welcome to a society of

Europ^iiiis cut off from Europe, pining in cnmti.

So wheh the apparition of a handsome young offshr)ot

of the Royal House of Oudh dropped on this metro-

polis, “ society ” embraced it witli open arms aiul

made the most of it. The stranger became the

reigning “ lion.” Hut this kind of thing never lasts,

and soon as the young exile proceeded to open his

portifolio, he began to prove uninteresting. It is

creditable to the young man that his rciception did not

turn his head, so that he could bear with fortitude

the subsequent neglect. He could do it all the better

that, as in justice it must be admitted, some of the

,

best of Anglo-Indians sympathised with him to the

last—Sir Charles Metcalfe, Mr. Trevelyan (now Sir

Charles) and Mr. Batten. For a man brought u[)

in the stilling atmosphe!re of a haughty and su[)ersti-

tious court in those times, he sliowcd a wonderful

desire and aptitude for improvement. He early saw

the need of knowledge of English for a better inter-

course with Europeans, and, believing it must be

useful to the conduct of his suit, he comrneiua^d to

learn the language. He not only moved in society

but enquired a good deal into the country and the

Government. He must have been struck by th(i con-

trast between his native Oudh and British Bengal.

He published his observations in Persian and Eng-

lish in a treatise entitled Ikbal e Fcrcn<^ with a por-

trait of the author. The book is now extremely

rare. It is a literary curiosity, but not worse than

many works of scribbling plutocrats now or then.

A suitor’s elo^^e on the State to which he prays

for mercy rather than justice, is, under the best of

circumstances, not likely to be worth much. But

the attempt is characteristic. As a measure for

raising political capital, it was vain. The hate of his

kinsman and King pursued him to Calcutta. Not-

withstanding the interest created by him there, his

petition to the Government of India met with .scant

success. Every effort was made by the court of

Lucknow, through the Resident and its agents, to

bully him to submission to the royal mercy. But

Ikbalood Dowlah would not kiss the hem he had

spurned. Nor did he despair, though in those days

the Government of India was supreme and its deci-

sion practically final. He conceived the bold id(?a

of repairing to London to try, if he could, to per.suadc

the Home Government.

So he went to Europe. There he h.ul a repetition

of the first lionising and sn])sc(juenl neglect. He
swerved not from his purpose, but went to work steadi-

ly and quietly and reTuained at it. It nas an arduous,

nay* hopeless mis.sion. But his |)crsevcrance at last

triumphed. It cost him so much trouble and took

him so many years, that, by the time he attained

his end and might return to his country, he had

lost his country as it were. Oudh had ceased

to be a nation, and the court of Lucknow \v(M*e

dispersed as exiles. A young Irishman from the

army might now send to prison the [)rowdest noble

at the complaint of the meanest meht^r,* or, for

that matter, without complaint whatever, in the very

capital which Ikbalood Dowlah and his compeers

once walked as very gods. Meanwhile, he had be-

come acclimatized, civilly and physically naturalized,

in the lanJ of his long sojourn. And there he elect-

ed to remain. He has led a roving sort of life, 'rhe

continual necessity he had been under of shifting his

^
residence from place to place, since he left Lucknow,

*
at last gave him a wandering disposition. He has

travelled through Europe'more times than most Eu-

ropean grandees have done. He has left no country

untouched. As he has no business, he takes his own
lime and convenience about his movements. His is

indeed the “business of pleasure.” Numerous as

have been the Indian travellers and sojournere in Eu-

rope, none have approached him in itlus line. Ikibii

Dvvark aiialh d'agore ayd lhance Gholam Mahammad
and the Nawab of Surat and Mooiishi B\izloor Rahim
and R.'ija Rampal Singh went to luirope. twice each,

the Moorshedabad Princes thrice soim* of them, but

to litttlc purpose. Ikbalood ])ovYlah alone knows life

in all its variety throughout the West. He has

friends in every capital and great city 011 that side

the Persian Gulf. Throughout all the temptations of

such a career, he has pres(‘.rvt:d his character in a way
to make him wortliy the friendship of the greatest

and best and most righteous in every land. What w’e

hold to be of more significance is that he has pre-

served his faith. Though a lover of mankind, in

harmony with the followen's of every creed, he is a«

Mussulman of Mussulmans. A citizen of the world,

he is yet a kind of artificial Persian in sympathy, as

he is a Shiah by religion
;
and for the last forty

years and more, he has made his home at Bagdad
near the shrines of the Martyrs. He occasionally

goes round Europe, visiting his old friends.

Wc ought to add that he has always been of great

hel[) to not simply Indians but all Orientals visiting

Europe on business or pleasure. His intelligence

and vast experience and numerous connections arc of

priceless importance in advising and assisting

foreigners in difficulty.

Why does not the Nawab end, as he began, as an

author? His memoirs must be very interesting. A
Mussulman Henry Crabbe Robinson who has travel-

led more than the Englishman talked, would certainly

be an acquisition to literature.

THE CALCUTTA MUNICIPALITY BILL.

LICENSING OF CARTS.

We must look to the Hon’ble Sir Henry Harrison

in charge of the Calcutta Municipal Amendment Bill,

to terminate the very unsatisfactory state of things

that has so long prevailed in regard to the licensing

of carts in some of the suburban towns. So far as the

Suburbs proper and Howrah are concerned, the

arrangement works well and without a hitch, and

this because carts kept or useefc within the limits of <

Calcutta or Huwrali, arc registered and licensed in

oiui pjarc^ namely, the Calcutta Municipal Office, and

it is provided that “ tlie total net [)roceeds of the fees

half-yearly received hy the Commissioners
[
of Cal-

cutta J
for the registration of carts shall be divided

l)elween the Municipaliti(*s of Calcutta rind Howrah
and such other Municipalilics adjacent to Calcutta or

Howrah as live Lieutenant-Governor 1 shall think

(.nlitle.d to a share in such receipts, in such propor-

tion as the Lieutenant-Governor may, from time to

time, determine.’’ In virtue, of the latter clajuse, the

Suburban Municipality and, Ve believe, the South-

Duni-Dum Municipality also, are admitted into this

common arrangement. "!'he Munici[)alities of Bara-

nagar, lately called North-Suburban, . and of the

South-Suburbs, do not participate in this scheme,

and the result is a double and sometimes triple

system of registration, and great inconvenience

to trade. In consequence of the exclusion, for

instance, of the Baranagar Municipality from

the above arrangement, it has its own registra-

tion of carts. It registers carts kept within its
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limits as well as seizes Calcutta carts found plying

within them. The Calcutta carts thus avoid these

neighbouring towns, and the consequence is when

anyone is in need of a cart to carry goods from

Calcutta to Baranagar, he can hardly get hold

one. Messrs. George Henderson and Company

Agents of the Baranagar Jiite Mills, often com

plained of tWs, and. failing to obtain a

have had cargo-boats and steamers of their

built at great cost for the carriage of their goods^

The Cakutta carts are easily hired for traffic up

to the Cossipore jute Presses, ^it the Bar.inagar

Milll are practically boj^tted. To pnva.c ...*v

duals, the inconvenience IS of daily ocunicncc.

JeS one luckily comes across a Suburban Municipal

cart be has no chance of getting his goods conveyed,

except by boat or men. The Suburban carts are

available, because of an arrangement which is another

haSship on them. They are doubly registered, once

by the ^Calcutta
Municipality and ag.un by the

Suburban Municipality, for plying outside the hu-

burbs into Baranagar. for which it receives a moiety

of the proceeds, the other moiety being paid to the

Baranag.ar Municipality. This is an arrangement

between these two Municipalities which would cease,

if ^ir Henry Harrison took advantage of the oppor-

tunity offered by the amendment of the law to intro-

duce^one equitable comprehensive system for all

these neitrhbouring towns.

But this is not all. Far worse oppress,on ensues

from the operation of a certain provision of the Cal-

cX Municipal Act, which we hiul 'ntained m the

Amended Bill, and which is as follows Seclioil 88

odhe Amended Bill is a reproduction o the provi-

In in question and exempts from remstration by

the Calcutta Municipal Commissioneis, three classes

?f carB one of which is enumerated thus :
" which

a e kept at any place more than eight miles dist.™,

fX Government House and are on y tetnpotar, V

and casually used within the Municipality of Calcutta

or Howrah.” The enforcement of this so-called ex-

emption clause is a fruitful source of tyranny.

Tborc are carts kept within the North-Suburb.ui

f Baranagar) and South-Stiburban (I3ch.ila) Muiiici-

naiities which find sufficient employment to meet the

local trade only. They never str.ay outside tlic limits

of their own Municipalities to which they pay ha f-

carlv registration fees for obtaining their loca

licenses "These, however, are often seized, and

hauled up before the Calcutta Police Magistracy and

fined, and forced to take out licenses from llje Cal-

cuttaMunicipality. The Calcutta police constables

are often found visiting tlie places where these carts

are kept, and marching tliem away to the police court.

There would be some excuse if tliese carts were seized

when detec/ed plying within prohibited limits, al-

thoueh the (aw does not authorize such seizure in case

of temporary or casual use. But what are we say when

they are seized in their own quarters %yherc they have

a perfect right to be kept and used, and for which

keeping and use they have to make two half-yearly

payments to the local Municipalities! 1 he class of

cartmen are too poor and helplc.ss to protect them-

selves, and the complicated procedure prevailing on

the subject apparently makes their own municipal

authorities equally helpless too, or they should have

long before .set the matter to right. VVe call on the

Hon’ble Dr. Sircar to move m the matter.

The above clause should be omitted, or its opera-

tion should be stopped by executive order. Sir

Henry Harrison is quite competent to remove this

grievance, in his capacity of Chairman. As to the

Removal of double registration, the provision in the

Municipal Act requires no material alteration, only the

practice should be amended and the adjacent munici-

palities added by name to those of the Suburbs and

Howrah and made to participate in one great common

system of registration. The absence of such a sys-

tern works great mischief and inconvenience which

should not continue,

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

ELAHIGUNGE PHENOMENON.

Dear SiR.-Having ktcly arrived here, from my native village to

practise law in iL Sub-Divisional Moonsirs Court at Lalbagh,

Fwas informed by several old gentlemen of tl.c station of a curious

phenomenon, observed by them, some years back, at a place on

the other side of the river Bhagrati. As the same seemed to

me worthy of publication, I could not refrain Irom sending it to

your much esteemed journal. They say, that there is a snug

eardcii of the Maiijari plants (a plant of the Jessamine class) situated

close to the public road, at Elahigungc, having a spacious tank

within it, upon which the last moon (harana-chandra) an msignih-

cant inauspicious dark constellation (not observed by Hindoos,

two days, in the year, once in Bhadra and again in Kartick) ac-

cording to the Hindu astrologers of the solar system, had suddenly

shed its silver rays one night and produced so voilent a t’d', that

the whole contents of the tank overflowing the banks, watered^ the

roots of the plants, long barren, and made the latter fruitful.

Strange to say, the tide lasted for some months only, after which it

suKsided. The plant, with its exuberance of flowers, bowed down,

as if asking for help ;
on which a prop being promptly supplied it

then grew to be larger. Last year, it was observed in a different

position, causing great annoyance to the proprietor. An efficient

remedy was, however, discovered, by some of the sages and great

Pandits of the city, in conjunction with one residing in that

village, which restored manjari-plant to its former position. But

the cure, thus effected, was of a temporary nature and the plant has

again been just the same as before. I am eagerly waiting for the

result of this evil omen.
ir e uM. K. S. H.

Moorshedabad, 30lh January.

li

THE SANTIPORE ELECTIONS.

Sir,—In your issue of the 14th January last, a correspondent vvho

signs himself ‘ An Onlooker,* has made certain statements regarding

some of the representative men elected for the municipal board ol

Santiporc. If these statements have been made bonaJtJeiov the pub-

lic good, I can but ask him to give put the iianics. One can only

wonder at the random shafts he has sent flying in all directions in-

btead of taking aim at the target. For fairness* sake, he should

have mentioned by name every one of those whom he wanted to

A^his language appears to be highly defamatory, and his conduct

liable to criminal piobcvuiion, I challenge him to give out his own

name. So long as one keeps in ilic cloud and conceals his identity,

he io but acting the sneak. Such dastardly conduct is highly repre-

hensible, and I make bold to denounce yonr candidate ( corres-

pondent r) as a mere tool of a particular disappointed candidate.

No doubt your correspondent thinks that it is a thousand pities

that the rayyets did not recognise his idol Sarat— (that ‘inglorious

commoner’) as their friend, but we know too well the lines •

Whenever I hear a knave commend,

He bids me shun his worthy friend ;

and do nor wonder at the ravycts’ backwardness to vote on his side.

Lastly I must admit, I can not find anything prceii^ntly at-

tractive in Babu Mathur Mohun Mookerjee—as a mem«r of the

Municipal Board of Santiporc—to make him deserve that much-covet-

ed title, ‘the uncrowned king,’ as ‘An Onlooker chooses to invest

him with, unless the expression comes to be applied as an abuse ac-

cording to what the Grammarians call “ Degradation of words

through cpuhe of time.”
PIANOFORTE.

Santiporc, ist February, 1888.

Holloways W/r. -Important for the delicate.— It is difficult to

determine which is the more trying to the human constitution, the

damn, cold days of autumn and winter, or the keen, dry, easterly winds

ofM)iring. Throughout the sea.sons good health may be inainiained

by occasional doses of Holloway’s Pills which purify \he blood and

act as wholesome stimulants to the skin, stomach, liver, bowels, and

kidneys. This celebrated medicine needs but ajair Inal to con-

vince the ailing and desponding that it will restore and cheer

valioiit danger, pain, or inconvenience. No family should be without^

a supply of Holloway’s Pills and Ointment, as by a timely recourse m
them the first erring function may be reclaimed, suffenng may be

spared, and life saved.
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THE KIIYBER MALIKS.

On the 13th January, the Maliks of the Khybcr were entertained

at a grand Indian TLeafut by Nawab Abdool Luteef Bahadoor,

C.I.E. The leading members of the Mahomedan community,

.ncluding Princes of the Oiidh and Mysore families, landlords,

merchants, learned men and professional men, were invited to meet

them. The Maliks were accompanied by Ka/.i Syud Ahmed Khan

Bahadoor, C.I.E., Attache of the Foreign Office. Fifty, gentlemen

sat to the sumptuous banquet. At its conclusion, Nawab Abdool

Luteef Bahadoor rose and addressed the Malikhs in Urdu, his speech

being interpreted sentence by sentence in Pushto by Kazi Syctl

' Ahmed.

He said that

—

their vi.sit to Calcutta lud given much pleasure to the Malio-

medan community at Calcutta, and their presence at the enter'

tainment was a source of much grati/icaiioii to the gentlemen who
had come to meet them. "J'he pleasure which all present had de-

rived from the company of his distinguished guests, was chiefly due

to the advantages aflbrdcd by railway commuiiicaiion ;
for had it

not been for the speedy and comfortable means of travelling thus

provided, it would have been very inconvenient for them to have

undertaken such a long journey,—perhaps, he would be more cor-

rect if he said practically impossible. For such means and appli-

ances of comfortable travelling, all felt an additional cause of grati-

tude to the British Government for linking together the different

Provinces of India, indeed, for uniting India with neighbouring

countries. Formerly, not only was there an absence of such means

of communication, but people could scarcely believe in the possi-

bility of such wonders as the Maliks themselves had now seen.

The extraordinary speed, ease, and convenience, with which they

had travelled all the way from the farthest end of India down to

Calcutta, must have struck them. But with all their great and

varied knowledge of arts and sciences, the British would not have

been able to construct these iron roads, if the state of the country

had not proved favorable to such peaceful and civilizing under-

takings. History tells us that India in days gone by did not enjoy

uninterrupted peace, and that the lives and properties of her sub-

jects were in constant jeopardy, because her rulers were always at

feud with each other, endangering the peace of the country. 'Fo

construct railway communications and to engage in other peaceful

pursuits, would have been simply impossible. Thus it was, as he

need hardly add, on account of the justice and the impartiality of

Englisli officials, that the land was enjoying its present slate of

prosperity and contentment. Our just and benign Government,

moreover, have provided every means for the facility, comfort, and

benefit of their subjects of every religion, and all classes of

their subjects, by reason of their rights being protected and com-

forts brought within their easy reach, were pleased and contented.

If there had been no fellow-feeling among the different nationalities

of India, the picscnt peace would not have been maintained,

nor could we be living amidst people of different religious persua-

sions and nationalities in peace and unity. Without such peace

and harmony, it would have been impossible for his dist’^iguishocl

visitors present to come to this country so far with so much case and

comforf, and without anxiety, and the Mahomedans of the town, now
assembled, would not have •liad this opportunity of being so ex-

tremely delighted.

The Nawab continued that there were 5
crorcs or 50

millions of Mahomedans in India, whilst^ in the whole world,

the Mahomedan population was 180 millions. Acc(H-diiig to

this calculation, about one-third of this population inhabit India.

There arc not so many Mahomedans either in 'rurkey, Persia,

Turkistan, Afghanistan, Arabia, China, or Afiica. 'I’hc Mahomedans

in India perform their religious rites and the sacred duties and

observances of their faith with comfort, ease, and complete freedom,

without the slightest let or hindrance ; and for this, if for no other

reason, they are Jieartily thankful to Her Imperial Majesty, the

Ouecn of England and Empress of India, who is the sovereign of

the largest number of Mahomedans in the whole world. The
Naw^ab repeated that the visit of the Maliks to Calcutta had, indeed,

afforded the Mussulmans of the capital the highest pleasure, and he

was sure that they, too, being the followers of the same faith, must *

be pleased to see the freedom of worship ami rcligi<;us institutions

cnj<.)yed by their co-religionists here in peace and comfort in every-

day life. The Nawab concluded by thanking his guest for having

(as he modestly expressed himself) submitted to the inconvenience

of his humf)lc banquet. He next thanked the distinguished nobles

and gentlemen of the Mahomedan eoinmunitv of the town, who
h.id so kindly assisted him by their presence in giving a warm wel-

come to his honored guests. He finally expressed his hearty thanks

to his esteemed friend, Kazi Syed Ahmed Khan Bahailur, lor so

kindly contributing to the success of the evening’s entertainment.

The Nawab ended his address by praying to the Almighty, that

thrimgh His blessing the Maliks might have a safe and pleasant

jmirney back to their hearths and homes, and that they might find

their relatives and friends in a state of perfect health and happiness.

'Fhe Maliks, in reply, expressed their best thanks fur the hospitali-

ty rdiown to them by tlie Nawab, and the honor done to them by the

leaders of Mahomedan society.

'Fhc Kazi Saheb interpreted the speech of the Maliks briefly as

follows :—“Nawab Saheb, we arc highly thankful to you, and to the

Princes and other gciitlemeii whom we have met here to-night for

the kindness and attention v/hich you have shown to us in this city.

And if you ever visit our native land, we shall try to do our utmost

to attend to your comforts there, and on our return home we shall

relate to our people the kindness, fellow-feeling, hospitality, and

generosity shown, and honor done to us, by our Mahomedan brethren

in this metropolis.”

NOTICE,

MILITARY SECRETARY

S

OFFICE,

With nfcrcncc lo this Office Notice of
the 2;;rdjauuary iSSS, it is hereby noti-

fied that all those attending' “ The In-

vestiture of the Most Eminent Order of
the Indian Empire ” to be held on Satur-

day the ,^th February at 12 O'ehhh noon in

the Government House Grounds are re-

quested to enter.

If entitled to the Private Entree by the

South West Gate, and alight opposite the

Private Entrance in front of the Gnn.

Their carriages luill then be passed out

by the South Gate.

Those not having the privilege of the

Private Entree zoill enter by the North

East Gate, and 'ivill set dozen before

reaching the Grand Stair Case,

Full dress is to be loorii by those en-

titled to zvear uniform, those not entitled

to zvear uniform to appear in Evening

dress.

'Fhe gates of Government House zvill

be closed at ii-ISy zvhichno carriage

will be alUzved into the. Government

House Compound till the ceremony is over.

By Command,
W. BERESFORD, Lkut.-Coloncl,

* Military Secretary to the Viceroy.

Gcrvimmmt House. '

Calcutta, 1st February tS88.
^

BEADON STREET.
Saturday—the eytJi February, /SS8—

at iPyi p. m, sharp,

OPERA! OPERA! OPERA!
'fhat hi illi.Tnt pic< e of best renown

SUVADRA IIARAN
SIj\'.\I)RA ... Mrs. Sukum.iry Dull,

(.ir.ind and be.aulifiil Froloiigc Scene !

Dancing and singing in .ibiwidance !

'I'o be followed l)y that side-spbuing Farce,

TRIBUTE TO FOLLY.

Next day,—Sunday,—Mh February,

iSSS, at 6 p. m.

Baboo Grish Chunder Ghoso’s
Mi»st i>o[)ular,|)iet e •

rv'B MXFt: xi HHi.
War between Father and Sons 1

To be followed by that original genn. nr Farce

JamDn-kurmo Tamon-fal
OR

PROPER RETURN.
G. C. Giiose Manager.

The Couutess of Dufferin’s Fund.

T up: Third Annual Meeting of the N.iiional

Association lor supplying Fern. tie Medical

Aid to the Women of India will be held, by

p(M mission of the Municipality, in the Town
Hall, Cakulia, at 4-30 o’clock, on Wednesday
afternoon, the 8tli February.

H. COOPER, A. D. C.,

Honoraiy Secretary,

Calcutta, 22ud January, 1888.

HAMILTON & CO.’S

Latest Designs in Gold Bangles.

The Acron Bangle, (F.ngland) Ks, r.o

The Thistle Bangle, (Si oilaiul) 60

The Sh.imrock Bangle, (Ii eland) )* 60

The Loins Bangle, (India) )»
Co

'Phe Foi get-ine-not B.Tiigle
))

’I'lie Indian B.nubth) B.ingle »»

'riio Vl ton.i ILinglc 0 I C )l.)

The Cl'‘op,aia Siinuit B.ingle 0 54
The Magn-: Twi‘,t L.an;;le 185

The Flexible Curb B.ingle
»» 115

The Etrusc.iii B.vll B.ingle j
’

The Good Lurk B.-inglc ... )) 54
The Oriental Onyx Bangle M go

The l''le\d)le Gold .ind Bkitlnnm Ban; le ,, 100

'riui “Mascotte ’ Diamond IFshoc Ban <tf)

The Scotch Blaid Bangle... \ • n 80

Thti ahovd ate i ash t/ uofa/ion^.

lns[)ectioii Invited.

HAMILTON & CO.,
’CALCUTTA.

s\

Griha-Chikitsha.
A complete and laige irestise on Homo-'o-

pathic Domestic Medicines with some tried

native drugs for ceilain serious diseases, by

Rai Klicttcr Naiith Chatterjee Bahadoor,

in Bengalee 200
Do. post.age 030
Do. abridged in llindcc r o o

Apply to Author at Chinsurah or to People’s

Press, No. 178 College Street, Calcutta.
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COKPORATION OF OALOOTTA.

To Coal Contractors and others,

Tenders are invited and will be received

by the Vice-Chairman up to noon of

Wednesffay the 8th instant and will then be

opened by him in presence of such tender’

ers as /nay choose to be present, for the sup-

ply of Steam Coal for one year from ^hc ist

April next.
•

Specification and conditions of contract

with tender forms can be obtained on appli-

cation in the Water Works Department of

the Engineer’s office, where also any neces-

sary information can be obtaitied.

Rs. looo to be deposited as earnest money
by. each party tciuleiing-. Tenders to be

submitted under sealed cover superscribed

“Tender for Coal.” The CommissKjucrs do

not bind themselves to accept the lowest or

any tender.

ROBERT TURNBULL,

Secret'try to the Corporation,

NOTICE.

n^'HE Registration of births and deaths un-

1 der Act IV (B. C.) of 1876 Chapter X
having been transferred from the Inspectors

of Police to the Ward Inspectors from the 1st

February, and the Ward Inspectors having

been appointed. Registrars of births and deaths

under Section i6g of that Act, all persons

concerned are informed that from and after

the 1st of February 1888 applicati<ms for the

registration of births and deaths should be

made at the Otficcs of the Ward Inspectors

of the Health Ofliccr’s Department instead of

at the Police Thannahs as heretofore.

Office—Ward No. 1—92 Grey-street,

j, „ „ a—67 Nimlola Ghat-strect.

3—92 Grey-street.

INDIAN LABORATOET.
HOUSEHOLD NON-SECRET

MEDICINES.
Nim Oil No. /—For internal use.

jVim Oil

Nim Ointnii

Dr.

No. j.
I

'ment. f
For external use.

St / cin.illy .i:

/ Dr. M.i\sv

4-82 Up Circular

No.

ipper

Road.

5—67 Nirntola Ghat-street.

0— 117 Machooa Bazar-

road.

7— 164 Lower Chitpore-

road.

8 and 9—2- 1
College-street

10 and II -.p Wellington-

street.

12 -7 ^Tangoe Lane.

13 ami 14— 21 Wellesley-

stroet.

15, 16 and 17—26 and 27

Circular-road.'

iS—May Road, 1 Listings.

ROBERT TURNBULL,
Sccretaiy to the Corporation.

30th January 188S.
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Brandin says—“The oil is used medi-

.IS .in aiit/septic and anthelmintic.^^

well has found it “ as efiicacious as

Cod Liver Oil in c.ises of consumption and

scrofula.” .Sir W. O’Sh.iuglincssy s.ays—“The
oil IS ihouglit anilielininlic and is applied ex-

teiiially to foul ulems and used as a liniment

in rheum uic ami sp.rsmodic alTections and in

li*' id aches fri>in e\pi)siire in tlie sun.” Dr.

Dymock says—“ The oil is applied to sup-

puiatmg glands, is given in leprosy and in a

v'.ineiy of diseases.” If applied to sorcs in

horses and other domestic animals, it kcep.s off

dies .ind tlierel))' promotes healing. The oil^ is

asovereign remedy for BARS.ATEE SORES,
mange and itches and all foul sores in horses

and cattle. Nighanta Ratnakar, a Sanskrit

Medical Encycloptetlia, thus speaks of the

medicinal virtues of the Nim Oil
—“It is

bitlcT, dcsiroyer of worms, cures leprosy

abscesses and ulcers and diseases of impure

blood, chronic fever and piles.”

No. I. Re. i ;
No. 2. Re. I (larger phial);

ointment. As. 12

Svi.KH Mishle Powder.
The grand specific for nerz/ous debility and

weakness of reproductive functions. I’rofes-

sor Royle states
—“Salep misrec is in truth one

of the best articles of diet, a convalescent can

use.” Re. I.

Directions for use .and particulars regarding

composition, accompany each medicine.

Out-s(aiion rirdeis are promptly executed on

prepayment, or by V. P. P. Poht or by Railway

parcel. Packing charge for each two annas,

I’ohtage extra.

Full ptice list to be h.id on application,

BANERJI & SONS,
Proprietors, Indian Laboratory,

8;, Tripoli \, Ali.aiiabad.

N. /?.—See Reis R xyyet of 26th February

March 1887, for full adveitisemcnl.

READY

Pi ice Post free Rs. 6,

Cloth Gilt Ry. 6.

Cloth P>ound Ks.

Mofussll Orders supplied by Value Payable

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL
IIFTWKRN

Calcutta and Independent TipperaJi,

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the tale.

N\w\p. Fariuou.n J \h BAiiAm/oK,
(tile last of the Nawabs Naram of Bengal,

Behar and Onssa.)

Latterly Minister 0/ the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, ‘‘REIS& RAYYET’^
i, Uckoor Diitt's (.aiv\ Wellington Slteet,

C vi.eu'r lA.

OPINION OF THE PRESS.

Dr. S. C. Mookerjee, the editor of what is

undoubtedly one of flie ablest pajicrs in the

*c«)iintry in point o( liieiaty power is the author

of a pleasant little book of Travels in East Ren-
al The author is master of a racy style of

English which many au Englishm.an may envy.
|

Humourous descriptions ami (^auSlic satire

enliven every p.age. There is (hrpughout a
vigour ami freshness of style that Icmls a
cliarm to the veriest comm«)n place. If there

were, however, a higher purpose in the publica-

tion of this book than to lightiMi the weary
evening hours of the ordinary reader, we con-
fess to a feeling that the author has failed in

iich an object. We arc afraid there is not
poetry enough in us to body forth in imagina-
tion the beauty of the scones which the author
has descriheil in his voyages to and fro between
Dacca and Tipoerah. Humourist as he is

Dr. Mookerjee will remind us of the words of
the poet that the point of a “jest lies more in

the car of him that hears it than in the tongue I

of him that utters it.” As with the jest so is it

with the description. We do not say that the

charge is unfounded. Prosaic as we are,

drudging away at the desk, perhaps it is that

we lack capacity to follow in imagination

what the author has doubtless delineated with
an admirable pen.

One of the chief impressions that a reader

will receive froni a glance at the book is the

so/newliat strained relation between the Babus
and the Anglo-Indians. The author pours a

flood of ridicule upon the lordly airs of our
‘^rulers.” He hits hard indeed in his account
of the Colonel at whist enduring a Babu
looking on, when on board the steamer, and
of the Whiteman’s condescension in bowing to
the black nigger. Happily we in the South
are not so badly ofif in our commerce with the
representatives of Western civilization. In
spite of several instances of conflict and mis-
understanding Englishmen and Hindus pull
on agreeably togetlier. But the author, not-
withstanding hi.s involuntary feeling of aloof-
ness from the European, is no stranger to the
blessings for which the West has laid us in
debt. He has a keen appreciation of the en-
joyments of this Westernized life of ours. He
looks for ever forward and casts no longing
lingering look behind at the things with which
we have shaken hands and parted. His heart
is in the continiiaiice of British supremacy in
the Kist. And .agitation is his utmost weapon
for the maintenance of his rights. But he will
have nothing with spurious agitation. We
extract below a paragraph of excellent advice
to his brethren of the press. [Extract.]

The author recounts his adventure with
the Railw.iy officials of Scaldah with consider-
able humour. We feel an irresistible tempta-
tion to quote it in extenso, but space forbids.
How the greenback was no legal tender, why
silver of the Calcutta mint was wanted and
how the currenc:y question stood stiff and
frowning despite the Editors and Magistrates
who had actompanied the author to bid him
good-bye at the station, and how again with
the advent of the Justice of the Peace all

ol)je(‘tion to receiving the currency-note
vanished, are all narrated in a style that is

fitliiigly characterized only by the word “de-
lightful.” In another place the author in-
troduces the leader to the Hindu belief in the
auspicious hour for starting on a journey in
language of such playful raillery that we make
no apology for quoting it. [Extract.]
The untoward circumstance of the day,

the event to which we have already alluded
namely the refusal of the Railway officials to
receive the currency-note in payment of the
fare, elicits the following humourous con-
fession of human weakness. [Extract.]

Tlie author has s«)me trenchant criticism
on the insolation of the Engli.shman, which
makes him inaccessible to the complaints of
extortion or plunder by their menials. They
arc. too .ibs(jrbcd to know ail that passes about
them ami the wrongs that are committed m
their names are unnoticed as mere trifles for
I hey have rarely any idea of their magnitude.
It is only too well known throughout the coun-
try how blackmail in the shape of money or
provisions is levied upon the inhabitants when
tile Collector is on tour. It would be difficult
to believe the thing could go on under his
very no.stt without his connivance if we did not
ktiow his exclusiveness and his distaste for
mixing with the people.

The author devotes the greater part of the
book to a description of the p^fiple and the
external aspect of tlic country that he passed
tliroiigli ill his two trips to Tipperah from
Calcutta and back. He has a good deal to say
about the customs of some of the people he
bccome>> acquainted with. He inake.s a dis-
C()vpry of the debris of a Portuguese colony in

Tipperah that has become debased in morality,
and sunk in superstition. Although there is

not much in the book that is instructive to the
serious student, the grace of diction and the
ease of style carry the reader pleasantly
through. It would be difficult to icsciie such
a subject as he has chosen from dulness wi-
thout his extraordinary command of language.
We c.annot promise more than a brief span of
life to the book. It will prove what is abun-
dantly clear to the re^lders of the
Rayyet that the author is an adept in Engll.sh
coinpobilion. He is a lover of nature and Ite

paints scenes and situations with an artist's

penc\\.--Ihe Hindu, November 7, 1887.

V
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this interesting book. We are justified
in so terming it,not on account of any romantic
adventurer that the author has to relate, nor
of any very new discoveries in geogiaphy or
natural history. There is something parti-
cular as regards ethnology

; and a great deal
of human nature in the book, shown to the
reader with a simplicity and candour which
bear testimony to its truth. Called from the
busy haunts of men in the city to dwell for a
time in Independent Tipperah as a judicious
adviser to its Chief, Doctor Mookeriee relates
his adventures during the several journies t(f

and fro in that capacity, without revealing the
secrets of the State, like a good diplomatist.
He has adhered strictly to the advice \vhi( h
he offers to his brethren of the Native Press,
and has written what he saw and knows,
without revealing all, considering what he
might properly say and what withhold
The above seems to be a curious passage
to be found in a book of travels, and appears
to have no connection witli the subject. Put '

It arises from a casual reference to a slaughter
house, and a writer who “ thundered weekly
against the outrage of locating shambles in

the immediate vicinity of a Hindoo temple”

—

where, in fact, no temple could be said to ex-
ist. Hence, the Doctor advises his fellow-

scribes not to be Pharisees, righteous over-
much, but to look and be sure of their facts.

In the same spirit, he has written his book.
He gives an account of his travels, which
seem often to have been voyages, upon the
wide-spreading rivers of liaslern Bengal which
in the rains become almost inland seas. On
these he philosophises on the nature of the
country and the people, making careful obser-
vation of his facts

;
and though he sometimes

fancies he knows better than his boatmen, and
more than suspects that they are gelling the
better of him, he submits with a grace that

would have done credit to Socrates, and ac-

cepts the apparently inevitable in the interests

of peace. The Doctor is a close observer of

nature, animate and inanimate, with an eye
to the picturesque as well as to the sublime
and beautiful. And although there is a vein

of cynicism running through many of his ob-

servations, it is tempered by such evident

good nature, that even a stranger would con-
ceive him to b (5 a lauglitcr-loving rather than
a stern philosopher. This is evident in his

descriptions of his boatmen and others, while

he denounces the lawlessness which has made
the poor fishermen suspicious even of honest

intentions, because they have so long been the

helpless victims of marauders stronger than
themselves. Their only defence is (light or

diceii, and ilie latter is their justification as a

nnde of self-protection. We are shown not

only the weakness of the people, but the short-

comings <if the adininisiralion that leave these

things possible

The author is impartial in his censures
There is much in the book to which spare
f)rhids us to refer. That it is not a prosy one
may be gathered from the fact that, for its 300
pages, there are nearly as many index refer-

ences. Many of the subjects arc necessarily

hut lightly treated, but all sensibly and fairly.

.\nd l3 r. Mookenec is such a master of the

English language that in the whole book we
have sc.'frcely found a phrase that might not

have been written by an Englishman “ to the

manor horn.” There is nothing in it at which
any one could reasonably take ofTence

;
and

there is much from which both Englishmen
and natives may learn greatly-needed les-

sons.— 'Vhe Indian Daily News^ Nov. 22, 1S87.

“TRAVELS IN BENGAL. Such is the

title of a most interesting little work pub-
lished a short time ago. Us author is Babu
Sambhu Chunder Mookerjee, the well-known
Hditor of the Reis and Rayyet^ the most
original, cleverly-written and interesting jour-

nal in India. Babu Sambhu Chunder is one
of the veteran Indian writers in English. He
is the master of a most happy, racy pleasant
style, which you can easily make out from
amongst the writings of a hundred different

nten. In racy humorous writing Babu Sam-
hhu Chunder has no rival among his Indian
contemporaries. He fvon his first laurels, we
believe, by his writings in his own periodical,

Mookerjeds Masrasine^ now long-defunct.
In this magazine articles of great learning and
excellence appeared, mostly from th^ pen of
liabu Sambhu Chunder. He has written several

^ther booklets. His Causes of the Mutiny;
*Mr. Il^t/son^ Lord Canninj^ and the Imome

the Cateer of an Indian Prinaws^ Her
^Ly^hness the late Secundru Rei^tiin ot Rhopal

;

and the Prince in India and to India are pub-
lications which attracted considerable notice.
His latest production “Travels in Bengal” is

I a work of great merit. It is at, once a most

I

faithful and intere.sting picture of nalut.ii
.scenery and life in Bengal, although Mr.
Mookerjee docs not profess to write a picture of

I
Bengal life'and uses liis pencil in its porlniituie
only in passing. The dedication is cliarac-
leiislic. [Plxiracl.j

The “ Travels” are travels in East Bengal,
travels and voyages between Calcutta and
Indepedciit Tcpperali. VVe do not believe
many people in this side of India know that
there is such an independent State as Tip-
perah. But nevertheless such a state exi.sts.

We will give here a summary of its history in

the words of Mr. Mookerjee—He writes [Ex-
tract.] Mr. Mookerjee w.i-» Dewan of Independ-
ent Tipperah for some five years in all between
1877 and 1881. The travels are an account of
his voyages to and from Tipperah.

Those who have travelled in Bengal, parti-

cularly in its Eastern distiicts, which ate the dis-

liicts described in Mookerjee’s book, will bear
him out in liis slaleinent that Lower Bengal
is not stale, flat and unpiofitable, that, on the
contrary, she is the be.autifullest country in

the world. She has no high mountains, but
she has rivers apparcMUly as vast as the

sea, to make her scenery giand and majestic.

She has a hundred rivers ever ovei flowing
with water, thousands of ti.inspan'nt lakes,

covered with the lily and a hundred beautiful

water-flowers, thousands of seas of ever-

waving paddy fields, thousands of clusters of
bamboo and of great trees diessed in beautiful

creepers adorning the river hanks, to make her
the loveliest couniiy in the woild. Even a

Bengali needs to see and tr.ivel Bengal to

adequately know her thousand witching

charms. For a foreigner it is well nigh im-
possible to get even an .appioxim.ite i<lea of

what they are like from dehciipiion, however
true and faithful. Let us hear what our author
has to say on the subject. We read [Extract.]

A paddy sea is thus inimitably desciib-

ed :—[Extract.]

We will quote a passage of another cha-
racter [Extract.]

We could cull many such gems. But
space forbids it. We will, however, quote
some passages of .mother kind. Our traveller,

though old in yeais, i*, evidently young in

heart, for no one in the romantic age of youth
could he more appreciative of female chaims
than out traveller. In cveiy other page you
find our author describing in terms of en-

thusiasm some iinal girl or woman of beauty.

[Extiact.] In the next page we find our Ha-
vener’s atlculion [Extract.]

There is the description, physical and
moral, of a Colonel, which we caniK)t lesist

the temptation of leproducing, although ilic

article has alieady exceeded the usual lengili.

[Extract.] •

We have now given extiacls enough to

show that the little hook of travels is most
delightful reading. It (ontains gi.iphic des-

criptions of natural scenery, faithful poitraituie

of men ami manners, and li.appy, good
humoured observations on them. Thcie is

not an ill-natured or unkind woid in the whole
hook— it overflows in c\eiy page with the tnill^

of human kindness. El'Ciy observation

testifies to the author being a keen observer

of men and things, as an example of which we
ran menti^m the instrnciive and inHaesiing

chapter on ih^ Native Christians of Ihirtugnese

extraction <in Tipperah Again, although the

hook docs not pietendlo deal with life in Ben-
gal, the glimpses of that life wc find in it aie

very considerable and pleasant. We will now
conclude by recommending the hook to all

who may wish to spend a few hours amidst

happy thoughts and pleasant pictures.—

S. K. C.

— The Tribune^ Nov. 26, 18S7.

If wc h.avo not before notierd Mr. S.amhhii

C. Mookerjee’s Travels in Benf:nL which was

published some months ago, it is not be-

cause the little book is either dull or pointles.s.

It contains, on the contrary, much interesting
matter, though some of the incidents aie over-
weighted with detail in what is facetiously
c.'illed a “ little booklet.” The author’s view as
a rule is, by the way, facetious : h3 is given
even to punning; hut he is also sentimental
in the Ingl.est degree— “ naked Whiteman ”

hurts ^is suscepiibiliiies
; a Hindu girl, bathing

in the liver, tliiows him into an ecsta.sy of
deligiit ; “she liad such large languishing
eyes !” But he is nothing if not philosophical,
and his rcfleciion.s on this or that social and
political subject are not without their moral.
Mr. Sambhu C. Mookerjee was formerly
Minister to the “last of the Nawabs Na/im of
Bengal, Beliar and Orissa” and afieiwaids
Minister of the Mahaiaja of Tipperah. He
is a man, therefore, of experience, and when
he speaks his brethren should li.slcn to him....
Travels in Ben<^al is a readable book, and
it abounds in anecdotes which are often as
instructive as amusing, and it is not spoiled
by too many poliiical allusions, though, of
course, some few have crept in.— The Pioneer.
Dec. 18S7.

With our author, details about petty inci- •

dents in his journeyings to and from his
zemirulari management are only second in
importance to details as to the difficulty of
getting his valuable sei vices dispensed with
when he wanted leave from his employer.
He never forgets that he is a firstclass cl.tssical
Baboo, .and a Brahman of high degree, except
when he considers that it is incuinbcnt on liis

character for 19th century enlightenment to
sneer at Hinduism, and exalt his peisonal
pretensions at the expense of the old religion.

Sainhlni C. Mookerjee’s book is valuable in a
way, as showing the inordinateneness of vanity,
and vvhal the Yankees call ‘high falutin,’ at
which Baboodom can arrive, when not under
the supervision of superior authority, e. g,^ our
auihor’.s budgerow and cook-boat are always
referred to as a “fleet.” In his preface he
refers complacently to “the mere Engli.sh
reader.” At page 31 he ostentatiously laments
that he cannot run away from Court, because
he would do so “ at the risk of causing some-
thing of an interregnum, so to say.” In a
similar key the record of vaingloriousness is

carried on all through the book.

“ It was with the odour of New Year’s Day
festivities still on me,” says the Baboo, “that
I proceeded to my woik in the far East.
Somehow, this odour does not seem to have
recommended itself to his fellow-travellers.
On board the steamer going to Dacca, for
instance, the Baboo met a British Colonel with
a pi city wife.” Reference to this episode is
made on the 6th page of the book. On the
9th page we aie introduced to “a couple of
line healthy girls, with well pioportioned,
nimble limbs ***** ^^ sitting at the edge
of the water, elahoialely scrubbing and towel-
ling llieir persons, and helping to clean one
aiiotlieiv’ And so on. About 9 o’clock that
same morning the l>iboo “ cleaned the cooking
tUi'n^ilb and pl.ites in the sands of the beach
and at night the boatmen on board the hud-
geiow sang witliout asking the Baboo’s per-
mission, altliniigli, says he naively, “ I am
known to be sonu;hody.”
Here is a quotation ex uno disce omnes. It

refers to the Kajah’s dilatoiincss in giving our
author his eon tie.

“
'Fhus from day to day, finally from morn to

noon, fiom noon to dewy eve, and again the
following moi long, from an aniiable inability
to make up tlie mind—a generous indisposition
to part ! Far from unpleasant is this dilly
dally, where there ii no urgency, no peremptory
call to promptitude. British einployi^s know
not this ‘ imhuiedii grace of life.’ They will

probably not appreciate it. They have not
ihe happiness of serving men, but are mere
part.s of a machine. We serve flesh and blood.
The position of officials in Native States h:is

its dks.advantages
; many enough to he sure

;

hut it is not without ample compensations, and
this is one of them.’’

Is it possible for the men of the East and
the men of the West to be sympathetic in

idea ? Be that as it may, unless the author
of Justice Onocool Chunder Mookerjee’s
Memoirs adventures again into liteiaiurc, ue
do not think that a sillier book than Sambhu
C. Moukerjee’s Tiavcls is likely to appear for
a long while.— Calcutta Review.
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INFALLIBLE SPECIFIC FOR

LEUCORRHCA.
A week’s use of this medicine not only cures

Leucorrha'a—the characteristic white, green

and bloody discharge—but also removes the

concoinitaat intense menstrual pains, and all

the various complaints and sympton'ft inci-

dental to menstrfial difficulties and green sick-

ness, and prepares the system for conception.

Price : for a week’s consumption, Rs. 2,

packing and postage 4 annas.

Tnere are capital medicines besides—for

piles, all the 20 kinds of flux—such as sper-

matorrhoea, diabetes, &c.—diarrhaa, rheu-

miti.sm, puerperal complaints, cataract of

the eye, nacra, asthma, &c.
[Certificate.]

“I have known Babu Rajendra NathGhoshal
kubiraj for upwards of 15 years, and I can bear

ample testimony to the wonderful efficacy of

his medicine in the treatment of diseases of the

womb. While Assistant Surgeon of Monghyr
and subsequently, I have known him to cure

the m)St obstinate cases of uterine Leucorr-

'hcei and other uterine derangements, organic

and functional. I can safely call his medicine

the Specific for Leucorrhcea and painful

menstruation. Ladies who have been subject

to these diseases for years and were barren

have been cured and borne children.

Womesh Chunder Roy, L. M. S., Medical

Practitioner, Bhagalpur. 30th October, 1886.”

Apply to

RAJRNDRANATH GIIOSAL, Kabiraj,

Topkhana Bazar.

Monghyr.

J. Farbstein & Son,
BAIRDRESSERS AND PERFUMERS,

12
,
Esplanade East,

By Special Appointment to H, £. Sir James

Fergusson and the Rt. Hon. Lord Reay,

Governors of Bombay,

Have just opened Hair Dressing Saloons

for Ladies, Gentlemen and Children. Hair-
cutting As. 8 ;

Shampooing As, 4 ;
Shaving

As. 4. Wigs, Beards, Whiskers and Mous-
taches, also Theatrical Sundries for the make
up, Toilet Requisites for Ladies and Gentlemen,
always in stA)rk

;
cheaper than in any other

House in Calcutta, A Trial Older solicitc<l.

12, LAt BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

lIOMffiOPATIlIC PHARMACY,
• THE

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

D/SPEMSAK YIN A SIA

OF PURR HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN
INDEPENDENT HOMffiOPATflY

and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.
Besides the old Remedies, all the New Re-

medies and the latest additions procured from

the best European and American sources, and

kept in stock.

Medicines in wooden boxes and leather

cases, requisites of all kinds supplied, and

Prescriptions dispensed at the shortest notice.

The largest Stock of Homoeopathic literature

kept.

Oiders received for supplying English,

American and foreign Journals.

BERIGNY & CO.
12, Lai Bazaar, Calcutta,

KALLYPUDDO DAS^
JEWELLER WATCH AND CLOCK MAKER.

148, Radhabazar, Calcutta.

Cheap Gold and Silver Rotherham’s Watches
;

Watches of other Makers, both English and
(fcneva

;
Gold and Silver Chains

j Earrings,
Wedding-rings, Memento-rings; Diamond, Em-
erald, Ruby rings; Tiger claw and other Jewel-
lery of the newest fashion. Gold guaranteed
genuine.
Orders, with remittance, promptly attended to.

THE

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited."

ASSAM LINE.
The Company which has a weekly Service

of Steamers running to and from Debrooghur
viii Goalundo, will despatch the Steamer
“ CASHMERE ” for Assam on Tuesday the

7th instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
Codowns at Jaggannalh Ghat until Monday,
the 6th idem.

The Steamer “ SCINDE ” will leave Goal-
undo for Assam on Thursday, the 9th idem.

Intending passengers by the last mentioned
Steamer should leave Calcutta for Goalundo
by train the previous night.

Dhuuri & Debrooghur Mail Service.
Throu<rh Booking to andfrom Assam,

The Despatch Steamers of this Service

leave Dhubri daily on arrival of the Mails
from Calcutta, and proceed to Debrooghur,
stopping at all intermediate stations and
Mookhs.

Passengers, Goods, Parcels ( packages not

to exceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement
)
may be booked

through to and from Calcutta, and all stations

on the Eastern Bengal State Railway and
connected Railways, and the following

Steamer Stations of this Company, vis,,

Dhubri, Goalparah, Gauhaii, Mungledye,
Tezpore, Silghaut for Koliabar, Dhunsiri
Mookh, Niggriting, Kookeela Mookh, Desang
Mookh and Debrooghur.
Packages booked as parcels will be forward-

ed by rail along with the Mails. Freight on
perishable articles must be prepaid.
Goalundo and Debrooghur Despatch

Service.
Through Booking to andfrom Assam,

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which
have been specially built for the Assam Trade,
carrying passengers and coolies between
Goalundo and Debrooghur,will leave Goalundo
bi-weekly on Sundays and Thursdays, calling

at all intermediate stations, and Debrooghur
on Monday and Friday.
Through bills of lading will be granted for

goods and parcels on presentation of rail re-

ceipt or payment of freight. Packages not to

exceed ten hundred weight, or 8 by 4 feet in

measurement.
Particulars as to freight and passage to be

had from
MACNEILL & CO.,

Agents.

1-2, Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.

STAN 1) A R D REIS & RAYYET

AtJCUHULATliD ITHDS

ANiNHAL IfliVliNUK

Bonus distributed to Assurers

£0.450,000

£880,000

£3,500,000

(PRINCE AND PEASANT)
WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER

AND

Revievo of Politics, Literature, and Society

BATES OF SUBSOBIPTION.
Yearly ... in advance ... Rs. 12

Half-yearly ... 7

Quarterly ... „ .,. „ 4

Monthly ... „ ... Re. i-S

l/fE assurance COMPANY.

ESTABLISHED 1826 .

GOKERNOR—Eis Grace the Duke of Bucoleuoh and Queensberry, K. T.

N
ative gentlemen win find this institution of great service, useful f6r Investment,

Family Provision, SelfEndowmentfor old age, and Protection to Partners or Creditors,

SECURITY. Security is the first point to be considered by Assurers, and no Life Office

can surpass the STANDARD in this respect.

THE RATES OF PREMIUM—Will be found moderate, and the conditions of a
Standard Life Policy are most liberal in every way.

Copies oftiie last Report, Prospectuses, Forms of Application, and all information regarding
the Co niiany’s Retirement Scheme (which requires no medical examination, and the
subscription for which when commenced at young ages, is very small), the Endowment

Scheme,&c.,&c., may be obtained on application to any ofthe Company’s Agents in India.

CALCUTTA BRANCH : GEO. L. KEMP,
27, Dalhoiisie Square. Secretary.

Single or sample Copy,, „ o-8

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (three columns to the page) are
charged by the space taken up, at the rate of 4
annas a line, each insertion. The lowest charge
for any advertisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic
Occurrences, the lowest charge for which is

Rs. 5.

Special rates for Contracts.

No additional charge for inland postage or
peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately
charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a year.
®

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to “The Mjjnager," and Literary

Communications and books and pamnhlets
(carriage paid) to “ The Editor ” of “ Reis
& Rayyet, ’*

Office xmi, Uckoor DutPs Lane, Wellington
Street, Calcutta.

Printed andpublished /or the Prhprietor every Saturday by MUTTY Lall Ghose, at THE BEE PRESS',No. /, Uckoor Dutt's Ltuu, Cal^tts.
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SEBASTIAN.
A TALE OK THE PORTUGUESE IN INDIA.

\Concluded from P, Jo.]

Canto II.

16

The Chief arrives, his sword in hand

And followed by his chosen band,

Whose wrath is fierce against the men

Who’d beard the lion in his den.

Though unprepared, with focman near

Nor chief, nor follower own a fear.

Well tutored long in wai’s fierce game,

With passions kindled into flame,

With Tartar blood within their veins

From sires who forged a nation’s chains,

They suited well old YusufTs life,

Whose glory was a scene of strife,

And eager were they all to wield

Once more their sabres in the field.

17

The walls are scaled, the foe have gained

The outworks and have half obtained

The fort, the guns are seized and manned.

So well the fierce surprise is planned.

All vainly do the Moors oppose

The progress of their daring foes.

Few turbaned heads escape the sword

And Moslem blood in streams is poured ;

Revenge and hatred nerve each arm

And propagate the wild alarm.

But fiercer battles meet the foe,

’Ti.s Yusuff and his band, who show

The Lubian buccaneers, how dear

They barter life, how little fear

The boldest foe, the keenest steel,

How littlc'heed the wounds they feel.

But vain the effort, idly vain,

No vantage can their courage gain

O’er that untamed undaunted crew,

Whose weapons still their best blood drew.

Now yielding to the fierce attack

The Moslem band is driven back.

They falter, now in baste retire

And scarce escape the Lusian fire.

Dismayed they reach the citadel,

Its strengthened walls may serve them well,

There ’gainst the foe they yet may stand

And haply crush the daring band.

• 18

The place is won, and save the few,

The daimt^ss few with YumiIT still,

There’s none tiiat will the fight renew

Or dale defy the conq icroiV will.

But Yusuff* would’nt tamely yield

Though shivered scimitar and shield.

The Chief had fought in times gone by

When youthful ardour fired his eye.

Beneath Akbar—the good and great ;

And thinking on those famous times

When glory brightened Eastern crimes,

His heart grows pioiid, his soul elate.

He will not shame his noble sires,

Though age has dimmed his youthful fires,

He will not shun the fight and live,

To lose what life can never give.

Bewate Sebastian lest the morn

Show arms subdued and banners torn.

19

Belcagured is the citidel.

And fierce attacks the foe have made ;

But Yusuff and his band repel

Each hot attempt at escalade.

The morn has dawned—upris’n the sun

—

And yet the fortress is unwon.

But now they bring the cannon’s aid

Will wall and tower in dust be laid,

Yet Yusuff* and his band have vowed •

To conquer or to die.

Wide fly the gales, out pour the crovyd,

And half the Lusians fly,

Allah ho Akbar is the ciy
;

But fainter and more faint it grows

As perish they whose voices rose
;

The Chief has falh u by the hand

Of him who leads the Lusian baiK^.

And one by one cacli turbaned head

Is bleeding stretched among the dead.

•The fort is won, the struggle o’er,

And hostile weapons cladi no inoie.

Now where is dark eyed (lul.'inar ?

She who like some sofi burning star,

Beaming benignly iu (he sky,

When not another st.ir is nigh.

But clouds and mist .lud darkness round

Nothing lovlier near it found.

Moved on amongst htu- uaik- jiuilcd race

The giver good of ligiu and grace,

The one sweet spirit of h-t place.

Now where is she? si;*- 'vuo '»f late

So sweetly soothed S> . ' > ofs fate,

And won the soldier's .
- '•

., heart

Till it became a pain • u t,

Though vengeance po 1 -» it ids way,

And Freedom lit it wi; . 1 y.

Now where is she? :
'a ' > 'iiough smitten

With love more deep i >

'

*r w is written

Subscribers in ike cut^rfry are requested to temit bypostal money order if possible^ as th:

medium par/iculasly as ii ett^sures acknowledgment through the Department No ^

given, any other biingunnecissttry^ and likely to eamsf confusion.

^ 'y t and most convenient

fdr receipt will be
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That it became a part of life

Together growing and decaying

Dissevered not by storm or strife,

And all too pure for base betraying.

Though smitten thus, could yet forego

Such pleasant dreams and thoughts as flow

From love tlius deep, because she felt

Her fajlb, her race, her name,

Would take the taint of shame

If linked along with him she knelt

At other than the Moslem shrine.

And deemed her prophet not divine.

Where, where is she ? Sebastian rushes

Through vacant rooms, deserted halls.

And still on Guldnar he calls ;

But that sweet voice of hers is mute

As silent as her shattered lute.

Ha 1 who lies stretched all lifeless there?

’Tis she ! and from her bosom fair

Oh God ! oh God I the life blood gushes.

21

Like one who feels one moment more

Of life not worth preserving,

All hopes, all joys for ever o’er

Life’s pleasures undeserving,

Sebastian gazed, and gazed again

And felt unutterable pain,

For never had he so adored

Now leaning on his crimsoned sword

With tearless eye, but heaving breast,

His soul its anguish thus exprest.

His eye still wildly fixed upon

That form of grace whose talisman was gone.

22

** And is it thus each hope is crushed 1

Thus life’s divinest music hushed 1

Gay youth of each fond tie bereft,

And nought but death and darkness left.

The long, long night which brings no day

To chase the changeless gloom away.

Sad fate 1 but by that heavenly smile

So winning and so free from guile.

Still lingering round thy yet red lip,

Where never more the bee may sip,

I deem—nor idly do I deem

Thy soul hath winged its blessed flight

To that fair region where thy dream

Of love shall be for ever bright.

While at the fount of Sulsabeel

Thy soul quaffs joy mine may not feel.

Then blest art thou, fond maid but I

Must live and move and feel like one

Who, with a mind by love undone,

Turns fondly to the fold bright sky,

And worships some especial star,

And in that madness wears out life.

Thus must I live, lost Guldnar,

Iij spite of human cares and strife.

Beloved girl l —I dared to think ‘

. Fate might have riveted the link

So strongly wrought— I fondly nurst,

•And thou awok’st thc^ passion first

—

That feeling of a love divine

My coarser spirit caught from thine.

1 hoped~lhat hope was vain indeed,

And varnished—makes this bosom bleed

I hoped that if I came in power,

In war’s array^-I might that hour

Have called thee mine.

Tis over now :

The hue grows paler on thy brow.

And these vain words of mine reach not

I fear that far and sacred spot

Where thy sweet spirit moves in light.

Where dwells no ill, where comes no blight.

Enough—a dark and wild career

I have begun—nor dare appear

Of broken heart, of spirit sunk.

Although each desperate hope be drunk

With recklessness. Why, what to me
Can Life or Death or ought now be ?

Th^ charm is gone which made it worth

My while to love Shis now dull Earth.”

23

Henceforth, the wild Sebastian sought

Oblivion to each bitter thought

In battle field—rude was his fame
;

But long the terror of his name

Was felt and owned afar and near.

Till neighbouring princes learnt to fear

The arms of those fierce Portuguese

Whose vessels swept the Indian seas.

Men spoke of deeds too dark for song,

Of tyranny endured too long
;

But now it boots not to relate

That bold man’s crime—his life and fate.

They say, though that at certain limes

’Twas doomed remorse for bygone crimes,

He seemed for days as one possessed,

Nor shared he food, nor took he rest,

But ever from his lips there came

In accents wild an unknown name.

And ever as uprose the evening star

The one loved name he breathed was

—

Gulanar.

News and Comments.

A MUSICAL prodigy has arisen in France in a violinist named Henr

Marteau, aged fourteen. He has been lately playing at Vienna where

he has extorted the admiration of Herr Speidcl of that capital.

#
• •

Our friends down South may now have some rest. They were furious

at the Madras University having proposed white as the color for the

academic costume. The Senate have now given in and declared for

black—as the visible sign of Southern enlightenment.

Dr. Constantine James, a former collaborator of Magendie and

Claude Bernard, has just published a work entitled VHypnotisme

Expliqut* duns sa Nature et dans ses Actes^ in which he gives,

from his observation of nervous patients, many curious facts

to illustrate his theory of the influence exercised over them by

those able lo dominate their wills. The book is swelled at the end

by a narrative of “ Conversations with the Emperor Don Pedro on

Darwinism.”

On January 23rd, Lieutenant-Colonel Yate, telegiaphs from Khamiab,

that he and Major Peacock have been permitted to return by the

Russian railway. He expected to break up his mission by 28th Janu-

ary, and to proceed with a Russian party by boat to QrfVjui. His

escort will march back under Subadar Mahomed Hussein to Quetta,

which it should reach by about April 15th.

* •

The follo^wiflg telegram dated the 7th instant has been received from

the Resident in Kashmir who is at Sialkot
—

“ Cholera has broken out •

at Jammu, it commenced among troops
;
and, during my stay up to

the 4th February, there had been 40 seizures and 7 deaths in three

days. Reports received yesterday and to-day shew on 5th February

17 cases and 1 1 deaths in the Army and 3 deaths in the city, and on

the 6th February 48 cases and 10 deaths in the Army f*nd three cases

in the city. 'I'hc Darbar has moved two battalions into camp at

Baribanna.”—Press Commissioner. •’

• • •

Chowdhri Mahdeo Persh AD, Zemindar, Nanpore, in the district of

MozulTeiporc, has offered to b^ar the entire cost, estimated at
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Rs. 27,000, of a new bridge over the Lakhundai river at Sitamarhee,

and has Rs. lo.ooo already.

* •

The King of Sweden who is one of the most prolific of royal

authors, and a poet into the bn-, tin, li.i^ in the press arnl iK-.irly loady

for publication a magnificent edition of his poetry including several

pieces written within the last ten years. The book ends with a farewell

in which the Bard confesses his trust in God and in llis Brovidence in

human affairs. •

Some balloons for the Italian Army in Afric.a have been tried with

success in P«iris, in a high wind without a hitch, each balloon being

worked by six men. Bor signalling purposes iluiing the night, each

aerostat—as the whole machine is called—carries a lamp equal to

seventy candles in power. The balloon and its appurtenances arc

coiled up in a box and placed on a four-wheeled vehicle, a pulley which

lets out the cable and acts as an anchor to the aerostat, being placed

at the back of the carriage. The cables arc interlaced with wires

for telephonic and telegraphic communication with the aeronaut. To

make it independent of local water supply, gas is packed in steel

tubes—forty of which wdl ll-iat a balloon.

From a letter in the Eastent Ilcrahi^ it appears that the Mahomedans

of Mhow are divided into two parties, one headed by Ka/,i llafi/
|

Mahomed Akruin and the other lead by Moonshee Imdad Ali and

Moonshee Abdulla, and that they aie frequently in hot water and

manage to keep native society in a ferment. .Some of the latter t(?-

presenting that a dl'.pute was likely Uj take place in connection with

a mosque, the Cantonment Magistrate, on the report of the I’olire,

has closed the mosque in Tingiili, Mhow. 'I'lic correspondent complains

of the step and says tli.it on a ptevious occasion a similar r(‘piesentation

was made but no notice was taken of it. Accoiding to him, the

Moonshccs are jealous of Ka/i Akrum and aie bent upon ousting him

from the K<i/i.ship and the application about the mosque seems to be

part of the plot. They have applied for the introduction of the Kazi

Act, which is said to be distasteful to the Mahomedans of Mhow.
«

• •

The Calcutta Correspondent of the Moulmain Aiivrrtis^r^ writing on the

l8th January, says—“Today is the Pen-and-ink holiday, the Suruswatce

Pooja of the Hindus.” Such is the influence of a great example !

Our contemporary’s corrcsp nident, of course, got the description of the

Suruswatce Pooja from the late Kristo Das Pal. It was one of the

weaknesses of that lamented publicist every year to speak of the Pen

and Ink Festival, and although we corrected him at last, we see the

mistake survives. Siiriiswalee Pooja is the worship of the g(»ddess of

Science and Ait. Pens and inkstands and books and instruments are

used as symbols, but no ink. The ink-pots arc carefully cleaned of

every drop or spot of the black fluid or any kind of ink. The godde.ss

herself is spotless white. All wiiting and reading is forbidden on that

day. If writing be absolutely required, the proper rule is to write

with SOUK* improvised instrument dripped in a red fluid not ordinarily

employed foi ink. It would be more correct to call the Pooj.i the

word n loyal periphrasis forjejune? Or docs our contemporary mean

simply lacontc, without implying brilliancy or neatness ?

*

Dr. P. M. Gltpta, Civil .Surgeon, Tm.i, has bi cn iinf^tcd with the

powers of a M.igisliaic, Tltird Class, iindtrr iin: Criiu u A Procedure

Code, and with those of an Assistant-Commissioner under the Garo

Hills Rules, within the Garo lAiHs. Dr. Gupta belongs to a rather re-

markable family of East Bengal. He is himself a woVihy man of rare

modesty.

Notes and Leader i'.ttics.

The //cr^A/ draws attention to the admirable silk that is

pioduced in Upper Burma from the Tussore Moth. It seems finer

and more uniform in quality than the Indian .silk, while the very rude

methods of Burmese maniifaduie succeed in producing a far more even

texture than in the Indian ailiclc.

From time to time attempts were made- to start mills in Mandalay
;

and the enlightened and doubly versatile Mindbn Min, who d.ihbled in ^

all sorts of cxpeiiments, did not overlook this industry, but, as usu.il,

nothing came out of hi.s attention. 'Phe industry remains in almost its

primitive st.ate. Scarcely any caie is t.iken in saving the cocoons
;
and

no effoit is made to piepare the raw silk for the European market, where

its fine thread, good colour, evenness, strength, elasticity, and readiness

I

to absorb dye, should command a high pi ice.

Our conteutpoiaiy suggests the exportation of the silk, for which there

is a consideiable demand in Englaiul and the Continent as well as

Australia. The supply of the worm may be indefinitely increased.

Enormous quantities, bi ought to the markets by the villagers of the

wuud.s, aie eaten. Lightly fiied, the calerpiller is good eating.

Meanwhile, a brisk trade might arise if European Society in the East

can be induced to appreciate the durable qiialiiie.s, in substance

and colour, of the silk goods of Biiima, which may be produced to any

patterns prescribed to the native vvcaveis. The ordinary stuffs lack

body, but the superior desciiptions arc quite substantial, while all kinds

uie pure in material and soft, and, besides, drape well. According to

the writer :

—

“A couple of matched putsoe lengths, though expensive, would

prove a far more acceptable present tlian the coarse jewelry of the

country
; and a far wiser investment tli.in the purchase of the sham

or valueless rubies with which the local market is flooded. Besides

these cummei bunds, handkerchiefs, and all manner of materials can

be purchased
;
ami any one an\)oiis to leap smiles (and v\ho is not ?)

would do far better in tin* /iy)o«‘, than ‘J)y emb.irkmg his hard-earned

inpees in the purchase dI bowv.ill.is’ goods, winch can be V^rought at

half the local lates m any Indian bazaat.”

If the silks arc so good as repte^emed, and not too costly, we can

promise a market nearer home, to begin with. We ceitainly see the

numerous Burmese piisoneis of state biought over, and the respectable

fugitives who have followed in their wake, clatl in l)e.Tiuilul stuffs, but

whether they are indigenous or foicign it is diUicult to say. We

should like to have an oppoitiinity of esamining some samples of

native manufacture. China is the somk e ot svikiiliuie throughout the

“ No-Pen-and-ink Festival ”
!

• • «

According to the Cashm is threatened with a new

disastei -air-quake. The description given of it is that it h “almost

indefin.able. The atmosphere seems convulsed at times, and you feel

as if an invisible agency were striving hard to off with your head.”

'I'liai inform.int is cleaily in danger, and he knows it, poor tn.an !—the

second person being figuiatively u.sed for the singular first. As for

the country, theie need, perhaps, be no great anxiety respecting an

evil too impalpable for definition. *
•

•
•

The Peopl(?s Friend notices the last administration Report of the

Vizagapatam Agency (for 18S6-87.) Our contemporary admires the

literary woikmanship of Mr. H. G. Turner, the Agent to the Governor.

It adds—
“ With the^xception of Mr. Carmichael and Mr. Sullivan, former

Government Agents, there are none in the Service who ^
plaasing, unoffici^d style

;
that is, for fear of being- snubbed as flippant,

they give us bare facts and statistics m the baldest language

imaginable.”
^ We are told that the literature of the Report “ has not been acceptable

to Mr. Secretary Stokes, whose CkO.’s are epigrammatic.” Is that last

world,*and it ^till mamlams a con^idciMblc irpiit.iiion. The extra-

Gangelic I’minsula is the ualur.il t.id of llio Flowery Kmpiie, eihno-

graphically as well as gctigiaphically. Wluit wondc*r that itbhould follow

the trunk countiy !

The Pioneer has formed the following opinion, as at present advised,

of the ruling Chieftfif Indore :
—

•

“A ciisis will ere long occur in the Iiidoie State unless Maharajah

Holkar chooses to set his house in older, and live like a reasonable

and reputable pers(m. We uridei stand that he docs no work whatever,

and that hi . whole time IS given lo the society ol persoi->e of w hose

character the less said the better to t^ais polite. He has quanellcd

with all his rclalion.s and receives no visitors, not even his Minister,

Dewan Kaghonath Kao, a man of woiili and hiNh attainments, who
does his be^t to pnrvent matters coming to deadlock. But he is

anxious to leave the sinking ship, as aie all oflicials of any rh i t, r.

The Maharaj.di is entirely in the hands of asliologers, and *:
- .ao

not thiee <lays in a fortnight on which he is not afraid to take ion

for fear of the anger of the stars. That his abject supcM stition is taken

advantage of by his shameless favountt s for their own intciest is a

mailer of course, anti the standal which the personal habits of Holkar

and his absolute neglect of his Stale duties produce will ere long

necessitate the active interference of Government.”

We have a little question to interpose in the poor Maharaja’s

behalf and in that of his fellow Indians in general. There seems, in
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that passage, a disposition to sneer at our people for their folly and

basenees, but these are by no means peculiar to them. Superstition, for

example, is not confined to Indore, nor are stars a bugbear only in

the East. The appearance of a comet, as the occurrence of a destruc-

tive earthquake, causes anxiety in the breast of millions in Christendom

as in Heathen Iand|. In the present instance, the geographical source

of the superstition may well be a point in issue. Which astrology does

the Holkar sweaf by, European or Asiatic ? Docs the Prince regulate

his movements by the system of Tycho IJrahc or that of Varaha Mihir ?

Is the almanac of Zadkiel or Moore followed by the Indore Court,

or the almanac of the Mahr itta Sastris?

The Pioneer evidentiy regards a Prince’s astrological proclivity a

bad sign in his political horoscope or horizon. It probably remembers

that Tiberius showed the same disposition. But history in this matter

is like the High Court -rich in conlradir.tory precedents. Our con

tempoiaiy might, if it chose, also recollect that Domitian-—a scarcely

more savoury tiame than Tiberius—banished astrology from the Em-

pire by edict. In the East, astrology has ahvays been officially re-

cognised and established. Not only the Hindus but all the Moguls,

great and sm.^ll, fiimly believed in it. Mahomed .Shah may have been

,
weak, but neither Aurungzebe nor Akbar ever ordered a movement

without leave of the stars ascertained through the Court astrologers,

or without consulting the other experts in divination. Nor is it a

weakness of Oiienials only. Not to mention Queens like Catherine

deMedici, the illujiti ions ancestor of our present Premier was himself

a famous professor of astrology. May not a Holkar show a pteference

.sanctioned by tlie great name of Burleigh

U*e have no desire to support any of our Princes in misgovernment,

but they should not be made the victim of what, i/ioiigh reckoned ns a

sign of enlightenment, may possibly be a modern prejudice.

the defeated party stuck to the letter of the Constitution. The Court

supported their contention, and ordered the next set of twenty two to

be counted. Now that is “no joke.” It is usually a disaster, and

may be destruction. It means devolution of power from one Party

to another. In the present case, involving as it does the ejectment of

Free Traders in favour of Protectionists, it means the triumph of a

principle—an evil principle as we all have been taught. The only hope

In the situation lies in the fact that the arbitrament of the courts is not

yet determ iped. The judgment of the court of first instance has been

carried to, and is being fifught before, a higher tribunal. It may possibly

be upset there. If the judgment is finally confirmed, it will tax all the

prudence of the Scandinavian Teutons to prevent a crash or a collapse.

Notwithstanding the progress of international knowledge, by reason

of the facilities for inter-communication and the fashion of travel in

recent years, the nations aie still but imperfectly informed of even the

commonest concerns and conditions of oilier couniiics. Even profes

sional politicians in England, from time to time, discover the most

hazy notions of the politicil systems in vogue on the Continent,

specially among the lesser Powers and minor slates. Of the actual

working of the constitutions, they ate still moie ignorant. Relying

upon the indifTbrcnce of tluiir constituency, the recognised suppliers of

foreign intelligence in the Press do not care to keep strict watch over

the home afifairs of any but the principal nations. In India and the

Colonics, we arc worse served.

Wc have been led to these lemrirks by the little interest which has

been taken in the exciting parliatneniary contest lately and possibly

still going on, in Sweden. That country has been ii\ the thioes of a

political stiu‘4glc, as yet bloodUss indeed, but which may any day
dc\el(»p info a fiercer dcinonsitalion. Without speculating on the

future, it is clear that one of the ICmopean Cnnstitutions is being

stiaincd to the utmost and may snap. Pi-ihaps tlic democratic thcoiy
itself IS on its Dial. We soi^is of Hind who aspire to representative

institutions, may well profit by liic experience of others and learn a
le*.s()n of can! lolls d'dibcralion.

The Swedish Pailiament is composed of two Chambers of Depulics»
both of popular election, the. Fust of 136 and the Second of 204
representatives. of ,Iu-.c 204 Deputies, Stockholm alone sends
twenty-two. As the iiioccvlure of election i>. by uru/in dc liste, .all (he
tvventy two aie voted f(ir <v/ The nece-asaiy consequence of this

absurdmethodis, that the ineligibility of a single unit of the body of
lepicscnfativcs so -lectcd vi(ia:c#lhc whole body. Not only that, b!it

the ncxt.ticket or half h has the cli.ince and is reckoned to be elected,
subject, of conrv-, n, being set aside on the same objection. One
would suppose, spe lally fiom^our experience of the loose way in
which candidates for immicipal election in tow n and country ate passed
in this country, fhaosucli invalidation must often occur. As a matter
«>ffact, such a case has happened. The Stockholm election of Sep-
lembcr last was^ fjiiestioncd on the same ground. Any elector can
bring the question before tlie Courts. Thus a workman who was
elected has huen challenged on the ground that he did not pay his
taxes for 1881 and 1882. A similar point arose in the first election for
the Calcutta Municipality in 1876, but Sir Steuart Hogg took upon
himself to smooth matters by his ruling and the town was content to

abide by i;. In Sweden, however, there was a fierce party contest and

We have received Dayaram Gidumal Shahan^s Life and Life-work of

Bchramji Malabari, and shall try to notice it another time. Meanwhile,

we are exceedingly glad to see the excellent spirit which the oppo-

nents in the press of the hero of the book are showing in the

connection. Difference of opinion cannot be helped, and is, indeed, a

necessary discipline. What is bad is that, under it, we should lose

sight of facts and hold of reason. The nations of the West are far from

presenting a good model for imitation. Still, in Europe and America,

they have the wi-sdom to cultivate directly good lelations with one’s

own party. In India, we of the soil, are a host vithout a head—

a

rabble of units without cohesion. No respect is lost between us,

becau.se none ever existed. Differences lead to c.strangement, because

they arc recklessly cherished and bitterly expresbcd. We arc a])i to

ignore the unity iinclcr diversity, and to exalt trifling personal regards

and persona] antipathies. Wc rejoice at the good ex.implc shown by

the J/ a/rra/Ai. That journal has fought Mr. Malabari more deter-

minedly and valiantly than any other. The organ of the powerful in-

tellectual Brahmanocracy of Poona, it has, throughout the long

agitation for widow marriage and against poligamy and infant-marriage,

.scouted the pretensions of the great Parsee Reformer of Hindu social

usages and sought to expose his errois. But now when the question

is reduced to the wutth of the man, no one is more ready to do him
justice. We quote the opening sentence of the tribute

“Whatever opinion one may have of Mr. B. M. Malabari and his
social reform agitation, it can not be gainsaid that he ha.s made a name
for himself, that lie has achieved Jiis eminence by no backstairs in-
fluence and that he is a man of singular capacity, intelligence and
perseverance.”

Our contemporary does not hesitate to say that the much-abused

Parsee “ is hone.sier than many a would-be reformer among our peo-

ple.” It adds—
“ It was necessary that the life of eiicli a man sliould be briefly but

forcibly sketched by some able hand, and we congratulate Mr.
Dayaiam Gidumal .Shahan on the very excellent way 111 which he has
diSLli.iiged Ills duty of biogi apliei.”

The opening of a railway and the laying of the corner-stone of a
new setileinent, must make a week memorable in the annals of a Native

.Stale. Such, towards the end of last month, has been the good
foituncof juiiagliad. A still more .sinking evidence of luck is the

fact that the new selilemcni has been christened Wodeliouseporc, not

out of respect to a pa^t Governor of the Presidency but to com-
memorate the present I^ilitical Agent, who is said to be a popular oTicer.

The JndLin Spectator says :
—

“ We notne with iiiiich pleasure the unity and concord existing be-
tween the Mahomedan and Hindu subjects of the Nawab, eiuolled, as
they arc, mulcr a common standard, owning fealty to tlie same ruler,
and living peaceably as citizens and neighbours of the sanKT country*
ni.ikmg ilu-ir intciesl.s identical tlie one with the otlicr. These facts
are a valuable .sei-off, at the piesent moment, against the representa-
tions of those wiio persists in showing up, on every possible occasion,
the waul of syinp.iihy between the two races, so widely different, as
they aie, in their leligioiis convictions, in their habii.s and usages.”

That is not a party “ dodge,” nor a random hit. If is a simple fact

that 111 the NaVab’s territory both sects live in peace and harmony.
Only on Wednesday last, we were visited by a brace of Hindu
Fakeeis ft 0111 that State who, in answer to our inquiry, not only showed
good feeling towards Mussulmans but also their satisfav.lion with the

administration. Were the Hindus well treated? Was there no op-

pies-siori or liarshncss ? we asked. The answer was brief tut piegnant.

Harshness there was, but only towards evil doers—thieves, brigards,

murdeiers and so forth, said they ; as for the Hindus they were well

protected, encouragement being shown in especial to pilgrims and •

religious men of every denotpinalion.
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Wfi are so accustomed, freely and without stint, to exercise the

noble privilege of criticising the Government we have the happiness

to live under, that it would be unfair and undutiful to withhold a bit of

testimony in its favour obtained by us in this connection. We asked

the Sanyasees whose usual abode is the Girnar hills, how many of

them started and travelled together ? They did not understand us and

almost resented the ide.'i of their fraternising with lay travellers. We
said there may have been other pilgrims or at least other Sanyasees.

There were none, and they recognised no necessity of combination.

They almost thought us incoherent. SucR is the difference that a

few short years may make I There could not be a greater proof of the

blessings of British Government. We now came upon them with our

claim for that Government. This freedom and security of travelling

alone and unimpeded, without risk or anxiety, all the way from one

end of India to the other, which they had themselves enjoyed, was due

simply to the British in India—to the peace they have established and

the crime they have stamped out. It is not so very long since the

period when in India, as in Central and Western Asia at this day, it

was necessary fur travellers, commercial and other, to go from place

to place in Kafilas, Even pilgrims and mendicants were reduced to

the same precaut ion. And now we are got so used to our h.appiness

that a Sanyasee does not grasp the meaning of inquiry into the

numerical stiength of the parly wiih whom he has journeyed from

Katiawar to Gunga Saugor and Pooree 1

They readily and cordially admitted all that we said in praise of

our Government. It is not at all necessary, they said, to wail for any

body else’s convenience or to crowd together on the way. ’1 here is

no danger and no diflic ulty. The roads arc first class and protected,

to say nothing of iJie wondrous road of iron.

Perhaps many of our readers—of the more reverent disposition

—

will prefer to hear of religion and the mystery of the universe

in connect ion with our visitors. They may well wonder whether

wc have nothing wonderful to relate. We have. At any rate, we

shall mention, for what U may be worth, one of the things we saw.

Before doing so, we must state a few particulars. The two men form

one party, composed of the principal or the Mahatma and his dis-

ciple, who acts as guide and servant. The latter is by far the senior

in age—the former is almost a boy—not more than cighlecn or nineteen

years of age. lie is a taciturn young man of apparent simplicity and

purity, without the excessive punctiliousness of other Brahmans.

He took his seat and lounged on a bed used by men of all castes and

races. He was olTcied something to eat. He declined, but this was

nonsense, for he was doubtless prepared by the person who brought

him. But he did not give us the trouble of coaxing him for any

length. A “dish” of sweetmeats steeped in syrup was biought by

a man with shoes on and laid on the bed. He complained they were

too many. He was told that it did not matter, he might take as much

as he could. He submitted with a smile and called for water, which

was brouglit in a bra^s pot (loUi), He look some of the water and

washed his hands and mouth, and then, strangely enough, and with

ease, he brought forth by the mouth, from his stomach or some inner

cavity, a small SaUj^ram or somewhat oval-sliped stone used as a

symbol of Vishnu lor daily worship by Brahmans, Towards this

pebble he observed a simple form of worsliip, muttering some mantras,

and offeted it the sweetmeats. After this, the divine stone was put

into the mouth and was apparently swallowed up again.

The vanity of literature on which Henrey Rogers eloquently dis-

coursed in the Edinourgh Review in 1849, and in respect of which

writers like the elder Disraeli have collected so much information,

is vividly illustnated by the conclusion which has been ariived at by

a recent inquirer :— *
• . .

“That only 50 books out of every 1000 survive seven y^ars/ publicity.

Only about 60 books of the 50,000 publications of the i8th century

are now in pi in 1.”

Holloways Ointment and Pills.—Travellers and Emigrants. Those

who cross the seas change the climate, but they do not change the

constitution. The altered conditions of life, the exigencies of travel

and other cai^cs render the traveller and emigrant peculiarly liable to

diseases and accidents when far from efficient medical aid. With these

associated remedies at hand they may be said to have a phys.cian

always at theii calf, and they may be certain that situations will be

constantly arising in which they will require a ready resource in time

• of need. The directions for use which accompany each box and pot

of Holloway’s Pills and Ointment are wriuen in plain and simple lan-

guage, and arc applicable in all cases.

From a comparison of returns, it appears that the number of readers

in the British Museum is more than double those in the National Li-

brary of P.iris, while each of the former borrows from two lothree times

as many books as a French reader. The ilifftircnce is easily explained.

In Paris, the number of volumes issued to a single reader io»a day, U

limited to three or four, while in London a readcr^can have as many

as he ifices. A more fruitful source of difference is the fact that in the

French Library a reader is not allowed to examine the catalogue

;

this is done for him by officials. He writes the name of the book he

wants and learns twenty minutes after if the work is procurable
j
if not,

he writes another name, waits another twenty minutes, and so on.

In London, the catalogue is open to everyone, and books arc delivered

by attendants at readers’ seats. The economy of time and temper

is obvious. Herein clearly they do not order the matter better in

France.

Lord Dufff.RIN has again passed the Indian test of an auspicious

reign. There was rain all day and night on Thursday, incessantly, if

not in torrents. It was a cold and cheerless day and for those who

were forced to go out, a nasty one. Luckily the sun rose next morn-

^

ing .as glorious as ever and not quite formidable as usual.

A few days earlier the rain would have spoiled the late Chapter of

the Order of the Indian Empire which, originally announced to be

held within doors at Government House, was at the last moment

relegated to the grounds, and under canvas. It passed off without a

hitch on last Saturday at about noon. Wc arc glad to see the claims

of the Nawab of Moorshedabad and the Maharajas of Vizianagram

and Durbhunga recognised. As three of the most eminent Princes

and Chiefs of the right section of the inverted triangle, their connec-

tion gives honor and importance to the Order itself.

Both ihe Home Member and the Law Member, as well as the Lieute-

nant-Governors and Governors of the day, evidently recognise the un-

derstanding which gives the children of the soil a claim upon officials

in such exalted positions, over and above the ordinary duties of their

several offices. They lately visited the Kumboliatola Boys’ Reading

Rooms, an institution which owes much to the interest and liberality of

Professor Stack of the IMesidency College (now Principal designate, we

believe, of the Krishnaghur College) arfd Mr. Justice Norris. They were

at the Oiicnial Seinmary too. Mr. Scoble pro ided at a young men’s

debating society, delivering a good address. In that position he

natuially delivered the staple remark on tlic usefulness of such associa-

tions—though there Is another view of the matter—but he made one

noteworthy point that wc remember, namely that the people fail in a

spirit of independence. It is however important enough to bear

.separate treatment heieafter.

The Lieutenant-Governor has been distributing school prizes. At the

Oriental Sermany, His Honor made a lemaik mncli to our taste on

the frivolity of speech-making and the weakness for speech-hunting.

Sir Slcuaii Bayley braved all the horrors of Thursday’s weather in

order to take the chair at the Maddresse annivcisary.
•

The most important meeting of the week was that of Lady Dufferin’s

Fund fclr the supply of medical relief to the women of India. The

Viceroy presided. The llon’ble Mr. Sqoble in moving the first reso-

lution gave an account of the finances and the operations. He was

followed by Dr. Sircar in an ingenious and well-delivered speech.

Lord Connemara spoke briefly and well for Madias, reminding oqe

of his lamented brother who once ruled over India. The Lieutenant-

Governor maint.ameil his growing reputation as a speaker. The other

speakers were Durbhunga and Moorshedabad and the Syed Ameer

Hossein. The Chairman closed with a most animated address in

which he made a gniceful alluhion to hi^s zenana. With truo knightly

courage, yet without any unchivalric self-consciousness, he gave his

pcrson€al testimony to his illustiious consort’s zci?l and absorbing in-

terest in her philanthropic work. In fact speaker after speaker rose

to testify to the head and heart she devoted to the Association. The

Viceroy from the necessity of his rdU dealt in thanks and showered

compliments all round, so that his speech reminded one of Sydney

Smith’s parody of the weak side of Mackintosh’s oratory. But there

was no liue resemblance between the two. His praises were all

thoroughly deserved by their respective objects, not the least deserving

among whom is Major Cooper, the Honorary Secretary, who has

worked with singular earnestness and judgment.
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The Chapter was followed on Tuesday evening by a party at Govern-

ment House which was more numerously attended than any in this

season. There was more ethnic variety too, and of course a more

interesting display of costume. On both occasions we missed the

presence of our Academician who would have delighted in the scenes,

and possibly enriched art by fixing them on canvas. Unfortunately

Mr. Archer was ailing during the wholj* period. We hope he is all

right by this.
'

We rejoice to be able to report that Raja Ur. Rajendralala Mitra is

doing better.

Our good neighbour llaboo Srinaih Dass’s brilliant but wayward and

unfortunate eldest son Ilaboo Upendra Uas, we are glad, is coming

back to his native land.

A GREAT retired Indian and a famous jurist and journalist has passed

away in .Sir Henry Maine, whose death is telegraphed from London.

The Government of India has just received a telegram from Teheran

dated the 9lh instant repcrriing the arrival of Lieutenant-Colonel Yates

» in Tifiis. His party appears to have been exceptionally well received

and entertained l)y the Russian Transcaspian authorities.

NOTES AND QUIRIES.

Wanifd -A Synonym.

From the time of the early reformers so nuich has been talked re-

garding the reman iage of women after the loss of a husband, that

many men are ready to go to fits at the sound. Widmu-marriagey it

must be admitted, is a vile compound of a word. It was time enough for

a handy synonym in the scries. Why not Irave vidogamy?

Suppose you started ividongamy^ the lecond w would soon be dropped

as a superfluity, and the first is naturally changeable to v. After all,

our ohl friend Mr. Weller, Senior, is one of Nature’s creation, and his

lingo quite conforms to Grimm’s Code.

When a Bengali-spcaking gentleman describes the importunity of an-

other in connection especially with any request or solicitation, he des-

cribes the other as Siipd Dchi^ S<vA Debt karila. Numerous as are the

gods and goddesses of the Furanic pantheon, have you, Mr. Editor,

ever heard of any goddesses called Sopd and Sard f Whence then this

saying? Will any of your numerous readers answer?

K.
Calcutta, loth February, 1888.

REIS & RAYYET.

SATURDAY. FliBRUARY II, iSS8.

THE VICEREGAL NOTICE TO OUIT.
The news of th':; vvf?rk is ih(! resignation of Lord
Dufferin. The following official intelligence was
circulated by the Press Commissioner on \Jtie Sth

instant :

—

“The Karl of DufTeiin having lequosted Her Majesty’s Government
to peimit him to resign the Viceroy.ilty of India .at the expiration of

the fourth year of his term, he will be siici eeded by the Marquis of

Lansilowne the piescnl tiovernoraieneral of Canaila wlio may be ex-

pected to anive in Iiidi.i low.irds the end of the piesent year.”

Regard being had to the nature of. the subject and

considering that a number of communications must

have passed between Lord Dufftuin and the Secre-

tary cif State -even though in the shape of cypher

telegrams—the secret must be confessed to have

been very we'll kept. Nor has there been any favor-

itism, either in this country or in England. This is

the first tinr:: that important intelligence of this kind

is communicated to the Indian public frankly and

freely, and without partiality. We hope we shall not

again be condemned to the reproach of getting our

Indian news through the V'/mes or Vanity Fair.

Various speculations arc afloat as to the cau.ses of

such a sudden step. Many are those who attribute

it to differences with the Conservative Cabinet. It

is certainly difficult to assign political acts to other

than political causes. But so far as our information

goes, private claims have decided Lord Dufferin.

The demands of property may be as urgent as the

responsibilities of public duty, and even the tempta-

tions of private fortune it may sometimes be simply

Quixotic to resist. They who are blessed with abun-

dance of the good things of this world must submit

to the burdens imposed as they enjoy the benefits.

No man of delicacy will fail to recognise the pru-

dence and propriety with which this important

news is conveyed. The communication is made a

sufficient time after the important fiscal measures

of this season have been launched. Freedom of

opinion has had full play. Public criticism has

not been stilled before-hand by the announcement
of a “ farewell night,” as it were, in the theatre of

public affairs. Above all, a sufficient chronological

margin is left to obviate violent private disappoint-

ment as well as to prevent the slightest disruption of

public interests.

We only fear the margin may not be sufficient for

making up for Lord Dufferin as great a name in

Indian history as his magnificent powers and accom-
plishments are capable of earning.

The news has created a sensation. Few men have
ever been brought within the range of the Viceroy’s

personal inlluence without feeling it profoundly.

Many in all parts will receive it with almost a

sense of personal bereavement. Even political op-

positionists who are worth anything know that the

loss of a finished statesman who has passed his local

noviciate, is not easy to replace. It is intolerable

that just as our Proconsul, ceased to be a griffin and
was thoroughly seasoned for his great office, he set

himself to negociate for a successor to make over
charge. I'or one thing, Lord Dufferin has added

to his many accomplishments and means for success-

ful Eastern administration a good knowledge ol

Oriental languages, including a familiarity with

what may be called the French of the East. He
is the only khas importation of a Viceroy who
has had this advantage. None else could converse

directly with a native of the country or an Indian

Prince or a representative of any Asiatic Power.

[Since this arlicle w.ts in the press, we turned with trepidation to His
Kxccllfiicy’s speech in Council ycblerday, on his resignation. Luckily

we Iiave,Tioihing to alter.]

, ZEMINDARY ZOOLUM.
The reach say there are faggots anti faggots. We
say there are Zemindars and Zemindars. Strong as

our symp.ithics are on behalf of the Zemindars as a

class, and jealous as we always are of legislative

attacks on their undoubted rights, we arc constrained

to admit that there are those amongst thoffl whose
conduct almost justifies the revolutionary legislation

of the period and the prejudices entertained against

them as a l)ody by men in power. Happily, how-
ever, for the interests of the order, the black sheep
arc few and may be counted on the fingers’ ends. .

Utterly forgetful of their critical position at a time

when the whole statesmanship of Lord Cornwallis
is openly called in question, when, in fact, a deli-

berate covenant, hoary with the solemnity of age, and
made with every formality that could impress the

world with its binding force, trembles for its exist-

ence in view of a specious sophistr^ impatient of

argument, they persistently provoke by their con-,

duct the very frieijds of the cause to throw them
over-board and keep theiP enemies in countenance.
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A memorial addressed to Sir Stcuart Bayley is lying

before signed by over two hundred persons, veri-

table rayyets dependent on the produce of their fields,

which discloses a pitiable state of things. It is cer-

tainly an ex parte statement presenting only one side

of the picture. But supported as the allegations are

by a tabulated reference appended at the end, and
consistent as they are with what we ourselves know
of the arts employed for breakiag the spirit of an

independent tenantry, we have little reason to sus-

pect their truth. The case is eminently one that

demands a prompt and searching en(|uiry, and we
have no doubt the Government of Bengal will do

its duty.

Beiboo Harihar Mookerjee of Uttarpara, who
enjoys the unenviable distinction of having gone

to law with the very author of his being and for-

tunes, and who is a brother of that Monohar aluu

Jogendranath Mookerjee whose treatment of the

rayyets of Gangadharpore immediately occasioned

many of the drastic sections in the present law of

landlord and tenant for Bengal, owns a village in dar-

patni, by name Uttarbarh-jhampardrih, not many miles

to the west of Howrah. Many of the jitmmahs owned
by the rayyets of jhampardah have been stated to be

ancestral ones, held from generation to generation,

dating back, if not really, at least under presumption

of the law, to the Permanent Settlement. Without

vouching for the truth of the statement made in the

memorial, that ever since Babu Harihar has entered

into possession of the village, he has left no means,

including even physical violence, untried for enhancing

the rents of the rayyets, there is unmistakable evi-

dence to show that the Babu, like his brother in the

case of the Gangadharpore tenants, has done his best

to convert the Civil Courts into an effective engine

of harassment and oppression for gaining his end.

Kist after kist, four times during a year, the rayyets

of Jhampardah have been depositing their rents in

Court for the last eighteen years. In spite, however,

of such deposits, presumably occasioned by the land-

lord’s refusal to accept the rents when tendered in

the village cutchery, suits against the rayyets for ar-

rears are instituted, not by dozens but by hundreds.

The history of this Civil litigation, the memorialists

divide into three periods, which they respectively call

the Ampta period, the Howrah Period under Act VHI
of 1869, and the I lowrah Period (not yet ended) under

the present law of landlord and tenant. The two first

periods do not call for any particular remark, except

that, during what is called the Ampta period, when

Jhampardah was within the jurisdiction of Ampta, a

heroic effort was made by Babu Harihar for introduc-

ing monthly kisLs, Suits from three to four hundred in

number were instituted and carried in appeal up to

the High Court. The result was a failure to enforce

monthly kists. Quarterly kists were the custom of

the village, and were affirmed by the highest court of

appeal. Baulked in the acquisition of his great end,

the landlord began next to institute quarterly suits

against his tenants. He was, however, met by judi-

cial officers who knew their duty. Babir^ Baloram

Mullick, Purno Chandra Shome, Taraprosunno

Bannerjee, and Kedarnath Roy uniformly dismissed

these suits, on proof of deposit in Court by the de-

fendant raVycts. Many of these officers, again, by

private interference, induced the landlord’s agents to

accept the rents brought for deposit. Sometimes,

• indeed, the landlord sued original proprietors who

had transferred their tenures, even after recognition

of the tranferees by acceptance of rents from them.

These suits, however, were all promptly dismissed,

and the penalty clauses of the law inexorably

enforced. In fact, whatever the arts employed by

the landlord during the two first periods (1S71-1886),

the rayyets were protected as far as they could be

consisfently with the law under which they lived.

During, however, whnt has been called the Howrah
Period (not yet ended) under Act VHI.*of 1885, the

rayyets have been subjected to a course of treatment

that is sim[)ly astounding. We do not know which

to condemn most, the unscrupulousness of the

landlord, or the carelessness and indifference of the

judicial officers which have made that unscrupu-

lousness possible. Suits against original proprietors

of tenures, notwithstanding the previous recognition of

the transferees, are common. Rayyets again, are

constantly sued for arrears in spile of deposits by

them in Court. All these suits are decreed by the

Moonsiffs on grounds that arc simply extraordinary.

Unable to scrape together the amounts payable by ^

them, together with the costs both authorised and

nameless, till within a few days of the expiry of the

kist, the tenants, even after they have got the

amounts in hand, have to wait for the leisure of the

more knowing and intelligent ones among them to

escort them to Court for superintending or other-

wise facilitating their deposits there, for it is not

every man having his rents ready and the costs of

deposit that can actually deposit them in Court. No
wonder, therefore, that the a[)[)lications for deposit

are generally made within only a day or two of the

expiry of the kist. These applications require to

be numbered and registered before actual deposits

are permitted to be made or accepted. Considering

the number of the applicants and the insufficiency

in general of the ministerial establishments of

the Civil Courts, two or three days elapse before

the numbering and registration of the applica-

tions are completed. The landlord, however, being

ready with his plaints, files them on the very first day

after the expiry of the kist and, therefore, a day or

two before the deposits arc actually made. Having
a well-paid legal agency on the ,alert, aided, besides,

by a zealous establishment of mohurirs, he can al-

ways outstrip the rayyets in their race for time,

making, if necessary, the amlah more dilatory than

usual. When the cases arc called, the defendants

urge the Court’s own laches for ex[)laining the

delay in deposit, but this avails *them nothing. The
landlord’s plaints having prec(t{lcd these deposits, the

suits are all decreed. Sometimes, again, evidence

of actual tender at the village cutchery is called for,

before holding the defendants entitled to deposit. In

vain the latter urge that they have nothing to gain

on earth or in heaven by coming all the w^ay from

their village to court for depositing their rents, incurr-

ing additional oosts, worry and annoyance, and loss

of time, all of which they would escape if their

rents were actually accepted in the village cutchery.

The sapient Judges, however,^ who administer 4110 law

at Howrah are inexorable. They cannot presume

anything, no, not even the disadvantages the defend-

ants suffer by coming to Court kist after kist for de-

positing their rents. They must have* evidence of

actual tender at the landlord’s cutchery. And then

by a rule of evidence invented on the Surrey side of

the river by these luminiaries of the law, the evi-

dence of witnesses who have themselves been sued

by the landlord, if not actually inadmissible, is at

least unreliable. It is difficult to say all we feel at

conduct such as this.
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Although the catalogue of the rayyets’ woes would,

without anything further, be complete, yetthis is not

all. What comes below would transcend belief but

for the memorialists citing chapter and verse. In a

great rifiany instances, the amounts sued for are veritable

trifles, being fractions of Her Majesty’s copprr cur-

rency in India and aliquots* of indigenous courics.

These again are reduced further in the fine scales used

by the Howrah Gamaliels, which would be harmless as

only proving the infinite divisibility of matter, but for

the costs of the proceedings, which sometimes swell

to a hundred times the amounts decreed. In decrees,

again, so made, executions are issued against the

persons and properties of the judgment-debtors,

although sums sufficient to satisfy the decrees are

all the while held in deposit in court. To save them-

selves from ignominy, they have on these occasions

to satisfy the decrees by fresh payments, with liberty

(which, it is to be hoped, they highly prize for its

• evident simplicity) to withdraw their deposits in court,

incurring additional costs and loss of time. Worse
still, sometimes the landlord, having withdrawn the

amounts to his credit in court, takes out executions

afresh and compels the judgment-debtors to pay
him once more. We hope a sifting enquiry will be

made into the truth of these allegations in particular,

and if, as we believe, they are found to be true,

nothing less than criminal prosecutions should be
ordered for checking their recurrence in future.

Averse as we constitutionally are to see civil proceed-

ings terminate criminally, there are cases in which
we feel bound to surrender our feelings.

BOOK-WORMS & FRUIT-WORMS.
** A Book-Worm ” writes to the Statesman :

—

“ In iny library of some two thousand volumes, a considerable num-
ber of the books have been attacked by book- woi ins and other insects

which reside in and consume these treasures. The cniioiis point is

this, that of the volumes bound in Eiij^l.ind and otlirr couniries of

Europe, very few indited have been touched by the insects, wliile all

of those bound in India have been attacked by them. 'I’hetAV//, more-
over, of the volumes bound in this country is covered with, what the
bookbinder will imderslaiul if I call it, ‘white h'prosy.’ The inference

evidently is, that iheio is someihinj; in the paste used in Indi.in book-

bindin'4 which the insects are fond of
;

or, ciinversely, that there is

somelhinf^ in the paste used by bindeis in Euiope which these cre.'iinrcs

do not like. Now, It strikes im; that if some enteipnsinj:f Indian
binder could a^ceil.iin what the subslatKe is that keeps tliese des-

tructive creatures away from books bound in Europe, lie would be a
benefa(.tt)r to the public, and would i^reaily increase his own business

if he weie to adopt the sp<M die.”

The two chief enemic.s of literature are the silver

fish and the white aiU, and their ways are different.

Both seem partial to the mealy Indian lei or kdi.

But they are by no means content to feast upon the

substance of the binding only, but make havoc upon
the books themselves.^ Therein the white ant is the

greater sinner by far and a truly formidable [)est.

The silver fish is a pretty little dear, fleet like a

gazelle, and beautiful like a miniature hihay living

upon the ambrosia of muslin and guq^c—the richest

and hightest velvet and satin, and delicate like* a

hectic heroine of romance. Were it not for the in-

jury it^does to the best treasures of mankind, it

would be entirely a lovtly and beloved thing. Still

its depredations arc feeble and limited compared with

the ruin caused by the white worm. The silver fish

hovers about the precincts, confines itself to the

boards—with occasional excursions into the interior.

The white ant is bolder and frequently cuts through

a book from cover to cover. But it is not every kind

of letterpress that attracts it. We have seen it

frequently pass over intermediate volumes to fix

itself on more congenial literature. The truth is, it

delights in certain kinds of paper. All kinds are not

equally repulsive or equally welcome. Its taste is

akin to that of students among men. Some books
it will feed upon for nourishment, without particular

pleasure. Others, it takes to with enthusiasm. Or-
dinarily, it bores tunnels through your books

;
but

some volumes it not only devours but actuallyy builds

upon and settles upon. Builds upon, did we say 'i

It builds^ into them, digging subterranean chambers,
converting your pages into elaborate structures of

unglazed earth, evolved apparently out of the depths

of a mysterious laboratory. It is a sad sight to see

volumes to which the white ant has taken a fiincy for

some little time. They are a heap of ruins.

From this Vandal there is no preservative, except

constant inspection and weeding. Neither camphor
nor turpentine scares it away

;
neem leaves and jeera

it eats through. Lime is no good. Highly arsenicized

paper such as is used in Sanskrit MSS. alone seems
to keep it out for any length. Still, as there are many
books which it evidently avoids, there must be some-

thing in the quality of some descriptions of paper
which repels it. Such books ought to be examined,

and the paper used differentiated from other kinds,

and books printfxl by preference in those which resist

the encroachments of the enemy. We offer these

desultory observations for what they are worth. The
whole subject should be regularly studied. The
habits of the book-worms cnjght to be watched. Con-
sidering the great part that printing and stores of

printed matter play in our modern civilisation, consi-

dering the mere money sunk in the production and
preservation of inscribed paper, &c., to say nothing

of the dependence on them of human enlightenment

and progress and happiness
;

it is a wonder that no
systematic inquiry has been made into the matter either

by individuals or by bodies of men or by states. The
subject is one eminently worthy of our new Micros-

copic Society. We drew public attention to the

ravages committced by insects on two of our noblest

and most valuable fruit-trees—to the cocoanut and
the mango. Whether Government took any notice

of our cry, wc do not know/ but it was not altogether

unheard of of the public. At least one enthusiastic

I

student of science took up the inquiry and he seems

I

to have achieved some success. Mr. W.
J. Simmons,

wc sec, read on Monday at the Microscopic Society

a paper on the Mango VVeevil. Some other micros-

copist might well pursue the book-worms, and if he
can tell us what they positively shun, he will be a

real friend of knowledge and a benefactor of his kind.

MONGHYR.
Jamalpore^ February 7.

The 12th anniversary of the Monghyr Arya Snva went off with
great eclat this year. The ceremony in connection therewith lasted

four days. Two Hindu Missionaries attached to the Bharat^sa Arya
Dharm Frocharini Sava, Benares, viz., Sree Krishna Prasano Sen,
and Ambica Dutta Byas, were invited on the occasion. They deli-

vered a series of lectures and sermons in Bengali and Hindi res-

pectively. There was a Sunkeertan procession,* after distribution of
prizes to the pupils attached to the Sanscrit Patshala and reward
given to tfic Behari Brahmin Pandits according to their respective

honors of t?llcs—and alms to the poor.

The culprits wlio attempted the murder of Modho Dass, and the Bc-
hari woman respectively, of whom allusion was made in my previous

letters, have feigned insanity and arc now in the Lunatic Asylum.
A horrible case of murder took place on the night of the

6th instant in Kcshabpur in the vicinity of Jamalpur. A Behari
elderly woman had some jewellery in her possessi^ and partly

worn on the person. Some Budmashes, with a view to rob

them, managed 10 come into the house at Ucad of night and
serve their ends, but having had to struggle for a silver neck-
lace that was on her person for a length of time, they gagged heP
mouth and subsequently strangled her with a rope. .This is a

case that requires serious attention! What are the Police about ?
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NOTICE.

The un^ermenthmed lots of the Dhurnmilollah Maiket, the property of the Commissioners

for the Town of Calcutta, will be put up for sale by public auction, if not previously disposed of,

at the Municipal Office, on Monday, the 5th M.irch 188S, at 1 P. M.

lo|

11

j»

12

13

»»

19

2o|

31

Nature 0/ existing Superstructure.

r- 3
a o Area of land ii

the lot more
or less.

Lower-rooined house, 2 chandnies

Ditto 18 doors at Rs. 3 each...

Ditto 1 room

Ditto 9 shops at Rs. 10 each...

Ditto 4 shops at Rs. 4 each...

Ditto 5 shops at Ks. 10 each,,.

Ditto 10 shops

Ditto II shops

Portion of occupied land about 442 s. ft

Lower-roomed house, 5 shops

Ditto I stable and a room ...

Tenanted land

Ditto

Lower-roomed building in ruins ...

Tenanted land

3.748

2,224

'.f>53

.^>53

'.734

1,890

546

B. C. Ch. Sft.

O 12 10 6

O 2 4 33

o 2 4 33

o 3 1 35

o 3 3 37

Estimated
monthly
rental.

Total

rent of

each lot.

o 9 9 12

o 10 10 38

0340

Rs. As.

65 o

54 o

12 o

90 o

16 o

50 o

35 10

42 3

3 o

45 6

10 o

25 o

45 o

24 o

6 o

Rs. As.

j»i3l o

J

90 o

I
f.6 o

35 10

I 45 3

80 6

45 o

30 o

Conditions of .Sale.

1. The Commissioners’ limit which has been fixed by a Special Committee appointed for

the purpose, will be kept in a closed cover by the Chairman, and the highest bidder above this

limit, is to he the purchaser
;

if any dispute arise as to the last or highest bidding for the lot,

the same .shall be put up again and resold.

2. A deposit of 25 per cent on the amount of the purchase-money is to be made by the

purchaser immediately upon the lot being knocked down, and in default thereof, the premises

to be immediately put up and resold at the risk of the purchaser.

3. The little to the property will be a conveyance from the Commissioners.

4. The residue of the purchase-money shall be paid within 15 days of the date of sale :

and in case of default in payment of such residue, the inirchascr shall foifeit his deposit, which

shall be received and taken as and by way of liquidated damages, the sale to such purchaser

shall be wdiolly at an end, and the Coinmi.ssioneis shall be at liberty to resell the same without

any reference to such first purchaser, but at his risk.

5. 'I’he Commissioners will, if required, furnish a deed of convcy.ince, such conveyance

being prepared by the Solicitors of the Corporation at the expense of the purchaser, who will

likewise have to bear the cost of the .stamp duty and registration and of any attested copies of

deeds or covenants to produce those that may be required.

6. The Commissioners w-ill enter into no other covenant than that they have done no act

to encumber.

7. A lithographed plan of the Market, divided into the lots notified for sale, may be had

at the Municipal Office, from the undersigned, on payment of eight annas.

.//A February 1SS8,

R. TURNIUJLL,
Secretdry to the Corj^oration.

^ ^ rsr I

For INDIA and all HOT CLIMATES this swfetly scented emollient Milk Is INVALTTA^^

IT KEEPS the SKIN COuL aiiJ REFKESKED in the HOTTEST WEAThKR,

Removes and prevents all SUNBURN, REDNESS, JJ;ECKLES,

RENDERS the SKIN PELICATELY SOFT. SMOOTH and _WH1 IE.

TL tntli’eiv prevoiite it ironi beconung DRY and WRINKLED, and PRESERVES the

COMPLEXION from the acorching effecte of the BUN
..41— ^rAiiamflnti. Th® IRRITATION caused by the g,? jgJ iSjlL ^NS^c 18 w

mnderluIlT IUIIITC4 bV lt» for tapwtmg that bOtt velvrty laelmg to to akm, Uu»

deUflhtlhl preparation has no equal! Sold by all Chemists.

’ciSuT
”
“eNTS : *OTT, THOMPSON & CO.

TO CONTRACTORS.
T. Scalcfl Tenders w’ill be received by the

SuperirUiMulent up to isl March 1S88, for the

supply of Cloth, Iron, Coal, Coke, Tin ingot.

Wax bees, and other stores (more or less) to the

Small Arms Ammunition Laclory, Di.Tn Duin,

from the isi April 1888 up to the 31 si March
18S9. The lei III “ moi c ” iflcludes the supply

of stor^p. if reipiired up in 25 per cent, in ex-

cess of the original lender. ,

2. Piinted it)! ms of lemleis for the supply
of stores for which tenders are invited, are
obt.iiiiahle from this office daily (.Sundays and
holidays excepted) nii payment of Kupf*e l 4.

3. Tenders should be accompauind by ,\

deposit as earnest moiwy in 11. ink of Ilengal

receipt calculated at tin; i.ite of (5) five per

cent, oil the stoies tendered. This deposit will

be returned on execution of the contract deed
or rejection of the tenders.

4. Preference will be given to local manu-
facture.

5. I'cndeis will be opened at this ofiire

at 12 o’clock on the 20(1 ^larch iSSS. Parties

tendering are invited to attend.

6. Fill Iher particulars as to conditions of

tender will be found in I. O. Form 103, which
will be furnished w’ith the tender form.

J. G. STONE, Major^ F. A.^

Superintendent.

Small Arms Ammn. Factory Office,

Dum Dum, 31st January, 1888.

NOTICE.

The Registration of births and deaths under
Act IV. (11. C.) of 1876 Chapter X having

been iransferred from the Inspectors of Police

to the Waid Inspectors from the ist February,

and the Ward Inspectors having lieen appoint-

ed Registrars of biiths and deaths under

Section 169 of that Act, all persons concerned

arc infoimed that, from and after the 1st of

February 1888, applications for the registration

of births and deaths should be maile at the

Offices of the Ward Inspectors of the Health
Officer’s De[)artinent instead of at the Police

Thannahs as heretofore.

Office—Ward No. 1—92 Grey Street.

„ „ „ 2—07-1 Nimtola Ghat
Street.

„ „ „ 3 - 92 Crey Si reel.

„ „ „ 4— 195 Cornwallis SircrI.

„ „ „ 5—67-1 Nimtola Ghat
Street.

„ „ „ 6 195 Cornwallis Street.

„ „ „ 7— 1O4 Lower Chitpfirc

Road.

„ „ Nos. 8' and 9-2-1 College

Street.

„ „ „ 10 anti II—40 Wellington
Sheet.

„ „ No. \J 7 Mangoe Lane.

„ „ Nos. 13 and 14 -21 Wellesley
Sheet.

„ „ „ 15, i6 and 17- 26 & 27 Cir-

y cular Road.

„ „ No. 18— May Koad, Hastings.

ROBERT TORN BULL,

Seu fetary to the Co?ponttion.

^oth January 1888.

HAMILTON & CO.’S

Latest Designs in Gold Bangles. .

The Acron Bangle, (I’aigl.ind) ... R.s. 60
The Thistle B. ingle, (Scotland) ... ,, 60
The Shamrock Bangle, (Ireland)

The Lotus Bangle, (India)

The Forget-me-not Bangle
The Indian Bainlxx* Bangle

The Victoria Bafigle

The Cleopaiia Signet Bangle
The Magic Twist Bangle '

The Flexible Curb Bangle

The Etruscan Ball Bangle
The Good Luck Bangle ...

•

The Oriental Onyx liangle

The Flexible Gold and Platinum Bangle „ 100

The “Mascotte" Diamond H’shoc Bangle,, 90
The Scotch Plaid Bangle... ... „

The aboi'e are cash quotations,

lnspe(?tion Invited.

.HAMILTON & CO.,
CALCUTTA.

iro

60

63

32
100

54
185

05
32

54
90

80
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INDIAN LABORATOEY.

HOUSEHOLD NON-SECRET
MEDICINES.

jY/m Oil / -For internal use.

i’"' For external use.
lYnn Ointment,^ J

Dr. Mr:indi.s say.s—“The oil is used niedi-

cinally as an antiseptic and anthelifiintic.’’

Dr. \[ iwvcll has* found it “ as ftticaeious as

Cod Liver Oil in cases of consumption and

scrofula.'’ Sir W. 0’Sliau,';linesby s.iys—“The

oil is thou.ijht anthelmintic and is applied cx-

tern. illy to foul ulciMS and used as a liniment

in rheumatic and spasmodic atfections and in

headaches from exposure in the sun.” Dr.

Dymock says— “The oil is applied to sup-

puralm;,^ ,!,dands, is j^ivpii in Icpiosy and in a

v;)riety of iliseases.” If applied to sores in

horses and other domestic animals, it keeps off

flies and thereby pioinotcs healin^c 'fhe oil is

asoveieii^n remedy for ILAKS.A. TKE SORES,
maiv^e and itches and all foul soies in horses

and cattle. Ni^hanta Kalnakar, a .Sanskrit

Meilical Encydopcedia, thus speaks of the

medicinal virtues of the Nim Oil—“It is

bitter, dc^Moyer of wonns, cures lepiosy

absccsst's and ulcers and dis^eascs of impure

blood, chronic fever and pile?.”

No. I. Re. I ;
No. 2. Rc. I (larger phial)

;

ointment. As. 12

Sai.ki* Misrkk Powukr.
The graml spentlc for fu^rvoua debility and

weakness of reproductive functions. I’rofcs-

sor Roylc states
—“Salep misree is in truth one

of the best articles of diet, a convalescent ran

use.” Re. i.

Directions for use .and parlicul.irs regarding

composition, accompany each medicine.

Out-station orders are promptly executed on

prep.iyment, or by V. P. 1‘. Post or by Railway

parrel. I’arking charge for each two annas,

Postage extra.

Full price list to be had on application.

BANERJl & SONS,

Proprietors, Indian Laboratory,

87, Tripoi.ia, Ai.t.aiiahad.

N, B ,—See Keis Bdyyel of 26th February,

M.irch 1S87, for full adveiiisement.

~~
JUST PUBLISHED

/n Pamphlet^ Price ^ annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

AiniVUKOlUiANiZATIO.N
With special reference to the (hiestion of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. A.YDP/iW /f/iAPSHV.
Apply to R’is Riyvi'f Office, Calcutta.
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EMERALD THEATRE
BEA DON STREET,

Saturday—the iitk February, i^SS—
at d Yz /• sharp.

That splendid opera of best renown

suva'dra haran
Grand prolongc Scene of surpassing excellence.

The living image of the (ioddess .Saraswali

on white lily on the Ocean of Fancy.

A KARK .SKIllT !

Dancing and singing in abundance.

To be followed by the late

Michael M, S. Butt’s

Society Farce

Is it Civilization?

Next day,—Sunilay,—t2th I'cbriMry,

iSSSy at 6 p. m.

Rate opportunity !

Babu Bankim Ohunder Chatterjee’s

Most popular book

MRINALINY.
Pashupaty ... ...Babu it. C. Ghose.

Ginjya ... ...S.M. Sookiimary Dntt.

Soul-stirring songs of our inimitable (iinjya I

Come and hear 1 Hear and be meiiy !

G. C. (iiiosF., Mafhti^er.

READY

Pticc Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gill Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound ... ... ... Rs. 5’^*

Mofussil Ciders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS A VOYAGES IN BENGAL!
HKIWKEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,
BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
I'at^mctty Mtntsicr to the late

Nawam Faruioon Jah BAHArjOOR,

(the last of the Nawabs Na/.im of Bengal,

Bfhar and (.)nssa,)

f.attcrlv Mini\U'r of the npperah State.

Apply to Manager, “REIS & RAYYET’’
1, Cckoor Uiui ? Wcdlinglon .Siieet,

C \ l (.U 11 A.

OPINION OF illE PRESS.
Dr. .S C Mookt'ijfc, tin* editor of what is

undoubU-Mily MPC of liu: ablest papets in the

(D'lniiy in point (»f iiuo.uy pciwer is tiie anllior

<U a picasaiU little bfok of Travels in East Ben-

•; d The aiuhoi is master of a i.o y style of

l‘‘n'.;i|.>h winch many .in Engli.diman may envy.

Hnm-nirous descriptions and caustic satire

eniiwn every page. There is throughout a

vigmur and ^eslincss of style that lends a

cliaim to the veriest commonplace. If theie

were, howcvei, a higher pin pose in the publica-

tion of this book tlian to ligliien the weary
evening hours of the ordinary .’'eader, we con-

fers to a feeling that the author has failed in

such an object. Wc are afraid there is not

poetry enough in us to body forth in imagina-

tion the beauty of the scenes which the author

has described in hist voyages to anfl fro between
Ttacca and Tipjierah. Ilumourist as he is

Dr. Mooketjee will remind us of the words of

the poet that the point of a “jest lies nune in

the ear of him that hears it than i^ tlie tongue
of him that niters it.” As with the jtjsi so is it

wiili the description. We do not say that the

charge is unfimnded. Prosaic as we are,

drudging away at the desk, perhaps it is that
we lack capacity to follow in imagination

what the author has doubtless delineated with

an admirable pen.

One of the chief impressions that a reader
will receive from a glance at the book is the

somewhat strained relation between the Babus
and the .\nglo-lndi.ans. The author pours a
flood of ridicule upon the lor<Uy airs of our
“rulers.” He hits hard indeed in his account
of the Colonel at whist enduring a Babu
looking on, when on board the steamer, and

I

of the Whiteman’s condescension in bowing to

the black nigger. Happily we in the South
arc not so badly off in our commerce with the

! representatives of Western civilization. In
spite of several instances of conflict and mis-
understanding Englishmen and Hindus pul!

on agreeably together. But the author, not-

withstanding his involuntary feeling of aloof-

ness from the European, is no stranger to the
blessings for which the West has laid us in

debt. He has a keen appreciation of the en-
joyments of this Westernized life of ours. He
Ifioks for ever forward and casts no longing
lingering look behind at the things with which
we have shaken hands and parted. His heart
is in the continuance of British supremacy in

the East. And agitation is his utmost weapon
for the maintenance of his rights. But he will

have nothing with spurious agitation. We
extract below a paragraph of excellent advice
to his brethren of the press. [Extract.]

The author recounts his adventure with
the Railway officials of Scaldah with consider-
able humour. Wc feel an irresistible tempta-
tion to quote it in extenso, but space forbids.

How the greenback was no legal tender, why
silver of tlie Calcutta mint was wanted and
how the curiency question stood stiff and
frowning despite the Editors and Magistrates
who had .accompanied the author to bid him
good-bye at the station, and how again with
the advent of the Justice of the Peace all

objection to receiving the currency-note
vamshcil, are all narrated in a style that is

fittingly characterized only by the word “de-
lightful.” In another place the author in-

trofluces the reader to tlie Hindu belief in the
auspicious hour for starting on a journey in

language of such playful raillery that we make
no apology for quoting it. [Extract.]

The untoward circumstance of the day,
the event to which we have already alluded
namely the refusal of the Railway officials to
receive the ciirrcncy-note in payment of the
fare, elicits the following humourous con-
fession of human weakness. [Extract.]

The author has some trenchant criticism
on the insolation of the Englishman, which
makes him inaccessible to the complaints of
extortion or plunder by their menials. They
arc too absorbed to know all that passes about
them and the wrongs that arc committed in

their names are unnoticed as mere trifles for
they have rarely any idea of their magnitude.
It is only too well known throughout the coun-
try how bl.ickmail in the shape of money or
provisions is levied upon the inhabitants when
the Cfilleclor is on lour. It would be difficult

to believe' the thing could go on under his

veiy nose wiihoiit liis connivance if wc did not
know his exclusiveness and his distaste for

mixing with the people.

The author devf)tt*s tlie greater part of the
book to a description of the people and the
exieinal awpect of the countiy that he passed
through in his two trips to Tipperah fiom
Calciuia and hack. He has a good deal to say
about the customs of some of the people he
becomes ari|uainle(l with. He makes a dis-

I

covery of the debris of a Portuguese colony in

Tipperah that has become debased in morality
ami sunk in supeistition. Although there is

not much in the book that is instructive to the
seiious student, the grace of diction and the
ease of style carry the reader pleasantly
thtoiigh. It would he difficult to re.scue such
a subject as he has chosen from du Incss wi-

thout his extraordinary commando/ language.
We cannot jiromise more than iTb^iief span of
life to the book. It will piove wliat is abun-
dantly clear to the readers of the Reis and
Rayyet that the author is an adept in English
composition. He is a lover of nature and he
paints scenes and situations with an artist’s

pencil.— ///W/z, Novtmber 7, 1887.
•

this interesting book. We are justified

in so terming it,not on account of any romantic
adventures that the author has to relate, nor
of any very new discoveries in geography or
nuural history. There is something parti-

cular as regards ethnology
;
and a great deal

ot linman nature in the book, shown to the
reader with a simplicity and candour which
bear tcstiinoiiy to its trutlp. Called from the
busy haunts of men in the city to dwell for a
lime in Independent Tipperah as ajudicioiw
adviser to its Chief, Doctor Mookegee relat^
his adventures during the several journics to

and fro iu'that capacity, without revealing the
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secrets of the State, like a good diplomatist.

He has adhered strictly to the advice which

he offers to l]iji|£ brethren of the Native Press,

and has wriiteli what he saw and knows,

without revealing all, considering what he

The “Travels” are travels in East Bengal,

travels and voyages between Calcutta and
Indepedent 'reppc-iah. VVe do not believe

many people in this side of India know that

there is such an independent Stale as Tip-

might properly say and what withhold perah. Bui nevenheu-ss vurh a state exists.

many *<11011 gems.

We will, however,

Mune passage'* of anotlicM kind. Our tiaveller,

though old in >eais is evidently young in

hcait, for no one in the roinaniic age of youth

could l^e more appreciative of female charms

au our traveller. In every other page you

find our author describing in lei ms of en-

thusiasm s(ime rural giil or vvtunan of beauty.
01 roe acvm.m.uauuu u.a. u.cac

. thul our Ira-
posstblc.......:.....^.^...:..;.:::.;..

[ attention [Extract.]

the description, physical and

The above seems to be a curious passage

to be found in a book of travels, and appears

to have no connection with the subject. But

jt arises from a casual reference to a slaughter

house, and a writer who “ thundered weekly

against the outrage of locating shambles in

the immediate vicinity of a Hindoo temple

where, in fact, no temple could be said to ex-

ist. Hence, the Doctor advises his fellow-

scribes not to be Pharisees, righteous over-

much, but to look and be sure of their facts.

In the same spirit, he has written his book.

He gives an account of his travels, which

seem often to have been voyages, upon the

wide-spreading rivers of Eastern Bengal which

in the rains become almost inland seas. On
these he philosophises on the nature of the

country and the people, making careful obser-

vation of his facts ;
and though he sometimes

fancies he knows better than his boatmen, and

more than suspects that they are getting the

better of him, he submits with a grace that

would have done credit to Socrates, and ac

cepts the apparently inevitable in the interests

of peace. The Doctor is a close observer of

nature, animate and inanimate, with an eye

to the picturesque as well as to the sublime

an I beautifal. And although there is a vein

of cynicism running through many of Ids tdi-

servalions, it is tempered by such evidemt

good nature, that even a stranger would con-

ceive htm to be a laughter-loving laihcr th.in

a stern philosopher. 'Phis is evident in his

descriptions of his b latmen and others, while

he denounces the lawlessness which has made
the poor fishermen suspicious even of honest

intentions, because they have so long been the

helpless victims of marauders stronger than

themselves. Their only defence is flight or

diceit, and the latter is their justification as a

mode of self-protection. We arc shown hot

only the weakness of the people, but the shon-

comings of the administration that leave these

things possible

Tne author is impartial in his censures

There is much in the book to which space

forbids us to refer. That it is not a prosy one

may be gathered from the fact that, for its 300

pa;es, there are nearly as many index refer-

ences. Many of the subjects are necessarily

but lightly treated, but all sensibly and fairly.

And Dr. Mookerjee is such a master of the

English language that in the whole book we

have scarcely found a phrase that might not

have been written by an Englishman “ to the

manor born,” There is nothing in it at which

any one could reasonably take offence
;
and

there is much from which both Englishmen

and natives may learn greally-needecl les-

sons.-- News^ Nov. 22, 1S87.

“TRAVELS IN BENGAL. Such is the

title of a most interesting little work pub

lished a short time ago. Its author is Babu

Sambhu Chunder Mookerjee. the well-known

Editor of the Reis and Rayyet^ the most

original, cleverly-written and interesting jour-

nal in India. Babu Sambhu Chunder is one

of thc*veteran Indian writers in English. H
is the master of a most happy, racy pleasant

style, which you can easily make out from

amongst the writings of a hundred different

men. In racy humorous writing Babu Sam-

bhu Chunder has no rival among his Indian

contemporaries. He won his first laurels, we

believe, by his writings in his own periodical,

the Mookerjeis Magazine^ now long-defunct.

In this magazine articles of great learning and

excellence appeared, mostly from the pen of

Babu Sambhu Chunder. He has written several

* other booklets. His Causes of the Mutiny;

Mr. Wilson^ Lord Canning and the Income

Tax; the Cateer of an Indian Princess, Her

Highness the late Secundra Ik^um of Bhopal;

and the Prince in India and to India are pub-

lications which attracted considerable notice.

His latest production “Travels in Bengal” is

a work of greA merit. It is at once a most

faithful and interesting picture of natur.il

scenery and life Bengal, although Mr.

Mookerjee does not profess to write a picture of

Bengal life and uses his pencil in its portraiture

•onlym passing. The dedication is charac-

teristic. [Extract,]

We will give here a smnm.iry ol its history in

the words of Mr. Mookcij'*c—He writes [Ex-

tract.] Mr. Mookeijee w.i-, Dewan i^f Independ-

ent Tippet ah for -ome five years in all between

1S77 and iSSi. The navels arc an account ut

his voyages ^o and from I’ippeiah.

'riiose who have tiavrllrtl in Bengal, parti-

cul.ii ly in Its E.isirrn oisi 1 icts,\vbich at c the dis-

tricts described in iMo«>krijce’s book, will bear

him out in his sl.ii^mieiu that Lower Bengal

IS not stale, flat and iinpi ofitatile, that, on the

contiaiy, she is the bcautifullest country in

the world. She has no high mountains, but

she has rivers appar*-nily as vast as the

sea, to make her scenery giand and in.ajestic.

She has a bundled rivets ever overflowing

with water, thousands of transparent lake*-,

covered with the lily and a hiiiulred beautiful

waifi -flowers, thousands of seas of ever-

waving paddy fields, thousands of clusters of

bamboo ami of gieat trees dicssed in beautiful

cieepers adorning the nvei banks, to make her

ihe loveliest conntiy in the woild. Even a

Bengali needs to see and tiavel Bengal to

adeipialely know her thousand witching

charms. For a foidgner it is well nigh im-

possible to get even an appu*\imate idea <*f

vshat they aie like fiom (le.ci ipiion, however

uul faithful. Lf t ns hc.u what fnir author

h IS to say on ii»e subjei t. \\ e lead :

A paddy sea is

•d [ICxir.ict.]

We will quote a

racter [Extract.]

We could cull

space foihid', it.

I
Extract.]

thii^ inimitably clcsciib-

passage of another cha-

Bul
cpioie

There is

moral, of a Colonel, which w'e cannot resist

the temptation of lepioducing, although the

article has already exceeded the usual length.

[Ext I act.]

VVe have now given extract.s enough to

show that the little book of travels is most

delightful reading. It contains graphic des-

criptions of natural scenery, faithful portraiture

of men and manneis, and happy, good

humoured ob-iervaiions on them. Iheie is

not an ill-natuied or unkind word in the whole

lj(,(,|^_it overflows in every page with the milk

of human kindness. Every observaimn

testifies to the author being a keen observer

of men and things, as .in t-x.^mplc of wliii h we

can mention ihe iiistinciive and interesting

chapter on the Native Chi istians of Poituguese

exlniciion in 'I'lpperah. Again, although the

book does not pr**ipn«i 10 de.il wiih life in Ben-

gal, ihc glimpse-, of that life we find in it are

very ct)n--.idcrable and pleasant. AVe will now

conclude by recommending the book to all

who ni.iy wish to spend a few hours amidst

happy thoughts and pleasant pictures.—

S. K. C.

— The Tribune, Nov. 26, 1G87.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Sambhu

C. Mookerjee’s Travels in Prngai, which was

published some months a^o, it is not b»
cause the little book is eiihc*r dull or pointless.

It contains, on the contiaiy, much interesting

matter, though some of the incidents arc over-

weighted. with detail in what is fefctiously

called a “lit\Ic booklet.” The author’s view as

a rule is,•by the way, facetious : he is given

even to punning ; but lu? is also sentimental

in the higl cst degree~“a' naked Whiteman”

hurts his susceptibilities ;
a Hindu gill, bathing

in the river, throws him into an ecstasy of

delight: “she h.ad such large languishing

eyes !” But he is nothing if not philosophical,

and his reflecnons on this or that social and

political subject are not without their moi
a’

Mr. Sambhu C. Mookerjee was foimerly

Minister to the “last of the Nawabs Nazim of

Bengal, Behar and Orissa” and afterwards

Minister of ihc Maharaja of Tipperah. He
is a man, therefore, of experience, and when

he speaks his brethren should listen to him....

Travels in Bengal is a readable book, and

it abound.s in anecdotes which are often as

instructive as amusing, and it is not spoiled

by too many political allusions, though, of

course, some few have crept in.— The Pioneer,

Dec. 1887.

It may be well-known to^ll of our readers

that Babu Sambhu Chunder Mookerjee the

veteran Editor of the Reis and Rayyet news-

paper, has just published^ a lAiok describing

the four voyages that he 'made between Cal-

cutta and Independent Tipperah when he had
to go and to teinrn from the latter \)la(.e in

the capacity of the minister to its prince. 'I he

liieiature yet pi odneed in the English longue

by our own countrymen is veiy scanty and

any sensible addition to it cannot well escape

the attention of the public press. Much
greater therefore should be the attention

claimed on l^ehalf of a book which comes from

the pen of so well-known a writer in the field

of Indian journalism as Babu .Sambhu Cluin-

der Mookerjee. That gentleman’s career as a

writer fills nearly the last thirty years, and

theie has hardly been any subject of public

importance during that long period which has

not occupied his attention. Master of an ,

inimitable racy style, with a vast store of

classical allusions ever ready at the call, and

possessing an infinite fund of hmnonr, our

author often enlivens every thing that he

touches, and his peculiar strength lies in des-

cription. Wc theiefoie welcome the appear-

am c of this book mote especially as the sub-

ject IS one which to make it iiueiesiing, re-

qitiies a lively colouring and a rich, pictures-

que and iinagmative description. Theie exist

several books of Havels wiilten by eminent

Englishmen, and every one of tliese difTers

peihaps, in their conception and plan of exe-

cution. Of th("-.e none was mote widely read

in the course of the last few years than Car-

lyle’s rcMniniscences of an Irish Journey in

1849. That book is made up of extracts from

diaiies and the worst features of it are the

bitter and caustic peisonal lemaiks inter-

spersed throughout the book. However that

may suit the polished and fashionable taste

of England, in our country it would have

been singularly out of place and we are glad

that Babu Sambhu Chunder has confined him-

self to the description of those natural sceneries

he passed through, and the means of travel

in the distant and little-known regions of East

Bengal. That the rivers of Bengal, with their

ciiciiitoiis and eimngling coutsesdo enshine

ill them a deep spirit of poetry and are of

sincere interest to the real man of imagination,

is piovcd ))y the fact lli.it Sir William Hunter,

than whum a more accomplislied man of letters

never passed the best years of his life in Ben-

gal, should luive chosen the subject for his

very interesting address at Oxford, the other

day. The gentle waves, the gentler ripples,

the grassy banks, the ever-entwining courses,

the pleasant air, the. sreueties on both sides*

make the rivets of Bmgal a genuine thing of

interest to those vvlmse eyes are perpetiially

fed by the arliti( i.il gl'>-.-> and (boss of civiliza-

lit)n ;iiiil few eoiiKl h.ive setpeih.ips thelovli-

iiess of our iiveis in belter liglit than our ac-

complished author. His eloquent sentences,

marching in tegular order one after another,

and embodying in their .selves, every minute

detail, that can lend to a scene its finest art-

istic efifect, seem to place the reader in the

very midst of sceneries described, and the

man of leisure who would acquaint himself

with the state of things in East Bengal, can
hardly icsort to abetter book. The journeys

winch arc described in this volume are cer-

tainly uneventful and though they correspond

to facts as they furnish no interesting situa-

tion, no critical munients, to tlic jjceker of

intellectual e.vc.tement and this will no doubt

consliliite a serious objection to the book on
the part of sc*n.salional seek/ng readers. None
has however any thing to quarrel with the

choice of a subject that any author may
choose to write upon and no»ne of the outside

piiblir can afford any explanation as to why
the author should have preferred one subject

to another. We think however there are one
or two indications of bad taste. Still we wel-

come the appearance of this book and trust

that it is but the first of a long scries of works

in writing which our author should spend the

matured experience and the literary facilitv ofa

well-spent \\{t.—‘Young Bengal, Feb. 2, 1888.
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INFALLIBLE SPECIFIC FOR

LEUCORRHEA.
A week’s use of this medicine not only cures

Leucor5h(LM-'t!ie characteristic white, green

and blooly discharge—but also removes the

concomitant inteive menstrual pains, and all

the various complaints and symptoms inci-

dental to menstrual diliiciilties and gr^n sick-

ness, ami prepaVes tjie system for conception.

I’MCC : for a week’s consumption, Rs. 2,

parking and postage 4 annas.

Fhere are capital medudnes besides—for

piles, all the 20 kinds of flux -such as s[)ei-

niatorrluea, diabetes, iSic.—iliarrho:a, rheu-

matism, puerperal complaints, cataract of

the eye, nacra, a-.fhma. *S:c.

Vv ////lW/C.]

have known H ibu Rajendra Nath (i‘hosliaI

kubiiaj for upwards of 15 years, and J can bear

amplc iestimony to the wonderful eflicar y of

his medicine in the treatment of diseases ol ihe

womb. While Assistant yntgcon of Mongh>r
|

and subsequently, I have known him to cure

the most obstiii.iie rases of uterine Leuc«>rr-

htua and otlier uterine deiMiigcmenls, 01 game
and fiincti-mnl. I e m safely call his medicine

the .Speciflc for faMicorrluea and painful

menstruation. Ladies who have been subject

to these diseases for years and were baiicn

have been cured and borne children.

Womesh Cluimler Roy, L. M. S., Medical

Practitioner, Hhagalpnr. jolh October, i8(S6.”

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE JCALCUTTA

llOMtEOPATIilC PHARMACY,

Apply to

KAJENDRANATH GllO.SAL, Kahikaj,

Topkhana Bazar.

Moncuiyr.

J. Farbstein & Son,
HAIRDRESSERS AND PERFUMERS,

12
,
Esplanade East,

By Special Appointment to H. E. Sir James

Fergusson and the Rt. Hon. Lord Reav,

Governors of Bombay,

Have just opened Hair Dressing Saloons

for Ladies, (jeiitlcmen and Children. Hair-

cutting As. 8 ;
Shampooing As. 4; Shaving

As. 4. Wigs, Beards, Whiskers and Mous-
taches, also 'riieatncal Sundiies for the make
up, Toilet Reijuisitcs for Ladies and Gentlemen,

always m stock
;
t:hc<ipcr than in any other

in Cah'Hfta. A Fiial Order ‘jolicitcil.

THE

EARLIEST*& STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSAR Y IN A SIA

OF PURE HOMEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN
INDEPENDENT EOMtEOPATflY

and maintains to this day

THE DK^NITV AND INTEGRITV OF
IHI.S

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.
B-.*sidcs (he old Remedies, all the New Re-

medies and the latest additions procmed from

I he best European and American somces, and

kcj)t in stock.

Medicines in wooden boxes and leather

c.ises, re<iiii»ites of all kinds supplied, and

Piesci iptions dispensed at the shortest notice.

The l.vigest .Stock of Homcuopathic literature

kept.

Orders received for supplying English,

AiiKM-ir.'in and foreign Journals.

BERIGNY & CO.
12. Lai Bazaar, Calcutta.

KALLYPUDDO DASS,,
JEWELLER WATCH AND CLOCK MAKER,

igtS, Kadiiaba^jar, Calcutta.

Cheap Gold and Silver Rotherham’s Watches
;

Watches of other M.^kers, both English and:

(jcneva ; Gold .and Silver Chains
;
Earrings,

Wedding-ringi, Memento-rings; Diamond, Em-
erald, Ruby rings; Figer claw and other Jewcl-
IcM'y of the newest fashion. Gold guaranteed
genuine.
Orders, with remittance, promptly attended to

THE

S T A N J) A It ])

A(:(;iiMiJi,.\Ti;i) funds

ANxMIAL IIEVFNUH

Bonus distributed to Assurers

.£(Ur)0,000

£880,000

£8
,500,000

LIFE ASSURAN.CE COMPANY.

ESTABLISHED 1825.
GOF£/ji\ro/?—His Grace the Duke of Bucoleuoh and Queensberry, K. T.

N
ative GENTI.EMHIN win find this InstiiLuiou of great service, useful fo« InvestmenU

Family nroot a > V '/' /: litu) n v/ ^ ftr j’ t y’ i li \tion to Partners or \:rc(litors.

SECURITY. Seturityis the first paint to criA lnsreJ by Assurers, and no Life Office

can surpass the S PA\U)ARD in this respect.

THE RATES
,
OF FREMI U \t -Will b: foiul moderate, and the conditions of a

Standard Life Policy are most liberal in every way.

Copies oft 12 1 isi R*)»a, 1* ir n . » V)i'':iinn, and all information regarding
thiCiniiiV'. i< vjr • n ; 1’ Sjitri’ vi':i in.'es no medical examination, and the
s i )i:ri ) i ) i I )

• V 1 : 1 v i • i : > n a * i
•

1 1 i: v > 1
1 ^ i r/.5. |g very small), the Endowment

-niY >2 ohrainsdo.i appu: iti.m i , .i.iy of the Company’s Agenus in India.

GEO. L. KEMP,
Secretary.

CALCUTTA BRANCH 1

27, D.iUiousic Square.

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.^

ASSAM LINE.
The Company which has a weekly Service

of Steamers running to and from Debrooghur

vitl Goalundo, will despatch the Steamer
“ORISSA” for Assam on Tuesday the

14th instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
Godowns at Jaggannath Ghat until Monday,
*thc 13th idem.

The Steamer “OUDH” will leave Goal-

undo for Assam on Thursday, the i6th idem.

Intending passengers by the last mentioned

Steamer should leave Calcutta for Goalundo

by train the previous night.

DHUHRI & DKIiKOOGHUR MaIL SERVICE.
Throuyh Bookini^ to andfrom Assam.

The Despatch Steamers of this Service

leave Dhubri daily on arrival of the Mails

from Calcutta, and proceed to Debrooghur,

mopping at ail intermediate stations and
Mookhs.
Passengers, Goods, Parcels ( packages not

to exceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement ) may be booked
through to and from Calcutta, and all stations

on the Eastern Bengal Slate Railway and
connected Railways, and the following

Steamer Stations of this Company, vis..^

Dhubri, Goalparah, Gatihati, Mungledye,
Tezpore, Silghaul for K()liabar, Dhunsiri

Mookh, Niggnting, Kookeela Mookh, Desang
Mookh and Debrooghur.

I'ack.iges booked as parcels will be forwrard-

ed l)y rail along with the Mails. Freight on
perishable articles must be prepaid.

Goalundo and df.hrooghur Despatch
Service.

Throus^h Booking to and from Assam.

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which
have been specially built for the Assam Tr . 'e,

ca''*'ying passengers and coolies bet veeii

and Debrooghur^jrill leave Goaliind6

00 Sundays and Thursdays, calling

at^n intermediate stations, and Debrooghur
on Monday and Friday. .

Through bills of lading will oe granted for

goods and parcels on presentation of rail re-

ceipt or payment of freight. Packages not to

exceed ten hundred weight, or 8 by 4 feet in

measurement.
1‘ariiculars as to freight and passage to be

had from
MACNEILL & CO.,

,
Agents.

r-2, Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
and

Review of Politics, jAtcrature, and Society

BATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Ye.aily ... m advance ... Rs. 12

Half-yearly ... „ ... 7

C)uarierly ... „ ... „ 4

Monthly ... „ ... Re. i-S

Single or s,ample Copy,, v- o o-8

RATES OF AOVERTISEISeNT.
Advertisements (three columns to the page) arc

charged by the space taken up, at the rale of 4
annas a line, each insertion. The lowest charge
for any advcrtisemem is Rs. 2, except Domestic
Occurrences, the lowest charge for which is

Rs. 5.

Special rates for Contracts.

No aildilional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will he charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at tiie rale or 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a year.

Bu.sincss Cornmunication.s ^(post paid) to

be directed to “The Manager,” .and Literary

Comtii inications and boirks and p.amohlets

(carnage paid) to “ The Editor ” of “ Reis
& Rayyet, ’

,

Okkice ; 7, Uckoor DutPs Lane, Wellington

I. Street, Calcutta.

Printed andpublished Jor the P, opricUr everv Saturday by MuiYY Lall Ghosl, at THE BEE PfiEtiS, Nf. /, Uchoer DutPs Lane, Calcutta.
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To- Nfavs and Comments.

Even as ihe flowers arc, so art thou,

Bright and sweet and joyous.

Maiden of the sunny brow !

Even as the moon is, so art thou,

Fresh is the virgin dew

Upon thy golden brow.

Even as the stars are, so art thou,

the “ poetry of heavejp”*jl^^

Under tliy arched brow. ,

Even as the soul is, so art thou,

And love and life and light

Are circled round ihy brow.

Green bank of grass and maiden hair

Wound round a purling brook,

In summer, is ’passing fair.

Where roses climb half way

To trellised Jessamine

Soothing the sultry day
;

And showered blooms of Vakul spread

Beneath, and yellow Champa,

Dear Spring’s own bridal bed.

’Tis ever sweet
;
but sweeter thou

And fairer, aye, and rarer,

Maiden of the golden brow !

Do I love thee ? Ask not again.
%

The stars above thetf answer yes.

And t^e dowerful plain.

B.

Who says that corporations have no conscience? The Bank of Ben-

gal is generosity itself. It has undertaken payment of the Income

Tax payable by the assistants, European and native.

Query: Is the additional payment on behalf of the subordinates

subject to the tax ? Under the Act such payment counts for income of

the particular employ^

•
• •

“The Champion of Local Self-Government,” Baboo Surendranath

Banerjee, has been bearded in his own den. Major C. H. Scott, R. A.,

Superintendent of the Ichapore (iim Powder Factory, has been elected

Chairman of the North- Barrackpore Municipality—Baboo Banerjee’s

native town. In the Southern Municipality, the old Chairman main-

tains his ground.

*
• t

Assaults on the Bench by suitors seem to be the order of the day.

A Budmash has been sentenced.to 2 years’ labor by the Northern

Division Magistrate for jin .attempt on the Calcutta Chief Magistrate.

I

Baboo C. N. Banerjee, Deputy Magistrate of Howrah, had a narrow

escape from a rulTian who has been sentenced to 3 months’ imprison-

ment. In Raneegungc, the Moonsiflf, Baboo Kallydhonc Chatterjee,

had the same kind of dubious attention paid to him. A disappointed

suitor wanted to injure the judge by throwing a stone at him. He was

arrested and has since been thowu into prison for six month.s.

»
» *

We have heard of a disgraceful scene at a neighbouring school.

The office of Assistant-Secretary to the School Committee lately fell

vacant, and a Baboo in the Lieuten.ant Govcrnor’.s office, was, on the,

presumption of his intellectual superiority, elected. He was not long

in proving his .superiority of some kind, a)l)eit not intellectual. The

Head Master came down upon a boy who used to run away from

school without permission and pulled him by the ear. Thereupon, the

new broom of an Assistant-Secretary swept aw.iy the Head Masf^r

clean out of the school, bag and baggage; Without consultation with

his colleagues, of his own motion he ordered a menial attached to the

school to drive the Head Master vi cl urmis.

•
* •

Lc\rd William BERtiSFORD, who had been to Lucknow, on short leave,

to the Races, has returned and taken up his office. Major Cooper,

A.-D.-C., who will be best remembered as H )u. Secretary to the

Countess of Diifferin’s Fund, acted also as Military Secretaiy to the

Viceroy djurtng the interval.

At tbe Vienna High Court, in a case between one Fuchs and Prince

Gustav Sayii Wittgenstein Berlclung, ruchs deposeil that at Baden-

B-iden, in one single evening, he lost jon rj. m i halers, the Prince of Wales

winning one-half.

•
• •

The Home Government has been recommended to sanction a deputy

for the Financial Secrejtary to the India Government

Subscribers in the country are requested to remit by postal money orders^ if possible^ as the safest and most convenient

medium^ partiiularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Department No other receipt will be

given^ any other being^ unnecessary^ and likely to cause confusion*
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Truth says :
-

“ Sir IMoroll Markcn/ie has just refused a nice little douceur of

30,000 dollars, whicli was offerca lo him if he would run across the
* millpond ’ to see one of the innumerabie ‘ leading cili/ens ’ in the

States, He, h<nvc\er, was tin willing to undertake a journey that would

place liiir out of reach of his illustrious patient at San J<emo, even for

a short tune. I may say, by the way, that 6,000/. is, probably, the

biggest thing in tht^w.iy of a single medic. il fee that has been heard

of in our day. Sir Moiell himself got thousand guineas f«ft- going

to Cannes lo see, Mr. Stilling Crawfurd, and Ur. Hahn had the same
amount for coming from Iholin to Mr. Montagu Williams. Sir Henry
Thompson leceived two llu)ii«.and (of which he returned h.ilf) for his

attentions to poor old ‘ Ihidinguet’
;
but these are ‘ unconsidered liifles’

coinpaie.d wiilt the fee Sir Morell Mackenzie has declined.”

Our fools in India ate habitually more l.ivish of their ill-gotten or un-

deserved wealth. The poor young Mahar.ija Aflab Chand of iUirdwan

paid Rs. 25,000 to his doctor for being assured that he had recoveied.

Some heavy fees have been paid for Eiiiopean medical assistance pro-

cured from a distance, lint scarcely has the English figure been even

reached. It is in liiig.ition that our people become liberal and stupid
|

on a grand scale.

« «
A GREAT loss is tliiis repoited

‘‘Two furnitute vans weie on Thursday afternoon, Jan. 26, proccccl-

» ing through Cl irklewood, filleil with valuable oil paintings consigned
to a firm in New Hond-stieet, and when near the Midland Railway aich
crossing over the Edgwaie-ioad the second van was discoveted m be

on tire. All allempts to extinguish the flames were unavailing, and in

an incredibly slioit time the whole of the contents of the van were des-
troyed, the fianie-woik of the vehicle alone being saved. 'i‘he los*, is

estimated at some jo,oooI., one painting alone being wdiih Io,(kx)1 .

The owner is stated to be a wealthy nobleman, atid a great patron
of art.”

A riinoMfh' of the lost worth ought to be .soon published, or

else the maikct may be flooded with spurious imitations.

The AdrouUe says :

—

“A fi lend, who was present at the meeting, before which .Sir Syed
Ahmad delivered his noionons speech, tells ns that the Hon’ble
Syed’s remarks on Rengalis were so disgusting to certain Mohamaden
geiulenicn, that lliey left llie meeting and told the speaker that they
did not expect that their Hindu fellow-countrymen would be abused.
We are told that the younger brother of Munshi Imiiaz Ali, Pleader
and President of the Educational Congress, also, consequently, left the

meeting. This gemleman is better known as the author of ‘Truth
about Russia,’ and now holds an executive appointment at Fyzabad.
We refer to Mun.shi Malifuz Ali.”

#
t «

Of late years, no w-riter has so vividly f>ainted the life of lawlessness on

the Mexican highways than M. Lucien Biart. The following seems

almost an excerpt from The Clients 0/ Doctor Bernagius

“Senora Amastoa Rubio de Pascadera, a w-ornan bandit, was buried
by the side of her lover at San Antonio, Zacatecas, Mexico, on Dec.
17. In early womanhood her intended husband was killed by Eedeial
troops, and on his giavc she swore vengeance. Her oath was to kill

five men every year of her life, and she more than kepi it. Her first

exploit was to M>b ihe Agas Calaentcs stage near Zacatecas. Single-
handed she diove the postilions to fight, hailcii the stage, ami ordcied
a su}:)po-.( (l band ol aN-Nislaius concealed in the chapparal not to shoot
unles;, icsisiancc was offeied. 'Phe eight passengers gave a good
‘buoly. Siie loniiiuied a ( aieer of robbery fur m.iny yeais, which tcr-

lon&eil ihe iiii/ens ul Sinolua, jali^o, aiul Sonoia, and enriched her-
self. l lie auilioiities .ind t^oop^' were puueihs', lo suppress her. She
beipieatiied her foituiie to chanties, dying a natural death in obscurity.”

We commend the above to the notice of the collecUir of the records

of female heroism in Notes <ind (2ue?it s. •

t *

The difficulti'es under which European sazhints study the East, usually

fiom home, ar^* simply stagger mg. A FremJim.in is about to pave the

path of scholars by the establishment of an Oiiental Museum in his

native coimliy -

“ M. Emile Guimef, a native of I.yons, afiw a mission lo Iinlia,
China, and japan, where he made large collections, built and endowed
in his 'native city a large miiseuin, wlm h was opened by a Coiigie.ss

of French Oiientalisis in 1878. It contains a library of books"'aml
manusoripts m Sanskrit, Tamil, Sinlialese, Tibetan, Siamese, Chinese,
Japanese, rti., treating specially of religions; and alUthe gods of
India, China, Japan, KgyFM, (heecc, and Rmne. 'J’here are also
native professors ^)f dilTerenl cieeds atlaclied who explain the differ-

ent mythologies and the illustiative objects. The aim of M. Giiimet
in founding the museum was ‘ to farilitaie researdies of scholars and
extend the tasto for Oriental studies and the religions of the East.’
Subsequently, it was resolved to remove the museum to the French
capital, (ircat progre.ss is now bfMiig made with the building' of the
museum near the Trocadero Palace, m Paris, fur the exhibition of this
magnificent collection. The total cost of the building—a Greco-Roman
edifice—is estimated at about a third of which will be pro-
vided by the Ministry of Public Instnu tion, and the remainder Iry

M. Guirnel himself who has also taken upon himself the expense of
moving the collection to Paris, which of itself is estimated at nearly
;C3,ooo. In one wing of the museum will be the Japanese Olympus

the Fwgyptian divinities, and collections of Japanese porcelain, while
the g.illeries which face the Avenue d’lena will contain the divinities
of China, India, (jicece, Italy, and (jaul. In another \ving not yt*t

built will be exhibited the divinities of Africa, Oceana, &c., while in
another part of the building will be studies for the use of the persons
employed to translate Indian, Chinese, and Japanese manuscript.s.
The museum will, it is hoped, be opened in the eaily part of i8cS8.”

Still harping on old Greece and Rome ! Where on earth is the pro-

priety of a Greco-Roman edifice in the connection ? An Indo-Chinese,

or, say, a Chino- Indian building would be more to the purpose.

The following comes from Lahoie :
—

“A dangerous and exciting occurrence -a hand-to-liand combat with
a baboon—took place last .Saturday night near the Lahore Central Jail.A European warder, named Austin, was aroused at a late hour by
knocks at his door, and, thinking there were thieves, he went out of
the room stealthily to se-mie them by a detour. On finding nobody,
and returning, he saw a large sized b.iboon seated on a round tabled
where the lamp was burning, warming himself by its flame. Before he
could letire, the animal saw and followed him, and assailed him with
ferocity, tearing and biting at him. Unable lo extricate himself, and
seeing no escape, Aii.stm had to face his assailant, and a desperate
snuggle ensued

;
the man eveiiiually succeeding in killing tlic monkey.

1 he b.iboon belonged to the contractor of the Jail, Neh.il Chand.
Austin has been b.idly wounded, and is said to be in a precarious state.”

.We shall not be sLirpiised to hear that the monkey had had an old

grudge against poor Austin. We have witnessed a most extraordinary

case of well-merited chastisement by one of our monkeys on our

own valet.

A MEHTER, Kuroop, has been placed before the Chief Magistrate to

answer for the death of Mr. Donald Mickinnon of Mackinnon Mack^
enzie. Mr. Mackinnon died of typhoid fever at No. f>, Government
Phace. Ihe i\)lice subsequently discovered that Kuroop, who was
employed by the deceased, “ to save himself the trouble of going to the

latrine belowsiairs, was in the habit of carrying the nightsoil to the roof

of the building and there emptying it into an open ordinary water
spout which led lo a surface drain beiowstairs» ” On this .statement of

Superintendent Johnstone of the Detective Department, the Magis-
trate remarked that “ if there is any charge against the man, I sup-

pose it will be for dobg a rash and negligent act so as to endanger
human life.” The attending physician, Dr. William Coulter, who
examined the house and discovered the cau.se of the disease, has been
e.xamined by the .Magistrate. His depo.sition runs thus

“
I made an examination of the premises on Monday week last

befoic Mr. Mackinnon’s death. 1 went up tlie wooden stair.s to the
rool of the house. 1 found a heap of fuecal matter and paper up there
close to the mouth of the pipe running down the north side, and two
vessels with water in them, one was an eaiihen vessel and the other a
jug. Theie was also a piece of duty rag there. In the mouih of this
open pipe, 1 saw one or two pieces of duty paper. There was frcral
mailer sullicient to fill two baskets, two feel in diameter and .six inches
high. The fcecal matter smelt vety badly and strongly. I kitked it up
and had Ui rim away i'H>m ihe smell. I could not give you the a-^e of
this heap of fcecal matter

;
it was resting on the roof. I diil no't .see

any ftex.il matter m the pipe. I mentioned this to Dr. Anderson, and
asked him to come up ami see it

; he did not go up. I m.idc this
c.vimmalion a.s soon as I discovered that Mr. Mackinnon’s disease was
typhoid about a week after 1 was c.dled in to sec him. I can form no
idea as to how long the heap had been there. Tlie only way I can
acc«)iint f(;r the poi .on going imo the in)iisp. is that the gas must have
rushed down the pipe and thus got into the hou.se

;
or it may have been

due lo percolation, if iheie. were any cracks in the roof. If theie was
a cun enl of air running down w.iiaU, it would carry the gas with it.

I made no other repieseutalioM except to Dr. Anderson. I'clirl not «g()

downsiaiis .'iud look .it tin* oiiilet of the {)ipe. The gas havin ' been
carried down the pipe w.)uld lise again and get into° the house. In
that case others wouhl also suffer. As a matter of fact, two men were
ati.icked. There is one man now ill

;
he is also sufl'enng froq^ typhoid

lever. I did not see the seivauts’ latrine. Taking it that •There i.s u
l.aiimc below .\fr. Mackinnon’s bed room, giving out the effluvi.i .spoken
to by the last witness, the source of danger may ha\e come ftoiii that.
And if it be Hue that a jiipe leads from this latnne into his bath room
the d.inger would be mtensihed. .So far .is I can .speak, the geims of
typh( i I com^ most often from ilecomposing fcecal matter.”

The ca^c will be resumed next Monday. The rnehter has been
enlaiged on l5 ail of Rs. 50.

Holloway's Pills and Rheumatism and (Jout.— I’hese
puiifymg and soothing remedies deserve the earnest attention of all
persons liable to gout, sciatic.a, or other painful affections of llie muscles,
nerves, or joints. 1 he Oiniineiit should be applied after the affected
parts have been patiently fomentcil with warm water, NVien the Oint-
ment should be diligently rublied upon the adjacent skin, unless the
fiu.iion cause.s pain. Holloway’s Pills should be simultaneously taken
to diminish pain, rcdiice infl.immation, and purify the blood. This
treatment abates the violence, and lessens the frequency of gout,
rhcuinaiisin, and all spasmodic diseases which spring from hereditary*
preuispositioii, or from any accidental weakness of constitution. The
Omiment checks the local malady, >vhile the Pills restore vital power.
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Sir Pasupati Ananda Gajapati Raz, k. c. i. e., Maharaja of
VizianagraiWj^l Gazcttnl an Adililional Member of ihe Council of the
Governor-Gcnoial fori he purpose of making Laws and Regulations,

with effect from the i^ih February, i8S8.

• «

A LAND acquisition case is thus reported by the new Lucknow paper :

“It appears that the Oudh and Ruhailkhund Railway Company
took SIX acres of valuable land at Byram Ghat, the timber emponuni
on the Gha^ra, belonging' to Raja Sarahjit Singh of Rainnuggur in the
Bara-Banki district. The Deputy Commissioner offered ks. 16,100
price and compensation, while the Raja claimed Rs. 115,000. The nett
annual income of the land was Rs. 1,400. A reference was made to
the District Judge of Lucknow, who decided that Rs. 50,566 should be
paid to the Raja. The Government considered the above amount as
exorbitant and unreasonable, and offered to return the land to the
Raja—which he refused. An appeal was preferred to the Judicial
Commissioner, who reduced the amount to Rs. 29,440, valuing the
hand at 16 years’ purchase, together with compensation for compuTsory
acquisition and some trifling damages to the Raja.”

«
* «

Seventy rate-payers of the town and Suburbs met together in the
j

rooms of the British Indian Association, on Wednesday last, to con-

sider the Municipal Bill now passing through the local Council,
j

They had notliing to discuss, and only Inqied tlial the report of the

Select Committee would be published before being taken up in

Council, and regretted that the Coum il paid no heed tt» the re-

commendations of the B. 1. A. on the passed portion of the Bill. They
further resolved to send a copy of their resolutions to the Legislative

Council and to form a Committee to watch the progiess of the Bill.

•

« «

Here is a picture of student life in ilic Cazai’.s dominions as told by

one of the students

“Watched and worried as if they were the inmates of a reformatory
or a house of correction, chided and punished for every in fraction of
the rules, which extend to their dress, the cut of their hair, the choice
of companions, the students arc kept in a state of incipient rebellion,
which leads to frequent outbiiits of ‘disorder ami insubordination.’”

In justice to the Government it ought to be remembered that the

students on the Continent are the most impudent imps in Creation.

They would in five minutes give a good account of the Ramsays and
other Police officers, who at Krishnaghur and I3acca behaved so harsh-

ly towards the Bengali lads. The Vienna students attacked the War
Office and hanged the War Minister before it.

« «

TllROUcJH the Examiner^ a gentleman of correct principles

draws attention to an important subject. He has been shocked at the

licentiousness of the local bulls and cows. These h.ive so little respect

for public decency, that they do not mind practicisnig (he multipli-

cation table in sight of passers-by. The writer asks, Is there no Muni-

cipal Regulation to prevent cattle-breeding being c.iriied on in the

public streets ? Certainly, tlic/e ought to be one. But we doubt whether

such a Regulation will meet the whole evil, ami hence is il that we
have called it an important subject. Surely, our bovine fi lends are not

the only offenders in the line. What of our canine and our feline

companions.? And wheie is the machinery to prevent the bow-wowing

Pariahs from insulting you in your face 1 These paupers of the race

almost justify the severity of the British who, wherever they go, exter-

minate them. We wonder what the Franks do in ’J'urkey, which

abounds in gaunt homeless brutes prowling about the thoroughfares.

If they shut their eyes, they must them but rarely.

• •

We are glad to see our last week’s remarks on the silk of Burma at-

tracting notice of our countrymen. We cordially welcome the follow-

ing letter

Sir,—In your last issue you have made a few remarks, con-

cerning the indigenous silk products of Burmah. Have you never

seen the Assamese silks ? There are many sorts of them ;«and it is

no exaggeration to say that one of them (Mtig^) at least, will equal

the best European products, in colour and fineness, whi’c it has not

a single rival in respect of durability. Considering the antique and

imperfect method and the rude implements with which they work,

it is really a wonder how the Assamese villagers produce such fine

cloths. Besides Mflgd they have Pat which is finer and richer than

Mfigd although a little less durable (for a Mflga will last at lease for

10 years in any farm). A single ^rca cloth (made of the flos.. of

Mfig^) which i£| used as blankets will stand the foulest

weather and keep one warm even in the rigorous winter of

•Assam. Costing only about one half of what we pay for a

pair of European blankets it will last considerably longer. Even

the Mdga and the Pat is far cheaper than the Chinese and
other exported silks. 1 need not mention the good qualities of the
silk. What I mean to say is Assamese silk is as good for export
as the Burmese silk and perhaps better and it abo wants all the

improvements a rude manufacture is in need of. You have given
hopes of a good market ‘nearer home’ Ibr the Barmc.ge silk.

Perhaps you may do so as well for the Assamese one. If you have
not seen /hc Assamese silks I shall be extremely h^npv to show you
some of my own use though th«y arc not the best specimen.

An Assamese.

The 14th February 1888.

We shall be glad to receive a visit from our correspondent.

Notes and Leaderettes.

Sir Charles Turner replaces in ^hc India Council Sir Henry
Sumner Maine removed by death. An unexceptionable appointment.

And a compensation for the last disappointment. The former Judge of

the N. W. P. High Court will be a standing antidote to the laic I.l.-

Governor of Gpper India. In these days of the Reign of Law, the

presence of a good unci otchetty lawyer at the fountain-head of Gov-

ernment is invaluable.

I

The Petroleum Ihll has been passed by the Supreme Legislative

Coiuuil. It was originally proposed to levy an ad Viilorem ([w\.y of 5

per cent., but in deference to the wishes of the mercantile community,

power has been taken to levy a fixed duty. 'Phe rate is 6 pics per

imperial gallon, which is about 3 per cent, more, and will yield an

additional revenue of 10 lacs, or 3^^ more than the original estimate.

At the last sitting of the Council, the Hon’ble Mr. Westland obtained

leave to introduce and introduced a Bill to prohibit the making or issue

by piivate persons of pieces of metal for use as money and the making of

coins in lesemblance or similitude of coins of Foreign Slates. The
Finance Minister explained that it was not meant to introduce a crusade

against what are ordinarily known as “dumpy” pice, but to prevent pri-

vate persons from making or issuing them. Mr. Westland declares that

manufacturers of these coins cannot be reached by the Penal Code,

for counterfeiting Queen’s coin, for coin has been defined as “ metal

used for the time being as money, and stamped and issued by the

authority of some State or Sovereign Power in order to be so used.”

But, says he, “it is possible that such coinage may come within some
other section ol the Penal Code,” He, however, docs not stop to

examine the other sections of the Code, and jumps to the conclusion

that “it is assureclly piopGi- for the Government to take up this mailer

directly, and to define the making of these piec as what, to all intents

and purposes, is a fraudulent fabrication of coin.” Mr. Westland is

presumably a good ariihinetician, and iheie aic Baboos enough in

his office who are accounianis. He has yet to prove himself a financier.

Meanwhile, he does not show the stuff of a legislator. It is only in

India that such language could ever be held in a Parliament. It is an*

insult to the community. It would he considered indecent at a vestry

to support a proposition for a gratuity to a teadle.

At theiR silting on .Satmday week, the Bengal Council made no altera-

tion in the .VI unicipai Bill as ret ommoiuled by ilie Select Committee.

There were many amenclinents, but all* were lost. There was one
notable exception, and that was saved in .a notable way. The Select

Committee had conferred the franchise on the members of the Uni-

versity-Fellows and graduates. Our Member for the University was
opjjoscd to so revo^iliunaiy an exaltation of education. After that

poor Saiiibwati was disfranchi.sed by the casting vote of the President.

The Home f'rovernment is not prepared to sanction a Bench of the

High Court for Oudh. The existing Acts give no authoriry for the

step and it is not the lime to apply to Parliament for fresh legislation.

There is no hope of Parliament attending to India so long as the

Irish question is not settled one way or another. We have repeatedly

said so, notably in supporting the petition of the Bei^al Chamber of

Commerce for the revival of the Budget debate.

The Board of Revenue, L. P., have not been deaf to the outcry

against the outslill. They have had the candour to recognise the

value of the suggestions made by Mr. Edgar’s Commission. According-

ly, before any definite change of policy is promulgated by the head of
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the Administralion, it has been decided, from the cominenccinenl of

the oflicial year in April next, to limit the production and to fix the

minimum selling price.

Some df the Divisional Commissioners have reported against the

Com|)etitioM-uMlIa% of the Subordinate Judicial Service. They re-

commend the other system or a mixed, one of Nomination and Com-

petition. Thepresenti.ise, however, is for open competition, and the

Local Goveinraent seems in no huiry to pass orders on the subject.

The Paris coirespondcMit of the Daily ChromeU says :

“ The Maharajah Gaikwar of Ilaroda, before leaving Paris, paid the

price agreed upon for his :ipartmenls, /2.to. The landlor.l demanded

iji.iaofor damages. The Prince refused to pay, but offered to deposit

the sum in a bnnk fir elsewhere until the in.itler could be arranged,

the latulloid lefused, and aiiempted to seize the Princes baggage at

the radwav station. The railway authorities refused to allow this

without a 'judge’s order. This the landlord obtained, but for £800.

A telegram was immediately sent, and the special tram conveying the

Mahaiajah and suite was ordered to be stopped at Pelfort, and all the

baggage seized unless ;i8oo were deposited. 'Phe Prince will make a

complaint in the proper quarter respecting this arbitrary procedure.

The claim of /i,i2o was simply an attempt at extortion by the pro-

prietor of the house occupied by the Maharaja when in Pans en toutt^

for London for the Queen’s Jubilee. 'I’lie sum .it first demanded for

repairs was /4S but wlien the landlord discovered his tenant to ;e .a

wealthy prince he increased the claim to ^1,120. The 1 iince had paid

^240 for one month’s rent.”

We almost think those Indian Princes served rightly who frivolously

leave their country, to waste abroad the taxes p.iicl, with the sweat of

their brow and their blood, by their poor subjci ts or tenantry. Why

should they, without sufficient cause, pul themselves in the power of

these unconscionable harpies? The extortion of the Paiisian traders

is notorious. 'They served the late Nawab Nazim in the same way.

A tailor charged a fabulous price for a coat, and pursued him to Lon-

don to recover it.

The New Loyalty has been reduced to an absurdity, by a wag or a

simpleton, we are not sure which. The offers for frontier defence.^,

commenced by the Nizam at 6o lacs, have filtrated down deep.

And now the ridiculous has been reached. One Bliagat Sib Ram of

Jullundur has come forward with his loyalty tribute of Rs. 5. The

contribution may be a trifle, but the loyalty is genuine, beyond question.

Nor is a Slate that taxes the salt of the people and poisons its subjects

at home and those of its allies abroad, in order to raise a revenue,

entitled to despise the pence of the poor. We wonder whether the

Viceroy will himself acknowledge the offering of the inimitaiive

Bhagat of Jullundur. Or, will the duty be delegated to one of the

messengers in Sir Donald Wallace’s office. The constable of the beat

might do, without sacrifice of proportion, but then who will protect the

Bhagat from the Police and their peculiar practices?

•The local Government has reduced the sentence of transporation for

life on Sadlm Sahu for murder of his wife, to five years’ hard labor.

The circumstances under wfiich the deed was committed justified the

intervention, but surely the Crown should have interfered to better

purpose or not interfered at all. fhe ravished wife is dead and gone.

The husband, who murdered her to escape further ignominy, must rot

in jail. But what of the ravisher? He slipped through the meshes

of the law, and now is as free as a bud. lli.it could not, and cannot»

be helped, of course. It would have been more agreeable to native

sentiment, had the sentence on Sadhii been committed to simple im-

prisonment, considering that five year.s’ hard labor,, amounts usu.illy^to

death by slow torture. But native feeling is confessedly weak in such

matters, and it is a grave responsibility to do aught that might le.sson

the popular respect for the .law. We arc grateful to the Lt.-Govemor

for the promptitude with which he exerted himself to save the

vic tim of a relenilc^is Code. As soon as he received the Cuttack peti-

tion, before the Press had spoken a word, he at once pul himself in

communication with the High Court and with the other authorities

concerned.

We have only to ask Government to keep an eye on the unspeakable

Ooryah Zemindar.

the lead in the opposition. All the Western native papers have written

strongly again.si the fiscal policy of the Administration, and specially

condemned the illiberal want of confidence in the people shown, and

denounced the Salt Tax. Native Opinion, in particular, has expressed

itself in a pithy but weighty article. Our contemporary, like the rest

of the native press, harps on the reimposition of the Import Duties on

Cottons as a properer alternative to the added impost on Salt. The

writer reminds the Government

—

“Those /lu ties were taken away in times of financial prosperity.

But when the times chaix^ed and our finances fell into a very gloomy

condition as at present tho.se duties ought to have been the first to

have been resorted to. Even Lord Salisbury while he was urging

upon the Government of India the abolition of cotton duties in 1875

said that ‘ the duty should be removed whenever the conditions of

your revenues shall enable you to part with it,’ and also that in de-

ciiciding upon the mode in which it should be done ‘the paramount
impori.ince of guarding the Indian Treasury from financial embarrass-
ment must be borne in mind.’ He never meant that the duties were
to be .aboli.shed at all events, but he only meant to say that whenever
the Indian finances permitted it their abolition ought to be accom-
plished. In recording a minute on the di.ssents of Sir E. Perry and
Sir 1

1

. Moiiigoinery he insisted further upon this principle and said

that he objected to the action of the then Government of India only
because having h.ad money available for the reduction of import duties

they did not do so, and he further was careful to explain that he never

suggested fresh taxation as an alternative. But that is exactly what
the (ioveinment of India have now done. They have practically im-

posed a fresh t.ix in order to justify the abolition of the import duties.

The salt duly was reduced and import duties abolished in good times,

but the question was as 10 which should they have had a resort to first,

in bad tunes I

”

He goes on

—

“And we do not think that there could be two opinions as to the
desii ability of going to the import duties. That they are not pro-

tective is we think pioved beyond doubt, and it would have been cer-

tainly more honest to have imposed them. Further the increase in

the salt duty does not atTord the whole relief that we want. It still

leaves us under the necessity of finding out other sources while the

imposition of import duties should have given us about ;£8ooo,ooo

at once and that without injuring any body whatever.”

The Hon’blc Raja Pe.iry Mohan Mookerjee has been universally cen-

sured for declaring from his place in Council, that the imposition of the

Salt tax has given general satisfi^ction to the people. But the Raja has

already earned his reward in the praises of His Excellency the Viceroy.

We fear the Salt Tax has been a great mistake. An addition to

the Income Tax would, no doubt, have been vigorously assailed, and

by many of those who now denounce the present measure. But there

would have been courage and generosity in the act.

On the i6ih December last, in the Queen’s Bench, Mr. Justice Day

corrected a counsel who made an .application to his lordship to ad-

journ a case until after the “luncheon time” of the court, on the

ground that the plaintiff had telegraphed that he had missed his train.

The proper language, as the Judge pointed out, was “after the ad-

journment,” as “ the Court does not lunch.” This seems hair-splitting,

but hairs are no trifle in a system in which the Judges and advocates

perform their duties under ugly disguises, burdening themselves with

heavy wigs.

The incident ought to make our lawyers in this country careful in

their speech and conversation in Court. A Government pleader once

pathetically complained to the Court of being repeatedly bullied hy it.

What do you say ? thundered Mr. Justice Louis Jackson. In the end,

however, the pleader was pardoned when it appeared that he did not

know the force and use of the word. This kind of ignorance is far too

common, and not by any means confined to our pleaders.^^he most

irritating slips are made even by speakers and writers who ought to

know, and who think they know, better.

Information was last week received from Teheran of the death, at

the end December, of Mahomed Khan, lately Governor-General of

Khorassan, mid formerly Minister for Foreign Affairs in Persia. He
will be remembered as at one time the popular Persian Minister in

London. A liberal statesman, he initiated several reforms and supported

all measures for the good of his country and countrymen. He had none

of the prejudices of Shiah bigots against the Frank or the Nazarene. He
lived in friendly intercourse with all Europeans, but fiis partiality to

the British was too pronounced and well-known to make him a persona

yyala with the other Powers and peoples. He was regarded in certain

quartets as little short of a creature of our Government.

r

The recent measures of Government for making both ends meet, have

drawn a good deal of sharp criticism throughout the country. The Bom-

bay press, as befits the organ of a commercial community, has taken
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The ChierMagi5tr.-||te, after a long and patient enquiry, has come to

the conclusion that “phooka” is a cruel process. Notwithstanding

the revelation of (iabriel -not the angel, of course, but the cliirur-

geon—he has no hesitation in the matter. He emphasises his dis-

pleasure at the practice of milkmen by ordering the full penalty.

We give the judgment elsewhere. It is a triumph of the higher

civilisation. Men of eveiy nationality and creed - Hindus, Mussulmans,

Par-sces, Jains, Christians—who are inteiesied in protecting our dumb
fellow-creatures from insult, oppression and outrage, and in preserving

their own children from deinorali/.alion, will rejoice at the result.

The discovery of the now famous Kola nut is as curious a history as

the Peruvian bark itself. It was introduced to the West Indies, Mexico,

Prazil, and other places, by the slave-dealers, who had it from the

Afiicans, and was wont to administer it to their slaves, by way of a cure

for suicidal mania to which they were driven by harsh treatment and

the horrors of the Middle Passage. In Africa, we believe, it is esteemed

as a delightful stimulant. It ought to be physiohigically tested. Wc
do not know if it is procurable here. Pei haps Dr. King might tell.

REIS cf RA WET.

SATURDAY, FFAiRUARY iS, iSSS.

THE VICEROY’S RESIGNATION.
Tiik resignation of the Viceroy is the topic of the

clay. It is the occasion also for judgment on His
Excellency and his administration. Europeans arc

thankful for the proof that Lord .Ripon left these

shores with all his wardrobe, including mantle and
small clothes and all. For the very reason, our

countrymen arc proportionately disappointed. They
arc so little used to petting from high latitudes, that

they are prepared to be content with the maximum
of good words, even though accompanied by the

minimum of performance. In general, they now
prefer to rest their hopes in the future, to making
themselves unhappy over the past. 'Hie Irrecon-

cilables form the exception. In the same breath,

they impeach the past vind demand guarantees for

the future. They are piling up the agony on the

head of the Governor-General, till Lord Dufferin is

reduced to the pass of Warren Hastings, when for

half an hour he regarded himself as the greatest

villain in Creation.

One well-known journal, towards the close of a

long article, fires up—“ We hold Lord Ouft'erin pri-

marily responsible for the breach between the Hin-

dus and Mahomedans.” That is news indeed!

Whoever before suspected it ? Thai many Anglo-In-

diarft are ready to divide class against class, we have

reason to believe. Hut this is the first time we hear

that the Viceroy was “ primarily responsible ” for the

breach between the two sects. Indeed, we were

assured from the same quarter that there had been

no breach at all, that the appearance of it of last

year had been repaired by the Mahomedans attend-

ing in force at the late Congress, and
,
cordially

participating in the procceding.s, and by th^ fact of

the leading Mahomedan of Bombay presiding on the

occasion. But the writer follows up with something

more specific. The ill-conceived speech of Sir

Syed Ahmad, recently delivered at Lucknow, is a

striking Lq^ance of Lord Dufferiri’s policy." How ?

it is not explained. We .scarcely remember so capi-

tal a non scijiator. The alleged genesis of the Good-

win Sands pales before this inference. fortunately

•for the peace of the ruler of India, the bathos which

immediately follows, may afford him a crumb of

comfort. “ Lord Dufferin has, we regret to say,

done little good to the people of this country.” So
the formidable indictment for high crinvs and mis-

demeanours collapses in a fe(!l)le iiegGitiv^* complaint.

The writer evidently felt his wc.ikiK'ss, and ilvcre is a

slight convulsive attempt at pulling^a grim face on

the nfatter. He [the^Viceroy] has added more to

their [the people’s] mi.series than to their happiness.”

The whole agony is brought to a close in this note

of interrogation :

—

“ How can we, then, sympathise with His Lord-

ship’s administration ?
”

Whoever expected you to do so ? But, surely, it is

expected of public writers that they should not, in

quiet times, needlessly embitter the discussion of

public topics, nor exasperate political opponents.

There is a time for anger, wc grant, but is this the

season ? Indignation is one of the noblest passions

of poor human nature—it is worthy of the gods them-

selves. Hebrew Inspiration claims it for the Almighty

Himself. But there ought to be no mistake about the

occasion. It ought not to be held che.ip, nor made a

substitute for every whiff of disconient or difference.

Least of all, should it be manufactured and kept ready

for use. Grave charges should not be idly preferred.

If we of the meaner sort have our rights to which

we cling religiously, surely our betters have not been

I

left the sport of wind and wave of their neighbours’

passion. However numerous his offences, whatever

the enormity of his transgressions, the ICarl of Duf-

ferin has not yet been definitively adjudged an outlaw.

The poor Viceroy of India is entitled to some pro-

tection from causeless attacks and incoherent re-

proaches and frivolous annoyances. In the interest of

the Empire, he ought to be [)rotccted. Nor ought the

ta.sk be left to the British in India. The Natives,

who arc constantly demanding justice, ought to show
the example of it thems(dves—let loyalty alone.

Having never been among the admirers of the

Administration, we arc the better able, without loss

of self-respect, to perform the duty.

TIIK EUROPEAN PRICSS, INSULAR AND CON-
TINENTAL. KATKOKF AND BLAGUE.

In the beginning of last }'(;ar, the ni w rnag.i/inc called

appeared with a brief article, from the \n:n of Baboo
Sainbhu C. Mookcrji’e, on justice to journalists. The
writer noticed the self (lej)reciati(>n and neglect of the

conductors of the Press, and seemed to attiibute U) it, in a

great measure, that striking contiTvi between tlie import-

ance of the Press in England .iml the insignilicance of the

men ol the Press. This anomaly, however, he pninted out,

was coTifmcd to (Beat Ibitain. On the C'ontinent, journal-

ists have no impraclicablc modesty, aiul labour under no

social or political disability, d'he plan or, at any rate, tlic

proportions of the pai)er- an old manuscript ol jottings

exhumed from an old drawer \\\{h additions Iumc and tlu.-rc

in course of passing through the press —precluded any e:^-

tensive illustration. The main proposition was, however,

ccfhsidcred safe. * Nevertheless, it was assailed in some

quarters, and an attempt made to quote that poor driveller

Alison’s History against it.

Be that as it may, contemporary history has siixe gone

far to strengthen the position lield in CofiiorA. It is a re-

markable fact that the conductors of fetteied journalism

arc more regarded than the leaders . l.irgest

and still absolutely free journalism in Km "|M iled /d
round by restrictions, borne down by disabilAu ih '

}
le.ss

on the Continent has perhaps always commandcu greater

influence than the same institution in Great Britain, while

its members have occupied a superior position in society

and held a passport to active political life. In France

and in Italy, in Germany and in Hungary, and even in

backward Spain, the great journalists arc now, as ever,

among the leading politicians and party chiefs. In the
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last named country, the greatest master of oratory is sin-

gularly enough the most trenchant “ leader ” writer. In

France, from the Great Revolution, the press has played a

prominent part in the sen.sational drama of affairs, and

editors have not only been tribunes but also Presidents.

M. Siditarnot, the present ruler, will doubtless, on enquiry,

be found to ha^e been connected with the press. M.
Grevy's mentor was certainly a journalist, and it was' under

Mons. J I. MarePs advice that the late President first seri-

ously decided to resign.

The most striking illustration of not only the importance

of the Press but the inducnce and power of its conductors

in the heart of Continental absolutism, has been furnished,

during the year just closed, by despotic Russia. The poli-

tics of that great Empire was found to centre in what in

England would derisively be called a " gentleman of the

press.'' The primum mobile of the vast organization was

not among arch-dukes, or nobles or Generals, or ministers. It

was not a landlord or capitalist. It was neither the cabinet

nor the Senate,—no, not a syndicate or junto of any kind.

It was not the Archbishop of Moscow nor the Patriarch

of Constantinople. It was not even the holy Czar of all the

Russias and earthly disposer of all the Russians himself.

These are all mighty in their ways and all but all-import-

ant. A mysterious power lay behind them all. A simple

literary man, without office or rank or fortune or decorations,

held in his single hand the strings of the wondrous mechan-
ism, to set in motion by one pull the vast forces. That
man was M. Katkoff, the editor of the Moscotv Gazette,

After the de.ith of Skobehjff, he became the leading figure in

Russian politics, of commanding innucnce at home, and
necessarily watched with interest, perchance anxiety, abroad.

He was greater than his prototype. If Skobeloff was the

darling hero of Russian ambition, Katkoff was the more
powerful politician. If Skobeloff fired the military ambi-
tion of his countrymen and alarmed other nations by his

elaborate business-like dreams, Katkoff weildcd a farther-

reaching influence on affairs at home. If the military

knight was the more fascinating personality, the litterateur

was the weightier man.
Marshalls and Ministers were dwarfed in his prc.scnce,

for the Czar deferred to him, and the Czar deferred because

he found it his interest to do so. It was no freak of im-

perial favoritism. That journalist might turn the empire
against the Czar, and the Czar had had his troubles enough
already, with the Eastern Question unsettled and the Far
Eastern Questions settled for the time against him, and,
worst of all, the grim spectre of Nihilism pursuing him as

his own shadow. The Czar was no fool to quarrel with
such a man, at the risk of multiplying his difficulties and
dangers. Like a wise prince, he sought counsel of the man,
who, al)ove the passions of office, could advise him better
than any ministry—the only man he knew who, cherishing

all the patriotic dreams of Russia, possessed the sobriety

<ind ballast of a statesman.

Katkoff's fame was of a brief span. The same twelve-

month buried him with high honors at Moscow that first

sounded his name throughout the globe. This vision of a
strange career in the history of the Press rose like a glorious

meteor, soon to disappear. It is a proof at once of the im-
portance of the press and/)t the rare personality of the man,
that, although the Czar himself heis been at the pains to

search for a successor, none could be found, so that his Ma-
jesty has appointed a commission of several to conduct the
newspaper. This high dignity of the press is not by any
means confined to Russia. As we have before observed,
it is the same in many countries—generally on the Continent'
though, of course, such grand editors as Katkoff are rare birds!

Perhaps, they do not thrive in free countries. Rochefort and
Grcele and de Cassagnac^ arc pigmies before the imperial
Katkoff. I'he nearest analogue to the latter that we re-

member, was Plaque, an editor in Constantinople, and it is

in Turkey, a generation or two bach, that journalism found
its behest.

Let us quote a former traveller :

—

‘‘The person for whom I had a letter was Monsieur Blaque, the
editor of the Momteur Ottoman, the only tiewspapcr published at
Constantinople, and for whom the Sultan had allotted a palace. I

found him h most highly educated man, possessing much information,
and the lYVOSt gentlemanly manneis

;
his conversation f;ir superior to

that of any individual I had met with in Turkey, his hospitality

keeping pace with his other good qualities, and it was with muen
regret I heard of ius death some time since. It appeared a giand in-

novation, the ide*! of having a newspaper in such a country as Turkey

;

but 1 am coniident in stating i( was placed under great restrictions, as
M. Blaque begged I would not judge of himself after his paper.

Some have ascribed the death of M. Blaque to poison, administered
at the instig.ation of the Russians, on account of their suspecting him,
from the tone of his writings, to have been gained over to the English
interest, by the all attractive power, which, as foreigners pretend, has
swayed the world. British f^otd, need I state is that rliarm, which
has, indeed, from its force, either directly or indirectly dissolved king-
doms, and annihilated even a poweiful empire, as who but England
furnished that nerve oi war to Russia, Austria, and Prussia, in the late

protracted struggle ? That M. Blaque perished through the agency of
Russia, I do not believe

;
^liat her policy is artful and subtle, I readily

admit
;
but direct crimes, attacking the lives of individu.ils, have never

been against the Russian government, although much has been
asserted on the subject.

That the Muscovites looked upon M. Blaque with a very jealous
eye there can be little doubt, as that gentleman’.s influence with the
Turkish Governmeta did not proceed .alone from his paper, but from his
close iiUiniacy wiili ihe Scr.iskicr, from whom, as being the most
powerful man in the Ottoman empire, emanate every important change
or improvement which takes place in the administration of affairs in

Turkey A Besttfi'nee in Greece and Turkey, See. By Francis llerve.
Esq., Toi. If. pp. 0O-6I.

ROTS MIDWIFE'S I/ADE^MECUAI.*
Thls is, in one and that a high .sense, perhaps the most im-
portant work of the vernacular press is.sucd during^ the last

twelvemonth. For great as is and has been, during the
period, the activity of that press, many as have been the
publications annually registered, the result is feeble and
disappointing in the extreme. The higher activity of the
native mind is represented by scarcely half a dozen Sanskrit
and English books. Vernacular literature is naturally more
productive, but to little purpose. Of noise there is no lack,

but the wool yielded is infinitcssimal. The number of pub-
lication.s recorded is out of all proportion to quantity of the
letter-press. 1‘limsy in character as insignificant in volume,
most of them arc small paini)hlets rather than books.
Schoolbooks form a legion, and they .sell well, as they are
made to. A few painstaking professional works and a
fewer efforts of taste and imagination, and one or two of
controversial skill and learning complete the respcctablq
fraction. Of originality or research resulting in contribu-
tions of any pretensions, there is vastly little evidence.

Accordingly, we give Baboo Haranath Roy’s book a cordial
welcome. The author is obviously a man of mark. He is

a medical practitioner of many years’ standing and of wide
experience in many parts of Lower Bengal and Upper India,
and familiar with more than one .system of treatment. Nor
is he altogether unknown to the professional literary world.
He is the author of some slight brochures^mxMy one
in English on the treatment of Croup—and has been a con-
tributor to several medical societies and journals, English
and Bengali, in this country and to some in Europe. The
appearance of the ma^i^num opus of such a man must always
and everywhere be an interesting event. In our country,
with its prevailing literary dearth, reaching absolute famine, in
works of tolerable pretensions, it is a circumstance for ex-
ceptional gratulation. The author himself is not a man to
hide his light under a bushel. Without resorting to sen-
sationalism, or stooping to any illegitimate arts, he deli-
berately claims attention. His title page is a challenge, and
his whole tone that of a master, or at any rate of a passed
student, in the best sense. That will irritate many, perhaps,
and give offence to some, and may be u.sed by profesisional
rivals to his discredit. The Sanskrit verse adopted by the
author as motto, is, no doubt, necdle.ssly offensive. For all

that, wc confess, we enjoy the spectacle. Indeed, to us Hindus
it comes naturally from a Hindu writer and a Br^nan into
the bargain. In the.se days of indecision, mock modesty,
complimentary insincerity, and nervous dread of criticism^
it is refreshing to see a new author (for new Baboo Kara
Nath is for all his fugitive occasional appearance in journals
many of which have ceased to be) with something of the
scif-assertiqn of the old Sanskrit Pandits. Nor is this ncccs-
sarily a bad sign. Except in absolute fools, it is more often
a symptom of power rather than of weakness. It is usually
the expre.ssion of genuine painstaking. In such cases,
what is the harm ? Regarded even in the light of taste, it is
a venal fault In practice, there is an obvious advantage in
the spirit There is no surer way of forcing put/iic attention.
You may dislike the man ever so much for pus vanity, you*

* Mtdwifds Vade^Mccum. Dhain Sikska Sanjrraha, Ta Garbha'
chikttsa vt^aye panchavinshati hatsarer farikska o adhayaner pk<il*
&c., (or the Results of Twenty-five years* study and experiment. ) Bv
Haianatb Roy, L. M. S. Calcutta, 1^887.
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cannot help listening to the author. That self-esteem in-

deed is not
^

mere vanity which is built on solid ‘worth.

Perhaps, it is not always a respectable sentiment which
leads us to take fire at the slightest appearance of a man
claiming his due respect. We plead for no mercy to im-
posters, but there may be public loss from punishing honest

workers for a natural and legitimate pride in their per-

formances. If a man has expended twenty five years’

labour and thought for our benefit as well as his own joy

and glory, it is but fair to let him say so. If he proclaims

it like a sandwichman, on his title arul cover, that is his

business. Ours is only the advantage—we know what to

expect. He has got to make good his claim. If the out-

pome of so much exertion is inadequate, so much the worse

for him 1

Baboo Haranath fully sustains his title. The preface

keeps up the strain of the title-page, but high as arc his pre-

tensions, his book docs not belie them. At the end of the

preface is given a list of the principal works consulted. It

is a formidable catalogue for this country, where, in the ab-

sence of a great national collection or even a well-stocked

professional library, books arc difficult to procure. It in-

cludes all the best and latest treatises, memoirs and mono-

graphs on or bearing on midwifery and cognate researches.

The book precludes the possibility of its fnotto being fairly

retorted upon its writer. He has evidently profited by his

fine library. The book is not a translation of any single

work nor a translation from several, but it embraces all the

truths discovered in the West, and all the experiences

gathered in the two prominent schools of medical practice,

and all the ideas and suggestions of the best writers.

Withal, it is an original book, and herein is one of its chief

claims to distinction. It embodies not only the fruits of ex-

tensive professional reading and reflection, but also the

results of long years of independent observation. Traces

of hospital as well as out-door practice may be discerned in

the treatment of many of the difficult subjects treated. The
bare scientific foundation of the structure—the theory of

obstetrias—has been drawn from the teaching of his Western

masters. Not so in the practical iiart—in midwifery proper,

if we may call it so. Herein, he has more relied on himself.

There is scarcely a method of treatment which he has

adopted on authority only. The teachings of eminent

authors and successful surgeons have usually been tested by

the writer himself. He has something of his own to say on

each branch of hi.s subject.

This is the most notable publication in Bengali medical

literature—probably the most important contribution to

scientific literature by any native of India, scarcely except-

ing the treatise on Indigenous Meteria Medica of the late

lamented Uday Charan Dutt. It is a complete system of

obstetrics, in theory and in practice, combining physiology,

•pathology, diagnostics, therapeutics, accoucheuring, sanita-

tion and hygeine, down to the smallest details of nursing,

even medical sociology and jurisprudence, h'verythlng in

fact is there, except operative obstetrics, on which the author

announces a separate work in the pic?s. And yet it is com-

pressed within the small compass of less than 400 pages. It

is a valuable handbook, always to the point. So exhaustive

a book is scarcely to be met with anywhere. It will bear

tran^ation into English. Wc hope it will soon be translated

into the other Eastern tongues. We can confidently recom-

mend it to the Association for Supplying Medical Aid to the

Women of India for adoption in their schools and hospitals

and for circulation among midvvives, daees, and families.

Being at once scientific and practical, it is peculiarly

adapted for general as well as professional u.se.

Commencing with the structure of the pelvis and after des-

cribing the anatomy of generation and the mechanism in of

conception, the author plunges into the diagnosis ofpregnancy,

the disorders incident to it, abortion and premature delivery.

He next dwells on Labor, in its classification of normal and

abnormal. From the mechanism of labor, he passes through

twin pregnancy and spurious pregnancy, to the signs of

death of the feetus in the womb, the manipulation of pre-

gnancy, the rules to be observed in the several stages of labor,

finishing wltiw exhaustive medicinal treatment of the

different conditbns and difficulties involved. Thus, we have

medicines on eleven different heads, from those to facilitate

labor to those to remedy the after-weakness. Then we come

*to inversion of the womb, the .management of woman after

child-birth, with remedies for
^

general complaints of lymg-in

females, the secretion of milk, with remedies for disorders

in respect of it, whctlier in the way of absent or deficient

or excessive secretion. The management of the child fol-

lows. The subject of unnatural labor is again taken up

and throughly treated. Long-lasting labor pains, plural

and monstrous births, management of the several pit:senta-

tions of the head, face, breech, and bodyj of the foetus,

accidents and ailments in |abor and in the puerperal state,

prolapse of the cord, adherence of the placenta, hemorrhage,

ante-partum and post-partum, laceration of the perineum,

rupture of the womb and the bladder, &c., are the principal

topics in this part. Nor are the deeper constitutional de-

rangements, such as puerperal fever, pyaemia, mania and con-

vulsions, spurious peritonitis, &c., neglectctl. A Chapter on

sterility completes the main subject of the book. But the book

continues. Indeed, some of the most interesting topics are

reserved for the end. To many high class readers, this pant

I win be the most valuable. For, here by way of an Appendix,

some of the most important and difficult problems arc re-

viewed with knowledge and ability, and in a lucid way.

The arrangement is faulty. Subjects which should have

been disposed of in the main body, such as Diet and Hy-

giene of pregnancy, confinement rooms, displacements, easy

method of dilating the os-uteri, changes in womb after de-

livery, diseases which complicate pregnancy, &c., are relegated

pell-mell to the end, and form, mixed up with the Law
of sex, the effects of conception from early marriage, the

chronological development of the fcctus, the changes in the

mother consequent on pregnancy, &c., a curious olla podrida.

We suspect some of these matters were after thoughts, per-

haps introduced at the request of friends. Anyhow, they are

all useful, and some of them very valuable. Thus the author’s

opinion, founded on long observation and on many cases,

will bo regarded as conclusive by most candid men engaged

in the discussion of the burning early marriage question.

THE LATE SHOOTING CASE.
After a most patient ami cxhauslivc trial in the High Court,

lasting for three consecutive clays, three innocent men, Pogson,

|ones and Sergeant, have secured their freedom to breathe the pure

air of heaven once more, the unanimous verdict of the Jury ac-

quitting them honorably on all the four coutris, to the manifest satis-

faction and delight of the whole body of spectators who thronged

the Court. The “ Code of the Calcutta Police ” seems to say that

the innocent shall suffer for the guilty. It is difficult to find any

other explanation of the case. How would it have been with

these poor fellows had not a friend come forward sinele-handed

to their rescue. I refer to Mr. M.T. Cox. And here I cannot help

admiring the noble conduct of this gentleman. Wc of the govern-

ing community have scarcely a single individual of such modest

worth. Unasked he not only sacrificed his time and business, but,

not content with this, he placed his not over abundant purse at the

of the otherwise undefended, and so helped to remove the

burden of their alleged guilt.

My object is to redeem these poor men’s character from the

common yet popular belief, as indulged in by the Indian Daily AVw/,,

that they were the aggressors. I must first notice the character of

the evidence adduced, and the “ spotless character” of the witnesses

for the probccuiion, some of whom arc only too well known to

fame, and who are fitmiliar with the inside of the Criminal Indus-

trial Bmiich of the Jail. The conduct and daring of Inspector Forsyth

has been throughout in keeping with his scientific training,

as being the only individual who, amongst the Police Force, is

practised in calling black white or by any other color, to accomplish

his jobbery, and his Catechism as a Police Officer teaches him to say

that the “end justifies the means in all cases." $o it is nothing

surprising to find this witness for the prosecution commit himself

so culpably. The convict John Mackenzie Scott, cx-Constable of

Pdlicc, acquitted Rimsclf as can only be expected from a man

such as he is, bent on promoting the welfare of his “Dictators,"

and, to my mind, failed in his duty from a fear of excelling the

doings of Forsyth ;
and the others, Jackson, Walters, and^Ferriers

arc, more or less, a " Combined Family,” and as such their interests

arc consolidated, and therefore all must be agreed, that White is

Black, and Black is no color at all. The only safc’conclusion I can

arrive at, is that from interested motives Inspector Forsyth, having

once been the recipient of Walters’ charity, was^ bound to help

Jackson, father-in-law of Walters, who was the only proper person

to be prosecuted for the affair. From the scathing, and not over

severe language of their able Counsel, Mr. R. Allan, I feel convinced

that the Commissioner of Police or his Deputy, Mr. Lambert,

will, for the good of the Police Force, reduce Inspector Forsyth to

the grade of a Constable, that is, if he can bring his mind to bear

favorably on the conduct of this man, otherwise to mark his sense

of displeasure by discharging him from the Forte. Retaining
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him in the Force woul.i have a most demoralising influence on

others, ami, as it is, his conduct in this prosecution has

done much harm to the reputation of the Calcutta Police

Force. The conduct of Forsyth is similar to that of loliccraan

Endecoatt of Cass notoriety, and he therefore is ilcscrving of

being prosecuted, for getting up the disgraceful conspiracy,

in order to sheild his friend’s father-in-law (
Jackson ). Both

Mr Allan and fJic gentlemen of the Jury have car/icd the

respect and good will of all right-lliinking persons, and, in my

opinion, no other but Mr. Allan could have handled the case in

so able a manner, which means that he has gained a glorious

victory, and rescued honest men from being branded for life as

villains of the deepest dye.

A Lover of 1 ruth.

THE PHOOK.^ CASE.
(Befort' C. If. /vV/7e, A vf/., Chief Ptc^idamy strafe.)

The t'ollowing judgment was delivered by his Worship on the

31st January

The aexused in this case is charged with committing an act

of wanton cruelty on a cow under the following circumstances,

as described by tlic witness M ore ton :
“1 first saw the accused

milk two cows in the natural way. He came to the thirtb a

little black one, and deliberately subjected it to phooka. The

result was the cow’s back hunched up, the tongue came out,

the eyes appeared to be starling from their sockets, she

groaned, and appeared to be in extreme agony.” 'I'bree Veteri-

nary Surgeons, Messrs. Hart, Symonds, and Grcenhill, were called

on behalf of the piosccution. Mr. Hart, who apparently had seen

the process put in practice, says : “The effect, in my opinion, is

painful to the animal operated upfm. I consider it a barbarous

piece of cruelty.” Later on the same witness says : “Tiie cficct

on milk is nothing, it is a peifectly useless operation. I don’t think

the milk is affected cither as to quality or quantity by the operation.

I don’t think there would bo any difference in the appearance of

the milk. If the operation is repeated it is productive of pain to

the cow, and therefore must do it harm. 1 do not think it would

benefit the cow in any way.” In cross-examination the same witness

says :
“ The blowing being an unnatural process, the forcing in of

air into parts not intended by nature to receive it must be attend-

ed with pain. Ill effects would follow from the process if conti-

nued.” Mr, Symonds describes the process as painful to the cov/,

and utterly useless. Mr. Grcenhill also describes the process as

one which causes pain to the cow.
**

'1 he process, if persisted in,

he adds, “ would affect the general health of the cow. An animal

daily tortured in this way would be nervously aflccted, and the

general consiitutioii thereby impaired. It would not make the cow

more serviceable for the use of mankind, it would have the reverse

effect. The operation would, in my opinion, tend to bring about

disease in ihe local organs operated upon.”
, ,, , ,

For the dcf’iico two cowkeepers, Hutto and Mohesh Marik,

have been called, and a medical witness, Dr. (Jabricl. The two

cowkecpcrsadinitili.it they arc in the habit of performing this

operation dailv, Hufio on n l.irge proportion, Mohesh M.mk on

each of his milcli COW.S. They agree in asserting that the opera-

tion is neccs.arv ill the case of c-ows who have eilher lost or been

scparaicvl from their calves. Tlicy both adhere to the theory th.it

it is neci-ssary tor a cow to mi( luratc before she tan be milked,

and lliat ilie opci.mon of blovviug is thcret<<re indispensable in

order to prodm c tli.it cflcci on the cow, a icsulr w!ii»-h they allege

is invariabh brouglit about by a sucking calf when it first applies its

mouth to the tcaL Tliev stoutly deny that the operation harms

the cow in any w.iv. Dr. Gabiiel, who apparently was fj^ccially

retaiinnl to wiinos.s tlio operation after the institution of the present^

prosecution, d.suilies the prbecs:. as he saw it performed, and is of

opinion that the process does not cause p.iin. He, moreover, is of

opinion that tkcrc is some ground for believing that the operation

docs induce the How of a larger supply of milk than could be ob-

tained by the ordinary process of milking.

Mr Palit, for accused, did not seriously coiitj;iid that the process

was one which did not cause pain to the cow. He, however sllid

that life operation, though painful, was not a wantonly cruel act.

The act he asserted, as shown by his witnesses, did conduce to a

more plentiful supply of milk, and, even if this supposition was an

erroneous one, it was beyond doubt that a sincerely mistaken belief

in its efficiency ms entertained generally by cowkeepers in this

part of India, a fact which in itself was sufiic.ent to prevent the

application of i)ic woul “ wanton ” to the operation. T he process,

he further submitted, was had recourse to, not with the object of

causing unnecessary pain to the animal, but to increase the supply

of milk—a pcrfetllv legitimate object, and done in the pursuit of a

lawful purpose. Mr. Sale, for the prosecution, on the cvidei.ee

given denied that the process was done for a legitimate object, or

for a* lawful purpose. He strongly demurred to the argument

which would make the belief of the person who was charged with

an act of cruelty, whether erroneous or not, a determining factor

in the question whether such act was a piece of wanton cruelty.

All cruelty, he urged, fell within the words “ wanton cruelty,”

unless shown to be necessary. It would be only an act of neces-

sary cruelty if done in the interests of the arimal, or for the benefit

of mankind.

I have no difficulty in coming to the conclusion that the repulsive

processes described by the witness Morctoii causes pain to the cow.

Dr. Gabriel, it is true, is not of this opinion, but it is clear, I think,

that the operations he witnessed were not, and probably were never

intended to be, genuine specimens of the process. He himself

admits that, if the cows he saw operated upon had exhibited symp-

toms like those spoken to by the witness Moreton, there would be

no doubt that the animal was suffering extreme pain. The evidence

of the Veterinary Surgeons show that pain is caused. The symp-

toms as described by Moreton remained unchallenged by cross-

examination. Mr. Palit, moreover, practically .'idmittcd that the

process did cause pain, for the whole of his arguments rest on the

supposition that pain was inflicted by the operation. Mr. Sale’s

argument, which would not prevent the belief of the person inflict-

ing the pain from having any voice in the determination of the

question whether the act was one of wanton cruelty, is, in my
opinion, a sound one. To hold the contrary would be to make the

purpose and object of the Act subservient to the caprices and

superstitions of the most ignorant and debased portions of humani-

ty. Some support for the contention raised by Mr. Palit is alleged

to be found in the judgment of Day, J.,
in Lewis Vi. Kenner,

L. R., 182, B. Div., 'i;34. I do not, however, read that judgment

as giving any real support to Mr. Palit’s arguments. In that case

the crucial test applied by the Judge was not whether the object

aimed at by the person who inflicted the pain was one which he

honestly believed in, but whether the object itself was a legitimate

one, or as put by Kelly, C. B., in Murphy vs. Manning, L. R. 2

Exch. Division, 307, whether the act was done for a lawful purpose.

Wills, J.,
however, in the case first quoted makes it quite clear that

if effect is to be given at all to the honest belief of the operator it

must be restricted to his belief that what is done will benefit the

animal. Now, although the two cowkeepers have the hardihood to

assert that the cows subjected to this process thrive and grow fat

under the operation, the evidence of all the skilled witnesses is the

other way. The cowkeepers, moreover, admit in cross-examination

that they rarely keep a cow longer than one season, and that only

during the interval she is in milk. Directly the udders arc dry,

a very large proportion of these cows are fattened up, and sold to

the butchers—-a procedure, which, in my opinion, strongly corro-

borates the opinion expressed by the Veterinary Surgeons that the

conbUnt repetition of the process does impair the constitution of the

cow. The essential point for discussion in this ease is whether the

act, which is undoubtedly a barbarously cruel one, and which, in my

opinion, causes grevious pain to the cow, can be justified on the

ground that it is done with a lawful purpose, or for a legitimate

object. The evidence shows that the operation is nearly always res-

tricted to cows whose calves are dead or have been sold shortly

after their birth.
.

^ i. j
Both the native witnesses examined on behalf of the accused

support this biatcmcnt. The witness Mohesh Marik admits

fiirtlicr that he keeps no cows but those who require this peculiar

mode of persuasion before they can be induced to part with their

milk. What apparently is done by the cowkeeper is, that he year

bv year pun bases fresh cows, cither sells or disposes of in some way

the calf soon after it is born, and then subjects the mother divorced

from her offspring to such artificial stimulants^ as his ingenuity has

invented for obtaining as plentiful a supply of milk as he believes

would be procurable had the calf been left in attendance on the

mother. If this be the object which is supposed to justify recourse

to this unnatural and cruel process, and in my opinion no other con-

clusion can be drawn from the evidence of the cowkeepers^ it is

clear that the object is neither a legitimate one, nor donc^ for a

lawful object. Under these circumstances, I have no hesitation in

coming to the conclusion tliat the operation described by the

witness Moreton as having been performed by ac^cd, is a

wantonly cruel abuse of the cow, and that he is therefor^ liable to

piinibhment under section 2 of Act I. of 1869. In the view I have

taken of the ease it is not necessary to come to a definite finding

whether the operation docs or does not have the cftcct on the sup-

ply of milk ascribed to it by the witnesses for the defence. If,

however, a decision on this point be desirable, I strongly incline to

the opinion given by the three Veterinary Surgeons that the opera-

tion is a wholly unnecessary abuse of the animal operated upon.

It has transpired during the course of this ease that there has been

more ihm one prosecution in these courts of persons charged with

a similar offence. The fines imposed in those eases have not ap-

parently had the deterrent effect anticipated, for it is clear that the

process of “phooka” or blowing is still carried on extensively^ in

Calcutta. Under these circumstances, I think it j'^ccss.ary to im-

pose on the accused the full penalty provided for jfte offence under

the Act. I sentence the accused Nowcouric GoVala to pay a fine

of Rs 100, or in default to suffer six weeks’ simple imprisonment

under section 67 of the I. P. Code, as effected by section 40 of the

same Code when amended by sccyon 21 of Act X. of 1886.
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NOTICE.

The undermentioned lots of the Dhurrumtollah Market, the property of the Commissioners
for the Town of Calcutta, will be put up for sale by public auction, if not previously disposed of,
nf fn»* iVfiinwMnnl «« .

* * r 1

IO|

11

»

12

'3!

II

19

20I

21

Lower-roomed house, 2 chandnies

Ditto 18 doors at Rs. 3 each...

I room

Ditto 9 shops at Rs. 10 each...

^‘^to 4 shops at Rs. 4 each...

Ditto 5 shops at Rs. 10 each...

Ditto 10 shops

Ditto n shops

3748

J,224

'>^53

I
'.653

'>734

Portion of occupied land about 442 s. ft

Lower-roomed house, 5 shops

Ditto 1 stable and a room

Tenanted land

Ditto

Lower-roomed building in ruins ...

Tenanted land I
546

- Area of land ir

•

Estimated Total
ri the lot more monthly rent of
3 or less. rental. each lor.

B. C. Ch. Sft Rs. As. Rs. As.

1 65 0

^ 0 12 TO 6

1

54 0 M3f 0

J 12 0 J

0 2 4 33 90 0 90 0

16 0
)0 2 4 33 > 66 0

50 0 )

0 3 1 35 35 10 35 10

42 3
]0 3 3 37
[ 45 3

3 0 )

45 6

0 9 9 12 10 0 - 80 6

25 0

0 to 10 38 45 0 45 0
'

24 0
]0340
j-

30 0
6 0

Conditions of Sale.

tKA « ;

Commissioners’ limit which has been fixed by a Special Committee appointed for

Ilmif
^ fjosed cover by the Chairman, and the highest bidder above this

imit, IS to be the purchaser
;

jf any dispute arise as to the last or highest bidding for the lotthe same shall be put up again and resold.
** ’

2 . A deposit of 25 per cent on the amount of the purchase-money is to be made by the
and in default thereof, the premises

to be immediately put up and resold at the risk of ihe purchaser.
3. The little to the property will be a conveyance from the Commissioners.
4. The residue of the purchase-money shall be paid within 15 days of the date of sale •

of default in payment of such residue, the purchaser shall forfeit his deposit, which

1 U liquidated damages, the sale to such purchaser
shall be wholly at an end, and the Commissioners shall be at liberty to resell the same without
any reference to such first purchaser, but at his risk.

5. I he Commissioners will, if required, furnish a deed of conveyance, such conveyance
being prepared by the bolicitors of the Corporation at the expense of the purchaser, who will
likewise have to bear the cost of the stamp duty and registration and of any attested copies of
aeeds or covenants to produce those that may be required.

6. The Commissioners will enter into no other covenant than that they have done no act I

to encumber. ^
I

* J'
lithographed plan of the Market, divided into the lots notified for sale, may be had

at the Municipal Ofnee, from the undersigned, on payment of eight annas.

R. TURNBULL,

4^Hreiruarym8.

KeethamS-
wiiurr -

A SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING
0/ the Commissioners of ihe Town 0/ CaUuUa,

Wilt. rf. hf.t.d at the Town Hall,
on THesday^ the sSth February iS88^ at j p. M.

Business to rk hruuoht forward.
1. The Chairman to la’y before the Com-

missiorters the Budget of Income and Expen-
dilure for the year 1888-89.

2. Baboo Durgagutty Banerjee to move
“ that the reports of proceedings of Meetings
of the Commissioners be prepared, printed and
circulated to the Commissioners and the press

a week after the Meeting.”

3. To confirm the proceedings of the Water
Supply Committee at a Meeting held on iKe

7th February.

4. To confirm the proceedings of the Town
Council at Meetings held on the 28th January
and iith February.

5. Vital statistics for the month of Dcccm-
her 1887.

At the close of the bf)ccial General Meeting,

A SBECIAL MEETING
will be held to sanction the application for a

ROBERT TURNBULL,
Secretary to the Corporation.

ment Seventh Standard
Candidates.

Handbooks to English and Indian History,

nth mnemonic system of dates.

By MISS ADAMS,
La Martiniere^ Calcutta.

Price 12 annas each.

To be had from the author.

;

For INDIA and all HOT CLIMATES this sweetly scented emollient Milk Is INVALTTABLE

I

IT KEEPS the SKIN COOL and REFRESHED in the HOTTEST WEATHER,
Bemovea and prevents aU SUNBURN, REDNESS, FRECKLES, TAN, etc., and

I

BENDERS the SKIN DELICATELY SOFT, SMOOTH and WHITE.
prevents it tiom becoming DRY and WRINKLED, and PRESERVES tbe

COMPLE&WV from the ecorching effects of the SUN and WIND more effectually than any
I

other prepiAtion. The IRRITATION caused by tbe PiTKS and STTNGa of insects »
wonderfully lllayed by its us:e. For imparting that sott velvety feeling to tbe skin, this

delightful preparatio" has no equal! Sold by all Chemists.

80U MakAre El. BEETHAM ft SON. Chemists, Cheltenham, Enwlemd.

CALCUTTA AG^TS : SCOTT, THOMPSON & CO.

»>

HAMILTON & CO.’S

Latest Designs in Oold Bangles.
The Acron Bangle, (England)

The Thistle Bangle, (.Scotland)

The Shamrock Bangle, (Ireland)

The Lotus Bangle, (India)

The Forgct-mc-nol Bangle

The Indian Bamboo Bangle

The Victori.a Bangle

The Cleopatra Signet Bangle
The Magic Twist Bangle

The Flexible Curb B.inglc

The Etrirscan Ball Bangle

The Good Lurk
J|

5angle ...

The Oriental Onyx Bangle

The Flexible Gold and Pl.atinuip Bangle „ 100
The “Mascotte” Diamond H’shoe Bangle,, 90
The Scotch Plaid Bangle... ... 80

The alnme are cash quotations.

Inspection Invited.

HAMILTON 4 CQ.,
CALCUTTA.

Rs. 60

„ 60

„ 60

„ 60

o 63

0 32

„ 100

54

185

05
32

54

90

Griha-Chikilsha.
A complete and lar^e treatise on Homceo-

pathic Domestic Medicines with some tried
native drugs for certain serious diseases, by
Rai Khetter Naulh Chatterjee Bahadoor,
in Bengalee zoo

Do. post.age

Do, abridged in Hindee 00
Apply to AuOior at Chinsurah or to People's

Press, No. 78 College Street, Calcutta.
^
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INDUN LABORATORY.

HOUSEHOLD NON-SECRET
MEDICINES.

Nim jDil No. /—For internal use.

Nhn Oil iVo.

Nim Ointmenti
K J.l

For external use.

Dr. Hrandis says—“ The oil is used ^medi-

cinally as an at\jliseptic and anthelmintic.”

Dr. Maxwell has found it “ as efficacious as

Cod Liver Oil in cases of consumption and

scrofula.” Sir W. O’Sh.aujjhnessy says
—“The

oil is thought anthelmintic and is applied ex-

ternally to foul ulcers and used as a liniment

in rheumatic and spasmodic aflfections and in

headaches from exposure in the sun.” Dr.

Dyinock says—”
'Flic oil is applied to .sup-

purating glands, is given in leprosy and in a

variety of diseases.” If applied to sores in

horses and other domestic animals, it keeps oil

flie.s and thereby promotes healing. The oil is

asovereign remedy for B.\RSATKE SORES,
mange and itches and all foul sores in horses

and cattle. Nlghanta Ratnakar, a Sanskrit

Medical Encyclopcjcdia, thus speaks of the

medicinal virtues of the Nim Oil It is

•bitter, destroyer of worms, cuies leprosy

abscesses and ulcers and disc.i.ses of impure

blood, chronic fever and piles.”

No. I. Re. I
;
No. 2. Re. i (larger phial)

;

ointment. As. 12

S.\LEP Misree Powder.
The grand specific for nervous debility and

weakness of reproductive functions. Profes-

sor Royle states -“Salep misrec is in truth one

of the best articles of diet, a convalescent can

use.” Re. i.

Directions for use and p.irticnlars regarding

composition, accompany each medicine.

Out-station orders are promptly executed on

prepayment, or by V. P. P. Post or by Railway

parcel. Packing charge for each two annas.

Postage extra.

Full price list to be had on application.

BANERJI & SON.S,

Proprietors, Indian Laboratory,

Come one 1 Come all!

“ Jiandt^ Mataram / ”

EMERALD THEATRE
BEADON STREET.

Grand melodramatic entertainments in

dazzling splendour !

Saturday—i/te iSth February
^
rSSS—

at d yi /• sharp. *

The mirror of Bengal chivalry

—

the thrilling romance in real life— ‘

the immortal work of Biinkim Babu

—

Santy ... ...Mrs. Sookumary Dutt

Illusive emanations of Goddesses 1

Next day—Sunday ---i^th February^

iSSS, at 6 p. m.

Sweet, sweet, ever sweet,

ever entrancing work

MRINALINY.
Mounted as never mounted on any stage !

Pashiipaty ... ...Babu G. C. Ghose.
Girijya ... ...Mis. .Soitkmnary Dutt.

To miss this treat is to miss pleasance of life !

Fit St come ! first served !

G. C. Ghose, Manager.

READY

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth (jilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Round Rs. 5-8.

Mofubsil Orders supplied by Value Payable
Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL
87, Tripoli A, Ai.i.ahabad.

N. .5.—Sec Reis Rayyet of 26th February,

March 1887, for full advertisement.

JUST PUBLISHED
In Pamphlet, Price ./ annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the (Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSHY.
Apply to Reis tjr* Riiyyet (^){ficc, Calcuila.
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BETWEEN
Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

BY
SAMBHU C. MOOKERJEE,

Fonnetly Minister to the late

NaWAB KAR1IK)i)N Jah Bahadoor,
(the la.si of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Bch.ir and Oiissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, ‘‘REIS & RAYYET’^
I, Uckoor Dint’s L.ine, Wellington Street,

CVLCUTTA.

OPINION OF THE PRESS.
Dr. .S. C. Mookeijee, the editor ot what is

undoubtealy one of tlie ablest p.Tpers in the

c.iiiiitiy in point of lileiary power is the author

of .1 pic.is.mi little book of Fravels in East Ben-

gal riic auth(»r is master of a lacy style of

English which many an Englishman may envy.

Humourous desciiptioiis and caustic satire

enliven every page. There is ihioughout a

vigour and freshness of style that lends a

chaim to the veriest commonplace. If theie

w<Te, however, a higher purpose in the publica-

tion of this book than to lighten the weary

evening hours of the ordinary reader, we con-

fe-.s to a feeling that the author has failed in

such an object. Wc are afraid there is not

poetry enough in us to body forth in irnagina-

Uoii the beauty of the scenes which the author

has described in his voyages to and fro between
Dacca and Tipperah. Humourist as he is

Dr. Mookerjee will remind us of the words of

the poet that the point of a “jest lie» more in

the ear of him that hears it than fn the tongue

of him that utters it.” As with the jdst so is it

with the description. We do not say that the

charge is unfounded. Prosaic as we are,

drudging away at the desk, perhaps it is that

we lack capacity to follow in imagination

\what the author has doubtless delineated with

an admirable pen.

One of the chief impressions that a reader

will receive from a glance at the bonk is the

somewhat strained relation between the Rabus
.md the Anglo-Indi ms. The author pour.s a

flood of lidicule upon the lordly airs of our

“rulers.” He hits hard indeed in his account

of the Colonel at whist enduring a Babu

looking on, when on board the steamer, and

of the Whiteman’s condescension in bowing to

the black nigger. Happily we in the South
are not so badly off in our commerce with the
representatives of Western civilization. In

spite of several instances of conflict and mis-

understanding Englishmen and Hindus pull

on agreeably together. But the author, not-

withstanding his involuntary feeling of aloof-

ness from the European, is no stranger to the

blessings for which the West has laid us in

debt. He has a keen appreciation of the en-

joyments of this Westernized life of ours. He
Idoks for ever forward and casts no longing

lingering look behind at the things with which
we have shaken hands and parted. 1 1 is heart

is in the continuance of British supremacy in

the East. And agitation is his utmost weapon
for the maintenance of his rights. But he will

have nothing with spurious agitation. We
extract below a paragraph of excellent advice

to his brethren of the press. [Extract.]

The author recounts his adventure with

the Railway officials of Sealdah with consider-

able humour. We feel an irresistible tempta-
tion to quote it in extenso, but space forbids.

I low the grccnl)ack was no legal tender, why
silver of the Calcutta mint was wanted and
how the currency question stood stiff and
frowning despite the Editors and Magistrates

who had accompanied the author to bid him
good' bye at the station, and how again with

the advent of the Justice of the Peace all

objection to receiving the currency-note

vanished, are all narrated in a style that is

fittingly ch-aracterized only by the word “ de-

lightful.” In another place the author in-

troduces the reader to the Hindu belief in the

auspicious hour for starting on a journey in

language of such playful raillery that we make
no apology for quoting it. [Extract.]

The untoward circumstance of the day,

the event to which we have already alluded

namely the refusal of the Railway officials to

receive the currency-note in payment of the

fare, elicits the following humourous con-

fession of human weakness. [Extract.]

The author has some trenchant criticism

on the insolation of the Englishman, which

makes him inaccessible to the complaints of
extortion or plunder by their menials. They
are too absorbed to know all that passes about

them and the wrongs that are committed in

their names are unnoticed as mere trifles for

they have larely any idea of their magnitude.

It is only too well known throughout the coun-

try how blackmail in the shape of money or

provisions is levied upon the inhabitants when
the Collector is on tour. It would be difficult

to believe the thing could go on under his

very nose without his connivance if we did not

know his exdusiveness and his distaste for

mixing with tlie people.

The author devotes the greater part of the

hook to a description of the people and the

external aspect of the country that he passed

through in his two trips to Tipperah from

Calcutta and b ick. He has a good deal to say

about the customs of some of the people he

becomes acquainted with. He makes a dis-

covery of the debris of a Portuguese colony in

Tipperah that has become debased in morality

and sunk in superstition. Although there is

not much in the book that is instructive to the

serious student, the grace of diction Ind the

ease of style carry the reader pleasantly

through. It would be difficult to rescue such

a subject as he has chosen from dulness wi-

thout his extraordinary command of language.

We cannot promise more than a brief span of

life to the book. It will prove what isHibun-

danily clear to the readers of the Reis and
Rayyct that the author is an adept in English

composition. He is a lover of nature and he

paints scenes and situations with an artist’s

pencil.— November 7, 1887.

this interesting book. We are justified

in so terming it,not on account of any romantic

adventures that the author h,^s relate, nor

of any very new discoveries in geography or

natural history. There is something parti-

cular as regards ethnology ; and a great deal

of human nature in the boc;!,^ shown to the

reader with a simplicity ^nd candour which

bear testimony to its trutlf. Called from the

busy haunts of men in the city to dwell for a

lime in Independent Tipperah as ajudiciouj

adviser to its Chief, Doctor Mooke’^jee relates

his .idvcniures^Miiring the several journies to

and fro inUiat capacity, without revealing the
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secrets of the State, like a ^ood diplomatist.

He has adhered strictly to the advice which

he offers to his brethren of the Native Press,

and ha^vritten what he saw and know.s,

without rovealing^ all, considering^ what he

might propel ly say and what withhold

The above seems to be a curious passage

to be found in a book of travels, and appears

to have no connection with the subject. But

It arises from a casual reference to a slaughter

house, and a writer who “ thundered weekly

against the outrage of locating sh.unblcs in

the immediate vicinity of a Hindoo temple ” -
^

where, in fact, no temple could be said to ex-

ist. Hence, the Doctor advises his fellow-

scribes not to be Pharisees, righteous ovei-

much, but to look and be sure of their facts.

In the same spirit, he has written his book.

He gives an account of his travels, whicli

seem often to have been voyages, upon the

wide-spreading rivers of Eastern Bengal which

in the rains become alinosjt inland .seas. On
these he philosophises on the nature of the

country and the people, making careful obser-

vation of his facts
;
and though he sometimes

fancies he knows better than his boatmen, and

more than suspects that they are getting the

belter of him, he submil.s with a grace that

would have done credit to Socrates, and .ac-

cepts the apparently inevitable in the intere.sis

of peace. The Doctor is a close ob.server of

nature, animate and inanimate, with an eye

to the picturesque as well as to tlie sublime

and beautiful. And although there is a vein

of cynicism running through many of his oh-

servation.s, it is tempered by such evident

good naluie, that even a stranger would con-

ceive him to be a laughter-loving rather than

a stern philosopher. This is evident in his

descriptions of his boatmen and oth('rs, while

he denounces tlie lawlessness which lias made

the poor fishermen suspicious even of honest

intentions, because they liave so long been the

helpless victims of inar.inde.rs strong<‘r than

themselves. Their only defence is flight or

deceit, and the latter is their justification as a

mode of self protcci ion. We are shown not

only the weakness of the people, hut the short-

comings of the administration that leave these

things possible

The author is impartial in his censnie.s

There is much in the book to which space

forbids us to refer. That it is not a prosy one

may be gathered from the fact that, for its po
pages, there are nearly as many inde.x refcM-

ences. Many of the subjects .ire necessarily

but lightly treated, but all sensibly and faiily.

And Dr. Mookerjee is sucli a master of the

English language that in the whole book we

have scarcely found a phrase that might not

have been written by an ICnglishinan “ to the

manor born.” There is nothing in it at which

any one could reasonably take oilcmce
;
and

tlxM'e is much from which both iMiglishincn

and natives m ly h-ain gieatly-needcd

sons.— T/ie f/iii/an D'ti/y lYczcfs^ Nov. 22, 1SS7.

“TRAVI'.E.S IN BEN(;AI.. .Such is the

title of a most interesting little woik pub-

lished a short time .ago. Its author is Babii

Samblui Chunder Mookerjee, llie well-known

Editor of the AV/j Kiiyyrt, tlie most

original, cleverly-wi itten and iiUercsling jour-

nal in .India. Bahii Sainbhn Chunder is one

of the veteran Indi.in waiters in English. He
is the master of a most happy, r.acy pleasant

style, which you can easily make out fium

amongst the writings of a hundred different

men. In racy humorous waiting Babu Sam-
bhu Chunder has no rival among his Indian

contemporaries. He won his first laurels, we
believe, by his waitings in his own pei iodical,

the Mookerjt'e^s now’ long-defunct.

In this magazine articles of great learning and

excellence appeared, mostly from the pcai of

Babu .Sambhii Chunder. He has wTitten several

other booklets. His Causes of the Mutiny

;

Mr, Wihoih Lord Cannini^ and the Income
the Career of an Indian Prince^^,, Her

Hiyhness the late Secundra lu^um of Phopal

;

and the Prince in India and to India are pub-

lications which attracted considerable notice.

His latest production “Travels in Bengal” is

a work of greaTNocrit. It is at once a most

faithful and int^sting picture of natural

scenery and life |n Bengal, although Mr.
Mookerjee docs not profess to write a picture of

^iengal life and uses his pencil in its portraiture

only in passing. The dedication is charac-

teristic. [Extract]

The “Travels” arc travels in East Bimgal,

travels and voy.iges between Calcutta and

Indepedent Tepper.ah. We do not believe

many people in this side of India know' that

there is sncli an independent State .is Tip-

perah. But ncverihdcbs such a state exists.

We will give here a summary of its history in

the words of Mr. Mookeijee- -He wrilos :
[!•>:-

tr.icl.j Mr, Mnf)kerjec w’as Uewan ^f Imlcpend-

ent Tippcrah for some live years in all between

itSy; and 1881. The travels are an account of

his voyages to and from ripper.ah.

Those who have travelled in Bengal, parti-

culaily in its Eastern distiicts,w'hich aie the dis-

iricts ilescnbed in Mookeijee’s book, will bear

him out in his statement th.at Lower Bengal

is not stale, flat and unprofitable, that, on the

contrary, she is the be.intifullest country in

the woild. She has no high mountains, but

she has rivers apparently as vast as the

sea, to make her scenery grand and majestic.

.She has ;i hiindied iiveis ever ovei flowing

with water, thousands of transpart-nl lakes,

covered with the lily and a hundred beautiful

water -flowers, thousands of seas of ever-

w.iving paddy fields, thousands of clnsieis of

bamboo and of grcMt Uees cbessed in beautiful

creepers adorning the river banks, to make her

the loveliest country in the woild. Even a

Bengali needs to .see. and travel Bengal to

adequately know her thousand witching

charms. For a foreigner it is well nigh im-

possible to get even an .ipproximatc iih-a of

wliat they ate like from desiiiplion, howr-ver

true and faithful. Let us hear what om author

has to say on llic subject. We read : -
f
Extract.]

A paddy ^ea is thus inimitably desciib-

ed :—[E.xtract.]

We will (|uote a passage of another cha-

rnct(‘r :—[Extiact.]

We could cull many such gems. But

space forbids it. We will, however, cjuole

some passages of another kind. Our tiaveller,

ihougli «ild in yeais, is evidently young in

heal I, for no one in the romantic age ot youth

could be more appreciative of female charms

than our ii.iveller. In every other page you

(ind our autlior describing in terms of en-

thusiasm some rural girl or wom.in of beauty.

[Extract.] In the next page we find our tra-

veller’s aitcniioii (E.xliact.]

Theie is the desci ipiion, physical and

moral, of a Colonel, which we cannot resist

the temptation of leproducing, although the

article has alicady c.xcectled the usual Icnglli.

[Extract.]

We have now given extracts enough to

show that the little l)ook of travels is most

delightful reailing. It contains graphic des-

criptions of nauiral scenery, faithful portraituic

of men and manners, and happy, good

hnmouied observations on them. I'lieie is

not an ill-natuied or unkind word in the whole

book —It oveillow.s in every page with the milk

of human kindness. Every obseuatii»n

testifies to the author being a keen observer

of men .ind things, as an example of wliicli we

can meiuion the instnuiive and iii(en -.ling

( h.ipter im the Native Cliiislians of Poi ingurse

extraction in Tipperah. Again, althongii the

book <loes not pieteinlto deal vvilli lite in Ben-

gal, the glimpses of liiatlite we tind in it are

vei y considoi .ible ,ind pleasant. ^J^V'e will now

conclude by lecommendiiig the book to all

wlio may wish to spend a few hour-» amidst

happy thoughts and pleasant pictures.—

S. K. C.

— The Tribune,^ Nov. 26, 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Samblm
C. Mookeijee’s Travels in Peni^af which w.as

published some months a^o, it is not bc,-

cause the little book is either dull or pointless.

It contains, tm the conliaiy, imu !i intciesting

matter, though some of the incidents are over-

weighted •with detail in what is fccetiously

called a “ litt)lp booklet” 'I’he aiilhoi’s view as

a rule is, hy the way, facetious : he is given

even to punning
;
but he is also sentimental

in the highest degree—“ a n.akcd Whiteman”
hurt.s his subceplibililies ; a Hindu girl, bathing

in the river, throws him into .an ecstasy of

delight: “she had such laige languishing

eyes !” But he is nothing if not philos()pliical,

and his reflections on this or that social and

political subject are not without their moral.

Mr. Sambhu C. Mookerjee was loimerly

Minister to the “l.ast of the Nawabs Na/im of

Bengal, Bcliar and Orissa” and afterwards

Minister of the Maharaja of Tippcrah. lie

is a man, therefore, of experience, and when

he .speaks his l)rethren should listen to him.. .

I'f'nvcls in iUnyal is a leadablc book, and

It abouiid.s in anecdotes which are ofu n as

instinctive as amusing, and it is not spoiled

by too many pohiic.d allusions, though, of

com.se, some few have cicpt \\\,— The Pionect\

Dec. 1S87.

It may be well-known if) jjl of our readers

that Babu Sambhu Chmuler Mookeijee the

veteran c^litor of the Reis and Rayyet news-

paper, has just piil)lished a b.')ok fiescrihing

the four voyages tliat he made Ijotwi'en C!al-

entta and Independent 'I’ippcrah when he had
to go and to return from the latter place in

the t.ipacily of the minister to its piince. I'lie

lileiatLiie yet produced in tlie Eiiglisli tongue

by our own countrymen is veiy scanty and
any sensible addition to it cannot well escape

tlie .itteiuion of the public pi ess. .Mui h

gi eater ihciefore .should be the altcniion

claimed on behalf of a book wliif h comes from

thr pen of so well known a wiiter in the tinld

of Indian jf)urnalism as I’-abii .Sambhu L'hiin-

dcr Mookerjee. That gentleman’s caieer as a

wiiler fills nearly the last lliirty yeais, and
there has hatilly been any snlrjia I of jmblii-

importance dining that long peiiod whii h has

not occupied his attention. Master of an
inimitable racy style, with a va.st stoie of

t lassical allusions ever leady at the call, aivl

possessing an infinite fund of luiinoiir, our

author often enlivens every thing that he
tom lies, and his pei iiliai «.tien'.;th lies in de-.-

cnptmn. We therefore welcome the appear

ance of this hook more especially as the sulj-

jei t IS one which to make it inteie.sting, re-

quires a lively colouring and a riclr, }>ictmes-

tjue and imaginative description. Tlieie exist

several books of tiavels written by eminent
Englishmen, and every one of these difleis

perhaps, in their conception and plan of e.xc-

CLiiion. Of these none was moie widely read

in the ronise of the last few years than Cai-
lyle’s leminiscences of an Inslj Journey in

1849. 'I’h.it book is made up of extracts from

diaries and the wor.st feat in es (>f it are the

iDitler and caustic peisonal rcinaiks inter-

speised throughout the book. However that

may suit the polished and fashionable taste

of luigland, in our country it would have
been singiilaily out of place and w’eaieglad
that Babu Sambhu Chunder has confined him-

self to the description of those natuial sceneries

he passed through, and the means of tiavcl

in lire distant and little-known legions of J'kist

Bcmgal. That the rivers of Bengal, with their

circuitous and entangling couises do enshine

m th(*m a deep spiiit of poetry and aie c)f

sincere inteiest to tlie real man of imagination,

IS piovcd by the fact that Sir William Hunter,

til.in whom a more acconqilishecl m.m of letters

never passed the best years of his life m Ihm-

gal, should have < hosen the siihjrct for his

veiy inleiesting address at Oxfonk the other

day. ’I’lut gentle waves, llic gout let iipplcs,

1 he grassy hanks, the ever-iMitwining course^,

the plciisant air, the sceneiics on both sides

make the rivers of Bengal a genuine thing of

inteiest to those wlui^e e)f s .lie pei piU ualiy

fed by the aititn.ial Jloss and (host of 1 ivili/a

non and few could li.ive set peih.ip-^ liu’ lovli

lies , of our 1 1\ 01 S in helftu' hglit than r)m ar

complished author. Hi-, eloquent senteiu es,

m.m lung in legnlar ortler one .ilier amulier,

and embodying in* theii sedves, evciy mimiie

detail, that can lend to ti s(.c'ne its linesi art-

istic clTcct, seem to place the reader in the

veiy midst of sceneries descrified, and the

111. in of leisure who would a( quaint himself'

w’lih the slate of things in K.au Beiig.il, can

baldly resort to abetter book. The joiiineys

whu h are desciibod in this volume aie cer

t.ainly nnevenlful ami though they conespond

to f.icls as they furnish no inlerc‘sting situa-

tion, no ciilical moments, to the seijcer of

mielleclual excinniient and this will no doubt

I onslitiite a seiious objection to the book on

the pail of sensational seeking leadeis. None
has however any thing to quane! with the

choic(‘ of a subject th.il any author may
choose to write upon and none of the outMcle

public can rifford any explanation as to why
the .iiithor should have preferred one subject

to .mother. Wc think however there ate one

or two indications of bad taste. .Still we wel-

come the appearance of this hook and trust

th.it It is but the fiist of a long seiies of woiks

in wiiling which our author should spend the

matured experience and the literal y facilitv of a

well-spent life.— Vounj^ Renyai, Feb. 2, j88S
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INFALLIBLE SPECIFIC FOR

LEUCORRHCEA.
A week's use of this medicine not only cures

Leuorriice i —the characteristic white, j;reen

and bldody discharge —but also removes the

concomitant intcjj^se menstrual pains, and all

the various complaints and symptoms inci-

dental to menstrual difificultics and grien sick-

ness, and prepares the system for conception.

Price : for a week’s consumption, Ks. 2,

packing and postage 4 annas.

There are capital medicines besides — for

piles, all the 20 kinds of flux— such as sper-

maiorrhuca, diabetes, «S:c.—diarrhoea, rheu-

matism, puerperal complaints, cataract of

the eye, nacra, asthma, I'xc.

[Ccrtijkatt'. ]

“I have known Habu Rijcndra Nath Hhoshal
'kiibirajfor upwards of 15 years, and I ran bear

ample testimony to the wonderful cflicacy of

his medicine in the treatment ot diseases of the

womb. While Assistant Surgeon of Monghyr
and subsequently, I have known him to euro

the most obstinate cases of uterine l.rucorr-

htjca and other uterine der.ingeinents, organic

and fiinctioiul. I can safely call his meiiicine

the .Specilic for LeucorrhfOi and painful

menstruation. Ladies who have been subject

to these diseases for years and were barren
have been cured and borne children.

'^Womesh Chundcr Roy, L. M. S
,
Medical

Practitioner, iiliagalpur. 3olh October, liib’O.”

Apply to

RAJENOKANATH GIIOSAL, Kaijikaj,

Topkhana Razar.

Monguvr.

J. Farbstein & Son,
HAIRDRESSERS AND PERFUMERS,

12, Esplanade Easty

By Special Appointment to H. E. Sir James

Fergusson and the Rt. lion. Lord Rray,

Governors of Bombay,

Have just opened Hair Dressing Saloons
for Ladie.s, Gentlemen and Children. Hair-
cutting As. 8 ;

Shampooing As. 4 ;
Shaving

As. 4. Wigs, Beards, Whiskers and Mous-
taches, also Theatrical .Sundii'^s for the make
up, ToiletRequisites for Ladies and Gentlemen,
always in stock

;
t,heaper than in any other

Home in Calcutta, A Prial Older soliriicfl.

S T vV n'

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police ConrtJ

THE CALCUTTA

HOMffiOPATinc PnARSIACT,
THE

EARLIESr & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSAR Y IN A S/A

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN

INDEPENDENT HOMtEOPATflY
iiiut maintains to this clay

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OK
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.
Bjsides the old Remedies, all the New Re-

medies .ind the I.itcst additions piociiied from

the bc-ii Kuropcaii and American sources, and

kept in stock. 1

Medicines in wooden boxes and leather

cases, requisites of all kinds supplied, and

Presciiptions dispensed at the shortest notice.

The largest Slock of Homoeopathic literature

kept.

Oiders received for supplying English,

American and foreign Journals.

BERIGNY & CO.
12. Lai Bazaary Calcutta.

KALLYPUDDO DASS,
JEWELLER WATCH AND CLOCK MAKER,

148 ,
Radii.xhvzar, Calcutta.

Ckeaf Gold and Silver Rotherham’s Watches ;

Watches of other Makers, both English and;

Genev.i ; Gold and Silver Chains ;
Earrings,

Wedding-rings, Memento-rings; Diamond, Em-
er.ild. Ruby nng^: Tiger claw .and other Jewel-

lery of the newest fashion. Gold guaranteed
genuine.
Or lei 1. with remittance, piomptly attended to

"il k [{ ])

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

I imifnrl
‘Limited.

ASSAM LINE.
The Company which has a weekly Service

of Steamers running to and from Debrooghur
vid (roalundo, will despatch the Steamer
“BURMAH” for Assam on Tuesday the

21st instant.

Cargo will be received at' the Company’s
Godowns at Jaggannath Ghat until Monday,
•the 20th idem.

The Steamer “ORISSA” will leave Goa-
lundo for Assam on Thur.sday, the 23rd idem.

Intending passengers by the last mentioned
Steamer should leave Calcutta for Goalundo
by train the previous night.

DuudriiS: Dkrrooghur Mail Service.
Throuish BooJdnst to and from Assam.

The Despatch Steamers of thi.s Service

leave Dhubri daily on arrival of the Mails
from Calcutta, and proceed to Debrooghur,
stopping at all intermediate stations and
Mookhs.

Basbcngers, (xood.s, Parcels
( packages not

to exceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement) may be booked
through to and from Calcutta, and all stations

on the Eastern Bengal State Railway and
connected Railways, and the following

* Steamer .Stations of this Company, viz.y

Dhubri, (o)alparah, Gauhali, Mungledye,
Tezpore, Silghaui for Koliabar, Dhunsiri
Mookh, Niggriting, Kookcela Mookh, Desang
Mookh and I.)cbrooghur.

Packages booked as parcels wjjl be forward-
ed by rail along with the Mails. Freight on
perishable articles must he prepaid.
Goalundo and Debrooghur Despatch

Service.
Through Booking to andfrom Assam.

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which
have been specially built for the Assam Trade,
carrying passengers and coolies between
Goalundo and Debrooghur, will leave Goalundo
bi-weekly on Sundays and Thursdays, calling
at all intermediate stations, and Debrooghur
on Monday and Friday.
Through bills of lading will be granted for

goods and parcels on presentation of rail re*

ccipt or payment of freight. Packages not to
exceed ten hundred weight, or 8 by 4 feet in

measurement.
Particulars as to freight and passage to be

had from

MACNEILL & CO.,

Agents.

1-2, Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET

ACCUMULATED FUXDU

ANNUAL liEVEXUE

Bonus distributed toAssurers

£fi,450,000

£SSO,000

£3,.'.00,000

(PRINCE AND PEASANT)
WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER

AND

Revieio of PolitieSy Literaturcy and Society

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Vearly ... in advance

Half-yearly ... „

Quarterly ... „

Monthly ... „

Rs. i:

„ 7

M 4

Re. 1-8

LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY.
ESTABLISHED 1825.

'

GOYERNOR...]Sh Grace the Duke of Buccleuoh and Queensberry, K. T.
ATAriVE GENTLEMEN will find this Institution of great service, useful for invettmeni

Family Provision, Sdf-Rndovsmentfor old age, and Protection to Partners’or Creditors.
SECURirV. Security is the first point to be considered by Assurers, and no Life OnTice

can surpass the STANDARD in this respect.

THE RATES OF PREMIUM—Will be found moderate, and the conditions of a
Standard Life Policy arc most liberal in eyery way.

^“'’‘"hlconlnWrRw^ i"fo»nation regardingme x-ompanjrs Ketnement Scheme (which requires no medical cx.imination andsubscription lor which when commenced at young ages, is very smalil thp Fndnwmpnf
Scheme,&c.,&c., may be obtained on application to any ofthe Company’s Agents in India
CALCUTTA branch: GEO. L. KEMP,

27, Dalhou.sie Square.
Secretary

Single or sample Copy,, 0-8

Printed andpublishedfor the Proprietor every Saturday by Mutty Lall Gbose, at THEBEE

RATES OF AOVERTISEM^I.
Advertisements (three columns to the^ge) are
charged by the sp.ace taken up, at the rate of 4
annas a line, each insertion. The lowest charge
for any advertisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic
Occurrences, the lowest charge for which is

Rs. 5.

Special rates for Contracts.

No additional charge for inland postage or
peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be ch.arged. Foreign postage separately
charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or
Ks. 3, a year.

Business Communication.*^ (post paid) to

be direricd to “The Mamv^er,” and Literary
Communications and boccs and pamphlets
(carnage paid) to “The Editor” of “Reis
& Rayyet,

^

Office : /, Uckoor DutPs LanCy Wellington

^

Streety Calcutta.

PRESSy No. ly Uckoor DutPs Lanty Calcutta.
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REVIEW OF POLITICS L IT E R A T U R E AND SOCIETY

Vol. VII. CALCUTTA, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 25, No. 31:

^

Speech fiom the throne openin;; the Prussian I 3 ict, ron^raliilatcs the

EWS AND l^OMMENTS. country on the llum isliin;.; state of the finances beyond expectation.

England is still the great country for money, and monarchy is still' ,*

cherished among the millions, and, above all, the Queen’s popularity is Corea

—

a soit of Cliuie.e is at last been detmitively granted

beyond question. The women in especial are proud that their sex is by the Empcioi iiulcpeo.lence. The Coreans have sent an embassy to

on the throne. They arc at any rate prepared to make sacrifices for Eut ope.

their sentiment. In view of the Golden anniversary of her Reign, a
!

movement was started for the “Women’s Jubilee Offering.” Above .

offer-, c»f imlitaiy assi.st.ince by the N.itivc .States, has

;C8o,ooo-over ten lacs of Rupces-was raised, though the offering was
{

miliim their tn.ops by the Supreme Govern-

to be an equestrian statue of the late Prince Consort. Between the
j

Mujn*' IB McHis, of the Bombay Corps, has been deputed for the

cost of this work of art and other expenses and extravagances, the Com-
j

purpose.
^

mitlee could scarcely require more than ^10,000. The whole sub-
|

*
*

. r 1 1- 1

. . , . , , ,, xiT • . > r 1 t u . J i

THK MaAruUa is engaged in an elaborate review of the rmanciai
scriptions being placed at Her Majesty s disposal, she has intimated

1 ^ , -i

, , . , , i r r J i* .1
' .Sl.iteinent, in tlic course of which the native meinbcis ol Council are

her desire to devote the surplus of ^70,000 to provide nurses for the ’
. , . . . , ^ u u- »

. , J u L 1 J .1 1 r \XT . * c I
justly taken to task for their incompetence m dealing with the subject

sick poor, and she has asked the Duke of Westminster, .Sir James,-' ^ ‘

J n i. J Ai I / .1 I
• . .*1 and llicir iicglcct of tlie inteiests of the country at large.

Paget, and Sir Rutherford Alcock, to form themselves into a committee
|

for advising Her Majesty on the best mode of realising her intention.
|

•
i
The Bombay CntLrtfo too is distinguishing itself by its criticism of the

Lord LEVKSON, the young hopeful of Lord Gi.nnville, has been the
j

Pol"' y '‘'''Oehukin- Mr. Sleel as ihe repwemative of commerce

subject of much anxiety to friends. A healthy manly youth, not yet
|

•'''^

out of his teens though just out of Eton, with a grand reputation, he
I ^

was, after the absurd restless way of many of his countrymen, playing
, Xhe Ducks are dosm on their representative in Council in special. The

with a small silver coin in his mouth, when it slipped down his throat i

7, says it has leceivcd several letters complaining of

and stuck in it. Medical aid was soon obtained but by that the jtL,. new native member. Perhaps it is yet too .soon to judge Sir 1 >. M.

coin had gone too far for return. Instead, it was forced down into the
j

petit, a man of veuerablc age, just called to a new and tlifficult sphere,

stomach. And there it remains. It gives no uneasiness, but it is an
|

j,, .1 distant land, and cut off fiom the counsel and help of friends,

ugly intruder, and cannot be trusted to remain perfectly quiet. • Sir #

Andrew Clarke— Sir Morell Mackenzie being not available we suppose
* *

—has been consulted, and has arranged witll the local suigeon for On the subject of the lesiguation of tin- Viceroy, tlie .lAi/Df/ZA* speaks

an operation the moment Lord Leveson fevers or shows signs of
j

commendable moderation and peifed candoui. The wiiter is

constitutional derangement. I
niuch of our mind.

^
• • »

^ .

'
.

* *
, , . ,

I The Secretary of State, we are glad to leari, has agreed to the lediic-

Mr. Magins Volk, of thi Brighton Electric Railway, has devised an I ^ ^ , . r i r xu
. . , .. , . . , .. X . . lion of one of the l>est plums of extra-ludiari patiou ige out of the

electric dog-cart for ordinary roads, the motive to be supplied by six • rr . . • , • r . r r i®
, , , r 1 ,

revenue^ of India, by the abolition of the Diicctoi-iu Chief of the
accumulators which may be charged with power for a six hours’ run. ...

, , , , .11. ri ,•
. ^ I Indo-European I elegraph, and making ovei the uiiiies ot his otlice to

The speed is disappointing. On a soft m.acadamised road the drag
^ . , r . r 1 wr 1

^ ^ V. , , „ I the Dircctor-Ocneral of the I elegraph indnclia. We suppose the sug-
will carry two persons, at the rate of four miles an hour. With all w . U^

. geslion emanated from the r mance Committee,
respect for Zeus and Indra and Benjamin I* ranklin, that is too slow

a coach for this generation ! « *

I

The Resident in Kashmir telegraphs from bialkot tli.al the latest report

^ ^ t 1- J J ro 1 * n/r I

received ffom Jummy on the i6ih inst lui gives four fiesh attacks of
The Queen’s Bench Division has awarded jCSoo damages to Mrs.

j
»

. , , . - ,

. .r i- n. •
‘ f . r • J xr* vi I • . I

Cholera and two deaths in the army and two cases in llie city.

Mathias, wife of Major Mathias, of the Gordon Highlanders, against
, * ^ , • 1 . m- , 1

*
t

... T ...a... ...a WK.. Sardar Ayub Klian has aiiived close to leheran, and may be ex-

I

The Mahrai(a is engaged in an elaborate review of the Financial

' .Statement, m the course of wliicli the native meinbeis of Council are

justly taken U) task for their incompetence m dealing with the subject

j

and iheir neglect of tlie luteiests of the country at large.

I ’V

j

jf *

i
The Bombay CiaLrtfo too is dislingm^hing itself by its criticism of the

' hnancial polit y and rebuking Mr. Steel as the representative of commerce

j

and the independent Eiuope.in comimmiiy for his courtly attitude.

«

« #

!
The Ducks are dosm on their representative in Council in special. The

\ Bombay Gazette says it has leceived several letters complaining of

j

the new native member, rerliaps it is yd too .soon to judge Sir D. M.

I

Petit, a man of veuerablc age, just called to a new and tlifficult sphere,

j

in a distant land, and cut off fiom the counsel and help of friends.

#

• #

On the subject of the lesignalion of tin- V^iccroy, tlie Mahratta speaks

1
with Commendable moderation and peifed canduui. The writer is

I
much of our mind.

I

•
• »

i The Secretary of State, we are glad to leari, has agreed to the lediic-

I
lion of one of the l>est plums of extra- Indian pattoiLige out of the

I

revemiejl of India, by the abolition of the Diicctoi-iu Chief of the

Indo-European Telegraph, and making ovei the dunes of his office to

the Director-General of the 'I'l'legraph in ‘India. We suppose the sug-

I
geslion emanated from the Finance Committee.

Mathias, wife of Major Mathias, of the Gordon Higlilandcrs, against

the London and South-Western Railway Company. Whpn travelling

from Clapham to Coombe Maldon, she stood up to take ticket

from the purse. The train jerked, and the carriage door not being

properly fastened, it opened and she fell on the platform, sustaining in-

juries. The Indian Railways are more fortunate.

pected to reach B.^ghdad within six weeks.
^

His Highness the Gaekwar arrived" at P)aroda yesterday (21st)

morning.— Press Commissioner.
,

juries. 1 ne inaian Kauways are more loriunaie.
-pjlg Home remittance from isi Apiil 1887 to i8th February 1888

« • amounted to / 1 3,272,800 out of the total Budget esliiAa ; ;^i6,i 14,000

A CONSIDERABLE burglary has takerf place in England. The house of for official year 1887-88.

Mr. Grenfell, latVM. P. for Salisbury, was broken into and jewellery

worth about ;£4,oc^ abstracted. In connection with the deserved elev.it ion of the Maharaja of Viziana-

gram to the Supreme Legislative Council, the Muslnn Herald recom

* Just now there seems a flush of cash everywhere but in India. The mends the further personal distinction of a salute enjoyed by his father.

Subscribers in the country are requested to remit b^ postal money orders^ if possible^ as the safeU and most convenient

medium^ particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Department. No othet receipt will be

given^ any other being unnecessary^ and likely to cause confusion.
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The son of Sir Savalay Ramasamy of Madras was recently attacked

with small-pox. For safe and speedy recovery, and as a thanks-offering to

the Almighty, the mother has offered to the local Municipality to build

three Vaccine Depots—one on the Monegar Choultry Road, one in

Black town and one in Egmore.

• «

The Bcllary Disfrict Registrar, Mr. L. Rama Rao, has been r«^licved of

a watch and some wearing apparel by an interesting relative—for the

nonce. Mr. Rama Kflo was away from the station. In his absence, a

stranger presented himself to the person in charge of the house, as the

Registrar’s brother-in-law. He was guilelessly accepted, and every due

attention was shewn him. In the absence of the master, the brother-in-

law had complete command, and he stayed in the house two days. On
the third' day he dressed himself in the apparel of the absent owner and

left the house for a walk, leaving directions for lunch. The lunch was

ready but the brother-in-law did not return to it, and is non est.

(We wonder who was our wife’s-brother in the company of Sir

Steuart Bayley, who, at the last exhibition of the Oriental Seminary,

relieved us of our male jewellery of the same kind. He is a costly

connection, but highly respectable withal. For, it was a brilliant

gathering of which he was a unit, consisting of great Europeans

and natives, headed by the Lieutenant-Governor and tailed by officers

of the Police. The latter must know him, of course, for he is a

gre-ater connection of theirs. Such Chevaliers could scarcely be

introduced into such places without the knowledge and kindness of

the guardians of the public peace.)

The Rev. Dorasawami Nather announces a simple cure for cholera.

He speaks confidently of its efficacy after a pretty extensive trial,

and Mr. Krishnama Chari, Government Pleader at Trichinopoly, writes

to the Madras Mail in confirmation.

« •

A .SAP accident took place on the 31st January, at Delhi. There was a

large gathering of relations and friends at the house in the Matra Nil of

Manik Chand, a shawl merchant, on the death of his wife. As the

corpse was taken outside to be conveyed in procession for disposal,

many of the inmates and visitors, mostly women and children, hurried

eloquence concluded with vehement invitation to all to join this meeting

and afiurd much encouragement to the members.

•

The following reads like a chapter from the Ramayana '

“A circumstance probably without a parallel even in the history of
the United States is just reported in advices received from Ashland
Wisconsin Territory—namely, the destruction of the Town of Wake-
field by the fire through the mischieves act of a monkey. The animal
was kept in the Vaudeville Theatre, and had the freedom of th<’ place.
During the evening of the 25th ultimo, the animal got to some kerosine,
covering itself with the nil. It next set fire to itself with a lamp which
was burning in the room, and then appeared at the window of the
theatre, its antics whilst there amusing the people. Presently the
building was in flames, and the monkey, running about in its frenzy, set
fire to other places. The buildings were of wood, and the conflagration
spread from place to place until the whole town was in ruins. Gangs
of roughs during the progress of the fire looted the stores, and in most
instances the flames had scarcely reached the places before the robbers
commenced sacking the premises. The owners tried to protect their
stores, and in the encounters many pistol-shots were exchanged. The
owner of the theatre was a man named O’Brien, and between him and
a storekeeper n.amed Lewis, whose premises were destroyed, an alter-
cation took place, Lewis blaming O’Brien for allowing the monkey to
be in the theatre. O’Brien, becoming engtagtd, shot Lewis twice with
a revolver, wounding him mortally. The damage to property is said
to be about 75)OOo dols, only about 2,ock) dols of it being covered
by insurance.”

• •

Municipal squabbles are developing into criminal prosecutions. A
newly elected Commissioner of the Baidyabaty municipality, Baboo
Woomesh Chunder Gupta, laid a criminal information against the

Ch.airman, Baboo Chunder Nath Mookerjee, for defamation, under

Section 500 of the Indian Penal Code. The Deputy ^ragislrate of

.Serampt)rc, Baboo Kedarnath Dutt, threw out the complaint, the sanc-

tion of Government to prosecute being wanting. Tlieie was then a

motion before the District Judge of Hooghiy, who has overruled the

Deputy and ordered the restitution of the case. Baboo Woomesh
Chunder complains that when before the election he submitted an ap-

plication on sanitary maiteis to the iminicipalily, the Chairman
recorded a resolution on it with remarks which amount to defa-

mation. The case is being heard by Baboo Radha Madhnb Bose, and
is hotly contested.

to the wooden balcony of an attached building overlooking the public

lane. In the act of shouting what the Irish call the Ulaloo^ down they

came with the whole ricketiy verandah, on the he.ids of the poor beg-

gars stationed for a charitable distribution in the thoroughfare under the

structure. Of the latter seven men weic immediately killed, of the

former six women and three children, while some thirty persons alto-

gether were more or less injuied, but none seriously.

*
• •

Mk. Prichard, the Commissioner in .Sind, is shortly expected to be at

L.ihore, to ariange llie preliminaiies fur the annexation of .Sind to the

Punjab, Dr. Pollen ofliciating in his place in Sind.

Wk quote the following to be on the s.-ife siilc :
-

“An American paper give's a/)imple cure for snake bite. It consists

of an immediate application of chloroform to the upper part of the
tongue

;
tills powerful aiuvsthetic, it ix said, having the effect of at

once counteracting the most poisonous bile.”
^

#
« «

The American is beat in his Own line by brither Sawney

“ It IS said that a lady, on whose face no spot or pimple w.as dis-

cernible, was lately phologr.iphcd. On examining the proof the pho-
{ogiapher was surfirised lo find the fate was coveted with black specks.

A second photograph was taken with the same results. The following
day the lady died of small pox. The superior sensitiveness of the
plate revealed what was iinisible lo ilic naked eye*’ ll WJi’/y Scotsman.

A VF.RNACUt.AR paper understands that our old friend Abdul Huq now

Sir Dilefi Jung of Hyderabad, js about to sue the Pioneer for def.nna-

tion. He will claim thiee lacs of Rupees damages. Don’t he wish he

might gel it } He (s certainly worth that amount and a great dual more.

But whether the court will hold his honour so high and precious is the

question. ,

• \
• «

We have leceived the following telegram from Cuttack :
--

At an extraordinary meeting of Jalsa-i-Yaizi-am was held on the iqth,

evening, presided over by Babu Kalipada Baneijea, Zemindar and

President, local bench. Much enthusiasm prevailed. A lecture founded

on Mazzini’s life was delivered. The lecturer cxhoiied the audience

to ameliorate the low status of the Maliomedans. The President’s fifty

The Mcfater rase 1ms en.!.-.! in the acquittal of tlm svvccpei-

Kurrup. AH llir same t icvivcs llie (|iR-,ti.)n of the samlatioii of the
sewers and of houses coimcrtcd. 'J'lie Healih Officer, Dr. William

J.
binqison thu.s gave his opinion in the cast*

l am the Health Officer of ilie Minrcipahtv, I have visited the
premises No 6, Oovcr'vn. ci Place, Noiih, four iimcs within the l.Hst
loitnighi. My visits weie in Conner tion with the death of Mr D
Matkinuon, alleged to ji rve riied of i^phoui fi .er. At each visit I weiu
upon the loof, 1 saw nothing on the tool to imact attention during the
visits. I think it e.xtiumely im[/robal)lr that any loiil gases could havegone down the pipe into ilin deceased's rr)om. I’ljc pipe i.s entirely
oulsi.U. the house, il is open on the roof and le.ttls to a .stirl.ice tliam
Any foul matter lhal in.uht be on the inof would be exposed lo the
siiii andair. Il hy any possibility any qas w.ts drawn down the pipeand into the b.ilb.ioom „„ i|„.

j,
exi.emely diluied lit ns p.issayc ihin.,f;l. ibe b.itli-ioom and bed-room
on the north sicic of the house as to be lunoruotis before it reachedMr hrackiniiniis bed-tooiti wliicb was on the south side of the house
.itp completely shut off Matter of that son in sueh small quantity and
which h.is been exposed to the sun, would do no harm. Il would be\ery ddleienl had it been shut up in some daik place and allov ed to
Cl mein. searched tor the eaiise of this parlir.ular disease. I ex-amined the othe. pipes in the house. There was one passing from
Mr, Maekimions baih-ioom, down the east side of the house, to the
all me on the ground floor. I his pipe was sepaiated fro:n the halrine
by about wo feet of surface dram. liut this latrine was in sueh a

!I!Io‘h"i‘n.‘il “"L? nl? “p ‘jin pipe.HIM fin inl 1 . 1., ....
.... le late Mr. Mackinnon. Vhe pipewould act Hb a sort of chimney. The latiinc when I saw it for

'

tirst time was in a foul condition, capable of
Being connected with a large

the

into the bath-room belonging to tli

'hen I saw it

genet ating foul gases.
v,.ui a m.gc cess-pit, iiidircctly connected with the

.sewer uiiden^eaih the pavement m the front of the house, there was
plenty of room for foul K.ases to tjeneratc. When the pit was opened
.yery offeiistve smell em,mated from it. Directly joining the btiine,
Ihere was a cow shed, the tlrain.igc of which was in a b.<id state and
from which sewer ".is emanated. On the south side of the house, there
were our lam waiei pipes diiecily connected with the latrine cess-pit.On the west side of the house, there is on the same floor as Mr.
M.iCkinnon s bed-room a sort of green house with a pipe, leading to a
pipe of the b.ith-rooin of No. 5, Government Place. It descciVds to
the gioiind, an^s indirectly connected with the se'-fr. When this
pipe and Its indirect connections with the .sewer ^Jre opened, it was
found to be choked up, generating most offensive gates. 'The sewer in
troiil of ihe house, has its siiiiimit quite close to the late Mr.
Mackiiiuon s house, and if there were any pressure of gases in the
sewei they would rise to the highest point, from enquires made, as
to 111.- sanitary condition of the (.fflees of Mr. Mackinnon and Mr
Graham, I found that there was noiLing wrong there. Within the last
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year there have come to my knowledge a number of buildings on the

Strand Road, and Old Court House Street. There were cases of

typhoid fever in the Teh graph Office, also in the premises of the

Medical Stores, in Hare Street, and in Hastings Street. All these I

investigated, and I was satisfied that the fever was in each case due to

faulty drainage. Several other cases have come to my knowledge, but

I have no personal knowli^dge of them. The sewers that were opened
in this part of the town were offensive. This was mainly due to there

having no flushing arrangements. I think the Municipality should

keep a larger number of competent house drainage inspectors,

whose duty it would be to keep a strict supervision over contractors’

work and also to make a systematic house to house inspection. The
latrine at No. 0

,
Government Place, I think, •should not have been

erected on its present site. The pipe leading up to Mr. Mackinnon’s
bath-room should have been so constructed that no gases, drawn up

through it could enter the bath-room. The insertion of an S shaped

trap in the bath-room, and the prolongation of the pipe up to the roof,

would have remedied the defect. In the latrine itself there should have

been an ordinary trap, but 1 would not have sanctioned a latrine there.

Traps on the top and below should have been insisted upon. Precau-

tions should have been taken as regards the rain water pipes, which
would aid in diffusing poisonous gas in the house, had they defective

joints. A better arrangement could have been for them to have dis-

charged themselves at the corner of the pavement
;
they should not have

been connected with the sewer at all. The same remarks would apply

to the pipe on the west side. It should have had a trap, at the level

of the green house, and should have discharged into an ordinary

modern trap and have been disconnected from the sewer. These are

precautions which a competent sanitary inspector in the Municipality

would*havc insisted upon. Such remedies for the defects I have pointed

out would have, as a matter of course, been insisted upon in England.
The reason for them not being insisted upon here is owing to the

paucity of inspectors. 1 recommended in the beginning of the year

that a larger staff of sanitary inspectors should be appointed, but my
recommendation was looked upon as outside the province of the

Health Officer, and so was not adopted.”

The Chief Magistrate, Mr. Rcily, has accordingly recorded the fol-

lowing conclusions :

—

“ The conclusions which, in my opinion, follow upon a consideration

of the facts elicited in this case, are two-fold. It is, in the first place,

made apparent that sewer gas in abundant quantity impregnated the
air daily breathed by the late Mr. Mackinnon in the house, No. 6, Gov-
ernment Place, North, which he occupied, and that the danger, and,

in all probability, the fatal result attributable to the presence of such
gas in the atmosphere might have been averted by the vigilance of a

staff of competent officers working under a system of proper sanitary

inspection
;
and, secondly, that the act of the accused contributed in no

appreciable extent to the causes which endangered life in that house.
The accused is discharged.”

The guilt of the death is thus diverted to the head of the Corporation

for the Town of Calcutta. The principal offender is the sewer, and so

long as the underground drainage i.s maintained in whatever slate of

flushing, houses should not be directly connected.

• •

The ever-agitating Dacca has for the moment been cast into shade by

Lahore. The latter capital engages the public attention by the piotract-

•cd Larpent Enquiry which drags its slow length along. The Pleader

Mr. Browne pursues his wrath against the Sialkot Divisional Judge

Mr. Macauliffe. Mr. Browne’s suit for defamation against the Judge

was to have been heard this week. Mr. Rrowme has for one of his

clients also sued Mr. Macauliffe for increased maintenance to illegiti-

mate children. A Lahore telegram of the iStli says

“ Complaint was lodged yesterday in the District Judge’s Court here
by one Mussammat Rahiman, daughter of a former bearer in the em-
ploy of Mr. M. Macaulilfi-, Divisional Judge of Sialkotc, for the main-
tenance by that officer of three illegitimate children. The complainant
says ijjat .about twelv«i years ago Mr. Macauliffe obtained possession of
her from her father, and since then she has lived as his mistress in

nine different districts of the Punjab and has had issue by him of two
boys and a girl. Mr. Macauliffe brought them to Lahore in May 1884.

The complainant .says that she finds it difficult to keep, clothe, .and

educate the children, on the allowance of thirty rupees monthly now
made to her. She complained to the Government, which referred her
to the Court, and she now asked for fifty rupees per month for each
child, Mr. Macauliffe’s pay being Rs. 2,700 monthly. The complain-
ant is represented by Mr. Browne, pleader, whose own suit against

Mr. Macauliffe, for defamation comes off on the 22nd.”

Mirza Surayar Jah Bahadoor, a Delhi Prince of t^e \louse of

Timour, who has for several years been a sort of Wandering Jew,

prospecting ” throughout the Empire, is at length likely to become

somewhat of a fixture in the Far South. It was a lucky star that led

him to the Mogul Satrapy of the Deccan. At first he seemed to have

met with disaixjmlntment. The men in power were too engrossed in

the pleasant octaVuion of sharing between themselves and their own

the harvest of p.ijfodas, to attend to the wants and wishes of even a

princely stranger. Bui the prince persisted, clung to the place and

*aftcr two years succeeded at last in getting a mansab of Rs. 400

a year. Herein no doubt history rweats itself. But what a change in

Indian history does the incident proclaim I Thc

Timour submits to be a petty Omrah of the Court of the descendant ol

Asof Jah, himself but a grandee of the Mogul Empire though Khedive

of Hyderabad. We are glad the rolling stone has g.iilicrcd enough

moss and found a tolerable resting place.

Baboo HArihar Mookerjee oj Uttarpara, Bengal, is not alone in

his glory of antipatcrnal litigation. A rival, in the other gender, has ap-

peared in Old England. Miss Laura Stokes has obtained from a sym-

pathetic jury a verdict against her father for £2SO for libel and slander.

She had claimed the modest sum of jCs,ooo. The Defendant is a

very wealthy man, but unfortunate in his domestic relations. He
has apparently spoiled his family and drawn them into revolt by his

parsimony. And now they are in league to help one another in forking

what money they can out of the old “ screw.” First the wife separated

.

herself from the husband. He had to settle on her an allowance of 6/.

per week and 500/ down. He was next molested by his son whom he

appeased with 125/. And now appears against him in court the

daughter, supported by the evidence of her mother. Thc gravamen of

his offence was complaining of being robbed by his children. He had

apologised for this in a letter which was read in Court, yet the Jury

found a verdict for the dcaughter. But the Judge has refused costs and

allowed 14 days for a new trial. The poor plutocrat must, as he

left court, have hummed Lord Ullin’s exclamation, though in a differ-

ent sense—

“ My daughter 1 Oh my daughter I
”

Here is an Americanish paragraph from the English press

‘‘A most extraortlinary case has just been investigated by the East
London Coroner. It seems that a commercial traveller, named Moses
Raphael, was taken ill, and on 2nd January was removed to the London
Hospital. His death took place on 2tid January and at the inquest
Dr. Doyle, who had had the man under his care, said that on opening
the head he found a penholder and nib, about three inches long,

attached to the right orbital plate. It must have been there for a con-
siderable time, as the bone had partially grown over it. The only way
that it was possible for the pen and holder to get to the brain was by
passing through the eye or up the nostrils. Deceased’s widow stated

that her husband had never complained of any accident, but that lately

he had suffered from pains in his head. Dr. Doyle said it was a mys-
tery how a pen and holder of such size could get into the brain without
the man’s knowledge.”

That is staggering to be sure, but ought not to be rejected on that

ground. The people of the West have extraordinary receptive capa-

city. Pins by the gross have been found in the stomach and in the

mouth of girls.

The Emerald Theatre is continuing its revival of the older plays of

established repute. This evening the public will be Heated to

“ Mrinalini ” and to-morrow comes off “ Megnad Badh.” The cast, as

announced in another column, is both poweifiil and aiir,active. It must

be still fresh in the public mind, how, about a do/en years back, Baboo

Chose, in the several characters of Pasupaii, Megnad and Rama, won

the highest lam els of the profession on the Bengali stage. The revival

of thc pieces after such a length of lime,* with Grish Chunder and

other veteran actors, must draw crowded houses.

Notes and Leaderettes.

It was officially stated when the resignation of Lord Dufferin was an-

nounced, that Lord Landsdowne, Governor-fieneral of Canada, who is

to succeed, will comejn December. It was since understood that he

might aril ve in November. The change in administration may lake

place sooner than either expected or desired. On Sunday, Reuter tele-

graphed fixing August as the time when the next man will be here to

claim his office. It is now understood uhat Lord LatvJsdovvnc returns

to England in October and reaches India early in^ November, Lord

Dufferin probably meeting him at Bombay en route to Europe.

Lord Dufferin reverts to the diplomatic service. There is some
difficulty in finding a suitable place for him in that Une. He
has been at many courts— Lisbon, St, Peteisburgh, Stamboul, &c
—and there is an inconvenient and truly British etiquette against the

same man holding thc same embassy or legation more than once.

A Tory Viceroy has just been sent to dissipate and moon after piquant

at the French capital. Sir Edward Malet, the favorite of Bis-
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marck, can not be removed from Berlin. Besides, in the present con-

dition of Irish property, Lord Dufferin is scarcely in a mood to take

up expensive Embassies. A vacancy may be found for our Viceroy

in Italy, however. That can be only a temporary provision, so long as

the present party is in power. As soon as there is a change, there is a

chance of his Loipdship’s being taken in in the ministry. His being

Secretary of State for India, is only a tpicstion of health.

The next man for Canada is a Stanley -the Lord of Preston, though we

wish it might be of Alderley. lie is a brother of the Earl of Derby,

but, unlike him, a staunch Conservative. He is better known as Colonel

(Sir Frederick) Stanley, Secretary for War from 1878 to 1880 and Sec-

retary for the C«)lonies in Lord Salisbury’s first Cabinet. On the forma-

tion of the present ministry he accepted the Board of Trade, with

a seat in the Cabinet. On the same occasion, by way of further

compensation for his reduced official impottance, he was created a peer.

The state of the Crown Prince of Germany causes anxiety. His

throat has been operated upon, and the reports of his health are not

cheering. The aged Emperor is extremely anxious to see his son at

San Remo, but the doctors arc opposed to the long journey. Long,

that is, for the compressed Continent. In our Colossus of an Empire

of vast distances, a journey of 24 or 30 hours is a joke.

The Time^ has celebrated, with becoming pomp, its centenary. Lord

Salisbuiy, himself a gentleman of the press, is about to crown the

event and the services to the country by three generations of the

proprietory, by conferring a peerage on the present Mr. Walter, the

principal owner. He is rich and deserving, and has often been marked

for the honor. How, indeed, has he been so long left in the cold, is a

marvel ! The puzzle is solved by the London Correspondent of the

Manchester Guardian

“No one could faitly question the motives with which such an

honour would be offered or the propriety of such a proposal on the part

of Lord Salisbury. For more than five-and-twenty years this peerage

has been talked of, owing to Mr. Walter’s personal position as a country

gentleman and a politician. It is a very open secret that Mr. Walter

would long since have received the offer of a peerage, to which his

position renders him more entitled than the average of those who have

in that period passed to the House of Lords, were it not for the fear

<yn the part of Prime Ministers of seeming to desire to obtain or to

reward influence in connection with the Timesy

Such is the humiliating confession ! Such is the suspicion under

which the press labors in England !

The Lahore Tribune reproduces, with presumable approval, our rapid

history of the origin of the Larpciit Inquiry going on at that capital,

and remarks :

—

“ We think we should correct a mistake in the above account of the

Bribery case. Our article of the 30lh March last, which led in the end

to the appointment of the Arts and Law Examination Committees, was

publishe«l just two days before Sir Charles Aitchison’s departure from

the Province. The Committees were appointed during the rule of our

present Lieuienanl-Governtr Mr. J. B. Lyall, who has already won the

love and affection of the Punjab by the readiness and pleasure with

which he h.is ever since he as.sumed its reins of government listened to

the representations of the people. Had it not been for His^Honor’s

sincere anxiety to do justice this Bribery c.ase would most probably

have been hushed up.”

That is paying a poor compliment to the most popular and liber.al

Governor of ^he Panjab. But our contemporary is, we believe, far

fiom intending to convey an invidious disiinciion.

We are too jealous of our credit for accuracy to bear contradiction

from even our kind brother in a matter within his own jiirisdict’vm,

nay, personal observation. At any rale, we submit only to the coercion

of facts. There is no pressure of the kind here. Wc still believe the

facts to be in our favour. It is amusing to see the ultimate human

cause of the Investigation himself confusing the chronology of its

genesis. The University Committee was independent of the direct

initiative of the Local Government. If it was the result of such in-

direct initiative,, it was, we presume, due to the influence of the late

Lieutenant-Governor. If we owed the Univeitsiiy Committee to the

new Lieutenant-Governor, surely that body and the University would

have gone through the business in a straightforward valiant fashion.

If they had been able to muster up the courage of their convictions,

the scandal would have been manfully disposed of long since and all

this ado have been saved. That it was not so, was due to the retire-

ment of Sir Charles Aitchison. At one time, indeed, it was feared that

the matter would be hushed up and the delinquent white-washed. The

Punjab is indebted to our contemporary for preventing that double

scandal. We honor Mr. Lyall for not listening to evil couiiscN, but

the services of the journalist who, under temptations and difficulties,

keeps public men and private citizens to their respective duties, should

not be forgotten.

The Indian Daily News quotes the following passage from the yet un-

published Resolution of the Bengal Government on the Sir John

Lawrence enquiry, »

“ The Lieutenant-Governor is unable to accept Mr. Bushby’s ex-

planation as in any way satisfactory, and he regrets that the Port

Commissioners should consider it sufficient to draw his attention to the

terms of the agreement. Apart altogether from those terms, and from
the conditions laid down by the Board of 'I'rade for the accept.ince of

Indian certificates, Mr. Bushby should have recognised the impro-

priety of his engaging in any way in the preparation of an equipment,
of the sufficiency of which he was afterwatds, on behalf of the (iovern-

ment and the public, to judge. As, however, Bushby had the authority

of the Vice-Chairman to do the work, the Lieutenant-Governor con-

siders that the ca.se will be sufficiently met by directing that he should
be severely censured and required to refund at once, through the Port

Commissioners, the honorarium he has received. He should be
warned that any future transgression of his agreement in this respect
will lesult in his power of survey being withdrawn. The Lieutenant-

Governor considers lliat, on his return from leave, Mr. Duff-Rruce
should be called upon by the Port Commissioners to submit an ex-

planation of his action. Mr. Duff- Biuce, .'i.s a servant of Government,
must be well aware that no public servant is entitled to receive any
eiiioiument, direct or indirect, for any public service rendered by him,
beyond the salary attached to his appointment. Mr. Bushby pleads
that when he received the sanction ol the Vice-Chairman, it naturally

followed that he expected some fee or gratuity for the work. Such a
plea IS opposed to the regulations of the public service

;
and Mr. Duff-

Bruce must explain how far it had his countenance when he gave the
permission, which the Port Commissioners have ascertained that he
did give.”

and is of opinion that the refund of Rs. 1,000 should not go to Messrs.

Macneill & Co., but to some charity. Could the Government appropriate

the sum even for a benevolent purpose ? Certainly, the agents might

be advised to devote the refund to the purpose indicated, and Messrs.

Mackncill may not be disposed to receive back the money having paid

it away for a purpose. The order for severe censure, we take it, is a

call upon Mr. Bushby to resign. But he evidences no disposition of

the kind, and, like another engineer of another Corporation, sticks

to his place for its Rupcc.s, after its dignity has been lost.

The Corporation which Mr. Robert Turnbull has faithfully to the best

of his abilities served for over a generation, has been liberal to him

beyond precedent in the matter of his pension. But having swallowed

the camel, the good Corporators stuck at the gnat. They grudged not

the c.ish to him, but they did not Care 10 preserve his likeness on

canvas. This compliment was left for the public. Accordingly, the

friend.'^ of the retiring Secretary of the Calcutta Corporation met in

the rooms of the British Indian Association and have Resolved upon

a portrait to be hung in the Town Hall. The Memorial Committee

is remarkable for its long array of names, and the success of the move-

ment is assured. The gentlemen on it may themselves find, by a few

Rupees each, the wherewithal for the portrait voted.

An international question has been quietly solved in India. exe-

cution of a decree of the Hooghly court, the judgment debtor was

arrested in Chandernagore. The arresting peons were assaulted and

aftervvaids handed over to the French Police. It was contended that

the men exceeded their jurisdiction and executed their commission on

French soil without the knowledge of the French authoiltics. The

matter being reported to the Judge of Hooghly, he communicated with

the Bengal Government, suggesting a Commission appointed by

both Governments to enquire in which territory the arrest was

really nt^de, The Lieutenant-Governor, while agreeing with the

Judge, sent up the case for higher orders, empowering the Judge

in the meantime to apply to the French Governor for release of

the peons on bail. The French Government set the men free, and

agreed to the “ Boundary Commission.” The Commission, consisting of

two, one representative from each Government met closed doors

and unanimously decided that the arrest wa^ outside French

Chandernagore. The French Government subftquently formally

absolved the arresting agency of any blame. The judgment debtor

and eight others are now being tried in the Hooghly Magistracy for

resisting public officers in the execution of their duty. The Judge
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bavin" referred the case to the Magistrate under a repealed section

of the Penal Code, Mr. Palit, on behalf of one of the defendants,

argued was^no case. The section <iuoted by the Judge being no

law, that is, no longer of any legal force, he claimed acquittal for

his client. The Magistrate adroitly employed against the 'cute bar-

lister-atdaw his own weapon, replying that if there was no case, he

had no power to make the order applied for. The case has been

adjourned to next Match for fresh reference from the Judge under

unrepealed law.

Veuiey, it is the day of the publican and sinners. The .Shao has

triumphed at last. Hy a disgraceful Concordat the Faculty of Law

have elected him the new Tagore Law ptofessor, and they have—so far

as lies with them—guaiantccd the next year’s man. The legal Dons

could not have perpetrated a worse job in office or made a more

discreditable use of their functions. We refer, of course, to the in-

triguers. They started or submitted to an unhallowed compact. And

instead of exercising their pure unfettered judgment, in selecting the

right man for the right place, without fear or favor, or selfish regard,

direct or indirect, they succumbed to the weakness of recommending

jin “ inglorious ” though obliging under-limb of the law. There

were two other candidates, a bariisler-at-law and a learned senior

pleader of the local High Court.

The Pleader having in a fair field the better chance, the supporters

of the Barrister agreed to the unholy offer of returning him the next

year, and recommending the every body’s devil of the Pleader bar

this time. They all thus voted for the popular imp, singing virtually.

The Devil take the hindmost, 0 !—worth, namely. We hope the Senate

will prevent the scandal, and disallow the nomination.

The Extra Assistant Commissioner and First Grade Munsif of Jorc-

haul, in Assam, Baboo Kanti Chunder Mookerjee, has won an un-

enviable distinction as the hero of a nasty affair of love in friend-

ship’s guise. Baboo Kanti Chunder is a liberal man, and out of

the abundance of heart, he hatl accommodated a friend in

difficulties, one Kherod Prosad Banerjee. He had provided for him, his

wife, and child a home and the other necessaries. Kherod was too

grateful not to acknowledge his obligations to, and confide in, his friend.

Kherod was in search of employment and often consulted his friend

who was all willing to assist him with advice as he was assisting more

subbtaiitially with his purse. Kheiud had theiofore no cause to

compiain, and when he h.ul to goto some dioiance, he could not think

of a belter friend than llie Extra Assistant Commissionet, a friend in

need indeed, for the charge and protection of his wife and child.

Baboo Kanti eagerly accepted the charge, for which he was on the

look out, as the event proved. Now that the wife was alone, the

Baboo waxed attentive -to fondness. He wanted to see her, to

personally eiKjuire of her wants, and, if po.ssible, console her in her

loneliness. He opened the preparatory conespondencc. The

good wifii was equal to ilie tiial. She beguiled him by answeiing

his leltcis, but would not consent to his visits. Nevertheless, ho

persisted in his efforts to make her personal acquaintance and, in

excess of anxiety for her, actually liespassed into her bed-room

and making otfeis (if love demanded reciprocation. She was not

to lie moved, and, while acknowledging obligations to the Baboo

for n lieving ditficullies, rejected his overtures. On the return of

the husband, all tlicse p.issages at love were made known to him.

Kherod, in grateful remembrance of assistance received, was unwilling

to lake the law into his own hands, or otherwise expose his dubious

friend, and intimated to Kanti his willingness to accept an apology

in satisfaction of the wrong done and attempted. Tiic judicial

officer, wise by half, would not commit himself cither in writing or by

word of mouth. There was no alternative, and criminal orjinplaints were

filed. 'J'he A.isistant Commissioner of Jorehat, Mr. Me|itu\ found his

Extr.a-As>.istant guilty of extraordinary conduct, .and fined him Rs. 500

for house-trespass, 'fhere was of course an appeal, and the Sessions

Judge wa.i of the same opinion with the Assistant Commissioner. The

High Court (Messrs. Justices Wilson and O’Kinealy) have also just

confirmed tjj|e order of the two lower Courts. Mr. Kilby, on behalf of

Government,^csf.ed the llon’ble Judges for enhancement of sentence,

but iheii Lords|iips thought there were not sufficient grouiids.

The whole public service must blush to read the proceedings of the

Tangail Case. That limb of thdPolice Ram Kumar Chackerbutty is a

typical member of a deservedly uiqKipul.ir profession, but the sub-

inspector is respectability itself bcfoic the precious Deputy Baboo

.Soshi Sckluir Dutt. This man’s conduct onglii to pl.u him beyond

the pale of decent .society. It is nut wron j-dning th i' u reprobate.

We aie :ill siuiieis, more or less, and ouglu to h ive s<inu‘ f-ompunrtion

for lumiaii we.diness, And no doubt tlu io ,111* ;;i .:rr ciimitials.

liut sucU an unblushing sneak of an off-nch r 1-. i.irelv, we hope, to be

found in the pay of a civiliscd*Govcnnnent. He is ( ondemned out of

his own mouth. His continual prev.u ic ition and t.iUing shelter under

the protecting clauses of the Evidence Act, rcmiiulcd us of the Italian

M.ajoosi. He was clearly unworthy of the courtesy of a chair in the

witness-box which, at the instance of the prosecuting counsel, was

allowed him. We are surprised at the tenderness shown him by Mr.

(jhose and the Judge Mr. Pratt, after his conduct utulet cross-examin.a-

tion. It is for the Goveinmenl to consider whether .such a man can

he retained in the public service.

All honor to the Lady of Santosli, for her zeal and sacrifice in ex-

posing such a brace of birds of a feather like the Sub-inspector and

the Deputy. She has done good to her counliy and dchcrved well of

a liberal and righteous Government.

A^E/S & RA WET.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1SS8.

NATIVE PRINCES IN ENGLAND.
BARODA AND KIJCH BFHAR.

The Gaekwar of Barocla made a kind of triumphal

entry into his capital after the conquest in England

of the star that now adorns his breast. The young
Mahratta ruler is a strong man, else the dazzling prize

might overpower the senses all round. The trip to

England acts upon our people much as the Grand
Tour used to do upon the youth of the wealthy

British. The majority are unable to stand it.

Kuch Behar s Fabian policy has, we are glad, been

crowned with success. We knew it was coming.

When the Jubilee honors list appeared, the absence

of the Maharaja’s name was remarked. We thought

at the lime that His Highness stuck for something
high. So, while others were decorated, he, already an

Honorary Major, seemed gl.ul to be enrolled, with

the sporting minister of Jodhpur, an Honorary Aid-
de-camp to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.

The Maharani came in for her share in the distri-

bution, but the comjjliment to the wife accentuated

the neglect of the husband. The thing was rni.ser-

ably managed. The India office ought to have
known how such a distinction must shock the entire

East, but the India office in these matters means
Mr. Fitzgerald, we believe, and that officer has shown
singular want of sympathy and of tact. To honor

the wife at the expense of the husband, is specially

monstrous to Hindu idens. Whoever might be

responsible, the Court was committed ,to a blunder

of the same kind and magnitude as that of the Ben-

gal Government when, about a d<')zen years ago, they

sent the Maharanee Surnomoyee a present of gold
bracelets and an embroidered robe in thu sliape of

a Benares saree. The Lady of Cosslmbazar re-

sented it as an affront, bur„ of course, it wa'S only a

mistake of ignorance, and when the matter* was ex-

plained to her, she contented hersei! with declining

the equivocal honor.

In the present case, too, the titl^ ‘stood a good
chance of refusal. A Brahmo lady, bied up from

birth at the very centre of a new socw hostile to the

popular faith and traditions, and cariicd far away be-

yond the sea to the heart of Christendom, was not

likely to retain all her wits about her. In her normal
state, a genuine Hindu woman would regard wltK
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deep repugnance any proposition to give her a public

compliment from which her husband was excluded.

Her Highness having received her compliment, was

glad to retrace her steps and be back home from a

voyage reluctantly undertaken. His Highness re-

mained. He Ivis won by the delay. As the Arab pro-

verb hath it, the lame mule aW- last catches the hare.

We arc truly glad that the Maharaja has at length

got his due in the shape of a title, having been created

a G. C. S. I. His Highness could scarcely return

with complaisancy with less. It has been an anxious

if silent trial. The game was scarcely worth the

candle. The intrinsic value of these distinctions is

small. Even in Vanity Fair, Indian decorations have,

by glut in the market, been brought to the pass of the

Rupee. They are obviously not necessary for the

dignity of princes like Kuch Behar, and now they
are more of a drag on their self-respect. Still, with

his surroundings and specially his situation for the

moment, His Highness could scarcely feel comfort-

able without his bauble. Though the cost of the

thing—we refer to the waste of mind and soul and
body, the waste of nationality and of the oppor-
tunities for a useful career, all far more serious than
the financial drain of a fashionable English career for

an Indian Prince—is out of all proportion to the

worth of the thing, the expenditure having been in-

curred, the whistle could not well be dispensed with.

We hope to see the Maharaja return a wiser man.

THE CALCUTTA MUNICIPALITY BILL IN
THE BENGAL COUNCIL.

The Calcutta and Suburban Municipalities Bill is

about to pass substantially in the form recommended
by the SeJect Committee. There has been a good
deal of debate

; several amendments have been pro
posed and earnestly pressed

; Baboo Kalinath Mitter
has brought the whole store of his experience of
municipal affairs to bear on the discussion, but all to

no purpose. '1 he official and European majority
has seldom overborne all opposition from the native
members with such uniform success as on the present
occasion. Most of the important points in the Bill

have been disposed of, the question of «imalgamation
with the Suburbs, or rather of the new boundaries,
being, by mutual arrangement, deferred till the kist,

•1 hat on this (juestion the native minority will have
any better success, can hardly be expected from the
proportion of forces (jf the two sides.

Infructuous as the debate is, it is not without in-

terest, as affording the public an exposition of official

views on the questions involved in the scheme of
local self-government. As this is a subject in which
the keenest jnterest is felt at this time by the country
at large, we may as well record the more important
parts of the debate for the information ofour readers.

Sir Henry Harrison has indeed inttoduced some
provisions into the Bill with the express object of
curtailing the elective franchise. He is by no
means «>l()w to acknowledge the good which the elec-

tiv^e constitution of the Calcutta Municipality has
been the mearfs of effecting in the administration

of the city. But, then, sweet words butter no
parsnips. In opposing the Hon’ble ^aboo Kali Nath
Mitter s amendment for reducing the proportion of
Government nomination from one-third to one-fourth,

the meniber in charge of the Bill bore eloquent wit-

ness to the benefits of the elective system :—
“In the iirat place, by the elective system we liave attracted to the

Corporation a number of Commissioners who have taken the greatest
possible interest in the work—Commissioners who have been most

assiduous in their attendance at meetings, who have looked into

matters with care and scrutiny such as is hardly found in any other
dep.'irtiTicnt. They have set their face resolutely against all extr.i.

vigance, they having thrown the light of discussion on every detail.

In fact, it has led to the administration of the municipality being
carried on much more in the light of day than it would have been as
far as other members are concerned. On questions of contracts and
expenditure in detail, they have paid an attention to the work which
was hardly paid before. In the next place, the system has had the
advantage of bringing in a number of men who owe their position
entirely to something outside Government, not to nomination. They
feel that they depend for their position on those who have returned
them, and who naturally Jook to them to represent their \iewsand
therefore they bring with them the light of real public opinion of a
certain class—a comparatively small class in numbers, but a very
influential class indeed, and it has been a great advantage that we
should have the opinion of a class of this kind pressed upon ns, so
that we know what they want, and what they object to. Thirdly, wc
have persons who represent local areas. This has led to many good
results. Previously the Town was looked upon very much as a whole,
and the wants of the Town as a whole were considered. Now the
desire for large improvements has decreased, and the Commissioners
are more interested in local wants. This has to some extent worked
well, and the huge increase in the value of property is in no small
degree due to the way in which local improvements have been attended
to. Fourthly, the elective system has been successful in this, that
people know that they have a Commissioner who represents them,
and when they have a complaint, if it is not immediately attended to
by the Executive, they appeal to get the assistance of their Commis-
sioner. This has some beneficial results; it causes some degree of
self-reliance in the people when they know that they have some one
to whom they can go if they do not gel immediate redress. The last
and most important result is this. The elected Commissioners, who
had taken so much interest in the affairs of the Municipality, have
themselves improved much by experience in the work. I have seen
very great improvement in the tone and method and manner of doing
work by the Commissioners who have become familiarised wiili their
labors. In this levicw I think I have given a very fair account
of the work of the elective Commissioiieis, but after all is not
the rdle which 1 have described the rdle of opposition } We all

know that administrative affairs suffer if there is no effective
check

;
and whether we look at the official world as it exists in

India, or at the Government as it is in England, worked by
party, it is a well-recognised fact that, if there is no adequate check,
there is danger either of the work going on too fast, or there is danger
of its not being as economical as it might be. The rdle which the
elective Commissioneis for the n»ativc wards have at once assumed is

precisely that of checking, w'atching and controlling in every way, in
seeing either that no expenditure is incurred without sufficient reason,
or that projects of improvement arc not undertaken which cannot be
fully justified. They have in fact been the brake-power in the muni-
cipd train. But a train cannot progress by broke-power alone, nor
can a city thrive by opposition alone. It is also necessary that you
should have motive power, and that is precisely the one point in which
the Corporation has been deficient.”

This deficiency of motive power Sir Henry pro-
poses to remove by some of the provisions he has
newly incoporated in the Bill. He is totally op-
posed to the reduction in tjie proportion of nomi-
nated Commissioners, and views with approval the
higher proportion of the nominated Commissioners
which prevails in Bombay. In the Bombay Cor-
poration, there are now 72 Commissioners, of whom
only half are elected, 16 nominated by the Govern-
ment directly and 20 by constituencies which, with
the exception of the Chamber of Commerce, are
under the control of the Government. VVe can
imagine Sir Henry Harrison sighing audibly as,he
went on s[)eciilating that “ probably in Calcutta afso,

had we 1 2 years ago provided a little more slowly, we
should have made more decided and continuous pro-
gress, and parties would have been better balanced.

But it is a very different thing when you have tabu-
la rasa, and when you have a foundation already laid.”

This observation called forth a retort from Mr.
Macaulay, jvho was more pronounced in his testimony
as to thef success of the elective system. “I cannot
agree with my hon. friend, Sir Henry Harrison, in

thinking that, if we were beginning to legislate for

an elective sy.stem, we might take the hon. Mr,
Irving’s proposal for electing only one-half. I

think that, looking to the experience wcyhave had
of the working of the system as a wholp we should
be fully justified, were we in the position of our prede-
cessors, the legislators of 1876, in taking the pro-

.

portion of two-thirds elected by the rate payers
'I'he elective system has brc^ughi forward men like
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my friend the Hon. Babu Kali Nath Mitter, men

of ability and business habits, who have done ex-

cellent 'services to the community, and I think that

all friends of self-government must rejoice that these

men owe their positions, not to the voice of nomina-

tion, but to the suffrages of their fellow-citizens.”

Baboo Kallnath Mitter’s amendment for extending

the proportion of elected Commissioners to three-

fourths, was of course lost, although it is something

that the Hon. Mr. Reynolds and the Advocate-Gen-

eral voted for it.

We congratulate the Hon. Moulvie Abdul Jobber

on the excellent speech in which he opposed the

proposal for restricting the power of nomination by

Government, by making over a portion of it to be

exercised by the Chamber of Commerce, the Trades

Association, and the Port 1 rust. I hat it will in-

juriously affect the representation of the Mahomedan

interest, was established beyond dispute, and the in-

vidiousness of making a distinction between some

voluntary Associations and others, was pointed out.

On this latter point. Dr. Gooroodas Banerjee spoke

with great force and weight. It is signiheant that

the arguments adduced against the proposed system

of special constituencies, induced the author ot the

Bill to vote with the opposition. The amendment

was nevertheless lost by a majority of 8 against 5,

the latter being formed of all the native members and

Sir Henry Harrison.

The discussion on this point afforded Sir Steuart

Bayley an opportunity of expressing his views on the

subject of nomination. The Lieutenant-Governor of

Bengal said
“ My own position in reference to the point under discussion is one

Almost of indifference. I feel very much. I feel very much as Sir

Richard Temple said when the question wasonginally before him—the

question whether onc-third or one-fourth of the Commissioners should

be nominated—that he really cared neither one way nor the other and

was quite willinjj to leave it to the Council to decide. The only pur-

pose to which nomination could be properly put, was to redress any

[h\n<f like a monopoly of repre.sentation. For that purpose I held it to

be a^cry valuable power in the hands of the Government the

tendency will probably he for the majority of the elected Municipal

Commissioners to become more and more the representatives of a

single class. By ‘class’ I do not ine.in either Hindu, Mahomedan, or

Kuropean, but people of one way of thinking, ami of one set of habits,

and it is in that point that the d.inger of a lyianny of the majority is

always more likely to lie.”
^ ^

The same official and European majority to which

reference has already been made, carried the day in

regard to the chief innovation in the Bill, 7v’7., the

proposal of giving plural votes to the wealthier rate-

payers.

''A REVIVAL IN SANSKRIT PHILOSOrilY.

IlAVIJfo only last week bewailed the comparative barren-

ness of our vernacular literature, in orij^inal works of

learning or of the higher imagination, it affords us great

plea.sure. to make some exception in favour of the ancient

classical language of the land. Two works in Sanskrit have

appeared within the last few months which may well redeem

the literary character of many years. Both works in

Philosophy, both of very considerable merit, and both by

Brahman scholars of the old school—Pandits of our indi-

genous Sanskrit Colleges—they together prcdical/; a move-

ment in the national mind—a Renascence. It sho^s that

sons of Bengal—-the home of Hindu dialectics-^are once

more fired by learned ambition.

The two works we speak of are a Bhashya commentary on

the Vaisheshik School of Philosophy by Mahamahopadhyaya

Chandra Kanta Tarkalankar, and a treatise entitled Tattwasar

by Mahamahopadhyaya Rakhal Das Nyayaratna of Bhat-

para. The two^andits arc di.stinguishcd Adhyapakas of our

country, well de^rving of the learned titles bestowed on

them by an enlightened Government.

• The Tattwasdr is a short treatise consisting of 1 $ Karikas

in simple Sanskrit, commented upon by the author in the

philosophical style which has bden developed in Bengal by

the logical genius of a long/ generation of Pandits and

authors, and which, though unintelligible to the uninitiated,

is, to the initiated, at once a model of accuracy and pre-

cision. In this short work, the author endeavours to re-

volutionise the received notions of the Naiyayikas, and to

prove, with great force and subtlety, that there is no Jivdtmd
different from Manas (the mind). Unlike Western philo-

phers, opr ancestors believed that Manas is only a sixth

sense—an internal organ o? sense—so subtle that it can not

receive more than one impression, thus conlinihg perception

to one object or phenomenon. This, according to Pandit

Rakhal Das Nyayaratna, is simply a gratuitous assumption.

To assume the existence of Manas as an organ and oi Atmd
as the .seer inordcr to explain a simple fact of perception,

is a very complicated procedure. It will greatly simplify the

matter if it is assumed that Manas is the seer and percep-

tion only a vritti or faculty of it. Thus Pandit Rakhal Das

unconsciously proves the position of Western philosophers.

The work of Pandit Tarkalankar is written in that simple,

idiomatic, graceful and forcible style which received its

highest development in the hands of Sankara, Kumarila,

Udyana and Vachaspati Misra. Pandit Tarkalankar’s style

will not in fact suffer by a comparison with that of any one

of these ancient philosophers.

The Vaisheshika Darsana, with a commentary entitled

Upashara, was edited for the Bibliotheca Indica scries about

30 years ago, by two distinguished Pandits, namely, Profes-

sor Jaya Narayan Tarkapanchanan, of the Calcutta Sanskrit

College, then at the zenith of his reputation, and Nanda

Kumar T'arkaratna, a young scholar fast rising to the fore-

most rank of the learned of his time. Death has since re-

moved both these men, Tarkapanchanan at the age of 70,

and Pandit Tarkaratna in the prime of his life, at twenty-

.seven. The outcome of their labours was worthy of

their reputation. Between them, they produced a fine

edition. The text of author and commentator is correct-

ly given, the whole is accompanied by an excellent gloss

("z/kt/Z/J from the pen of the Gamaliel of the duet, Tarka-

panchanan, than whom a more conscientious scholar never

took up pen for writing Sanskrit.

Chandrakanta Tarkalankar has done full justice to his

illustrious predecessors in the field, by giving a brief and

faithful summary of their views in a work of his entitled

Tattwabaliy a fitting introduction to his more advanced

works. Ilis present work is a Bhashya on the Vaishe.shik

Darsana. There is a tendency among the uninitiated

to confound all sorts of annotations, whether Bhashyas,

Vrittis, Vivritis, &c., &c., by taking all of them to be com-

mentaries. These different sorts of annotations differ greatly

from each other in character. A Bhashyakar, for instance,

after explaining every word and particle of word in the ori-

ginal, is at liberty to make original reflections, which a

Vrittikar is not. A Vrittikar must confine himself to the

accepted meaning, a Bhashyakar ncctl not.

Pandit (’handra Kanta has made the fullest and most
,

honorable use of his privileges as a IBiashyakar. He has

put in much original matter, and combated many, received

notions. For instance, gold and silver were always classed

as light substances, “ tejahpathartha,” because they will not

evapoia4;e under any degree of heat applied to thorn, but

ever remain bright melted substances. Pandit Chandra-

kanta’s sense of propri(^ty revolts at such absurd notions,

though they have the sanction of high antiquity and arc

universally accepted. He classes them with Prithivi

Pathartha, and says they in no way differ from such sub-*

stances as lac, wax, and so on.

There is no doubt that the Pandits of Bengal will not

easily tolerate the novel features observable in these works

and the new ideas they inculcate. Indeed, an interesting

controversy is already going on in the vernacular prqss re-

garding these startling departures from the ancient mcthod.s.

We fully believe, however, that the learned authors will be

able to maintain their ground. They arc responsible for

what they have written, and they should try their best to

establish their position by pointing out the. weakness of

their antagonists. If they succeed, they rxiay be remembered

in after times among the modern founders of new Schools,

of Hindu thought.

MONGHYR.
Jamaiporty February 75.

A case of infanticide or rather murder in cold blood, of recent

occurrence, has come to my notice. A young girl aged between

5
and 7, Khattick caste, resident pf Kassimbazar (evidently the
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place is named after Mccr Casim) in Monghyr, happened to be

our oF her residence to a close neighbour, u Pdsfe (Toddy

seller). The iiimaic oF the house, panrUy having seen weighty

neclacc worn by the girl, could not resist the temptation, and

consefjuently, with a view to possess hcrsclt of it, took her life.

After which she caused the corpse to be buried under the floor. The

place being a fod4 y shop, was much Frequented by customers. One

day it was noticed by one oF them tli^t an awFul stench cafnc from

somewhere. was answered that the smell must have proceeded

from ihe dead body, either of a cat or dog. Soon after, the place

was dug up and the corpse removed and thrown iuio a well, which

was close by. One of ilic neighbours, liaving occasion to draw

water out oF the well, saw the body floating and gave the alarm.

Now the Police appeared on the scene. Meanwhile, all the

inmates, both male and Female, took to their heels, which raised

further suspicion in the minds oF those present. Immediate steps

were taken to arrest them. They are now in custody awaiting trial.

* I regret to say the police have not as yet succeeded in tracing and'

capturing the perpetrators oF the murder of the poor woman re-

ferred to in my last.

COPYRIGHT CONVENTION.
The following Order of Her Majesty in Council pufdishcd in the

London Ctvzt'ttt' of the 2nd December, 1887, is republished Foi general

information in the Gazette of India of the i8th February, 1888 :
--

Extract from the “ London Ga/.etle ” 0/ Friday, ind December, 1887.

At the Court at Windsor, the 28th day of November, 1887.

Present.
The QURKN’S Most Excellent Majesty.

Lord President.

Lord Stanley of Preston.

Secretary Sir Henry Holland, Bart.

Whereas the Convention of which an English translation is set out

in the First Schedule to this Order has been concluded between Her
Majesty the j^ucen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Ireland and the Foreign countries named in this Order, with respect

to the protection to be given by way of copyright to the authors of

literary and artistic works :

And whereas the ratifications of the said Convention were ex-

changed on the fifth day of September, one thousand eight hundred

and eighty-seven, between Her Majesty the yucen and the Gov-
ernments of the Foreign countries following, that is to say ;

Belgium ; France ; Germany j Hayti ; Italy ; Spain ; Switzerland ;

Tunis ;

And whereas Her Majesty in Council is satisfied that the foreign

countries named in this Order have made such provirdons as it ap-

pears to Her Majesty expedient to require fur the protection of

authors of works first produced in Her ^iajcst\^s dominions :

Now, therefore, Her Majesty, by and with the advice of Her
Privy C^ouncil. and by virtue of the authority (omniitted to Her
by the International Copyright Acts, 1844 i() 1886, doth order, atul

it is hereby ordered, as lollows :

1. The C(m\ciuion as set Forth in the h’ii;.i St hedulo to this

Order, sliall, as From the commcnccmcni of this Order, have full

cfl*cct throughout Her Majesty’s Dominions, and all persons arc

enjoined to observe the same.

2. This Order shall extend to the fin-eigii countries Following,

that is to say :

Belgium ; France ; Gerijiany ; Hayli ; Italy ; Spain ; Switzerland ;

Tunis ;

and the above countries are in this Order referred to as the Foreign

countries of the Copyright Union, and those iurcign coiiniries to-

gether with Her Majesty’s dominions, are in this Oulcr referred to

as the counriics of tlic Copyright Union.

3. Th'’ author of a literary or artistic work which, on or after

the coinmemement of this Order is first produced in one of the

•foreign countries of the Copyright Union sliall, subject as in this

Order and in the Internarional Copyright Acis, 1844 to 1886, men-
tioned, have as rcspccis tliat work throughout Her Majesty’s domi-

nions,, the same right of copyright, including any right capable of

being conferred by an Order in Council under section two or sec-

tion five of the Interriatiotial Copyright Act, 1844, or under any

other Enactment, as if the t work had been first produced in the

United Kingdom, and sliall have such right during the same period ;

Provided til It chc author of a literary or aitistic work shall not

have any greater right or longer term of copyright therein, than

/7//.f —We.ikeninf; weather.- sultry summer days
strain the nerves of th« feeble and dectepit, and disease may eventuate

unless some resior.itive, ^ucli as these p«nifying Pills, be found lucorrect

the disordenn{( tendency. Holloway’s medicine gives potency to the
nervous -yslem, wl'icli i.s the somre of all vital inovt nicuts, anti piesidrs

•ver ev‘'rv iction wnleh inainlaiiis ilio ;;rowth ,'i.ul well-being of the

body. No ono ran oxer »"::irnate the of keeping the nerves
well 01 the case with which Pills a^’roin|jli«;li that end. They
are the most unfailing antidotes to indb^esiion, inegular circulation,

palpitation, virk hoad.ichc, and cosiiveness, and have therefore attained

Cjie largest sale and highest reputation.

that which he enjoys in the country in which the work is first

produced.

The author of any literary or artistic work first produced before

the commencement of this Order shall have the rights and remedies

to which he is entitled under section six of the International Copy-

right Act, 1 886.

4. The rights conferred by the International Copyright Acts,

1844 to 1886, shall, in the ease of a literary or artistic work first

produced in one of the foreign countries of the Copyright Union
by an author who is not a subject or citizen of any of the said

foreign countries, be linjiitcd as follows, that is to say, the author

shall n«n be entitled to take legal proceedings in Her Majesty’s

dominions for protecting any copyright in such work, but the pub-
lisher of such work shall, for the purpose of any legal proceedings

in Her Majesty’s dominions for protecting any copyright in such

work, be deemed to be entitled to such copyright as if he were the

author, but without prejudice to the rights of such author and
publisher as between themselves.

5. A literary or artistic work first produced simultaneously in two
or more countries of the Copyright Union shall be deemed for the

purpose of copyriglic to have been first produced in that one of

those countries in which the term of copyright in the work is

shortest.

6. Section six of the International Copyright Act, 1852, shall

not apply to any dramatic piece to which protection is extended by

virtue of this Order.

7. The orders mentioned in the Second Schedule to this Order
arc hereby revoked

;

Provided that neither such revocation, nor anything else in this

Order, shall prejudicially affect any jight acquired or accrued before

the commencement of this Order, by virtue of any Order hereby

revoked, and any person entitled to such right shall continue en«

titled thereto, and to the remedies For the same, in like manner as

if this Order had not been made.

8. This Order shall be construed as if it formed part of the

International Copyright Act, 1886.

9. This Order shall come into operation on the sixth day of

December, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-seven, which day

is in this Order referred to as the commencement of this Order.

And the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury are to

give the necessary orders herein accordingly.

C. L. PEEL.
FIRST SCHEDULE.
Copyrip^ht Cotivention,

Convention for protecting effectively and in as uniform a manner
as poshiblc, the rights of authors over their literary and artistic

works. Made on the fifth day of September, one thousand eight

luitidrcd and eiglity-scven, between Her Majesty the (jucen of the

United Kingiloin of Great Britain and Ireland, Empress of India ;

IIi.s Majesty the German Emperor, King of Prussia ; His Majesty

the King of the Belgians ; Her Majesty the Queen Regent of

Spain, in the name of His Catholic Majc.sty the King of Spain ;

the President of the French Republic ; the President of the Re-

public of Haiti ; His Majesty the King of Italy
;

the Federal

Council of the Swiss Confederation ; His Highness the Bey ol‘ Tunis.

[
I'hc following is an English Translation of the Convention, with

the omission of the formal beginning and end.]

ARTICLE I.

'Fhe Contracting States arc constituted into an Union for the

protection of the rights of authors over their literary and artistic

works.

ARTICLE 11 .

Authors of any of the countries ol the Union, or their lawful

representatives, shall enjoy in the other countries for their ^works,

whether published in one of those countries or unpublished, the

rights which the respective laws do now or may hereafter grant to

natives.

The enjoyment of these rights is subject to the accomplishment

of the conditions and formalities prescribed by law in the country

of origin of the work, and cannot exceed in the other cofnTtrics the

term of protection granted in the said country of origin.

'Fhe country of origin of the work is that in which the work is

first published, or if such publication takes place simultaneously in

several couritrics of the Union, that one of them in which the

shortest/term of protection is granted by law.

For unpublished works the country to which the author belongs

is considered the country of origin of the work.

ARTICLE III.

The stipulations of the present Convention apply equally to the

publishers of literary and artisiic works published in one of the

countries of the Union, but of which the authors b^ng to a coun-

try which is not a party to the Union. /
ARTICLE IV. (

The expression “literary and arriuiic works” comprehends books,

pamphlets, and ;,II other writing'',; dramatic or dramatico-musical work^,

musical compositions with or without words ; works of design, paint-

ing, sculpture, and engraving ;
litiographs, illustrations, geographical

charts, plans, sketches, and plastkVworks relative to geography, to-
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pography, architecture, or science in general ; in fact, every produc-

tion vvl^tsoever in the literary, scientific, or artistic domain which

can bc^'lihlishcd by any mode of impression or reproduction.
' ARTICLE V.

Authors of any of the countries of the Union, or their lawful

representatives, shall enjoy in the other countries the exclusive

right of making or authorising the translation of their works until

the expiration of ten years from the publication of the original work

in one of the countries of the Union.

For works published in incomplete parts (“ livraisons ”) the period

of ten years commences from the date of publication of the last

part of the original work. •

For works composed of several volumes published at intervals, as

well as for bulletins or collections (“cahiers”) published by literary

or scientific societies, or by private persons, each volume, bulletin,

or collection is, with regard to the period of ten years, considered

as a separate work.

In the eases provided for by the present Article and for the cal-

culation of the period of the protection, the 31st December of the

year in which the work was published is admitted as the date of

publication.

ARTICLE VI.

Authorised translations arc protected as original works. They
consct|ucntly enjoy the protection stipulated in Articles II and III

as regards their unauthorised reproduction in the countries of

the Union.

It is understood that, in the case of a work for which the translat-

ing right has fallen into the public domain, the translator caniun

oppose the translation of the same work by other writers.

ARTICLE VII.

Articles from newspapers or periodicals published in any of' the

countries of the Union may be reproduced in original or in transla-

tion in the other countries of the Union, unless the authors or pub-

lishers have expressly forbidden it. For periodicals it is sufficiciu

if the prohibition is made in a general manner at the beginning of

each number of the periodical.

This prohibition cannot in any case apply to articles of political

discussion, or to the reproduction of news of the day or current

topics.

ARTICLE VIIL
As regards the liberty of extracting portions from literary or

artistic works for use in publications destined tor educational or

scientific purposes, or for chrestomathies, the matter is to be decided

by the legislation of the different countries of the Union, or by

special arrangements existing or to be concluded between them.

ARTICLE IX,

The stipulations of Article II apply to the public representation

of dramatic or dramatico-musical works, whether such works be

published or not.

Authors of dramatic or dramatico-musical works, or their lawful

representatives, arc, during the existence of their exclusive right of

translation, equally protected against the unauthorized public re-

presentation of translations of their works.

I’he stipulations of Article U apply equally to the public per-

formance of unpublished musical works or of published works in

which the author has expressly declared on the title page or com-
mencement of the work that he forbids the public performance.

ARTICr.E X.

Unauthorized indirect appropriations of a literary or artistic work,

of various kinds, such as ndtiph^ions^ nrrangemods uf rnn if, &c., arc

specially included amongst the illicit reproductions, to which the

present Convention applies, when they arc only tiic reproduction

of a particular work, in the same form, or in another form, with

non-essential alterations, additions, or abriilgmcnts, so made as not to

confer the character of a new original work.

It is agreed that, in the application of the present Article, the

tribunals of the various countiies of the Union will, if there is occa-

sion, conform themselves to the provisions of their respective laws.

ARTICLE XI.

In order that the autliors of works protected by the present

Convention shall, in the absence of proof to the contrary, be con-

sidered as such, and be consequently admitted to institute proceed-

ings against pirates before the courts of the various countries of the

Union, it will be sufficient that their name be indicated on the

work in the accustomed manner.

For anonymous or pscudon)mous works, the publisher whose name
is indicated on the work is entitled to protect the rights belonging to

the author. He is, without other proof, reputed the lawful represen-

tative of the anonymous or pseudonymous author.

It is, nevertheless, agreed that the tribunals may, if necessary,

require the production of a certificate from the competent authority

to the effect that the formalities prescribed by law in the country of

origin have been accomplished, as contemplated in Article 11 .

ARTICLE XIl.

Pirated works maybe seized on importation into those countries

of the Union where the original work enjoys legal protection.

The seizure shall take place conformably to the domestic law of

each State.

ARTICLE Xm.
It is understood that the provisions of the present Convention

cannot in any way derogate from the right belonging to the Gorvern-

ment of each country of the Union to permit, to control, or to

prohibit, by measures of domestic legislation or police, the circula-

tion, representation, or exhibition of any works or productions in

regard to which the competent authority may find it necessary to

exercise that right.

ARTICLE XIV.
Under the reserves and conditions to be determined by common

agreement, (See paragraph 4 of Final Protocol.) the present Con-

vention applies to all works which at the moment of its coming

into force have not yet fallen into the public domain in the country

of origin.

[ To be continued, ]

BEADON STREET,

Saturday—the 2§th February
^
1S8S—

at p 1’. M. sharp.

Last night I Last night 1 Last night I

OF
ever sweet, ever sweet

MRINALINY.
Pashupaty...

Girijya

Manorama
Hem Chandra

...B.'ibii G. C. Ghose.

...Mrs. Sookumary Dutt.

...Miss B.Tnabiharini.

...Babu Mohendraliil Bose.

Next day—Sunday—26th February,

at Candle Light.

Meghnad} |
Babu Grisli Chunder Ghose.

Lakhman Babu M.ahendra Lai Bose,

Pramila Mrs. Sookumary Uutt.

Come one and all I Come one and all 1

As the largest crowd is expected to gather,

patrons will be kind enough to secure scats

beforehand 1 First come I First served !

IIMF<WTANT NOTICE I

Babu Grish Grander Ghose’s Grand New
1 Sensation,

PURNA CHANDRA
To be produced First Week, next Month.

G. C. Ghose,

j

Manager,

CORPORATION OF CALCUTTA.
MUNICIPAL ELECTION UNDER SECTION

23 OF ACT IV. (n, C,) OF 1876.

A vacancy havinj]^ occurred in the

representation of Ward No. 18 by the

disqiialilication of Mr. J. G. Apear,

o\vin,<T to his absence from Calcutta for

six months c<5nscciitiv'cly, it is hereby

notified that the rate an^l tax-payers

of the aforesaid Ward must forthwith

proceed to elect a Commissioner for the

aforesaid Ward. As only one Com-
missioner has to be elected, each person

qualified to vote will, under the con-

cluding portion of Section 13, be en-

titled to only one vote. ^

The election will be held on Monday,

the 27th February 1888, between the

hours of 9 A. M, and 6 P. M., at (he

Municipa\ Oflice. At a date not less

than 2 1 days before the day fixed for

taking the poll, a voting paper printed

in blue ink will be forwarded by post

to each of the registered voters.

The voter on receipt of this voting

paper may

—

(1) Return it by post duly filled up to the

Municip.’il Office in a closed cover

marked “ voting paper ”

(2) Return it by hand to the Municipal

Office in a closed cover marked
“ voting paper”

(3) I’resent it himself at the polling

station on the d ly of the poll, or

(4) Entrust it either open or in a closed

cover at his option, to any per.son

whom he may select, for delivery

at the polling station on the day
of the poll.

Any Voter who, owing to miscarriage

of the Tost or other mishap, may not

have rccidvcd his voting jnipcr by the

14th day before the poll, may apply at

the Municipal Office personally or by
agent for a duplicate, putting in a

written statement that he has not re-

ceived any voting paper. .

Voting papers on different colored

paper from the original and duplicate

papers referred to above will be pro-

vided at the Municipal Office
. at the

time of the poll, and any voter who has

not already voted, or who may yish to

cancel his piCvious vote, may, notwith-

standing that he has already filled up
an original or a duplicate voting paper,

appear at the poll and fill up a paper

in the presence of the .polling officer,

and such vote or votes shall alone be

held valid and shall cancel all previous

votes.

ROBERT TURNBULL,
Secretary to the Corporation.

Dated ijth January 1888,
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HAMILTON & CO.’S
Latest Designs in Gold Bangles.

The Acron Handle, (England) ... Ks. 6o

The Thistle Bangle, (Scotland) ... ,,
Oo

The Shamrock l^angle. (Ireland) ... ,,
6o

The Lotus Bangle, (India) ... „ 6o

The Forget-me-noi Bangle ... „ 63
The Indian Bamboo Bangle ... „ 32
The Victoria Bangle ...

The Cleopatra Signet Bangle ... „ 54
The Magic Twist Bangle ... „ 1H5

The Flexible Curb Bangle ... „ 115

The Etruscan Ball Bangle ... „ 32

The Cood Luck Bangle ... ... „ 54
The Oriental Onyx Bangle ... ,, 90
The P'lexiblc Gold and Platinum Tianglc ,, 100

The “Mascotte’’ Diamond H’.shoe Bangle,, 90
The Scotch Plaid Bangle... ... ,, So

* 77/^* iihavc arc cash quotations.

Inspection Invited.

HAMILTON & CO.,
CALCUTTA.

THE

NATIONAL MAGAZINE
A Monthly Review of Science^ Politics^

Literature Antiquity Biography., Tniveh,<s^c.

The undermentioned well-known writers

have kindly consented to contribute in its

pages : C. H. Tawney, Esq., M. A., F. 11. B.

Skrine, C. s„ G. A. Stack, Esq., M. R. s., L.

E. Blaze, Esq., John Hooly, Esq., Arthur
Diggs, Esq., Edgar Bois, Esq., J. H. Linton,

Esq., A. O. Hume, Esq., C. s., J. H. Jackson,
Esq., A. Stephen, Esq., R. C. Dutt, Esq., C..S

,

U. Gupta, Esq,, L. M. Ghose, Esq., Barrister-

at-Law, Dr. G. W. Cline, L. L. D., Barrister-at-

Law, Dr. Sambhu Chunder Mookerjec, the
Hon’ble Mohendralal Sircar, M. d., c. i. e.,

Baboos Aiishootosh Mookerjea, M. A., Issur
Chunder Mittcr, Bunkim Chunder Chatterjee,
Chunder Nath Bose, M. A., Ram Sarma, K.
M. Chatterjee, Esq., Barristcr-at-Law, Dr. J.

N. Bhattacharjee, u. L., D. L., Baboo K. M.
Ganguli, R. l., Major G. R. Fenwick, London,
and other gentlemen.

Annual subscription in advance. ..Rs. 6 0
In arreas ... ... „ 8 o
Half yearly in advance „ -j 4
RALLY PROSANNO DEY, Proffietor,

32, Rally Dass Singhee’s Lane, Calcutta.

JUST PUBLISHED
In Pamphlet, Price ^ annas

or 6 copies for a Kiq»ec,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Ouestion of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.
By Capt. ANDREW IIEA RSEY, I

Apply to Reis Rayyet Orticc, Calcutta.
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INDIAN LABOKATORY.
HOUSEHOLD NON-SECRET

MEDICINES.
AVni Oil iVo. / -For internal use.

/Vint ()/7 Nif. TP ,

A7;« *'»«•

Dr. Brandis says—“The oil is used medi-
cinally as ail aniisttplic and anthelmintic.”
Dr. \lTxwell has found it “ as etfic.'icious as
Cod Liver Oil in cases of consumption and
s'-rofula.” Sir W. O'Shanghnessy says—“The
oil is thought .anthelmintic and is .applied ex-

ternally to foul ulcers and used as a liniment

in rheumatic and spasmodic affections and in

hf'idiches from exposure in the siin.” Dr.
Dymock says~-“The oil is .ipplicd to sup-
purating glands, is given in leprosy and in a
variety of tlisea!>es.” If applied to sores in

horses and other domestic animals, it keeps off

flies and thereby promotes he.ding. The oil is

asovereign remedy for BARS.VFEK SORES,
mange and itches and all foul soics in horses
and c.ittle. Nighanta Ratnak.ir, a Sanskrit
Medical Encyclop<edi.a, thus speaks of the

medicinal virtues of the Nim Oil
—

“It is

bitter, <lestroyer of worms, cures leprosy
abscesses and ulcers and diseases of impure
blood, chronic fever and piles.”

No. I. Re. I ; No. 2. Re. i (larger phial)

;

ointment. As. 12

SvLEF Miskee Powder.
The grand specific for nervous debility and

we.iknes-s of reproductive functions. Profes-
sor Uoyle states —“Salep misree is in truth one
of the best at tides of diet, a convalescent can
use.” Re. 1.

Directions for use and particulars regarding
composition, accompany each medicine.

Out-station orders are promptly executed on
prepayment, or by V. P. P. Post or by Railway
parcel. Packing charge for each two annas,
Postage extra.

Full price list to be had on application.

BANERJI & SON.S,
Proprietors, Indian Laboratory,

87, Tripolia, Aixahauad.
N. Rets ^ Rayyet of 26ih February,

March 1887, for full advert isement.

READY

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Ks. 6.

Cloth Boiwd Ks. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value J\'iyablc

I^ost.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL
IlETWEKN

Calcutta and Independent Tippcrali,

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
Forniff iy Minister to the late

Nawar P'aridoon Jaii Baha door,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to M*nager, “REIS* RAYYET”
I, Uckoor Dun’s Lane, Wellington .Street,

CAlxaiTA.

OPINION OF THE PRE.SS.

this interesting book. We are justified

in so terming it, not on account of any romantic
adventures that the author h^^^j to relate, nor
of any veiy new discoveries geography or
mftural history. There is something parti-

cular as regards ethnology
; and ^ great deal

of human nature in the book, shown to the
reader with a simplicity and candour which
hear testimony to it.s truth. Called 'from the

busy haunts of men in the city t^ diyell for a
time in Independent Tipperah as a judicious

adviser to its Chief, Doctor Mookerjee relates

his adventures during the several journies to

and fro in that cap.acity, without revealing the
secret.'^ of the Slate, like a good diplomatist.

He has adhered strictly to the advice which
he offers to his brethren of the Native Press,

and has written what he saw and knows,
without revealing all, considering what he
might properly say and what withhold
riic above seems to be a curious passage
to be found in a b<xik nf travels, and appears
to have no connection with the subject. But
It arises from a casual reference to a slaughter

house, and a writer who “ thundered weekly
ag.ainst the outrage of locating shambles in

the immediate vicinity of a Hindoo temple”

—

where, in fact, no temple could be said to ex-
ist. Hence, the Doctor advises his fellow-

scribes not to be Pharisees, righteous over-
miich, but to look and be sure of their facts.

In the same spirit, he has written his book.
He gives an account of his travels, which
seem often to have been voyages, upon the
wide-spreading rivers of Eastern Bengal which
in the rains become almost inland seas. On
these be philosophises on the nature of the
country and the people, making careful obser-
vation of his facts

;
and though he sometimes

fancies he knows better than his boatmen, and
more than suspects that they are getting the
better of him, he submits with a grace th.at

would have done credit to Socrates, and ac-
cepts the apparently inevitable in the interests
of peace. The Doctor is a close observer of
nature, animate and inanimate, with an eye
to the picturesque as well as to the sublime
and beaiitifiil. And although there is a vein
of cynicism running through many of his ob-
servations, it is tempered by such evident
good nature, that even a stranger would con-
ceive him to be a laughter-loving rather than
a stern philosopher. This is evident in his
descriptions of his boatmen and others, while
he denounces the lawlessness which has made
the poor fishermen suspicious even of honest
intentions, because they have so long been the
helpless victims of marauders stronger than
themselves. Their only defence is flight or
deceit, and the latter is their justification as a
mode of self-protection. We are shown not
only the weakness of the people, but the short-
comings of the administration that leave these
things possible

The author is impartial in his censures
There is much in the book to which space
forbids us to refer. That it is not a prosy one
may be gathered from the fact that, for its 300
pages, there are nearly as many index refer-
ences. Many of the subjects are necessarily
but lightly treated, but all sensibly and fairly.

And Dr. Mookerjee is such a master of the
English language that in the whole book we
have scarcely found a phrase that might not
have been written by an Englishman “to the
manor horn.” There is nothing in it at which
any one could reasonably take offence ; and
there is much from which both Englishmen
and natives may learn greatly-needed les-
sons.— 77̂ /'/;i^/rf» Daity News, Nov. 22, 1887.

“TRAVELS IN BENGAL. Such is the
title of a most interesting little work pub-
lished a short time ago. Its author is* Babu
Sambhu Chunder Mookerjee, the well-known
Editor of the Reis and Rayyet, the most
original, cleverly-written and interesting jour-
nal in India. Babu Sambhu Chunder is one
of the veteran Indian writers in English. He
is the master of a most happy, racy pleasant
style, which you can ea.sily make out from
amongst the writings of a hundred different
men. In racy humorous writing Babu Sam-
blm Chunder has no rival among his Indian
contemporaries. He won his first laurels, we
believe, by his writings in his own periodical,
the Mookerjee^s Magazine, now long-dffunct.
In this magazine articles of great learning and
excellence appeared, mostly from the pen of
Babu .Sambhu Chunder. He has written several
other booklets. His Causes of the Mutiny;
Mr. Wilson, Lord Canning and the Income
7 rt.ry the Cateer of an Indian Prin^ss, Her
Highness the late Secundra Begum m Bhopal;
and the Prince in India and to India are pub-
lications which attracted considerable notice.
His latest production “Travels in Bengal” is

a work of great merit. It is at once a most
faithful and interesting picture of natural
scenery and life in Bengal, although Mr.
Mookerjee docs not profess to write a picture of
Bengal life and uses his pencil in its portraiture
only in passing. The dedication is charac-
teiLstic. [Extract.]

The “Travels” are travels in East Bengal,
travels and voyages between Calcutta and
Indepedent Tepperah. We/Io not believe
many people in this side of /mlia know that
iMere is such an independelit Slate as Tip-
perah. But nevertheless such a stale exists.

We will give here a summary of its history in •

*

the words of Mr. Mookerjee—He writes [Ex-
tract] Mr. Mookerjee wa^Dewan of Independ-
ent Tippera^ for some five years in all between
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1877 and 1881. The travels are an account of

his voyages to and from Tipperah.

Tho>i|[jjwho have travelled in Itcngal, parti-

cularly iWts Eastern districts,which are the dis-

tricts described in Mookerjee’s book, will bear

him out in his statement that Lower liengid

is not stale, flat and unprofitable, that, on the

contrary, she is the bcautifullest country in

the world. She has no high mountains, but

she has rivers apparently as vast as the

sea, to make her scenery giand and majestic.

She has a hundred rivers ever overflowing

with water, thousands of transparent lak<‘s,*

covered with the lily and a hundred beautiful

water-flowers, thousands of seas of ever-

waving paddy fields, thousands of clusters of

bamboo and of great trees dressed in beautiful

creepers adorning the river banks, to make her

the loveliest country in the world. Even a

Bengali needs to see and travel Bengal to

adequately know her thousand witching

charms. For a foreigner it is well nigh im-

possible to get even an appro,ximate idea of

what they are like from description, however

true and faithful. Let us hear what our author

has to say on the subject. We read :—[Extract.]

A paddy sea is thus inimitably describ-

ed :—[Extract.]

We will quote a passage of another cha-

racter :—[Extract.]

We could cull many such gems. Hut

space forbids it. We will, however, quote

some passages of another kind. Our travtdler,

though old in years, is evidently young in

heart, for no one in the romantic age of youth

could be more appreciative of female charms

than our traveller. In every other page you

find our author describing in terms of en-

thusiasm some rur.d gill or woman of beauty.

[Extract.] In the next page we find our tra-

veller’s attention [Extract.]

There is the description, physical and
moral, of a Colonel, which we cannot lesist

the temptation of leproducing, although the

article has already exceeded the usual length.

[Extract.]

Wc have now given extracts enough to

show that the little book of travels is most
delightful reading. It contains graphic des-

criptions of natural scenery, faithful portraiture

of men and manners, and liappy, good
humoured observations on them. Tlicre is

not an ill-natured or unkind w'ord in the whole

book—it overflows in every page with the milk

of human kindness. Every observation

testifies to the author being a keen observer

of men and things, as an example of which we
can mention the instructive and interesting

chapter on the Native Clirislians of I’oilugucse

extraction in Tipperah. Again, although the

book does not pretend to deal with life in Ben-

gal, the glimpses of that life we find in it are

very considerable and jileasanl. We will now
conclude by recommending the book to all

who may wish to spend a few hours amidst

happy thoughts and pleasant pictures.

—

S. K. C.

- The Tribune^ Nov. 26, 1887.

If we have not before noticed Mr. .S.imhhu

C. Mookerjee’s Travels in Benjial^ which was
published some months ago, it is not be-

cause the little book is either dull or pointless.

It contains, on the contrary, much inleiesiing

matter, though some of the incidents are over-

weighted with detail in what is fecetiously

called a “Jittle booklet.” The author’s view as

a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given

even to punning
;
but he is also sentimental

in the highest degree- a naked Whiteman”
hurts his susceptibilities

; a Hindu girl, bathing
in the river, throws him into an ecstasy ol

delight: “she had such large languishing

eyes !” But he is nothing if not philosopliicai,

and his reflections on this or that social and
political subject are not without their moral.

Mr. Sambhu C. Mookerjee was formerly
Minister to the “last of the Nawabs Na/.im of

Benpl, Behar and Oris.sa” and afiei wards
Minister of the Maharaja of Tipperah. He
is a man, therefore, of experience, and when
he speaks his brethren .should listen to him....

Travels in Bernini is a readable book, and
it abounds in atevedotes which are often a.s

instructive as amu^ng, and it is not spoiled
by too many political allusions, though, of

course, some few have crept in.— 77/4’ Pioneer
Qec. 1887.

It may be well-known to all of our readers
that Babu Sambhu Chuiulcr Mookeijee the

veteran editor of the Reis and Rayyet news-
paper, has just piiblislied a book desciibing
the four voy.igrs that he made between (.'.d-

cutta and Independent Tippei.ih w-hen he had
to go and to return from the latter place in

the capacity of the minisier to its prince. The
literature yet produced m the English tongin*
by our own countrymen is veiy^ sc anty and
any sensible addition to it cannot well escape
the alteniion of the public pi ess. Much
greater therefore should be the attention
claimed on behalf of a book which comes from
the pen of so w'ell-known a wTiter in the field

of Indian joiirn.ilisin as B.ibu .Sambhu Cluin-
der Mookerjee. That gentleman’s career as a
writer fills nearly the last thirty ye.irs, and
Iheie lias hardly been any subject of public
importance duiing that long period w'hich has
mil occupied his .attention. Master of an
inimitable nicy style, with a vast store of
classical allusions ever K-.idy at the call, and
possessing an infinite fund of humour, our
aiiihor often enlivens every thing that he
touches, and his peculiar slicngtli lies in des-
cription. Weiheieforc welcome the appear-
ance of this book moie especially as the sub-
ject is one which to make it inteiesting, le-

quires a lively coloiiiing and a rich, pictures-

que and imaginative description, riiere exist

several books of travels wiiiten by CMiiinent

Englishmen, .ind every one of these differs

pei haps, ill llieir conceptmn and plan of exe-
cution. Of these none was moic widely read
in the course of the last few ye.irs than C.ir-

Ivle’s lemimscences of an lush Jonrm^y in

18-I9. That book is made up of extracts from
diaiies and the worst fe.itiiies of it arc the
bitter and can,tic peison.il lemaiks inter-

spersed thioughout the hook. However that

may suit the polished and fashionable taste

of England, in our cotiiUiy it would have
been singularly out of pl.ace and w’e aie glad
that Babu .Sambhu Chnndcr has confined liiin-

self to the desciiption of those natural sceneries
he p.issed through, and the moans of tr.ivid

in the di.staiU and little-known legions of East
Bengal. That the rivers of Bengal, with their

ciicuitous and entangling cimises do enshine
in tliein a deep spiiit of poeity and are of

smceie interest to the leal man of imagination,

is proved by the fact that Sir William Hunter,
than whom a moie accomplished man of letters

never passed the best years of his life in Ben-
gal, should have chosen the subject for »his

veiy interesting address at (Oxford, the other
day. The gentle waves, the gentler ripples,

the gia.ssy bank.s, the ever-entwming couises,

the pleasant air, the sceneiies 011 both .sides

make the rivers of Bengal a genuine thing of
interest to those whose eyes ate perpetually

fed by the aitificial gloss and dross of civili/a-

tion and few could have set pcrh.ips the lo\li-

nc'ss of our rivrrs in belter light than our .n

-

compll^hed author. Hi-, eloquent sentences,

marching in regular older one after anoiher,

ainl embodying in then sehrs, every iiiiiuiie

detail, lh.it c.iii lend to .1 si ene iis tjne->l ail-

islic elfcct, seem to place the leadei in the

very midst of s« enenes descjihed, and thi‘

man of leisuie who w(»nld a< quaint Imnsrlf

with the slate (»t things in F. isl Pn-ng il, can
hardly lesnit to abetter book. I'lu* joni ne) s

whiihan* de-.(nl)e<l in this \ohime aiet^r-
tainly uneventful and though they conesponil

to fai ls as they fuinish no inierebiiiig situa-

tion, no critical moments, to the seeker of

lutellei lu.il excitemetu and thi-. will no doubt
constitute a seiious objei tion to the book on
the part of sensational seeking le.iders. None
has however any thing to quariel with flu;

choice of a subject that *any author in;i)

I hoose to wiite upon and none of the outside^

public can aftord any explanation .as to whv
the autlior^honld li.ue piefeircil one subjei i

to another. think however tin re aie one
or two indications of bad taste. Still we wd-
ceme the appearance of tliis book and ti list

that it j but the first of ;i long senes of works
in writing which our author shonhl spend the

matured expeiienre and the literary f.icililv of a
well-spent life.— Youny^ Bengal

^

Feb. 2, iSSS.

We owe an apolog'v to Mr. .Sambu C.
Mov>kerjee for the apoarent negligence with
whi' li we h.ive Healed that delightful woik of
hi-i 'Travels in Ben\^al. Mr. Mookerjee, as

almost evciy one knows, is one of the best
English schol.irs in Indi.i

; he writes as grace-
fully 1^ does the most scholarly Englishman,
ami ample proof of this is afiforded in the pages

of his book before us, which is an interesting
narr.itive of four journeys,—“tw'o nips to
Tippeiali and two trifis back ”

- accompanied
by liibiorical, geographilal, carlograpliical and
m.tny other leal notes of the lands pas.sed
through. We confess we have been but
thiougli the first h.ilf of tlic i^oik, and, .is we
have pioposed to review it m tw'o papers, W’e

think ou^ progiess sufficient for pre.seni pur-
poses. Our author has not, as far as we have
read, met with those thrilling adventures we
read of—oft witli a certain amount of sneak-
ing disbelief—in the aveiage huniei's narra-
tives or traveller’s tales

;
peaceful as the bosom

of a still hike weie liis journeyings in llengal
Proper. He cairied no foimulablc weapons
with him, save .ind except a iiisiy old gun
which, when called into requisition once, re-

fused to go off
;
and yet withal, few more de-

lightful works of travel in India have we read
than the one now under our hands. The
charms of true yet eloquent description, the
force of observation, the gift of seeing sermons
in stoni's, ;iie all possessed in a great degree
by Mr. xMookerjee

;
.ind we are pleas.inily sur-

prised at the lively and fascinating manner in

which he i an p.ilm off on the re.ider the
dre.uiest incident of his trips. Mr. Mookeijee
will forgive us if we mention that we think him
.1 very g.illant old gentleman with the accent
on the second syllable. He has evinced m his
little work a weakness for desci thing the Be.iu-
tics of Bengal with all the poetic aidoiirs of a
.Strephon. Did we not know enough of th«
erudite and good old ‘‘ B.ion ” cilitor, we might
be inclined to c.ill this paiticular we.ikness of
his, in Cailyle’s language “a ByioniMu of
taste.” 1 lerc* IS how he speaks of a beaiilifnl

damsel he saw disponing in the iimning w.iters

of the beautiful Megn.a, at Son.irgoan
[Extiact.]

Bill ihe .above excerpt is not the best thing
in the book by far. Although eveiy line in it

whicb we have gone over, is a line th.it we
ourselves having wiiilen, would not wish to
blot out, theie aie p.issages in it which sur-
prise us and raise our ho.irts to a higher level
by their eloquence, their beauty and wealth of
expression. Kunning thiough the pages of
Travels in Bcnyal is a vein of quiet humour—
that humour which makes us fall in love with
writers .mil tempts us to fly to them for solace
in trouble, for a leturn of serenity in moments
of vexation. Mr. Mookerjee ha.s, in his work,
added one moie to the innumerable anecdotes
lelative to the fidelily of man’s best friend
among brutes—the dog. The sentinel dunes
of a c.miue phenomenon—Tom by name -ate
I dated in glowing teims, but we shall not rob
the author of one of his finest plums by irans-
feiiiiig It into ouf columns. This review, as
we h.ive .ilready sl.iled, is but the inti odiictoi

y

one. In our next, or a little later, we shall
take up Mr. Mookei)ei‘’s book whne we are
leav nig it off, and m.dve our le.iders a little

inoie i.imili.ir with one of the clf'vi it*--! n.ntive
gcnllemen of the day and with his niteresling
hook on travels in ll^iboodom. Mr. Mookei)ee,
like all Ins fellow moi i.iK, is Inmi.ni, aiuF he
lla^ hi Us know this in hi-, ptfscnl woik. How
we piopo,e to stale only in oui second tevitw.
Would he however p.iitlon us if we snnendcr
to the K'lnpt.itiou of liindiing tins up with his
|)ieity rein,arks about .Mooning and ilie .Moon.
After tlie contending gods of the elements ”

h.id “ left off” one night when oiq ti.iveler was
on the l)c)‘M)m of ilje .Mrgn.i, he wat< bed Luna
Issue from behind the c lomls in all her gi.md-'
eiir and rarli.ancc. That sight, so ilelighlfiil

to the mind with .a le.ining towaaids the ae.s-

thetic and poetic, gave vent to the following :

[Extract.]

Now, the above w-iil prove a grand surprise
to the Einope.in UMders e.specially, who may
perhaps be unkind enough to doubt that it w-as
written by a “Babu” just,.as people have
doiihied that .Shakosfxn e w.us really tlic author
of Shake^pcrc .and 'rennyson the author of Ten-
mum. Mr. Mookeijee >nd wo pait here, but
when work is done .uid we sit in our cosy arm-
chair at home and watch, as is our wont, the
blue smoke cull gracefully away from our pipe,
we shall dream with waking eyes of the beauti-
ful Megna and the damsels of Brmg.tl, of the
moon and the waters, and we know that we
shall again take up the Travels in Bcnyal and
.satisfy our wish of getting to the end of sm h
.'I ple.isant little work. — The Malabar and
Travancore Spectator^ February 4, 1888.
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INFALLIBLE SPECIFIC FOR

LEUCORRHe.
A week’s use of this medicine not only cures

Leucorrhoj i—the characteristic white, ^reen

and bloody discl^arjje -but also removes the

concomitant intense menstrual pains, and all

the various complaints and syinptoits inci-

dental to menstrual difficulties and ^^reen sick-

ness, and prepares the system for conception.

Price : for a week’s consumption, Rs. 2,

packinj^ and posta^^e 4 annas.

There are capital medicines besides— for

piles, all the 20 kinds of flux-such as sper-

matorrlK^a, diabetes, &c.—diairhcea, rheu-

matism, puerperal complaints, cataract of

the eye, nacra, asthma. &c.
[Certijicatc.]

"“I have known I 3 ibii R.ijendra Nath Ghoshal

knbiraj for upwards of 15 years, and I can bear

ample testimony to the wonderful efficacy of

his medic'ine In the treatment of diseases of the

womb. While Assistant Surgeon of Monghyr
and subsequently, I have known him to cure

the most t)i),tiiiatft cases of uterine Leucorr-

hue i and other uterine derangements, org.inic

and fiinctiou il. 1 cm safely call his medicine

the Snecifle for Leucorrlujca and painful

mcnstriialion. Ladies who have been subject

to these diseases for years and were barien
have been cured and borne children.

Womesh Chunder Roy, L. M. S., Medical
Practitioner, Bhagalpur. 30th October, 1886.”

Apply to

RAJENDRANATH GHOSAL, Kauiraj,

Topkhana Razar.

MONCiHYR.

J. Farbstein & Son,
HAIRDRESSERS AND PERFXTMERS,

12, Esplanade East,

By Special Appointment to H. E. Sir James

Fergus.son and the Rt. Hon. Lord Reay,

Governors of Bombay,

Have just opened Hair Dressing Saloons
for Ladles, Gentlemen and Children. Haii-
culting As. 8 ;

Shampooing As. 4; Shaving
As. 4. Wigs, Beards, Whiskers and Mous-
taches, also Theatrical Sundri'^s for the make
up, ToiletRequisites for Ladies and Gentlemen,
always in stock

;
cheaper than in any other

House in Calcutta. A Trial Order solicite(i.

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

IIOMffiOPATIIIC PIlAllMACr,
c THE

EARLIE.ST & .STILL MO.ST EXTEN.SIVE

DfSPENSAR Y IN ASIA

OF PURE HOMtEOPATIIY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN
INDEPENDENT H0M(E0PATflY

an<l maintains to this il.iy

THE DKLNITY AND INTEGRITV OF
1

THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.
Besides the old Remedies, all the New Re-

medies and the latest acMitions piocuied from

the best European and American souices, and

kept in stock.

Medicines in wooden boxes and leather

cases, requisites of all kinds supplied, and

Prescriptions dispensed at the shoitest notice.

The largest Stock of Momceopathic literature

kept.

Orders received for supplying English,

American and foreign Journals.

BERIGNY & CO.
12. Lai Bazaar, Calcutta.

KALLYPUDDO DASS,
JEV/ELLER WATCH AND CLOCK MAKER,

I4.S, K \I)H \U\Z\R, CALf llTTA.

Cm- \i' (iold and .SiKer Roiherham's Watches
;

Watches of other Makers, both English and.
Genev.i ; Gold and Silver ('hams; K.ri rings.

We^idiiv^-ring^, Memento-rings; Diamond. Em-
eiaid, Riiiiy rings; I'lge* < l.iw .ind other (ewel-
leiyotllie newest fashion, (.old guaianieed
gen ume.
(.)rd'*r-,, wii’u remittance, promptly attended to

. < THE

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited."

ASSAM LINE.

The Company which has a weekly Service

of Steamers running to and from Debrooghur

vid Goaliindo, will despatch the Steamer
“PUNJAB” for Assam on Tuesday the

28th instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
i^odowns at Jaggannath Ghat until Monday,
the 27111 idem.

The Steamer “ HUR.MAH ” will leave Goa-
lundo for Assam on Thursday, the 1st prox.

In lending passengers by the last mentioned
.Steamer should le.ive Calcutta for Goalundo
by tram the previous night.

L)nHnRi& Di-rroogiiur Mail Service.
J'ltrou^h lioohiny to ami from Assam.

The Licspaich Steamers of this Service

leave Dhubri daily on arrival of the Mails
from (Calcutta, and proceed to Debrooghur,
stopping at all intermediate stations and
Mookhs.

Passengers, (doods, Parcels
(
packages not

to exceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet nt measurement
) may be booked

through to ami from Calcutta, and all stations

on the Eastern Bengal State Railway and
connected Railways, and the following
Steamer Stations of this Company, 7nz.,

Dhubri, Cioalpar.'ih, G.aubali, Mungledye,
d'e/.poie, Silghaui for Koliabar, Dhunsiri
Mookh, Niggriting, Kookeela Mookh, Desang
Mookhand I)ebrooghur.

P.ii k.iges booked as [>arcels will be forward-
ed by r.iil along with the Mails. Freight on
perl^hable articles must be prepaid.

(iOALUNDO AND Di.RROOGHUR DESPATCH
Service.

Throus^h Booking; to andfrom Assam,

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which
h.ivc Ixten specially built fur the Assam Trade,
carrying passengers and coolie.s between
( ioalundo and Debrooghur, will leave Goalundo
bi-weekly on Sundays ami Thursdays, calling
at all iiuerioedialc stations, and Debrooghur
on Monday and Friday.

Through bills of lading will be granted for
goorls and pircels on presentation of rail re-

ceipt or p.iymcnt of freight. Packages not to

e,<ceed ten hundred weight, or 8 by 4 feet in

measurement.
P.uiu ul.’u as to freight and passage to be

had from

MACNEILL & CO.,

Agents.
1-2, Clive .Ghat Street, Calcutta.

STAN 1 ) A R 1)

ACCOMULATED/UNDS

ANNUAL REVENUE

Bonus distributed to Assurers

£880,000

£8 ,500,000

LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY .

ESItSLISKig 1125.
His Grace the Duke of Buccleuch and Queensberry, R T.

^ATiVE GENILEMEN ivill find this Insiiimion of great service, useful Pn Investment,
Family Provision, Self- Endowmentfor old ay^e, and Protection to Partners or^Creditors,

SECURITY. Security is the first point to be considered by Assurers, and no Life Office
can surpass the STANDARD in this respect.

THE RArhS* Ot PREMIUM—Will Ih found moderate, and the conditions of a
Standard Life Policy are most liberal in every way.

Copies ofthe last Report, Prospectuses, Forms of Application, and all information regarding
the Company s Retirement Scheme (which requires no medical examination, and the

SchSr&c r L ">c EndowmentScheme,&c.,&c., may be obtained on application to any of the Company’s Agents in India.

CALCUTTA BRANCH :

27, Dalhousie Square.

GEO. L. KEMP,
Secretary.
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iTiorSr

TO KATIE IN IRELAND.

Ah well I remember, one night in December,

As gently I {press’d a fair maid to my side,

By a clear mountain stream which in fancy did seem

To echo each love tale 1 told my fair bride.

As 1 pleaded my case, her most beautiful face

With the tint of the rose did instantly glow.

« qli spare the the task,” cried she, “ and why ask ?
”

“ You know that I love you, you know that I do.”

With utmost affection and fond adoration,

I gazed on this damsel as we walked along,

With a prayer to kind Heav’n for the blessing me giv’n.

The pride of the mountain, the theme of my song.

Should fortune but smile on me the meanwhile.

Together, thro life’s rugged pathway we’ll go.

And I’ll “ spare her the task,” for ne’er more will I ask

UtCJily she loK^ me, for I know that 1 do.

Erin-go-Bragh.

News and Comments.

A Field force has been told off for Sikkim. It consists of

Colonel T. Graham, R. A., commanding; and Captain

Travers, 2nd Gurkhas, as Deputy Assistant Adjut;int-C»eneral.

Strength of Force.—g-i Northern Division, R. A., 4 guns; 2nd

Battalion Derbyshire Regiment, 200 men ;
Head-quarters wing of the

Mth Bengal Infantry, 400 *^en
;
and the 32nd Pioneers, about 700 men.

No men are to accompany the force, but those in every way fit for

service in a cold climate.
* u*

Ammunition.— \(}Z rounds per gun, 200 per rifl^ and 100 per carbine.

SuHlies and stores,—Otit month’s supplies of Quartermabter s stores

to be carried by the troops as far as the base depot, and provision for

one month’s supplies to be made.
j u r a

The transport is to be of mules, supplemented by coolies. A needful

extension of the telegraph along the line of movement of ^ops

will Ub carried out under orders issued by the Public Works De-

^*^Thc”base dep6t is to be formed at Silligori or some place convenient-

ly near. Three Commissariat officers, two for supply and one tor

transport, will accompany the force, which, it will thus be seen, will

number about 1,400 men.”

Orders have since been passed for a Coolie Corps of 2,000 men.

Mr. Paul had reported the Raja of Sikkim quietly friendly but fearful

of the Tibetans. The expressed object of the expedition is to turn

the Tibetans out of Lingtu, not to inva*de the Tibetan epuntry. The

Viceroy left for Darjeeling yesterday and the Raja of Sikkim^has been

apprised of this visit, and that a visit from the Raja would be welcome.

The Bengal Chief Secretary Mr. Ware Edgar pioneers the Viceroy.

The Tibetans shew no disposition to fight.

• #

Sir Steuart Bayley left for his Chota Nagpore tour yesterday and

returns on the iT^h.

•The High Court has admitted the appeal of, and released on bail,

Ram Kumar Chakravrti, the Police Sub-Inspector, Tangail.

The Local Govermnent has called for the papers in the case, to ex-

amine for itself the complicity of the SiTb-Divisional Baboo.

“ • •

A TELEGRAM in the Englishman says U][at the Madras High Court

is to be invested with the appellate jurisdiction of Bangalore and that

Coorg is to be reduced to a Madras Collectorate.

#

The Doctors have bungled over the ailment of the Crown Prince of

Germany, after their wont. They have pronounced the case hopeless,

after beguiling for a season with favorable reports since the tracheotomy.

#*#

Tice Bulgarian Question is still exercising the wits of statesmen.

Bulgaria persists in maintaining the present rule. Russia has formally

demanded of the Porte to declare to the Bulgarians that the Treaty

of Berlin has been violated by the illeg.ality of Prince Ferdinand’s rule

in Bulgaria. The German and French ambassadors at ConstanSifmple

do not oppose the action of their Russian colleague. England, however,

‘

is not prepared to coerce the Sultan until they could agree to thb

ftiiure rule of Bulgaria. A Conference of the Powers may be expected..

,

#*#

A Loan Bill h.as been introduced in the House of Commons to enable

Government to borrow and lend money to Railway Companies when-

ever that may be found more advantageous than giving a guarantee,

•
• •

The House of Commons has empowered the raising of loyi milGoiiB

to purchase the Oudh and Rohilkund Railway and of the further

10 millions for the construction, extension and equipment of railways

in India through the agency of the various Companies.

RNARD has decided not to return to India. His

icked on the new annexation, and he is wise not to

a again but to content himself with the Revenue

e India Office.
^

^
ondent in Afghanistan sends the following to the

Civil and Military Gazette

A man applied to the Ameer with a claim of Rs. ijf against another

on account of an alleged loan which the l^rrower refused to pay.

The Ameer summoned the defendant bejaf6 him in his garden at

Jellalabad ;
but he denied that he dfctr any money/ to the other.

When the appellant was ordered to proouce his witness^ he said that

he had none ‘except the tree under which 1 gave him the loan.’ After

long deliberation the. Ameer ordered him then to go to the tree and

asK it for justice in the case. A little while after he had gone, the

Ameer said, inquiringly, ‘that the appellant must surely have reached

the tree by that lime.’ Whereupon the defendant, who was present,

said, ‘ Not yet

;

the tree is too far.’ As soon as .the Ameer hct{rd this

from the defendant, he gave orders qiiictdy in the Turki language to

one of his servants to go after the appellant and bring him back ; and

he ordered the defendant to go and see if the appeMant had reached

the tree. When the appellant came back, he was * also ordered to go

and see if the defendant went to the same tree ‘ under which you say

that you gave him the loan ;’ and it was so. The ^A^meer of Cabul

thereupon ordered the defendant to pay the appellant Rs. 60, because

he could not have known the right tree if he had not borrowed the

money ;
and he was fined also for giving false evidence.”

• •

Mr. Marsdkn has come back to the Police Court as Chief Presidency

Magistrate, Mr. Rcily reverting to his own place in the Legislative

Council as Assistant-Secretary.

SubHHhiT, in tk* nrM »,ue,Ud to nmit i, postal money orders, if possible, as safest and most eo^nient

medium partUseiarly at it ensures acknowledgment tkrougk tke Department. No otker reeetpt wtU be

’
givest, itmsectttary, Md likely to cause confiuion.
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The Home remittances from 1st April 1887 to 25th February 1888

amounted to 3,652,300.

• «

They have discovered, in the bowels of the earth, a meteorite in the

ferry haibour of Nokjobing in Denmaik. The stone is black and

weighs about half a ton.
• •

• « I

Mr. Colman Macaulay has addressed the following letter to the

Commissioners of the several Divisions under the Hengal Government

:

“ I am directed to .say that, in connection with a representation

made for the reiimval of the name of a Municipality from Schedule II

of Act HI (B.C.) of 1884, Sir Steuart Baylcy has had under considera-

tion the whole question of the powers conferred on municipal bodies

of selecting their own Chairmen. His Ibinour docs not consider it at

present necessary to remove from the second .schedule the name of

any Municipality included in it ;
but, on the other hand, he will be

prepared e.xpcrimenially to appoint, under section 23, any Chairman
who may be noinmatcd by the Commissioners of any Municipality in

your Division named in the second schedule of the Act. 1 am to re-

quest that the Commissioners of Municipalities named in the second
schedule, in case-s where a Chairman has not yet been appointed, may
be at once invited to make their nomiii.i(ions.”

The Gangaputras and the Ghaiias of Benares have had a free fight.

They were always quarreling over their respective shares of the oflfeiings

from pilgiims on the occasion of fairs and religious gatherings. The

parties had been to Court to hie their complaints immediately after a

fight. The til feeling revived as soon as they came out of Court, and

they indulged in a riot. Four Ghaiias were all.icked in a gharry, the

carriage broken and they severely assaulted. O for a Gubbins !

*
# •

A WRi rEk in the* Bombay Times of India confirms us :

—

^‘When the Nawab of Moorshedabad was passing through that

city, fourteen or fifteen years ago, he sent six or seven dressing-gowns

to be lined witlt fur. Just as he was starting for London, a bill was
put into his hand for ^6,ooo. He had not so much cash, and said he

would settle in London. This case went into court, and London fur-

riers gave evidence that, if these furs were real, or wh.it they were

represented to be, they would be worth that money, but they were not,

and their value was assessed at one-fourth, or which was

awarded. To ask four times as much as a thing is worth is ‘pretty

stiff even when a purchaser is a Native Piiuce. Incredulous as it

may seem, the (Laekwar’s bill was more than twenty-five times as large

as it should have been, and yet French law lends itself to support

suchnnonstrous and disreputable claims.”

Herr Moritz Liefm.\n, who has lately been lecturing at Dusseldorf,

brings into a focus the public li.ibiliiies of the principal stales. He

gives—

“The total public debt of Germany (47,000.000 inhabitants), in-

cluding railway debt, at ;^40o,ooo,ooo or fH. 10s. per head of popula-

tion
;

that ol France, without her colonies
( 38,000,cxx> inhabitants ),

1,500,000,000 or ^39. los. per head
;
England wiihoui her cojpnics

(37,000,300 inhabitants), 7 50,000,000, or j{,2o per head
;

Austria' and
Hungaiy (41,000,000 inhabitants), ;£45o,000,000 or j^'ii per bead;
Italy

( 30,000,000 inhabitants ),
;£450,ooo,ooo or fS. los. per head of

population. Annual interest paid by (Germany amounts to 15,000,000

.01 Os. per head of population
;
by Italy, ^^21, 500,000 01 J4|^ ptr head

;

by Austria and Hungary, 000,000 01 I Is. per head
;

oy England,

;(|23.5oo,ooo or 13s. per head ;
by Russia, between ^30,000,000 and

/35,000,000 or 8s. per head^ by France ^51,000,000 or 7s, per head
ot population.’’

• #

Sir Savalay RAxMASAMY Moodelliar of Madras is again to flie fore’

with Rs. 30,000 for public chanty. His son has just been put to

school, and that occasion—Vidyarambhain— is to be cclebiatcd with

the eicclioti of piioultry or rest houses for travellers, near the termini

of the Madras and South Indian Railsvay. We hope the young hope-

ful will prove himself worthy of the care and money expended on him.
# . ,

« •

Here is a story of an American forger

“A Yankee, named Cooper, long known on both sides of the Atlantic

as ‘ the ACing of the Forgers,’ was ai rested lately at Fontainebleau.

The' man’s career has been 011^ of prolonged and gigantic swindling.

In the Civil War he distinguished himself as a sailor, and at its close

secured a good ffosition in the N.'ivy Department at W.ashington.

He was very skilful in imitating handwriting, and took advantage of his

position to forge orders from paymasters for 175,000 dols. On this

sum he married, und was .arre-sted on the day Hf Ins honeymoon. After

H five years’ incarceration, he was liberated, to find that his marriage

had been annulled. He then took to local preaching in New Orleans,

and married a well-to-do widow. He has since senned large sums
from various quarters by ingenious devices. He had 18,000 dols. fiom

the Bank of Mobile, defrauded his employer, into whose service he

got by means of forged introductions, of 82,000 dols., came to England,
and amongst other forgeries, obtained ^4,000 from Clyn, Mills, and Co,,

anJ last year f3,000 from the London and Wcsliuiiislcr Bank. It is

on account of the last that he has been captured.”

Her Majesty has sent Lady Mackenzie an Indian shawl with an auto-

graph letter, saying, “ The service your husband renders my son-in-law

scpaiates him often from you, and in order to show how highly I value

the sacrifice he makes for us I send you this token of my regard.”

•
• •

Truth gives the cost to date of publishing and compiling the reports

of the Challenger expedition, at over ^200,000.

• •

We read In the Dacca Cfasetie

“ There is a somewhat curious case of extortion pending before the
Moonshigiinj Criminal Court. One Sadhoo Churan Koorey, a money-
lender of Nagorkosba, Thanah Munsbigunge, whent in Pous last to
Bhoberchor, ,i village some 16 miles off from the station, to collect hi.'i

dues from the debtors residing there. It appeared that he had a mis-
tress with him and somehow or other they were it is alleged both taken
to the local Zamindary Katchery, belonging to the Baliaty Baboos,
where, according to the complainant the Koorey’s statement, the Naib
and the manager extorted Rs. 50 from him and robbed him of his
shawl, shoes and hose of which the shoes only were recovered, a^d
the woman was taken possession of by the manager. Lately a woan^
was brought before the Court whom the defence tried to prove to
mistress in question, while the prosecution repudiates the fact saying
that her name was Bidhoo and she was a resident of Calciitt.a, while
this woman .according to licr own deposition is a native of Dacca and
her name is Banui.”

Our retort upon the Amrita Bazar of misnomcry put the veteran

controversist on his mettle, but he thus escapes the dilemma and deals

damnation round the land—of the enemy

“Why, where is the puzzle.? Amrita means ambrosia. Tlie Patrika
is like a ba/ar where nectar is sold. Of course there are boors who
do not like the divine diink dealt out to them, but then the other
meaning of Amrita is aconite.”

lh.it is capital I though of course from the enemy’s point, it is open
to the remaik of aggravation of the misnomer.

•
• •

Mr. P. C. Higgins, Hony. Treasurer, Eduljee Framjce Albless Leper
Home, Bombay, has thankfully received the following donations

“The Maharajah Bahadoor of Hathwa, Rs. 500; fl. H. the
Maharajah of Bhavnagar, G. C. S. L, Rs. 200; the Maharajah of
Durbhuiig.’i, K. C. 1 . E., Rs. 100 ;

His Highness the Maharajah of
Cochin, K. C. S. L, Rs, 100 ; the Maharani of Balrampiir Rs. 100 ;
His Highness the Rajah of Faridkot Rs. $0 ;

The Hon’ble Raja
G. N. Gajpati Rao of Vizagapatam Rs. 50 ; Sirdar Khan Bahadoor
Puddiimjee Pcstonjee of Ptiona Rs. 50 ; Maneckjee Cowasjee, Esquire,
of Damaun Rs. 25 ;

the Raja of Kila Durpan, Orissa, Rs, 25.”

The Chancellor of the Exchequer lately delivered a striking address

as Lord Rector of Glasgow University :

—

“ Mr. Goschen’s object was to plead, ‘not for any particular branch
of knowledge, but for a temper, an intellectual habit, an attitude of
mind which is applicable to every kind of study and indeed to every
son of work.’ In other words, he meant the habit of intellectual
interest in all that is studied, learnt, or done. Mr. Goschen took a
very forcible illustration of his text from the growing employment of
German clerks in England. He made the following pointed re-
m.iik'j There is a danger in thinking that it is only knowledge
that is lacking—that it is only in width of information that the foreigner
is superior. He knows more, no doubt

;
but that is not the root of the

matter-. The root ot the matter is that he cares more about his work
;

ihat, as a rule, he lakes an interest in it apart from its results in tvoney,'
which, for whatever reason, the Englishman has not hitherto learnt
sufficienily to take.’ Mr. Goschen draws the contrast between the
German clerk and the English one in that the former’s work presents
to him a field which excites his interest and fills him with an ambition
for wider knowledge, while the latter looks on his work as dull and dry.
The following words we quote are full of meaning ‘ I ha^ myself
seen German senior clerks listening to some discussion on a coinpli-
caicd question of commercial law, not with the bored faces of men
who keep their eye upon the dock, anxious only to know when the
hour of lelease will strike, but with the keen interest of experts who
delight in th^ analysis of an intellectual problem.’ Scotchmen, says
Mr. Gosdien, are more remarkably successful in the practical work of
life simply because they take a more intellectual interest in their work
than the average Englishman. The closing words of burning eloquence
from xMr. (ioschen are well worth reproduction. ‘But now,’ he said,
‘ when looking around at the rapid advance of our rivals, we see that
start of ours, which once seemed so enormous, growing dangerously
less, when a nation, to whom work is a pride and a pleasure, appears
with giant stiides to be gaining on our steps, the people of Great
Britain may perhaps more readily be induced to bestic^thcmselves to
adtl to their great natural capacities, to their nawSal and acquired
advantages, and to the self-confidence of their ancient prestige, some
of that power which the passion for mental labour has conferred on
theic' most formidable rivals, and to resolve that, in school and in
University, in bank and in warehouse, in factory and in arsenal, a larger

^

share of time and credit, and influence and authority, shall be assigned
to intellectual effort and intellectual interest.’”
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From next April the Government Telegraph GageUt will be issued

times orjjvice more than at present, each issue summarising the

contents previ*is one.
*

• •

during the month of February 1888, Forty-three thousand six hundred

and eighty-nine persons visited the Indian Museum. Of natives, there

were 31,661 mules and 10,475 females, and of Europeans, 1,138 males

and 415 females. The daily average number of visitors for the 21 days,

on which the Museum was open to the general public, was 2,080.

•

• •

MR. GrIESBACK, the geological Survey officer who has entered the

service of the Amir, arrived at Jalalabad on the loth instant.-Press

Commissioner.

*

1'HK Bombay Gazette writes :

—

“ One of the most sensational cases in the annals of crime w.as,

ifter a hearing extending over five days, brought to a close at the

Criminal Sess^ns of the Bomb.ay High Court on Saturday. It was

wha/.' ^nown as the Parcl murder case, and w.is remarkable both on

^iiornnc unusual atrocity of the crime and of the consummate

'

mi with which the city police discovered the various links in the

chain of evidence which brought the murderer to justice. A Pathan,

not being able to live harmoniously with his wife, sought to end his

troubles by murdering her, and, packing the mutilated remains in a

box removed it, with the assistance of an accomplice, to the dais at

Parel after which, he took a passage for Aden, intending to make the

Dilsrimageto Mecca. The box, with its ghastly contents, was dis-

covered by the police, and the murderer and his victim being com-

naratively unknown ill Bombay, it required all the ingenuity of the

detectives to discover the perpetrator of the foul deed. The box alone

afforded a clue, and upon this, slender though it seemed, the police

worked with such remarkable skill and ingenuity, that they succeeded

not only in discovering the murderer, hut in effecting his capture at

Aden That the police, upon so slender a clue, should be able to

discover the perpetrator of a murder so cunningly conceived and so

daringly executed, reflects the greatest credit upon their detective

capacity. It has frequently been said that the Indian police are

deficient in the power of unravelling the mysteries of a great crime.

How undeserved is the reproach is shown by the facts which have been

brought to light in the piesent trial.”

The Bombay Police are not yet, we believe, within a measurable

distance of perfection. They proved themselves frail brethren of the

baton in the persecution of Mulhar Rao Gaekwar. Akbar Ali, who was

charged with the success of the enterprise, was a genuine chip of the

block—of the Police policey. For all that, the Ducks are a respectable

and ingenious Force, far more so than the cackling geese of the Ditch.

They do not spare depredators, and they do not bully those who press

for inquiry. They even catch murderers. Who that has been in Ben-

gal for the last thirty years from the reign of Waucliope and Younan.

does not know how hard it is to be over inquisitive into the secrets of

the powerful or despeuile men who usually commit crimes of violence.

The Bombaywallas are fool hardy enough, and no wonder if they

succeed.

they are pimps and sycophants as well. We are watching with interest

the fate of two applications in respect of two colossal undertakings.

• •

The following is going the round of the papers

“Official Presidential income in America amounts to /to,000 per

annum ;
we remember when it used to be 25,000. Germany’s Emperor

receives no income at all in that capacity, though a sum is- placed at

his disposal fof granting pensions and^ratuiiies. As king of Prussia,

his Majesty’s revenues amount to / 1,678 per diem, out of which all

Royal Princes who claim to be State pensioners have to he sVipporled.

A President of the French Republic receives about /48,ooo per annum.

Our Queen’s income, by the Civil List, is /409|000 per annum.”

i/ATa complimentary dinner at Manchester, Mr. George Routledge

recounted the history of publishing during the last 50 years. He told

his hearers

“how he began at Carlisle when parcels 'came by a mail-coach from

London ;
how 30,000 copies of the ‘ Coleen Bawn/ were sold during the

performance at the Adelphi, 1000,000 copies (iiant’s ‘Romance of war;’

how in ^852 ‘ Uncle Tom’s Cabin ’ sold at the rate of ro,cx)o copies a

day ;
how he paid a royalty of 2I. a copy on ‘ Queecliy ’ and sold

60.000 ;
how in 1853 he engaged with the late Lord Lytton * to pay him

a sum of /20,ooo for a term of ten years,’ and how ‘ ilie agreement was

carried out to the letter ;
’ how the firm then purchased from the pre-

sent Lord Lytton * all the copyrights and plant. Mr. Routledge said ;

‘ We have for this author’s works nearly paid the sum of /4o,ooo.’

He spent / 1,000 upon the illustrations of an edition of Longfellow’s

poetical work and gave /i,ooo to Mr. Howard Staunton for editing an
edition of Shakespeare, the plant of work costing /io,ooo. He sold

10.000 copies of Rarcy’s ‘ Horse Taming,’ and appears by so doing to

have spoiled Rarey’s ten-guinea lectures. The copy was breught from

New York b/a gentleman, who got ^326 for his trip, Mr. Routledge

gave Longfellow /i,ooo for his ‘ New England Tragedies ’•ancf /500
for his * Dante.’ In conclusion, Mr. Routledge said, ‘ For fifty years

I can say I have published 100 books each year, or two a week.* ”

What a contrast between the West and the East 1 Here in India

literature is a drug in the market. There is not yet a sufficient reading

class, and those who can read prefer to starve their minds to being out

of pocket of theu,rupees. The rich are not learned enough and have

got to reserve all their resources for compliments to the powers that

be and other taxes demi-official The Government, which has ever in

Oriental countries been the great patrons of the learned, has nothing

for Pandits beyond the charmed circle of officiocracy, unless, perbapa

Notes and Leaderettes.

Reuter wires that M. Wilson has been sentenced to two years im-

piisonment and a fine of three thousand francs, and five years depriva-

tion of civil rights.

The Hon’ble Mr. Scoble has revived the Bill for the abolition of the

barbarity—imprisonment for debt. His predecessor in office had

introduced the measure in Council, but the opposition was too great

and he seemed almost paralysed. Mr. Ilbetl was the burnt child among

our Senators. He had already been visited with ruthless fury for

attempting reform in another direction. Mr. Scoble had no such

experiences and has no such fears. He is free to initiate a new

policy, and we wish he could do away with the barbarity al-

together. Friday week, he presented the Report of the Select

Committee and explained the provisions recommended. The Com-

mittee of ten arc unanimous with the exception of one on a frac-

tional point. The Bill is not the less welcome that it is not^' thor ough

We hail the instalment, for it is a step in advance. The Bill

resecures that freedom to women which had been taken away by a

too-lawycrly Chief Justice and an unchivalrous Legislature. The Bill

therefore only restores a right to women in India. To the other gender,

it grants some concession. A man can only be sent to jail in execution

of decree, not at iVie option of the creditor, but at the discretion of the

Judge. The principle underlying the Bill is that poverty or inability

to pay a debt is not to be visited with loss of freedom and disgrace of

confinement in jail He is also to be saved that ignominy if he is not in

a state of health for that discipline. The Bill further provides for his

release from the bondage if he is attacked with any infectious or con-

tagious disease or suffers from any serious illness. The Bill in its

entirety will be found elsewhere.

Sir Charles Elliott, although not an abolitionist, offered some sugges-

tions towards reform. Rut he appeared on the scene too late and these

could not be incorporated in the Bill but have been reserved for the

next amendment of the Civil Procedure Code.

As our grave and reverend seigniors may have, between legislation

and lawntennis, little leisure or disposition to stray into the paths of

light literature, we venture to lay at their service an American piece.

They arc doubtless limiliar with musty blue-books and mustier juris-

consults. The following will show how non-professional thinkers—the

true men of light and leading—regard the suivi’fal of Roman barbarism :

•' THE PRISONER FOR DEBT.

Look on him 1—through his dungeon grate

Feebly and cold, the morning light

Comes stealing round him, dim and late,

As if it loathed the sight.

Reclining on his strawy bed,

His hand upholds his drooping head,—

-

• His bloodless check is seamed and hard,

Unshorn his gray, neglected beard ;

And o’er his bony fingers flow

His long, dishevelled locks of^snow.

No grateful fire before him glows,

And yet the winter’s breath is chill
;

And o’er his half-clad person goes

The frequent ague thrill

!

Silent, save ever and anon,

A sound, half murmur and half groan.

Forces apart the painful grip

Of the old sufferer’s bearded lip
;

O sad and crushing is the fate

Of old age chained and desolate !
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Just God ! why lies that old man there ?

A murderer shares his prison bed,

Whose eyeballs, through his horrid hair,

Gleam on him, fierce and red :

And the rude oath and heartless jeer

P'all ever on his loathing ear,

• And, or in wakefulness or sleep, ,

Nerve, flesh, and pifises thrill and creep

’ Whene’er that ruffian’s tossing limb.

Crimson with murder, touches him !

What has the gray-haired prisoner done?

Has murder stained his hands with gore?

Not so
;

ills crime’s a fouler one ;

God made the old man poor !

For this he shares a felon’s cell,—

The fittest earthly type of hell !

For this, the boon for which he poured

His young blood on the invader’s sword,

And counted light the fearful cost,

—

His blood-gained liberty is lost !

And so, for such a place of rest.

Old prisoner, dropped thy blood as rain

On Concord’s field, and Bunker’s crest.

And Saratoga’s plain ?

Look forth, thou man of many scars,

Through thy dim dungeon’s iron bars ;

It must be joy, in sooth, to see

Yon monument upreared to thee,—

Piled granite and a prison cell,- -

The land repays thy service well

!

Go ring the bells and fire the guns,

And fling the starry banner out

;

Shout “Freedom 1
” till your lisping one^

Give back their cradlc-shout

;

Let boastful eloquence declaim

Of honour, liberty, and fame
;

Still let the poet’s strain be heard,

With glory for each second word,

And everything with breath agree

To praise “our glorious liberty I

”

But when the patron cannon jars,

That prison’s cold and gloomy wall,

And through its grates the stripes and stars

Rise on the wind and fall,- -

Think ye that prisoner’s aged ear

Rejoices in the general cheer

!

Think ye his dim and failing eye

Is kindled at your pageantry ?

Sorrowing mf soul, and chained of limb,

What is your carnival to him ?

t

Down with the law that binds him thus |

Unworthy freemen, let it find

No refuge from the withering curse

,
Of God and human kind !

Open the prison’s living tomb,

And usher from its brooding gloom

The victims of your savage code

To the free sun and air of God
;

No longer dare as crime to brand

- The chastening^of the Almighty’s hand.

The Maharaja «f Mysore, during his grand Indian tour, was at Luck*

row invited by a deputation of the Talooqdars, headed by Raja Kudra

Pratap Sah of Deara, to a dinner and Na^itch. The young Prince

thankfully declined the offer on the ground that arrangements had

already been made for his immediate departure. His Highness conclud-

ed with expressing a hope that they might some day come to Mysore.

The wily Dravidian 1 He does not cat of their hands, but he has no

objection to their eating of his— is that it? That is the Hindu instinct,

beyond question. It is enough that we preserve our own caste—

we have no insuperable objection to others compromising themselves

if they are so minded.

The news of the deputation we gather from the Lucknow Advocate,

Wc wish our young contemporary had given us particulars of the

banquet proposed. It would be interesting even now to know the

arrangements made or contemplated. Was it to be a kutcha or

putkii dinner? Were the Lord of Mahishasoor and the Barons of

Oiidh to sit together in the same foonkti to cat ? Was there to

have been any division of chowkast And who were to have

cooked and who 'served ? What was the bill of fare fixed

!

We hardly think an eating was seriously expected. Hence we

suppose the offer was made at the last moment, when probably it was

known that the Maharaja had made arrangements to leave town

following day.

HkrR is a Cuttack telegram—wh[ch almost takes away our breath :
—

“For Jubilee telegram from Orissa People’s Association sent her

gracious Majesty through Private Secretary on l8th June, at expense

Rs. 262, for reply forty-two, India Government’s circular of,"*
‘

not prevent work of i8:h motioned in the House of Commons for reply

refund of money. Recently at residence of Baboo Denonath Banerjec, a

meeting was held for prevention of killing cows. Baboo Denonath spoke

as follows :
‘ In 1875 I memorialized Government for introduction of a

detective system for checking bribery and also a separate printed me-

morial signed by respectable people of Cuttack, Balasore, Pooree, Khur-

da, Kendrapara, Jajporc, Bhiuiruck was submitted to Government, and

I failed in both. We cannot get assistance from Government because

they have sixty thousand European soldiers, and at the rate of one

pound beef each, it will require eight hundred rnautids which tantamount

to killing five hundred cows only for that purpose daily, and it is

impossible that Government will make them vegetarians. On the other

hand, when the poor cannot support their old parents for want, it is

impossible they will support old cows for fear of Hindu society. We
shall have work practically to protect old cows.* A Committee was

formed with Baboo Dwarikanath Chuckerbuity president, and Rudha-

binodc Bose and Nalitmohun Chuckerburty Secretaries.”

We early conceived a respect for Baboo Deno Nath Banerjea for

his courage and for some originality, and we never hesitated to ex-

press our opinon. But these are qualities which, unless tempered by

discretion and modesty, are apt to be dangerous all round. We hoped

he might prove a foil to powerful wrong-doers, official and private, and

that he would have friends to keep his exuberance in check.

But he is going on at a rattling rate. He seems emulous of being a

Parnell, but Parnell is no mere firebrand nor a vulgar blustering

demogague, but a cool unimpassioned leader, with perfect self-com-

mand and the circumspection cf a courtier and the subtlety and

readiness of a born lawyer. This Banerjea is not likely to show the

while feather at the first blush of difficulty like our patriots nearer home,

and we honor him for that. But he is developing a bad form of ambition.

He is playing with dangerous instruments. He might be of great use as

a ventilator of genuine local grievances, but imperial politics is not his

and Cuttack is not the proper Head-quarters for it. If he is

convinced of his mission, he should remove to the metropolis, where

we could better lake care of him. His vapouring in the heart of

Orissa may mean nothing, but it is spoiling the boys—young and old.

Worst of all, it is these that are provoking the angry reprisals of the

Europeans and the official classes.

Macauliffe and Browne have made up their differemift. After

having blackguarded each other without stint in every form,

they suddenly discover their mistake, apologize to one another, and

I

agree to forgive and forget. Each has withdrawn his charges against

the other. • Kahiman alias Buri has also retired from her suit

against/ Macauliffe for increased maintenance to their illegitimate

children. The compromise comes rather late—for character. The

whole transformation scene seems the result of external pressure.

We suspect Mr. Lyall has thus saved the character of his adminis-

tration by removing the dirty linen from the washtub in the street.

** The Gipsy and his deeds ”—such is the heading Police report

in an English paper of the i6th January last. What, sort of deeds were

these, the reader fancies? He doubtless thinks of typical Zincali

habits and feats, but he is out in his imaginings. The deeds in question*

are veritable deeds in black and white—documentary proofs of title
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to real prtjjwiS^y. It 'ia certainly, strange to have a Gipsy in such a

^connection. rAThe mffe so as the deeds in question are the Gipsy’s not

by dexterity of hand bfit by right of law. It is a strange Gipsy, one

would think, but our modern progress has percolated in all directions

and even penetrated to the depths of the social irreconcilables. There

seems to have been a revolution in the Zincali clan. The typical

Gipsy of former experience probably no longer exists. Here is quite

a respectable Gipsy family come before the magistrate of West Ham
to settle a dispute over the title-deeds of some freehold property

purchased 25 years ago at Little Topham, Essftix, consisting of four

houses and freehold land and gardens adjoining. Their behaviour in

court and entire conduct of the case, were exemplary. They were not

at Ql litigiously inclined, there was not the slightest trace of that un-

natural malice which seems to be usually generated in the disputes

' between near connections among the respectable classes. They seem

to have resorted to the arbitrament of the magistrate as the so-

vereign’s representative, having themselves failed to make up their

1 ’ JU\cs. The law itself fell short of the morality of these poor

" ^uoraht and despised people. The court degraded an ordinary family

quarrel into a disreputable case of theft. It is obvious from the cir-

cumstances that neither side in the quarrel looked upon the matter

in that serious light. The father Job Hedges simply complained of

the abstraction from under his pillow of his deeds by his son in

league with the young fellow’s wife. That is all. It was farthest

from his idea to charge his son withjstealing, and his wife with

abetting. But the stiff British law makes no such distinctions.

It is all theft and no mistake, and, if motive be wanting, motive is to be

presumed. The son made an honorable defence. He had never

denied his part. When his father first missed his papers and asked

bis sons, George (the present prisoner) said “ Oh father, they are all

right ;
go to bed.” So in court he admitted having possession of the

deeds and expressed his readiness to give them up, explaining the

circumstances under which he came to seize them. In fact, he

claimed the property, his mother having supplied the money for

his benefit. The complainant admitted that part of the purchase

money came from her. In the end, the prisoner’s wife came into the

Court with a bag containing the deeds, and those that were necessary

for the complainant to draw his rents were made over to him. The whole

Gipsy party then left court together like a happy family that they are.

They are Gipsies for all that. The father could not give the date

or day of his loss, saying he is no scholar
;
he only remembered it was

within a day or two of Good Friday. The most characteristic point is

their mode of life. Though owning (for them) considerable house pro-

perty, they are yet nomads still. They live in caravans in which they

move about the country, plying their trade, the father in hi» and tiic

son in another. Their calling may be inferred from the fact that the

prisoner is described as a licensed hawker. Probi^ly, to itinerant

or peripatetic peddling, they add, as in our country, the practice of

palmistry and other forms of fortune-telling as well as vending of

charms and specifics. We are sure they are now far too good to be

addicted to child-stealing.

We see that they bear Scriptural names. The father is Job and

one of the sons is Jeremiah. It is satisfactory to know with this

Puritan proclivity for Old Testament nomcnology, they possess a share

of Pufitan virtue.

These English Gypsies are probably the same as the Bedias and

Nuts of India. Many of their words are Hindustani, others seem to

be Turanian or Dravidian. Certainly, they come from the East, like

the Jews. Like the Hebrews too, they have left permanent traces in

the lands of their adoption and on the peoples among whom they

have been cast. They have suffered much—more than the Jews. Des-

pised as Heathens, suspected and repressed, they have been degraded

to the lowest outlaws. They have survived the wrongs of thousands

of years. And now they are a respectable people, ^xcl^sive but

neither barbarous nor reprobate, with enough of the native ami-

ability of their primeval home in the Far East.

Thb Americans are go-ahead and no mistake—even in philology.

Where John Bull makes a speech—or speechifies as they would rather

say over the water—Cousin Jonathan “ orates.” In fact, they are all,

all “ orators ” on the other side of the Atlantic. And now they have the

feminine gender of the article—or rather the noun substantive. We

have now reported the speech of what is termed a Yanke ‘*1}ratrcss
”

—a tort of tigress of the platform apparently. She has given the

coup de. grace to the agitation in favour of the Bloomer uniform.

Said she

'

“ I reject the trousers with contempt and- scorn. Men cut a suffi-

ciently ridiculous figure in them themselves. The truth is, they don’t

like their own costume, and are envious of our laces, jewellery, frills,

and dresses. Trousers, forsooth, trousers 1 Shake not ihe ridiculous

garment at me. No
;
so long as we have our silks, satins, and shawls,

we will repudiate your absurd bifurcated unwhisperablcs. ' Look at

your swallowtailed coats, stove-pip# hats
;
and you wear your hair

so short, some of you, that you look precious like monkeys
;
and I

don’t wander that one of your numbers has written a bdok showing

that animal to be the father of his race.”

There I that is feminine and no mistake! Feminine with all the

vengeance of Eve for her poor cat’s-paw of a deluded lord 1 who has

brought all his miseries on himself and his by tasting, in subser-

vience to the policy and wishes of his fair charmer, of the forbidden

flint of the tree of knowledge (as he has always gone to school for her

benefit)—on the principle, obviously, that

Forgiveness to the injured doth belong.

They never pardon who have done the wrong 1

There is, in that passage, all the sweep of woman’s logic and all the

concentration of woman’s scorn for her meek subjects I There is no

mercy for friend or foe. In one short breath are dished Swinburne

.and Oscar Wikle, Mill and Huxley, Darwin and the Evolutionists

!

while the English language is enriched with a new vocable into the

bargain, by way of a substitute for the weak term of male philology.

In fact, the whole is a characteristic ebullition—in humble imitation

of the oratress’ phrase, “ precious like” woman. We arc no advocates

of the “bifurcated unwhisperablcs,” and we are at one with her in her

remark that men cut a sufficiently ridiculous figure in these trappings.

We have always regarded them as a very unbecoming piece of

wearing, wanting in grace and without even the initial recommendation

of decency. Yet it must be confessed that, as between the two sexes,

they arc better suited to women, specially the unmarried. Perhaps

they might with advantage be made the distinction of spinsterhood.

But here comes a lady in a great rage to reject them in toio with con-

tempt and scorn. Be it so I The lady is alarmed at the prospect of

her sex being compelled to abandon all their glorious gewgaws in

favor of all the hideousness of male apparel in the West. What lady

of spirit will consent to share the livery of waiters ! But the adoption

of trousers does not necessarily mean the adoption of the tailcoat or

the chimney pot, or the denial of silks and laces and necklaces and

bracelets and brooches. The innovation may be restricted to the

nether garments, and even there restricted to the form. These may

be of bilk, if preferred. Before the oratress’ next appearance on the

platform, she should make for herself a pair of Benares cloth of gold

loose drawers or Agra silk gooloadan close-fitting pyjamas^ and try

herself in them before the glass. The genius of lad may yet reconcile

her to the bated unwhisperablcs. The earth—of Asia—hath its secrets

as the sea hath, undreamed of in the West.

There is an old Bengali story—not more veracious than intcr-racial

jokes usually are— of an Ooriah Raja having utilised a present of a

pair of gold-embroidered slippers, for a hcatitdi’ess. We are reminded

of it by the use which the Sultan of Morocco has found for the

bicycle presented him about a couple of years ago by France.

During Ilis Majesty’s late illness, the Harem had been a scene of

confusion from the quarrels and conflicts of the Begums. On his

recovery, the Sultan enquired into the matter and proceeded to

pass sentence on the olfenders. Each was compelled to ride the

infernal machine of the Nazarene through the grounds of the.

Seraglio and to repeat the process according to the guilt of the con-

demned. Some of the older wives who had offended most had, in

consequence, more than a dozen falls.

HoUowafe Pills and Ointment. occupations tend ib the

development of certain diseases, and those who toil as miners arc pecu-

liarly liable to rheumatism, lumbago, and other alliccf complaints. In

the goldfields and copper mines Holloway’s remedies have been largely

patronized by the workers to their very great advantage, and they can

be confidently recommended as invaluable remedies for inward conges-

tions, spasms and cramps in the bowels, and all those conditions of the

lungs and liver to which those who work underground or in impure at-

mospheres are so peculiarly liable. For cuts, bruises, sprains and

stiffened joints, the action of Holloway’s Ointment is eminently healing

and soothing, and a supply should always be at hand in case of need.
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I ZEMINDARI ZOOLUM.
The Englishman wrote on the 23rd February :

—

“ One of the ablest natve papers m India, Reis and Rayyet^ has a

long article *in a recent issue on ' Zemindari Zoolum,’ and denounces a
xemindar in the district of Howrah because he sues his tenants by
hundreds as every kist falls due. We arc not concerned to defend the

zemindar, who is no doubt well able to take care of himself; but the

local judicial utlficers also come in for a share of the writer's wrath.

It is said that the unscrupulousness of the landlord is rendered possible

by their carelessness and indifference. But a Munsiff is bound to

accept a tenant’s deposit of rent, and before he can set off the deposit

in a suit for arrears of rent brought by the landlord, he must be satisBed

that the tenant, befote depositing, actually tendered his rent at the

village Cutcherry, This evidence is remured absolutely by the law,

and yet, because the Munsifs will not suffer the law to be a dead letter,

they arc called ‘ Howrah Gamaliels,* ‘sapient and inexorable Judges,’

and otherwise alluded to in terms of reprobation. The fact is that,

when there is a long-standing dispute or bad blood between a zemindar
and his tenants, the latter never go through the necessary preliminary

of tendering their rents, but rush at once and deposit them in the Civil

Court. The zemindar is then bound to sue within a certain time, or

he may lose his rent altogether. !f a hundred tenants combine and
deposit their rents, the unfortunate landlord h.is no option but to file

hundred suits. Of course both parties are put to additional expense

and annoyance by ihc-De proceedings, but there can be no doubt that

the rayycis are often to blame. Zemindars’ agents do not find it such
an easy job to collect iheir rents that they will refuse to receive them
when tendered. The writer shows himself to be a veritable partisan

when he finds fault with the Courts for decreeing claims, though the

landloid’s plaint has been instituted before the deposit was made. A
sifting inquiry is asked for, and a suggestion is made that the zemindar
should be prosecuted. ‘ Averse as we constitutionally are,’ says the

writer, ‘ to see civil proceedings terminate criminally, there arc cases

in which we feel bound to surrender our feelings.’ We should like to

hear the other side of the question before condemning ‘these

luminaries of the law.’
”

By all means let the other side be told, though

we doubt whether there is anything remaining after

the special demurrer urged in behalf of both the

landlord and the Court. We must protest against

imputation of partizanship, however. It is a strange

charge to come from the Englishman which has not

eften any tears to spare for the sorrows of cither

Baboo Zemindars or Baboo Judges. Shall we retort,

All looks yellow to the jaundiced eye ?

We had imagined that by this our conduct at

several trying junctures had placed us, in the opinion

of all candid observers, above such a reproach. We
owe allegiance to no clique or party or class, nor do
we appeal to the passions of the mob of readers, native

or European. Our information may be defective,

though we take pains to secure accuracy
;
our opinions

may be wrong, but they arc honestly formed. Hence
we are always opei^to correction and always prepared

to make honorable amends to those whom we may
happen unwittingly to wrong. Even so in the pre-

sent case. Zeal may have colored the language of even his own friends }

the article, but /ids and Rayyet has no interest in the mindars* agents do not

matter but that of truth and justice, and we believe

the article is not fairly chargeable with unworthy

treatment of the question. Have we tried to take

the objective by storm } Have we relied on one-

gave unwavering support to all the legitimate clai

and just grievances of the landlords. And we did so

without fee, declining handsome offers. We have no

wish to pose as virtuous overmuch, and do not

pretend to judge those who received more or less

adequate honorariums for in some cases splendid, and
in all excellent, service. We only mention the fact.

Nor do we bear any grudge to individual Zeinin-

dars in our neighbourhood or elsewhere. It is not

many years since, a brother of the present Zemindar
whose doings are under notice, having been in trouble

with his tenantry in the neighbourhood of the presr, it

petitioners, was denounced by Government. In fact,

the whole family in all i:s branches has a bad no-

toriety which may prevent fairplay towards any
stray member of the clan who may happen to be de-

cent-lived. On that occasion, however, as

sided statement or mere plausibility of reasoning ?

Having said our say, we have called for an inquiry by
Government—a sifting inquiry—no perfunctory re-

port. Our contemporary, to do it justice, admits

this. Yet, stpngely enough, it does not see how its

suggestion of partizanship is negatived by the fact.

Wc are not habitually hostile to the Zemindari

interest. A long course of study and observation

has taught us to regard the Permanent Settle-

ment as one of the dearest institutions in the pre-

sent stage of our political and social evolution.

During the long controversy on the Bengal R.ent

Bill, without partizanship, and without boring the

public every week with everlasting discussion, we

SO^^xpense

we were convinced that, in the particular matter* aJ’

any rate, the Zemindar had been more sinned against

than sinning, wc came forward in his defence and
succeeded in saving him.

As for the warmth of our language, we have no
reason to be ashamed of it. Believing in the facts,

what other language was it possible for us to use ?

How in the hice of such an oppression could a writer

be more tame ? It is all very well for a foreigner

to measure words, but a son of the soil who hears

with his own ear, in his own vernacular, a tale of

persecution of a village extending through eighteen

long years, may be pardoned a lapse towards the

weakness of humanity. If there has been any indi-

cation of it, however, it has been cured by the un-

mistakable call for inquiry.

The friends of the munsiffs who have put up the

Englishman have hardly been well-advised. The
Englishman Itself has called for the other side of the

matter before condemning the “luminiaries of the

law.'* But we have been waiting ever since the 23rd

February without seeing any particular vindication;

How long is our contemporary prepared to wait

for it, before joining in the chorus } The press ought
net to be employed lightly, cithfir for allegation or

contradiction. And then the said friends or satellites

of luminaries ought to know that a newspaper in

attack does ftot spend all its resources or use all its

armoury of facts. Verb, sap.

Our contemporary shows extraordinary simplicity.

No doubt," we are told, “the rayyets are often to

blame." Perhaps, but can the writer be ignorant

that there are Zemindars who make a business of

harrassing their tenantry ? And docs he not know
The writer goes on— ;* Zc-

find it such an easy job

to collect tTbeir rents that they will refuse to re-

ceive them when tendered." We will not call it

a veritable partizan argument, but it is ^ ortho-

dox Zemindary view. It may be true in many
cases, it may be true even in most. Still there re-

mains room for considerable exception. Half the

everlastiRg tenant difficulty in Bengal would be over

if tenrints did not combine to resist, or if landlords

obstinately did not refuse any relations with the

tenantry except through the Courts. It is the exis-

tence of such Zemindars that has introduced into the

law the provision which permits tenants to deposit

rent in Court. The Englishman cannot believe that

Zemindars* agents will refuse rent when tendered.

Yet it is the notorious practice of certain Zemindars

not to receive rent. They would be glad to receive

it at tfieir demand, certainly, but not at the old or

established rate. It is the harrassment to which the
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tenants are subjected by the refusal that finally breaks

the Mtkk of Resistance to extravagant demands and

reduces them to terms. It is a policy resorted to for

the particular purpose. That policy is to pound the

tenants into a pulp by litigation. These Zemindars

do not hope to win their cases—not at all
;

their

boast is to bring the victims to terms by very failure.

“ Another such victory,’* cried Pyrrhus after the

battle of the Liris, “ another such* victory and I am
undone !” So in the case of the poor Bengal rayyets.

They cannot stand the strain of a constant succession

of even decrees in their favor. V/hen crotchetty or

partial judicial officers officiously convert the tenants’

decrees into the landlords’, Heaven save the poor!

for man is leagued to humble them to the dust.

^
Whatever the strict merits of the quarrel, we are

jud of these poor ignorant rayyetry, who have

maintained this unequal contest against the most

noted Zemindary family in Bengal whose example

has gone far to keep up aggrarian difficulties in the

country. Some of them wearied of the struggle have

abandoned the village, a few only have submitted in

meekness to the landlord’s terms, but the majority

still hold out. It is these poor men, not the perspiring

and vapouring Baboos, who form the true people of

Bengal. They will constitute the base of the na-

tional structure of the future. They have done their

part and it is now for the public and Government to

do theirs. For eighteen years they have maintained

their rights against every obstacle. It is time enough I

for Providence to come to the rescue of those that

!

have so nobly helped themselves. Of course Pro-

vince works no special miracle In each case but acts

through human agencies. Let the public and the

Government be those blessed instruments.

THE HINDU IviARRIAGE SEASON.
The Indian Daily News has a “local” headed “ The Bengalee

Marriage Season ” introduced with the statement that this

month, Falgoon 1294 B. S., is very auspicious for the

Bengalee Hindus—as if the Bengali Hindus formed a sect

by themselves with an astronomy and astrology to them-
selves—and that the month was peculiarly propritious to

them. The secret is disclosed at the end that our contem-

porary has adopted the communication of a correspondent

with all its peculiarities of thought and expression. It is

true that this is the marriage-season, that many unions have

taken place in Falgoon and many more are expected in

Baisakk—the month after next—as after it for a period of

two years the season will not be auspicious for Hindu
marriage. The writer notices two marriages among the res-

pectable Banias in town and two in Kayastha families. The
nephews of the Banian Baboo Sreenath Dutt were wedded
to daughters of, speaking roundly, Messrs. Bissonath Law
& Co! On Tuesday, the daughter of Baboo Guru rrosunno

Ghose, youngest son of the late Baboo Sibnarain Ghose, was

married to a son of Baboo Nundolal Bose of Bag Bazar.

Besides the usual presents to neighbours and friends and

acquaintances throughout town, issued on the occasion by
both families, the Boses gave a Nautch on the evening of

Saturday. On Tuesday evening, the party moved slowly in

regular procession of lights and silver sticks, and music, be-

fore the bridegroom seated on an illuminated thrope on the

shoulders of liveried chairmen, followed by a large nun^ber of

friends in fine equipages and other guests in hired coftveyances

of the second and third classes, the Derbyshire band from

Dum-Dum footing it all the way playing. Baboo Guru

Prosunno, who with his intimate friends and relations re-

ceived all his guests at the door, welcomed the wedding

party at his entrance in the street. The bridegroom

descended from his chair of state and was conducted to the

cushion of state of rich gold-embroidered silk valvet ready

for him in the court—no longer open—of the public male

jipartments in front of the domestic chapel. The dress was
not quite a success. The everlasting choga of our

introduction is not suited to such occasions. The old jama

is the thing for such ceremonies ami it cnight not to be

enveloped within a night-gown. Jewellery, of the female
' kind in especial, is at best a barbarity, which ought to be

definitively discarded. At any rate, the ba::o) sits awkward-
ly on the rounded sleeve of the loose flowing cloak. It was

also a mistake in art to fix the musnnd at the left side of

the enclosure in the quadrajjgle. The question is governed

by Hindu prejudice, or else its proper position, was In the

centre near the entrance, with the back to the beanliful hall of

worship. It was interesting to see the soft-featured hand-

some Bengali boy step into the royal scat and sit on his

knees in true Durbar style, reminding one of Oriental court

life and of the days when our people ruled or administered

provinces and kingdoms. 'I'he two little pages in blue

gowns began plying silver handled yak tails, as the Euro-

pean band in scarlet filed in front round the enclosure.

The bridegroom in kincobs and jewels on crnbroidcrcfl silk

cushion attended by military music, is nothing extraordinary

in marriages in high life in Calcutta, but it is the disposition

that brings out the full effect, and many costly wedding
assemblies fail of impression for want of a proper place. It is

not every wealthy family that is the fortunate owner of such

a fine mansion so easily lending itself to .scenic effect. Per-

haps, the distinction of this marriage is in the union between
two of the greatest and best houses, literally speaking. The
Boses of Bagbazar’s residence is an immense and imposing

pile designed and constructed by a famous Bengali engineer,

while the Ghoses’ is an elegant structure lifted up to the

skies above the heads of all the hou.scs in Calcutta. The
architect of the latter was evidently cramped for space, but

this very necessity, while it limited the proportions of the

open quadrangle which is a sine qtianou of Hindu domestic

architecture, has proved its great advantage in the way of

internal embellishment and effect on ceremonial occa.sion.s.

There is here no sense of long straggling barracks on all

sides as in many of the larger mansions of our wealthy.

With a canvas cover the court is converted into a roomy
saloon surrounded by a doublc-storcycd collonadcd galleries

on three sides, with the well-arched hall of public worship of
polished stucco reposing in chaste beauty on all the fourth.

Leaving a broad margin for walking and communication,
the centre of the floor is railed off into an enclosure for an
assembly-room or place for dancing, for squatting upon in

Oriental fashion or for furnishing with sofas and chairs if

necessary, the railing surmounted by figures holding
branches of numerous glass globes for gas illumination.

The gas of course pales the candle lights of the chandeliers

in the chapel and in the galleries, but gas within doors is al-

ways a nuisance and as the supply is not always certain, it is

never prudent to dispense with ordinary means of illumina-

tion. The above will, wc hope, give luiropcan.s and readers

at a distance an idea of our inarridgc [)agcants as well as of

the points and peculiarities of the architecture of native

homes and might afford our own people some hints for

future conduct.

Wc mu.st not, however, forget anoljicr union next day
nearer home—in our house wc may say 'bdween the young-
er of the two sons of the late larnentcd Baboo Dwarkanalh
Mittcr (^Judge of the High Court) and a daughter of
Baboo Devendra Dutt (son of Baboo Kajendcr Dutt) of the
Wellington Square family. There were the usiial features

of native marriages in the shape of noisy music and make-
belicvo military display of Bowba/.ar band and Choona
Gully horsemen, their path lighted by frail candelcbras of
talc shades, the whole capped by the modern infliction of a
battery of electric light from the top of a ticca i^haru The
bridegroom was driven in a four-in-hand open chaise bythe
Mussulman Rarcy of Dhurmtollah, who in his long cloak and
tall Afghan hat belted by piigrec, presented a noble ypcc-
tacle and was by far the greatest atti*tiction of the procession.

MUSTAFI’S SPEAKER.*
Baboo Mustafi undertook a most onerous cfnd delicate

task far beyond any unfledged graduate of Calcutta. A
work like this ill-done might be a national calamity. It is

no easy thing, for a foreigner .specially, to eschew slang while
collecting bona ^de Idioms and accepted colloqinali.sims.

Tbe Speaker or Fnglisb idioms, colloquial forms of expression,
and instructive proverbs from the writings of the best modern authors,
rendered into idiomatic Bengali, teaching how to carry on conversation.
By Manmatba Mustafi, B. a. Calcutta^ i8t>8.
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This compiler has done so. He has evidently relied on the

best authorities.

A more dangerous part of his functions was the rendering

the English into Bengali.

Here he was quite at sea without chart or compass. The
whole ground is uncertain and debatable every inch of it.

Under the circumstances, he desqrvcs credit for the ‘success

he has achieved in this first venture. The difficulty of the

author was intensified by the virtual abolition of the Bengali

language by the Pandits and their successors, the improvers
of the language of the people. The author improves wonder-
fully as he proceeds. The book will be a great help to

schoolboys and students, whose seniors themselves might
consult it with advantage.

The proverbs are the least successful part of the collection.

To begin with, they are not i)rovcrbs, most of them, but
inane remarks which arc not even truisims. For they have
not always the merit of truth. Such is the maxim that
disfigures the head of the title-page. It is true and nol true.

SAPADAPI, SARADAPl.
/^ep/y to (Jucry,

I notice a query put forth in your issue of the nth instant, by a

correspondent who has subscribed himself “ K.” as to who the god-

desses Sapi and Sard arc, in the saying “ Sapadevi, Saradevi.’* Your
correspondent is not apparently aware that the expression is not
“ Sapddevi, Sarddevi,” as he has erroneously put it, butis“Sapd-
dapi, Sarddapi” (Sdpdt+ api and Sarat + api) /. “Even by curses

and by arrows—both.’* The passage originally is the concluding

portion of a s/oka^ by which a Brahman hero (either Parasuram or

Dronkhdrya, I forget which) challenges his antagonist and tells

him that he has the power to destroy the latter both by a curse

being a Brahman saint and by an arrow, being a warrior :

—

“Agratomc bacho bahni,

Prishthatah sasaram dhanuh,

Ubhdbhydncha samartho (a) ham,

Sdpddapi Sarddapi.”

In my mouth is the fire of speech, on ray back is the bow with

arrows, I am powerful (enough to destroy you) by both—by a curse,

as well as, by an arrow.

So ** Sdpddapi Srddapi ” should, in my humble opinion, be ap-

plied only to a case in which the speaker wishes to illustrate the

fact, and to impress upon the person whom he addresses, that the

former is strong enough to defeat or destroy the latter in every way,

I. r., under all circumstances. The saying is not however used in

this sense nor in the one in which your correspondent says that it is

done. In ordinary conversation, in Bengali, as you yourself cannot

but be aware, the expression almost invariably signifies “ cursing

and abusing.”

Ranchi, a4th February 1888. B.

Just so. Our Correspondent ought more often to come forward.

He is in a rich and virgin field.

—

Ed. R. y R,

A WARNING TO THE WIDOWER IN DECLINING AGE.

Sir,—

A

s most of the Bengali Hindus, with slight pretensions to

Western culture, unfortunately becoming a widower in the vale of

years, talk of matrimony and sometimes enter into it so late in life,

I think, Mr. Editor, thc^ following translation, from a Zend book
of a well-known author—Sadi-i-Shirazi—might open the eyes, at

least, of some of your sensible readers, who may have to decide

the question for themselves. Sometime ago, an old c^Jucation-

ist, verily an octogenarian, simply for the satisfaction of a mania,

got himself yoked to a tender girl of 12. Woe to the parents

that could so ruthlessly sacrifice their daughter for the sake ot lucre !

woe to the match-makers and go-betweens that could bring about
luch an unhallowed union for the sake of undue favors ! Arc there

no thunders in Heaven to visit these monsters ? Will not the

retributive justice of God overtake them Can human depravity

go further? Will not society imprecate curses on those who •ook

active part in the wedding ?

“ An old man, telling a story about himself said, ‘ When I married

a yoyng virgin I bedecked a chamber with flowers, sat with her i

alone, and had fixed my eyes and heart solely upon her. Many long

nights I passed without sleep, repeating jests and pleasantries to

remove shynesi and make her familiar. On one of those nights

I said “ Fortune has been propitious to you, in that you have fallen

into the society of an old man of mature uidgraenf, who has seen

the world and experienced various sitoations of good and bad

fortune, who knows the rights of society and has performed the

duties of friendship, one who is affectionate, affable, cheerful and
conversable. I will exert my utmost endeavours to gain your affec-

tion, and if you should treat me unkindly, I will not be offended
;

or, if like the parrot, your food should be sugar, I will devote ray

Weet life to your support. You have not met with a youth of

fade disposition, with a weak understanding, headstrong, a gadder,

who would be constantly changing his situations and inclinations,

sleeping every night in a new place and every day forming some new
intimacy. Young men may be lively and handsome, but they are, as

a rule, inconstant in their attachments. Look not for fidelity from
those, who with the eyes of the nightingale, are, evety instant,

singing upon a different rose bush. But old men pass their time in
wisdom and good manners, not in the ignorance and frivolity of
youth. Seek for one better than yourself and having found him,
consider yourself fortunate

; with one, like yourself, you would pass
your life without improvement.”

“ He said, ‘ 1 spoke a great deal after this manner, and thought
that I had made a conquest of her heart, when all of a sudden,
she fetched a cold sigh from the bottom of her heart and replied
“All the fine speeches that you have been uttering, have not so
much weight in the scale of my reason, as one single sentence
which I beared from my nurse, that, if you plant an arrow in the
side of a young woman, it is not so painful as the society of an
old man. In short, (continued he), it was impossible to agree,
and our differences ended in separation. After the time pre-
scribed by law, she married a young man of impetuous temper,
ill-natured and in indigent circumstances

; so that she suffered
injuries of violence with evils of penury. However, she rcturifP®"^
thanks for her lot and said “ God be praised that I escaped from the
internal torment and have obtained this permanent blessing.
Amidst all this violence and impetuosity of temper, I will put up
with your airs, because you are handsome and young. It is better
to burn with you in hell than to be in paradise with the other
(old man). The scent of onions from a beautiful mouth is more
fragrant than the odour of the rose from the hand of one who is

ugly.””’

Notwithstanding the frailties, imbecility, and other concomitant
defects of old age as described above, when an unquestionably
beautiful and delicate girl of 12 years is forcibly married by her
parent, for the sake of a few hundred rupees, to a dark gloomy con-
stellation, having a hideous mouth, emitting constantly offensive
smells, her internal torture in having thus fallen into the constant
company of such a horrid creature, can be better imagined than
described. She would be daily in her agonies, invoking the curses
of Heaven both upon herself, upon the cruel parents, upon the
husband, and lastly upon the match-makers for this unhappy union,

A. T. D, M. AND H. K,
Moorshedabad, the 17th Feb. 1888.

THE CONFIDENTIAL CIRCULAR.
(First publisfted by the ** SunjibanV*

)

From—J. C. Veasey, Esq., Inspector-General of Police, L, P.
To—All District Superintendents of Police.

(Through Magistrates and Deputy Commissioers.)

Dated Calcutta, the r3th December 1887,
A recent occurrence having shown a lamcntabc failure on the

part of the Police in the discharge of their duties as an Intelligence
Department, and it being considered necessary that the scope of
their responsibilities in this rcspcct'should be defined and extend-
ed, the following instructions arc now issued :

—

2. Sub-Inspcctors in charge of stations will, in future, submit
weekly to the District Superintendent a confidciuial report on such
of the undermentioned subjects as may be indicated by that officer,

who is to vary them as he may think expedient with reference to

the circumstances of the District concerned, and to his estimate
of the capacity and trustworthiness of the subordinate in question.
The information communicated is to be obtained from all available
sources, the authority being mentioned whenever possible, and
officers should be encouraged to report freely everything, however
apparently trival,that can have^a possible political significance.

3. The District Superintendent, and in the case of PTailway

Police, the Assistant Inspector-General will extract from the reports
all that he thinks worthy of notice, and submit the same in translation,

combined with information gathered from other sources and ex-
planatory notes, when necessary, in a weekly confidential diary,

through the Magistrate of the District, or in the case flf^^ailways,

10 the Inspector-General direct.

4. This diary, which is to be in half margin and in the District

Superintendent’s own handwriting, will be submitted every Saturday
after lyorkicig hours, will be treated as a confidential communication,
and wijfl not be sent into the office. The cover containing it must
be markcd'D. O., and the District Magistrate will be instructed to
send it by the next post direct to this office, after perusal, marking
the cover “Confidential Special Branch,” and not to return it to the
District Superintendent.

5. The diary will be written up from day to day, and each para-
graph will bear a weekly serial number. Officers receiving and for-

warding diaries will enter in them any action they have taken, or
intend to take, regarding any matter mentioned in them, and will
sign such diaries and enter the date on which they forward them.

6. District Superintendents must understand that for these
orders to have the desired result, the Cordial co-operation and irf-

tcrist of all officers in the chain of correspondence is absolutely

necessary. They must not, therefore, content themselves with
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merely passing on reports as received^ but must comment fully on

theav.'J^<^b'g such informati(jn as they may be able to obtain

from independent observation and inquiry, and Sub-Inspectors

should invariably have it impressed upon them that the collection of

information for the weekly report is by no means the least important

part of their duties, and that aptitude for this kind of work will re-

commend them for advancement.

7.

List of Subjects to be reported upon.

(a) All political movements, sects, leaders, publications, and

the like,

(b) Information regarding religious setfts, changes in doctrine

and practice having a political significance, propagandism.

(c) The arrival, sojourn, departure, and proceedings generally

of suspicious characters and foreigners, special attention being paul

to possible foreign emissaries and to the movements of wandering

-'^angs of criminals, the presence in any place of noted criminals,

and any circumstance regarding their habits that may come to

notice.

('i) Rumours or published opinions disturbing the public peace ;

popular feelings and rumours.

(e) Religious excitement ; comments on laws and Government

IQ*'
'^urcs.

if
Illicit trade in arms and ammunition with special reference

' to any prosecution under the Arms Act for smuggling, and to any

discoveries of concealed arms.

fgj Affairs in independent or semi-independent Native States,

and rumours regarding them.

(bj Constitution., objects, and proceedings of native societies

whether established for political or ostensibly for other objects.

jij Political or mass-meetings : their origin, organization, and

result as to public feeling in the neighbourhood selected with

especial reference to any tendency towards, or probability of

agrarian excitement.

(j) Recruiting for the Indian Army or for Native States.

ABOLITION OF IMPRISONMENT FOR DEBT.

A Bill to amend the law relating' to Imprisonment for Debt.

Whereas it is expedient to amend the law relating to imprison-

ment for debt ; It is hereby enacted as follows :

—

1. (i) 'Fhis Act may be called the Debtors Act, 1888 ; and

(2) It shall come into force at once.

(3) The several portions thereof have the same local extent as

the enactments to which they respectively relate.

2. After section 2.^,5 of the Code of Civil Procedure the

following sections shall be inserted, namely :

—

“ 245A. Notwithstanding anything in the last foregoing section

or in any other section of this Code, the Court shall not order the

arrest of imprisonment of a woman in execution of a decree for

money.
“ 245B. (i) Notwithstanding anything in section 245 or in any

other section of this Code, when an application is for the execution

of a decree for money by the arrest and imprisonment of a judg-

ment-debtor who is liable to be arrested in pursuance of the appli-

cation, the Court may, instead of issuing a warrant for his arrest,

issue a notice calling upon him to appear before the Court on a day

to be specified in the notice and show cause why he should not be

committed to jail in execution of the decree.

“(2) If appearance is not made in obedience to the notice, the

Court shall, if the decree-holder so requires, issue a warrant for the

arrest of the judgment debtor.”

3. In section 2,50 of the said Code, between the word “shall’*

and the word “issue,” the following shall be inserted, namely :

—

“subject to the provisions of sections 245A and 245B,”.

4. After section 337 of the said Code the following shall be

inserted, namely :
-

“ 337A. (i) When a judgment-debtor appears before the Court in

obedience to a notice issued under section 245 B, or is brought before

the Court after being arrested in execution of a decree for money,

and it appears to the Court that the judgment-debtor is unable from

poverty or other sufficient cause to pay the amount of the decree or,

if that amount is payable by instalments, the amount of any instal-

ment thereof, the Court may, upon such terms, if any, as^ it thinks

fit, make an order disallowing the application for his arrest apd im-

prisonment, or directing his release, as the ease may be. »
'

“(2) Before making an order under sub-section (i), the Court

may take into consideration any allegation of the dccreeholder

touching any of the following matters, namely;—

(n) the decree being for a sum for which the judgment-debtor

was bound as a trustee or as acting in any other fiduciary capacity

to account

;

(h) the transfer, concealment or removal by the judgment-debtor
Of any part of his property after the date of the institution of the

suit in which the decree was made, or the commission by him after

that date of any other act of bad faith in. relation to his property,

with the object or effect of obstructing or delaying the dccrcchotdcr

in the execution of the decree ;

(() any undue or unreasonable preference given by the judgment-

debtor to any of his other creditors
;

(d) his refusal or neglect to pay the amount of the decree or

some part thereof when he lias or since the date of the decree has

had the means of paying it ;

(e) the likelihood of his absconding or leaving the jurisdiction of

the Court with the object or effect mentioned in clause (b) of this

sub-section.

(3) While any of the matters mentioned in sub-section (2) arc

being considered, the Court may in its discretion order the judg-

ment-debtor to be imprisoned, or leave him in the custody of an

officer of the Court, or release him on his furnishing sufficient se-

curity for his appearance on the requisition of the Court.

“ (4) A judgment-debtor released under this section may be re-

arrested.

“(^) If the Court docs not make such an order as is mentioned

in sul)-scction (i), it shall cause the judgment-debtor to be arrested’

if he lias nor already been arrested and, subject to the other provi-

sions of this Code, commit him to jail.”

5. To section 38a of the said Code the following shall be added,

namely :

—

“On the application of any defendant in a suit for money in

which the plaintilKis a woman the Court may at any stage of the

suit make a like order if it is satisfied that such plaintiff docs not

possess any sufficient immoveable property within British India

independent of the property in suit.”

6. In section 640 of the said Code, after the words “from arrest

in execution of civil process” the words “in any ease in which the

arrest of women is not prohibited by this Code ” shall be added.

7. In section 642 of the said Code, for the words and ligurcs

“except as provided in sections 256 and 643 ” the following shall be

substituted, namely :

—

“except as provided in scetion 337A, sub-section (5), and sections

256 and 643,”.

8. After section 652 of the said Code the following shall be added,

namely :

—

“653. (i) At any time after a warrant of arrest has been issued

under this Code, the Court may cancel it on the ground of the

serious illness of the [icrsrm against whom the warrant was issued.

“ (2) When a judgment-debtor has been arrested under this Code
the Court may release him if in its opinion he is not in a fit state of

health to undergo imprisonment.

“(3) When a
j
udgmciu-debtor has been committed to jail, he

may be released therefrom

—

(a) by the Local Government, on the ground of his sufl'ering

from any infectious or contagious disease, or

(b) by the committing Court, or any Court to which that Court
is subordinate, on the ground of his suffering from any serious illness.

“ (4) A judgment-debtor released under this section may be re-

arrested, but the period of his imprisonment shall not in the aggre-

gate exceed that prescribed in section 342 or section 481, as the ease

may be.”

9. The last sixteen words of section 8 of the Married Women’s
Property Act, 1874, whole of section 31 of the Aj mere
Courts Regulation, 1877, arc hereby repealed.

10. (i) For the first fifty-five words of section 48 of the Act of

the Governor of Fort St. George in Council, No. VIII of 1865,
the following shall he substituted namely ;

—
“ No person shall be imprisoned as a defaulter for a longer period

than six months whatever the amount of 'the arrears may be, nor

for a longer period than six weeks if the arrears d() nor exceed
fifty rupees.”

(2) Fot the proviso to section 163 of the North-Western Pro^

vinccs Rent Act, 18S1, the following shall be submitted, namely
“Provided that the time for which a debtor may be confined in

execution of a decree under this Act shall not exceed six weeks
when the amount decreed (exclusive of costs) docs iiot’cxceed fifty

rupees, or six months in any other ease.”

THE PILLS
Purify the Blood, correct all Disorders of the

LIVER, STOMACH, KIDNEYS AND fiOWELS,
They invigorate and restore to health Debilitated Constitutions, and

are invaluable in all Complaints incidental to Femalc.s of all ages.
For children and the aird they are priceiei.s.

THE OINTMENT
Is an infallible remedy for Bad Legs, Bad Breasts, Old Wounds,
Sores and Ulcers. It is famous tor Gout and Rheumatism. For

disorders of the Chest it has no equal.

For Sore Throats, Bronchitis, Coughs, Colds,
Glandular Swellings and all Skin Diseases, it lias ni> riial

; and for
contracted and siifif joints it acts like a chaim.

Manufactured only at Brofe-ssor Holloway’s Establishment

OXFORD STREET (late 633, Oxford St.,) LONDON.
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^ HIDE YOUR SHAME

EMEIULD THEATRE
BEADON STREET.
Grand benefit nights I

Sacred to the memory of

Michael Madhu Sudan DutH
The Greatest of Benjjalee Poets 1

Saturday^ jrd March and Sunday^
4th March /m.

Grand operatic and dramatic performances

In aid of

Michael M. S. Dutta Tombstone Erec-

tion Fund,
Saturday—the jrd March, iSSS—

• at p V. M. sharp.

The evening’s entertainment will commence
at Q P. M., with the dreamy, sparkling, ex-

hilarating musical melange by Baboo Grish

Chunder Ghosc, entitled.

MAYA TORU
OR

THE ENCHANTED TREE.
The entertainment is to conclude with the

genuine Farce by Michael M. S. Dutta,

na siivEW
Next day—Simtday—^th March^

at Candle Lis^ht.

Meghnad }
Chunder Chose.

Lakhman Babu Mahcndra Lai Bose.

Pramila Mrs. Sookumary Diitt.

Box office open from lo a.m. to 5 P.M., when
seats can be secured beforehand to avoid
crush. Free list suspended except the press.

Grounds illuminated by electric lights.

G. C. Chose, Mant\(;er,

M. L. Sur, Asst, Manager,

HAMILTON & CO.’S

Latest Designs in Odd Bangles.
The Acron Bangle, (England) ... Rs. 60
The Thistle Bangle, (Scotland) ... ,, 60
The Shamrock Bangle, (Ireland) ... „ 60
The Lotus Bangle, (India) ... „ 60
The Forget-mc-not Bangle ... „ 63
The Indian Bamboo Bangle ... „ 32
The Victoria Bangle ... ... „ 100

The Cleopatra Signet T; iiigle ... „ 54
The Magic Twist Bangle ... „ 185
The Flexible Curb Bangle ... „ 115

The Etruscan Ball Bangle ... „ 32
The Good Luck Bangle ... ... „ 54
The Oriental Onyx Bangle ... „ 90
The Flexible Gold and Platinum Bangle „ 100

The “Mascotte” Diamond H’shoc Bangle,, 90
The Scotch Plaid Bangle^. ... „ 80

The above are cash quotations.

In.spection Invited.

HAMILTON i CO.,
CALCUTTA.

SELLING BY THOUSANDS.
pRETTY, strong, accurate, open-faced

Nickel Silver Keyless Railway Regulators,
jewelled, enamelled dial, bold figures and
hands, shewing both Local and Bombay times
with best finished durable m,achinery and dust-

tight cases for^nly Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with
spare spring, gl.iss box and guarantee,
(iiiarantecd to stand any amount of rough
usage. Will l.ast a life time. Ifas no ap-
pearance of chf.ipness about them. Others
sell at double our rates. A. R. Mehta from
Bandora says “ The 7-8 watch I purchased
from you two years back gives correct time as
yet.” Pretty Lanadi.m Gold Guards, Lockets,
Pencils and Rings set with chemical diamonds,
rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each, will not turn black.

W. G. Smith, Salt Inspr., Sainkutla says:

—

“ A German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50
and the ruby at Rs. 30.” Full money refunded
if any of the above are not approved. Men-
tion this paper.

The Western India Trading Co., Bombay.

READY

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable
Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL
BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,
BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
Formerh Minister to the late

Nawau Faridoon Jah Bah a door,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, "REIS & RAYYET"
I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINION OF THE PRESS.
this interesting book. We arc justified

in so terming it,not on account of any romantic
adventures that the author has to relate, nor
of any very new discoveries in geography or
natural history. There is something parti-

cular as regards ethnology ; and a great deal

of human nature in the book, shown to the

reader with a simplicity and candour which
bear testimony to its truth. Called from the

busy haunts of men in the city to dwell for a

time in Independent Tipperah as a judicious

adviser to its Chief, Doctor Mookerjee relates

his adventures during the several journics to

and fro in that capacity, without revealing the

secrets of the Slate, like a good diplomatist.

He has adhered strictly to the advice which
he offers to his brethren of the Native Press,

and has written what he saw and knows,
without revealing all, considering what he.
might properly say and what withhold
The above seems to be a curious passage
to be found in a book of travels, and appears
to have no connection with the subject. But
It arises from a casual reference to a slaughter

ieeth.

Por INDIA and aH HOT CLIMTATES thivweetly scented imomenl Milk Is INVALTTABLE
IT KEEPS the SKIN COOL ouid RErKESIlED In the HOTTEST WEATHER,
Removes and prevents all SUNBURN. REDNESS, FRECKLES, TAN, etc., and

RENDERS the SKIN DELICATELY SOFT. SMOOTH and WH ITE.

It entirely prevents it horn becoming DRY and WRINKLED, and PRESERVES the
COMPLEXION from the scorching effects of tjie SUN and WIND more effcctURUy than any
other preparation. The IRRITATION caused by the P»TF.8 and BTINOS of INRROTS is

wonderfully allayed by its use. For imparting that soft velvefy feeling to the skin, thia

UwiJghtftil preparalio - has no equal! Bold by all Chemists.

Soli Makers M. BEEi'HAM A SON, Ohemiata, Ohelteniiain, Snvland.

CALCUTTA AGENTS: SCOTT, THOMPSON & CO.

house, and a writer who “ thundered weekly
against the outrage of locating shambles in

the immediate vicinity of a Hindoo temple”—
where, in fact, no temple could be said lo ex-
ist. Hence, the Doctor advises his fellow-
scribes not to be Pharisees, righteous over-
much, but to look and be sure of their facts.

In the same spirit, he has written his book.
He gives an account of his travels, which
seem often to have been voyages, upon the
wide-spreading rivers of Eastern Bengal which
in jhe rains become almost inland seas. On
these he philosophises on the nature of the
country and the people, making careful obser-
vation of his facts

;
and though he sometimes

fancies he knows better than his boatmen, and
more than suspects that they are getting the
better of him, he submits with a gr.ace thatj
would have done credit lo Socrates, and ac-
cepts the apparently inevitable in the interests
of peace. The Doctor is a close observer of
nature, animate and inanimate, with an eye
to the picturesque as well as to the sublime
and beautiful. And although there is a vein
of cynicism running through many of hia the
servations, it is tempered by such evr^inv.
good nature, that even a stranger would con-*
ceive him to be a laughter-loving rather than
a stern philosopher. This is evident in his
descriptions of his boatmen and others, while
he denounces the lawlessness which has made
the poor fishermen suspicious even of honest
intentions, because they have so long been the
helpless victims of marauders stronger than
themselves. Their only defence is flight or
deceit, and the latter is their justification as a
mode of self-protection. We are shown not
only the weakness of the people, but the short-

comings of the administration that leave these

things possible

The author is impartial in his censures
There is much in the book to which space
forbids us to refer. That it is not a prosy one
may be gathered from the fact that, for its 300
pages, there are nearly as many index refer-

ences. Many of the subjects are necessarily

but lightly treated, but all sensibly and fairly.

And Dr. Mookerjee is such a ma.ster ofthe
English language that in the whole book we
have scarcely found a phrase that might not
have been written by an Englishman “to the
manor horn.” There is nothing in it at whick
any one could reasonably take offence

; and
there is much from which both Englishmen
and natives may learn greatly-needed
sons.-^The Indian Daily News^ Nov. 22, 1887.

“TRAVELS IN BENGAL. Such is the
title of a n\03 t interesting little work pub-
lished a short time ago. Its author is Babu
Sambhu Chunder Mookerjee, the well-known
Editor of the Feis and liayyety the most
original, cleverly-written and interesting jour-
nal in India. Babu Sambhu Chunder is one
of the veteran Indian writers in English. He
is the m.istcr of a most happy, racy pleasant
style, which you can easily make out from
amongst the writings of a hundred diflerent

men. In racy humorous writing Babu Sam-
bhu Chunder has no rival among his Indian
contemporaries. He won bis first laurels, we
believe, by his writings in his own periodical,
the Mookerjee's Magazine^ now long-defunct.

In this magazine articles of great learning and
excellence appeared, mostly from the pen of
Babu Sambhu Chunder. He has written several
other booklets. His Causes of the Mutiny;
Mr. Wilsorty Lord Canning and the Income
7 ar; the Career of an Indian Prjggtess^ Her
Highness the late Secundra Bet^um of Bhopal;
and the Prince in India and to India are pub-
lications which attracted considerable notice.

His latest production “Travels in Bengal” is

a work of great merit. It is at once a most
faithful and interesting picture of natural
.scenery and life in Bengal, although Mr.
Mookerjee does not profess to write a picture of
Bengal life and uses his pencil in its portraiture

only in passing. The dedication is charac-
teristic. [Extract.]

The “ Travels ” are travels in East Bengal,
travels and voyages between Calcutta and
Indepedent Tepperah, We do not believe
many people in this side of India know that
there is such an independent State as Tip-
perah. But nevertheless such a state exists.

We will give here a summary of its history ir

the words of Mr. Mookerjee—He writes [Ex
tract.] Mr. Mookerjee was Dewan of Independ-
ent Tipperah for some five years in all between
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1877 and 1881. The travels are an account of

his voyaKfis to and from Tipperah.
^ Those^^o hav| travelled in Bengal, parti-

cularly in its Eastern districts, which aie the dis-

tricts described in Mookerjee’s book, will bear

him out in his statement that Lower Bengal

is not stale, flat and unprofitable, that, on the

contrary, she is the beautifullesl country in

the world. She has no high mountains, but

she has rivers apparently as vast as the

sea, to make her scenery grand and majestic.

.She has a hundred rivers ever overflowing

with water, thousands of transparent lakes,

covered with the lily and a hundred beautiful

water-flowers, thousands of seas of ever-

waving paddy fields, thousands of clusters of

bamboo and of great trees dressed in beautiful

cree^^^rs adorning the river banks, to make her

the loveliest country in the world. Even a

Bengali needs to see and travel Bengal to

adequately know her thousand witching

/ arms. For a foreigner it is well nigh im-

^dbletoget even an approximate idea of

th^'v arc like from description, however

to ,^;^thful. Let us hear what our author

subject. Wc read
:

[Extract.]

,paddy sea is thus inimitably describ-

t :—[Extract.]

We will quote a passage of another cha-

racter : “[Extract.]

We could cull many such gems. But

space forbids it. We will, however, quote

some passages of another kind. Our traveller,

though old in years, is evidently young in

heart, for no one in the romantic age of youth

could be more appreciative of female chaims

than our traveller. In every other page you

find our author describing in terms of en-

thusiasm some rural girl or woman of beauty.

[Extract.] In the next page we find our tra-

veller’s attention [Extract.]

There is the description, physical and

moral, of a Colonel, which we cannot rebisl

the temptation of reproducing, although the

.article has already exceeded the usual length.

[Extract.]

We have now given extracts enough to

show that the little book of travels is most

delightful reading. It contains graphic des-

criptions of natural scenery, faithful portraiture

of men and manners, and happy, good

humoured observations on them. There i-s

not an ill-natured or unkind word in the whole

book—it overflows in every page with the milk

of human kindness. Every observation

testifies to the author being a keen observer

of men and things, as an example of which we

can mention the instructive and interesting

chapter on the Native Christians of Portuguese

extraction in Tipperah. Again, although the

book does not pretend to deal with life in Ben-

gal, the glimpses of that life we find in it aie

very considerable and pleasant. We will now
ronclude by recommending the book to all

who may wish to spend a few hours amid.sl

h.ijipy thoughts and pleasant pictuics.—

S. K. C.

7 'Jte Tribuney Nov. 26, 1887.

If wc have not before noticed Mr. .Sambhu
C. Mookerjee’s Travels in Bethnal

^

which was

published some months ago, it is not be-

cause the little hook is cither dull or pointless.

It contains, tm the contiary, much interesting

matter, though some of the incidents are over-

weighted with detail in what is fecetioiisly

called a “little booklet.” The author’s view as

.a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given

even to punning
;
but he is also sentimental

in the highest degree—“ a naked Whiteman ”

hurts his susceptibilities
;
a Hindu girl, bathing

in the river, throws him into an ecsia.sy of

delight: “she had such large languishing

eyes I” But he is nothing if not philosophical,

and his reflections on this or that social and
political subject are not without their moral.

Mr. Sambhu C. Mookeijce was formerly
Minister to the “last of the Nawabs Nazim of

Bengal, Behar and Orissa ” and afterwards

Minister of the Maharaja of Tipperah. He
is a man, therefore, of experience, and when
he speaks his brethren should listen to him....
Travels in Benf^al is a readable book, and
it abounds in anecdotes which are often as
instructive as amusing, and it is not spoiled
by too many political allusions, though, of

course, some few have crept m.— The Pioneer.
Deg. 1887.

It may be well-known to all of our readers
that Babu Sambhu Chundcr Mookerjee the

veteran editor of the Reis and Rayyct news-
paper, h.t.s just published a book describing
the four voyages that lip made between Cal-
cutta and Independent Tipperah when he had
to go and to return from the latter place in

the caparity of the minister to its prince. The
liter.iturc yet prodnctxl in the English tongue
by our own coiintiymen is very^ scanty and
any sensible addition to it cannot wj*11 escape
the attention of the public pi ess. Much
gi eater therefore .should be the attention

claimed on behalf of a book which comes from
the pen of so well-known a writer in the field

of Indian journalism as Babu .Sambhu Chim-
der Mookerjee. That gentleman’s career as a
writer fills nearly the last thirty years, and
there has hardly been any subject of public
importance daring that long poiiod which has
not occupied his attention. Master of an
inimitable, racy style, with a vast store of
classical allusions ever n-ady at the call, and
possessing an infinite fund of humour, our
author often enlivens every thing that he
touches, and his peculi.ir strength lies in des-
cription. We therefore welcome the appear-
ance of this book moic especially as the sub-
jc< t is one which to m.ike it intnesting, re-

quires a lively colouring and .a rich, pictures-

que and imaginative desciipiion. There exist

several books of travels written by eminent
Englishmen, and every one of these differs

perhaps, in their conception and pl.in of exe-

cution. Of these none was mote widely lead
in the course of the last few years than Car-
lyle’s reminiscences of .in Iiish Journey in

1849. That hook is made up of extracts from
diaries ami the worst features of it arc the
bitter and caustic personal lemaiks inter-

spersed throughoiit the book. However that

may suit the polished and fashionable taste

of Engl.ind, in our country it would have
been singularly out of pl.ice and w-e ate glad
that Babu Sambhu Chuiuier h.is confined him-
self to the description of those natin.il sceneries

he passed th tough, and the me.ins of travel

in the (li.stant and little-known legions of East
Bengal. That the rivers of Idengal, with their

ciicnitous and entangling courses do enshine
in them a deep spiiit of poetry and are of

sincere interest to the real man of imagination,

is proved by the fact that Sir William Hunter,
than whom a more accomplished m.an of letters

never pa.ssed the best years of his life in Ben-
gal, should have chosen the subject for his

very interesting address at Oxford, the other
day. The gentle waves, the gentler ripples,

the grassy banks, the ever-entwining courses,

the pleasant air, the sceneiies on both sides

m.ike the rivets of Bengal a genuine thing of

interest to those whose cy<‘s arc perpetually

fed by the aitificial gloss and dross of civiliza-

tion and few could have set pet haps the lovli-

ness of our rivers in better light than our ac-

complished author. His eloquent sentences,

man liing in regular fiider one after another,

and embodj oig in their selves, e\eiy minute
detail, that can lend to a scene its finest art-

istic effect, seem to place the leader in the

very midst of sceneno.s described, and the

man of leisuie who would .'nqu.ont himself

with (he slate f>f things in East Bengal, can
hardly resoi i to a bciier book. 'J’fie journeys
which are clesciibed in tins volume are cer-

t.iinly uneventful and though they correspoi d
to farts as they furnish no interesting situa-

tion, no criiical moments, to the seeker < f

intcllertu.al excitement and this will no doubt
constitute a serious objection to the book on
the pait of sensational seeking readers. None
has however any thing to guairel with the

choice of a subject that any author may
choose to write upon and none of the outside

public can affortl any expl.an.aiiui as to why
the author skould have preferred one subject

to another. We think however there arc one
or two indicrftioni of bad taste. Still we w( 1

-

come the appearance of this book and ti list

that it is but the first of a long seiies of works
in writing which our author should spend the

matured experience and the literary fanlitv of a
well-spent life. - Young Benj^al^ Feb. 2, 1888.

We owe an apology to Mr. Sambu C.

Mookerjee for the apparent negligence with

which we have treated that delightful work of

Yxs—Traveh in Bengal. Mr. Mookerjee, as

almost every one know.*?, is one of the best

English scholars in India ; he wuiies as grace-

fully as docs the most j:hol.arly Englishman,

and ample proof of this Is afforded in the pages

of his book before us, which is an interesting

narrative of four journeys,—“two trips to

Tipperah and two trips back”—accompanied
by historical, geogr.aphilal, cartographical and
many other—/Vo/ notes of the lands passed
through. Wc confess we have been but
through the first half of the work, and, as we
have proposed to review it in two papers, we
think our*progress sufficient for present pur-
poses. Our author has not, as fur as we have
read, met with those thrilling adventures we
rc.id of -oft with a ceii.iin amount of sneak-
ing disbelief— in the average Imntri’s n.in.i-

tives or traveller’s t.ilcs
;
peaceful as tbe bo.,oui

of a still lake were his journcyings in Beng.il
Proper. He carried no formidable weapems
with him, save and except a rusty old gun
which, when called into requisition once, le-

fused to go off; and yet withal, few more dc-^
lightful works of travel in India have we read
than the one now umler oiir hands. The
charms of true yet eloquent description, the
force of observation, the gift of seeing sermons
in stones, are all possessed in a gieat degree
by Mr. Mookerjee

;
and we are pleasantly sut-

prised at the lively and fascinating manner m
w'hich he can palm otT on the le.ider the
dreariest incident of his trips. Mr. Mookerjee
will forgive ns if we mention that we think him
a very gallant old gentleman-- with the accent
on the second syll.ible. He has evinced in his

little work a weakness for describing the Beau-
ties of Bengal with all the poetic ardouis of .1

Strephon. Did we not know enough of the
erudite and good old “ Babu ” editor, we might
be inclined to call this particular weakness of
his, in Carlyle’s language—“a Byronism of
taste.” Here is how he speaks of a beautiful
damsel he saw disporting in the running wateis
of the beautiful Megna, at Sonargoan .—
[Extract.]

But the above c.xcerpt is not the best thing
in the book by far. Although every line in it

which we have gone over, is a line that we
ourselves having written, would not wish to
blot out, there arc passages in it which sur-
prise us and raise our heaits to a higher level
by their eloquence, their beauty and wealth of
expression. Running through the pages of
Travels tn Bengal is a vein of quiet humour—
that humour which makes us fall in love with
writers and tempts ns to fly to them for solace
ill trouble, for a return of serenity in moments
of vexation. Mr. Mookerjee has, in his work,
added one more to the innumerable anecdotes
relative to the fidelity of man’s best friend
among brutes—the dog. The sentinel duties
of a canine phenomenon—Tom by name ate
t elated in glowing let ms, but we sliall not 10b
the author of one of his finest plums by trans-
ferring it into our columns. This review, .is

we have already staled, is but the introductory
one. In our next, or a little later, we shrill

take up Mr. Mookeijee’s book where we aie
leaving it off, and m.ike oiii leadeis a little

more famili.ir with one of the cicveiesi n.iiue
gentlemen of the day and with his inleicsting
bonk on travels in Bafeoncioin. Mr. Mookeiii-c,
like all his fellow mortals, is human, and he
has let us know this in his present woik. How,
wc propose to state only in 0111 second review.
Would he however paitlon ns if wc .smieinier
to the temptation of finishing this up with hi-,

pretty remarks about Mooning and the Moon.
After “the contending gods of the elements ’

had “ left off” one night when our traveler was
on the bosom of the Megna, he watched Lima
issue from behind the clouds in all her grand-
eur and r.adiance. 'I’liat sight, so delightful
to the mind wdth a leaning low'ards the aes-
thetic and poetic, gave vent to the followmg :

[Extract.]

Now, the above will prove a grand sm prise
to the European readers especially, w'ho may
perhaps be unkind enough to doubt that it was
written by a “ Babu ” just .'i«5 people have
doubted that .Shakespere was really the author
of Shakespere and Tennyson the author of Ten-
nyson. Mr. Mookeijce ;ancl we liart here, but
when work is done and we sit in our cosy arm
chair at liome and w'atch, as is our WMmt, the
blue smoke curl gracefully away from our pipe,
we shall dream with waking eyes of the beauti-
ful Megna and the damsels of Bengal, of ihc
moon and the waters, and we know that we
shall again take up the Travels in Bengal and
satisfy our wish of getting to the end *

of such
a pleasant little woik.-— 7V/c Malabar and
Travancore Spectator

y

February 4, 1888.
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INFALLIBLE SPECIFIC FOR

LEUCORRHSA.
A week’s use of this medicine not only cures

Lju'jorrlije i—the characteristic white, green

and bloidy discharge—but also removes the

c oncomitant intense menstrual pain^, and all

the various complaints and symptoms inci-

dental to menstrual difficulties and green sick-

ness, and prepares the system for conception.

Price : for a week’s consumption, Rs. 2,

packing and postage 4 annas.

Caere are capital medicines besides—for

piles, all the 20 kinds of flux—such as sper-

matorrhoei, diabetes, &c.—diarrhoea, rheu-

matism, puerperal complaints, cataract of

the eye, nacra, asthma, &c.

\Certificate!\

“I have known Babu R.ijendra NathGhoshal

kubiraj for upwards of 15 years, and I can bear

ample testimony to the wonderful efficacy of

his medicine in the treatment of diseases of the

womb. While Assistant Surgeon of Monghyr

and subsequently, I have known him to cure

tlie m o >-itiuaie cases of uterine Leucorr-

h^e i an I otiisr uterine derangements, organic

a 1 1 fit ictiovil. I can safely call his medicine

the Sojcifi; for Lnucorrhoea and painful

menstruation. Ladies who have been subject

to these diseases for years and were barren

have been cured and borne children.

Womesh Chunder Roy, L. M. S., Medical

Practitioner, Bhagalpur. 30th October, 1886.”

Apply to

RAJENDRANATH GHOSAL, Kabiraj,

Topkhana Bazar.

Monghyr.

JUST PUBLISHED

In Pamphlet^ Price 4. annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capu ANDREW HEARSEY.

Apply to Reis Rayyet Office, Calcutta.

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

HOMIEOPATHIC PHARMACY,
• THK

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSAR YIN A SIA

OF PURE HOMaOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCEIi TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN
INDEPENDENT H0M(E0PATflY

an4.maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.
Besides the old Remedies, all the New Re-

medies and the latest additions procured from

the best European and American sources, and

kept in stock.

Medicines in wooden boxes and leather

cases, requisites of all kinds supplied, and

Prescriptions dispensed at the shortest notice.

The largest Stock of llomceopathic literature

kept.

Orders received for supplying English,

American and foreign Journals.

BERIGNY & CO.
12, Lai Bazaar, Calcutta,

KALLYPUDDO DASS,
JEWELLER WATCH AND CLOCK MAKER.

148, Radhabazar, Calcutta.

Cheap Gold and Silver Rotherham’s Watches
;

Watches of other Makers, both English and;
Geneva ; Gold and Silver Chains

; Earrings.
Wedding-rings, Memento-rings; Diamond. Em-
erald, Ruby rings; Tiger claw and other Jewel-
lery of the newest fa.shion. Gold guaranteed
genuine.

Orders, with remittance, promptly attended to

THE

STANDARD
ACCUMULATED FUNDS

ANNUAL REVENUE

Bonus distributed to Assurers

£6,450,000

£880,000

£3 ,500,000

Rivers Steam Navigation Co,

"Limited.

ASSAM LINE.
The Company which has a weekly Service

of Steamers running to and from Debrooghur
viA Goalundo, will despatch ihe Steamer
“BEHAR” for Assam on Tuesday the
6th instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
Godowns at Jaggannath Ghat until Monday,
the 5th idem.

The Steamer “CASHMERE” will leave Goa-
Itindo for Assam on Thursday, the 8th Ins.

Intending passengers by the last mentioned
Steamer should leave. Calcutta for Go^{pndo
by train the previous night.

L)HUBRi& Debrooghur Mail Service.

Throuy^h Booking to andfrom Assam,
^

The Despatch Steamers of this Scr' ^
leave Dhubri daily on arrival of the N se ^

from Calcutta, and proceed to De'

'

stopping at all intermediate ^
Mookhs. I

Passengers, Good.s, Parcels
( packages t

'

to exceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4 h
by 4 feet in measurement) may be booktd
through to and from Calcutta, and all stations
on the Eastern Bengal State Railway and
connected Railways, and the following
Steamer Stations of this Company, vis,,

Dhubri, Goalparah, Gauhati, Mungledye,
Tezpore, Silghaut for Koliabar, Dhunsiri
Mookh, Niggriting, Kookeela Mookh, Desang
Mookh and Debrooghur.
Packages booked as parcels will be forward-

ed by rail along with the Mails. Freight on
perishable articles must be prepaid.

Goalundo and Debrooghur Despatch
Service.

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which
have been specially built for the Assam Trade,
carrying passengers and coolies between
Goalundo and Debrooghur, will leave Goalundo
bi-weekly on Sundays and Thursdays, calling
at all intermediate stations, and Debrooghur
on Tuesdays and Saturdays.

Through bills of lading will be granted for

goods and parcels on presentation of rail re-

ceipt or payment of freight Packages not to

exceed ten hundred weight, or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement.
For freight and passage apply to

MACNEILL & CO.,
’

ijf,
Agents.

1-2, CUve Ghat Streep Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politics, Literature, and Society

BATES or SUBSOBIPTIOK.
Yearly ... m advance

Half-yearly ... „

Quarterly ... „

Monthly ... „

... ( Rs. 12

» 7

-- 4

... Re. i-S

LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY.

[STABLISHED 1826.
por£/2JYO^—His Grace the Duke of Buocleuoh and Queensberry,*K. T.

N
ative GENTLEME^T win find this institution of great service, usef&l im Investment
Family Pwvision, SelfEndowmentfor old age, and Protection to Partners or Creditors,

SECURITY. Security is the first point to be considered by Assurers, and no Life Office

can surpass the STANDARD in t^is respect.

THE RAT^S OF PREMIUM—Will be found moderate, and the conditions of a
Standard Life Policy are most liberal in every way.

Copies of the last Report, Prospectuses, Forms of Application, and all Information regarding
the Company’s Retirement Scheme (which requires no medical examination, and the
subscription for which wnen commenced at young ages, is small), the Endowment

,
Schcin0ic.,&c., may be obtained on application to any ofthe Company’s Agents in India.

CALCUTTA branch: GEO. U^KEMP,
27, Dalhousie Square. Secretary,

Single or sample Copy,, ^ „ o-8^,

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (three columns to the page) are
charged by the space taken up, at the rate of 4
annas a line, each insertion. The lowest charge
for any advertisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic
Occurrences, the lowest charge for which is

Rs. 5.

Special rates for Contracts.

No additional charge for inland postage or
peoiL For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,
will be charged. Foreign postage separately
charged at the rats 01 4 annas a month or
Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to “The Manager,” and Literary
Communications and books and pamphlets
(carriage paid) to “ The Editor of “ Rcii
& Rayyet, ’’

Office ; /, Uckoor DutPs Lane, Wellington
Street, Calcutta,

Printtd andpublitktd^/trtkt Proprietor every Saturday by MUTTYUU Gh08E,«/ THE BEE PRESS, Ho. i, (/doer Dufft Lane, Cnln^la
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’

A LEGAL DOGGEREL.

EDICATED TO A NATIVE JUDGE ON THE BENCH IN A SMALL OUT

OF THE WAV STATION IN UPPER INDIA.

There was a Judge of Poor-in-luck-up,

Who very much with pride was stuck up.

He is a d—d Cachmerie sly,

His proper*name is Kala Seaie.*

As representative of the Queen,

In the Revenue Court he’s seen.

He’s a learned man, as doth appear,

From his great work the Gazetteer.

Seated on the Judge’s bench in state,

Naked M to kls legs and pate,

WitJfilYra^nHo^ * ' '

He calls for a case to be tried.

Ho 1 Sheristadar, what’s on to-day ?

The case of Kunjeet Sing you say ?

Peon ! call in the rascal. I’ll soon squelch—

Thu rest was cut off by a

Plaintiff now enters in a fright.

Slates to the Court his claims, his right,

With greatest clearness and precision.

But then the all-prcjudged decision

Rudely destroys his dearest hopes

Of gaining back his fields and lopes

!

And now ’tis plain the Court had meant

To make award for Government

!

The Judge, with mouth now filled with pdn,

Treats the poor devil’s case with scorn.

Clearing his mouth from the red juice,

Addresses plaintiff—’Tis of no use

Now here fresh matter to disclose.

The Judge here wiped his mighty nose.

Think not, dear reader, that I rail,

He wiped it on his own coat tail.

’Kil Fishey Lall at his right hand •
»

Was seated, looking quite as grand

As Judge himself, for one scarce sees

Which is the chap th|t gets the fees.

Or which the Judge in judgment sitting,

For this is friendship unbefitting

Between any Judge and his Vakils.

I’m sure ’tis thus the public feels.

Blacking.

The Bench having pronounced its fiat,

Awaits the issue now in quiet.

And as the Judge sits scr.itching his toe,

Baboo Fishey Lall grunts Hein
!
just so.

Your judgment’s good, so without loss

Of time you should get great kudos,

And the Government for you should stir,

Make you an Ass. Cummisbioner,

Or, to preclude all further fudge,

Appoint you to High Court as Judge.

The English Pleader, at this butter,

Smil’d, as the Judge began to stutter,

Having just put a fresh gallowrie*

Highly spiced “ immensa ore.”

Fishey Lall !—at last he stammered—

With your praise I feel enamoured.

The English pleader, trying to joke.

Got in hb ftice a pnfFof smoke)

Which, going into his mouth so slick,

Made him feci uncommon sick.

The case now done and tied up his brief.

He asks the Qourt if he may leave.

Once outside, he takes a last fond look

With thumb to nose, what’s known as snook,

And mutters with a look so leary

Suum list hudzat Ouhmerce^^

Through many Courts I’ve chanced to rove,

Yet Court like this ne’er seen Bai Jove !

News and Comments.

The Viceroy returned lo the capital from Darjeeling yesterday, and

brou<}ht down with him wind and rain.

• •

The mail brings the disastrous news lh.af a snowstorm passed over

Switzerland followed by numerous fatal avalanches. The St. Gothard

railway tunnel was blocked as also the Arlberg tunnel. The Langur

station with a train was buriec^^in snow.

Count Herber t Bismarck has arrived in London in connection

with the Russian proposals about Bulgaria.

The German Consulate at Bankok iif lo be converted into alResidency.

Preparatory to absorbing Siam within the German Empire? The

French having got a new India, the Germans must be looking out fori

compensation in the same quarter.

* A pdn.
'

\ Awul Afghan Duum Kumboh Suum budsat Cashmerie. A Per-

sian proverb, meaning—The biggest blackguard is an Afghan, the next

a Kumboh and the third a Cashmerie who has become a Mahomedan.
Or, it may read thus—One an Afghan, double as much a Kumboh and
three times as much a Cashmerie who has changed his religion.

Subscribers in the country are requested to remit by ^postal money orders^ if possible, as the safest and most convenient

medium, particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Department. No other receipt will be

given, any other being unnecessary, and likely to cause confusion^
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SVED Maiimood, son of Syctl Ahmed, has taken to wife a daughter of

Nawab Sliarfudclin of Delhi. With all his foreign predilections, he has

wisely gone home for a partner in life. Perhaps he needs no foreign

help in his prospects of life. He is a Syud and no mistake ;
the genuine

article. Besides, he is his father’s son and, of course, somebody, always.

He is a High Court Judge already.

A NUMiiEU of Burmese convicts—trrmsported for life for the crime

of defending their hearths and homes and branded as Dacoiis—have

escaped from the convict setllcmcnt in the Andaman Islands to the

forest. Was the discipline of Christian civilisation so insupportable

that they preferred to take their chance with the naked savages of the

interior ?

• *

TkE Larpent enquiry has closed in Lahore. The Commissioners will

make their report to Government.
«

« «

It has been decided to run a railway between Sialkot and Jammu,

a distance of 25 miles. The Cashmere Durbar is to find the cost

estimated at half a lac per mile, the Government of India only guaran-

teeing 4 per cent on the British section, which is a small fraction.

We wonder where the impoverished Durbar is to find the ways and

means, without bon owing.

« #

The E'codux Question receives a further development this year.

Hitherto it has been the practice to leave in Calcutta one Assistant

Secretary in the Military Department, in charge of the Military, Home,

Foreign, P. W. D. and Revenue and Agricultural Departments.

Col. CoIIen has obtained sanction to remove a larger portion of his

office to Simla leaving the Military Department to the mercies of its

Chief Cleik.

It is reported from Vienna, under date the i6th February

“The Parliament House was besieged to-day by hundreds of students

who noisily demanded admittance to the galleries to hear the debate

on the (Government Bill placing certain restrictions on liberties of

students' clubs in University towns. The students smashed the iron

railing in front of the ticket office, and made their way to the conversa-

tion rooms of the House on the pretence of wanting to speak with

several well-known anti-Semitic Deputies. One of the latter, Herr
Patta, went out to them and led a number into the galleries without

tickets. The Minister of Public Instruction delivered a temperate

speech, pointing out that the restrictions now proposed are such as

have long been in force in German Universities, such as Leipsic and
Beilin and hinted that what had forced him to bring in a Bill was the

unpatriolii, anti-Austrian, and anti-Semitic Conduct of a portion of the

students, who are misled by political agitators, and then left in the

lurch, after their whole career has been ruined. The speech was
received with crio.s of derision on the benches of the (German Na-
tional Party, and with groans and disorder among the students, lo such

an extent tliat the President threatened to have the galleries cleared.

The debate wo ^ eventually adjourned till to morrow-.”

The late Jam of Lus Beyla disinherited by his will his eldest son,

^R’el jam Ah Khan, now a state prisoner in Quetta. He had rebelled

against his father and, while committing many outrages at the capital,

had aliempicd the Jam's life wTih a drawn sword. The second son—

a

boy of 8— Meir Jam Yakub Khan is named in the will as heir. The

inhabitants arc desirous to have the boy as their Jam.

• •

Dr. Lawri
,
Residency Surgeon, Hyderabad, has found a preventive

of if not a curt; for cholera. The Doctor is of opinion that w-hile the

disease is about, no one who takes 3 to 5 grains of quinine before each

meal will take the disease. •

At the Bojv Sticet Police Court, on January 28, a summons was obtain-

ed for the F.ail of Durham against James Davis, proprietor of the

for a libel against his Lordship. It was stated that, under pretence of

discti.>sing the recent turf dispute between Lord Durham and Sir

George Chetw-ynd, an'article in the Baiy under the head of Letters to

Notable Sportsmen—the Earl of Durham ” insinuates that Lord Dur-

ham drove hia wife to insanity by his hrutality, i:
' being true that he

instituted a suit for nullity of his marriage on the ground of her

insanity.

• •

Another Libel case in the sporting world

“ Mr. Archibald McNeill—special correspondent of the Sportsman at

the prizefight in France between Smith and Kilrain—was either brutally

murdered and flung into the sea, or, somehow, tumbled into the har-

bour at Boulogne. This lamentable affair has created, and contihiies to

cieaie a gicat sensation here, and the editor of the Sporiin}( Times ^

took occasion to say of the late Mr. McNeill’s employer that when
first the news reached England, he treated the matter with indifference,

and subsequently attempted to use i; for advertising purposes. Mr.
Ashley declares that Corleit’s statements are aijsolutely untrue, indeed,

that he has been so upset in his mind by the death of his unforiunate

and valued contributor that he has hardly been able to attend properly

to business since the event took place. Moreover, that so far from act-

ing shabbily in the matter, he was willing to incur any expense to bring

the assassin to justice. Mr. Ashley and Mr. Corlett have been at logger-

he.ids for the past fifteen or tw-enty years, and they never lose an oppor-

tunity, on the race course*and elsewhere, directly and indirectly, of in-

sulting and reviling each other, yet strange as it may seem, both are

acute men of business, cautious in their affairs, and not otherwise un-

generous in their dispositions. .Should the case come into Court—
thougli, as yet, the writ is not served - -an attempt will be made to rake

up the past lives of both these Tut f ‘ prophets,’ doubtless to the p'”)-

lic entertainment. Mr. Corlelt is an (iwner of racehorses, whose colours

of white and gold are sufficiently familiar at minor meetings, while

Ashley, in partnership with .Sidney Smith, owns probably the largest

spoiling news agency in the woild.”

• «
# •

,
4

Mr. Phillip P. Piedade, Honorary Treasurer of the Fort Confix Hie

of the Society of St. Vincent de Paul, Bombay, acknowledges

thanks the receipt of the following donations ;

—

“ His Highness the Maharaja of Travancore, Rs. 50 ;
Nawab Syavf^

.\tar Hoosein of Piirncah, Rs. 30 ;
Nawab liahadoor of Moorsheda-

bad, K. C 1 . E., Rs. 25 ;
Sir Rama Swamy Moodliar, Ki., C. 1 . E., of

Madras, Rs. 10 ;
Maharajah Sir Jotendro Mohiin Tagore, Kt., of

Calcutta, Rs. 10 ;
Rai Maliabir Prashad Sha Bahadoor, Zemindar of

Chupia (Bchar.) Rs. 10; Raja Mohima Ranjan Chaudliry of Rangpiir,

Bengal, 10; Horendro Narain Singh Chaudliry, Zemindar of (joalpara,

Assam, Rs. 10 ;
Dayaram Gidumnl, Esq., B. A,, L. L. B., of Ahmeda-

bad, Rs. 10; Babu rrigunand Upadhya, Zemindar of Chupra (Behar),

Rs. 5 ;
Pallc Chentsal Row Panlula, ICsq., C. I. E., of Madras, Rs. 5 ;

.\nanga Mohan Ray Chaudhry, Zemindar of Tusbhandar, Rangpur,

Bengal, Rs. 5.”

It has been calculated that—

“Three million women of the United States work for money. Of
these 6,00,000 are agricultural labourers, mainly in the cotton fields

of the South
; 6,40,000 are employed in manufactorie.s, while

in the laundries of the country insist that ‘the Chinese must go;’

2,80,000 are milliners, and 2,oo,
ckx) find employment as dress-makers ;

6o,c)oo earn their bread in the tailors’ shops and 960,000 are sales-

women, teachers, telegraph operators, typewriters, bookkeepers,

typesetters, and nurses. There are 2,500 female physicians.”

« i

The following is going the round of the native Press

“A young Hindu of some village near the Kharian tahsil, district

Cujrat, had a row with his wife some years ago, and married another

young girl by paying some hundreds of rupees to the father of the girl.

As his first wife was obedient to his parents they turned out disgrace-

fully the new bride and biidegroom. The latter after some days begged
pardon, and entered his father’s house. The bride tried her best to

enter her husb.and’s house by threatenings and beggings, but to no
effect. On the other hand, she was distinctly told by husband’s parents

that she could marry another husband. She waited for about seven

years, during which time she left no stone unturned in inducing her hus-

band’s parents, but to no good end. At la.st her father brought her to

Jhclum, few d.'iy ago, and declared his daughter unmarried. A young
man of the Jlicluin city offered 300 rupees to her father, and married

his daughter on the night of the qih current in the house of Pandit

Ganesh m Bag Mohulla. On the loth cm rent, the bridgroom was very

jolly in his relations, and telling his friends that he did a very profitable

bargain yesterday. Instantly a man of the bride’s village came to the

spot, and stated that this girl was married long ago. The new bnde-

gu)om, feaiing from the law and caste system, turned out the poor

girl, who crying and telling that she would die but won't leave him.

Her f.ither was, at last, compelled to return the money, .and took his

daughter back. While they were on their way towards home they

were called by a cavalry man who bought the girl for 300 rupees or

moic. Mr. Editor, you will be surprised to learn how'the Hin^ are

making l^rgain of their daughters in these days. They have no fear

troin Law, Religion, or Society. I solicit that our Justice ^Government

will kindly put a stop to evils like these.”

The writei’s language may be slovenly, but he is a genuine reformer.

We shall not bc.surpriscd if our Justice Government should circulate

his valuable communication for the opinion of the tennis-loving officials.

# «

The next or 2nd Criminal Sessions of the High Court begins on Mon-

day next. Mr. Justice Norris has been told off for the duty.. The

calender is a light one.

•

.Mr. Marsden has fined the driver of a second class hackney catriage

J\s. 50, for using his carriage without registering, The man had applied

for legistration but the carriage not being in proper condition, it was

refused. He holds a certificate from the South Suburban Municipality,

but that gives him no jurisdiction in Calcutta.
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Surgeon Major Kali Pada Gupta, M. R., is Gazetted to ofliciale as

SanitarY.Commissioncr for Ren«;il, in addition to liis own duties,

during flik absence of Rrigade-Surgeon R. Lidtlcrdalc. Would the

Calcutta Corporation have accepted him as their sanitary officer ? The

Commissioners showcvl their appreciation of Native worth by lejecting

the offer of Dr. K. D. Ghose.

The sly foxes who affected to despise the shrievalty itself when it fell

to a man of no birth nor fortune, and without the advantages of high

caste or commanding position, are now punished. In IJengali parlaiu e,

they may be found dead at their own quarters. The shrievalty may

be a sinecure, and is open to derision as an ephemeral sinecure. But

it may have its chances, like the visit of the Prince of Wales in the late

Dufumber Mitter’s time. Though such princely visits are like angels’—

in their rarity only—there arc numerous incidents of other kinds which

may bring the Sheriff to the front. Such an incident has come to dig-

pify the shrievalty of 1888. We refer to the requi^^ilion published in

c morning papers “To the Ilon’ble Dr. Mahendralal Sircar, C.I.E.,

to ' ^|,of Calcutta, to convene a public meeting in the Town Hall at

it ail*- M. on Thursday, March 22nd, in honor of the retiiing Viceroy,

the something fora professional man and almost plain citizen to lx*

^}]^ucstcd by the Reises of the country—Rajas, Mahaiajas and Nawabs

id other leading men -to issue his Hat for a gathering of the nation,

'to discuss the administration of Ilei Majesty’s Representative in the

East ? It is a mere formality, no doubt, and Dr. Sircar has, as a matter

of course, complied with the requisition and called the meeting in the

terms of the requisition, but what are honors and dignities—specially

the official honors and dignities for which mankind hankers—but so

many forms and formalities } Man is a weak little creature whose

greatness is made up of trifles. It is mostly mere affectation when men

lake up a high attitude. A toy himself, his life bounded by a span,

what should man’s honors be but baubles? It becomes our insignifi-

cance to have a due respect for shows and shadows.

• «

The French are awaking to the folly of undertaking Colonial ob-

ligations before they were secure at Home :

—

“ During the debate in the French Chamber on the colonial es-

timates, on the 13th February, M. Etienne, Under-Secretaiy of State

for the Colonies, refuting some of the criticisms of M. de Lanessan,

said that the actual expenses on account of Indo-China would not

exceed 70,ooo,ooofr. The uniting of the Indo-Chinese settlements

under one administration had simplified the machinery nf government,

and the number of troops could now be reduced by lOjfXKi men. M
Felix Faure, speaking on behalf of the Government, declared that the

policy of France must consist in maintaining a firm but benevolent

protectorate in Indo China. The stale of affairs there was pcifccily

.satisfactory, and the army of occupation might be shoiily reduced, but it

was necessary to act with prudence in the matter. M. Del.ifosse, of the

Right, and M. Perrin, Radical, maintained that the occupation of r<)m|iiin

was a danger to France so long as threatciiings of war resoundccl on

her European frontier. A vote was then taken on the credit of

20,ooo,ooofr. on account of expenditure in Tonquin, and the Chamber,
by an even vote of 256 against 256, threw out the creilit. M. Tiraid, the

Premier, thereupon declared that if the vole implied the evacuation of

Tonquin, the Government declined to accept the responsibility of such

action
;
but if it simply signified a request to effect economics, the

Ministry were ptepared to adopt the course indicated. He therefore

called upon the Chamber to vote a credit of I9,8oo,ooc7fr., or 2cxi,oQofr.

less than the sum originally asked for. The reduced credit was then

adopt|d by 264 to 256.”

That shows the direction of the wind and the complications expected

on the Cpntinent.

«
• *

Mr. J. G. Cordery, C. S, i.. Resident at Hyderabad, has been

granted furlough for four months, Mr. A. P. Howell, Coinmi.isioncr of

the Nerbudda Division, officiates for him.

Holloways /’//A.—With darkening days and changing temperatures

the digestion becomes impaired, the liver disordered, and ^e mind des-

pondent, unless the cause of the irregularity be expelled from the blood

and body by such an alterative as these Pills. They directly attack the

source of the evil, thrust out all impurities fiom the circulation, restore

the distcmpeied organs to their natural state, and correct all defective

or contaminated secretions, ^ch an easy means of instituting health,

strength, and cheerfulness should be applied by all whose stomachs are

weak, whose minds are much harassed, or whose brains are overworked.

Holloway’s is essentially* a blood tempering medicine, whereby its in-

•fluence reaches the remotest fibre of the frame and effects a universal

good.

Notes and Leaderettes.

The Report of the Public Service Commission was made public on

Tuesday the 61I1 instant. We give elsewhere .1 portion of the Recom-

mendations.

The Indian Government is not ftie only one afflicted with monarchs

reiiied from business. Egypt too has her Dhuleep Smgh in Ismael

Pasha. More fortunate in his advisers and advocates than the—Cub

of the Punjab, the Ex- Khedive has brought his claims against the

Government to a settlement, thanks to the exertions and management

of Mrs. Marriott. Of his claim for 1 16,000/. annually from the Civil

List, Ismail is to receive land of the value of 1,630,800/. sterling, and

100,000/. for his claims for growing crops. His palaces .and effects in

Egypt and Constantinople, valued by him at 575,000/. sterling, have

been restored to him.

The Model State is in a bad way. Slowly but surely the toils are en-

compassing Travancore. Heaven save the ruler who alienates the

Press. It was sheer folly in the Durbar to despise its numerous and

clever enemies of its own household. Though baffled oft, they never

lost heart, but rather mutually kept themselves in countenance. And

now at length their persistent exposure of misrule in the great Malabar

Raj is telling. The days are gone by when the favour of a Governor

was an all-sufflcing resource. The visit of the Governor of Madras to

Travancore was an event of great importance in this connection. It

might be the turning-point in the controversy. It was regarded with

dilfeient feelings by the two sides— with hope by the accuser and

misgiving by the accused. Both sides prepared for it. Those who

h.ad hitherto been representing the Court and Government of

Travancoie as utterly corrupt and incorrigible, now filled the air with

their lamentations and curses and their prayers to Lord Connemara.

To help the Governor in his inquiry they formulated their charges and

fulminated a whole pamphlet. The Durbar was no less active. It

comported itself as if it was its last chance, but it bestirred itself

characteristically. It cxh.auslcd itself in a grand reception of the new

comer, appealing to Lord Connemara’s human heart and Irish imagina-

tion. The malcontent cause was “dished” by the Court in a magnificent

display. But it didn’t do, after all. It merely staved off the threatened

crash. The Governor went away apparently pleased, but not, we sus-

pect, without giving His Highness and Minister a quiet hint to set their

house in order. Accordingly, there are .signs of activity m that direc-

tion. At the same lime the press itself is being used to bolster up the

reputation of the administration. I'lic Sarvani too has been apparently

shelved, for the iiioiiieiil,

Mk. Swinhoe's lule as Khedive is over, and he has been shelved.

The Commissioneis who had elected him Vice-chairman of the

Suburban Coiporatioii, would not teappoini him, but have found their

next man m Raboo Ashuiosh Biswas. The official Chairman Mr.

Forbes accepted liis new Vice in a great Jitile speech. He said

—

“ for him.self that he was perfectly satisfied with ilie selection the
commissioners had m.ide. In fact, if he had been called upon to make
the nonvnation, liis first impulse would have been to couiinue existing
arrangements, but after that he should certainly have suggested
Baboo .\sulosIi Biswas— first, because he was .a thorough-going busi-
ness man, and secondly, because he was the leader of the opposition.
He was sanguine that the appointment of Baboo A^utosh Biswas would
terminate a deal of the friction which existed, and one wvlio had hither-
to been against him would now be with liini.

’

After all the trouble he has had from the elect of Demos, the Dis-

trict Chief could scaicely help regarding with sly humour the prospects

of the new arrangement. For Mr. Swinhoe the struggle is over.*

The last of danger and distress

is passed. Baboo Biswas’ trial and agony begins. He will bi* lucky

indeed if, at the end of his term, he can ".cciire his re-election. But

therein he is lucky. Long before the determination ‘of his municipal

viceroyalty, the Corporation itself will have been dissolved as a separate

entity and received into the bosom of the metropolis, pur best wishes

attend Babu Ashutosh.

We received on Tuesday the following telegram from Cuttack

“An evening party was given by Baboo Madhu Sudan Das last

night to meet Mr. and Mrs. Metcalfe. European and native elite^

consisting of about 400 ladies, gentlemen and children, attended. The
house was nicely decorated and a canopy was tastefully drawn up in
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the compound. Refipshment was provided for all
; amusements ter-

minated with firework. Then Baboo Madhu Sudan Das spoke on

behalf of his countrymen, dwelling upon the necessity of good feeling

between the ruler and the ruled, and concluding with expressions of

Sorrow at parting with our worthy Commissioner so suddenly on account

of ill health, and offering thanks to Mrs. Metcalfe for the interest

she took in the medical help of the wo^en. Mr. Metcalfe tricn rose

to thank B.iboo,Madhu Suilan Das and his friends and countiymen,

for the feeling they expressed about him, and while recalling to his

memory the services lendeied by his gr.indfather, father and brother

to this country, said that iJierc were still men in India who consider

the Metcalfes as their own, and from his experience he has no doubt of

the loyalty of the natives, and the key to rule them is kind treatment.

He attributed the ill-feelmg between Kuropeans and natives lo

defective moral ciluratiou and expressed .1 hope that it would soon dis-r

appear. Baboo Kallypada Banerjec opportunely observed while

the goodbye w.\s illuminated ‘ 1 hope it shall not be the last.’ The

entertainment was a grand success and Baboo Madhu Sudan Das

deserves thanks.”

We hope Mr. Metcalfe Inas not left any accounts unadjusted in

Cuttack. We miss the voice of Young Oris.sa in the demonstration.

We should like to hear Baboo Deno Nath Banerjea on the merits of

the “ worthy Commissioner.” Mr. Metcalfe scarcely showed good

taste in utilising what was at best a social compliment—if it was not

an e.xacted tribute from one not quite a free agent — for glorifying his

family. Perhaps that was the only way left to him of covering his own

insignificance. In default of any achievements of his own, he was

reduced to revel in the plcasuics of inemoiy and dwelt on the services

rendered to this country by his grandfather,* father and brother. Per-

haps, it would not be amiss to describe the enjoyment as belonging

rather to the “ pleasures of the imagination.” Mr. Metcalfe, we pre-

sume, did not descend to particulars, or he might have found it difficult

to make out a case for so many of his name. With one notable ex-

ception, the Mctcalfes have been an obscure “ lot,” and even the

great Sir Theopliilus has been far more lucky in a biographer than

considerable in action. He was an honest man, however, and though

there was something almost ludicrous in the nervous haste with which

he broke the fetters from off the Press so soon as he got the chance

during his acting incumbency as Governor-General, under the certainty

almost of their reimposition by order from Home, we arc bound to be

grateful to him, the more so as he had always advocated such a measure

and sacrificed himself in carrying it out. To us his greatest claim to

respect has always lain in his high personal character. Herein he was

truly great. He was thoroughly honorable. In a corrupt age he was

incorruptible. Would that his kinsmen and descendants could say

half as much for themselves !

Thk latest venture in journalism in Sind is a twice a week Everybody's

J\tper—‘^o named /rfr excellence, but in reality most ominously. What

is eveiybrrly’s business is nobody’s business. The subscription 4 annas

a nv)ntl» is meant to altractoa large number, but the lordly European

will, we fear, h.ave nothing to say to such a concern. The old Nabobs

used to pay for their common kitchen vegetables—brinjr^s and

gourds .and so on - with Rupees and gold mohurs. Nor was it so

preposterous as the vulgarity of these Ijitter days might think. We
say the point of a joke lies in the hearer’s car. The same analogy

holds in everything else. The price of a thing lies in the position

of the purcbahcr. Every man has his price—in other than the

Walpolean sense. As there are alternative laws of demand and

supply—demand creating supply equally with supply inducing de-

mand— so there are conflicting piinciples governing price, one

being the result of competition and another imposed by custom,

while a^hird conforms lo statq^ of the buyer. Many of the fees we

pay are kept up at their present figures by the second rule. And

even in the present reign of political economy, there are occasional

instances of the operation of the last principle. Many respectable

people have a horror of the cheap, even where there is no fear of

the nasty.

The Daily Athenaum of Hyderabad, though in its 9th volume, is a

paper with which our acquaintance has just begun. Nor arc

we disposed to regret the circumstance : we can not have lost by the

past, as we do not remember the paper mentioned before in the press to

any purpose. It cannot be so now. The present management will make

itself felt. The Hyderabad Athenteum can no longer be the obscure

journal that it has been. Already it is the smartest thing of its kind

going. The Deccan ought lo be proud of our contemporary. If local

society had not been too slupified by the upas influence of the great

Pagoda Tree, it would know how to appreciate the light and wholesome

literature that is supplied to it. A true wag is a rare bird and ought to

be clieribhed when found. Such a genial spirit is now at Chuddergliaut,

coining his brain into jokes for the benefit of Hyderabad and India.

We take one of them fr(»nl the issue of the 3rd March

“ We are authoritatively informed wc were in error in supposing that

Sir Asman Jah was ever I’riine Minister to any other Potentate but bis

present Master. Wc feel bound to accept the contradiction as grace-

fully as it has been given. We hope the authorities won’t trouble to

apologise. We are always open to conviction—except on a charge,

libel.”

Our contemporary, we fear, will have many troubles from the sensitive*

ness of the Couit. Symptoms of puzzlement are already apparent :

—

“ Wc regret we are precluded by a severe attack of Lord DliiU liic

‘imper.itive priv.ite reasons’ from accepting a kind invitation to a
at chess with His Highness this evening. We have requested
Torbes, who is a good player, and who (loe.sn’t set so much store u|.

his head as we do, to be tlie bearer of this apology, and lo act as
substitute. The funeral will take place at 8 o’clock lo-inorrow morning..

Nothing daunted, .Sir Wag follows up in this vein :

—

“ A recent ruling of the Government of India has struck the Bee
Yeas and Yem A.’s. dumb with consternation. The only device left,

console them, is to make them all C. I. E.’s. What’s is the use of a
literary tiegrec that is to be ‘ for the future omitted fiom all notifications

in the Gazette of India ’ ? This last camel has broken the straw.s’ back,

and was all that was wanted to complete Lord Dufferin’s unpopularity
with a ceitain class of the community.”

An extraordinary case of bafllcd suicide at the capital of Hungary

has been the sensation of the hour. Janos Meryassi had lived far

too long for his means of supporting himself and family. All other

resources being exhausted, he dc.sccndcd to the street—not the high-

way. For though he shrunk from no toil, he aspiied not to the knight-

hood of industry. He may have made himself a bit of a public

nuisance, but was no danger to passengers. Thus for the last ten years

has he gone on, commencing with his seventy-fourth year. He is a

grand fellow, this beggar. There is little likelihood of Janos’ gallopping

straight to—the Equator, say, or the bowels of the earth or any other

equally intolerable furnace—even though provided with the fleetest

thorough-bred. This poor man begged not for himself alone but

supported his aged parents. They are a venerable family, the father

1 15 years of age, the mother no years, and the son 84, and thoroughly

respectable. There arc ups and downs, in life, however, even the life

of a beggar. The depression of trade lowered the temperature of the

atmosphere of benevolence. Perhaps modern progress—political

economy and the new morality too quenched the spirit of charity.

Poor Janos’ collections became small by degrees and ominously less,

until they teased. He starved, as a consequence, but what was worse,

saw father and mother starve. This was the straw that broke

the camel’s back. Our noble beggar could not stand this long. The

brave man’s courage failed at this point. He resolved to flee *from

the dessperate battle, though his parents should be left in the lurch.

One day he made a clean leap from the Bridge of Sighs connecting

Buda and Pesth. Happily, he was not unobserved. A Member of the

Hungarian Parliament gallantly rescued him.

Various methods are adopted in Europe, by individuals as well as

communities, for keeping down numbers. 1 he most s'ucccs&ful of these

.Malthusians has appeared in Hungary, in the shape x>f a possibly fair

but certainly hot soft one. Her method is simplicity itself—sharp and

summary. We cannot say she deserved success, but she commanded

it nevertheles.s, for a long series of years, and it was only by an accident

that she came to trouble. Even then she can hardly be said to have

failed. If she ends with getting her due, as we devoutly trust she will

fyei—on the gallows—she will have only succeeded the better—crown-

ing her Malthusian career by any reduction in population.

This tigress in human form is a peasant woman of Hungary who,

having cultivated the most advanced doctrines of political economy, •

had lately taken to religion. Desirous of joining the religious sect of
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the Nazarcans, she called upon a priest at Zenta, and, in accordance

with the rule of the Order that converts must make a clean breast of

all sins ^(Aaniitled, throughout their life, she made the following horrible

statement

“ I have had eight children, and have killed them all. My fit st, a

boy, named Victor, born in 1874, was four months old when he ilied.

Another was born in 1879. I forget what wc called him, but he did not

live more than a few days. On February 291I1, 1880, I had twins,

Peter and Rosa. I killed them a week after their birth. My daughtei

Juliana was born April nth, 1881, and was dca<l two days latci.

Agnes, of whom I was confined on March 29th, 1882, also lived only

a few days. On May 5lh, 1883, I again had twins
;
one was still-boin

and I killed the other a month afterwards. My last child came in

May, 1884. 1 disposed of it in two days. I poisoned all my children

with a decoction of poppies. They were all previously baptised. I

did not want any children. My husband knew nothing of what 1 h.ad

done. 1 lived on bad terms with him, and wanted to vex him.”

Bad as this wretched woman had been, the Nazarean padre to whom

sh-'--ame for what crumb was possible to her from fiiith or superstition,

was worse. He cpiietly handed her over to the Police. She was a true

penitent now, and she renesved her confession before the magistrates.
|

Mathew Arnold is still doling nut to his countrymen his

^*'^*enccs in America. The only things he found cheap wcie oysleib

xe. We cannot answer for the first and do not care for it. We

^^^»ily believe what has been said about the second. Before an iti-

Arable Destiny consigned us bound hand and foot to the un-

tlktainties and inequalities of the abomination of made ice, wc in the

'far East were supplied with the natural product from the Western

Contiiicnl. Sometimes there used to be a glut in the market. On one

occasion, attracted by the monopoly enjoyed by the Tudor Company’

a competitor appeared with another ice ship in the Hoogly. He re-

duced the price to half an anna per pound. Then Mr. Ladd, of the

Tudor Company, offered to supply his constituents for nothing. They

had only to send a servant with a blanket and a name to get ice to any

reasonable quantity free of charge.

Mr. Arnold is a man of delicate sensibilities, and he was bored by the

American Loconomenology.

Brigsville, Grigsville, Jacksonville,’ and so on ad infinitufn—^ zom?.s

on the ear of a cultivated person like the incessant cutting of pins.’”

Happily, it was not all wrong on the other side of the water

“ The Americans do not persist as we do in making invidious dis-

tinctions between persons by the use, for some, of the affix ' Esquire,’

a * term which came from the great frippery shop of the middle ages.’”

There is something like an instinctive partiality throughout the

world to Phy'iiognoniy. It is an art that seems to come easy to

man. Eveiy body believes in it
;
nay, everybody professes it, more or

less, consciously or unconsciously. For, though no two men’s systems

might agree, all men are at one in this that they all judge others at

first sight— assign them different characters without knowledge, before

there has been opportunity to observe behaviour or actions. But

whatever truth there may be in this summary proccflure, it is clearly

being abused. The art is being discredited by pedants and profes'

sionals. Face-reading is slippery enough, even in the living subject.

But there is no end to modern progress or—pretension, and some

have set themselves up photograph readers. They are such mighty

and ufierring physiognomists, that they will tell your character from a

common carlc-de-visHe, The illustrated journals now often keep one

of such cheap prophets on their establishment, much as American

papers are understood to keep a fire-eater to receive personal chas-

tisement on the editor and fight his actual battles, whose duty it is to

humour the constituents by reading their characters from their photos.

It must be the veriest guess-work, seeing that, besides the inherent

difficulties of the subject, photography itself is a most unreliable art.

No physiognomist with a care for reputation should hazard it on any-

thing short of a good painter’s representation. But in th^ese ^days of

competition, a man cannot always afford to be particular, and luckily

there are fools enough.

It is never too late to mend, and the Indian Mirror is not so incorri-

gible as people take it. It formerly eschewed publicans and sinners

of all kinds and sexes. But wuh age came wisdom and it took wine

under its protection. And now it has taken to patronising another in-

stitution of the Devil. We read in the Indian Mirror of last Sunday

• “ We are glad to see that the proprietor of the Emerald Theatre in

Beadon Street intends holding performances to-night in aid of the fund

that is now being riised for the eie'Jion of a toml)stonc of the late

.Mr. Machael Modii Sluidim Diitta. From their programme it appears,

th.al Mi'i^hnad Hodh will be put on tlie stage, to-night, and we doubt

not, thar frecpieniri-; of st ige will iniisiri strong at lo-niglu’s per-

f«)nnance, with a view lo sliow tlicir api’ieciatioti of the great distin*

guisheil pocl’t> seiviLC:* lo the c-iumm)!' om n.itional lile: at lire.”

The Empeioi WMli.un of (ronnany his at l.ist pud the (htbt of nature,

dying at the ailvaneel .1 ;e of qr, at 8 'ion Krid ly morning. The

ailing Crown I’liin.e on whom itie sni;c:('-.-.ioii devoKos, hail already

been called up fiom S.in Kemo, and w is to reach Beihh to-day. Bis-

marck w.ns also called.

REIS & RA YYRT.
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THE PIONRRR AND OURSELVES.
We aiv. so intimnlcly icloniificd with the author that

wo have n'fraiiK'al from noticii\Lj any notices of

Mookerjee’s Travels, or else wc inii^ht have had a

oTMiial laiii^h at the Madras critic who has written

liimsdf down a Dryasdust and is vc.xcd that the book,

published about the time when the great Congress

was holding at their city, contains not a word about

it, and was ecpially silent about social reform as about

political regcneiMtion. Of course the feeble and
fatuous malice of “ that intejjectual eunuch ” of a

critic nearer home who in the Calcutta }vcv/c:j has

classed the 'I'ravc/s with the Biography, in a strange

lingo, of the late Mr. Justice Oiioocool Chunder
Mookerjee, as the two most characteristic works of

Bengali scholarship and genius, would have deserved

a regular, if summary, chastisement. At the same
time wc might have explained the one or two minor

objections which may be discerned in the stream of

unbroken kindness and appreciation which the book
has evoked. We might, for instance, to refer to

the late brilliant criticism from the City of the

Zamorifi, urge the moral purpose and esthetic justi-

fication of the author’s introducing the petty circum-

.stance of his helping his poor chairmen to fill in the

Postal forms for making their little, remittances home.

These are matters of no great moment, howiiver, and
whatever they may be worth, they are more the

author’s concern whose re[)utalioii or whose vanity

they might touch, than ihc! journalist’s. 'There was

one criticism, however, which directly iiivolved us in

controversy, but which we have apj)arenily avoided.

The Pioneer in its review wrote :

—

bib rcllcctioris on tliib or that bo.Ual .'in«l poliiii .il sii 1 )|i"ct arc not

without their nioial. Mr. Sainbliu C. Mooki^f jcc w.'i-i tiainciiy Minister

to the ‘ last of ilie Naw.ibs Naziin of Bengal, B -iiai .lad i >1 iss.i’ ami
afterwards Minister of the .Maliaiaia <>f Tipp^Mah. He is a man,
therefore, of e.xperience, and when he speaks hii brailireii should
listen to*lHin. In his philusophitRal ifllctMions he bf'-.i‘f'( h''-, his brother
journalists not to ‘ ilirow liieir viliiol ink al)ont ’ wuhmit o\Minining

and III.iking SUM* of wli.il they are about. ‘Weigh wll your woi ds

think of the.ir effet-t and for God’s sak** lenvniber yonr responsibility

Slick to f.icts
;
never invent calninnle^

;
never ini.igine

grievances.’ Excellent advice truly: would that ii could* be followed
;

and yet wc have an unpleasant feeling that 111 a cei tain journal wiili

which Mr. Mookerjee’s nanv is popnl.irly asso( i.iteil the ,0 orerepts arc
no^ followeil. We remember a ceitam remaik soimt month-, ago about
the Oudh Talukdars and their attitude lovvards Sir y\lfred Lvall

;
and

also a cock-and-bull stoiy about Colonel .Marshall and a high spirited

native sentry at II y<lcrab id. 'I’liere was certainly a dash of vitiiol in

the ink that was then thrown about ”
•

Surely, the force of pcrver'Hity could no further

go. That strange medley of a criticism can only

be explained on the charmingly simple principle of

I do not like thee Doctor Fell,

The reason why I cannot tell.

But this i know full well

I do not like thee Doctor Fell.

The Baboo is not to e.xpct mercy for even that un-

conscious imitation which it is said to be the best and
most effective flattery. This popr author will seem
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to most of his own countrymen to be quoting from first count in the indictment is founded on a remark we
the Pioneer. Yet the Pioneer goes to the most ab- are alleged to have made some months ago about the
surd lengths in order to humble him. Perhaps, he is Oudh Talookdars’ attitude towards Sir Alfred Lyall.

rightly served ! Thus are the Natives who turn The Pinoeer is a more careful reader of our columns
Christians from conviction served by European fel- evidently than we are rememberers of our own. So
low-Christiaus. The Sermon on the Mount repeated far as we can call to mind, we never wrote a leadintf

by Baboo lips grate on the ears polite of many,Anglo- article on Sir Alfred Lyall’s relations with Oudh, or
Indians.

^

' any in which the subject was introduced. We did
In vulgar Billing.sgatc, specially in this country, not, we believe, notice it in a leading note, but at the

the relations on botli the mother’s and the father’s end of a small paragraph of news, we disposed of the
side of the victim are not spared. Our con- Talookdari adulation to the retiring Governor, and
temporary, in somewhat similar fashion, not only that in a line. We simply, by a wink as it were, sug-
introduces into its review the author’s profession- gested its unreality. This is the head and front of our
al career, but rakes up the incidents of its past, offending. The other count rests on a scene be-
.That is far from fair. A book is a book and is to be tween Colonel Marshall and a .sentry at the palar ^
judged as such and by itself, without travelling out Hyderabad, which we alone in the press published,
of its four corners. It is no objection to a book tiiat Upon these two cases our credit for honourable jour-
its author does not practise its doctrines. It is alas! nalism of swcctiie.ss and light is compromised witl?‘

notoriously^ easier to preach than to practise good our contemporary. This is a hard measure, and is rei

counsel. Even the Pioneer sometimes offers sound .served only for the native press, we suppose. If^,*'

orthodox views which its general conduct belies, on a couple of such occasional instances, a newspat\*
ftHow difficult it must be for natives to plea.se their were to forfeit all claim to consideration, it would yWfci

European fellow-subjects when an author might be hard with the wisest and the most lucky. Even at"

reproached for inconsistency on such a pretence! mitting blame in those cases, where is the evidence 01
Leaving tlic author, we come to ourselves. We vitriol-throwing ? Both instances are st.atements of

are quite prepared to join issue with our contempora- fact, and their publication does not nece.ssarily imply
ry. ft would have been more convenient had he dishonesty or evil disposition. Berh.ips the first is a
stated his cliargc in an independent form, without matter of opinion. There is still less reason to be
introducing it by the back-door and in another, for ashamed of it. If we suspected the genuineness of
us rather awkward, connection. Then we would have the demonstrajion in Oudh, we had our reasons
been compelled to notice it sooner. Be that as it for so doing. Our contemporary might now learn
may, the charge is not a light one. If affects the credit that we were not far wrong. The ^cond is pure
of the Native Press. It affects in especial the con- news, in every sense. Received as new.s, it was
duct of a paper which is not only respectable in the communicated as news. 'Phe vitriol is only in
eyes of the public but which, according to the lights the Pioneer's mind. The news was contradicted
vouchs fed to us, seeks to maintain the highe.st officially from Plyderabad and we published the
s a.idard of honor and morality. It may go wrong, coiitr.adiction. And yet the Pioneer persists in
>*!it never of evil or malice aforethought. It uses feeling vitriol. If the account was a cock and bull
strong language from conviction or the need of story, does the Pioneer really imagine we concocted
making impression, and it employs bitter language it to the Colonel’s discredit ? But it was no cock
by way of reprisal, sometimes as the only expression and bull story at all, but actual fact. We were a
of self respect for a subject race, always with a view good deal surprised when it was officially contradicted
to legitimate discipline. Beyond that, its very pre- by telegraph, but we were not convinced of our
judices—for who is there that can honestly and error. We knew we had not invented the account
intelligently say that he has none i*—are not bitter, and we had no reason to think that our informant
and are always amenable to rca,son. It has no ani- had hoaxed us. Accordingly, we telegraphed back to
mosities, personal or public. Without either party have the true facts. A rejoinder came saying that
tics or par y p ediicctions, it is a native journal, but the whole story was without foundation, nothfng of
no cl.Lss organ. It is not provincial. Of Bengal by the kind h.aving happened. Wehadnownoalterna-
jtecident, it is .simply Indian. Under Hindu conduct, tive but to publish the contradiction. But so strong
it Is more Islamic than many Mu.ssulmans turned out was our instinct on the subject that we did nothing
of our Col'eges. Its politics are national and. loyal, more. There was no withdrawal from our side and
in a statesmanlike, not a stump-oratorical .sense. It no expression of regret for what we had originally
believes in the permanence of British Power in India related. And we were right In the course we adopted,
as .a condition sine qua non of order and progress hazardous as it was. The Pioneer must have re-
until the ffnal fusion of the native and foreign races ceived a similar communication, and it was in reliance
‘into a harmonious body politic and society. It were on it that it, in December last, still harped *^1 the
preposterous to suppo.se that the conductor whp, falsity of the story. Since then, our comtemporary
though .^n Indian, thinks in English, owes his culture has, we believe, grown wiser. Of late, there are
and all the peace and possibilities of his country to signs that it has been disillusioned about Hyderabad
Europe, whose highest hourly delight is in com- affairs. After having helped to make Colonel Mar-
munion with European thought, could entertain shall’s reputation, our contemporary is charging its

au~ht but the highest respect for Europeans and the ercwhile "protege with all manner of obscurantism
highest appreciation of all that is best in European and virtual absolutism. It mu.st have substantial
society. ' grounds for such an extraordinary change of front.

If such a paper stinks in the Pioneer

s

nostrils, our It need not be ashamed of the inconsistency. There
contemporary is to be pitied. It is a case for Sir is no real shame except in dishonesty and falsehood.
Julius Vogel and Sir Mackenzie Morell. It has an Now that the old spell is broken and its eyes are
unpleasant feeling that Mr. Mookerjee’s e.\cellent pre- opened, will it enquire and tell the world whether
cepts are not followed in Peis and Rayyet. And • it that incident related in this humble native journal
proceeds to proof. It adduces two instances. The was true or false ?
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HYDERABAD.

And now we may as well dispose of here some other

Hyderabad topics.

The most important event of late in Hyderabad or

in India, has been the famous offer of the Nizam of

sixty lacs to the British Government towards the

defences in the North Western Frontier. We were

indignant at the low intrigue and pettifogging dodge,

and, in few but unmistakable wor^s, denounced the

whole transaction. We protested against its adop-

tion. We suspected its character and were alarmed

at its consequences. We could not believe* the

Nizam, boy as he is, to have, in any sane moment,

been a party to such a proposition. Even Asiatic

princes do not make ducks and drakes with their

money, unless there is any personal pleasure to be

derived from the waste. The Nizam cannot afford

to pay the sum. The country would be ruined if

it attempted to pay it by three instalments. Nor has

the Nizam any right to appropriate the revenup of

the State in that way. Apart from these (luestions,

it would be a bad precedent, demoralising alike to

the Native States and the Imperi.d Power. On

these several weighty grounds, we condemned the

Hyderabad bait, and we appealed to the Viceroy

personally to save the Empire from such a scandal

of taking it. If the offer was not strictly taken—in

the jingling coin—it has not been refused either. The

compliment was accepted, and an elaborate letter of

thanks from the Viceroy was sent to the Nizarn

through Colonel Marshall who had come all the way to

Simla on this theatrical mission.

The juggler who brings news of endless money to

an impoverished rulec, is sure of the most extravagant

“ ovation.” Witness Bubble Law at the Court of

France! The Hyderabad Cagliostro marched as the

Conquering Hero through the land, and was received

with almost sovereign consideration.

The N izam’s loyalty, of course, shamed the other

Princes into similar offers. The Government of

India proceeded to devise the best way in which the

gift could be taken and utili.sed. Various schemes have

been suggested and discussed between the Govern-

ments in India and England. Before any have been

determined upon, grave doubts intervene whether the

rupees will ever be forthcoming. In fact, the whole

thing has been a huge humbug. The Slutesnimi fust

got scent of the real facts of the case. Day after

day, as is its wont, it kept hammering away at it.

The Government at last was constrained to look into

it. We believe it has some ground for suspicion.

And ^ow the Pioneer itself is, .after having extolled

the offer and abused us for casting doubt on its re-

ality, backs out of it. Well may our contemporary

do so. It was a thing of a kind from which res-

pectability must ever shrink. Since the Red Treaty

through which the British first walked into power in

India, there has not been so great an imposition.

NOTES FROM GUJERAT.
Surat^ Mar» J?

The recent Municipal Elections that took place at Surat are

3rthy of something more than a passing notice. Because of the

d demi«e of Rao Sahib Daolatrao Surbhai, a Municipa Commis-

)ner for Ward No. a had to be elected. Three c»ndiiUtc^ m.,

Icssra. A. G. Almond, Manchershaw P. Kaikobad, and Bhikharidas

akil, entered the lists : but Mr. Almond came off successful,

though Mr. Manchershaw exerted himself to the best c, his

icrffv. It is gratuitously urged now and again by some ot tnc

nglo-indians that the Indian bete noire harbours an aversion

everything that is English. But let such an one sec, with

8 eyes wide open, what an impartial view of affairs the

natives generally take. A European gentleman, who is a represen-

tative of commerce, is elected in preferance to a native of position

and local influence, and well-known for his public spirit and intelli-

gcncc. Will it serve to silence them ?— it is enough to knock the

bottom out of their anti-native movement.

The ill -devised uhue ot the Bombay Government, just communi-

cated to the authorities of the Civil Hospitals and Provincial Dis-

pensaries, will, it is feared, operate very badly on the sick poor of

the Province of Gujerat. By it the doctors arc authorised to charge

a consultation fee of 8 annas, and three annas for the medicine

prescribed, to persons earning Rs. per mensem, or those paying

income Tax. Some three months previously the Bombay Govern-

ment had asked of the different Municipalities as to the advisability

of introducing such an ill-judged measure. The concensus of

opinion was it is ill-advised to levy fees on a people whose im-

pecuniosity is well-known, and withal, who have just commenced to

crusade against the old religious prejudices and superstitions which

made it binding upon them not to resort to any relief which could

be had by making use of the English drugs. AmHlicr argument

brought forward by the municipalities to prove its urijustification

was that these dispensaries already received aid in the shape of

grants from the municipal coffers, which are maintained by levying

taxes upon the people. It is a matter of considerable regret,

that in these days of rigid economies and retrenchments. Gov-

ernment should make it a point of raising the wind out of tlie

institutions, marked out by charity for her own, and originally

intended for administering comfort to the afflicted. In Lord Reay

the Province has secured a very humane and sympathising ruler ;

and it breaks upon the people as a thunderstorm when they come

to know that the same ruler has concerted measures which refuse to

take ken of their pain and suffering. Jt seems that somehow or other

the Governor gave too much importance to the fallacious fact that

the rich, too, make a more than free use of the Hospitals designed

for the poor. But it is not only the people will suffer most ; the

doctors, too, will be put to a deal of inconvenience and trouble

before they will be able to find out whether the patient in search of

relief earns Rs. 40 per mensem, or more or less. Thus you will see

that the whole machinery is thrown out of order for the sake of

false economy. Time alone will show whether the action proves a

success or a failure.

Another official announcement, just issued by the Government to

the effect that henceforward all free-studentships in the High

schools should be abolished, is equally unwise, and will, it is feared,

tend to lay the axe at the very root of all kinds of education. The
unwisdom of this untoward action of the Government is more than

clearly proved when wc sit to think that in Bombay education is

difficult of attainment unless wc incur a deal of expense ; and hard-

up as the Gu'/.cratis arc, every one of them is not expected to under-

go this heavy expense. At present it is considered scarcely to be

within reach of even the middle cla.ss, of course not to talk of the

poor. It is admitted on all hands that the fees charged in the Gov-

ernment High Schools arc a great bar to those who arc in earnest

quest of knowledge. In the face of these prohibitive influences al-

ready at work, to make the poor pay for their education means

nothing more than to refuse them to furnfsh with tliat intellectual

equipment which is so very necessary in these days of civilization

and keen competition. It is not known on what grounds Govern-

ment have thought lit to arrest the intellectual development of the

country. I grieve to add that such a measure should have seen

light in the time of such a renowned educationalist as Lord Rcay.

Freeships arc not such a heavy charge upon the exchequer as may

admit of any and whatever justification on flic part of the Govern-

ment of the injudicious measure which has for its object the boy-

cotting of the poor from the humanising influence of liberal

education.

Amidst the mechanical dins of political controversy, the Gaekwar's

return to Baroda does not require to be overlooked. The Maha-

rajah’s triumphal entry, with a new handle to his name, will ever

remain a red letter day in the annals of Baroda. The* demonstra-

tions of the people in honour of his return had been as sincere as

they had been spontaneous, and clearly showed in what regard and

respect he is held by them. The Maharajah’s engaging look,

learning, and ready condescension to the poorest as to .the

richest, have earned for him a popularity which a Prince may

well like to emulate. The sole aim of undertaking this grand tour

was simply to recruit his impaired hcaltl^, but his subjects eagerly

wish that His Highness will not fail to introduce into his progressive

State those enlightened and salutary measures which he had

occasion to observe with his own eyes in Europe. They expect

that the Maharajah will confer on them lasting boons, such as

will afford them facilities for creating new arts a/id industries,

stimulate trade and commerce, found and foster technical education,

bring in sound sanitation, and free them from the unnecessary

burden of heavy taxation, and many other hardships. When the

ruler of Baroda begins in right earnest the work of these reforms,

wc shall set down that the journey was made not for “ the conquest

in England of the star that now adorns his breast,” but was a self-

imposed task for the good of the subjects.
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SUMMARY OF THK CONCLUSrONS AND RFXOMMEN-
DATIONS OF THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION.
Genentl.— i. That no proposal can be supported as sound in itself or

likely to be a final solution of the problems embraced in the present

enquiry, which involves a departure from the principle enacted in

Section 87 of the Statute 3 and 4 Will. IV., Cap. 85, or from the

policy set forth in Her Majesty’s Proclamation of 1858.

Tht' Ct^mfulitivc System,— 2. That admission to the branch of the

Civil Service known as the Covenanted Civil Service SliQuld con-

tinue on the system established by 'Section 32 of the Statute 21

and 22 Vic., Cap. 106, /. ^\, by competitive examination open to

all natural born subjects of Her M.ijcsty ami held in accordance with

Regulations made from time to time under the Statute. 3. That
it is inexpedient to liold an examination in India for the Coven-
anted Civil Service simultaneously with the examination in

London. 4. That the minimum and maximum limits of age for

Native camlidates at the open competitive examination lield in

Englaml should be nineictn and twenty-three \eai:> re:q>:ctively.

,5. '{'hat the eliief vernacular l.inguage.s of India ami the Persian

language should not be added to the subjects of the open competi-

tive examination in England, but should be included among the

special studies to be entered upon by the siicressful candidates pre-

paratory to duty in India. 6. That Her Majesty’s Civil Service Com-
missioners sliouKl be inviicd to take into their consideration the

question of the adequacy of the marks at present assigned at the

open competitive examination to the Sanskrit and Arabic languages,

and the suitability of the standard exacted. 7. That the proposal to

fix the number of Native candidates to be selected by competitive

examination in London and to select them by an examination

separate from that of hiuropcan candidates, and especially adapted,

as regards limits of age and otherwise, to the conditions of Natives

of India, docs not commend itself to the Commission, which is of

opinion that the competition in England should remain open as

heretofore without restriction or distinction, as by the present law

provided, to all natural-born subjects of Her Majesty of whatever race

or colour or creed or place of birth who can satisfy the preliminary

conditions prescribed in the rules framed by the Civil Service Com-
missioners, and that selection should be made impartially and in-

differently from among the candidates according to their order of

merit as ascertained in one and the same examination. H. That the

rule which admits of selected candidates for the Civil Service, after

completion of their two years* probation, remaining an additional

year in England for the purpose of taking a University degree, is

inconvenient as disturbing the annual recruitment for the several

Provinces of India ; that it is a departure from the principle that the

general education of students should be completed before and not

after they enter upon the special .studies dcbigncd to fit them for

duty in India ;
and that to expend the revenues of India in helping

candidates who, having passed their period of preliminary training

successfully, arc pronounced qualificil for service in India, to com-

plete their general education is an indefensible arrangement. 9. 'I'hai

the general conditions of service accorded to ofliccrs of the Cove-

nanted Civil Service, who arc reeruiicd in England, do tioi appear

to be in any way suitable to Natives of India obtaining ofiicc under

the Statutory Rules or otherwise appointed in India.

StiUut'jry SirrIii\--\o. ‘I’hat ilic existing Statutory system has

failed to fulfil the expectations anticipated from it ; that it is for

sufficiently good reasons condemned, not only by particular sections

of the Native community, but also by the \crv large majority of

,
officials, both European and Native, who have had praetical ex-

perience of its working ; that it should be abolished, and that Sec-

tion 6 of the Statute 33 Vie., Cajx 3, should be repealed.

The Coxu'fmvtiii or Ivipcnal Servu(\--~\ f. I^har in the present circum-

stances of the eounrry, the claims of Natives of India to higher and

more extensive employment in the public service, and the t^liiiissioii

of competent Natives of each Province of India to a due proportion

of the posts heretofore reserved for the Covenanted Civil Service, can

be best prfn'iilcd for by reducing tlic Covenanted Civil Service to a

corps (Pclitt\ by limiting its numbers to what is necessary to fill the

chief administrative appointments of the Government, and such a

'number of tlie smaller appointments as will ensure a complete

course of training for junior Civilians, and by transfeiring a corres-

ponding number of appointments to a local service to be separately

recruited in each Province of India. 12. '/'hat the use of the term
“ Covenanted Civil Service of Imlia” should be discontinued, and

that tjie term should be replaced by the cxprc.ssion “Imperial Civil

Service of India.” 1 3. 'Ehat tiic members of the Imperial Civil Service

of India should be bound to servo wheresoever and in whatsoever

capacity the GiAcrnmcnt may see fit and should be eligible for any
appointment for which the Government considers them qualified.

14. That no change in principle should be Kiadc in the Statute 24 and

25 Vie., Cap. which directs that all vacancies in certain offices

shall, save under special circumstances, be filled up from amongst the

Covenanted Civil Servants of the Crown in India. 15. That, subject

CO the arrangements in force for recruiting from the Army Staff

Corps in the Punjab and Assam, the Schedule attached to the

istatutc 24 and 25 Vic., Cap. 54, should be so extended as to include

•analogous appointments in those and all other Non-Regulation f^ro-

vincts. 16. That the number of appointments reserved in the Schedule

attached to the Statute 24 and 25 Vic., Cap. 54, should be reduced,

and that the Schedule recommended in Appendix N. to this Report
should bo adopted. 17. 'Ehat if the frfr/rf’ of the Covenanted Civil
Service is larger than would be required under the proposals now
made, the Govcriiincnt should, in the future recruitment for the
Covc'uinted Service, iiavc regard to the reduced Schedule in order
to give due effect to those proposals

; and that regard should further
be had to rlie fact that there arc some appointments outside the
Schedule which it will probably be the policy of the Government
usually, iliough nor exclusively, to fill f'rorn the Imperial Service
aiul others to which members of the Jniperial Service will only oc-
casionally be appointed. 18. 'i'liat a provision should be inserted in
the Statute 24 and 25 Vic. Cap. 34, enabling the Secretary of State in
Council, with tlic coiicurrencc of a majority of members present at a

meeting, to remove appointments or classes of appointments from

I

the Schedule, or to include tliem in the Schedule, as may seem
desirable from time to time, provided that no such order shall take
effect until it has, with the reasons for making it, been laid for
niueiy da^s before both Houses of Parliament. 19. 'Ehat Section 3 of
the Statute 24 and 23 Vic., Cap. 54, should be so amended as to
provide lor special appointments being made to offices specified in
the Schedule on account of exceptional merit and ability proved in
the public SCI vice, and to jiiditial offices specified in the Schedule on
account of exceptional merit and ability proved in active practice as
a barrister, ailvocarc, or pleader of a High Court, as well as “under
the .spoci.il circumstances of the ease.” 20. That Section 4 of the Sta-
tute 24 and 23 Vic., Cap. 34, sliouhl be amended and supplemented as
follows

: (^/) the perioil within which the pleasure of the Secretary
of State ill Council should be expressed should be six months

;
[b)

in the event of the pleasure of the Secretary of State in Council
not being expressed within six months, it should be declared that
approval is to be presumed

; and fc) in the event of the appoint-
ment being disapproved, the law should declare that no official acts

performed by the officer, until he receives notice of such disapproval,
shall on that ground be held invalid. 2f. 'Ehat in filling up the higher
appointments which it is now proposed to exclude from the Schedule
of 1861 regard should be had to the claims of officers of the
Covenanted Civil Service who competed in or before the year 1870,
and also to the claims of olliccis belonging to the Army Staff
Corps or Uncovenanted Service who were appointed to the ranks
of the .several Commissions in India prior to that year.

The Protfinml mi Subordinate Services,—22. 'Ehat the proportion of
judicial and revenue appointments excluded from the Schedule
attached to the Statute 24 and 25 Vic., Cap, 54, should be gradually
amalgamated with the higher appointments in the Executive and
Judicial Departments of the present Uncovenanted Service and
should be recruited locally. 23. I’hat local recruitment should be made
separately by the Local Governments of the several Provinces to

meet their own special requirements, and that the service so re-

cruited should be called the “ Provincial Civil Service.” 24. 'Ehat
members of the Imperial and Provincial Services should, as far as

possible, be put on a footing of social equality, and that, when they
occupy similar offices, they should be graded together in the official

precedence list. 23. 'Ehat below ih^ Provincial Service there should be
a lower service to be called the “ Subordinate Civil Service ”

; that

in the Executive Department the line of division between the Pro-
vincial and Subordinate Services may be conveniently drawn be-

tween, on the one hand, the appointments of Deputy Collectors or

Extra Assistant Commissioners, and, on the other hand, the appoint-
nu-rits of Ealisildars, Mamlatdars, or M ukhtyarkars ; and that, as

regards the judicial Department, the line should be determined,

separately, by each Local Government for each Province, subject to

the sanction of the Government of India. 26. Tliat the Provincial

Service should be filled up partly by promotion from the Subordi-

nate Service and partly by recruitment. 27. That, in view of the pro-

bability of promotion from the Subordinate Service to the Provincial

I

Service, the rules for the recruitment of the Subordinate Scmice in

each Province should be carefully revised in such a way as to adapt

them to the altered circumstances wliich will be introduced if the

general recommendations of the Commission arc accepted ; that the

greatest care should be exercised in the selection of Tahsildars and
similar classes of officers, aiul that Tahsildars should tfSt be ap-

pointed without careful preliminary tiaining in a post which will

fit them for the duties of the higher office. 28. 'Ehat, for the purpose

of the recruitment of the Piovincial Service, no uniform systci

applicable to all Provinces can at present be recommended, biryf*

that a system of open competition should be adopted wherever the V
Govenwnena of India considers it not inexpedient, and that, where

.

open competition is considered unsuitable, a system of competition

among candidates previously selected is preferable to a system of no-

mination, provided that the number of candidates selected for each

vacancy is sufficient to make the competition a real one. 29. 'Ehat

in regard to first appointments to the Judicial branch from the ranks

of barristers, advocates, or pleaders, competition would be out of

place ; but that no barrister, advocate, or pleader should be so ap-

pointed who has not been in the active practice of his profession

for at least three years, and is not qualified by such a knowledge of

the vernacular language as is required on the part of other persons,

before first appointment to the Provincial Service. 30. That no person

should be considered eligible for recruitment in the Provincial Scr-
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vice unlc<l'(.lie furnishes satisfactory evidence—(</) that he is not

over twenty-five yd^kirs of age (except in the ease of barristers, ad-

vocates, or pleaders appointed to the Judicial branch otherwise than

by competitive examination)
;

{b) that he has attained a prescribed

preliminary standard of education, and especially of qualilication in

one of the vernacular languages of the Province in which he is to

be employed. The vernacular standard should be a high one, in-

volving a thorough knowledge of the language and ability to write

and read the written character with facility
; and the evidence

required should ordinarily be either a certificate of having passed in

the vernacular language and literature by the liighcst standard of

the vernacular school examination, or passing *that standard before a

Board of Examiners appointed for the purpose of the examination ;

(c) that he is of sound health, good physique, and active habits ; and

(d) that he is of good character. 31. That all persons appointed to the

Provincial Service by recruitment should be subject to a period of

pr(^''ation or training during which time their appointment should

be probationary or provisional only, unless in special eases the Gov-

ernment considers such probation or training unnecessary. 32. That

»hc Government of India should retain power in very special

.“tecs and under prescribed conditions to make direct appointments

offices in the higher grades of the Provincial Service. 33. That, in

and"
P^’ovidc a sufficient guarantee of fitness, the exercise ol this

r in the case of the Judicial branch should be confined to

^^^^sters, advocates, or pleaders of the High and Chief Courts,

arc suitable in other respects and have shown distinguished

in the exercise of their profession for a period of not less

nan ten years, but that in the case of any such occasional appoint-

ment the qualifications described above in regard to a thorough

knowledge of the vernacular should be fully insisted upon. 34. 'I'hat

the recruitment of the Provincial Service should be in all eases

made under rules to be sanctioned by the Government of India,

such rules being published for general information and republished

annually in the Local Government Gazettes. 35. l*hat in the High

Courts of Calcutta and Bombay the number of Judges selected

from the Judicial branch of the Provincial Service or from advocates

or pleaders of the High Courts should be increased, and that a

similar course should be pursued in regard to the High Court at

Madras in the event of the strength of that Court being increased

to six Judges. 36. That, if the Statute 24 and 25 Vic., Cap. 104, is

amended, advocates of High Courts should be expressly declared to

be eligible for the appointment of Judges of the High Courts. 37.

That the orders of the Secretary of State and of the Government of

India, passed in 1879, which forbid the appointment without previous

sanction of persons other than Natives' of India to offices carrying

salaries of Rs, 200 a month or upwards in certain Departments of the

Uncovenanted Service, should be cancelled ; and that, when it is

considered necessary to recruit Europeans for the Provincial Service

otherwise than under the published rules, the recruitment should

be made in Europe and by Her Majesty’s Secretary of Slate. 38. That

it is inexpedient to lay down a rule restricting the recruitment for

the Provincial Service to residents of the Province concerned ; but

that, while recruitment for the Provincial Service should be open to

all natural-born subjects of Her Majesty, the Government ol India

should prescribe from lime to time such limitations in respect of

residence or otherwise as may be considered expedient, and that, as

a general rule, recent residence of at least three years in a Province

should be an essential condition of admission to the Provincial Ser-

vice. 39. That the grades of pay in the Provincial Service and the pay
of appointments to be held by its members, together with the

general conditions of such service as to leave and retiring annuity,

should be fixed on independent grounds and bear no relative pro-

portion to those of the Imperial Service. 40. 'I'hat the pay of officers

of the Provincial Service appointed specially to high office for ex-

ceptional n)crit and ability, on the rare occasions on which the

Secretary of Slate may exercise the powers reserved to him, should
receive special consideration at the time

; and that for appointments

made directly by Her Majesty the pay and the rules governing leave

and pension should be the same for all incumbents whether be-

longing to the Imperial or ihc Provincial Service or appointed from

outside the service of Government. 41. Thar with regard to appoint-

ments to which graded pay is not attached but which it may be in-

tended usually to fill from the Provincial Service, the pay should be

fixed with reference to what is required for the Provincial Service

and not by a consideration of the pay which would be required for

members of the Imperial Service when appointed. 42. That retrospec-

tive effect should not be given to alterations made in pension rules

against the will of persons, being already in the service of the Gov-
ernment, who may be injuriously affected thereby ; and that, when
alterations are made, persons in the service should be allowed the

option of adhering to the old rules or accepting the new rules as a

whole with all their advantages and disadvantages. 43. That the re-

commendations of the Commission regarding the creation of a Pro-

vincial Service and the recruitment of that service arc subject to

due consideration for the rights of existing incumbents of all classes

of appointments which may be affected by its proposals. 44. That
Statutory Civilians in actual service should be absorbed into the

Provincial Service in such positions as, having regard to the circum-
stances of each ease, the Government of India may consider to be

equitable. 45. That before the dismissal of any member of the

Provincial Service, otherwise than on the result of a judicial investi-

gation, he should be afforded an opportunity for enquiry under the

law for the time being in force relating to enquiries into the be-

haviour of public servants.

[ 7'o be continued.']

iHOLlOWAY'SPIlLS&QINTMENl

THE PILLS
Purify the Blood, correct all Disorders of the

LIVER, STOMACH, KIDNEYS AND BOWELS,
They invigorate and restore to health Debilitated Constitutions, and

are invaluable in all Complaints incidental to Females of all ages.
For children and the aged they are priceless.

THE OINTMENT
Is an infallible remedy for Bad Legs, P.ad Breasts Old Wounds,
Soies and Ulcers. It is famous for Gout and Rheumatism. For

disorders of the Chest it has no etpial.

For Sore Throats, Bronchitis, Coug:hs, Colds,
Glandular Swellings and all Skin Diseases, it lias no rival

; and for
contnicteil and stiff joints it .acts like a cli.arm.

Manufactured onlv at Prof('ss(>r lloi.i ow'ay’s Kstalilishnient

OXFORD STREET (late 533, Oxford St.,) LONDON.

BEADON STREET.
Saturday—the loth March, iSbS—

at 0 P. M.

The renowned Trilogy

Ram"'*** }
Ctish Chundm Chose.

\t day—Sunday—iith March,
at Candle Light.

Ir special performance of our ever sweet

MRINALINY.
Grish Chunder Ghose—The great Tragedian

as unique Pashupaty—The grandest Histrionic

ireat—an opportunity that will not come again.

Mrs. Sookumary as Girijya—Her own role.

^ SEE
Babu G. C. Ghosc’s New Brilliant Drama

PURNA CHANDRA
• Is in active preparation.

G. C. Ghose, Manager.

M, L. SUR, Manager.

ARMY CLOTHING DEPARTMENT, HAMILTON I CO.’S

Ali/fore, jth March iSSS.

Sealed tenders are invited for the supply of
Stores and Embroidery as inay#be required
during the year 1888-S9.

2.

— lenders will only be received on the
printed forms, which are obtainable at this
office, or may be seen at the office of this
I’aper. Blanks in the printed forms must be
filled up correctly. Each tender mu.si Itc ac-
companied by H Currency Note for Rs. too as
earnest money. *

3.

—The lowest tender will not necess.arily
be accepted, and tenders may be accepted m
whole or part.

4 -—Any person whose tender may he ac-
cepted will be required to execute a bond and
to give apQrov^d security for the due fulfilment
of his contract, within one week from the dale
of acceptance of his tender, in default of which,
his earnest money will be forfeited. The se-

curity will be calculated at 10 per cent on the
contract.

5‘~Any further information required may be
obtained, and sealed patterns inspected at the
Clothing Agenev.

6.—Tenders will be opened by undersigned
at noon on Wednesday the 2i.st March 1888
in the presence of such persons as may desire
to attend.

W. H. MACKESY, Col,
Supdl and Agentfor Army Clothing.

Latest Designs in Gold Bangles.

The .Arroii Bangle, (England)

The Thistle Bangle, (Scotland)

The Shamiock Bangle, (Ireland)

The Lotus Bangle, (India)

The Forget-me-not Bangle *

The Indian Bamboo Bangle

The Victoria Bangle

The Cleopair.i Signet Bangle

The Magic Twist Bangle

The Flexible Curb B.anglc

The Etruscan B.nil Bangle

The Good Luck Bangle ...

Tlie Oriental Onyx Bangle

I he F lexible Gold and Platinum Bangle „ 100
The “Ma^cotte” Diamond H’shoe Bangle,, 90
The Scotch Plaid Bangle...

The ahox*e are cash quotations.

Inspection Iiwitod.

HAMILTON 4 CO.,

CALCUTTA,

Rs. 60

„ 60

,, 60

), 60

63

)» .32

„ TOO

j> 54

» J85

”5

n 32

n 54

90

80
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OORPORATION OF OALOUTTA.

SEALED tenders for supply of Miscellaneous

Stores, durinji the quarter ending 30th

June next, will be leceived by the Vice-Chair-

man at 2 P.M. on the iqih instant, and will be

opened by him there and then in the presence

of tenderers who may wish to attend.

2.

Forms of lender and lists of stores re-

quired can be had on application.

UDOY NARAIN SINCHA,

Supetintendent of Stores,

8th March 188S.

CORPORATION OF CALCUTTA.
Supply of Crushed Food for Cattle,

TENUER.S for the siqiply (if Crushed Pood

for Cattle for one year, from ist Apnl

1888 to 31st March 1SS9, are invited, and will

be received by th(i Vice-Chairman up to tlie

noon of the 15th March. Covers to be super-

scribed—“ Tender for Crushed Food.”

Specification and form of tender to he had

on application at the office of the Health

Officer.

Rupees 500 to be deposited as earnest money

with each tender.

The Commissioners do not bind themselves

lo accept the lowest or any tender.

ROBERT TURNBULL,
Secretary to the Corporation,

3rd March 1888.

CORPORATION OF OALOUTTA.

Supply of Straw and Hay for Goiukhanahs.

Tenders for the .supply of //<IV and straw

for one year, from the 1st April 1888 to

31st March 1889, arc invited, and will be

received bythe Vice-Chairman up to noon of

the 15th March. Covers to be superscribed

Tender for “ Hay and Straw.”

Specification and form of tender to be had

on application at the office of the Health

Officer.

Rs. 200 to be deposited as earnest money

with each tender.

The Commissioners do not bind themselve.s

to accept the lowest or any tender.

ROBERT TURNBULl,
Secretary to the Corporation.

Calcutta, 3rd March 1888.

CORPORATION OF OALOUTTA,

SEALED tenders for the supply of 3,25,000

cubic feet of indigenous stone, during the

official year 1888-89, will be received by the

Vice-Chairman up lo 2 P.M. on the 15111 iii'ilant,

and will be opened by him llieie and then in

the presence of tenderers* who may wish to

attend.

2, The stone is lo be obtained from Kaj.

mehal Hills, and to be of the best qualiiyl

Sample of stone can be seen at the Municipa-

Depots. The stone is to be broken .so as to

pass freely in all directions through a ring 2

inches in dianieter, and to be delivered and

stacked in tlTe Municipal Depots at Bang
Bazar and NimloUah.

3.

Each tender may be for 10,000 c. ft. or

in multiples of that amount, and the rate per

loj c. ft. of stone delivered and slacked in the

depots is to be stated in each tender, which

must be accompanied by sample of stone in

a seaM bag and earnest money of Rs. 120 for

every 10,000 c, ft, of stone to lenderc(i for,

is lo be enclosed with the tender.
•

4.

The parties, whose tenders may be ac-

cepted, must sign deeds of contract dii^

stamped and resKtered at ilicir own expense.

5.

The Commissioners do not bind them-
selves to accept the lowest or any tender.

6.

Any fuiiher information required may
be obtained on application.

UDOY NARAIN SINGHA,
Superintendent of Stores,

3rd March 1888.

SELLING BY THOUSANDS.

PRETTY, strong, accurate, open-faced

Nickel Sliver Keyless Railway Regulators,

jewellc'd, enamelled dial, bold figures and

hands, shewing both Local and Bombay tiim^s

with best linisiied durable machinery and dust-

tiglit c.ises for only Rs. 7-8 per V. P. B. with

sp.ue spring, glass box and guarantee.

(lU.nanteed to stand .any amount of rough

us.'ige. Will last a life time. Has no ap-

pe.ir.iiK'e of cheapness about them. Others

sell .It double our rales. A. R. Mehta from

Bandura s.iys :---“The 7-8 watch I purchased

from you two years b.ark gives correct time .as

yet.” Pretty Canadian Gold Guards, Lockets,

Pencils and Rings set with chemical diamonds,

rubies, cK:c., at Rs. 2 each, will not turn black.

W. {;. Smith, S.ilt Inspr., Sainkuila savs

“ Germ.in valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50

and the ruby at Rs, 30.” Full money refunded

if any of the above .are not approved. Men-
tion this paper.

Thk Western India Trading Co., Bombay.

Grlha-Chik itsha.

A complete and Large treatise on Horno^o-

pathic. Domestic Medicines with some tried

native drugs for cert.ain serious diseases, by

Rai Khctter Nauth Ch.itlerjee B.ihadoor,

in Bengalee 2 00
Do. postage o ,3

o

Do. abridged in Hindee i o o

Apply to Author at Chinsurah or to People’s

Pi ess. No. 78 College Street, Calcutta.

READY

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value P,ayable

Post.

TRAVELS 4 VOYAGES IN BENGAL
KETWERN

Oilcutta and Independent 7 ipperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEB,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs N.izim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, “REIS & RAYYET’’

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

* Cat.cutta.

OPINION OF THE PRESS.

tins interesting book. Wc are justified

in so ictming it,not on account of any romantic

adventures that the author hjis to relate, nor

of any very new discnvcrics jn geography or

natural history. There is something parti-

cular as regards ethnology
; and a great deal

of human nature in the book, shown to the

reader with a simplicity and candour which

bear testimony to its truth. Calledt from the

busy haunts of men in the city to dwell for a

time in Independent Tipperah .^s a^judicious

adviser to its Chief, Doctor Mookerjec relates

his adventures during the several journies to

and fro in that cap.acity, without revealing the

secrets of the Stale, like a good diplomatist.

He has adhered strictly to the advice which

he offers to his brethren of the Native Press,

and has written what he saw and knows,

without revealing all, considering what he

might properly say and what withhold
The above seems to be a curious passage

lo he found in a book of travels, and appears

to have no connection with the subject. But

It arises from a casual reference to a slaughter

house, and a writer who “ thundered weekly
against the outrage of locating shambles in

the immediate vicinity of a Hindoo temple”— ,

where, in fact, no temple could be said to ex-
ist. Hence, the Doctor advises his fellow-

scribes not to be Pharisees, righteous over-
much, but to look and be sure of their facts.

In the same spirit, he has written his book,
lie gives an account of his travels, which
seem often to have been voyages, upon the
wide-spreading rivers of Eastern Bengal which
in the rains become almost inland seas. On
;he.se he philosophises on the nature of the
country and the people, making careful obser-
vation of his facts

;
and though he sometimes

f.incie-s he knows better than his boatmen, and
more tli.iii suspects that they are getting the
better of him, he submits with a grace that
would have done credit to Socrates, and ,ic-

cepts the apparently inevitable in the interests
of peace. The Doctor is a close observer of
nature, animate and inanimate, with an eye
to the picturesque as well as to the sublim"
and beautiful. And although there is a
of cynicism running through many of his o’s

servaiions, it is tempered by such evi.dcr
good nature, that even a stranger would
ceive him to be a laughter-loving rather j

a stern philosopher. This is evident in

descriptions of his boatmen and others, w
he denounces the lawlessness which has mac'
the poor fishermen suspicious even of honest
intentions, because they have so long been the
helpless victims of marauders stronger than
themselves. Their only defence is flight or
deceit, and the latter is their justification as a
mode of self-protcction. We are shown not
only the weakness of the people, but the short-

comings of the administration that leave these
things possible

TIk: author is impartial in his censures
There is much in the book to which space
forbids us lo refer. That it is not a prosy one
may be gathered from the flict that, for ii.s 300
pages, there arc nearly as many index refer-

ences. Many of the subjects arc necessarily

but lightly treated, but all sensibly and fairly.

And Dr. Mookerjee is such a master of the
English language that in the whole book we
have scarcely found a phrase that might not
have been writlem by an Engdishman “to the
manor born.” There i.s nothing in it at which
any one could reasonably take offence

; and
there is much from which both Englishmen
and n.atives may learn greatly-necdcd les-

sons.— The Indian Daily tVews, Nov. 22, 1887.

“TR.WELS IN BENGAL. Such is the
title of a inoht interesting little woik pub-
lished a shfirt lime ago. Its author is Babu
.Samblui Cluiiuler Mookerjee, the well-known
Kill tor of tin; Feis and Rayyef the most
original, cleverly-written and interesting jour-

nal in India. Babu Sainbhu Chiinder is one
of the veteran Indian writers in English. He
is the master of a most happy, racy pleasant
style, which you can easily make out from
amongst the writings of a hundred different

men. In racy humorous writing Babu Sarn-
bhu Chnnde.r has no rival among his Indian
contemporaries. He won his first laurels, we
believe, by his writings in his own periodical,

the Mookerjee's Maj^asinCy now long-defunct.

In this magazine articles of great learnRig and
e.Kcellence appeared, mostly from the pen of

Babu S.imblui Chunder. He has written several

other booklets. His Causes of the Mutiny;
Mr. WihoHy Lord Canninyr and the Income
Tax

;

the Career of an Indian PyftcesSy Her
Highness the late Secundra Ba^um of Bhopal

;

anil the Prince in India and to India a.'^ '*ub-

lications which attracted considerable cc.

Mis latest production “Travels in Ben/stcr jg

a work of great merit. It is at once a bujja

faithful and interesting picture of nal^r.A
scenery and life in Bengal, although Mi*
Mookerjee does not profess to write a picture of
Bengal life and uses his pencil in its portraiture

only in passing. The dedication is charac-
teristic. [Extract.]

The “Travels” are travels in East Bengal,
travels and voyages between Calcutta and
Indcpedent Tepperah. We do not believe
many people in this side of India know that
there is such an independent State as Tip-
perah. But nevertheless such a state exists.

We will give here a summary of its history in

the words of Mr. Mookerjee—He writes :—[Ex*
tract.] Mr. Mookerjee was Dewan of Independ-
ent Tipperah for some five years in all between
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1877 and i88i. The travels are an account of

his voyajMs to and from Tipperah.

Those vvno ha\^ travelled in Bengal, parti-

cularly in its Eastern districts, which are the dis-

tricts described in Mookerjee’s book, will bear

him out in his statement that Losver Bengal

is not stale, flat and unprofitable, that, on the

contrary, she is the beautifullest country in

the world. She has no high mountains, but

she has rivers apparently as vast as the

sea, to make her scenery grand and majestic.

She has a hundred rivers ever ovcrflowinji

with water, thousands of transparent lakes,

covered with the lily and a hundred beautiful

water-flowers, thousands of seas of ever-

waving paddy fields, thousands of clusters of

bamboo and of great trees dressed in beautiful

cre^ers adorning the river banks, lo make her

I the -oveliest country in the world. Even a

Bengali needs to see and travel Bengal to

adequately know her thousand witching

harms. For a foreigner it is well nigh im-

.-isible to get even an approximate idea of

/ they are like from description, however

/ jiiid faithful. Let us hear what oiir author

' and say on the subject. We read [Extract.]

^_idy sea i.s thus inimitably describ-
^

^[Extract.]

lU^^lewill quote a passage of another cha-

.-y o'er [Extract.]

.Ve could cull many such gems. But

pace forbids it. We will, however, quote

some passages of another kind. Our traveller,

though old in years, is evidently young in

heart, for no one in the romantic age of youth

could be more appreciative of female charms

than our traveller. In every other page you

find our author describing in terms of en-

thusiasm some rural girl or woman of beauty.

[Extract.] In the next page we find our tra-

veller’s attention [Extract.]

There is the description, physical and

moral, of a Colonel, which we cannot resist

the temptation of reproducing, although the

article has already exceeded the usual length.

[Extract.]

We have now given extracts enough to

show that the little book of travels is most

delightful reading. It contains graphic des-

criptions of natural scenery, faithful portraiture

of men and manners, and happy, good

humoured observations on them. There is

not an ill-natured or unkind word in the whole

book— it overflows in every page with the milk

of human kindness. Every observation

testifies to the author being a keen oh.server

of men and things, as an example of which we

can mention the instructive and interesting

chapter on the Native Chii.stians of Portiiguc'-.e

extraction in Tipperah. Again, although the

hook does not pretend to deal with life in Ben-

gal, the glimpses of that life we find in it are

very considerable and pleasant. We will now

conclude by lecomincnding the hook to all

who may wish lo spend a few hoiir^ amidst

happy thoughts and plea.'jant pictures.-—

S. K. L.

-- 77/c Tribune^ Nov. 26, 1S87.

If we have not before noticed Mr. .Saniblui

C. Mookerjee’s Travels in Bengal^ which was

published some months ago, it is not be-

cause the little book is either dull or poiiUlc.ss.

It contains* on the contiary, much interesting

matter, though some of the incidents are over-

weighted with detail m what is fecctiously

calUd a “little booklet.” The author’s view as

a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given

c^en to punning
;
but he is also sentimental

01 the high|»'*‘^ degree—“a naked Whiteman”
hurts his

;
a Hindu girl, batliing

m the rivjWd ^ows him into an ecstasy of

^Ifiligln
;^ J.V

j|i«ad such large languishing

eyes!” ^ ‘ ^
j
nothing if not philosophical,

and his^ t^Setiohs on this or that social and

pnlitifcaP (abject are not without their moral.

Mr. Sf]( >hu C. Mookerjee was formerly

Minister tO the “last of the Nawabs Nazim of

^^ngal, Behar and Orissa” and afterwards

Minister of the Maharaja of Tipperah. He
a man, therefore, of experience, and when
speaks his brethren should listen to him....

Travels in Bengal is a readable book, and
abounds in anecdotes which are often as

instructive as amusing, and it is not spoiled

W too many political allusions, though, of

Jnurse, some few have crept in.— Pioneer.^

i«87.

It may be well-known to all of our readers
that Babu Sambhu Chundcr Mookerjee the

veter.an editor of ilic /iV/> and Rayyet news-

paper, h.is just published a book describing

tlie four voyages that he made between Crd-

cuila and Independent Tipperali when lie h.wl

to go and to letuni from ilie I.itter place in

llie capacity of the minister lo its prince. The
literature yet produced in the Eijglish tongue

by our own connirymen is very scanty and
any sensible addition to it cannot well escape

the attention of the public press. Much
greater therefore slmuld be the attention

cl.iiined oil behalf of .1 book which comes from

the pen of so well-known a writer in the fielil

of I mhan journalism as B.ibu Samlihu Chun-
dcr Mookeijce. Tli.it 'n'litlem.ui’s c.ireer as .1

writer fills nearly the I.ist thirty ye.irs, and
theie has hardly been any subject of public

importance during tli.'it longpeiiod which has

not occupied his attention. Master of an

iniinitahle racy style, with a vast store of

classical allusions ever leady at the c.sll, and
possessing an infinite fund of humour, our

.'Uitlior often enlivens evciy thing that he

touches, and his peciili.ir strength lies in des-

cription. We tliercloie welcome the appear-

ance of this book moic especially as the sub-

ject is one which lo make it interesting, re-

quires a lively colouring and a rich, pictures-

que and imaginalive description. There exist

several books of travels written by eminent

Englishmen, and every one of these dilTers

perliaps, in their conception and pi.in of exe-

cution. Oflhrsenone was inoie widely read

in the course of the last few years than Car-

lyle’s reminiscences of an Irish Journey in

1849. That book is made up of extiacts from

diaries and the worst features of it are the

bitter and caustic personal remarks inter-

spersed throughout the book. However that

may suit the polished and fashionable taste

of England, in our country it would have

been singularly out of place and we are glad

that Babu Sambhu Chundcr has confined him-

self to the description of those natural sceneries

he passed through, and the means of travel

in the distant and little-known regions of East

Bengal. That the rivers of Bcng.il, with their

ciicuitous ami entangling courses do enshine

in them a deep spirit of poetry and are of

sincere interest to the real man of imagination,

is proved hy the fact that .Sir William Hunter,

than whom a more accomplished man of letters

never pas.sed the best years of his life in Ben-

gal, should have chosen the subject for his

very interesting addrc‘.ss at O.xford, the other

day. The gentle waves, the gentler ripples,

the grassy banks, tlie ever-entwining courses,

tlie pleas,^nt air, the sceneiies on both sides

make liie riveis of Beng.il a genuine thing of

interest to those whose eyes arc perpetually

fed by the .aititici.al gloss and dross of c.iviliza-

lion and few could li.ive set peili.ips tlie lovli-

ness of our livers in belter light than our ac-

C(»Inpli^lled author. His eloquent sentences,

maic liing in legidar oider one ;ifier another,

and embodying in llicir sches, eveiy minute

detail, that c.in lend to a sc<*ne its finest ait-

isltf eirect, M‘''m lo pl.ice the ica<ler in the

very midst of sceneiies described, and the

man of leisme who would acquaint himself

wiili the si.iic of things in East JC^igal, can

hartlly lesoi I to abetter book, I'iie joiuneys

I

which are descnbeil in this volume aie i ei -

tainly uneveiuful and though they correspond

to facts as tliey furnish no inleresiing situa-

tion, no critical moments, to the seeker of

intellectual excitement .and ihi-. w'ill no douht

constitute a seiious objection to the book on

the pait of sensational seeking readers. None
has however any thing to qu.lircl with the

choice of a .subject that any author may
choose to write upon and none of the outsidr*

public can afford any explanation ,as to why
the author should have preferred one subject

to another. W^: think however there arc one

or two indications of bad taste. Still we wel-

come the appe.iiancc of this book and trust

that it is but the first of a long series of woiks

in writing which our author .should spend the

matured experience and the literary facility ofa

well-.spent - Young Bengal^ Feb. 2, 1888.

Wc owe an apolrgy to Mr. Sainbu C.

Mookerjee for the apparent negligence with

which we have treated that delightful work of

\(\%— Travels in JkngaL Mr. Mookerjee, as

almost every one knows, is one of the best

English scholars in India
; he writes as grace-

fully as does the most scholarly Englishman,

and ample proof of this is afforded in the pages

of his book before us, which is an interesting

nairative of four journeys,
—“two trips to

Tipperah and two trips back”—accompanied
by historical, gcogr.iphilal, cartographical and
many oilier—4v// notes of the lands passed

through. We confess wc have been but

through the first li;df of the work, and, as wc
have pia^xiscd to review it in Iwo papei.s, wc
think our progtess sufficient fdr present pur-

poses. Our author h.is not, as f.ir as we have
read, met with those thrilling adventures we
re.id of—oft with a certain amount of sneak-

ing disbelief -in the avei.igc liuntcr’s narra-

tives or tiavcller’s tales
;
peaceful as the liosoin

of a still lake were his journeyings in Beng il

Fioper. He carried no fonnidal)le weapons
with him, save and except a insty old gun
which, when called into requisition once, re-*

fused logo ofif; ;ind yet witlial, few nioie de-

lightful works of travel in India have we read

than the one now under our hands. The
charms of true yet eloquent description, the

force of observation, the gift of seeing .sermons

in stones, are .all possessed in a *gre.'ii degree

by Mr. Mookerjee
;
and we arc pleasantly .sur-

prised at the lively and fascinating manner in

which he ran palm off on the reader the

dreariest incident of his trips. Mr. Mookeijee
will forgive us if we mention that we think him
a very gallant old gentleman— with the accent
on the second syllabic. He has evinced in his

little work a weakness for describing the Beau-
ties of Bengal with all the poetic aidours of a

Strephon. Did we not know enough of the

erudite and good old “ Babu ” editor, we might
be inclined to call this particular weakness of

his, in Carlyle’s language—“a Byronism of

taste.” Here is how he speaks of a beautiful

damsel he saw disporting in the running waters
of the beautiful Mcgna, at Sonargoan

I
Extract.]

But the .above excerpt is not the best thing
in the book by far. Although every line in it

which we have gone over, is a line that we
ourselve.s having written, would not wish to

blot out, there are passages in it which sur-

prise us and raise our heari.s lo a higher level

by their eloquence, their beauty and wealth of

expression. Running through the pages of
Travels in Bengal is a vein of quiet iiiimour—
that humour which makes us fall in love with
writers and tempts us to fly to them for solace
in trouble, for a return of serenity in moments
of vexation. Mr. Mookerjee lias, in his work,
added one moie to the innumerable anecdotes
relative to the fidelity of man’s best friend

among brutes -the dog. 'fhe sentinel duties

of a canine phenomenon—Tom by name -are
related in glowing terms, but wc shall not lob
tlie author of one of liii finest plums by ti.ans-

fciiing it into our columns. Tiiis leview, as

we have already stated, is but the introductory

one. In our next, or a little liter, we sliall

t.’ike iq» Mr. M(iokeiJci'*s book wheic we are

leaving it off, and make our re.aders a little

more familiar with one yf the cleveicst native

gentlemen of the day and with liis interesting

book on travels in Ilabooilotn. Mr. Mookeriee,
like all his fellow mortals, is human, and he

has let u.s know this in his present woik. How,
wo piopo-;e to state only in our .second levicw.

Would he however fiaidon us if we siiirender

lo the temptation of finishing tliis up w'llli his

pretty rein,irks about Mooning and the Moon.
After “ the coiUcru’ing gods of the elements”

had “left off” one night w'lien our traveler w’as

on the bosom of the Megna, lie watched Luna
issue from behind the clouds in all her grand-

eur and radiance. Thai sight, so delightful

to the mind with a leaning towards the aes-

thetic and poetic, gave vent to the following :

[Extract.] •

Now, the above wil^prove a grand surprise

to the Euiopean renders especially^ who may
perhaps be unkind enough to doubt that it w'as

written by a “ Babu ” just as people have

doubled that .Shakespere was really the author

of Shakespere and Tennyson the autfior of Ten-

nywn. Mr. Mookerjee and we part here, but

when work is done and w’e sit in our cosy arm-

chair at home and w'atch, a.s is oiir wont, the

blue smoke curl gracefully away from our pipe,

we shall dream with waking eyes of the beauti-

ful Megna and the damsels of Bengal, of the

moon and tlie waters, .and we know that we
shall again take up the Travels in Bengal and
satisfy our wish of getting to the end of such

a pleasant little woik.— 77/e Malabar and
Travancore Spectator

^

February 4, 1888.
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INFALLIBLE SPECIFIC FOR

LEUCORRHB.
A week’s use of this medicine not only cures

LeucorrhfCA —the chanicieristic white, green

and bloody discharge -but also removes tlie

concomit.iut intense menstrual pains, Jnd all

the various coinplaints and symptoms inci-

dental to menstrual dillftculties and green sick-

ness, and prepares the system for conception.

Price : for a week’s consumption, Rs. 2,

packing and postage 4 annas. *

There are capital medicines besides—for
piles, all the 20 kinds of rtux—such as sper-

maiorrhcea, iliabcMes, &c.—diairhoca, rhen-

maiism, puerperal complaints, cataract of

4he eye, nacra, asthma, &c.

[t.V/

“I have known Habu Rajendra Nath Ghoshal

kubiiaj for upwards of 15 years, and I can bear

ample testimony to the wonderful efficacy of

his medicine in the treatment of diseases of the

womb. While Assistant Surgeon of Monghyr
and subsequently, I have known him to cure

the most obstinate cases of uterine Leucorr-

hoia and otlier uterine derangements, organic

and functional. I can safely call his medicine

the Specific for Leucorrhoea and painful

menstruation. Ladies who have been subject

to these diseases for years and were barren

have been cured and borne children.

Womesh Ch under Roy, L. M. S., Medical

Practitioner, Bhagalpur. 30th October, 1886.”

Apply to

RAJENDRANATH GHOSAL, Kauiraj,

Topkhana Bazar.

Monghyr.

JUST PUBLISHED

In Pamphlet^ Price 4. annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt, ANDREW HEARSEY.

.Apply to Reis &* Rayyet Office, Calcutta.

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

HOMtEO^ATIITG PHARMACY,
THE

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSARY IN ASIA

OF PURE HOM(EOP'#HY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN

INDEPENDENT HOMCEOPATIY
nnil maintains to this Oay

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.
Besides the old Remedies, all the New Re-

medies and the latest additions procured from

the best European and American sources, and

kept in stock.

Medicines in wooden boxes and leather

cases, requisites of all kinds supplied, and

Prescriptions dispensed at the shortest notice.

The largest Stock of Homoeopathic literature

kept.

Orders received for supplying English,

American and foreign Journals.

BERIGNY & CO.
72. Lai Bazaar, Calcutta.

kallyi^ddo'da^
JEWELLER WATCH AND CLOCK MAKER.

148, Radhabazar, Calcutta.

Cheap Gold and Silvef Rotherham's Watches
;

Watches of other Makers, both English and;
Geneva

; Gold and Silver Chains
; Earrings,

Wedding-rings, Memento-rings; Diamond, Bin-

erald, Ruby rings; Tiger claw and other Jewel"
lery of the newest fashion. Golcl guaianteed
genuine.

Orders, with remittance, promptly attended to

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.'^

ASSAM LINE.

The Company which has a weekly Service

of Steamers running to and from Debrooghur
viA Goalundo, will despatch the Steamer
“MYSORE” for Assam on Tuesday the

13th instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
(jodowns at Jaggannath Ghat until Monday,
the I2th idem.

The Steamer “BEHAR” will leave Goa-
lundo for Assam on Thursday, the 15th idem.

Intending p.assengers by the last mentioned

Steamer should leave Calcutta for Goalundo
by train the previous night. 4

Uhubri & Debrooghur Mail Service.

Through Booking to and from Assam.

The Despatch Steamers of this Servif,'.

leave Dhubri daily on arrival of the Ma.i
from Calcutta, and proceed to Debroogh^
stopping at all intermediate stations

j 3^.
Mookhs.

Passengers, Goods, Parcels ( package!

,

to exceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4
by 4 feet in measurement ) may be booify
through to and from Calcutta, and all static;)

on the Eastern Bengal State Railway an,

connected Railways, and the following

Steamer Stations of this Coihpany, viz.,

Dhubri, Goalparah, Gauhati, Mungledyc,
Tezpore, Silghaui for Koliabar, Dhunsiri
Mookh, Niggriting, Kookeela Mookh, Desang
Mookh and Debrooghur.

Packages booked as parcels will be forward-

ed by rail along with the Mails. Freight on
perishable articles must be prepaid.

Goalundo and Debrooghur Despatch
Service.

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which
have been specially built for the Assam Trade,

carrying passengers and coolies between
Goalundo and Debrooghur, will leave Goalundo
bi-weckly on Sundays and Thursdays, calling

at all intermediate stations, and Debrooghur
on Tuesdays and Saturdays.
Through bills of lading will be granted for

goods and parcels on presentation of rail re-

ceipt or payment of freight. Packages not to

exceed ten hundred;,weight, or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet id measurement
For*freight and passage apply I6

^ACNEILL & CO.,

, Agents.

1-2, Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.
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THE

S T A N 1) A R 1)

AOCUMOLATEU FUNDS

ANNUAL REVENUE

Bonus distributed to Assurers

£0,450,000

£880,000

£3,.500,000

WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
.\ND

Review of Politics, Literature, and Society

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Yearly ... in advance ... #Rs. 12

Half-yearly ... „ ... „ 7

Quarterly ... „ 4

Monthly ... „ ... Re. i-S

Single or sample Copy,, —
^... „ O'^

LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY.

.
[

tsTAitismi itts. r
His Cfraoe the Duke of Buooleuoh and Queensbqjry, K, T.

FlTIVE Gj!.NTLEMEN will find this Institution of great service, useful for Investment

Family Provision, Self-Endowmentfor old age, and Protection to Partners or Creditors.

SECURIIY. Security is the first piint to be considered by Assurers, and no Life Office

can surpass the STANDARD in this respect.

THE R.ATES Of* PREMIUM—Will be found moderate, and the conditions of a
Standard Life Policy are most liberal in every way.

Copies of the last Report, Prospectuses, Forms of Application, and all information regarding
the Company’s Retirement Scheme (which requires no medical examination, and the
subscription for whicn when commenced at young ages, is very small), the Endowment

scheme,6i;c„&c., may be obtained on application to any of the Company’s Agents in India.

CALCUTTA branch: GEO. L. KEMP,
, 27, Dal^ousie Square. Secretary.
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,
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Special rates for Oontracts.

No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately
charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to “The Manager,” and Literary
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(carriage paid) to “ The Editor ” of Rci*
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”
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THE STORY OF A K. S. I.

A Lay of Ind,

By a B. C S.

There was a Taluqdar so bold,

Who lived in Fyzabad,

And lots of silver and of gold,

Lacs of Rupees he had.

And houses fine and acres broad,

As far as eye could scan,

He got by force and kept by fraud,

He was a clever man.

And when within the Bailie Guard,

That little band at bay.

Through famine sore and battle hard,

Maintained the unequal fray,

He waited till it should be seen

Which wjty the fight would gOi

He pUyel t!^ double gam with

;Sated half a dozen hvel

id not tre||^ur babies ill,

Or our wives.

B^jt.aent^our foes all he could send,

Told us all we would know.

For he was ireithcr faithful friend

Nor honorable foe.

So when we gained the victory,

He kept his rank and lands.

And officers of all degrees.

And Taluqdars of Oudh.

He knew so well how all to please,

Did sound his praises loud.

But though he had rank and honors high,

One thing still grieved him sore.

He had not got the K. S. 1 .

'

I

They gave to Bulramporc.

i Now since he has got that blessed thing,

‘ I swear by Gungajee,

^ ^
*s my name is Maun Sing,

A K. S. I. ni be.”

Then give me India’s Star,

Which you so vainly want,

What I bid them they will do.

What I forbid they shant.

Thus will the Barons give consent,

And you may bless your fates.

And go and pass your bill of laws

And rent for Oudh estates.”

So as the ox submissive kneels

And meekly bears the blows.

The youthful legislator feels

The hook within his nose.

.So honest John in Simla’s hills.

Unwilling' but lachar^

So much he wished to pass those bills,

He gave the rogue the Star.

Ho ! Senators wise in Council board,

Ho I soldiers brave in fight,

Join all due honors to^accord,

To greet your new-made Knight,

For, he shall sit your ranks among,

At the great Oudh Durbar,

And glittering on that neck unhung

They’ll hang the Exalted Star.

News and Comments.
The triad of Scribes and Pharisees of native Indian politics of the

day arc Surrender Not, No render to Caisar, and the latter’s bottle-

holder of a Bad show. The family name of the last is written with an

initial but since he outraged the family and the family disowned

him, he has been driven to the Grimm Law. •

if*

It is the ^ge of economist.s, calculators, and statisticians. Here is a

sample of—sweets to the sweet! It is said that one pound of honey

is gathered by the bees from 90,000 to 225,000 flowers. Why not from

50,000 to 1,50,000 ?

It is the day of the pifblicans and sinners, likewise. In Holy

Benares itself, at the late elections to the local board, an obscure

KaUvar has been chosen against a wellknown gentleman, a Koolin.

Kayastha, Baboo Bireswar Mittra, a Fellow of the Calcutta University,

Professor of Law at the Benares College, and one of the leaders of the

local bar. ,

So to the Chief Commissioner

He went and thus did say—

Give me the Star of India,

You dare not say me nay,

For, if I and my Taluqdars,

The fact you mnst confess.

Consent not to your precious laws,

Won’t you be in a mess ?

The Agent to the Governor-General for Central India has been to

Rutlam, to invest the Maharaja with the Order of the Indian Empire.

In the course of his Durbar speech. Sir Lepel Griffin madeihe startling

announcement :

—

“ In another part of Central India, it will, in a few days, be my
painful duty to deprive a ruling Prince of all his administrative powers,
in accordance with the sentence passed on him by the Supreme Gov-
ernment for the continued neglect and abuse of them.”

The Holkar is believed to be the Prince in question.

Suhsifihm in the country are requested to remit by postal money orders^ if possible^ as the safest and most convenient

• medium^ particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Department No other receipt will be

given^ any other being unnecessary^ and likely to cause confusion
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The Boorooa Mangal al Benares was this year saddened by a disaster.

In the ride of the united procession, a boat containing 20 or 3°

was run down by three larger boats and sank immediately m a deep

part of the river. It is satisfactory to learn that all were saved

except 3. ,
• *

There was a fire at the Ichaporc Gun Powder lactory op Mon ay

last, in one of the mill rooms. There' was no loss of life and but little

damage to property. The caubC is being investigated

* • ^ .

Darbhanoa is out on a shooting excursion in his estate on the Koosi

in North PurtKM, leading the Hue d’Orleans, Prince Henri d’Orlcans,

the Duke of Montrose and the Marquis and Marquise de Mores. Ihe

party have taken the field with 8o elephants.

The Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal is touring through the Hazaree-

bagh districts. On S.v.urd.ay he held a Durbar for bestowing khilMs

on the Maharajas of Chota Nagpore and Sirgooja.

***

The Goveriiinent of- India mourn the death of Kmperor William thus

in a Gasdte of India Extraordinary issued in black in the afternoon of

Thursday the 15th

“ Official intelligence having been received from Her Majesty’s Sec-

retary of State for India that the funeral of His late Imperial Majesty

the Emperor of Germany will take place on the i6lh instant, the

Governor-General in Council directs that as a mark of rcspcc^

Imperial Majesty’s memory, flags shall be hoisted half mast high Irom

sunrise to sunset on that day in all forts and stations tluoughout India

and that (;i guns, corresponding with the age of His late Imperial

Maje.sty, shall be fired at all Head Quarters Stations.”

« •

The Knilishman quotes from a Bombay paper the following notable

sentiment on the Emperor’s death

“ Wc remember nothing so pathetic in history, except, perhaps, the

death of Socrates.”

That is grand, beyond question, whatever it may mean. It is the

Mesopotamia of obsequial, and, we may add, obsequious literature,

and must act like Mother Seigel’s Syrup on the surviving relations

and friends of the* Emperor- -specially old Dowagers and Duchesses.

It is flifficult for ordinary mortals to perceive any point of resemblance

between the death of the Emperor William and the death of Socrates,

beyond the mere death. Hut genius conquers dilficultics and it is the

privilege of wit to discover analogies that escape the world.

«
* *

IN the House of Commons, on the 14th, a BUI substituting solemn

.-iffirm.ttions for oaths has been read a second time, with a majority

of 100.
-i

V 4

Tm: Goa Government have adopted the petroleum duly of British

India.

THEescoit of lhe.\fgh.an Boundary Commission returning to India,

reached, on tliu 51I1 instant, Jija which is .about 34 miles from Salzawar

on the left bank of the .'Vtftaskand on the road from F.arah to Herat.

All reported well.

H. H. the Sultan of Zanzibar is on a visit to the hot springs at

Boshor on the Oman coast. He arrived at Muscat on the 4th inst.ant,

and left next day for Gobra without landing.—Press Commissioner.

IK

# •

The Ptivy toiincil have upset the decision of the Judicial Commis-

sioner, Di. Diithoit, in the Hiilrampore case. Their Lordships seem

to be of opinion that the Senior Maharani alone is entitled to succeed

and to .adopt, the Junior Maharani receiving only an annuity of

Rv 25,000 for life. Their Lordships leave open the questions between

the Jenioi Maharani and the son adopted by her.

The Mbror dofs not mince matters—not even in compliments. When

it has a chance of making a salaam to the great, it simply goes down

flat on the floor on all fours. A recent eakorial note concludes with

an appeal thisw*ise :
—

<‘but we hope Sir Stcuart Rayley His Honor the present Lieutenant'

Governor will not act upon the petition of the Ranis, who may have

been again duped by interested parties.”

•

'The following in the same issue of our contemporary is symptomatic

of a graver aberration

“ Mr. Grierson’s paper on the Medical Literature of Hindustan, read

.at the Vienna Congress, has bc«i published by Mr. Alfred Holder,

Editor of the ‘Court .and University Press,’ Vienna.”

Mr. Grierson is a wcllknown scholar, who has made the study of
,

Hindust.ani specially his own. But the public was not awaie that he

vv.as a mcdic.al man into the bargain and had been devoting himself to

the medical literature of Upper Indi.a. We are not sure whether it

will he grateful to the Indian Mirror for this curious piece of news,

seeing that the statement quoted is followed by the exphanation that

“ The essay has special reference to Tulsi Das, whose place in the

history of India is of the first importance. As Mr. Grierson says, hi.s

ap.irl from itsrliterary merits, is a remarkable work from the

TSIPfact of its universal acceptance by all classes of the Hindu

community.”

'I'o parody a famous sentence of Tom Paine’s, that explanation itself

reejuircs an explanation to make it intelligible. What possible con-

nection may exist between Medicine and Tulsidas passes our under-

standing. Is the Ramayati—the Tulsidasi at any rate -a work in

medical literature? The Sphinx must solve her own riddle, as Emerson

would say. The Mirror is the High Priest of Theosophy, and what

appears like the raving of a mad man may be the right thing in occu' \
science .as intcrpie led by the rum chums Sen and Padshah.

The Lieutenant-Governor has ordered exemption, from the as \

i8S8, of rice .and grain, pulses of all kinds, seeds of all kinds, aoo^/
(

from payment of the terminal charge levied on goods conveyed

East Indian Railway into and from the station of Howrah. Passc^i^g

on the railway are also saved the terminal fees. •>.,
^

*
* *

'fHE pretty little country town of 4,cx>0 inhabitants called Mount Vernon,

in the State of Illinois, was, on the iqlh February, chastised very

nearly out of existence altogether, like the “ Cities of the plain.” The

cyclone was preceded by the usual thunder and lain for some lime.

Then the ominous low rumbling sound w.as heard, and presently a

black cloud, like a dense concrete mass spreading from heaven to earth

and seemingly filling all space, swept over the land by way of drawing

the cap over the eyes of the victim. In the darkness the relentless

deed was done—the city was nearly destroyed. It was the lashing of

a moment. That blast of the hurricane h.ad blown down a greater

part of the town. Fire now completed the havoc of the other elements.

The wretched inhabitants who could fled in dismay from the fury of

storm and conflagration, leaving their fellows -men, women anti

children—crying for help. It was not till midnight, the wind and rain

subsiding, their confusion .abated and their courage and sense of duty

revived and they proceeded in right earnest to rescue the wounded and

the dying fioni the I uins, or save those wlio were encompassed by th

fl.ames which still raged and put down the fire.

Such was the “ terrible tornado” us it is called. In the East, toward^

the Chinese coasts, it would have been a ‘‘simoom.” In India, we have

invented a word tor cuciilar .atmospheric disturbance of intensity

“cyclone,” wliii U bince 1864 we have coiurt popularly to apply to all

/li/anm, gales, hurricanes and storms of violence. That word has now

been incorporated in the English dictionaries.

* «

One of the least harmful dissipations of Oiiental leisure is marrying

or giving in m.iinage. The good Maharaja of Benares is .at once

too old and respectable to think of engaging in the Tamasha co'nnubial

ifi pi opria parson i. But he is blessed with a son and, joy upon joy,

that son has a son. The latter is a child ofcour.se, but in a country

wlicte contracts arc made between wombs on the dian^of sexu.al

diffinencc of their outcome, th.at is no impediment. Acc( ••• ;ly, for ^

,

30 uk‘ tune, both the son and the grandson have been in ih\ a/‘menial

I

inaiket. The Maharaja naturally longs to complete

^ Indian happiness by seeing his grandchild married h^'nce-a ^

suitable biMe has been selected .and the necessary arr;\

l,ein:; quietly made. Meanwhile, by way of training and prep
^

iioA

foi a not very fruitful family which has not had much practice Ifi the

line, the young father, the Maharnj Kumar, with his wife, the mother

of the boy who is his rival in the matrimonial mart, living, has married

a second time - not //tr, but .another girl,—a different one, too, by the

way, from the intended bride of his son. Our blessed customs and

ways are so remote from the experiences and associations of other

couiiiries and peoples that we think it safe in the interest of our

European readers to be thus precise.
^

The great marriage is not quite so close, wc take it, seeing that our

fviend R!»j:» Siva Prasad is still writing to the Pione(r from Ghazeepore’
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»pparei)>|y engaged in drawing what much is possible out of the

land before theii Russians should come and disposses all Banialand bcf(i

landlords

Mr. Howell baa arrived at Hyderabad and has taken over charge

from Mr. Cord^'ry. It is to be hoped the new Resident will be able to

suppress the intriguers that prey upon the Nizam.
#

• «

Lord Dufkerin leaves Calcutta on Thursday, the 29th March, and

arrives at Simla on or about the 9th May, taking in Rewah, LujjJpiow,

Murree, Srinuggur, Umballa and Pinjore in the way.

TlVii: Lieutenant-Governor returned to the capital yesterday, after his

tour in the Hazareebagh District.

T.. Notes and Leaderettes.
cause t

^vSteuart Bayley having been prevailed upon by the irrepressible

respe
receive it back to caste, the reign of Baboo

njaivoy Kissen Mookerjec, hitherto, by grace of the god Beames,

o^anding official Chairman of the municipality, has ended in Uttarpara.

In exercise of the newly conferred privilege of electing their own

Chairman, the new Board have elected Baboo Siv Narayan Mookerjee.

As the Jeykissen-Peary Mohan “ Caucus ” triumphed at the recent

general election, and the Board is now composed almost entirely

of one party, there is a complete devolution of power. We are rather

alarmed at the prospect. For the credit of the country, we hope the

victors will use their success with moderation. We rely upon the

correcting influence of Babu jeykissen, the patriarch of the camp.

Pertar Singh, the Sikh Sirdar, who, having been detected in politcal

intrigue in the name of Maharaja Dhulcep Singh, had been thrown into

confinement, has escaped from the District Jail of Lahore. This does

na speak well for the loyally or efficiency of Jail administration in the

Frontier Provinces. Or, did the authorities connive at the escape for

want of sufficient evidence justifying the gentleman’s detention, as the

Government of Lord Mayo would have done well to let the poor hide-

man of Coloolollah go out of Dr. Fawcus’s castle on the Maidanl If

Pertab be an enemy and a determined character, he will yet be heard of.

A PLANTER of Java is credited with the discovery of a process of

manufacturing indigo which, without deterioration of quality, increases

the yield from 25 to 35 per cent, java plamers have an initial ad-

vantage over the employers of free labour in India. Tlic Cultuie

System which chaimed Mr. J. W. Money, of the Calcutta bar and

of the Indian family of that ilk, into the production of his two vols.

on the problem How to manai^e a Colony^ is a vicious institution in-

compatible with the freedom and improvement of the children of the

soil. It is demorali.sing to the Whites too. In iheMong run, it is

somehow fatal to the prosperity of the governing race. Such sellish-

ness has reduced the once extensive colonial empire of Holland to

insignificance. The immediate advantage of the system to the Euio-

pcan fhinters is obvious. If to that advantage they have added the

benefit i new and economical process, they will be able to distance

all c<^ .itors in the markets of the world. '1 hat is a dark prospect

for j *'idian manufacture. We hope our Planters will take heed

be^ TJ{;ompt inquiries ought to be made into the discovery

seem to be any mystery about it, as we

of planters who have given the new method a trial. But if

ne^J^sary a man should be sent over to learn the process quietly, and

all 1 1^ ways of production in Java.
*

^ • •

One G. Henrickson of Australia has suggested to the Victoria Central

Board of Health a cure for snake bile. Many years ago, Liebig had

remarked that the gall bladder of swine contains an acid distinct from

that of any other animal. The Australian has recently observed that

pigs are proof against snake bite, and he is disposed to attribute

the immunity to their gall, and suggests that experiments be made

on other animals to prove or disprove its efficacy. Snakes are

•not proof against themselves. It were strange to find pigs alone safe

from the universal enemy of animal life, Liebig’s acid notwithstanding.

The matter is no doubt worth inquiry. But care should be taken to

ascertain the toxic virulence of the snakes. The Victorians might

with advantage import a cargo of cobras. We can let them have the

article cheap. There need be little fear of the reptiles degenerating in

the ** pilgrim fathers.” Certainly inattention to these precautions has

been the source of much error and repeated mistakes, entailing great

sacrifices# About fifteen years ajo great credit was c laimed by, and

given to, Australia for di.scovering a specific against snake-poison.

We ourself took great interest in the discovery and imported from

Sydney 15 copies of Professor Halford’s pamphlets, hoping that at last

God had vouchsafed the cure for the attack of the insidious icplile,

which bites thousands of the poor of our countiy to a torturing

death. Alas ! for the poor, it proved an Australian “ sell.” 'fhere

was nothing particularly new in Professor Halford’s treatment by

.ammonia, unless it be that he recommends hypodermic injection. But

injection or no injection, nothing avails against bite in earnest

of the genuine worm of death—which we always thought a very appro-

priate character for the Father of Evil to assume. Not that Professor

Halford’s experiments arc apocryphal, but there must have been

a screw loose somewhere. We once thought the cvcr-dccciving snake

played the Professor false. They shammed and shied and withheld

their hypodermic injection and so on. But now it appears that the

H.ilford cure has been exploded in Australia itself.

Oh ! giorious is the Festival of Spiing that pride subdues,

Decking the common things of life with rich, unwonted lutes.

Right glorious is the lloli o’ Hind ! that likes not hollow mould

Of hearts from eager sympathies fenced round with cautious gold.

The poet and the painter then walk forth with step unbound,

And gaze abroad with glistening eye, that never seeks the ground.

Like the fiction bravely coin’d of the poet devotee,

Nature, that shackled ever was, triumphantly seems free.

But it is past—strange, innocent Millenium of a week ;

Next morn their usual pasture dull the sober’d herd will seek.

The Indian Carnival has this year come to a ifiournful ending, at one

place at least in Bengal. The scene was in the backwoods, beyond

the purview of the Press—out of reach of reporters—so the world

moves on in its accustomed groove of joy and sorrow, business and

recreation, in absolute unconcern because in blessed unconsciousness,

as though nothing had been the inatici anywhere. Else theie would

have been a twenty-four hours’ sciistlion and some days’ conversation,

and perhaps some pious if not very rational impeachment of the

Hindu religion and some political rcflectidns on, or rather against, the

Hindu character.

In the heart of the wild country skirting Lower Beigal on the West,

lies the Pachctc hills of Maunbhoom. These hills are the seat of a

petty principality of some pretensions in Ihe past though now fallen

and even obscure. Though now a mcie Zemindari, «and not the best

managed cither, Pachete, like Vishunpiir aiud other nciglibouring chief-

ship.s, was not without political importance in the clays of the Mogul

and thcj’athan. Without prestige, shorn of power and piivilege, the

(/uasi Rajput Raja lives in solitary grandeur in the midst of the wild-

erness, feeding his .pride on the traditions of the past. Of course, he

sticks to the ways of the old world and maintains all the fasts and

festivities of his fcnefalhcrs. He patronises musiciaiu and dancing

women, athletes and fakirs. Shawl-dealers and jewellers and peri

fnmers visit him. For the Indian ballet, he has a spcci.il weakness.

During hi.s confinement in 1857, at Burdwan, on suspicion of treason

[

and war against Queen Victoria, though in reality in retaliation for

unparliamentary language towards officials and tweaking their nose

(metaphorically)—he had had professipnal girls brought up from

Calcutta to relieve his loneliness. Returned home and to freedom, he

caused the ohl Pachctc hills to ring with revelry and joy— fit token of

deliverance.

At the principal festivals and on special occasionst musicians and

dancing girls from various parts repair to Kashipore. For the last

Holi, three or four girls had been ordered up from Patna and a

similar batch from Calcutta. The Calcutta consignment was a mis-

cellaneous lot, consisting of a Jewess, a Mussulman! from Muchooa

Bazar named Mukhan, and a brace of khemtis from Sonagachi. These

different artistes performed before the light-hearted if hoary-headed
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patron throughout the festival. On the last evening they assembled

as usual ;il ihe Rajbnri iu the hall of audience situated between the

male apartments and the ladies’ quarters. The large room was laid

out with carpets and lighted with chandeliers. At one end was

placed the Raja’s divan or cushioned seat on the floor. All the pro-

fessionals were in attendance at the same time, for though one .set

only pci formed at a time the others sat^in the same room.

The scene was lively and might have been picturesque but for that

element of barbarism which lurks in even the most pretentious efforts

of Orientalism. Thus in this Raja’s room—and he was by no means

singular— a number of torches were introduced, blackening the walls,

fittings and furnituie and poisoning the loom with their stench, and

altogether destroying the beauty of the scene. These torches finally

became the death of the^ party and of several of those who shared in

the amusement.

One of the peculiar amusements in the festival is the throwing of

red power on men and women, attacking them with soft balls of

frail sola covers filled with the powder, and injections of ted liquid.

This powder was scattered about in heaps on the. carpet .and on

clothing of the people, and even on the very torches. Mixed with the

oil which was ever and anon being poured on the rag padding of the

flambeaus whence it diippedonthe ground, these accuinul.ations of

the powder became quite inflammable and at last ignited into a flame -

first on the torches and next, by droppings from these, on the floor.

Soon the whole room was in a bla/e. At first some attempt was made

to stamp out the file but the if^nisfaluus suppressed at one spot re-

appeaied at another. There was a panic and a “stampede.” The Raja

easily slipped into the seraglio. The Jewess had the good sense to

follow him. To males that refuge was not open. The. other women

might have gone there, but they did not. Their dresses caught fire, and,

struggling with modesty and the element, they fled in all other directions.

The men were scarcely better off. Many were more or less burnt, sonic

cruelly. One death occurred on the spot, it is said. The Mussulmani

danscu of Calcutta teiurned home only to die. It is due to the Raja

to say that he pressed all the strangers to remain and offered them

every medir.al assistance in his power.

Such is the story of the Holi in Kashiporc in P.achete as we c.in

gather at Calcutta. \Vc hope Government will order an inquiry.

The London Daily Nnus ha.s thus happily “dished” the dapper

Duke

‘“We may well excuse Charles Darwin for not seeing the full inter-

pretation even of the farts which he has himself made known to us.’

So says his Grace the Duke of Argyll in Murray's Ma'iadne for Feb-

ruary. The Duke’s whole article, supposed to be a review of Mr.
Francis Darwin’s Life of his father, is intensely fiinnv. The assump-
tion of superiority on the critic’s part is the more delicious because

it is obviously genuine, and in return for the amusenifnt he gives us
‘ we mav well excuse ’ the McCallurn T^Inrc for not ^i^ring himself as

others see him. Mr. Darwin, prob.ibly tlm mot^l imaginative man of

science who over lived is dismissed by dural authority to the category

of mere ‘ observeis.’ Of course Mr. Darwin was an eminently .acute

and vigilant observer, but tp derl.iie that he was nothing else shows a
deplorable lark of general intelligence, as well as of scientific know-
ledge. The Duke’s proof of his proposition is as charming in its

simplicity as the proposition itself. Mr. ILarwin wrote ‘My power to

follow a long and purely abstract train of ihonght is very limited’
;
and

‘his own estimate of his work is the true one.’ This singular method
of reasoning would prove the Duke of Aigvll to be Ihe greatest man in

the world. For theT)nke, as Sir William Haicourt pointed out, legards
himself as infinitely above Mr. Darwin in science, and Mr. Gladstone
in statesmanship. Let us leave him to the uncovenanted mercies of

‘Professor Huxley.”

The Duke is a wonderful pachederm, however. For all the chastise-

ment inflicted on him by the doughty Professor, he goes on as if nothing

had Keen the matter with him. It is a gieat thing in England to be

a Duke, even a poor Scotch one, and the MrCallum More is one

of the Queen’s Own into the Ijargnin. Delias been so often and so

thoroughly discredited and punished for literal y intrusion into matters

which do not concern him— for impertinent seiolisrn in subjects which

be never ( ared to study properly— for cavalierly or rather ducal treat-

ment of thorough specialists -that but for the fact that John Pull dearly

loves a lord and, to give the d uke his due, for the merit of his

style, the entr/t; of the leading magazines would long since have been

lost to him. Theie is something of the spider in his literary character.

With all his sins, rny Lord Duke of Argyll is no vulgar scribbler. Yet,

we confess, the imperturbable pertinacity with which he .again and

again gathers up ajid mends his broken nets and lays them out to en-

mesh the loyal tigers of research as if they were mere flies to fail an

easy prey, looks more like a symptom of malady than evidence of healthy

literary activity.

Who shames a Dukef For break one cobweb through,

He spins the slight, self-pleasing thread anew :

Destroy his fib or sophistry ;
in vain 1

The creature’s at his dirty work again,

Throned on the centre of his thin designs,

Proud of a vast extent of flimsy lines I

Wk are astonished to read, for the first lime in the Madras

Guardian of the loth March, the following paragraph purporting to

be a quotation from the Hindoo Patriot of this city :

—

“The favourite lathi belonging to the noted badmash Ibrahim Arab,
of Macliooabazar, who so long exercised a terror over the rc.sidents of

that quarter, and who was lately sentenced to a severe term of im-
^

prisoiiinent, has been retained as a memento of this ruffian and ha'-

been mounted in silver, and the prisoner’s sentence engraved thcreo^”^'

The stick, which its owner delighted to nickname harah bidiflee^ is uhat

usually solid and weighty, and as a weapon of assault it must have Jjecu’ \
a very ugly customer. The lathi is to be sent to England very slv

'

and the work of iiKiiinting has been placed in the hands of Mr. A. Ste Icr

woiking jeweller of Chowiinghce, at whose establishment it was.
‘

view the other day.”
y

Who is the precious who has taken a fancy to this wory
^

of viflu though not of virtue, by any means? Men and womefl

suiTering from ennui will resort to desperate shifts for a little excite-

ment or even occupation. According to the Tamils, the barber

without work will shave a kitten. Proverbs to the same purport

abound in Ilengal and Hindustan. In Europe, for one thing, people

go about collecting postage stamps of different countries. Some aie

seekers of autographs—others are shearers of notabilities. An

aristocratic Rritish authoress actually applied to the formidable Maho-

niad All Pasha of Egypt for a lock of his head.. But the great Moslem

would not be shorn even by a Nazarene lady who was a blue-stocking

into the bargain, and he parried her attack with the good humoured

offer of the legacy of his whole beard—for whatever it might be

worth -to her.

Nothing could shame these hunters, however, and the mania con-

tinued unabated. Latterly, one of these intrusive innocents im-

proved upon her predecessors by seeking the cast-off rags of

men of any distinction. This kind of thing is silly enough, but

it is also a nuisance. To its victims—we mean the eminent men who

are hunted after— it is intolerable. But perhaps the most mischievous

form of lion-hunting is the hunt after noted criminals and memen-

toes of them. And it is to this category of activity that the incident

in the paragraph bclong.s. It is difficult to understand the rationale

of appreciation of the blackguard. There is nothing particular

about the stick except its having been the cowardly weapon of its

owner. To mount it in silver and preserve it, duly labelled and

catalogued, for posteiily, is the most contemptible degeneracy of hero-

worship. Nor c:in it go without its evil influence on llie public mind

The Villain of Ha’penny sheets naturally becomes the model

of many <>f the ragged boys who devour such literature. Madame

Tussaud’s Cliambcr of Horrors is now recognised as a virtual school

of crime. C.an we doubt what influence upon the rascality of the

town has been exercised by the news that this modern Abraham’s stick

has been mounted in silver and is to be sent to Her Majesty -f/^r the

benefit of her people ? 3y up

The Police of Calcutta may, from natural feeling, respect n a ci de-

predatois and ruffians. Having allowed this very man of jt to

terrorise over the town, they may even regard his weapon *** Jlly^hy.
^

But why blioukl they do aught to glorify him and ftfhj

rascalocr.acy ? of'^

It would be curious to know the author of the bright idea, v/ho

gave the outers? There is a little legal difficulty in the matter^j^hich

seems xfj have escaped the ingenious person. The stick, for whatever

it may be worth, is the Stale’s and who can alienate the public property ?

A CORRESPONDENT of the London Spectator has unearthed a curious

passage from the “Leabhar Breac” quoted in Dr. Reeves’s “Adamnan’s

Life of St. Columbia,” revealing the state of native civilisation m
Ireland towards the close of the 7th century. The old Irish code is a

cm ious indigenous product. Adamnan was an Irish Manu, and, of

course, a w'orlhy man. He contiibutcd a notable piece of ccclcsiatiQ

legislation still known after him as the Law of Adamnan, which im-
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proving upon the Decalogue, enjoins— 77^*1 ihall not kill women.

It would^Jfijrcely occur to any one to preach such a precept in es-

pecial without occasion. What a horrible society it must be where

bucha law is required I The Irish must have felt the degradation

implied in such legislation and they put as much of a good face upon

the matter as possible. The traditional origin of the Law of Adam-

nan is thus given in the “Leabhar Breac” as follows :

—

“ Adamnan happened to be travelling one day through the plain of

Bregia [a district roughly corresponding to Meath] with his mother on
his back, when they saw two armies engaged in mutual conflict. It

happened ilien that Rouait, tin* mother of* Adamnan, observed a

woman, with an iron reaping-hook in her hand, dragging another

woman out of the opposite battalion with the book fastened in one of

her bre.asis. For men and women went equally to battle at that time.

After this, Ronait sat down and said,
—‘Thou shall not take me from

this spot until thou fxemptest women for ever from being in this con-
' diiion, and from excursions and hostings.’ Adamnan then promised

that thing. There happened afterwards a convention in Ireland, ainl

Adamnan, with the principal part of the clergy of Ireland, went to the

()>sembly, and he exempted the women at it.”

That scarcely improves the matter. A single case would hardly

cause a law. Indeed, it is confessed that the women went to war like

.and with the men. That is a degradation to which savages of any

respectability do not descend. ’I'acilus tells us that the ancient Gcr-

)mcii accompanied their male relations on their military expe-

and marches, but not to fight. They were an important factor

vars of the tribe, but not as combatants. Their presence in

^amp encouraged the men, and the difficulty of retreating with their

families and the ptospect of their womankind falling a prey to the

ill usage and rapine of the victor in the event of the day’s fortunes going

against them, impelled them to desperate courage and deeds of

impossible prowess. That was all. They were too chivalrous to let

the softer sex share with them the actual brunt of warfare. Even

those baibariaiis who impose on the sex the rougher duties of ordinary

life, spare women the obligation of bearing arms. Not so the Irish.

Alone among races, they put the gentle sex to this ungentle use.

The Indian Mirror threatens to report the papers of a different

persuasion—when matter suitable and sufficient accumulate on its

hands. Grose is carefully studying the enemy,and taking notes. Would

that our contemporary could be induced to take half the pains for love

to form us own judgments 1

Says the Indian Mirror “ We are preserving with care all the

cuttings of the Pioneer and the Englishman.^^ Our contemporary

forgets that that is a game open to the opposite side too. But pro^

bably it relies upon some historical (wc mean natural- )advantages.

Wc do not remember such an exposure as that of our contemporary

by the Tribune, The Lahore paper did not expend a word and yet it

succeeded in giving a perfect picture of the mind of the Cah utt.i cdiloi

—unto his very motto— in spciuium. The 'Ttibune simply le-

produced .some extracts from the Mirror in cliionological older, giving

the Calcutta editor’.^ ddiveiances from day to day on Nepal aff.ins,

each pronouncement differing from the piecedmg utteiance, though

all pitched in the same oracular key. So nuicli for the MtrroPs

consistency or judgment !

REIS 6* RA YVET

SATURDAY MARCH //, iSSS.

THE MUNICIPAL REVOLUTION.
- Municipal Bill as rccominciided by tlie Select

\imittee, is a programme for Municipal Revolu-

\ The annexation of the Suburb.s naturally brings

new responsibilities, but there is no egid to

che new obligations, new imposts and new offences,

created under the Bill. The changes contemplated are

sweeping. A scholar himself, Sir Henry Harrison has

evidently fed his soul on the Augustan ambition. He
has at last found his opportunity, and he naturally

makes the most of it. If he cannot, by his fiat, con-

vert the City of the Ditch into one of stone, he may,

with the help of an accommodating legislature, hope
*to leave rt a spruce Engljshy town of brick and

stucco. At any rate, he will do his best to turn the

• man wi

o.ious

city of bmtees into a city of sewers, drains, privies,

urinals, and “compounds.”

The difficulty of municipal reformers has aKyays

been how to cleanse the Augean stable of our Black

Town. Granted the necessary powt^rs, Sir Henry
is sangmne of succe.ss. He will make a determined

effort to purify the city. We thoroughly sym-

pathise with the object, but we confess ’we are not

quite so hopeful, and feel almost alarmed at the

patent steam broom that is being forged at the U!gis-

lative workshop. The grandeur of the programme
is likely to cause panic—in a self-governing country

it would have ensured the rejection of the Bill. It

is a stiff Malthusian dose for an old Eastern com-
munity. Mr. Malabari has found unexpected allies in

Sir II. Harrison and his Health Officer Dr. Simpson.
Through a reform in domestic architecture and

economy, they promise to themselves that solution of

the infant marriage question which reformers have

.so long been striving after. But, in improving the

city of its close, ill-ventilated, crowded habitations,

a great many honest and dishone.st citizens will be

improved off its face. There is no inincing of mat-

ters in the propo.sal. It is stern as Nature herself.

The new measures may all be good and necessary,

but a vigorous working of the Act will be severely

felt for generations and may cause an outcry which

Government may be compelled to listen to. If the

improvements can be effected at moderate cost, no
reasonable man will object. But European sanita-

tion is an expensive luxury, the cost being out of all

proportion to the capacity of a poor, unenterprising,

custom-ridden population.

The new measure.s are so many and so extensive,

that the residents ought to be given sufficient time to

make theniselve.s acquainted with them. The Hon’ble
Kallyriath Mitter’s motion for six wcck.s’ time was
perfectly reasonable, and if the law is not to come
into o[)eration before April next year, the Council
with good grace might have complied with the re-

quest. At any rate, if the Bill is to be hurried

through the Council this session, the Act should be
freely circulated in the vernaculars among the resi-

dents to prepare them for the improvements in store

fur them.

With these preliminary remarks, we proceed to lay

before our readers the important provisions of the Bill.

The Act comes into operation on the 1st April 1889,

but elections may be held aJtei% the Act has been
ass<BU<»xl to by the Governor-Cieneral. This provision

appear^s in thti Mofussil Act, but wc entertain grave
doubts of its legality. A law caniiot be worked in part

while it is inoperative as a whole. The Governments
of India, here and even at Home, are painfully defi-

cient ill law, and therefore it was that we hailed the

recent appointment of Sir Charles Turner as con-*

tribuiing a needed infusion to the personnel of the
Council of the Secretary of State. It is ignoranqc as

often as wilfulness that leads Indian officials to break
the law. But what hope of the thorough Reign of

Law in a country in which the legislature itself has no
loyalty and reverence for it, in which the makers of
law lend themselves to tricks calculated to destroy its

prestige ? We trust the Advocate Genera^ will show
a proper jealousy of such degradation of legislation,

and wc commend the whole subject to tbc notice of
the .Law Member.
We pass over the constitution poritiqn, as it has al-

ready been passed by -the Council—an unusual course
even in the history pf Indian Legislatures. The term
“.Municipal purpose" has been liberally defined, and
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many openings for expenditure sanctioned hitherto not

allowed. While the Divisional Commissioners come

down upon mofussil municipalities for educational

grants, and taxed them for expending the municipal

fund for providing caskets f>r the Address to the

Queen on her jubilee, the Calcutta Corporation

will be free to expend itrf revenues and perhaps

to borrow' money, for primary and technical

education and for public entertainments. The

sanitary rage for Calcutta is not exhausted by

the extension of its municipal area, but the muni-

cipal fund is expected to provide for sanitary

reforms by the neighbouring municipalities. We
were at one time led to suppose that the drainage

system was not to be introduced into the Suburban

portion of the town, and were glad that at least an

area of the new town would be spared the nuisance.

But the Bill we now find makes it imperative to ex-

tend and complete the typhoid-generating works

throughout the town. Instead of employing their

time in devising a remedy against the existing evil,

the Select Legislators coolly recommend the means

of its spread with borrowed capital. Dr. Sircar is

not on the Select Committee, and we doubt not he

will raise the whole question in Council. A strong

stand should be made against the extension, and

Government asked to appoint a Committee of experts

on the merits and demerits of the system.

The Bill retains the power of the Local Govern-

ment to supersede the Commissioners for default and

neglect of the duties prescribed, but makes the pro-

vision less indefinite and allows an appeal to the

Governor-General in Council against the order of the

Lieutenant-Governor. The appointment of Chair-

man shall continue in the Local Government, but he,

as all officers of Rs. 500 a month and upwords, shall

be removed from office on the vote of 2-3rds of the

Commissioners at a special meeting assembled. The
Chairman is no longer to be the Commissioner of

Police and his lowest pay is fixed at Rs. 2,50x5.

For appointments of Rs. 200 and upwards, the

nomination whereof rests with the Chairman, he

may be required to select 3 candidates, one of

whom shall be appointed by the Commissioners. The
Vice-Chairman is declared eligible, if elected or

appointed, as a member of the Port Commission and

the local Legislative Council. Any servant of the

Corporation below the Vice-Chairman, may be sus-

pended or fined, subject to confirmation by the final

removing authority. Following the Bombay Acts, the

Commissioners, their officers and servants and all

are declared public servants as defined in Sec. 21 ot

the Penal Code. Instead of the Town Council of 30,

there will a General Committee of 18—twelve being

elected by’the 50 elected Commissioners, one nomi-

rated by the Bengal Chamber of Commerce, one by

the Calcutta Trades Association, one by the Pgrt

Commissioners, and three by the 1 5 nominated Com-
missioners.

The Bill recognizes the propriety of exempting

carriages from taxation when not used, but horses

and animals,* whether worked or not, must continue

to bear the full tax. The neighbe^pring municipalities,

whenever fgpnd entitled, are to be given a share of the

cart registration fees. The Municipality is empower-

ed to levy a tax of 4 annas for every ten gallons of

petroleum brought into Calcutta for consumption

therein. The Police rate is withdrawn. Government

bearing the eptire cost of the Police, but the House

rate is increased to 13 per cent, under the name of the

General rate. The water rate is unaltered, that is,

remains at 6 per cent, but “ houses and lands, no part

of which is within 150 yards of the nearest stand-

pipe or other supply of filtered water..., shall pay

3 per cent less than houses otherwise situated."

The law has always drawn a distinction between

houses on streets piped and unpiped for filtered

water, but the Commissioners never observed

it in the application of the Act. Will the new law

improve their sensp of right in this respect ? The
lighting rate will not exceed 2 per cent. But the

night soil fee is converted into a rate of 2 per cent,

without exemption for service not done. And all

these rates are to be recovered in advance, half from

the owner and half from the occupier. This was

inevitable after lapse of years. The Bill yet preserves

the integrity of the special rates, the General Fund,

being charged for any deficiency of any particular

fund, but the General Fund is not to benefit by any

surplus of the special funds. After so many inno-

vations making for increased income—after so many
proofs of zeal and boldness. Sir Henry Harrison

,

unaccountably stops short of the logical goal cr

his ideas—his ideal. He does not propose a conso-

lidated rate of all kinds. That would be the legiti-

mate conclusion of his policy, and it would really put

money in his purse. As it is, he could not divert funds

from their fixed uses, and the unexpended balances

must simply accumulate like Thellusson’s legacy.

Practice, however, overrides law, and the Commis-
sioners have drawn cheques on the security of

these separate funds for general purposes, and it may
be repeated, though Sir Henry does not take the

power. A fresh and an oppressive source of income

is the system of assessment introduced, the per centage

on the cost of buildings, or their selling value, which

is calculated to double and treble the present assess-

ments, and to raise the revenue accordingly. This

is an innovation which is not to be submitted to in

silence, cither by the Council or the general body

of ratepayers.

We stop here to-day.

HYDROPHOBIA EN MASSE.
The English papers report what they call a shocking

case of hydrophobia just occurred near Carrigallen,

Co. Leitrim, in Ireland. The modesty of the gram-
mar scarcely does justice to the proportions or pain-

ful interest of the subject. It is a easeful of cases

rather than a single case. “Over thirty people,”

we are told, “ ate of a pig which had been bitten by
a rabid dog, and about a week afterwards a whole
family, named Stewart, were seized with hydropho-

bia.” Here is indeed a »/»//«;« tn /an/i? of horrors 1

The account goes on—“ One Philip McGovern was
immediately called in to apply his cure for h^ropho-
bia. He completed the treatment, and all I'l'y

;

patients are expected to recover. The other

sons who ate the meat and had not exhibited
\

bad symptoms were also under treatment.” Th
putting ah extraordinarily cheerful face on a fri^*”^’'

matter. *1 1 is covering death’s heads with pasiSb”' ti

look like life and even painting a smile over them

!

If these Irish victims of poisoned pork lend them-

selves to the illusion, they must either be grossly

ignorant or possess a heavenly temperament. For
our part, we can nut contemplate their situation with-

out anxiety or alarm. What are McGovern’s claims

to so much confidence He may be only a local

Sangrado with faith in himself and commanding^

the faith of his patients, but mere faith will scarcely,

in these sceptical days, cure an organic or constitu-
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tional ailment, any more than it will remove moun-
tains.^His ^system seems simple. He forthwith

completed his treatment and pronounced the patients

out of danger. That, we take it, is ail the ground
of expectation of recovery. The simplicity of these

Irish is equal to that of their Philip’s therapeutic

method. If it is not a secret, we ought to know what
this treatment is. And all the thirty ought to be

sent for treatment to Pasteur and other experts.

It would not be amiss if some good Samaritan could

send the Chandernagore specific for their benefit.

The lives of thirty men are in imminent peril. A
whole family of unoffending Christians is threatened

with summary extinction in cold blood, in a time of

peace. The public ought to interfere. The victims

(i?;hould certainly be watched. If they develop any
symptoms of violence, it may be necessary to isolate

them. Some patients show an irresistible impulse

to bite others, and such bites may communicate the

virus. There is a funny story in one of Charles

yCover’s novels of a ’cute Irishman clearing a whole
* j^ilway car of passengers for his comfort by a sudden
ainnouncement that he had the rabies

!

It is too soon to conclude the recovery of these

thirty Irish. This canine poison is at once deep and
insidious, and works in the system for a great length

of time—for months atid even years. It is also so

easily communicable. One mad dog or jackal may
affect many households, and has actually been known
to decimate whole villages. And as yet no satisfac-

tory remedy is known. This points to the duty of

the State in the connection. The subject is one
peculiarly within the province of Governments to in-

quire into. We arc not alarmists. So far from shar-

ing the horror of the dog of so many of our country-

men, we have great admiration and respect for this

companion and friend of man. In our anxiety for our

own, we should not forget the rights of the lower

animals. We preach no crusade agaiiist any that are

capable of the slightest civilization.

|3ublk

.

* THE LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOr 'aT PURULiX”
THE MUNICIPAL ADDRESS.

Wc, the Members of the Municipal Corporation of Piirulia, the

head-quarters of this District, on behalf of ourselves and our fellow-

citizens, beg most respectfully to approach you with this our address

of welcome, and to express our gratification in receiving Your
Honor for the first time in the District of Manbhum.
The town of Purulia owes its origin to the existence of the Bri-

tish Government. The interior of this District is, indeed, stuaded
with t|ic ruined monuments of an ancient faith, and the traces of a

former civilization. But that faith is now extinct, and that civili-

zation has long since passed away. A hundred years ago the spot

on which Your Honor is now standing was covered with jungle,

and abandoned to the herdsman and the hunter. The town itself

^ history back only to the year 1837 ; and in its steady

(yj^^pment, in the swelling volume of its commerce and the
of its political life, it may be said to mark the era of pro-

flp and enlightenment which opened with the accession of Her
/ 'ty the

/ communication in these Districts hafe, hitherto

v'l^jj^hem outside the ordinary tours of Your Honor’s pfcdccessora.

, he only previous instance of this District and Tovm having been

V dmilarly honored, is the visit of Sir Richard Temple in 1876. It

is therefore with peculiar satisfaction that vve have witnessed the

resumption of work on the Bcngal-Nagpur Railway. This great

work cannot fail to lend a powerful stimulus to the development of

this District in every respect, to enhance the value ofland, to at-

tract the capital necessary for the exploitation of its mineral wealth,

and to introduce its economic and industrial products to the markets

of India and Europe.

We would express our hope that, when the opening of the line

stiall have brought Manbhum into unbroken railway communication

with the labour districts of Assam, Your Honor may be pleased to

reconsider the law that regulates the recruitment of coolies. The
evils that attend the existing system arc daily brought home to us ;

and, in our humble judgment, it will be possible to mitigate them
by an amendment of the law.

Finally, we venture to approach Your Honor with a prayer that

some assistance may be afforded to us in our eftorts to improve the

supply of drinking water in the town of Purulia. The Saheb-
bandh, \thich was constructed through the exertions of Col.
Tickell, and which for 35 years has supplied the townspeople with
water, has of late years somewhat silted up and is in danger of de-
teriorating. It is our wish to re-cxcavatc a part of the baiulh, and
to clear out and deepen that section which is most resorted to : but
unfortunately such a work is quite beyond our means. Wc do not
venture to ask for a grant of money from Provincial Funds : but wc
bring to Your Honor’s notice that after the Famine of 1866, a sum
of money was set aside for the support of the orphan children of

those who died at the time, and that sum of Rs. 6,000 is still at

credit of this Fund, and is no longer required for its original pur-

pose. Wc venture to hope that Your Honor will regard the im-
provement of Water-supply of the town as a proper object to which
the surplus may be applied, and he pleased to place it at our dis-

posal for expenditure on this account.

NOMENOLOGY OF THE B. PATRIKA.
A word about the philological self-examination of the Amrita Bazar

Patrika. Amrita is nectar ; and it is aconite, says the Patrika himself.

It is, of course, left to each man to find out for himself as to which
of these meanings fits the Patrika most ; and there are many good
people, I believe, who think that the Amrita of which “the Patrika
is a bazar” is not nectar but the poison, aconite ; for the symptoms
of your brother curiously coincide with those of this drug. Proofs

:

“ Great nervous excitability.” Head—*‘*^ Congestion with
great heat ; sensation of emptiness.” JSyf/—Aversion to light, &c., &c.

P.

The Punjabi

SUMMARY OF THE CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMEN
DATIONS OF THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION.

(Concludedfrom p. ii/,)

Miscellaneous That inasmuch as the posts of chief adminis-
trative officers of districts and Judges involve very responsible duties,

the principle of selection should be more completely adopted in

regard to those appointments ; and that when in the order of
seniority officers become eligible for appointment to the posts

Collector or Judge, there should be no hesitation in passing over
those persons who have not given distinct evidence that they arc

fit for such office. 47. That, as a general rule, officers of the Im-
perial and Provincial Services, if declared ineligible for promotion,
should, after a certain period of service, be liable to be compulsorily
retired on reduced pensions calculated with reference to their period
of effective service. 48. That a Board of Examiners should be
appointed in each Presidency and Province who should perform
duties similar to those entrusted to Her Majesty’s Civil Service Com-
missioners in England, and that, whenever possible, non-official

Europeans and Natives should be represented on such Boards.

Special Departments: GcneraL—\^. That when the Commission
has made no specific recommendation respecting recruitment and
conditions of service in any Department in which changes arc sug-
gested, it advises the adoption, as far as miiy be practicable, of the
same rules as to preliminary qualification, recruitment, probation
and general conditions of service as it has recommended for the
Provinciil Service, and that the recommendations of the Commission
in regard to the several Departments arc subject to due considera-
tion for the rights of existing incumbents of all classes of appoint-
ments which may be affected by its proposals.

Accounts Department,— 50. That the office of Comptroller and
Auditor-General should be included in the Schedule attached to the’

Statute 24 and 25 Vic., Cap. 54, and that the offices of Accountant-
Gcjicral, Civil Auditor, and Sub-Treasurer should be removed from
the Schedule. 51. That indigenous agency should be more largely
introduced into the Enrolled List, and that the sources of recruit-
ment for that list should be extended, appointments being m|idc
(a) of outsiders by open competitive examination

;
(b) to a limited ex-

tent, as at present, for the Covenanted Civil Service
; (c) by the pro-

motion of Chief Superintendents who have proved that they possess
capacity for the superior branch

;
(d) by the exceptional appoint-

ment of officers who have shown marked ability in the charge of
Treasuries or in other Departments of the Provincial Service. 52.
That the Government of India should continue to reserve to itself a

discretion of appointing to the Enrolled List any person whom it

may deem it conducive to the interests of the public service so to
appoint.

Archaohgical Survey Department,---^^. That facilities should be
given to a limited number of graduates of the Universities, sufficient-

ly prepared by previous study, to undergo a course of training in

Epigraphy.
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Caums Dipartmenl.—'i^. That the Commissionerahtp of Cmtoim,

Salt and Opium in the Presidency of Bombay should continue to be

included in the Schedule attached to the Statute 14 and Vic.,

Cap C4 'I’hat of the three Collcctorships of Customs at

Madras, Bombay, and Calcutta and the Assistant Collectorshtp at

Bombay, only the two most responsible appointments, namely, those

at Bombay and Calcutta, should ordinarily be held by members of the

Imperial Service, and that it is unncccesary to include the appoint-

ments of' Collector of Customs at Madras and Assistant Collector

at Bombay in the auire of the Imperial Service for purposes of re-

cruitment. 56. That the present system of recruitment by selection

should be retained in respect to the other superior appointments in

the Department, but that if these appointments arc not filled by

promotion from the subfjrdinatc ranks nr by transler from the Pro-

vincial Service, the persons appointed should only hold their olhecs

provisionally until I hey have satisfied substantial probationary tests.

^7. That there i.s no ground ff)r exclusion of qualified candidates of

any race from the Appraisers or Preventive branches of the Depart-

ment.
, , , , j •

Drparimfiil.— 'ii. That recruitment shuuld be made in

England only for (/;)
Priiicipalsliips of Colleges ;

{i) Professorships

in those branches of knowledge in wliieh the European standard ol

advaiucmcnt has not been attained in India ; and {i) a smaller

number of In.spcctor.ships fhan at pre.scnt. 59' fh^t recruitment

of Prf)fcssors sIduM be ordinarily of r,pccialists, and, when practica-

ble, for a term of years, with power of reappointment. 6o. That

the fern u net atioii of othcers recruited in England sliould be fixed

with reference to the aiiainmcnts required and the dunes to be

performed in each ease. 6i. That the present graded li-sts of the

superior branch of the Depaftmenf should be abolished, due regard

being had to the interests of existing innimbcnts. 62. That all

«uher educational appointments should be filled up locally by the

present mode or modes of recruitment, on the principles recom-

mended in this Report as to conditions ol scrv'icc for the general

Provincial Service.* 63. That there should be in each Presidency

and in the larger Provinces as least one college with a staff of Pro-

fessors capable of leaching up to the highest European standards,

under a European Principal ;
and that the same object should, as far

as practicable, be kept in view in smaller colleges, 64.. That the

inspection of schools and colleges should be carried on by an agency

entirely separate from the teaching staff and recruited from a dillcrcnt

source, til
fryuj/ Dfpftrtmcnt,---Gi, That the staff of the Department should

be divided into an Imperial Branch and Provincial Branches, and

that, as in the Imperial Civil Service, the Imperial Branch of the

Forest Service should be a corps (Celtic^ limited to the number of

officers necessary to fill the superior controlling appointments and

such a proportion of the Assistant Coimervators posts as will ensure

a complete training for the junior officers. 66. 'I'hat the Imperial

Branch should be recruited in England, and that the conditions of

service as to leave and pension should be assimilated to those of the

Imperial Branch of the Public Works Department. 67. That the

present rule which disc|ualifics married men from presenting them-

nolvcs at the examination in England should be modified, as it might

operate to debar Native candidates fr»jm competing for appointments

in England. 6S. That the Government should keep in view the

policy of training in India men cpialificd to take charge of the

higher administrative ap^iointmciits so as to avoid as far as possible

the necessity for expanding the Imperial Branch of the service.

69. That the rules at present prescribed by the Forest Code for the

admission of candidates in India should be retained as providing a

system of recruitment for (he Provincial Branches of the Depart-

ment suitable to existing circumstances. •

Gcokyjcol V Dep^rttnent.—^o, That so bing as no adequate

provision i.s made for the reaching of (jcology and the allied sciences

at Indian colleges, appointments to the higher grades of the De-

partment should ordinarily be made by the Secretary of State

without rcspfcct to the nationality of the candidatc.s. 71. That

^ulvAssisraiits should not be recruited in greater numbers than arc

roijuircd for the purposes of the Department, /. c., to assist the more

qualified Surveyors ; but that Sub-Assistants should be promf>tcd

to the superior grades if they give proof of capacity for inde-

pendent work. 72. Thai it is open lo doubt whether the organi-

satioi^of a Department for Geological Survey is expedient to any

greater extent than is rcqiiiacd to secure .ysrcmatic investigation.

lloUowaf Si Ointment ami PiUs,--Qo)i\\sq\ for the Delicate.—Those

to whom season'^ of chanjre.ililo tempcraluicj aie protr.ictcd period.'; of

trial should seek the earliest opportunity 01 icinoving all obslacles to

good health. This cooling Ointment, pcrseveiingly rubbed upon the

skin, is the most reliable remedy for overcoming all disca.ses of the

throat and chest. Ouiu.scy. lelaxed tonsils, sme throat, swollen glands,

ordinary catarrh, and bronchitis, usually prevailing at this season, may

be arrested a.s soon as discovered, and every symptom banished by

Holloway’s simple and effective treatment. This t)mtment and I’ills

'are highly commended for the facility with which they successfully

conquer influen/a ;
they allay in an incredibly short time the distressing

fever and teasing cough.

7T That the graded system appears unsuitable for a service in

which the work to be performed calls for the highest efficiency in

an equal degree throughout the wljole term of employment. 74.

That the system of engaging specialists for a limited tertn of years

is advantageous and should be continued.
r t !

Jail Drparmm.—T^. That when Superintendents of Jails, Cen-

tral or District, arc not medical officers, more opportunity might

properly be given to Natives of India to show their fitness for these

appointments from which they arc at present practically excluded.

76. That the qualifying service for the important position of Super-

intendent of a Centml Ja^l should be such as will ensure a thorough

preliminary training, and that no person should be appointed to

that office who has not served three years in the Jail Department,

or in the superior grades of the Police Department, or in both

combined.

Meteorological Survey Department.--^-;. That in the present state

of scicfiiific educ ation in India, the Commission is unable to recom-

mend any change in the system of recruitment for this Department.

Mint Department.— That the rule in the Notification of the

Government of India, No. 3570, dated 19th September, 1884,*'

which prescribes that Commissioned officers only shall Ordinarily

be appointed to gazetted offices in the A.ssay Department, should be

cancelled. 79. 'Phat further enquiry should be made whether the

scheme of training for temporary appointments involves unnecessary

expense. 80. Thar, as a general rule, where a scientific education,

as distinct from probationary departmental training, is required to«.^

qualify officers for service in any Department, the cost of such cdu-'

cation should he borne by those who seek employment rather than

by the State.

Opium Department.—^\. That the experiment of appointing

Natives by selection to a proportion of the vacancies in the De-

partment should be discontinued, and that the future recruitment

for this department should he subject to the general principles ol

equality of treatment of all classes of Her Majesty’s subjects and of

tested preliminary qualifications which have been proposed for the

Provincial Service. 82. 'That the Imperial Service affords the

fittest field of selection for filling the appointments of Opium

Agents, and that these appointments should be retained in the

Schedule of reserved posts attached to the Statute 24 and 25 Vic.,

Cap. 54.

Pilot Service.— That no sufficient reasons exist to justify a re-

coinincndaiion that the State should establish a special school for

the instruction of persons born and educated in India who entertain a

desire to adopt a sea-faring life as a profession.

Postal Department.— That, in order to enable Natives to com-

pete on equal terms with Europeans and Eurasians for appoint-

ments which require higher educational qualifications and greater

physical energy than are necessary for efficient service in the lower

posts, a certain number of appointments carrying salaries of from Rs.

80 to Rs. 100 a month should be filled by competition, the succcs-

ful candidates being admitted on probation and being trained in

Head Offices after which they should be employed as Inspectors,

and if found qualified, selected for the grades of Superintendent.

85. 'Fhat of the seven highest appointments in the Department at

present filled by Covcnaiwed Civilians, not less than three should

ordinarily be filled by promotion wiihin the Department.

Polin' Dipartment.—86. That although for many years to come
the European element in the higher ranks of the Police should

predominate. Natives of India ought not to be entirely excluded

from those ranks as is now the ease in some Provinces, but that

endeavours should be made to introduce a reasonable proportion of

Nari\e officers, due regard being always had to the efficiency of the

service. 87. That the present system of recruitment for the grade

of Assistant District Superintendent in most Provinces is unsatisfac-

tory, as not afl'ording a sufficient guarantee for educational qtfalifica-

tions and habits of industry, and that admission to this grade should

be by

—

(a) limited competition amongst candidates selected in Eng-

land for such portion of the appointments in each Province as the

Government of India may decide to be necessary
; {

5
) limited com-

petition amonst candidates selected in India, such candi^tes

carefully chosen on grounds of good physique, the knowledge o;^en»A

vernacular languages prescribed for the Provincial Service, and oi

educational qualifications of an English kind ; (r) promotion \

the grade of Inspectors for exceptional merit and ablity shr

active service. 88. That both of the competitive examjT^'*^^

referred todii the foregoing Recommendation should be coiWflCtiv

in accordance with rules approved by the Government of India

89. That appointments to Inspctorships should, as a rule, be made

from the lower grades of the force, and that in no ease should

outsiders be appointed to Inspectorships merely as a training ground

for the higher offices. 90. That many of the abuses which now
characterise the Police force arc due to the inadequate remunera-

tion of the lower grades ; and that whatever improvement may he

made in the conditions of service of the other ranks, full advantage

will not result from it so long as the officer in charge of a Police

Station, by whatever name he may be called, docs not receive

remuneration and prospects adequate to induce and enable him to

withstand the temptations to which his situation exposes him.
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Public Works Departt?ienU-~-()\. That the Engineer Establishment

of the Public Works Department should consist of an Imperial

> Branch and of Provincial Branches. 92. That the Imperial Branch
should consist of such a number of Royal Engineers as may be re-

quired as a reserve !or military purposes over and above the officers

employed in the Military Works Branch and of Civil Engineers

recruited in England. 93. Tiiat the strength of the Imperial

Branch should not be greater than is necessary for purposes of con-

trol and direction and for the execution and repair of works calling

for high Engineering skill, and that the recruitment from the Cooper’s

Hill Royal Engineering College, which appears at present cxccbbivc,

should be regulated accordingly. 94. That the conditions of service

in the Imperial Branch should be fixed with a view to secure the
‘ necessary qualifications in England, and should, as far as possible, be

uniform for all officers employed in it. 95. That the Provincial

Br'%ichcs should be of a strength adequate for the construction and

maintenance in the several Provinces of works not ordinarily call-

ing for high Engineering skill. 96. 'I'hat the recruitment for the Pro-

yincial Branches should be made by the direct appointment to the

|)«wcst grades of qualified Engineers from the Indian Engineering
Colleges and in exceptional eases by promotion from the Upper
Subordinate grades. 97, 'Ehat there should be at least one college

hdia thoroughly well equipped for providing a high education for

pincers for the Provincial Branches, and that such college should

\bpen to all classes of Her Majesty’s subjects. 98. That the con-

ladons of service as to pay, furlough, and pciibion should be fixed

,
or the Provincial Branches without reference to those of the

Imperial Branch. 99. That the number of professional Engineers

and Military officers employed in the superior Accounts Branch is

excessive and should be reduced, too. That the mode of a[)point-

ing outsiders to the Accounts Branch is iinbaiisfactory
; that the

recruitment should be to a larger extent from all classes of the com-
munity ; and that it should be by open competitive examination,

the subjects prescribed for the examination being so chosen as not

to exclude any class of the community likely to furnish qualified

candidates, and by promotion in exceptional eases from the

Accountants’ grades.

Department.— loi. That the appointment of Inspector

General of Registration should not be included in the cadre of the

Imperial Service for the purpose of recruitment. 102. That while no

obstacle should be placed in the way of such Registration officers

as may desire to compete for employment in other Departments,

those officers should not be exempted from the operation of any

rules prescribed to ensure the possession of the special quali-

fications required in any particular Department.

Salt Department.— 103. That the Commissionership of the

Northern India Sale Department and the Commissionerships of

Salt in the Madras and Bombay Presidencies should be retained in

the Schedule attached to the Statute 24 and 25 Vic., Cap. 54. 104.

That when recruitment for Superintendcnlshipb in the Northern

India Salt Department is resumed, the orders directing the reduc-

tion of the salaries attached to those appointments should be

reconsidered. 105. That, sufficient precautions being taken to

secure the requisite physical qualifications, the same principles

should govern the recruitment for and promotion in this Depart-

ment as have been recommended for the Provincial Service,

and that rules should be framed in the ease of the Northern

India Salt Department by the Government of India, and in the

case of the Departments in Madras and Bombay by the Local

Governments, subject to the approval of the Government of India,

to give effect to this Recommendation.
Survey Department.— 106. That Royal Engineers or other Military

officers employed in the Senior Division, with such specialists as

may be recruited in England, should be regarded as forming a dis-

tinct braiMi of the service, wit|^ pay, furlough and pension rules

adjusted to the requirements of a service so recruited,; and that the

posts now held by the Junior Division should be amalgamated with
borne posts surrendered by the Senior Division so as to provide

sufficiently attractive prospects for a service locally recruited, the

pay, furlough, and pciibion rules applicable to which should be

adjusted on the principles already indicated by the Commission in

respect of other services recruited in India. 107. That admission

to the Junior Division (or to the Local Service if the Recommenda-
tion of the Commission is adopted) should not be confined to special

classes of Her Majesty’s subjects in India, and that it should be

regulated by competition among selected candidates, and exception-

ally by promotion from the Subordinate Service. 108. That, in view
of the fact that the Revenue Survey Departments in the Madras and

Bombay Presidencies will be abolished in a few years, no further

appointments of probationers should be made to the ga/ctlcd posts,

and that any deficiency experienced in the strength of the existing

agency should be supplied from the Provincial Services, such as the

Land Revenue or Public Works Departments.

Telegraph Department.— 109. That for the present the recruitment

in England on the scale now sanctioned should be maintained, but

that the gradual reduction of the staff recruited in England should

be kept in view, and that a superior Local Telegraph Service should

be recruited in India from classes to be established at one or more
of the Indian Engineering Colleges, no. 7'hatthcpay of the service

locally rccruiied should not be adjusted with reference to the pay of

officers recruited in England, but that the pay and orthcr condi-

tions of the service locally recruited should be determined indepen -

dcntly on the same principles as it is proposed to adopt for the Pro-

vincial Service.

iHOlLOWAY'SPIllS&OINTMENT

THE PILLS
Purify the Blood, correct all Disorders of the

LIVER, STOMACH, KIDNEYS AND BOWELS,
They invigorate and restore to health Debilitated Constitutions, and

are invaluable in all Complaints incidental to Females of all ages.

For children and the aged they are priceless.

THE OINTMENT
Is an infallible remedy for Bad Legs, Bad Breasts, Old Wounds,
Sores and Ulcers. It is famous for Gout and Rheumatism. For

tlisorders of the Chest it has no equal.

For Sore Throats, Bronchitis, Coughs, Colds,
Glandular Swellings and all Skin Diseases, it has no rival

;
and for

contracted and slilT joints it acts like a < bann.
Manufactured only at Professor Huij.oway s Establishment

OXFORD STREET (late 533, Oxford St.,) LONDON.

EMERALD THEATRE
BliADON STREET.
Manti!;er, G. C. Giioiii.

Saturday—the 17th March, iS&S—
,

at Q r. M.
igluc

'

/led Q
• Grand opening night of

fule iBabu G. C. G hose’s New Drama

rT» Une of his happiest attempts.

and the beautiful contend to awe

and ravish the heart by turns.

Appointments fresh and costly.

Scefcs painted under special direction,

subjecting time and place to the magic

pencil of the Artist.

Dresses fashioned by arduous researches to

revive bygone men and manners.

Next day—Siindixy-^iSth March,

at Candle Ligpht.

M. M. S. Dint’s Grand Trilogy

Ram & \ ...Babu Grish Chunder Ghose.
Meghnad J

Promila ...Mrs. Sookumary Dutt.

M. L. SUR, Asst. Manager.

ARMY CLOTHING DEPARTMENT.

Alipon\ jth March r^SS.

Sealed tenders are invited for the supply of

Stoics and Eiiibioidery as nia]^ be rcquiied

dining the year 1888-89.

2.

— Tenders will only be received on the

punted foims, which are obtainable at this

offiee, or may be .seen at the office of tins

Paper. Blanks in the printed forms must be

filled up correctly. Each tender must be ac-

companied by a Currency Note for Rs. 100 as

e-ainebt money,

3.

— riie lowest tender will not necessarily

be accepted, and tenders may be accepted in

whole or part.

4. Any# person whose tender may be ac-

cepted will be required to execute a bond and

to give appioviM secvirily for the due fultilinent

of his cjniract, within one week from the dale

of acceptance of his tender, in default of which,

his earnest money will be forfeited. The se-

curity will be calculated at 10 per cent on the

contract.

5.—Any further information required may be

obtained, and scaled patterns inspected at the

:iolhing Agency.
^

6.—Tenders will be opened by undersigned

Lt noon on Wednesday the 21st March 1888

n the presence of such persons as may desire

o attend.
W. H. MACKESY, CoL,

Supdt. and Agent for Army Clothing.

NOTICE.
Her Excellency #he Countess of Duffeiin

will receive on Mond.iy aftcinoon March 19th

in the (hardens of (Government House ‘from

4-30 to 6-30 p. M.

All Ladies and (/cntlemen having the entree

of Government House are invited to attend

and those having cliildren to bring them.

WILLIAM BERESFORD, Ll. Colonel,

Military .Secretary to the Viceroy.

Military Secretary’s Office,

Calcutta, i6th March 1S88.

»

The Maliaiiirwna Tantram with the com-
mcniaiy of Harihorananda Bharati, ilm
spiritual preceptor of the late* Raja Ram Mo-
hun Roy, .iccompanied by a tiaiiblation and
copious explanatory notes by the venerable
Pundit Jagonmoliun TaikalanFar

; edited by
Babu Kii.bhna Gopal Bhakt.a, M. A. .S. B.,

Editor of the 2nd impression of the late Sir
Radha Kanto’s Sabda Kalpadruma, the Ra-
mayana, etc., etc. Issuing in parts A)f bix forms
demy 12 mo. each, from April last. To be
completed in about 25 parts. Price for the
whole work Rs. 5, if paid in advance. For
each part to subscribers annas 4, to non-sub^
scribers annas 6. Post free. Apply to the editor,

1 5, Gopee Kristo Pal’s Lane, Calcutta.
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CORPORATION OF CALCUTTA.
Sealed tenders for breaking Imported Stone

Ballast in the Municipal Depots, during the

official year 1888-89, will be received by the

Vice-Chairman at 2 P. M., on the 24th instant,

and will be opened by him there and then in

the presence of tenderers who may wish to

attend.

2. The stone is to be broken so h to pass

freely in all directions through a ring 2 inches

in diameter and to be stacked at the Stone
Depots for measurement. The rate for break-

ing 100 cubic feet of stone, including cost of

stacking, is to be staled in each tender which
must be accompanied by Rs. 1000 earnest

money to be enclosed with the tender.

3. The party whose tender may be accept*
ed must sign a deed of contract duly stamped

• and registered at his own expense within two

weeks of the acceptance of his tender.

4. The Commissioners do not bind them
selves to accept the lowest or any tender.

5. Any further information recjuired can be
had on application.

UDOY NARAIN SINGHA,

Superintendent of Stores.

9th March 1888.

spare spring, glass •box and guarantee,

Guaranteed to stand any amount of rough
usage. Will last a life time. Has no ap-

pearance of cheapness about them. Others
sell at double our rates. A. R. Mehta from
Bandora says “ The 7-8 watch I purchased

from you two years back gives correct time as

yet.” Pretty Canadian Gold Guards, Locket
Pencils amUGngs set with chemical diamonds,
rubies, i&c., at Rs. 2 each, will not turn black.

W. G. Smith, Salt Inspr., Sainkutla says

“A Germ.in valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50
and the ruby at Rs. 30.” Full money refunded

if any of the .above arc not approved. Men
tion this paper.

The Western India Trading Co., Bomr.w

READY

HAMILTON & CO.’S

Latest Designs in Oold Bangles-

The Acron Bangle, (England) ... Rs. 60

The Thistle Bangle, (Scotland) ... „ 60

The Shamrock Bangle, (Ireland) ... ,,
60

The Lotus Bangle, (India) ... „ 60

The Forget-me-not Bangle ... „ 63

The Indian Bamboo Bangle ... „ 32

The Victoria Bangle ... ... „ loo

The Cleopatra Signet Bangle ... „ 54

The Magic Twist Bangle ... „ 185

The Flexible Curl^ Jangle ... ,,115

The Etruscan Balf’Jangle ... „ 32

The Good Luck Bahgle ... ... „ 54

The Oriental Onyx Bangle ... „ 90

The Flexible Gold and Platinum Bangle „ loo

The “Mascotte” Diamond H’shoe Bangle,, 90

The Scotch Plaid Bangle... ... ,, 80

The above are cash quotations.

Inspection Invited.

HAMILTON & GO.,
CALCUTTA.

SELLING BY THOUSANDS.

PRETTY, strong, ageurate, open-f.iced

Nickel Silver Keyless Railway Regulator-;,

jewelled, enamelled dial, bold figures and
hands, shewing both Local ami Bombay times

with best finished durable machinery and dust*

tight cases for only Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with

*ost free Rs. 6.

... Ks. 6.

... Rs. 5-8.

Price

Cloth Gilt

Cloth Bound

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post,

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL
IIETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
Formerly MinUter to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister ofike Tipperah State,

Apply to Manager, “REIS& RAYYEr
I, Uckoor DutTs Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINION OF THE PRESS.

this interesting book. We are justified

in so terming it,not on account of any rotn.antic

adventures that the author has to relate, nor

of any very new discoveries in geography or

natural history. There is something parti-

cular as regards ethnology
;
and a great deal

ijf human nature in the book, shown to the

reader witli a simplicity and candour which
bear testimony to its truth. Called from the

busy haunts of men in the city to dwell for a

time in Independent Tipper.ah as a judicious

adviser to its Cliief, Doctor Mooke’jee relates

his advcntuies during the several journies to

and fro in tliat capacity, without revealing the

secrets of the .State, like a good tliploinatibt.

Hellas adhcicd sirit lly to the advice which

he offers to his brethren of the Native Press,

and has written what he saw and knows,

without revealing ail, considering what he

might properly say and what withhold

The above seems to be a curious passage

to be found in a book of travels, and appeals

to have no Connection with the subject. But

it arises from a casual reference to a slaughter

I A H&i

For IWBTAjy d aU HOT CLIMATEg th- . . -/cftly scented emoUipnl Milk ie INVALtTAULF.

IFkEEFS the SKTn COOL and L-LFriESBED In the HOTTEST IWEATHfiXt,

Rujioves and pievcuts aU BUHBURN, ILEDNESS, FRECKLES. li-N, etc., and
r.ENDEP.a Uie SKTW DELICATELY SOFT, SMOOTH w

It e^tiiL'ly prevents it ti^m becoming DRY uua WLiHKLLb, ..ud ILLSERVES Uia

COMPLEXION from the scrnhing effects of the SUN and WIND more effictually than any

other prep'iration. The IRRITATION caused by the and STfNrfi ofJN.<=:ErTg is

wonderlully allayed by ila UHe. For imparling that eoil volvety tcclmg to the akin, ibis

delightflil preparatio ' has no equal ! Sold by all ChemlstB.

Sole Makers H. BEETKAM & SON. ChemUts, Ohaltenham, England.

CALCUTTA AGENTS: SCOTT, THOMPSON & CO.

house, and a writer who “ thundered weekly
against the outrage of locating shambles in
tne immediate vicinity of a Hindoo temple .

wnere, in fact, no temple could be said to ex-
ist. Hence, the Doctor advises his fellow-
scribes not to be Pharisee.s, righteous over-
much, but to look and be sure of their facts.

In the same spirit, he has written his book.
He gives an account of his travels, which
seem often to have been voyages, upon the
wide-spreading rivers of Eastern Bengal which
in the rains become almost inland seas. On
.these he philosophises on the nature of the
country and the people, making careful obser-
vation of his facts ; and though he sometimes
fancies he knows better than his boatmen, and
more than suspects that they are getting the
better of him, he submits with a grace ,^.lat

would have done credit to Socrates, and ac-
cepts the apparently inevitable in the interests

of peace. The Doctor is a close observer of
nature, animate and inanimate, with an e\

to the picturesque as well as to the sublimi
and beautiful. And although there is a vein
of cynicism running through many of his^pb-
servations, it is tempered by such evi.}jj.\t

good nature, that even a stranger would '

.

ceive him to be a laughter-loving rather tV
a stern philosopher. This is evident in ;
descriptions of his boratmen and others, whlV
he denounces the lawlessness which h.is made^
the poor fishermen suspicious even of honest
intentions, because they have so long been the
helpless victims of marauders stronger than
themselves. Their only defence is flight or
deceit, and the latter is their justification as a
mode of self-protection. We are shown not
only the weakness of the people, but the short-
comings of the administration that leave these
things possible

The author is impartial m his censures
There is much in the book to which space
forbids us to refer. That it is not a prosy one
may be gathered from the fact that, for its 300
pages, there are nearly as many index refer-

ences. Manyjffof the subjects are necessarily
but lightly treated, but all sensibly and fairly.

And Dr. Mookerjee is such a master of the
English language that in the whole book we
havfr scarcely found a phrase that might not
have been written by an Englishman “ to the
manor born.” There is nothing in it at which
any one could reasonably take offence

; and
there is much from which both Englishmen
and natives may learn greatly-needed les-

sons.— TV/i * Daily Hews, Nov. 22, 1887.

TRAVELS IN BENGAL. Such is the
title of a

,
most intcrciting little work pub-

lished a -short time ago. Us author is Babu
Sambhu Chunder Mookerjee, the well-known
Editor of tne Rei% and Rayyet, the most
original, cleverly-written and interesting jour-

al ill India. Babu .Sambhu Chunder is one
)f ihe veteran Indian writers in English. He
the master of a most happy, racy pleasant

lyle, which you can e.asily make out from
im >iigsi the writings of a hundred different

men. In racy humorous writing Babu Sam-
bhu Cluiiider has no rival among his Indian
contemporaries. He won his first laurels, we
bclievf', by his writings in his own periodical,

the Mookerjeds Ma^atine, now long-defunct.

In this migazinc articles of great learning and
excellence appeared, mostly from the . of

Babu Sambhu Chunder. He has writtei^^^^Yal

other booklets. His Causes of the i.
EngUy

Mr. Wilson, Lord Canning and the * thW
Tax; the Cancr of an Indian ^fincf com^
Hlichncss the late Secundra Bes^tm 0% ;'y.ny.g

and the Prince in India and to India onen.ri
lications which attracted considerate Gio

His latest production “Travels in Bengal’
work of great merit. It is at once a meV

faithful and interesting
.
picti^e of natural

scenery and life in Bengal, kithouffh Mr.

Mookerjee df^iB not profess to write a picture of

]3cngal life aHd uses his pencil in its portraiture

only in passing. The dedication is charac-

teristic. [Extrftct.]

The “Travels” arc travels in East Bengal,

travels and voyages between Calcutti^ and

Indepcdent Tepperah. We do not believe

many people in this side of India know that

there is such an independent State as Tip-

perab. But nevertheless such a state exists.

We will give here a summary of its history in

the words of Mr. Mookerjee—He writes

tract.] Mr. Mookerjee was Dewan oflndepend-

ent Tipperah for some five years in all between

A'
H/
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1877 and 1881. The travels are an accoant of

his voyages to and from Tipperah.

Those who have travelled in Bengal, parti-

cularly in its Eastern districts,which are the dis-

tricts described in Mookerjee’s book, will bear

him out ill hiii statement that Lower Bengal

is not stale, flat and unprofitable, that, on the

contrary, she is the beautifiillest country in

the world. She has no high mountains, but

she has rivers apparently as vast as the

sea, to make her scenery grand and majestic.

She has a hundred rivers ever overflowing

with water, thousands of transparent lakes,

covered with the lily and a hundred beaiitififl

water-flowers, thousands of seas of ever-

waving paddy fields, thousands of clusters of

bamboo and of great trees dressed in beautiful

I creepers adorning the river banks, to make her

the loveliest country in the world. Even a

Bengali needs to see and travel Bengal to

adequately know her thousand \yiiching

chav'jis. For a foreigner it is well nigh im-

possihle to get even an approximate idea of

what they arc like from description, however

true and faithful. Let us hear wliat our author

has to say on the subject. We read : ^ [Extract.]

A paddy sea is thus inimitably describ-

ed [Extract.]

We will quote a passage of another cha-

raculc : - [Extract.]

fear/
* e forbids it. We will, however, quote

J passages of another kind. Our traveller,

' “iUgh old in yeais, is evidently young in

eart, for no one in the romantic age of youth

could be more appreciative of female charms

than our traveller. In every other page you

find our author describing in terms of en-

thusiasm some. rural girl or woman of beauty.

[Extract.] In the next page we find our tra-

veller’s attention [Extract.]

There is the description, physical and

mor.al, of a Colonel, which we cannot resist

the temptation of reproducing, although the

article has already exceeded the usual length.

[Extract.]

We have now given extracts enouglt to

show that the little book of travels is most

delightful reading. It contains graphic des-

criptions of natural scenery, faithful portraiture

of men and manners, and happy, good

biiinoiired observations on them. There is

rot an ill-natured or unkind word in the whole

hook—it overflows in every page with the milk

of human kindness. Every observation

testifies to the author being a keen observer

of men and things, as an example of which we

can mention the instructive and interesting

chapter on the Native Christians of Portuguese

extraction in Tipper.ah. Again, althmigli the

book docs not pretend to deal with life in Ben-

gal, the glimpses of that life we find in it are

very considerable and pleasant. We will now

conclude by recommending the book to .all

who may wish to spend a few hours amidst

happy thoughts and pleasant pictures.--

S. K. C.

“77/5 Tribune^ Nov. 26, iiSS;.

If we have not before noticed Mr. Samhlm
C. Mookerjcc’s Travels in bcngal^ wVxeXx was

published some months ago, it is not lie-

cause the little book is either dull or pointless.

It contains, on the contrary, much interesting

matter, though some of the incidents are ovci-

weighted with detail in what is fcceiiously

called a “ little booklet.” The author’s view as

a rule is, by the way, facetious : he is given

even to punning
;
but he is also sentimental

i^in y /Highest degree—“ a naked Whiteman”
lui/ susceptibilities ; a Hindu girl, bathing

in i^n/iver, throws him into an ecstasy of

\ “she had such large .languishing

7
notliing if not philosophical,

7 W ^l[^ections on this or that social and

LjubjdCt are not without their moral.

' Saifiohii C. Mookerjee jwas ' formerly

V Ulster to the “last of the Na%4bs Nn/.iin of

Bengal, Bchar and Orissa” and afterwards

Minister of the Maharaja of Tipperah. He
is a man, therefore, of experience, and when
he speaks his brethren should listen to him....

Travels in Bengal is a readable book, and

k abounds in anecdotes which are often as

instructive as amusing, and it is not spoiled

by too many political allusions, though, of

course, some few have crept in.— 77̂ ^ Pioneer^

Dec. 1887.

It may be well-known to all of our readers

that Babu Sambhu Chunder Mookerjee the

veteran editor of the Reis and Rayyct news-
paper, has just pul)lished a book describing
the four voyages that he made between Cal-

cutta and Independent Tipperah when lie had
to go and to return from the latter place in

the capacity of the iniinstcr to its prince. The
literature yet piodiic'Hl in the English tongue
by our own comuiymcn is very scanty and
any sensible addition to it canno^ well escape
the attention of the public press. Much
greater therefore should be the attention

claimed on behalf of a book which comes from
the pen of so well-kiii)wn .a writer in the field

of Indian journalism .is !^;ibu Sambhu Chun-
dcr Mookerjee. Th.it gentleman’s career as a

writer fills nearly the l.ist thirty yeais, and
there has h.irdly been any subject of fmblic

import.ince during ih. It longpeiiod which h.is

not occupied his atieniion. Master of an

inimitable r.icy style, with a vast store of

classical allusions e\er leady at the call, and
possessing an infinite fund of humour, our

author often enlivens cveiy thing that he
touches, and his pe( iiliar strength lies in des-

cription. Wetiiereloic welcome the appear-

ance of this Ijook 11101 e especially as the sub-

ject is one which to in.ike it interesting, re-

quiies ;i lively colouring .Old a rich, jiictures-

que and imaginative desciiption. There exist

several books of travels written by eminent
Englishmen, .iiul evciy omt of these differs

perhaps, in their conception and plan of exe-

cution. Of these none, was moie widely read

in the course of the last few years than Car-
lyle’s reminiscences of an Irish Journey in

1849. That hook is in.ide up of extiacts from

diaries and the worst featuies of it are the

bitter and caustic personal remarks inter-

spersed throughout the book. However that

may suit the polished and fashionable taste

of England, in our couniiy it would have
been singul.irly out of place and we aie glad

th.it Babu Sambhu Chunder has confined him-

self to the description of those naliir.il sceneries

he passed through, and the means of travel

in the distant and llttlc-known regions of h'asl

Bengal. That the riveis of Bengal, with their

cir(:uilou.s ;ind entangling couises do enshinc

in them a deep sfiiiii of poeiiy and aie of

sincere interest to tlie real man of imagiti.ilion,

is proved by the fact th.it .Sir William Hunter,

tlian whom a mote accomplished man of letters

never passed the best ycais of his life in Ben-

gal, should have <‘hosen the subject for his

very interesting address at O.xford, the other

day. The gentle w.ives, the gentler ripples,

the grassy banks, the ever-entwining courses,

the pleasant air, the sceneries on both side.s

make the rivers oI Bengal a gcMuiine thing of

inteiest to those whose c\es aic perpetually

fed by the aililiual gins? ainl dross of civili/a-

lion and few could iiave set pci haps the lovli-

ncss of our riveis in better light than our ac-

complished author. Ills eloquent sentences,

marching in tegular order one after another,

and embodying in their selves, cvciy minute

detail, that can lend to a scene its finest ait-

istic cllect, seem to place the reader in the

very midst of sceneries dcstribcd, and the

man of leisme wlio would ac(jii.iint hiin.self

with the slate of things in East Beng.il, c.in

hardly resort to a better book. 'I'he journeys

which are dcsnihed in this volume arc cer-

tainly nnevcniful and though they coriespond

to facts as they furni^-li no inleicsimg .situa-

tion, no ciiiical inouieiils, to the seeker of

intellectual excitement and tin-, will no iloubt

constitute a senoiis objection to the book on

the part of sen.sational seeking readeis. None
has however any thing to quarrel with the

choice of a snl))ect that any author may
choose to wiite upon and nftne of the outside

public can afford any explanation as to why

the author should have piefeiicd one subject

to another. , We think however theie are one

or two indications of bad taste. Still we wel-

come the .'’ifipeiHanci of this book and trust

that it i; but the first of a long series of w-orks

in writing which our author should spend the

matured experience and the literary facility ofa

well-spent Voting Bengal^ Feb. 2, 1888.

We owe an apology to Mr. Sambu C.

Mookerjee for the apparent negligence with

whii h we have treated that delightful work of

\^\%^Travch in Bengal. Mr. Mookeijee, as

almost every one knows, is one of the best

English scholars in India ; he writes as grace-

fully .IS does the most scholarly Englishman,

and ample proof of this is afforded in the pages

of his book before us, which is an interesting

narrative of four journeys,—“ two trips to

Tipper.ih and two trips back’’—.accompanied

by historical, geograpliilal, cartographical and
many other 4eal notes of the lands passed

through. We confess w'e have been buc

through the first half of the work, and, as we
have proposed to review it in two papers, we
think our progiesb sufficient for present pur-

poses. Our author has nut, :is f.ir as w'e have
lead, met with those thrilling , adventures we
read of—oft with a certain ainounl of sneak-
ing disbelief m the average hunlei’s narra-

tives nr travellfr’s l.ih's
;
pe.icefiil as the bosom

of a still lake were his journcyings in Bengal
Proper. He carried no foimidable weapons
witli him, save .ind e.xcept a lusty old gun
which, when called into lefpii.sitinn once, ic-

fused logo off; ;ind yet withal, few' more de-

lightful works of travel in India have we lead

than the one now under our hands. 'I'he

rhai nis of tine yet eloquent description, the

force of observation, the gift of seeing scimons
in stones, are all possessed in a great degree
by .Mr. Mookeijee

;
and w^.'ue jilcasantly .sur-

piised at the lively and ^.scinating manner in

which he c;iu ji.ilm o£|^i the leader tlie

dreariest incidrnt of hi^^Hs. Mr. Mookeijee
will forgive us if we mental that we lliink him
a very gallant ohl gentleman- -with the accent
on the second syllable. He has evinced in his

biilc work a weakness for destiibing the Beau
ties of Bengal wath all the poetic ardours of .1

Stiephon, Did we not know enougli of the

eiLidiie and good old “ Babu ” editor, we might
be im lined to call this pai titular weakness of

his, in Cailyle’s language—“a Byronisin of

taste.” Here is how lie spe.iks of a beautiful

damsel he saw dispoiting in the running w'aters

of the beautiful Megiia, at Sonargoan
[Extract.]

But the above excerpt is not the best thing
in the book by f.ir. Altluiligh every line in it

which vve have gone oveff is a line that we
ourselves having wiiilen, would not wish to

blot out, there are passjics in it wliich sur-

prise us and raise our hcA^s to a higher level

by their eloquence, their^fcuty and we.dth of

expiession. Running tli^wh the pages of

Travels in Bengal is a v^Hf quiet liuiiiour

—

that luimour winch m.akes^ fall in love with
wiilcis aiul tempts us to lly to them for solace
in trouble, for a telurn of serenity m moments
of vexation. Mr. Mookence has, in his wink,
addetl,i)iu! moie to tin* uinumerable anecdotes
lelalive to tlie fidelity of man’s best fiiend

among brutes—the dog. The sentinel duties

of a canine phenomenon
—

'rmn by name—aie

1 elated in ghnving terms, but wc* shall not lob
the author of one of his finest ])lums by trans-

ferring it into our coliimifs. This review, as

vve havn already st.ifed, is but the introiinctoi v

one. Ill our next, or a little later, we shall

take u[) Mr. Mookeijee's book where we aie

leaving it off, and make our icadeis a In lie

more lamiliai with one I'f the clevcicbt native

gentlemen of the d.iy and with liis inlciestmg

book on Havels in B.ibomlom. Mr. Mookerjee,
like all his fellow mi^tals, is hum.an, and he
has let U:. kmov tins in hi.s present work. How,
vve propo e to state only in oui second review.

Would ho how-ev er p.ii don us if we .siiirendei

to the teoipl.ition of fini.shmg this up with In-,

pretty rem.iiks .about Mooning and the Moon.
After “ the conteiiiling gods of the elements”
had “left fiir" one night when our liaveler

on the bosom of the Mcgnii, he w.'jichcd Luna
issue from behind the clouds iti all lier graml-

eiir and ladi.iiice. 'I'lvat siglit, so delightful

to the mind with a le.iniifg towards tlie aes-

ihetic and poetic, gave vent to the following

[Extract.]

Now, the above will prove a grand surpiise

In the haiiopean readeis e.spccially, who ^iiay

perhaps be iinkimk enough to doubt that it was
written by .1

“ B.ihu ” just as people have
doubled that Sh.ikespere was n*iillv the author
of Shakr’^pere .iiul Temiy.son the author of Ten-
nyson. Mr. Mookeijee and wo part heie, but
when work is done anil we sit iivonr cosy arm-
chair at lu)me and watch, as is onr wont, the

blue smoke cuil gracefully away from our pipe,

W'e sh.ill dieam with waking eyes of the beaiiii-

fiil Me;:na and the dnm.sols of Bengal, of the

moon and the waters, and we know that we
shall again take up the Tra7>els in Bertgal and
satisfy onr wish of getting to the end of such
a pleasant little work.— 77?c Malabar anei

Travancore Spectatof\ February 4, 1888.
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INFALLIBLE SPECIFIC FOR

LEUCORRHa.
A week’s use of this medicine not only cures

Leucorrh(C.i--tlie characteristic white, green

and bloody discharge—but also removes the

concomitant intense menstrual pains, and all

the various complaints and symptoms inci-

dental to menstrual difficulties and grciin sick-

ness, and prepares the system for conception.

Price : for a week’s consumption, Rs. 2,

packing and postage 4 annas.

There are capital medicines besides - for

piles,’ all the 20 kinds of flux—such as sper-

matorrheea, diabetes, &c.— diarrlnca, rheu-

matism, puerperal complaints, cataract of

the eye, nacra, asthma, &c.

“I have known Babii Kajendra Nath Ghoshal

kubiraj for upwards of 15 years, and I can bear

ample testimony to the wonderful efficacy of

his medicine in the treatment ofdiseases of the

womb. While Assistant Surgeon of Monghyr
and subsequently, I|have known him to cure

the most obstinate ckfs of uterii^e Lcucorr-

hma and other nter^Aerangements, organic

and function il. I cjWaely call his medicine

the .Specific for j®(J)rrhtea ,and painful

menstruation. Ladi^wlitJ h.ive' been subject

to these diseases for years and were barren

have been cured and borne children.

Womesh Chunder Roy, L. M. S., Medical

Practitioner, Bhagalpur. 30th October, 1886.”

Apply to

RAJENDRANATH GHOSAL, Kahiraj,

Topkhana Bazar.

Monghvr.

JUST PUBLISHED

/u Paw/>hlJk, Price 4 an tins

or 6 copielaor a Rupee,

ARMY RBOMiANlZATION
With special refe^Be to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Cafit. ANDliEW HEARSAY.

Apply to Reis ^ Ravyct Office, Calcutta.

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police CourtO

THE CALCUTTA

IIOWEOPATHIC PHARMACY,
THE

EARLIEST •& STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSARY IN ASIA

OF PURE HOMOiOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE m
INDEPENDENT HOMffiOPATflY

and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.
Besides the old Remedies, all the New Re-

medies and the latest additions procured from

the best European and American sources, and

kept in stock.

Medicines in wooden boxes and leather

cases, requi.siles of .all kinds supplied, and

Prescriptions dispensed at the shortest notice.

The largest Stock of Homoeopathic literature

kept.

Orders received for supplying Enflishy

American and foreign Journals; ^

BERIGNY & CO.
12. Lai Bazaar

j Calcutta,

.

K/^LYPUDDO DASS.
JEWELLER WATCH AND CLOCK MAKER.

148, Radhabaz.yr, Calcutta, j

Cheap Gold and Silver Rotherham’s Watches
;

Watches of other Makers, both English and;
Geneva ; Gold and Silver Chains

; Earrings,

Wedding-rings, Memento-rings; Diamond, Em-
erald, Ruby rings; Tiger claw and other Jewel-
lery of the newest fashion. Gold guaranteed
genuine.

Orders, with remittance, promptly attended to

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

"Limited.^

ASSAM LINE.
The Company which has a weekly Service

of Steamers running to and from Debrooghur
vid Goaliindo, will despatch the Steamer
“MAKUM” for Assam on Tuesday the

20th instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
Godowns at Jaggannath Ghat until Monday,
the iQih idem.

The Steamer “ MYSORE ” will leave Goa-
lundo for Assam on Thursday, the 22nd idem.

Intending passengers by the last mentioned
Steamer should leave Calcutta for Goalundo
by train the previous night.

Dhubri & Debrooghur Mail Service.

Throujiih Booking to andfrom Assam,

The Despatch Steamers of this Se» ice

leave Dhubri daily on arrival of the Mails
from Calcutta, and proceed to Debrooghur,
stopping at all intermediate stations and
Mookhs.

Passengers, Goods, Parcels (
packages not

to exceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement ) may be booked
through to and from Calcutta, and all stat^^ij^s

on the Eastern Bengal State Railway
connected Railways, and the

Steamer Stations of this Company,
Dhubri, Goalparah, Gauhati, Mungledy^^
Tezpore, Silghaut for Koliabar, Dhunsin*
Mookh, Niggriting, Kookeela Mookh, Desang
Mookh and Debrooghur.
Packages booked as parq^.will be forward-

ed by rail along with the Freight on
perishable articles must be pre^d.

Goalundo and Debrooghur Despatch
Service.

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which
have been specially built for the Assam Trade,
carrying pn^ngers and coolies between
Goalundo and liebrooghur, will leave Goalundo
bi-weekly on Sundays and Thursdays, calling

at all intermediate stations, and Debrooghur
on Tuesdays and i$|ilardays.

Through bills of lading will be granted’
goods and parcels on presentation of rail re-

ceipt or payment of freight. Packages not to

exceed ten hundred weight, ox 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement.
For freight and passage apply to

MACNEILL & CO.,

Agents.
1-2, Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)S 'T A N 1) A R D

ACCUMULATED FUNDS

ANNUAL KEVENUE

Bonus distributed to Assurers

£0 ,450,000

£880,000

£3,600,000

LIFE, -ASSURANCE COMPANY.

ESTDIISHED 1)21.
GOi^ERNOR—'Bh Grace the Duke of Buooleuoh and Queensberry, K. T,

VTATJVE GENTLEMEN will find this Institution of great service, useful for Tni'estment

.il Family Provision^ SelfkJ^uiowmentfor old age, and Protection to Partners^ or (Creditors,

SECURITY. Security is the first point to be considered by Assurers, and no Life Office

can surpass the STANDARD in this respect.

THE RATES OF PREMIUM—Will Se found moderate, and the conditions of a

Standard Life Policy are most liberal in every way.

Copies of the last Report, Prospectuses, Forms of Application, and all information regarding
the Company’s Retirement Scheme (which requires no medical examination, and the
subscription for which when commenced at young ages, is very small), the Endowment

Scheme, &c.,&c., may be obtained on application to any of the Company’s Agents in India.

* CALCUTTA branch: GEO. L. KEMP,
27, Dalhousie Square. Secretary,

WEEKLY(ENGLI8H) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politics^ Literature^ and Society

BATES OF SUBSOBIPTIOK.
Yearly ... m advance ... Rs. 12

H.alf-yearly ... „ ... 7

Quarterly ... „ ... „ 4

Monthly ... „ ,
... Re. 1-8

Single or sample Copy,, ... „ 0-8

RATES OF ADVEBTISfl^s/
Advertisements (threecolunuis to the pa>nen»te

eba^dbby tlie space taken at the xz U
annas aline, each insertion. The lowes*^*'^®!

for any advertisement is Rs. 2, except
®

lowest charjplpi
)f natural

Mr
e 0

Occurrences, the

Rs. 5.

SpecijiprateB for Oontraets.

No additional charge for inland postage or
peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,
will be charged. Foreign postage separately
charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or
Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (post paid) to
be directed to “The Manager,” and Literary
Communications and books and pamnhlets
(carriage paid) to ** The Editor ” of “ Reis
& Rayyet,

^

Office : /, Uckoor DutVs Lane^ Wellington
Street^ Calcutta,

Printed andpublishedfor the Proprietor every Saturday by MUTTV Lall Ghose, at THE BEE PRESS, No, /, C/cJtoor DutPs Lane, Calcutta,
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They have issued in Italy the autobiography of Garibaldi. It is to be

republished in England by Messrs. Sampson Low & Co.

The Madras Railway Company have sanctioned a retiring bonus of

Rs. 25,cx)o to their Chief Auditor,—two years’ pay, for a service of
|

30 years.

Speaking of the last Fancy Fair at Bombay, a lady correspondent

writes to a contemporary that “the Queen sent the Duchess of

Connought her own photographs signed in her own hadwriiing, and for

each of these the natives gave fifty rupees.”

According to, a Cuttack telegram received by us during the week.

The 25th ordinary meeting of the Oriss.\ Islam Association was held

on the morning of the i8th at the premises of Munshi Sultan Maha-

med, zemindar, and amongst other things it was unanimously resolved

that an address of farewell be submitted to His Excellency the Earl of

Dufferin the Viceroy and Governor-General of India.

• «

' There has been a change in the Cashmere Durbar. Dewan Luch-

man Das has been dismissed—with honor or disgrace

how— Raja Amar Sing taking up his duties temporarily.

* «

Mr. R. D. Mehta has been appointed by the local Government to

succeed Mr. D. Cruickshank who has ceased to be a Port Com-

missioner. An unexceptional appointment. So much the worse for

him ! doubtless thinks the dog in the manger of Calcutta journalism.

Look at the barking set up at poor K. M. Clialterjea, one of our most

accomplished men, for his single month’s elevation to the bench of the

Small Cause Court

!

***

Mr. T. a. Pearson officiates as Receiver of the High Court during

the absence on leave of Mr. J. C. Maegregor.

* *

There wns a theft of Rs. 2,000 at the Bellevue Hotel. A dismissed

bearer was suspected. He was traced by*" the Police with Rs. 1,700.

The Magistrate has sentenced him to the full term of 2 years.

The following important publication is announced

“The Secretary of State for India has finally decided that the
allowances for the equipment and voyage of a Governor-General of
India, resident in Europe at the time of his appointment, are fixed at

A ne\vlyy$ppomted Governor-General proceeding to India from
Europe to ‘^ter upon his office may be accompanied by three
combatant military officers for his personal staff, the expenses of whose
jiassage will be defrayed by Government according to the rules in force
in the Military Depart meiit as to military officers proceeding on duty.
For an ex Governor-General reiiirning to Europe, on resignation, a

steamer belonging to the Indian Marine Service will (if consistent with
the requirements of the public service) be gratuitously provided to

we are not told
family suite to Suez

;
but the homeward voyar^ of

I

the ship thus provided shall not be continued beyond Suez. ThVex-
Govrrnor-GentMal will bear the cost of entertainment and messing
incurred while on board, in respect of himself and his party, according
to the rules in foice relating to the conveyance of passengers in Indian
Marine troopsliips.

No grant from Indian revenues will be made to any ex-Governor-
Gciieial for his homeward journey from Suez.
An ex Governor-General returning to Europe may be accomp-jiied

by two officers of his person. il staff, for whom free passages to Et^Vfnd
will be allowed accoidmg to the rules in the Military Departmeni -nad^
free return passages to India, if they start on their return vC'nest
within two months from the date of quitting India.
The allowances for ciiuipment and voyage of the Governors of

ras and Bombay, the Commander-in-Chief of the Forces in India 6\
Madias and of Bombay resident in Europe at the time of appointment
respectively arc fixed as follows :

—

The (Governor of Madras ... ... /i qqo
The Governor of Bombay ... ... [[[ I’ooo
The Comdr.-in-Chief of the Forces in India .!!

”
’500

The Cornmander-m-Chief, Madras ... ’ 500
The Commander-in-Chief, Bombay ... ...

’’

A Commander-in-Chief of the Forces in India proceeding from
Lirope to assume his command mav be accomn.-inii^a Kw

KIRBY & Co. have completed the new Victoria Dock at Bombay

245 days before time, and have won a bonus of Rs. 1,76,000.

The Allahabad Standing Committee of arrangements for holding the

next Congress at the capital of Upper India, have appointed a compact

Executive Committee consisting of the Hon’ble Pandit Ajodhya Nath

as President, Raja Ham Pal Singh, as

Abdul Raoof, Barrister-at-Law, Munshi M
Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya, Editor Nindostan^ as Joint-.Secretaries,

and Lala Ram Charan Das, Junior Vice-Chairman of the Municipal

Board and Special Magistrate, as Treasurer.

Europe to assume his command may be accompanied'^ by three com-
batant military officeis for his peityonal stag; and newly appointed
Governors in Madras and Bombay, and Commanders-in-Chief of Mad-
ras and Bombay, similarly proceeding from Europe to take up their
duties, may respectively be ^companied by two combatant military
officers for their personal staff

; the passages of these officers being
provided at the expense of Government according to the rules ift4brcL

the Military Department as to military officers proceeding to India
duty ; but with these exceptions, Government will make no ar-

langemcnts for and will defray none of the expense connected with
Honorary Secretary, Sayyad the pa.ssage or conveyance of any of the officers mentioned in the

laclliHva Parshad Viikil and
paragraph or of their families to or from India.alarsiiad,

,
and

I he allowances lor the equipment and voyage of Members of the

This executive committee lately sent a deputation, consisting of

the Hon’ble Pundit Ajodhyanath, Rajah Ram Pal Sing, Mr. Atkins, Mr
Crowley, Lala Ram Charan, Mr. F.iirley, Mr. Mah.imood R.-iuf, and

Babu Charu Chander Miltra, to wait upon Mr. Commissioner Law-

rence with a view to secure Khasru Bag for the next meeting of the

National Congress. Acting in concert with the popular Lieutenant-

Governor, the Commissioner has complied with the application. With

the Khasru Bagh for the place of rendezvous of the great gathering of

Delegates, the Congress starts with a gre.al advantage for their next

session. Fakirabad—as the capital of the N. W. P. is contemptuously

called—abounds not in house-accommodation, and it were next to im-

practicable to shelter with decency and comfort the large number of

visitors expected. But the acquisition of the Khasru Bagh will enable

the Committee to meet their requirements. In the next Congress, the

delegates will be located in one place and accommodated in t^nts.

The' country ought to be grateful to Sir Auckland Colvin for his liberal

treatment of the movement.

£^00
» 300

>» 300

300

Council of the Governor-General of India, .and of Bishops of Calcutta
of Madras, and of Bombay, if resident in Europe at the time of ao!
poitment, rchpeciively, aie Hxed as., follows

Members of Council of Governor-General...
The Bishop of Calcutta
'The Bishop t)f Madias
The Bishop of Bombay

An officer of any of tiie Indian Services temporarily residing in
Euiope, or a miliiaiy offierr ii.uisferrcd from one superior command in
IiKli.iluan(,thrrdunngtrmp(,r.iryrcsulenccom of India shall not be
deemed lu be resuleiit in Europe at the time of appointment within the

of ihc above rule.”
*

• •

Tiie Shall of Persia has defeiretl his third visit to Europe in order to

be able to take in the Inlernalioiial Exhibition at Paris which comes
off next year.

j^^^nfined

>—say,

Maharaja Sivaji Rao Holk.ir Baliadoor has by no mca
Himself to astrology. He has lately given ' his attentio

conniibiology, having just taken to himself a fair MahaiT ’/(young
l.ady of fourteen for a partner in life. We hope he will :V .Vetter

in both worlds fur his choii^nd that his people will^^^®

for his domestic peace and happiness.
.

^ iaiC
I

nga'^
%

The Missionaries as preachers of the Gospel claimed exemption from

the Income Tax, but the Government consume the Act differently, and
have disallowed the claim.

Sir Horace Rumbold is to be p.aid 3 lacs from the Hyderabad Trea-

sury for an extinct claim. to be remitted immediately and
the balance by equal annual instalments. Hurrah for Sir Horace !

There was a Commission on this business. The report should see

the light.

A petition is lying before us, of Haridas Bhaduri, late an Overseer,
P. W. D., Ikngal, Biahminee Byturni Division, addressed to the Vice-

roy in Council. Its disposal will probably devolve on the Secretary

to the Govenmu*nt of India in the P. W. D. Recommended by the

highest medical adviser of the. Government of Bengal, z//>., the

Surgeon-General, for a transfer from the Irrigation to the Buildings

and Roads Branch of the Department, Haridas failed to procure even

a palierft hearing of his application for transfer. His very life was in

I

jeopardy. Yet the inexorable Secretariat order was out, commanding
him, on pain of forfeiting his appointment, to join his Division hi

Orissa. After several communications between himself ai)d the Sec-
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retariat, witich led to no favorable result, Haridas prepared to join his

,
appointment in Orissa, thinking that further refusal on his part might

be regarded as evidence only of contumacy, and hoping that if after

joining his Division he pressed his application for transfer, the Govern-

ment might be disposed to listen to it. About this time, however,

private reasons interfered with his plans, the force of which may be

easily estimated, if not by others, at least by Lord Uufferin, whose an-

nouncement in Council the other day regarding the termination of his

Viceroyalty should not certainly be regarded as a joke.

It strikes us that the Public Service Commission, about which so

much was made by a portion of our countrymen, was a mistake.

Before seeking to open new appointments for the children of the

soil, measures ought to have been adopted for protecting the appoint-

' ments already held by them. The sturdy paper I/opCt in one of its

recep^ issues, gave the story of a native clerk, of seventeen years’

service, belonging to the office of the Comptroller of Military Accounts,

having been dismissed for visiting the editor of the Indian Mirror.

Of -course, a charge was concocted of “incompetence and indifferent

character}^ whatever the last may mean, although poor Doyal Chand
Banerjee (that is the clerk’s name) had in seventeen years been fined

only once in an office where fines are the order of the day, and al-

• having originally entered on a small pay had latterly been draw-

i;/ ^'^*]iout double that amount.

fact, the man almost deserves this retribution for his seventeen

I -ars of unbroken prudence and circumspection and his unparallaled

success m avoiding temptations and eluding the worse devils of the

Government Departments. For ourselves, we are inclined to regard

him not exactly as the Greek who blackballed Aristides regarded him,

but with a degree of horror mixed with contempt, if such an amalgam

can be conceived. It is a wonder how such a perfection of an

office Baboo—quite a distinct genus from the Baboo Political—could

ever go to—the “other place”—the h of native journalism.

The Lords of the P. W. D. ought in mercy to preserve this poor

fcllow—at 'leasit as a curiosity of a man actually returned from the

grim place whence no unfortunate ever escapes.

One Vencatasawmy Naidu is reported to have died at Bangalore at

the age of 107. No other particulars are given except that at the

seige of Bangalore, the deceased was residing there and was 18 years

of age, and that he was an old servant of Colonel Clarke, Secretary

to Sir Mark Cubbon and father of the present Commissioner of

Coorg.

Notes and Leaderettes.

Mr. Bushdy—Surveyor to the Port Commission -has disgorged the

Rs. 1,000 paid him by Messrs. Macneill & Co. for extra attention paid

to the repairs of the lo.st Sir John Lawrence., and has pocketted the

censure of the Bengal Government. The Port Commissioners have

paid back the sum to the agents of the vessel, as directed.

An Honorary Magistrate in Saugor, Central Provinces, is in trouble.

A pe[^^n went up to the Chief Commissioner accusing Rao Lachman

Rajless. ,^king bribes. The Magistrate was called upon to explain,

bulpQd explanation not sati.sfying, Mr. Mackenzie promptly suspended

tlkihomV* advising him to pro.5ecute the petitioners.

'^^\fact'^ alleged that he had paid a bribe of Rs, 1,500, is,

f
fij-neyly'

f*ed.M
Lrina is a conservative country. The Celestials do not adopt any

development of modern civilization for which they have to depend on

outer-barbarians. The telegraph was not introduced until the C^hinese

themselves had mastered the science and learnt the art and could ma-

nufacture the lines on the spot. That also explains the late in-

troduction of the railway. Their aversion from foreign goods, however,

did not manifest itself in the case of kerosine. Its cheapness per-

haps overcame all opposition, and it was adopted. They have

now awakened to its danger. A joint memorial to the Throne has

been presented by the Governor of Kwangtungi in which province

Canton lies, and the Viceroy over him. They condemn the article for

ifs dangerously inflammable character, citing many instances, amongst

others, the burning of a steamer and destruction of life and property,
i

and pray that the importation of the oil be prohibited or a special

tariff imposed. They might as well point out the evil effects of petro-

leum on human health. The proposed additional duly on the oil

in Calcutta is all welcome.

! A STABLE-KEEPER at Allahabad, H. Wilkinson, not having paid any

income tax, was called upon to^ pay up the arrears. The stable-

keeper claimed exemption saying his annual income did not exceed

Rs. 500. The Collector summoned him and his books. Wilkinson

was sworn before he was questioned by the Collector. The answers not

agreeing with the entries in the books which shewed an income of over

Rs. 500, Wilkinson has been called upon to answer a charge of perjury.

A Barrister and a pleader have been engaged for (he defence.

A prosecution of this kind is an unusual step—an extremity of

severity which ought not to be lightly restored to—and we hope no

vindictive feeling is at bottom in the present case. At any rate, we

have grave doubts— from the nature of things—of this zealous Collector

bringing his prosecution to a triumphant issue. We should not be

surprised to find that this unfortunate stable-keeper’s book-keeping was

at fault, or that the Collector did not understand it. The Collectors

are not strong in accounts. They leave these matters to their under-

lings, and these again are interested more in conciliating their chiefs

than in doing justice. We know how accounts are examined in Ben-

gal when appeals are made against assessments.

A PORTION of the native press has of late making such an exhibition

of morals and manners that we shall for some tim^ to come need ^all

the respectability of our ranks to maintain the credit of the whole body.

Meanwhile, those who might be ready to make political capital of the

freaks of some of our members may legitimately be reminded of the

conduct of those Anglo-Indians on the Indian F’ress who are found

washing their dirty linen on the highway. Whatever the shortcomings

of the native press, those connected with it are not at all rowdily

disposed. Muscular journalism is still the monopoly of the ruling

race. One of the last editors of the Madras Athenaum was con-

tinually in hot water—if not also in a more ardent liquid—with his

people and frequently in the Courts. At Bangalore, the mutual

squabbles of journalists have been notorious. Just now, the Anglo-

Indian press of Burma has drawn all eyes on it. The following from

a recent Maulmain Advertiser looks like a picture of manners in the

Border Territories of the United Slates :
—

“ We must ask our readers to excuse the shortcomings of this issue.

Yesterday morning at 8-30 as we descended from our conveyance to en-
ter the Press, we were met by a Mr. Henry Bayly of Her Majesty’s Cus-
toms, who informed us that he was there on behalf of bis brother, Mr.
John Douglas Bayly, the Chief Clerk of the Judge’s Court, Receiver, and
Official Assignee, to deny us admittance, as his brother had taken
possession. To our inquiries as to the reason no answer was returned.

We refused to acknowledge Mr. Henry Bayly’s right to bar our way
in, and we entered the door of the Press, leaving Mr. Henry Bayly
outside. However, he followed inside and tried to prevent our going
upst.airs, which we resented. Then his brother John Douglas Bayly
entered on the premises with a posse of Court peons, among whom we
recognized Abdul Gunny and Mootoosawiny. We also remember
a liurman whose name we do not knaw. All these men set

on us, Mr. Henry Bayly began to assault. Mr. John Douglas Bayly
after hitting us a blow began to dance about and order our expulsion,

all the wl^ile vociferating— ‘ We will see if you will write another
article like Saturday’s.’ But the combined efforts of the Bayly brothers
and the Court peons were unable to eject us. The Police then came
on the scene, after putting two men forcibly in, as Mr. John Douglas
Bayly, Chief Clerk of the Court, in familiar language said, possession,

the Bayly brothers with the Court peons withdrew. Mr. Moyle, bar-

rister-at-law, with his usual readiness to serve a client, Cifme over in

answer to an urgent appeal, and after our worthy Magistrate, Colonel
*

Furlong, took his seat and had disposed of a case or two, our petitions,

whi«h will be found elsewhere, were presented to him. Summons for

assault against the brothers Bayly will be issued, and the two men put
in possession have been removed.”

The glorious uncertainty of English law—

»

That codeless mass of single precedents—

has lately been illustrated by a remarkable litigation. One of the

peculiarities of that law is the principle of damage. It is a brilliant

conception and a great advance on the wild justice of •the old Jews

with their “an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth” and so on,

which continued to govern the criminal code of Christian Britain

down to our own times almost. Unhappily, the principle has not

been very accurately defined, or why should there be so much

difficulty in its application f

A tailor of Melbourne, named Coultas, was driving his wife home
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in his buggy. In crossing a railway in their path, they were nearly

run over by a railway train. This accident was caused by the careless- , , . ,

^ , ,,,, ... In answer to this, Amherst wrote
ness of the gate-keeper in opening the gate. When his buggy was • You will do well to try and inoculate the Indians by means of
actually on the line Coultas discovered to his horror the train in blankets, as well as to try every other method that can serve to cx-

molion before him. He is a cool-headed man—a gem of the European execrable ra,ce. I be very glad if your scheme for

, .
hunting them down by dogs could take effect

;
but England is at too

brecd-and, instead of allowing his senses to be overpowered or crying great a distance to think of that at present.—(Signed), J. A.’

to his gods, he strove his best undet the dreadful situaiimi and sue- The originals of this correspondence are in the 13 riti.sh Museum

J.., b, . b„..i,b. T. kb.b rr;

and some light horse, who would, I think, effectually extirpate or re-

move that vermin.’

altogether clear of harm’s way, was not possible under the circum-

stances, In one moment the torture of a generation was crowded

for him and his. His nerves must have been dreadfully shaken.

Poor Mrs. Coullas’s condition may be better imagined than described.

She could not be the same woman that she was before the accident—

for accident it was though there was not actual impact. Under advice,

the Coultases sued the Railway and got damages from a jury of their

fellow-citi/ens, the husband ^342, and the wife ;^4oo. The Railway

Company appealed against the award, but the highest Court in the

Colony affirmed it. A private defendant might have been deterred

from pursuing the matter further. The Company, having a long purse

and no soul to feel either piety or remorse or the pang of disappoint-

ment, carried the appeal to England. There the Privy Council has up-

turned the whole business, decreeing the appeal with costs in both

countries, from commencement of action. As the London A«/y
observes with pathetic wit, the poor Coultases “may be nearly ruined as

a penally for being nearly killed.” According to the Judicial Committee,

I

remarks and a note thereupon, may be found at pp. 39 and 40, Vol. II.

j

of ‘The Conspiracy of Pontiac and the Indian War,’ by Francis Pavk-

j

man, ed. 1885.” r

And this was British war in the i8lh century ! And British historians

affect to be horrified at the degradation to which .Spain and Portugal

stooped in their lust for conquest I Of course, there are no bounds to

the contempt of all Europeans for the poor Indians of both East and

West. We lately had an opportunity of contrasting the honor of the

Mussulmans of Algeria with that of Christian France. The riindu

laws of war reaches the chivalry of ideal perfection, and they were

no dead letter, being a part of religion itself.

It is stated that Mr. T. D. Sullivan devoted a considerable amount

of his time during his recent confinement in Tullamore Gaol to writing

verse. His manuscripts, consisting chiefly of parodies and squjl)*- and

other original pieces, were announced for publication on the 9tl'^^^-

ruary, in a booklet, of some sixty pages, under the name of Pnest'/

Poems. The butt of Mr. Sullivan’s ridicule and denunciation ?

............. ,1.- r ... ... .... . . '

although impact was not necessary to constitute damage, the injury the unspeakable Cfiief Secretary, Mr. Balfour. The book is

sustained mu.st be a more direct and necessary consequence of neg-

ligence than could be traced in the lady’s fright. This ground is the

most unkindest cut of all. These grave and reverend seigniors of the

law actually snubbed the poor lady for having had her nerves .shattered

at such a trumpery situation. The harshnfts of the law is proverbial,

but in these humane times such an example of cynicism is, we hope,

rare in the highest Courts of the British Empire.

To us the case suggests another reflection.

They go to law, unto the whole hog, who can afford it. Nevertheless,

such is the disadvantage of political subjection—the natives of India

have to put up with the taunt of being a peculiar people, singular in

their addiction to the luxury. And yet, for one out of innumerable

examples, here is a simple, not to say trumpery, case of damage be-

tween men of the sublime Saxon race, which has been fought to the

knife in Courts of both the Northern and Southern Hemspheres,

which, after occupying the Judges of the Antipodes, was carried all the

way across seas and Continents over to Great Britain, and has there

just been decided. Nor do the plaintiffs belong to the much-abused

looked forward to with eager interest in Nationalist circles, but what-

ever concern the friends of the minister might have felt at its “ advent,”

was incautionsly dissipated by the specimens which the Irish Home
Rule and English Gladstonian newspapers supplied with advance sheet

laid before the public. Mr. Sullivan’s Muse will not demolish the

Ministry. There is nothing like taking the British Bull of a Chief

Secretary by the horns, and the antics performed on them will scarcely

be felt by their owner. Verse-making is an old resource of unfortunates

under confinement. Mr. Sullivan was plentifully supplied with station-

ary. Pope has told us of one

who, locked from ink and paper, scrawls

With desperate charcoal round his darkened walls.

It is true the same poet has sung, and sung with pathetic truth,

Most men are cradled into poetry by wrong,

They learn in suffering what they teach in song.

Shakespeare himself would probably have been lost to the human
race but for the Zooloom of a local Zemindar and the rigor of the

game laws. As a poor lad, his ' misfortune in connection with Sir

class of professional litigants. They are neither grasping

nor refractory tenants, any more than they arc pettifoggers or cham-

periist.s. They are absolute amateurs. For anything that we know to

the contrary, or anything that appears on the rc( ord, they never stood

an action at a County Court nor entered a Police Court. Between

them, they constitute scarcely a unit of humanity; for he is a tailor and

landlords
Thomas Lucy’s deer lashed him into the production of the lampoon

or cham- revealed to him his capacity for literature.

I know to
century, Byron is a fine example. It was the scornful in-

ver stood science of “ blundering Brougham” that first put him on his mettle, and

Between ^ respectable satire on English Bards and

tailor and Reviewers. He felt it was not up to the mark, however, but

she his nb. And yet thej ventilated their giievance all through their
fie h.ad been too deeply injured —in his tendcrest part—having been

Colony and followed it to the distant inother-counlry with a pertinacity proclaimed a dunce, because he was a young lord—and he persevered,

a Bengali might envy. We hope between this single tailor of Mel-

bourne and his worthy spouse, the plaintiffs do not represent (he Vic-

torians, as the three tailors of Tooley Street claimed to represent the

people of England.

and did not leave till he had given adequate and most convincing

refutation and shamed the whole race of critics in a succession of

brilliant works in a new and almost startling vein of poesy* ^Tere,

too, it was his personal grievance against British society

his coarse voluptuous nature, trained in a rather prosaic s ofhis coarse voluptuous nature, trained m a rather prosaic s
^
J of

, Last week we saw how Herodotus was in Christian times repeated into poetical protest and gave point to his j^he’ youmy
and, we may add outHeroded, in Ireland with her Amazons. Still

that was a matter of several centuries back. What shall be said of

the enlightened Britons of yesterday, when one of their own race can

make out, with the necessary documentary proofs, such a case against

there, as another correspondent of the Spectator^ who gives his name,

(and a respectable name it is,^ makes out, as follows ?

“ During our^truggle in America in 1763 with the Indian Border
tribes who were laying waste our settlements with fire and sword, Sir
Jeffrey Amherst, the Commander-in-ChielJhard pushed by an enemy
whose strengt|;i he had not at first realised, writes in a postscript to

Colonel Bouquet, who was commanding on the frontier, as follows ;

—

‘ Could it not be contrived to send the small-pox among these dis-

affected tribes of Indians ! Wc must on this occasion use every
stratagem in our power to reduce them.—(Signed),

J. A.*

To this Bouquet replied, also in a postscript, on July 13th, 1763
‘ I will try to inoculate the with some blankets that may fall in

their hands, and take care not to get the disease my.self, As it is a pity

^ f WOUIY
language and sublimated his rhetoric.

V^V^tter
^

The actual prison-house has had its poetry. Early in moq^ai^uXaf
^

lish literature—in the middle of the 17th century—Richard LoveW /

a true Cavalier in every sense, thrown into unmerited confinement lor

being the bearer of his country’s message to the King,was able to sing—

,
Stone walls do not a prison make,

Nor iron bars a cage ;

Minds innocent and quiet take

That for an hermitage ;

If 1 have freedom in my love

And in my soul am free,

Angels alone, that soar above,

Enjoy such liberty.

Daniel Defoe, a matter-of-fact publicisti who would, in ordinary

to expose good men against them, 1 wish we could make use of the ashamed of the dissipation of spinning rhymes, was
Spanish method, to hunt them with English dogs, supported by rangers slung by the degrading chastisement to which he was subjected to the
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production of his “Ode to the pillory ” In our day, a poor working

man, passionate ardour for improvement of self and the

world, had, under the most stupendous difficulties, taught himself lan-

guages and all the learning of professors and devoted himself to the

politics of the poor. His views were Radical, of course, but not more

so than those of the Liberal party of the present day. In fact, nearly

two-thirds of the People’s Charter put forward by his party have

been already won and are part of the law of the land and conslitnlicm

of the nation. Yet, half a century ago, it was a crime to hold the

tenets of that phitform. The respectable—who arc always the prudent

—shrank from the appearance of sympathy with the Chartists, as

these reformers were called, and men in high places did not scruple to

hunt these unfortunates down as wild beasts. Many were those who

under this cruel persecution turned their backs on their principles and

even betrayed their own friends. Thomas Cooper, however, remained

staunch. It was not long before he earned his crown of martyrdom.

Under a cruel administration of justice, in connection with which

the good name of Denman is compromised, he was unrighteously

consigned to a felon’s den. There he utilised his enforced leisure

by writing a long and remarkable poem of many books and cantos.

It is a series of historical scenes and comments on the characters

concerned, without the unities of a single fable. Put it shows varied

learning and abounds in eloquence and contains many striking pages.

Irish Fenianism and Home Rule certainly produced nothing near the

“ Purgatory of Suicides.” The present crisis in Ireland has filled the

gaols with men of education—the pick of Irish society, literary men in

particular. But it has been singularly barren in literature. Parnellism

has not yet given its oration or its poem to be remembered. The mad

enterprise of 1802 was ennobled by the romance of Emmett’s love and

Emmett’s eloquence. One stanza of Cooper outweighs all the parodies

of T. D. Sullivan. The poetry of the Irish struggle of the day prob-

ably remains to be contributed by the pen of Wilfrid Blunt.

As usual, the Indian Mirror misled the public, unwittingly of course,

by its alarming interpretation of a passage in the last speech of the

Agent to the Governor-General in Central India. That passage docs

not refer to the Indore State. We learnt the truth too late for our last
|

impression. It would have been extraordinary even for the absurd

and horrid thing that the Government of India is in our contemporary’s

diseased imagination, if, immediately after the Maharaja’s return from

his loyal voyage all the way to England to lend eclat to Her Majesty s

Jubilee, Holkar was rewarded with his virtual deposition. As a matter

of fact, there has never been any proposition of the kind from the

“unspeakable” Griffin, nor is there any record in the Foreign Office of

such idea being ever entertained in any quarter.

Of course, naughty as Sir Lcpel Griffin has ever been, and much as

he would like at this moment to mystify and confound us of the Ben-

gal Press, he could scarcely, in a public speech, in his official capacity,

deal in hoaxes. He must mean what he says, and some poor beggar

of an Indian Chief is doubtless doomed. Who is he.? There are so

many chiefships in Central India that guessing is out of the question,

unless a journal like to be made a—Mirror of. We have heard from a

well-informed source that the doomed slate is Dewas. But which

Dewas ? For there are two branches of the family.

Heft our informant fails us. We think we can make a pretty sure

i.%ss. As the head of the Junior Branch is a fine young man in the

fOod books of Government, it must be the Chief of the Senior family

Xd\om Sir Lepel will soon proceed to shear of his powers and privileges,

fact, this latter Chief has been in trouble for some time. The

repeatedly reported him, and there was a proposition to

'limit his powers. It would seem that Government had latterly made up

its mind. We hope the Chief was at last rouzed to his danger by Sir

Lepel’s speech, and that he has given satisfactory pledges ftr the future.—
•

»

We are glad to hear that the High Priest of Ueoghur lately brought

Baboo Hurro Nath Roy’s Midwifery Vade-Mecum, which we re-

viewed at length in February, to the notice of the Association for

supplying medical aid to the women of India, and that Major Cooper,

the zealous first Honorary Secretary of the Society, promptly referred

the matter to the Medical Board. It is believed that the Board has

acted like a board—a screen that is. It has, without facing the ques-

tion in the liberal spirit that its relation to human suffering de-

*maiid8, simply forwarded an old opinion of the Text-Book Com-

mittee which had voted against this valuable work on the ground

of its sanctioning the Homoeopathic treatment. But the therapeutic

part of the Vade-mecum is but an inconsiderable part of it, and certain-

ly the HomcEopathic bias of the treatise docs not make its general

science the less scientific, nor the vast experience of other kinds, which

is treasured up in it, the less useful. The book docs not eschew the Es-

tablished Church in medicine. Perhaps, it may be introduced into

schools \^ith a proviso to pass o^er the Homa'opathic treatment.

Cholera is raging in Cashmere. How can the Viceroy be going there ?

The disease is at our door too, not only in the Suburb of Bliowanipore

but also in some of the native paris of the town, such as

Cooiiicrloolee, &:c.

This afternoon the Viceroy took in Uttaip.iia on his way to Barrack-

pore (where he goes for the last time) visiting his colleague in the legis-

lature, Raja Peary Mohun and the leinarkable old man his father.

There was a gathering of European and native fiiends on the occasion.

An unfortunate accident marred the pleasure. A boat capsized, and

Dr. Salzer, the eminent Homoeopathic Physician, fell into the river,

lie was, however, promptly pulled up out of the water in a state of

unconsciousness. The Maharaja of Vizianagram, like a true knight that

he is, took an active and noble part in the rescue.

Now that Sir Rivers Thompson’s and the Ramecs’ nominee in the

management of the Digaputlee Esl.ate, in Rajshayc, has been forced

to resign, wc hope the present Licutenant-fiovernor will be in no

haste to fill up the appoimment at random. A man of character who

has retilly had experience of zemindary management and surely such

men must be known to the Board—ought to be appointed. No in-

trigue or favoritism oughKo be allowed.

The Viceroy is expected at the municipal meeting of Wednesday next.

The chief business will be the adoption of the budget for the year

1888-99 and the fixing of the rates. We trust Baboo Surendra Nath

Banerjee will for the nonce emancipate himself from the influences of

his stunp, and prepare something good and worthy of his reputation and

his best power. No mudra, mind !

The Municipal Budget Committee have recommended a House rate of

9 per cent. There was a proposition for 8>^, but the other was carried

by the second or casting vole of the Chairman.

That great Military authority the Indian Mirror notwithstanding,

Lingtu has fallen. It was no tough work. The Viceroy thus an-

nounced in Friday’s Council the success of British arms in Upper

Sikkim

“ Before we commence the proceedings of to-day it may, perhaps,

be interesting to the Council to know that her Majesty’s troops have

taken possession of Fort Lingtn, Upper Sikkim, without opposition.

On the 19th they came upon a small stockade erected by the Tibetans

at which some small opposition was encountered, but with their usual

gallantry our troops ruahed at it, and the epemy fled wiili scaicely any

resistance. The effect of this success seems completely to have dis-

organised them, and, as I have already mentioned, they have abandon

-

cd^hciii position. I am in great hopes that this slight and fncile vin-

dication of onr tcrriiori.4l rights will give us free aece^s to the road

through Sikkim which had been taken possession of by the enemy, and

will close this trifling dispute which has unfortunately aiisen between

us and the Tibetans.”

We have no space for the proceedings of the Dufferin memorial. One

.speech, however, that of the* Maharaja of Vizianagram, is at once

bvcf enough for accommodation in our columns and interesting enough

for preservation. We record it the more gladly that it could .not be

delivered, so that even those who were present missed it. The whole of

it is characteristic for matter as well as manner. The knightly speaker

concludes with a challenge to the ^tirror, We are indebted to His

Highness for a correct text

»

“Your Highness and Gentlemen,— It gives me great pleasure

at being in the capital of this vast Empire, to join in doing honor,

in the highest degree possible to us, to His Excellency the Earl

of Dufferin, Viceroy of India, and to give some tangible proof of our

appreciation of his glorious rule for the last four years or so. The

word * glorious ’ is advisedly used by me, for 1 think no other term

80 aptly illustrates the many advantages the Empire at large has de-

prived from His Excellency’s Viceroyalty, which will signalise the

period as the brightest epoch in the life of this nascent consolidated

Empire of British Hindustan. His spirited frontier policy, while

securing the friendly co-opcwition of our Northern neighbours on one

hand, on the other presents this great Empire in an unbroken front
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to our enemies, which is a higher and more insurmountable, barrier

than our mountain ranges themselves on our Northern hrontier.

Never was more spontaneous unity shown either by the Princes or oy

the people of India, in making common cause with the ruling power

in preventing any attempt at making inroads into our Kmpirc by

enemies. This was all done with the least expense, within the shoitest

period possible consistent with the great advantages achieved. Iheii,

aeain the eradication of despotism in Burniah for ever in future should

have ’won a golden statue from iis, or from all those that,

after civilization, and at least the title A' Marquis or the Duke of Man-

dalay fioin the Knglish Sovereign would not be loo great a reward lor

such services. For I think Count Hismarck was made Prince for no

greater acquisition gained by him for Cierniany than that which t ie

Duke of Mandalay^I mean our present Viceroy -has gained m the

interests of civilisation in geneial, and that of the Hritish Kinpiie in

particular. For it is known to every one that the definition of politics

and morals is one and the samc-lhe greatest good of the greatest

number. To the iiiteinal impiovements effected by llis F\ct llency,

who can laise .1 dissenting voice? The two Commi.s-.ions

the Finance Commission and the Public Seivicc Cninmission,

which llis Excellency lias constituted, must be admitted by all as

being big with economical and other essential improvements of the

adminisliation. .Above all, the Countess of Dufferins medical aid

tolhe women of India .alone bears a fair comp.nison with any of the

best deeds bequeathed by the very best in the long list of our most

renowned Viceroys. Neither mv humble means, nor my oppoitunities

allow me to say moie of His Excellency’s glorious rule. My cmly

rp‘^ret, and I lliink that of those of my countrymen is, that llis Ex-

ceUeiiry should lea\c the field of his administrative triumph in this

countiy *^0 soon. As to the incoherent wailings ot a small section of

the conimunitv, I ran only .sav that my harvest of gratification at the

succes.s that has crowned all His Excellem y^s praisewoilhy endeavours

for Indi.i, woiiUl not have been complete without this spectacle of a

gnat of a scaieciow. I feel the aptness of the Peisian saying

shabparafrar luasley dftdb nakkhivdhad Raonak e bchdr e dftdb nakdhut

“Tliough the bat mav refuse to fly in the light, that does not dimmish

the splendour of the iuminary.” When a misguided journal represents

this august and incst respectable body of repiesenlritnc native noble-

men and gentlemen, who have lequested your Highness to preside

over them, as prompted by motives of personal interest, or some other

unpraise worthy motives, I wonder whether it is prepared to

admit logically that the obverse is absence of rcw’ard, and pioduccs

abusive language which, in its abused and privileged freedom of

speech, sets aside all feelings of decorum. If such a writer really

mean this, I should be tlie fust, if it were in my power, to give away

my newly-obtained K. C. I. K. to him to save him from the desperate

deplorings of his despondency. I believe he is only trying to amuse the

public whom nothing short of a categorical and logical denial of what

1 have stated above will make me think that he is leally in earnest.

Thai is, speaking model ately, at least as well-argued and as well-ex-

pressed as the best of our contemporary’s “leaders.”

RHIS & RAYYET.
SATURDAY, MARCH 24, HSS.

THE DUFFERIN DEMONSTRATION.
Tins has been the Viceroy’s week. It commenced

with a g.irden party at Government Houser, on Mon-

day afternoon to all who have the entree '’of the

viceregal palace, given by Lady Dufferin. As their

Excellencies are, after the middle of nirxt week

—

Thursday morning—leaving Calcutta for aye, and

as every day the tl^ermometer is slowly but surely

rising, it Wcis understood to be the last out-door party

—perhaps the last of the general invitations -given

by the present heads of the Viceregal Court*. He

that it was, there were other public engagements of a

high description on the same date. Nevertheless, the

extensive plain to the south-east of the Southern

fafadc of the house itself was filled with .i livi!ly

throng of Europeans and natives representing every

section and profession. As usual, Lord Dufferin aiTd

his wife were attentive and courteous to all. I'lie

Grand Old Man of a Native A. D. C.“-(jopal Singh

—brought up everybody for introiluction to her lady-

ship who shook each and every by the hand.

Now came* the people’s turn for the return due to

the retiring heads of Government and society. On
Thursday, commenced the demonstration in honor of

their Excellencies. It may be regarded as partly a

political and partly a social demonstration—political

chiefly so far as his Lordship was concerned and

wholly social in respect of her Ladyship.

It would have been better had the two things not

been almost synchronous. Hut that is easier wished

than accomplished. Considering the warmth of the

weather, considering the vast distances of the country

and the still imperfect means of locomotion, and, last

not least, considering the absorbing occupations of

men at this season when we are threatened to be

overtaken every day by the .scorching Indian simoom,

it would have been too much to expect of flesh and

blood to gather from all parts of the Bengal Provinces

to attend' at two several meetings in these sultry after-

noons and two deputations for the presentation of two

separate addresses, and the party given to their

recipients. F'or, a strict delimitation of the frontiers

—a scrupulous demarcation of the boundaries be-

tween the political and the philanthropic and the

social, would have required that sort of arrangement

and have involved a considerable sacrifice of time

and resources of all kinds. With ail their zeal for

their Excellencies, the pr.actical good sense of the

public revolted at the idea of paying .so much for a

whistle—a [ledantic symmetry. Lord and^ Lady

l.lidferin themselves could scarcely afford the time for

giving their separate audiences and then attend their

Reception into the bargain. There was, in fact,

a difficulty to begin with. There is a peculiarity

in the present case which did not appertain to that

of any other heads of the Viceregal Court. In pre-

vious administrations, the man was everything—the

woman nothing. Here, closely entwined in the bonds

of connubial alfection, was a harmonious equal part-

nership of public bcnclicencc. If my Lord is good

—my Lady is better. Comparisons, always delicate,

are specially odious in respect of benevolent work and

workers. We are far from depreciating the ladies of

the householils of previous Govcrnors-General. They

have doubtless all or nearly all of them been gracious

and kind in their spheres and in their respective

ways. Even Warren Hastings’ inamorata, the

Baronness Imlioff, who was transferred from one man

to another like a head of cattle for so much cash

down, possessed a human heart, and there are tradi-

tions in our .society of her great friendliness to her

native servants. Lady -Loudon, Lady William

Beiilinck, the Hon’ble Misses Eden, and Lady Can-

ning. interested themselves in the organization of

charily, founding or forwarding institutions. Never-

ihelcss, philanthropy occupied but a .small portion of

their .itlention, and, besides, there were whole periods

of ab.solute indifference and neglect. We have now
among us a lady who has distanced the best of them

and who, for the first time within these twenty seven

years, has, by the lustre of woman’s sympathy for

lunnanity in general, doubled the halo of triumph of

a Viceroyalty, 'i'here is scarcely a single charitabh^

institution in the country which has appealed to hd'^

in vain, which she did not, in some way or another^

helped, while the organisation of the Associsfion fo'v

Medical aid to the women of India is a colossal

dertaking, which by it.self might make the highest i_

[intation for any philanthropist. Hence the necessity

of a fortnql regular treatment of her claims, as well as

that of her illusirions husband’s. It would not have

done to have dismissed such a benefactor to India as

Lady Dufferin with a perfunctory hole and corner

compliment. A great i)ublic demonstration was

required by the dignity of each case. But as time

and breath had to be economised, the two move-

ments were consolidated into one. Or, shall we say,

a great forked demonstration embracing both their

Excellencies was determined upon. First a meeting,

of the non-official community was to be held at which

addresses to their Excellencies respectively and
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memorials would be voted, and next evening a party

given at which Lord and Lady would be received

and the addresses be presented to them.

Accordingly, the movement for honoring Lord and

Lady Dufferin, which had been brewing since the

Requisition to the Sheriff was in circulation for signa-

tures, burst forth in a great meeting on Thursday.

It was a sunshiny, sultry day and, as the hour fixed

was 4 o’clock in the afternoon, it was under the

direct rays of the great luminary that peo[)le left

their homes or places of business—to say notliing of

the grilling, all day, of those who travelled down to

Calcutta from the country. The gathering, unprece-

dented as it was within this geinnation, acquires a

Still greater significance from th(\se circumstances.

Wor w'as there that fictitious clctmeiu of school-

boys introduced from a very early hour, which

has, of late years, discredited th(! meetings of our

native agitators and stump orators. It was a

serious business undertaken by practical men and

pursued in a workmanlike manner. No opportunity

was given to the spoiled children of Calcutta and the

Suburbs to march from an early hour and take shelter

from the sun within the Hall and rest and refresh them-

selves before, at the beck of their sctnseless school-

masters, they might be called upon to vociferate cheers

and clap themselves out of the skins of their palms.

There was nothing underhand in this. It was an-

nounced some days before that the door would be

Opened only half an hour before the appointed time,

and so it was. As was anticipated, a goodly number
of schoolboys, headed by one or two school teachers,

were in attendance from an early hour, but they were

not allowed to enter and occupy all the seats as they

do at other meetings leaving the adult and respectable

part of the community—even the very men who hatl

invited the public—to shift for themselves as best they

might, by standing in the />ufihi/ess aisles, or to leave

the business of the day to its fate and go home.

Even to this juvenile mobocracy all due considera-

tion, consistent with the claims of the business of the

day and those of the comfort of the adult atten-

dance, was shown. There was no rudeness towards

them—there was no absolute prohibition against them

—only half an hour was allowed to the abovc-agitd

public to enter and find their places, and then, about

or soon after the commencement of the business, the

non-aged were allowed to go in.

In twenty minutes, the long space between the co-

lonnades was filled. A quarter more ami the vast

Hall was full to overflowing from end to end. Not
only the middle of the hall but the long and roomy
sidsSwWere packed in the most economical though not

tliiAOost comfortable way. We arc: not good hands

afy^Aimating numbers and shall not venture on any

^v^;;ilsj0cyond telling that there were sevca'al thou-

For there were quite as many men as the

iVouId hold. Nay, more than it actually could

Uold. For, men were continually going out, driven

uy the heat and suffocation, while their room was

immediately filled by new-comers. Thus tl]c meet
ing was not only great in numbers but choice in its

pcnonncL To begin with, it was a meeting of men
—in legal as well as other senses—and not of infints.

With the exception of a part of the boys mentioned

before and a few^ younger pupils of the Meddresse

who had got in under cover of their seniors, as also

few poor honest folk introduced by some overzeal-

ous men, the attendance was at once adult and res-

pectable—composed of men of sufficient majority

^nd of some sense of responsibility. It was a mot-

ley crew, however, in the best sense. The vast at-

tendance was formed of various elements. The mul-
titudinous throng was formed of all communities
and of all classes. All the honest professions into

whicli society is divided, hod supplied their contin-

gents.^ ^All the races too were fully represented.
I he lown I Lill had became a hall of all nations and
nationalities to be found in this Continent of an Em-
pire. As a conseqiKuice, there is scarcely a [)eo[)le on

j

the earth which had not furnished at least a sample.

It was a joint demonstration of natives and domicled
and resident foreigners. Of course, the native ele-

ment predominated, but l^uropeaiis were numerous
too. riiere were Hindus and Mahornedans of every,

tribe and sect, Bengalis, Orissans, Bcharis, Klings,

leloogoos, 1 amils, Carnats, IVIalabaris, Maharattas,
Gujratis, Sikhs and other Punjabis, Parsecs, Memons,
Jains, Cashmerees, Lepchas, Goorkhas, Bhoteas, Af-
ghans, Persians, 'Purks, Arabs, Syrians, Jews, Mugs,
Burmese, and even Chinese and Malays, Somalis,

Abysslnians and Africans. With so many Orient-
als, the deportment of the altendaiice was naturally

rather grave, but this was made up by the liveliness

of the scenic effect from the variety of colour in the

sea of faces and in the dilferent costumes. The
Europeans’ behaviour was charming. Although
they showed the way and undertook the trouble and
responsibility of the arrangements, they were content
to allow their y\siatic brethren full dues and even pre-

cedence wherever practicable.

It was a lucky accident that the High Sheriff of
the Metropolis for the year happens to be a distin-

guished and accomplished Bengali gentleman, gifted

with rare powers of eloquence. The Sheriff is the
official privileged to call public meetings, and the

fact of Dr, Mohendralal Sircar being the Sheriff* no
doubt imparted an interest to the occ.ision. Dr. Sir-

car did not make any oratorical effort, but still in

opening the proceedings, with the reading of the
Requisition of the Maharajas, Rajas, and gentlemen,
P-uropean and native, headed by the Nawab of Moor-
shedabad, and his compliance therewith, he express-

ed his admiration of the character and abilities and
antecedents of our Viceroy and touched on the phil-

anthropy of His Excellency’s consort. At the in-

stance of the Nawab of Moorshedabad and the Ma-
haraja of Doomraon, the chair was given to the

Maharaja of Durbhanga. The first Resolution was
now inoved by Mr. L. P. Pugh, late a member of the

British House of Commons and now one of the

leaders,of the Calcutta bar, for presenting the retiring

Viajroy a parting Address, brielly reviewing the

official career of Lord Dufferin. Mr. Pugh
was seconded by M.ih.iraja Narendra Krishna
and su|q.)orted by Nawab Abdool Lutti^tif Baha-

.

door and Mr. M. P. Gasper of the bar. The Se-
cond Resolution voting a statue was moved by the

Hon’ble Raja Peary Alohun MCiokerjcc seconded, by
Syud Ameer Ali Saheb and suj)[)orted by Messrs.

R. I). Mehta and Jaggannath Khannah. The next

proposition was for an Address ‘(which was read) to

Lady Dufferin and fora portrait in the Hall in recog-

nition of her public services, moved by the HoiVble
R. vSteel, the mercantik* member of the J^egislative

Council of India, and seconded by Master Halletl

—no broth of a boy though, being the Master of the

Trades—in other words the Chowdhri, or shall we
say. Doyen of the Cockneys of Calcutta } They
were followed on the same side by Shahzada Furrokh
Shah, eis the mouthpiece of the Princes of the House
of Myder Ali of Mysore. Then came a formidable caia-
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logue of CommitLcc-wallahs—far more tedious than

Homer’s catalogue of the Greek Fleet—to execute

the behests of the meeting, with carte blanche to do

and undo for the purpose of carrying out the objects.

VVe are never going to inflict this long trailing list,

the Alpha whereof is Sir Steuart Bayley, and the

Omega, Mr. H. M. Rustorftjcc. The proposer and^

seconder were Messrs.
J.

G. Apear and Manockjee

Rustomjee, respectively, followed in support by Mr.

R. Allen, barrister. Mr. J. E. I). Ezra, the Jew/^ir

excellence—in the best senses—seconded by Prince

Jehan Kudr, the head of the Oudh Family, proposed

the vote of thanks to the Chair. All these motions

were carried ncm con, we may say by general acclaim.

Oriental audiences are not demonstrative, and there

was no wire-pulling at this meeting or even the slight-

est anxiety manifested by the promoters for effect.

There was spirit in the assembly, and evident zeal

depicted in many faces. 'I'he speeches were listened

to with interest, and cheers were given even for in-

different smartness, until the heat of an almost April

afternoon in that close atmosphere drove many to

seek not comfort only, but very safety in the open

without. And then the latter speakers completed

the “ stampede.” This is a valuable quality of ora-

tory in the Tropics, and speakers like Mr. Rowe and

Raja Siva Prasad, both of the Education Department,

might be utilised as patent ventilators. Seriously,

these gentlemen’s eloquence proved a godsend, for

unless the room had been cleared to some extent, the

gas illumination which followed would have been the

death of the more delicate of the ladies and gentle-

men present.

The truth is simple. “ Speech is silvern, but

silence is golden.” Amen ! So, oratory is, like the

Rupees, going down, in the markets of the world, and

everywhere losing favor. In India, it is among the

lost arts, since Surendra Nath Bancrjee was, by a

stern Government, driven to the slump. This great

and strong meeting was certainly not strong in the
|

speaking. There was no end of speakers on the cast,

though, and a number of volunteers besides, not

bargained for, who ought to have been conjured to

desist. The Maharaja of Vizianagram showed a rare

wisdom and moderation in making over the rather

striking little speech which he had got by heart and in

his pocket, to the reporters.

Mr. Pugh has no advantage of voice, but he

spoke with the weight of an ex-M. P. He made a good
point at start, referring to Lord Dufferin’s popularity

i

among all parties. It must, said he, beaiiiexcep-

tionally able and sound man who could in Eng-
land command the confidence of both sides of the

House. Mr. Gasper spoke as an Armenian of Lord
Dufterin’s services as British representative in Turkey,
and, like Mr. Pugh, dwelt on the success of

the Viceroy’s Imperial policy on both frontiers.

For .the rest, the speeches were an echo of the

Addresses. For the first time, Nawab Abdool Luteef
and Jiaja Peary Mohan raised their voices to speaking

height, and the speech of the former was to the

point, in choice language recommending the Address.

And for once he did not inflict 6n us the Mahomedan
legend. Usually in India speakers are permitted to

deliver some generalities without regard to the parti-

cular motions. Thus poor Maharaja Narendra Krish-

na again produced his everlasting platitudes about

India as the brightest jewel in the diadem of Eng-
land, &c., &c., &c. Perhaps, the most notable speech
was Mr. Mehta’s, well-put, vvcH-got up, and, though
rf^ad from M.S,, pronounced with force and effect.

There was visible the nervous trepidation of one

who despaired of commanding attention at the fag

end. Indeed, if he had not hurried through his

speech, he would have been denied
^

a hearing,

and he showed great adroitness in securing it. To-

wards the end, he made one or two slips, but he

each time was on his legs again. He chalked out

an original line of treatment of his subject. The de-

ficiencies in the oratory were amply made up in the

able Address, the production, we believe, of Mr.

S. E. J.
Clarke, a well-known writer on the Bengal

press. It is not only well-worded, but well-reasoned,

and, above all, it possesses that moderation which

draws general sympathy.

The next evening, the Town Hall was tastefullv

fitted up for a Conversazione for the viceregal reception.

We would fain dwell on the delightful scene, but

space forbids. Between a guard of honor of the Cal-

cutta Volunteers—including artillery and guns*and

all, in fact, except horses—their Excellencies were

led up, all the way from the flight of steps before the

Maidan, till they were seated on the dais, the band

playing.

At the conclusion of the march, the monumental

figure of the Lieutenant-Governor might be discerned

from the most distant corner of the hall. For, now
standing up. Sir Steuart Bayley read the Address to

the Viceroy, to which His Excellency gave an elaborate

and brilliant reply containing a vindication of his ad-

ministration. The reply was interrupted by frequent

cheers which, on its close, rose to deafening and long

continued

—

Clap, clap, all together, clap, clap away.

For this is the way they exercise to have a little play,

when the British are supremely pleased.

Then came the turn of the worthy wife. Sir Alex-

ander Wilson read the Address voted to her. In her

reply. Her Excellency rose to the dignity, calm self-

possession, and well-expressed fluency of the true

orator. This brought the formal demonstration to a

close, and with it virtually Jthe Viceroy’s Calcutta career.

As he began so Lord Dufferin ended—as a perfect

gentleman—going round the place and offering his

hand to all whom he met or met with.

Although cards were issued and the admissions to

the party were select, the Town Hall was, on Friday

evening, almost as densely filled as in the afternoon

of Thursday. There was a distinct difference in the

obvious preponderance at the Conversazione of the

official element and in the aggrceablc preponderance

of the fair sex. Yes, and the fair sex in very sooth

and not of courtesy. There was scarcely a brunette.

There was but a drop of the Eurasian eler^^'l,

either male or female, in the un-uniformed part oF
attendance, though there were Voluntegrs

shades, from brown to jet black.
*

The success of the demonstration is patent—

portance cannot be mistaken. Judged by the lest 1 .

stake in the Empire, there probably never wasJ

such another demonstration. There were almost

sovereigo princes and great territorial Dukes and

Marquesses in the movement. All the European

commercial and landed and professional interests were

represented. AH the- Armenian and Jewish and

Parsee families and houses of business—all the Eu-

ropean trades. Messrs. Gubboy and Ezra between

them own half Calcutta, besides being large creditors

of the Public Debt. And what proof of earnestness

can be more reliable than that of the Rajas, Maha-

rajas and Nawab, who came down on purpose to lend

their presence ?
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' LORD DUFFERIN.
Sir,—Some of the Native papers, famous for notoriety-hunting,

are trying to create an impression that the opposition that is being

organised by the Indian Association, against the movement set on

foot to do honor to the retiring Viceroy, has the sympathy of the

Natives generally. The attempt is a very sinister one, and reflects

credit of the meanest order to its authors. The Natives, a large,

if not the entire, number of them, and specially those having

reason and intelligence enough, have no sympathy whatever with

the oppositionists, and those who say the contrary, speak but

deliberate falsehood. Why, what earthly r«ason can there be for

them to take up this hostile attitude ? Lord DufFcrin may not have

done them positive good, but there can be no question that he has

not done the slightest harm to them. That is more than can be

said of many of our rulers. Why, then, should there be movements

against him ? All that can be urged against him, is that he has

failed to please every body. But that is no fault, to be sure. We
cf^^'ld do only what is just and proper. He can certainly could not

listen to idle talk, or make concessions to unjust claims and de-

mands. Can he then with any sense of reason and fair-play be

held responsible for the heart-burning and displeasure, that are now

being manifested in some quarters ? And need I say that they are

cntirAy wrong who think that the course adopted by the Indian

Association, has the approval and sympathy of any reasonable

sensible mind ?

But the matter docs not end here. Though firmly and decidedly

opposed to the opposition, people must be prevailed upon to join

it. And the arduous and onerous task has been zealously taken up

by the so-called public-spirited and patriotic gentleman, Baboo,

I beg his pardon, Mr. Surendra Nath Bannerjee, formerly of Her

Majesty's Bengal Civil Service ! This worthy champion of his

country’s cause, in discharge of the duties he has thus voluntarily

and with becoming grace allowed to devolve upon himself, has

sacrificed his own, so much so that he has given up sleep and meals

almost. He may now be seen at the door of every native gentle-

man, exhorting the members of the house to join with him, and

thus accomplish something grand that will immortalise their names

!

I do not know how far he has succeeded in his efforts, but he has

simply driven himself into a position that no kind-hearted man can

see without pitying. From this, Mr. Editor, know the value and

importance of native movements, the mode of their organisations

and developments.

By the opposition they mean to offer, they will, among other

things, show how extremely mean-minded they arc. For it is quite

clear that their unhallowed zeal is simply an outcome of their dis-

appointment at the non-fulfilment of their extravagant expectations.

If, what they hoped for had been achieved, they would have

undoubtedly by this timeVifted the Viceroy up to Heaven, but the

ease being otherwise, they have now thought fit to send him down

to perdition ! thus showing the world what a mercenary lot they

are, and how easily they can be gained over by simple bribes !

1 believe they know pretty well, or ought to know that their

chances of success arc very small. If they count some intelligent

and capable men on their side, those who have purposed to honor

the retiring Viceroy have such on theirs too, including both Natives

and Europeans. Here, from the very begin rling, they arc thrown at a

disadvantage. Not the least of their difficulties lies in the fact of

their being out of sympathy of many of their own countrymen. Thus

divided amongst themselves, will it not be the height of foolishncs.*;

on their part to hope for success ?

And need I remind them that they can’t well compete with

Englishmen. Just for a moment call to mind tlic energy, zeal and

pluck the latter exhibited in the Ilbcrt Bill controversy. In a very

short time, and in spite of the paucity of their numbers, and without

a lar •class of wealthy men, they easily and in a short time raised

morp'Vn a hundred thousand rupees ! But what becomes gcncr-

all^ I
our Bengali efforts? A Fund, known as the “National

1 Started by the same patriotic Mr. Surendra Nath

on coming out of jail (on the expiry of his term of im-

‘^^Sieved
libelling a Judge of His Majesty’s High Court)

r'^ ‘/cars ago, but to his disappointment and his admirers’

il\%ial shame though there is no want of affluence among them

it
'’ has reached but a few thousands only ! But what is more

strange, no account of the Fund is given, even if asked for.

To the Editor, Kissory Nath Mitra.
"

REVIEW.
Travels and Voyages between Calcutta and Independent Tipperah.

By Sambhu C. Mookerjee, formerly Minister to His Highness

the late Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor (the last of the Nawabs

Nazim of Bengal, Behar and Orissa), latterly Minister of His

Highness Maharaja Beer Chunder Dev Burmon Manikya

Bahadoor, of Independent Tipperah. Calcutta : Reis and

Office. 1887.

It is many years since I first met, and some years since I last met,

iJr. Sambhu Chunder Mookerjee, editor of the Reis and (Prince

and Peasant), and an author of high repute among the kindly, as

well as acute and intellectual, people of Bengal. One of the real

misfortunes of India was, and still is, Lord Macaulay’s picture of

the Bengalee. The picture, true perhaps as regards Nuncomar and

many Bengalees, is not accurate as a representation of the people

generally, taking them as an Engli'iinnan may find them if he looks

fairly. If they had been unfaithful, the sad story of the Mutiny

had been vastly sadder
; and, apart from the Mutiny, many Eng-

lishmen cduld give individual instances of Bengalee faithfulness al-

most unique in history, raking all the circumstances pf our relation

to India into account. The Bengalee is generally eager for know-

ledge of all kinds, and is often both courageous in the expression of

his Opinions, and gifted to a remarkable degree with the power to

express those opinions with force and precision. Mr. Fawcett once

told me that an unprepared t.pcech made, on his behalf, during an

election, by a young Hindoo, surpasbed, in force as well as elo-

quence, any unprepared speech he ever had heard made by any

member of the House of Commons, if four or five members of the

House were excepted.

Among these Bengalees there is a small body of men—small for

that large province—who arc, ironically or otherwise termed

“ Young Bengal.” Some of them arc no longer young, but grave

and aged ; some have, in the course of years, been highly distin-

guished for their public services and their scientific and other

attainments. Some have at limes been misrepresented, and their

language misinterpreted, so that on its return to them it has amazed

none more than themselves. Nothing of tins has been done by the

really great administrators of India. That it has been done, how-

ever, cannot be denied.

In the forefront of this little band is the author of this hook of

travels. Baboo Sambhu Chunder Mookerjee—a writer of high re-

pute, as I have said, and also an administrator, as the reader will

sec from the little-page to this book. A keener, yet a kindlier

satirist, one might seek for and not find. His use of the English

language has astonished many an educated Englishman ;
and the

quality of his reading is shown by his marvellous power of quotation;

not merely from authors like Shakespeare, and Milton, and Macau-

lay, and men eminent in science, but from out-of-the-way old

ballads, and little-known old pamphlets, in the application of which

he leaves one wondering—first, how he obtained the productions

at all, and secondly, how, having obtained them, he learned to apply

them so appositely to the subjects which he intends them to

illustrate.

Passing from the author to his book, we shall, perhaps, first of

all be attracted to the work of the administrator. He comes upon

a milkman’s village, on which he finds fastened the grip of a Court

favourite. He unloosens the grip, and re-settles the village, in the

double interest of Prince and Peasant. And all the time he sees

everything. The poor people bathing on the rivers’ banks, have

his genial and kindly, if also at times, what a Scotchman would call,

his “ pawky” notice. A “ fair maid of Sonargoan ” attracts his

attention by the gracefulness with which she carries a vessel of water

from the river
; and, though the fair maid and he arc divided by

race and faith (she is Mussulman), she hafi his full meed of praise.

Indeed, it must be admitted—and he will not be offended with me
for saying so—that he never meets with a fair face, without at least

giving evidence of the fact that he has eyes to sec and a heart to

comprehend.
Of his wide and generous sympathies, much might be said, and

still leave much more to say. He meets a missionary on the river,

and cvidcnily is inclined, in writing his notes, to pass a joke on the

subject. He nips it, however, in the Inn!, and contents himself

with saying, “ So new is preaching here, that the simple people said

the padre had been singing in the street.” He meets Catholic and

Protcstaift missionaries on shipboard, and chuckles over their dis-

putes, while he astonishes them by his command of the English

language, and even by his knowledge of the Bible—a knowledge,

1 may add, which is evident in many of his writings.

A parrot falls overboard, and is drowned in its cage, his great

distress, which is not however paraded. He says

:

“ I was . . . more than ever confirmed in my opinion against

confining animals. If all this sounds weak, there is no help for it :

it is God’s appointment that we should %vc His creatures that arc

lovable. We cannot escape from our hearts. For my part 1 never

invite pets : it is too great a responsibility.”
^

These arc not the words of a Christiqp, but of a Hindoo.

Again, he has a faithful ugly dog, whose name is Tom, and whose
glory it once was to bark, with a noble independence, ’at some very

dignified Sahibs. Our author is compelled to leave Tom behind ;

and here is his farewell :

“ Poor Tom, the noble pariah dog, is—I wish to Hiaven 1 could

say—gone. Alas ! he was only going, too slowly perhaps for him,

but surely. He was suffering dreadfully from fatal sores all over,

specially in the head. He bore it*up like a hero that he was. By
pure power of will he kept himself from running mad. The b^t

of us would be furious under less than his complaint. I may iicrc

say that I have seen better brutes than men. The dogs arc indeed

the noblest creatures of God. The three noblest being? within my
knowledge were three perfect canine gentlemen—one a Newfound-
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land, another of some large European breed, and the third a Ben-

galee pariah, my poor Tom ”

I think this is a very fine passage, and one that will draw the author

'very close to the great heart of humanity, wherever the words are

read. Could anything be finer than the testimony to the two

foreign “ gentlemen,” ending with the Bengalee pariah^ my poor

Tom ” f Not the pariah merely, but the pariah dog. The passage

is worthy of the author, and of thc^reat mercifulness of^ the land

that bore himn
Whoever reads this book must be prepared further to find bold

and manly language. The author is no flatterer of John Bull,

thoagh he gives John his due, and admits that India owes him a

great debt. Here is one passage relating to foreign fruits :

“ It is only since our country has been thrown open to foreign,

above all, European enterprise, that our orchards and flower-gardens

and kitchen-gardens have been vastly improved, that wc have made

the acquaintance of new and desirable eatables and drinkables, and

acquired a taste for new comforts and luxuries, as well as the means

for satisfying them. Undue pretensions must be curbed. It is

necessary to keep the best men and races straight, and I have never

been slow to prick when required—the objects of the attention en-

joying the thing and it having, by the way, a wholesome cfTcct on

the neighbours and bystanders of all camps. But the insane jealousy

of the White man I can never sympathise with. It is neither

patriotic nor candid. It is simply ignorant and puerile. A moment’s

inward glance at the source of our most energising ideas, the

slightest enquiry into the derivation of our physical enjoyments

—of what we cat or drink, or wear, or sleep upon, or write with,

what houses wc live in, what furniture wc use—ought to be

sufficient to disabuse evey honest Indian of the unfortunate pre-

judice. The stranger has given a substantial return. He has at

any rate given you the golden Champa plantain : no Dead Sea apple,

but with rich pulp within. It is your fault if you neglect it. Thus,

in East Bengal, where his influence has been less felt, our brethren

arc without it. Here, then, is distinct room for improvement.

The man that introduces in his district the exotic fruits and vege-

tables with which foreigners have enrished our land, will benefit at

once himself and his country.”

Among the sketches of country—word-pictures—the reader will

find some exceedingly pretty, and all the more valuable in that they

arc taken from a standground purely Indian ; not English. Where
ati English artist’s mind would be filled with European ideas, the

mind of this gifted Eastern artist is filled with a class of ideas totally

different, yet equally instructive, and certainly not less subtle and

far-rcaching.

On the eve of one of his journeys, our author was placed in a

dilemma of a kind not unknown to travellers in India, but not on

that account the less stupid. He wished to go by a particular boat,

and took time by the forelock for that purpose. The fare was at

first stated at 90 rupees, to pay which he offered “a new crisp, fresh

British Indian” note for 100 rupees. “It was,” he'adds, “fresh from

the Currency Office, and had been received only the day before

from another Government department.” The rest of the story is

thus told :

They’d none of it, change or no change. In vain my people

explained and entreated the clerks. The Government scrip was

no currency on the Government railway, in vain my friends ap-

pealed to the Lord of the Terminus. My friends might be ever

so respectable—and they included barristers, Presidency Magistrates

and editors—but, for any asbistance that I got from them in that

dilemma, they proved ftic veriest scum of earth. The Railway

King was inexorable ;
I must bring silver, and that of the Calcutta

mint. British dross—the sterling majesty of sovereigi^s—would

have been spurned by His Imperial Majesty of Scaldah. It was

a pretty predicament for a traveller to be in, with a whole lot of

camp-followers and baggage of rather expeditionary proportions.

There was not much time left, it having been nearly all consumed

in argumcnl and expostulation, and entreaty at different business

centres at the station. Certainly there was no more time to go

home for coined bullion, and little prospect, at that evening hour,

of changing the note at the neighbouring moncy-scrivcncr’s. Lhad
no other alternative to betate to than a leisurely retreat. . . .

Practically it meant the loss of a week. If I missed that evening’s

chance, I must wait another seven days to be able to avail myself of

the convenience of the largpr steamer from Goalundo. ... In

this moment of despair my good genius turned up on the scene in

the shape of friendly official—a Justice of the Peace and a Ma-
gistrate—no honorary figure-head, i)ut a regular stipendiary

reality—and what not besides. At the advent of the great man
there was a sudden change in my affairs. His very name acted as

a charm on the rude railway establishment—his presence was a

power of beneficence. Before he was fairly in the station—as soon

as he was in sight, and my masted understood from my men that he

vas coming to see me off—my fortunes revived. Suddenly there
catt^ a relaxation in the hard and fast rule of the little men dressed

in brief authority. The martinet was in a moment metamorphosed
into the courtier. My note was recalled after having been peremp-
torily rejected. The Paper Currency, that had before been at such

discount, again fetched sixteen annas to the rupee. They not only

accepted my note as legal tender, but, when n was found that the

railway demand upon me was full one hundred rupees, they seemed

sorry for the loss of opportunity to humour me with change in any

form I might like.”

The humour of the little sketch is worth something, 1 can fancy

the author laughing even in his dismay ; for he can laugh well at

others, and equally well at himself. I shall only venture on one

more passage ; and I give it as showing the spirit of the man who
dares to call his newspaper Prince and Peasant. He desired to return

to his home in Bengal, apd to bid adieu, for a time at last, to In-

dependent Tipperah, where he had been located ‘^some two years.”

He received the Maharajah’s permission to return home ; but still he

could not get away.
“ His Highness himself, in his easy, indifferent way, withheld

the final word. Perhaps it was rational instinct, rather than indif-

ference. I was detained on this or that trumpery plea ; but so

long as I remained at the capital, there was always business '(fa

more or less important sort to attend to. I call at the Rajbari to

tender my parting blessing (as son of Brahma sprung from the divine

mouth). 1 take leave of the sons, but the father is not to be thus

‘ done.* His Highness knows that ray barge from Dacca has not

yet arrived. If the barge is in sight, it is not yet at the landing.

If the vessel is at anchor in port, the cargo is yet on shore. Thus

from day to day, finally from morn to noon, from noon to dewy eve,

and again the following morning, Irom an amiable inability to make

up our mind—a generous indisposition to part ! Far from unpleasant

is this dilly-dally, where there is no urgency, no peremptory call to

promptitude. British employes know not this * unbought grace of

life.’ They will probably not appreciate it. They have not the

happiness of serving men, but are mere parts of a machine. We
serve flesh and blood. The position of officials in native States has

its disadvantages ; many enough, to be sure ; but it is not without

ample compensations, and thts is one of them. The longest night

however, will become day, and I was allowed to say my effectual

* Good-bye.*
”

There is, I think, a sound lesson in this passage ; the lesson of

the immense value of courtesy and urbanity in the relations of rulers

and ruled. There is a great deal in that sentence, “ We serve flesh

and blood.” The best administrator in India is not always the

ablest, the man whose plans arc the wisest as plans ; but the man
who, with plans or without them, gives confidence to the people, and

confidence not merely in his justice, but also in his considcratencss

and forbearance. A clever man once said that the art of success

in India is the art of giving good dinners. It may be so ; but the

peril is great—the peril of debt j and in any ease the art has its

limits, and its natural collapse. Even dinners and champagne pall

in the end. But there is one art that never fails—the arc of true

courtesy ; of that courtesy which, being natural, is not affected by

any whim or caprice, cither of the person who possesses it, or of

any one with whom he has relations.

Ill bidding farewell to this little book, I once more recall, as I

easily and very vividly can, the author’s kindly face and gentle

voice, as known to me many years ago. I see him, as I sec Baboo

Kristo Das Pal, Dr. Mahcndra Lai Sircar, and some others, includ-

ing a much-abused editor of the Amrita Bazar Patrika ; and I feel and

say, with all earnestness and sincerity, that among these are men
whom the Government of India would be wise in recognising and

winning entirely to its side. They arc men on whom no really

generous word—true as well as generous—ever is thrown away.

I have compared them at times with men of kindred occupations at

home, and I think that they arc as a rule by far the truer gentlemen

in good manners, and often in very much more than mere manners.

May the great God, whose sacred Name they use as that of the

Father of all, guide them to a nobler destiny than any yet

have known, and with them, and by them, bless their nativtr*^y !

JaMKS R0UTLEI;)lhd

— The Indian Magazine, Mar. 1888.

:hoiloway'spiiis^ointmen

THE PILLS
Purify the Blood, correct all Disorders of the

LIVER, STOMACH, KIDNEYS AND BOWELS,
They invigorate and restore to health Debilitated Constitutions, and

are invaluable in ail Complaints incidental to Females of all ages.
For children and the aged they are priceless.

THE OINTMENT
Is an infallible remedy for Bad Legs, Bad Breasts, Old Wounds,
Sores and Ulcers. It is famous for Gout and Rheumatism. For

disorders of the Chest it has no equal.

For Bore Throats, Bronchitis, Oonghs, Colds,
Glandular Swellings and all Skin Diseases, it has no rival

;
and for

contracted and stiff joints it acts like a charm. «

Manufactured only at Professor HOLLOWAY’S Establishment

OXFORD BTRRRT (late 638. Oxford St..) LOHDOli
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EMERALD THEATRE
BEADON STREET,
Manager^ G. C, Chose.

Saturday—the 2ph March, iSSS^^

at g P. M.

Second grand performance of

Babu G. C. Ghose’s New Drama

ippw
One of his happiest attempts.

The sublime and the beautiful contend to awe
and ravish the heart by turns.

Appointments fresh and costly.

Scenes painted under special direction,

subjecting time and place to the magic

pencil of the Artist.

Dresses fashioned by arduous researches to

revive bygone men and manners.

Next day—Sunday—-35 March,

at Candle Light,

The soul-cnirancing melodrama

nvMM
Dancing and singing in abundance.

M. L. SUR, Asst, Manager,

HAMILTON & C0.'S

Latest Designs in Gold Bangles.

The Acron Bangle, (England) ... Rs. 60

'rhe Thistle Bangle, (Scotland) ... ,, 60

The Shamrock Bangle, (Ireland) ... „ 60

The Lotus Bangle, (India) ... ,) 60

The Forget-me-not Bangle ... ,, 63

The Indian Bamboo Bangle ... „ 32

The Victoria Bangle ... ... ffjoo

The Cleopatra Signet Bangle ... ,, 54

The Magic Twist Bangle ... „ 185

The Flexible Curb Bangle ... „ **5

Tl^yEtruscan Ball Bangle ... „ 3^

'Phe Good Luck Bangle ... ... tt 54

The Oriental Onyx Bangle ... „ 90

The Fle.xibleGold and Platinum Bangle „ too

The “Mascotte” Diamond H’shoe Bangle,, 90

The Scotch Plaid Bangle... ... „ So

The above are cash quotations.

Inspection Invited.

HAMILTON 4 CO.,
CALCUTTA.

SELLING BY THOUSANDS.

Pretty, .strong, .accurate, open-faced

Nickel Silver Keyless Railway Regnlalt)rs,

jewelled, enamelled dial, bold figures and

hands, shewing bmli Local and Bombay times

with best finished durable machinery and dust-

tight cases for only Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with

spare spring, glass box and guarantee.

Guaranteed to stand any amount of rough

usage, ^ill last a life time. Has no ap-

pearanpe of cheapness about them. Others

sell a//''‘>ble our rales. A. R. M<*hta from

Ban^i /says “The 7-8 watch I puichascd

froirf r /two years back gives correct lime as

vct./o^pTitty Canadian (rold Guards, Lockets,

Rings set with chemical diamonds,

P
grieved 1

^ 2 each, will not turn black.

Salt Inspr., Sainkutla says

“ A 'German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50

and the ruby at Rs. 30.” Full money refunded

if any of the above are not approved. Men-

tion this paper.

The Western India Trading Co,, Bombay.

Griha-Chikitsha.
A complete and large treatise on Homoeo-

pathic Domestic Medicines with some tried

native drugs for certain serious diseases, by

Rai Khetter Nauth Chatterjee Bahadoor,

in Bengalee 200
Do. postage... o 3 ^
Do. abridged in Hindec i o o

^pply to Author at Chinsurah or to People’s

Press, No. 78 College Street, Calcutta.

A SPECIAL CENEBAL MEETING
ofthe Commissioners of the Town of Calcutta

Will be held at the Town Hall,

on Wednesday, the 2Sth March i$88
,
at j p. M.

Business to be brought forward.

1. To consider the Budgets for the year

1888-89, revised by the Committee.
2. To fix the rates at which thi rates and

taxe.s are to be imposed for the year com-
mencing on the 1st April 1888, under Section

64 of Act IV. (B. C.) of 1876, as amended by
Section 8 of Act VI. (B. C.) of l88i and Act
I. (B. C.) of 1882.

3. To renew the licenses for the licensed

markets under Section 318 for the year 1888-

89 as recommended by the Market Committee.

4. To confirm the ptoceedings of the Town
Council at Meetings held on the i8th and 25th
February and 3rd and loih M.arch.

5. To confirm the proceedings of the Buslee

and Sanitary Commiiice at Meetings held on
llie 1 6th and 17th Fcbiiiary.

6. The Chairman to l.iy on the table vital

statistics for the month of January.

At the close of the Special General Meeling a

Spec ial Meeting ivill be held,

1. The Chairman to lay on the tabic the

Fire Brigade Budget for the year ending 31st

March 18S9.

2. To cancel the licenses of the under-

mentioned premises as jute waiehouscs
(a) Nos. 42 and 43 Doorg.i Chiitn Mook-

erjee’s Street, the owner having signified his

iiueniioii not to renew the license.

(b) No. 43 Nimtollah Ghat Street, the

owner having failed to pay the fee.

ROBERT TURNBULL,
Secretary to the Corporation.

The Mahanirvana Tantiam with the com-
ment,niy of H.arihorananda Bharati, the

spiritual preceptor of the late Raja Ram Mo-
him Roy, accompanied by a translation and
copious explanatory notes by tlic venerable

Pundit jagonmohun Tarkalankar
;
edited by

Babu Krishna Copal Bhakta, M. A. S. B.,

Editor of the 2nd impression of the late Sir

Radha Kanto’s Sabda Kalpadriiina, the Ra-

mayana, etc., etc. Lssuing in parts of six form-

demy 12 mo. each, from April last. To be

completed in about 25 p.aris. Price for the

whole work Rs. 5, if p.'iid in advance. For

each part to subscnbei.s annas 4, to non-sub-

scnbers annas 0. Post free. .Apply to ilie editor,

15, Gopee Knsu) Pal’s Lane, CaUulia.

READY

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt R^. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs, 5-8.

Mofu&bil Orders supplied by V.due Payable

Post.

TRAVELS 4 VOYAGES IN.BENGAL

BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tifperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0. HOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawah Faridoon Jah* Bahadoor,

(the last of the Naw.abs Na/im of Bengal,

Bcbar and Orissa.)

Latterly^Ministcr of the Tippcrah State.

Apply to Manager, ‘^REIS & RAYYET”

I, Uckoor Diitt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINION OF THE PRESS.

We owe an apology to Mr. Sambu C.

Mookerjeefor the apparent negligence with

which we have treated that delightf.d work of

\)\^^Travels in Bengal, Mr. Mookeijcc, as

almost every one knows, is one of the best'

English scholars in India ; he writes as grace-

fully as does the most scholarly Englishman,

and ample proof of this is afforded in the pages

of his book before us, which is an interesting

narrative of four journeys,
—“two trips to

Tipperah and two tripe back ’^-^accompanied

by historical, gcographilal, cartographical and

many other—/Vvif notes oi the lands passed

through. We confess we have been but

through the first half of the work, and, as we
have proposed to review it in two papers, we
think our progres.s sufficient for present' pur-

poses. Oir author has not, as far as we have
read, met with those thrilling ajlventurcs we
read of—oft with a certain amount of sneak-

ing disbelief—in the average hunter’s narra-

tives or traveller’s tales
;
peaceful as the bosom

of a still lake were bis journeyings in Bengal
Proper. He carried no formidable weapons
with him, save and except a rusty old gun
which, when called into requisition once, re-

fused to go off
;
and yet withal, few more de-

lightful works of travel in India have we read

than the one now under our hands. The •

charms of true yet eloquent description, the

force of observation, the gift of seeing sermons
in stones, are all possessed in a great degree

by Mr. Mookerjee
;
and wc arc pleasantly sur-

prised at the lively and fascinating manner in

which he cau palm off on the reader the

dreariest incident of his trips. Mr. Mookerjee
will fcirgive us if we mention that we think him
a very gallant old gentleman— with the accent
on the second syllable. He has evinced in his

little work a weakness for describing the Beau-

ties of Bengal with all the poetic ardours of a

Sirephon. Did we not know enough of the

erudite and good old “ Babu ” editor, we might

be inclined to call this particular weakness of

his, in Carlyle’s language—“ a Byronisin of

taste.” Here is how he speaks of a beautiful

damsel he saw disporting in the running watery

of the beautiful Mcgna, at Sonargoan ;

—

[Extract.]

But the above excerpt is not the best thing

in the book by far. Although every line in it

which We have gone over, is a line that wc
ourselves having written, would not wish to

blot out, iheie are passages in it which sur-

prise us and raise our hearts to a higher level

by their eloquence, their beauty and wealth of

expression. Running thiough the pages of

Travels in Bengal is a vein of quiet humour—
that humour which makes us fal’

^
wi iters and tcinfils us to fly to th'tWwpcStiaj^anc

in trouble, for a relnin of serenity in moments'"’

of vexation. Mr. Mookerjee has, in his work,

added one more to the innumerable anecdotes

rclaiive to the fidelity of man’s best friend

among brutes—the dog. The sentinel duties

of a canine phenomeinnE-Tom by name—arc
1 el.lied in glowing teims, but we shall not rob

the author of one of his finest plums by trans-

ferring it into our columns. This review, as

we have already slated, is but the introductory

one. In our next, or a little later, we shall

take up Mr. Mookerjee’s book wheie we are

Ic.iving it f>ff, and make our readers a little

more f.imiliar with one of the deveiesi native

genllrmen of the d.iy and with his interesting

book on travels in Baboodom. Mr. Mookerjee,

like all bis fellow mortals, is human, and he

has If'l iis know tins in his present work. How,
we pioposc to state only in our second review.

Would he however p.iiclun us if we surrender

lY) tlu* temptation of finishing this up with his

pretty remarks about Mooning and the Moon.
After “the rontending gods of the elements ”

h.ad “ left off” one night when our travolei was
on ihe bosom of tht! .Megtvi, he watched I.una

issue from behind the clouds in all 'her grand-

eur and radi.ince. That sight, so dcdightful

to the miiul with a le.ining towards tlic ae.s-

tlieiic and poetic, gave vent to the following :

[Ext r,act.] •

Now, the above will prove a gr.and surprise

to the European isiTiders especially, wlio may
perb.ips be unkind enough to doubt that it

written by a “ Itabu ” just as people have

donbteil that .Shakespere was really the auilior

Kd Shakespere and Tennyson ihe^author of Ten-

nvson. Mr. Mookerjee and we part here, but

when woik is done and wc sit in our cosy arm-

chair at home and watch, as is <ntr wont, the

blue smoke curl gracefully away from our pipe,

we shall dream with waking eyes of the beauti-

ful Megna and the damsels of Beng.al, of the

moon and the waters, and we know that we

shall Bike up the Travels in Bengal and

satisfy our wish of getting to the end of such

a pleasant little work.

—

The Malabar and
Travancore Spectator, February 4, 1888.
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INFALLIBLE SPECIFIC FOR

LEUCORRHe.
A week’s use of this medicine not only cures

LeucorrhuLM—the characteristic white, green

and bloody discharge—but also removes the

concomitant intense menstrual pains, and all

the various complaints and symptoms inci-

dental to menstrual ditTicullies and glcen sick-

ness, and prepares the system for conception.

Price : for*a week’s consumption, Rs. 2,

packing and postage 4 annas.

There are capital medicines besides—for

piles, all the 20 kinds of flux—such as sper-

matorrhoea, diabetes, &c.-—-diarrhoea, rheu-

matism, puerperal complaints, cataract of

the eye, nacra, asthma, &c.
[Cerfiju'uft'.]

“I have known Babu Rajendra Nath Ghoshal

• kubiraj for upwards of 15 years, and I can bear

ample testimony to the wonderful cfTicacy of

his medicine in the treatment of diseases of the

womb. While Assistant Surgeon of Monghyr
and subsequently, 1 have known him to cure

the most obstinate cases of uterine Leucorr-

hoea and other uterine derangements, organic

and functional. I can safely call his medicine

the Specific for Leucorrhcea and painful

menstruation. Ladies who have been subject

to these diseases for ye.irs and were barren

have been cured and borne children.

Womesh Chunder Roy, L. M. S., Medical

Practitioner, Bhagalpur. 3oih October, 1886.”

Apply to

KAJENDRANATH GllOSAL, Kabiraj,

Topkhana Bazar.

Monghyr.

JUST PUBLISHED

In Pamphlet
y
Price 4. annas'

or 6 copies for a Rupee,
,

'

ARMY REORGANIZATION
. Question of

*

far-rcaching.

a-f?68erve forthe Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSEY.
Apply to Reis &* Rayyet Office, Calcutta.

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CAI,CUTTA

HOMffiOPATHIC PHARMACr,
THE

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSAR Y IN A SIA

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TEADE IN
INDEPENDENT HOMffiOPATflY

and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.
Besides the old Remedies, all the New Re-

medies and the latest additions procured from

the best FZuropean and American sources, and

kept in slock.

Medicines in wooden boxes and leather

cases, requisites of all kinds supplied, and

Prescriptions dispensed at the shortest notice.

The largest Stock of Homoeopathic literature

kept.

Orders received for supplying English,

American and foreign Journals.

BERIGNY & CO.
12, Lul BazaaVy Calcutta,

KALLYPUDDO DASSy
JEWELLER WATCH AND CLOCK MAKER.

14S, Radh.\bazar, Calcutt.\.

CinsAP Gold and SilvoiR^therh.ani's W.atches
;

Watches of qther Makers, both English and;
Geneva ; Gold and Silver Chains

; Earrings,
Wedding-rings, Memento-rings; Diamond, Em-
erald, Ruby rings; Tiger claw and other Jewel-
lery of the newest fashion. Gold guaranteed
genuine.
Orders, with remittance, promptly attended to

THE

STANDARD
ACCUMDLATED FUNDS

ANNUAL REVENUE

Bonus distributed to Assurers

£6
,450,000

£880,000

£3,500,000

LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY.

* EST. BUSHED 1825.
GOVERNOR—Ek Grace the Duke of Buccleuoh and Queensberry, K, T.

N
ative gentlemen will find this institution of great service, useful for Investment

Family Provisiony ScipEndowmentfor old a^Cy and Protection to Partners*^ or Creditors.

SECURITY. Security is the first point to be considered by Assurers, and no Life Office

can surpass the STANDARD in this' respect.

the rates of PREMIUM—Will be found moderate, and the conditions of a

Standard Life Policy arc most liberal in every way.

Copies of the last Report, Prospectuses, Forms of Application, and all information regarding
the Company’s Retirement Scheme (which requires no medical examination, and the
subscription for which when commenced at young ages, is very small), the Endowment

' Scheme,&c.,&c., may be obtained on application to any ofthe Coihpany’s Agents in India.

CALCUTTA BRANCH : GEO. L. KEMP,
i 27, Dalhousie Square. Secretary,

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

'

“Limited.^

ASSAM LINE.
The Company which has a weekly Service

of Steamers running to and from Debrooghur
vid Goal undo, will despatch the Steamer
“INDORE” for Assam on Tuesday the

27th instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
Godowns at Jaggannath Ghat until Monday,
the 26th idem.

The Steamer “SCINDE” will leave Goa-
lundo for Assam on Thursday, the 29th idem.

Intending passengers by the last mentioned
Steamer should leave Calcutta for Goalundo
by train the previous night.

DHUBRI& DkBROOOHUR MAIL SERVICE.

Through Booking to andfrom Assam.

The Despatch Steamers of this ^<fervice

leave Dhubri daily on arrival of the Mails
from Calcutta, and proceed to Debrooghur,
stopping at all intermediate stations and
Mookhs.

Passengers, Goods, Parcels (
packages not

to exceed one Ion in weight or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement ) may be booked
through to and from Calcutta, and all stations

on the Eastern Bengal State Railway and
connected Railways, and the following

Steamer Stations of this Company,
Dhubri, Goalparah, Gauhati, Mungledye,
Tezpore, Silghaut for Koliabar, Dhunsiri
Mookh, Niggriting, Kookeela Mookh, Desang
Mookh and Debrooghur.
Packages booked as parcels will be forward-

ed by rail along with the Mails. Freight on
perishable articles 'must be prepaid.

Goalundo and Debrooghur Despatch
Service.

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which
have been specially built for the Assam Trade,

carrying passengers and coolies between
Goalundo and Debrooghur, will leave Goalundo
bi-weekly on Sundays and Thursdays, calling,

at all intermediate station*^,and Deb^ooghpf/
on Tuesdays and Sajurdays.^ •

'cr''
'

Through bills of lading will b© granted
goods and parcels on presentation of rail re-

ceipt or payment of freight. Packages not to

exceed ten hundred weight, or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement.
For freight and passage apply to

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents.

1-2, Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.
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WEEKLY(ENGUSH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of PolitieSy Literaturey and Society

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Yearly ... in advance

Half-yearly ... „

Qu.irtcrly ... „

Monthly ... „

Single or sample Copy,,

RATES OP ADVERTISEM
i

Advertisements (threecolumns to the^

charged by the space taken up, at the rate ol*

4

annas a line, each insertion. The lowest charge

for any advertisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic

Occurrences, the lowest charge for which is

Rs. 5.

Special rates for Contracts.

No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to “The Manager,” and Literary

Communications and books and pamphlets

(carriage paid) to “ The Editor ” of “ Reis

& Rayyet, ”

Office : /, Uckoor DutPs Lancy Wellington

Streety Calcutta.
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News and Comments.

Lord Dufferin has left the world of Calcutta to the heat of the

of the season and the fierce light of the everlasting Indian Mirror,

The light that never \v^s*on sea or land,

but by no means

The consecration, and tbe poet’s dream !

unless it be the Parsee Poetaster’s.

It is rather a light that makes ^ts inherent darkness visible.

I triumphs—a great equine egg (to use a Bengalicism which will drive

I

the point more home) before which its find of the mare’s nest of the

I Viceroy’s Secret Despatch to the Secretary of State for gagging the

' Bengali Press and suppressing liberty of thought and expression in

general, will pale into insignificance.

• •

The Dufferin Demonstration over, we hope the city will now turn its,

attention to the Municipal Bill. The Council meets next Wednesday.

As faithful chroniclers of contemporary men and manners, incidents

and humours, unto astronomical phenomena, it is our office to note the

notable days in the Calendar and warn the public of the coming events

that already cast their shadows before. To-day is the end at once

of the week and the month. To-morrow the Indian Mirror will come

out in all its glory—of cap, feathers, and all.

E’en Sunday shiner ^Uth-day to it. ana *1

And to-morrow is specially its own. Hip—Hip—Hip ! P’shaw 1

P’shaw ! P’shaw 1

• •

The Viceroy started on Thursday, for the summer retre.it of the

Government of India. He does not go direct, but visits Rewah,

Lucknow, Murree, and Srinagar, reaching Simla on the loth May.

No 1 That is not all the programme. The lynx of the Calcutta Press

dogs the footstep of Lord Dufferin and has discovered something

closely resembling a mare's nest in the vicereg.il itinerancy, or at least

strongly smells a rat somewhere. It will not be a through journey

even to Allahabad, but there will be a suspicious halt at Gidhore

Station, “ for,” ns the Indian Mirror characteristically puts it, “ the

purpose of meeting the Maharaja of Gidhore ”--in plain English, we

suppose, to allow that Chief—a nobleman of large possessions—to p.iy

his parting respects to the Viceroy. But there is a deeper sore in the

lacerated heart. Our contemporary hears that the Maharaja h^ been

iiuded for a K. C. I. E. ship. Ay I there’s the rub I—There’s

thefc It that makes calamity of so long life, shattering the tran-
j

adorn the landin

quill '\\nd patience of our Mahatma of the Manger I Instantly the i w.s n

uon our contemporary, and then the delirious catechising

'hy so? what for? And well may our contemporary be ag-

grieved when “ It is said the Viceroy takes a special interest in him”—

the Mjiharaja. Doesn’t that look like that lucky fellow of Gidhore

already bearing the decoration on his manly breast and pricking the

eye of long-cared Envy with the fine points of its brilliants, while the

Mahatma is left in the lurch “ unhousel’d, disappointed, unanel’d.”

It is a pity that our contemporary should be so much at the rftcrcy of

its allies and spies. It is always being ill served, not to say hoaxed. It

somehow never gets the full information on any subject or occasion,

even when a Confidential Government Clerk or a European who ought

to know is the informant. What wonder that in this instance it has

heard of the Viceroy’s special interest in his Maharajaship of G dhore

but has not been told of the grounds of the extraordinary phenomenon ?

Let not our contemporary despair. It has shown rare instinct for

rottenness and it has only to pursue the track. Nothing

like perseverance 1 It may yet make a discovery eclipsing all its former

To meet the Budget expenses of the next year commencing tomorrow,

the Municipal Commissioners, at their meeting of Wednesday, without

previous intimation as required by law, increased the House rate of the

expiring quarter by Ja and fixed it at for the next year. Of the other

rates for the next year, the water rate has been increased by )( to

the lighting rate remains the same at 2, and the police rate reduced

by H to 2)4-

‘Ho* Hi ’’ Vr • • •

|It was announced that Lord Dut»v;»Yii*Wvdli/A.o/*vn*.» ^.uitimiisioners id.

meeting with a visit, andMiey met in large numbers on Wednesday and

conducted themselves, specially in the presence of the Viceroy, as

decent practical men of business, and left the best impression on the

visitor. Before leaving them, after half an hour’s stay, the Viceroy

wrote out the following note for the Chairman ;

—

“ When the meeting is over, will you kindly express on my behalf the

great pleasure I have derived from having had an opportunity of

witnessing their proceedings. To sec so many persons of position and

intelligence, representing as they do both the European and the Native

clement, devoting their lime and talents to the improvement of the

town of Calcutta, is very satisfactory ;
1 must also add that I have been

much struck by the orderly, practical, and dignified manner in which

the business of the meeting has been conducted. My best sympathies

and good wishes will always accompany thfr-labours of the Municipal

Council, and the welfiire of those whose affairs they administer.

At the instance of the Hon’ble Kallynat^ Mitter, the meeting re-

corded a vote of thanks to Lord Dufferin for the honor done to the

meeting by the Viceregal presence. Before leaving the Hall Lord

Dufferin in company of Mr. Turnbull inspected the oil-paintings that

The editor of the Indian Mirror who is a Com-

missioner was not present. But his spirit—“ double,” in Theosophic

parlance—was there, doubtless. Accordingly he followed up the inci-

dent with one of his peculiar statements, reducing the viceregal grace

as much as possible by saying that His Excellency “ stayed for about

fiv^ minutes.”

• •

Mr. Turnbull made over charge of his office yesterday. He retires

from the Municipality after a service of 30 years. For the leirf with

which he served the Municip.ility, the Commissioners have not thrown

him over in his grey hairs. The city has also done him honor

And last, not least, the Englishman h.is given him the rare distinction

of a fine “ leader ” all to the popular Town Secretary.
,

***

Maharaja Holkar has placed the resources of his State at the dis-

posal of Government. ^
• •

The Mahomedans in Bombay held a kind of jubilee over *the Jubilee

title o( Shums-ul-Ulama conretred on Kaii SheriffAbdul Lutiff Londay.

Subscribers in the country art rtoutsUd to remit by postal money orders, if possible, as the safest and most convenient

medium, particularly as it ensures acknamUdgment through the Department. No other receipt mil be

given, any other being-unnecessary, and bkely to cause confusion.
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The N. W. P. Legislative Council has—as might be expected—aban-

doned [the Bill to regulate the possession and sale of poisons.

#
• •

Lord Roseuerry moved for a Committee toward reform of the House

of Lords. The House rejected the motion by 96 to 50 votes.

«

Caitain Duncan Stewart, of the 2nd Battalion, Seaforth High-

landers, stationed at Bareilly, has put an end to his lifc-lo end the

monetary difficulties in which he had involved himself.

«

Guard Brookes has been sent by the Punjab High Court to jail for 5

years to labor, for indecent assault on a Mrs. King in December last on

the Noith-Western Railway.

• •

The Fin.ancial St.atcment for 1888-89 appeared on tlic 26th March,

the following being the official summary

The Financial Statement for 1888-89 is published in the form of a

’^1"
fir^Hjrieflv'refers''"o the causes which obliged the Government, in

T Ucf an improvement of revenue of nearly Kx. 2,000,000,

^‘Tto'^hrfin inciiUliscuss which then took place in the Council

Result of the .accounts of .886-87 to be a surplus
Itannou

f,„ charging off Rx. 325,626 on account of Special

n 'wo’b-s The differences from the Revised F:sti mates were

fxpbained to Parliament on September 91b last, and they had already

u ^ fear most nart published in India in Apiil.

The RevlVd EsiLaUs for .8^ of Rx. 2,448,000
ine jcevi

^ Snecial Defences expenditure amounting to

Rx^c6900o This result is worse than Budget by Kx. 2,464,000. Of
KX. 5^9,^

ocQ 000 arise out ol the chaige for anticipated interest

“u- evnhined b^i? 1. Gorst to arise out of the conversion of 4
which P

^ Kx. 830.1x50 Jire caused by excess of Army

?"arge" m UpU^Burma,' and Rx. 710,000 by fall of exchange to about
enarges 11 umj

„<•opium revenue is made up for by improvements

il^th^r pVinSal RevX heads, and the loss under Railw.ays by
m oin p ^nd bv better receipts under various heads. It

savings m e
p Revised Estim.ates are based upon the actual

IS
/ eleven months and a moderate estimate for the month

o^Marcb.
'

But he transactions of the month of M.arch arc on such a

scale that they afford room for very considerable variations,

»h?eh canno be completely known till about Apri 20th.

* TE 1 e"
^ • - -lie up at„ the same r.ate of cx-

Sated in dm Climate of the financial position present«l to the

Sdl on January 27th, namely, a surplus of Rx. 423,000. The Re-
council on j r

year’s advance over the

S'afd then based on the Estimates of 1887-88 ;
buMhis advance is

Absorbed by the continued additions to Army expenditure arising out

of the augmentation of the forces Rx. 824.000, is provided for extra

^£insrtCsmS'‘"of T*''®
^

fa'liVso’that including these charges, there is a deficit of Rx. 4)i ooo.

Mr Westland goes onto review m some detail the state of the

Revt-nuT and Expenditure under each of the mam heads, giving an

Snt! among other things, of the progress of Land Revenue he

of E.xcise Revenue, the first years oppcrations of the

Income Tax, the condition of Railaway Finance, and the burden

of debt.

“OurZance i^asUail^^e b'lemling of elements which we can regard

with a feeling of certainty and confidence, and of large oiillymg un-

Tertainties over which we have no control. If we look at thosm heads

of Revenue and Expenditure which depend upon our own .adftnnislia-

rL we liave every reason to be saiisfied. Land Revenue, S.ilt, -Stamps,

Fxc’isrC^toms?I-Ml of these aie elastic and progressive. Post Otfice,

Telesr’apb and Forest, all of wliich may be legarded as guas,-com-

merciM Departments, are more remunerative every year. Civil and

Public Works'expendilure are well under control, ^iilways afford a

rerta nandanadv,ancing Income, and the only difficulty connected,

from "financi-al point of view, with the account of their revenues, is

rhe vestnoss of the trans.aclions, which is such that five per rent .in-

crease or decrease in their earnings may make a difference of a million,

«»ach wav, in our accounts.
^

. .

“These are the elements of satisfaction and of comparative certainty.

On tW other si.lc, we Imve S<A millions of onr revenue, - namely, the

oSium Revenue-’ li.ahle to be .adversely affected, and at the present

mSmSit adversely affected, by the policy of Chtn.a, and the tncreasing

rorpetition of «her nations to supply the p.nc.sc dem.and. We arc

obfi-ed, by our military position, to take a share m the policy of arma-

ment which, willingly or unwillingly, the great European nations have

bien driven to aflopt. And finally, and more diiectly affecting us, is the

urcertointy of ^Iver. The f.dl in its value 'seems to be teraporarily

arrested, but no one can .say for how long we shall have a respite from

?he orourcssive increase of our bmdens vvJiich this fall lias hitherto

moosed upon us. The chances of famine mo, are to be regarded,

houeli it is cei tain that, through the extension of R.vilways, a new famine

will be comijsted with very much smaller outlay of money than any

?“““The°question of Indian Finance is, therefore, the question whether,

in the face of all these uncertainties, our margin is sufficiently large.

The security of our present financial position depends upon our

estimate of how far we may consider that, though these s\)eciai

burdens cost us net Rx. 3.'74>3«> in ‘he particular year 1888-89.

it is sufficient, on an average of years, to provide only Rx. 2,476,000

for them. The present scale of expenditure u\ Upper Burma

and on Special Defences is practically certain of early reduction
;

but although it is possible that Famine charges and Exchange may

add to out expenditure as much as we are in other directions

relieved of, we have adopted a high standard in measuring our

financial obligations, and can point with some confidence to the

rccuper.ativc power shown by our revenues, and to the fact that their

natural increase, much more than any special measures of taxation, has

hitherto enabled us to meet the ever-growing burdens which recent years

have forced upon us.” ‘

. . , , j
The state of Provincial Finance is then reviewed and summed up as

follows

^

1 • 1 L
“There is therefore none of the Provincial Governments which has

not revenue enough for its present scale of expenditure, or rather, which

has incurred any permanent obligations as to expenditure, which are

beyond the scale of its revenue. Moreover, all the principal ones have

balances which they are seeking the means of profitably expending.

Their position is in ciiiious contrast with that of the Imperial Govern-

ment. But though the Imperial Government may for the time jjpvy

the Provincial (iovernments in their possession of assured revenues and

high balances, it should be borne in mind that these ample revenues

have been cl^atcd by the provincial system, and would not have existed

but for the assignment to the Provincial GoveriHiicnis of their share in

the improvement of them.”

Some details are then given as to the progress in the construction of

Railways, both by the Government directly and by the Indian Midland,

the Bengal-Nagpiir, and the Southern Maharatta Companies.^ Alto-

gether moie than eight millions sterling will be spent in England

and India on Railway Capital Account during 1888-89.

It is announced, with the usual resefir, that the .Secretary of Stale

proposes to raise fourieeirmillions sterling by Council Bills, and that

the Government in India will raise a rupee loan of three crores, of

which half a crore is required for the Calcutta and Bombay Dock-works.

In further development of local self-government in Bengal, Mr.

Colman Macaulay has addressed the following communication to the

Commissioners of the several Divisions. The letter is numbered

I004-I0JI, dated Calcutta, the 24th March 1888 :
—

« Sir,—The experience of the working of the provisions of the Bengal

Municipal Act, so far as they relate to the constitution of Municipal

Committees, has pressed upon the consideration of the Lieutenant-

(iovernor the question whether the present system under which a pro-

portionate number of the Commissioners is nominated by Government,
.tak, generally continued .,SY5>tem is intended to

livvaoic object* (i) to provide for the presence on the Board of men of

administrative and professional knowledge and experience who might

not obtain or seek admission to it by election ; (2) to provide for the

protection of special interests or of the interests of unrepresented

minorities. In practice, however, it has been found to have two in-

conveniences. In the first place the minor Municipalities are practically

homogeneous in population, and there are in them no minorities to be

protected. Here it has become the fashion to regard the nominations

of Government as a means, not of reducing the balance against minori-

ties, but of securing the safety, or the triumph, of parties or of persons.

The nominations are looked upon as a sort of second election .by which

failures at the hustings may be retrieved, or men who have shrunk from

seeking the popular verdict on their conduct, or their claims, may
receive appointment at the hands of Government. The result is that

Government and the local officers are besieged with applications on

behalf of this person or that, and reasons are dictated, and a line of

conduct generally laid down, by lepresentatives of the different factions.

In the second place, in outlying Municipalilieb, the local officers have

in most cases no real kno\vlc<lj4e to guide them in making their selec-

tions, and such information a-s they can obtain is only a sort of reflec-

tion of public opinion as already expressed by the electors’ votes. It is

clearly destructive of the best interests of local sclf-govermneiU that

the pernicious pi actice of seeking to enlist the action of Gov^^nmen

t

in aid of personal or paity interests should be encouraged. o ^

2. On the other hand, in Municipalities where various <5**

religions are found in the population, it is generally the ci^se
^

members of a minority, if it is not wholly insignificant, Jptt"

lar wards, and that their combined voters can secure their r»

lion. I’he power of redressing any want of repiesentation is, fQ^r»

one to which the Lieutenant-Governor attaches much weight, Atid the

question of the necessity of such protection must be care(ij|^ weighed

in considering in what Municipalities the power of .nomination can be

abandoned.

3. Speaking generally. Sir Slciiart Bayley considers that tfitcan

be secured tjiat there shall be on every Board one or two representa-

tives of Government who would .st.and aloof from parties, while helping

to protect the interests of minorities, and would give practical and

professional advice iVhen these are required, the present system of

nomination might in many places be done aw.ay with altogether.

With this safeguard, he believes that a measure which would place

upon the people of the towns the responsibility of electing their own

commissioners would be a wise and prudent step in the direction of

developing self-government. He would provide that in each Munici*

palily, except in cases where it is not considered desirable to effect a

change in the existing system, there should be two eX'Officio members

(1) The Civil Surgeon of the district.
^ . 1 u

(2) A magisterial officer to be appointed for the time being by the

Magistrate of the district.
, . , j n't.- u®

The remainder of the commissioners would be elected. This would,

of course, not do away with the provision under which Government

nominates in default of election.
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4. The chfingcs proposed in this letter would involve the amend-

ment of tWjexisting law, and his Honor desires therefore that they

may be caixfully coinsidered with reference to the circumstances of

each Municipality in your division. Sir Steuart Bayley’s view would

generally be in favour of the surrender of the power of nomination

where its retention is not essential to the attainment of the objects

aljovc referred to.

5. I am to ask that your reply may be submitted not later than i st

May.”
•

• «

In commemoration of his visit to the British capital of the South,

the Maharaja of Travancore has put himself*down for Rs. 3,000 in aid

of the Fund being raised forgiving Madras a Town Hall.

Saiyad Barghash, Sultan of Zanzibar, returned to Zanzibar on 26th

instant and died at midnight. His brother Khalifa pioclaimed Sultan

this morning (27th). All quiet.—Press Commisbioncr’s Telegram.

Nazir Muhammad Sarwar Khan, who was (Governor of Herat while

the P9undary Commission was on the frontier, is reported to have

receSl^ly died at Kabul.

Sardar Ayub Khan and Hashim Khan reached Bagd.id^^u the 25th

instant. Captain Evans (Gordon has been appointed Political officer

in charge of the Sardar and his parties.

The escort of the Afghan Boundary Commission were at Farrah on

the 1 2th instant. All well.—Press Commissioner.

• #

The Eastern Herald of Mhow reports that, on the night of the 22nd

instant, two European soldiers of the Cantonment went to Gangla

Kheri, a village in Holkar territory, and entered, with loaded guns, the

house of a villager, it is presumed, with no good intentions. The vil-

lagers gave the alarm and reported the matter to the Durbar Police.

The Havildar in charge of the Police station with other men arrived

on the spot, and, in attempting to arrest them the soldiers fired on one

Police Sepoy and a Nakadar of the Forest Department in the service

of the Holkar Durbar, and then ran away. The matter was reported

to the Durbar Vakil at Mhow who sent the wounded men to the

Inspector of Police, and the men arc now in hospital in a precarious

state. The perpetrators of this outrage have not as yet been discover-

•'dillti'^ugh active steps were at once t^ken by the Military ai.

ritics and the police. The search continues.

Notes and Leaderettes.

Upper Burma ceases to be a field service from the ist of April. It

had long ceased to be separately shewn in the Budget, and the Com-

mandci'in-Chicf had won his Bhatta,

The new official year introduces a general convenience in this Pre-

sidency. The postal money order, hitherto restricted to particular

parts and payments, will be received in satisfaction of all kinds of pub-

lic demands, whether as land revenue, Zemindary dak, road and

public works cesses, or others.

Before bidding good bye, the Viceroy had been visiting the city— its

institu.tt^ms, bustis and burning ghats. All Tuesday morning, the 27111

March, ^was occupied with penetrating to the backslums of Black

Towq/ * no small sacrifice of comfort and no small risk to health. It

was / imposed mission of thoroughly knowing the country and

^ndei^ Jrng the life of the people over whom he had been sent to

rule and whom he was now leaving rather suddenly. He was chaperon-

ed\iy Sir H. Harrison and Mr. II. S. Cotton, and the municipal officers.

Khetter Nath Mitter, a medical man of this city, was, oh the 26th,

found shot with his second son in his own house. The fj.theik h.as

since died. The eldest son has confessed the deed. The reason given

is that the father refused to find security for an employment and that

the brother stood in the way. That is no sufficient explanation for the

parricide. The father must have offended the son in other ways.

The proprietor of the Projabandhu has succeeded in his appeal to the

Pondicherry Court. He was sentenced at Chandernagore to six

months* imprisonment for swindling—by withholding payment of

the lottery prize of Rs. 1,600. The superior court of four judges were

divided in opinion and the Court, after reserving judgment for a week,

decided that the recipient of the prize had, by delay and acceptance

of part payment, allowed the transaction to assume a civil form.

Along with others of our contemporaries, we have received a tele-

gram from Pondicherry, regarding this case, with a special call upon

us to apologise for our original treatment of it. We arc not to be so

easily turned. We are glad at the result, though. 'I'lic man has al-

ready sufficed enough. ^

Mr. A. Phillips, Standing Counsel, goes on fmlough for one year.

Mr. L. P. Pugli officiates. The all-knowing Mirror is sure to trace

the officiating appointment to the p.irt Mr, Pugh took in the l.itc de-

monstration. The Calcutta bar, even with the return of some of the

grand seniors, can scarely afford to lose, fhough only temporarily, so

learned a lawyer and so fe.arless an advocate. It was Mr. Phillips who

snubbed a qtiandom Judge by referring him to the pages of Punch.

VVk learn from the Mhow paper that

“ Kumar Ch.atra Smghji, ITeir Appaienl of Rajpipla in the Rewa
Kantha, is making an extended tour through Upper India. He reaches

Delhi on the isl April, and, after a short stay there, visits Cawnpore,

Agra, Allahabad, Lucknow, and Benares. He then goes up-country

as f.ir as Lahore, p.iymg :i flying visit to .Simla cn routc^ anid returns

homewards, via Delhi, about the tsl May.”

That tour will be a good education to the Kumar Saheb. And home

travel of the kind is without the evils of foreign travel to our princes.

Even for unpnnccly native Indiana a residence in Europe is not with-

out its risks, as too m my families know to their cost. It is a grave

responsibility for guardians to send their boys abroad.

Life in Central India must be a jogtrot pace indeed, when, under date

thc2ist March, the Barwani Correspondent of the Eastern Herald

reports the visit of the Political Agent of Bhopawar on the 22nd Feb-

ruary. The Political Agent was received, under a salute of ii guns, by

the Dewan and other State officials. The Maharana who had been

absent at Boria, hastened back to the capital on the 25lh. The Political

came out of the city to receive His Highness—an honor never before

'bnehim. On the 29th Februa*'*- the

Maharana in Durbar. It was not till the lotn March that the latter s turn

came to receive the Political Agent in slate, when the latter returned

His Highness’s visit. Heart-burning was caused by the omission to

summon many of the state officials usually admitted on such occasions*

The Political Agent came to enquire into the complaints of inaladminis.

(lation of the Raj. 'I’he Madwara mosque case is still pending, the

Mahomedans complaining of injustice at the hands of the Hindu offi-

cials headed by the Hindu Dewan. Flic* [nesent Dewan is not giving

satisfaction appaiently. Great credit is given to the former Dewan,

Khan Bahacloor Mahammad Najaf Khan, who raised tlic state to the

highest pilch of prosperity, though we should suspect he was too much

a ciealme of the British Government and too little a servant of the

Raja and the Raj. We believe lie w^as more anxious to make things

pleasant for Europeans than to maintain ili^ liglit.s of the slate and

do justice to the people. These “loyal and faithful servants of the Gov-

ernment of India ” never make the best ministers, though, of course,

being fatnTliar with British routine, they may give some shape to the

state machinery and a decent administration.

The Punjab—an Ethnic and Theological Frontier—has a soil highly

favorable to the growth of Heresy and Heresi.irchs. The stern mono-

theism of Islam has there been split into how many sects ! The

simpler monotheism of Guru Nanak itself has been broken into

different shapes between Muzbees and Akalecs. In our owm day, Ram
Singh the carpenter preached a new form and founded a new sect,

which has, vve believe, been consolidated by the martyrdom of man^ of

its members. The late Vedic Revivalist Dayanund Saraswati, though

he began his mission among the Banias of Katthcr, fourld at last his

congenial field in the unsophisticated enthusiasm of the Land of the

Five Rivers. And now we hear of the rise of another Prophet in the

person of S. N. Agnihotri. He had hitherto been a zealous Brahmo

missionary, but the example of so many enterprising doctors, schi smatics

and saints and the character ofthe people have not been lost upon hi m,

and he has started separate business on his own account. Probably,

the scandalous dissensions which, since the death of the* lamented

Keshub Chunder Sen, have taken place among the members of the

New Dispensation to which he belonged, have not been without their
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influence on him. At any rate, he has renounced the Bramo Samaj and

set up a creed of his own called ** Deva Dharina.” He has announced

his prophetic mission as derived direct from Heaven at Lahore, and

already counts followers who believe him to be greater than Jesus or

Sankar or BiuUlha or Cbaitannya.

TiiK untimely death of Mr. JamsetjeJ Nubserwanjee Petit has removed

one of Bombay’s most amiable and promising citizens, as it deprives

the Parsec Rothschilds of one of the dearest members of their family.

He had done nothing striking, perhaps, for he was no showy or fussy

mao. But he had done good work in a modest noiseless way for the

culture as well as general advancement of his own community. Above

all, he led an exemplary life, pure and wholesome, and h.as left a

fragrant memory of sweetness and light. lie was, in fine, that rare

’ character—a gentleman of the sterling sort.

Look who that is most virtuous ahvay ;

Pi ivy and ap(5 rl, and most inlendcth aye

To do the gentle deedcs that he can,

And take him for the greatest gentleman.

Christ will wc claim of him our gentleness,

^
Not of our elders for their old richess

;

For though they give us all their heritage,

For which we claim to be of high pardge,

Yet may they not bequeathen, for no thing,

To none of us their virtuous living.

In every relation of life, whether as a son or a nephew, a brother or a

friend, a subject of the state or a member of society, a Parsee or a man,

he aspired after a high standard. The loss of such a man is at once

a private and a public calamity.

And it has been worthily commemorated. Charity, thy name i.s

Parsec ! And the Parsecs have out-Parsec’d themselves on the present

occasion. And the munificent Petits of Bombay have more than cvef

covered themselves with a lasting halo. In memory of their near

and dear one, and for the glory of the All-good Ormuzd, the

father gives y/i lacs for a Parsee orphanage and Rs. 80,000 for a

sanatarium^*Bandora. The other members make up the total amount

ofRs. 1 0,00, community in the world thal

can show such a record. Here is a nation of Pcabodys.

Sir Steuart Bayley presided at the last distribution of prizes at the

Ripon College owned by Baboo Surendranath Banerjee. A student

of the City College writes to the Dainik\ “ that in pursuance of an

advertisement in the Bengalee^ I went to the Ripon College to witness

the ceremony on Saturday the 24th March at 3-30 P.M., the public

having been invited. 1 found some gentlemen (about four in number)

returning, being refubcd admittance by a teacher of that College

Ram Chundra Palit. It is useless to say, 1 fared no better. The

hour fixed for the meeting was 4-30. When I was there, many per-

sons had not assembled. Arrived at the gate, I was asked whether

I was a student of the College. On my replying in the negative,

I was sternly refused admittance. I consequently came back. Has

the advertiser learnt this lesson from the recent meeting at the

Town Hall or was the advertisement meant to notify that the College

would be consecrated by the dust of the feet of the great. The

advertisement ought to have specified the gentlemen to be admitted.”

The Datnik remarks—Baboo .Surendra is the hero of “our boys,” then

why this ri^d order for their exclusion .?

Mr. Dosahhoy P'ramjee, C. S. I., City Magistrate, Bombay, luys re-

tired from active service. He is one of the men of light and loading in

Western India - one of the small band of indefatigable public men and

publicists to whom the progress of the country is, in no small measure,

owing. For he was a public man long before he was a public servant

in the ordinary sense of a stipendiary employ^. He commenced as a

journalist, and his career recalls the early history of the Press and

native comiection therewith. Like the Hindoo Collegians of an earlier

date .'U Calcutta, the Klphinstonians at Bombay gave a great impetus

to journalism and, in fact, all forms of educational activity. While Mr.

Sorabji Shapoorjee Bengalee was conducting the Bombay Sufftachary

the late Now'rozjee Furdoonjee and Mr. Dadabhoy Nowrojee started

and edited the Jam e jamshed and the Rast Goftar, respectively.

Mr. Framjcc h.as crowned his early career as an anonymous publicist,

by the publication in propria persona^ in the full maturity of his powers,

of a standard work in two rich volumes of beautiful letter-press and

illustrations, on the History of the Parsees. It is appropriately dedi-

cated, by permission, to the Prince of Wales. It is rare for a native

of India to write so good a book, and rarer still for him to receive such

countenance and patronage. It is fashionable among the high and

mighty, in India at any rate, to snub the aspiring Indian who publishes.

Mr. Fnamjce had before enriched his vernacular Guzrati literature^

with an account of his travels in Epropc.

Lady Dufferin will be remembered in India for the movement that

bears her name in i\n\ of the suflfering womankind in India. A greater

relief has just been secured them by Lord Duflferin. The Act to

amend the law relating to Imprisonment for Debt to be henceforth

known as Act VI of 1888, in the form recommended by the Select

Committee and published in our issue of the 3rd March last, was

passed by the Imperial Legislative Council on Friday the 23rd inst.,

and became law from next day. Whatever differences of o'»'nion

might still subsist on the general policy of this enactment, one

important provision must be welcome to all well constituted minds

—certainly to all who are earnest in the cause of refinement of

feeling and manners, 'riiere may yet be old-fashioned people who

cling to the ci editor’s privilege of confining his debtor, as to one of

the foundations of society, but there is not an Indian who will not

bless Lord Dulicrin for restoring woman her old liberty— freedom

from jail for debt.

Raja Pearymohim Mookerjee moved to exempt rent suits under Act

Vni of 18S5 from the operation of this law. There was much opposi-

tion to his motion, and it was not carried.

On such subjects it is useful to consult the most advanced opinion in

America. It is the nearest approach to listening to the voice of pos-

terity. It gives one confidence in one’s efforts at emancipation from

the influence of tradition and authority—from our grosser self and

lower surroundings. Nor is there any risk in the operation. If the

United States-men are go-ahead, they are eminently practical—sound

at core, for, after all, British in race and Teutons in origin, most

VVe have before given our readers an opportunity of seeing in a poem

by one of the most popular Transatlantic singers, how the practice of

sending a man to jail for mere debt—without dishonesty—is viewed by

liberal minds on the Western Hemisphere. We greet the present

occasion with a passage from a speech of Daniel Webster, the great

American orator

“ We talk much, and talk warmly, of political liberty
; and well we

may, for it is among the chief of public blessings. But who can enjoy

political liberty if he is deprived permanently of personal liberty, and
the e.xercise of his own industry, and his own fitculties ? To those un-
fortunate individuals, doomed to the everlasting bondage of debt, what
is it that we have free institutions of government } What is it that we
have public and popular assemblies ? Nay, to them, what is even this

Constitution itself, in its actual operation, and as wc now administer

it, - • what is itb aspect to them but an aspect of stern, implacable se-

verity ?—an aspect of refu.sal, denial, and frowning rebuke ?—nay, more
than thal, an aspect not only of austerity and rebuke even, but, as they
must think it, of plain injustice .also

; since it will not relieve them, nor

suffer others to give them relief. What love can they feel toward the

Constitution of their country, which has taken the power of striking off

their bonds from their own paternal state governments, and, yet, in-

exorable to all the cries of justice and of mercy, holds it, imexercised,

in its own fast and unrelenting clinch ? They find thcmselve^Donds-

men, because we will not execute the commands of the Constii“*ion

—

bondsmen to debts they cannot pay, and which all know th^ue^nnot
pay, and which take away the power of suppoiting themsclvo ^

p.nher

slaves have masters, charged with the duty of support and prot^ection

but their masters neither clothe, nor feed, nor shelter|r-they only

bind

Sir, let us gratify the whole country, for once, with the joyous clang

of chains,—joyous because heard falling from the limbs of men. The
wisest ampng those whom I address can desire nothing more benefi-

cial than this measure, or more universally desired
;
and he who is

youngest piay not expect to live long enough to see a belter opportu-

nity of causing new pleasures and a happiness long untasted to spring

up in the hearts of the poor and the humble. How many husbands

and falheis are looking with hopes which they cannot suppress, and

yet hardly dare to cherish, for the result of this debate ! How many
wives and mothers will pass sleepless and feverish nights, until they

know whether they and their families shall be raised from poverty,

despondency, and despair, and restored again to the circles qf indus-

trious, independent, and happy life !

”

That is as true in doctrine as in fact, and withal finely expressed.

To those who may still harbour a sneaking preference for the old order,

we commend the above sentiment of an eminent practising lawyer

and practical statesman—who was so little given to illusions or
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maudlin sentiment that he irritated beyond appeasement the Anti-

Slavery party by his conservatism !

We heyrty congratulate Lord Dufferin on this as one of his most

unexceptionable meHsures, which will shed lustre on his Viccroyalty

for all time. He must of course be content to share his laurels with

Mr. Scoble, to whom the country and the world at large owe grateful

thanks for having, in the face of much and eminent opposition, pur-

sued the Bill through the Council to final success. The Act is a con-

siderable step in civilisation, the world over.

From of old the Scribes and Pharisees are a formidable lot, but when

they are strengthened by the alliance of a duct of limbs of the law,

Heaven help the honest peace-loving folk 1

So it is not Bad but Pad—I’adshaw, in fact. Be it so. Wc have not

the slightest objection. What’s in a name ?—specially to a Thcosophic

i^^phyte and Chela to the Baboo Blavatsky of Bengal—Mahatma

No Render. The rose would smell as sweet were it by any other name

called. Just as a dunghill would stink even though it were christened

a grove of sandal-wood. After all, to the true moralist, one name is

as good as another, to point a moral or poke fun. The name is com-

paratively iud liferent— it is the man that supplies materials for jest

or earnest. Now our Paddy of a Kadimi or Old Persian is in a pet,

he is an inexhaustible source of instruction and amusement. To begin

with, he is one more illustration of the truth—

They never pardon who have done the wrong.

Ungrateful Paddy (like another snob who has found himself in charge

of a press—who will get his due by and bye) coolly, causelessly, with-

out provocation, blackguarded his seniors and superiors in every

respect. But the Golden Rule—taught alike by Confucius and Christ

and all the Eastern Prophets and sages—seems no part of the creed of

NcoTheosophy. It is certainly ^far from the practice of this neophyte.

Directly he receives a preliminary dose of fundamental treatment for

his impertinent outrage, the man makes wry faces, and cries for pain

to bis neighbours and friends and would fiec for protection to king and

%»gods. Thus, in return for his foul and malicious libel on oui'3<LiSL|

wanting leisure to attend to him properly, wc said what an exhibition

this drift-wood of a Parsee in Calcutta was making of himself in trying

to live upon his wits, fawning on another, and barking at whosoever is

pointed out for the object of his peculiar attentions. Ever since, the

animal has had no peace. He has not only been barking at us himself

but has set his lawyer to bark at us. We hardly notice the thing. Still

finding that we had made a little mistake about Consonants, wc readily

corrected it. But the enemy is not to be appeased, and wc have been

treated to another cry with redoubled energy. Wc fear it is a hope-

less case. We can but try our best.

Paddy is in the fortunate position of Sir Syud Ahmed, who used to

boast of being of the Emperors. Paddy in fact is a Padshah. The

utmost sin that can be laid at our door is that we presumed to think

him aJ^adshah without visible possessions, lie will none of it.

Strange that such difference there should be

’Twixt Tweedledum and Twecdlcdee I

After- the public engagements of last week, we were too pressed for

time to be able to read the “proofs” of several matters which, standing

in type for a long lime, were utilised in our last issue. We see that

in our leaderette on Mr. Sullivan’s Tullamore verse, we have at-

tributed the second poetical quotation too, which is from Shelley, to

Pope. If we have given any reader the impression that ‘the Tlymn

to the Pillory was Defoe’s only effort in verse, we hasten to remove it.

That indefatigable writer composed several thousand lint i of an equal

number of feet, in occasional pieces, chiefly satirical, which could not,

by the kindest courtesy, be termed poetry, and of which about half a

dozen lines only are remembered by the most zealous literary “ hunter,”

besides a distitch or so of the ** Pillory ” business.

To-day wc see that in another page which has already been ptin^d

a passage has been retained in a letter which, out of delicacy, we

intended to omit, but, in forgetfulness, did not. In the first column of

this impression, in the 3rd item of “News and Comments,” line 5 ,

addan s to footstep.

The Mahatma of the Mirror has avowed his Abkari preferences.

They evidently do not lie in the high and dry direction, but rather in

that of lici^iid fire and distilled damnation. He is not partial to

Opium, but, it is to be feared, he is not quite impartial in his anta-

gonism to all .articles of Excise. His boon companions* arc an open
secret. What with his Portuguese and Persic Nandi and Blyingi, he
can stand Doasta and Rum. So long as the world contains Cole-
ridges and Dequinceys and other Celesti.als, Opium will survive the

malice of the Sens and the senseless. Nay, so long as flesh is heir

to unnumbered ills and there arc doctors to come to the rescue, the

divine drugs which arc among a gracious God’s choicest gifts to

man, will never be in danger of neglect.

REIS Of RA YYET.

SATURDAY, MARCH jr, iSSS.

THE FUTURE OF THE OUDH FAMILY.
The Majesty of Oudh has been buried, and awaits
only a decent monument. His survivors’ fate still hangs
in the balance of suspense. There seems to be a
hitch somewhere, or else the decision would by this
have been announced. VVe come to offer a word to
help in the solution. We think we discern where
the difficulty lies. If Government approach the
subject in a workmanlike spirit, it will be a ques-
tion of law or custom which will confront them.
Primogeniture is so strongly associated amongst
Europeans with the hereditary devolution of political

power or status, and the form of primogeniture
generally prevailing in HniYid'liVici-‘sWPs in India so
closely resembles the normal form of European pri-

mogeniture, that we deem it expedient at this junc-
ture, to draw the attention of the responsible authori-

ties to the essential differences which e.xist in that
behalf in Mahornedan states. The occasion is

opportune, inasmuch as it is necessary to arrive at the
true conception of rights of primogeniture amongst
Mahomedans, before the Government can make a
just final settlement of the affairs of the Oudh family.

By the normal form of primogeniture, as prevailing

alike in Europe and amongst the Hindus in Indi^
line is preferred to everything else. “ The form of
primogeniture,” says Sir Henry Maine, “ which has
spread over Western Europe has also been perpetua-
ted amongst the Hindus, and there is every reason
to believe that it is the normal form. Under it, not
only the eldest son, but the eldest line is always pre~
/erred!' (Ancic)U Law 2^() ). An opposite rule

prevails in private as well as Royal property under
the Mahomedan Law. There no line of representa-

tio\i is recognised. When one out of several heirs

expectant dies before the propositus, the issue of the
deceased never stand in his place. The remoter
descendants become, in the e.xpressive language ajf

the Law of Islam, mahjub-ul-vHrs or excluded from
inheritance. The history of the Oudh family itself

furnishes several instances of this rule. Thus, on the
death of King Nusseeruddin Haidar, his thied uncle,

Muhammad Ali Shah succeeded to the tHrone, not-

withstanding the existence of the sons of the last

king’s predeceased second uncle, Nawab Shams-
uddaula. Then again on the death of His Majesty
Muhammad Ali Shah, he was succeeded by his second
son Amjid Ali Shah, in preference to the former’s
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grandson Mumtazuddaula by a predeceased elder

son Asgar Ali. In his Journey through the Kingdom

of Oude, Sleeniaii, after citing the above instances,

remarks :
—

“ The same rule guides the succession

among the Delhi sovereigns. This exclusion extends

to all kinds of property, as well as to sovereignty.”

(Vol. II. p. 137)- ‘

In the mass of fugitive writings which invaded tlie

correspondence columns of the metropolitan news-

papers' shortly after the demise of the last king of

Oudb, we remember to have seen some claims put

forward ill favor of the surviving sons of the late

Walt Ahed or Heir Apparent, Prince Mirza Muham-

mad Hamid Ali Bahadur. Upon the principle enun-

ciated above, the children of Prince Hamid Ali have

no legal claim whatever upon the property and dignity

of their grandfather. His Majesty the late Wajid Ali

Shah. Had the annexation never taken place, none

of them could have claimed the throne as representing

the deceased Heir-apparent. Of course, they would

not have been allowed to starve in the native king-

dom, and our Government may be quite justified in

fixing or continuing a subsistence allowance for them,

but it is quite clear that they have not by law the

same claims for support as the legal heirs of His

Majesty, nor can we find any reasons derived from

personal qualifications, public services or the acts

and declarations of His Majesty, which niiglit justify

a departure from the ordinary rules of the Mahome-

dan Law in their case.

Coming now to the question of the claims of His

Majesty’s surviving sons, a great deal of misappre-

hension seems to exist as to primogenitural rights

in Islam. A Mahomedan Prince, the first-born of

his Royal Father, has not the same inalienable and

indefeasible ri^*6:tt\Vrf;»^rir*Ppertain to the eldest son

in a European or Hindu royal house. By the

custom of the Turkish Empire, the eldest member

of the entire Royal House has the preferential right

of succession to the throne. By this rule, it is ob-

vious that, ifi the generality of cases, the Sultan s

brothers would have preference over his sons, who

would, in the natural course of events, be younger in

age than their uncles, and Sir Henry Maine, in his

Ancient Law, makes a shrewd guess that the policy

of the Sultans, in ordering the wholesale massacre

of their younger brothers, “ may have been perpe-

trated quite as much in the interest of their children

as for the sake of qjaking away willi dangerous com-

petitors for the throne.” Judged by this rule, which

is also in force in Egypt, no son has any definite

rank in the succession, and, in tlic particularVase of

His Majesty Wajid Ali Shah, all the surviving sons

would be excluded by uncles older in age living at

Lucknoviand even by His Majesty’s nephew in Cal-

cutta, who is older in age than all the surviving sons

of His Majesty.
.

Looking closer home, we find Sir Henry Maine,* in

his' Early Law and Custom, brings to notice the ap-

parent want of any fixed rule ol succession in Afgha-

nistan, as evidenced by actual cases of succession as

well as by claims thereto. Shere Ali, he points out,

was not the eldest son of Amir Dost Muhammad

Khan, nor was Yakub Khan the eldest son of Amir

Shore Ali.' Abdurrahman Khap, the present Amir,

is no son of Shere Ali at all, but the son of an elder,

yet not of the eldest, brother. Ayub Khan, who had

almost succeeded in establishing himself as Amir, is

only a younger brother of Yakub Khan, the latter

being still alive, and having a son Musa Khan living

who had been recognised as the heir-apparent in the

reign of Yakub Khan. The conclusion at which the

learned author arrivies is this—that any descendant of

Dost Mahommed Khan could aspire, by the process
’

of natural selection, to the throne of the kingdom

founded by him. Later on, he states that one of the

devices for lessening the chances of civil war at each

succession, would be for each sovereign in his own
life-time to appoint a successor, which course, he

thinks, on the whole to be prevalent in Afghanistan.

In his Ancient Lain), will be found the following pas-

sage whicli bears with still greater relevancy upon

the question under consideration Some of the

Indian Mahometan Sovereigns, without pretending

to any distinct testamentary power, claim the right

of nominating the son who is to succeed.” (p 243).

Now, it i.s well-known that, after the demise of

Prince Hamid Ali, His Majesty Wajid Ali Shah did

not bestow the title of Wali Ahed on any other so"^

N one of the present sous can, therefore, claim under

any appointment from him. The duties which in

Oriental Royal Houses fall to the share of the heir-

apparent, were awarded by His Majesty to Prince

Khush Bakht, who was not then the eldest .surviving

son. The appointment, if any, was, therefore, against

the law of primogeniture. It is true that a certain

dignity and status w.as voluntarily recognised and

enforced by the Government for Prince Faridun

K-adr Herzubbur Ali Bahadur, better known as the

Chota General, but His Majesty always protested

ag-ainst the course, and the real story is well-known

to the initiated.
*

It is, we believe, a settled policy with the Political

Department of Government to scatter such ex-Royal

families by degrees and gradually blend them with

the general mass of the population. This process of

^finnuation and dispersion has been effected to a

g»\J’at' extent with the Mysore Family, and indications"

are not wanting that in some respects the same
policy is to be pursued as regards the Oudh Family.

On grounds, therefore, of justice and expediency
alike, it is nut desirable that any distinction should be

made in status or allowances between the surviving

sons of His Majesty. To do so, would be inflicting

an injustice on the remaining sons, for no useful pur-

pose whatsoever. On the contrary, the making of

any such distinction would be offering a direct incen-

tive to the future assumption of that sort of e.x-Royal

dignity wliich, we arc sure, the Government are anxious

to avoid, and to the mimicry of a puppet court for

another life. Large as is the number of His Ma-
jesty’s .surviving .sons, he never evinced any great

regard f,)r them, nor is there much to choose in the

entire collection in point of intrinsic qualifications or

public respect.

This is a delicate subject, one, above all, on wlwh
it is next to impossible to avoid sentiment. We
selves, indeed, Lng cherished the dream of a iP.eis—

a

smaller Wajid Ali Shah—a pensioned royalTy under

a head growing small by degrees and beautifully less,

but we have alas ! been constrained to give it up.

If Government still feel disposed to prolong a politi-

cal of y«wjf-sovcreign House of Oudh- with princely

dignity and privileges without princely power, it

seems ungracious to oppose. Yet history cannot be

recalled by force, and statesmanship must submit to

facts. The times are not favorable to the creation

of nominal royalty or the nultiplication of anything

like independent jurisdictions within the heart of the

Empire—against the commonwealth. And the facts

of the particular case do not impose on the Govern-*

meat of India such an experiment.
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THE HOLKAR FAMILY DISPUTE.

We are glad to notice that the Indore Durbar’s dif-

ferences with the Dowager Maharanis, in regard to

the kitasgi Estates, are in course of settlement. The
interest on the deposit has been paid. The sum
claimed was about a lac and three quarters. De-

ducting the pay of the Maharaja as Dewan or In-

tendant of the Estate and other dues, the claim has

been reduced to a little over a* lac. The actual

sum paid down to the Dowagers is Rs. 10,6000. As
a natural consequence of the family feud, however,

they have been encouraged to set up all sorts of

claims. The chief of these is a demand put forward,

,in the name of His Highness the Dowager Bhagi-

rathi, for the round sum of a lac of Rupees, alleged

to have been expended by her on the luneral of the

l^te Maharaja Tuclcaji Rao Holkar. Some of the

lot^l papers, which have taken u[) with zeal the

Ranis’ grievance, are calling upon the Maharaja to

pay his mother the sum without further delay, on

pain, we suppose, of reporting His Highness to the

Political Agency and the Foreign Office and holding

him up to the scorn of the world—of hasty news-

paper readers. It is somewhat strange, we are al-

ready told, that the State h:is not yet refutided the

money to Her Highness. Why should it What is

there strange about it .? Did the Dowager go to all

that expense ? If she did, she had no business to do

so. Was her son—the heir to the throne—absent

from the scene ? Was there an interregnum ? Were

the Indore Government dead or asleep? Was there

nobody to attend to the proper disposal of the re-

mains of the late Ruler and to pay for the burning

and other ceremonies, that the obvious duty and

necessary cost thereof should have devolved upon

the poor widow overwhelmed with grief as she must

be at her bereavement ? The late Maharaja /.'jJ,

famous for his cumulative habits. Had there been

a general looi going on while His Highness was

on Iiis death-bead, that there was no money forth-

coming for decent incineration of his body ? The

present claim involves an insult to the present Reis

as if he was present to succeed to the father’s

sovereignty and states and effects, but^ not ready

to do the last honors to his father’s lifeless per-

son. What then could be the excuse fer his be-

reaved mother to undertake functions which belcng to

him much more than to her—which indeed it was lier

privilege to have a son to perform? Under the cir-

cumstances, it was a piece of officiousness to step be-

tween the living and the dead Prince.

If the sum claimed is for any extra expenditure in-

curred by herself, in addition to that incurred by the

present Holkar and his State, in the funeral rites

^ ai pageant and gifts, that was her private coiicjrn.

'a fe has no claim upon the State or her son to be re-

couped. If her son make her a gift cii the account, he

may do so without reproach, perhaps with graue.

That is entirely a private matter. The State has

nothing to do with it, nor the Holkar as * Ruler.

He might properly snub^her—with filial familiarity

—for her pains, above all, for making a public grie-

vance of a personal question, not to say a sacred

matter. The funeral rites are a religious obligation,

incumbent not only on the son but also on the widow.

If she performed and paid for them, she only did

what was proper, but has no claim to a refund.

Her performance indeed degenerates to an impro-

priety directly she makes a claim or even harbours

an expectation or a wish to that effect.

RESPONSIBILITY OF STATEMENT.

It is rare in the Indian Press to sec any question of English
literary history raised, and rarer still to see any original con-

tribution in that department. It was, therefore, with no
ordinary interest that we observed Mr. Arthur L. Jenning
in the Lilian Daily Neivs set the Indian public

right in regard to the authorship of the “ Pauper’s Drive.”
So late as the beginning of 1884, the piece with the oft-

quoted refrain

Rattle his bones over the stones

He’s only a pauper whom nobody owns !

was ascribed in England to the elder Hood. Men like Mr.
burnand who ought to have known made the mistake. At last

in February of that year, the same error being repeated in

the Eveniny^ Standard, usually so well informed in matters
literary, Mr. 11 . Howard Hodges addressed the editor a
letter correcting him and relating how the mistake origin-

ated. So far back as 1841, Mr. Thomas Noel—cmisin to

Lord Byron—published a little volume Rhymes and Rourh
delays, in which occurs “ The Pauper’s Drive.” Several
years since, the vocalist Henry Russell, in the course of pro-
fessional tour, sang this piece before many provincial

audiences. Ho announced the poem as the composition of
Tom Hooil. When Mr. Rus.seli came to Berkshire, where
both Mr. Hodges and Mr. Noel resided, he was corrected
by Mr. Hodges and also introduced to the poet. The .same
evening, in the presence of Mr. Hodges and Mr. Noel,
Mr. Russell, at his “ entertainment,” publicly confessed his
mistake and doubtless ever after ascribed the poem to its

true author. All to no purpose, as the event proved. For,
there has been no end to Mr. Hodges’s trouble in his

generous mission of protecting the modest worth of his

literary friend. In 1868, he had to correct the editor of
Punch, who, however, had the grace to send him a note
thanking him. Such is the vitality of error, however, that
sixteen years after, the Standard again attributes the
“ Pauper’s Drive ” to old Tom.

A special cause of the tenacity of life of the mistake, is to
be found in the very amiability of Mr. Russell who started

it. Had he contented himself with retracting his original

statement, and, apologising for it, simply said that Mr.
Thomas Noel, and not Thomas Hood, was the author of the
“ Pauper’s Drive,” he would have saved his character and
done all the reparation in his power. Instead of it, he
generously went beyond, and in the same breath paid a
compliment to the poet by way of explaining his own mis-
take. He said “ the poem was worthy of Hood.” That
was treading on dangerous ground. The sentence gives the
(original misstatement its true character of a simple error of
fact and rescues it from the category of literary blunders,

while it constitutes a tribute to Mr. Noel’s genius. Never-
theless, it contained matter for the lease of life to the error

and was the source of all the subscciucnt ado to Mr. Noel’s

friends. As delivered from the platform* in connection with
other words and the surFOunding circumstances, it was all

right. Byt the sentence by it.self is certainly equivocal.

What wonder that, torn from its context, it should be taken
to mean that the poem was no unworthy composition of
the elder Huod’s, the Poet of the “ P(.-eins of Wit and
Humxjur,” instead of that in the Pauper’s Ride” its author
(Noel) had produced a piece equal in merit to the poetry
of IWl!

Tl\c incident has a more than a merely literary bearing.

It has a moral f r all men. On literary men and news-
paper writers in especial, it is a call to be more than ever

careful in their statements. It enforces the lesson of many
a trial for d(*famation. It shows ho/v difficult—how nearly
impracticable— it is to correct error—to remove^ a misim-
pressi^^n once caused. The mtjst ample amende honorable

may fail of its effect. Obviously, no correction is sure of
reaching all who have imbibed the original mistake. To
begin with, how to ascertain all those who were affected by
the mistake ? Then, if the correction even reaches their

hands or the eye or ear, it may !still fall short of reaching

the minds of some of them. Without any fault of their

own, the remainder arc consigned to error, without hope of

redemption. When the error is in respect of the laws of

Nature or of important matters of science or learning, there
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is less danger, because the questions are continually ventilat-

ed and brought to general notice : there is a machinery as
it were for doing the needful in experts and students devoted
to the task. Not so in matters of minor interest, and,
above all, in statements affecting persons. In this sphere,
full rectification is next to impossible. Here, in proportion
to the easiness of wronging, is the difficulty of righting.

You throw out a hint in a mhccllancous company, a hint
that might compromise a reputation. You find you were
wrong or misinformed. How are you to undo the mischief
caused? You cannot bring the same company together.
Supposing you ascertain the names of those who formed
the party, and go about addressing them individually—

a

vain supposition—your false suggestion has by tliat .spread

beyond their circle and is altogether out of reach and beyond
possibility of recall. How much greater, therefore, is the

. responsibility of written and published error ! As a matter
of fact, and of frequent observation, a correction does not
reach all those for whom it is intended. A stray bit of
printed paper picked up in the street or torn from an old
trunk, may cause a false impression through life from the
subsequent withdrawal of the statement not having met the
particular eye. Such far-reaching instrument is print ! In-
deed, it is simply because it serves the most useful and the
highest purpose of man and human society, that such a
dangerous engine is permitted. But it behoves us to remem-
ber the grave risks to individuals and communities from its

abuse. Indeed, respectable and honest drivers sometimes
find their faculties paralysed from a sense of responsibility
and the difficulty of deciding between different paths and
conflicting interests.

THE LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR IN
CHOTA NAGPUR.

The Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, accompanied by his Private Sec-

retary and the Commissioner of the Chota Nagpur Division, reached

PuruUa in the afternoon of the 12th instant. Preparations had been

made by the citizens, according to their humble means, to give His
Honor a fitting reception. Triumphal arches had been erected with

mottoes of welcome on the road by which Sir Steuart Bayley was ex

pected to arrive, and it had been arranged that the principal officials,

the municipal commisioiiers and the Maharaja of Pachete should meet

the Governor on the precincts of the town. Owing, however, to a
miscalculation and rapid locomotion, the party arrived a little

earlier than expected, for which they could hardly be blamed as they

had not fixed any particular time for their arrival, nor leceivcd notice

that they were expected at any specific moment. In times when the

hill-going proclivities of Viceroy and Local Governors have so violent-

ly exercised the public mind,' and at a Juciure when every Depart
mental Head is impressed with llie physiological necessity of migrat

ing bag and baggage to the higher altitudes of delightful sanitaria, in

order to avoid the heat of the plains, it was a sight to see the Head
of the Local GovcrnmciUdriving all day long in an open carriage from
Ranchi to Purulia, a distance of nearly 8o miles.

On the morning of the 13th, Sir Steuart, with llie usual accompani-

ments, visited the jail, the municipal market, the charitable Sispensary

and the muster of the Ghalwali police. The cutcherry buildings have
since long proved inadequate for present requirements, and projects

for the extension of the said building have been under consideration

and report* for several years. The Lt.-Governor personally inspected

the place and it is to be hoped that the public and their servants will

soon have sufficient accommodation provided for the transaction of
public business. Afterwards Sir Steuart drove to the Circuit House
and there received the municipal address which was read by the
Vice-Chairman, IJabu Gunganund Mookerji. The Lt.-Governor

in reply thanked the Cofbmissioners for the kind reception they
had arranged for him. Referring to the growing prosperity of
the town, and the impetus likely to be given thereto by the

opening of the Bengal Nagpur Railway, His Honor predicted a
greater future for the town owing to <|je projected Benarcs-Cuttack
Railway which he had every hopes of seeing begun before he laid

down the reins of office. With reference to the difficulty of communi-
cations in the District, he intimated that he had already taken
note of that want in this Division generally, and made a very liberal

provision therefor in the Provincial Budget. The Governor was naturally

very guarded in his expression of views about the Coolie question.

The question, he said, was under consideration of his Government in

communication with the Chief Commissioner of Assam. He could
not foretell what his final decision would be in the matter, and he
could not at present promise any legislative action. Besides, the
present Emigration Act was one of the India Council, and much
would depend upon the views entertained upon that subject by
the Government of India. For our own part, we can say that the
Municipal Commissioners discharged a sacred duty in drawing atten-

tion to the grievances of aheir poorer native fellow-subjects in con-
nection with inland emigration. The hardships are substantial and
real, and the whole mischief arises from the binding nature of labor-
contracts. If the laborers were free to give up their service whenever
they were disinclined to work, in the same way .as other domestic
servants or agricultural laborers, most of the malpractices of the
system as regards recruitment and the subsequent treatment of coolies,
would die a natural death.

*

Adverting to the request of the Municipal Commissioners for the
gift of the remnant corpus of the Famine Orphan Fund, His Ho 't
said that the matter was entirely new to him and he would pass orders
in the matter after consulting the Commissioner. We trust that
in disposing of this Fund, the authorities will not lose sight of the
claims of the normal orphans of the District for support. There is

nothing to be said against the desirability of improvin^f the Sahib
bandh of Purulia, but, at the same time, the orphans of the whole
distnet have in equity a stronger claim to the Fund in question than
the inhabitants of the head-quarters. It is true that the Famine
orphans, for whose special benefit the Fund was created, have now no
longer any need for provision, but a small number of orphans are
thrown upon the hands of the public authorities every year. The
present provision for them seems to be either adoption into respectable
households as domestic servants, or, failing that, being made over to the
missionaries body and soul. The State thus is an active party to the
prosclyti/ation of the helpless creatures whom it is bound to protect,
and from the interest of this very Fund a small grant percapita is made
for the maintenance of the said orphans by the missionaries. The
procedure has no defence in the face of the declared policy of Queen
and Parliament for strict religious neutrality, and if it ,be said that no

C of providing for the orphans are available, they
might easily be sent to the unscctarian Sir Charles Aitchison Orphanage
and Boarding Institution, Benares, where orphans of all castes and
creeds arc freely welcome. The interest of the Famine Orphan Fund
would be amply sufficient to provide for the maintenance and education
of all the normal orphans of the District.

JAMALPORE.
Sir, For the last three or four days violent easterly winds arc

blowing here, very unwholesome to men affected with rheumatism
and to those who arc of delicate constitution. We hear of diseases
of various kinds, mostly of this season, to have broken out.

It is to be hoped that the present Chairman of the Jamalporc
Municipality will interest himself in removing the wants from which
the natives at large suffer. The roads of the native quarters,
especially of Noyagong, arc in the worst state possible. Wc prefer
a kutcha road to a pucka one left unrepaired for the last ten or
eleven years. One unaccustomed to the latter is sure to stumble
at every step at night.

Race antagonism is gradually taking root, it is to be feared, in the
minds of the European staff ot the station here. Natives, .whatever
their position, who have occasion to come in contact with the scat* \
master either as a passenger or as an applicant for a platform pa;

T*
as the rumour runs, arc not allowed to come peaccfiiJiy cither by
the station master himself or by his European satellites. They would
try to insult these men by words or gestures. I hear that a represen-
tation against the present station master, headed by Boniad Mundal,
Zemindar Commissioner of the local Municipality and Honorary
Magistrate, has been made to the Traffic Manager, E. I, Rail-
way, complaining of the maltreatment which the natives suffer
at the hands of the station master and his staff. Mr. Baker
was a whit less than the present station master—and it would
not be hyperbole to say that the natives have been thrown

^ fire. I hope that as Mr. Carter,
Traffic Manager, is known to one and all among the natives here
to be of pious character and a man of worth and loved by all for
his impartiality, he will do proper justice to the case, and save
the poor natives from insults.

.. ,
Truth,

March 14,
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THE SANTIPORE MUNICIPALITY.

At a very fully attended meeting of the Little Pcddlingtonians

pitch ecV','|battlc was lost and won. It was a fight between

an uncle and a ncplicw, a giant and a pigmy—a struggle between

what were termed by the late Lord Palmerston as a clean

party and a dirty party, a party zelous for improvements ai.d whose

motto is “ to act that each to-morrow may find us farther than

to-day’^—and the pj^rty that has been trying, in season and out of

season, to see important schemes, calculated to confer great benefit

on a large community, postponed or marred or laid aside from ig-

norance, or apathy, or indifference. The adullamite uncle, who

has, of late, as much as apostrophised Evil, •Be thou my good ! was

for forming ‘ the Cabal, * while his opponents, gathering them-

selves under the leadership of three of the ablest spirits in the

clean party, viz., “the uncrowned king” (Babu Muthur M.
Mukerjee), “the school boy” (Babu Sarut Chundcr Roy) and

“the school master” (Babu R. D. Khan, B. L., Headmaster, local K.

school) were for forming “ All-thc-talents administration." Babu
' Hari Das Roy and his ‘ tail * made a supreme effort to send the

obnoxious nephew and the clean party about their business. They

invok I Heaven and Earth—Hell too shall 1 say ?—incited the

people’ and appealed to the Government—they stormed—they raved

—they threatened—to gain their end. They cared not for rights

if only he—the Evil one—I mean Babu Sarat Chandra—was bundled

out of the way. All to no purpose. All Hate’s Labor Lost. How
arc the mighty—1 had almost said naughty—fallen in the midst of

the battle ! How keen was the contest and how persistent the

struggle wijl be evident from the fact that at the meeting of

the corporation for the election of the Vice, there was a ‘ tic* in the

votes, the question being settled by the Chairman giving his casting

vote not to the uncle but to the nephew Sarat Chandra, “by way of

reward for his valuable services.” Thus the nephew twice killed the

uncle for is it not a double death, to drown in ken of shore r Thus

the gentle stream that flows past our town has narrowly escaped

being set on fire ! Puffed up with pride at his recent success at the

poll—success, which, they say, has told upon his brains—Babu Hari

Das attempted the impossible—stood as a candidate for the Vice-chair.

Ambition hath one heel nail’d in hell

Though she stretches her lingers to touch the heavens.

And if the uncle has met with such shabby treatment at the

hands of the nephew and his party has been dished, as it deserved

to be, he has his own over-towering ambition to thank tor it.

The audacity of impertinence of the unnatural nephew cannot,

of course, be too strongly condemned. It is an outrage even

to think of breaking a lance with an uncle ; to beard hlA'/*. i!

a public meeting is an atrocious crime j to put him to death is

almost a paricidc ; but to crucify him (for it is nothing less than

crucifixion, seeing that Sarat Babu carried out his diabolical plot

in concert with a tew sturdy citizens whom Babu Hari Das

looks down upon as tagrag and bobtail) what shall I call it

!

The following points in connection with the election ot the

Vice-Chairman deserve prominent mention :— i. That the Ma-

homedans to whose want of support is to be attributed Babu Sarat

Chandra’s defeat at the hustings have made a complete amende

homrabie by calling upon their representatives to vote him to the

vicechair. 2. That even so paltry a thing as the viccchairshid

could make the zemindars fall out. That the Plebeians have got

the better of the Particians. 4. That truth is mighty and it prevails.

Now a word or two to the parochial Paul Prys who like the

nodes of the moon, whobc only business is to darken the

luminaries, have been blackening the character of Baboo Sarat

Chundra both here and in the Press. During the invasion of

Lunka by the illustrious Rama, his mighty adversary Ravana is

said to have observed, that he could stand the invectives and

opposition of gods and men, but not the grins and grimaces of the

tailed hordes of Kishkinda. Some such feeling may well fill the

mind, of Mr. Roy at the foul attack of his unscrupulous traducers

vvhL yiikc the man who ostracised Aristides cannot bear to hear

a gwd and worthy man universally praised. But possessing as

* Baboo Sarat Chandra docs a rare fund of patience and a peculiar

dogged indifference, and knowing as he docs that censure is the tax

a man pays to the public for being eminent and that the villain’s

censure is extorted praise, he laughs off the insinuations of his

slanderers, insinuations which arc as false as they arc mean and con-

temptible. To say that he was nowhere at the Poll ‘because he

was unpopular is to tell a lie pure and simple. The Mahomedans

voted for his rival candidate not that they love Sarai' Baboo less

but that they love their co-religionists more. .If Sarat Baboo has

indeed got into hot water with hi.s constituents, how s it then that

the very Mahomedans have now installed him in the Vice-Chair ?

But is the success at the poll a crucial test of a man’s popularily ?

U the vox populi is the is it not sometime the t'o.x diaholi?

Granting for the sake of argument that Mr. Roy is somewhat

unpopular, what docs it signify ? Docs not the Bible say that if

all men praise thee, thou art truly unfortunate? To say that an

. administrator is to a certain extent unpopular with a portion of

those over whom he exercises authority, what is it but to say, that

he docs not flatten the prejudices of the people, that he regards

his own conscience as his sole tribunal, that he cares no more for

that phantom “opinion” than he fears meeting a ghost if he cross

the churchyard at dark, that he has convictions of his own which

he dares reduce to practice in spite of the clamours of the multitude,

that he is not a timeserver and trimmer, and that he sets greater

store by the welfare of the people than the interests of classes and

factions ?

One word about Babu Muthur Muhun Mukerjee who has

done moreVor Santipur than alb^thc Vice-Chairmen put together

and who feels for his native town as no other man dop, and 1 am
done. By the sacrifice of his repose, his pleasures to ours, and,

above all, by his preference in all eases of our interests to his own

—

the “uncrowned king” occupies no humble niche in the temple of

every people’s heart. The Vice-Chairmanship was indeed over

due to him. Grateful Santipur did thrust upon him the highest

honor in its gift, but Muthur Muhun, with a magnanimity that

rcmituls me of Cinciiiatus who as soon as he had conquered the

enemy threw up the Dictatorship and resumed his agricultural pur-

suits, has chosen to be the Vice-Chairmaii-makcr rather than him-

self be the V'icc-Chairman and has declined the honor in favor ot

his nephew Sarat Chandra.

Santipur. Parting kick to the village curs.

LORD DDFFERIN’S OPPONENTS.
Sir,—Whatever they would say to the contrary, the meeting of

Thursday last at the 'Town Hall, in honor of Lord Dufferin, was a

perfect success, and clearly illustrated the truth of what 1 wrote

in my previous note, viz., that the majority of the Natives, and

spcciull) the reasonable and intelligent among them, had no sym-

pathy whatever with those opposed to doing His Excellency honor.

That this they had not, was sulHcicnily shown by their presence

there. As I read in the papers, the number of Natives was far

greater than Europeans, the hete noir of the Indian Mirror (?) by

whom, as he would say, the meeting was got up ’ Thus 1 was per-

fectly right in saying that the Natives generally had no sympathy
with the opposition-party. I will have to show now that the

reasonable and intelligent portion of them, was also of the same

mind. To do this, I will have to invite attention to the list ot

those that were present there, in which, among others, the follow-

ing names will be seen Sir Jotindro Mohun Tagore, K.C.S.J.,

Raja Peary Mohun Mookerjee, C.S.I., Raja Durga Charan Law,
C.I.E., Dr. Samblui Chundcr Mookerjee, Rai Kunja Lall Banerjee,

Rai loyprokas Lall, Rai Jogodanuiuio Mookerjee, Rai Kanayc Lall

Dey, and others. Now, besides being a big and influential Zemindar,

^^ir Jotindro Mohun Tagore was for several years, a Law member
of the Supreme Legislative Council, whence emanate the Rules

and Regulations by which India is governed. Raja Peary Mohun
is also a big Zemindar, and a member of the Viceroy’s Legislative

Council. Raja Durga Churn Law is also a Zemindar, and a mer-

chant too, and was a member of the Governor-General’s Council.

Dr. Sambhu Chundcr Mookerjee was for some time past minister

of the late Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor, the last of the Nawabs
Nazim of Bengal, Bchar, and Orissa, and was also minister to the

Tipperah State. He is indeed one of the few sound politicians, at

whose feet many of our so-called enlightened patriots may well

learn what politics is. He is also a gifted writer, and the supreme

elegance and beauty with which he uses the English language, is a

wonder to many English gentlemen, having scholarly tastes and

attainments. In fact, he is a genius of whom the literary world

may be well proud. Rai Kunja Lall Banerjee was one of the

ablest Judges that ever sat on the bench of the Calcutta Small

Cause Court. Rai Joiprolash Lall is a colleague of His Honor the

Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal. Rai Jogodanundo Mookerjee is a

distingujshcd Govermiieiit pleader. And Rai Kanayc Lall Dey is

an eminent physician. Can any one venture to question the reason

and intelligence of these men, wiiliout simply making a fool of him-

self? Need I adduce fun her evidcJicc to substantiate my statement

that the reasonable and iiitelligciiL Natives had no sympathy with the

upposition ?

But the meeting proved more than what f wrote. Jt proved aliO

that 'I’hcir flighnesses and Nawabs had no sympathy with the oppo-

siflon, there being present several of them there, maiiy of whom
took its active part, thus establishing clearly that, except a dis-

appointed and narrow-minded few, the whole Indians, both Reis

and Rayyct, the intelligent and the ignorant, have thorough Confi-

dence in, and heartily approve of, the policy of His Excelfeney

Lord Duffcriii’s administration.

In connection with this, I can’t too strongly Censure the un-

worthy and unbecoming conduct of some of the objectors to the

Town Hall meeting. I have already referred to the meanness of

Surendra Nath Banerjee, their ringleader, for his “house to house

canvassing.” I now understand that failing in their enthusiasm to

make counter-demonstration, these veteran demagogues sent u

contingent of their puny myrmidons to thwart the objects of the

meeting. But the gallant soldiers of the local constabulary were

too strong for them. Receiving their just due, they had to come

back beating their breast and tearing their hair in the way.

I'o the Editor. . Kissory Nath a Mitra.
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Dufferin Memorial Fund.
The following Subscriptions have been re

ceived :
—

Rs.

H. H. the Nawab Bahadur of Murshc-
dabad ... ... ... i,ooo

H. H. Nawab Kalsoom-un Nissa, Be-

gum Saliabch, wife of the Nawab Ba-

hadur ... ... t... 500

H. 11. the Maharajah of Doomraon ... i,ooo

H. H. the Maharajah of Bettiah ... 5,000

H. H. the Maharajah of Vizianagram ... 2,500

H. H. the Dowager Maliarani of Viziana-

gram ... ... ... 2,500

Maharajah Sir Jotendra Mohun Tagore 1,000

Nawab Sir Abdul Ghani ... ... 1,000

Nawab Aslianoollah Khan, Bahadur ... 1,000

The Maharajah of San bursa ... 500

The Maharajah Norendra Krishna ... 500

Rajah Sir Sourendro Mohun Tagore ... 500

Coomar 1*1 omode Coomar Tagore ... 100

Rajah Sir Sourendro Mohun Tagore, on
behalf of his revered mother ... too

The Ladies of the 'I'.igore family ... 50

Prince Khursad Kudr, of Murshedabad 250

Prince Mirza Jehan Kadr ... ... 100

Messrs. Jardine, Skinner and Co. ... 500

„ Finlay, Muir and Co. ... 500

„ Gillanders, Arbuthnot and Co.... 500

„ Gladstone, Wyllie and Co. ... 500

„ Mackinnon, Mackenzie and Co. 500

„ Ralli Brothers ... ... 500

„ Schoene, Kilburn and Co. ... 500

„ Andrew, Yule and Co. ... 250

„ Octavius Steel and Co. ... 250

R. Steel, Esq. ... ... ... 250

W. Stalkartt, Esq. ... ... 100

Messrs. Watts and Co. ... loo

„ T. £. Thompson and Co. ... 100

,, Francis, Ramsay and Co. ... 100

„ Ranken and Co. ... ... 100

„ Hamilton and Co. ... ... loo

„ Cooke and Kelvey ... ... 100

„ F. and C. Osier ... ... 100

„ Dykes and Co. ... ... 100

„ R. Scott Thompson and Co. ... 100

„ Thacker, Spiirk and Co. ... 100

„ James Monteith and Co. ... 100

„ Phelps and Co., ( Calcutta
Branch) ... ... 50

„ Francis, Harrison, Hathaway
and Co. ... ... 50

„ K. B. Rodda and Co. ... 50

„ Sallugram Khunnal^and Co. ... 500

R. D. Mehta, Esq. ... ... 250

Messrs. Llewelyn and Co. ... ... 100

J. R. Napier, Esq., ... ... 32

Messrs. Begg Dunlop and Co. ... ^50

„ William Moran and Co. ... 250

„ Schroder Smidt and Co. ... 250

• „ King Hamilton and Co. ... 250

„ G. F. Kellner and Co. ... 100

„ Mackintosh, Burn and Co. ... 100

Rai Jaiprokash Lall Bahadoor ... 100

H. IJ. the Maharajah of Durbhungah ... 5,000

Rajati Ramnarain Sing of Khaira,
Monghyr ... ...* ... 2,000

500

500

200

^50

200

100

SO

100

Baboo JoykissemMookerjee

Rajah Peary Mohun Mookerjee ...

Kumar Denenclro Narain Roy

Messrs. J. Thomas and Co....

Hon’blc Syud Ameer Hossein, c.i.E. ...

Nawab Meer Mahamed Ali

Syud Moozzam Hossein Khan Bahadoor

Nawab Abdool Lulccf Bahadoor, C.I.K...,

^embachelumgavan, Proprietor, Bazu-
warum

Nawab Sarcar Arab Zanab Begum Oorfee
Nocha Baboo Sahebeh ... ... 50

Nawab Zaman Arab Begum Sahebeh ... 25

Messrs. Stuart and Co. ... ... 100

„ Manton and Co. ... ... 100

„ Watson and Summers ... 50

C. Broomfield, Esq., Proprietor, Spcnce’.s

Hotel # ... ... ... 50

Rajah Doorga Churn Law, C.I H ... 500

Messrs. Gisborne and Co. ... ... 250

„ Mackenzie, Lyall and Co. ... 250

„ Anderson, Wright and Co. ... 250

„ Duncan Bros. ... ... 250

„ Bird and Co. ... ... 250

„ Apear and Co. ... ... 250

„ Thos. Cook and Son... ... 100

„ Kelly and Co. ... ... too

F. Whitney, Esq., ... ... 25

Messrs. George Henderson and Co. ... 500

„ Thomas Duff and Co. ... 250

„ E. D. j. Ezra and Co. ... 250

„ David Sasson and Co. ... 250

„ Turner Morrison and Co. ... 250

„ Walsh Lovett and Co. ... 250

„ Bahncr Lawrie and Co. ... 250

The Gieat Eastern Hotel Co., Ld. ... 150
Messrs. Kwong Yen Sin and Co., Ld. ... loo
Chutterput Sing, Esq. ... ... 100
Messrs. Cook and Co. ... ... icxj

„ Hart Bros. ... ... 100
W. H. Targett, Esq. ... ... 50
Ashutosh Dhur, Esq. ... ... 50
Nilye Dass Dey, Esq. ... 10

Total ... Rs. 39,742

Further subscriptions are invited and will be
duly acknowledged in the papers.

PEARY MOHUN MOOKERJEE,
S. E. J. CLARKE,

Honorary Secretaries.

Calcutta, 27th March, 1888.
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Holloways Pills and Ointment,—li \\t atten-

tion of all sufiferers is drawn to Kiese well-

known remedies, for they possess conspicuous

advantages as a safe and relfablc*aid in all

those emergencies to which travellers, emi-

grants and sailois aie so especially liable.

They have been largely patronized by way-

farers by land and sea, and, in fact, by all

classes of the community, to their very great

advantage. The Pills are beyond all doubt one

of the most effective remedies ever discovered

for cases of obstinate constipation, confirmed

indigestion and colic, complaints which are

engendered by exposure and irregular feeding.

The Ointment will be found of the very great-

est service in cases of piles, abscesses, erysi-

pelas and all kinds of local ulcerations.

EMERALD THEATRE
BEADON STREET.
Manager, G. C. GlIOSE.

Saturday—-the 31st March, 1S88—
at p 1*. M.

Third grand performance of

Babu G. C. Ghose’s New magnificent Drama

One of his happiest attempts.

The sublime and the beautiful contend to awe
and ravish the heart by turns.

Appointments fresh and costly.

Scenes painted under special direction,

subjecting time and place to the magic
pencil of the Artist.

Dresses fashioned by arduous researches to
revive bygone men and manners.fo*

Next day—Sunday—ist April,

at Candle Light,

Again and once moie

The soul-entrancing melodrama of high polish

OR

Marriage of Siva and Parbutty.

Dramatized from Kalidas’s Immortal
Poem of that name.

M. L. SUR, Asst. Manager.

SALE OF IRON PADDLE STEAMER.
n^'ENDERS for the purchase of the Madras

Government Steam Tug Madras, built at
Blackwall by T. A. Young in 1876, will be re-
ceived by the Port Officer at Madras, up to
noon of Tuesday the ist May 1888.

2. The vessel will be sold at Calcutta with
engines, boilers, masts, sails, awnings, spars,
anchors, cables, boats, and such other stores as
may be on board on the 30th March and which
will not be removed previous to the sale.

3* Each tender, before being opened, must
be accompanied by a treasury receipt for a
sum equal to 25 per cent, of the amount offered,
and the balance must be paid within 48 hours
of acceptance of the tender and before delivery
is taken. The tenders will be submitted to the
Government of Madras for orders.

4. The vessel will be at the risk and charge
of the purchaser from the date the acceptance
of the tender by Government is communicated
to him.

5. The following description of the vessel
is believed to be correct, but any errors or

misdescription shall not annul the sale, nor
shall any compensation be allowed on that
account :

—

Tonnage

Do. ...

When built

Where built

Extreme length

Do. breadth

Depth ...

Numberofbulkheads

Do. of decks ...

Engines

Boilers ...

197 gross.

57 nett.

In the year 1876.

At Blackwall. ••

123 feet 4 inches.

20 feet 8 inches.

II feet I inch.

Three.

One.

Two side lever dis-

connecting surface

condensing.

One multitubular.

Horsepower indicated 137.

Do. nominal. 75.

Coal that can be

stowed in bunkers 66 tons.

6. The vessel will be open for inspection at

Calcutta on applying for an order to the De-

puty Director of Indian Marine on or after the

30th March 1888.

H. A. STREET,
Capt., H.M.’s Indian Marine,

Port Officer.

Madras Port Office,

15th March 1888.
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HAMILTON & C0.'S

LateirtbPesig|fB in Oold Bangles.

The Acron Hanfjle, (England) ... Rs. 6o

The Thistle' Hangle, (Scotland) ... „ 6o

The Shamrock Mangle, (Ireland) ... „ 6o

The Lotus Bangle, (India) ... „ 6o

The Forget-me-not Bangle ... „ 63

The Indian Bamboo Bangle ... „ 3 -

The Victoria Bangle ... ... „ 100

The Cleopatra Signet Bangle ... „ 5.^

The Magic Twist Bangle ... « *85

The Flexible Curb Bangle ... „ 115

The Etruscan Ball Bangle ... „ 32

The Good Luck Bangle ... ... „ 54

The Oriental Onyx Bangle ... n yo

The Flexible Gold and Platinum Bangle „ 100

The “Mascotte’’ Diamond H’shoe Bangle „ 90

,
The Scotch Plaid Bangle... ... )t 80

The above are rash quotations.

nspection Invited.

HAMILTON & CO.,
CALCUTTA.

Griha-Chikitsha.
A complete and large treatise on Homoeo-

pathic Domestic Medicines with some tiied

native drugs for certain serious diseases, by

Rai Khetter Nauth Chatterjee Bahadoor,

in Bcng.alee 2 o o

Do. postage o 3 o

Do. abridged in Hindee » i o o

Apply to Author at Chinsurah or to People’s

Press, No. 78 College Street, Calcutta.

The Mahanirvaiia Tantram with the com-

mentary of Ilarihorananda Bharati, the

spiritual preceptor of the late Raja Ram Mo-
hun Roy, accompanied by a translation and

copious explanatory notes by the veneiabie

Pundit Jagonmohun Tarkalankar
;
edited by

Babu Krishna Gopal Bhakta, M, A. S. B.,

Editor of the 2nd impression of the late Sir

Radha Kanto’s Subda Kalpadruma, the Ra-

mayana, etc., etc. Issuing in parts of six form-

demy 12 mo. each, from April last. To be

completed in about 25 pans. Price for the

whole work Rs. 5, if paid in advance. For

each part to subscribers annas 4, to non-sub-

scribers annas 6. Post free. Apply to the editor,

15, Gopee Kristo Pal’s Lane, Calcutta.

READY

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Pay.iblc

Post.

TRAVELS Si VOYAGES IN BENGAL

^
BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah^

BY

SAMbku 0. MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Naw,abs Nazira of Bengal,

Bchar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, **R£IS& RAYYET”
I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINION OF THE PRESS.

talion of the people generally, taking them as

an Englishman may find them if he lofiks

f.iirly. If they had been unfaithful, the sad
story of the Mutiny h:ul been vastly sadder

;

and, apart from the iMutiny, many Englishmen
could give individual inst.inces of Bengalee
faithfulness almost unique in history, taking
all the circumstances of onr relatio’i to India

into account. The Bengalee is generally eager
for knowledge of all kinds, and is often b(Uh
courageous in the expression of his opinions,

and gifted to a remarkable degree with the

power to express those opinions with force and
precision. Mr. Faw< ett once told me that an
unprepared speech made, on his behalf, during
an election, by a young Hindoo, surp.issed, in

force as well as eloquence, any unprepared
speech he ever had heard made by any mem-
ber of the House of Commons, if four or five

members of .the House were excepted.
Among these Bengalees there is a small body

of men—small for ih.il l.irge province—who
are, ironically or otherwise termed “Young
Bengal. ” .Some of (hern are no longer young,
but grave and aged ;

some have, in the course
of ye.ars, been highly distinguished for their

public services and their scientific and other

atlainmcnts. Some have at tunes been mis-
represented, and their language misinterpreted,

so that on its leturn to them it h.as amazed
none more th.in themselves. Nothing of this

has been done by ihe re.illy great administra-
tors of India. That it Ir.us been done, however,

cannot be denied.

In the forefront of this little band is the

author of iliis book of travels, Baboo Sarnbhu
Chundcr Mookerjee—a writer of high reptile,

as I have said, also an administrator, us the

reader will see from the title-page to this book.

A keener, yet a kindlier satirist, one might
seek for and not find. His use of the English

language h.as astonished many an educated
Englishman

; and the quality of his rc.ading is

.shown by his marvellous power of quotation
;

not merely from authors like Shakespeare, and
Milton, and Macaulay, and men eminent in

science, but from out-of-the-way old ballads,

and little-known old in the applica-

wondering—first,

at all, and
obtained them, he

tion of which he Icav

how he obtained the n
secondly, how, having obtained them,
learned to apply them so appositely to the

subjects which he intends them to illustrate.

Passing fuun the author to his book, we
shall, perhaps, first of all be attracted to the

woik of the administrator. He comes upon a
milkman’s village, on which he finds fastened
the grip of a Court favourite. He unloosens
the grip, and re-settles the village, in the

double interest of Pi nice and Peasant. And
all the lime he sees everything. The poor
people batliing on the rivers’ banks, have his

genial and kindly, if also at times, what a
.Scotchman would call, his “ pawky ” notice.

A“fairmaifl of Sonargoan ” atiiacts his at-

tention by the gracefulness with which she
carries a vessel of water fioin the river

;
and,

though the fair maid and he arc divided by
race and faith (she is Mussulman), she has his

full meed of praise. Indeed, it must be admit-
ted—and he will not be offended with me for

saying so—that he never meets wAh a fair face,

without at least giving evidence of the fact

that he has eyes to see and a heait to com-
prehend.
Of his wide and generous .sympathies, much

might be said, and still leave much more to

say. He meets a missionary on the river, and
evidently is inclined, in wilting his notes, to

pass a joke on the subject. He nips it, how-

ever, in the bud, and confents himself with

saying, “ So new is pre.iching heie, that the

simple people .said the padre had been singing

in the street.” He meets Catholic and Pro-

testant missionaries on shipboard, and chuckles

over their cyspu^cs, while he a.stonishes them
by his command of the English language, and

even by his knowledge of the Bible—a know-

ledge, 1 nay add, which is evident in many of

his writings.

It i.s many years since I first met, and some

years since I last met, Dr. Sambhu Chunder

Mookerjee, editor of the Rets and Rayyet

(Prince and Pea.sant), and an author of high

repute among the kindly, as well as acute and

intellectual, people of Bengal. One of the real

n^isfortunes of India was, and still is, Lord

Macaulay’s picture of the ,
Bengalee. The

picture, true perhaps as regards Nuncomar-and
many Bengalees, is not accurate a represen-

A parrot falls overboard, and is drowned in

its cage, to his great distress, which is not

however paraded. He says :
[Extract.]

These are not the words of a Christian, but

of a Hindoo.

Again, he has a faithful ugly dog, whose

name is Tom, and whose glory it once was to

bark, with a noble independence, at some very

dignified Sahibs. Our author is compelled to

leave Tom behind
; and here is his farewell

:

[Extract.]

I think this is a very fine p.assage, and one
that will draw the author very close to the

great heart of humanity, wherever the words

.are read. Could anything be finer than the

testimony to the two foreign “gentlemen,”
ending with the “ Bengalee pariah, my poor

Tom”.^ l^ot the pariah merely, but the pariah

dog. The passage is worthy qf the author,

and of the great mercifulness of the land that

bore him.

Whoever reads this book must be prepared
fiirtlirr to find bold and manly language. The
author is no flatterer of Jolm Bull, though he

gives John his due, .and admits that India owes

him a great debt. Here is one passage relating

to foreign fruits : [Extract.]

Among the sketches of country—word-pic-

turcs—the reader will find some exceedingly

pretty, and all the more valuable in that they

are taken from a standground purely Indian ;

not English. Where an English artist’s mind
would be filled with European ideas, the mind
of this gifted Eastern artist is filled with a class

of ideas totally different, yet equally instructive

and certainly not less subtle and far-reaching.

On the eve of one of his journeys, our

author w.is placed in a dilemma of a kind

not unknown to travellers in India, but not on

that account the less stupid. He wished to

go by a paiiicular boat, and took time by the

forelock for that purpo.se. The fare w.is at

first stated as 90 rupees, to p.iy which he
oft'ered “a new crisp, fresh British India” note

for 100 rupees. “ It was,” he adds, “fnesh from

the Currency Office, and had been received

only the day before from another Government
department.” The rest of the story is

thus told
;

[Extr.act.]

The humour of the little sketch is worth

something. I ran fancy the author laughing

even in his dismay
;
for he can laugh well at

others, and equally well at himself. I shall

only venture on one more passage
;
and I give

it as showing the spirit of the man who dares

to call his newspaper Prince and Peasant,

He desired to return to his home in Bengal,

and to bid adieu, for a lime at last, to Indepen-

dent Tipperah, wlicre he had been located

“some two years.” He received the Maha-
rajah’s permission to return home

;
but still he

could not get away. [Extract,]

There is, I think, a sound lesson in this pas-

sage
;

the lesson of the immense value of

courtesy and urbanity in the relations of rulers

and ruled. There is a great deal in that sen-

tence, “ We serve flesh and blood.” The best

administrator in India is not always the ablest,

the m:in whose plans arc the wisest as plans
;

but the man who, with plans or without them,

gives confidence to the people, and confidence

not meiely in his justice, but also in his con-

sidcratcncss and forbearance. A clever man
once said that the art of success in India is the

art of giving good dinners. It may be so
;
but

the peiil is great—the peril of debt
;
and in

any case the art has its limits, and its natural

collapse. Even dinners ami ch.ampagne pall

in the end. But there is one art that never

falls—the ait of true courtesy
;
of that courtesy

which, being natural, is not affected by any
w'liim or caprice, either of the person who
possesses it, or of any one with whom he has
relations.

In bidding f.irewell to this little, book, 1 once

more recall, as 1 easily and very, vividly can,

the author’s kindly face and gentle voice, as

known to me many years .ago. I see him, as

I see Baboo Kri.sto D.as Pal, Dr. Mahendra
Lai .Sirc.'ir, and some others, including a much-
abused e<liior of the Amrita Bazar Patrika

;

and I feel and say, with all earnestness and
sincerity, that among these arc men whom
the Guveinment ^f India would be wis^ in

rrcognisii ami winning entirely to its side.

They are men on whom no n;ally generous

word—true as well as generous—ever is

tlirown away. I have compared them at times

with men of kindred occupations at home,

and I think that they are as 'a rule by far

the truer gentlemen in good manners, and
often in very much more than mere manners.

May the great God, whose sacred Name they

use as that of the Father of all, guide them to

a nobler destiny than any they yet have
known, and with them, and by them, bless

their native land 1

James Routledge.

I — yV/c Indian Magazine, Mar. 1888.
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INFALLIBLE SPECIFIC FOR

LEUCORRHIIA.
A. week’s use of this medicine not only cures

L^ucorrh'e.i—the characteristic while, ^reen
anihloiiy discharge—but also removes the

coucoinitant intense menstrual pains, and all

the various complaints and symptoms inci-

dental to menstrual difficulties and green sick-

ness, and prepares the system for conception.

Price : for a week’s consumption, Rs. 2,

packing and postage 4 annas.

There are capital medicines besides—for

piles, all the 20 kinds of flux—such as sper-

matorrhoea, diabetes, &c.—diarrhoea, rheu-

matism, puerperal complaints, cataract of

the eye, nacra, asthma, &c.

[Certificate,']
'

“I have known Babu Rajetidra Nath Ghoshal
kubiraj for upwards of 15 years, and I can bear

ample testimony to the wonderful efficacy of

his medicine in the treatment ofdiseases of the
womb. While Assistant .Surgeon of Monghyr
and subsequently, I have known him to cure

the most obstinate cases of uterine Leucorr-
hoea and other uterine derangements, organic

and fan.:uo:iiI. I can safely call his medicine
the Sp'jcific for L^ucorrhcei and painful

menstruation. Ladies who have been subject

to these diseases for years and were barren
have been cured and borne children.

Womesh Chunder Roy, L. M. S., Medical
Practitioner, Bhagalpur. 30th October, 1886.”

Apply to

RAJENDRANATH GHOSAL, Kabiraj,

Topkhana Bazar.

Monghyr.

JUST PUBLISHED

In Pamphlet^ Price ^ annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

‘ By Cdpt. ANDREW HEARSEY.
Apply to Reis S' Rayyel Office, Calcutta.

12. LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

H0M(E0PATHIC PHARMACY,
> THE

EARLIEST & STILL MOST E.XTENSIVE

DISPENSARY IN A SIA
OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH
INTRODUCED TO THE EA.ST THE

TRADE m
INDEPENDENT H0M(E0PATflY

iind maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.
Besides the old Remedies, all the New Re-

medies and the latest additions procured from

the best European and American sources, and

kept in stock.

Medicines in wooden boxes and leather

cases, requisites of all kinds supplied, and

Prescriptions dispensed at the shortest notice.

The largest Stock of Homccopathic literature

kept.

Orders received for supplying English,

American and foreign Journals. ^

BERIGNY & CO.
13, Lai Pasaar, Calaitta,

KALLYPUDDO DASsT
JEWELLER CLOCK MAKER.

148, RADfrH I ‘R» Calcutta.

Cheap Gold and Silver Rotherham’s Watches

;

Watches of other Makers, both English and;
Geneva

; Gold and Silver Chains
; Earrings,

Wedding-rings, Memento-rings; Diamond, Em-
erald, Ruby rings; Tiger claw and other Jewel-
lery of the newest fashion. Gold guaranteed
genuine.

^rders, with remittance, promptly attended to

THE
"

STANDARD

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

, “Limited.^

ASSAM LINE.
” r-"/ n iTccmi/ oervice

of Steamers running to and from Debrooghur
vid Goalundo, will despatch the Steamer
“NEPAUL” for Assam on Tuesday the
3rd April.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
Godowns at Jaggannath Ghat until Monday,
the 2nd idem.
The Steamer “ INDORE ” will leave Goa-

lundo for Assam on Thursday, the 5th idem.
Intending passengers by the last mentioned

Steamer should leave Calcutta for Goalundo
by train the previous night.

Uhubri & Debrooghur Mail Service,
Through Booking to andfrom Assam,

The Despatch Steamers of Service
leave Dhubri daily on arrival onthe Mails
from Calcutta, and proceed to Debrooghur,
stopping at all intermediate stations and
Mookhs.
Passengers, Goods, Parcels

( packages not
to exceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4 feet
by 4 feet in measurement

) may be booked
through to and from Calcutta, and all stations
on the Eastern Bengal State Railway and
Connected Railways, and the following
Steamer Stations of this Company,
Dhubri, Goalparah, Gauhati, Munglcdyc,
Tezpore, Silghaui for Koliabar, Dhunsiri
Mookh, Niggriting, Kookeela Mookh, Desang
Mookh and Debrooghur.
Packages booked as parcels vrWlhe forward-

ed by rail along with the Mails. Freight on
perishable articles must be prepaid.

Goalundo and Debrooghur Despatch
Service.

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which
have been specially built for the Assam Trade,
carrying passengers and coolies between
Goalundo and Debrooghur, will leave Goalundo
bi-weekly on Sundays and Thursdays, calling
at all intermediate stations, and Debrooghur
on Tuesdays and Saturdays.
Through bills of lading will be granted for

goods and parcels on presentation of rail re-
ceipt or payment of freight. Packages not to
exceed ten hundred weight, or 8 feet by 4 feet
by 4 feet in measurement.
For freight and passage apply to

MACNEILL Sc CO.,

Agents.
1-2, Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

ACCUMULATED JUNGS

ANNUAL REVENUE

Bonus distributed to Assurers

£0,450,000

£880,000

£8,500,000

WEEKLY(ENGLI8H) NEWSPAPER
.tND

Review of Politics, Literature, and Society

RATES or SUBSORIPTION.
Yearly m advance ... Rs. 12

Half-yearly ... „ ... ,, 7

Quarterly ... „ .es. „ 4
Monthly ... Re. i-j

LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY.

ESTABLISHED 1826 .

^
QOYERNOR...Eia Qraoe the Duke of Buooleuoh and Queensberrr. K. T

j^ATIVE GENTLEMEN Mil find this Institution of great service, useful for, Javestmeu
il Family Provision, Self-Endowmentfor old aze, and Protection to Partners or Creditors.
SECURITY. Security is the first point to be considered by Assurers, and no Life Office

can surpass the STANDARD in this respect.

THE RATES OF PREMIUM—Will be found moderate, and the conditions of
Standard Life Policy are most liberal in every way.

Copies of the last Report, Prospectuses, Forms of Apolication. and all j- »
theCompanYs Retirement Scheme (which r^qui^res n’o medial
subscription for which wuen commenced at youn^ a^^es is verv stnain bLa *

Schema,itc.,&c., may be obtained on application^o:Voahe clTan;!s''ie^ts fntdr*"
CALCUTTA BRANCH

: GEO. L. KEMP,
27 , Dalhousie Square.

Selretary.

single or sttmpie copy,, ... „ o-r

RATK8 or ADVERTin^ENI.
Advertisements (threecolumns to the page) are
charged jjy the space taken up, at the rate of 4
annas a line, each insertion. The lowest charge
for any advertisement is Rs. 2, exceot Domestic
Occurrences, the lowest, charge for which is

Rs. 5.

Special rates for OontractEs
No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of JO per cent,
will be charged. Foreign postage separately
charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or
Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (post paid) to
be directed to “The Manager,” and Literary
Communications and books and oamohlets
(carriage paid) to “The Editor of **R^is
& Rayyct, ”

Office ; /, Uckoor DuWs Lancy Wellington
Streety Calcutta,

Printed andpunishedfor the Proprietor every Saturday 6y Mtmv Lau. GHOSE,af THE BEE PRESS, No. /, Une, C^ta,



(PRINCE & PEASANT)
WEEKLY NEWSPAPER

ANU

REVIEW OF POLITICS LITERATURE AND SOCIETY

News and Comments.

' Another feather to the cap of Baboodom ! “For his original contri-

butions to Mathematics,” Baboo Ashutosh Mookerjee, already M.A.,

F.R.A.S., and F.R.S.E., has been accepted a Foreign Member of the

Society Mathematique de France.

• #

Mr. George Irving having gone home, the vacant seat in the local

legislative council has been filled by Mr. H. Pratt of Messrs. Osier &
Ca In his new sphere we hope the Hon’ble Mr. Pratt will develo pe a

tenderness for the people of this country.

Sir Donald Mackenzie Wallace was taken ill with choleric

symptoms in the Viceregal Special, and he was taken to the civil

Hospital at Allahabad. We arc glad he has recovered and joined the

Viceregal suite.

It ifr said attempt was latjA^deby Fenian pirates to capture

the Prince of Wales, white but in rfmnace ofF the coast of Remo.

The timely appearance of a gunboat on the scene saved 4|r future

King from kidnapping. Can all this be true ? Or, is it of a piece with

the myths dear to the ignorant classes of Europe, such as that an old

school-master had been long personating the Emperor William ?

•
• •

Nebraska has the distinction of possessing a l.idy of the long robe,

who, not content with the honours of professional advocacy, has

achieved the additional and important distinction of a law-maker.

She is the author of the law in Nebraska State giving mothers joint

guardianship with fathers over children. That law obtains only in

four of the States—Kansas, Iowa, New Jersey, and Nebraska. She

also drafted the Bill which became law in the Nebraska Chamber,

providing an Industrial Home for Fallen Women. It may be readily

inferred that Mrs. Ada M. Bittenhender (for such is her name) is of

an actively philanthropic turn. Just now, she is on a visit to Washing-

ton in the cause of the Women’s Christian Temperance Union.

*
•

It is said that quinine is an atidote to the habit of opium eating or

smoking. Mr. J. Fergusson of the Ceylon Observer presses the point for

^blic notice. Mr. A. K. Colquhoun had previously remarked that the

Chinese considered quinine a cure for opium poison^ and that they

preferred this to any other known antidote.

* •

His friends and admirers gave, on the T7th March, an evening party to

Moroba Kesrinath, Personal Assistant to the Accountani^-Geivjral,

Bombay. And why ? Because he has received the title of Rao Bahadoor

as a personal distinction. That seems a queer Indian A/irrorisli

reason, akin to the famous effort of ratiocination by which our contem-

porary arrived at the conclusion that Lord Dufferin was the prime

cause of Sir Syud Ahmed Khan’s Lucknow speech. But susely the

practical Bombay mind might be expected to be above such refinements

of irrationality. It is no reason at all that because the Sovereign Las

given a title, the fHends of the recipient should follow up with an en.

teftaibment to him. The process ought to be the other way. The

friends of the favoured man might more naturally expect to be en-

tertained by him than he expect to be feasted by them. For instance,

his bottle-holders may well feel disappointed at not receiving a treat

from him whenever Sir Mirror can be persuaded, by any Governor-

General, to accept the knighthood which he is said to have refused at

the soiled hands of Lord DulTerin, who sent a deputation to the Mirror

office to press the offer. They order the matter differently in the

Western Presidency.

***

A CURIOUS litigation had been agitating native society in Madura in

the first weeks of March. There had been a difference, ending in the

usual war of words, between two members of the Naidii clan. One of

them, a hero of the second grade Pleader bar, Lutchmi Naidu by name,

had the pluck to kick the other, who, besides being a Naidu, is quite

a magnate of Madura, being a Municipal Councillor and a member
of the Committee of the great religious endowments for which

Madura is famous. In the hurry and excitement of conflict, the

4imb of the law did not even free his attacking foot from its

leather surrounding or appendage. Striking with live nether

extremities might be fair warfare, but touching a good Hindu shariugu

in the affairs "of town conservancy and temple management, with^

dead leather of cvqn a sacred bull, was simply intolerable. our

great Meer^alchi Naidu lodged* complaintf Not to -he putdonit,|

Lutchmi Naidu too filed a cross-complaint, liu^' at the hearing, neither

Naidu appears, and “society” is disappointed of many picquant

disclosures.

The Ceylon Patr^\ the oldest and sole secular English newspaper

in Jaffna, established in 1862 by Mr. C. VV. Catheravalu Pillai, the

present Police Magistrate of Kaits, has, we see, been leased out by

the proprietor Mr. S. Johnpullc, to Mr. James H. Martin jof Jaffna.

We notice an improvement in the quality of the paper served.

* ®
* * ^ t

Professor Flower at the Anthropological Institute described two

skeletons of full grown Akkas, male and female, lately obtained

from the Monbiithe country, Central Africa, by Emin Pasha,

neither of them exceeded 1,219 metres or 4 feet, while a living female

of whom the Pasha has sent careful measurements, is only 1,164

metres or 3f. loin. The average of the race may not be^so low as

that, yei there seems little ground for doubting that the Akkas are the

smallest people known.

• # it

The self-elected martyrs in the Irish cause did not find the prison. by

any means a pleasant place. But they elected for hardships they

might have avoided. Such, at least, is the case of Mr. William O’Drioti,

M. P., lately discharged from Tullamorc. * The Irish Secretary Mr.

Balfour, having insinuated that Mr. O’Brien was shamming weak

health in order to escape the goal discipline, the latter refused to

partake of any indulgences in the matter of diet, even though suggested

by the prison doctor.

In India, our political martyrs wax fat in prison, and come out to

gather Rint with both hands. One of them, in this way, raised the

wind charmingly under the name of a public Fund. But the public

have not heard much of its destination or uses, It was a fine private

Fun. The public were only treated to a Farce.

Subscrihtn in the c<mntry are requested to remit by postal money orders, if possible, as the safest and most convenient

medium, particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Department No other receipt will be

given, my other being unnecessary, and likely to cause cpnfuswn*
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Raja G. N. Gujputtee Row, who had been five months at Madras

for the benefit of his Ranee’s health, has left for his native distirct of

Vizigapatani. During his stay at Madras, he is said to have spent

Rs. 10,000 in charily to the poor and other charitable purposes.

The Rance also has subscribed an equal sum for the Victoria Hospital

for Caste and Gosha women.

/«. »

The Ilon’ble ^Kazi Shahabuddin, late of Baroda, has paid to the

Bombay Government the princely sum of Rs. 60,000, in aid of Maho-

medan education. The sum has been split into portions and distri-

buted to the several districts of the Presidency, and Committees ap-

pointed to consider the best means for their disposal.

• •

During last month, forty seven thousand five hundred and twenty

three persons visited the Indian Museum. There were natives—34>926

males and 1 1,844 females and Europeans—G24 males and 1 29 females,

the daily average for the 21 days the Museum was open, being 2,263.

The Pearl Fishery in Mannar is in full swing. It will probably ex-

tend to the middle of this month. The amount realised by sale of

oysters up to the 12th March, was Rs. 3,87,018. At the close of the

operations, the Government will probably make six lacs. A writer

from Mannar in the Ceylon Patriot brings out in this connection pro-

minently the name of Mr. Twynam, “the Nestor of the Civil Service.”

It would seem that the news had gone abroad that the oysters had

disappeared. That meant ruin to many and starvation to more.

Everybody was thrown into despondency. Mr. Twynam alone main-

tained his head and spirits. He went to work with his accustomed

zeal, knowledge and ability, summoning the whole fishing stalT and

went in search of the dwellers in the deep, and succeeded in getting

at them and dissipating the scare. Well may the writer call for the

thanks of the public and reward from Government for Mr. Twynam.

On the last day of last year, the Zemindar of Shivagangu filed a suit

for some five lacs against a famous Nattu Kottei Chclly named Rama

Sami. From the time of the present Zemindar’s father, Ramasami

had been appointed to collect all outstandings on the estate and em-

ploy the collections to uses mentioned in his power. The present

Zemindar, who had continued the power, now complains that the Agent

had exceeded his powers and collected sums which he had no right to

^ollect and misappropriated them. The Chetiy, in his written state-

ment, dfnies ail this. '*^he pVcliminary issues were settled in the

middle of last month.

The Jamnagar State offers a reward of Rs. 10,000 for Oie apprehension

of the outlaw Charun Raide.
«

« *

The Priiniose League counts about* 700,000 active meinbcrs, one half

being female workers.
»

We observe with pain ihA the illustrious Nacr, Mr. Kunjen Menon,

Sub-Judge of Tellichcrry, who lately got the title of Rai Bahadoor

for his judicial services in Malabar and in Travancoie, wh^re he for

sometime acted as a Judge of the High Court, lies under a charge of

corruption. A charge of bribery is being prosecuted against him by

Mr. Nelson, barrister, late of the Civil Seivicc, <»n the part of, ap-

parently, respectable accusers.

***

There has been another change in the French Ministry. The Radi-

cals in the Chambers surprised the Premier by a motion for revision

of the Charter. The House voted urgency—against the opposition of

M. Tirard. He consequently lesigned. With the co-opctalion of M.

M. Freycinet and Goblet, Floquet formed the Cabinet with the

following cast

Mr. Floquet ... President of the Council and Minister of the Interior.

M. Goblet ... Minister for Foreign Affairs.

M. de FreyciDCt Minister for War.

M. Peytral ... Minister for Finance.

M. Legrand ... Minister for Commerce.

M. Mcline, a Moderate Republican, has since been elected to suc-

ceed M. Floquet as President of the Chamber. M. Clcrnenccau, the

leader of the Advanced Left, secured an equal number of votes. The

epublican steps in by right of seniority.

A Biu. for connecting Paris with the sea is in circuljilion, signed

by 47 Deputies. It contemplates a canal one and a half times

the breadth of the .Suez Canal, the depth ranging from 6*20 metres.

The cost is estimated at ii8|Ooo,ooo

/

The Panama panal shareholders, about a thousand of them, recently

met in Paris. M. Ferdinand de Lesseps read a report which took forty

minutes to go through. It was unanimously adopted. Only one share-

holder asked for a hearing. There was also a resolution for a loan

of 340,000,000/ This, #coupled with previous powers for raising

260.000.

1x10/!, will make a total of 6oo,ooo,ooq/J plus a sum not exceeding

120.000.

000/' for the purchase of French Rentes to guarantee repayment

and premiums. The sum necessary for completing the Canal is

estimated at 654,000,000/*- namely, 254,000,000/ for excavation,

325.000.

000/' for locks and masonry, 15,000,000/ for reservoirs sup-

plying the upper reaches of the Canal, 50,000,000/! for materials, and

210.000.

000/ for general expenses and interest on shares and bonds.

The loan of 600,000/! and the balance in hand of 110,000,000/! will

meet this expenditure and leave a margin of 56,ooo,ooq/!

•
« »

The Madras newsletter of the Mahratta refers to the 151st Anni-

versaiy of the birth of Tom Paine having been celebrated in America

on the 29th January. The writer says, “ very few in India know who
Thomas Paine was.”

#
• •

Mr. Henry Curwen, the editor of the Titnes of India^ was to go home
on the I St of this month for a few months. In his hands the leading

journal of Bombay had, it is to be feared, distinctly deteriorated in

sympathy for the children of the soil. But since the buiial of the

Ilbert Bill controversy, the paper had picked up to some extent.

For the rest, the paper has maintained its reputation for ability, in-

formation, and honour.

In the Cornwalhs-street tragedy, the death of Khctter Mohun Mitter,

the Coroner’s Jury unanimously came to the conclusion that the

deceased died from the effects of a gun-shot wound, the shot being
fired by his eldest son Nilmadhiib. The revolver found was traced

to the son who had purchased it n\it or five days previously from
Walter, Locke & Co. There is, besides, his own confession of guilt.

Nilmadhub has been put on his trial before the Northern Division

Magistrate. Mr. Hume prosecutes and Mr. Garth and Mr. Cranenburgh
waich on behalf of the defence.

•

• •

The Beng.al Legislative Council met last Wednesday. The Calcutta

Municipal Piill made very little progress, and the Hon’ble Mr. Macaulay

obtained leave to introduce a Bill to amend the Mofussil Municipalities

law, Act III of 18S4. The object is to exclude State lands and build

ings from municipal jurisdiction and inspection. The immediate occa-

sion was the refusal of the Superintendent of the Gunpowder Factory,

Idiapoic, to allow the Municipal Commissioners to enter and in-

spect the Factory which they are empowered by the present law to do.

The municipality insisting on their right. Government stepped in

and pi evented them. The Council meet again this day when the

Calcutta Bill will be taken up.

*
« #

An English Magistrate at Lahore, during a trial held by him, un-

cercinoniou‘'ly kicked a native tradesman while he was being examined

on o.'ttli. The Magistrate is said to be a young man not devoid of^

good points. The more’s the pity !

•#> •

A SCARCELY less reprehensible habit of our officials is that of Magis-

ir.'ites havmg friendly correspondence with parties charged with

offences before them, Mr. Assistant Superintendent Fullerton of the

Nowgong Police in Assam is a particularly epistolary officer. This

trait of his came out in the case of assault brought sometime ago

against him by a peon. It appears again in the case of a schoolboy

jately instituted against him. On receiving his summons, the Assistant

god of the Police wrote to the offending—because summoning—Magis-

trate

“ Deputy Commissioner,
Nowgong.

As to-day 1 have received a summons to attend your Court in a

cause, said to be assault at a fire, I beg to ask, if 1 am not allowed td

use force to compel persons standing by, to help in putting out a fire.
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Please answer this sharp as I wish it to go with yoiu* reply to the

Inspector-General of Police who will ask the Chief Commissioner

.to-day.
,

lyih February ft88. / (Sd.) F. A. Fullerton.”

To that peremptory demand the poor Magistrate, as injduty bound

to lords of the all-powerful Constabulary, meekly bowed and attempted

the following explanation :

*^The facts as set forth in the petition are not that you used force to

persons to make them help in putting out a fire. You are at liberty to

see petition and complainant’s statement.

(Sd) G. E. McLeod.”

My Lord of the District Superintendence waslJnot tOj be so easily

pacified. He was, indeed, thrown into a rage by the evidence of con-

tumacy of the Civil Service. He wrote back sharp :

—

“ Please answer my question. Had you made any enquiry things

might be different.

(Sd.) F. A. Fullerton.

17th February 1888.”

That proved the last straw for the camel of a meek magistracy.

Mr. McLeod could only say—
“ I decline further correspondence. File with case.

(Sd.) G. E. McLeod.”

So much for our boasted administration !

«
t •

The last in.stalment of Mr. Kinglake’s History of the Crimean War

is rich in original information as the ptevious volumes. It contains

incidents never before made public, such as the one told in the follow-

ing extract from a weekly review ;

—

“ Of all the incidents, certainly the one which will most attract all

readers is the wonderful story of Captain Oldcrshaw’s defence of the

^No. VII. Battery,’ in which, of the forty-seven men actually retained

in the fight, forty-four were killed 01 wounded. In addition, however,

to the three thus left, eighteen others had been sent out of the battery,

during the course of the fight, with wounded men. A rumour that

Captain Older.shaw was to be employed the following night in the same
battery having reached these twenty men, they sent by the corporal on

duty a message to Captain Oldershaw,- -‘ The men who fought with you

yesterday, Sir, wish to fight again with you.’ Higher honour certainly

could scarcely have been paid to a soldier
;

but, strangely enough,

thanks chiefly to the absolute reticence and modesty of Captain Older-

shaw, the facts were never known to Lord Raglan, to the army at large,

or to the public at home.”

Here was a hero indeed, content to do his duty in obscurity.

• •

The Hindu students of the Grant Medical College gave themselves

a dinner at Parel, with the usual accompaniments of music and song.

What the nature of the edibles was, how they were served, and whether

all the castes sat promiscuously together, we aie not told. It is said

Drs. Kunte, K. R. Kirtikar, Deshmookh and other well-known gentle-

men, more or less connected with the College, were invited, but not

whether they attended and partook of the dinner. From the cautious

terms in which the subject is referred to in the Native Opinion^ we

suspect there was a hitch somewhere. Our contemporary would en-

courage such movements “ within certain limits ” and warns the students

against “ running fast.”

• •

We are obliged to the Chief Secretary, Government of Bengal, for the

following lesult of the examination for admission into the Subordinate

Executive Service, held at the Senate House of the Calcutta University

in Febmary 1888. The full marks were 2100.

1 Baboo Surenda Nath Mozoomdar, B.A. ... ... 1337

2 „ Krishna Doyal Pramanick, M.A. ... ... 1304

3 „ P rosun no Kumar Kurfarma, B.L, ... ... 1263

• 4 „ Goti Krishna Neogi, M.A., B.L. ... ... 1247

5 „ Hari Pada Bhuttacharjee, B.A. ... ... 1222

6 „ Soshi Bhusun Bose, M.A. ... ... 1200

« •

Erratum No. 317, page 150, column 2, line 13 from btUom, for

growing read becoming.
^ ,

Hollowafs Sores, Wounds, Ulcerations, and other

diseases affecting the skin, are capable of speedy amendment by this

cooling and healing ointment, which has called forth the loudest praise

from persons who had suffered for years from bad legs, bad breasts,

piles, abscesses, and chronic ulcers, after every hope oJ cure had long

passed away. None but those who have experienced the soothing

effect of this Ointment can form an idea of the comfort it bestows by

restraining inflammation and allaying pain. Whenever Holloway’s

Ointment has been once used it has established its own worth, and lias

again been eagerly sought for as the easiest and safest remedy for

au such complaints. In neuralgia, rheumatism and gout, the same

application, properly used, gives wonderful relief.

Notes and Leaderettes.

The domestic relations and family alliances of princes still play an

important part in European politics. At this very moment, the whole

Continent is being agitated over a proposed union, between Prince

Alexander of Battcnberg and Princess Victoria, the Emperor of Ger-

many’s second daughter and grand-daughter of our Empress Victoria,

The match seems to have been quietly effected between the Courts,

behind the Cabinets. This was hardly fair to the statesmen bowed

down with anxieties for the maintenance of the dignity, prosperity,

liberty, and perhaps the very existence of the States, specially at a time

when the peace of the world is threatened. No wonder, Prince Bis-

maick resents this cool affront with which his new master greets him,

after all the wordy tribute to his worth and his services. Apart from

the point of personal honour, he may well be seriously staggered at the

responsibility which a domestic alliance with the Czar’s sworn ^e and

ex-ruler of Bulgaria, brings with it for Germany. That match, un-

accompanied by explanations and guarantees, is a distinct defiance of

Russi.a, which the old Chancellor, now that the great Emperor is gone,

with whom he achieved not Prussian hegemony only but Prussian pre-

eminence among the nations and throughout the world and built up the

fabric of Empire, must more than ever feel himself under the necessity

of humouring. Accordingly, he has set his face against it. He will

resign, if it is attempted. And he has doubtless the whole people at

his back. But Bismarck by himself is a Power. Just now, he is

simply indispensable. It i-s useless speculating fiirther in the matter.

The match has received its quietus. We arc only sorry that our good

Queen-Empress should have lent herself to what looks very like a court

intrigue against the interests of peoples. Wc believe Her Majesty is

not going, after all, to Charlottenbiug, as announced, to celebrate the

betrothal of her dear grand-daughter. Though the project is abandon-

ed, Russia is sure to remember it against England.

A WHOLEvSALE fire has reduced to ashes the trading town of Colgong,

in the Bhagalpur district. It stands on the right or south bank of the

Ganges. Its population numbered 4,419 Hindus and 1,270 Maho-

medans. The fire commenced in the morning of Wednesday at 9 and

continued unchecked till two in the afternoon, when the work of des-

truction was complete. It was no work of arson, but a pure accident.

Some oil was being put into a cooking utensil and this set the wood

work of the house ablaze, and the contagion spread, aided by the

stiong wind from the west. There is no fire-brigade in the town and

no wells, though the river flows by it. Attempts, if any, - to

put down the fire were unavailing, it spread so gallopingly. It must

have been a grand pyrotechnic exhibition for several hours, but the

people had scarcely the heart to note the lesthetic effect. Several lives

are reported to have been lost, and very little of property has been

saved. Mr. Antonine’s Factory escaped the general conlLigration,

affording shelter to the destitute men, women and children.

We confess we were alarmed when we heard that the Viceroy, with his

Private Secretary and one of his Aidcs-dc-camp, had been inspecting the

backslums^of our metropolis and that the Executive of the town cor-

poration had led the party to some of the filthiest spots in town, parti-

cularly as wc were not told of any precautions having been taken, pro-

bably the better to understand the harmful character of the sights.

Considering that they were utterly unused to such a tainted i^tmosphere,

it was a real and grave risk that the Viceroy and his companions

incurred by his laudable curiosity to acquaint himself with the state of

the metropolis. It is a relief to know that nothing wrong has occurred.

It is lucky not only for the distinguished experimenters, but also for the

town and corporation. Any attack of illness, from whatever cause, was

sure to have been attributed to that morning’s drive throiij^li the Black

Town. And if the city stood a good chance of revolution on the ill-

ness of Lady Baring—wife of our former Finance Mimstcx —a real

shake to the Viceroy’s constitution would surely have swept away the

municipal government of Calcutta, and consigned the poof inhabitants

to we know not what pains and penalties. Now they -- Viceroy and all

—are so far out of the reach ofour nastiness that even the Indian Mirror

cannot vomit on them the contents of its heart and brain, we may well

rejoice at our escape.

If Sir Donald Mackenzie Wallace has suffered on the way to Allahabad,

that is none of our business, sorry though wc arc on his account. There
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are causes enough of disease all the world over. He had been working

like a mad man, during the last few weeks, before the departure, and

any little circumstance acting on such an overstrained system might be

sufficient to produce grave consequences to the health. Such an im-

pulse may have been communicated by the atmosphere of part of the

country through which he passed.

Cholera is saging in epidemic form in Uaneegunge. The coolies in

Burn & Co.’s Pottery Works are dying by hundreds. The surrounding

atmosphere is surcharged with the poison. It is not safe to run by the

railway through the district. A private letter reports that a European

passenger from Calcutta to Allahabad was taken ill with diarrhoia at

Raneegunge. A European child was similarly attacked while coming

down. Sir Donald Mackenzie Wallace might have in the same way

imbibed the poison at Raneegunge.

It is in contemplation to withdraw the British garrison from Nccmuchj

on the ground of its unhealthiness. The inhabitants are naturally

in alarm. Accordingly, they have promptly appealed to the Viceroy

against such a calamity being fastened on them, without any fault on

their part. We hope the memorial will reach His Excellency, and not

be disposed of by a smart Under-Secretary.

We truly sympathise with the Neemuchites. It is a question of ruin

and no ruin—nay, even of life and death to them. It means the loss

of employment—the loss of every kind of profession and of trade—the

loss of property. It means the total wreck of the large amount sunk

in lands and houses. The poor pensioner or poorer widow, who has

settled there and scraped every possible means, even to borrowing, in

order to purchase a shop site or a bungalow that might support self

and family, is done for. And then the withdrawal of the troops will

simply hand the place over to anarchy and lawlessness. The inhabit-

ants could scarcely remain if they wished, after the removal of the

cantonment. In fine, the withdrawal means the dispersion of the city,

neck and crop.
I

Of course, if Neemuch is permanently and direly unhealthy, we can

sympathise with Government. It is a grave responsibility to consign

British soldiers to avoidable disease and death. But are matters so

very bad ? No case has been made out for abandoning the place,

while all the political reasons for a garrison in the particular neigh-

bourhood exist with full force.

As some set off against the numerous Christian adventurers who flock

to Hyderabad, to suck its heart’s blood, a remarkable Mahomedan

visitor is now staying there. Kazi Abdul Kader, who, as guest of the

Minister, has been assigned for his accommodation one of the de-

tatched bungalows at Bushir Bagh, had been Minister of War and

Prime Minister of Afghanistan in the reign of Amir Sherc Ali Khan.

And a right worthy Vizier of the Period he was, accomplished alike in

Eastern and Western lore. For, the local not only testifies to

his fluency in English but credits him with an acquaintance with

French, German, and Rifcsian. lie of course knows his native PoslUo

and Persian, to which he adds a knowledge of Oordu as well as of

some of the Turk dialects. There is no Afghan language pther than

Posh to.

“ His Highness accorded the distinguished visitor a very cordial

reception and held a most interesting conversation with the Suvani

for several hours together, and appears to have been favorably im-

pressed by* the be.aring .and conduct of the old gentleman. The Kazi

Sahib himself was very much astoni.shed at the natural intelligence and

the avidity with which His Highness sought infoimation about the

countries situate beyond the not them limits of India, and the yitcr-

view was altogether a most pleasant and reciprocally edifying, one.”

That shows a great advance in education and understanding at the

Nizamut. The late ruler could not have made such intelligent use

of the Kazi. His Highness Afzal-ad-Dowla regarded Delhi as one of

the ends of the earth, more distant than Constantinople. And no

wonder, considering that “ all his adventures were by the fire-side and

all his migrations from the blue bed to the brown ’’—being confined,

for the mostepart, to driving a hansom 'v^thin the palace grounds.

A RATHER bitter literary feud is going on in the Press of Western India

between Hindus and Parsees, respecting innovations in their common
Gujrati language, the one complaining of Parsee corruptions, by in-

troducing unnecessary English terms, and the other inveighing against

Hindu pedantry in introducing Sanskrit vocables to the confusion of

the people. Both complaints, we believe, arc well-founded, and the

controversy would be beneficial if it ended in teaching both classes of

innovators moderation. The same things might be said of almost all

our progressive Indian vernaculars.

The North-Western Railway has made a concession to Tommy

Atkins. Soldiers on furlough can travel on the line in second class on

payment of third class fare. We trust friend Tom will, on his part,

feel the responsibility entailed on him by this handsome consideration.

More than ever, he slioffkl, henceforth, at all limes, behave like a

sober Biitish soldier who reserves his courage for the field and is dis-

tinguished for his humanity and his regard for his brethren and the

civil population in general, and not like a rowdy Cossack reeking with

rakkee—a nuisance wheievcr he goes.

We are glad to observe any symptoms of healthy activity in our ge-

nuine Mofussil associations. All the more so since the metropolis has

failed to lead. The British Indian Association, which formerly did

such good work, lias been paralysed by death, disease, or .age of its

working members. Our chief hope now lies in such bodies as those of

Patna and Dacca.

In November last, the East Bengal Landholders’ Association, Dacca,

memorialized Government to exempt baslu lands, jalkar, bankar, and

others from the income tax, in that these already bear the Road and

Public Works cess. They argued that it could not be the intention of

the Act or the Government to tax them twice. They accordingly prayed

for a remedy either by rules under the Act or the amendment of the law.

The Government have now replied, thus :

—

“ In I'eply, I am desired to say that the llon’ble the Advocate-Gener-

al has expressed an opinion that the rulings of the late Commissioner

of Income-tax correctly express the law on the subject. The general

question raised by the Association, regarding the exemption from as-

sessment to income-tax of income which is already liable to Road and

Public Works cess, has been referred by His Honour to the Govern-

ment of Indi.a. As regards the assessment on jalkars, I am to say that

the Board of Revenue, in their circular order No. 5 of January 1884*

have expressly directed district officers to abstain from any further cob

lections of Road Cess and Public Works Cess in respect of jalkars,

that is, of assessments made on rights of fishery as distinguished ft‘om

roprietary right in the land which is covered by water. The Board

ave been requested to satisfy themselves that these orders are being

cairied out.”

The aristocracy of Great Britain has at last found its butt’rcss. That

chronicler of Society the St. Siepheris Review reports the interesting

fact that a veritable Duchess—she of Hamilton—has just opened a

shop in Ipswich for sale of her dairy produce. The same unexception-

al authority tells us that it is crowded. We suppose the mob of

gentlemen and snobs go more to see the fun than to buy, unless

they buy for fun. It must be interesting to see areal peeress dealing.

One is reminded of Sterne contemplating the operation of

an ass eating macaroni. Seriously speaking, a real lady, whether a

peerc.ss or not, must sell as shop with a dignity and a grace be-

yond the reach of art—of the ordinary denizens of Cockaigne.

Mr. Knowles, editor of the Nineteenth Century and lucky friend of

all the prosperous and powerful men of light and leading, has at length

been visited by a reverse of fortune. He has lost the star of his com-

pany. Mr. Gladstone has withdrawn his favours from him and will

henceforth send his magazine articles to the older Contemporary Re-

wWf/, to which he was originally attached. The Nineteenth Century

is now an established thing, and counts the best writers among its^

contributors and its supporters by the thousand—all, in s#CAe measure,

owing to Mr. Gladstone making it his organ. At an earlier period,

his defection might have been far more seriously felt. Even now, it

means soipe diminution of prestige and some loss of popularity.

The listleNs perfunctory way in which the High Court now-a-days

performs its functions, is illustrated in a recent case reported in the

Englishman. A Division Bench worked itself into confusion under

the light of recent unequivocal legislation, and a Full Bench has gilded

refined gold and painted the lily.

“ Is Section 21 of the Bengal Tenancy Act (viii. of 1885) applicable

to any suit which was instituted before that Act came into force?”

The question was raised in the appeal of Tupsee Singh v, Ramsurun

Koeri, before a Division Bench (Messrs. Tottenham and Norris, J. / )

as questions of more or less pertinency, even to the length of absurdity>
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will, if allowed, be raised by counsel in order to “digest” (in Bengali

phrase) fees with good grace. The wonder is that two superior Judges

•^of our Westminster Hall should have allowed themselves to be

puzzled by It so far ‘hs to offer it as a nut for the combined wisdom of

the Judges sitting in Full Bench to crack. There was no dispute about

the facts. The original suit was by a landlord to eject a tenant. The

service of notice was proved. A right of occupancy was, however,

set up. The plea would not stand under the old, but it prevails under

the new, law. The suit was filed in June and the written statement the

next month in 1885. The Bengal Tenancy Act came into operation

on the 1st November of the same year 1885, and the c.ise! w.is decided

by the Munsif in favor of the tenant in January 1 886. Decisions of

Divisional Benches are to be found supporting the Munsiff’s judgment,

but the referring Bench remark-—
“ With great respect to the opinions of the learned judges with whom

,
we have the misfortune to differ, we must confess that we do not see any-

thing in the retrospective operation of Section 21, anything that compels

us to give it effect in a suit instituted and heard partly or wholly belore

the Act came into operation. In any suit instituted under that Act, the

tenant would of course be entitled to the benefit in ipiestion unless he
was debarred by some previous decree in another suit. But we do
not see how he can take advantage of any Section crcaiing a right in

an Act not yet in force, when the suit was brought and his defence was
made.”
Mr. Justice Wilson (on behalf of himself, Mr. Justice fottenham,

Mr. Justice Pigot, Mr. Justice O’Kinealy, and Mr. Justice (ihose) thus

answers the question in the affirmative :
—

“The words that we have to constiue are those of Section 21 Sub-

section 2. The Subsection is this ‘ Kvery person, who being a settled

rayyel of a village within the meaning of the last foregoing section, held
land as a rayyct in that village at any time lietween the 2nd day of March
1883 and the commencement of this Act, shall he deemed to have
acquired a right of occupancy in that land under the law then in force

;

but nothing in this Subsection shall affect any decree or order passed
by a Court before the commencement of this Act.’ I accept the proposi-

tion contended for by the learned counsel for the appellant, in his able

argument, that an enactment affecting rights of property is not to be
so construed as to give it retrospective effect, unless the intention that

it shall have such effect clearly appears. But I think in the section

under consideration such an intention is plainly expressed. The first

part of the section deals with the case of lands held by a settled rayyct

at or after the date at which it came into operation, and it declares

that such holding shall give a right of occupancy. Subsection 2

deals with the case of lands held by a settled rayyet at an earlier

period, namely, between the 2nd of March 1883, *''*id the commence-
ment of the Act, and it says that such holding shall be deemed to have
given a right of occupancy. The Subsection is therefore in express

terms retrospective.

It was further contended that, admitting this to be so, effort should

not be given to the Subsection in a case pending bofoie the commence-
ment of the Act, and the learned judges who referred the ca^^e to us

were disposed to adopt this view. I am quite alive to the inconvenienres

that arise when a suit has to be decided according to a law not in force

when the iiuit was brought. But I think the language of the section

is too <-lr.'ir to enable ns to avoid the construction which entails those

inconveniences.

The retrospective enactment is quite general in its term.s. And the

exception from its operation, expressly made by the last words of the

section, in t!ie case of decrees or orders passed before tlie conimciu r-

ment of the Act, seems to me to show that pending soils weie not to

be excepted. 1 should answer the question referred to us in the

affirmative, and dismiss the appeal with costs.”

What other conclusion could they cornc to.^ If the Judges of the

Divisional Bench had seriously put their minds to the matter before

them, they could scarcely have missed the clear intent of the law-

givers. Wc arc not surprised that one of them who sat on the Full

Bench Jad nothing to urge in support of the Divisional view. In regard

to almost any other Act, the question might properly arise and possibly

prevail. But Lhe Tenancy Act is an exceptional piece of legislation, un-

dertaken on purpose to protect the peasantry, and the retrospective effect

^_the suggestion whereof startled the Divisional Judges— is expressly

given in it.The legislature was well aware of the jealousy with which the

Zemindars guarded their advantages. It knew that the introdin lion of

the measure would be the signal for a systematic attempt to prejudice

the tenant! y, by dispossession and otherwise. Hence the subsection.

The motion for leave to introduce the Bill was made on the 2nd March

1883, and it was not till the 14th March 1885, or more thaii twa years

thence, that the Act received the assent of the Governor-General.

Even then, it did not immediately become law. For vai ions .reasons,

and at the earnest solicitation of the Zemindars, its operation was post-

poned. It was not till the ist November that any of its provisions

came into force. It look nearly a whole year, after its passing, to be-

come in its entirety the law of the land, on the ist February 1886.

’Cute landlords had so much opportunity given them to sacrifice their

;^nams to their greed or their ambition, that the knowing men who had

charge of the Bill took the necessary precaution in the interest of the

igooraat masses.

REIS & RA WET.
SATURDAY, APRIL 7, iSSS.

THE FUTURE OF THE OUDH FAMILY.
II.

In our last issue, vve discussed the differences existing

between the ordinary form* of primogeniture prevail-

ing amongst Aryan communities in Europe and
India, as contrasted with the rule prevailing amongst
Mahomedan Royal Houses, here and elsewhere. We
have there shown that, whilst in the former the rule

was strict and almost indefeasible, in the latter it was
subject to great variations, there being no line of

representation, and the succession depending upon a

rule of absolute seniority in age amongst the mcmber.s

of the whole Royal House, closely resembling the

Tanistry, which prevailed in Celtic societies, or upon
a rule of selection amongst the different sons or

other near kindred of the last vSovereign. In connec-

tion with this topic, another observation of Sir

Henry Maine, recorded in connection with Islamic

royalty, is deserving of attention. “ It is evident,

however, that in polygamous societies the form of

primogeniture will always tend to vary. Many consi-

derations may constitute a claim on the succession,

the rank of the mother, for example, or her degree in

the atfections of the father.”
(
Ancient Law, p. 243).

Now, it is curious to find that when the Shasters of

the Hindus expressly permitted intermarriage be-

tween different castes, the precedence amongst sons

was determined by the rank of their respective

mothers. Similarly, in the Jungle Mehal rajftis,

where marriages are still allowed with females of

castes or families with whom the Rajas cannot eat

together, the sons of begar bhati wive.s are postponed

in the succession to the sons by bhati wives. The
religion of Islam does not recognise any distinctions

of caste or restrictions as to eating together, but in

Mahomedan families the rank of wives would be

ileterminetl by their social position previous to their

marriage, and the status of their parents, as well as

(among Shiahs) by the [)ermanency or otherwise of

the m.irriagc. The matahheinv^ only a legalised form

of concubinage, among Shiahs, it is natural that

mutain or temporary wives should be considered as

inferior in r.ink and status to the nikahi or perma-

nently married wives—and to some extent that dis-

tinction would extend to the issue by the respec-

tive marriages. The difference iji the rank of the

mother, alluded to by Maine, must mean, in atldi-

tionto^the social status of the wife’s parents, this

prominent form of difference, which is the most

fundamental difference possible of occurrence in a

Mahomedan family of the Shiah persuasion. If the

Government enquire from proper quarters, they will,

wc believe, find that the desire of the late Amir Sher

Ali Khan to supersede Yakub Khan by a younger

son,—and which chiefly brought on all his troubles

—

was actuated, in part, by a difference in the rank

of their mothers. A curious coincidence has just

occurred in another part of the. Mahomedan woricl,

which would, we are sure, throw some Jight upon
the question at issue. His Majesty the Shah of

Persia has, it appears from the newspapers, recently

dismissed his eldest son Prince Zillus Sullan, from

the high office of Governor-General of the Province

of Ispahan, which that Prince had, for several years,

been holding with great credit to himself. Now, it

may not be known to our readers that Prince Zillus

Sultan, although the eldest son of His Majesty, is

not the Wali Ahad or heir-api)arent—that high posi-
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tion being occupied by a younger son of His Majesty,

born of a mother of a much superior social status.

The Shah was very fond of his first born son and

had placed him in one of the highest posts of his

kingdom. But from the fact of the Order of the

G. C, S. I. having been lately conferred upon

that Prince by Her Majesty the Queen of

England, -and probably from other circumstances

brought to light, the Shah evidently got alarmed that

Prince Zillus Sultan was strengthening his personal

position to such an extent, that he might prove a

formidable rival to the rightful heir to the Throne

—the heir-apparent —after his (the Shah’s) death,

and so, with a view to put an end to such a pos-

sible contingency, His Majesty has removed

him from the viceroyalty of Ispiihan. That

certainly was the reason which prompted His

Majesty Wajid AH Shah, upon the death of his

Heir-Apparent, Prince Hamid Ali, son of the chief

nikalii wife Nawab Khas Mahal, to devolve the

ceremonial duties of the latter upon Prince Khush

Bakht, although elder sons, prominently the Chhota

General Prince Huzubber Ali, son of a vnitahi

wife, Nawab Mashook Mahal, were alive. Khush

Bakht, as the son of a nikahi wife (Nawab Akhtar

Mahal), had, alike by royal and popular usage,

purer blood, higher rank and greater consideration

than any mutahi son of His Majesty. Moved by the

same feeling, His Majesty arranged a marriage

between Prince Khush Bakht and the relict

of the late JVali Ahad, Prince Hamid Ali, his ob-

ject being that if Khush Bakht could get any son

by the said lady, who was the daughter of the King’s

own uterine sister and who had given birth to two

sons by the IVah Ahad, both of whom had prede-

ceased their father,—the purer line would thereby con-

tinue in His Majesty’s family. When Prince Khush

Bakht too, died, without leaving any issue by that wife,

His Majesty's line of pure descent became extinct.

His sons by nikahi wives had all predeceased him,

and none of them had left issue by nikahi wives.

Of sons by wives. His Majesty had enough

and to spare, but they were incapable, in his opinion,

of taking the place of his nikahi In an official

communication addressed in 1877 to the Agent,

Governor-General, His Majesty expressed himself

as follows :
—

“ 1 may add that reason, law and family custom all combine in

acknowledging the siipeiiority in the rank of the issue of a married wife

of lespectable parentage IfL-fore that of a muiah wife, irrespective of the

age of the latter issue. Kor these reasons, acctirding to the custom

111 this Royal Family, the issue of a mutah wife (however elder in

years) never gets precedence while the issue of a shadi wife may be in

existence. ^
.

the right to succeed as heir-apparent or successor in a royal house like

ours can never be inherited except by the issue of a shadi wife.”

'I’he Political Department, which had then espoused

the cau.se of the Chhota General (a mutahi son of His

Majesty) and worked itself into a regular passion

over the case, light-heartedly passed over these

asseverations of His Majesty as made simply to spite

their protdge, but a dispassionate critic, examining

them by the light of the dictum of Sir Henry Maine

already quoted and ttie actual instance in Afghanis-

tan, will surely arrive at the conclusion that there

was a great deal of truth in the said statements.

Similar considerations afifor^l a consistent key to

the conduct of His Majesty after the demise of

Prince Khush Bakht. Although many sons by
mutahi wives (the Chhota General Prince Hazub-

ber Ali and Prince Kamar Kadr included) were

then alive and within reach, His Majesty conferred

the quasi- status enjoyed by Prince Khush
Bakht upon Prince Mirza Jehan Kadr Bahadur, and

put him forward as his representative. Failing pure

issue of his own, His Majesty naturally turned to

^

his brother’s line and conferred the representative*

status upon his nephew, the only son of the Prince

General by his nikahi wife. Of course, it is well-

known that Prince Jehan Kadr had other claims

upon His Majesty’s affections, but we doubt whether

His Majesty’s surviving sons would have been so

summarily superseded, had their mothers been allied

to llis Majesty liy permanent bonds of matrimony.

Here again we may remark, that the last corrobora-

tion of the above sentiment is afforded by the other-

wise strange phenomenon announced in the papers,

that the leading collateral members of the Royal

Family in Lucknow, have declared in favor of re-

cognising Prince Jehan Kadr as the representative

of the family at Calcutta. Of course, personal quali-

fications count for much in such matters, but we

doubt whether that alone would have led to the su-

persession of the whole class of His Majesty’s sur-

viving sons, had it not been strengthened by the idea

that the purest blood in the family was now repre-

sented not by the line of His late Majesty, but by

the line of His Majesty’s younger brother the Prince

General, who, when alive, had the next rank in the

kingdom below His Majesty.

So far as the legal distribution of the assets of the

estate of His Majesty is concerned, there is no ob-

jection to the sons of His Majesty receiving

their pound of llesh from the Government as the

Administrator of the Estate. If, however, further

provision is to be made for them from the public

funds, and a public status conferred upon them, the

matter is one which comes legitimately within the

scope of public discussion, and it is but just and

proper that in the disposal thereof due regard should

be had to the acts and declarations of His Majesty,

the sentiments of the disinterested members of the

Royal Family residing at Lucknow, and the pretty

unanimous verdict of the native public who will have

most to deal with this bevy of princelings. Mr. Sec-

retary Macaulay’s letter of instructions to Mr. Pea-

cock’s Committee, conta-ined a forcible expression of

Sir Ashley Eden’s opinions upon the true position

of His Majesty’s mutahi women anti their offspring,

which deserve the attention of the Government of

India at the prt^sent juncture.

THE NATIVE PRESS ON THE
VICEROYALTY.

Till’: most desperate efforts are being made by the

Calcutta malcontents to work the native press into

harmony, real or seeming, with their wild and mis-

chievous attitude towards the Viceroy. But although

several of our contemporaries have succumbed to ap-^^

peals supported by rank falsehood, yet it^is evident

that the country in general has kept its head suffi-

ciently cool. We can afford space for only a few

extracts, at least this week. We commence with the

Lucknow Express :

—

“ Whatever ceiiain sections of the native press may allege to the

contrary, there can be no question as to the great success of last

Thursday’s denv)nstr'.ilion at the Calcutta Town Hall. All classes, in-

cluding jhe masses, united to express their dec]) regret at Lord

Durt’erin’s resignation of his high office, and all alike joined in lauding

the Viceroy’s hi<;h character, the elevated sense of duty to the people

and country which has throughout actuated him, and the large measure

of success which has attended his administration of public affairs.

The meeting was one of the largest and most enthusiastic on record,

and the large number of native gentlemen present on the occasion

testifies to the singular unanimity of public sentiment, European and

Native, in regard to the Viceroy, his public life among us, and the

singleness of purpose which he has brought to bear upon his adminis-

trative functions in tlie interests of India,”— 28th March 1888.

The Smd Tima notices the extraordinary rush
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made tQ'the press by that soul of music Sir Souren-

dra Mwun Tagore, to protest that he did not under-
" stand politics, of which so much was made in the

Titoo Meer’s killa of the malcontents :

—

“ Harmony is the soul of music, and true to his instincts and the

darling object to which he has consecrated his whole lift*, the eminent
rajah proposes to take part in some of the demonstrations in favor of

the retiring Viceroy, simply out of a pure love for liarmony. Read
between the lines the semi-facetious letter of Sir S. N. Tai^ore ai)|)t :iis

to us to be a homily upon the unmusical wordy warfare of the Mirror
and other Bengal journalists. The Mirtor^ however, brings it forward

to prove the enforced and factitious clfaractcr of the DiiftVrm
demonstration. ’’“-.S'zW Times^ 21st March 1888.

In this connection, we may observe that there are

several gentlemen of the same name with the Raja’s,

and it was we believe a namesake of his who signed

the Requisition to the Sheriff to call the meeting.

The Mahratta writes :

—

“Taking Lord Duflferin’s administration all in all we must say that

the counterdemonstrations and very hostile riiticisms which have ap-

peared on the Bengal side do not appear to us to be citlicr justified or

in good taste. In fact we have not been able to understand why the

tone of our contemporaries on the other side should have been so

bitter.”

—

Mahratta^ ist April 1888.

The Peoples Friend of Madras writes :

—

“ Many of our countrymen have gone on the dissecting tack, and,

instead of looking at his administration as a whole, have selected the

few worst parts for their irreverent and adverse crilicissm. They foij^ct

the circumstances under which he succeeded Earl Ripoii, and they

entirely are oblivious how he has been wiie pulled by Lord Cross.

Wc look upon Lord Dufferin’s rule as on the whole wise, and advan-
tageous to the country, and we shall prove this

;
but we do not say

it w,is perfect.

Who ever hopes a faultless piece to sec,

Thinks what ne’er was, nor is, nor e’er shall be.

Canada was proud of him, but India more hard to please, capricious

and whimsical, is not capable of appreciating him.”— Friend^

31st March 1888.

“ Capricious and whimsical ” our contemporary may
well call us of the North, to spare bitter epithets.

Fortunately, we are not all in the same boat. Here
is leading native organ of our North-Western frontier:

“ His Excellency was not unpopular—our opinion is that he was
popular. His kind and candid utterances on .all j)ul)lic occasions, his

sympathetic attitude towards the National Congiess movement, and his

offer of a seat in his Council to Sir T. Madhava Rao, immediately after

his election as Chairman of tlie meeting to welcome the delegates to

the National Congress at Madras, his appointuKMil of the Public Sci-

vice Commission, his dealing out justice to so high-placed a Civilian as

Mr. Beaines, of Bengal, had made him popular. The people further

knew that Lord Dufferin had written to the .Secretary of Stale for

India, strongly advocating the advisability of pla< ing the Legislative

Councils on a broader and more representative basis. We believe ho

was popular ;
and we very much regret that, owing to the indiscretion

of his personal friends, his popularity has suftered sucli a shock. The
people liked Lord Dufferin’s kindncb.s, good-will and efforts in their be-

half and they disliked his annexation of Hurmah in the inteiests of

English commerce, and the imposition of the Iiuome Tax and the

rising of the Salt Tax, to meet the cost of that annexation. For the

last they would hold no demonstration in hi.s honour, and for the first

they would not oppose any demonstration in his honour. If they have

opposed it now it is because the movement in his honour was .set on

foot in their name. If they made no protest, the impression in Eng-

land would be that Lord Dufferin’s rule was as popular as that of his

predecessor. Such an impression would be of great harm to the in-

terests of India. In those interests, it is ncccssaiy that England

should know our opinion of our rulers, so that they might know wh.it

sort of rulers would best serve the inleie.sts of India. This is, we

think, what has led the public of Bengal to do the unpleasant.”—

Tribune^ March 28.

Again :

—

“ His Excellency has done some good to India, and he may yet do

^ some more good. Moreover, the annexation of lJuimah and the fn»n-

tier railways and other defences, which liave cost India so much money,

are works of Imperial policy, over which, we believe. Lord Duffciin bad

little control. It is a great pity that the Calcutta promoters of the

meeting did not wait till the eve of Lord nuffcriii’s depaitiiro from

these shores, by which time the excitement caused by the publication of

the notorious Police Circular .and the siubUni news of tlje Victnoy’s

resignation would have subsided, and the public would have settled

into a frame of mind in which it could have calmly pronouyeed opinion

on his Excellency’s rule.”

We come homewards to Debar. It is p pity that

the Tirhoot Courier does not print on a rather better

stuff, so that all its merit is in danger of being lost

on the public. It is withal one of the best papers in

the country, conducted by men of culture, sobriety

and political grasp. One word from such a quarter

Js worth a bushel of the thoughts of most of our self-

*clected oracles. In these days when blatant journal-

ism, judging its neighbours by itself, is ready to

assign every act or opinion opposed to its view or

the policy of its idols, to a base motive, we may as

well say that this is not the first time that wc have

openly expre.ssed such admiration for this Debar
journal. That admiration has not prevented us from

differing with it, specially in European politics, which

it treats ^^vith more intelligence than any other organ
of native opinion. VVe may add that we do not know
the editor or conductors, and have no idea as to who
he or they may be. On the present controversy, our

contemporary has written with its usual wisdom and

moderation. And it has shown rare courage, and

done no small public service, by forcibly opening the

eyes of our countrymen a bit to the true stature of

the Avatar of their worship. The Tirhoot Courier

is no admirer of the h'oreign Policy of the present

I
administration. On the subject of Burma, we are at

one with the Courier, and even go beyond our con-

temporary, having always condemned alike the sud-

den war upon a weak and stupid neighbour, and the

still less justifiable annexation which followed the

easy and honourable submission of the poor King.

Our views on this great question arc altogether our

own and somewhat peculiar perhaps, even among those

who condeniii the. Burman policy of Government,

being ba.sed 011^ some general principles and, also,

upon some information not open to the general public

nor even to Government. Thus, for one thing, we do

not regard His Majesty Theebaw as the monster

that the Viceroy and his Government and the public

agree in thinking him to be. What warrant has the

Courier for calling the King “despicable”? He has

been bloody doubtless, but not more so than many
princes, Eastern and Western, who have counted sin-

cere admirers among the best and bravest by hundreds

and {thousands. His domestic massacres were his

business, and called for no interference of other

Powers. Was Theebaw a worse miscreant than

the Shumsheres who now rule Nepal? And do we
.send an army up the Himalayas to chastise the latter

for their crimes ? The other day the Viceroy received

them and warmly shook their hands all tainted with the

gore of dearest relations. Political blood-lhirslincss

;ipart, Theebaw was a respectable man. But he was

an egregious fool and impracticable to a degree.

Therein lay his offence to neighbouring states, and

the. best justification of the Indian Government.
There, was so much difficulty in dealing with him, that

the first opportunity was taken ,to sweep him away

as an encumbrance and a nuisance. And lusty in

our strength, ovt:r-powcred by the temptation of easy

acquisnion of a vast kingdom, our rulers, forgetful of

other considerations, such as .the effect of its action

on opinion near and far, naturally enough, in-

sured themselves against the possibility of another

Theel)aw, by swallowing Upper Burma within the

lunpire. 'flic fault, such as it is, is as much the

ministry’s in London as the Viceroy’s on the s[)ot.

It is, strictly speaking, more England’s than cithers.

We see we have been beguiled into longer writing

on the Burma business than we,set out with the inten-

tion of giving in the present connection, our purpose

being rather to lay before our readers the opinion of

other journals, just to show the gulf that separates

respectable, responsible and intelligent critics from

the maniacs nearer home. We will, therefore, not

tarry over the Central Asian Policy. The Courier

frankly acknowledges that the Policy had been de-

termined by the preceding Government, and adds,

“we cannot but admire Lord Dufferin s personal

skill in carrying it out, and specially tlie way hi which
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he managed to deal with the Ameer after the unfor-

tunate affair of Pandjeh.”

Our contemporary gives full and unqualified support

to the domestic policy of the Viceroy. We read ;

—

“ Lord Dufreiin’s fiscal measures aic, wc believe, so far wise that

he has seen more clearly than most of our past Viceroys the necessity

of making both sides meet, and of understanding lhat this can only

be done by the most rigid economy,, and also by introdudng more of

the cheaper native in place of the more expensive Fluropean element

in the administration. Lord Duflferin’s fame will rest more surely on

the influence he has had in quelling race feeling than on any adminis-

trative act. When the Marqui.s of Ripon left India that feeling was

very strong. It was one of the reasons wdiy a man of Lord Duflerin’s

personal tact was so imperatively needed in the place of that well

meaning, right principled but rather weak and impracticable Viceroy.

Lord Dufferin’s words on the matter in his speech at the lown Hall

deserve to be inscribed in letters of gold over every Editor’.s table.”

Our contemporary here quotes that ^Kllnirable pas-

• sage in the Viceroy’s Reply in which he exhorts all

races in India, European and native, to live in peace

and neighbourly cordiality as members of the same

community. The Cf?//mTthcn truly remarks:

—

Words, such as these, do not conic from a re-actionary Bureaucrat.

Indeed it is the broadness of Lord Dufferin’s sympathies no less than

the personal altt activeness of the man, that have matle him so popular,

wherever he has gone.”—The Tirhoot Courier^ Mar. 28.

The two leading malcontents are too deep in the

mire for reasoning, but we earnestly commend the

above to the candid attention of those who have been

by them so sadly misled into an unmerited indiscri-

minate outcry out of season.

Other papers have expres.sed themselves to much

the same purport as the foregoing journals, but we

have just now lost the reference. They all have had

something good to say of one or another point in the

administration, and all have testified to the personal

qualities of the Viceroy and the purity of his inten-

tions and the philanthropy of his wife. With regard

to the great demonstration in their honor, we see

that most of them have been misled by lying telegrams

from the malcontent camp. It was reserved for

two journals in Calcutta, to pursue the administration

with unrea.soning fury and dc-sperate rancour. One

in particular has gone to lengths of which no respect-

able man in his .senses would dream.

We are sorry lo record the death of Baboo .Sreenath Roy. He be-

longed to the Suboidinate Judicial Service. He had matured himself

into a good officer, lie did excellently a.s a Judge of the Calcutta

Court of Small Causes, at which post he died. He had been on leave,

though. How is the vacancy to be filled ? There are many barristers

who would be too glad to get into the place. But would it be proper lo

deplivetheS. J. Service of such a prize appointment? The High

Court Bench being practically closed lo them, the members of that

hard-working andjnost deserving body have nothing better to look up to.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR.

Sir,—Have you witnessed, Mr. Editor, a curious nondescript

exposed for show or, as S(?mc say, for sjile in Mirror^$ curiosity shop,

and which, il wc are to trust to popular rumour, goes by the name

of “ Chabook r” Old men, fools and children calculate as j;o what

this “chabook” is. Third rate undergraduates with little grammar

and less idiom and witli spectacles on, assure us lhat “chabook
*

will ultimately prove to be a fixed star in the literary sky.

ciders conjecture, and perhaps with some degree of truth, that it is

notliing mor^- than a short-lived lantern at the tail of a newspaper

* kite. This chabook riddle has puzzled many a wit. With your

cncyclopiudic knowledge of men and things, will you kindly tell me

Who is Chabook ? What is he ? *

That Dan Mirror commends him.

1 have made a feeble attempt to solve the riddle myself but I can-

not vouch for its correctness.

Dullncssjncarnatc is he,

God with care this gift has lent him,

• That he might pooh-poohed be.

Or, if you do not like, Mr. Editor, the above solution, I will offer

another which is due to one of my friends, to whom the smell of an

old folio is pas</iiig sweet and who suggests that a very old poet

—

name unknown—thus sings of the illustrious house of the “Chabooks.”

“ Chabooks ” are begotten by Folly,

By Folly nursed ; and “Chabooks” die

With none to close their eye.

Bat this record of the “ Chabooks ” supplied by my friend is ex-

tremely meagre, and therefore I am compelled to disturb you for an

elaborate and an authentic history of the “ Chabooks.”

If you have no objection, Mr. Editor, I would like to add to the

above lines two of my own,

Lee us all ring Chabook'

s

knell.

I will begin it—Ding, dong, bell

Mirror's “ Chabook,” who to the great merriment of the Mirror4tes

and to the edification of himself, has of late drenched you with the

rinsings of an unclean imagination, is, I believe, the last of the

“ Chabooks ” and will ere long with his riaiseries go to the family

vault “of all the Capulcts.”

We arc now in a position to understand how Reis and Rayyet and

its Editor arc unmentionable to the “fair, large cars ” of Master

Chabook, For do wc not remember how Bottom the weaver

says, that he has a good, stomach to a pottle of hay when Titania

ofrcr.s him a least of beauty ?

You may be, and all the world knows, you arc “a man of in-

finite jest, of most cxcclRiit fancy.” But Master Chabook will none
of it. Have you, Mr. Editor, a copious fund of the billingsgate.^

By all means treat Master Chabook to it for he has, it may be well

presumed, a good stomach to it.

Master has thought it fit to “dub” you a scribbler, but

ere long he will come to know that you will

publish right or wrong,

for ever since your journalistic career,

Fools arc your theme and satire is your song.

Master Chabook by his prcdilction for tame puns has clearly shown
that “for anointed dullness he was made.”

Master Chabook would make a capital pcnny-a-lincr, for is he not an

adept in false rhetoric ? Wc quote :

—

“Lord Dufferin’s admirers must have been verily reduced to a

desperate pass when it has been felt necessary to invoke a Shiva-

Sambhu (!) lor the salvation of His Lordship’s reputation.”

Bravo ! Master Chabook,, we do not know whether it is poetry or

prose run mad. Is it not, Mr. Editor, redolent of the Surrcndcr-

Not-/ri»j. Excuse, Mr. Editor, Surrendcr-Not-w/r/ is too elegant a

word to be pedantic. “ Bark, bite
" and you arc fairly on the

way to political salvation—such, I believe, is the alpha and omega
of the political creed cd Chabook -ism,

Wc arc fallen on evil days, Mr. Editor, when you of all men in the

world would bediibbcd a toady and tuft-hunter. Dr. Sambhu Chunder
Mookerjee seeking a handle to his name—this is pure Chabook-eie—
a mere figment of Master Chabook'

s

brain, if God has given him any.

It would be difficult for your worst enemies to point out a single

occasion when you

narrowed your mind,

And to party gave up what was meant for mankind.

To Chabook and his imps you may appear a “ hoary scribbler,” but

you won your spurs long before Chabook and his imps were in embryo,
and for our part we heartily wish we had the privilege to sit at your

feet every now and then to learn politics and literature.

Calcutta, April 6. Anti-chabook.

LORI) DUFFERIN’.S REPLY TO THE CALCUTTA ADDRESS.

Gentlemen,— I am sure you will readily understand that it is almost

impossible for me to express in words my deep sense of the honour

conferred upon me by the prcscnlatinn of such an address as that

which you have just read. To be assured of the good-will, the con-

fidence, and the approval of his fellow-countrymen and fellow-sub-

jects, whether Englibh or Native, is the highest and the most legiti-

m.itc reward to which a person in my situation can aspire, (Cheers.)

Indeed the marks of approbation which I have received from so

many difi'erent quarters have taken me almost by surprise, A
Viceroy is so continually cng.igod every hour of the day in labours

requiring all his energy and attention, problem after problem

presses so uninterruptedly upon his consideration, that he has not

even breathing lime to ask himself whether he is satisfying the ex-

pectations of his friends or the reverse. (Cheers.) Nay more, the

issues with which he is conlrontcd are so vast and far-reaching,

afFecting as they do the destinies of millions and millions of^ men,

that his own puny individuality and personal interests sink into

insignificance in the presence of these mighty multitudes for whose

welfare he is responsible. (Applause.) And it is very fortunate that

this should be the case, for I cannot conceive a greater danger to

India than that a man, in assuuraing this great office, should be

prc-occupicd with such trivial considerations as hi»*^ fame for

popularity. (Cheers.) His duty is to efface himself as much as pos-

sblc, and to forget his own identity in his devotion to those absorbing

duties with which he is entrusted. It is in accordance with this

golden rule, that my illustrious predecessors have invariably lived

and laboured, and it is the same spirit of self-abnegation and

unostc»ntatious devotion to duty, irrespective of recognition or

reward, that has characterized the successive generations of those

public servants of all ranks who, at the sacrifice of ease, health, and

even life itself, have built up the India of to-day,—the loyal, con-

tented, and prosperous India ofQiieen Victoria. (Loud cheers.) Nor,

in thanking you for the kind expressions you use towards me, mus^ I

forget to remind you that it is to the Government of India and to

my colleagues that the largest measure of the approval you arc

pleased to bestow upon me, is justly due. If I have succeeded in

steering the Ship of State with success through the troublous period^

we have recently traversed, it is owing to their wise assistance in*

Council and to the energy and skill with which they have adminis-

tered their several Departments. (Applause.) Not only so, but it

must also be remembered that a great deal of the harvest reaped in

one Viceroyalty is the fruit of the seed sown and the laboqrs

inaugurated in the preceding reign, and I gladly acknowledge that
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much of the policy of the existing Indian Government which has

met with ^tfrdial acceptance, both here and at home, received its
I

•original iraj^lBC frotp my predecessor, with whom, as is well known,

originated the demarcation of the northern frontier of Afghanistan.

The settlement finally arrived at, though some people make light of

it, is in my eyes a most valuable diplomatic achievement, and I

venture to think that our policy as a whole in that region has been

successful. (Cheers.) The fixing of the confines of India proper at

the Amran Range has placed us in possession of an advanced military

position of almost impregnable strength, and my interview with the

Amir not only prevented a war which would certainly have broken

out between England and Russia in connexion with the Panjdeh

affair had he not been in my camp when that sinister event oc-

curred, but by the knowledge it gave me of his character, wishes,

and mode of thought, and by the mutual good feeling which was

then established, it has enabled me to secure his assent to the

Russo-Afghan settlement, and to deal with many other delicate

.questions which have since risen between us in a manner to increase

and corroborate his confidence in the friendship and good faith of

the English Government. (Applause.) Nor is it merely with the

Amir himself that better relations have been established, the Afghan

people generally have assumed a totally different attiividc towards

us during the last three years from that which previously prevailed,

as was exemplified not only when Sir West Ridgeway and his com-

panions returned through Cabul to India, but in a still more re-

markable degree by the cordial reception given to our boundary

escorts at those very places near which a little while ago they dare

not even pass by reason of the hostility of the inhabitants. (Cheers.).

Turning to the next topic upon which you have touched, the

conquest of Burma, I need not assure you that it is a great satisfac-

tion to me that our policy in this respect should meet with your

approval. War of course is always a hateful and evil thing ;
no

one detests the very thought of war more heartily than myself.

Again, annexation, the increase of our territories, and consequently

of our responsibilities, is confessedly undesirable
j
yet I never had

a clearer conviction of anything in my life than as to the necessity,

under the then existing circumstances, of extending our control

over the whole of the Irrawaddy valley? (Applause.)^ What

was Burma ? It was neither a Government nor a Kingdom.

There was no central authority. Even after massacring most of his

relatives and kindred, the King did not dare to leave the precincts

of his palace. Ilis whole territory was the theatre of anarchy and

lawlessness. One-half of the population lived by plundering the

other half. The local Chiefs were cruel and rapacious brigands,

extorting money from the helpless villagers at the point of the sword.

A Chinese horde had a short time previously taken possession of one

of Burma’s most important northern towns, and the Government of

Mandalay had embarked upon a line of diplomacy which would

have infallibly brought us into hostile collision with a great European

Power. (Cheers.) English merchants who liad sunk large suras on

the express invitation of the Burmese Government in developing

the resources of the country, were treated with the greatest injus-

tice, and the temperate remonstrances of the Government of India

on their behalf were replied to with insolence and contempt ;
while

the total disintegration of all civil society in Upper Burma was

exercising a most pernicious and baneful influence on the peace and

prosperity of our own Province. In these circumstances something

had to be done, and if only the moderate and benevolent terms of

the Indian Government had been accepted, the tottering Court of

Ava might have been kept upon its legs a little longer, though under

no conceivable circumstances could the catastrophe have been very

long delayed. As it was, our proposals were met with a declaration

of war, and Upper Burma became a province of the British Kinpirc.

(Cheers.) 1 am well aware that this result has not been regarded

with great satisfaction by some of our native fellow-subjects. On

the one hand, they could hardly be expected to look at the question

from the Imperial standpoint, while, on the other, they naturally

dreaded the expense inevitably attending conquest ;
but it is evident,

even taking the most restricted view of the matter, that India^ was

• bound, after drawing for several years a surplus revenue of a million

a year from Lower Burma, to come to the assistance of the Province

when it had become so obviously necessary to provide for its pro-

tection. Nor do I think that any apprehension need be entertained

as to the ultimate financial cft'cct of what we have done. (Cheers.)

At first, of course, there must be a great deal of cxpividiiurc on

Courts of Justice, Barracks, jails, and the other appliances of civilisa-

tion, but the more we know about the country the mor® extensive

and the richer seem to be its resources, and the more certain it is

that in the course of some years it will become an even more

prolific contributor to the Indian Exchequer than Lower Burma.

(Loud Applause.) In any event, the verdict of History I am sure

will pronounce that by establishing in that unfortunate country

order, security, peace and justice, in the place of anarchy, rapine,

torture and murder, and by replacing the late King’s helpless and

hopeless administration by the temperate and benign rule of {jucen

Victoria, we have reached a consummation as beneficent as it was

*unadvoidable. (Cheers.)
.

’ n j j
I approach the next topic to which you have alluded with great

reluctance, notwithstanding the gracious language in which you have

been pleased to clothe your reference. How can the head of any

Government reflect otherwise than with pain and regret on the hard

fate which has compelled him on two repeated occasions to add to

the burdens of the people ? That after this he should be regarded

with tolerance and equanimity would itself argue great generosity

of nature in those to whom he has dealt such hard measure ;
but the

fact of theirjso candidly recognizing the necessity of these unpopular

expedients which, in the case of ti^c Income Tax so immediately

affects our indubirious classes and the Civil Service, i^ indeed to

pour coals of fire on his head. (Applause.)

To the Finance Committee and to the Public Service Committee

I can turn, however, with a far happier feeling, for if ever two

Committees did their work honestly, thoroughly, and effectually, it

is those two bodies, and glad am I to have this opportunity of

expressing my deep thanks to Sir Charles KHiott and Sir Charles

Aitchison and their respective colleagues for the great services they

have rendered to the Government by their arduous labours.

(Applause.) The Report of the Finance Committee will, I hope,

soon be in possession of the public. That of the Civil Service

Committee has already, I believe, been laid on the Fable of the

House of Commons, and it is now in the hands of the local Gov-

ernments, on the receipt of whose opinion it will be at once dealt

with by the Government of India. (Applause.)

Leaving, however, these two important topics, I turn even with

greater pleasure to your allusions to tlic noble spirit wliich has been

recently displayed by the Feudatory Princes and Chieftains of India.

Most heartily do I agree with you in all that you have said in their

regard, for certainly a liner example of patriotism and loyalty has

seldom been witnessed than that displayed by these august person-

ages. (Cheers
)

The Nizam, the Gackwar, Holkjjir, the Maharajah

of Cashmere, the martial Chiefs o! Rajputana and of the Punjab

—

one and all with an enthusiasm and a spontanicty without parallel,

have not merely made offers of large sums of money, but have placed

their persons, their swords, and all the resources of their States at

the disposal of Her Most Gracious Majesty. (Cheers.) What

more signal justification could vve have of that equitable spirit which

has rccoi?iiized the fidelity and worth of those Princes, and of that

sound policy which has made their power and dignity an integral

part of the Imperial system. Most of tlicm arc my personal friendB,

and though here and there may be a Ruler less appreciative than his

fellows of the responsibilities imposed upon him by his great posi-

tion, without flattery I can say that both as regards their private

characters, their sense of duty, their desire to benefit their subjects

and their friendly feelings towards the British Government, there is

every cause for satisfaction. (Applause.) And I can assure them

that the British Government desires no better than that they should

administer their several States in accordance with their own lights,

untrammelled by undue interference, and along whatever lines arc

most natural to the habits and customs of their people. (Applause.)

Above all things I hope it will be remembered both by them and

by the Indian people at large that if here and there the Govern-

ment has had to make its influence felt at a Native Court, so ex-

ceptional a procedure has only been adopted in the last resort, most

unwillingly, and in the interests of the Chief himself and of the

people for whose welfare he is responsible. (Cheers.)

And now, gentlemen, what more am I to say ? You all know how

deeply I have had at heart the interests and the welfare of all

classes of the community, how impartially I have endeavoured to

promote the welfare of each in turn, how faithful I have been to

that obligation which has been always felt by the Government of

India, to sec in every subject of the (;)u?eii not the member of a

sect, of a caste, of a religion, but a citizen of the Empire possessed

of right5,and privileges which are ccpially the property of all. (Loud

Applause.) What can 1 say to you, Europeans and Natives alike,

but this :—Whatever you do, live in unity and concord and good

fellowship with each other. Fate has united both races in a com-

munity of interests, and neither can do without the other. (Cheers.)

The rule of England maintains peace and justice wiihii\, the borders

of India and secures its safety frotn outside dangers, but that rule

cannot be exercised cither effectually or acceptably without the

loyalty and assistance of the Native races. (Applause.) Therefore,

again, I say, co-operate with each other in a generous and genial

spirit. I confess I would rather see the Europeans, Hindus, and

Mahomedans united in criticizing the Governmnt than that the

Hindus and the Mahomedans, the Ej^iropcans and the NatiA'S,

should become estranged from each other by unworthy prejudices,

or animosities of race and religion. God forbid that the British

Government should ever seek to maintain its rule in India by fo-

menting race hatreds amongst its subjects. Thank Heaven, its

antecedents, its strength, its self-confidence, and its dignity will for

ever render a resource to such expedients unnecessary and impos-

sible. (Cheers.) 'Fo those amongst my Native friends who,

imbued with the political literature of the West, arc seeking to

apply to India the lessons they have learnt from the history of con-

stitutional countries, I would say, pursue your objects, which no

one can pronounce to be unworthy, with temper, with moderation,

and with a due perception of the peculiar circumstances of your
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native land. (Applause.) Found your claims, whatever they may

be, upon what is real and true, and not upon what is baseless and

fantastic. It is by this method, and by this method alone, that you

have a prospect of realizing anything practical. (Cheers.) My
general feelings on these subjects I have already expressed in the

speech I delivered on the occasion of the Queen’s Jubilee, and to

what I then said it is needless to say I still adhere. (Cheers.) To
1

the writers in the public press I would say, pursue your^most honor-

able vocation in a manly, courageous, and faithful spirit. When
England gave you a free press she intended that it should become

an instrument for the guidance, the assistance, and the enlighten-

ment of the Government and the protection of the people ; nor

will any Viceroy or any Government ever complain, no matter

how severely you criticize what they have said, written, or

done, provided there is that ring of sincerity and conviction

in your utterances which none can mistake. (Applause.) But do

not seek to excite the hatred of the people against the Government

by attributing to it intentions and designs which arc the Iruit of

your own imagination. (Cheers.) It was misrepresentations of this

kind that thirty years ago helped powerfully to deluge the land with

blood, and those who indulge in them are abusing the protection

and freedom of speech extended to them by the laws of England, a

freedom which a considerable portion of the Indian press 1 gladly

acknowledge exercises with sagacity, discretion and moderation, and

which I trust it will every day be found more worthy to enjoy.

(Applause.)

These I think arc the only valedictory words with which I need

trouble you. It only remains for me again to assure you from the

very bottom of my heart that I have been deeply touched by this

proof of your good-will and generous appreciation. (Cheers.) 1

shall never forget my friends in this country. It will always be my

earnest endeavour, if I ever again take part in public life in England,

to further the interests of ray Indian fellow-subjects and to con-

sider in a sympathetic and liberal spirit whatever demands they may.

prefer. (Cheers.) The English Empire in India is, indeed, a

marvel of the world j and encouraged by your approbation I hope to

carry home with me the conviction that, in the opinion of my Anglo-

Indian countrymen, and of my Indian fellow-subjects, I have done

nothing during the four years of my anxious rule to shake its stabi-

lity, to dim the glory of its majesty, or to tarnish that reputation

for humanity, justice, and truth which is its crowning and most

precious attribute. (Loud and long continued cheers and applause.)
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spiritual preceptor of the laic Raja Ram Mo-

liun Roy, accompanied by a translation and

copious explanatory notes by the venerable

Pundit Jagonmohun Tarkalankar
;
edited by

Babu Krishna Gopal Bhakta, M. A. S. B.,

Editor of the 2nd impression of the late Sir

Radha K.anto’s Sabda Kalpadruma, the Ra*

mayana, etc., etc. Issuing in parts of six form

demy 12 mo. each, from 1\pril last. To be

completed in about 25 parts. Price for the

whole work Rs. 5, if paid in advance. For

each part to subscribers annas 4, to non-sub

scribers annas 6. Post free. Apply to the editor,

15, Gopee Kristo Pal’s Lane, Calcutta.

READY

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gill f’-

Cloth Bound Rs. S'S-

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

l‘ost.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL

in-.’l WEKN

Calcutta and Independent 1 ipperah

. BY

SAMBHU 0 . MOOKERJEE
F^rmnly Mimater to the iite

Nawab Faridoon Jau Baiiadoor,

^ (the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Bchar and Orissa.)

Latterly Miniakr of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, "REIS A RAYYET'

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINION OF THE PRESS.

It is many years since I first met, and some

years since I last met, Dr. Sambhu Chundcr

Mookerjee, editor of the Reis and Rayyet

(Prince and Peasant), and an author of high

repute among the kindly, as well as acute and

intellectual, people of Bengal. One of the real

misfortunes of India was, and still is. Lord

Macaulay’s picture of the Bengalee. The

picture, true perhaps as regards Nuncomar and

many Bengalees, is not accurate as a represen-

tation of the people generally, taking them as

Englishman may find them if he looks

fairly. If they had been unfaithful, the sad

story of the Mutiny had been vastly sadder
;

and, apart from the Mutiny, many Englishmen
could give individual instances of Bengalee

faithfulness almost unique in history, taking

all the circumstances of our relation to India

into account. The Beng.ilce is generally e.iger

for knowledge of all kinds, and is o\^en both

courageous in ihe exprfssum of his opinions,

and gifted to a remarkable degree with the

power to express those opinions with force and

precision. Mr. Fawcett once told me that an

unprepared speech iiiadf', on his behalf, during

an election, by a young Hindoo, suip.'isscd, in

force as well as eloquence, any unprepared

peech he ever had heard m.ade by any mem-
ber of the House of Commons, if four or five

members of the House were excepted.

Among these Bengalees there is a small body

of men—small for ih.u l.iige province—who
lire, ironically or ollierwisc termed “ Young
Bengal.” Some of them are no longer young,

but grave and aged ;
some have, in the course

of years, been highly distinguished for their

public services anil their scientific and other

iilainments. .Some have at times been mis-

epresented, and their language misinlei preted,

bO that on its return to them it has amazed

none more than themselves. Nothing of this

has been done by the really gieat administra-

tors of India. That it has been done, however,

cannot be denied.

In the forefront of this little band is the

lUthor of this book of travels, Baboo Sambhu
Chtinder Mooketjee -a writer of high repute,

as I have said, also an administrator, as the

reader will see from the title-page to this book.

A keener, yet a kimllier satiiist, one might

seek for and not find. His use of the English

language has astonished many an educated

Englishman
;
and the qu.ility of his reading is

shown by his marvellous power of quotation ;

not merely from authors like Shakespeare, and

Milton, and Macaulay, and men eminent in

science, but from out-of-the-way old ballads,

[Hid little-known old pamphlets, in the applica-

tion of which he leaves one wondering—first,

how he obtained the productions at all, and

secondly, how, having obtained them, he

learned to apply them so appositely to the

subjects which he intends them to illustrate.

Passing from the author to his book, we
shall, perliaps, first of all be attracted to the

woik of the administrator. He comes upon a

milkman’s village, on which he finds fastened

the grip of a Court favourite. He unloosens

the gnp, and rc-scttles the village, in tlie

double interest of Prince and Peasant. And
all the time he sees every thing. The poor

people bathing on the rivers’ banks, have his

genial and kindly, if also at times, what a

Scotchman would call, his “pawky” notice.

A“fairm.iid of Sonaigoan ” attr.icls his at-

tention by the gracefulness with which she

carries a vessel of water Com the river
;

and,

though the fair maid and he are divided by

i.ice and faith (she is Mussulm.ui), she has his

full meed of praise. Itideed, it must be a<lmit-

ted— and he will not be oflfended with me for

s.iying so that he nev<’r meets with a f.iir fat e,

without at least giving evidence of the fatt

that he has eyes to see and a heart lo com-

pichcnd.

C)f his wide and generous sympathies, much

iniglil be said, and still leave much more to

say. He meets a missionary on the river, and

evidently is inclined, in writing his notes, to

pass a joke on the subject. He nips it, how-

ever, in the bud, and contents himself with
’

‘ thesaying, “ So new is preaclyng luM*e, that

simple people said the padre had been singing

in the street.” He meets Catholic and Pro-

testant missionaries on shipboard, and chuckles

over their •disputes, while he astonishes them

by his command of the P:nglish lang age, and

even by his knowledge of the Bible - a know-

ledge, I may add, which is evident in many of

his writ'ngs.

A parrot falls overboard, and is drowned in

its cage, to his great distress, which is not

however paraded. 11c says :
[Extiact.]

These are not the words of a Christian, but

of a Hindoo.

Again, he has a faithful u^ly dog, whose

name is Tom, and whose glory it once was to

bark, with a noble independence, at some very

dignified Sahibs. Our author is compelled to

leave Tom behind
;
and here is his farewell

;

[Extract.]

I think this is a very fine passage, and one

that will draw the author very close to the

great heart of humanity, wherever the words

are read. Could anything be finer than the

testimony to the two foreign “gentlemen,”

ending with the “ ISengalec pariah^ my poor

Tom”? Not the pari.ih merely, but the pariah

dog. The passage is worthy of the author,

and of the great mercifulness of the land that

boie him. •

Whoever reads this book must be prepared

further to find bold and manly language. The
author is no llalterer of John Bull, tlmugh he

gives John his due, and ailmits that India owes

him a great debt. Heie is one passage relating

to foreign fruits
:

[Extract.]

Among the sketciics of country—word-pic-

tures—the reader will find .some exceedingly

pretty, and all the more valuable in that they
.

.ate t.aken from a st.indground purely Indian;

not English. Where an Plnglish artist’s mind

would be filled with European ideas, the mind
of tins gifted Eastern artist is filled with a class

of ideas totally different, yet equally instructive

and certainly not less subtle and far-reaching.

On the eve of one of his journeys, our

author was placed in a dilemma of a kind

not unknown lo travellers in India, but not on

that account the less stupid. He wished to

go by a particular boat, and took time by the

forelock for that purpose. The fare was at

first slated as 90 rupees, to pay which he

offeied “a new crisp, fresh British India” note

for itx) rupees. “ It was,” he adds, “fnesh fiom

the Currency Office, and had been received

only the day before from another Government
department.” The rest of the story is

thus told: [Extract.)

The humour of the little sketch is worth

something. I can fancy the author laughing

even in his dismay ;
for he can laugh well at

others, and equally well at himself. I shall

only venture on one more passage
;
and I give

it as showing the spirit of the man who dares

to call his newspaper Prince and Peasant, ’

He desired to reluin to his home in Bengal,

and lo bid adieu, for a lime at last, to Indepen-

dent Tipperah, where he had been located

“some two yeais.” He received the Maha-
rajah’s permission to return home

;
but still he

could not get away. [Extract.]

There is, I think, a sound lesson in this pas-

sage
;

the lesson of the immense value of

courtesy and urbanity in the relations of rulers

and ruled, 'fherc is a great deal in that sen-

tence, “ HV serve fiixsh and blood.” The best

administrator in India is not always the ablest,

the man whose plans are the wisest as plans
;

but lbf‘ man who, nith plans or withowt them,

gives confidence to the people, and confidence

not meiely in his justice, but also in his con-

siderateness and foibearancc. A clever man
once said that the att of success in India is the

art of giving good dinners. It may be so
;
but

the peril is gieat the peril of debt; and in

any c.i'.e the art has its limits, and its natural

coll.Ipse. Even dinners and champagne pall

in the end. But th^re is one ail ilial never

art of true courte.sy
;
of ih.at courtesy

which, being natural, is not .iffected by any

whim or ca[)iice, either of the person who
possesses it, or of any one with whom he has

rcl.itions.

In bidding farewell to tfiis little, book, I once

inoie lecall, .IS I easily and very vividly can,

the author’s kindly face and gentle voice, as

known to me many years ago. I» see him, as

I see Baboo Kiisto Das I’al, Dr. M.ahendra'

Lai Sircar, and .some others, including a much-

abused editor of the Amrita Basiar Patrika
\

and I feel and say, with all earnestness and
sincerity, that among these arc men tvhom

the (jo\ernment of India would be wise in

revognising and winning entiiely to its ^ide.

They aie men oy whom no really generou-S

wold—line as well as generous—ever is

thrown away. I have comparad them at times

with men of kindred occupations at home,
and I think that they are as a rule by far

the truer gentlemen in good manners, and
often in very much more than'inere manners.

May the great God, whose sacred Name they

use as that of the Father of all, guide them to

a nobler destiny than any they yet have

known, and with them, and by them, bless

their native land !

James Routledge.

— The Indian Mai'nzine^ Mar. 1888.
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SALE OF IRON PADDLE STEAMER.
'T'ENDERS for the purchase of the Madras
* Government Steam Tug MadraSy built at

Blackwall by T. A. Young in 1876, will be re-

ceived by the Port Officer at Madras, up to

noon of Tuesday the ist May 1888.

2. The vessel will be sold at Calcutta with

engines, boilers, masts, sails, awnings, spars,

anchors, cables, boats, and such other stores as

may be on board on the 30th March ftnd which
will not be removed previous to the sale.

3. Each tender, before being opened, must
be accompanied by a treasury receipt for a
sum equal to 2$ per cent, of the amount offered,

and the balance must be paid within 48 hours

of acceptance of the tender and before delivery

is taken. The tenders will be submitted to the
Government of Madras for orders.

4. The vessel will be at the risk and charge
of the purchaser from the date the acceptance
.of the tender by Government is communicated
to him.

5. The following description of the vessel

is believed to be correct, but any errors or
misdescription shall not annul the sale, nor
shall any compensation be allowed on that

account

Tonnage

Do. ...

When built

Where built

Extreme length

Do. breadth

Depth ...

. 197 gross.

. 57 nett.

In the year 1876.

At Blackwall.

123 feet 4 inches.

20 feet 8 inches.

II feet I inch.

Number of bulkheads Three.

Do. of decks

Engines

One.

Two side lover dis-

connecting surface
comlensing.

One multitubular.Boilers ..,

Horsepower indicated 137.

Do. nominal. 75.

Coal that can be
stowed in bunkers 66 tons.

6. The vessel will be open for inspection at

Calcutta on applying for an order to the De-
puty Director of Indian Marine on or after the
30th March 1888.

H. A. S'rREET,
Capt., H.M.’b Indian Marine,

Port Officer,

Madras Port Office,

iSth March 1888.

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

HOIKEOPATHIC PHARMACY,
THE

EARLlESff & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE
DISPF.NSAR YIN A SIA

OF PURE HOMOEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN
INDEPENDENT HOMCEOPATflY

and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.
Besides the old Remedies, all the New Re-

medies and the latest additions procured from

the best European and American sources, and
kept in stock.

Medicines in wooden boxes and leather

cases, requisites of all kinds supplied, and
Prescriptions dispensed at the shortest notice.

The largest Stock of Homceopathic literature

kept.

Orders received for supplying English,

American and foreign Journals.

BERIGNY & CO.
12. Lai Bazaary Calcutta.

In Pamphlet
y
Price // annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt, ANDREW HEARSBY.
Apply to Keis Rayyel Office, Calcutta.

THE

STANDARD
ACCDMULATED FUNDS

ANNUAL REVENUE

Bonus distributed to Assurers

£0 ,450,000

£880,000

£3 ,500,000

LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY.
ESTABLISHED 1825.

COKER VOR—His Grace the Duke of Buooleuoh and Queensberry, Z. T.

N
ature gentlemen win find this Institution of great service, useful for Investment

Family ProvinoHy Self-Endowmentfor old aj^Cy and Protection to Partners Yir Creditors,

SECURITY. SecAirity is the first point to be considered by Assurers, and no Life Office

can surpass the STANDARD in this respect.

THE RA’FES OF PREMIUM -Will be found moderate, and the conditions of a

Standard Life Policy arc most liberal in every way.

Copies of the last Report, Prospectuses, Forms of Application, and all information regarding
the Company’s Retirement Scheme (which requires no medical examination, and the
subscription for which when commenced at young ages, is very small), the Endowment

Scheme,&c.,&c., may be obtained on application to any of the Company’s Agents in India.

iiiTuig Ulcaill iiangauun UU.

CALCUTTA BRANCH :

27, Dalhousie Square.

GEO. L. KEMP,
Secretary.

“Limited.

ASSAM LINE.
The Company which has a weekly Servir#.

of Steamers running to and from Debro' ehur

«OUDH “"for T"

Cargo will be received at tlie Company’s

The Steamer “ NEPAUL” will leave Goaluodo for Assam on Thursday, the 12th idem
Intending passengers by the last mentioned

Steamer should leave Calcutta for Goalundoby tr.Tin the previous night.
^

Uhubri cSc Debrooghur Mail Service.
Through Booking So andfrom Assam.

t
Steamers of this Service

mave Dhubri daily on arrival of the Mailstrom Calcutta, and proceed to Debroochur
stopping at all intermediate stations and
Mookhs.

Passengers, Goods, Parcels
( packages not

to exceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4 feetby 4 feet in measurement
) may be booked

through to and from Calcutta, and all stations
on the Ea.slern Bengal State Railway and
connected Railways, and the following
Steamer Stations of this Company, z//j
Dhubn, Goalparah, Gauhati, Mungledye,
Tezpore, Silghiiiit for Koliabar, Dhunsiri
Mookh, Niggriting, Kookeela Mookh, Desang
Mookh and Debrooghur. “

Pack.iges booked .as parcels will be forward-
ed by r.iil along with the Mails. Freight on

I

perishable articles must be prepaid.

Goalundo and Debrooghur De.spatch
Service.

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which
have been specially built for the Assam Trade,
carrying passengers and coolies between
Goalundo and Debrooghur, will leave Goalundo
bi-weekly on Sundays and Thursdays, calling
at all intermediate stations, and Debrooghur
on Tuesdays and Saturdays.
Through bills of hiding will be granted for

goods and parcels on presentation of rail re-
ceipt or payment of freight. Packages not to
exceed ten hundred weight, or 8 feet by 4 feet
oy 4 feet m measurement.
For freight and passage apply to

MACNEILL & CO.,

A‘^ents,
1-2, Clive Ghat .Street, Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
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WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Reviesv of Politics, Literature, and Society
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Yearly ... m advance ... Rs. j;

Half-yearly

Quarterly

Monthly
... Re.

Single or sample Copy,,

RATES OF ADVERTISfiMENT.
Advertisements (threer.oliimns to the page) are
charged by the space taken up, at the rate of 4
annas a line, each insertion. The lowest charge
for any advertisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic
Occurrences, the lowest charge for which is

Rs. 5.

Special rates for Contracts.
No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,
will be charged. Foreign postage separately
charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or
Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to “The Manager,” and Literary
Communications and books and pamphlets
(carriage paid) to ‘‘ The Editor ” of “ Reis
& Rayyct,

Office ; 7, Uckoor DutPs Lane^ Wellington
Streeiy Calcutta.
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REVIEW

(PfilNCjE & PEASANT)
'^*^\VjnEKLY NEWSPAPER

AND

OF POLITICS LITERATURE AND SOCIETY

BERLIN, THE SIXTEENTH OF MARCH.

By Sir Edwin Arnold, k.c.i.e., c.s.i.

Thunder of Funeral Guns !

We hear you with English ears.

In English breasts it echoes—sad bells !

This message your tolling bears I

Thunder of Funeral Guns !

Deep, sad Bells ! with your boom
;

Sorrowful voice of Soldiers and FolkJ

Whom lay ye here in the Tomb ?

Warriors, stalwart and fierce !

We see you are tender and true ;

We are come of a kindred blood, we share

This sorrow, to-day, with you I

** Whom ?” the cannons reply—

Baying like Dogs of War

Whose Master is gone on a path unknown

“ Our Glory, and Lord, and Star I

”

Folk of the Fatherland !

Our hearts for your grief arc fain !

God guard your Kaiser Frederick,

And give ye good days again 1

“ William, Kaiser and King,

“ For him our iron throats yell j

“ Victor wc hailed him on many a field,

“ Wc make to his soul farewell !

”

'

^
^

“ Whom ?” say the slow-swinging-bells—

“ William, pious and dear I

“ Oftimes he knelt to the King of I^gs

“ Where now he lies on his bier 1
^

“ He look from his God alone

“ The Crown of the Fatherland ;

“ And now he hath given it back undimmed

“ To Death’s all-masterful hand !

”

Whom?” shout the serried ranks--

“ Guardsmen, and Jagers, and all,-

“The Lordliest Lord and the Kingliest King

“ That ever raised Cattle call !

”

“At his word we thronged to the Field,

“ Sure of success to betide ;

“ Sure that our Kaiser would fight for peace ;

“ Sure of Heaven on our side !

”

“ Whom ? ” sigh women and men,

“ Andjair-haired Germany boys,

“And girls, with eyes of his corn-flower’s hue,

“ For our Father wc raise our voice !”

“ William the Emperor dead 1

“ Lo 1 he made us one Land !

“ Thanks to him and his chosen chief?,

“ Strong and secure we stand
!”

“ Steadfast from birth to death,

“ Whatso was Right he wrought

!

“ Duty he loved, and his people, and home I

“ Now to dust he is brought i”

News and Comments.

I

Dacca was visited last Saturday by a tornado, and Its new Nawabs

I

have been shaken, witlj^eir palace dismantled and their best friend

lost. We hope they will take the warning.

• *

Mr. a. P. MacDonell has returned from leave and rejoined his place

as Secretary in the Home Department.

Bombay has an unwelcome visitor in its midst—the small pox.

The Corporation has set apart Rs. 3,000 for a temporary home for

those especially marked by the vjaitor.

Last week we had to record the death of a native Judge of the Cal-

cutta Court for Small Causes. It is a misnomer to call the Court Small

since the increase to 2,000 in the value of its Causes. On Monday,

the Chief Judge mourned the loss of the naftve Registrar-Judge, Baboo

Rajkisto Sett

t
• *

On amount of the cholera, the Viceroy does not go to Cashmere.

Lord Dufferin left Lucknow direct for Simla which he reaches this day.

•
• •

Sixty thousand acres of cultivated land have been submerged by,

floods in Hungary.

The Ameer is breaking up camp at Jellalabad. Most of his family

havc^already left for Gundarnuk, and he himself remains with one wife

and eight attendants.

***

The Kazi of Bhokhara the Noble, for his Russian proefivities, has been

publicly disgraced, and Ulemas are preaching throughout the country

that frientship with Russia is forbidden to the Faithful.

,

• •

The 5alem Municipality has been called upon by the Madras Govern-

ment to explain, why it incurred* any expenditure for reception of the

Governor without previous sanction. Almost proper call, wprthy of

Lord Connemara’s manliness. .

Suburibtrt in the country are requested to remit by postal money orders, if possible, as the safest and most convenient

partieuktrly as it ensures aekuowledpnent through the Department. No other receipt will be
'

''

given, any otheu being unnecessary, and liiely to cause con/iisiou,

^
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The Dewan of InUore lias at length discovered that Tantia Bhil has

relations and friends in the capital of the llolkar itself, who receive

money from him and who protect and conceal him whenever pursued

hard. The Dewan has had these men arrested and committed to

the sessions. If the Court is independent, the Minister will scarcely

succeed. Tantia himself bein^' at lar^^e, the necessary proof will,

in all prob.ibility, be wanting. If prr^f be perfect, we dou5t whether

the law will be found—unless the Judge is prepared to make one from

the Bench. We do not know if the Holkar Code has been reformed

in this direction. If it has, the reform is against the grain of native

sentiment. Anyhow, considering that the Minister has set this pro-

secution in motion and is understood to take great interest in it, the

prisoners are in peril.

The agitation of the Amrita Bazar Pairika in behalf of Siddiq llos-

sein, the guiding genius in the Bhopal mal-administralion, has ended

in the fallowing letter, dated Fort William, March 2y, from the Sec-

retary to the Government of India, in the Foreign Department, to

Sir Lepcl Griffin, K.C.S.I., Agent to the (rovornor-Gcncral in Central

India

“ I have laid before the Governor-General in Council the represen-

tations you have submitted regarding certain articles in the Amriia
\

Bazar Pairika and other newspapers, which reflect upon measures

recently taken in the Bhopal Stale.

2. You have recommended the criminal prosecution of these news-

papeis, both in the interests of the Government and on the more per-

sonal giound of defence of yourself. In the event of the Government

not desiring to institute such proceedings, you ask that you may re-

ceive a public and official expression of confidence and approval horn

the Governor-General in Council. Your observations have been care-

fully considered, and lam now to communicate to you the following

orders.

3. The Governor-General in Council is assured that the attitude of

the Government in respect of Her Highness the Begum and her country

needs no vindication against criticism which evinces a spirit of mere

partizanship on behalf of an individual, and complete disregard for

the people of Bhopal. The Governor-General in Council therefore

holds that the interests of the Government would be in no way served

by the institution of ciimmal proceedings against the newspapers con-

taining the attacks to which you refer.

4. As far as you are personally concerned, it appears to His Ex-l

cellency the Viceroy that you also can afford to treat these altacks]

with indifference. You have the satisfaction of knowing that the policy:

of the Government in Bhopal aftairs was in great measure based upon’j

your advice
;
that it has already succeeded in removing serious grie-

j

vances, and introducing valuable reforms
;
that your action has been I

consi.^tetuIy supported by the Governor-General in Council ; and fur-
'

thei, that Her Majchiy's Secretary of Slate has been pleased to express

his sense of the vigour, judgment, and discretion you have displayed.

5. I am to add that you are at liberty to publish this letter.”

*
t «

From of old, men have been in search for the philosopher’s stone,

and though many have suffered in the pursuit, the stone is yet non est.

If baser metals cannot be changed into gold, e.xperts are not wanting

to leverse the process. Just now it is reported, in transmission

through the post, from Peshawar to Kurrachee, 42 tolas of gold were

IraiiDunited to iron. •

-V

rhe Barwani corespondent of the Lantern Herald writes :

—

‘‘ Megwal is one of the lowest castes among the Hindus of this side of

India. They lead a wild and savage life. They maintain large herds
of cows or she-buffaloes and sell their Chce, They prefer to live in

villages, where grass and fodder can be obtained in great abundance

,
and at a low cost. At Sewai, a village in Rajpore Fergana, a boy of

the above caste was put in jirison by the Dewan of the .State in a case

which was brought against him by a wealthy person in the Holkar
territory. His aged mother, a poor and helpless woman, sought to 'go

to the Dewan and to bring her son’s case into the notice of him. But
as according to the stiict order of the present Dewan no one is allowed
to have a fiee access to him (which was neither the case with any of

hiarpiedecessors nor is even with tlie Malm Rana of the .State) except
a certain number of men wlio*are Ins f.ivoiiics, so she was unheard;
so much so, five months passed, slie neither got access to the Dewan
nor her son wa? tried. She was utterly disappointed to receive justice

from the hands of the state, and patiently waited the arrival of the
Political Agent. When the l.itler anufcd here, she kindled two
torches in the broad day-light and holding them in her hands went
to the Bungalow of the Political Agent (as if to enlighten him in the
dark and gloomy state of alTairsj win, asked her the cause of this
extra-ordinary act and was sorry to learn that the poor sufferer remained
in jail for five months without being tried. He took pity upon the
poor mother and her son and at once orderd for his setting at liberty.

Such are the ways in which jus' ice is administered here. I will also
mention hereafter how many persons tell victim to the new administra-
tion in similar manner. God may help us.”

Mr. E. G. Colvin, Private Secretary to the Lieutenant-Governor, is

Gazetted 3 months’ leave from the loth instant. Captain W. C. W.

Kawlinsou, .Aide-de-camp officiates as Private Secretary.

* •

The Survey Department is engaged on a crop map of India. The first

of the scries will deal with sugercane, shewing the area under cultivation.

•
* •

Simla is already suffering from scarcity of water.

On Wednesday week at 8* in the evening, the Port Commissioners

made over to the Police an unclaimed tin box found at the Jugganath

Ghat. It was covered over with gunny and carefully" lied with rope.

On e.xaminaiion, it was found to contain the dead body of a man with

his legs doubled up, hands tied down and the head pressed in and

securely tied. There was also a bottle of mixture prepared by R. Scott

Thompson & Co., for the Superintendent of the Dovcion Institution for

Young Ladies. For once, the Police were equal to the occasion. The

body was identified as that of a ihatcher Sheik* Hurri and three

khansamas of the said Institution—-Mchcr Ali, Bhutto and Jorab---

have been placed on their trial before the Chief Magistrate. The

Coroner’s Inquest charges tliese with culpable homicide. The medical

evidence recorded runs thus

“ Dr. Mackenzie, Police Surgeon, deposed to having, on the 5th in-

stant, cx.iinined the body of a Native male adult, aged about 30 years,

identified as that of the deceased, Sheik Harri. The body was well

nourished, and I discovered abrasions on the left forearm, back of the
light forearm, back of the right wrist, inner sides of the left and right

knees, right cheek, right side of the face, left temple, and left shoulder.

These abrasions may have been caused after death. There were also

circular marks of a coid on the lower part of the neck, sides, and back.

There were three abiasions on the lips, and the tongue was protruding

between the teeth. In iriy opinion, deceased died of asphyxia, or suffo-

cation due to strangulation. There were three cords round the neck of

the deceased—one of jute, the other of hemp, and the third of c’oth.

The last was tied lightly round the neck, and was below the other

cords, was passed over it from the back of the neck, and went on to

the arms. The third cord was made of soft cloth, with two twists, after-

wards doubled and twisted lightly round the lower part of the neck,

tied at the back with a double knot.”

We hope the police will unravel the whole mystery.
*

• «

The following appears in the Mvrninff Post

“ The following petition is about to be filed in the N.-W.-P, High
Coiiil, Matrimonial Jurisdiction : —Ellen Prinn, falsely called Ellen
Hmdhuugh, William Hindhaugh. The petition of Ellen Prinn,

falsely chilled Ellen Hindhaugh, sheweth ; That on the 30th day of
December, 1871, your petitioner, then a spinster of 19 years of age, was
married in fact (but illegally) to William Jackson Hindhaugh, then a
widower of 18 years of age, at St. James’ Church at Calcutta

; that from
the said 3oih of December 1871, until the month of March, 188S, your
petitioner lived and cohabited with the said William Jackson Hind-
haugh at divers places in British India, and particularly at Sutna

;

th.it at tlie time of the performance of the said ceremony of marriage,
the said William Jackson Hindhaugh was a widower, having previously

on the 22nd day of December, 1868, married Mary Ann Prinn, who
died previoua to the performance of the said ceremony of marriage
between your petitioner and the said respondent. That the Sriid Mary
Ann Prinn w.is the si.ster of your petitioner

;
that there is no collusion

or connivance between your petitioner and the .said William Jackson
Hindliaiigh with lespect to the subject of this suit. Your petitioner

theiefuie prays that this Hon. Court will be pleased to declare that the
.s.rid marriage in fact (but illegally) executed as aforesaid between your
peiiiioncr and the said William Jackson Hindhaugh is null and void,

and to decree that the said William Jackson Hindhaugh pay the costs

of, and incident to, this suit, and that your petitioner have such other

and further relief in the premises as to this Hon. Court may seem meet.

L Fllen Prinn, falsely called Ellen Hindhaugh, tlie petitioner named
in tlie above petition, do declare that what is stated therein is true to

the best of my information and belief.”

^

Unless the has been hoaxed -and our contemporary

is so easy of faith as to assume everything on trust, even to religion,

and it is nothing if not serious -by “a gentleman who was present

at the Towq Hall on the occasion of the presentation of the farewell

address to Lord Dufferin,” our contemporary has made a notable dis-

covery* naifiely, that the gathering at the Conversazione in honor of

Lord Dufferin consisted chiefly of k/ii/s and ba'ivarchis.

There was, no doubt, a necessary contingent of native waiters at

t.ible below, but they had no occasion to go upstairs where the party

was held. We strongly suspact the Mirror's informant a khit' or a

\‘]ne who went -’on the chance of ticca employment and was dis-

appointed and blackguarded the whole business to the ears congenial

of the Mirror.

Next time we may hear that the party consisted of all Africansi thcr®

having been the West Indian volunteers in attendance.
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Canon Knox-Little, in the course of an address before the members
of the English Church Union at Oxford, inveighed against the mous-

tache fof^^en in holy orders. Speaking on the important functions and

duties of the sacred office, he said ‘ I have lately seen a number of

moustached clergymen, who reminded me of second-hand cavalry

officers. I admire a cavalry officer, and I admire a priest, but I do

not like a cross between them.’ Thereupon *A moustached Clergy-

man,^ retorts in the Standatd

“ I have lately seen a number of clean-shaven clergymen, who re-

minded me of women. 1 admire a woman, aj^d I admire a clergyman,
but do not like a cross between them.”

On this the Roman Catholic Rock remarks-—

“For our part, we utterly fail to discern what influence—mischievous
or otherwise—the natural growth of hair on a man’s face can have on
an earnest life in the service of God.”

The ladies know better. The same innocent continues

—

“ In becoming ministers of Christ nothing could be more contrary
to the spirit of His teaching or more opposed to common sense
than for clergymen to cease to be men.”

What then is the^meaning of the celebacy of the priesthood ?

• »

Some sensation was cansed in town on Thursday by the total collapse

of the house No. 11 Kyd Street adjoining the Roberts’ Memorial Col-

lege. That building was a three-storied one, and was under repairs.

Workmen were at work, and other persons were living there at the

time. The Police were at work on receipt of the notice. Their act of

succour commenced with the pulling down of the east boundary wall

which alone withstood the general fall. .Some bodies were discovered

wounded and dead, and the place is still a large heap of ruins, maybe
covering yet undiscovered unfortunates. The Coroner’s Inquest is

anxiously looked to for the cause of this disaster.

• *
According to Sir Evelyn Raring, the finances of Egypt are very rc-

.assuring. There was financial equilibrium in the past year. The pros-

pects of the present are more encouraging.
#

It is reported that a few days ago an attempt was made on the life

of Sardar Nur Muhammad Khan, the Governor of Kandahar. It

appears that a shot was fired at him from a distance while he was
riding. It missed him, but killed his camel. The offender has not

been discovered, but it is believed that he was a soldier of the llazari

Regiment now stationed at Kandahar.

Some particulars have been received of the recent attack on the

Kashmir fort of Numal, to the north of Gilgit, by the Rajas of Hunza
and Nagar. The latter ejected the Kashmir picket from the post of

Chaprol in January last, and entered into negotiations with the Gilgit

authorities with a view to being .allowed to retain peaceable possession.

The negotiations breaking down, the tribesmen, over 2,000 in numbers,

advanced on Niimal, .about half way between Chaprol and Gilgit.

Numal had meanwhile been reinforced, and was able to stand a seige.

On the 17th March, the garrison made a sortie headed by Colonel

Makhan Singh. They .succeeded in driving off the attacking party

but the Kashmiri Colonel and eleven men were killed and several

Avounded. The tribesmen are said to have lost heavily. Fresh re-

inforcements have now reached Numal, but no attempt has yet been

made to re-occupy Chaprol, which is still in the hands of the Hunza and

Nagar geople. j,ooo Regulars and 500 Militia are being sent up from

Srinagar.
‘

The escort of Major Yalc’.s delimitation party met with a good re.

ception at Kandahar on the joth March, and reached Quetta all well

4m the 7th April.—Press Commissioner.
*

The Home remitt-inces during the year 18S7-8S amounted to

15,396,500 or ^146,500 more than the Budget estimate. !

The Superior French Court has .set aside the order on the #son-in-law

Wilson, in connection with the Decoration scandals.

Holloways Pills,—Enfeebled existence.—Thi.s medicine embraces
every attribute required in a general and domestic rcme.iy. It over-
turns the foundations of disease laid by defective food and impure
air. In obstructions or congestions of the liver, lungs, bowels, or
.4ny other organs, these Pills are especially serviceable and eminently
successful. They should be kept in readiness in every family, being a
medicine of incomparable utility for young persons, especially those
of feeble constitutions. They never cause pain or irritate the most
sensitive nevers or most tender bowels. Holloway’s Pills are the
best known purifiers of the blood, the most active promoters of
absorption and secretion, whereby all poisonous and obnoxious
p'krticles arc removed from both solids and fluids.

Notes and Leaderettes.

Mrs. Anna Kingford, M. D., the vegetarian propagandist, has died

at the age of 42—no victim, we hope, to her diet.

In Mr. J. (Jotter Morison, London literary society has lost one of its

lights. He was probably the best writer in the Positivist camp, which
contains such masters as Frederic Harrison.

Wk can well believe that a great sensation has been cau.sed among the

Jains of Lucknow by the refusal of Mr. Wells, the City Magistrate, to

allow their “ Rath ” procession to pass through the Cliowk. According

to Mr. Wells, there is not the slightest reason why the procession

should be allowed to proceed through the Chowk to the annoyance and

exasperation of the Hindus. The Jain cause in the city h.as been

defended with considerable spirit, in the columns of the local E.v/>ress.

The writer says :

—

“The first piinciplc of Jainism is to propagate its truths and teach-
ings. As soon as a person reaches the Jain ideal of salvation, it be-
comes his duty to preach the truths he has embraced. Now, .Sir, this

propagation is effected by means of processions in which the Idol is

prried and the earnestness of its worshippers displayed. Publicity
is thus given to the existence of Jainism and the zeal of its adherents.
The Chowk being the most populous part of the city it is therefore
the most fitting place for public processions of this sort.”

This is probably the first time, after many, many centuries, that the

J.ains, who have occupied in India the position of the Jews in Europe,

have held such language. Scorned and reprcsbcd by Hindu and Moslem

alike, they were glad enough to be let alone, even with a slap if neces-

sary. Now at length they feel that they can take up a loftier attitude.

It is not enough that they can worship according to their faith unmolest-

ed—they must preach too and extend their religion if possible. This is

a new development, but a legitimate change effected by the present

regime. We cannot blame the Jains. In fact, they feci that they arc

British subjects. But this very progress introduces a new complication

and makes administration more than ever difficult.

The champion goes into more specific detail

‘“Because the liberty now a.sked for has been extended to members
of other religious communities, The Tazias were allowed to proceed
in spite of all the opposition of the Hindus. The ‘ Ramlilas ’ were
held and their processions carried when the Mahomedans bitterly
complained and even fought again.st it. The Jains only ask for that
religious toleration which has been granted to both Hindus and Maho-
metans. They always manifest toleration towards other religions and
it i.s only fair that a similar spirit be shewn towards them.”

It is not easy to decide between the pretensions of rival sects.

At any rate, Mr. Wells has lately had the rare opportunity of per-

sonal conference on the subject with both the provincial Governor and

the Governor-f^eneral.

At call of the Shcrifif on a largely signed Requisition, the rate-payers

met in force yesterday at the Town Hall, to express their dissatisfaction

at the treatment of the Municipal Bill at the hands of the local Legis-

lature. It was not only a large but also tn respectable gathering.

Thanks to the example of firmness of the late Dufferin Demonstrators,

the School Boy nuisance at public meetings has abated. If the

boys were not excluded, their seats were more distantly arranged,

the front chairs being reserved for their elders and seniors. The
meeting was illgot up, but orderly and well conducted. The audience

was all attentive without visible .signs of impatience at cither the

inaudibicness or the active dulness of the speakers. The ear-

nestness of the meeting may be gathered from the fact, that it stood

the heat of the sun and the gas for three mortal hours. It was essen-

tially a native meeting, but not of Baboos only. There were Maho-
medans and Armenians. The Europeans were conspicuous by their

absence. Almost all the principal native families were represented.

The Chair was taken by Maharaja Narendra Krishna. We give the

Resolutions below. *

I. That this Meeting desires to place on record the sense of its

regret at the disregard of public opinion which has hitherto marked the
progress of the Calcutta Municipal Bill through the Bengal Legislative
Council, and earnestly prays that His Honor the President in Council
will be pleased to allow the reconsideration of the sections already
passed by the Council.

^

Proposed by Prince Ferrokh Shah.
Seconded by CooTO^x Devendra Mullick and supported by Baboo

Surendra Nath Baneijee.

II. That in the absence of any proper enquiry as to the results likely
to ensue from the proposed amalgamation and without new sources of
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income, this Meeting apprehends that the scheme will prove injurious

both to the Town and the Suburbs, and that the Government having

been pledged to the scheme on condition only of certain inconsiderable

items of revenue including the duty on petroleum being made over to

the new Corporation to fulfil the purpose thereof, this Meeting desires

to protest again.st the project which without a very considerable addi-

tion of revenne will fail to fulfil the important sanitary ends in view and

is likely to saddle the Town and the Suburbs vvith additional^axation

Proposed by Mr. J. G. Apear. *•

Seconded by Baboo Ashutosh Biswas.

III. That havmg regard to the success of the elective system in the

Calcutta Municipality, this Meeting is of opinion that the time has

come when a further extension of the same principle may with ad-

vantage be made and the proportion of Commissioners elected by the

wards raised from two-thirds to three-fourths of the entire body of

Commissioners.
Proposed by Raja Poorna Cliunder Singh.

Seconded oy Mr. Braunficld.

IV. That havinc rrcard to the success of noii-official chairmen in

•Moffusil Municipalities and the further extension of this principle by

the recent orders of the Kengal Government, this Meeting of opinion

that the Municipality of the first city in India m-ay be allmvcd the

right to nominale its own chairman under such restrictions and

sofe-guards as the Government may choose to impose including the

power of vetoing any obviously improper election.

Proposed bv Kumar Benoykrishna.

Seconded bv Baboo Kalycharn B.anerjee.
. * i u

V. That this Meeting views with alarm the ch.anges which have

been introduced into the section relating to the control to be exercised

by Government, investing the Government with undefined and un-

limited powets over the Corporation and empowering it upon mere

complaint without enquiry by a regularly constituted Commission as

at present, or giving an opportunity to defend its proceedings, to

direct the Corporation to undertake works which the (government may

think necessary and for which the expenses will have to be met out of

Municipal funds.

Mr. M. P. Gasper.
, . .11

Seconded by Baboo Gonesh Chundra Chundra, and supported by

Khan Bahadoor Serajul Islam. .

VI. That this Meeting views with alarm some of the changes which

have been introduced into the Bill which mark an important departure

from the principles of the existing law, and while referring for a fuller

exposition of them to the Memorial, the Meeting will beg leave to

protest against the following innovations amongst others as being

dangerous in their character and likely to be attended with serious

hardship

(1) Section 122 which imposes a five per cent, rate estimated upon

the cost of dwelling-houses.
. r 1 j

(2) Building regulations which invest the executive of the Corpora-

tion with power to refuse or permit the erection of buildings.

(3) Regulations relating to huts which will entail grievous hardship

upon owners.
. . . . .

•

14) Sanitary sections which will invest the executive with extensive

powers to declare buildings to be overcrowded or unfit for habitation

and to remove persons to hospital without their consent.
. . r

(5) The provisions under which it is proposed to reduce the size of

the ferrule for the supply of water.

Proposed by Baboo Jodoolal Mullick.

Seconded by Baboo Amrita Nath Mitter.

VII. That the following Memorial be adopted and that the gentle-

men named below (list is omitted here) be appointed to wait in

dcputalion upon His Honor the Lieutenant-Governor with the Memorial.

Proposy:d by Baboo Saligram.

Seconded by Mr. R. U. Mehta.

The weakness of the demonstration lay in having anything to do

with tliscrcdited politir.al agitators. The two Europeans who look

part gave something worllit listening to. Indeed, Mr. Braunficld was

particulaily lively. Coomar IJevendra is always sensible. Baboo

Jodoo Lai, with his penchant for personalities, made a good point

against the proposition to assess house property according to

cost, finisliing with describing Sir Henry Harrison as the Aurung-

zebe of civic Government. With this exception, the native

speakers were all bores, great and small, new and old. The

'Banerjee was egotistical and interminable. Baboo Kali Charan ex-

pended his whole force on “your distinguished representative in

Council ” the Hon’ble Kally Nath Mitter. No one had a word for p€>or

Dr. Gurudas, who has led the opposition in the Legislature. Nor

were the parts happily allotted. Surely, more experienced men ought

to ffavc moved the important propositions demanding the extension of

the elective element and the concession of an elected chairman. The

very RcsolutioifS were loosely worded and hurriedly strung together.

These are, besides, too many of them for any useful purpose or effect.

Making every allowance, however, thOi importance of the meeting

cannot be gainsaid. It was a real representation of the town, and the

Government and the Legislature will not be wise in disregarding it, so

far at least as the practical grievances are concerned.

The protest comes too late, it may be said. Some of the clauses

objected to have already been considered and passed. But the Coun-

cil itself has not been regular in its treatment of the Bill.

With the new year, the Calcutta Police has developed new powers of

interference and petty and irksome sources of revenue. As if higher

offences need no vigilance of the Police, miscellaneous offences outside

the Penal Code, those under the Police and other Acts, now engage

the minute attention of the Constabulary Force. Special returns have to

be submitted for arrests under the Police, Hackney Carriage and other

Acts, and prosecutions made before proper tribunals. If the course

is extremely irritating to Her Majesty’s peaceful subjects, it is

welcome to the authorities for the revenue it promises. We are

afraid ihe Police exceed 'iheir authority in making arrests under

the Hackney Cariiage Act. Not only carriages with their fare are

marched off to the Police Station, but there the necessary enquiries

are made and entered in the books and the excess p.issengers told to

find their own way. The outrage is completed when the occupants of

the Zcn.ina happen to be such victims. Many of the Police officers,

wc may be sure, feel the enormity of the proceeding, but they are

bound by orders to do this violence to native feeling and honor.

It is curiou.s that while the Imperial Legislature has secured the

women of India freedom from arrest for the civil jail, it should be

necessary to humiliate them in other ways. If the object is to enforce

the license, the drivers may be prosecuted for breach of the law

without inconveniencing or humiliating the passengers. Loaded carts

arc, we believe, saved from arrest under the Municipal Act, Is human

freight less worthy of reverence We hope Mr. Lambert will slacken

his yeal, at least as regards the Zenana fare. Of course, if the new

policy is to raise a revenue, our cry will be in vain. But surely Govern-

ment, after undertaking to find the cost of the Police, and agreeing

to divert the Police rate to sanitary purposes, should not descend to

these low tricks for raising the wind.

COOCH Behar has come back to India and gone home to Cooch Behar

itself. A number of native gentlemen, mostly Brahmos, were present

at the Howrah Railway station to welcome him back from his exhaust,

iiig European tour. They were well punished for their officiousness.

The Maharaja was busy with his portmanteaus, unmindful of the pre-

sence of those who had forced themselves on him to do him honor.

Poor Raja Peary Mohan Mookerjee, who had come all the way from

Uttarpara for the purpose, realised to his cost the difference between

an English nobleman as Viceroy and an Indian Raja with European

polish. The Maharaja walked up and down the platform dreamily,

unconscious of his votaries. By dint of effort of a handful of a Dewan

Kalikadas Dutt, Raja Mookerjee was barely recognised. Nawab

Abdool Luteef saved himself by his own address. The rest were

nowhere. In the face of this, some of the morning papers published

a false account of the landing in which the Maharaja is represented

as shaking every one cordially by the hand and speaking with all who

had taken the trouble to rome and receive him. The gathering at

Sealdah to receive the Bara Thakur of Tipperah, was more numerous

and infiueniial, while the conduct of that Prince—a mere boy—sent

back every one pleased. The eldest son of his deceased father-

in-law welcomed the Maharaja with an Evening Party in his honor.

Notwithstanding the scene on the railway station, it was well attended.

The Maharaja came between his European leaders whose presence

seems to check his soul. In spile of the adverse element,, some

of His Highness’ well-wishers, towards the end, drew the Maharaja and

the leinainiiig native guests together, and the Prince had begun to be

agrcable, when the whole prospect was marred by the unfortunate

presence of the Mahatma of the Mirror. This gentleman introduced •

into the company his wild manners and his rabid politick He bullied

the late Keshiib Chunder Sen’s younger brother—-the most intellectual

Sen now living, and as modest as he is capable—for the moderation of

his views, aipd even catechised the Maharaja as to what he thought of

Lord Dufferin and the demonstrations in the Viceroy’s honor. A wild boar

introduced into that party could not have disturbed it more than this

patent bore. The Maharaja then left for his own territory. If the official

or officious account in the Calcutta papers is to be believed, Cooch

Behar was all welcome. The people there seem still to retain their old

love for their Maharaja, and they received Nripendra Naryan Bhoop

with all enthusiasm and loud jubilation.

There was a Durbar. It was held at the new hall erected for the

purpose. In honor of the occasion, it is said revenue of a lac of rupees

was remitted, rent-free lands granted to 73 Brahmans, life-scholarships

founded for 8 Brahmans, nine prisoners released, and titles conferred.
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There were olher entertainments—a State Evening Party and what else

we are woy told. The Maharaja summers at Darjeeling.

We sincerely regret that so promising a journal as the new Advocate

of Lucknow should have so early in its career so deeply committed

itself. We have watclied with keen personal interest the development

of this paper, and we have derived no ordinary pleasure in seeing it

improve so wonderfully within so short a time. It is already a power

in the land, and it deserves to be for its sterling merit. It is written

with a mature ability which has most agreeably surprised us. What

a pity that, under a mistaken sense of duty, it should have ranged itself

on the side of the Irreconcilables ! It is rather fond of the hackneyed

Latin exclamation O temporal 0 mores! Times and manners are

indeed changed when the approach of the Viceroy to its city did not

impose some decent restriction on the expression of unpleasant opinion

—to say nothing of grace where all is gracclcssness itself. It is not

many years since Lucknow was the capital of an Oriental despotism :

the memory of that day must still be alive there. These publicists

no doubt show their appreciation of the privilege of Ilritish subjects.

They might at .least remember that the Viceroy of India has some share

in the maintenance of that boon. Above all, they should never forget

that for us, at any rate, the glorious Liberty of the Press is an in-

dulgence.

The only reassuring reflection is that the Advocate is in the beginning

of its journey and will learn better manners as it proceeds.

The Governor-General in Council has conferred on the eldest of the

surviving sons of His late Majesty Wajid Ali Shah ofOudh the headship

of the family. We give in parallel columns the allowances drawn by the

members of the family during his Majesty’s

now fixed on them.

life time and the pensions

Prince Kamar Kadr ... 300 3,000

„ Asman Jah ... ISO 1,150

„ JanyaAli ... ... ... 300 850

And other sons, each ... 150 500

Nawab Akhlar Mahal ... ... 500 600

„ Khas Mahal ... 600 600

Prince Jehan Radar’s wife ... no 600

Other daughters, each ... ... no 150

Mr. Robert Turnbull is the luckiest man going. Even superior

merit docs not often meet with such a measure of reward all round as

friend “ Bobby ” has achieved. He has served many masters, through

many years, without an angry word. In fact, he has performed the im-

possible feat of pleasing everybody—Hindu, Mahomedan, Jain, Jew,

Parsee, Armenian, Greek, English, Scotch, Irish, French, or German.

No wonder he has had the unique fortune to obtain a pension above

the rate of his pay. No less wonderful, he, a mere Secretary to the

Municipality, has had a public memorial voted him ’-an honor

denied to any member or even head of the Coiporation. And last not

least, he has had his portrait for the Town Hall painted by no less an

artist than Mr. J. Archer.

The other day we paid a visit to Mr. Archer’s studio after the work

was fltyshed, and wc were faiily astonished at the result. The portrait

is flattering no doubt
;
professional art, even the more mechanical

art of photography, must, as a condition of existence, be flattering, and

monumental art has need to be flattering where the subject is not adc-

•quatcly blessed by Nature ;
but it is the flattery of genius. It does not

overlay the characteristic expression : it only takes that expression at

its best. You recogni.se your Bobby at once. Not the every-day

Bobby who seems to scowl on you for all his bonhomie^ but Bobby

fresh and blooming and when most charming. How the , artist man-

ages to preserve the identity of his subject is a wonder. It is the pri-

vilege of genius. Herein lies all the difference between gJbd p&intcrs

and better painters.

The Archers leave town to-morrow morning en route to the South.

They will summer at Ootacamund till the end of June. Next month

they repair to Poona, whence they go to Bombay to pass the next cold

weather. We hope they will be called back to Calcutta, if only to paint

the great portrait of Lady Dufferin for the Town Hall, which has lately

lieen voted in public meeting. The presence of Mr. Archer is very

opportune in the public interest. Such a commission ought not to be

given to an inferior local artist. Neither ought it to be denied to a

great artist who happens to be on the spot. Such a refusal not only

involves an unmerited slur but also is detrimental to the cause of art

in the country. It is a prohibition to artists of repute to come to the

East. Mr. Archer has already painted Lady Dufferin so well that he

may be expected to do even better.

#
__

The triumph of administration of criminal justice of the Government

of India during the year, has just been achieved at Mhow. It consists

in the execution of not simply firm but relentless justice on an old

offender. It was a grand criminal that the Government has brought

to book. But though his greatness, at once in age, in race and in per-

son, was obvious, he was scarcely great enough for all the ado of the

great Government of India. For many good people presume'to doubt

whether he had a soul to be damned, though certainly he had enough •

body to receive the simultaneous kick of dozens of men. In fact, his

bulk must have embarrassed a good deal our all-knowing Bureaucracy.

Nay, it led to a distinct departure in the prractice of criminal judicature.

The law lays down hanging by the neck till death takes place, as the

sole mode of executing capital punishment throughout the Empire.

But the great Governim^ut could not undertake the rc‘»ponsibility of

hanging the great prisoner. He was too great for being despatched in

that petty undignified way. There were no gallows to match ; there

was no hangman to put the noose round the convict’s neck : a syndic

of all the Calcrafts in the land would have been unequal to the work.

It would have been necessary to import a hangman from Brobdingnag or

to pray to almighty God for a special giant of the craft—of the Calcrafts,

to c.arry out the sentence. The local officers could but report the

difficulty and await orders. The Government proceeded in its usual

thorough-going way, calling for help upon its advisers, legal and

illegal. We do not know what escape the ingenious Advocate-General,

who lately muzzled a huge mammal of the Civil Service become must

from a threatened latrine, proposed. Be that as it may, the Gov-

ernment referred points and received suggestions and then minuted

and minuted, till it realised the necessity of the situation, and finally re-

solved to keep the ordinary practice in abeyance, and ordered ac-

cordingly. And, accordingly, the venerable, if not venerated, prisoner

was executed by shooting.

The prisoner was an old servant of Government in the Army, in the

Transport Department. He had done good service in his day, and

had every reason to expect to pass what little span of life remained

to him in peace and comfort, at the bounty of a grateful Government.

He had fully earned his right to a liberal special pension. He might

be regarded as one of the pillars of the Empire, having borne on his

Allantean shoulders the weight of many camps and carried endless

equipage and furniture and provisions. He was certainly one of the

band of heroes who extended British sway in Northern and Central

India, having shared the brunt of war with Lake and Combermcre.

If now, when he had descended into the vale of years, he showed some

senile freaks, he might well hope for consideration for his grey hairs

and his past services. But herein Government is too machine-like,

exacting and uniform in action. The hero of Army Transport has been

in a rather chronic state of must^ and he had had the ill luck, under this

influence, to kill a man at Poona, about two years ago. He might still

have received fair play, had his civil and military neighbours been more

manly. Unfortunately for him, the humans about him proved poltroons,

and of course ungenerous foes. They were terribly alarmed at the pro-

pinquity of the veteran quadruped. Hence the complaint to the Vice-*

roy and the order for his execution. The poor fellow has been very

hafthly treated. There was no pretence for taking his life. Neither law

nor equity cried for his blood, seeing that he was not in his senses.

The utmost that the safely of the public required, was to restrict his

liberty. Bui there was no counsel to plead the prisoner’s cause. The

whole proceeding was ex parte. And there was no good Vaishnav nor

Buddhist in the Government to put in a word for him or* warn his col-

leagues against the consequences of useless slaughter.

So firm were our great functionaries in their evil resolve, that they

would grant no reprieve. The Maharaja Holkar and the Maharaja of

Rutlam, like good Hindu princes, offered to save the great veteran at

any cost, but to no purpose. The Government of India was deter-

mined to execute vengeance on the mad murderous brute. And so

he was shot in great state.
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THE MORBHANJ STATE: '

• A TYI'ICAL CASE.

A Correspondent of the Englishntan, who has been

eating the Raj’s sheep and chicken and eggs and

drinking its wines at the table of Manager H. P.

Wylly or Engineer Morrow, is repaying the obliga-

tion by praising the European servants at the ex-

• pense of the former native management of Morbhanj,

the chief of the Tributary Mahals of Orissa. He
is quite right in saying that there are few places in

India less known even by name, than Baripada, the

capital of this semi-independent state, a city of no

antiquity on the left bank of the Burabalung—a small

hill stream—some 32 miles Nort-West of Balasore

“ The town contains a most imposing Raj Bari, the residence of the

Raja’s family, numerous temples on a giand scale, two splendid tanks,

and an immense lake constructed by the present Manager, a circuit

house, cutchery, record offices, jail, school, hospital, and several new

pukka shops in the main street. Five years ago, 1 am told, there was

only one miserable little shop in the whole town, which now possesses

a Municipality that docs its woik thoroughly and well, Baripada

being the brightest and cleanest little native town I have ever seen

in India. When it is considered that there are only two European

gentlemen in the place, nameiy, the Manager, Mr. H. P. Wylly, and :

his Engineer, Mr. Morrow, this speaks volumes.”

Yes, “ volumes " in all directions. A single Eu -

1

ropean introduced tor the first time into a Hindu

town, necessarily causes many changes in it. Strange

articles and unknown luxuries make their appearance.

Food that no Mussulman will touch and food that no

Hindu can contemplate without horror, has to be pro-

vided for the new ogre. Coarse thick stuffs, more fit

for covering floors than for human wear, make their

entry and debase the people’s taste. Of course, the

Saheb wants one or more native tailor trained

in a peculiar school. The stiff-limbed stranger

can not squat on the floor, and so furniture

on stands are in requisition for him to sit upon.

Silver plate is too costly and native brass or bell

metal is too nasty for him to cat off. Hence frail

crockery and glass-ware and earthen-ware of all

kinds. One queer piece of furniture combing wood-

work and earthenware is introduced which puzzles

the wisest heads in the Raj. And well that it is so,

for every porter or cfiolie or beggar in the State would

flee from its neighbourhood directly its use was dis-

covered. As he requires special tailors and special

valets, so he wants special cooks and scullions and

waiters and special nightmen. Accordingly, the scum

of the native population of our great cities and

stations, who serve Europeans in menial capacities, are

• established in the heart of the Indian Arcadia. So
much is necessary for the comfort of a single Saheb,

with or without the complement of a Sahebess, *A
colony usually follows him, and a town starts up

wherever he is settled. At Baripada, we see there

are a couple of such fixtures, with families perhaps

into the bargain. What wonder that a market should

have sprung up where five years ago none existed

!

Besides, one lucky man draws another. Wylly wanted

a companion as much as the state required an Engi-

neer, and so the Morrow of progress dawned upon
Morbhanj. Between tliem, the two made themselves

comfortable—making roads for their drive, improving

the health of their neighbourhood and the prospect

around, and opening the way to the woods for

hunting, and so on. By the earliest opportunity,

they were bound to repay their patrons by inviting

them to shoot and enjoy themselves at the expense ^

of the Raj. Here is another great step in civilization.

More houses are required and more furniture and

stores and provisions than ever, and altogether a

grand stimulus is given to trade and activity in

general. We are not old fogeys enough to see no

improving element in all this. All, however, is not

gold that glitters. And our taste for such good as we

recogni.se, is sadly spoiled by our sense of the cost.

A native population in the heart of the backwoods,

does not require a great dry goods mart or a row of

shops of Europe articles. There are not even many

public handicraftsmen, artizans and artists at a native

capital, for the simple fact that the Raj keeps these in

pay, and the whole country derives the benefit of

maintaining them. The people, when they really

wait, get their service for nothing or for a trifle.

Native ways are not all charming, but .they have

their special recommendations. They are, beyond

question, eminently suited to the people. Hence the

anomaly of native weariness under the improving

Briton.

It is amusing to see the airs .assumed by our

British engineers and officers after laying out a few

streets or erecting a few trumpery bungalows. If

the natives are so worthless, who built the great

Indian cities? who have filled the country with

structures which stand after centuries to inspire the

wonder of beholders ? Even in Orissa, Bhubaneswar

and the rock caves and the sun obelisk attest the

constructive genius of the natives. In Morbhanj

itself, who built the imposing Rajbari ?

Nor is that all. In the following passage, our con-

temporary’s correspondent gives passing testimony

to the merits of native rule :

—

“ Baripada is approached from the north by the Midnapur Road,

a nicely kept and picturesque highway made by the late Maharaja,

from the south by the Balasore Road, equally picturesque and also

constructed by the late Maharaja. Within the last three or four

years the Manager has also constructed a fine road, partly over the

mountains from Baripada to Bamungatli, one of the largest town in

the north-west of Morbhanj. These roads, metalled with laterite, are

all in splendid repair, and cross the most beautiful young sal forests,

which are now being carefully pre'served by the Stale.”

That evidence is all the more valuable that it

come.s from a writer pledged to support the present

European management. After that, we may well ask

Government to reconsider its policy in pitchforking

protigis of its own kith and kin on an unoffending

native state. Why should the indigenous adminis-

tration be superseded ? Morbhang under his late

Maharaja was a model of a well-governed Indian

principality. After his death, things were done under

British authority or in the British name for jwhich

Britons must ever blush. The crowning iniquity was

to deprive the State of its own management. And

now here, as in Gooch Behar, the youn^ Chief is*

being carefully educated so as to acquiesce in the

wronnf and to continue to leave it in the hands

of strangers. This, indeed, is Progress—with a

vengeance !

•

HYDERABAD.

The accession of Mr. Arthur Howell to the Residen-

tial Musnud of Hyderabad, is an event of good

augury. The change is opportune. A change had

long been required, but a Civil Servant, even when

found wanting, is not easily displaced. All power

had however passed out of the Residency. The

Residency will now be itself, at any rate. Mr.

Howell is as good a scholar as his predecessor,
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but he comes with an unsullied reputation, public

, and u^vate. Let not our native friends take

fright at tHb name. Mr. Howell was not the

famous Britannicus of the Englishman. He was

in the Home Secretariat of Lord Lawrence, whose

kindness for the masses he shared, but was unac-

countably shelved in Central India. He now
emerges to achieve the fame his talents are capable

of securing. It is a difficult sphere to which he has

been called, and perhaps it may somewhat help him

if we pass in rapid review the more prominent per-

sonalities with which he will come in contact.

Hyderabad politics can be likened to nothing so

much as to a “ duleelah ” a kootni—who has a

different face for different people and always entices

the novice and new-comer to his destruction. Few
can resist her blandishments or escape from her

meshes. Europeans and Natives alike she can

count among her victims. Many a Resident has lost

his head and his reputation.

To descend to particulars. Colonel Marshall was

prime favorite with duleelah for a few months—but,

like the rest of them, his days of power are over.

He is a good man—one of the very few Englishmen

really capable of assimilating with the people of the

place and understanding its ways. But he m.ade the

mistake of beginning his career with a contempt for

the intriguers of Hyderabad and an overweaning

confidence in himself, and the result is that these des-

pised intriguers have cooked his goose for him as

nearly as possible. If his position were not so strong

as it is, they would have finished him by this time.

There is only one man who has kept his head cool

throughout and risen superior to every emergency,

removing obstacles, overcoming intrigue with superior

intrigue, cunning with greater cunning, and getting

the better of friends and enemies alike—and that

man is Mr. Madhi Ali (Nawab Mohsin-ul-Mulk

Bahadur) the cleverest man by far and the astutest.

His personal ambition is absorbing, lie would sa-

crifice anything or anybody to his ambition—

•

whether it is a friend who is in the way or any state

or national interest—it is just the same to him—down

goes he or it as the case may be, and our friend is seen

next moment standing by the corpse of his victim,

with one of his bland smiles on his face as if nothing

had happened, and as if he had Just put the finishing

stroke to one of the most righteous pieces of work.

His secret ambition is to be some day Minister of

the place, and he has already paved two-thirds, if not

three-fourths, of the way to it.

The present Minister is the best man that could

have been selected for the place on the spot. He is

slow, but he is firm and not easily intimidated. He
is thoroughly loyal to his master and is free from the

’slightest taint or tinge of personal aims. He is a

cautious man and is rather strong in the organ by

which many of his birth and position arc reputed to

be led. He is very careful in money matters—rather

suspicious of character—a distinct advant^e in a

place like Hyderabad. His administration has so far

been successful—there has been no contretemps

of the kind that were rife under the regime of his

predecessor. His Highness trusts and honors him,

and the Imperial Government have just emphasised

their sense of the last fact and at the same time

marked their approbation of the man himself by

Knighting him. He is very conservative which is a

distinct advantage, as the late regime, which was

really Mahdi Ali’s, gave Hyderabad no rest, so many

and quick-succeeding were the changes that were

made. There is rest now at last, and we hope there
shall be no more changes for sometime to come.
Even changes for the better are sometimes harrassing.

, PRE-BRITISH INDIA.
BABER.

There is, perhaps, no period in the history of India which
i.s more interesting^ than the period occupied by the reign
of the House of Timour, miscalled, both in India and by
foreigners, the Mogul dynasty, for no one had a greater
aversion for the Moguls than Baber, the founder of the em-
pire which this race of princes built up in India, though
it is true his mother was a Mogul, the daughter of a Mogul
prince of some eminence. The empire the princes of this

House built up, was great, and India ro.se to the highest
pitch of prosperity during the rule of succeeding Kings of
th.s line. The pinnacle of prosperity and fame was attained
under the wise and able rule of the great Akbar—while
the marvellous wealth and magnificence of pre-British India
was displayed under Shah Jehan.

India is fittingly called the jewel in the Crown of Britain,

but alas ! it is a jewel much of whose lustre has been dimned.
Yet India is reviving after a lethargic period. The quick-
ening process has begun. She is manifesting life-move-
ments from one end of her great continent to the other.
India possibly will yet arise, and her glory be more res-

plendent. Her new glory, however, will be distinct from
her former glory. Barbaric pomp and splendour will have
no part or lot in her future greatne.s.s. Her people’s eyes
are opening to what constitutes true glory and greatness

;

they are awakening out of a lengthened sleep
;
they are

stretching forth their hands towards the light—ethical and
intellectual light—-such light as brings out the characteristic.s

of a high state of civilisation—that moral curb over the
promptings and impulses of the natural heart.

The civilisation of the East must always differ from that

of the West, though the basis of both be laid on the .same
foundation. ICastcrn civilisation must always be more soft

and silken than that of the West. The Eastern peoples are

.so fearful of giving offence
;
so anxiously polite

;
so desirou.s

of avoiding wounding the susceptibilities of others, that

their civilisation, though a facsimile of that of Europe, must
always abound in more of society shams—more of social

fib.s. The rugged vein running through ICnglish civilisation,

when copied in their manners by the youth of India, more
especially Young Bengal, does not show well. It is a mani-
fest aping.

When will this day of India’s future glory dawn? The
young men, the men in their prime, and the old men, may
help to hasten it, by patient and faithful service rendered in

their day and generation—by setting thcm.selvcs laboriously

to study the true meaning of patriotism. 'I'liis much-abused
expression .should be studicil in the light of the history, past

and present, of the nations of the carrii. Batriotism studied
under such a light, will doubtless cause the head of many a
blatant Indian youth to be bowed in shame and self-contri-

tion. The men of to-day may help forward the aspirations

ot India, but neither the youtli, nor the strong man, nor the
aged, of this day, will ever see the revived glory of India.

They must be gathered to their fathers, yea, and some
generations after them must come and go before that event-

hd time. Nations arc not born to the highest moral freedom
in a day. Stages of transition arc always slow. It secm.s

to be fundamental law of the Divine Ruler of the earth, that
storms precede cairn

;
and the more forcible the storm, the

deeper the thick darkness, the more still will be the after calm,
and the more brilliant the light. That man is perfected by
suffering, is a law of the Creator The beneficence of this

law can only be learnt from experience. Nations as well as
individuals arc benefitted and strengthened by the fiery trial

of afflictions. Sorrow and suffering must be the germ of
joy. The mourners are the only ones who can be comforted.
The searchers after truth often bow the head through

manifold mistakes—they sometimes take tinsel for gold,

and a glittering glass for a gem—but it is only these bowed
and humiliated ones who can understand the full joy of
triumph. The sons and daughters of India must seek after

truth—the nation's greatest good. They must seek with
bowed heads aud humble hearts, and then the harvest they

reap will be rich and full. Stump oratory, and the machi-
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nery and wiles for gathering an aimless, witless crowd, for

pseudo political purposes, must be relegated to limbo.

These arc childish toys. Let the men of India say in the

spirit of the words of the Apostle of the Gentiles—“ When
we were children, we spoke as children, we acted as

children, we loved childish things
;
but now that wc have be-

come men, wc must put away the things that wouldi)e seem-
ly for children. “ Only those are crowned and sainted who
with grief have been acquainted.” It is such acquaintance

that not only makes nations noble but free.

II.

The life of Baber, the first prince of this line, reads like

romance, so full it is of surprising vicissitudes and remark-

'able adventures, and recalls the history of the life of

Scottish Bruce, whom he resembled in tenacity of purpose

and the happy constitution of hopefulness, and being unable

to give to despair, even during the darkest moments of his

life. A most singular man was this Baber, as we gather

from his Memoirs. Baber has written his life in so simple

and frank a manner, so honest is he in the disclosures he

makes, that the reader closes the perusal with the impression,

that this Baber must have possessed a most manly spirit,

and a mind remarkably free from affectation and the pride

of a high station in life.

These Memoirs, like a looking glass, reflect faithfully the

character of the man, and also acquaint us with the manner
of life of a great Tartar monarch. Baber is shown to us as a

man of a remarkable easy and sociable temper, which his

great trials could not alter, nor the subsequent possession of

power and grandeur diminish. Baber was gifted with re-

markable .sensibility, and was by imagination a poet.

His refined taste prevented him falling a victim to the gross
i

vices which disfigured Moslem rulers and great men of those

day.s. Baber had a keen and appreciative love for nature.

Possessed of a kind and affectionate heart, he loved with a

strong and abiding love. The friends of the poor and un-

fortunate Baber, were still the friends of the conqueror of

Hindostan.

To his relatives he was ever indulgent and kind, especially

so to the ladies of his family. His mother he loved with

a reverent affection, and ever deprived himself to secure her

case and comfort. In these Memoirs, he speaks so simply

of his love and affectionate interest in his mother and

female relatives, that we recall Baber as a boy, or as a youth,

and forget that it is the life-story of a bold and brave

warrior and a great King.

In these Memoirs, we also see how unselfishly Baber
placed his frie nds on a level with himself. He records the

most minute incidents of their lives. Their illness, their

accidents, their successes, their adventures, their disappoint-

ments, their failures, arc all jotted down in a kindly way.

Baber even shows his interest in them by noting their jokes

and eccentricities. The book shows the writer to be of such

a tender and loving difi^osition, that wc are not surprised

when we read the confession, which tells us, that he wept for

the playmate of his boyhood when he heard of his^ death.

In a letter to a confidential friend, this passage occurs

—

“ They very recently brought me a single musk-mclon : while

cutting it up, I felt myself affected with a strong feeling of
loneliness, and a sense ot my exile from my native country,

and I could not help shedding tears while 1 was eating it.”

The musk-mclon was not indigenous to India at this period.

We owe the musk-mclon to Cabul. To this very friend he
writes on another occasion with great freedom, relating liltic

anecdotes of their common acquaintancc.s, which he thinks

will please him. He winds up the letter with, ‘*for God’s

s^ke excuse all these fooleries and do not think the worse of

me for them.”
*

Unfortunately for himself, Baber was at one time a great

wine-bibber, and there is reason to believe that his indul-

gence in wine tended to shorten hi^ days. The deep drink-

ing of wine •was a popular habit with most of the great

Mussulmans of the time, I mean, of course, the Mu.ssulmans
with whom India has been acquainted. “ In these Memoirs
of his many a drinking party is recorded with as much
interest, as his negotiations or his battles

;
and unsuitable

as they arc to his station, they are not the least agreeable
scenes in Baber’s history. The perfect ease and familiarity

among the company makes one forget the prince in the

man
;
and the temptations that generally led to such ex-

ces.ses
;
a shady wood, a hill, with a fine prospect, or the

idleness of a boat floating down the river—together with
the amusements with which they are accompanied—recita-
tions in Turki or Persian, extempore verses, with sometimes
a song, and often a contest of repartee, take away all coarse-
ness that may attach to such scenes of dissapation.” In
after years, Baber, as we shall sec, relinquished the use of
wine, and advised his friends to do so also

; to one friend
to whom he was particularly attached, he wrote persuading
him to give up this habit and to follow his example. The
argument he uses is quaint. ” Drinking was a very pleasant
thing with our old friends and companions

;
but now since

you have only $heir Ahmed and Haidar Kuli to take your
wine with it can be no great .sacrifice to leave it off.”

Besides his Memoirs, Baber, it is stated, took high rank
among the poets of his country

;
his Persian poems and

collection of Turki compositions are remarkably elegant.

JAME.S H. Linton.

I

MNEMONIC BRITISH HISTORY.*

The Barat Press has issued, in a neat little well-printed pamphlet
of 70 pages, a synopsis of the leading events in British history from

I

the Roman Period down to Her Majesty’s Jubilee. Although a
school-book, it is obviously distinguished by execution from the
literature of that description which now issues in shoals from the
Indian press. Some of our native school-book-makers arc not bad
hands at compiling and digesting information, while the majority
simply crib from different English sources. But they all discover
themselves in their own part of the work. The very title is often
faulty. If they somehow get over that, their pretensions arc usually

wrecked on the preface, let it consist of ever so few words. Thia
little brochure shows a scholarly hand in the preface. In it Miss
Allen explains that the present work is her second effort towards
supplying the deficiencies of Mrs. Slater’s Sententiee. That book
gives the history of the world in a nut-shell. Necessarily meagre
in details as it is, it sufficeth not for our schoolboys who have to

show a larger acquaintance with Indian and English history. Hence
Miss Allen’s labours. She commenced with Indian history and has
now followed up with the outlines of the history of the mother-
country. Like its predecessor, the present book follows Mrs. Slater’s

in adopting the mnemonic method. This is to present the leading
events in focf sentences, followed in each case by another brief,

or briefer, sentence so constructed and printed that the capitally

printed initial letters of the words contain, in accordance with the
key observed, the date. The key is simple, all the consonants but
two being assigned numerical value from i to 9 and nought.
Thus the book opens ;

—

“B. C. 55.

Julius Caesar’s first invasion of Britain

Juliuses invincible Legions Land in Albion,

A. D. 59.

Suetonius Paulinus, Governor of the Roman Province of Britain,
during the reign of Nero.

An Imperial Legate^ ?aulinus^ is appointedI'

The mnemonic sentence is printed in Italics with the exception
of the initial consonants of value. The two L’s in the first such
sentence give the date 55, L being valued at 5. In the second,
LP gives 59. ^

The Eastern languages have long possessed similar systems of their

own of greater elaborateness. It is this literal valuation that supplies
the Persian chronograms. But that system has the advantage of
time and universal acceptance, whereas the English language has

no such time-honoured valuation. Whatever exertion, has to be*

bestowed by the learner in mastering the key of thi^^ok, will be
of no further use to him in life.

SURRENDER NOT THE GREAT COOKED IN HIS
, .

OWN JUICE AND DISHED.

Vanity of vanities, saith the preacher, vanity of vanities : All is

vanity ; in the midst of life wc are in death. His High Mightiness

of the Chair—of North Barrackpore has

Fallen, fallen, fallen, fallen.

Fallen from his high estate,

* The Principal Events in British History^ from the first Roman

occupation to the present day^ for University Entrance^ and G&vent'

ment Seventh Standard Candidates, By Miss Adams, LaMartiniere,

Calcutta. Barat Press, 1888.
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fallen like Lucifer never to hope again—at any rate, not for three
mortal years to come. No wailing is heard, no sigh is wafted, not

tear is : the eloquent apostle of sclf-govcrniucnt falls un-
wept, uithonorc(l,\ind unsung.

Oh, mighty Cassar ! dost thou lie so low ?

Are all thy conquests, glories, triumphs, spoils,

Shrunk to this little measure

But if Surrender Not has been snuffed out, he has tempted his

own fate. No sooner had he attained the upmost rung of the

ladder, the highest civic honor in the gift^of the Pcddlingtoniarib,

than he turned his back unto it, nay, began to scorn the base

degrees by which he ascended. Is it to be wondered at then that,

stung to the quick, the ladder would rise and send him about his

business? Disadvantaged as he was by the defection of his own
allies and creatures, and knowing as he fdid that discretion is the

better part of valour, Mr. Banerjee did not offer himself a

candidate but made a friend of his, among the faithless faithful

only he ! to stand for the Chair, hoping himself to be the Chairman
de facto if not the Chairman de jure. But the enemies had their wits

about them and knew that the candidature of Roy Gopal Mohun
Sirkar Bahadur was a mere blind. Though Surendra Nath did not

appear in the field in propria persona^ the defeat sustained by Roy
Bahadur will none the less be regarded as a defeat inflicted on him.

It has been said by one of the greatest military geniuses of modern
times that the next dreadful thing to a battle lost is a battle won.
But Surendra Nath is too bumptious, too sclf-suflicicnt to lay this

lesson to heart. Jn *84 he won a double victory, having been
elected both as a Commissioner and the Chairman. But he did not

use the victory with moderation. He was Sir Oracle and when
he oped his mouth he would let no dog bark : His friends began

to fall off never to be whistled back, swell the ranks of the enemy
and hate him with the rancour of a renegade ; and by the time

that the and General Election took place there was not a rat left in

the sinking vessel. But the bitterest drop in the cup was that the

seceders linked themselves to an interloper, nay a Britisher and
a Government officer to boot, and have voted him to the Chair.

But if a stranger now fills Banerjee’s throne, is there any body in

the whole Municipality to cast a longing lingering look behind

at the good old rule with which he has shaken hands and parted

simultaneously with the enforced retirement of Baboo Banerjee?

There can be but one reply, and that is an unhesitating and emphatic

No. The reason is not far to seek. Demagogues arc despots in posse ;

add to this, po\vcr,'you know, pollutes whatever it touches, and it is

no matter of surprise that dressed in little brief authority Surendra

Nath would develope a variety of unamiablc qualities, play such

fantastic tricks before high heaven as make the angels weep—nay,

pose as a Cssar till the people were provoked to cry.

Why, man, he doth bestride the narrow world.

Like a Colossus ; and we petty men

Walk under his huge legs, and peep about^

# • • •

Men at some time are masters of their fates.

The Immortal Bard of Avon has sung

Could great men thunder

As Jove himself does, Jove would never be quiet

;

For every pelting, petty officer

Would use his heaven for thunder,

—

Nothing but thunder,

and unlike merciful Heaven who.with his sharpened and sulphurous

bolt splits the unwedgcable and gnarled oak rather than the soft

myrtle,*thcy would fight shy of the big swells and hurl their bolts

on the devoted heads of the weak and helpless. This was pre-

eminently the case with the champion of Local Self-Government.

He signalized the first year of his administration by Hiunin-in^ and

^arashan-ing one Kanai Mistri—a man as poor as Job but not so

patient. He was accused of encroaching on a public drain by

blocking it up with a mound of earth in one place with the object

of widening his own land and tried by a Bench of Magistrates com-

posed of Surendra as President and two other gentlemen, one of

whom had as a Municipal Commissioner already held an inquiry

into the alleged offence and so far expressed an opinion as to issue

notices both written and verbal on the accused, and as such was

not competent to be associated in the trial. But other illegalities

were committed which stagger belief and before which the one just

noticed,- pales. None of the Magistrates were specially em-

powered under the law to receive a complaint or hold a criminal

trial without having received a particular case on reference from a

Superior Magistrate—taking it for granted that they were properly

appointed ones which, I am afraid, they were not. The Chair-

man Babu Banerjee had no authority to issue a summons. The

summons instead of bearing the seal of the Magistrate bore the

s?al of the Municipality. The accused was required to answer

the charges in less than 24 hours after the service of the summons.

He asked for postponement in order to produce witnesses for

his defence but this was refused—though the prayer was perfectly

reasonable and legal, seeing that he was convicted under See. 218 Act

III B.C.*84 of an oficncc other than that specified in the summons.
He was fined Rs. 20 for disobedience of the orders of the

Commissioner, and Rs. 10 with costs for obstruction of the drain ; a

further order was passed directing that “ if the accused within

one week <lid not remove the .obstruction a daily fine of Rs. 5

would be imposed upf)n him until the same was removed” though
the imposition of a daily fine has more than once bceh held by the

High Court to be illegal. It goes without saying that the High
C{)urt which justly inspires public confidence quashed the arbitrary

illegal—nay lyranical proceedings of the model Hiizurs. Long
before Surendra Nath was hatched into a Ma/zini by the heat of

his own ambition, his conduct had been described by no less a

personage than the 'Argus-eyed Sir George Campbell ns “dis-

honest and fraudulent.” And what strikes me with surprise is not

that he should be capable of ztjulum and zuhurdusteesrn^ but that

the man who was not righteous enough to remain in the Civil Ser-

vice should have been called to sit on the benches of both the

Metropolis and a considerable metropolitan borough to do justice

between man and man like the immaculate or uncaught members
of the service. That a man of his antecedents holds two of the

most important, though honorary, offices, is a proof positive of how
little the interests of the people weigh with those to whom their

destines have been committed. If there were honest and honorable

journalism— il the Press really deserved the high sounding name
ot the Parliament always in session the scandalous satire of Local
Self Government that was enacted at North Barrackpore would
have created quite a sensation and the principal actor would have
been held up to public execration and contempt.

Characters, they say, nevcver change. Opinions alter—characters

arc only developed. Towards the close of his administration,

Surenda Nath again rode roughshod over law, justice and common
sense and convicted and sentenced another person. The decision

was, it need hardly be said, set aside but then the poor
man had to prefer an appeal before the District Magistrate

—

nay invoke the High Court which held as follows:—“We
consequently hold that in as much as the proceedings in

their initiation and in the manner in which they came before the

Municipal Bench which held this trial illegal and void ab initio^

the conviction and sentence must be set aside. It is a matter

ot much regret that there should have been such irregulari-

ties in the initiation of these proceedings so as to involve consider-

able expense to the parties concerned.”

One more instance of high handedness and I am done. Some-
time in 1886 Mr. Banerjee on the unseconded and unsupported
motion of one of his colleagues—a lick spittle of his, turned out of

the vestry several ratepayers who were there to hear the delibera-

tions of the village elders. When called upon by another commis-
sioner to put the rcsolntion before the meeting—he refused to do so

saying that he had as much power to order a ratepayer to leave the

meeting room as the speaker of the House of Commons to clear the

strangers* gallery on emergent occasions. But his colleague was not

a man to be terrified into surrender by the apparition of the prac-

tice of Parliament. The autocrat was, after all, made to put the

motion to the vote and was, as a matter of course, ignominously de-

feated—though be it said to hi.s shame, he took care not to enter

the resolution in the proceedings of the meeting. It must ^ e said

in thi.s connection that when an oflicial predecessor of his turned a

ratepayer out of the room—the Bengn/ec \fas a running tirade, a

filthy current of rancorous abuse and a ceaseless diabetes of acerbity.

But if^ourjiatriotic editor is consistent in nothing else, he is consistent

at any rafe in his inconsistency.

Those who arc believers in patriots and arc not aware of Mr.
Banerjee’s antecedents might,. alter reading the above lines, cry

Etu Bruti\ but as for myself 1 only wonder that he has not yet done
anything at which the world would grow paler— if paler, indeed, it

can possibly become— for no man is a hero to his valet.

A Blunt Man callinc a spade a spade.

ZEMINDARY ZOOLUM.
Sir,—Permit me to bring to the notice of the public, through your

widely circulated journal, the particulars f)f another suit recently

instituted by Baboo Hurry Hurr Mookhurjec, the landlord of

Utterbar Jhapordah, against one of his rayyets of the name of

Umbica Churn Ruckhcct.

The arrears claimed under the law of Landlord and Tenant*

amounted to 1-5-1 iX. Umbica proved previous tender of his

rent at Baboo Hurry Hurr*s Village Catcharry. On nfcn-acccptancc

of the same, he had deposited it in Court. The Court granted

Baboo Hurry Hurr a decree for 5 cowries (pacca) equal to one-

sixteenth of an anna ; of course. Baboo Hurry Ilurr has been
ordered to pay Umbica his costs.

Sir, what does this suit prove ? Docs it prove a bond fide ease on

the part of Baboo Hurry Hurr for his annas and gondahs,

which as he lately said in the papers would amount to several
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hundreds ? Well, the law of limitation in respect of such claims, is

three years. Could not Baboo Hurry Hurr wait till at least the last

kist of the year to see how Umbiea behaved ? Would this have

entailed any loss on him i What made him rush to Court for

c emria on the very first day on the expiry of the Kist ? Has

Umbiea been able to recover all the unauthorised and authorired costs

that he had really to incur ;
1 hope Baboo Hurry Hurr will kind y

answer some of these questions quoting, if he can, cycr^ a single

instance of any other landlord in alF Bengal (I give him all India

too in the bargain) who has ever sued a tenant for such trifle.

A. Rayyet.

Howrah, l8th March 1888.

MONGllYR.

An accident happened at mile 191 on the Loop line be-

tween Barharwa and Tinpahar Stations, of the E. I. Railway,

when an up Goods train w.is passing over the ChotM Pugla bridge,

which I hear was undergoing repairs. The driver having run his

train over the bridge at a greater speed than he should have,

some of the loose rails came out and the train was derailed.

Several wagons were smashed to pieces, and the bridge was also very

much damaged, the girders being bent by the force with which the

train went against them. Fortunately no lives were lost. In conse-

quence of this the up Loop Mail arrived here at 8 a.m. being 3

three hours late. The passengers having had to be transhipped to

another train which was waiting on the up side of the place where

the accident occurred.

Nothing has transpired as yet, as to the origin of the accident in

question, of course it will, when the investigation of the case

comes ofl\

Busy preparations arc now being made here for the Barowari

Poojah of which allusion was made by me some time ago. It is now

in full swing, having made rapid progress. The image for symbol
^

of worship has been nicely made. The members of the Barowari *

committee having secured the services of competent “ Image makers

and painters ” from Lower Bengal, did well. The deity selected

for the worship is Rajrajeshtvari, The work on the images has

been remarkably well done, especially the idols Mobadeva^ Mohakala

and Brahma have a very natural appearance.

Arrangements have already been made to secure a jatra, “keertan”

“ dhop ” and dancing party from Lower Bengal.

The ceremony is expected to come off by the latter end of the

current month (March), when I hope to be able to give your readers

an account of the proceedings.

All I can now say is, that this is a novel sight to the Beharces in

general here, who have also joined the Bengalees in this movement.

An annual entertainment of the kind under notice was no doubt

a desideratum, especially in a place like this, which a few years

back was nothing but the abode of wild and ferocious animals only.

Jt is a matter of great delight (not to speak of anything else) to

see both Bengalees and Bcharees united co-operating with each

other in such an undertaking.

A she goat gave birth to a kid a few days ago at Kosim Bazar,

in Monghyr, having 2 tails, 8 legs, 2 spines, 2 stomachs, one neck

and head, 2 cars and 2 eyes, but it expired after a short while. The

owner of the animal contemplated earning his livelihood by means

of this unnatural production, but unfortunately failed to accomplish

his wishes, owing to nature’s surrender. He is really to be pitied,

for his disappointment.

The has been a change in the weather of late, though we still

have cold nights and mornings.

Dufferin Memorial Fund.

The following subscriptions have been al-

ready received

Rs.

Already advertised ... ••• 4^,062

Messrs. Ciirrilt & Co. ... *00

Rai Budreedas Bahadur

P, E. Guzdar, Esq.

T. Payn, Esq. ...

Babu liuriy Mahan Thakur

Messrs. Ho Thye & Co.

„ Eng Hong & Co. ...

A. Panagh.iUdes, Esq.

G. J.
Forbes, Esq.

H. A. Uugman, Esq.

D. McKellar, Esq.

H. H. the Maharajah of Gidhore

Messrs. Meyer Bros.

„ Aaron Cohen & Co.

„ Durst & Co.

„ Marquardt, Lehzen & Co.

„ F. Harley & Co. ...

D. W. Campbell, Esq., C.I.E.

M. H. Oung, Esq.

Rai Grish Chunder Dass, Bahadoor

G. H. Simmons, Esq.

E. W. Petluy, Esq.

T. R. Munro, Esq.

Rai Kanaye Lall Dey, Bahadoor

R. Donnithornc, Esq.

S. R
H. C. Grant, Esq.

M. Dover, Esq.

S. J. K ^

H. H. Maharani Surnomoye, C. I.

Pandit Shoiloja Nand Ojha

J.
Rudd Rainey, Ksq.

Rajah Surjya Canta Acharjiya, Bahadoor

L. P. D. Broughton, Esq. ...

•G. Temple, Esq.

Moulvic Surajal Islam, Khau Bahadoor

Raja Ram Runjun Chuckrabarti, of

Hetampore ...

Messrs. Dignam, Robinson & Sparkes ...

Sylv. Dignam, Esq.

E. R.

H.X Miltra, Esq. ....

100

100

100

100

25

25
20
10

10

10

800

200

64

50

50
20

50
10

100

25

25

25

20

16

16

16

16

3,000
100

100

500

250
16

16

500
100

50

25

10

fotal 52,842

Further subscriptions are invited and v/ijll be

duly ackuowlodfjed in the papers.

PEARY MOHUN MOOKERJEE,
AMIR ACI,

S. E. J. CLARKE,

Honorary Secretaries,

Calcutta, nth April, 1888.

EMERALD THEATRE
BEADON STREET.

Manager^ Babu G. C. (Jhose.

Saturday—the i^th Aprils 188S—
at i) \\ M.

By special request and for the last time

KVMM
Adapted from our great Poet Kalidas’s popular

Poem of the same name.

Singing and dancing in abundance.

Next day—Sunday—i^th Aprils

at Candle Light.

For the gentlemen and ladies of delicate health.

Fifth grand evening performance of that mag-
nificent new play of

Babu G. C. Chose,

One of his happiest attempts.

Appointments fresh and costly.

.Arrangements befitting the Emerald Theatre.

Come one and all.

M. L. SUR, A.^.^t. Mamxfecr,

6T. LEONARDS-ON-SEA, ENGLAND.

ST. PETER’S COLLEGE FOR BOYS.

University masters, specially suitable for

Indian Children. Indian References. For Pros-

pectus, address Principal.

HAMILTON & C0;8

Latest Designs in Sold Bangles.

The Acron Bangle, (England) ... R.s. 60

The Thistle Bangle, (Scotland) ... „ 60

The Shamrock Bangle, (Ireland) ... „ 60

The Lotus Bangle, (India) ... „ 60

The Forget-me-not Bangle ... „ 63

The Indian Bamboo Bangle ... „ 32

The Victoria Bangle ... „ 100

The Cleopatra Signet Bangle ... », 54

The Magic Twist Bangle ... » 185

The Flexible Curb Bangle ... „ 115

The Etruscan Ball Bangle ... » 32

The Good Luck Bangle ... » 54

The Oriental Onyx Bangle ... „ 90

The Flexible Gold and Platinum Bangle „ 100

The “Mascotte” Diamond H’shoe Bangle „ 90

The Scotch Plaid Bangle... ... „ 80

The above are cash quotations.

Inspection Invited.

HAMILTON &-'C0.,

CALCUTTA.

Griha-Chikitsha.

A complete and large treatise on Homoeo-

pathic Domestic Medicines with some tried

native drugs for certain serious diseases, by

Rai Khetter Nauth Chatterjee Bahadoor,

in Bengalee .200
Do. postage... 030
Do. abridged in Hindee i o o

Apply to Author at Chinsurah or to People’s

Press, No. 78 College Street, Calcutta.
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INFALLIBLE SPECIFIC FOR

LEUCORRHCA.
A week’s use of this medicine not only cures

LviucorrlKBA—the characteristic white, green
iiiid bloody discharge—but also removes the
concomitant intense menstrual pains, and all

me various complaints and symptoms inci-

dental to menstrual difficulties and green sick-
ness, and prepares the system for conception.

Price : for a week’s consumption, Rs.
jj,

packing and postage 4 annas.
There are capital medicines besides—for

piles, all the 30 kinds of flux—such as sper-

111 itorrluea, diabetes, &c.—diarrhoea, rheu-
niitism, puerperal complaints, cataract of
the eye, nacra, asthma, &c.

\Certificat€.\
“ I have known Babu Rajendra Nath Ghoshal
kiibiraj for upwards of 15 years, and I can bear
ample testimony to the wonderful efficacy of
his medicine in the treatment of diseases of the
womb. While Assistant Surgeon of Monghyr
and subsequently, I have known him to cure
the most obstinate cases of uterine Leiicorr-
hcea and other uterine derangements, organic
and functional. I can safely call his medicine
the Specific for Leucorrhcca and painful
menstruation. Ladies who have been subject
to these diseases for years and were barren
have been cured and borne children.

Womesh Chundcr Roy, L. M. S., Medical
Practitioner, Bhagalpur. 30th October, 1886.”

Apply to

RAJENDRANATII GHOSAL, Kauiraj,

Topkhana Bazar.

Monghyr.

The Mahanirvana Tantram with the com-
mentary of Harihorananda Bharati, the
spiritual preceptor of the late Raja Ram Mo-
hun Roy, aernmpanied by a translation and
ropious explanatory notes by the venerable
Pundit Jagonmohun Tarkalankar

;
edited by

Babu Krishna Gopal Bhakta, M. A. S. B.,

Editor of the 2nd impression of the late Sir
Radha Kanto’s Sabda Kalpadruma, the Ra-
mayana, etc., etc. Issuing in parts of six form-
demy 12 mo. each, from April last. To be
completed in about 25 parts. Price for the
whole work Rs. 5, if paid in advance. For
each part to subscribers annas 4, to non-sub-
scribers annas 6. Post free. Apply to the editor,
J5, Gopce Kiisto Pal’s Lane, Calcutta.

READY

Price Post free Rs. 6,

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL
hetwj-.en

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah^
* BY

SAMBHU 0 . MOOKERJEE,
For*nerly MiniUer to the late

• Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadook,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, “REIS& RAYYET’>
1, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington .Street,

Calcutta.

OPINION OF THE PRESS.

tation of the people generally, taking them as
an Englishman may find them if he looks
lAirly. If they h.td been unfaithful, the sad
btory of the Mutiny had been vastly sadder

;

and, apart from the .Mutiny, many Englishmen
could give individual instances of Beng.ihe
failhfiilness almost in history, taking
all the Circumstances of our relatioiy to India
into account. 1 he Bengalee is generally eager
for knowledge of all kinds, and is often both
courageous in the expression of his opinions,
and gifted to a remaik.ihle degree with the
power to express those opinions with foice and
piecisioii. Mr. h awreit A)ncc told me that an
unprepared speech inailc, on his behalf, during
an election, by a young Hindoo, surpassed, in
loice as well as el(><|uence, any unprepared
speech he ever had hcaid made by any mem-
ber of the House of Commons, if four or five
members of the House wcie excepted.
Among these Bengalees there is a small body

of men- small for th.it large province—who
•are, ironically or otherwise termed “ Young
Bengal.* Some of them aie no longer young,
but grave and aged

; some have, in the couise
of years, been highly distinguished for their
public .services and their scientific and otlicr
attainments. .Some have at times been mis-
represented, and their l.inguage misinterpreted,
so that on its return to iJicm it has amazed
none more than themselves. Nothing of this
has been done by the really great admmistia-
tors of India. That it has been done, however,
cannot be denied.

In the foiefront of this little band is ihe
author of this book of travels, Baboo Sambhu
Chunder Mookerjee—a writer of high lepiilc,
as I have said, also an administrator, as the
reader will see fioin the title-page to this book.
A keener, yet a kindlier .satirist, one might
seek for and not find. His use of the English
language has astonished many an educated
Englishman

; and the quality of his leading is

shown by his marvellous power of quotation
;

[

not merely from authors like Shakespeaie, and
Milton, and Macaulay, ami men eminent in
science, but from out-of-the-way old ballads,
and little-known old pamphlets, in the applica-
tion of which he le.ivcs one wondering—ihst,
how he obtained the productions .at all, and
secondly, how, having obtained them, he
learned to apply them so appositely to the
subjects which he intends them to illustrate.

Passing from the author to his book, we
shall, perhaps, first of all be attracted to the
work of the admini.strator. He comes upon a
milkman’s village, on which he finds fastened
the grip of a Court favourite. He unloosens
the grip, and ic-seiiles the village, in the
double interest of Piince and I’casant. And
all the time he sees everything. The poor
people bathing on the rivers’ banks, have his
genial and kindly, if also at times, what a
Scotchman would call, his “pawky” notice.
A “ fair riiaiil of Sonargoan ” attracts Ids at-
tention by the gracefulness with w^hich she
carries a vessel of water from the river

;
ami,

though the fair maid and he arc divided by
race and faith (she is Mussulman), she ha.s his
full meed of praise. Indeed, it must be .admit-
ted—and he will not be offended with me for
saying so—that he never meets witUa fair face,
without at least giving evidence of the fact
that he has eyes to sec and a heart to com-
prehend.

Of his wide and generous sympathies, much
might be said, and still leave much more to
say. He meets a missionary on the river, and
evidently is inclined, in writing his notes, to
pass a joke on the subject. He nips it, how-
ever, in the bud, and contcifts himself with
saying, “ So new preaching heie, that the
simple people said the padre had been singing
in the street.” He meets Catholic and Pro^
testant missiditaries on shipboard, and tiiuckles
over their disputes, while he a.stonishes them
by his commrfttd of the English language, and
even by his knowledge of the Bible—a know-
ledge, I may add, which is evident in many of
his writings.

It is many years since I first met, and some
years since I last met, Dr. Sambhu Chunder
-Mookerjee, editor of the Keis and Rayyet
(I’rince and Peasant), and an author of high
><*pute among the kindly, as well as acute and
intellectual, people of Bengal. One of the real
misfortunes of India was, and still is, Lord
Macaulay’s picture of the Bengalee. The
picture, true perhaps as regards Nuncomar and
many Bengalees, is not accurate as a represen-

A parrot falls overboard, and i.s drowned in

its cage, to his great distres.s, which is not
however paraded. He says

; [Extract.]

These are not the words of a Christian, but
of a Hindoo.

Again, he has a faithful ugly dog, whose
name is Tom, and whose glory it once was to
bark^ with a noble independence, at some very
dignified Sahibs. Our author is compelled to

leave Tom behind
; and here is his farewell;

[Extract.]

I think this is a very fine passage, and one
that will diaw the author very close to the
great heart of humanity, wherever the words
are read. Could anything be finer than the
testimony to the two foreign “gentlemen,”

** Bengalee pariah^ my poor
lorn ? Not the paiiah mciely, but the pariah
dog. The passage is worthy of the author,
and of the great mercifulne.'^s of the land that
hole him.

Whoever reads this book must be piepared
further to find bold and manly language, 'fhe
author is no flatterer of John Bull, though he
gives John Ids due, and admits that India owes
him a great debt. Here is one passage relating
to foieign fmits

: [Extract.]
Among the sketches of country— word-pic-

ture.s the re.ider will find some exceedingly
pretty, and ail the more valuable in that they
arc taken from a st.aiulgiound purely Indian;
not English. Where an English artist’s mind
would he filled with European ideas, the mind
of this gifted Eastern artist is filled with a class
of ideas totally different, yet equally instructive
and ceri.iiiily not less .subtle and far-reaching.
On the eve of one of his journeys, our

author was placed in a dilemma of a kind
not nnknowii to travellers in India, but not on
that account the less stupid. He wished to
go by a particular boat, and took time by the
forelock (of that purpose. The faie was at
first Slated as 90 rupees, to pay which he
oflcred “a new crisp, fresh British India” note
for 100 rupees. “ It was,” he adds, “fnesh from
the Currency Office, and had been received
only the day before from another Government
department.” The rest of the story i.s

thus told
; [Extract.]

ihe humour of the little sketch is worth
something. I can fancy the author laughing
even in his dismay

;
for he can laugh well at

othei^, and equally well at himself. I shall
only venture on one inorc passage

;
and I give

it as showing the .spirit of the man who dares
to call his newspaper Prince and Peasant.
He desired to return to his home in Bengal,
and to bid adieu, for a time at last, to Indepen-
dent Tipperah, where he had been located
‘ some two years.” He received the Maha-
rajah s permission to return home; but still he
could not get away, [Extract.]

ihere is, I think, a sound lesson in this pas-
sage

; the les.sou of the immense value of
courtesy .md urbanity in the relations of rulers
and ruled. There i.s a great deal in that sen-
tence, “ li e serve fle.sh and blood.” The best
adminislialor m India is not always the ablest,
the man whose plans arc the wisest as plans

'

but the man who, with plans or without them’
gives confidence to the? people, and confidence
not merely in his justice, but also in his con-
sideiateness and foi bearance. A clever man
once s.iid that the art of success in India is the
.’lit of giving good diiineis. It mav be so

; but
the peiil is gMMt the penl of debt; and in
any ca^.e the ait has limits, and its natural
collapse. Even dinners and champagne pall
in the end. lint there is one art that never
falls the .irt of iiue courtesy

; of that courtesy
which, being n.itur.’d, is not aftected by any
whim or c.ain-ice, either of the person who
pnsses.se.^ it, or of.uiyone with whom he has
iclalions.

In bidding farewell to this little, book, I once
more recall, as I e.isily and very vividly can
the author’s kindly face and gentle voice a.s
known to me many jears ago. i sec him! as
I see Baboo Kiisto D.is K,l, Dr. Mahendra
Lai Sircar, and some others, including a much-
abiised editor of the Aoiu'ta Bazar Patrika ‘

and I feel and say, with all earnestness and
sincerity, that among these arc men whom*
the Government of, India would be wise in
recognising and winmug entirely to its side
They are men on whom no really generous
word— true as well as generous—ever is
tiuown away. I have compared them at times
with men of kmdied occupatioi^ at home
and I think that they are as a rule by far
the truer gentlemen in good manners, and
often m very much more than mere manners
May the great God, whose sacred Name they
use as that of tlie Father of all, guide them to
a nobler destiny than any they yet have
known, and with them, and by them, bless
their native land !

James Routledge.
--The Indian Mafrasine, Mar. 1888.
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SALE OF IRON PADDLE STEAMER.

"r 'tln’iS i? C.loa... -a

4SiS§i5?i
fl^h .HnclCs^ paid within 48 ^totfs

of Iccepl^'ce of the tender and before delivery

is taken. The tenders will be submitted to t

rnvemment of Madras for orders

• The v-cssel will be at the risk and charge

ftv,o ni^hascr from the date the acceptance

of the Fender by Government Is communicated

‘%''"Thefollowins description of the vessel

is believed to be correct, but any errors or

misdescription shall not annul the sale, nor

shall any*^ compysation be allowed on that

account :

—

Tonnage *97 gross.

Do. ... - 57 nett.

When built ... In the year 1876.

Where built ... At Ulackwall.

Extreme length ... 123 feet 4 inches.

Do. breadth ... 20 feet 8 inches.

Depth ... ... II feet t inch.

Numberofbulkhcads Three.

Do. of decks ... One.

Ktmines ... Two side lever dis-

connecting surface

condensing.

aoilers ... - One multitubular.

Horsepower indicated 1 37

.

Do. nominal 75 *

Coal that can be

stowed in bunkers 66 tons.

6. The vessel will be open for inspection at

Calcutta on applying for an order to the De-

puty Director of Indian Marine on or after the

jKiMMthissa.
„ „ stoeet.

cpi, HM,'.

Madras Port Office,

15th March 1888.

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

H0M(E0PATH10 PHARMACY,
THE

EARLIEST & STILL MO.ST EXTENSIVE

nrSPENSAR Y IN ASIA

OF PURE HOMCEOPATIIY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN

INDEPENDENT H0M(E0PATflY
and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF

THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

Resides the old Remedies, all the New Re-

medies and the latest additions procured from

the best European and American sources, and

kept in slock.

Medicines in wooden boxes and leather

cases, requisites of all kinds supplied, and

Prescriptions dispensed at the shortest notice.

The larjjest Stock of Homojopathic literature

kept.

Orders received for supplying English,

American and foreign Journals.

BERIGNY & CO.
12, Lai Bazaar, Calcutta,

In Pamphlet, Price 4. annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSEY.

Apply to Reis Sf Rayyet Office, Calcutta.

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

"Limited.

ASSAM LINE.

This Company which has a weekly Service

of Steamers running to and from Debrooghur

viA Goalundo, will despatch the Steamer

“BURMAH” for Assam on Tuesday the

17th instant.
,

Cargo will be received at the Company s

Qpdowns at Jaggannath Ghat until Monday,

the i6th idem.

The Steamer « OUDH ” will leave Goa-

lundo for Assam on Thursday, the 19th idem.

Intending passengers by the last mentioned

Steamer should leave Calcutta for Goalundo

by train the previous night.

Dhuuri & Deurooghur Mail Service.

Through Booking to and from Assam.

The Despatch Steamers of

leave Dhubri daily on arrival of the Mails

from Calcutta, and proceed to Debrooghur,

stopping at all intermediate stations and

Mookhs.
. , ,

Passengers, Goods, Parcels (
packages not

to exceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4

by 4 feet in measurement )
may be booked

through to and from Calcutta, and all stations

on the Eastern Bengal State Railway and

connected Railways, and the following

Steamer Stations of this Company, vjs.,

Dhubri, Goalparah, Gauhati, Mungicdye,

Tezpore, Silghaut for Koliabar, Dhunsiri

Mookh, Niggriting, Kookeela Mookh, Desang

Mookh and Debrooghur. ,

Packages booked as parcels will be forward*

ed by rail along with the Mails, freight on

perishable articles must be prepaid.

Goalundo and Debrooghur Despatch
Service.

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which

have been specially built for the Assam Trade,

carrying passengers and coolies between

Goalundo and Debrooghur, will leave Goalundo

bi-weckly on Sundays and Thursdays, calling

at all intermediate stations, and Debrooghur

on Tuesdays and Saturdlys.

Through bills of lading will be granted for

goods and parcels on presentation of rail re-

ceipt or payment of freight. Packages not to

exceed ten hundred weight, or 8 feet by 4 ‘W*

by 4 feet, in measurement.

For freight and passage apply to

MACNEILL & CK).,

4 Agents.

1-2, Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.

THE

STANDARD
accomulated funds

annual REVENUE

Bonus distributed to Issurers

£0 ,
450,000

£880,000

£3 ,
500,000

t.tfr assurance company .

ESTABII8HED 1 825. ^ J
”

m
* rnicERNOR-Bxs Grace the Duke of Bucoleuoh and Queensberry, R. 1.

ixtaTIVE gentlemen will find this Institution of great service, use u r

N Family Provision, Self-Endowmentfor old age, and Protection to

^
SECU^TY Securily is the first ^oint to be considered by Assurers, and no Life Office

^
theComnany’s Retirement Scheme (which requires no me

Endowment

CALCUTTA BRANCH :

, . i

37, Dalhousie Square. —— —Secretary,

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY (ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER

AND

Review of Politics, Literature, and Society

rates op subsoriptiok.

Yc.irly iu advance ...
_

R*- '*

Half-yearly ... „ - ’• ^

Quarterly ... .1
" *’ ^

Monthly .. •"
^

Single or sample Copy,,

rates op advertbement.
Advertisements (threecolumns

rharmed by the space taken up, at the rate or 4

annas a line, each insertion. The lowest

for any advertisement is Rs. 2,

Occurrences, the lowest charge for which

* Special rates for Contracts.

No additional charge for
P°®“®cent'

neon. For arrears an advance of 50 P®
jy

wUl be charged. Foreign postage separately

Charged at Ihe rate of 4 annas a montn

‘^Bu;iner»'‘communications (post pmd) w

be dTrected to '‘The/anag^> and^
(Sr;*r)* r'TtidLr

“r-

street, Calcutta, ^
~P^S, No. /, (Icioor Dtttt’f

C,ahutt»'
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KAISER WILHELM.

After the Funeral, March i6th.

It is said, in days of Summer, when the moonlight on the Rhine

Floods with scintillating silver all the land of hill and vine,

That the shadow of a monarch comes to^visit earth again.

And that great imperial phantom is the ghost of Charlemagne.

Not in anger comes the Kaiser from his tomb at La Chapcllc,

But his eyes are fain to look on all the scenes he loved so well

;

jAnd upon the Bridge of Moonbeams, lo ! the spectre takes its stand.

With the palms of benediction o’er the ancient Fatherland.

So the olden legend runneth. Now once more the Teutons weep

For a paladin as peerless, who has won eternal sleep
;

Though they mourn the mighty Soldier that his God has ta’en away,

'Tis the Father of his People that his children miss to-day.

Brave in battle, safe in council, with no thought of praise or pelf,

On the altar of his country he had immolated self

;

And the up-hill path of duty with a steadfast foot he trod.

Single-hearted in devotion to the Fatherland and God I

May wt not then, looking forward to the years that are to be.

When all living men have tanished like the sands beneath the sea.

Dare to presage of a presence, will be seen of man once more,

A twin-spectre in the moonbeams with the Charlemagne of yore.

And the children of those ages shall look out upon the night.

And with awe-struck whispers murmur, as they see the fearsome sight,

" Lo I his great sword flashes upward for an everlasting sign ;

Kaiser Wilhelm comes to bid us keep with him the Watch on Rhine !

”

News and Comments.
•

The Doctors have pronounced their verdict on the ailing Emperor

Frederick. They apprehend pyaemia, which once set in quickly poisons

the blood.—-The Crown Prince William has received formal appoint-

ment to act the Emperor.
0

• •

Snow-storms have checked the reconnaisance march of^our Sikflft

Force to the J[alep-la Pass.
"

v

’ •

The Deb Raj of Bhutan is said to have fixed upon a deputatioi^ to

mediate between our Government and Tibet.

It was placarded in Mandalay that there would.be a rising by the 22nd.

• •

On the evening of the i8th, there was a storm at Mandalay, uprooting

several huge trees, blowing off roofs of houses and otherwise damaging
property. Two men are reported killed. The temperature went down
by 28 degrees to 76.

The noted Abdul Huq, the Railway King of Hyderabad, has been

suspended from the Home and Public Works Secretariat of c

Deccan Government, for disobedience and peculation, alhd explanation

called for from him of his conduct in respect of the concession of

mining rights.

Death is telegraphed of Mr. Mathew Arnold, the critic and poet, of

heart disease.

*
• *

The usual conflagration at Moorshedabad broke out on the i6th, at

Rajabazaar, the whole quarter to the extent of four hundred houses

being burnt dftwn.

•
‘

• #

On the 7th, a fire—supposed to be the work of incendiaries—occurred

in the village of Sriporc, Hoogly, reducing 15 big thatched hougp,?^

,

to ashes.

• *

Two or three—the thing is so common that people do not care to be

precise—fires occurred at Cuttack within the first week of this month,

in one of which some hundred huts of the poor and four cows, together

worth about Rs. 2,000, perished.

***

The first Mahomedan Chairman of the Bombay Municipal Corpora-

tion has been elected in the person of Rahimtoola Mahommed Sayani.

The Public Works Member of the Government of India and the

Director General of State Railways (Sir Charles Elliot and Colonel

L. Conway Gordon) with a number of officials had had a narrow

escape with their lives recently, while travelling on inspection on the

Bengal-Nagpore branch of the G. 1 . P. Railway, a rail having been
removed by the Bhil Tantia, it is suspected This kind of mischievous-

ness has become rather common of late in that part.

• •

The Sub-Post Master in charge at Ghoraghat, in Dinagepore, an old

man passec> fifty, of good character, was found in his bed in the post

office killed apparently by a burglar for the money in the chest, as

there were marks of bloody fingers on it. The wretch got nothing for

his crime, as the Post Master had removed the cash Rs. 200, to the
Police Station for safety.

• •

A MEfTiNO of the local bar was held at the Ranchee court-house,
unddi the presidency of the Government Pleader Baboo Devendra
Lai Basu, at which it was resolved that each of the eight members of
the said bar should pay Rs. too towards building a house for a bar*
library and that the gentry of the district be ’asked for funds for the
purchase of books. Suitors will be expected to pay for tBe mainten-
ance of the institution.

Mr. Barbour, the Finance Minister elect, is expected in India next
November.

0 0

A BAKER has died in Vienna leaving a fortune of ;£i,600,000. He was
last known as Count Zang.

Suburiben in the country are requested to remit by postal money orders, if possible, as the safest and most convenient
medium, particularly as it ensures acknowledgment tkrot^h the Department. No other receipt will be

given, ar^ other being unnecessary, and likely to cause eonfitsion.
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The Tokio Court has gone into mourning for 3 weeks for the death of

the Kaiser William of Germany.

• *

Progressive Japan is not yet ripe for the Liberty of the Press. The
Mikado had recently set free the Press, but an ukase has again been

issued authorising the Minister of the Interior to suspend or suppress

any journal for “objectionable sentiments ” against the lh?bne.

• •

Lord William Peresford has obtained 3 months’ leave of absence.

He goes home early next month. Major, Cooper officiates as Military

Secretary.

# •

There are Indians and Indians. The creatures of ilk name that arc

still permitted to remain in the precincts of the great Republic of the

United States, have recently been described by a writer whose article is

thus summarised in a London paper

“A Paper in the March number of Harpet^s gives some
curious particulars of the Indian terriiory—that wild but beautiful
region lying between Kansas and Texas, wherein, surrounded by a
broad belt of land, left uninhabited the better to isolate them fiom
their neighbours, the * five civilized tribes’ now dwell in peace. These
are the Cherokces, Creeks, Seminoles, Choctaws, and Chickasaws. Each
of them is described as living a life absolutely separate from the rest, with
its own peculiarities, its own institutions, and its own national character-
istics. The government of each nation is republican, with elections
frequently recurring, legislatures, executives, and systems of judiciary.

Each nation too supports common schools and high schools, provides
charitable institutions, and fosters churches. Whether Choctaw or Chero-
kee, these Indians carry on large business interests, and live intelligent

and valuable lives. Vinita, the most commercial town of the Cherokees,
is described as * a brick and mortar city with shops and newspapers,
and a busy life of its own.’ But Vinita is not the most representative
Indian settlement. ‘ Have you seen Tahlequah ? ’ is the question
always asked of the traveller who has visited this part. It is situated
in the interior of the country among the mountains. * Up and down
its streets,’ says Mrs. Dawes, walks a population industrious and well-

to-do, busy about the daily affairs of shop and farm and school and
state.’ Its women, dressed in the fashions of the metropolitan market,
sit down in their elaborately decorated parlours, or in their more
humble homes, to discuss the food and clothes of the nursery, or the
last magazine, or the gossip of the town, according to their tastes and
habits, much as their sisters do across the border. According to the
testimony given in 1885 to a committee of the United States Senate, of

the 5,000 men of this nation 3,500 were farmers, not 200 of them pro-
fessional men, 133 were mechanics, and— in an Indian tribe it must
be remembered—only 23 were hunters and fishermen. The Cherokces
with their nationalised land system seem exceedingly prosperous in a
wordly way. But this writer is not satisfied with the result of their

essentially communistic organization. The result, we are told, is that
‘half the nation sits down content to eat and drink, a great unprogres-

sive animal class, a weight upon the community, failing of every end
of civilization or any comprehension of its aduantages, ’”

the matter. Wc can understand that it is by a slip that the Eastern

Guardian^ in the same issue in which giving due credit it quotes our
leaderette on the passing of the Abolition of Imprisonment for Deb*
Bill, gives no clue to the paternity of our long article on the Dufferin

Demonstration, which it reproduces In point of fact, it is

a common vice in India
;
and we have suffered from it more than

almost any other paper, the Pioneer of course excepted. We appreciate
the compliment that our contemporaries do us in transferring from
our columns. We only wish them to add to their obligation by
giving the reference on,each occasion. Surely, this is not asking too

much. They will, we can assure them, be in no danger of giving us

more than onr due. The writing in all the departments of our paper,

even to “ News and Comments,” is all our own.
«

• •

A TELEGRAM from the Resident in Kashmir dated Srinagar the i6th

instant reports the occurrence of thirty cases of cholera, eighteen in

Srinagar and the rest in different parts of the valley. The disease is

said to be assuming a severer type as seven cases and three deaths

were reported within 24 hours previous to the despatch of the

message.—Press Commissioner.

The House of Commons have read the Deceased Wife’s Sister Bill

of the session a second lime, by a majority of fifty-seven votes.
•

Here is a curious crime :—
“ Miss Beilina Prior, daughter of the late Colonel Prior, was, on

iuesday, March 27, arrested at the residence of her mother, Vicar’s
Hall, Armagh, and charged before the magistrates with having drowned
Ann Slavin, aged three years. The evidence showed that Miss Prior
enticed the child into her house, gave it sweetmeats, and then drowned
It in the kitchen boiler. Prisoner said she committed the crime be-
cause she was treated unkindly at home, and she did not care if she
were hanged. She was remanded.”

That poor girl cannot be in her right senses.

On the 12th, Sir Frank Souter, Commissioner of Police at Bombay
presented a young Bania lad, named Lilladhur Dharsi, with the

bronze medal of the Royal Humane Society, for saving, on the 14th of

August, 1887, about 7 3® in the evening, the life of a Bania boy, named
Curson Purshotum, who jumped into a well with the intention of com-
mitting suicide. Although several people, hearing the splash, rushed

to the spot, it was Lilladur Dharsi, who, without a moment’s hesita-

tion, jumped in, and supported the drowning boy till they were both

drawn out.

The Budget estimate of Home Remittances for the year 1888-89 has

been fixed at ^14,000,000. The remittances from ist to 14th April

1888 amounted to ^743,300.

Here is another poor innocent unable to make use of the money he

had been at so much pains to acquire

“ Last December ( wrttes a Paris correspondent) the State came
into a large fortune which was left it by an old man named Meyer,
who said in his will that he had no relatives. When the inventory of
Meyer’s goods and chattels was being made a stone filter ^vas thrown
aside because broken and unfit for any use, but the other day, when
it was being carried away as rubbish, a bundle of papers fell out. On
examination they were found to be debentures and other stock, payable
to bearer, and, at the present rate of the stock market, worth ^12,000.”

•
• *

On account of cholera in the district, order is Gazetted prohibiting

the emigration of coolies from Manbhoom to the Labour Districts.

Assistant Surgeon Doyal Chunder Shorne, M. has been admitted

•an Honorary .Assistant Surgeon to the Viceroy, in place of Assistant

Surgeon Samuel Pollock Johns, deceased.

In its issue of the i3ih instant, th^ Pai/y Athenaum publishes .as

“Notes ” nine paragraphs. The first eight are verbatim reprints from

Reis and Rayyct. There is, of course, no acknowledgment of any kind.

That even might be endured, perhaps, if the wrong ended there. But

the ninth and last extract is from another Calcutta paper, the name of

which is mentioned at foot—thus making it appear that all the nine

passages are from that source. Had this been an occasional case or

confined to our contemporary in question, wc would be the last to notice

On the 6th instant, a police peon with a double-barrelled name,
Kalekhan Soobrathkan, of Rajkote in Kaltywar, did more havoc and

caused more consternation than he ever accorded protection in his

capacity of a public servant. We must go to Singapore or Hongkong
in order to find a parallel to the bloody deeds done by this single man
on a single occasion. He was understood to have assisted some per-

sons who had grcviously wounded others in the Rajkote State.

Pursuant to application under the Extradition Treaty or Act, he was

made over to the State. There he made up matters with the com-

plainants and induced them to withdraw the charge. But the State

authorities would not permit them. He was at his post on bail, when

he heard that his Kotwal or suspector in charge of the station, Mi

Bawanian, and a Police corporal, named Dost Mahammud, had caused

the application for withdrawal to be rejected. Brooding over his grie-

vance, he resolved upon vengeance. Issuing forth with his dreawn

sword in the afternoon, he cut the head of Dost Mal^mud almijst

clean off as he was counting money for the pay 'of the men with

5^rayan, a For exclaiming “what have you done ?” poor

Naraycn was despatched with another cut. The sword being slightly

bent unejer the successive operation, the man of blood threw it away

and took up another and rushed outside. A sweeper was cut down

at .a bloxV for another unlucky remark touching the state of the man’s

head. The runner-amok now ran off to the Inspector’s house and

hacked him. Thus he went on, killing and wounding whomsoever

he had a grudge against or a bad opinion of. The slightest ap-

pearance of criticism was punished by drawing out blood. Thus

he ran to the mutton market to cut down some of the meat sellers

who were among his complainants or had perhaps at one time

or another passed neck-beef for good mutton. There he found

the stalls deserted, the butchers, warned by news of what was

going on, having taken shelter in the military lines. He then turned
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towards the Police lines. On the way, a plucky Parsee gentleman

named who was luckily provided with a stick, saw him coming
. and boldfy^faced liim with the question, “ Kalekhan what are you

about ? Are .you mad ?” As usual, the bold man succeeded in taming

the tiger, where the terrified sweeper Dhania not only failed but got

killed into the bargain. “ I have killed many persons,” said poor

Kalekhan, who now for the first time seemed to realise his doings

By this he had exhausted his strength and his thirst for blood. Now
supervened the natural thirst—for water. He made no more ado,

threw himself into no attitudes, but quietly gave his sword to Mr.

Sorabji and called for water. After drinking, he, like a quiet good boy,

walked up without assistance to the Police station, where he gave

himself into custody and where he was locked up. Soon after, the

Magistrate arrived, followed by the mounted Police, and then Col.

. Morse, commanding the station, and last by the Political Agent. The
man had already been hand-cuffed and chained, and he was now

marched under a strong escort to jail. A superfluous measure ! He
was now quiet as .a lamb. He had done his work, having killed five

men and wounded six. The scene of wailing and confusion and panic

at Rajkotc was indescribable.
*

* #

The personnel of the German Parliament has been classified according

to build or general outfit of the person or personal habits on cardinal

points. The House consists of 3S0 members and these arc divided

as follows :—

•

“9 wear spectacles, 57 use the double eye-glasses, and 21 a single
eye-glass

; 142 still retain luxuriant heads of hair
; 65 wear full beards,

87 have their beaids cut in the military la.shion, 24 wear ‘bristly
beards,’ 48 wear mutton-chop whiskers, 73 indulge in moustaches
only, and 52 are clean shaved, 97 arc corpulent, 78 con.spicuously
thin, 84 are of unusual height, and 74 noticeably short. The whole
are tobacco smokers, with the exception of 39, or lathcr less than 10
per cent.”

Our countrymen who arc looking so monkeyish with their cropped

pates after the latest British fashion and so hideous in their apery of

the European black coat, should note the German preference still for

luxuriant heads of hair.
*

A CORRESPONDENT of the East furnishes the following particulars of

thecase of Mr, Sandys, the manager of the Maharaja of Tipperah’s

Zemindary in British Territory, which was recently being investigated

before a commission at the Durbar

“ Mr. Spdys, Manager of the Maharaja’s chakla cutchery, has after
1

all been dismissed from service under order of the Maharaja for em-
bezzling, I hear, a large sum of money, and falsif^ying accounts in a
ridiculous manner. The public here consider the order to be an equit-
able and impartial one, as they know the man perfectly well. But
what our Magistrate, Mr. Price, i.s of opinion is not known as yet ; it is,

however, whispered all round here that, he acted cpiite inconsistently
with his position as Political Agent by pressing upon the Maharaja to
raise the emoluments and powers of Mr. Sandys. 'I'he embezzlements
in question are connected with money drawn in lumps for unforeseen
charges

; but the account connected with money spent under Mr.
Sandys’s orders as manager of the chakla has not been scrutinized as
yet. Movements aie, however, on foot to do the same shortly, and
also to sue him in the Civil Court for recovery of the amount already
traced out as embezzled. A few items of the so-called embezzlements
are given here for enabling your readers to know their nature (i) a
large sum is entered as disbursed for the feed and keep of two car-

riage-horses from November J884, though the said animals were ac-

tually procured from Calcutta in March following, or 4 months after

(2) an expenditure of Rs. 519 is shown for the entertainment of Mr.
iVice during his slay of ii days at Agortola in April last year

;
but on

the Commission declining to pass this charge for want of proper vou-
chers, certain bills, signed by a Calcutta Firm were produced but they
proved to be relating to charges for subsequent periods. (3) A sum of
Rs. 2175 is shown as spent in the course of 33 days for going to, and
coming back from, Sylhet and Shillong

; but the Commission after

granting First class fare and other charges, found still over Rs. 1000
to be accounted for by Mr. Sandys. (4) One Mahabat Ali, is entered
as being paid Rs. 800 on account of salary, though this man never held
any appointment, either under the order of the Minister or Maharaja.”

Notes and Leaderettes.
The Indian Daily News has exercised the entire Indian public by its

telegram from Simla stating that the Viceroy is certain to go away
in August, and may depart even sooner. Our contemporary’s corres-

pondent seems to have seized and made the most of one of the rumours

floating about Simla. At any rate, there is no truth in this report.

Nothing is yet decided about the precise date or manner of Lord Duf-

ferin’s departure. There is no reason to think his Lordship will go

before December.

Sir Steuart Bayi^y is in no hurry to fly to the Hills. Lady Baylcy

however, with her daughters and Miss Farquharson go to Darjeeling on

the 24th. The Lieutenant-Governor follows about the 20th of next

month.

His many friends will be glad to learn that Sir Donald Mackenzie

Wallace, wlio was reported by thoiSimla correspondents of some of the

papers as far from recovered from his recent attack, is ajl right again.

Sir Steuart Bayley has dismissed the rate-payers’ suit on the

initial pleas of limitation and res judicata. We expected as much.

Nor can we blame. There is a time for everything, and the time in

this case had positively, absolutely expired. As the Lieutenant-Gov-

ernor pointed out, in his exhaustive reply to the miserable deputation

headed by Maharaja Jolindro Mohan Tagore, the time for protesting

against amalgamation has long since passed away. Most of the de-

tails too have already been passed in Council, and have passed out of

His Honor’s hands. All he can now do is to place the memorial of

the meeting presented by the deputation before the Council. Sir

Steuart has no fear that it will be ordered to be preserved for the benefit

of the future historian, but such notice as is now possible will be taken

of it. If the Council thanks fit and sees its way to reconsider its own
decisions, he as President will not be in the way with technical ob-

jections. What more could they expect ? We confess we do not

sympathise with the querulousness of our native contemporaries.

After the Lieutenant-Governor’s ample explanation, their complaint

has no leg to stand upon. Sir Ashley Eden would have made short work

of the meeting and the memorial. The memorialists should now take the

lesson, and learn to prepare themselves betimes and belter for the

next battle, for the interests involved arc too great and loo lasting

for them to abandon them. We hope, instead of exhausting them-

selves on sentimental grievances, they will reserve themselves for

the clauses of the Municipal Bill which aflcct their hearths and

homes.

When will our journalists learn to husband their energies and wits?

We had hoped that after the appearance of Secretary Durand’s letter

to him, they would have done with the incorrigible old Gifffin, now
specially that he is leaving the country. Not a bit of it ! 'Phe Govern-

ment letter is being made the occasion for reiterating all the charges and
reviving buried complaints. As a specimen of the candour with which
the letter has been criticised, we quote the following from the Dacca
Gasettds leading article

“He asked for an expression of confidence from the Governor-General
in Council but Lord Dufl’criii is loo wily a bird to be drawn in. He
confesses that he shares responsibility with Sir Lcpel for his Bhopal
proceedings and nothing more. He further adds that the Secretary
of Stale lor India has often expressed ‘his sense of the vigour, judg-
ment and discretion ’ displayed by Sir Lepel. Reader, please note, Lord
Dufferin makes no expression of confidence of himself and his Co<mcil,
though It is pointedly asked for ? What can a Viceroy do but support
the proceedings of his representatives abroad ? It is often done as a
matter of course, and Lord Dufferin did it, ^and he publicly acknow-
ledges it. Does it amount to any expression of confidence ? Sir Lepel
wanted to extort a confession. But Lord Dufferia, a veteran diplomat
as he is, is a little too cunning even for Sir Lepel Griffin. Who knows
that the Viceroy does not now regret that he ever allowed himself to be
blindly guided by his Agent.”

Such is the unblushing way in which the deliberate, though certainly

cautious, deliverance of the Government of India is disposed of by pa-

triotic publicists ! For our Dacca contemporary is by no means singular.

They are all, all of the same kidney, and talk in the same vein—the very

tunc. Their unanimity is wonderful. And it is this Press whose sup-

posed mutual variations have vexed the soul of our Yankee friend of

Hope^ who proposes a drawing together and founding Association.

What ! more unanimity ? Why, already they are as alike as a basketful

of peas ! Most of the papers, like *

Most women, have no character at all.

Talk of organization and agreement ! Is it not one oppressive mono-
tone already, throughout the length and breadth of the Empire ? To us

it seems we should organize and agree to differ. In this, as in other

walks, we badly want independence—of one another.

The Mahomedan community has gained by the recent deaths in the

Small Causes Bench of the metropolis. As the casualties were caused

in due course of Nature, and no Abdulla was deputed by Wahabis of

Patna or Ferazeos of Dacca to despatch the Kafir Kazees, we ua-
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feignedly rejoice in the luck of our fcllow-subjocts of the Islamite

faith. We arc glad to sec Mr. Abul Hassan Gazetted to permanent-

ly fill the place—he had been officiating temporarily for Baboo

Rajkisto Sen—of Registrar and Chief Ministerial Officer, in the

Calcutta Small Cause Court. Government seems not to have been

able to make up its mind as to the other vacant post. Mr. Chatterjee

who is officiating, would make an excellent Judge. But the Subordinate

Judicial Service has had a claim to one of the Puisne Judgeships since

the appointment of the late Baboo llurro Chunder Ghose, more

than thirty years ago. If Baboo Amirta Lai Chatterjee cares for it,

he will probably get it. He is not only senior on the list, but is also

a good conscientious Judge. There is also another Chatterjee, Baboo

Kristo Chunder, in our neighbourhood, Sub-Judge at Alipore, who is

also a meritorious officer. They are all, all good and true, and all

Chalterjees—God bless then). And may the Government sec its way

to reward them according to their deserts 1

The Mahatma in the Manger is acting after his kind. He will neither

eat nor let eat. Titles are his abhorrence, and his high soul prefers to

fish for Backshish of the upstart nobility and the noveau riche to

accepting the pay of an unrighteous Government. And if any body

else less heroically patriotic, elects to serve that Government, he will

be d—d if he allows him 1 In fact, the news of anybody’s good for-

tune throws him into a fit. Therein, he is a colleague fit of the son of

Joseph Hume, who used to fight pitched battles over every appoint-

ment and the slightest expenditure of the State. Just now, his torture

is the prospect of a worthy countryman and even friend of his getting

a Small Cause Court Judgeship in Calcutta. What is this—A saint,

a savage, or a sage ? The spectacle is indecent in the extreme. Day

after day, has poor Mr. Chatterjee been abused in the most atro-
|

cious way. His Mahatmaship affects not to know the other’s

merits. That does him little credit as either a prophet or a journal-

ist. He might at least have remembered his obligations to that quart-

er, He seems alarmed at the con sequences of such an appointment.

Why does he lash himself into hell and fury for nothing ? He need be

in no apprehension about the interests of the public. If competent men

are not found to testify to Mr. Chatterjee^s capacity, he will certainly not

get any appointment. The editor of the Afirror may be among the Pro-

phets, but he is certainly not among the competent men—thank good-

ness and Mr. Chatterjee's stars I Though a nominal attorney, he is

confessedly innocent of law and has evidently a grudge ag.tinst facts,

or at least an incapacity to take their mea.sure and understand their

bearings. We are told that his countrymen of the Native bar do not

regard Mr. Chatterjee. So much the worse for Asia Minor ! It is

thus that the democracy of Athens banished her best citizen. We
have ourselves been witness of the terms on which Mr. Chatterjee is

treated by some of the leading European members of the bar. The

statement is, also to our knowledge, untrue as to the n.itive members

too of any consequence. There may possibly be young imps of the

law who, without either the opportunity or the disposition to drudge

honorably and legitimately, in a professional way, spend the odds and

ends of their large leisure with devclling to tlie literary attorney of

Dhurmtollah. These may have caught the infection of the Mirror^

$

spirit of envy, hatred and all unchariiablcncbs, but we know*that Mr.

Bonnerjee, the Messrs. Ghose, Mr. Ameer Ali, and Mr. Milter, and

others who arc at the head of the native side of the bar, have the highest

regard for Mr. Chatterjee, professionally and personally. It would

have been strange if it had been otherwise. A gentleman by birth,

he has the manners of one and a fund of natural bonhomie into the
'

bargain, and withal he is the most accomplislied man in the bar,

familiar with native and foreign languages, his mind stored with the

classics of the East and the West, modern and ancient.

•

The hot-house rose of a Kshettriya or Vaisya Pandit, which Professor

Mouier Williams transplanted from India to Oxford and nurtured with

assiduous care, and whose wonderful growth’s progress he incessantly

advertised, has, after all, succumbed to ihd. scorching blasts of Native

Central India! It is in any case a hazardous experiment to place a

young man fresh fron\ College in any responsible charge. The
idea of an Indian youth without Indian experience, or for

that matter any experience at all, except that of English Uni-

versity life, being pitchforked into the chaccllery of a Native State,

however small, is simply preposterous. But the kindness of his

influential friends and patrons would not hear of Sbyamaji Krishna

Varma's noviciate in the business of the world. Apprenticeship is

vulgar. Initiation might be the necessity of ordinary powers. Their

prot/ffi was genius sublimated by the latest Oxford culture. He was

1

up to anything. He would not only do at the head of a principality,

but do wonders. It were in/ra dig for genius to wait like the rest

of us. So a suitable post was provided for him to take up immediate-

ly on Shyamaji’s return to his mother-country. He stepped into the

office of Minister of State of Rutlam. He had the advantage of serving

a good and educated master. He made one or two speeches, of course,

and announced himself a nran of liberal ideas. But business proved a

bore, and the ordeal of office exploded genius and classicism. All

sides felt this, including himself. At length, the Maharaja could no

longer drag on the burden of a useless and injurious connection. And
the Dewan made the best of a bad bargain by accepting Rs. 13,000

in lieu of all claims and in consideration of relieving Rutlam. He left

“ bag and baggage ” on the I4ih.

We hope poor Rutlam in escaping from the frying pan is not reserved

for the file. For such a result the Maharaja will be to blame. He
should take lime to deliberate on his next choice. Meanwhile, the

current duties of administration may be carried on by Naib Dewan
Nobin Chunder Roy.

Mr. Allan Hume, the father of the Indian Congress, after leaving

Madras, is touring through the Mahratta and Guzerat countries on his

Congressional mission, before proceeding to Hindostan on his way to

Simla. At Bombay, he got up a meeting at the Hon’ble Pherozshah

Mehta’s residence, on a Sunday afternoon, at which he spoke, chalking

out the lines on which the work of the Congress must proceed. At the

end, a hundred more or less well-known gentlemen, with power to

add to their number, were elected the standing Congress Committee

for Bombay. That is the show Committee. It is on the face of it un-

workable, being too unwieldy. A working Committee was, therefore,

appointed with Mr. N. G. Chandravarkar of the Indu Prakask and Mr.

D. E. Wachi of the Indian Spectator^ as Secretaries.

The mango blossom this year was magnificent. Thicker than leaves

in Vallambrosa was the profusion of embryo fruitage, and high have
been the hopes f)f our people, after having been last year condemned
to scarcity, if not famine, of the whole coming season’s daily feast of

nectared sweets where no crude surfeit reigns. Alas, for the vanity of

human wishes and expectations ! The absence of seasonable showers

in many places literally nipped the bud a good deal in many districts,

and ilic late weather has completed the mischief. How could puny
fruitage resist gales and hurricanes which have shaken Nawabs and

dismantled the palaces of their pride 1

There was still some chance left for the people in and around Cal-

cutta, now that it is in easy communication with the more distant

parts of India. So long as Benares remained untouched, the lovers of

mango would still enjoy the finest kinds. But disappointment upon

disappointment, all hope of solace from that quarter must be aban-

doned. The PioneePs Bcnare.s Correspondent gives warning
“ Lovers of mangoes will have to look elsewhere than in Benares for

their supply of this fruit this year
; the late blight has ruined all the

blosioius.”

We draw our readers’ attention to the St. Peter’s College in our ad-

vertisement columns. The institution is meant for Europeans as well as

Indians. It is to be removed to a very spacious |pj|jlding with*

ample play-grounds. An Indian gentleman living in England, who
Is incapable of deceiving, assures us that the place is a very

big one and the climate of the sea-side town most agreeable.

There are, already three Indian boys and it suits them beautifully.

The Principal is Charles Unwin Simson, B.A., St. John’s Coll.,

Oxon.* Thb object is not only to train students for examinations

but also to prepare them for a business career. Children are ad-

mitted at six years of age, and the younger pupils are specially

cared for by Mrs. Simson.

The other day we were drawn to visit an interesting place of educa-

tion. Situated in the native town, it is for the benefit of Hindu boys.

Its is a boarding reformatory with day and night schools attached.

Slatted in August 1886, under the patronage of Mr. H. J. S. Cotton*

of the Civil Service, the accomplished and liberal author of New
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India^ it is called the “ Cotton Institution.” It originated in the desire

tu supply Mlace for confining unruly, vicious, criminal, or even danger-

ous boys. This wa^a crying want and the founders are entitled to the

thanks of not only unfortunate parents and guardians burdened with

such boys, but also of the whole community which, directly or indirectly,

suffers more or less from such young imps of mischief. The school is

housed in a palace lent for the purpose by its generous owner. It is

not quite Perfection in a Palace, but it is in modest docile hands and,

with increased public support, improvements will be introduced.

IN passing a sentence at the Criminal Sessions, Mr. Justice Kernan

of the Madras High Court sang to Clough’s charming refrain.

“ Money, money, money !” cried his Lordship, Money, money money

“ pervades all departments.” And so it is as a rule.

THE Madras Peoples Friend puts its foot in a sore place of the body

adminstrativer—

The Government offer their subordinates good salaries to keep

them from avarice and bribery, but in spile of handsome remunerations,

bribery is the besetting sin of the official of position and influence and

wealth. Not that the small fry are without such temptations. These

act as bribe givers likewise. Almost every place under officialdom is

purchased, from the peon’s to the Keranee’s
;
and justice is overturned

by a bribe. And bribes are given in various ways. Our readers must

have heard of Master’s and Mistress’s Christmas Cakes. The latter

went into the lady’s room and contained in it R.ank Notes for large

sums secured so as to keep them from being soiled
;
and the former,

with the ostentatious liberality of the Collector, was h.mded over

to the household servants. Of course, Ramasawmy had .an important

case and it was decided in his favor through the magic agency of

these Notes.”

It is the same in all parts and Presidencies. That is, corruption, though

not rampant, remains. We doubt whether even the Benighted Province

retains the old institution of pagoda pics and bank-note pies. Here in

Bengal and Upjer India, it was called the dally system. Lord William

Bentinck knocked it on the head. It is still observed in Bchar and the

N. W. Province.^, though not in the former gross and shameful way.

It may be condoned as the practice of the country, if strictly confined

to a compliment, but care should be taken that it does not degenerate

into a nuisance nor is made use of as a vehicle for actual corruption.

Rabu SflYAM Krishan of Bcnares advanced Rs, 20,000 to a man pos-

sessing propel ty in Jaunpore, on mortgage, without enquiry into the es-

tate hypothecated. So unsuspecting was the lender that he paid the

money before registration, which was leisurely made afterwards. There-

after he discovered that the property was saddled with a previous

mortgage of which he has had no notice. Further inquiry disclosed

that he had been amused with a fictitious registration of his bond. He

believed the mortgagor not wisely but so implictly that he let him

register the deed in Jaunpore himself, leaving the whole matter en-

tirely to him without taking any precautions, indeed without any inter-

ference of his own. Babu Shyam Krishan has, however, been unable

to find any record of its being registered at the Jaunpore office,

though the deed bears on itself the marks of such registration, such as

the Seal of the office of the Registrar of Jaunpore, as well as a No. and

a date. The whole transaction in fact is no mortgage at all, but a

sale—“sell” as our British friends airily choose to spell it. It was a

fine spriqge to catch the gentle wood-cock of the Benares Lombard

Street ! Poor Shyam Krishan has charged his borrower with cheating

and forgery. But that man is evidently an old stager and is not to be

put out of countenance. In fact, he fully expected the attack and was

prepared with his^ own measures. He is a bold fighter and scorns

the defensive. He is determined to drive back the war into the enemy’s

country. He has, in return, charged Baboo Shyam Krishan with

trying to extort money from him by intimidation with a forged

document. ,

Another startling application of science and ingenuity . .

“ Photographic science has advanced so far that ‘ a dctecti-'c camera ’

can now be carried in the waistcoat pocket or even worn as a waistcoat

button. This latter feat has actually been done, and a successful pbo-

tograph taken. The waistcoat pocket apparatus has tiny plates ready

for work at any moment, and it contains six of these plates on a pivot,

so that a movement of the fingers will bring one plate after another

into action, and enable six photographs to be taken in a few seconds.

By this means many people will be photographed who would not sit for

the world, and the instantaneous views ot landscapes or startling inci-

dents can be taken without any trouble or preparation. The tiny * dry

pigtes ’ last a long time, and the photos can be enlarged so as to give

a fair sized picture. That is only one among the many developme nt

of the photographic art, another of which is to be found in the recent

attempts to reproduce natural colours. This is attempted by acting on

a red salt called photochloridc by various other chemicals which change

its colour. The experiments in this direction are hopeful, but only

certain colours, such as red and lilac, have been reproduced as yet.

Why should not our smart Prefect of the Town Police be asked to

introduce this miniature photography into his Force, commencing with

the detective Ijranch ? It is a snug easy post on which he is* perched.

That was demonstrated beyond dfeubt during his flight to other

latitudes and longtitudes, when the great metropolis was governed in

this department by an amiable boy. Now that the Court of Bengal

is pure, the Police have been relieved of the more delicate part of

their responsibilities—none the less onerous for being secret in the

demi department. One of these not overfinc days we may find the

poor Prefect reduced to preach as a Salvation Armist from very cnnui^

if not also yet by way of penance for Police sins. Under the circum-

stance, he may as well learn photography or Poshtu or Greek. Any-

thing to keep these precious Police birds employed.

SUBTERRESTRi.AT. disturbances of intensity are becoming rather com-

mon. Formerly, the destructive freaks of Nature m this line were al-

most confined to Central and South America. The calamity of l.isbon

is historical, but the destruction of man and his works on such a scale

is rarely heard of in the Old World, at any rate, in the olden parts.

Of late years, there have been symptoms of— if we may use the word in

such a connection—abnormal activity in Java, New Zealand and other

regions. There have been terrestrial commotions in India too, from

C.ishmere to Bengal and Cachar and Assam. At one time, a few years

back, in some of the parts of these countries, the shocks of the ground

were .so constant and so serious as to cause a chronic sense of in-

security, and several people actually abandoned home and family to

retire from the world to pass their remaining days at Benares or other

shrine. Still there had been no case of wholesale destruction of life

or property—no massacre—en masse.

It is now from China that we hear of catastrophes that recall the

earthquake of Lisbon or the destruction of Quito or Lima. The

people of Yunan and the neighbouring Provinces must be in consterna-

tion. At first heavy shocks were felt throughout them, which continued

for four successive days at Shikh Ping Chou, the sudder station, destroy-,

ing the city, killing 5,000 men, women and children, and injuring many

more thousands. The sudder station of Lin An was equally reduced

to ruins, and the inhabitants killed and wounded. So at Sechuan and

other towns and villages. In Lin An the earth split and a spring of

reddish liquor—blood the simple might ihink—issucd.

Lord Dufferin has shown his usual generosity to the Music School

of Raja Sourendra Mohan Tagore, who lately lent himself to be a cat’s

paw of the miserable conspiracy of a disappointed journalist to pre-

vent the farewell demonstrations in honor of the Viceroy and his good

wife. The Musicians, headed by their Adhikari Tagore, shouldered

their instruments and waited upon His Excellency at Government

House, and, after performing before him and his family, presented a

parting address to Lord Dufferin. His Lordship briefly replied. It

will be remembered that the Raja had given as a reason for his mis-

chievous attempt—at the egging on of the wire-pullers—to discount

the Dufferifl meeting by anticipation, that he was no politician himself

but a mere musician, that he did not understand public affairs but

only cultivated harmony. If Lord Dufferin saw the Raja’s performance

in the unfine art of political discord, he was not likely to forget it.

If he did see and remember it, there was no bitterness in the re-

collection. His reply was cordial.

“ Gpnticmen,— I need not say that I am very much touched by your

Tcindness in presenting me with so friendly an address, and particularly

for incorporating it with this interesting performance. 1 am always

anxious to promote harmony, whether in the political or in the artistic

world, and with this object, if you will allow me, I will place at the dis-.,

posal of the Academy a medal to be compciejJ for, under whatever con-

ditions it may be determined. I must not forget to return you mv es-

pecial acknowledgment for the kind manner you have alluded to Lady
Dufferin, and it is, indeed, a great pleasure to me to have established

relations of such firm personal friendship with your distinguished Pre-

sident, to whom great credit is due for the liberal patronage he is

always ready to extend to the art you cultivate.”

It was probably with an insinuating but agreeable reference to the

Raja’s own avowal that his Lordship said that he too “was always

anxious to'piomoie harmony, whether in the political or in the artistic

world.” His Lordship did not content himself with verbal protestation,

but gave substantial token of his sentiment by giving a medal for

competition among the students of the school.
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General Boulanger, the fire-eater who would square his country’s

account with Germany and chafes under the pusillanimity of his

countrymen, who are not prepared to embark on the hazardous expert'

ment, has, we see, been elected to the Chamber. For the peace and

prosperity of France, we had hoped to see him snufifed out. The man

is a firebrand and has been permitted much too long to compromise the

nation. And now he is sent to Parliament to ventilate his quarrels and

—what is far more serious—to precipitate a political catastrophe 1

REIS 6* RA WET.
SATURDAY. APRIL 21. 1888.

THE DUFFERIN DEMONSTRATION AND
MALCONTENT CRITICISM.

We are ^ome upon strange times, when respectable

and able papers like the Hindu and the Tribune con-

sider sue h utter rubbish as the following of the

Indian Mirror^s, worth laying before their readers

with four introductory lines of their own :

—

** We do not know whether all these names have been correctly des-

cribed by our contemporary, but we confess we find a difficulty in identi-

fying “ Babu” Durga Churn Law, and Sumbhu Nath ” Mukherji. Ex-
cluding Behar, Orissa and Chota Nagpore, we have about 27 Districts

in Bengal proper, and the Hindu inhabitants of 27 Districts as well as
of the metropolis have been represented by twelve gentlemen, ten

of whom are residents of Calcutta and its suburbs, and two—the
titled son and the plain father—of Utterpara, almost within a stone’s

throw from Calcutta. We tremble to think if such representatives of

the Hindu population of Bengal proper be always accepted by
Government in all matters.”

Such petty tricks are worthy of the Mirror (which,

by the way, is said by its own kind friends, including

the great Surrender Not, to have lost its head, if it

ever possessed one) and are of a piece with its whole

desperate game against the voice of reason and
moderation. But why should those who are capable

of better things, be deceived by them ? What tempta-

tion is there for our other contemporaries to commit
themselves to even seeming endorsement of trans-

parent foolery and rancour ?

The Mirror has been sorely tried. Having helped,

by its unprovoked ferocity, to swell the triumph of

the Viceroy, it proceeded to prove, in its characteristic

way, that there has been no triumph at all. By the

application of its diminishing lens, it was easy to

show, to its own complete satisfaction, that the de-

monstration in the Town Hall was nothing in par-

ticular. Unable, either by private cajolery or public

bullying, to prevent the meeting, it took to analysing

the attendance and descended to sneer those that

formed it down to ‘nothingness. And the above pas-

sage is the precious result.

That passage itself will not bear analysis. The
writer does not perceive that his first sentence is

guilty of suicide. The two clauses clash one against

the other, exposing his pretence and destroying his

own credit. It were tedious to notice the pecu-

liarities of expression of our contemporary. We
leave to the Padishah, who, for want of posses-

sions and possibly in quest of pennies, has got

himself installed in the columns of the Mip'or as

•Aristarchus—a mere word-catcher that lives on

syllables—what is* meant by “ names ” being

“ described.” For our part, we remark that there

are two different confessions in that sentence, not

different .only but even c«)ntradictory. First, the

Mirror confesses that it does not know whether or

not the names of those who are enlisted as pre-

sent at the meeting are correctly given—or cor-

rectly described, as the Mirror incorrectly puts.

Then comes the professed confession—so called

—

that it finds a difficulty in identifying “ Baboo”

Durga Churn Law and Sumbhu "Nath” Mukherji.

The suspicion of inaccuracy in the description of

the names with which the writer starts, exposes the

succeeding affectation of difficulty in identifying the

two names singled out ! Even without the introduc-

tory clause, who would be deceived by such a flimsy

pretence ? Was the Mirror really put to such

difficulty ? Are the two men so very obscure as to

be utterly unknown to the subjunta journal ? Were
" Baboo ” and " Nath ” such stumbling blocks ? Did

it find any difficulty in identifying the late Chunder

Sen ? Is it able to identify Baboo Surendra Nath
Banerjee ? Is Mr. Surendra Nath Banerje a dif-

ferent person ? Who then is the firebrand who has

earned the name of Surrender Not ? And who is

his alter ego ycleped No-render-to-Caesar Sen ? Are

not " Durga Churn Law ” and " Sumbhu Mukherji
”

enough for comprehension, with or without " Raja" in

one case and with or without “ Nath ” in the other ?

Does the usual title of the gentry of Bengal, " Baboo”

before the name of a Bengalee gentleman who yes-

terday became “Raja,” or the introduction of the

nominal trifle or surplusage of “ Nath ”or its substitu-

tion for “ Chunder ” in another name in which the

initial and the patronymic designations are correctly

given, make it so that no fdlah can understand ?

That indeed is a confession of something inherently

rotten in the state of Denmark in the upper storey

!

This crave for accuracy is a new hunger in a paper

which, besides its emanations of the mind and heart at

work on it, is notorious for its blundei^, typogra-

phical and verbal. But the very fact of our contem-

porary distinguishing the words "Baboo” and

"Nath” by inverted commas proves his pretence

—

amounts to a virtual confession that the writer had no

difficulty in identifying the names in questtdn, and

knew perfectly well who were meant. Thus the

Mirror is convicted out of its own mouth of a paltry

trick having for its purpose to run down a movement

of many of the most respectable and highest in the

land. And does it not feel the lash on the Indian

Mirror when the Calcutta Mirror simply is punished

for its delinquencies ? •

Had there been any " chaffing ” in the matter, the

thing might pass. Had there been the slightest sus-

picion of liveliness in the profession of difficulty of

identification, it might be legitimate, inverted com-

mas and all. But the Mirror is innocent of fun,

nocent or innocent. It is nothing if not serious.

It avows its unhappy weakness. It is proud of its

propensity. It is primajade lugubrious lackadaisical

to the last degree. The Mahatma who guides it, is

great Grim himself—though curiously enough a

Jesting Pilate of a Padshaw has taken protection be-

hind his aegis. He is melancholy personified : Any
tyro in Lavatar might see it. He is Burton’s Ana-

tomy in living human morocco, nurture#6n Young’s
’

Night Thoughts.

In the same spirit and by the same method, the

Mirror goes on to reduce the size and importance of

the metting. Professing to go upon facts and figures,

it coolly throws out the assertion that only twelve

men represented the whole of the 27 districts of Ben-

gal. Here is genius to be sure ! This is statistical

manipulation with a vengeance. The shade^ of

Whateley must bow its head before this competitor

of his fame who has succeeded in castinp; a doubt on

the reality of a great public demonstration of thou-

sands. That great meeting shrinks under the

Mirror^

s

magic wand to a thing of less substance and

significance than one of Brother Surrender Net’s mass

meetings.
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THE AGITATION IN UPPER INDIA.
.WHlL^^e practised eloquence of Surendra, the calm words

of mature statesmanship of Sir T. Madava Rao, the Grand
Old Man, the sympathetic utterances of Mr. Norton herald-

ing as if it were the message of peace and good-will among
the subject-races, the proffers of friendly co-operation

of Mr. Chester, the adriotness and humor of Babu Bipin

Chandra Pal, the seemingly phlegmatic yet earnest ad-

dress, learned and thoughtful, of Pandit Bishen Narayan
Das, and last, though not least, th^ light and leading of

Mr. Buruddin Tyabji with all the grace and wisdom of a

practical administrator—while all these at the Madras gather-

ing are still ringing in our ears, grand and active preparations

are already in progress for the forthcomig Congress at Alla-

habad. As regards the three past Congresses at Bombay,
Calcutta and Madras, it must be conceded that the people of

these centres of education and enlightenment were in a great

measure prepared and only required rousing'. Contrariwise,

the United Provinces is a veritable Sleepy Hollow—an inert

mass to be reduced to working material by the rather un-

natural processes of platform oratory and by that yet more
potent educator and civiliser of mankind, the Press. And
the leaders of thought and action there, we understand, are

just now busy sweating their brows and taxing their brains

in extracting high-pressure work of both of these. Against

the “ pugilistic oratory ** of the Sage of Aligarh, now only

the shadow of his former self, that “ combustible patriot ” of

Allahabad, the Hon’ble Pandit Ayodhya Nath, has thrown
in all his weight and energy for the Congress movement.
An influential Reception Committee has been formed, and
otherwise the infant prodigy of three years called into being

as a natural result of the silent mental renascence of English

education, as the French Revolution was, in part at least, of

a similar literary movement in the i8th century is being

nourished and cherished. Gentlemen of the long robe and
the press are specially active, and the aims and objects of

the Congress are being discussed and explained in public

meetings at the chief centres, notably at Allahabad and
Lucknow. It must be encouraging to the promoters of

this national movement, that their labors are already

bearing fruit : the Congress is the topic of conversation of

all, the rich and the poor, the high and the low, the ** loyal-

ist” and the ** anarchist,” from the highest official to

the lowest court ’prentice. And if the Muhamadans as a

body are not in active sympathy with the movement—not

as the result of the wild declamations and the zt/tad against

the Congress proclaimed by the Aligarh Prophet of dis-

union, but as the natural and necessary result of the admit-

ted ignorance in which they are still steeped, of their inordi-

nate desires to please, at least not to displease, the powers

that be, and of the foolish way in which they arc patted on
the back by the Government officials—they are not arrayed

against the movement in active hostility. In fact, as a body
they have not as yet learnt to take any interest in measures

affecting the weal of the country
;
they lack public-spirited-

ness. And if there is the Syed of Aligarh unreasonably

against the Congress with his small clique, because forsooth

they are taken care of, all kith and kin, by the Government,

the sons and grandsons, nephews, proUgh and followers

of the Syed, there is the redoubtable Oudh Taluqdar, Sheikh

Raza Hossein Khan, President of the Rifah-i-Am (Associa-

tion,) who can take a broad and sympathetic view of the

present political situation. Somehow or other, that advocate

•of the heaven-born Service, the incorrigible Pi, the self-

styled champion of the nobility, compromised with his con-

science not to publish the rejoinder of a true scion of aristo-

cracy to the heated effusions of a waif who began life on
a salary of Rs. 10 only. The inconsistency of Sir Oracle

of Allahabad is on a par with the advocacy of the Aligarh

Sage in behalf of the hereditary nobility 1 Verily, in these

days we hear things only to be contradicted ! Well this is

the nobleman who, it will be remembered, soon after the

second Congress at Calcutta was over, delivered a sympa-
thetic speech at Lucknow, in the course of which he refuted

the assertion that the Mahammedans are not in sympathy

with the movement,—by undertaking to collect, if necessary,

the signatures of 50,000 Mahammedans in favor of the

Congress. But it was enough that the respected Sheikh

Saheb had praised the Bengalis to ensure his rejoinder

•being consigned to the waste-paper basket. The activity

with which pamphlets and leaflets are being issued from

the two contending parties of the Mahammedans for and

against the Congress, of which the Hindus are the silent

spectators, bespeaks their political education. The bulk

of the Mahammcdan papers have assumed an attitude of

inoffensive neutrality, arguing that they arc not yet them-
selves prepared for the reforms proposed by the Congress,

but telling at the same time, in plain and unmistakable lan-

guage, tha? it is criminal folly^ to oppose it so vehemently
as the self-seeking Syed does. It is an open secret now
that the Syed has engaged the services of a band of
political fakirs whose mission it is to preach the Gospel
of disunion, to discredit the Congress by ludicrous concoc-

tions and cobwebs of their brain.

And if there is the Syed assuming an attitude of un-

compromising hostility to the Congress and the Bengalis,

there are others also who cannot at all claim his respectful

indulgence or his force 6f an apology for unreasoned and
unreasoning opposition and who only betray their own folly

by their unpatriotic actions. The half-a-dozen Moham-
medan anti-Congress meetings which, after severe wire-

pulling and under the aegis of the petty local huzoors, were

held in Allahabad, Meerut, Mirzapore, Lahore, Jubbulpore
and elsewhere—should not be taken to reflect at all the

free and independent opinion of the Muhammedans ;
for, as

we have said before, their attitude is one of inoffensive

neutrality in the matter of the Congress. The intelligent

portion of the Muhammedan community, led by high-

minded men like Sheikh Raza Hossein and Munshi Sajjad

Hossein, the spirited Editor of the leading Muhammedan
paper of these provinces, the Oudh Punch, arc, on the other

hand, prepared to sink or swim with the tide of time.

Recently has started up a number of Hindu anti-Congress

meetings at Lucknow. Their promoters have constituted

themselves apostles of loyalty and moderation under
the banner of the notorious, glib, guttural and oleagi-

nous ” Munshi Newul Kishore. Their chief strength lies in

Pandit Sri Kishen, Vice-Chairman, Municipal Board,
and his client the Raja of Bhinga, who are alarmed at the

rapid pace at which India is moving. Having conjured up
phantoms of fear, they are now trying to remove them by
mantrams within closed doors. They have taken up their

cue from the Sage of Aligarh of rousing the religious pre-

judices and passions of the ignorant classes, and who will

deny that a better and more effective, though foolish, method
could not have been devised ? What is to be wondered at

that short-sighted officials do all in their power to set aflame
their worst passions without even caring to reflect with

what grave consequences the step is fraught. Have they
ever reflected upon the seriousness of their course ? Sup-
pose, if by an irony of fate—and it is revolting even to

assume it—these dharmatmas arc arranged against them,
and there is nothing extraordinary in it—and suppose they
all join in strong phalanx against them—what a huge con-

flagration would they not make ?

Nor are they all. There are the Taluqdars of Oudh who
have met in solemn conclave and declared themselves against

the united voice of intelligence ’of. the whole country.

Fortunately, on such a question, their opposition does not
signify much. It would have certainly meant something if

it were even the spontaneous expression of their free opinion.

Only 29 of them met of an evening at the Kaiserbagh
Baradari

;
and as yet nobody but perhaps Munshi Imtiaz

Ally, the chief organiser of the movement and the faithful

lieutenant of Sir Syed in Lucknow, knows for what special

purpose they all met. Their resolutions, or with what
ever other name they may be called, have not as yet seen
tha light of the day, and many present, we understand, are

as yet totally ignorant of the objects with which the meeting
was convened. Such is the history of the oppositions raised

against the Congress. They do not signify much, but they
have done a world of good to the Congressionists.

For now by this opposition they are more than ever united
in the closest bonds and have learnt the better to cherish

the aims and objects of the Congress, and to strive with
head and heart to realise the thousand antj one good
results that might flow to all from its success—a consumma-
tion devoutly to be wished.

The great activity of the opposionists, the silent and
inpcrceptible way in which the promoters are carrying on
their uphill task—all these speak volumes in favor of

Indian progress, and we for ourselves regard them as har-

bingers of better days for our land. The National Congress

is at once the embodiment and expression as also the means
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of the political education of the people. And this is parti-

cularly true of the backward provinces. B.

PRE-BRITISH TnDIA.
BABER.

III.

The early life of Baber was a tissue of transitions and
curious adventures. He was but a boy when he succeeded

his father,, Omar Sheik Mirza, in the Government of

Firghana
;

for he had numbered only twelve summers.

His patrimony of Firghana was small, but it was rich and

beautiful, situated on the upper course of the Jaxartes.

Baber loved his beatiful little Kingdom with an abiding

affection, and in after years, even when ruling in India, re-

membered it with regret.

The days in which Baber lived, were the days in which

might was right. The strong hand took and the strong

hand alone kept So it followed in almost a natural way,

that two of his uncles should attack him, and try to seize

his heritage, when he was barely seated on the Musnud.

Ahmed Mirza of Samarcand, his father’s brother, and

Mahmud Khan, the Mogul, his mother’s brother, besieged

the boy king. Both these princes, however, entirely failed

in their attack on his capital : and shortly after Ahmed
Mirza died. He was succeeded in his Government of

Samarcand, by his brother, who also died soon after, leaving

the Government to his son Buisanghar Mirza. As usual in

Eastern countries, confusion ensued. The confusion prevail-

ing at Samarcand led Baber’s advisers to look on it with a

covetous eye, and they accordingly urged him to attempt its

conquest for himself.

Baber was yet only a lad, being but fifteen years old
;

yet young as he was, his natural abilities were so great, that

he was conducting the Government of his own little King-

dom. Baber then, at the instigation of his advisers, mc\de

more than one attempt to capture Samarcand, but his

attempts failed. Failure, however, served, young as he was,

to develop his character. He persevered in his attempts in

an indefatigable spirit, and was at last rewarded with success.

It is matter for surprise that he should have succeeded, when

we consider his extreme youth and the meagre means he

had at his disposal.

In obtaining possession of Samarcand, the capital ol

Tamerlane—from whom he was the sixth in descent—it

served but as a finger-post, pointing to the sovereignty of all

Transoxiana
;
but such a conquest, at such a period, Baber

could have but little hopes of achieving. It was a difficult

matter for him to maintain himself at Samarcand. The
country around had been subjected for many succeeding

years, to the tumultuary disorders emanating from un-

disciplined troops, both those of foes, and those of its here-

ditary rulers. The result was, that the country around was

so completely exhausted, that Baber almost found it im-

possible to raise any revenue, by taxes, either in kind or in

coin. Baber thus found himself with an extended dominion,

but with empty coffers, and not having the “ sinews of war”

he was unable to pay his troops, who in consequence de-

serted in large numbers. These deserters naturally went

back to their own country, Firghana, and were the means of

spreading disaffection among the troops left there. This

disaffection reached a crisis in open revolt, under the leader-

ship of Ahmed Tambol, one of Baber’s principal officers.

Tambol was a very wily leader, and shielded himself

from the chief consequences of his revolt, in case of failure,

by nomnially playing a secondary part. He proclaimed

Baber’s younger brother, Trince jehangir Mirza. This evil

in his native Kingdom was sufficient to draw Baber avvay

from Samarcand, which he quitted after a reign of only a

hundred days. Baber had scarcely left his new acquisition

wlien its inhabitants threw off their allegiance to him.

Thus necessitating a rfew expedition to re-establish his

authority. *

Baber hastened on, with the remainder of his troops, to

Firghana. Unfortunately he fell dnngerously ill by the way,
i

and survived with difficulty. This so retarded his progress,

that when he recovered, he found that his followers had

melted away, and his hereditary dominions were lost
; for

in the interval Ahmed Tambol had strengthened his position

considerably. Baber now found himself reduced to the

position of a refugee, and one would have thought, that as he

was so young, this strait would have broken his spirit. It
|

appeared chimerical to cherish any hopes of regaining pos-

session of Firghana. Baber’s buoyout spirits, however, did
not -sink under the trial—he sought aid from his Mogul
uncle, and with his assistance, which was at best slender

*

help, attempted to recover his dominions. He made oft-

rcpcatcd attempts
;
in some of which he had not even the

help of this uncle, but had to depend on his own resources

alone. If an attempt on Firghana failed, he tried an attempt
at seizing Samarcand. At length, owing to continued per-

sevcrence and a disposition that would not accept defeat,

he recovered Firghana. He was but a little time in pos-
se.ssion, and had barely subdued the rebels, and put the
affairs of the Kingdom into some semblance of order, when
he felt himself attracted towards Samarcand through ah
invitation he received from the inhabitants of that capital.

The temptation proved too strong for Baber when the in-

vitation was repeated, with strong assurances of support
He accordingly left Firghana and marched for Samarcand*
but before he reached it, he was informed of its having been"
seized and occupied by the Uzbegs, who were then a new
people in those parts, and were beginning to found what
afterwards became great dominions.

IV.

As soon as Baber had set out from Firghana, Tambol
began to bestir himself and again obtained possession of it.

Baber in seeking the shadow had lost the substance. By
this calamity, Baber was reduced to such straits that he was
compelled to fly, and eventually to take reffige, in the almost
inaccessible mountains to the south of Firghana. While in

this retreat, he received information that Samarcand was
very slenderly garrisoned, as the chief of the Uzbegs,
Sheibani Khan, had left it on an expedition. With that
spirit for enterprise which was one of his most prominent
characteristics, Baber determined to attempt to surprise that
city. He accordingly set off with only 240 men, and ap-
proached Samarcand without his design becoming known.
He c.scaladcd the walls; overpowered the guards; and
acted with such boldness and rapidity, that he achieved his
purpose. The fickle citizens of Samarcand also rose in

revolt, in his favour, and massacred the Uzbegs wherever
they were to be found. Meanwhile, Sheibani Khan received
intelligence of this occurrence and returned with all speed,
but he was too late, the last of the Uzbeg garrison had
been overpowered or killed, and the gates of Samarcand
were shut against him. Sheibani quietly retired to Bokhara,
but he only bided his time.

Baber, by being in possession of Samarcand, obtained the
allegiance of the whole of Sogdiana, the inhabitants of
which, one and all, declared for him. He reigned in un-
disturbed possession of Samarcand but for six months, when
he was called to encounter alone the whole power of
Sheibani. As soon as he heard that the Uzbeg chief was
preparing to attack him, he endeavoured to form, among
the neighbouring princes, a combination, for offence and
defence, against the Uzbegs. He failed most miserably in

this attempt. In vain he represented their common danger,
in vain he used every method of persuasion he was master
of, he could not prevail on these princes to form an alliance

with him, but was left to oppose alone his powerful foe.

Though Baber was thus left to cope single-handed with an
enemy with greatly superior force, he yet had hopes of
success

;
and probably he would have baffled and thrown

back the attack of Sheibani, through the vigour of his own
abilities, had not the Mogul auxiliaries among^is troops^
acted with the basest treachery, and crushed allTlis possibly*
legitimate hopes regarding victory, in the battle he had
accepted outside the walls of Samarcand. These Mogul
troops, with base cowardice, withdrew from the battle at a
critical moment, for the sole purpo.se of plundering Baber’s

baggage. ^ The result of this desertion was a total defeat,

and Baber had to retire, with the few troops that adhered
to him, within the walls of Samarcand.

He now resolved to defend this city to the last extremity
;

he repelled many assaults of the enemy. The Uzbeg chief

had then recourse to a blockade, and so strict was the

watch he kept round the devoted city, that in four months
he reduced the besieged to suffer all the miseries of famine.

Death reigned in the city and the sufferings of the people

were terrific. In addition to all this burden of ever present

misery that Baber had to bear, was superadded the anxiety*

regarding the fighting strength of the place, through the

desertion of the soldiers, who began letting themselves down
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from the walls in great numbers. Baber shared in all the

privation^f the soldiers and the people, but he was at last

compcllciT%) evaopate the place.

Babers' history for the next two years is a very sad tale,

the privation and distress he endured, was indeed, very

great ; and probably could not have been borne by many
men. He was so reduced in circumstances that his very

servants forsook him, in fact he was perfectly destitute.

It would have been a bold prophet who could have fore-

casted the man's future glory and greatness, while seeing

him wandering about the mountains, irv an almost aimless

way, or visiting at his Mogul uncle’s camp in the guise of

a pensioner. So great were Baber’s trials, that his wonted
evenness of temper, and his bright cheerfulness forsook him,

giving place to despondency
;
and while in this mood, he

actually determined upon retiring into China and passing

the remainder of his life there in obscurity. But just at this

critical juncture in his life, his prospects brightened for a

short space. He succeeded through the help of his Mogul
uncle in recovering Firghana, where he was joined by his

brother Jehangir, who had up to this time been his nominal

rival.

The ousted Tambol in his strait called in the aid of the

now formidable Uzbeg. Baber was overpowered after a

desperate conflict and compelled to fly, and so closely

was he pursued, that his companions, one by one, fell into

the hands of the enemy, and he himself was overtaken by
two soldiers, who at first seemed willing to listen to his argu-

ments and entreaties and come over to his side, but even-

tually they betrayed him to his enemies, from vvliose power
he regained his freedom with the utmost difficulty. His

condition was now as hopeless as it could be
;
ho had not

even his Mogul uncle to look to for help, for this relative

had been defeated by the Uzbegs, and was a prisoner in

their camp.

Sheibani, the chief of the Uzbegs, held sway over the

whole of Transoxiana, except a small part annexed to

Hactria. Baber tells us, that at this time his mind was so

much depressed, that he shed many tears and wrote verses

of a most melancholy character. Wc must remember, that

he was yet only three and twenty years old, though he had

done and suffered enough to fill a long and eventful life
;

but Baber did not sink under his trials, as other men might

have done, his cheerful temper made him rise superior to his

position, buoying him up, and enabling him to enjoy the

present and look with favourable hopes to the future. Baber

summed up his present position with the conclusion, that the

best course for him to pursue now, would be to leave his

native country of Firghana, as all his hopes regarding it

had been extinguished. He therefore bade a la.st farewell

to it, and set out to try his fortunes in new scenes, beyond

the range of the Hindu Coosh,

James H. Linton.

MOORSHEUABAD.
April i4y iSSS.

Outbreak of cholera having been reported from all parts of

the Province, especially from the suburbs of the metropolis, where

it has of late been causing fearful havoc, it has been surmised that,

apart from all other attendant circumstances, it is mainly due to the

impurity of the drinking water, wherein germs of poisonous matter

arc found to be infused. The municipal board of the Suburb, in

their last meeting, Resolved cither to buy pure water from thc^ Cal-

cutta Municipality, or, in the event of the latter not allowing it,

excavate fresh water tanks and to purify the water of the ponds

already overgrown with weeds. Such a step, will, no doubt,

be, to some extent, conducive to sanitation and hence the

decrease of the disease. It is a pity that similar sanitary precaution

has not as yet been adopted by the molfisil Muiiicipalitip, which

arc annually visited by such diseases as small-pox, malarious lever

and cholera, the dangerous offsprings of impure, uftdrinkablc

water. Not even a year has elapsed since the tremendous ravages

caused by cholera at Bcrhamporc Khugra and in the 'suburban

parts of city Moorshedabad. Needless to say that it was due to the

unwholesome water of the river Bhagirati, passing by the places

which becomes disconnected, from the main stream, at Sootcc by

extensive churs in the summer and winter seasons, thereby stopping

the current as far down as Cutwa, the extreme North tide-point of

the Hooghly. In places in Moorshedabad and Bcrhamporc, n is

wholly dried up so far as to put a stop to navigation, and where

there is water of normal depth, it is overgrown with rank vegetation,

atcumulating Mris &c., and rendered undrinkable by nauseous

stench, produced from rotten plants and bones. U has recently

been discovered, says a local journal, by chemical analysis, that the

water below Sydabad has been found to contain animalculaj and

decomposed elements of animal body, which may tell fatally upon
human health. Is it impossible for the advocates and representa-

tives of locol self-government to discover a remedy to this ? Arc they

thus to govern their people who arc to pay and to suffer f Can-
not this city and the Head-quarters which yet boast of Chhota

Nazim and Nizamut, Nawabs, Begums, Khanums, Maharajas

and Maharani^ Rajas and Ranis, Khan Bahadurs, Roy Bahadoors,

Maulvis, Maulan^s, Moonshis, Putuliis, Vakeels, Mooktears and
wealthy eunuchs, &c., afford to pay for the removal of the sand

heads at Sootec, or for the excavation of tanks at suitable centres

for the supply of fresh water, or the establishment of Water
Works similar to those already opened at Dacca and Bhagulporc }

Yes, it can : but where arc the movers and men to accomplish the

deed.? Meeting managers, Resolution framers and -passers and

thank voters arc not the persons, for such a laudable project. It

needs men of no higher merit and position than those with

perseverance, energy, sympathy, such as Babus Fran Kumar
Das, Puma Chandra Mozoomdar and jugeshwar Sircar. Not
far distant is the ruin of this old historic capital of Ben-

gal. The wealthy residents of this old metropolis with slight

pretensions to Wesicrn knowledge arc, as a rule, hankering after

empty name and title, without feeling for a moment for the

poor ratepayers ; woe to the municipality of this place

which lags behind others in point of sanitation, improvement, &c.

Babu Pran Kumar Das is about to be transferred from here to

succeed his father in the Excise Department under the Board of

Revenue, as Deputy Commissioner, on higher pay. His transfer

will be greatly felt by the people who are much indebted to him

for the establishment of several institutions of public utility—such as

Kumar Ranjit Singh’s Victoria Jubilee Hall, Nawab Bahadoor’s

Midwifery Institution, Jubilee Tank, Technical School and Jubilee

School at Azimgungc. During his chairmanship here, the hooacd

cobras were all under constant check. The Lawyers* bull of the

Bcrhamporc bar having influenced the present chairman, got

an increment for the medical officer of the Lalbagh Charitable

Dispensary and the post of the present jeagunge Assistant-Surgeon

will be abolished very soon, to the great disadvantage of the poor

patients of the locality. And one Madhoo Soodan Chakravati, a

twice dismissed overseer of the Municipality, against whom some

zo charges stood, has been reappointed.

Several Commissioners arc about to tender their resignation, if the

work of the Municipality continues further as it docs now. Mr.

Livesay, the Executive Engineer, Nuddea Rivers Division, has al-

ready resigned his post as Municipal Commissioner and several

others will follow suit sooner or later. People arc much dissatisfied

with the new chairman.

A. M. T.

MONGIIYR.
JamalporCy the i6th April /SSS.

About half a dozen cases of fires, breaking out in the environs of

Jamalporc, have come to my notice, one of which is especially

noticeable. A fire broke out in a thatched house in Kesubpore

close to the station, where 2 young Bcharcc girls were asleep with

closed doors. The parents and neighbours tried to extinguish the

fire which was blazing furiously, being helped by the midday

Westerly wind, but unfortunately could not manage to bring those

young ones out in time to save them, the cider of the two mean-

while got her body thoroughly burnt and^thc other partially so.

The former was immediately removed to the Hospital but expired

on admission, and the latter the day after.

The cause of this constant fire taking place, especially at this

time of the year annually, is ascribed to accidents and to incendiar-

ism. I have reason to believe that it is more the latter than the

former and wish that the Police kept a sharper look out for the

offenders.

Mr. Editor, you can well imagine the fate of those unfortunates,

who have been destined to live, of course through necessity, in this

part of the Province, more especially during mid-summer.

The Monghyr public, after the example set by Jamalporc, is going

to celebrate another Barwarcc Poojah shortl).

The want of a shed for accommodation of dying patients close to

the river bank at Monghyr was for some time past keenly felt bjr

the Hindu public (both of Monghyr and jamalpur) at large, and not-

withstanding several representations made to the well-to-do Bcharecs

of the place from time to time, nothing could be done in the matter.

I am now able to inform you that the matter after all

has taken a happy turn. Babu Raj Kissen Singh, a member of the

well-known Dabcepur Singh family, has gladly undertaken to defray

the entire necessary cost of such a shed. This no doubt is a

laudable undertaking and will reiiiove a desideratum long felt

by the native Hindu public, more especially the Bengalees. The

Babu deserves thanks for this act of public utility and charity. A
petition has been made to the Commissioner of the Bhagulporc

Division for a site for the proposed building for Gunga Jattrees

on the river bank at Monghyr.
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Duferin Memorial Fund.

The foilowinqr subscriptions have been re-

ceived
Rs.

Amount alre.ady advertised... ... 52,842

H. H. the Maharajah of Chota Nagpore 500
Hon’blc A. Wilson ... ... 200

T. Forrest, P-sq. ... ... ... 100

Hon’ble H. Beverley ...
*

... 50
Mahiny Mohun Roy, Esq. ... ... 50
Small sums through Rajah P. M.
Mookerjee ... ... ... lo

D. King, Esq. ... ... ... 10

Small sums through D. King, Esq. ... 20
Hon’ble J. O. Pigot ... ... 200

„ C. M. Ghose ... ... 200

„ C. E. Trevelyan ... ... 50
Messrs. W. Newman »!v: Co. ... 100

J. C. Apear, Esq. ... ... 50
Hon’ble G. C. Paul ... ... 100

„ G. H. P. Evans ... ... 100

„ Sir W. C. Petheram ... 50

J. T. Woodroffe, Esq. ... ... 50
Hon’ble J. O’Kinealy ... ... 100

L. P. Pugh, Esq.... ... ... 100

R. L. Upton, Esq. ... ... 32

W. K. Eddis, Esq. ... ... 25

J. W. F. Auckland, Esq. ... ... 25
H. C. Eggar, Plsq. ... ... 25
H. W. Johnson, Esq. ... ... 25

E. Murray, Esq,... ... ... 16

J. (ireenwood, Esip ... ... 10

Small Sums ... ... ... 10

Messrs. E. S. Giibboy & Co. ... 150

J. C. Orr, Plsq. ... ... ... 50
P. D. Barclay, Esq. ... ... 25

J. O. Anderson, Esq. ... ... 10

Total ... 55,285

EMERALD THEATRE
BEADON STREET.

hfanager^ Badu G. C. GhOSE.

Saturday—the 21st Aprils 1SS8—
at g p. M.

By special request for one night only

Our most heart-rending popular

Tragedy of late Babu Dinobondhu Mittra

HILDAHPAH.
Pathos throughout 1

Next day—Stinday—22nd Aprils

at Candle Light.

For the convenience of gentlemen and ladies of

delicate health.

Sixth grand performance of Babu G. C. Ghose's

new magniHcent Drama

One of his happiest attempts.

Arrangements befitting the Emerald Theatre.

M. L. SUR, Asst. Manager.

HAMILTON & C0.’$

Latest Designs in Gold Bangles.

Price by post annas.

ASRUKANA
A Collection of poems in Bengali by
Srimati GIRINDRAMOHINY DASSY
(Author of Kabitahar^ Bharat Kusum.)

Asrukana is a collection of poetical pieces of
singular pathos and beauty of expression * *

It is a series of mournful songs that the
reader* is here presented with and they must
touch a sympathetic cord in every heart that
^an feci. There is a singular appropriateness
in the title of the work, and in its pious dedi-
cation to the memory of the husband of the
fair writer .— The Indian Nation.
The authoress is not unknown to Bengali

readers. She has already published two or
three poems by which she is favourably known,
but between these poems and this is a differ-

ence that hardly admits of being measured.

This is poetry in life

* #

We have read Srimati Girindra Mohiny’s
poems in a reverential spirit. The poems are
all of a lyrical description. The lyre is soft,

sweet and tender, but awfully strong.

The tone of the poems is inexpressibly
gentle, inexpressibly pure, and inexpressibly
tender and affectionate. It is the tone of a
world mother.

»

Bengal should be proud of this poem—
Calcutta Review.

Apply at the Bee Pressy

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Calcutta.

ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA, ENGLAND.

Further subscriptions arc invited and will be
duly acknowledged in the papers.

PEARY MOHUN MOOKERJEE,
AMIR ALl,
S. E. J. CLARKE,

Honorary Secretaries.

Calcutta, 20th April, 1888.

I
NTENDING PILGRIMS TO MECCA,

1888, should book their passages early by
Messrs. Cook and Son’s Chartered Steamers,

leaving Bombay, June 20, July 3, July 15.

Through Rail and Steamer fares from Calcutta

to Jeddah—Rs. 1 72-8-0, ist class
;

Ks. 96-8-0

poop and 2nd Rail; 3rd class, Rs. 48-11-0,

including landing charges at Jeddah, Return
Tickets : Calcutta and Jeddah, Rs. 315, Rs. 173,
and Rs, 87-6-0, respectively. Reference kindly

permitted to Nawab Abdool Luteef Baha-
door, C.I.E., 16, Toltallah Lane, Calcutta.

For tickets, apply to Thos. Cook and Son, rr,

Old Court House Street, Calcutta. See also

Programme in Urdu, Bengali, and Persian.

Draffs issued also on Jeddah.
Thos. Cook and Son, Calcutta, also issue

Through Tickets to England with the Mails.

Sleeping Car Tickets Brindisi Calais, and Pas-
sage Tickets by all lines

J
of Steamers starling

from Calcutta, or any principal station in India.

Address—THOS. COOK & SON,
Calcutta, II, Old Court House Street,

riic Acron Bangle, (England) ... Ks. 6®

The Thistle Bangle, (Scotland) ... „ 60

The Shamrock Bangle, (Ireland) ... „ 60

The Lotus Bangle, (India) ... „ 60

The Forget-me-not Bangle ... „ 63

The Indian Bamboo Bangle ... „ 32

The Victoria Bangle ... ... „ 100

The Cleopatra Signet Bangle ... „ 54

The Magic Twist Bangle ... „ 185

The Flexible Curb Bangle ... „ 115

'Phe Etruscan Ball Bangle ... „ 32

The Good Luck Bangle ... ... „ 54
The Oriental Onyx Bangle ... „ 90

The Flexible Gold and Platinum Bangle „ 100

The “Mascotte” Diamond H’shoe Bangle „ 90

The Scotch Plaid Bangle... ... „ 80

7'he above are cash quotatiems.

Inspection Invited.

HAMILTON & CO.,

, CALCUTTA.

iREETHAMS-^
i
iii -i.« aa 0

"

For ilNDIA and all HOT CLnKTATFtS this sweetly flicented emollient Milk is IWVALirATiLB
IT KEEPS Uiu 6K1N COOL ud REFRESHED in the HOTTEST WEATHER,
Removes and prevents aU SUNBURN, REDRESS, FRECKLES, TAN, etc,, and

RENDERS the SKIN DELICATELY SOFT. SMOOTH and WHITE.

It entirely prevents it irom becoming DRY and WRINKLED, and PRESERVES the
COMPLEXION from the ecorehing effects of the SUN and WIND more effectnaily than any
other preparation. The IRRITATION caused by the BITES and 8TTNG8 of TN8F.rTa is

wonderfully allayed hy its use. For imparting that ecit velvety feeling to the skin, this

deligbtfhl preparation has no equal! Sold by all Chemists.

Sole Makers M. BEE I'H4M Oe SON, Chezntsts, Ohelteaham, Eowland.

CALCUTTA AGENTS: SCOTT, THOMPSON & CO.

ST. PETEK’S COLLEGE FOB BOTS.

University masters, specially suitable for

Indian Children. Indian References. For Pros-

pectus, address Principal.
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llollowafs Ointment and /’rV/jr.—Old
Wounds, Sores and Ulcers.—Daily experience

confirms the feet which "has triumphed over all

opposition for more than forty years, viz., that

no means are known equal to Hollow'a/s re-

medies for curing bad legs, bad breasts, sores,

wounds, diseases of the skin, erysipelas, ab-

scesses, burns, scalds, and, in truth, all mala-

dies where the skin is broken. To cure these

infirmities quickly is of primary importance, as

compulsory confinement indoors weakens the

general health. The ready means ofcure are

found in Holloway’s Ointment and Pills, which

heal the sores and expel their cause. In the

very worst cases the Ointment has succeeded

in effecting a perfect cure after every other

means had failed in giving adequate relief.
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INFALLIBLE SPECIFIC FOR

. ^ LEUCORRHCEA.
* A week’s use of this medicine not only cures

Lcucorrhoja—the characteristic white, green

and bloody discharge—but also removes the

concomitant intense menstrual pains, and all

the various complaints and symptoms inci-

dental to menstrual difficulties and green sick-

ness, and prepares the system for conception.

Price ; for a week’s consumption, Rs. 2,

packing and postage 4 annas.

There are capital medicines besides—for

piles, all the 20 kinds of flux—such as sper-

matorrhoea, diabetes, &c.—diarrhoea, rheu-

matism, puerperal complaints, cataract of

the eye, nacra, asthma, &c.

\CertiJicate,\

I have known Babu Rajendra Nath Ghoshal

kubiraj for upwards of 15 years, and I can bear

ample testimony to the wonderful efficacy of

his medicine in the treatment ofdiseases of the

womb. While Assistant Surgeon of Monghyr

and subsequently, I have known him to cure

the most obstinate cases of uterine Leucorr-

hoea and other uterine derangements, organic

and functional. I can safely call his medicine

the Specific for Leucorrhoca and painful

menstruation. Ladies who have been subject

to these diseases for years and were barren

have been cured and borne children.

Womesh Chunder Roy, L. M. S., Medical

Practitioner, Bhagalpur. 30th October, 1886.”

Apply to

RAJENDRANATH GHOSAL, Kariraj,

Topkhana Bazar.

Monghyr.

The Mahanirvana Tantram with the com-
mentary of Harihorananda Bharati, the

spiritual preceptor of the late Raja Ram Mo-
hun Roy, accompanied by a translation and
copious explanatory notes by the venerable

Pundit Jagonmohun Tarkalankar
;
edited by

Babu Krishna Gopal Bhakta, M. A. S. B.,

Editor of the 2nd impression of the late Sir

Radha Kanto’s Sabda Kalpadruma, the Ra-

mayana, etc., etc. Issuing in parts of six form-

demy 12 mo. each, from April last. To be

completed in about 25 parts. Price for the

whole work Rs. 5, if paid in advance. For

each part to subscribers annas 4, to non-sub-

scribers annas 6. Post free. Apply to the editor,

1 5, Gopce Kristo Pal’s Lane, Calcutta,

READY
%

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL
BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperahy

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJBE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

* (the last of the Nawabs Nazirn of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipferah State.

Apply to Manager, **REIS& RAYYET”
I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINION OF THE PRESS.

It is many years since I first met, and some
years since I last met, Dr. Sambhu Chunder
Mookerjee, editor of the Feis and Rayyet
(Prince and Peasant), and an author of high
repute among the kindly, as well as acute and
intellectual, people of Bengal. One ofthe real

misfortunes of India was, and still is. Lord
Macaulay’s picture of the Bengalee. The
picture, true perhaps as regards Nuncomar and
many Bengalees, is not accurate as a represen-

tation of the people generally, taking them as

an Englishman may find them if he looks

fairly. If they had been unfaithful, the sad
story of the Mutiny had been vastly sadder

;

and, apart from the Mutiny, many Englishmen
could give individual instances of Bengalee
faithfulness almost unique in history, taking

all the circumstances of our relation to India

into account. The Bengalee is generally eager
for knowledge of all kinds, and is often both
courageous in the expression of his opinions,

and gifted to a remarkable degree with the

power to express those opinions with force and
precision. Mr. Fawcett once told me that an
unprepared speech made, on his behalf, during

an election, by a young Hindoo, surpassed, in

force as well as eloquence, any unprepared
speech he ever had heard made by any mem-
ber of the House of Commons, if four or five

members of the House weie excepted.
Among these Bengalees there is a small body

of men—small for that large province—who
are, ironically or otherwise termed “ Young
Bengal. ” Some of them arc no longer young,
hut grave and aged ; some have, in the course
of years, been highly distinguished for their

public services and their scientific and other
attainments. Some have at times been mis-
represented, and their language misinterpreted,

so that on its return to them it has amazed
none more than themselves. Nothing of this

has been done by the really great administra-
tors of India. That it has been done, however,
cannot be denied.

In the forefront of this little band is the
author of this book of travels. Baboo Sambhu
Chunder Mookerjee—a writer of high repute,

as I have said, also an administrator, as the

reader will see from the title-page to this book.

A keener, yet a kindlier satirist, one might
seek for and not find. His use of the English
language has astonished many an educated
Englishman

;
and the quality of his reading is

shown by his marvellous power of quotation
;

not merely from authors like Shakespeare, and
Milton, and Macaulay, and men eminent in

science, but from out-of-the-way old ballads,

and little-known old pamphlets, in the applica-
tion of which he leaves one wondering—first,

how he obtained the productions at all, and
secondly, how, having obtained them, he
learned to apply them so appositely to the
subjects which he intends them to illustrate.

Passing from the author to his book, wc
shall, perhaps, first of all be attracted to the
work of the administrator. He comes upon a
milkman’s village, on which he finds fastened

the grip of a Court favourite. He unloosens
the grip, and rc-settles the village, in the
double interest of Piince and Peasant. And
all the time he sees everything. The poor
people bathing on the rivers’ banks, have his

genial and kindly, if also at times, what a
Scotchman would call, his “pawky” notice.

A “fair maid of Sonargoan ” attracts his at-

tention by the gracefulness with which she
carries a vessel of water from the river

; and,
though the fair maid and he are divided by
r.ace and faith (she is Mussulman), she has his

full meed of praise. Indeed, it must be admit-
ted—and he will not be offended with me for

saying so—that he never meets with a fair face,

without at least giving evidence^ of the fact

that he has eyes to .see and a heart to com-
prehend.

Of his wide and generous symp.athies, much
might be said, .and still leave much more to

say. He meets a mission.iry on the river, and
evidently is inclined, in writing his notes, to

pass a joke on the subject. He nips it, how-
ever, in the bud, and contents himself with

saying, “ .So new is preaching here, that the

simple people sai<l the padre had been singing

in the street.” He meets Catholic and Pro-

testant missionaries on shipboard, and chuckles

over their disputes, while he astonishes them
by his command of the English language, and
even by h« knrwiedge of the Bible— a know-
ledge, I may add, which is evident in many of

his writings.

A parrot falls overboard, and is drowned in

its cage, to his great distress, which is not

however paraded. He says : [Extract.]

These are not the words of a Christian, but

of a Hindoo.

Again, he has a faithful ugly dog, whose
name is Tom, and whose glory it once was to

bark, with a noble independence, at some very

dignified Sahibs. Our author is compelled to

leave Tom behind
; and here is his farewell

:

[Extract.]

I think this is a very fine passage, and one
that will draw the author very close to the
great heart of humanity, wherever the words
are read. Could anything be finer than the
testimony to the two foreign “gentlemen,”
ending with the “ Bengalee pariaky my poor
Tom”?^ Not the pariah merely, but the pariah
dog. The passage is worthy of the author,
and of the great mercifulness of the land that
bore him.

Whoever reads this book must be prepared
further to find bold and manly language. The
author is no flatterer of John Bull, though he
gives John his due, and admits that India owes
him a great debt. Here is one passage relating
to foreign fruits

: [Extract.]

Among the sketches of country—word-pic-
tures—the reader will find some exceedingly
pretty, and all the more valuable in that they
are taken from a standground purely Indian ;

not English. Where an English artist’s mind
would be filled with European ideas, the mind
of this gifted Eastern artist is filled with a class
of ideas totally different, yet equally instructive
and certainly not less subtle and far-reaching.
On the eve of one of his journeys, our

author was placed in a dilemma of a kind
not unknown to travellers in India, but not on
that account the less stupid. He wished to
go by a particular boat, and took time by the
forelock for that purpose. The fare was at

first stated as 90 rupees, to pay which he
offered “a new rri.sp, fresh British India” note
for 100 rupees. “ It was,” he adds, “fnesh from
the Currency Office, and had been received
only the day before from another Government
department.” The rest of the story is

thus told
: [Extract.]

The humour of the little sketch is worth
something. I can fancy the author laughing
even in his dismay

;
for he can laugh well at

others, and equally well at himself. I shall
only venture on one more passage

;
and I give

it as showing the spirit of the man who dares
to call his newspaper Prince and Peasant.
He desired to return to his home in Bengal,
and to bid adieu, for a time at last, to Indepen-
dent Tipperah, where he had been located
“some two years.” He received the Maha-
rajah’s permission to return home

; but still he
could not get avyay, [Extract.]
There is, I think, a sound lesson in this pas-

sage
;

the Ie.sson of the immense value of
courtesy and urbanity in the relations of rulers
and ruled. There is a great deal in that sen-
tence, “ IVe serve fiesh and blood.” The best
admini.strator in India is not always the ablest,
the man whose plans are the wisest as plans ;

but the man who, with plans or without them,
gives confidence to the people, and confidence
not merely in his justice, but also in his con-
siderateness and forbearance. A clever man
once said that the art of success in India is the
art of giving good dinners. It may be so

;
but

the peril is great—the peril of debt
;
and in

any case the art has its limits, and its natural
a)llapsc. Even dinners and champagne pall
in the end. But there is one art that never
fails—the art of true courtesy

;
of that courtesy

which, being natural, is not affected by any
whim or caprice, either of the person who
posses.ses it, or of anyone with whom he has
relations.

In bidding farewell to this little, book, I once
more’ recall, as I easily and very vividly can,
the authors kindly f.irc and gentle voice, as
known to me many years ago. I sec him, as
I see Baboo Kiisto Das I*al, Dr. Mahcndra
Lai Sircar, and some others, including a nuich-
abiised editor of the Amriia llasar Patrika

\

and I feel and say, with all earnestness and
sincerity, that among these are men whom
the Government of India would be wise in
recognising and winning entirely to its side.
They are men on* whom no really generous
word—true as well as generous—ever is

thrown away, I have compared them at times
with men of kindred occupations at home,
and I think that they are as a rule by far
the truer gentlemen in good unanners, and
often in very much more than mere manners.
May the great God, who.se sacred Name they
use as that of the Father of all, guide them to
a nobler destiny than any they yet have
known, and with them, and by them, bless
their native land

!

James Routledge.
—The Indian Mae^azine^ Mar, 1888.
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SALE OF IRON PADDLE STEAMER.

Tenders for the purchase of the Madias

("roveniment Steam Tu;^ MadraSy built at

Blackwall by T. A. Youn" in 1876, will be re-

ceived by the Port Officer at Madras, up to

noon of Tuc'jday the ist May 18S8.

2.

The vessel will be sold at Calcutta with

engines, boilers, masts, sails, awnings, spars,

anchors, cables, boats, and such other stores as

m.iy be on board on the 30lh March* ind which

will not be removed pievious to the sale.

3.

Each tender, before being opt*ned, must

be accompanied by a trcasuiy receipt for a

sum etpial to 25 per cent, of the amount offered,

and the balance must be paid within 48 houis

of acceptance of the tender and before dcbveiy
is taken. The tendeis will be submitted to the

Government of Madras for orders.

4.

The vessel will be at the risk and charge
of the purchaser from the date the acceptance
of the lender by Government is communicated
to him.

5.

The following description of the vessel

is believctl to be correct, but any errors or

misdescription shall not annul the sale, nor

shall any compensation be allowed on that

account :
—

Tonnage

Do. ...

When built

Where built

... 107 gross.

... 57 nett.

... In the year 1S76.

...At Blackwall.

Extreme length ... 123 feet 4 inches.

Do, breadth ... 20 feet 8 inches.

Depth ... ... II feel I inch.

Numberofbulkhcads Three.

Do. of decks ... One.

Engines ... Two side lever dis-

connecting surface

condensing.

Boilers ... ... One multitubular.

Horsepower indicated 1 37.

Do. nominal. 75.

Coal that can be
stowed in bunkers 66 tons,

6.

The vessel will be open for inspection at

Calcutta on applying for an order to the De-
puty Director of Indian Marine on or after the
30th March 1888.

H. A. STREET,
Capt., H.M.’s Indian Marine,

Port Officer.

Madras Port Office,

15th March 1888.

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

( Opposite ihc Police Court y

)

THE CALCUTTA

H0M(E0PAT 111C PlIAiniAOY.
THK

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSARY IN ASIA

OF PURE IIOMCEOPATIIY ONLY,

wiiini
I

INTRODUCED TOTHEEAS'I' THE

TRADE IN

INDEPENDENT H0M(E0PATflY
and in.iituains to this day

I

THE DKLNITY AND INTEGRITY OF

THIS

SCHOOL OF MFDICINE.
Besides the old Remedies, all the New Re-

medies and the latest additions pi ociircd from

the best European and American sources, and

kept in stock.

Medicines in wooden boxes and leather

cases, rcciuisites of all kinds supplied, and

Prescriptions dispensed at the shoitest notice.

The largest Stock of Homoeopathic lilcrature

kept.

Orders received for supplying English,

American and foreign Journals.

BERIGNY & CO.
12. Lai BazaaVy Calcutla.

In Pamphlcty Price annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORUANIZATTON
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

/>> Capt. ANDREW IIEARSEY.

Apply to Reis Rayyet Office, Calcutta.

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.”
A.SSAM LINK.

This Company which has a weekly Service
of Steamers lunning to .ind from Debrooghiir
vid (/oalundo, will despatch the Steamer
“CASHMERE” for Assam on Tuesday the
24th instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
(rodowns at Jaggannath Ghat until Monday,
the -"pd idem.
*rheStcamci “BURMAII” will leave Go.v

luiido for Assam on Thursday, the 26th idem.
Intciuliiig passengers by the last mentioned

.Ste.imer should leave Cialcutta for Goalundo
by iiaiM till* previous night.

binruRi Dkuroodhur Mail Service.

T/trou jjL Rankitiir to and front Assam.

The Desp.ilch Steamers of this .Service

leave Dhubri daily on arrival of the Mails

from C.U( utta, and proceed to Debrooghiir,

stopping at all iiUeimediatc s'ations and
Mookhs.

Passengers, Goods, Parcels (packages not

to exceed one ton in weight or 8 fret by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement ) may be booked
through to and from Calcutta, and all statioiil':

on the Eastern Bengal State Railway aod'-

conriected Railways, and the following.

Steamer Stations of this Company, vfftV/

Dhubri, froalparah, Gauhati, MungledyfL.
rezporc, Silghaut for Koliabai, Dnuiltnft:A

Mookh, Niggriting, Kookeela Mo
Mookh and i)ebrooghur.

Pack.ages booked as parcels will be forward-

ed by rail along with the Mails. Freight on

perishable articles must be prepaid.

Goalundo and Derrooohur Despatch
Service.

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which
have been specially built for the Assam Trade,
carrying passengers and coolies between
(Rialimtio and Debrooghur, will leave Goalundo
bi-wee.kly on Sundays and Thursdays, calling

at all inter mediate stations, and Debrooghur
on Tuesdays and Saturdays.

Through bills of lading will be granted for

goods and parcels on presentation of rail re-

ceipt or payment of freight. Packages not to

exceed ten hundred weight, or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement.
For freight and passage apply to

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents.

1-2, Clive (ihat Street, Calcutta.
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TO FREDERICK III.

Translatedfrom ih& Frmch of M. Francois Cohpt^c's Poem
“ UEmpercurr

Till wbtn the end ? <]trcat Kaiser, who shall say

If in a year, a montli, a week, a day

Thou wilt yield up thy breath ?

Calm, thou hast faced, upon the battle plain,

Ai, calm, thou waitc^t on thy bed of pain,

The dread approach of death.

Mid Russia’s stepper and Oural’s peaks on high—

From Breton Capes—to Heaven ascends one cry,

One universal prayer.

'"All hearts are with thee, throbbing with thy throes ;

From each goes up—e’en from thy bitterest foes,

“ O 1 Lord, the Kaiser spare !”

France above all ;
thy sufferings assuage

Her long wept woes, her hatred and her rage.

In this thy fateful hour.

Fired by past wrongs, we arm for conflict dread ;

But mid war’s blades, uprears its heavenly head

Sweet pity’s tender flower.

Though unavenged Sedan, Lorraine, Alsace,

Though still we mourn our sons, though yet the grass

* Grows o’er their graves, scarce green,

In thee, no more the victor of Sedan-

In thee, the suffering husband, father, man.

Our tearful eyes have seen.

Sudden the scene is changed. Thy mighty sire

Yields to the victor, Death
;
his paling fire

Is quenched in endless night.

To thee he cedes his glory, power, and wealth,

And to I we see thee, with reviving health.

Arise, and stand upright.

The new-made Monarch bids a fond adieu
;

Forsakes the flowers, the sunshine and the blue,

Sought on a foreign strand :

Back to the house of mourning and of woe

He speeds across the tempest and the snow,

Home to his Fatherland.

Silent thy voice, 0 sire of kings to be.

Yet fell disease must yield its power o’er thee.

When thou tak’st up thy pen,

To bid the stir of war and conflict cease,

Tracing a message speaking words of peace

—

Peace and goodwill to men.

We held thee true. We deem fair as a dove

The dying eagle with the pledge of love

Grasped in his outstretched claw.

We said “Sweet peace descends with hcav’nly beam,’

And poet like I dreamed a lovely dream.

And this is what I saw ;

I saw thee throned in majesty and might.

I heard thee say, “ O ! history, ere the night

Hides this vain world from me.

One page upon thy records I will trace.

Shall raise my memory mid the human race

To Immortality.

“Germans and French with frenzy are distraught.

Gold, science, labour, every act and thought.

On war are bent to-day. ^

And one chance shot—so fierce their passions burn—

>

May peaceful citizens to demons turn.

And men to beasts of prey.

“ I, King and Emperor, forbid the fray !

To me there yet remains another day :

Men still obey my word.

Tear up the bond that wakes this dread alarm I

Restore the Provinces I both sides disarm I

Lay down the gun and sword.

“ Germans, restore those lands : no more contend I

Deep in our side a deadly wound they rend,

That soon must bleed once more.

Restore Alsace ! To France give peace again.

Why through those gaping pores your life-blood drain

Yourselves may heal the sore.

“ Let my last words be words of peace and love.

Ere from this world to the blest realms above

^ I wing my upward way.

Your useless guns, to melt, together bring

—

Too few to furnish statues of a king

Who reigned but for a day.”*

* , * * *

^ I heard, entranced. Alas ! my dream is o’er

For thou art dying, soon to be no more,

beyond the surgeon’s skilh

Thou hast not torn the bond. Our friends, alas !

Thou still hold’st down in Lorraiijje’and Alsace,

German against their will.

'

For ever ? No 1 be battle first arrayed !

On both sides cast the gun and forge the blade '

Blow up the fires anew
! ^

What though in battle meet five million men ?

Germans and French in death grip locked ? Wha{ then ?

Millions I ’tis far too few !

This time be war fought to the bitter end,

Our last man to the slaughter we must send
;

Eat our last loaf of bread ;

France or the Empire sink in blood and fire ;

The victor, too, perchance, himself expire,

Beside his brother dead.

Subscribers in the country are requested to remit by postal money orders^ if possible^ as the safest and most convenient

medium^ particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Department No other receipt will be

given^ any other being unnecessary, and likely to eSuse confusion,
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Must such thing really be ? 0 I God, how long ?

Great king, they call thee wise, and just, and str&ng.

Is this thy latest word ?

Must those whose sorrows we so long have wept—

Lorraine and Alsace—be for ever kept

In bondage by the sword ?

«

n

God speaks by me, in trumpcl-toncs, and clear,

In whose dread presence thou must soon appear.

Who says “ Thou shall not kill
!”

How wilt thou meet His wrath, in that great day,

If thou two nations urge to burn and slay,

Against His holy will?

Calm and serene will be thy sleeping bed.

If o’er thee, dying, grateful tears are shed

In Alsace and Lorraine.

Calm and serene—as night succeeds to day—

Their prayers shall speed thee on thy heav’nward way,

Who shall not pray in vain.

News and Comments.

It is said that a large island, Erbe, on the other side of Borneo, is

missing. The master of the German brig Albert Reimann reports

“ that about eight A. M., on January 31, 1886, the position of the vessel

being fixed by bearings of the Caroline Islands, he passed over the

charted position of the island. The weather was clear and the sea

smooth, but no trace of an island could be seen in the locality assigned

to £rbe>Island.”

«

On the other hand, a submerged forest has been laid bare.

** During the late violent storms in the Channel the sea washed
through a high and hard sand*bank near St. Malo, nearly four metres
thick, laying bare a portion of an ancient forest which was already
passing into the condition of coal. The forest at the beginning of our
era covered an extensive tract of the coast

j but with the sinking of the
land it became submerged and covered up by the drifting sand. Mont
Saint Michel once stood in the middle of it. The fore.st had quite dis-

appeared by the middle of the tenth century. Occasionally, at very
low tides after storms, remains of it are disclosed, just as at present.
It is believed that some centuries ago the highest tides rose about 12
metres above the level of the lowest ebb. Now the high-water level is

15*5/ metres above the lowest.”

The Pekin Oriental Society hints that the population of China never

exceeded sixty millions. We should have thought as much. There were

no reliable statistics when the old extravagant estimates were formed.

In supersession of previous orders, it has been Gazetted that in future

the lours of Sub-divisional officers shall not be shorter than 90 days,

or still less in the small Sub-divisions such as Barrackpore, Dum-Dum
or Uluberia.

• •
• •

A TELEGRAM from the Resident in Cashmir dated the 22nd instant

reports that cholera is spreading in the city but not bafily. The
greatest number of cases was on the 19th instant when 39 fresh seizures

were reported. Seventeen cases arc said to have occuircd up to 5 p. m.

on the 21st. The death rate is small, being under 20 per cent. Cholera

is not spreading in the valley but some case.s have been reported from

Uri amongst the workmen on the road. The Jamu and Banihal road

is said to be free of the disease.—Press Commissioner.
^

•
# *

The visit to Europe has completely changed the Gaekwar of Baroda. I

He has been summering at the Nilgiris, but the blue mountains do not

give him satisfaction. He ^iist go to Europe again, to Switzerland
!

for his health.

There will be a Lev<«e at the “Viceregal Lodge,’ Simla, at 9-45, p. m.,

on Tuesday, ‘ihc 22nd May, 1888.

Mr. R. F. Rampini, Temporary Additional District Judge, 24-Per-

gunnahs, and Mr. H. W. Gordon, District and Sessions Judge, Sarun,

both of the Bengal Civil Service, arc Gazetted to officiate as Puisne

Judges of the Calcutta High Court.

The Bethune Girl’s School is affiliated to the Calcutta University

in Arts up to the B. A. Standard.

• •

The next Criminal Sessions commences on Monday, the 7th May next.

Nilmadhub has been committed for the murder of his father Khetter

Mohun Mitter of Cornwallis-street. He has pleaded not guilty and

has withdrawn his confession, and will be defended.

* *

The Half yearly Departmental Examination of Junior Civilians, Deputy

Magistrates, &c., commcn^ips on the yth of May.

• *

The Calcutta Medical College Session opens on the 23rd June.

Fourteen students have this time passed the first and nine the second

L. M. S. examination. Of the first one is Bidhumukhi Basu and one

Tha Do Oung.
^

• *

Bompay had long since begun her protest against effete European

medicine, when it started a Homecopathic Hospital with the help of

our friend Mr. Jelovilz. Homoeopathy too seems to have lost its first

charm, and the protest has turned into a reaction in favour of indi-

genous methods. We learn that

—

“ On the invitation of Mr. Chaturbhooj Morarjee and others, a large

gathering of the native community met in the bungalow of Mr. Damodar
Thakursi Mulji, Beach Candy, when a paper was read by Bava Sahib,

a celebrated native physician of Jamnagar, in Kattywar, recommending
the Hindus of this city to establish a school and dispensary for giving

instruction in the native system of medicine and for the sale* of native

medicines respectively—stating that the native system of treatment was
most suitable to native constitutions. Mr. Damodar T. Mulji took the

chair. Several speeches were delivered on the necessity for encourag-

ing native medicines, and for the training of skilled native Doctors.

On the motion of Mr. Shamji Raghowii, seconded by Mr. Khimji Jiva,

a resolution was unanimously passed that steps should be taken for es-

tablishing a school and dispensary as suggested. An influential com-

mittee, including representatives of the various sections of the Hindu
community, was appointed.”

• •

While the pretensions of the British House of Lords have been

challenged from within, a new and unexpected danger threatens it

“ Lord Stamford, who a few years ago succeeded to the earldom of

Stamford and Warrington, lives at VVynbeg, South Africa, in a wigwam
of corrugated iron. At a period when his succession was very im-

probable, he married a black wife, and he now is the father of a very

dusky daughter, Lady Mary Grey. Should he leave a son to succeed

him, the chances are that he too may be many shades (physically)

darker than his brother peers, for of course he would have a right to a

seat in the House of Lords. Morally, he would doubtless be better

than most, for Lady Stamford is a very good woman aud devoted to

her family.”

As Dadabhi Nowroji is still active in England, and as Lai Mohan

has not yet given up his dream, the Lower Chamber may any day be

Babooised. But to incur the taint of Nigger blood in “ our gloriou.s

nobility ” and “ our hereditary legislators the idea is loo much to

bear !

Native Opinion quotes from the Bombay Gaset/e a sentence of the Bom-

bay Civili.an Mr. H. E. M. James’s Travels in Chinese Manturia, to

wit :— .

“ I shall never regret having made it, not only because it was a real

lesi after prolonged desk work, but because travelling in China acts as

a wholesome corrective to the somewhat despotic tone which service

amouy;st Hindus is apt to impart to the Anglo-IndianP

# •

Sir W. C. Plowden, late of the Indian Civil Service, in which he was

last in charge of the Census of India, lately took the chair at a meet-

ing in London for hearing a paper on India read by alt^ndian. In thfl

course of the discussion that followed the reading, one of the audience

ventured to hint a suspicion against Indian loyalty. The Chairman

gave a triumphant answer to the doubter. Said Sir Charles Plowden

“ It has Jijecn proved over and over again that loyalty existed roost

largely in India. He would give an instance of native loyalty which
had vome funder his own observation. At the time of the Mutiny a

native Captain of Cavalry was with his squadron beleaguered in a fort

in the Punjab, having with him three English officers. It happened
that the man’s brother had been hanged within a few miles of Delhi

by one of our officers for disloyalty. The leader of the rebels who were

besieging the party in the fort sent word to the Captain that his

brother had been murdered by the English, and offered him substantial

reward if he would surrender up the three English officers ; he went
to his commanding officer and told him what the rebels had offered him
and said

*

I have eaten the Company’s salt and 1 am loyal and
faithful to you whatever may have happened to my brother.’ He drove
the rebels who were attacking them, and carried the English officet;s

safe into Lahore. That was a conspicuous and not a solitary instance

of the loyalty of which our fellow subjects in India are largely capable.”
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THE Lieutenant-Governor unveiled on Monday last the portrait of the

retired M^icipal Secretary Mr. Turnbull, subscribed for by his friends

^nd painted by M' James Archer and hung at the Town Hall.

We are afraid the writer of the Moorshedabad letter in our last has

made a mistake, aitd in doing so caused pain in a respectable quarter.

We have received-a contradiction to his statement that, since the ap-

pointment of the new chairman, members have begun to resign be-

ginning with Mr. Livesay, Executive Engineer, Nuddea Rivers IDivision.

We are informed that the Chairman Kumar Ranajit Sinlia of Nashipur

is on good terms with his colleagues, and that the Engineer member

has not resigned, though, owing to his official duties, he has not been

able to attend the meetings of late. We expect our correspondent to

make the amende,
«

* «

The Doveton murder case has been committed to the Sessions.

• •

The Home remittances last week amounted to ^340,900.

»
• *

The Lahore Correspondent oj the Eastern Herald writes

“ Some of the choicest animals and birds belonging to the late

Nawab Wajid Ali Shah of Lucknow were brought here on their way to

the Ameer of Cabul and there was a regular rush of visitors at the

Lahore Station on Saturday last. It is said that the sale of platform

tickets amounted to nearly Rs. 100.”

We wonder if the Minor finds any difficulty in identifying the

“ late Nawab ” of Lucknow. That description is typical of Baboocse,

pure and simple, of Calcutta which our contemporary so well represents.

Notes and Leaderettes.

The Queen-Empress had been to Berlin on a visit to her son-in-law,

the ailing emperor. Her Majesty has returned accompanied by

Princess Beatrice and Prince Henry of Battenberg. The bulletins

about the emperor’s health arc not so gloomy as in last week.

Lord Dunraven has withdrawn his Bill for the Reform of the Con-

stitution of the House of Lords, Lord Salisbury having undertaken to

bring in a Bill to facilitate life-peerages.

Mr. Labouchere questioned in the House of Commons on the Hy-

derabad scandals. The Under-Secretary Sir John Gorst, not unknown

at Hyderabad, replied that a Parliamentary enquiry into the conduct

of the Nizamut ministers in regard to the Deccan mining Concession

was not desirable, and (hat Her Majesty’s Government could not inter-

fere in the internal administration of Hyderabad. At the same time,

if the Nizam asked for an enquiry, every assistance will be given him.

Lord Randolph Churchill followed on the reply, pressing for a Com-

mittee on the London part of the business. The reply to his Lordship

was reserved.

Another Minister of Native India has “ bolted ” after the French

manner, so lately exemplified by General Boulanger. This time it is

no “ broth of a boy,” however, but a venerable man. His Excellency

Dewan Bahadoor Raghoo Nath Kao of Indore has come back to

Madras. It is reported that he has neither resigned, nor been dis-

*inissed, nor has he received permission to leave Indore.

We regret that our Central Indian contemporary the Eastern Herald

was premature in announcing the retirement of Mr. Shyamaji Kiishna

Varma from Rutlam, on which our paragraph on the subject was

based. His Excellency is still there. But the end cannot the far ott’,

we fear. We.hope the Maharaja will give him another chance.

We are informed by telegraph that Mr. F. Henvey, the new Agent

to the Governor-General in Central India, has reached Indore to

take charge of the Agency from Sir Lepel Griffin. To-day Sir LepcI

lays at Mhow the foundation-stone ofBhicajee Girls’ School which

Khan Bahadur Khory builds in memory of his late lamented wife.

•Mr. Khory also invests some money in Government security
.
for

scholarship to successful girls, styling it Sir Lepel Griffin’s scholarship.

Who is the mysterious magnate whom the Indian Spectator has un-

earthed under the name and style of “ Maharajah Ajit Sing, the king

of Marwarecs and merchants of Khetri,” and who, we are told, for

the first time in his life, visited Bombay, and was received **by his sub-

jects with loyal ovation ”? If he has establialicd a bank for poor agri-

culturists, he has done a right noble thing. If he advances money on

agricultural improvements, he does even better. We hope our contem-

porary will procure particulars of these advances. They cannot, at any

late, be the myths that most of the remissions of lacs and lacs of re-

venue that we bo often hear of and on the strength whereof many have

secured titles .and distinction, are. We are curious as to the rules and

working of the bank.

Tlic rest of the credits placed to his account, arc complementary or

complimentary. We hope infanticide had been eflfectually put down in

Rajwara before Ajit Sing was born. The celebration of the Queen’s

Jubilee, in behalf whereof we ar6 not aware of his having done any-

thing in particular, was a matter of course. Not so the offer to the

British Government of a subsidy of 500 men made during the Egyp-

tian troubles. That bcspe.aks a loyal and ambitious chief. But has

noble Ajit ignored the menace nearer home on the North-Western

Frontier? Perhaps, his silence on this occasion, on which so many

Princes and chicL are vying with one another to show their loyalty for

the Imperial Power, is meant for a protest against too much ado

for nothing. That is an altitude which, even if it be not justified by

the facts, is at once intelligible and intelligent, and not unworthy of a

statesman. That a chief capable of it should advance the cause of civi-

lisation, is nothing extraordinary.

But who is this valuable magnate? Is it the young Raja of Khetri

in R.'ijputanii ? If so, how comes he in particular to be the “ King

of the Marw.irees,” even though he may loosely be allowed to be the

king of the “merchants of Khetri”? If anybody is the King of the

Marwarees, it is the Mahar.aja of Jodhpore. Jodhpore is another

name for Marwar, where Marwarecs most do congregate, though many
are scattered about in more or less force in the neighbouring states.

Even in a literary way, it is a misnomer to call the chief of Khetri the

King of the merchants of Khetri. Khetri is no body in fact, even in

Khetri itself—certainly, no King. He is himself a feudatory of Jeypore.

We wonder how that Durbar regards the political activity of the

sub-chiefship

!

The loan for the Hooghly bridge, connecting Calcutta and How-
rah, having been paid off, it has been decided that the local tolls

should be abolished and some terminal charges, namely on rice and

grain, pulses of all sorts, seeds of all sorts and salt—be remitted.

This relieves trade to the extent of Rs. 1,60,000, exclusive of Rs. 66,000

on wheat formerly reiiiitied. There is a proposition also to make over

z Lies from the surplus to the Calcutta Corporation, in aid of the pro-

posed road from the bridge towards .Sealda. To give effect to these

recommendations, the Hon’ble Mr. Macaulay has obtained leave to

introduce a bill in the local legislature to amend the Bridge Act IX

of 1871.
- - •

Mr. Charles Dickson, late Inspector ofAudit and Accounts, East In-

dian Rail^vay, has failed in his suit against his employers. He claimed

damages to the tune of three-quarters of a lac, and Mr. Justice Tre-

velyan does not consider him entitled to more than Rs. 350, one month’s

pay, which had been offered. To complete his misfortune, not only has

his suit been dismissed, but he has been cast in costs. It amounts to a

hint to result to that unfailing Pain-killer the Bridge of Sighs.

The Hindoo Patriot of this week opens its article on the Deputation

to Sir Steuart B.iyley regarding the Municipal Bill thus

“ Sir Stcu.irt Hayley’s reply to the deputation, that waited on him
on Tuesday last has been leceived by the naii^ public with an intense
feeling of disappointment. It offers them stone when they wanted
bread. They sought for sympathy, and they have been treated to
what they cannot take to be other than keen sarcasm. * They sought
for help, and they have met with unkind rebuff. His Honor began
with a profession of regard for the deputation that waited on him,
but he falsified the profession by showing that all their representations
were utterly worthless. He condemned the deputation Tor being ‘too
late,* when he knew well that the case was otherwise. The meeting
which sent the deputation was held by way of a protest against the
action of the Legislative Council, and could not be held until the
action was an accomplished fact. An appeal could scarcely be filed

until after judgment had been delivered in the lower courts.”

Et tu Brute f We thought that this staid sober journal at least

would have the sense to see, and the candour to say, that, under thu
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circumstances, specially at the time, the Lieutenant-Governor could

not be expected to do more than he has done. The argument in vin-

dication of delay takes one’s breath away. According to it, the

memorialists are self-convicted of being too early in the field. They

ought to have waited for the passing of the Bill. But what shall we

say of the strange misunderstanding of Sir S. Bayley’s politeness ?

fL

The Easis Tangail correspondent relates an interesting case of conju-

gal fidelity and attachment in that .Subdivision. A young girl, 14 or 15

years of age, by name Kamini, was the victim of a brutal attack with a

large dao by her husband, a habitual ganja smoker, on account of

some altercation between ihctn. She was conveyed to the local Hos-

pital for treatment, but the Doctor reporting her case precarious, the

Sub-Divisional officer, liabu Girindra Nath Clialterjcc, went to the

hospital to take down her dying declaration. The ruling principle of a

true Hindu wife was strong to the last. Her husband was still her

god, here and hercafier, all vagaries of his notwithstanding. She

rejected with scorn any proposition intended to do her justice by

punishing the man. So far from complaining against her husband,

she reproached herself for being the author of all their calamity. To

the cautious questioning of Mr. Deputy Magistrate Girindra Nath

Chatterjea, she answered—“ 1 am come here not to bring a case

against my husband but to get cured of my wounds. It is my own

fault that I have been hurt. Oh ! Do not give him any trouble ; I so

wish to see him I” The uninitiated reader has to be informed that it is

by the third personal pronoun singular that a Hindu woman indicates

her husband ;
it is highly improper for her to take her husband’s name,

or that of any of her relations of higher degree in both her fathei’s

and her father-in-law’s families. The husband being brought before

her, the poor suffering girl tenderly questioned him as to whether he

had had his meals, and if so, what he had eaten and whether he had

had any trouble or hardship to bear. Everybody was struck with

the imposing grandeur of the situation—the nobleness of that coun-

try girl’s demeanour and her stoical dutifulness to an worthy husband

--and his hang-down head of late remorse. Here is a well-marked

instance of the betterness of

Simple faith than Norman blood.

Such steadfastness is the glory of the wife everywhere and is espe-

cially the virtue of the Hindu wife. No external polish will compen-

sate for its loss. At the same time it correspondingly augments the res-

ponsibility of the males.

That little incident at Tangail is a subject worthy of the poet.

The husband has been committed to the Sessions, Meanwhile, we

are glad to note that the wife is improving under the care of the

Native Assistant Surgeon.

The annual boating match between the two great English Universities

came oft on the 24th March. After a long course of favoritism towards

the older institution, the fickle goddess of fortune went over to the

other side and has been as partial to it since as she had been to Oxford

before. This year her ^partiality knew no bounds. There was no

match, strictly apeaking. The advantage was all on one side—that of

Cambridge. The experts had all predicted for Cambiidp an easy

triumph, and the event proved them right. Cambridge won quietly

and by a great length. 0,\find had no chance. Her mallas were no

match for the manjees of the Cam. They were excellent at the oar,

having undergone infinite drill and practice in general. They too

rowed 42 to the minute, but then their opponents were picked men

whose strokes went farther.

Mr. BradlauOII is getting on famously, all round. Now that he

has conquered the obstinate prejudice against him of the House of

.Commons, the courts too show a disposition to do him justice. He
has been seeking redress fot foul libel against the St. Stephen^s Review.

The defendajits unblushingly admitted that the statement complained

of “was written with but one view, and^ that was to support the Con-

servative party at Deptford and elsewhere.” That was a fine justi-

fication for ’falsely taking away a man’s reputation ! It is hard to

believe that it was actually put forward as a plea in a British court.

It looks like a plea collusive set up on purpose to damage the Conser-

vatives. The court, we are glad to read, took a proper view of the

defendants’ conduct. Both the Judges of the Queen’s Bench denounced

the conduct of the offending journal and the cool cynicism of the

apolo^ for it offered.

The bench of the grandest human tribunal has lost its head. Chief

Justice Waite of the United States is dead. The Supreme Court of the

great Republic is a unique institution, next to Congress in dignity and

scarcely less in importance. It is the arbiter of the difterent States

and the interpreter of the Constitution of the Union itself. As the

authority that can disallow any State legislation, 'it naturally labors

under a prejudice throughout the vast republic. Under this disadvan-

tage, it has to keep the peace between, and to give satisfaction to,

some forty ardent self-governing communities. Fortunately, law, like

the rest of the liberal pritfessiqjis in the country, is well stocked with

ability and learning, and the chief court of the land has been

worthily filled. The names of Chief Justices Marshall and Chase

are pronounced with the highest respect in all courts throughout

the world. Waite was a worthy successor of these great men. A

thorough patriot and Republican, his great eminence in the bar

pointed liim out as the fittest man to plead the American cause

before the Geneva Arbitration. He had no easy task of it there, and

he had to meet such antagonists as Sir Roundel! Palmer. He ac-

quitted himself so well that when, soon after, President Grant had to

find a successor to Chief Justice Chase, all eyes turned to Morrison

R. Waite as the fittest lawyer and citizen to uphold the dignity of the

judicial throne in th c Republic and, as we have said, grandest judicial

office on the globe. For the last fourteen years, he filled the post with

conspicuous ability and independence. In a country in which no office

is above suspicion, he passed unscathed ;
no breath of calumny touched

him. In a nation distinguished for able lawyers, there might be others

.as learned and acute, but in a land torn by political conflict and steeped

in party bitterness, his impartiality was as rare as it was invaluable.

His career may be profitably studied by the indifferent lawyers and

weak men who fill the benches of our High Courts. These courts have

not only deteriorated in talent but also in spirit. The very incum-

bents are—aging or what we don’t know, but distinctly declining on

a lower plane. Some fine reputations are in jeopardy.

Mercy but murders, pardoning those that kill, and we have never

spared the people of Santipur which has ever been torn by internal

dissensions, thus justifying the description of it by one of the wisest,

brightest, (and shall we add ?) meanest of Indian Civilians, as “ the mis-

called city of peace.” But we take this opportunity of confessing our

lurking fondness for the place. Santipur is a classic seat, one of the

most ancient places in Bengal, distinguished for art and culture and

sanctity. It is still perhaps the largest and most populous of our rural

towns not being official stations* It has men enough and to spare,

only few—too few alas ! of the right sort. Hence its decadence. We

arc right glad to observe signs of a little leaven being at last applied to

leaven the whole mass. For once, the Santipurians have, it would

seem, dismissed all baser counsels, sordid views and vengeful feel-

ings, and have realized that there is no salvation in matters municipal

!

For once, we have gathered grapes of thorns and figs of thistles I

Variety alone gives joy.

The sweetest meats the soonest cloy,

and the Municipality having by degrees lost its youthful charms, the

people of Santipur have sought a fresh field and pasture new. They

have started a charitable society whose objects are to relieve the aged

and the destitute and to provide for maintenance and education of

pauper children without distinction of class or creed. Founded in

1883, the Dandhu Sabha-^fot such is the name of t^society—has

now for over four years ministered to the wants of the poor of the town

—men whom the sun and moon do not light and to whom mother

Earth is a step-dame.

When the Santipur people agree, their unanimity is wonderful, and

the SabhA i.s, we are glad to see, a combination lof the wealth, intelli-

gemje and education of the town. Indeed, we should not be very far

from truth, were wc to say that the Santipurian who is not a member

of the society is no more a gentleman than the Nadiyaite, who docs not

own at least an acre of rent-free land being gift from Maharaja

Krisna Chandra, is a Brahman. The Report shows that the income of

the society, during the last year, derived from donations and subscrip-

tions, amounted to Rs. 890-1 1-9 pies and the expenditure to Rs. 846-9*3

pies, besides it has Rs. 907-3-9 in the Savings Bank. That is a

poor exchequer for such objects and at such a place, where there must

be a good deal of misery. But anything for a beginning 1 Relief was

administered last year to 88 persons, 34 of whom received monthly
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pensions. Of course, the demands upon the society are daily increasing,

and the funds at its disposal must be enlarged.

* The Sabha is said to have in Babu Kirti Chunder Roy an excellent

Honorary Secretary. Why don’t we see the Saviour of Sanlipur—we

mean Mathuara Babu, on the committee ?

THERE is a regular Rakshasi in Japan—a juvenile giantess of twelve

years of age, eight feet high and weighing 14 stone less one quarter.

These waifs and strays from Brobdingnag must have great difficulty

in finding in our diminutive world suitablo p:\jtneis in life. Here is an

Opportunity for poor Chung the Chinese giant, who sometime back had

been the observed of all observers. There would be no fear of mis-

cegenation or religious antagonism in the union of Jack Chinaman and

Jpan of Japan, while the eternal fitness of things will be maintained

even to the verification of the proverb in the superiority of the grey

mare over the horse.

Mexico is more than in name New Spain. The conquistadors and

colonists carried to the new world all their peculiarities and preferences.

Indeed, the more barbarous customs which arc gradually being discredit-

ed in the mother country, or are dragging a diminisliing existence there,

are mostly in high favour in Greater Spain beyond the Atlantic Main.

Thus bull-fight—the domestic institution ^ar cxi'cllencc of the Spaniards

—still flourishes in pristine vigour in Mexico. The fact is recalled

to the civilised world by the news of a frightful calamity. So passion-

ately fond are the people of the game, that, though orthodox Catholics,

they do not scruple to have the bloody business on the Sabbath
;

it is

indeed on Sundays that bull-fights are held. Perhaps a stiongcr proof

of attachment is that the very prisoners in the state jails are humoured

with the sight of the e.xhibilion. The authorities meekly make arrange-

ments for these unfortunates or enemies of society enjoying the spec-

tacle, under proper custody. Such was the case on a recent Sunday,

in the town of Celaya in Mexico, on the occasion of a bull-fight. It

was a wooden house in which it was held, and the house was crowded

to suffocation. One of the prisoners, in striking a match, set fire 10 the

bull-ring. As usual, there was an immediate panic and a rush to the

exits. The occupants of the higher galleries even jumped into the

arena and hurt themselves, while a bull, bewildered by the novel scene,

broke loose, attacked and impaled the unfortunates in the arena, on

the horns of a pretty dilemma, completing the rout and confusion.

Between the crush and the active hostility of Taurus, there were 18

killed, 68 badly wounded, some of whom arc not expected to live, while

over 150 escaped with simple hurt. When order was restored, the

prisoners, from whom the fire originated, were nowhere. The astute

rogues 1
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HYDERABAD.
With the suspension of Abdul lluq, there is at last a

glimmering of dawn at Hyderabad. It was a very

bold step that the young Nizam and his young Minis-

ter took between them. Of course, they have the

fullest support of the Viceroy in what they have

done. -It is in fact the Governor-Generars doing, so

tar as any measure of internal administration of a

native State may, without invidiousness, be so des-

cribed. Yet full credit must be given to Mr. Howell.
|

It inaugurates a new era in the Residency. The
|

days of obscuranteeism and jobbery and the* nodes

ambrosianee, enlivened by Shiraz and Burgundy, and

Anacreontics and Sapphics—in word and deed—have

gone by, we hope never to return. There will now be

not only possibility of work but of good work at Se-

cunderabad. Mr. Howell has begun well, and we trust

he will continue the same straightforward course,

without fear or favour, regardless even of repulse or

temporary defeat. These he must be prepared for.

Those who are interested in the present confusion

will not give up their game without a struggle, and

great and even desperate efforts will be made to

subdue the bear of a new Resident who means
honest work. Meanwhile, we congratulate both

Governments on the removal of an incubus which
at once lowered British prestige and sacrificed Hy-
derabad. Great as the Governor-General is, his

Agent in* Native States is practically greater. If

the Agent is obstinate, ancf able enough withal, he
may virtually defy his principal. So long as Mr.
Cordery remained in office at Hyderabad, there was
lillle chance of a reform. At one time indeed there

was hope, when the specific allegations of the Stales^

mans Correspondents, and our own representations,

we may add, attracted the eye of Lord Ripon and he
acuially ordered the Resident up to Simla for trial as

it were. That officer himself understood the full signi-

ficance of the invitation. Awaking to his danger at

last, he hastily dismissed of his entourage the worse lot

that had most demoralised him, and began a change
of personal habits before starting to meet the Great
British Mogul in the mountains of the North. It was
a siipernuous caution, more due to a perturbed con-

science than necessary for safety. 'Fhere is no dan-

ger to a British Civil Servant in India, unless of

a scratch. There is never a real fear of a fatal ter-

mination. A Civilian is like a cat with its nine lives.

Mr. Cordery was at first received with coldness, but

under the genial warmth of his classicism, and the

influence of his plausibility and doubtless his friends*

exertions, the viceregal sternness melted away.

Everybody at Simla seemed to have been charmed.

As if they had in the hills been all cultivating the

sensuous side of Paganism—we mean Greek poetry

and thought. Presumably, it was the effect of that

fcllovv-fccling which makes us wondrous kind, and

which is developed most in exile. In the enthusiasm

of the unexpected symposia which ‘‘society” owed
to the presence of so thorough a modern British

Greek, the very logic of prima facie appearances was
swamped. Not only were those who were in the

Government of India talked over, and disarmed, but

we ourself heard those who were out, declare their

newborn trust in the male syren. These good men
went so far as to commisscrate him for the unkindness

of Nature in giving false testimony against him.

Thus was Cordery whitewashed. He returned

to Hyderabad, if not quite as the Conquering Hero,

at any rate considerably relieved, with a simple

warning, by way, we suppose, of justifying the call

to account in propria persona. *

Thus was crushed the only hope that Hyderabad

or its friends had ever ventured to indulge during the

n^gime of Lord Ripon. The Resident did not plunge

back into his old ways, certainly not to anything

like their old extravagance, but he was as care-

less as ever, leaving everything as before to his sub-

ordinates. Major Trevor remained almighty. It

was,this officer who would have quartered his brother

on the State and, failing in the attempt, forked out

from it a fabulous sum for him. It was he rather

than his Chief, who encouraged the intriguer which,

resulted in the famous double-barrelled Boy Admi-
nistration—which was a huge joke to us but which

was a serious calamity to the Deccan. Having creat-

ed an impossible arrangement, the Thor and Woden
'~Holloway's PUU and Ointment.— to and from distant

climes would do well to bear in mind that these changes and the altered

diet and surroundings of their lives entail manifold risks to health.

Occasions are sure to arise in which they will need a remedy such as

these renowned Pills and Ointment, and no traveller by land or sea

should ever fail to have a supply at hand. Then he may truly be said

to have a physician always at his call for the various emergencies of

travel. Chills and fevers should be promptly treated, and the printed

[
directions should be carefully studied fit the commencement of any ilb

1
ness, ior Holloway’s remedies can be safely used in all climates,
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of Secunderabad did not take ordinary care to see it

work. They did not simply leave it to die a natural

death, but even hampered it so as to precipitate a

violent end. They allowed the State to be ilecced, by

all sorts of depredators. The juvenile minister was

encouraged to enjoy the otium cum dipiiUite of

an incorporeal hereditament—a family provision in

reward for his father’s services—rather than urged to

fulfil the onerous duties of a most responsible and most

difficult post. He was not restrained in his unworthy

vulgar upstart ways. Nay, he was allowed to forget

that he was not the master of the State, but only a

servant occupying the highest office in it. He was

not reminded of his duty to his Sovereign. It was

the conduct of the Politicals—their openly demon-

strated friendship for young Salar and their flattery

of him at the expense of the Nizam, that inflamed the

young spirit and turned the immature noddle of the

premier employ^, who regarded himself superior not

only to the premier nobleman who had been his

father’s colleague in the administration, but .also to the

Nizam himself. He aparently thought that his

Sovereign was Queen Victoria. He had formed Eu-

ropean connections, notably with a great Parliamen-

tary chief. So long as he maintained these, and so

long as the Residency chiefs continued to break

bread and drink champagne with him, he reckoned

himself safe. Hence his atrocious behaviour to his

master. While the Residency looked on, the breach

between the two young friends, once so loving, went

.on widening. At hast, the Nizam could endure the

connection no more, and he complained to the

Viceroy and asked to be relieved. Lord Dufferin

listened with patient sympathy—it was the longest

conference ever granted by a British functionary to

any native Prince—and assured the Nizam that His

Highness was master and Salar Jung w.as wholly at

his mercy. At the same time, the British Govern-

ment could not forget the services of Salar the father

to both the Eimpire and the State. It was on this

public ground, whatever the other forces at work,

that Lord Ripon had raised the boy, at once as his

father’s heir and as representative of the Reform Party

in Hyderabad, to the head of the Administration.

Before leaving. Lord Ripon had expressed an earnest

wish that young Jung might be supported. Lord

Uufferin was naturally desirous to continue, so fiir as

possible, his predecessor’s policy, and carry out his

wishes. .Accordingly, the Nizam was reciucstcd to

give hm another trial. His Highness respectfully

assented and loyally carried out his promise; but

it was in vain. Although the minister was rebuked

and warned to behave himself better in future, he

practically gave no heed to the fatherly counsel.

The differences between master and minister broke

out afresh, while the administration drifted into the

hands of the ambitious and the grasping, who made

the most of their opportunities. The Sovereign

could not look on like the Resiliency. He again

strove tp end the vicious regime. Still our Govern-

ment’s patience with, their protege had not been ex-

hausted, and, at the instance of the Residency, as a

last experiment, an English Private Secretary was

given to the Nizam as the meclium of communication

between His Highness and the Minister. By pro-

curing this arrangement, the Residency committed

suicide, as it were. It was the introduction into the

theatre of Deccan politics of a new and strange force

with functions undefined and elastic, capable, at dis-

cretion or at any rate by indiscretion, of any expan-

sion. It was a Frankenstein’s monster which the

politicals assisted to raise, but could not lay down.

It w.'is a smart devise, creditable to the ingenuity of its

originator, for postponing the evil clay. In any other

court, it might have some chance. But at Hyderabad,

the dise.'ise had gone too far to the very poisoning

of blood of the body politic and administrative, for a

mere patching up of wounds to succeed. Above all,

it had no pretence of bringing about an understand-

ing between master and minister, without which it

was not peace but only an armed nuetrality. It

simply invited an ally who gradually usurped every-

thing. At first, the new Mayor of the Palace, called

Private Secretary, was content to secure his own posi-

tion. But soon he espied the nakedness of the land

and made himself all in all. During his noviciate,

great was the joy of the Mehdi Hasans and Abdul
Huqs, whose; tool he submitted to be, for now they

would have all pleasures of power and pelf without

incurring any share of responsibility. It was these

dry-nurses of the Minister who reconciled him to the

introduction of the new element as a great relief to

him. But soon there came an awakening. Directly

the new functionary acquired some experience in his

situation, the ministers and understrappers, premier and

politicals, all discovered, to their chagrin and surprise,

that they had played themselves into the hands of a

formidable enemy in the guise of a friend who had

quietly superseded them all.

As soon as the Residency saw it, it made the best

of a bad bargain, by identifying itself with the usurper

and reaping what advantages it could. At first, the

Nizam was humoured by being allowed to call the

Minister to account for some of his acts. This drove,

the latter from his post, which he left without leave or

notice, to seek counsel of his friends in Europe.

This was an opportunity for aggrandisement. A new
Minister was appointed in the person of an irreproach-

able nobleman who was then away in Eng-
liind. Instead of waiting for him, a whole adminis-

tration was cast, down almost to ministerial agency, by

the usurpers in the spot and imposed upon him, even

before he came back. His very Private Secretary

was appointed behind his back. But since its Maho-
medan Sovereign had to submit to a European

Private Secretary of others’ choice, Hyderabad had

lost its sense of the sanctity of that very particular

office. As might be expected, soon the new Mini.s-

ter discovered what a cat’s paw this precious inter-

medi.iry was making of both himself and his master.

To the Nizam, his magisterial Private Secretary be-

came unsupportable. In order to maintain his hold,

with or without the Nizam’s good will, the Secretary

and his allies hit upon a grand idea which must come
to the business and bosom of not only the Viceroy,

who had devoted himself to strengthen the defences

of the Empire against foreign attacks, ^ut of alb

Britons, here or in the mothcr-couAtry. This was

the famous offer, professedly emanating from the

personal solicitude of the Nizam, and announced with

all the a/:ccssories for dramatic effect, of sixty lacs of

Rupees towards the cost of the imperial defences,

which Was the signal for all the Princes and Chiefs to

to come forward in the same behalf. This has be-

come a delicate matter to comment upon. The Nizam

ought to have done the thing if he did not. He has

certainly acquired no small honor for it and Colonel

Marshall no little praise. But latterly, the Viceroy

h.ad, we believe, some reason to suspect the complete

genuineness and spontaniety of the famous message

conveyed in person by the grand Private Secretary.

The success of SirThomas Rumbold in draining the im-
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poveri^ed State of a large sum on a frivolous pretence

to whim we, Along with the Statesman and the Pioneer,

’pointedly drew attention, still farther strengthened

his Lordship’s doubts as to the fidelity of these

European officers in watching the Nizam’s interests.

Imagine the viceregal indignation when inquiry dis-

closed the disgraceful way in which “Our Faithful

Ally ” was being treated. The question.s. as we have
said, were too delicate for further stirring up, but,

we believe, His Excellency was for a clean sweep
of the leading characters in the drama. Finally,

both narrowly escaped—Mr. Cordery by application

for furlough. For Colonel Marshall, it was urged
that his appointment was only temporary,

limited to a year and a half, and as the term

would be soon determined, any disturbance of the

arrangement earlier would prejudice the Colonel

unnecessarily, the more so, as after the high credit

but recently given him, Government could not stultify

itself by singing to a different tunc. But, though he

was spared for the moment, he was stcirnly warned,

if we are truly informed, to take care and leave off

his pranks, and, above all, never to forget that he is

only the Nizam’s servant. At the same time, Mr.

Cordery was rated for his weakness in giving in to

Colonel Marshall. He was enjoined to remember
that he was the Resident and to allow no one to

supersede him practically, not even the great Marshall.

He was to confine himself strictly to his role of ad-

viser and friend to the Nizam and his Government.
Hut, under the peculiar circumstances of the creation

of a European Private Secretary, he was to see that

Colonel Marshall did not ill use the Nizam.

Thus we have given a succinct and true account

of Hyderabad politics during the last five years,

with the exception of one notable episode—the

Abdul Huq scandal. That affair, after having these

several years been kept alive by our contemporary

of the Statesman, is now ablaze. Too long has

this astute ex-Police-officer played such fantastic

tricks before High Heaven as makes angels weep,

all the while gathering his pagoda harvests for

himself and his confederates, until the recent strong

attitude taken by Lord Dufferin in Hyderabad matters,

which has freed the Durbar from the usurped dicta-

tion of the despotic Private Secretary supported by

a weak Residency. The retirement of Mr. Cordery

and the accession to the Residency of Mr. Arthur

Howell have completed the emancipation. The new

Resident was not pledged to continue the old abuses

of the British diplomatic camp at Secunderabad, nor

had he any temptations against loyally carrying out

the Viceroy’s policy. There is accordingly a distinct

departure in the Residency attitude since Mr. Howell

has taken office. Emboldened by these favouring

apuguries, the Nizam and his minister made bold to

bring the hitherto irresistible Child of Fortune Abdul

Huq to book. He was called to account for the

latest of his numerous Loots at the expense of the

resources and credit and honour of the Stat^. He
was to explain how he came to make monev Jby dis-

posing of mining concessions obtained by him from

his own State, and how he disobeyed express orders

about the issue of certain shares in a projected com-

pany, He gave a lame reply to some of the points

and treated the rest with contempt. He has been

suspended with the full approval of the Viceroy.

Meanwhile, the fall of Abdul Huq exercises the

House of Commons, as it doubtless draws the sym-

pathy of many influential British men and women.

Mr. Labouchere’s question could be easily evaded,

but Lord Randolph Churchill is not to be suppressed.

In his Lordship’s hands the Hyderabad scandal came
in such a questionable shape that, for its own reputa-

tion, the Ministry must speak to it and speak to the

point. Accordingly, Sir John Gorst took time to tele-

graph to*the:i Viceroy. Aft^r receipt of answer, Mr. \V.

H. Smith announced to the House that Lord Dufferin

had no objection to a Parliamentary inquiry. Sud-

denly Mr. Labouchere’s motion revived. His demand
fora Select Committee of the House for inquiry into

the Mining Concession was accepted by the Ministry.

This is a most important victory. The Indian re-

cord of Parliament is an almost unbroken scroll of

neglect and disappointment. The name of India

is tin abomination to British politicians. It acts as

[diysic to the Houses in purging them of all their hu-

man contents. We do not remember if after

Fawcett’s Committee on p'inance, the India Re-

formers have ever scored such a triumph. We hope

the best use of it will be made by our friends. At
the same time, it is but fair to remember that we owe
it entirely to the Viceroy—the unspeakable diplomat

Dufferin !

pre-britishTndia.
BAHKR.

V.

Kuusrou Shah, at this time, held the reins of Government
in Bactria, which used to be the Government of a paternal

uncle of Baber’s. This Khusrou Shah had murdered his

late master (Baber’s uncle) and usurped the throne, but he

did not feci very secure in his exalted position, and therefore

was desirous of conciliating his late master’s relatives. From
this motive he endeavoured to win Baber’s good will, and
invited him into his territory. It was not long after Baber’s

arrival that the whole of the Moguls withdrew from the

usurper’s service and offered their services to him. They
were soon followed by the whole army and even Khusrou’s

own brother came over to his side. The vicissitudes at-

tending Baber’s life are well illustrated by the circumstances

that occurred to him here. When he approached the

Bactrian frontier, he had between two and three hundred

men, many of whom were only armed with clubs, and two
tents, the best one of which was allotted for his mother’s

use. It was par excellence the camp- and following of an

adventurer. When shortly afterwards he left Bactria, and
set out to invade Cabul, he was at the head of a regular and
well-equipped army. Baber occupied Cabul almost without

opposition. He afterwards lost Ikictria, which was recover-

ed by Khusrou Shah, and subsequently corKpiercd by the

Uzbegs. His connection with the country beyond the

Mountains was thus entirely cut off. He was now King
of ("abul, over which country he reigned* for two and twenty

years, before his conquest ol India. An army from beyond
the Hindoo Coosh, pursuing Baber’s line of march, at llie

present lime, would not find it so easy a march as he did ;

the conquest of Cabul bristles with difficulties. The con-

quest of India would offer almost insurmountable difficulties,

except if Afghanistan were in alliance with the invader,

and even then, if internal insurrection could be avoided, the

probabilities arc the invading army would almost be anni-

hilated. But the question is, Could internal insurrection b(?

avoided ? Many fear it could not be, and their reasons for

supposing so arc not chimerical. If internal insurrection

is not a factor to be considered, India may laugh to scorn

the threats of the Northern Bear
;
she may snap her fingers

at an unfriendly or inimical Afghanistan. The whole
question of warfare has not only completely altered since

Baber’s days, but the change within the past thirty years

has been so marked, that to-day the entire question has to be
discussed on a different basis, and from different data. t(»

those even of a quarter of a century ago.

Baber though King at Cabul, had not yet attained to ;i

state of repose. He was still surrounded by toils and perils,

though they had assumed a different form and character.

His title was defective and doubtful
;
he had no minister

in whom he could place his full confidence and trust
;
his

brother Jehangir had but lately joined him after being long

in rebellion, and his presence was cause for disquiet in a
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ncwly-conqucred country
;
and the last and most portentous

of his troubles was his army, which was only an assemblage

of adventurers, who were strangers to him, and most ofwhom
had been traitors to their former masters.

During the first years of his reign, he conquered Candahar

;

made expeditions into the mountains of the Afghans and

Hazaras
;
and a dangerous jgurncy to Herat. 'On these

campaigns, he ran the usual risks, and bore more than the

usual hardships of war incidental to the common soldier,

and once nearly perished in the snow, during a winter march

through the mountains of the Hazaras. To add to his

causes for disquietude, his brother Jehangir again rebelled,

but was subdued and pardoned : his Mogul troops, while he

was at Herat, broke into insurrection and set up one of his

cousins as king
;
this cousin was also defeated and pardoned

;

but the climax of these troubles was reached when he re-

turned to Cabul, and he was brought to the brink of ruin

in that city. The Moguls who had come over to him from

Khusrou Shah’s army, tried to seize his person, and thus

showed the first signs of disaffection. These mutinous

Moguls failed in their attempt, but Baber was obliged to fly

from Cabul, attended only by Jibout 500 men who had re-

mained faithful to him. On his flight, the rebels called in

his cousin Abdur Riizzak and placed him on the throne.

Now all seemed lost, and this was probably the darkest

moment in Baber’s life, a moment’s despondency, or the

slightest hesitation, at such a crisis, would have been fatal.

But Baber rose to the occasion and showed himself equal to

the circumstances. He led his diminutive army again

and again to encounters, during which he exposed himself

in the hottest of the fight
;
he made up for his small force by

the boldness and activity of his enterprises
;
and at last

retrieved his affairs, almost entirely by his personal courage

and exertion.

Baber was unfortunately induced, owing to internal

troubles, to attempt again the conquest of his former posses-

sions. He occupied Bactria, made an alliance with Shah
Ismail, and, with the aid of a Persian force, took Bokhara,

and again obtained possession of Sumarcand. The Uzbegs,

however, soon drove him out, and ultimately he suffered a

total defeat and lost all his acquisitions except Bactria. We
now come to the time in the life of Baber, when he turned

his attention to India, and began those enterprises, which

led to the founding of his great dynasty.

VI.

Baber burst into India at the head of a body of veteran

troops, and his advance was like a forcible storm, sweeping

all opposition out of his path, till he reached Agra, of which

city he soon became master. Of the spoils of the conquest,

he made singular use. He not only, as is usual on such

occasions, distributed the treasures among his followers,

but also thought of his subjects at Cabul. To every man,

woman and child, whether slave or free, he sent a present,

derived from the same source. Baber had ever an open

hand. .

Baber probably believed that his conquest of India was
achieved through his possession of the capital, but he was
soon undeceived with regard to this opinion. The people

of India soon let him know dc facto^ how far his power
extended, lliat is to say, only over a portion to the north-

west of Delhi and the narrow tract along the Jumna to

Agra
;
and these he was in actual possession of. The whole

of the rest of tiic country displayed a hostile disposition, nor

did the Rajahs and Chiefs of those days remain long con-

tent to manifest passive oj^position, but organized a com-
bination for active resistance, which combination soon

arrayed in tlic field a host against the invader. And
this was not the only unpleasant awakening Baber had, for

at this critical period, his veteran troops, men who had fol-

lowed him uncomplainingly through all sorts of dangers and
hazards, and shared with him the severe hardships of a
Holdicr’s life, now began to murm ^ in a mutinous way. As
the children of Israel, under the pressure of the hardships

of desert travel, murmured and uprose against. Moses, as

they longingly looked back to the dainties of Egypt, so

these men, suffering under the extreme inflictions of an
exceptional Indian summer, looked back to their cold native

land with longing desire
;
and as the summer advanced so

did the sufferings of these men increase, till their desire for

their native land became so strong that they clamourously
asked to be led back. Baber, though surprised by the mani-

festation of such a spirit, nevertheless did not lose his presence
of mind

;
he acted with much tact

;
he touched the right

chords to obtain the response he wanted—he placed a men-
tal picture before these men, so that the contemplation of
it might so fill their minds as to leave no room for thoughts

about, or cognizance of, their present trials.

Baber assembled his officers, and addressed them in

spirited terms. He pointed out that the conquest of India

was tlic object that had brought them there
;

to go back
now would cover them with shame and dishonour

;
he would

not move a single step Back
;
yet he would coerce none to

remain
;
if honour was not a sufficient inducement to keep

them in India, all were free to go back. When Baber
finished his appeal, his audience had so caught the infection

of his spirit, that nearly all elected to remain. A few, how-
ever, .Klhcrcd to their original resolution and asked for leave

to go back. Among those was Khaja Kilan, one of his best

ofificors. Baber showed no resentment at their resolve, but

dismissed them honourably, appointing Khaja Kilan to a

Government beyond the Indus.

From this period we find that success followed success,

I

in Baber s career of conquest in India. Biana, Dhulpore,

I

Chambal, and Gwalior soon submitted. These successes

stirred up the combination of native princes that had been
formed against him, to active operations, and an army
marched on Agra, to give him battle. Twenty miles from
Agra, at Sicri, the battle was fought, and Baber gained a
great victory. A curious story is told regarding this battle.

It is said that before the battle Baber’s troops showed mani-
fest signs of nervousness, which tendency was increased, till

an absolute panic was produced among them, and this was
accomplished through something worse than the stupidity

of a certain Dervish from Cabul, who proclaimed aloud to the

assembled troops that certain defeat awaited them that day.

The man uttered this prediction with such assurance, that

even the officers became infected with an undefinablc feeling

of fear, and could not maintain even an appearance of

composure or firmness before their men. Baber seeing

how unfitted his men were to be led into action, adopted
the plan of addressing them, through their officers, in a few
stirring words. He appealed directly to their sense of
manliness and honour, and so well chosen were the word.s

he used, in rousing their enthusiasm and producing a re-

action in the mind, that the whole assemblage answered him
with acclamation and an oath on the Koran to conquer or

die. It was because of this crisis in his life’s history, that

Baber felt called upon to make some sacrifice, and accord-

ingly he registered a vow to the God of Heaven, that should

he gain the victory in the impending battle, he would,

among other laudable acts, for ever forswear the use of

wine. And he kept his pledge.

After the victory was gained, the audacious Dervish came
before Baber to offer his congratulations thereon. Baber
rated him soundly, and relieved his heart of anger, by pour-

ing a torrent of abuse on the head of this, not only false,

but mischievous prophet of ill, Baber called him a per-

verse, conceited, and insufferable evil-speaker. After deli-

vering this tirade, Baber made the man a liberal present,

but intimated to him that his future residence should be

beyond the limits of his kingdom. We find that through-

out his career Baber acted in a forgiving spirit, even when
the offences against himself, or liis rule, were grave. Hence
we arc the more puzzled to account for his feelings of aver-

sion towards the Moguls, because it was at thc^ands of a

Mogul that he received the greatest kindnesses that his life?

knew. It was his Mogul uncle who was always his friend

in times of need. Baber continued from this point, to fol-

low the tide of conquest till he had reduced Bchar.

Baber was not yet fifty 3^cars old, yet doubtless his con-

stitution had been sapped, through the exposure and hard-

ships of this eventful life, for we find that he suffered from

ill-health during the last fifteen months of his life. His

diary has no entries for this period, and this indicates di-

minished activity, likewise interest in the affairs of life.

This ill-health and listlessncss pointed to the nearness of the

end. Eastern tradition, however, as.signs a different reason

for his death. Tradition says he died because he substitut-

ed himself for his son. As has been shown, Baber had a

most affectionate heart. Prince Humayun had become at

this time very ill, and at last the physicians gave no hope of

his recovery. Then the father took the desperate resolution

of bearing away, on his own person, his son’s illness, which
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he did in this way. He walked slowly and sadly, according i

to the prescribed mode, three times round the dying prince’s

bed, and then spent a little while in earnest prayer to God,

when it is supposed he felt assured in his hearty that his

prayer was heard, and his vicarious offering accepted, and

his son’s disease borne away, for he exclaimed repeatedly, I

have borne it away,” “ I have borne it away.” Could Baber

have forseen the manifold trials and sufferings that would

encompass Humayun’s life, his most earnest prayer to God
would have been that the prince niigtit die. How often docs

man in prayer thus blindly ask for those things which arc

but the seed of great future sorrows.

Strange as it may appear, Humayiin forthwith began to

recover, and Baber, who was already ill, began visibly to dc-

•cline, and it soon became apparent that his end was nigh. But

before the end came, he called his sons and his ministers

around him, explained to them his dying wishes, enjoining

them to live in concord, and particularly requesting his sons

to bear one another a steadfast fraternal affection. Baber

died at Agra in the fiftieth year of his age. Ills body at his

own desire was buried at Cabul. Baber displayed admir-

able traits of character, both as a man and a king. He was

certainly the most powerful prince of his time, yet probably

the most affable and kindly in his manners. Jhiber had

achieved his high station, through personal merit alone, and

under the most trying circumstances. The obstacles in his

path were always crucial difficulties.

James H. Linton.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

MOFFUSSIL MUNICIPALITIES.

Sir,—The vagaries of the local Municipal Committee have at last

blasted all hopes of the native gentry here. Rules too strict and

stiff, arc, it is said, going to be introduced. Left the natives

as they arc in the palpable obscurity from tlic light of all the

municipal advantages since many years past with all the taxes paid

by them and often rewarded with fines on the least ground, the

Chairman or the Municipal Commissioners deem it a burden for

them, perhaps, to look to the interests of the native ratepayers.

Formerly, the filthy water of every house was removed at the

occupier’s cost, when the Municipal authorities introduced a rule

disallowing the filthy water to be dried up in the drain itself.

From October last, the local Municipality has taken charge of the

removal of filthy water from the vats adjoining the houses, &c.

Objections having been raised for the stench these waters effuse, quite

injurious to the health of surrounding inhabitants, the Municipal

authorities have come to the wise conclusion of increasing the

taxes, provided the English quarter be excluded and low classes of

people be excepted. Taxes should be levied upon the incasurcincnt

of the vat. A Bengalee has to pay a monthly tax of from Re. 1-4

as. to Rs. 2-4 as. or yearly from Rs. 15 to Rs. 27 besides other

taxes. Further we have been told, that it has been proposed, that

three roads in the English quarter would be repaired, whereas the

roads in the native quarters which arc in the worst state imagin-

able will be left out. Sound discretion no doubt.

Truth.

Jamalpur, 23rd April, 1888.

Of what impertinence arc not little men dressed in brief authority

capable ? Courtesy is a commodity which costs us nothing, and yet

there arc not a few Indian Civilians who arc provokingly niggardly

in the use of so inexpensive a thing. A letter recently written to

the Commissioners of one of the oldest and most considerable

Municipalities in a Metropolitan District by the Magistrate, leads

me to the above remark. The note in question runs as follows

:

*^I think, however, that the Municipal Commi-ssioners were foolish

and weak in giving rewards to their Amlas for duties for which

they are paid.”

The Corporators written to as above arc not wood, nor stones,

but men, and since the smallest worm would turn being tr^d upon,

it need hardly be said, that the foul language held to them by the

Magistrate has outraged their sense of honor and self-rc ptet. "In-

jury,. Mr. Editor, may be forgiven but insult never. But I am
ashamed to say that there arc not a few lickspittles among my
colleagues who are more Christian than Christians and who would

be only too glad to turn their left checks to the smitcr of their

right ones. These gentlemen arc for peace at any price, peace

even with dishonor : They would rather bite off their tongues than

bandy words with a Pasha. They say that hard words do not

break bones, nay, arc innocent as the passing breeze. But arc they,

Mr. Editor, becoming the representatives of Her Gracious Majesty,

pVticularly when the premises on * which they arc based do not

justify them ? The fact that has been made a peg on which to

hang a tirade against the Commissioners is that wc abolished the

appointment of Cart-registrar for 6 months, effecting thereby a

saving of Rs. 60 out of which the sum of Rs. 30 was paid to two

clerks who so satisfactorily discharged the duties of the Registrar in

addition to their own that the income of the Municipality from

Cart registration fees was increased by Rs. 130, and instead

of saying a good word for the Commissioners, the Magistrate plays

the billingsgate fish-fag ! I for one do not demur to the criticism

of a District Olliccr ; when honest and honorable, it never fails to

produce a wholesome effect. But to use the language held by Sir

Rivers Thompson to the late Hon’blc K. D. Pal, “ can any criticism

be conceived which is more dishonest and dishonorable ” than the

above ? If I speak somewhat strongly, I feci very deeply.

There are two things which always test a man—a crucial test of

his nature—power on the one hand, dependence on the other,

how he employs the one, how he uses the other. But to this test,

the gentleman who is the subject of these few lines will be found

sadly wanting, for he gets on well neither with his superiors nor

with his subordinates whose lives he has managed to render not

worth a day’s purchase. Civil Service like charity covers a

multitude of sins, still he has, if I mistake not, more than once been

nimjoody snubbed, nay, made to cat the humble pic by his superiors

for his cantankcrousricss and self-sufficiency. Hut what is bred in the

bone will stick to the flesh. After all this who will have the hardi-

hood to deny that Local Self-Government, which has consigned us

to the tender mercies of meddlesome Magistrates and made it

possible for them to abuse our good men and true like pick pockets,

is the veritable dead sea apple which is ashes to the taste. After the

memorable Hankiporc speech of that staunch friend of Local Self-

Government Sir Stcuart Baylcy, under whose fostering care wc have

every reason to hope Municipal Government will thrive, you may

have thought that the District Officers will take their cue from their

master, but you may as well have expected to gather figs from thistles.

Diseases, desperate grown,

By desperate appliance arc relieved.

Or not at all.

And unless Sir Stcuart Bayley is pleased to make an example of his

erratic brothers, it would be hoping against hope to “expect a District

Officer to be as proud of the success of his own local bodies as of

his own local administration.” As for my colleagues who have sense

enough to feel insulted, 1 will say to them,

Why, man, he doth bestride the narrow world

Like a Colossus, and wc petty men

Walk under his huge legs, and keep about.

• • • «

‘Men at some time arc masters of their fates.

The fault, dear friends^ is not in our stars,

But in ourselves, that wc arc aldermen.

An Indignant Corporator.

Sir,— It is high time now that I should put in a good word for poor
Mr. Surrender Not, who has become of late—even with a por-

tion of “Young Calcutta," whom you described the other day
with a singularly felicitous phrase, the “juvenile mobocracy”—
what our Hindu ladies call Mai failte hhdnga kulo. That Mr. Sur-
render Not has become the butt of every skilful and unskilful

archer’s shafts cannot be gainsaid. Surrender Not, indeed, as

your correspondent, whom I should like to call Sir Blunt, points

out, has • ’

Fallen, fallen, fallen, fallen,

Fallen from his high state.

For he tried to build his edifice of fame upon the driving sand of

schoolboys’ praise.

Since nobody has stepped in to rescue Surrender Not, wc would
willingly stretch our helping hand to him. Who would not weep
for Surrender Not, brave Surrender Not, Surrender Not who
has no peer ? For our part wc would weep our eyes out, for is not
Surrender Not the high-priest of a new political dispensation

and our age is rich in all sorts of dispensatfon—a political dispensa-

tion, which, to the thinking of the majority of “ Young Calcutta,"

has opened boundless hopes to the down-trodden millions ot India

and which will, they believe, hand his name down to generations

yet unborn. Be it so. Who can muster courage to argue the point
with omniscient “ Young Calcutta ?"

Surrender Not-ians wc arc not and cannot be, but we arc in full

possession of most of the articles of the political faith professed by
the Surrender Not-ians. Some of these articles of their faith we
purpose to lay down for the benefit of our readers. But for a

few moments wc take leave of Surrender Not and turn our atten-

tion to Sir Blunt, a Knight of the Most Exalted Order of the per-

petrators of gross sins against Dame Grammar. Sir Blunt, they

say, was ushered into the world “ with a learned lumber in hfs
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head.** Sir Blunt’s education commenced under the most auspicious

circamstanccs. He first signalised himself and has been since signal-

ising himself by a total neglect of Dame Grammar. Ah? She

dear old maid who in our younger days dandled every one of us,

wc know not how oft. Sir Blunt had no one to instil into his

youthful heart that precept, which is of supreme importance to a

child, a precept which every one of us was 8olcmn4y taught to

treasure up in our memory, namely, that Dame Grammar never did

betray the child that loved her.

Wordsworth’s famous line, “ The child is father of the man”
is amply verified in Sir Blunt’s case : for he, who was afterwards to

be the conqueror ^of Surrender Not signalised his childhood by

being nothing daunted at the frowns of an old maid. Dame Gram-

mar. Thus without having anything to do with Dame Grammar he

flew unfledged to Shakespeare.

Would to God Sir Blunt were marriageable or which is synony-

mous with marketable, for in these days of bridgroom-scarcity in

Bengal Sir Blunt backed by his grandiose style would fetch a high

price in the hymeneal market. But stop. I am suddenly reminded

of the ancient who “danced away ” his marriage and my anxiety

is lest Sir Blunt should “write away” his. But some might say it

were to consider too curiously to consider so. Be that as it may,

this much at least is certain that Sir Blunt has, to quote a beautiful

expression of Sir W. Scott, fairly written himself out.

The Shakcspercan part of Sir Blunt’s learning, which he considers

his yJr/r is at times seriously at fault. Wc quote a sentence of Sir

Blunt’s in which he calls in the aid of the immortal Bard of Avon
—be it noted that it is Sir Blunt’s way now to “unspherc the soul

of Plato” and then to call in “Alliteration’s artful aid” to embellish

his productions

:

“ Dressed in little brief authority Surendra Nath would dcvclopc

a variety of unamiable qualities, play such fantastic tricks before

high heaven as make the angels weep—nay, as a C«sar till the

people provoked to cry,

Why, man, he doth bestride the narrow world, &c.

The italics are our own. Wc do not clearly sec what the latter

part of the sentence means. The words “ why, man, he doth, &c,”

if we mistake not, were uttered by Cassius and not by the provoked

people as Sir Blunt would have it. “ Demagogues arc despots

i'a says Sir Blunt, and he points a moral, “ add to this, power,

you know, pollutes whatever it touches, &c.” In spite of the lofty

moral it teaches, the above sentence, we arc compelled to say, is at

best awkwardly constructed. One or two more such instances and

—to use Sir Blunt’s language—“1 am done.” Sir Blunt writes:

“ Unlike merciful Heaven who with his sharpened and sulphurous

bolt splits the unwiigeahlt and gnarled oak rather than the soft

myrtle, they would fight shy of the big swells and hurl their bolts

on the devoted head of the weak and helpleti.” Sir Blunt has*

preached a noble sermon. One might almost say without much*
apology that the Sermon on the Mount seems improved upon here.

1 am tempted to exclaim in spite of myself, Thou noble philosopher,

who would undertake to gauge thy soul’s immensity ! At any rate,

not I, “ for in tasks so bold can little men engage ?”

Fain would 1 soar to elegise Sir Blunt but “ Thou sweet poetry

thou loveliest maid,” between thee and me a whole ocean rolls.

And moreover Sir Blunt«has little need. Elegise him, we may or

may not, Sir B is Sir B-—“ for a’that.”

Vnxvidgeable^ by the way, is spelt without an e. But a Shakespeare

scholar like Sir B may with perfect impunity bid defiance to

poor orthography.

Cart-loads of obsolete and vulgar words and phrases have been

pressed into Sir B’s service.

Hearing the above sermon Surrender Not may well say with

the poor Negro : “If preachy, preachy ; if floggy, floggy : but not

preachy and floggy too, Massa.”

This much for to-day. Wc would resume our task hereafter and

give in detail the articles of the political faith of the Surrender-Not-

ians for which wc^stand pledged to our readers. ^

April 20.

An Arrant 'Fool.

HOLLOWAY'S PIllS^OINIMENTI

THE PILLS
Purify the Blood, correct all Disorders of the

LIVER, STOMACH, KIDNEYS AND BOWELS,
They invigorate and restore to health Debilitated Constitutions, and

are invaluable in all Complaints incidental to Females of all ages.

For children and the aged they arc priceless.

THE OINTMENT
Is an infallible remedy for Bad Legs, Bad Breasts, Old Wounds,
Sores and Ulcers. It is famous for Gout and Rheumatism. For

disorders of the Chest it has no equal.

For Sore Throats, Bronchitis, Goughs, Golds,
Glandular Swellings and all Skin Diseases, it has no rival

;
and for

contracted and stiff joints it acts like a charm.

Manufactured only at Professor Holi.oway's Establishment

OXFORD STREET (late 533, Oxford St,) LONDON.

Oufferin Memorial Fund.

The following subscriptions have been re-

ceived
Rs.

Amount already advertised... ... 55,285

H. H. the Maharajah of Kapurthala ... 1,000

Koer Harnam Singh Bahadoor Ahlu-

walia, C.I.E. ... ... ... too

Messrs. John King & Co. ... ... 100

Through C. E. Dissent, Esq. ... 80

F. J. Rowe, Esq. ... ... 50

Rev. F. R. Michell ... ... 25

R. Belchambcrs, Esq, ... ... 25

C. Von Lintzgy, Esq. «... ... 20

W. H. Rylaiul, Esq. ... ... 16

Rev. Fr. E. Lafoni, S. J. ... ... 10

T. A. Counsell, Esq. ... ... 10

P. McGuire, Esq. ... ... 10

Rajah Jung Bahadoor Khan of Naupara,
Bhraich ... ... ... 100

Ameer Ali, Esq
,
C.I.E. ... ... 100

James Stephenson, Esq. ... ... too

Mahamahopadhya Pundit Mohesa Chun-
dra Nyaraina, C.I.E. ... ... 50

Atkinson Brothers ... ... 50

J. H. Atkinson, Esq. ... ... 50
F. J. Townsend, Esq. ... ... 10
M. H. Mehta, E:>q. ... ... 10

John Cowie, Esq. ... ... 10

Small sums through S. Humely, Esq. ... 12

W. T. Woods, Esq. .... ... 32
T. F. Brown, Esq. ... ... 10

Messrs. Visram Ebrahim & Co. ... 10
Small sums through S. Humely, Esq. 15

, Total ... 57,290

Further subscriptions are invited and will be
duly acknowledged in the papers.

PEARY MOHUN MOOKERJEE,
AMIR ALI,
S. E. J. CLARKE,

Honorary Secretaries,

Calcutta, 27th April, 1888.

EMERALD THEATRE
BEADON STREET,

Manager^ Babu G. C. Ghose.

Company returned from moffussil.

Saturday—the 28th April, iS88^
at i) p. M.

By special request

That ever-witching mclo-drama of best renown.

k vm:^I{

Adapted from our greatest Poet Kalidas’s Im
j

imtrfal Poem of the same name.

Next day—Sunday—2gth April,

at Candle Light,

Seventh grand performance of

Babu G. C. Ghose’s new brilliant Drama

One of his happiest attempts.

Arrangements befitting the Emerald Theatre.

M. L. SURs Ass/, Manager,

HiTMILTi" rCO/S
Latest Designs in Gold Bangles.

The Acron Bangle, (England) ... Rs. 60

The Thistle Bangle, (Scotland) ... „ 60

The Shamrock Bangle, (Ireland) ... ,, 60

The Lotus Bangle, (India) ... „ 60

The Forget-me-not Bangle ... „ 63

The Indian Bamboo Bangle »»• » 32

I

The Victoria Bangle ... „ 100

The Cleopatra Signet Bangle ... „ 54

The Magic Twist Bangle ... „ 185

The Flexible Curb Bangle ... ,,115

The Etruscan Ball Bangle ... „ 32

The Good Luck Bangle ... ... „ 54

The Oriental Onyx Bangle ... „ 90

The Flexible Gold and Platinum Bangle „ 100

The “Mascotte” Diamond H’shoc Bangle „ 90

The Scotch Plaid Bangle... ... „ 80

The above arc cash quotations.

Inspection Invited.

HAMILTON & CO.,
CALCUTTA.

I
NTENDING PILGRIMS TO MECCA,

1888, should book their passages early by

Messrs. Cook and Son’s C)y|rtcred Steamers,

leaving Bombay, June 20, July 3, July^iS-

Through Rail and Steamer fares Trom Calcutta

to Jeddah—Rs. 172-8-0, 1st class; Rs. 96-80 i

poop and 2nd Rail; 3rd class, Rs. 48-11-0,

including landing charges at Jeddah. Return

Tickets : Calcutta and Jeddah, Rs. 315, Rs. I 73»

and Rs. 87-6-0, respectively. Reference kindly

permitted to Nawab Abdool Luteef
door, C.I.E., 16, Toltallah Lane, Calcutta.''^

For tickets, apply to Thos. Cook and Soli)

Old Court House Street, Calcutta^ Sdi also
j

Programme in Urdu, Bengali, an4 Petaian*

DraBs issued also on Jeddah.
j

Thos. Cook and Son, Calcutta, also {^we

Through Tickets to England with the Mw”*
Sleeping Car Tickets Brindisi Calais,

sage Tickets by all lines of Steamers
from Calcutta, or any principal station in'iiKW.

. Address-THQS. COOK & SQN,|

Calcutta, II, Old Court House Street
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INFALLIBLE SPECIFIC FOR

•
.

'

LEUCORRHja
yi week’s use ofthis medicine not only cures

Leucbrrhosa-^the characteristic white, green

aad kloody discharge-r^hut also removes the

ooneomitant intense menstrual pains, and all

the various complaints and symptoms inci>>

dentdf to menstrual difficulties and green sick-

ness, and prepares the system for conception.

Fftce : for a week’s consumption, Rs. 2,

packing and postage 4 annas. ^
'fhere are capital medicines besides—for

piles, all the 20 kinds of dux—such as sper-

matorrhoea) diabetes, &c.—diarrhoea, rheu-

matism, puerperal complaints, cataract of

the eye, nacra, asthma, &c.

[CeriificateJ]

*7 have known Babu Rajendra Nath Ghoshal

kubiraj for upwards of 15 years, and 1 can bear

ample testimony to the wonderful efficacy of

his medicine in the treatment ofdiseases of the

womb. While Assistant Surgeon of Monghyr
and subsequently, I have known him to cure

the most obstinate cases of uterine Leucorr-

hoea and other uterine ders^ngements, organic

and functional. I can safely call his medicine

the Specific for Leucorrhoea and painful

menstruation. Ladies who have been subject

to these diseases for years and were barren

have been curecl and borne children.

Womesh Chunder Roy, L. M. S., Medical
Practitioner, Bhagalpur. 30th October, 1886.”

Apply to

RAJENDRANATH GHOSAL, Kabiraj,

Topkhana Bazar.

Monghyr.

The Mahanirvana Tantram with the com-
mentary of Harihorananda Bharati, the

spiritual preceptor of the late Raja Ram Mo-
hun Roy, accompanied by a translation and-

copious explanatory notes by the venerable

Pundit Jagonmohun Tarkalankar
;
edited by

Babu Krishna Gopal Bhaktn, M. A. S. R,
Editor of the 2nd impression of the late Sir

Kadha Kanto’s Sabda Kalpadruma, the Ra-

mayana, etc., etc. Issuing in parts of six form-

demy 12 mo. each, from April last. To be

completed in about 25 parts. Price for the

whole work Rs. 5, if paid in advance. For
each part to subscribers annas 4, to non-sub-

scribers annas 6. Post free. Apply to the editor,

1 5, Gopee Kristo Pal’s Lane, Calcutta.

READY

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS t VOYAGES IN BENGAL
BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJBB,
Formerly Minister to the late

« Nawad Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, “REIS& RAYYET”
* ^ I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

vV Calcutta.

Y.OBINION OF THE PRESS.

It is many years since I first met, and some
yejfts since I last met, Dr. Sambhu Chunder
Mookerjee, editor of the Reis and Rayyct
(Prince and Peasant), and an author of high
f^pute apoong the kindly, as well as acute and
fptellectual, people of Bengal. One ofthe real

^etisfo'rtunes of India was, and still is, Lord
jMaA:aulays picture of the Bengalee. The
picture, true perhaps as regards Nuncomar and
”^any Bengalees, Is not accurate as a represen-

tation of the people generally, taking them as
an Englishman may find them if he looks
fairly. If they had been unfaithful, the sad
story of the Mutiny had been vastly sadder

;

and, apart from the Mutiny, many Englishmen
could give individual instances of Bengalee
faithfulness almost unique in history, taking
all the circumstances of our relation to India
into account. The Bengalee is generally eager
for knowledge of all kinds, and is often both
courageous in the expression of his opinions,
and gifted to a remarkable degree with the
power to express those opinions with force and
precision. Mr. Fawcett once told me that an
unprepared spee||^||de, on his behalf, during
an election, by Hindoo, surpassed, in
force as wellj^^Bquence, arty unprepared
speech he evejl^Heard made by any mem-
ber wf the MM^HCommons, if four or five
members ofAjl^^Bse were excepted.
Among tl^EjM^alees there is a small body

of nten—smaj^Br that large province—who
are, ironm^^^v otherwise termed “ Young
BengaLjjj^^^K of them are no longer young,
but glj^^Hraged ; some have,* in the course
of yoSpinen highly distinguished for their
pub^nwvices and their scientific and other
attaBnents. Some have at times been mis-
represented, and their language misinterpreted,
so that on its return to them it has amazed
none more than themselves. Nothing of this

has been done by the really great administra-
tors of India. That it has been done, however,
cannot be denied.

In the forefront of this little band is the
author of this book of travels, Baboo Sambhu
Chunder Mqokeriec—a writer of high repute,*
as I have said, also an administrator, as the
reader will see from the title-page to this book.
A keener, yet a kindlier satirist, one might
seek for and not find. His use of the English
language has astonished many an educated
Englishman

;
and the quality of his reading is

shown by hi.s marvellous power of quotation
;

not merely from authors like Shakespeare, and
Milton, and Macaulay, and men eminent in
science, but from out-of-the-way old ballads,
and Httic-known old pamphlets, in the applica-
tion of which he leaves one wondering— first,

how he obtained the productions at all, and
secondly, how, having obtained them, he
learned to apply them so appositely to the
subjects which he intends them to illustrate.

Passing from the author to his book, we
shall, perhaps, first of ail be attracted to the
work of the administrator. He comes upon a
milkman’s village, on which he finds fastened
the grip of a Court favourite, lie unloosens
the grip, and rc-settles the village, in the
double interest of Pnnee and I’casant. And
all the time he secs everything. The poor
people bathing on the rivers’ banks, have his
genial and kindly, if also at times, what a
Scotchman would call, his “pawky” notice.

A “fair maid of Sonargonn ” attracts his at-

tention by the gracefulness with which she
carries a vessel of water fiom the river; and,
though the fair maid and he are divided by
race and faith (she is Mussulman), she has his

full meed of praise. Indeed, it must beadmit-
ted—and he will not be offended with me for

saying so—that he never meets with a fair face,

without at least giving evidence oT the fact

that he has eyes to sec and a heart to com-
prehend.

Of his wide and generous sympathies, much
might be said, and still leave much more to

say. He meets a missionary on the river, and
evidently is inclined, in writing his notes, to

pass a joke on the subject. He nips it, how-
ever, in the bud, and contei^ls himself with

saying, “ So new is preaching here, that the

simple people said the padre had been singing

in the street.” He meets Catholic and Pro-

testant missitgiaries on shipboard, and chuckles

over their disputes, while he astonishes them
by his comnic'vnd oi the English language, and
even by his knowledge of the Bible—a ktiow-

ledge, I may add, which is evident in many of

his writings.

A parrot falls overboard, and is drowned in

its cage, to his great distress, which is not

however paraded. He says
: [Extract.]

These are not the words of a Christian, but

of a Hindoo.

Again, he has a faithful ugly dog, whose-

name is Tom, and whose glory it once was to

bark, with a noble independence, .at some very

dignified Safiibs. Our author is compelled to

leave Tom behind ; and here is his farewell

:

[Extract.]

{ think this is a very fine passage, and one
that will draw the author very close to the
great heart of humanity, wherever the words
are read. Could anything be finer than the
testimony to the two foreign “gentlemen,”
ending with the “ Bengalee pariah, my poor
Tom” ? N<^ the pariah merely, but the pariah
dog. l‘he passage is worthy of the author,
and of the great mercifulness of the land that
bore him.
Whoever reads this book must be prepared

further to find bold and manly language. The
author is no flatterer of John Bull, though he
gives John his due, and admits that India owes
him a great debt. Here is one passage relating

to foreign fruits : [Extract]
Among the sketches of country-word-pic-

tures—the reader will find some exceedingly
pretty, and all the more valuable in that they
are taken from a standground purely Indian

;

not English. Where an English artist’s mind
would be filled with European ideas, the mind
of this gifted Eastern artist is filled with a class

of ideas totally different, yet equally instructive

and certainly not less subtle and far-reaching.

On the eve of one of his journeys, our
author was placed in a dilemma of a kind
not unknown to travellers in India, but not on
that account the less stupid. He wished to

go by a particular boat, and took time by the
forelock for that purpose. The fare was at
first stated as 90 rupees, to pay which he
offered “a new crisp, fresh British India” note
for 100 rupees. “ It was,” he adds, “foesh from
the Currency Office, and had been received
only the day before from another Government
department.” The rest of the story is

thus told
:

[Extract.]

The humour of the little sketch is wortfi
something. I can fancy the author laughing
even in his dismay

; for he can laugh well at
others, and equally well at himself. 1 shall
only venture on one more passage

; and I give
it as showing the spirit of the man who dares
to call his newspaper Frince and Peasant.
He desiied to return to his home in Bengal,
and to bid adieu, for a time at last, to Indepen-
dent Tipperah, where he had been located
“some two years.” He received the Maha-
rajah’s permission to return home ; but still he
could not get away. [Extract.]

There is, I think, a sound lesson in this pas-
sage

; the lesson of the immense value of
courtesy and urbanity in the relations of rulers
and ruled. There is a great deal in that sen-
tence, “ IVe serve flesh and blood.” The best
administrator in India is not always the ablest,
the man whose plans are the wisest as plans ;

but the man who, with plans or without them,
gives confidence to the people, and confidence
not merely in his jusiire, but also in his con-
siderateness and forbearance. A clever man
once said that the art of success in India is the
ait of giving good dinners. It may be so

;
but

the peril is great—the peril of debt
;
and in

any case the art has its limits, and its natural
follapse. Even dlnncis and champagne pall
in the end. But there is one art that never
fails- the ait of true courtesy

;
of that courtesy

which, being natural, is not affected by any
whim or caprice, cither of the person who
possesses it, or of anyone with whom he has
relations.

In bidding faiewell to this little, book, I once
more recall, as I ca.sily and very vividly can,
the author’s kindly face and gentle voice, as
known to mo m.tny years ago. I sec him, as
I see Baboo Kristo Das Pal, Dr. Mahemlra
Lai Sircar, and some others, including a much-
abused editor of the Amrita Bazar Patrika

;

and I feel and say, wiili all earnestness and
sincerity, that among these are men whom
the Government of India would be wise in
recognising and wianing entirely to Its side.
They are men on whom no really generous
word—true as well as generous—ever is

thrown away. I have compared them at times
with men of kindred occupations at home
and I think that they are as a ^ule by far
the truer gentlemen in good manners, and
often in very much more than mere manners.
May the great God, whose sacred Name they
use as that of the Father of all, guide them to
a nobler destiny than any they yet have
known, and with them, and by them, bless
their native land !

JAMF..S ROUTLEDGJC,

— The Indian Jl/a^asinc, Mar. 1888.
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ST. LEONARDS-ON-SE^i ENGLAND.

ST. PETEE’S OpiiLEGE FOEtBOYS.

University specially suitable for

Indian Children. Indian Referenced For Pros-

pectus, address Principal

Priu by post Zyi annas^

ASRUKANA
A Collection of poems in Bengali by

SriMATI ilRINDRAMOHlNY DASSY

(Author of Kabiifihar, Bharat Kusum.)

Asrukana is a collection of poetical pieces of

singular pathos and beauty of expression

It is a series of mournful songs that the

reader is here presented with and they must

touch a sympathetic cord in every heart that

can feel There is a singular appropriateness

in the title of the work, and m its pious dccli-

cation to the memory of the husband of the

fair writv.““T!^^ Indian Nation*

The authoress is not unknown to Bengali

readers. She has already published two or

three poems by which she is LwourMy known,

but between these poems and this is a differ-

ence that hardly admits of being mcabured.

This is poetry in life

* U* _ *

We have read Srimati Girindra Mohinys

poems m a reverential spirit. The poems are

all of a lyrical description. The lyre is soft,

sweet and tender, but awfully strong.

* *

The tone of the poems is inexpressibly

centle, inexpressibly pure, and inexpressibly

tender and affectionate. It is the tone of a

world mother.
* *

Bengal should be proud of this poem— Tbe

Calcutta Review*

Apply at the Bee Press,,

I, Uckoor Dut^s^I^ane, Cajciitta^

Griha-Chikitsha.
A complete and large treatise on Homoeo-

pathic Domestic Medicines with some tried

native drugs for certain serious diseases, by
native arug

Chatterjee Uahadoor
...200

o 3 o

... I 0 0

12, LAL BAZAAR,“feAt€OTTA, !

(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

HOMffiOPATJHC PHARMACY,
,

THE

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

dispensary IN ASIA

OF PURE HOMEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE m.., .

INDEPENDENT HOM(EOPATflT
and maintains to this (Iiy

THE DIGNITY AND.INTEGRITY OF

THIS

SCHOOL OF, MEDICINE.

Besides the old Remedies, all the New Re-

medies and the latest additions procured from

the best European and American sources, and

kept in stock.

Medicines in wooden boxes and leather

cases, requisites of all kinds supplied, and

Prescriptions dispensed at the shortest notice.

-./The largest Stock of Homoeopathic literature

Irept.

Orders received for supplying English,

American and foreign Journals.

BERIGNY & CO.
12* Lai Bazaar, Calcutta*

Rai Khettcr

in Bengalee
Do. postage... -
Do. abridged in Hindee

Apply to Author at Chinsurah or to People’s

Press, No. 78 College Street, Calcutta.

In. Pamphlet, Price 4 annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSE Y.

Apply to Roit Rayyet Office, Calcutta.

THE

standard
ACCUMULATEB FUNDS

annual revenue

Bonus distributed to Assurers

£6.450,000

£880,000

£3,500,000

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.’'

ASSAM LINE.
This Company which has a weekly Service

of Steamers running to and from Debrooghur
vid Goalundo, will despatch the Steamer

“BEHARi' for Assam on Tuesday the

1st proximo.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
Godowns at Jaggannath Ghat until Monday,
the 30th instant.

The Steamer “CASHMERE” will leave Goa-

lundo for Assam on Thursday, the 3rd prox.

Intending passengers by the last mentioned

Steamer should leave Calcutta for Goalundo

by train the previous night.
• DuuBRijk Debrooghur Mail Service.

Through Booking to andfrom Assam*

The Despatch Steamers of this Service

leave Dhubri daily on arrival of the Mails

from Calcutta, and proceed to Debrooghur,

stopping at all intermediate stations and

Mookhs.
Passengers, Goods, Parcels (

packages not

to exceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement ) may be booked

through to and from Calcutta, and all stations

on the Eastern Bengal State Railway and

connected Railways, and Jhe following

Steamer Stations of this Company, vis*,

Dhubri, Goalparah, Gauhati, Munglcdye,

Tezpore, Silghaut for Koliabar, Dhunsiri

Mookh, Niggriting, Kookccla Mookh, Desang
Mookh and Debrooghur.
Packages booked as parcels will be forward-

ed by rail along with the Mails. Freight on

perishable articles must be prepaid.

Goalundo and debrooghur Despatch
Service.

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which

have been specially built for the Assam Trade,

carrying passengers and coolies between

Goalundo and Debrooghur, will leave Goalundo
bi-weekly on Sundays and Thursdays, caning

at all intermediate stations, and Debrooghur

on Tuesdays and Saturdays.

Through bills of lading will be granted for

goods and parcels on presentation of rail re-

ceipt or payment of freight. Packages not to

exceed ten hundred weight, or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement.
For freight and passage apply to

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents.

I -2,* Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.

LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY .

ESTABLISHED 1826^

gofernor-Eib Grace the Duke of Bucoleuoh and
^

N SelfEndounnentforolda!re,andProtection to

security. Security is the first ppint to be considered by Assurers, afld no Life Office

can surpass the in this respect.

rHE RATES OF PREMIUM-Will be found moderate, and the conditions of a

Standard Life Policy are most liberal in every way. •'

.
, I . p^-rtri- Prn.nectiises Forms of Application, and all information regaining

lopics of the last Repo , p g l ^ requires no medical examination, and the

Scheme n>ay be obtained on application to any ofthe Company 8 Agents in India.

GEO. L. KEMP.

27, Dalhousic Square. —
^rilud^IubUsh^for the ProprUtor every Saturday by Murry Lall GroSB, (ft THE BEE PRESSf No, f, Nchoor Duffs

Secretary*

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY(ENGUSH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politics, Literature, and Society

RATES OF SUBSORIFTION.
Yearly ... in advance ... Rs. 12

Half-yearly ... „ ... „ 7

Quarterly ... „ „ 4

Monthly ... „ ••• R®*

Single or sample Copy,, ^ *** „ 0-8

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.*
Advertisements (threecoluinns to the page) arc

charged by the space taken up, at the rate of 4

annas a line, each insertion. The lowest charge

for any advertisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic

Occurrences, the lowest charge for which is

Rs. 5.

Special rates for Oontracts*

No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of $0 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate of 4 anhas a month or

Rs. 3» a year. •
, .

.

Business Communications (post paid; w
be directed to "The Manager,” and

Communications and books jxid pamnWei

(carriage paid) to “The Editor " of "Rew

& Rayyet,* .

Office: /, Utkotr DutPs Latte, WeUiutltoa

Street, Calcutta.
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CONTEMPORARY LYRICS.

THE LATE MATTHEW ARNOLD.
BORN DECEMBER 24, l822. DIED APRIL 1 5, 1888.

Past in a moment
;
passed away,

The finest spirit of the day,

/*l^ast in the full meridian sense

/Of masterful intelligence :

The thought that struck—the wit that played

With measured aim —with tempered blade

—

The hand that with new laurels hung

The temple of the Mother-Tongue,

The soul that nursed the inner fire

Which radiates from Apollo’s lyre,

And crowns his fiivourities, now as then,

Among the foremost sons of men
;

And through, above, and o’er them all

The heart that only friends recall,

Though his the memory that lends

To all who knew him, touch of friend’s !

Of open brow and cheery mien,

^'<Earnest and playful and serene.

Brightest—where duller man may roam

—

^'In the divine repose of ifomc,

Even as he lived, he passed from sight,

In all the fullness of the light

;

And, never crossed by twilight ray.

The radiant spirit flashed away.

“ Call no man happy till he die !

”

Thrice happy he, then, we reply :

» Even here on earth this mortal gone

^His immortality puts on
;

For far beyond, and far behind.

Shall live his legacy of Mind,

A throbbing pulse of English thought,

Quick with the lessons that he taught.

Thrice happy he, whose buoyant youth

In light of Beauty sought for Truth,

Showed stars that guide to eyes that shine.

High-priest of Beauty’s inmost shrine,

And—wheresoe’er new worships tend

—

Ensued his goddess to the end !

Hard pleaded he for those hard bound

In Life’s dull places’ deariest round,

And to the longing listener showed

How Beauty decks the ugliest road
;

For ever, in the rushing race,

He claimed for her, her ([uiet place,

Bade Science, on her march of pride,

Yet list the scholar at her side,

And grasping all, Her wot Id to be,

Bause at the fount of Castaly.

‘‘His was the gift, nor sting nor smart

^o lend to Raillery’s keenest dart

;

Since on his cradle Humour smiled.

He played with Humour like a child.

Yet, to a great soul’s instinct

Taught greater lessons than he knew.

How were hi.s high imaginings

.impatient of all meaner things,

^ petty words and petty deeds,

And petty
'

'
qf kindred creeds,

*
* liich, d ’'ounscl for a name,

‘Aall u ^same,—

jars a» %
stirred the clear \ ...iO scorn,

To seek beyond some worldlcss sun

The One in All—the All in One 1

Was this unfaith ? Not he who erst

Ilis walk Miy^God on Rydal nursed,

And votaiy^se young Arnold won,

Would fur such doubt disclaim his son.

High quest can ask no nobler lot ;

What ardent nature questions not ?

So, softly on the ‘osing time

Scarce died away / feunday chime.

And on the brave

The quiet church-d

Truth’s good and f:

And Love thine oi?

Wimbledon^ Aprils iSSS.

' overpast

closed the last

!

jful servant, thou,

dystery now.

I
Herman Merivale.

-.ct

News and J'ommenyS.
Loi^d Dufferin is anxious to deal ' ^rsonallv^vlh the question of the

poverty of its masses before he leaves Inj^ia;
j

i a circular has been
issued calling on the local administratit 'submit their reports

punctually by the first of June. >

i !

The Lucknow complains of th^olitV partizanship of the

Allyghur Institute Gasettc, and calls upon the i ector of Public In-

struction to stop the scandal. Yes, the old Syud a ! the schoolmaster,

who at his beck spins out his yarn by the yard, shoVld confine them-
selves to the congenial columns of the Pioneer.

We sec that the new Sind paper with the queer name of “ Everybody’s
Paper,” which we criticised sometime back, has found it expedient to

abandon its designation. It has been rechristened Karachi Chro^
nicle. It is much more than a mere advertiser? In fact, it is daily

looking up.

Some magistrates—occasionally respectable ones too—are reproached
with making a bear-garden of their courts. Here is a court converted
into a fighting ring I The other day, at Mirzapore, in the court of the

Deputy Collector Pandit Madho Pandit, while the presiding officer was

Subscribers in the country are requested to remit by postal money orders^ if possible^ as the safest and most convenient

medium^ particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Department. No other receipt will be

giveUt any other being unnecessary% and likely ta cause confusion.
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going on with the case of some

the dock fell upon one another a*’

leaving three men hors de comba

cters, the prisoners in

ivere mutual fisticuffing)

the Salem municipality

But we confess

We are glad enough to learn thai.

have elected to the chair a Mahomcdan Cominissoner.
w

the following argument is beyond ils :
*

‘n'hal the Hindu Municipal Commissioners of the town of Salem,

which only a few years ago was a scene of a great religious squabble

between Hindus and- Mohmmadans, have elected a Mohmmadan as

their Chairman conclusively proves that the whole cry against the re-

presentative government is based on sentimental rather than on real

grounds.”

# •

Pandit Shyamji Krishna Varma, Dewan Bahadoor, who was reported

to have left Rutlam bag and baggage, and was next reported to be

staying and to mean to stay, has, after all, gone on two months’

leave, preparatory to his retirement. In the meantime, the Nacb

Dewan Baboo N. C. Ra^'^*:ts as Dewan.
(si' •

• •

Raja R/vmeshwara Singh Bahadoor, brother of the Maharaja of

Durbhanga, has been exempted from personal attendance in Civil

Court s.

* •

It appears that the Choti^ Maharani of Bulrampore (
Jaipal Kocr

)

sent her Indian counsel, Mr. F. T. Forbes, a Lucknow barrister,

o England to represent her in the Privy Council. The judgment of the

Judicial Committee in the great Bulrampore Appeal havi^ been pub-

lished, Mr. Forbes, whe last August, has returned to India.

The widow of Mahara, > D*f. .•

day made peace with I .
-

all things even to b ^

©flaw and religion* ..
'

•

The burden of her new position as the royai muiiivi pru .

.

for her, and she succumbed to the malady that had been preying upon

her for some time.

The American Professor Hugo Dlanck, has come to the con-

clusion that an electric current through water purifies it, by killing, of all

the germs of disease therein. Here is a hint to our Health Officer. Can

not the Calcutta ponds be improved il ^ instead of being filled up ?

A BRUTAL murder of love is reportc .

“ One of the most brutal murders

committed last week in Venice, a cii

singularly revolting kind. Giovant

seems, fallen desperately in love «
'

Giustina. As the girl steadily rcpi»i-

absorbing passion, he left Venice

find work there. In this apparer

turned to Venice, sending his wif

to that ocqipie ’
.
her sister .Vi

crept UP

floor, h
upon her h

it. Then, ho • •

balcony on to t

stones, he fired ti.

threw on to her bov

thing which his niado

out his brains with thi

cut open the veins of |-

blood streamed
•

sangue mio !

’

arrive he was a (

the murder was <} .

his beautiful sist*

and disdain.”
^

/ ice

m record in Italy was
.5 .d to crimes of such a

.1, young artizan, had, it

4! wife’s sister, Anna dalla

dvances, to conquer this

I ife for Genoa, hoping to

:id; and last Tuesday re-

hcr’s house, while he went
as early morning when he
in a bed room on the fourth

Foiled in a violent attempt

shot her full in the face with

he flung her clear over the

. As she lay lifeless on *ihc

'> and then in a frenzy of rage

',v' knives, a chopper, and cvciy-

t vifvert into a missile. Failing to blow

^'5 throat with a razor and
v'Vyliding out on the balcony while the

Jgfothe horrified spectators, ‘ E Tultimo

3^gue mio !
’ Before the police could

r*\?tters which he left on the table show that

:
> ited one, due to dishonourable pas.sion for

w, who had invariably treated him with coldness

.nd foun l

gone t

.. a re^

' We read in the Lucknow Advocated—
** Wc are glad to hear that the Edinburgh University has conferred

the title of D. U. on Mr. Mortimer Sloper H Swell, Judge of Aligarh

and the author of an excellent Arabic grammar.”

We arc unable to sympathise with the writer—we are not sure we

quite understand him. What is there for gratulation in this high

nonsense ? What do the dons of Edinburgh care about Oriental

literature, and why should they single out for honour an Indian

District Judge whose only contribution to learning is a grammar of

I
an Eastern tongue ? Above all, the idea of the Edinburgh University

.miking an Indian Civil Servant a Doctor of Divinity in reward for an

. Arabic grammar, is rich I ,

Of course, wc can believe that Mr. Howell has got some other title

from the University, at the instance of Principal Muir, formerly Lieute-

nant-Governor of the N. W. Provinces of Bengal, himself a ripe Arabic

scholar.

* «
,]

Bismarck’s crusade against the spirit of anarchy and social revolut*+^^

is proceeding vigorously. The powers he has obtained from the

lature, arc not by any means left unused. Bistnarck’s laws are v

things indeed.

296 newspapers have been suppressed,

inland as well as abroad.* ^
After that, the relentless barbarity withi

be enforcing the Crimes Act in Ireland, j

weakness

!

Would that those of our countrymen who abuse the boon of freedom
|

conferred on us by Britain, might learn from the above quotation
!

j

« t

*
*

1We read :— 1

“The imports of paper, pastebo.ard, books, and engravings into*

France during 1886 amounted to 3i,ooo,ooofr., against 31^ millions ill
'

1885. The exports from that country of paper, &c., reached 45 millions,

against 44*8 millions of francs in 1885. Germany alone supplied sdmei

2,490 tons of paper, pasteboards, books, and engravings, valued at]

Mi375i007f., whereas France exported to Germany only some 59®

of the value of 4,3o8,904f.”
^

*

The minor son and nephew of a dismissed Deputy Magistrate were

iservable at the Government Parlies of the last season, both at Gov-

rnment House and at Belvedere. Wc are not aware of their having,

jeen presented at the Levee, the son being still a schoolboy. The

^x-Dcputy was discreet enough not to shew himself.
J

•
• *

. ^ I
Telegrams about Emperor Frederick’s health this week are satisfaq

'

toiy. His Imperial Majesty is much better. On the i6th inst. he was

able to take an hour’s
.
drive in the Park. The tracheal discharge,^

moreover, is free from any cancerous matter.
^

j

The Government of India has not received intelligence from Herat;

confirming what has been telegraphed to India of the Jamshedis de*

daring for Russia. But news was lately received of movements of

Sanks on the boundary requiring th? presence of AlikhanoflT, It is

probable that his departure from Panjdeh in connection with the Sariks*

has given rise to the report about the Jamshedis.

• #

KuRRACiiiCE nth. The ladies, families and remaining followers of

Ayub’s p.irly numbering 454 persons left for Rawalpindi by special

train iliis morning.
«

• *

.Srinagar nth. Cholera slightly less. 127 new cases and 63 deaths

in Srinagar during the last 23 hours.

'Xwv. CalaUta Gazette the i6th May publishes the rules relating to:

money-orders other than revenue money-orders in favor of the Magis^

trate, Collector, (or Deputy Commissioner), Chairman of the District

Board, and officers in charge of departments under the Magij^rate or.

Culled or, as also the Revised Rules for the grant of lea and aral?fe Leases.)

• i

# « 1

The Lieutenant-Governor left Calcutta for Darjeeling yesterday.
^

* )

« «
j

The Home Remittances last week amounted to ;£3o8,ioo. •

'

» •

There is nb lov(? lost between the Bombay and the Advocabd

0/ India, The former was wont to despise the latter as an “obscure

journal,” not worth the notice of people with a “ reputation to lose.”

The most unkindcst cut of all at last came with the Gasette announcing

with a chuckle that the Advocate “ was in the market.” It was true—

the Advocate advertising itself as for sale—but so much the worse

for It ! No wonder that the AdvocatevfsWah returned the compliment

as soon as it could informing the world that, like most unmarriedr;,

ladies, the Gazette too was open to an offer. This was afterwards/

followed up with the positive assertion that Abdul Huq of Hyderabad

had purchased the Gazette, And the attitude of the psper onthtt*
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Hyd«|^ad scandal seemed to favor the notice. These statements

haveiTOweverAbeen contradicted, and the Gazette by its conduct is

furthipr clinching the contradiction.' The Advocate is far too respec-

table not to bow to correction, but it maintains its undying spirit of

' ssQbM towards the other print, and manages to convert its

mfiturc into a triumph almost. Says our contemporary

;Ve unhesitatingly accept the telegraphic contradiction of which

been advised, at least as far as concerns the ownership of the

; we cannot refrain from expressing disappointment that the
" \ ,‘s not actually changed hands. There is now no hope of any

lement in its tone or appearance^

generalship that, indicting in the very act of retiring from an

Ji ble position a deadly blow on the enemy. Certainly, a neater

di|agrecable obligation—clearly incurred—of tendering

* known for many a day.

in the Larpent Enquiry in connection with the

f l^unjab University, have submitted a long report. It has not yet been

[ made public

f,
The latest report dated the 14th from Srinagar is that Cholera has

V slightly increased again during the last two days. The number of new

‘ cases in Srinagar in the last 54 hours is 105 and total deaths 55, com-

,
pared with 88 cases and 45 deaths on the 12th May.

Sir George Campbell tiU d in •*. f' House of Commons, the fol-

lowing reply from the UndA^ ^creta Baron H. de Worms for the

Colonies ^
“ A great part of the revenu^ of ’ <ritius is derived from Customs

and licences. The Indians, fomn, ,nore than two thirds of the popu-
lation, no doubt contribute larg^ the revenue from these sources.

At the present time, the elected i ibers and the nominated members,
who are <iot public officers, constitute the majority of the council of
government. The Crown is thfl’efore unable to exercise a preponderat-

ing influence. At the only election which has yet been held under the

new constitution, very few Indians voted. One of the nominated mem-
bers of the Council is an Indian. The Secretary of State will do all in

his power to obtain more adequate provision for the elementary educa-

tion of the Indians."

The Indians and other Asiatics and Africans in Mauritius arc the

victims of one of the worst forms of class tyranny in the world. If

they now receive any relief, they will owe it to the justice and humanity

of Governor Pope Hennessy and the cruel persecution to which he was

subjected by the Colonist party in the island headed by the local

Civil Service. Our native politicians in India strangely neglect their

exiled brethren and their descendants. If any of our Associations or

public men or publicists care to inquire into th^ subject, we can place

before them authentic documents which will o^, their eyes to a re-

volting system which is a disgrace to the Queen’s Government and

Christendom.

/ In aid of its Funds, there will be a series of entertainments at the

Calcutta Free School, on Monday, the 4th June. The admission will

" be by tickets priced at only Re. I. The programme ought to draw.

* It consists of Jarley’s Wax Works, Cinderella (Pantomime), Christy

Ministrels by popular amateurs, Popular Ballad Concert, Grand Illumi-

nations and Display of Fireworks. For the scries, if well carried out,

C the price for admission is but a trifle. Besides, the collection will be

a deserving object of charity.

K •
• #

;
The Birthday of Her Majesty will be kept in India on Thursday, the

f;a4th May 1888. The Viceroy holds a levee at Simla. The Chairman

|of the Calcutta Corporation has issued his usual invitation for a

I Garden Party.—-The as usual, has misapprehended the

^‘Gazette.

* A Standing Congress Committee has been established for the District

of Meerut, consisting of the following gentlemen, with power to add to

*eir number:—

Syed Akbar Ali Shah ;
Nawab Ahmed Shah, Reis, Sirdhana ; Lala

Kishan Sahai, Rai Bahadur ;
Syed Meer Khan, Sirdar Bahadur, Reis,

f
Khanpur ;

Mr. Pyare Lai, Barristcr-at-law ;
Lala Gobind Pershad,

Pleader ;
Pundit Gobinddat, Secretary, Deonagri Sabha

;
Babu Rugh-

bur Saran, Pleader and Reis, Hapar
;
Prahlad Singh, Vakil, &c.

;

Pandit Ram Pershad, M.A. ;
Lala Badri Pershad ;

Babu Mallu M.al
;

Chowdhri Durga Singh, Zemindar, Asora ;
Chowdhri Labu Singh

;

Chowdhri R.'idhe Lai
;
Lala Anand Sarup, Reis and Municipal Mem-

ber ;
Lala Diwan Singh, Reis, Sadder Bazar.

•
• •

The juvenile mutiny at Madras has ended satisfactorily. The boy

who had been prepared for the light—of Christanity-has been sent

back to his parents unbaptised. The other students have rejoined, and

been accepted in, their respective classes, the ringleaders being punish-

ed by flne or rustication.

Notes and Leaderettes.
t

•

The Economist and calculator, like the woman, will be out. Lord

Reay has taken a distinctly doctrinaire move. The Mehmadabad

Municipality in Gujerat has been suspended for a year—for its ob-

stinacy in sticking to octroi as a source of revenue. The Lombay

Government had recommended the house tax in preference to the

octroi, which, they believed, seriously hampered trade. Are there

not two sides to the question ? And what of Bombay ? The Statesman

I
to the rescue!

The Registrar of the Calcutta University has not been as good a^ his

word. To personal enquiries he gave his friends to understand that

the result of the Entrance Examination would be published in the

Gazette this day. The Gazette of India to-day is as innocent as we

of the fate of the ** innocents,”

In a letter received lately from Jeddah, our Consul at that port gives

examples of some of the disagreeable consequences which may ensue

upon landing cargo at Turkish custom houses when any errors or

omissions exist in the ship’s manifest. If anything entered in the

manifest is found deficient in the cargo, duly is charged on it just as

though it was landed ;
and if any goods are found on board which are

omitted from'.-:;; duty is charged on them. A wrong

entry at demand for customs upon what is

entered,\i^>' is actually present. Shippers

in India w- aw wwO caref /hat manifests of cargo for

Turkish ports are kdeurate. 1 ^
, .iice from bills of lading or such

documents appears to be accepted in proof of good faith. Of course,

so much smuggling is practised even by respectable shippers that fiscal

officers have need to be most careful. They should, no doubt, be open

to reason, and admit the evidence of their senses. But then it is im-

possible to make a thorough judicial investigation in every particular.

Abdul Hug is master of the following properties in Bombay

—

“ The Sirdar’s first purchase was the Government Central Press,

in the heart of the Fort—a building which, as former Government
House, and subsequently/ .Secretariat, possesses much his-

torical interest. By many U >ale of this building was regarded

as a piece of vandalism
; i

.'t what was considered to be most
objectionable was the fact y.jit the building, which Dmiiuc', one
of the best sites in the Fqi/j was sold by private 11 uy by the
Collector. No one knew old Secretariat was in the market

I until the purchase had been m '

' fby Abdul Huq. Among some of his

other purchases are the Espial - . . Hotel and Gnant’s Buildings, for each
of which he is understood to^ given more th.-iii five lakhs. Then,
besides these, there are some ». ’nsions he has been building at the

Apollo Bunder, immediately fac ‘»g the Yacht Club, and covering a
large area, which .are now appi Of hing completion, and. v*/ be fit for

occupation before the monsoon t /

The Hyderabad Government i if it is allo<‘/able under the law,

to aJtach these, to recoup itself ot ,e fraud.n,t:;Vio88 of money occa-

sioned by Abdul Huq. The Sirdar, willing to refund the

money invested in the Deccan mining si. behalf of the Hyder-

abad Durbar, provided he is no ntore ped nor the concession

cancelled. The Nizam, it is also said,
.
;S8ed the money, for the

terms attached. ^
;

The accomplices of Abdul Huq in England ha. produced a letter to

him from Nawab Salar Juitg the son purporting u \ ratify the Huq ar-

rangements, for which the late Minister has made a lime apology. A
still more serious attempt has been made to implicate the late Ministers

illustrious father. The following letter from the late Salar Jung to Abdul

Huq has been produced in London

My dear Syed Abdul Huq,— I have no doubt the Nizarfi’s Govern-
ment will appreciate at their full value the services gou have rendered

in originating and maturing the Chanda Railway scheme, if it is carried

through. But as the work you arc doing is outside your official capacity

and your services to the promoters of the scheme will have been just

as valuable to the Nizam’s Government in case of the scheme being

carriedjthrough, 1 write a line to assure you that I shall have no ob-
jection to your receiving any remuneration on the railway and mining
schemes with which they may reward lyour services, and that 1 shall

consider whatever you may receive from them as only your own."
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The genuii

ed. A strong ...

by Mehdi Ali Khan, to ex;

Committee generally.

Mil nas been doubt-

vVHizamto England, headed

f
^

' assist the Parliamentary
'

<

The Police are still at their ’ resting hackney carriages

for excess passengers. We
^

. ..ucu uic authority of the ^*olice in

our issue of the 14th April last. Sin(^ then we have not seen any

justification attempted anywhere for this troublesome interference,

specially annoying when the human freight happens to be purdanashin.

Only recently, there was an arrest in the presence of the Police Court,

and the carriage and fare including zenana ladies, were all t;tken

to the police station. We must do the arresting policeman the justice

to say that he tried to secure another carriage specially for the softer

species, but the Police have the reputation of not paying for work

done, and each cabby that was hailed, drove away. The arresting

officer would not be appeased, if the fare were reduced to the licensed

number, but driver and all—evidence of breach of law—must be

booked at the Thana f' • ‘he case before the Magistrate next day. We
do not know hov» .* ended, or to what further exposure the

adies were h . . Hackney Carriage law is no part of the

Police Act, and the utter.es or occasions for which arrest or seizure

can be made, arc specified in the Act itself. Indeed, the Hackney

Carriage Act empowers the Magistrate to call upon the owner to

produce the driver under a penalty. The working of the Hackney

Carriage law is not left to the Police. The function of the Police in

connection therewith is limited and detailed in the Act itself.

Sir Henry Harrison may well congratulate himself on having carried

his drastic measure of municipal reform through, amcnd»--. •
i and pro-

tests notwithstanding, in and I
^

iiidt nee of the

degeneracy of the times a . . s

’

’’ijr making

themselves fell. It only id organ-

ization : there has surely e
*

question.

An earnest and vigorous p;0{'.
'

' cd by the

Council, nor cavalierly dcaP*^

.

.dciit. Sir Richard Temple

forced on his Council the elective principle of the present law, even

after the Select Committee had formally reported against it, when the

Bill without it was about to pass. We of the Indian League did it all*

In the teeth of the entire Council—against the combined opposition

of the old Corporation of the Justices of the Peace, the British Indian

Association, the Civil Service, the mercantile community,

the Hindoo Patriot and the’ Ind'nd V ' and, last not least, Sir

Stuart Hogg, the head of the Mu. Icjr ' id the town Police—the

then just started Indian League gaVK • / the general dissatisfac-

tion of the unrcprcbented classes of th f-pulation with the existing

municipal constitution, headed a .i . monstration, and, thanks

to the much maligned Sir Richa^'
j

e’s readiness to listen to

popular complaint and extend lo ij overnment, won the fran-

chise. We wonder our brother 0' Blrj ta Bazar and Father James

of the News dc
|

11 to their fellow-citizens a

triumpi. '
' ’lad so n 4.' rr; ,uch honorable share. How

different t. . .
‘ ^rofer '7??f ators who headed the recent

demonstra x . i»i • >
' have spoiled a good cause.

With every acViV". , .practicable sanitation, and With-

out sympatbismk alarms of our writers and

orators at the extensjoj^';
^

>.»ifiiience, we think there are one

or two serious threats ught to have been eliminated.

W[e arc afraid Sir Stc^‘ loo far committed to withhold

his consent to the ’’
. ,•

A

The world still'

•

v-

1

jmance as ever, and cases continually

crop up, soinctinv s . ..scure, frequently in unexpected, quarters.

Unfortunately, thc‘^^ -v.ftce of life is usually far from pleasant. Even

that charming illustr<..ion at Tangail of Indian wifely fidelity unto death,

under repealed insult and wrong, culminating in murderous violence,

reported by us a month ago, is painful to cor\\cmplate. We present to

the reader a far more harrowing account of a long career of unmerited

sufTering. Here is-iis distressing a narrative of wrong as ever book-

wright invented, communicated by a Hyderabad Correspondent of the

Jamd-Jamshed of Bombay. Charming as was that picture of idyllic

faith and tenderness, the following is richer in variety of incident and

ia dramatic situations.

Mr. Hormusji Dorabji Bangalee, a coach-builder of this city (Sik-

fendrabad) went a few days ago to pay a visit to a Mussulman gentle-

man of the same place. To his astonishment he found the groom (

this Mussulman to be a Parsee. On enquiry he was informed that tb

name of this stable boy was Pestonji Burjorji Sukhadwalh '
. k

was the misery of his condition that he had to jump at . ,

a groom. Mr. Bangalee took pity on his caste-brother ;

•

to his place, where the miserable man told his tale. A(\

statement, about 34 years ago he was an inhabitant of ,

he followed the profession of a buggy-driver. Once aF-.iV't
hired his buggy and engaged his vehicle for a month
grew up between them an intimacy which cost the poor : i ,•

thing that is dearest to a mortal in this world namely ' '

one occasion the French Captain offered him the post of
'

ifhe went with him to Mauritius. The offer was tO( >

the man succumbed to the trap that was him j

tried hard to dissuade him from the stepA 1 f •.

companying the Captain to his ship the Pii. ee .. r ’

. .

not the only man whose services had beer

were about sixty men—some Hindoos and .i-m- vj||p

these men he had some cargo and some '

the ship arrived at Mauritius and ancho-.{; >

harbour, some boats approached it, and

L
*41 /jfsome horses and a part of the cargo. Imagy/e

less men, when the ship again put to sea .

them. The ship again anchored at a por»
^

. < <
' ijn \fcr;

arrived and after examining them, gave eac. a ce|F l<^i. The sailors!

now threw round the neck of each a ring oi, i.h e: «* ." sUtl bid them be
prepared for their sale. At this they begat lo bewail their fate andj.

the ship became a scene of misery and lamentations. It was a Fienchj

island, known among the French by the name of Bourbon. The un-L

happy men, none of whom was more than thirty years of age, werei

brought under the hammer and the subject of our account was knocked

down for 100 rupees. Btfing separated from his country for more than

30 years this Parsec has forgotten his native tongue, while he speaks

French and Arabic with fluency. This miserable man when taken away
to be a slave, was twenty, and the event occurred 34 years ago. Ac-*

cording to his statement, the Island of Bourbon has now come under
the British sway, and hence his liberation. This Pestonji is now
brought lo Bombay. The meeting between this man and his motherj

who had given her son up and who is at present confined to bed,|

beggars all description.”

We have no reason to suppose that Pestonji speaks false. Whether hd

went out as a coachman to the Mauritius may be ascertained froml

his family and friends at Bombay. The rest of his story is vraisemblaniW

till he comes to his release. That is unaccountable. His ignoran^^

notion is that the island of Bourbon passed under the hands of the

British who freed all the men detained in captivity. We hope some

our public men in the West will look into the matter.

NaWab Dilruba Mahal, whom the late king Wajid Ali Shah took tq

wife while he was heir-apparent to the throne of Oudh, died of choleraJ

at her residence in Ekbalpore, near Kidderpore, in the morning ofl

Wednesday the 9th instant. She held a jaf^hir near Lucknow.

The same morning also died, of child-birth, Nazeer Arra Begum, grand.!

daughter of Nawab Ali Nakee Khan, first married to the late Prince^

Faridoon Kadr and after his death to his brother Mirza Jarnjah Ali.j

The child—male—was born on Sunday, and is well.

Continuity of policy is all very well when there is ethnic homogeneity

in the personnel of succession of office. Where there is a break in this,

the rule vanishes. A native succeeding a European, may regard it

proper to make no violent change in the order he finds in vogue. But

a European coining after a native, is not always restrained by similar

scruple from disturbing his predecessors arrangements. The rampant

British Huzzoor might even take a positive delight to make a clean

sweep of all the landmarks of the dark age. Such a discipline it is

now the fortune ol a neighbouring District to experience. The prefec-

ture has changed hands, the Baboo who was in charge h4^g gone

home to marry his children, a European has come in. He is repre-

sented lo be afflicted with a violent antipathy towards all natives,

specially of the true genus “ Baboo.” Such a man would be naturally

disposed to regard Baboo Mohendro as the embodiment of the Baboo

nuisance. He would see the Arch Baboo’s arrangemenfs as well as coun-

trymen sent to a yet hotter place than Bengal. He is a hero, our prefect,

of the typtf of MY. Cook of the Financial Dcparlmenl, and he inaugurat-

ed his entrance into the present office by a raid on the bubble hubbies

—

as formidable a foe to British prestige and imports from the Phillipines

and the West Indies as the historical ^Hqrocious doolies.” He left

twenty of them Aors de combat and routed many more. He is said to

have already become the terror of the poor natives of the Baboo class^

We wonder whether our prefect has a personal grudge against the

class. Had he been actually licked, or only figuratively kicked } Had

any audacious Baboo demanded repayment of a loan, or refused hkn

the pleasure to disable bis tavorite elephant \
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Alter an encounter with a Classical Baboo, in which he came off

lecpnd best, a well-known Magistrate of Allahabad, since retired, went

morning to a Police station where he complained of the inefficien-

the constabulary and the officers, seeing that no Baboos were

ever sent op; The Inspector with joined palms represented to his

,
^Cq^sterial that the Bengalis in the Upper Provinces were

,
picked class—Baboos in fact, that is, gentlemen by birth or

scarcely be expected to furnish work for Police or

'y. He was rebuked for his stupidity. He was reminded

must furnish cases of druul^enness and disturbance and

^;,'.He ventured to submit that the Baboos were wellknown for

of peace. Pjut the Saheb will none of it. C/tord nd sone

^kdkinU He alternately stormed and argued and bullied,

iKBr\r^ *he Police station the prime duty of persecuting

very evening the Police took counsel

\ as to the best way of satisfying the magistrate, and

dded to lie in wait for unwary Baboos, for the purpose of dragging

hepf before the magistrate. But, luckily for them and their meditated

|ildcdins alike, the next day the magistrate himself was promoted to a

i'judgeship in another district. He declined the promotion, but in a few

{days he was compelled to join his new office.

Cannot the new broom of a prefect be promoted to the Andamans—

we mean as Superintendent of the interesting islanders ?

Another batch of Honorary Magistrates for Calcutta has been added

to the list. They arc—Kai Ramshunker Sen Bahadoor, Baboo Obhoy

thunder Dass, Mr. A. D’B. Gomess, Mr. R. D. Mehta, Kumar Kristo

DsiSS Law, Kumar Reshee Case Law, Baboo Sita Nath Roy, Syud

^Tujummool Hossein, Baboo Sreenath Chunder, Baboo Opendronath

Mittra, Baboo Opoorbo Coomar Gangooly, and Baboo Bihari Lai Pal.

;;A strong batch. The first three are retired Deputies, the first two

t'lWell-known for ability and wide experience in the Service. Mr. Mehta

$fe,the Parsee mercantile man, whose public activity is well-known

has lately been appointed on the Port Commission. His worth

^inj^y also be presumed from the persistent detraction of the Indian

^Mrror and its myrmidon of a Parsee badmash, whom he had had the

Vashness to befriend. The Lawlings are, of course, a compliment to

worthy townsman Raja Doorga Charan, and will doubtless prove

chips of the old block. The next name is that of the .Secretary to the

Native Chamber of Commerce, and is a compliment to Hatkhola.

fiThe appointment unfortunately will recall the disgrace of his better-

Jtnown and more energetic brother, who would else have himself got

long since. The next is a political appointment, but surely there

more respectable men in the Mahomedan community than the

and such like whom Government delights to honor. The

jemaining gentlemen are all respectable men and lawyers experienced

! in courts.

The dogs of war are no mere figure of speech, thanks lo the combative-

ness of'Clirislcndom and the development, in these times of progress,

of the bump of deslrucliveness of the Western nations 1 In France,

at any rate, war hounds form a recognised institution in the army.

As yet, they are not used to any bloody purpose. But we all know the

part played by blood-hounds in pursuit of fugitive slaves in the Amc-

rfCan swamps, and, as rival nations stick at nothing in prosecution of

their international enmities, we may well be prepared for a canine

4eparture of Christian warfare. Specially is this lo be feared against

I'ihe despised Heathen. But enough for the day is the evil thereof.

It is a relief to know that just now our noble fellow-creature, the dog,

' Itjmt to no base use. An establishment of dogs is maintained for the

jpeaceful employment of messengers in war. The animals arc trained

\ to carry despatches with celerity. Horsemen also and bicyclists, are

!

^ployed for the same purpose. The other day, the Mi9ister of War

• under his eye a trial at Tours of the relative efficiency and speed

of these several kinds of couriers. All three sets were rdn fofir miles

(6 kilometres) with a despatch. From the first, the dogs left the others

behind, but they proved themselves only dogs in the end, notwithstand-

ing. For, in the course of the race, one of them, seeing a piece of water,

flopped for a drink and his fellow canines seeing it stopped likewise

S«Dd did the same, causing 30 seconds’ delay which enabled the bicyclist

|«o come up and be the first to arrive at destination. The result of

^'laeveral trials, however, showed the superiority of the dogs, whose

') jfiverage time in reaching the goal was 14 minutes less 5 seconds, while

^tbe bicyclists made it at an average of a full quarter of an hour. The

lumbering horse was nowhere,* taking 2i||||niiiutes to do the distance. A
four mile heat is an awful strain for n ^Ibind beast, however. A 2 mile

race was held with the same general ck mpetetive result, the dog still as-

serting his superiority, to the heavier discomfiture of Centaur. The dogs

ran the ground in 7 minu^s, the ^jyclists in 9, and the horsemen in 15.

Early inihe year 1887 Munshi Ncwal Kishore of Lucknow offered a

prize for the best essay on the National Association for Supplying

Female Medical aid to the women of India, comprising its aims and a

resumd of the work done by the Central Committee, and those of the

various branches. The essay was open lo female competition, either

European or Native, .and the one written by Mrs. Knox won the prize.

In a little brochure of 57 pages, Mrs. Knox gives a concise but com-

prehensive account of the institution—its origin, aims, the work done

and its needs. The objects which the association has been formed to

promote are, as is wellknown, to teach and train in India women asr

doctors, hospital assistants, nurses and midwives, to establish under

female superintendence dispenseries and college hospitals for the treat-

ment of women, and lo supply trained female nu;ri^s and midwives for

women and children in hospitals and private'- .buses. It is written,

whatsoever the hand findeth to do, do with thy whole might,

and the philanthrophic President Founder has been heart and soul

in the truly large undertaking which will constitute an imperish-

able monument of her name and fame. It goes without saying that

her benevolent and unwearied exertions to alleviate the sufferings

of Indian women have been attended with success beyond the most

sanguine expectations. The grain of mustard cast into a congenial

soil has already grown into a mighty tree ! Branch associations

and hospitals and dispensaries and training institutions—for nurses and

midwives—hav' /'’y - Bengal, Behar, Burma, Bombay, Berar,

?j[,.’^b, Mysore, Central Provinces and

prophet’s gourd. The asso-

ciation '^>bject, to bring medical

relief and medical knowledge India, and as such a

simple comprehensive account of it, written for women, was a want

which has been partly removed by the pamphlet under notice. Pub-

lic opinion in India is as yet but public ignorance, and it ought to be, as

far as possible, instructed. We would recommend the Central Com-

mittee to have the essay translated into the different Indian verna-

culars and distribute it as copiously and extensively as possible.

There are lluqs in British India as in Native Deccan. A few years

back, an Assistant Secretary
,

«nd a Registrar in the Foreign Depart-

ment attracted notice by the ^ntable possession of property far

in excess of their known tncan^ . On inquiry they were turned out.

One of them who was on leave w’ discovered lurking in Bhopal, in-

triguing with the Bc^um’s id, ex-Nawab Siddiq Masan, and

selling him secret documents. At: now alow European who got into

a cotibiderable office in Calcutta^ I
^ aimply lending himself to the vice

of high officials, has drawn 0., him an unpleasant scrutiny, lie

has within his own jurisdiction be ome the owner of valuable houses.

80,000 a year on / igle ward,

too dirty glaring. But

N. W. Provt" it

RajputanaT ’*

He has been levying black mail of

He will go, of course, the matter \

we demand a public inquiry.

•ar brought a charge
Chowdry .and Sjirat

:
3urt of Dacca. The

We have received tlic following letter

Within the last week one Kamini Khm.
of theft of a document against Baboos Rajan
Chandra Bosu, vakeels, practising in the ^ ,

witnesses named are Babu Puma Chandra .Sub-Judge, Babu
Trailokya N.ilha Bose, M. A., D. L., Mahendra Kumar
Ghosc, M.A

,
H.L., and other very respectable pent

, The Magistrate transferred the case to the file of b' q Chandra Kumar
Datta, Deputy Magistrate, who sat this day (13th) a the residence of

Babu Puma Chandra Shorn, 2nd Sub-Judge, and callea the accused and
some witnesses and Babu Pratap Chandra Dass. There, instead of

holding any enquiry as we were given to understand, to our surprise

the case is said to have been compounded.”

It is staled, on the authority of a telegram from Cashmere, that the

Maharaja of Cashmere has submitted to the Resident two names—

Surajbal and Nilambat Mookerjee—as those of suitable men for the

office of Minister, but Mr. Plowden will have neither. It is a pity

that our native sovereigns do not appoint their own men without refer-

ence to the Residency, but if they do pay the representative of our

Government the compliment to take him into their confidence, it is a

sorry return from him to thwart them in their dearest wishes and

objects. It is no business of Mr. Plowden’s whom the Maharaja
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appoints. We arc sure the * ; will not permit this interference.

Lord Duflferin is too old a ^ to be bewitched by the Plowden

fascination.

REIS & A'A YYET.

SATURDAY, MAY 19, 1888.

THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION—
A DISAPPOINTMENT.

The Report of the Public Service Commission has

elicited little public discussion, to say nothing of en-

thusiasm. It has almost fallen flat upon the Indian

public. And yet is there a subject in which they are

more interested, or more apt to express their interest

by loud agitation } What, then, is the meaning of the

apathy with w’
’

'> the deliverance of the Service Com-
mission has ' ,1 received ? Not that the recom-

mendations ot tiic Commission are not many of them

good, so far as they go. Not that the cause of the

Indian people will not be somewhat advanced, if all

those recommendations were fully adopted and faith-

fully carried out. Many appointments hitherto in the

monopoly of European Covenanted Servants have

been proposed to be thrown open to the natives.

A large number of what are known as the Scheduled

Appointments have been r/*'--- be ex-

cluded from the SU . ii
widen-

ing the area ;*' ,‘;^^j^;^^jj*;'„>5pirants.

Indeed, the .
" of

the CovenantwH'^, ' ic: 1/ ' 1 roken,

apparently as -V - . . 2 the

traditionary c'i'-’ '..iuie brahmans
in India, and pave the way for placing the public ser-

vice on a more equal and equitable basis, as regards

the claims of natives and foreigners. An Imperial .Ser-

vice will replace the Covenanted Service, though it

will still be recruited, like the latter, by competition

in England. The number n •’ppointments, however,

in the Imperial Service wi? educed, with the ob-

ject of widening the Pre ! J Service for more

adequately meeting native ) ,'.nds. The multiplica-

tion of openings to nativf >it and ambition is like-

wise proposed to be ^..ted by other means.

The vexed question of th'. ’.'ge of Districts has been

decided in favor of n il,’, •. All the chiefships of

Dep'' ts and other 'r
/
offices excepted, the next

supc '

’s hithertc > only to members of the

Civil o /
'

i.re rcc®- led to be brought with-

in reach v • '•y>ng ; officers. If, in regard

to the Imp*.
I

lljVLx .petition, the Commission
has not seen ' V//V recommend a simultaneous
examination '

. ,^i|t3d in India, it has done the

next best thi’.' |[f|^rming the Indian prayer for

raising the iPVindidates at the London com-
petition. T ‘

'..riii’'jf;imc of the important achieve

ments of tl >1- Service Commission for which
it deserves ’ v, t praise. Nevertheless, there

has been h . .. exprc.s.sion of satisfaction on
the part of the iidiivv- press with its work now that

its Report has been published about three months.
Does not this look like an anomaly ?

The truth is, that the Repoh, favorable to Indian
interests as it is in several respects, is a disappoint-
ment on fundamentals. Whatever of satisfaction

might naturally be felt at some parts of the Report, is

obviously checked by the reflection that the final

decision of the matters at issue is yet far off.

Above all, the findings of the Commission on im-
portant questions of principle are very far from

satisfactory. The country had indulged much hi'/r •;

hopes : it had certainly some reason to expect r ’

than it has got. A body constituted on so wide.a fei'
composed of great lieutenants of the VL/.ft)/, fiv"

officers of state, and representatives of ail - ;

races, and interests concerned—a vet!jj^'^>;^df?
'

.

Parliament, as it were, with ample

ciding once for all on great issues, m'’nt''|p^|^^,

than produce a mere compromise—mert i^

final solution indefinitely. The Govern

t

could to give the Commission a thoroughly (‘“jIS

tive character as well as weight and influe

nately, however, the Gove-* i

" '

where to find the best men. W
allusions, we cannot but place - ittcoi,

ate opinion that if there were men all

native interests—men not merely hold!’- i

official or non-official positions whom I"!*

knew, but those really able to hold thcii own agai r '

powerful European colleagues and clearly and forcib-

.

to present the real Indian view of the subject, fO'

decision of the Commission on some of the more

portant points might well take a different turi’

Talking of the personml of the Commission, we maj

as well add, without mincing matters, that it

blunder to have consigned the presidency of a bo.i^

that was to adjudicate between Old and New India

-

between the conservative feelings on the one h. •

of ancient families and great races that h:

not taken kindly to an alien system and to alien way >

but whose influence, nevertheless, it is desirableji,

retain in the administration, and on the other, t^
radical aspirations of newly risen communities a||

classes—to a man like Sir Charles Aitchison, wrap

whatever his sympathies for the people of the coini

try, was hoplessly handicapped by his perso na

antecedents or rather accidents for the great > /

assigned to him. Nor was the vice-presidency .

Sir Charles Turner a happier hit. We yield to n< .

in our appreciation of the great services of -Si-

Charles Aitchison or of the learning and experienc(

the former Chief Justice of Madras. They are b^u

men of liberal views and of kindly sentiments towa»4t

the people. But a broader statesmanship than ; u'

admirers of these personages will claim for the.
',

was needed for the delicate duty of striking a ju

balance between the claims of those rival class'-

in this country.

It is nothing short of a calamity to the count;

that it is no longer reserved to us even to rega

the question of a simultaneous Civil Serv:

competition in India as an open one. But h<

summarily is this question of questions dispos

of in the Commission’s report! There is

even an allusion in it to the nation’s demand
an Indian competition, made as a mattef*of rigl,

and recommended by every consideration of politRrii

expediency as well as social justice. This aemftlv:

has been repeated times without number ever sinui

the Home Government, in deference to the Engli^
public, threw open the competition in 1853 to ^
natural-born subjects of Her Majesty. In def(?|

ence to the English public, we say, because th|

benefits of open competition could not in the th^
stage of Indian education be imagined as likely 8
fall within the grasp of Her Majesty’s Indian sutyecl||

The injustice of the principle, however, of confinin:j

the examination in England, did not fail to attra< -

attention even then, and Indian politicians were ni

slow to claim that it should be removed by providin

another examination in this country.
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as reducing the marks
Such arc some of the

question, at any rate

Jndeed, the history of this controversy is one which

I
reflects great discredit on the English Government.
The demand for a fair competition in India is as na-

tural as it is just. The compulsory denationalization

of Indians which has been the consequence of the pre

sent state of the law has been a source of infinite evil

.If on their return, they were received into their former
'.^iety, as they might if on their own part they showed
«|^ial desire of being so received, the thing would
^ve been different by this time. As it is, there is

£50 -understanding between the two classes, and the in-
“ juence exercised by Indian officers thus formed into a

f^inct and despised community by themselves, can

A good of the country. The experience
Uo existiri^ system should by this have suggestet

Its abandonment. But that is not to be. Not only
was the old demand for an examination in India

left unheeded, but since the advance of English

education in India led a few enterprising Indian
students to compete on equal terms with their

English fellow-subjects, the administrations at I lome
set about how they might frustrate the ambition of

these Eastern interlopers, without disturbing the

Statute of 1853. They hit upon the device of low
ering the age of candidates, which accordingly was
reduced successively from 23 to 22, from 22 to 21,

and from 21 to 19, as well

assigned to Oriental classics,

incidents of the Civil Service

as viewed by men in this country, whom they have
injuriously affected. What might be the political ob-

jects of the English Government in so jealously ex-

cluding the Indian people from a fair and unrestricted

participation in the Civil Service of their own country,

must be best known to itself. It is a record of

national selfishness over which one would rather like

to draw a veil. Viewed in the light of this record, the

refusal of the present Commission even so much as

to fairly argue the question of another examination

being provided for in India, cannot but look suspi-

cious. This question is scarcely touched in the follow

ing passage in the Report which simply expresses

the determination of the Commission that the com
petition shall continue as hitherto in England only.

“ On a review of all the evidence before it, the Commission has come
to the conclusion that, hn the present circumstances of the country,

the claims of Nntives of India to higher and more extensive employ-
ment in the public service and the admission of competent Natives of

each Province of India to a due proportion of the posts heretofore

reserved for the Covenanted Civil Service, can be best provided for by
reducing the strength of the Covenanted Civil Service and trans-

ferring a corresponding number of appointments to a local service to

be separately recruited in each Province of India. Under this arrange-

ment the Covenanted Civil Service, reduced to a corps and its

numbers limited to what is necessary to fill the chief admmisirativc

appointments of the Government and such a number of the smaller

appointments as will ensure a complete course of training for junior

Civilians,” will continue^ as hitherto^ to be recruited by open competition

in Enj^tand only, under similar standards and conditions of its own,

while the Provincial Service, recruited under different methods adapted

to local circumstances, will secure a fair representation of the various

races of India in the administration of the country. It is an essential

feature of this scheme that the competition in England be open unre-

servedly to Natives as well as to Europeans, that Europeans resident

in India who satisfy the prescribed preliminary conditions be eligible

equally with Natives for the Provincial Service, and that the conditions

of each service respectively be the same for all who enter it to whatever

nationality they may belong.” ,

The italics are ours. Scant regard ha'» thus

been shown to true native feeling on th^ subject.

Whatever may be the strength of the agitation

which has been got up in this country on the subject

of age limitations, it probably originated at the

bidding of people who were training youth for the

examination, and afterwards spread to the more

educated classes. To these, however, it was strictly

confined, the people of the country at large feeling

little or no interest in it. The feeling of the people

.
^-.7

on the subjT?.c of a forced to a foreign land, for

the purposes of this comi ^tion, was strong as it was
all but universal. A fev' Indians returned from Eng-

land, it is true, have been spreading a contrary feeling,

but it is still confined to a small section only. The
genuine Indian sentiment is what we have shown it to

be. But it has been disregarded.

It* is no wonder, however, that the Report before

us shows no gleam of a bold statesmanship—such

statesmanship, for instance, as was displayed by a

much abused former Viceroy who instituted the

Statutory Civil Service. That was a bold great

measure, conceived in a spirit of broad sympathy

for the claims of classes which have been continually

depressed under British rule. The present Com-
mission wants to give the quietus to this bantling

of Lord Lytton’s brain on the ground that it is con-

demned by people in general, and that it has failed

to realize expectations. That it has enemies

among the radical classes, is o. y natural, while as to

its failure, that is more the blarti6 of the Governments

which went on making nominations from sons and

relatives of their artistocratic pets who were bound to

fail, than of the Statute.

PRE-BRITISH INDIA.
VIII.

IIUMAYUN.
Humayun was not seated long on the musnud, when his

peacf' V??.^by the tumult of war. He proceeded

'I^Btndelcund, and laid siege to this place.

Y l^mplish his purpose, he was disturbed

I ^ in Jounpore, headed by two
Atgaan chiefs. appeared on the scene, and
defeated and diS|^yyr,/ .l\^f 'i;®bels. But he was immediately

called to proceed ‘againsClali hill fort of Chunar, which had
been seized and was then held by his future rival, Shir

Khan, who submitted, on condition of returning the fort,

and Humayun returned to Agra. This incident was for

him the cloud no bigger than a man's hand
;
soon the .sky

would be laden with heavy clouds portending a great storm.

Humayun next came into collision with Bahadur Shah,
King of Gujerat. A brother-in-law of Humayun’s had
plotted against hi life and Government. On tJie discovery

of his plot, he flct '•d took refuge with Bahadur Shah, who
refused to give f ft up on Humayun's demand. The
Gujerati King, h- wer, took the initiative, though he
refrained from opc z declaring war. He supplied a dis-

contented Mussalm )noblc, Ala-ud-din, liberally with money,
which enabled him ^ a very short lime, to collect a large

army, which made gra its point of attack. This large,

I
hastily collected lo be was, however, speedily dispersed,

and Humayun, burni ig under the .sense of Jhc injury he had
received, marched fre ’..Agra op Gujer''1r"yHe arrived there

at a mo.st fortunate t’ '‘or himself, ’fte found his enemy
at war with the Rana%.... ilcywar, '".^a occupied in besieging

Chittoor. 1 Ic lost this upportuf>* , by permitting himself to

be swayed by the rcmonstraacti.|||i)f the Gujerat King, who
protested against the im^ Ifcf attacking a Mussulman
prince while engaged in war ^ infidels. Some say, that

he was influenced by his o;* jS^ry habits, which retarded

his march until the place ' and Bahadur Shah had
time to be prepared to m^et h> , irii an entranched camp.
Humayun environed his camp a.

^
cut off supplies. Baha-

dur seeing he would be forced by |imine to surrender, fled

at night, almost alone, leaving his '^rmy to its fate. The
army quickly dispersed. Much valuable time was lost in

these undertakings. Humayun, to retrieve therefore in some
measure his error, led the pursuit in person with a light

detachment, until Bahadur Shah finally took refuge in:

Diu—the mo.st remote part of the peninsula of Gujerat*

Having failed in his object, Humayun proceeded to occupy

the settled parts of Gujerat, apd the dpen country soon

submitted. Next the hill-fort of Champanir was stormed)

and Humayun displayed singular courage on this occasion^

The army was directed to make an attack on one of th^i

gates of the fort, to draw off the attention of the defend*!

ers, while a select band of 300 volunteers escaladed thi
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almost perpendicu ;scaladc iccomplished
successfuly, with L. 1 spikes fixed into the rock.

Humayun was ampn^, j hundred.

At this period, Shir Ku * iin appeared in the field with
a chosen body of troops, ana aic intellif^cncc of his revolt

compelled Humayun to leave Gujerat and set ofif for Agra.

He left Mirza Askari, his brother, in charge of his new con-

quest. Scarcely had Humayun left, when intrigues ensued,

with the avowed object of raising Mirza Askari tb the

throne. These intrigues produccci dissensions among the

officers and men, resulting in general di.sorder. Bahadur
Shah having intormalion of the state of affairs was soon

actively hostile
;
and the invaders gave up Gujerat almost

without a struggle, and also withdrew from Malwa which
was not even threatened.

Humayun did not remain long in his capital before he set

out against Shir Khan. This remarkable man was the son

of a jagirdar of Saseram in Bchar, and had risen by his own
. ability, from the position of a private soldier in the employ
of the Governor of Jounpore, to be master of Behar

;
he also

held possession of the fort of Chunar, and the still more
important fortress of l^>il’.tas. Shir Khan, however, did not
rest content with so ^

i change in his fortnnes, but was
impelled by his rcstlc ’ jition to invade Bengal

;
and he

had laid siege to Goiir, ..le Capital of the King of Bengal,

when Humayun marched from Agra against him, fully re-

cognising the advantage of attacking him while thus em-
barrassed, and had reached Chunar at the head of a power-
ful army, without meeting with the slightest opposition.

Shir Khan was not ignorant of the danger of his position,

but he was equal to the emergency, and laid his plains with
much foresight. He threw a strong garrison into Chunar,

with instructions to make an obstinate defence and ictard

the advance of Humayun. He also tpqk . ; . o) f hi-

defile of Sickragalli, where he n il !

under command of his son, ' -V '

,

“

his plan to cope at this s

superior force of Humayu?"
.

... v '

the hilly tract to the soyi" ' .•
^

Rohtas his family and al!
.

•
’

’ ihc check
which Humayun received be

*
' l unar gave him time to

reduce Gour, and also to obta iiecisivc victory in battle.

The occupation of the defile of Sickragalli as a second ob-

struction to the march of Humayun, was decided on, be-

cause he yet wanted time to remove to Rohtas the treasures

and stores captured at Gour, and to < ‘ pcs.'je suitably of the

open country.
. ^

•

Humayun immediately invested -(v’t'' id tried every

possible means to reduce it, but hu ^ rs failed, and
several months were spent in th^ ' .fore the gar-

rison surrendered. On becoming ) >{ the fort, he

issued a horribly cruel order. nded that the

right hands of the gunners, ^ ten, should be

cut off, in revenge for the lo.* V lad inflicted on
him. After the capture of imayuri pushed

his march along the banks .. Ganges, till he
approached thp j^s' of Sickrr Hr :n lie sent on an
advance gua*d a/ 'losscssior

y - /found it already

occupied by '
- 'V . ’s *.son . .eked and repulsed

them with col^ . "s. hastened on with

the main body a
.

^
^r i^t was agreeably

j

surprised to find thv r- ^'d, ana ttic road open to the

Capital of Bengal, aiW . ossession of Gour^thout
any opposition. But v by this time attained

their height : the Delta o|[ A^es was one vast sheet of
water, and in the count<'}‘‘dA> ^ the reach of inundation

every brook and charJ. .jv-ollcn into an impassable

flood. It was imnr ? carry on military operations

in Bengal, and scai . Jn * .1 nrficult to keep up a communi-
cation with Upper InOA The army lay in forced inactivity

for several months, durliig which time the soldiers became
demoralized through depression, in consequence of the moist

atnd sultry clirnale, and their numbers were thinned by the

sickly season that follows the rains. No sooner were the

roads open, than they began to desert Sn large numbers
;

and Prince Hindal, who had been stationed in North Behar,

inarched off with iiis men, even before the rains had ceased.

IX.

This was just the opportunity Shir Khan -had looked for-

yratd to. He now issued quickly from his retreat, took pos-

session of Bchar and Benares, recovered Chunar, laid siege
to Jounpore, and pushed his detachment up the Ganges as
far as Canouj. Thus, when the season for military opera-

.

tions commenced, Humayun found his communications with
his capital intercepted, and the only alternative left .

trust his new conquest to the charge of a weak garrii . t

endeavour to force his way to Agra with the rest of ^ n,'
;

duced army. Unfortunately, he hesitated for a lon^^^yind ^

before he adopted this decided measure, and the dry
was half over before he began his retreat. He sent a
advance guard, under the command of Khani Khanam y
one of Baber’s principal generals, and himself ff)llowedSj|SiflAv::
the remainder of the troop.s. His advance guard hadl^^lPf
cd Monghyr, when it was surprised andUdcfaiKA by
tachment sent out by Shir Khan, who a. v " ^
prising as he had before been cautious. f' /J

If Humayun had not before had sufh ^

extricating himself from his present pr.5’*.: .

daily becoming more perilous, the intelligciict: he rectal
from Agra must have acted as a spur. His brother Hill^al
had, after deserting his po.st at Behar, reached Agra only to,

begin collecting adherents, and, being afterwards joined byl

the numerous fugitives from Bengal, he went into open
rebellion. Humayun’s ministers at this juncture applied
on behalf of their masrer to Prince Camran, who immediate-
ly set out from Cabul, with the professed intention of sup-

porting Humayun’s interests, but in reality to be at hand
to profit by any advantageous opportunity. Humayun
therefore pushed on with his weakened force, and had passed
Buxar, when he found that Shir Shah was intercepting his

retreat. This able chief had raised the siege of Jounpore and ,

had marched thirty-five miles on that day to accomplish his

purpose. After such a march, Shir’s troops could not have ^

withstood a vigorous assault, and Humayun was strongly *

urged to attack him at once, before his troops had time to •

refresh themselves. Here the weaknc.ss of his disposition

again became apparent, he hesitated, and deemed the course
’

'

00 hazardous to be adopted at once. The next day, Shir i

Shah was found to have intrenched himself in such a manner
^

that he could not be passed nor attacked with any prospect
of success. Humayun therefore could do nothing else than *

intrench in his turn. He soon began to collect boats and
form a bridge acro.ss the Ganges, so as to pursue his retreat •

along the opposite bank. Nearly two months were spent on
this work, and yet Shir Khan made no sign of opposition.
The bridge was nearly complete, and Humayun was compla-
cently looking forward to a speedy extrication from his diffi-

cult position, when Shir Shah showed his hand. For this as-
tute leader every day’s delay was *an advantage, he therefore
placidly witnessed his adversary’s endeavours to escape, but
when he saw the bridge of boats nearly finished, he sudden-
ly left his camp one day, leaving it, however, occupied by a
sufficient force to conceal his movements, made a hasty and
secret march at the head <>f his best troops, and at night
found himself behind Humayun’s camp. He divided his

men into three columns, and at dawn completely surprised
the camp of his foe. Humayun had just time to leap on
horseback, and then he desired to make an effort against
the enemy, when one of his principal officers seized his reins,

and compelled him to make his way to the river-side.

The bridge was not ready, and as Humayun had not a
moment for deliberation, he plunged into the Ganges. His
horse became exhausted and sank in the stream before he
reached the opposite bank, and he must have been drowned,
but at this critical moment he was rescued by a watcr-^rier
who happened to be crossing the river on an inflated mussuJt,

and on which he was able to support the king’s weight as
well as his own. Thus rescued, Humayun pursued his flight

with a very small retinue, to Calpi, and thence proceeded to
Agra. Almost the whole of his army had been cut off by the
enemy or drowned in the river. Humayun’s queen, despite
his officers* efforts to save her, was surrounded, and fell into
the hands bf the enemy. Shir Shah, with becoming magna-
nimity, treated her with scrupulous delicacy and attention,
and restored her to her husband on the first opportunity.

Humayun’s presence, discomfited as he was, was of essential

importance at Agra. His arrival put a stop to the plans of
Hindal and Camran. He pardoned Hindal at the interces-

sion of Camran ;
and the three brothers united their exer-

tion’s to arrest the progress of the common enemy.

James H, Linton.
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LEl'TER TO THEf EDITOR.

A VINDICATION.
Surely the time is out of joint, when a man, who has attained the

fhrcc score years and ten of the Psalmist, can so easily be procured
to blow up the sins of an unscrupulous autocrat by the bellows of

flattery. Man did I say ?—God made him and therefore let him
® But then he is a fool—an arrant fool, with brass

.Ogh in his head to make a tea-kettle ! But fool or no fool, he
: vv** 5^ qualifications of a critic enough and to spare !

critics all arc ready made.

Take hackney’d jokes from Miller, got by rote.

With just enough of learning to misquote
;

A mliv^.wcll skill’d to find or forge a fault ;

• # • • •

V Fear not to lie, ’twill seem a sharper hit ;

Shrink not from blasphemy, ’twill pass for wit

;

Care not for feeling—pass your proper jest.

And stand a critic, hated yet caress’d.

Though his way of fife

Is fall’n into the scar, the yellow leaf

;

And that which should accompany old age,

^ As honor, love, obedience, troops of friends.

He must not look to have ; but, in their stead.

Curses, not loud, but deep, mouth-honor, breath.

Sir Fool is not altogether friendless, for he alone is friendless who
cannot find a friend sincere enough to tell him disagreeable truths.

A drowning man catches at a straw, and it is not strange that Sir
j

Fool should seek to demolish me by charging on me the atrocious

crime of being a young man. But he ought to know that beard
was never the true standard of brains and that

We live in deeds, not years, in thoughts, not breaths,

In feelings, not in figures on a dial.

We should connt time by heart-throbs. He most lives.

Who thinks most, feels the noblest, acts the best.

Gray hairs should be respected, to be sure. I for one do not
demur to the privilege which age always brings—the privilege of
being insolent and supercilious without punishment. But surely the

man whose age has only added obstinacy to stupidity does not de-

serve chat his gray hairs should secure him from insult.

All seems infected that th’ infected spy.

As all looks yellow to the jaundic’d eye.

What wonder then that Sir Fool should light upon as many mis-

takes in my letter as there are words in it, nay more ! Perhaps he
docs not mean what he says, or why docs he not quote chapter and
verse ? But Sir Fool is not after all so ill-furnished in the upper

story as to make himself the laughing stock of the whole world,

if he is not already such, by an attempt at discovering (to use a

Bengalicism) an equine egg. But granting for the sake of argument
that I have made one or two slips of the pen—and it is not strange

seeing that good Homer sometimes nods—what do they signify?

Does not Sir Fool know that “ the toad, though ugly, wears yet a

precious jewel in his head ?” 1 can’t for the life of me understand

how any grammatical inaccuracy that may have crept in my letter

can prove that Surrender Not is not the “ author of such a book

of follies, that it would need the tears of all the angels to blot the

records out.”

If possession of little knowledge be a sin— I confess I am sinner

enough. I have this‘consolation, though, that I have sinned in good
company. But then I know that I know nothing and consequently

little knowledge is no dangerous thing so far as I am concerned,

while Sir Fool docs not know that he knows nothing. «

Holloways -Pure Blood.—When the Blood is pure, its cir-

culation calm and equable, and the nerves well strung, we arc well.

These Pills possess a marvellous power in securing ihcie essentials of

health by purifying, regulating, and strengthening the fluids and solids.

Holloway’s Pills can be confidently recommended to all persons

suffering from disordered digestion, or worried by nervous fancies, or

neuralgic pains. They correct acidity and heart-burn, dispel sick

headache, quicken the action of the liver, and act as alteratives and

gentle aperients. The weak and delicate may take them without fear.

Holloway’s Fills are eminently serviceable to invalids of irritable con-

stitution, as they raise the action of every organ to its natural standard,

and universally exercise a calming and sedative influence. I

As to the aptness of the quo Jions from Shakespeare, a “ book-
ful blockhead ignorantly read ” can be no better judge thereof

than swine of pearls.

The Devil hath power to assume a pleasing shape, nay, he can, if

necessary, cite Scripture for liib purpose. But however he may
disguise himself, he can never conceal his cloven feet. Sir Fool
has spared no pains to conceal his identity under the borrowed
feath'ers of Sir W. Scottf Dryden, Burn.s, Wordsworth, Churchill,

Pope, Byron, and Mrs. Beecher Stowe ; but there is not, it would
seem, much love lost between him and Dame Grammar, his protesta-

tion to the contrary notwithstanding, and orthography has .betrayed

him. Alter all, it is the gentleman for whom motley’s the only wear,

and not myself, that has to learn to spell. “ Unwcdgeablc ” should
be spelt as I have spelt it and not as he has done. I'uie Measure for

Measure, Act 2 Sc. 2 and Schmidt’s Shakespeare’s Lexicon. But why
go so far, he may refer to his great grandson, if he is not of

course a chip of the old block—and he will tell him :

—

Listen, O revered great grandsire • to the law of language. When
final e is preceded by soft, the e is retained before able and gus^

as changeable, damageable, marriageable, unwcdgeablc.
The last, but by no means the least, barge against me is that

I have pressed into service “ cart-loads t bsolctc and vulgar words
and phrases.” Sir Fool is a veritable S. j. .'jyr'.cic and as such ortho-

doxy is his doxy and heterodoxy anothc ah’s doxy. Cart-loads in-

deed ! but pray is it a Lilliputian cart, a ca/t which no mortal can see

with the naked eye, no not even with the aid of a microscope ! But
the readers of Reis arc too old birds to be caught with chaff. They
know the Persian saying :

—‘‘Though the bat may refuse to fly in

the light, that docs not diminish the splendour of the luminary.”
Sir Fool is nothing if not logical, and his logic is, you know,

irresistible. Surendra Nath is a true man, an excellent man and
one whom we ought to wear in our heart’s core, aye, in our heart

of hearts ! and why ? Because forsooth, “ A blunt man’s ” English

is not Her Majesty’s English ! But, Sir Fool, if Galileo had said

“still it r<-
.

'’^1“ still it moves,” would the earth have

Si>|.' ik: ^/;|nti-Surrcnder-Not-ian, but one may
as w^/.^^iieve a'‘ jman\..|-''^ • v • ‘b

Yoii'^Htc a letter two columns in exposing the

bad English of ‘One whp ;*
'^'V / udacity to strike off the false

patriot’s mask, you wouW'iiavv itini hanged, drawn, and quartered,
and a Surrender-Not-ian and you arc “many miles asunder !

” But
pray. Sir Fool, why arc you ashamed to be known as a Surrender-
Not-ian, though Surrender-Not-ian you arc to the backbone ! Verily,

hypocrisy is the homage that vice pays to virtue !

I shall be the last person not to give credit where credit is due.
Sir Fool is, I must s wise in his generation. It is well to be in the
good books of SureiiQ 1 ’'i\for who knows that we shall not

j.an'^cca for all the ills that flesh is heir
' .*'1 form of Governmci.t, and that

erelong be blessed with

to, in the shape of a 'I

Surrender Not the Gre
public of United India

in the Presidentship, st

to ingratiate himself int

him the why and where
you a reason on compul. t

berries, I should give no
any regard for truth, he r

who set one candle befort

(whom the form^Jr was trampling under feet)

ing such honor to Satan, naively said*:—“ V.;

quite uncertain which place I shall go

t be the first President of the Ro-
m if he should fail to be installed

1 ought to leave no means untried
grace. And should anybody ask

he might say, like FalstafF, “Give
‘ reasons were plentiful as black-
* on on compulsion.” Or if he has

vhat the old w'^maadn the story,

and anoth ,r- j the Devil,
' ked for pay-

ar honor, it is

ace I

not blame a poor woman^||^sccurin'
A fool’s bok ifrsoon spent, but

already bceiifehausted, we shall

dire sins have the readers of Re/s k •.

once more inflict on thfim his t

<

'y .fid sure you will

-.‘ach.”

' resources have not

. \4t Philippi ; but what
* that Sir Fool should

msense ?

^ G A SPADE A SPAD^.

MONGHY

^

^ jth Afay, 1S88.

The people of Monghyr are now in a pleasurable mood for the
Barwarce Pcojob arrangement which is now in full swing and expected
to come off by the latter end of current month. They not only in-
dulge in fun or tamnsha alone, but arc seen to divert their mind and
thought to a somewhat nobler cause, which is well worth mention-
ing. The other day there was a meeting in Monghyr Zillah School
convened by the well-to-do public and educated classes, headed by
the District Magistrate, for discussing the project of a “ National
Orphanage ” to be established there, and certain resolutions were
passed and carried.

The “ Baylcy Reservoir ” close to the Hill here, constructed last

year, for which the East Indian Railway Company had to spend a
large f m, is gonf down very low, the water receding about
an inq - two daily. I think a further outlay will have to be made
shortl
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The European gentry of place arc contemplating to

have a meat Market of their own in the heart of this station after

the fashion of Calcutta. The scheme might be feasible to some

extent, as regards fresh food and meat See., but the question

is whether the said market will be a paying one or not, and suit one

and all simultaneously.

The Service Commission from Government, consisting of Deputy

Comptroller, with a requisite staff both Ejiropean and native arc’‘here,

ovcr«hauling the Accounts of the Railway Audit Branch offices at

this station. It is said they will stop here for sometime and scruti-

nize the accounts in all other offices of the Railway, such as Loco-

motive, Traffic, See. The object of this imperial inspection is not

yet given out.

The rate-payers of this place (natives of course,) are on the alert

for the intended imposition of enhanced taxes for the clearing of

vats or cesspools by the municipality. Lhis subject has been en-

gaging the attention of the general public.

We have been suffering unbearable heat of the weather for the

last week and unless we have some rain soon I am afraid the people

will be dying like sheep.

There is a general cry for water. Opthalmia the season s disease,

has made its appearance./ Is or ,3 eases of insanity amongst Eu-— —:::

ropcan patients here, have come to my notice* All this is attributable

to the extreme heat of the weather, I presume.

HOLLOWAY'S PI[IS£ OINTMENT

THE PILLS

Purify the Blood, correct all Disorders of the

LIVER, STOMACH, KIDNEYS AND BOW
They invigorate and restore to health Debilitated Conslitutii

are invaluable in all Complaints' incidental to Females of a

For children and the aged they are priceless.

THE OINTMENT
Is an infallible remedy for Bad Legs, Bad Breasts, Old WounB
Sores and Ulcers. It is famous for Gout and Rheumatism,

disorders of the Chest it has no cqiri'

For Sore Throats, Bronchitis, Ooughs, Colds,

Glandular Swellings and all Skin Diseases, it has no rival ; and for

contracted and stiff joints it acts like a charm.

Manufactured only at Professor Holloway’s Establishment

OXFORD STREET (late 633, Oxford St.,) LONDON,
j

EMERALD THEATRE
BEADON STREET.

Manager, Babu G. C. Ghose.

Saturday—the i^th May, iSb8

at p P. M.

By special request,

That successful drama of Babu G. C. Ghose,

One of his bappU .

Dufferin Memorial Fund.

have been re-The following subscriptions

ceived :

—

Amount already advertised...

Rajah Mohendra Lall Khan

Rajah Rameshwar Sing Bahadoor

Mqonshi R/.'v'bee

,

'

^ 'ersad Singh

• s, -tugucse Mission
'

• . -

Next day—Sunda^

at Candle i

For the gentlemen and ladic^ ; . . v • .

for one night i

that ever amusing brilliant work of

Baboo Bunkim Chundra Chatterjea,

MRINALINY.
Girijaya ... ...Mrs, Sookumary Dutt.

(her own role)

To be followed by

Total

Rs.

... 57,705

... 500

... 100

... 25

50

in

SO

... 58,430

that successful society play J

Scientific BaboH
The book “ Scientific Baboo” is to • id at

the box office, price 4 annas. .

M. L. SUR, Asst. Mat r.

ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA, ENGLANft.

ST. PETELiji^LLEGE FOR BOYS.
• University raastei\^specially suitable for

Indian Children. Indi

pectus, address Prlncipi

References. ForPros-

Furthcr subscriptions arc invited and will be

duly acknowledged in the papers.

PEARY MOHUN MOOKERJEE,

amir ALI,

S. E. J,
CLARKE,

Honorary Secretaries.

Calcutta, 17th May, 1888.

Griha-Chikitsha.
A complete and large treatise on Homoeo-

pathic Domestic Medicines with some tried

native drags for certain serious diseases, by

Khetter Nauth Chatterjee Bahadoor
Rai

in Bengalee

Uo. postage ° 3 °

Ub. abridged in Hindee * 00
Apply to Author at Chinsurah or to People s

Press, No. 78 College Street, Calcutta.

THAMS

Bemoves and prevents ail SUNBURN, REDNESS, ^
RENDERS the SKIN DELICATELY SOFT .

It entuply prevents it 'lrom becoaolng DRY and WRINKLED, aniTpRLSER^B the

COMn^XION from tbs ocorchlng effeett of the SDN

.Sm wepamUon. The IRRITATION caused b, the mM and BTINop of to

wonderluUy allayed by its une. For importing that eott velvety teeling to the akin, this

deUghtfnl preparaUo' has no equal! Sold by all ChoraiiitB.

® Sole Maker# M. BREIHAM dk

"^ScKttTaG^TS : S & CO.

I
NTENDING PILGRIMS TO MECCA,}

1888, should book their passages early by
j

Messrs. Cook and Son’s Chartered Steamers,

leaving Bombay, June 20, July 3, July 15.

Through Rail and Steamer fares from Calcutta

to Jeddah—Rs. 172-8*0, ist class ; Rs. 96-8*0

poop and 2nd Rail; 3rd class, Rs. 48-11-0,

including landing charges at Jeddah. Return

Tickets : Calcutta and Jeddah, Rs. 315, Rs. 173,

and Rs. 87-6-0, respectively. Reference kindly

permitted to Nawab Abdool Lutcef Baha-

door, C.I.E., 16, Toltallah Lane, Calcutta.

For tickets, apply to Thos. Cook and Son, ii,

Old Court House Street, Calcutta. See also|.,.

Programme in Urdu, Bengali, and Persian.'

Drafts issued also on Jeddah.

Thos. Cook and Son, Calcutta, also issue

Through Tickets to England with the Mails.*'

Sleeping Car Tickets Brindisi Calais, and Pas-

sage Tickets by all lines of Steamers starting

from Calcutta, or any principal station in India.

Address-THOS. COOK & SON,
Calcutta, 1 1, Old Court House Street.

J^rtce by post 8j< anne^.

ASRUKANA
A Collection of poems in Bengali by

Srimati GIRINDRAMOHINY DASSY
(Author of Kabitahar, Bharat Kusum.)

Asrukana is a collection of poetical pieces of
singular pathos and beauty of expression * *

It is a scries of mournful songs that the
reader is here presented with and they must
touch a sympathetic cord in every heart that

can feel. There is a singular a[)propriateness

in the title of the work, and in its pious dedi-:

cation to the memory of the husband of the;

fair writer,—The Indian Nation. '

The authoress is not unknown ^Bengali!
readers. She has already publisHfS two or’

three poems by which she is favourably known,!

but between these poems and this is a differ-',

ence that hardly admits of being measured.

This is poetry in life
* #

We have read Srimati Girindra Mohiny’sl

poems in a reverential spirit. The poems are]

all of a lyrical description. The lyre is soft,i

sweet and tender, but awfully strong.
*

The tone of the poems is inexpressibly!

gentle, inexpressibly pure, and inexpressibly

tender and affectionate. It is the tone ofa^

world mother.
j

# #

Bengal should be proud of this poem—
Calcutta Review.

Apply at the Bee Press,

1, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Calcutta.
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4IIFAUIBLE SPECIFIC FOR

LEUCORRHe.
A week’s use of this medicine not only cures

wcucorrhcea—the characteristic white, green

ind bloody discharge—but also removes the
‘

'loncomitant intense menstrual pains, and nil

various complaints and symptoms inci-

fiental to menstrual difficulties and green sick-

; ^less, and prepares the system for conception.

,
I^rice: for a week’s consumption, Rs. 2,

)jicking and postage 4 annas.

'There are capital medicines besides— for

lifcs, all the 20 kinds of flux—such as sper-

hktorrhoea, diabetes, &c.—diarrha:a, rheu-

Jtatism, puerperal complaints, cataract of

the eye, nacra, asthma, &c.
[Certiftcaie.']

“I have known liabu Rajendra Nath (ihoshal

,kubiraj for upwards of 15 years, and I can bear

ample testimony to the wonderful efficacy of

his medicine in the treatment ofdiseases of the

./womb. While Assistant Surgeon of Monghyr

land subsequently, I have known him to cure

ithe most obstinate cases of uterine Leucorr-

hcea and other uterine derangements, organic

and functional. I can safely call his medicine

‘the Specific for Leucorrhcea and painful

menstruation. Ladies who have been subject

to these diseases for years and were barren

•have been cured and borne children.

;
Womesh Chunder Roy, L. M. S., Medical

/practitioner, Bhagalpur. 30th October, 1886.”

• Apply to

RAJENDRANATH GHOSAL, Kabiraj,

Topkhana Bazar.

Monghyr.

The Mahanirvana Tantram with the com-

mentary of Harihorananda Bharati, the

spiritual preceptor of the late Raja Ram Mo-

hun Roy, accompanied by a translation and

copious explanatory notes' by the venerable

Pundit Jagonmohun Tarkalankar
;
edited by

Babu Krishna Gopal Bhakta, M. A. .S. B.,

Editor of the 2nd impression of the late Sir

Radha Kanto’s Sabda Kalpadruma, the Ra-

mayana, etc., etc. Issuing in parts of six form-

demy 12 mo. each, from April last. To be

completed in about 25 parts. Price for the

whole work Rs. 5 i
if paid in advance, h or

each part to subscribers annas 4, to non-sub-

scribers annas 6. Post free. Apply to the editor,

15, Gopee Kristo Pal’s Lane, Calcutta.

READY

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supi'liod by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS 4 VOYAGES IN BENGAL
BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

\ • BY

f SAMBHU 0 . MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minuter to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Oris.sa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State,

\
Apply to Manager, “REIS & RAYVET"

1, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington .Street,

Calcutta.

OPINION OF THE PRESS.

It is many years since I first met, and some

^
years since 1 last met. Dr. Sambhu Chunder

/ Mookerjee, editor of the Reis and Rayyet

\
(Prince and Peasant), and ah author of high

repute among the kindly, as well as acute and
» intellectual

,
people of Bengal. One of the real

misfortunes of India was, and still is, Lord

Macaulays picture of the Bengalee. The
picture, true perhaps as regards Nuncomar and
many Bengalees, is not accurate as a represen-

tation of the people generally, taking them as
an Englishman may find them if he looks
fairly. If they h.ad been unfaithful, the sad
story of the Mutiny h.id been vastly sadder

;

and, apart from the Mutiny, many Englishmen
could give individual instances of Bengalee
faithfulness almost unique in history, taking
all the circumstances of our relation to India
into account. The Bengalee is Generally eager
for knowledge of all kinds, and is often both
courageous in the expression of his opinions,
and gifted to a irmarkable degree with the
power to express those opinions with force and
precision. Mr. F.iwcett once told me that an
unprepared speech made, on his behalf, during
an elecMion, by a young Hindoo, surpassed, in

force as well as eloquence, any unpiepaied
speech he ever hail heard made by any mem-
ber of the House of Commons, if four or five

members of the House weie excepted.
Among these Bengalees theie is a small body

of men—small for that large province- -who
arc, ironically or otherwise termed “ Young
Bengal.” Some of them are no longer young,
but grave and aged

;
some have, in the course

of years, been highly distinguished for their

public services and their scientific and other
attainments. .Some have at times been mis-
represented, and their language misintei preted,
so that on its return to them it has amazed
none more than themselves. Nothing of this

has been done by ilie really great administra-
tors of India. That it has been done, however,
cannot be denied.

In the forefront of this little band is the
author of this book of travels, Baboo Sambhu
Chunder Mookeijee—a writer of high repute,

as I have said, also an administrator, as the

reader will see from the title-page to this book.^,

A keener, yet a kindlier satirist,

seek for and not find. His use m
language has astonished man ^

.

Englishman
; and the quality c

‘

it VeaL^ing 's

shown by his marvellous powe ,1 quotatiO.^

;

not merely from authors like Shakespeare, and
Milton, and Macaulay, and men eminent in

science, but from out-of-the-way old ballads,

and little knowu old pamphlets, in the applica-

tion of which he leaves one wondering— first,

how he obt.ained the productions at al), and
secondly, how, having obtained them, he
learned to apply them so appositely to the
subjects which he intends them to illustrate.

P.'issi ng from the author t(» his book, we
shall, perhaps, first of all be attracted to the
work of the administrator. He comes upon a

milkman’s village, on which he finds fastened
the grip of a Court favouiite. He unloosens
the grip, and ic settles the village, in the
double interest of Prince and Peasant. And
all the time he se:cs everything. The poor
people bathing on the rivers’ banks, have his

genial and kindly, if also at times, what a
.Scotchman would call, his “pawky” notice.

A “fair maiil of Son.irgoan ” attracts his .at-

tention by the gracefulness with which she
carries a vessel of water fiom the river; and,
though the fair maid and he are ilividcd by
race and f.iith (she is Mussulman), slie has his

full meed of praise. Indeed, it must be admit-
ted—and he will not be offended with me for

saying so—ih.at he never meets with a f.iir f.ue,

without at least giving eviuenre of the fai t

that he has eyes to see and a heait to com-
prehend.

Of his wide and generous sympathies, much
might be saiil, and still leave much more to

say. He meets a missionaiy on the river, and
evidently i.s inclined, in writing his notes, to

pass a joke on the subject. He nips it, how-
ever, in the bud, and, contents himself with

saying, “ So new is preaching hoie, that the
simple people said the padre had been singing

in the stieet.” He meets Catholic and Wo-
teslant missionaries on shipboard, and chuckles
over their disputes, while he astonishes them
by histcomifiand of the English language, and
even by his knowledge of the Bible -a know-
ledge, I may add, which is evident in many of

his writings.

A parrot falls overboard, and is drowned in

its rage, to his great distress, which is not
however paraded. He says :

[Extract.]

These are not the words of a Christian, but

of a Hindoo, , ,

Again, he has a faithful ,»s(jly dog, who.se

name is Tom, and whose glor^« \ once wa.s to

bark, with a noble independen '

, 't some very

ignified Sahibs. Our autli^r

,

pellcd to

leave Tom iind
;
an' nere is his farewell

:

[Extract.]

1 think this is a very fine passage, and one

that will draw the author very close to the

great heart of humanity, wherever the words

are read. Could anything be finer than the

testimony to the two foreign “gentlemen,”

ending with the “ Bengalee pariah,^ my poor

Toni”^ Not the pariah merely, but the pariah

(log. 'I’he passage is worthy of the author,

and of the great mercifulnes.s of the land that

bole him.
Whoever reads this book must be prepared

further to find bold and manly language. The
author is no flatteier of John Bull, though he
gives J(.)hn his due, and admits that India owes
him a great debt. Here is one passage relating

to foreign fruits : [Extract.]

Among the .sketches of country— word-pic-
tures—the reader will find some exceedingly

pretty, and all the more valuable in that they

aie taken from a standground purely Indian;

not English. Where an English artist’s mind
would be filled with European ideas, the mind
of this gifted Easterji^ artist is filled with a class

of ideas totally diffe‘~Nt, yet equally instructive

and certainly not les_ .Iibtle and far-reaching.

On the eve of one of his journeys, our

author was placed in a dilemma of a kind

not unknown to travellers in India, but not on

that account the le.ss stupid. He wished to

go by a particular boat, and took time by the

foielock for that purpose. The fare was at

first .stated as 90 rupees, to pay which he
offered “a new crisp, fresh British India” note

for Joo rupees. “ It was,” he adds, “fnc.sh from
the Currency Office, and had been received

only the day before from another (Government

department.” The rest of the story is

^'^s told :
[ICxtract.]

\ '^e humour of the little .sketch is worth

^ can fancy the author laughing

c ' dismay
;
for he can laugh well at

ot’'*^, ‘"ally well at himself. I shall

or f t.r
^

, on one more passage ;
and I give

it, F •
, the spirit of the man who dares

V.. newspaper Prince and Peasant,

He desired to return to his home in Bengal,

and to bid adieu, for a time at last, to Indepen-

dent Tipperah, where he had been located

“some two years.” He received the Maha-
rajah’s permission to return home ; but still he

could not get away. [Extract.]

'There is, I think, a sound lesson in this pas-
• the lesson of the immense value of

c ,/Tesy and urbanity in the relations of rulers

ail' Ailed. There is a great deal in that sen-

teixA “ serve flesh and blood.” I’hc best

administrator in India is not always the ablest,

the man whose plans arc the wisest as plans
;

but tif^ man who, with plans or without them,

give? irfinfiiienre to the people, and confidence

not n._;rely in his lusiii^c, hut also in his con-

sideia’teness and fiirbearance. A clever man
once said that tlu; ail of success in India is the

art of giving good dinners. It may be so ; but

the peril 's great - the peril ’ ^ debt
;
and in

any ca^c the .11 1 li.is its li»^us, and its natural

collapse. Kve#i dinner'-.vlind champagne pall

in the end. But the^^^s one art that never

fails— the art of tny^^urtesy
;
of that courtesy

which, being natunj^is not affected by any

whim or person who
possesses it, whom he has

lelalions.

In bidding this little, book, I once

more recall,
‘ I

and veiy vividly r.in,

the author’s ‘/indly and gei.tle voice,, as

known to me many JfS ago. I see him, as

I see Baboo Kri.sto L S Pal, Dr. Maheiulra

T.al Sircar, and some otb ys, including .a much-
abused editor of the Amiita Bazar Pattika\
and I feel and say, with all earnestness and
sincerity, that among these arc men whom
the Government of India would be wise in

lecognising and winning entirely to its side.

Thcy are men on whom no really generous

word—true a.s well as generous—ever i$

thrown away. I have compared them at times

with men of kindred occupations at home,
and I think that they arc; as a rule by far

the truer gciiulemen in good manners, and
often in very much more than mere manners.
May the great God, whose sacred Name they
use as that of the Father of all, guide them to

a nobler destiny than any they yet have
known, and with them, and by them, bless

their native land !

James Routledge.

Indian Mac[azinc^ Mar. 18S8.
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“IT REOOMa^^ />
AU wJio suffer fiui su,

''

II II I

The Greatest Pain Core Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteRheumatism and RheomaticGout,

After years of semi>helplessness and suffer-

ing : while in ASTHR^Jt, BRONCHITIS,
LUMBAGO, SCIATC^ FACEACHE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

for these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs,

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.

Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so

and complete that it is universally rc .

cd as

The MarvellouB Sore

Try this wonderful Med
result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used - •

sicians in the world in their \
-<*8

been pronounced a blessing i- .nds of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has .arlneved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sa/ii in Bottles at / Re. each.

Obtainable of .all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Sianistrcet &\

and R. Scott Thompson & Co.

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

flOMffiOPATHIC PHARMACY,
THE

EARLIEST STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSAR YIN ASIA

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE m
INDEPENDENT HOM(EOPATflI

and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.
Besides the old Remedies, all the New Re-

medies and the latest additions procured from

the best European and American sources, and

kept ill stock.

Medicines in wooden boxes and leather

cases, requisites of all kinds supplied, and

Prescriptions di-spensed at the shortest notice.

The larg(|g^'4ck of Homoeopathic literature

,
< .

' r - V

d for supplying English

Journals.

SNY & CO.
t i • 'ti .car, Calcutta.

In Pamphlety Price annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSEY.

Apply to Reis Ruyyet Office, Calcutta.

THE

S T A A R D

ACCUL FUNDS

ANNUaVL
.'i: ,

;

iBonus distribi 'TS

£6 ,
450,000

£880,000

£3,
500,000

LIFE/ / : RANGE COMPANY.
ESTABLISHED 1826.

GOVERNOR— Grace the Duke of Bucoleuch and Queensberry, K. T.

ATIVE GENTLEMEN will find this Institution of great service, useful for Investment

Family ProvUion, Self-Endowmentfor old and Protection to Partners or Creditors.

Security, security is the first point ill be considered by Assurers, and no Life Office

} can surpass the STANDARD in this respect.

Ik'HE RATES OF PREMIUM—Will be found moderate, and the conditions of a

r Standard Life Policy are most liberal in every way.

Cnoies of the list Report, Prospectuses, Forms of Application, and all information regarding

1
^ the Company’s Retirement Scheme (which requires no medical examination, and the

5 subscription for which when commenced at young ages, is v«ijrf small), the Endowment

? Scheme, <Scc.,&c., may be obtained on application ft)*any oftl - -^.j.pany s Agents in India,

.•CALCUTTA BRANCH KEMP,*/

27, Dalhousiei, Square. Secretary.

Rivers Steam Navigation Go.

"Limited.^
ASSAM LINE.

This Company which has a weekly Service

of Steamers running to and from Debroogh
viA Goalundo, will despatch the Steami

“BENGAL” for Assam on Tuesday ih

22nd instant.

Cargo will be received at the Company’!
Godowns at Jaggannath Ghat until Monda/^V
the 2ith idem. ;

The Steamer “ SCINDE” will leave Goa-.|

lundo for Assam on Thursday, the 24th idem. '

,

Intending passengers by the last mentionectf'

Steamer should leave Calcutta for Goalundt^
by train the previous night. i

DHUBRI& DEBROOGHUR MaIL SERVICE,
j

Through Booking to andfrom Assam.

The Despatch Steamers of this Service]

leave Dliubri daily on arrival of the Mails'

from Calcutta, and proceed to Debrooghurji

stopping at all intermediate stations an(8
Mookhs.

Passengers, (ioods, Parcels (
packages not

to exceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4 feet]

by 4 f^eet in measurement ) may be booked
through to andfiom Calcutta, and all stations ,

on the Eastern Bengal State Railway ancC|

connected Railways, and the following

.Steamer Stations of this Company, v/j?.,';

Dhubri, Goalparah, Gauhati, MungledyeJ
Tezpore, Silghaut for Koliabar, DhunsirP '

.Mookh, Niggiiting, Kookeela Mookh, Desang:

'

Mookh and Debrooghur. j

«

Packages booked as parcels will be forward-f.

,

eel by rail along with the Mails. Freight on^j

perishable articles must be prepaid.

Goalundo and Debrooghur Despatch
Service.

Special fast single-handed Steamers, whictl

have been specially built for the Assam Tradc^
carrying passengers and coolies betwecij

Goalundo and Debrooghur, will leave Goalund

.

bi-weekly on Sundays and Thursdays, callini

at all intermediate stations, and Debrooghc®
on Tuesdays and Saturdays. ^
Through bills of lading will be granted fot^l

goods and parcels on presentation of rail revvj

ccipl or payment of freight. Packages not to;,’

exceed ten hundred weight, or 8 feet by 4 feet '

'

by 4 feet in measurement.
For freight and passage apply to

MACNEILL & CO.,
“ Agents.

1-2, Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.
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'
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;
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j
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/ . .jx *

'
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DEATH.

By the late Dean Stanley.

^ Jill Dc.ith US part.”

So speaks the heart,

When each to each repeats the words of doom ;

Thro’ blessing and thro’ curse,

For better and for worse,

We will be one, till that dread hour shall come.

Life, with its myriad grasp,

Our yearning souls shall clasp,

By ceaseless love, and still expectant wonder ;

In bonds that shall endure.

Indissolubly sure,

Till God in death shall part our paths asunder.

Anew leapt out the parched rills,

Anew the dry gr.iss sprouted,

A second life was on the hills,

And ’twixt the seasons doubted.

In golden shine the royal Rhine

His dancing wave uplifted
;

The rafis by Lorcley’s mountain'Shrinc

‘ ned reefs were drifted.

. .ui . vood and dell,

Vti«J On ruined sh a* ‘jitness,

Where the Str«^

Of legend.
* ’

'^eaves his spell

For still with murmur and with roar

Ran on the storied river,

As if each robber-haunted shore

Should haunted be for ever. t

Once more frorr. i despairing height

Young Roland tn his maiden

Gazed through the dim and mocking night,

Bereft and lorrow-luden,

—

Till Death us join,

O voire yet more divine !

That to the broken heart breathes hope sublime ;

Thro’ lonely hours

And shattered powers

We still are one, despite of change and time.

Death, with his healing hand,

Shall once more knit the band

Which needs but that one link which none may sever
;

Till, thro’ the Only Good,

Heard, felt, and understood,

Our life in God shall make us one for ever.

RHINE-SIDE.

By queenly Aix to pretty Bonn—

And then athwart the river,

In sheer idlesse wc wandered on.

As fain to stray for ever.

With endless shift of Light and Sh.ade

Fair Cloudland decked the scenery

;

And, rain-refreshed, brown Autumn made

Herself new Summer-greenery.

While o’er the pale and broken nun,

With love-troth vainly plighted,

The Dragon-Rock frowned sadly down

On heart and passion blighted.

Once more the wild marauding ban

Broke law and fear asunder, s j

And wrought their dc;ul\-wyi#^;v<t^^ the lands,

For venge.Tnce or for plunder' ' ^
And foreign force and foreigr^^<|(^.;

Brought sword and fire to
'f. \

The restful homes, the pcace<|^ioa«tsi>‘'.

The ingle in the village. 'W

The homes are gone—the hosts have passed

Into the Great Uncertain
;

The fateful pall is o’er them cast,

The impenetrable curtain.

The harsh steam-whistle calls and wakes

Their echoes shrill .and lonely
;

The busy traveller, passing, takes

Note of the moment only.

But, storm or shine, the rushing Rhine

Flows on—the deathless river,

y.*^hose harmonies, by grace divine,

^Reverberate for ever.

• 1
Herman Merivale.

toth, 1887.

SuheribiTs in thi country are requested to remit by postal money vfders^ if possible^ as the safest and most convenient

medium^ particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Department No other receipt will be

given^ any other being unnecessary^ and Ithely to cause confusion^
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News and Comments.

The latest discovery is—a safe is no longer safe, all patents notwith-

standing, and though Chubb himself makes it. Experiments with

Thomas Fletcher of Warrington’s new gas blowpipe have demon-

strated that thick iron and steel plates ase easily penetrated.
'

His Highness the Maharajah of Jammu and Cashmere has been ap-

pointed Honorary Colonel of the 37lh Bengal Infantry, and the Kaja

of Lanbagraon, an officer of the same corps. This is worse than an

empty compliment—a foolish business. At any rate, it relieves the good

Maharaja of Cooch Behar of the reproach of singularity.

The Bengali Press is . The stigma of cowardice on our people

IS about to be wiped 0 aulay, who pointed out that the Bengalis

did not furnish a singl i.ci to the Company, has been practically re-

futed. The hero to offer himself a sacrifite fm* the credit of his r.acc,

has been found. He is a true Bengali and a Baboo in the bargain,

being a KaVitstha or one of the caste of mIks. His name should be

preserved— it is Khetter Mohan Palit. He has enlisted in the 7th

Bengal Infantry, and is already serving a year, from June 1887.

That he is no myth may be ascertained on enquiry at Fort William,

where his regiment is now stationed.

Bengal remarks :
—

This is not the first time ’

it is the first time that or • - '

^

or six years ago another ^
. /i

perhaps of better acquire it...

to be taken in—even as a 1..

Our readers shall perhaps .
-

cned young Zeminder by oc »

months back."

.

' iough
•

‘ five

'j'j.M
,

‘ ked

it'vf' o) j; -ight-

'ijiy We published

A CORRESPONDENT of the Indian Minor is informed that some

poddurSf of Garanhatta, with some budmashes^ have formed a new

order of the knights of industry, wit iginal plan of operations.

At nightfall, these latter, armed wifr '

,
hang about the Bcadon

Gardens, in quest of prey, and, oncit.‘> gentleman pass with watch

and chain, suddenly pounce down O', hi. j tnd ease him of his gold

and silver apparel, the booty being oiaposcd of by the PoddarSy and

the proceeds shared between the two sets. “ The Police ought to in-

stitute an enquiry into the matter, and ascertain the tiuth therein,”

says the Indian Mirror How simple of our contemporary ! Why, the

Police m""’ ’
», nothcr’s son of them, as they know the aristo-

cratic B: habazar sporting silk coals and real Cashmcie

shawB, V \ jC a our watch and cli.un in the Lieutenant-Gov-

ernor’s coi .

’ loe locality—Garanhatta.

lead a man lo mnimit gieat mistake's and
ti e c.ISC with (cii.im genthnnen ctmnrcled

t s in CaU'utia. I’nc Rinon Colh-ge scored

illation, the fust tlucc plar<-s bfin:' oc-

. too unuh |nr ''fveial gentlemen, who go
M. Cli itlei jf-e, Ix-ing one of the Pio-

eiuly wnli ilicm. Nor is this ;dl
;

tiicy

left out 'I'ort bci ausc the sulqect

II ow fair tins i.-., wc do not know.
Stailon was made

Young Ben^^

“ Jealousy

crimes, 'i’hr

with several p
higlK-st in the

C'ijni.-d by its s

so far as to ins

fessois of the “Isf

even dare lo saf

was not taught 1 ’ti'"

So far as wc knt^ a > 'SSSf^ifon was made to Mr. Chattel lee. by the

st'icUnts of the Cwj -^rtiia^ the Metropolitan Colleges, wliuli detidetl

Ml. Chalierjce not to set any questions fiom Toit. 'riie.se gentlemen,
however, by false and unfair insinuations do noiliing but rum ihcir dwn
reputation.” '

Nice gentlemcrt^kse, to be sure! But, are iheie really any such

black sheep in the plural number in our soi iety to indulge in unfoundeil

imputations on the honour of as true a gentleman as any among us, on-

cepl the Mahatma of the Manger ? In Ya<.t, our (.ontcmporai y seems

to have adopted ih'S way of dealing with that rabid person, on the

principle of teaching the daughter-in-law by licking the daughter.

The Anti-Congress agitation is not confined to th**

Ahmed. According the Express

“ A crowded meeting has been held in Benare
Angia. Pandit CfiijilarffiW Rao Dharphole, lect..

and extravagant trajrlagfc' expenses and the lefoi.

learning, who has ij^^wely working m the Oiidli

Xhrupist, delivered leciuic denouncing the C'

Sir Syed

He proposed th.at no delegate representing the Benares district should)^''

attend the Congress meeting at Allahabad. The time, he said, whic^^j

was uselessly spent in political agitation by the thinking, or rath^|f,

unthinking, people of India must be utilized m improving agricultur^;^.

social refoimation. education, and in promoting the cause of Anglo-

San.skrit education. Kaja Rarn Shahstri Medale was president, sup-

ported by Bantlil Makundlal Tewan and Narayan Shastri. The meet-

ing closed with a vote of thanks lo the chairman.”

A DISMISSED parcel clerk attached to the Benares cantonment,

sued the station master of Benares for defamation. It appears thit

the clerk, of 12 years’ service, had been reported against by the

Station Master for dishonesty, and had to go away. He had

the sympathy of several of the European Civil and Military officer*

of the Cantonment, but their recommendation to reinstate him was of

no avail. The Joint Magistrate Mr. C. W. Hope has fixed the case

for the 2nd June.

• *

Mr. Leslie .Saunders, Commissioner of Berar, was killed, on the

morning of 22nd, by a fall while riding at Chikalda in the Ellichpur

district.

• •

The Home remittances from ist April to 19th May amounted to

;J2,327,900. The Budget estimate for the year 1888-89 is ^^14,000,000.

Srinagar 17. Cholera has slightly increased again in Kashmir.

There were 136 new cases and 53 deaths on the i6th against loi new

cases and 45 deaths the day before.

• •

Srinagar ig. Cholera continues to increase. 175 new cases and

64 deaths reported at Srinagar to-day. Cholera is said to be bad also

at Poonch.

• •

Maharanee Sarnamoyce, of Cossimbazar, contemplates soon raising

the Berhampur College to the status of a first class college. From 'the

next session it will teach up to the B. A.
j

v

• f

« «

It has been reported from Srinagar that an Englishman with six ser-

vants has been buried in an avalanche in the Kaintal nulla in Kisbtwar.
•

* •

An unusually late and heavy fall of snow occurred in Kabul on the

2nd of May. '

# •

At the suggestion of local antiquarians. Lord Ripon is having extensive

diggings made in the grounds of Fountains Abbey for archaeological

“ finds.”

*
• #

B\iiOO Brojendra Nath Df, C. S., ha.s passed the examination ^
the dcgiee of Honor in Persian in the

the usual donation of Rs. 4,000.

[st Division, and has obtaini

Shatya Pr.atap Singh, Maharajah of Satara, of the House of the \

liistoiic Siv.'iji, has established a Brahmo Soniaj in his palace at Puna,

wliirh is .lUcnded by the Maliaraiali, and deferentially and inquisitively

by his relatives and some outsiders.

•

The town of Moni, capital of the Shan Stale of that name, was re^

cenily .sacked and burnt by Twet Nga Lu, a filibuster, who has recently ,

given bome trouble in the stales in that neighbourhood. News was

icccived on the night of the 15111 instant that Mr. Scott, the Assistant

Superintendent of the .Shan Slates, with Lieutenant Fowler and half a
.

dozen men of the Rifle Brigade, mounted on officers’ ponies made a

plucky dai^i upon the place and secured the person of Twet Nga Lu,

who is being brought into Fort Stedman.

4*# ;

The following from Burma Rangoon 15th. The Northern Division.

_

generally quiet with the exception of Mogaung which is still a,little

disturbed. In the case of a dacoity in Shwebo the police pursued ,

killed two dacoits, wounded three, and captured some arms.

Eastern Division quiet. In the Central Division the Sagaing

continues disturbed : an important dacoit leader was killed and anotiMr

captured during the week. Five dacoits were killed in the MyingJ^p!'

district. In the Minbu district Inpector Locke with military
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eoil^pred B^To’s gan^ and after two hours' engagement killed 15

coits and captured some arms
; three men only on his side being

^nded. Nothing important in Lower*Burma. The gang of dacoits

10 caused the recent disturbances in Tavoy is retreating to Siam,

ro Shans concerned in the attack on Nabule have been arrested.

Notes and Leadere^jes.

The Dcwanship of Indore left vacant by the flight of R. Raghoonath

Row, has been filled by Rao Bahadur Venyak Janardan Kirtane, late

Naib Dewan of Baroda. The new Dewan assumed office on the lyih.

ijor Adamson is working up the facts about the disturbance.

B read in the Ladies’ Column of the Bombay Times

“In a new play that has caused some sensation in Paris called

t Puits qui Parle,’ the figure of Truth, illustrated by a young wotnan
remely scantily clad, grows into life before the eyes of the astonished

iience, and being at last quite animated descends on to the si;tge

m her well and speaks. She then returns to the edge of the well,

i gradually the life seems to fade entirely away, and she is again a

irble statue. Heavy prices have been offered to the manager to

Igal the way in which it is done, but he still prefers to keep his secret,

d those who assist him to perform this trick are bound over by heavy
es not to divulge it.”

That is the Revolutionary Festival of Reason redivivus^ within doors.

(E following some time ago appeared in a London letter to one of the

pers

“Mr. Cordcry too has come home at a wrong time. He arrived on

}nday last. By this time his ears must have tingled a good deal, ins

t ear especially, for some very uncomplimentary things have been

d about him lajely. No one believes that Sir Horace Riiinbold would

ve obtained a single Halli Sicca rupee from the Treasury at Hydeia-

i but for the ‘countenance* of the Resident. Mr. Peter MacLagan,
P., backed by a well-known Englishman possessing interest in Hy-
'abad, in the House of Commons, an<l the St, Jameses Gaaette

ween them will make matters particularly unpleasant for all the

(ties to the successful demand on Hyderabad Treasury,

fou know many of the facts in this scandalous case, but some may
ae to the surface here which arc kept below ground in India. Among
^se will be found a letter in last night’s Si. James's Gazette^ signed

' It should not be difficult to identify the writer. He gives some
It starting instances of over charges, not to say anything stronger,

• le by the Palmer firm. What, however, I have not seen anywhere

cd is the handsome manner in which Wm. Palmer and his relatives

treated by the Nizam after the failure of the firm. A letter, dated

March, 1840, is extant, addressed by old Win. Palmer to General

^ser, Resident at Hyderabad, in which that gentleman describes the

visions he and his family received from the State as follows

*I receive ... ... ... per month Rs. 2,500

My brother ... ... ... n

My son Mr. W. Palmer ... „ u 600

My nephew, Mr. H. Arrow ... „ 400’

' more loan twenty years after that date these handsome payments

le continued at least so far as Mr. Wm. Palmer was concerned. Say,

5 amount was enjoyed for thirty years only, and a simple sum in

.hmetic will show that, not counting interest, over sixteen l.akhs of

rupees (
not as now depreciated, but ) worth two shillings each have

I^D paid to the Palmer family.”

Hvi- opinion quotes three Sindhi proverbs, adduced by a corres-

dent of the Civil and Military Gaset e^ showing how the Sindhi

irds his neighbour the Panjabi, as argument against the annexation

>ind to the Punjab ;

—

' I. Snake cherish 1 Panjabi perish !

Of the same water are cow and ass,

They both belong to the Panjab class.

When one Panjabi comes, you’ll soon find two. When two Pan-

8 come, no room for you.”

(MAL breath is more poisonous than carbonic acid. Professor

wn-Sequard has found from the condensed watery vapour of the

red air a poisonous liquid, which, injected under the skin of rabbits,

luced immediate death. He considers this poison an alkaloid and

ii microbe. The rabbits died without convulsions, the heart and

. 5 blood vessels being engorged with blood.

ollowajs Pills and Ointment.— It is impossible cntiicly/o prevent

noxious vapours which are given off in mines and tunnels, and

e who, like miners and railway operatives, have to work day after

; in such vitiated atmospheres, suffer in health and strength in consc-

t ice. The chest and liver often become clogged with the products

;
jal combustion, necessitating great attention to the health. No

' W is more valuable for miners and the like than Holloway’s Pills,

ey carry off all effete matter from the blood, and healthily stimulate

[
ter* They are also invaluable for costive bowels and for all bilious

win. The Ointment is a priceless remedy for piles, sprains,

I

and all manner of sores.

*

The Vice-Chancellor and Syndicate of the Calcutta University have

at last ordered publication of a result of the Entrance Examin a-

lion. The List of successful candidates gives 477 m the first division,

1138 in the second and 1105 in the third, or a total of 2720. Of the

Calcutta Institutions, the Metropolitan returns the largest number—and

afisherboy. But how to account for the delay? And what about the

mathematical examiners who made short work of the answers by

numbering them without going through them ? Out with it, Mr. Re-

gistrar, if you please

!

The new temporary Judges of the Calcutta High Court, the Hon’ble

Messrs. R. F. Rampini and H. W. Gordon, to their seats in the

forenoon of the 30th ultimo. But the work fo* 'the Judges is very

light. There are no arrears to bring up and the institution of cases has

been reduced to half by the enforcement, from the commencement

of April last, of Sec. 55 1 of the Civil Procedure Code, which empowers

confirmation of decision of the lower Court without sending it notice

of appeal or for records.

There was the usual Garden Parly of the Chairman of the Calcutta

Corporation on the Queen’s Birthday. Notwithstanding Sir Henry

Harrison’s ihttiiiicipal bill just passed by the Local Council, the party

was well-attende4?^^ ' . . ’^#iqn was noticed, the absence of pro-

gressive nat;? /
'

‘

>^,
‘ \ one—who would muster strong

on former ^ udixti
^

« Umt roof. Is it possible that both

sides have b ju disillusionised ? ,
*

,

'
,

The Shiahs and Soonnecs hp on the evening of the 17th,

near a mosque at Kazigunge, at Allahabad. As the mosque is a Shiah

place of worship, the Soonnees, vain of their numbers, were probably

the aggressors. Blows were exchanged in right earnest, and several on

each side were wounded. Seeing their assailants every moment swell

in number, the Shiahs adopted tH policy of discretion and retreated

before the host and barricaded tl selves within their mosque, or else

the consequences would have been far more serious. The Police, by

instinct led, kept themselves out of the business till it was all over,

when they made the usual sounding demonstration on the spot, charging

upon the wayfarers, seizing and maltreating every body—but those who

had any hand in the disturbance.

The champion of Native rights and the hero of tho ArnigAd case

has now devoted himself to the cause of Hinduism. He is

“stumping” the country against the confiscation of vA' temple at

Benares. On behalf of Ram Chunder Rao Painf’/^iy, Trustee for

the Temples of Gunnesh, Shiva, and A^ppu^^, * the Chattra

in the City of Benares, Captain Hearsey claimt FC^ d of Government

securities for 3 lacs of Rupees and vHli|4£^''^t‘.vllamage8 of move-

able anti immoveable property sold ' ed in 1858. As

may easily be supposed, Government is wjmX' J re-open a case

thirty years old, but the Captain is not
.

» ' easily silenced

He has been touring the country, enlistin'|f iq^‘patby^ ; f the Hindus in.

his cause. Meetings have been held at Doon, D:lhi, Moradabad,

Bareily, Shahjehanpur, Luckliempur, Fysabad aPd Benares, and his

pemion supported by signatories at Saharanpur, Lucknow, Cawnpore,

and Sitapur. And now he lays siege to the metropolis.

The liberality with which the Government has treated the so-called

princes of Meiiabrooj to the neglect of the true bloodfroyal, has raised

expectations in other hearts. We rend in the Indian Daily News
“ N.awab Zaighomud Dowlah, son of the late Nawab Syed Ali

Nokhee, Khan Bahadoor, Prime Minister of OudR has presented a
petition to His Excellency the Viceroy, setting " '

;
thjs position of

his father and liis services in connection with thf--». Uisilion of Oudh.
His father had Rs. 25,000 monthly as Prime Min..

,
The King pro-

mised him and his family Rs. 4,000 per month for^ ,me but disconti-

nued it, saying that, as his father was loyal to i^ish Government,
he should 1‘^.Mit to them for help. The King st0p< <. the pension and
told him lo4j|yds pension from the Oudh Jto^;^?^j'»VVtunately he
died Petitioner cxplaWr ‘ e of delay in

H and his present posP‘^';‘l*v^’*'«iat tried to oh-

taineiSHPr* . .mder Government, but 311 put in offices

Wing Rs. too per month. He : veral weli-knowa
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officers . .i who can bear witness to his position and deserts.

Should a pension’Hiit;U)le be not jjrantcd to him, he desires at least a
suitable berth in some department of the service, in order that he may
honourably support himself and his family. He observes that many
servants and members of the Oudh family are in receipt of pensions
whose claims arc much inferior to his own.”

By the Oudh Estate, doubtless the kingdom of Oudh is meant. The

Nawab is not well advised in asking fo*r an appointment. He will not

gel a decent one, and will not keep it if he got one. It is impossible

not to sympathise with his family, however. They have a real claim

upon the revenues of Oudh, which Nawab Ali Nukkec Khan betrayed

into the hands of Lord Dalhousie. Ali Nukkce did not care for pen-

sions or jaghires, being immensely rich. How his wealth was dissi-

pated within a few short years of his death, is one of the mysteries of

Matiabrooj, which the Political Agency ought to account for. The

prodigality of the two sons was by no means so extraordinary as to

prove so ruinous.

From the pro . official, wc find that Messrs. Sibold and

Williams, of JuL Mve offered to construct a Tramway within

that town. It is a single line of the metre gauge and worked

by steam, the mileage being fixed at Rs. 500. There are to be

two classes of passengers, the lower fare not exceeding one anna per

mile and the higher class at double that rate. The Company bind

themselves to a penalty of Rs. 200 for any breach of the conditions

not provided for in the draft deed or in the Tramway Act, and a

further daily fine of Rs. 50 for continuance of the breach. Wc hope

there will be no hurry in closing with the offer, particuiat’’' i s extensive

private and public interests are involved. The ^ ought

to profit by the Bengal experience 'Vmn^issioner

A tramway introduced < .
•

.
v

. ks;. jfi? best a

nuisance. Care shontd <
^ 'cen

,
.

’

mfittimum.

In new and growing t' / )
*. 1’

• ^ V; i-idened

in especial for the • . ^ -.oci \he slightest

idea ot suspecting the
* *

. of whom we know

nothing, and speaking t . . f!
.
past,' particularly in the presence of

the Parliamentary Comntutce on the Hyderabad Company frauds, we

are bound to warn the public against being taken in and the Govern-

ment against permitting any abuse of the concession. We hope there is

no benami in the project, as in Calci No official speculators should

be allowed to fatten at the expend lest private investors, of the

municipality, and of the public

of Torquay, formerly of Darjeeling, is engaged. It represents a twiligl^<
'

scene in the Himalayas with the new moon just peeping from behit^.
the distant ranges. It is appropriately designated by a Horat^^^,.
phrase~/’«-/>wm Orienth honores (Eastern purple honors)^\st\Xi^
gorgeous effect in colours.

The Army and Navy Gasette writes

“An officer sends from Mandalay some interesting notes as to
progress of civilisation in that new British station in the East TbT
city, he says, is quite tiansformed. The native city within the walU
has disappeared in salutary fires. The whole aspect ofihe placol^t,
changed. Barracks for the British garrison, public offices, and '

dences for the officials replace the old streets of planks and ma
studded on stilts along the edge of the broad, rectangular, and quitt
unsavoury and wholly unpaved streets. Now the roadways are maca-, 1

damised; the houses are of substantial brick; the barracks are of the f
cheap and abundant teak of the country. Mr. Crossihwait’s new hooso i
IS built on a part of 1 he broad city wall. New gardens are laid out;

I

those around the Palace are greatly improved. The Palace is utilised 1
for official residences, and serves the purposes of a Secretarial. The .

I

new native town springing up outside the walls is progressing down t
the broad causeways leading to the river, which were marked out by )our engineers a month after the occupation. There is security for life

!’

and property, and the city hopes for a future of prosperity. Mean- !'

while, Mandalay within the walls is becoming, if it be not actually the 5
finest cantonment in the Empire. We wonder if the natives agree with {
our correspondent in this view of the improvers' work in the city. Wei '

hope they do
;

for, after all, the officials were made for the pcoole. andl
not the people for the officials.”

},

C in the writer deceive himself that a people can pessrbly be recon* ji

ciled by macadamised roads and good barracks (for a foreign garriso»)!|

to loss of their country ? Ask the Mandalayites how they like the’i

British polishing—in every way I As well ask the geese how they enjoy}

plucking ? .

Exiled from home, the French Princes are not to have peace or

play even abroad. It appears that the Due d’ Orleans, the eldest son of
'

the Comte de Paris, who has been travelling in India, is to be attache
to one of the Indian regiments. Thereupon a writer in Tru/h cries ood
against the employment in India of the eldest son of the head of*<th4
intriguing clan. ’ lie asserts that the appointment cannot be regards^' »

in France except as a mark of decided hostility. Indeed 1 And what'
if it be so? Surely, England was not so reduced as to stint her ol4
courtesy to strangers in dread of the unreasonable prejudices of otbe(
nations. What a difference between the nervousness of this writer as^
the noble boast of Curran I

The new number of the English Review opens with a remarkabi

article, brilliant and overflowing with information and criticism, on th

late EgyptoBritish campaign of six years back. It is attributed b

the Army N \ Gaselie to the vigorous pen of Sir Edwan
Hamley ai

days qf.

Maurice's

The In ii..

British i.'i.'/

masterly

unprincipk

in the govert

that makes itk*

for the calamb,

occupation. V

Englishmen. The ' •

that the action

of his literary reputation. It recalls the palm

/t criticises with an unsparing hand Colom

History of the Campaign of 18882 in Egyp
tb* paper lies chiefly in its exposure of th

unhappy Land of the Pharoahs. With

-aces the beginnings and progress of th

reign money-lenders and other adventurer

ntry. He thoroughly unmasks \he plei

s, headed by Arabi Pasha, responsibli

equent on th^ British aggressions am
ik to injury and is unworthy of all tru(

with Lieutenant-Colonel von Vog

\T virty in taking the affairs of tbeii

country in hana— to-called revolt of Arabi the Egyptian
“ was the result of a very natural reaction against the financial dra

caused by European money-lenders and banking establishments

He scouts the pretence that the expedition to Egypt was caused t

alarm at Arabi’s attempt to tamper with the Suez Canal. The Britis

Expedition was a foregone conclusion. 'vThe writer says :

“Early-
upon the 1;

much deta ^

The An
“Ifwei

the whole c

Colonel i

«

One of the fit

oil painting a

officer had been specially despatched to repor
from Ismailia to Cairo, and had brought bad

„ n.”

zette goes further—

-
officer had made inqnirics iipor

in a hostile occupation the iiefore.”

.^ij^flenounces the bomba’'^mi tt •
•

'

, ; of the Glasgott r >

'ttributed, on whir; * '

,

From men to things is a natural step, without implying the degradn-'
tion involved in the descent froWS the sublime to the ridiculous. Fiwti
rehabilitating bad characters to rehabilitating bad places, can scarry,
be an awkward or difficult transition. Accordingly, we find thatlie
criticism and inquiry of the day, after rescuing from reproach the blKk^
legs of history, proceed to illumine its dark places. Who would have
thought of the possibility of vindicating the Bastille I In the annals!
of Europe, there is not a spot of more terrible associations—of infanKHw'
niemory than that prison of tlie old Monarchy of France. Whatever
dispute there may be as to the principles and proceedings of that'
political earthquake which overtook France towards the endoftby.
last century, about the Bastille there is a singular agreement. TH •

destruction of it has ever been regarded by all as the most unexcepf!
tion,il achievement of the Revolution. The fervid generosity of Burkej
did indeed put in a word in favor of that old prison. But he was
promptly rebuked by young Mackintosh and merciles^ handled by
that formidable pamphleteer Tom Paine. As regarJT ;he Bastille at,

any rate, all parties have endorsed the view of the great British Parti#
tueiitarian’s opponents. The li.i.stille has thus come down to us as tbCi
embodiment of the tyranny, cruelly, unfairness and baseness of all!

that was foul in the ancitn regime. But a change has come over the
spirit of tht Age. With the progress of liberality of sentiment andf

.

loyalyr to truth, beliefs have been shaken-the most settled positions
upturned. The Bastille has had the advantage of that fair play whtth
is not now denied to the blackest demons of history. It has fou^.
an able and pains-taking defender in Captain the Hon. D. Bingbuni
He has gone into its history with resolute ardour, and now announm
the result of his inquiry in two volumes. The result is highly favoorajis,.

to the credit of the place. It exposes the injustice that mankind h|^
'

during more than ninety years of time, has done. The old dung^'
has been the victim of 8 prejudice.

The Bastille was, after all, no very ominous thing. It was a sU^ I.

place—a fortified gaol—that was all. The dark underground '
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which*H(||ive frigl^tened the imaginations of so many generations, were

simply ice-houses. As a prison, there was nothing exceptional—no

cruelties nor oppressions of any kind. No, not even squalor or over-

crowding or starving of the immatcs. There was no harshness even

towards the worst badmashes^ whether literary, political, or miscel-

laneous. What a Paradise for such scamps as some who prowl

almost us, to the disturbance of honest citizens and the disgrace of

legitimate public affairs and true letters ! There was far more light and

air, humanity and comfort, than in most prisons of the period, if John

Toward is to be believed. And there was no gaol-fever of course.

As compared with old Newgate, for example, it was a delightful place.

The dapper Duke is not given to effusion, but the Irish madness is

gradually infecting the most cool-headed, and so we find His Grace of

Argyle giving himself up to this sort of dissipation at the Guildhall,

Cambridge, which is reported in the papers. Speaking on the Union

with England and Scotland, he proceeded to describe

“ the feelings with which he as a Scotsman approached the question.

He said that not very long ago, among some family papers, he saw an

account of things done by those who had gone before him, and whose

name he bore, which made him desire to see the field of Bannockburn,

on which Scotland succeeded in maintaining her independence against

the serried ranks of the English at my. He went to it and stood where

Robert Bruce had stood, and where his own ancestor had stood beside

him. It was a glorious autumn day, and he recalled incidents of the

battle, concluding with the little Bannock running with the best blood of

England and France, and he shouted for joy at the remembrance of it.”

A strange avowal that
!
Joy at the idea of a stream flowing with

human blood 1 The Duke of Argyle was known to be a cynic, and he

appears to be something more hideous than a misanthrope. That

reminds us of the brither .Sawny who was discovered in a cave full

JfT
account of the

*
> Afriqkn Coast. Ori-

of Muscat with cmi-

enterprise of Hindus

ia who settled there

hiative Opinion of the 20th instant has an

rise of the new little state of Zanzibar ^on

ginally an Arab colony, peopled by the chi

grants from Oman, its prosperity was due to.

and Mussulmans from the Western Coast of

or traded p^ith it. Two brothers were contending for supremacy over

it when Lord Elphinstonc, Governor of Bombay, interfered and per-

suaded them to divide their possessions, one keeping Oman with

Muscat for his capital, and the other remaining as independent sovereign

of the islands on the African Coast, the principal of which i.s Zanzibar.

The first ruler of Zanzibar has been followed by two successors. The

last was Sayed Bargash who had been in his youth an exile in Bombay

Not long after ascending his throne, he went to Europe for a couple

of years, accompanied by Dr. now Sir John Kirk, the British Consul.

He was a sensible if somewhat severe and grasping man, who promoted

commerce by every means in his power, improving his town, making

roads, lighting them, providing water, &c. His eldest son being a

lad of eleven by a Georgian concubine, late ruler’s brother has

succeeded him. He was living in ob.se urit'/^i,^ a farm in the interior

when he was called to the throne. He is, however, a man of no weight

or experience. The romance of this petty peddling Arab principality,

which long lived on slavery and would now revert to a corsair state

if Britain would or could allow it, is supplied by Syed Bargesh’s sister.

She fell strangely in love with a German and married the Nazarene

with whom she went to Europe. She returned on board a giin-boat to

prosecute her claims while her brother was still living, but did not land.

She returned back to Europe after obtaining her dues. She may yet

turn up at a convenient juncture.

of sculls and flesh of his victims near Edinburgh.

For want of better excitement, Society in England has lately been mak-

ing the most of the dispute of a couple of old women for social precedence

and literary pretension. The ladies of Great Britain decided to present

the Princess of Wales with an address and a diamond tiara on the occa-

sion of the silver wedding. The ladies are divided in politics accord-

ing to their family preferences, and those of each party put up their

own representative for the honor of reading the address and presenting

the jewel. The Liberal fair constituted the Marchioness of Ailesbury

;a8 their mouthpiece and charged her with the drawing up of the ad-

, dress. She is a fine specimen of venerable womankind, accompli.shcd

and agreeable, a famous talker, not in the sense of ancient gariulity,

but full of vivacity. She prepared the draft and sent it on to the lead-

ing lady of the Tories—the Marchioness of Salisburry. She is marc

meet to mate with the horse—quite as formidable among her kind as

the Marquis among his. She acknowledged receipt and wrote back to

the Gladstonian Marchioness

“Do you really expect me to put my name to an effusion notone

sentence of which is English ?”

That ought to be some consolation to our countrymen so often ac-

cused of “ Babooese.” The prospect is not, however, cheering for those

Indians who loyally strive to learn their sovereign’s tongue in its purity,

seeing that high ladies of her own Court are liable to the reproach of

inaccuracy and barbarism. Verily, the Queen’s English is an unknown

quantity or rather a slippery quality !

The Mirrof^s Cooch Behar Correspondent writes

“ The Superintendent of State’s term of office will expire in November

next, I believe. It is hoped that the Maharajah will feel no delicacy

in bringing in another qualified man, be he a European or Native, to

fill the most responsible and high post in the administration of the

Slate. If the services of such men as Dewan Raghu Nath Rao or

Sfr T. Madhava Rao could be secured, the necessity of having two such

big officers as that of the Dewan and of the Superintendent of the

State might be dispensed with. Suggestions to this effect, I hear, have

been made to His Highness. They should have his best consideration.”

That is a fine appreciation of the services of Captain Gtydon and

- Babu Kalicadas Dutt, and a quiet hint. But what a compliment is paid

to Bengal by the suggestion to bring up a Rao Bahadoor all • the Vay

iko manage Cooch Behar I Is there such a virtue in Grimm’s Law ?

^ill not a Roy do, with or without Bahadoor? Or even a Bose ora

Chose or even a Chatterjea, notwithstanding the barking from the

jwcll-known manger ? What 1 are even Sens so discredited in Cooch

Sehar ? We still swear by Norender

!

I
The same writer adds

I “Thepostof Secretary to the State ' Council having fallen vac^t,

one Jagomohun Tagoie from the Centf^l rrovinces applies for it. His

Mghness has written to the Commissioner, Central Provinces, for One

Wn of his service.”
, . , ^ u j

. So the compliment has been already paid—by the left band.

••''A

.

The pr^ i .

' Court has been distinguished for the

trial 0^- luust »w ional crimes committed in the metropolis

of late'^i^ars. ffie last ca
.
popul('*‘ly known as the Doveton murder,

was the first tried. Meh “nsama of the Dovetod Girls’

Institution, with two '• was accused of miirdeiing his son-in-

law—husband of his foster-daughter-* Shaikh Hori, in one of the out-

offices of the Institution in the middle of the day, after a brief

alteication about a demand made by the victim for some two hundred

Rupees owing to him, and after well strangling him with a rope,

putting the body in a b<^,' which was left on the bank of the

liver. It was the box,^ iich happened to contain an empty

phial with a label on, that coimected the Doveton school with the oc-

currence. The evidence was simply of this circumstantial kind.

The prisoners were ably defended, Meher Ali by Mr. M. P. Gasper,

and the others by Mr. Lai Mohan Ghose. The presiding Judge was

the Nestor of the Bench. For though Mr. Justice Wilson has strange-

ly disappointed in the Tangail case, he is still our brightest jewel of the

Court. His judicial temper and demeanour are exemplary, an^^ for

summing up he has no equal. Yet in this case, in } iS anxiety to sec

that the offender did not escape justice, he we fear, hasty in

assuming a murder where all the siu^ mdiiig circumstances

pointed more to accident—culpable hoinicid*^ It most. The Jury re-

turned a verdict of guilty of murder agair * -^hcr Ali and acquitted

the other prisoners. The Judge accepted’
. *); jjfdicts and discharged

the latter. Meher Ali was as usual ask' V .> >hadt'> urge anythiug

why capital sentence should not be prot juncc/ pn him. He answered

he had not murdered. So the Judge performeu. he most painful func-

tion of the judicial office and pronounced the awful sentence of

death. As Meher Ali was being carried out of the Court House he

addressed the crowd, commenting on the strangeness of tlic justice that

convicted one of three men implicated in the same offence. Perhaps

he said more, but that is all that has been reported. On meeting liis son

he abused him for wasting the best part of bis hard-earned fortune in

defending him. He directed him to send him all his papers to 'he jail as

he wished to make a proper disposition of his remaining property. And

a proper disposition he has made, leaving one half to his von and the

other moiety to be divided between the broth' ^^the deceased Hori.

Meanwhile, the true facts have oozed ouj .society, and a strong

appeal has been made by many of the most^
;
Jectable and honoured

members of the community, in which most
;

Jury have joined,

prayingTor the commutation of the capital st; Meher Ali.

The <^r^^^Ahe murder of the retired m Baboo Khctter

been nearly conciliarp Mr. Justice

iver his charge. ik A. j J
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ArAltiiiorepo :p extension of Cftlcottahas been

fiMttid. The Ua **

I ^Hj||f^or*Generai in council alone power to

extend the limits of The annexation of the best part of the

34-Parganas District li ,.j6.>. ^fiill just passed in the Bengal Council is,

therefore, wZ/r-a vir/jjT'i V is it that the question was not raised

in Council and discffl^, specially with so many limbs of the law in

it ? It would have be^)ust like them to take such a crushing pre-

liminary objection. But better late than never. The Law Member of

the Viceregal Council has now received formal notice of the illegality

of this Bengal effort at law-making, and we are sure the matter will

receive the best consideration at his bands. Mr. Scoble has been all

his life practising the law and knows the respect due to it, and be is no

mere book-lawyer and speculator, like so many of his predecessors in-

cluding the most eminent of them.

It will not do to say that the extension is for municipal purposes

only, nor can any Viceregal extension be limited to municipal purposes.

We understand and we anp unce with pleasure, that Government has

favourably accepted thqjve .commendation, made in these columns

in 1886, for awarding the Victoria Cross to deserving members of the

Native Array of Her Majesty.

The ex-Dewan Luchman Das of Cashmere is playing the truant. He
has not yet entered appearance in the Commission appointed to try

him, although summoned no less than eight times.

Speculation is still rife as to the date of the Viceroy’s departure.

The Englishman's Simla Correspondent m
Dufferin contemplates remaining in Ind‘ u

on the authority of a private telegran

time. And all after the recent authr. i^}> , ^

People will not see that at presc’' ' o d"*

;

when he would be going. He 'i

everything depends upon the ivV. • '
*

That nobleman has left Am eric*,

no knowing by what time he is likely

'ons a rurpo ’' Td

m
as •

- e

« » 'U<

’ f tncre is

i If .idia.

' j Political Agency on the

Collectorate. The gallant

ant in the Government’s

^ .cy in local Oudh affairs

' vernment, perhaps now
grown wiser, would not sanction the job, and has appointed the

Hon’ble Abdool Jubbar under the Collector to administer the affairs.

The Moulvie is on leave, however, Baboo Hem Chunder Kerr acts

temporarily. The other assistant in the pay of the King now sports

a certificate of good conduct and efficiency under the hand and seal

of the Colonel. He has had his day. Introduced on a salary of

Rs. ^ he wa« m ;o draw Rs. 7S0 a month.

With the retirement of Col. Pridcaux,

King of Oudh, met^fes in the 24-Pergi 1

'

Colonel had recommended his immediati. .

pay for Deputy Collectorship and Deputj

after the precedent of the Nizamut.

r:J:. :s 6^ RA YYET
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Our last week’i

the anguish of d

Commission, we
injustice, perhaps.
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t'P

In

a simultaneous

Civil Service
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Iti further justice to the Commission as a whole,

it ought to be stated that not a little have repre-

sentatives of the Native interests themselves con-

tributed towards such a conclusion. Indeed, we
have to thank ourselves if its decision is not other-

wise. Three of the Native Commissioners, to wit,

Mr. Justice Romesh Chunder Mitter, and Messrs.

Rawaswarai Mudaliyar and Krishnaji Lukshman
Nulkar, did not, indeed, share in the apprehensions

generally felt as to the probable result of the intro-

duction of an Indian competition, but neither was
their support of it at all vigorous nor full-hearted.

For the rest, the other native members, together with

no inconsiderable number of native witnesses who
gave their evidence, were fascinated by the charms
of an English training, and outvied the English

supporters of a practical monopoly in their advocacy
of an antipodal trial for Indian youth. The
Commission has thus been placed in a position

to state, that the evidence tendered before it supports

the conclusion that the English competition “ is very

favorably looked upon by large and important classes

in India.” The judgment has gone against us by
our own fault. Our own representatives have belied

the real Indian feeling on the question. The social

and political disability implied in the existence of an
arrangement, ostensibly based on considerations

of race and religion, is to be perpetuated at the in-

stance of a handful of Indian agitators themselves.

Our regret at the Commission’s decision is the
! keener as it professes to be final. Not only under
the terms of the Government Resolution, was the
object of the appointment of the Commission de-

clared to be “ to devise a scheme which may reason-
ably be hoped to possess the necessary elements ofi

finality,” but the language in which the decision is:

conveyed by the Commission, leaves little room for]

hope that the question can be reopened at any
i

measurable distance of time. " On a full consideration,” I

says the Commission, “ of the evidence before it, the!

Commission has come to the conclusion that it is in-|

expedient to hold an examination in India for the
Covenanted Civil Service simultaneously with the ex-
amination in London," The terms are absolute,

and without any qualification as to time. Such quali-

fication as to time is, however, distinctly made in .re-

ferring to the objections to an Indian competition.
One of these objections is noticed by the Commission
to be “ that Indian schools and colleges do not at the

present time supply an education and training of the
high and liberal kind considered to be a necessary
qualification for admis.sion to the to the Indian Civil

Service....” The italics are ours. This argument is

certainly pertinent to the question, and if it was con-
sidered to be of force, it could justly fiffSish reason
for postponing the simultaneous examination in India

till such time as the standard of Indian education!
arrived at the necessary degree of perfection and
completeness. A limitation as to time might reason-
ably be assigned to the Commission’s recommenda-
tiop. Again, if the state of Indian education did;

not furnish the required degree of qualification, there

could be little harm in having a tentative competition]

which, as it was bound to fail, would thereby be ai

most effective answer to the party demanding an!

Indian examination, while at the same time it would:

go far to conciliate that party by showing that it was'

no adverse policy but merely the inherent impracti-j

cability of the thing itself that was a^inst the ado^-i

tiAj of their proposal. Other objections, besides the!

one based on the educational oackwardness of this:



country, .had certainly their due weight with the Com-
mission, or we might have looked for a decision

f
iven with limitations and without the character of

nality.
_

What those other objections are, have been
summarized in the Report. The pros and cons of the

question are thus given :

—

** Briefly stated, the arguments usually advanced by those who favor

the plan of a competition examination in India are that the introduction

of some such system is necessary to remove obstacles which at present

preclude natives of India from competing on terms of equality with

Britrsh born subjects of her Majesty, and that the interposition of such
obstacles is inconsistent with the statute of 1833 Queen’s procla-

mation of 1858. In the first place there are religious and caste objections,

to which the Commission will hereafter refer, which debar members of

certain classes from crossing the sea. But-even when these objections

do not exist, it is argued with much force that Indian parents are

naturally reluctant to send their children at a comparatively early age

to a distant country, where they are exposed to many temptations, and
where sufficient supervision may not be exercised over them ;

and it is

Still more strongly insisted that considerations of expense deter many
native youths from appearing as candidates at the examination in Eng-
land, especially in view of the risk offalure, which, under the conditions

of the English examination, must always be great in the case of Indian

candidates. These difficulties, it is said, deter many of the best natives

of India from seeking entrance to the covenanted Civil Service, and
practically have the effect of a race disqualification.

On the other hand, it is argued that in the present circumstances of

social life in India, open competition in that country would not justify

to the same extent as similar competition in England, the presumption
that the successful candidates would possess in a sufficient degree (he

qualities essential for high administrative office, that Indian schools

and colleges do not at the present time supply an education and train-

ing of the high and liberal kind considered to be a necessary qualifi-

cation for admission to the Indian Civil Service, and that an open
competition in India for the covenanted would operate with inequality,

excluding altogether some important classes of the community, while

giving undue advantage to others. It is further argued that it could

scarcely fail— in view, on the one hand of the large number of candi-

dates who would offer themselves for examination, and, on the other

hand, of the small number who could, under any circumstances, be
successful,—to create a large disappointed, and thereby probably dis-

contented, class which would cause considerable embarrassment to the

Government. Doubts have been also expressed whether pressure

would not sooner or later be brought to bear on the Government with

a view to make the examination of a less English and a more Oriental

character and to adjust it on terms more favorable to Native candidates.

Again some witnesses have referred to the injurious effect which, in

their opinion, would be exercised upon the development of education

in this country by an open competition for the Civil Service. It is

urged that in view of the value of the prizes offered, such an
examination would be followed by the creation of private esta-

blishments for the main, if not sole, purpose of offering special

preparation to intending candidates, while the regular educa-

tional institutions would scarcely be j^ble to resist the temptation

of so shaping the course of their study as to secure success

at the Indian examination rather than to impart a general liberal

education to the mass of their scholars. Some witnesses, indeed, have
expressed the opinion that the effect of unqualified competition in In-

dia on general education would be so disastrous as to constitute a

national evil of great ultimate importance. There are two other ob-

jections taken to the establishment in India of competitive examina-
tions for the Civil Service to which it is necessary to refer, namely, the

difficulty which would be experienced in maintaining the secrecy of the

examination papers, and in making satisfactory arrangements for that

patl of the examination which is conducted z/m/ voce. It is said that

experience in connection with examinations in India has shown very

real difficulties to exist under the former of these heads, whicli, if not

actually insurmountable, are at all events sufficient to suggest the

necessity for the greatest caution. As regards the v/va voce examina-
tion, it is contended that it would be impossible to secure either

uniformity of test or the high standard exacted in England, if the work
were undertaken by the professional staff available in India.”

We have reproduced the Commission’s summary
of arguments for and against an Indian examination,

for the benefit of our readers. Let them ponder

these, and Judge if they are such as to justify the

decision to which the Commission has come. If the

question is one of qualification, nothing can be

fairer than that the same test should be applied here

as in London, for testing them, and tint those alone

should be admitted who pass the test ^hich, not-

withstanding the special pleading as regards the

difficulties of a viva voce and honest examination in

India, may easily be made the same at both places.
k

THE KYD STREET ACCIDENT AND
UNSAFE HOUSES.

Not long ago, one fine day, Calcutta was startled by
^ domestic calamity to one of its residents. If wa|
..nothing less than the sudden coming down of a hous|

with dwellers in it. The large three

storeyed one .in a quarter town,

which, whatever its medieval ir.ej respectable

enough for, and has been thoroi. v> ^l^etened by,

the continual residence of the g" J vr ivf the city,

Sir Henry Harrison, and it was t'i^ie tenanted

by its owner, a respectable Jewislrbdy, I'*.rs. Rebacca

Sasson. The accident created a sensation through-

out the country and an actual alarm in the town itself.

As the house was to all appearance sound, It was

feared that we might all some day be overtaken by a

similar fate. Accordingly, a natural curiosity was

manifested as to the cause of the accident. But now,

we are afraid, without being a whit wiser, we have

resigned ourselves to the old indifference. The sub-

ject is worth a reminder, howev
;

In connection with the recei. , U of Mrs. Rebecca

Sasson’s house in Kyd Street W city, the Indian

spectator has opportunely rem|l.-wt. the public of a

similar accident, with consequences even more un-

fortunate, not long ago, in Bombay. The Honourable

Narayan Wassudeo, one of the leading men of the Pre-

sidency, at the time of his death a member of the local

Legislative Council, was suddenly buried alive by
the tumbling down of a portion of his house. The re-

miniscence is timely. Although in Calcutta the good

Jewess was broup'hf out of the ruins of her dwellihg

with ' ' lie the Honourable Hindoo
was . f his premises, there were

man,, lance between the two acci-

de;i*
.

yVassudeo lived on Malabar

Hill in a house him for the purpose.

It proved to h .' Vob costly whistle. He was

not only out of ; > : of a large sum for considera-

tion, but he finally paid for it with his life into the

bargain. It was a large house, but old and decayed.

He had decided uf -
.a general rehabilitation. Some

alterations were > ess before a thorough re-

pair. While the as in the very act of super-

intending these works, all of a sudden the part which
was being operated upon of the house came down
about his ears and engulphed him, crushing his body
and his life out of it, unlucky man 1 Here, too, in

Calcutta, the house in Kyd Street was a great shaky

pile, which had been condemned L" engineers. It

ought to have been taken down. .
* is too odi-

ous a suggestion to any owner
'

' i the owner
lived in it, all the extensive r jr c n. . and repairs

necessary for safety were o'^'- 1 d undertaken.

But the owner would not rr , other quarters

in the meantime. And fi
,

• -s reasons. For
one thing, removal is such .

' . ; it tries the most
heavenly temper. So si

*'

' bn, clinging to her

home to the bitter end. M • »ras .indeed a martyr

to her love of comfort ana .p: It was bad enough
to have a whole army of maiUrees and masons and
their myrmidons invading your home and murdering
all quiet at day if not also sleep at night, and dislodg-

ing you from room to room in your own home. But
you can at least make an orderly retreat with all your
forces and all your baggage, without the loss sure

to be entailed on long ma. ' !it.Sv Poor Rebecca
elected the easier and more alternative.

She remained in her house wfiilt, te conges in the

building proceeded, shifting 4T*nlfint to apart-

ment. While the process one day,

witho*’!^ ' notice, the came downwjjthonj notice.

,! More lucky

vn,-d unscathedjiA:*”'

blame he|r;;
5

:

simess might ,^4

•
•, Mrs. Sas-

hap. What-
conduct, she
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Jthout advice in what she did
told there was no great risk,

id of much larger edifices—great
ng moved while the houses were

'^sual. Why should not a com-
paratively small prtvate dwelling he repaired with
safety to the inmates ? Up to this time, indeed, no
SQtisfrictory cxpItHitUion of the crash has ap-
peared, which is a pity, seeing that other houses in
the same condition may come down without warning,
and with more disa.strous consequences perhaps. It
is necessary to know the specific .source of danger in
the tumbled down house. The previous condemna
tion is little to the purpose now. Surely, that con-
demnation was not specific and peremptory enough,
else no man or woman in his or her .senses would have
remained in it while it was being taken down in parts.
The house was not

p
near the street to be affected

by vibration of the' ground from carriages passing
;

there was a broad garden between the street and the
building that fell down. Nor was it in the rainy
season when the soil is soft from continual wet, nor
after days of down-pour, that the house gave way.
These are important considerations in estimating the
cause of the accident. The matter concerns all re-
sidents, and they ought not to be without a thorough
inquiry.

°

The above has been in type for som Since
then, an official report has appealed re-
sult of Coroner’s inquest. But t are
far from conclusive. The lady , evidence of the
effect of the gun-firing in Fort 6.* he house on the
day before the fall, is evidently cu yi. by her ner-
vousness since. If the effect was so very striking,
how did she still stick to the hou.se .!* The professional
opinion that would predicate weakness of a wall be-
cause it was made of small bricks 's worth little atten-
tion. We know that our strong^ houses are made
of the old small bricks laid on

\
ihe another with a

layer of mere earthen jelly without any cementing
property between.

succumbed almost immediately, the village chowkidar reporting

band, With those who assisted at the rexothine T j/Vl busings arm in

u^gedy
awfulness this Gogra

That

THE NEW ANGLO-INDIAN DAILY.
The Mornin^r Post may yet be a formidable rival to the older

journals
; it is said to have already caused a diversion

;
but as yet it is

not quite free from the defects of a new concern. The editing would be
the better for a little n> •e care. A competent “ reader ” is badly wanted

on the staff. The pap^ ' teems with typographical oddities. Such
' errors as “good, humou ‘jliy'’ are always dis.igrce.ible and should be

Specially eschewed till tb, ^-)tr has acquired prestige. Such Celtic-

looking epithets as “ -^g » send the unsophi.sticated reader
searching in vain through k, ' dictionaries. The editorial note on
“ the Mendacious London Correw^ondent” is a puzzle. It runs thus—
“The ‘Indian Nabobs’ who attended the Jubilee celebrations will

be interested to learn that they have intnxluced a new drink on their
return to their own country. It is known as the Jubilee Peg and is thu«
concocted: In a large soda water tumbler i.s placed a lump of ice ^

on this IS poured a large glass of br^andy, the tumbler is then filled
with champagne

;
to be drunk while effervescing. The Nabob’s visi-‘

tors are gravely assured the ‘ Prince of Wales never drinks anything
else. It IS by pretty fictions such as this that the London correspon-

disquisitions on local government and other
weightly [ stc ] questions.”

What is the meaning of it all ? Where have the Indian Nabobs in-

iroduccd the Jubilee Peg? And where, according to the London Cor-

respondent, are the Nabc* .visitors assured of the Prince of Wales’
drinking taste, in Lidia, England? Again, we have “A Village

Tragedy.” as follows
'

“A ghastly story cott /Trom a little hamlet on the banks of the
Gogra, the gi eat river ir ^ ih, that swept away the town of Khurasa
1(1 Gonda, three hundred ."J ago*. A woman imagined she
sessed of an ev il spi

^
'^ jmsband thereupon assembled the

i and told than
[
nc\ (k ' received a divine command.****^

his wife’s sights [wrJWi.

.

d ^rould restore. The infq'lii

creature was held doij^ < ' Jcienzied f/zV] husbaft^^i

himself upon her, dclr ;’!'.:-i^cd out Ber eyes. The

is a poor concluding remark, scarcely showing the calm self-

possession of the man of the world, not to say the width of informa-
tion of an experienced man of culture and reading. Extraction of eyes
IS rather a common incident in the East. Perhaps by laying stress on
witch-crafi, the writer meant a quiet hint of the moral superiority of
turope and a sly hit at Ihe barbarity of Asia. In that case, he is at
once mischievous and foolish. There is little to choose between the two
Continents. But our object is not to notice either the one point or the
Other, but to draw attention to the first sentence. Surely, that is an
original way of introducing news. One is puzzled as to whether he
reads of some antiquarian discovery or some incident of the day.Why on earth is the poor reader without notice transported willj/ nilly
behind the centuries ? Even there he is left far from comfortable. For
the reminiscence to which he is treated, is not familiar matter of history,
but something obscure and little known if true. Had the writer re-
called the memories of Akbar and bis court or of Fattehpore Sicri, it
might have been something. But to carry so far back to tell of Khurasa,
an old bustee m the backwoods of Gonda, is an unwarrantable liberty
with the good reader. Geographical and historial allusion lends
Itself well to embellish and enliven composition, and geographical
details are aptly employed to set in narratives. But in telling
common Oudh village story, of the cock and bull species, to

dwell on the threshold on “the Gogra, the great river in Oudh, "is

’

preposterous. There is still less occasion for introducing “Gonda.”
is not even pretended that the village which was the scene

of the alleged tragedy, lay in Gogra. For that matter, the writer
of the paragraph does not to this day know the whereabouts of the
crime he professes to report. The “ banks of the Gogra ” is loo vague

'

for even approximate identification. The absurdity of geographical

'

rhetoric reaches Us climax, when ihe three hundred years old feat of the
'

great river in having swept away a town of which few besides the
savant of the Morning Post have ever heard, is paraded to lend vrai-

'

smblance to a sensational story without specification of locality such as
IS daily to be met with in the lowest grade of vernacular papers. On
this flimsy basis, the writer is glad to comfort himself with the reflection
that bad as Europe was in the past it was far more respectable than
Asia is even now.

Geography, indeed, seems to be*the weakness of the staff. These
gentlemen are at once lofty and vagne in their references to places
Another note in the same issue tells us of several mail routes having
been altered on account of the incursions of rats whose burrows are
dangerous to the mounted couriers and whose ravages have destroyed
every blade of grass. But where? That is the necessary question.
In Outer Mongolia," we are told, if anybody in India or in Great

Britain knows where that is, any more than he knows “ Inner Mongo-
lia.” It IS all very well to procure a supply of Russian newspapers and
draw your sensational notes therefrom. But, as yet. Geography ac-
cording to Continental authorities is not taught in the British dominions.
Before the general re.ader could derive any positive notions from such
literary efforts, he should be provided with a handbook of Russian ad-
ministrative divisions and civil and military organization.

There are many signs of vitality and enterprise in thejew ioumal
It IS evidently under some 'cute heads. Its chiel reliance is upon news
rather than literary brilliancy or finish. Yet it is acquiring strength
in that department. It is doing a solid service to letters by collecting
all the scattered edicts of Asoka and hying them before its readers Is
old “ Broadbrim ” no more ? Still the American letters are interesting.
We specially congratulate the conductors on having secured at once so
able and so distinguished a London Correspondent as “G. B. M.» We
congratulate tHe entire Indian reading public on such an acquisition.
Colonel Malleson has not lost aught of his old cunning. He is better
than ever. He has dropped off his last remaining crudities, and is
simply and eflectively brilliant. His European summary is necessarily
brief but vividly dramatic. He conveys you! truer idea of the politi-
cal contests at Home than you could get even by wading through the
Ttnui reports. His descriptions of the great parliamentary debates
are great historic pictures. We have run out our space, or we should

jifluote, by way of illustration, the London letter of the 27th April Stub

!

fjkiiting is rare enough even in England.
;
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PRE-BRITISH INDIA.
X.

HUMAYUN.

While Humayun was occupied in repairing his losses,

Shir Shah seemed content with his acquisitions in Hindus-
tan ;

for he wisely sought first to recover possession of
Bengal

;
and afterwards he turned his attention to putting

his former territories into a state of order. Whether he
would have renewed hostilities is doubtful. Humayun,
however, could not rest still under the stinging sense of
shame which the memory of his defeats aroused. His
honour was involved in the contest

;
and we know what

fine distinctions kings draw in this respect When a point

of honour has to be satisfied, they are generally indifferent

to the terrible consequences of war lor their subjects. There
is nothing new under the sun ! Eastern or Western monarchs
arc moved by the same impulses, and act as heedlessly.

Civilised king and barbaric ruler, have the same exaggerated
notion of their own importance. The sting of dishonour
being the motor, it was but natural that the next
eight or nine months .should be busily employed by
Humayun in military preparations, and at the end of this

period Humayun once again marched from Agra, aided

with a contingent of 300 of Camran’s men. Camran him-
self retired to Lahore and waited the issue of events.

Shir Shah hearing of these movements had likewise ad-

vanced and had by this time reached the Ganges opposite

Canouj, when he came within striking distance of his foe.

Both hosts remained for some time inactive, each party

seemingly unwilling to offer an advantage to the other, till

the ill-fortune of Humayun again asserted itself through the

desertion of one of his officers, Sultan Mirza, who left his

camp with all his own followers
;
and as his example was so

likely to infect others, it determined Humayun to fight the

enemy at once. He, therefore, issued orders to cro.ss the

Ganges, by the bridge of K ^at had been built, and to

engage the foe. A gen* gement ensued in which
Humayu' '

• army w,
*

'

..‘ated and driven into the

river. T -
• •'

• wasappalling. Humayun
himself, v,*u .a *> ; his horse had been
wounded and must havf. killed or taken prisoner,

if he had not fortunately found an elephant, on which he
mounted. The mahout^ however, obstinately refused to

attempt to swim the Ganges
;
on which the king threw him

from his seat on the neck of the animal, and ordered an

eunuch, who was also on the elephant, to guide him across

the river. The opposite bank was too steep lor an elephant

to climb, and Humayun must still have perished, if two
soldiers who had landed on that spot had not come to his

help
;
they tied their turbans together and threw one end to

him, and by this means he was able to gain the shore. In

a little while he was joined by his brothers, Hcindal and

Askari, and few stragglers from his troops, when the little

band made the best of their way to Agra
;
on the road,

however, they were attacked by the villagers and narrowly

escaped being plundered if not killed.

Humayun was now despondent, and made haste to remove

his family, and the most portable of his treasures from Agra
and Delhi, and to flee to Lahore, to Camran. On reaching

his destination, he found he was no welcome guest, for

Camran was equally afraid of being supplanted by him at

Cabul, or of being involved in his quarrel with Shir Shah,

with whom, before long, Camran made peace, by relinquish-

ing the Punjabs, and retiring himself to Cabul, leaving the

unfortunate Humayun to provide in the best way he could

for his own safety.

The deserted Humayun at first did not know where to

turn his steps in flight, though he had still son\e resources

in the treasures he had brought with him, and which only

waited to be utilized for the purpose of raising .a body of

mercenary troops
;
or he might have renounced all hopes of

kingly power and retired to a private station in life
;
he chose

the former course as affording him some faint hopes of yet

retrieving his former losses. This resolution is further

testimony that he >llis not wanting in courage. It is

peculiar that the thoughts of the unfortunate monarch should

have been turned to Sindh as the most suitable theatre to

begin his experiment. Of all places in India, this was :lu.

most unlikely where a man of Humayun's temperamMU

would have gained an ascendancy over its turbulent popu

'

tion‘; omdh was in t...^ utt..
. |

,

Hosseii. hun. Having re.solvcd 01 f
he entered Arghim^s territories. In

and no less futile hostilities, including

of Bakkar and Sehwan, he wasted a ye^r

his funds, and exhausted the resources

country, with the inevitable conscquenc^

mercenary followers. In* this extren- :

werful ruler,

' c to pursue,

X negotiations

(empted sieges

‘lalf, expended
i : surrounding

^ Ttion by his

received in-

telligence that Hassein Arghun was advancing to attack him,

and he fled in haste to Uch, on the frontier of Sindh. He
barely tarried at this place, and from thence proceeded in the

direction of the Rajah of Marwar’s territories, whom he sup-

posed to be friendly to his interests, and this belief prompted

him to throw himself on the Rajah’s protection. It was
during Humayun’s residence beyond the Indus, that he first

met Hamida, the mother of the famous Akber. His step-

mother, the mother of Prince Hindal, gave an entertainment

in the women’s apartments, in honour of the exiled king
;

probably it was given to counteract the depressing effects of

unsuccessful attempts against Bakl**''* ^ 'h place the army
was then occupied besieging. At t

,

ji'
1 .ainment he saw a

young lady of extreme beauty, anc. ) . .^de .such a deep
impression on him, that when he foi. ' ic was not already

betrothed, he married her immediately, regardless of the

angry remonstrances of his brother.

XL
Humayun proceeding in his journey towards the territory

of the Rajah of

Jodhporc * '
•

whirl' ' > • >
'

fortij • ....

with a '

dreary

before h
.

a supply

barren reg.

but when hi
;

back by the ’ ^

thirst after a

did not act in a '

pellcd to seem c.

session in that

rwar, had reached the neighbourhood of

: St trying passage through the desert, in
'*

his followers from thirst and fatigue.

» at the Rajah would most probably
' .d<^s rather than assist him, the un-

ourcc, therefore, but to turn back
• 'U ' seek comparative safety in the

: ' e had just emerged. However,
'

: cd country, ho desired to obtain
‘ DUId be, in that parched and

He preservation of their lives
;

- 1 the water, they were driven
* only able to slake their

• .'bloodshed. These villagers

iMhD u n manner, but were com-
.1, i < . f j -vateris a very precious pos-

regiot., uiten visited by long seasons of

drought. Humayun was thus again forced to undertake the

terrible realities of a march across the desert, and for this

purpose he set his face towards Amercot, a fort in the desert,

not far from the Indus. To reach Amcrcot was a terrible

ordeal, as between his present position and that goal, there

lay a terribly desolate tract, so awful in its barrenne.ss, and in

the evils and miseries those who traversed it encountered^

that it was but natural that his heart shrank from contem-

plating the journey. He knew from authentic information

that what he had suffered in passing pnee through the desert,

was nothing when compared to^ i/^iHrials that now were
before him, and which would b*- ^

^
V‘^d by his being fom-

pclled to begin such a jourir a supply of water,

nor had he any hopes of obtaliiir supply soon. He had
not proceeded far when his difficulties began multiplying, and
he felt the burden was made heavier by the presence of the

women of his family. Such was the touching and sorrowful

beginning of this journey, that none of those who shared

in its terrible sufferings, could have (prgotteu. The pictures

pf this desert journey must have been so vividly and deeply

stamped on the faculty of memory, as to require no effort

to recall them.

The little band, in a most exhausted conditio|L had
reached the heart of the desert. Tl. ^v had left far TEhind
the last traces of human culture, ; -f’ now struggling

with the agonizing sufferings of th ‘
t; to add to their

peril, if it were possible to do so, '
I :,^^<i«;ived one m'oci

after a night of torment and fati »

by a large body of horsemen, w’

when their worst apprehension.s

the^found that the son of thc;^!^*

Diie mocamg,

these troopers, and thaii'r.f

;e them for entering .hi

^Jor having had th .^f

'untry. Tll|se

ng h

ribe

they werj
'.•'^'Tode* uf

be realized, for

Marwar com-
ixpressly sent

i rritory without
kill kine in a
in on the ex*^
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hausted part,y
;3

•

drove the

forward and too

remaining hope

The calamities c;

close, but wheth
of destroying thi^

their sufferings^

those
.
/ho attempted tb<fc«sist, and

?e them; while a dctachmd/. pushed

iascssion of the wells, on which the only

Vjen of temporary relief, was founded.

fugitives .seemed now drawing to a

.fjs Rajpoots had originally no intention

'or relented afterwards, being moved by

„.w.. fs uncertain; However, just when

all hearts among the captives e.'cpected instant death, the

Rajah’s son advanced with a white flag, and after severely

reproaching them for the acts they had committed against

the dignity of hi.s father, supplied them with water for their

immediate relief, and allowed them to proceed without fur-

ther molestation. The remainder of the journey was one of

severe trial, sufficient to test the strongest nerves, as several

marches yet remained to be accomplished through the

natural horrors of the desert; the torment of thirst was

suflered by all, while many succumbed and died miserably.

Humayun with seven mounted companions pushed forward

at their best speed and at length reached Amercot, from

whence aid was sent the sufferers, and they were enabled

to reach the same p^, /

•

At Amercot he at last found a friend. Rana Persad, the

chief, not only received him, but treaty him ho.spitablyl

and respectfully, and offered to assist him if he was disposed

to make another attempt’ to gain an establishment in Sindh.

It was at this period of deepest sorrow and depression for

his parents, that Akber was born. His mother was far,'

advanced in her pregnancy during the march to Amercot,

,

and it was with the utmost difficulty that she was conveyed

through the desert. One can imagine what her sufferings

must have been when strong men broke down under the

trials. Humayun had marched for Sindh the day before >

the birth of Akber, and the news of the event reached him

,

on the road. He should have, according to usage, given
|

presents to his friends on such an occasion, but he was ro

'

destitute, that he had nothing but a pod of musk ;
this he

|

broke up and distributed among his friends and adherents, 1

with a wish that his son’s fame might resemble the odour

of that perfume, and be diffused throughout the world.

How almost prophetic this utterance proved 1 for Akber

raised the Indian Empire to a high position, and its lustre

at that period was great.

James H. Linton.

Duferin Memorial Fund.

The following subscriptions have been re-

ceived

Rs.

Amount already advertised... ... 5M39

Maharani Sreemati Sreemanjari Shaheba loo

Prince Mirza Asinan Jah Bahadoor ... 50

NawabSyud Ahmed Ali Khan Bahadoor 50

Rajah Rajendra Narayan Roy Bahadoor lOO ^

Baboo Ishury Persad ... ... f

Messrs. Ralli Brothers, Jubbulpore
,

Agency ... ... •••-,/?

Moonshi Golam Russool ...

Small sums through S. Humby, Esq. ...

H. H. The Maharajah of Cooch Behj^,

G.CI.E. ... ... ... l,POO

EMERALD THEATRE
BEADON STREET.

Manager^ Babu G. C. Ghose.

Saturday—the 36th May, iSS8—
at p p. M.

Adopted to dramatic version from Kalidass’s

poem of that name.

Mahomed Abdus Sobhan ...

Baboo Karuna Sindhu Mookerjee

Total

• w
. V .o

T''
' -

.5^ 02

Further subscriptions are invited, and will be

duly acknowledged in the papers.

PEARY MOHUN MOOKERJEE,
AMIR ALI,

S. E. J. CLARKE,
Honorary Secretaries.

Calcutta, 25th May, 1888.

o
c .

^ CS Jfl

W 'S,
•J c
Cd ®

rt O fit <fl .. ^ -

Sz'S^i

r:2 TS ^

. .
•

%
Next di^y^Sunday—^zTth May^

at Candle Light

AND

Scientific Baboo.

M. A. SUR, Asst Manager.

NOW READY.

The Report of the 3rd Indian National Con-

gress, held at Madras during the last week

of 1887.

Price Re. i including postage. Apply to M.

V. Charriar, 100, Mount Road, Madras.

I

ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA, ENGLAND.

ST. PETEKS OOLLE&E FOE BOYS.

University masters, specially suitable for

I

Indian Children. Indian References. For Pros-

pectus, address Principal.

NTENDING PILGRIMS TO MECCA
1888, should book their passages early by

Messrs. Cook and Son’s Chartered Steamersi

leaving Bombay, June 20, July 3, July 15.

Through Rail and Steamer fares from Calcntta

to Jeddr* V A Rs. 96-8-0
j

pobp at
\ '•

4^-1 i-o»

including landkig charges at Jeddah. Return

Tickets : Calcutta and Jeddah, Rs. 315, Rs. 173,

and Rs. 87-6-0, respectively. Reference kindly

permitted to Nawab Abdool Luteef Baha-

door, C.LE., 16, Tollallah Lane, Calcutta.
,

For tickets, apply to Tbos. Cook and Son, ii,
;

Old Court House Street, Calcutta. See also
'

Programme in Urdu, Bengali, and Persian.

Drafts issued also on Jeddah.

Thos. Cook and Son, Calcutta, also issue

Through Tickets to England with the Mails.

Sleeping Car Tickets Brindisi Calais, and Pas-

sage Tickets by all lines of Steamers starting

from Calcutta, or any principal station in India.

Address—THOS. COOK & SON,

Calcutta, 1 1, Old Court House Street.

I ca5Hz1i3«r«-5o'§

" Z -5 u 13 . ^ S 2 a; eo

illEETHAMS
iJJ i»r - A

^l!i| sill li

- Mi:' ?
=
1
'

Jor HIPTA nnd all HOT CLIMTATEg this sweetly scented emollient Milk Is INYALTTAntffi

IT the SKIN couL and REFRESHED in the HOTTEST WEATHER,

Removes and prevents all SUNBURN. REDNESS, FRECKLES, TAN, etc., and

BENDERS the SKIN DELICATELY SOFT. WRip. *

It entirely prevonis it Horn becoi^g DBf and WRlNiuiD,jlpnd PRESERVES the

complexion from the foorchlng effects of the BUN and WIND more effectnafly ttan any

oSer prgNration, The IRRITATION caused by the EITES ai^ STiyOS
j*

wondirt^EsUayed by its use. For imparting that »>oit velvety leeimg to the skm, thta

dell^lSBBKSitiO'* has no equal! Sold by all Chemists,
•

RI. BEBIBAM dt SOM. Ohemlate, OhrttonhMn/K°tf^d.

TA AGENTS: SCOTT, THOMPSON A CQ.
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l#ALLI8LE SPECIFIC FOR

LEUCORRHCES.
A week’s use of this medicine not only cures

Leucorrhoea-—the characteristic white, green

and bloody discharge—Init also removes the

concomitant intense menstrual pains, and all

the various complaints and symptoms inci-

dental to menstrual difficulties and green sick-

ness, and prepares the system for conception.

Price : for a week’s consumption, Ks. 2,

packing and postage 4 annas.

There are capital medicines besides for

piles, all the 20 kinds of flux such as spt.M-

inatorrhoea, diab*tes, &c. -diarilima, rheu-

matism, puerperal complaints, cataract of

the eye, nacra, asthma, i^c.

[CenV/z/v/Zd’.]

“I have known Halm Rajendra Nath Ghoshal

kubiraj for upwards of 15 years, and I «'an bear

ample testimony to the wondeiful efficacy of

his medicine in the treatment of diseases of the

womb. While Assistant Surgeon of Monghyr
and subsequently, I have known him to cuie

the most obstinate cases of uterine Leiicorr-

hcea and other uterine derangements, organic

and functional. I can safely call his medicine

the Specific for Leucorrheca and painful

menstruation. Ladies who have been subject

to these diseases for years and were barren

have been cured and borne childien.

Womesh Chiinder Roy, L. M. S., Mcilical

Practitioner, Bhagalpur. 30th October, 1886.”

Apply to

RAJENDRANATH GHOSAL, Kabikaj,

Topkhana Bazar.

Monghyr.

The Mahanirvana Tantram with the com-
mentary of Harihorananda Bharati, the

spiritual preceptor of the late Raja Ram Mo-
hun Roy, accompanied by a translation and

copious explanatory notes b , m, <

Punclit Jftgonmohun TnrVpl'' '
^

'.*>

Babu Krishrv^ n J.-' '
«

, .

Editor of tr • ^
Radha Kanto's SabcTa iCatpuV < *

mayana, etc., etc. Issuing in p.

demy 12 mo. each, from A|

completed in about 25 part^. »ui luc

whole work Rs. 5, if paid in advance. For

each part to subscribers annas 4, to non-sub-

scribers annas 6. Post free. Apply to the editor,

15, Gopee Kristo Pal’s Lane, Calcutta.

READY

Price Host free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rv 0,

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value I’ayable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL
Ilh'l VVI'.KN

Calcutta and Independent Tippemh,

BY

SAMBHU 0 . MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minnier to the late

Nawah Fakidoon Jah Baiiadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bcuigal,

lU’har and (_)rissa.)

LatteHy Minister 0/ the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, “REIS & RAYYET”
r, Uckoor Dull’s I.anc, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINION OF THE PRES.S.

It is many years since I first. met, and some
years since I last iner, Dr. Sambhu Chunder
Mookerjee, editor of Ihe^ Reis and Rayyet
(Prince and Peasant), and an author of high

repute among the kindly, as well as acute and
intellectual, people of Bengal. One of the real

misfortunes of India was, and still Is, Lord
Macaulays picture of ilie Bengalee. The
picture, true perhaps ns regard.s Nuncomar and
many Bengalees, is not accurate as represen-

tation of the people gener.ally, tax as

an Englisliman m.iy find them 1 ks

fairly. If they had been unfaiihf .' d
story of the Mutiny li.ul been vastly .lau-ier

;

and, apait from the Mutiny, many Kngli'jhincn

could give in(iividual instances of Bengalee
faithfulness almost unique in history, taking

all the ciicumst.inccs of our relation to India

into account. The Bengalee is ge’ncrally eager

for knowledge of all kinds, and is often luuh
courageous in the L-\pression of his opinions,

and gifted to a itLiuaikabIc degree with the

power to express those opinions with foicc and
precision. Mr. F.iwcett once told me that an
uiipiep.iied speet li made, on his brdi.ilf, timing

an elet lion, hy a young Hindoo, surpassed, lu

force as well as el<)«|uence, any unprepared
speech he ever liad heard made by any mem-
ber of the House ftf Cotmnons, if four or five

members of the House were excepted.

.‘\moug these Bt ng.ilecs there is a small IxKly

of men -small for iliat large province—who
are, ironically 01 otherwise termed “Young
Bengal.” Some of them are no longer young,
but grave and agrcl

;
st)ine iiave, in the course

of y«-\'ii5, Ireen highly tlistinguished for their

public services and their scientific and other

attainments. Some h.ive at times been mis-

repieseuieti, and ihcir l.ingiiage mi.sinlei pretetl,

so that on its return to them it has amazed
none moie than iheinselvcs. Nothing of this

has been d«>ne by the really great atlminisiia-

tors of India. That it lias been done, lH)we\er,

cannot be denied. 1

In the fotefionl of this little band is the

author of this Irook of travels, Baboo Samblui
Chunder Mookerjee—a writer (»f high lepiite,

as 1 Iiave said, also an administrator, as the

reader will .see from the litle-pagcto this book.

A keener, yet a kindlier satiiist, one mij’ht

seek for and not find. His use of the lingbsl

language has astonished many an educator

Fwiiglisiiman ; and the quality of his re.iding 1

shown by his marvellous power of quotation
.wo nuMf-Iv fimn authors like Shakespeare, and

(. I !»•
^

,p-,y iQ

subjects which heintend.s iliem to illustrate.

Passing fiom the author to his book, '

biiall, perhaps, first of all be altr.icted to t-

woik of the administrator. He comes upon
milkman’s village, on which he fituU fasieiH

the gnp of a Conit f.ivouiile. He unloosei

the gnp, ami le-settics the village, in the

double iiiteicst ot Piiuco and Peasant. And
all the tiiiu* he secs cvciy thing. 'Die poor-

people bathing on the i ivcpb’ banks, have his

genial and kindly, if also at limes, wliat a
.Scoi(hm.in would call. Ins “pawky” nolicr*.

A “fan maid ol .Smi.iigoaii ” .ittiacts liis .il-

tcntion by the grac cfiilucss with which she
(.antes a ves.sel oj n.iier Pom the river; and,
though ili(' lair maid ami he are divided l>y

lace ami faith (->he is Mussulman), sIkj has his

full meed of pi .Also. Indeed, it must be.ulmil-

ted-- .ind he will not be ofiemled with rnc for

saying :-o ih.it he m*\ -t meets w’lth a fur face,

without at l<-.ist giving evidence of the f.ict

that he has eyes to see and a heart to com-
preheml.

Uf hi ’3 wide ami generous syinpatliies, much
miglit be said, and still leave much more to

say. lie meets a missionary on tlie river, and
evidently is inclined, in writing Ins notes, to

pass .1 joke on tlie .subje< t. He nips it, Imw-
ever, in the bud, and (mntenls himself with

saying, “ So new i.*, preacliiiig lieic, that the

simple pe»)plr s.iid tlie p.idie ha<l been singing

ill the stiect.” He meets Catholic and Pio-

testant ivissim.ai ’es on shipboard, and chuckles

(»ve»- tiiei*- di_ pules, while he astonishes them
by liis c»iminapd of the English language, and
even by ins knowledge of the Bible—a know-

ledge, 1 may ..dd, which is evident in many of

ins wiitings.

A parrot falls overbiiiard. and is drowned in

its cage, to Pis great’
.

however par.aded. He

These are not the

of a Hindoo.

Again, he has a • A',

name is Tom, and wfv

bark, with a noble in#i

ignified Sahibs. Our

s farewell :

'e, and one
•se to the

^ the w'oids

.

*•- than the

itlemen,”

,
/ my poor

‘;j
. e pariah

.j . author,

Mile Lt,nd that

leave 'Tom behind
;

,

[Extract.] ,•

I think this is a vep,.,?^^

that will (haw the

gieai heart of humanbjl.^

are read. Could any|Tip^*^

testimony to the tw'o

emiing with the “ Ben

,

Tom” Ni)t the pariah *

dog. The passage is

ami of the great incrcifu

bore him.
'

Whoever reads this booK must be prepared

fuillier to find bold and manly languag(\ The
author IS im llmerer ol John Bull, though he

gives John his due, and admits that India owes

him a gieat debt. Here is one passage relating

to foreign fruits :
[Extract.]

Among the sketches of country— word-pic-

tiiies—the reader will find some exceedingly

pietty, and all the more valuable in that they

are taken fioin a st.indgiouml puiely Indian ;

not English. Where an Engli.sh ai list’s mind

would be filled wi’'
,
pean ideas, the mind

of this gift(*il East '

• .t IS filled witli a class

of ideas totally di et equally instructive

and certainly not . < le and far-reaclmig.

On the eve c
- 'f his journeys, our

author was placed in a dilemma of a kind

not unknown to travellers in India, but not on

that account the less stupid. He wished to

go by a particular boat, and took lime by the

fmelock for that purpose. 'The fate wa.s at

first stated as 90 rupees, to pay which he

olTered “a new crisp, fresh British India” note

for \oo rupees. “ It was,” he adds, “fresh from

the Currency Olfice, ami had been received

only the day before from another Government

department.” 'i’lic rest of the stoiy is

thus told: [Extract.

I

,
humour of the little sketch is worth

. • 0 I can fancy the aiiihor laughing

M dismay ;
foi he can laugh well at

. • equally well at himself. I sh.all

c on one more passage
;
and I give

[ jg the spirit of the man who dares

, , new’sjv.iper Prince and Peasant.

to rcluin to his home m Bengal,

. adieu, for a lime at last, to Indepen*
'

'
* ;rah, where he li.id lieen located

• years.” He received the M.iha-

aission to return home; but still he

. ^t away. [EKtiact.]

» I think, a sound le^son in this pas-

,c lesson of the immense value of

. . I urbanity in the iclalions of rulers

.li- 'ThiMi* 's a gieat d(\d in that sen-

,

‘ rrc serve (lesh .mil blood.” The. best

adminisii.ilor lu India is not always the ablest,

the m.in whose pi. ins ar(‘ the wi.Mjst as plans
;

but the m.in who, with plans or withowt them,

gives conmU'iuelo the pr'opU*, and confidence

not merely in liis pistire, hut aUo in his con-

siilciMlencss ami foi be.ai ance. A clever man
om e said that the ail ol suc« ess in Indi.i is the

art of giving good dinm-is. It m.iy ix; so
;
but

the pLMil is giiMl- the peiil of debt; and in

any «-.ise the art has its limits, ;iml its natuial

•nd champagne pall

one -art th.it never
.1 tpsy

;
of ih.it com teiy

ii» not .’ifii'ctcd by any
.Iher of the person who

.nyone with vylnxii he lias

collap-'C. F.ven ^1

in the end. Bn'

fills - the art e

which, being

whim or f

possesses it, ’

1 ol.dnuis.

In bidding fiievvell to this little, bfvok, I once
more recall, as 1 e.isily ami vtiy vividly ran,

the aiiilioi’s kimily fi< e and gentle voice,

known to me m.aiiy ^ears ago. 1 .see him, as

I see B.ibol) Kiisio Da-. I'.il, I^r. M.iliendra

Lai Siicar, ami some others, including a nuich-
abiisfd (^•ditor of the Amrita Purjtir Patrika

\

and 1 feel and say, with all earnestness and
sinc' riiy, lliat among the.se are men whom
the Government of India would be wise m
recognising and winning entirely to its .side.

They a*-'* uien on whom no really geneioiis
generous —ever is

ired them at times
•' pat ions at home,

,V mapners, and
mere manners.

'M^^^ iacred Name they
all, guide them to

‘^ny they yet Iiave

'Ud by them, bless

:s Routledge.

lar. t888.
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1/ sure relief from

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AenteRheumatism and RheumaticOout,
After years of semi-hev^ essnpss and sjitTer-

ing; while in ASTV"' 'X BRONCHITIS,
LUMBAGO, SCIAU^A, FACKACHK,
SPRAINS, It is the surest and safest remedy
for these complaints in their severest and most
chronic form.

Its magic cHect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs,

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Arc you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-
tion will relieve you.

In Sorc-ihroat its power has been so rapid
and complete that it is universally recommend-
ed as

The Manrellous Sore Throat Ov. /
Try this wonderful Medicine and (jie

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best i

sicians in the world in their pr.actic^*
'

' \
been pronounced a blessing in thouV

'*

12, AL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(opposite Hie Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

HOJKEOPATHIG PifARMACT,
THE

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE
DISPENSARY IN ASIA

OF PURE HOMdOPATHV ONLV,

WHICH
INTRODUCEO TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN
INDEPENDENT HOMffiOPATflY

and maint.iins to this day
THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF

THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.
Besides the old Remedies, all the New Re-

medics and the latest additions procured from
the best European and American sources, and
kept in stock.

Medicines in wooden boxes and leather

cases, requisites of all kinds supplied, and
Prescriptions dispensed at the shortest notice.

i he largest Stock of Homccopalhic literature

kept.

Orders received for supplying English

American and foreign journals*

BERIGNY & CO.
7^. Lai Bazaar

^ Calcutta.

%
'

ireacl popularity which no similar ilfiORGANlZATIONt wide-spread
, ,

paration has ever before attained.

Sotit in BottUs at / Re. each.^

Obtainable of all respectable cheiiiists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet & Co*

^and R. Scott Thompson & Co.

With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HRARSEY.
Apply to Reis Rnyyet Office, Calcutta.

THE

STANDARD
AOCUMULATUD I'lliVDS

ANNCAIi HRVEiv <5

Bonus distributed to Assurers

£6,450,000

£880,000

£3,500,000

LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY.
ESTHILISIEI ll!S.

ATO^—Hia Grace the Duke of Buooleuoh and Queensberry, K. T.

N
ative (gentlemen win fmd this institution of great service, useful for tnvestmen

^
Family Provision^ Self-F.ndowmcntfor old a^e^ and Protection to Partners^ or Creditors,

SECURITY. Security \^- tt^e first poitA to be considered by Assurers, and no Life Office

can surpass the sjy
^
pARD, in this respect.

THE RATES .OF p|^; lUM-Will be found moderate, and the conditidns of a

Standard Life Polt^ .. « most liberal in every way.

Copies of the last Report,.!; ipectuses, Forms of Application,
*

. Scheme (whicn requires
'!n coitirtienced at young ages,

Jteed on application to any ofF

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.^
ASSAM LINE.

This Company which has a weekly Service
of SietTiners running to and from Debrooghurl

u
despatch the Steamer'

BENGAL for Assam on Tuesday the
291!) instant. ‘

Cai^o will be receive 1 at the Company’s
Godowiis at Jaggannath Ghat until Monday,
the 28ih Idem.
The S{eamer“ INDORE” will leave Goa-'

lundo for Assam on Thursday, the 31st idem.
Intending passengers by the last mentioned

Steamer should leave Calcutta for Goalundo
by tram the previous night.
DiiuiiRi& Debrooghur aMail Service.
Through Booking to and from Assam,
The Despatch Steamers of this Service'

leave Dhtibri daily on arrival of the Mails,
from Calcutta, and proceed to Debrooghur,
stopping at ail intermediate stations andj
Mookhs.

I

Passengers, Goods, Parcels
( packages not

to exceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4 feet
by 4 feet in measurement) may be booked
through to and from Calcutta, and all stations
on the Eastern Bengal State Railway and
onnected

^

R.iilways, and the following
Steamer Stations of this Company, viz.y
Dhubri, (loalparah, Gauhati, Mungledye,
T/zp^e, Silghaui for Koliab.ar, Dhunsiri
Mookh, Niggnting, Kookeela Mookh, Desang
Mookh and Debrooghur.
Packages booked as parcels will be forward-

ed by rail along with the Mails. Freight on
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Goalundo and Dkbrooghur Despatch
Service.

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which
have been specially built for the Assam Trade?

.bettvetif

-Vi
'P 'ior lundo'

on Tuetdays •'

Through bills of lading will bcgiantcd for
goods and parcels on presentation of rail re-
ceipt or payment of freight. Packages not
exceed ten hundred weight, or 8 feet by 4 feet
by 4 feet in measurement.
For freight and passage apply to

MACNEILL & CO.,
*

Agents.
1*2, Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.
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CONTEMPORARY LYRICS.

SCIENCE AND FAITH.

FROM THE BISHOP OF DERRY’S “NEW ATLANTIS.’’

“ Patience ! God’s House of Light shall yet be built,

In years unthought of, to some unknown song,

And from the fanes of Science shall her guilt

Pass like a cloud. How long, O Lord, how long ?

—

When Faith shall grow a man, and Thought a child.

And that in us which thinks with that which feels

Shall everlastingly be reconciled,

And that which questioneth with that vvhich*kneels.

But for the New Atlantis—for the Church

Where faith and knowledge heart-united dwell—

1 think it lies far-off beyond our search,

Enfolded by the Hills f>electable.”

RESPICE FINEMI

L

“Thou best, Hope,” ’tis said, when unfulfilled

Thy promises on life’s worn footpaths rest

;

When roofless stands the temple thou didst build

But what say they who know and love thee best ?--

“ Though the rich light which filled the morning skies

Increase and fade into the depths of night,

We sin if we believe the radiance dies,

When, with slow steps, it leaves our common sight

Once to have seen is surely still to see !
-

So when we speak of early Hope as dead.

We take our hold of words but carelessly,

-

Forgetful that on Hope the Spirit fed,

And gained—in losing even the truth to be—

the present truth of self-maturity I”

11 .

Ah ! still the heart sighs on -Then seek again

Some larger light ’mid drifting clouds of gloom ;

For surely something, say you, must remain

After Hope’s death,-^fsomc flowers grace her tomb I-

Nay_-tenderly—for she may not be dead,

But sleeping, charmed, until your life kiss hers -

Into the living-Beauty which you fled

To place your love beside :—She ministers

Not as we do even to our dearest guest

For banquet as we may, hunger is still

A few hours distant only,—but her best

Comes last, and ends all hunger 1—Wherefore fill

Thy heart with sorrow? Somewhere^ it must be

Thy pure, high Hopes touch God’s Desires for thee !

John Hogben.

News and Comments.

What a lot is this of writers and speakers I Sheridan was taken to task

for having had the temerity to speak of the great History of the De-

cline and Fall of the Roman Empire as the “ luminous ” pages of

Gibbon, when the great orator had referred, as he said, to the vo-

historian. To compare great things wiih small, we have

been charged with strong language for having called a vagabond of the

piess—vomitted out of Bombay to Hyderabad, thence to Upper India,

and from Oudh thrown out on Bengal— a badmash. What a pity that

we should have missed, by a slip of the pen or of the composing digits,

the true word for the world, the^ flesh, and the Devil, as well as the oc-

casion—“bad masheirf^^ There can be little mistake now.an—“ bad mashefcjj^^ There can be little mists

T, not least, historiemd holy Oodeypore brin

ive Chiefs, in the dllnonstration of loya

Last, not least, historic%d holy Oodeypore brings up the rear of the

Native Chiefs, in the dllnonstration of loyalty to the Paramount

Power and determin^ion fonthe preservation of the Empire, with the

offer of the services of his troops and a donation of six lacs.

Tibetans attacked Gnatong in force on the morning of May 23,

soon after day-light. Their force is estimated at 1500. They never

got within three hundred yards of the stockade, and by ten o’clock

were in lull retreat over the Jacola. Our loss was three killed ai^i

seven wounded. Tibetan loss estimated at fifty. The affair was prin-

cipally one of skirmishes.

• •

Later intelligence of that morning’s engagement at Gnatong show

that the Tibetans were two to three thousand strong. The action

lasted about three hours. The enemy have retreated rapidly over the

Jakola Pass on the way to the Jelep. A company of the Derbyshire

regiment under Captain Gossett and 200 Pioneers under Colonel

Broornhead are pursuing in two different directions.

Tlje three killed on our side are No. 2659 blrgeant Luke Leckington,

Derbyshire. No. 1686 Sepoy Kharak Singh and No. 1811 Sepoy

Hookum i>ing, 32nd Pioneers. The seven wounded are of the Pioneers,

three of them severely. The enemy’s loss is estimated at 100.

#

News from Gnatong dated noon the 23rd May is to the effect that the

enemy were pursued on the 22nd to the Jakola Pass and for several

miles towards Pemberingo. Pursuing parties suffered no loss. The

enemy’s rout was complete. The roads beyond the Jakola and to-

wards the Pemberingo are strewn with blankets and traces of a

hurried flight. Early on the 23rd some 50 or 60 men were seen carry-

ing the wounded. Ten prisoners have been taken, mostly wounded, and

many are still in the woods near the camp. Parties are out to capture

them.

The number of the enemy killed exceeds what was reported at flrst

and many have been carried away. A large party, including several

wounded men, apparently of importance, who had assembled during

the action on the Jakola, were scattered by a well directed shell. Two

bodies were found at the place.

No signs of the enemy are now visible on this side of the Jelep or

Pemberingo Passes.

Suburibtr, in (hi country art requtsUd to remit by postal money orders, if possible, as the safest and most tonvenient

particularly as it insures acinowlsdemnt through ths Department. No other rtftipt udU bo

given, any ether being unnecessary, astd likely to cause confusion.
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The Pioneers expended la rounds per man, the Derbyshire 1$
rounds and the guns iircd 31 rounds.

• •

A Telegram from Rangoon of date the 22nd May gives news, which
however needs confirmation, of a raid by 500 Kachinson Momeik, a
Shan State, not under British administration. There is no important
news of the Chins* raids in the Upper Chindwin.

,

In the Minbu district, Ji6 daco^s including 3 leaders surrendered
and 22 were captured. A large gang, which is believed to be that of
Ootiya Ottama’s lieutenant, trying to escape from Minbu Southwards,
was encountered in the Thayetmyo district of Lower Burma when 18
of them were^killed and many wounded.

A Telegram from Rangoon of May 25 says that the Deputy Com-
missioner of Minbti has reported the surrender of 640 dacoits in

that district.

It was found at Joillac, in the Department of the Correxc, and s„m
tot £70, A thousand Rupees for a frogl That must be the identical
toad of Shakespeare that wears a jewel in its bead.

Major-general E. Mitchell, R. E*Retired List, was convicted and
fined for travelling several times in the Metropolitan Railway in th.
first class with third class tickets. The War Secretary, without goinv
to the extreme length of depriving the retired military of his retired
pay, has deprived him of the honorary rank of Major-General.

Bikanir is to be relieved of Major Talbot. Mr. C. S. Bayley, c
Assistant Commissioner, Ajraere, succeeds the military man as Resident’

Captain Herbert, Assistant Commissioner at Merwara, takes M,
Bayley s place .and is himself succeeded in Merwara by Captain Penrose
from Hydersibad.

Mr. Tighe, who has before acted as Assistant Superintendent for
• » Operations in suppression of Thagi and Dacoily in Hyderabad, getsthe following IS a tr.anslation of a Burmese letter from Hla Dway Siado Penrose’s vacancy.

**

and Pakhan Siado, Rudhist Chief Priests of Mandalay, residing at the •

“ Maha Abya Ya Ma Tini,” to His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief ^^Aiius Umesh Chandra Batabyal*and Kedar Nath Rov ha
Excellency will remember having, before he left Burma admitted to the S^atutory Civil Service as Asslsnnt f

* T
for Bengel 10 Kebrinry . 887 . Had on interview with the Priests in the Collectors to the Lower Provinces

"

Palace at Mandalay, during the course of which the conversation was
directed to the affairs of ihe country. The Hon’ble II. P.everley, one of the Judges of the High Court hv-At this interview llic opportunity was taken of explaining to His Ex- bee" KfMted privilege leave for one month from the loth Au.o, ,

cellcncy that the disturbed St,ale of the districts in Burma h.ad .alicn.ated neJiL it is virtually a le.ave for 3 months, for the Long Vacadoii

j

commences as soon as the leave expires.

:

The railway from the Caspian to .S,am.arrandw.as opened on the 2f,th
May last with elaborate ccremoniOsS and rejoicings.

1 HE Currency Commission have made their report. It is believed the)

the people from the spiritual influence of the Priests, but that every

effort would be made by the l*riesthood to better the condition of the

people and restore the country to i(s oiiginal tranquility.

Since then the Chief Priests have been assiduously engaged in the

fulfilmcntlof this end, and they lately resolved that each should appor-
.ion ,0 himself the mission of visiting the districifalong either bank of

_

the Irrawaddy. However hltlc may have beetydone so far, they feel recommend a bimetallic currency on the basis of a fixed valuation besure that the desned results will eventually be4chicved.Letters are being tween gold and silver,

sent by them to all the members of the Prielthood, who in their turn

will publish the contents to the people and abjure them with the aid of The Home remitmnccs from ist aUi to 26th .\Iav 1888 smm.m.a ,
spiritual benediction to live peacefully in their own homes as becomes /ia,562,600.

" ^

all good citizens, so thaf their own condition and that of the country

may be amehoraied. The will of the late .Sir Henry .Stinmc'r Maine, K. C. s. t., and Master ofThe head Priests have already visited a number of the disturbed dis- Trinity Hall, Cambridge, who died on the .’nd February, in his 66th
tricts and have sent letters to the remainder intimating their impending year, has been proved and probate granted to the executors the h'

'

visJls and instructing the people to be peaceful. Justice Sir James Cliarles Mathew J. rederick Pollock and Mr Freder.VkThe Priests wish to assure Ills Excellency that the work of assisting Harrison. The r.!.rlly consists of the testator’s leasehold house in Corn-
in the salvation of the country and its people is being undertaken most wall-gardens. Besides its stabling, furniture and effects horses and”"^"-
heartily and tliey feel sanguine that Ihe couniry will be resuscitated into riages, and the library, as also the copyright of his works and his
a peaceful kingdom, in the prosperity of whicli all will gladly co-operate, medals and otlier heirlooms, the remaining personalty has beeVde'
This letter is sent as a token of iciuen.brance of His Excellency, and <^li>red to a penny at ,£46,715, 6s. -r/., and is ch.arged with two annuities

if a message is sent to the Pnerts m acknowledgment, its receipt will be The house and furnitme, horses and carri.iges, with -00 of the books
hailed with gladness by Ihe Priests and all inhabitants, and blessings and three gold medals, with an annuity of ^i^ioo are he<|ueatbed to the

''is son C. .S. Maine. The remainder oi
the income IS also to go to Lady M.aine, on whose death two-thirds . .

I

the capital will go to the said C. S. Maine and the remainder toanothe,
son Henry Hallam Maine. ’I he copyrights .are not to be sold.

will ever lastingly be invykecl fur His K\r.ellency.

»

The Salvation Army winch has evtcMided its operations throughout the

globe, has just been declared by a jury at Quebec in Canada to be a

public nuisance.

«
* *

On the ist May a st.atue of Sir Barile Krere was placed in the

gardens of the Victoria Embankment, I.ondon. not far from the statue

of General Outram. 'I'he Prince of Wales will unveil it on an early

date.

• •

T HE Directors of the Bank of Bombay have obtained sanction of

Government to open a branch at Akola, in the Hyderabad Assigned
Districts. i

Mr. H. E. M. Jame.s, Deputy Director-General of the Post Office of

India, having been appointed a Senioi Collector in the Bombay Presi-

•dcncy, Mr. H. M. Kisch is promoted from the 2nd to the ist grade of

Postmaster-General, Mr. P. Sheridan becomes Deputy Director-General

of the Post Office of India and Mr. G. J. Hynes, the First Assistant

Director-General.

« «

The latest Gallic discovery is a toad weighing 2 qrs. 10 lbs and measur-
ing nearly 3 ft. rouad the body, its sound rcserabllDg the bark of a dog.

The Chinese Ambassador in London has complained to the Biilisl.
h oreign Office, of Chinese emigrants to Australia being subject to a poll
tax of ,£10, an impost from which the subjects of^othcr I'owei

,

are exempt. The Chinese Government hopes tbm her Majpstys
j, Government will institute an inquiry into this invidious impost a#l
deteimmc how far it is compatible with the existence .and growth ol

friendly relations between Great Britain and China.

***

The Hunjia and Nagar feudatories of Cashmere, in the bleak northern
parts of the kingdom, have lately given much trouble to the Durbar.
In ttonsequcnce, troops were despatched, and these operated with stirli

prompt energy that the chiefs have been brought back to a sense «(

their duty. Already, the Raja of Nagar has sent a representative to

the Maharaja’s commanding officer at Gilgit, to offer submission and
beg for mercy. It is believed there will be no farther need of bloodshed.

* •

• »

A .<iTABTLiNC discovery was announced, on the 30th April, of a deficit

of 100,000 fr. in the Greek Treasury. Another deficit of 240,000 fr. in

the Treasury accounts for the Province of Attica has been found,
in consequence whereof arrest* are being made.
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The following official notific ation appears at Hyderabad

** On account of the suspension of the Syed Abdul Huq, Sirdar Diler>

uI-Mulk, it is necessary to appoint on behalf of Government an official

director in his place on the Board of both the Railway Company and

the Mining Company. It is, therefore, notified that with concurrence

of the Resident, Nawab Fateh Nawaz Jung Bahadur has been appoint-

ed to this office temporarily or until further orders.”

Nawab Fateh Nawaz is now acting as ChiefJustice, with which office

his appointment as Government Director on Joint stock companies does

not well consist. But in Hyderabad there is no notion of consistency

of any kind, cither among the natives or the British.

• «

SRINAGAR 23rd.—Only a slight decrease of cholera in Srinagar during

last 3 days. The disease is prevalent throughout the valley. The new

cart road from Uri towards Murrec is reported to be free.

* *

SRINAGAR, May, 28.—There is a slight increase of cholera in com-

parison with the preceding two days. 162 fresh cases and 83 deaths have

been reported in Srinagar in the last 24 hours.

Mr. R* E. Genge, Surgeon, of Mooltan, fwhile encamped in the

Wurdhwan valley in Cashmere, was, with his whole party of six natives,

crushed under an avalanche which fell on the 15th. One coolie only

providentialy escaped, having gone to a neighbouring village for provi-

sions. Mr. Genge’s body has been recovered and brought for burial to

Srinagar.

The Commissioner of the Berars, Mr. Leslie Saunders, died in the

Ellichpore District of his jurisdiction, on the 22nd, from a fall from his

horse—the third firtal riding case and the fourth death by accident, in

his family in India, a young Saunders having been poisoned to death

by inadvertence. Son of Mr. Charles Saunders, formeily Resident of

Hyderabad, Leslie entered the Civil Service in 1858 and was a Panjab

Civilian, till transferred to the diplomatic branch he became successively

Commissioner of Ajmere and Commissioner of Berar.

** ¥f

AYUB Khan was to have left Rawalpindi for Murree on the 2$th ult.

Captain Evans Gordon goes with the Sardar.—Ayub Khan’s stipend

has been fixed at Rs- 5,000 a month for himself and^is followers. He

is to submit a list of his allotments to them.

Mr. John Bright is suffering from congestion of the lungs. It is

satisfactory to know that there has been a decided improvement in his

condition.

• •

Health is failing Sir Barnes Peacock. We fear he has been over-

working himself as stipendiary member of the Judicial Committee of

the Privy Council on ^5,000 annum,

Mr. D. M. Barbour is expected to join his office of Financial Member

of the Supreme Council in November, when Mr. Westland will take

furlough.
® *%

Order has been passed to extend the diocese of Rangoon to Upper

Burma.

• «

Tiife Contpgious Diseases’ Act is to be suspended pending final orders

for its suppression—according to the Indian Witness. Orders have

already been issued not to work the Act.

Heavy rains and hailstorms have considerably (damaged the crops

throughout the United Slates.

During the month of May 1888, ten thousand two hundred and seven-

ty one persons visited the Indian Museum. Of Native" there were

Holloways Pills.— dyspeptic sufferer aware of the purifying,

regulating, and gently aperient powers of these Pills, should permit no

one to cloud his judgment or to warp his course. With a box of Hol-

loway’s Pills, and attention to its accompanying “Directions, he may

feel thoroughly satisfied that he can safely and effectually release him-

self from his miseries without impairing his appetite or weakening his

digestion. This most excellent medicine acts as a nervine and bodily

tonic by aiding nutrition, and banishes a thousand annoying forms of

nervous complaints. An occasional resort to Holloway s remedy will

prove highly salutary to all persons, whether well or ill, whose digestion

is slow or imperfect, a condition usually evidenced by weariness, languor,

listlessness, and despondency.

8,222 males and 1,821 females and of Europeans 162 males and 66 fe-

males. The daily average number of visitors for the 1 1 days on

which the Museum was open to the general public was 933. From the

i8ttoi5th May the galleries were closed for the annua! cleaning.

’News and Comments.

Evidently, the Government does not expect an early termination of the

Thibetan business. For, orders have issued for taking the telegraph on

to Gnatong, while the Commissariat Department has been directed to

mass in Colonel Graham’s camp provisions for the entire Sikkim Field-

Force to last till the 30th June, and for the 32nd Pioneers and 250 mules

till the end of October.

The Government of India is pursuing its policy of substantial conci-

liation of the Native Princes. The fort of Gwalior was returned^

before his death, to Maharaja Jccaji Rao Scindhia who had pined for it.

And now Bangalore fort is to be made over to the Mysore Duibar. As a

sort of compensation, the civil and military station of Bangalore is to be

extended so as to include the residency house and grounds. The

arscn.il has been removed to Agram and all the British troops have

been withdrawn.

The Government of India invites a four per cent loan of

Rs. 3,00,00,000. 'Tenders must be in sums of Rs. 500 or multiples

thereof, and will be opened publicly by the Comptroller-General at the

Treasury Buildings, Calcutta, on Tuesday, the 3 *’d Jtily next. The

Budget provides for a loan of 3 millions sterling. The late heavy drain

from the brisk banking of the Secretary of State, has possibly pre-

cipitated the descent to the market, as it has unusually lowered the

exchange. The withdrawal of 3 crorcs from India at such a time of

abnormal depreciation of silver, will be a sore calamitj^ to the com-

merce of the country.

Refuges from the Mahdist head-quarters report the Mahdi’s assassina.

tion by his lieutenant, who has assumed power. A bumptious pro-

clamation, purporting to come from the Mahdi, in which all believers

are called upon to make common cause with the dervishes, and which

claims for the latter the accomplishment of the conquest of Abyssinia

and of the forcible dispersion of the foreigners, has certainly issued-

It has created a great effect in Upper Egypt, where it has been freely

circulated.

The “ Exodus ” to the Hills has nariowly escaped a practical con-

demnation and tlie responsibility of a tragic mischance, Melier Ali

was to have been executed yesterday. Although a petition had gone

up to the Lieutenant-Governor from many of the respectable members

of the community, for sparing the man’s life, it was feared that the

representation would not reach the head of the Government in lime,

who was engaged in the exciting recreation and arduous business

combined (d climbing the heights of the Himalayas. If Mehcr Ali

hjid, in consequence, undergone the extreme penalty, be would not

h.ave been the first sacrifice of a prisoner within recent years under the

Bengal Cucumloccntion Office. Luckily, there has been no such

miscarri.age. The petition has reached its destination. Sir Steuart

Bayley has taken time to consider the representation in the convict's

favor, and has postponed the dread day for a week.
•

The several Members of the Board of Revenue, Lower Provinces,

have been authorized by the Governor-General in Qpuncil, under Sec. 5,

Regulation HI of 1822, to exercise generally, throughout the territories

subject to their control, all the duties, powers, and authority which are

vested in the Board collectively in respect of the departments detailed

below

“The Hon’ble H. J. Reynolds, C.S.L, will exercise the aforesaid

powers in the Department of Land Revenue. This includc.s rrvenue,

survey and settlement, land registration, land improvenient.s, the sale

or lease of waste land and Government estates, the management of

Wards’ and attached estates, the collection of cesses, the realization of

arrears of revenue, and the recovery of public demands, rent suits, em-
bankments, pensions, the examination, enrolment, &c., of revenue

agents, putni sales, and the supply of provisions for troops.
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Mr. F. B. Peacock will exercise the aforesaid powers in the Depart-

ments of Miscellaneous Revenue. These include excise, assessed

taxes, salt, opium, customs, stamps and stationery, tolls and canals, the

partition of estates, and the acquisition of land for public purposes.

Durinjf the absence on leave of Mr. Peacock, Mr. F. M. Halliday,

Officiatini( Member of the Board of Revenue, will exercise the powers

with which Mr. Peacock is vested.”

This announcement does not cover the illegality of the past. The

irregularity was prominently brouglit to notice in connection with the

Burdwan adoption. Hence the late correction and authority to

perpetuate the practice of divided work and joint order. But supposing

some of the former proceedings of the Board ever came to be ques-

tioned in a court of justice, what then ?

The perfunctory way in which the Board performs its high functions*

is a type of Indian official laxity. But it has always been to us a

wonder how that body was permitted to override the clear injunction

of the law in deference to the convenience of the Members. Not only

is the Government to blame in this, but the bar must also share the

obloquy of not having yet attacked such a scandal. We badly want

a few Woodroffes. Any Zemindar or other party, suffering from the

action of the Board, might disregard its order, and bring the question

before the High Court whether a fraction was to be taken for the whole.

Even now, when the correction at last comes, it is not adequate. The

present Notification is a half measure. Nothing short of an Act of

Indcmmty for the past and of authority for the future, will meet the

necessities of the case.

On a reference from the Sub-Judge Rai Bahadoor Baroda Prosad

Shome, in the Small Cause Court case No. 150 of 1888, the High Court,

Messrs. Justices Norris and Maepherson, have held that in a case by

the landlord for damages for trees cut by the tenant without the land-

lord’s consent, section 23 of the Bengal Tenancy Act does not apply.

The tenant must prove any custom that he may rely upon in his de-

fence. The landlord is absolved from the onus of proving the custom

prohibiting the.right by occupancy tenants to cut down trees at their

own will.

The Government of India, we are glad to announce, have once more

pressed upon the India office the abandonment of the prohibitive duty

levied in England on Indian silver goods. The practical hardship, no

less than the theoretical injustice of the impost, has been repeatedly ex-

posed within the last several years in both countries. Yet Christian

England, the supporter of costly missions to the ends of the earth to

convey the gospel of Righteousness and Peace and Good Will, would

not do a simple act of fair play. It was against her grain. For Eng-

land, though Christian, is commercial before everything—peddling

to the last degree
;
except on the rare occasions on which her deeper

moral consciousness is stirred, when she is capable of extraordinary

sacrifices. As a rule, she does not forget that she is the leading

.shopkeeper of the world, and is determined to maintain her monopoly

of the markets of the world. She cannot be persuaded to be just even

to her own dependencies— Ireland heiself, although one of the members

of the political firm goiif^ under the name and style of the United

Kingdom, being no exception. India has had always reason to lament

this selfish greed. One after another, all her manufactures, have been

swallowed up. It is in this unworthy spirit that the heavy duty was

imposed and is maintained in England on shipments of Indian silver

work to English ports.

Sind is naturally much exercised by the proposed transfer of the pro-

vince from the Bombay Government to the Lieutenant-Governmemt of

the Punjab. Official Bombay is simply indignant at the call to be strip-

ped of this appanage. The transfer, however, is not to be effected so

early as the public led to expect. The Government of India is

awaiting the despatch of the Bombay Government before finally re-

porting on the subject to the India Office. There is ample time, there-

fore, for argument m the press and agitation by public meetings, and it

being utilised in that direction. It will tax all the powers of our

Western politicians to maintain the siatu quo against the prima facie

reasonableness ot the proposal. One fact, as the hard-headed Hindu

jurists of old say, is worth a hundred texts or arguments. Nature is

against the pretension of Bombay to have and hold hereafter what she

has hitherto possessed. Physically, Sind’s affinities are distinctly Pun-

jabi and by na nv^ans Bombayan, and there are no overwhelming

reasons of policy to plead for the continuance of the present arrange,

ment. A glance at the map shows at once that Sind is part of the

Punjab and that it is not even near Bombay. Between British Bombay

and Sind, there is not only a considerable tract of Native India broken

into numberless states, great and small, but also many pieces of water,

salt and brackish.

It is satisfactory to find that the natural head of the great Burdwan

family is in the hands of good advisers. The Dowager Maharani is

just reported to have offered the munificent donation ofRs. 5,000,

towards the establishment of a school in Burdwan for European and

Native girls, to be called Lady Bayley’s Free Girls’ School, and she

proposes to found two scholarships for Sanskrit students, either at

Nuddeaorany other seat of Oriental learning.

And now from the sublime to the ridiculous I The Durbarecs fit of the

usurper, by instinct led, alarmed at the credit the persecuted old lady

was acquiring by her righteous use of wealth, put their wits together

and hit upon their plan of Campaign for storming public opinion and

securing the good graces of the country at large. It is certainly in-

genious, and thoroughly characteristic. In the words of the statement

furnished to the press,

“A novel institution has been recently established at Kuti Bari in

Burdwan, for the purpose of imparting free lessons in the art of elocu-

tion to the Native striplings of the place. The institution is attached

to the college hostel, and under the patronage of Principal Ram Narain
Dutt, B.A., Mr. Benode Lai Burman, A.D.C. to H. H. the Maharajah,

and Faklra Rajendra Nath Dutt.”

And this is called Burdwan coming to the front I
” A “ novel in-

stitution ” this to be sure, the like of which has not yet seen the day at

the Presidency. Genius is nothing if not original, and clever as the

fortunate Lala’s creatures were—by half—they have at length been

materially strengthened by the accession of unmistakable Genius in the

person of the last-named Fakira. What next? and next? They seem

to be on the eve of a great Revolution in Burdwan. That Honorable

man the Lala has already, by the touch of his magic wand, altered the

law of inheritance amohg his tribe. Government having succumbed

to him, the word has been passed or the bint taken, and already a new

school of Hindu Law, unknown to the Sastras—the Rishis or the com*

mentators—has been added in the legal treatises now appearing. A
mock Parliament would fitly crown the triumph. Perhaps Burdwan

might be content with a National Congress all to itself. So, we sup-

pose, the lads—we beg pardon, the striplings—of Kar are to be drilled

into dcclamators between a couple of Dutt Baboos with a Mr. Burman

in the middle into the bargain. Our Surrender Not the Orator and

his coadjutor the ^'mutc inglorious” No-render had better look to

their laurels. This drilling business—the preparation of the unfor-

tunate boyhood of Bengal for politics before time and needless agi-

tation -is their own vocation. Are they prepared to surrender so fruit-

ful an occupation to these interlopers and outer Barbarians of Burdwan?

They have already accomplished much of their object. A certain

class of our boys now lisp in oratory, because the platitudes and mixed

metaphors come. Can they suffer to see the glory snatched away by

others ?

We do not know the credentials of these new-comers for the role

they have assumed. Mr. Benode Lai is, we believe, the same who was

the electioneering agent at Calcutta of the Burdwan party interested in

forcing on the adoption of the boy who is now Mahar^. He certainly

deserved their thanks for his great and arduous exertions for crcal#g

public opinion in favor of the irreligious adoption, and has apparently

been rewarded with the post of A.-D.-C. to the Maharaja— fit Atalik

for such a prince. But who is this Fakira?
.
Perhaps, Mr. Lambert

might be able to tell.

Tnt appointment of a Political Officer for the Affairs of the late King

of Oudh comes, as we announced last week, to an end with the depar*

ture on leave of Lieutenant-Colonel W. F. Pridcaux. The Collector

of the 24-Pergunnabs undertakes the payment of Oudh and Mysore

pensions at Alipore, and the administration of the late King’s estates

has been entrusted to the Government Solicitor, who will be nominated

Agent of the Governor-General for that purpose—to dispose of the

immoveable property advertised lor sale.
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his deepest abhorence. As an instance of His Holiness*

strict adherence to old ways and manners, I may relate a

case that took place a few years back. It must be borne in

mind that the lord of Ouni Ati has some 7 or 8 hundred

bhakats (all celibates) who serve him and his guardian deity

in different menial offices. The huts of these doomed
wretches are built so close to each other as to leave no open-

ing for smoke to go out or light and air to go in. The result

is that in the morning and evening, when fires are made in

these huts for cooking purposes, none but bhakat can venture

into them ;
one unused to it is pretty sure to be blinded and

suffocated. Accordingly a gentleman had the humanity to

suggest to His Holiness a more convenient arrangement of

. the houses. Instead of thankfully receiving the suggestion,

he rejected it with disdian, and looked down upon the

gentleman as a heretic. Nor is this a solitary instance.

How many projects of public welfare has he not rejected on

this stupid ground ! His Holinc.ss would do nothing that his

fathers had not done. Is it not strange, therefore, that such

a man should have lent himself to the imitation of a Chris-

tian custom derived fror* the old Hebrews ? A man that con-

demned as improper and heretical a proposition for an alter-

ed construction of his out-officcs, felt no scruples to permit

the perpetration of a jubilee. Surely, His Holiness’s pre-

decessors and forefathers had never held a jubilee, although

many of them sat on the guddee for a much longer period.

S. Borah.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR.

Sir,

—

“ Fools are my theme and satire niy song,” but, as rhyming

is not in ray beat, I will content myself with prose.

At a recent meeting, Sir Goose (over whose silly head forty-

five tropical summers have passed) in consideration of his age was

voted to the chair.

The Spaniel—a genuine Hispaniola breed—was engaged to read

a paper on the “ Structure and habits of boobies.” 'Fhe gentle

breeze,, through the windows, lulled Sir Goose into somnolence, the

beasts fell talking with each other in a low suppressed growl.

But the Spaniel, with canine assiduity and patience, continued

reading. The essay terminated and they continued,

“ Clap, clap, all together, clap, clap away,

For this is the way they exercise to have a little play.”

The applause was unmerited and the Joint Secretary of the Club

did not fail to perceive that the Spaniel had played a dirty trick

and had nearly succeeded in hoodwinking his human auditors by

reading to them an essay copied “ verbatim ct literatim ** from the

lucubrations of a Scottish author. He accordingly stands up, and

emphatically condemns the practice. The beasf.s horror struck,

gaze at each other. The lecturer’s face emulates the red glare of

the lamp burning on the tabic.

The jackdaw, decked in all the pride and splendour of fashion,

and eying the audience through the translucent rays of a pair of

massive steel spectacles, having a sympathy in common with the

zoological race, screeches out in defence, “Assuming that he has

copied, what harm can there be in it ? ” A young man, who was

announced in the “ notice ” as a visitor, and who had enjoyed the

privilege of speaking in the Club on previous occasions, felt justified

in saying, “ But copying word for word from a book amounts to

plagiarism, and as such is reprehensible.” Sir Goose, who is linked

to the Spaniel by an official tic, was exceedingly put out of coun-

tenance at the disclosure of this literary larceny, and being unable

to restrain his cholcr any longer, vociferously cackled out with ex-

tended beaks “ Who arc you, young man ? Learn to respect your

seniors. You are not a member of the Club, and had therefore no

business to speak. Hold your peace,** In plain P.nglish, he tried to

hector the young man down. Young man ? What the deuce docs

Sir Goose mean by that ? What a pity there was no prompter to

whisper in Sir Goo8e*s cars the following stanzas :

—

“Wc live in deeds, not years, in thoughts, not breaths,

In feeling, not in figures on a dial.
^

Wc should count time by heart throbs. He mosMives

Who thinks most, feels the noblest, acts the best.”
^ .

The quadrupeds, encouraged by their leader, set up an infernally

tremendous howl, looking daggers at the Secretary. The bipeds

commenced screeching, chirping, hooting, quacking and all other

words that the vocabulary of ornithology can supply.

An old Jackanapes, sitting on the right hand of Sir Goose, making

grimaces and antic gestures, and exposing from time to time a set of

dirty teeth, gibberred out :
—“No, no, we ought not to discourage

these things, we must encourage them.** Encourage what ? PU-

giarism, to be sure. Bravo ! Sir Ape, a remark worthy of you. He

will be a valuable acquisition to the Alipore garden, though I

would like much to tame such a droll creature, and fatten him on

the delicious plantain. But to continue. The Spaniel had evident-

ly been engaged so long, without heeding the remarks of his critics,

in composing the following sentence, which he thus express-

ed in the tone of an intellectual dog :
—“ This gintlcmin too, in his

essay on the ‘Indian Mutiny* has copied from Mocolay.” A fear-

ful anachronism, thought I, Like the divinity student in Holme’s

Professor of the Breakfast Table, a gentleman started up a laugh, but

reined it back with a pull, as one throws a horse on his haunches.

At this juncture, another gcntlcnfan rose with the laudable object

of putting an end to the dispute, and, by an effective speech, succeed-

ed in tranquiliziiig the furious animals. Then followed the Joint

Secretary’s speech, at the conclusion of which the meeting dispersed.

A. M. P.

2gth May iSSS.

We publish this letter as a creditable performance for so young
a writer, but he must try his hand on suyects of general interest.

There is too much striving after literary effect visible in most of our

young correspondents. Let them cultivate matter, and smartness will

come of itself. There is the making of writers in them.—Ed. Ji. R.

LORD DUFFERIN IN THE CALCUTTA SLUMS.

Commenting upon the Eng/isbmfin*s dccoiint of the Viceroy’s in-

spection of the Calcutta slums, the Dai/y Telegraphy in a leading

article, says :

—

Lord DufFcrin continues by a hundred bright, sensible, or courage-

ous deeds and speeches, to make cverbody sorry that he is shortly to

surrender the Viccroyalty which he has administered so well. One
of the last acts of his cold-season sojourn in Calcutta was to take a

long and, from the sanitary and olfactoty point of view, a terrible

morning walk in the slums of the capital of India. Calcutta has

been called a “ City of Palaces,” and such it is, perhaps, viewed

from Garden Reach or Pal Ghat. Moored in that part of the

Hooghly, or walking or driving near Fort William, the visitor or

resident sees across the broad expanse of the maidan a ^sweep of

stately buildings extending from th6 Cathedral to Government
House. Their white or saffron hue contrasts agreeably with the

green turf and the thick clumps of tamarind or palm trees ; while

the domes of the Viceregal Palace, with the splendid foliage of the

Eden Gardens, nobly fill the perspective, and incline one to believe

that Calcutta is as handsome as she looks. But whoever ventures

seriously to explore the vast native city will be quickly undeceived ;

the Indian metropolis is far more a city of slums than of palaces, and

cannot “ hold a candle,” as regards its indigenous quarters, to Bom-
bay. Very few Europeans, however, know much about the worst

parts, which arc often the most characteristic, of Calcutta. Even
the Viceroy had never seen them until the other day, when the im-

pulse suddenly seized him to make a resolute exploration of the

more crowded and insanitary quarters of his capital.

He ought, perhaps, to have started, after the fashion of the Caliph

Haroun-al-Ra$chid, at night, with Sir Mackenzie Wallace disguised

as a Babu, Lord William Beresford as Rissaldar, and Lord DufFcrin

himself dissembling in the garments of an up-country merchant.

The manner of this expedition, however, was modern, like its kindly

and conscientious inspiration, and the Viceroy started for his “slum-

ming” in a carriage accompanied by the Chairman of the Munici-

pality, the Engineer, the Health Officer, and a Private Secretary.

Northern, or native, Calcutta has some good thoroughfares, it must

be confessed, such as Cornwallis-strcct and the Circular Road ; but

being upon real business bent, Lord DufFcrin soon had to quit his

carriage and plunge on foot into Uaranasce Ghosc’s Street and its

adjacent purlieus. He wound hiswayalon^ that snaky causeway;

he inspected Chassadhobaparah, where wayfarers must walk in single

file through a labyrinth of dark and stuffy gutters ; he plunged into

the awfuibastis and cowsheds, the inat-huis and miserable godowns,

beyond Dhurrumtollah and Moydapatty lanes. He gallantly tread-

ed the unspeakable abominations of Burra Bazaar ; visited agowalla’s

establishment knee deep in filth ; and even traversed—no doubt with

handkerchief to noise—the yards and apartments of a “ basti ” in

Jorabagan, which is mentioned as remarkable for its bad name.

Here, says the Englhbrnan, “the Viceroy saw for himself the appal-

lingjilthiness characteristic of a locality where buildings have been

constructed without the least regard to light, ventilation, means of

access, or sanitary requirements of any description.” And it con-

tinues very justly : “The community at large, and the native por-

tion of it especially, have much cause for grati^de to the Earl of

DufFcrin for having undertaken such an inspection. He is, wc be-

lieve, the first Governor-General who has seen for himself some of

the plague-spots of our City of Palaces. He must have noted how
strongly their condition contrasted with the well-kept wide streets of

the southern portion of the town, and with the large gardens, acting

as air spaces, attached to the houses in the European quarters.”

Truly, if some Western enthusiasts for sanitation could have

accompanied the Viceroy in that morning walk they would have

thought the East end of London, in comparison, a paradise of

hygienic science. The slums of Calcutta arc about the most un-

lovely specimens conceivable of urban life. They arc not even

interesting, as is generally the case with the back regions of an
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Indian town or city, except perhaps, for the population, which,

swarming about the narrow, hot streets and lanes like human ants,

lends a certain colour and animation to the dingiest nook. Built

on the dead flat of the Ganges alluvium, there is no natural drain-

age ;
a few feet below the surface all is swamp and squashy mud :

paving is almost unknown, except in the chief thoroughfares ; and

the people arc sublimely ignorant of the common rules of health,

and too conservative to take up with change. True itjs that much

has been lately done for the native (juarters of Calcutta : the drain-

age and water supply have been looked after, and open oases cleared

in wildernesses of foul and crowded regions. This work, however,

has fallen back again into the hands of a native Municipality, who
have not the energy or the enthusiasm for sanitation of the West ;

and the Calcutta which lies out of sight of the tourist or temporary

resident is consequently almost as bad a hotbed of disease as in the

days when cholera was regularly bred there, and when boats loaded

with frightful refuse used daily to discharge their contents into

Garden Reach, amid hundreds of corpses floating down the river.

Now-a-days, sailors arc not poisoned by the contaminated stream ;

nor have captains to set a hand on watch to clear their cables of

dead Hindoos drifting along the sacred stream. Yet behind the

broader causeways, where handsome temples and gaily painted com-

modious residences arc to be seen, there arc still these hideous,

squalid narrow lanes, where an odour reigns supreme, with rancid

ghee for its basis, and all the seventy smells of Cologne as mere col-

lateral flavours, of a compost indescribable, omnipresent, over-

whelming. Tanks green with glistening confervae, growing almost

visibly under the fierce tropical light, serve at once for drinking,

bathing, and washing purpose to all the squalid crowded habitations

around. The musk-rats and bandicoots run in and out of the rotting

foundations ;
mosquitoes, centipedes, and the smaller vermin teem

in the hot atmosphere ;
and yet, close to such tenements, and in

the heart of the ugliest slum, one will find dwellings of the rich

luxuriously fitted within, and tenanted by people of high culture

and refined life. That Calcutta is not a healthy city goes without

saying ; it never can be so under present circumstances, and the

mortality, which is abnormally high, would be much higher still but

for the fact that the citizens arc largely acclimatised to evil odours

and foul water and air, and also that Nature, by her winged and

creeping ministers, does a great deal for man. Myriads of crows,

vultures, kites, and storks fill the air, discharging gladly and con-

stantly the duties of scavengers ; while the earth, the walls, the

roofs, the bamboos, the mats, the very dust arc full of minute in-

defatigable creatures perpetually carrying off and devouring the dirt

in the wrong place which would otherwise make a continuous lazar-

house of Calcutta.

Yet there was one spot visited on this occasion by the Viceroy,

which might teach a lesson in sanitation to the best-managed city

of the West. “At Bolorum Dey’s,’* says the report, “where the

carriages were waiting, the Viceroy got in and was driven rapidly

up Chitpur Road, and through Nimtollah Street to the Nimtollah

Burning Ghat. The body of a young woman who had died that

morning of cholera, was being cremated. His Excellency stayed

a shore time at the burning ghat, asking several questions, and

showing much interest in the ceremony.” That is, indeed, a re-

markable and suggestive place. A low-fronted building, some-

thing like one of our Underground Railway stations, rises*

by the river, upon which its interior looks through a row of

light arches. On the floor, which is of earth, are noticed many

black patches covered with grey ash. Beyond through the arches

runs the busy Hooghly, blazing with sunshine, covered with ships,

flags, sails, and native crafts. Looking citywards in the early morn-

ing, you will soon perceive more than one funeral party approaching

the Nimtollah. They bear dead bodies upon a charpoy or native

bcadstead ; a relative or two and a Brahman, it may be, following.

There is no fuss, no loud demonstration of grief, the charpoy is set

down inside the building, the white chudder is turned aside. Per-

haps it is an old man well quit of this troublesome existence, per-

haps it is a pretty Hindu girl, her black hair still lustrous, her come-

ly mouth closed with death’s secret, and upon her forehead, pale

and cold, the bright vermilion tilaka newly impressed. The atten-

dant, having seen to the registration, supplies about three hundred-

weight of wood ; a vacant spot is found upon the clay fioor, the pyre

is skilfully built, the corpse laid upon it, and some wood, reserved

for the purpose, disposed above and around. Then the nearest re-

lative or his representative sets fire to the “bed of change.” It is

soon seen that there is no need of elaborate crematoria, furnaces, or

the like, for this quick and beautiful form of obsequies. The puri-

fying flames rise and crackle ; the fume drifts out of the arches over

the river ;
the attendants sit in the corners of the building ; smok-

ing hookahs or softly chatting ; very soon you only remark a smoul-

dering pile of grey ashes which sinks into a surprisingly little layer.

Out of this the chief mourner, rakes, with a branch of Sami shrub

and Palasa tree, what he can find of the skull-bones and a joint or

two. He sprinkles these with scented waters, and with ghee, wraps

them in leaves of the Palasa, and places all in a new earthen pot,

which is tied up with thread. This will, by and by, be buried in

the ground near home, or placed in a temple ; and on the “shradh,”

or commemorative days, the son will offer eight varieties of flowers,

food, and fruit, with this prayer, “ May the Adorable and Eternal

accept from us these offerings ! May the dead one be conveyed to

pleasing and immortal abodes !
” A little milk and water is poured

over the spot of incremation, and this simple ard cleanly ceremony,

which has only cost the family twelve shillings of English money, is

at an end, except for certain strange yet affectionate and dutiful ob-

servances, which follow during some days after, and are part of the

Indian’s ritual. It is, indeed, the idea of Hindus that the soul lin-

gers about its old haunts for ten days ; and it would be a sad sign of

the dead man’s future destiny if the crows refused to cat the cooked

rice thrown to them on the tenth day. Happily, they never do ; a

Calcutta crow would pick up the funcral-ricc of the Father of Evil

himself if he could die and be burned at Nimtollah, Certainly,

neither Lord Dufferin, nor any one who has watched the process of

cremation in India, can ever rfgain doubt that in celerity, simplicity,

economy, and the abolition of all mournful associations, it recom-

mends itself to crowded populations and sanitary reformers.

BEADON STREET.

liADU G. C. GhosE.

Saturday—the 2}9d June^ jSbS—
at p P. M.

I3abu Grish Chunder Ghose’s

.EJ/Zj? Z,E OTjJ.

To be preceded by

THE ENCHANTED TREE.

Next day—Sunday-—3rd June^

at Candle Light. ^

ST^lVl:
AND

Arrangements as usual.

M. L SUR, Asst. Manager.

Dufferin Memorial Fund.

The following subscriptions have been re-

ceived :

—

Rs.

Amount already advertised... ... 59)^°^

Nawab Syud Zainool Abideen, Khan
Hahadoor ... ... ... 75

Prince Mahomed Raheemoodeen ... 25

Prince Mirza Mahomed Jah Ali Baha-
door *

... ... ... 2?

Hajee Mudoo Khan, of Dinapore ... 10

Total ... 59,937

Further subscriptions are invited, and will be

duly acknowledged in the papers.

PENARY MQHUN MOOKERJEE,
AMIR ALI,
S. E. J. CLARKE,

Honorary Secretaries.

Calcutta, 1st June, 1888.

Griha-Chikitslia.
A complete and large treatise on Homoeo-

pathic Domestic Medicines with some tried

native drugs for certain serious diseases, by

Rai Khetter Nauth Chattcrjcc Bahadoor

in Bengalee 2 o o

Do. postage... o 3 o

Do. abridged in Hindee ... ... I 00
Apply to Author at Chinsurah or to People’s

Press, No. 7S College Street, Calcutta*

NOTICE.
Probate of the Last Will and Testament of

Jogendro Nauth Mullick, of No. 22 Mooktaram

Baboo’s Street, in Calcutta, Landholder, de-

ceased, has this day been granted by the High

Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal

in Testamentary .and Intestate Jurisdiction, to

Baboos Kanay Lall Chunder, Romanauth Addy

and Soobiil Chand Chunder, the executors

therein named.

SWINHOE AND CIUJNDER,
Attorneys for The Executors.

9, Old Post Office Street, t

Calcutta, 22nd May, 1888.

now^eady
The Report of the 3rd Indian National Con-

gress, held at Madras during the last week

of 1887.

Price Re. r including postage. Apply to M.

V. Charriar, 100, Mount Road, Madras.

ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA, ENGLAND.

ST. PETER’S OOLLEOE FOB BOYS.

University masters, specially suitable for

Indian Children. Indian References. For Pros-

pectus, address Principal.
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INFALLIBLE SPECIFIC FOR

LEUCORRHCEA.
A week^s use of this medicine not only cures

Leiicorihoea—the characteristic white, green

.ind bloody discharge—but also removes the

concomitant intense menstrual pains, and all

the various complaints and symptoms inci-

dental to menstrual difficulties and green sick-

ness, and prepares the system for conception.

Price : for a week’s consumption, Ks. 2,

packing and postage 4 annas.

There are capital medicines besides—for
piles, all the 20 kinds of flux—such as sper-

matorrhoea, diabetes, i&c. —diarrhoea, rheu-

Miiatism, puerperal complaints, cataract of

ihe eye, nacra, asthma, &<..

[Ccrtijicaie.']

“I have known Habu Rajendra Nath Ghoshal
kubiraj for upwards of 15 years, and I can bear

ample testimony to the wondeiful efficacy of

his medicine in the treatment of diseases of the

womb. While Assistant Surgeon of Monghyr
and subsequently, I have known him to cure

the most obstinate cases of uterine Leucorr-

hma and other uterine derangements, organic

and functional. I can safely call his medicine
the Specific 'for Lcucorrhoea and painful

menstruation. Ladies who have been subject

to these diseases for years and were barren
have been cured and borne children.

Womesh Chundcr Roy, L. M. S., Medical

Practitioner, lihagalpur. 30th October, 1886.”

Apply to

RAJENDRANATH GHOSAL, Kaiiiraj,

Topkhana Bazar.

Monohyr.

The Mahanirvana Tantrum with the com-
mentary of Harihoranaiula Bharati, the

spiritual preceptor of the late Raja Kam Mo-
hun Roy, accompanied by a translation and
copious explanatory notes by the venerable
Pundit Jagonmohun T.uk.alankar

;
edited by

liabu Krishna Gopal Bhakta, M. A. S. B.,

Editor of the 2nd impression of the laic Sir

Radha Kanto’s Sabda Kalpadruma, the Ra-
mayana, etc., etc. Issuing in pans of six form-

demy 12 mo. each, from April last. To be

completed in about 25 parts. Price for the

whole work Rs. 5, if f)aid in advance. For
each part to subscribers annas 4, to non-sub-

scribera annas 6. Post free. Apply to the editor,

T5, Gopee Kristo Pal’s Lane, Calcutta.

READY

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Ks. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS 4 VOYAGES IN BENGAL
RE'l'WF.KN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEB,
Fonncfly ^finhler to the late

\

Nawau Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State,

Apply to Manager, “REIS& RAYYET”
L Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINION OF THE PRESS.

It is many years since I first met, and some
years since I last met, Dr. Sambhu Chundcr

^pl^crjee, editor of the Reis and Rayyct
(Pnnee and Peasant), and an author of high
f e pute among the kindly, as well as acute and
mtellcctual, people of Bengal. One ofthe real

®I^ortunes of India was, and still is, Lord
-^acaulays picture of the Bengalee. The
Picture, true perhaps as regards Nuncomar and
many Bengalees, is not accurate as a represen-*

tation of the people generally, taking them as
an Englishman may find them if he looks
fairly. If they had been unfaithful, the sad
story of the Mutiny h.\d been vastly sadder

;

and, apart from the Mutiny, incaiiy Englishmen
could give individual instances of Bengalee
faithfulness almost unique in history, taking
all the circumstances of our 1 elation 10 India
into account. The Bengalee is generalljj eager
for knowledge of all kinds, and is often both
courageous in the expression of his opinions,
and gifted to a remaik.ible dcgiee with the
power to express those opinions with force and
precision. Mr. Fawcett once told me that an
unprepared speech made, on his behalf, during
an election, by a young Hindoo, surp.assed, in

force as well as eloipience, any unprepared
speech he ever had heard made by any mem-
ber of the House of Commons, if four or five

members of the House were excepted.
Among these Bengalees theie is a small body

of men—small for lh.it l.uge piovincc—who
aie, ironically or otherwise termed “Young
Bengal. ” Some of them aie no longer young,
but grave and aged

; some liave, in the course
of years, been highly disimgiiished for their

public services and their scientific and other

attainments. Some have at times been mis-
leprcsentetl, .and their language misinterpietod,
so that on its return to them it has aina/ed
none more than themselves. Nothing ot this

has been done by the really great adrninistia-

tors of India. That it h.is l)een done, howe\ei,
cannot be denied.

In the forefront of this little band is the

author nf this buok of tiavels. Baboo S.Ambhu
Chundcr Mookerjee- a writer of high teputc,

as I have said, also an administrator, as the

reader will see from the title-page to this book.

A keener, yet a kindlier .s.itiiist, one miglit

seek for and not find. His use of the English

language has astonished many an educated
P-nglishman

;
and the quality of his reading is

shown by his marvellous power of (juoiation ;

not merely from authors like Shakespeare, and
Milton, and Macaulay, and men eminent in

science, but from out-of-the-way old ballads,

and little-known old pamphlets, in the applica-

tion of which he leaves one wondering—first,

how he obtained the productions at all, and
secondly, how, having obtained them, he
learned to apply them so appositely to the

subjects which he intends them to illustrate.

Passing from the author to his book, wc
shall, perhaps, first of all be attracted to the

work of the administrator. He comes upon a
milkman’s village, on which he finds fastened
the grip of a Court favourite. He unloosens
the grip, and rc-sctlles the village, in the

double interest of Prince and Peasant. And
all tlie lime he sees everything. The poor
people bathing on the rivers’ b.anks, have his

genial and kindly, if also at times, what a
Scotchman would call, his “pawky” notice.

A “fair maid of .Son.irgoan ’ attr.icls his at-

tention by the gracefulness with which she
carries a vessel of water from the liver

; and,
though the fair maid an<l he are divided by
race and faith (she is Mussulman), she 1ms his

full meed of praise. Indeed, it must be admit-

ted- and he will not be offended with me for

saying so— th;it he never meets with a fair face,

without at least giving evidence kI the fact

that he has eyes to see and a heait to com-
prehend.

Of his wide and generous sympathies, much
might be said, and still leave much more to

say. He meets u missionary on the liver, and
evidently is inclined, in writing his notes, to

pass a joke on the subject. He nip.s ii, how-
ever, in the bud, and contents himself with

saying, “ So new is preaching* lieie, that the

.simple people said the padre h.id been singing

in the street.” He meets Catholic and Pro-

testant missionaries on shipboard, and chuckles
over their disputes, while he astonishes them
by his command of the English language, and
even by his Iwiowlt^lge of the fiible—a know
ledge, I may add, which is evident in many of

his writings.

A parrot falls overboard, and is drowned in

its cage, to his great distress, which is not
however paraded. He says

: [E.\tract.]

The.se are not the words of a Christian, but

of a Hindoo.

Again, he has a faithful ugly dog, whose
name is Tom, and whose glory it once was to

bark, with a noble independence, at some very

ignifled Sahibs. Our author is compelled to

leave Tom behind
; and here is his farewell

[Extract.]

I think this is a very fine passage, and one
that will draw the author very close to the

great heart of humanity, wherever the words
aie read. Could anything be finer than the

testimony to the two foreign “ gentlemen,”
ending with the “ Bengalee pariah, my poor
Tom”? Not the pariah metely, but the pariah
dog. The pavage is worthy of the author,

aiul of the great mercifulness of the land that
bore him.

Whoever reads this book must be prepared
further to find bold and manly language. The
author is no flatterer of John Bull, tlioiigh he
gives John his due, and admits th.it India owes
him a great debt. Here is one passage relating

to foreign fruits
:

[Extract.]

Among the sketches of country— word-pic
tures—the reader will find some e.xcccdingly

pretty, and all the more valuable in that they
are taken from a slandgnmnd purely Indian;
not English. Where an English artist’s mind
would be filled with European i(lea.s, the mind
of this gifted Eastern aitist is filled with a class

Aif ideas tolrilly different, yet eqn.ally instructive

and certainly not less subtle and far;ieaching.

On the eve of one of his journeys, our

author was placed in a dilemma of a kind
not unknown to travellers in India, but not on
that account the less stupid. He wished to

go by a particnlai boat, and took time by the

foielock for lliat pur|)ose. The fare was at

first staled as 90 rupees, to pay which he

offered “a new crisp, fiesh British India” note

for 100 luiH'es. “ It was,” he adds, “fiesh fiom
thcCurreniy Office, and had been received

only the day before fiom another Governmeni
department.” The rest of the story i.s

thus told :
[Kxtr.act.]

The humour of tlie little sketch is woiih

something. I can fancy the author laughing

even in Ids disin.ay ;
for he ran laugh well at

others, and etiually w(‘ll at himself. I shall

only venture on one more pa.ss.ige
; and I give

it as showing the spirit of the man who dares

to call his newsp.iper Prime ani Peasant.

lie desired to return to his home in Bengal,

and to bid adieu, for a lime at last, to Indejien-

dent Tippcrah, where he had been located

“some two years.” He reccMved the M.iha-

rajah’s permission to return home
; but still he

could not get away. [Extract.]

'I’here is, I think, a sound lesson in this pas-

sage ;
the lesson of the immense value of

courtesy and mbanily in the relations of rulers

.and ruled. There is a great deal in that sen-

tence, “ lie scive fiesh and blood.” The best

administrator in India is not always the ablest,

the man whose plans are the wisest as plans
;

but the m.in who, with plans or without them,
gives c.fuiiidonce to the people, and confidence

not im-icly in his justice, but also in his con-

sidcr.iteness and ioihcaiancc. A clever man
once saiil that the ail of succcs.s in India is the

art of giving good dinnius. It maybe so ; hut

the peiil is greal~the peril of debt; and in

any ca-*e the art has its limits, .and its natural

CA )1 lapse. Even dinners and champagne pall

in the end. But therctis one art tliat ncvei

fails -llie ait of Hue courtesy
;
of that courtesy

which, being natur.al, is not alTected by any
whim or Craprice, either of the person who
possesses it, or of any one with whom he has

lelatinns.

In bidding farewell to this little, book, I ont a*

more recall, as I ea.sily and very vividly can,

the author’s kindly face and gentle voice, as

known to me many years ago. I see him, a^

1 sec Baboo Kristo Das Pal, Dr. Mahendra
Lai Sircar, and some others, including a much
abused ediloi of the Amrita Ba:iar Patrika \

.and I feel and say, with all earnestness and
sincerity, that among these are men whom
the Government of India would be wise in

lecognising and winning entirely to its side.

They are men on whom no really generous
word 'true as well as generous—ever i.s

ihiown away. I liavc compared them at times
with meu of kindred occupations at home,
and I think tli.at they are as a rule by far

the truer gentlemen in good manners, and
often in very much more than nieife manners.
May the gicat God, whose sacred Name they
use as that of the Father of all, guide them to

a nobler des^jny than any they yet have
known, and with them, and by them, bless
their native land !

James Routledge.

^The Indian Magazine, Mar. 1888.
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“IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF.”

AH who suffer find sure rclUf from

The Greatest Pain Core Extant.

It has driven out from tlie system

AcuteRheumatismand RheumaticGout,

After years of semi-helplcssiiess and suffer-

iufif ;
while in ASTHMA, HRONLllITIS,

tUMHAGO,' SCIATICA, KACEACHE,
SfRAlNSi It fs tj^ surest and safest remedy

for these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs,

Is almost loo reiparkable for CREDENCE.

Are you subject t<f HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete (hat it is universally recommend-

ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at / Re, each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet & Co.

and R. Scott Thompson & Co.

Price by post 8% annas.

ASRUKANA

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

HOMEOPATHIC PHARMACY,
* THE

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPRNSAR Y IN A SIA

OF PURR HOMaOPATHV ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN
INDEPENDENT HOKEOPATHY

and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF

THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.
Besides the old Rcincdie.s, all the New Re-

medies and the latest additions procured from

the best European and American sources, and

kept in stock.

Medicines in wooden boxes and leather

cases, requisites of all kinds supplied, and

Prescriptions dispensed at the .shortest notice.

The largest Stock of Homceopathic literature

kept.

Orders received for supplying English

American and foreign Journals.

BERIGNY & CO.
12. Lai Basaar, Calcutta.

In Pamphlet, Price ./ annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSEY.

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.^
•

ASSAM LINE.
This Company which has a weekly Service

of Steamers running to and from Debrooghur
vid Goalundo, will despatch the Steamer
“NEPAUL” for Assam on Tuesday the

5th prox.

^
Cargo will be rcceivci at the Company’s

Godowns at Jaggannath Ghat until Monday,
the 4th idem.
The Steamer BENGAL” will leave Goa-

lundo for Assam on Thursday, the 7th idem.

Intending passengers by the last mentioned
Steamer should leave Calcutta for Goalundo
by train the previous night.

Dhubri & Debrooghur Mail Service.

Through Booking to and from Assam,

The Despatch Steamers of this Service

leave Dhubri daily on arrival of the Mails
from Calcutta, and proceed to Debrooghur,
stopping at all intermediate stations and
Mookh.s.

Passengers, Goods, Parcels ( packages not

to exceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement ) may be booked
through to and from Calcutta, and all stations

on the Eastern Bengal State Railway and
connected Railways, and the following

Steamer Stations of this Company, vis.,

Dhubri, Goalparah, Gauhati, Mungledye,
Tezpore, Silghaul for Koliabar, Dhunsiri
Mookh, Niggriting, Kookeela Mookh, Desang
Mookhand Debrooghur.
Packages booked as parcels will be forward-

ed by rail along with the Mails. Freight on

perishable articles must be prepaid.

Goalundo and Debrooghur Despatch
Service.

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which
have been specially built for the Assam Trade,
carrying passengers and coolies between
Goalundo and Debrooghur, will leave Goalundo
bi-weekly on Sundays and Thursdays, calling

at all intermediate stations, and Debrooghur
on Tuesday# and Saturdays.
Through bills of lading will be granted for

goods and parcels on presentation of rail re-

ceipt or payment of freight. Packages not to

exceed ten hundred weight,’ or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement.
For freight and passage apply to

MACNEILL & CO.,
' * Agents.

1-2, Clive (xhat Street, Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

A Collection of poems in Bengali by

.Srimati GIRINDRAMOHINY DASSY
(Author of Kabitahar, Bharat Kusum.)

Asrukana is a collection of poetical pieces of

.singular pathos and beifuiy of expression

It is a senes of mournful songs that the

reader is here presented with and they must

touch a sympathetic cord in every heart that

can feel. There is a singular appropriateness

in the title of the work, and in its pious dedi-

cation to the memoiy of the husband of the

fair writer. — 77#^ Indian Xaiion.

The authoress is not unknown to Bengali

readers. She has already published two or

three poems by which she is favourably known,

but between these poems and this is a differ-

ence that hardly admits of being measured.
.*

This is poetry in life

# *

We have read Srimati Girindra Mohiny’s

poems in a reverential spirit. The poems are

all of a lyrical desc ription. The lyie is soft,

sweet and tender, but awfully strong.
# *

The tone of the poems is inexpressibly

gentle, ine;cpressibly pure, and inexpressibly

tender and affectionate. It is the lone of a

world mother.
#

Bengal should be proud of Ihis poem—
Calcutta Revim.

Apply at the Bee Press,

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Calcutta.

Apply to Reis b* Rayyet Office, Calcutta. WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
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RATES OF ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements (threerolumns to the page) are

charged by the space taken up, at the rate of 4

annas a line, each insertion. The lowest charge

for any advertisemenf is Rs. 2, except Domestic

Occurrences, the lowest charge for which is

Rs. 5.

Special rates for Oontracts.

No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to “The Manager,” and Literary

Communications and books and pamphlets

(carriage paid) to “ The Editor ” of “ Reis

& Rayyet,

Office : /, Uckoor DutPs Lane^ Wellington

Street^ Calcutta.
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I

No. 327

News and Comments.

The Full Bench of five Judges have answered the reference in Em-
press vs. Nilmadhub xMitter in the negative. The question reserved

was in these terms-

“ whether, having regard to the facts stated by Baboo Kally Nath
Mitter, and to the terms of the confession itself, that confession was
rendeted inadmissible in point of law, by reason of certain of the
answers of the prisoner having been given in Bengali but recoided in
English.”

It was argued for two days by Mr. Woodroftc on the pait of the

prisoner and the Advocate-Gener.B and the Standing Council on behalf

of the Crown, and the Judges discussed it among them.selves for another

two days and delivered on Thursday their unanimous opinion thus :
—

“The only fact which it is necessary to mention beyond that stated
by the learned Judge is that the document, the admissibility of which is

in question, was put in on Monday as being a document m.ide under
the provisions of Section 164, Criminal Procedure Code, and admissible
in c vidence without proof under the provisions of section 80 of the
Evidence Act, and that Baboo Rally Naih Mitter was not called until

the following Friday. Several questions have been raised and argued
before us as being neces.sary to the decision of the general question
whether the document upon the facts proved at the trial was properly
admitted as evidence against the prisoner. They were : fust, Does
section 164 of the Criminal Procedure Code apply to a statement made
by a person in custody to a Magistrate in Calcutta in the course of an
investigation made by the police in the town ' of Calcutta under the
circumstances of a criminal committal in Calcutta ? Secondly, if it <ioes

not, was the document in question properly admitted upon the evidence
of Baboo Kally Nath Mitter under the provisions of sections 21 and 26
of the Evidence Act ? Thirdly, if section 164 does apply to this case,
was the statement of the pnsoner recorded in accord.mce with the

provisions of that section coupled with section 364 ? And fourthly, if it

was not so recorded, is the defect cured by section 533 of the same
Act ? The first question depends on tlie construction to be placed on
section i of the Ciiininal Proceduie Code. That section, so tar as it is

material to the ptesent question, is a.s follows ;
‘ In the absence of any

specific provision to the contrary, nothing herein contained shall affect

the police in the town of Calcutta,’ Section 104 deals with statements
made to a Magistrate in the course of an investigation under Chapter
XIV of the Act, and the jioint for consideraluin is whether the investi-

gation in the course of which the statement in question was made, was
an investigation under that Chapter.
The investigation was by the Calcutta Police in the town of

Calcutm, and unless there is some specific provision making sec-
tion I applicable to the police ui Calcutta, the section docs not
apply, as the statement was not made in the course of an investi-

gation under the chapter. The chapter is headed * Information to
the police and their power to invc.stigate,’ It is clear that many
swiions of the chapter cannot refer to Calcutta, and the only sec-

tion which must apply to the police in Calcutta is section 155, but
we do not think that section is suflficient to amount to a provision that
the whole chapter is to apply to the police in Calciiua, or to give them
any power to make investigations under it, and it follows that the pre-

sent case is not in any way affected by section 164 of the Code, and
a necessary consequence by section 364 or section 553 'rtic second
question then arises, whether the document in question wa.s propeily

admitted under the provisions of the Evidence Act. Baboo Rally Nath
Mitter was called, and he stated that he questioned the prisoner in

English, that the prisoner understands and speaks English, and somc-
dmes answered him in English, sometimes in Bengali ;

that when the

answers were in English he wrote them down, when in Bengali he
wrote them in English, and read over what he, had written to the

prisoner, that the whole document contains the prisoner’s deposition,

and the prisoner signed it in his presence. If the contents of the do-

t'ument did not amount to a confession, the document itself would be
relevant as an admission under section 21 of the Evidence Act, and
though it is a confession, it is relevant and may be proved, unless it is

excluded by section 26 of that Act That section is as follows :
* No

;

coiifc.ssion made by any peison vvhilst in the cii'jtody of a police

i
officer, unless it be in the immediate presence of a Magistrate, sh.ill be

I

pioved as against siirli person.’ At the time when the prisoner made
i ilic statement he was in the custody of the police, but it was made to

I

and in the inimcdiaic presence of Baboo Kally Nath Mitter, who has
‘ stated wh.u is undoubtedly the fact, that he is a Magistrate for Calcutta,

1 and conse<iuently it is obvious that the confession is not excluded by
section 26, and tins being so, .ind it being proved that the whole of the

statements contained m the document were either the actual words

spoken by the pnsoner, or were accepted by him as representing the

title ineamng of the whole he h.id said, and as the whole docu-

ment IS signed by him with his own hand, the whole of the

admissions contained in the doenment were strictly proved to have

been made by him, .ind were admissible against him under the

Indian EvhIoiicc Act. In ihis view of the case, the 3rcl and 4th ques-

tions become immaterial in the present case, but we wish to guard our-

selves fiom being supposed to hold that when answers are made by an
accused person m one langiiae and written down in another, unless it is

sliowii that it was impiaclu able to write them in the language in which

they were spoken, section 164 would be complied with
;
on the contrary,

I

we think that when stu b a pioceciling is adopted, the statement of the

I

accused would not be lexoidcd under that section lead with section 364,
and we have very great ilonbts whether the defect could be cured under
the provisions of section 533. The question as to whether or not sec-

tion 164 has force in (^'lU.ll^a was not raised at the trial. The docu-
ment w.is put in by the pio^ecution, and admitted in accordance with

the practice which has been followed since the passing of the Criminal
Procedure Code of 1882, at the Sessions held in Calcutta. In this Court
the point has for llie liist lime been raised, and aigiied by the Crown.
On the whole, for the reasons given in our answers to the first and 2nd
questions, we think that the confession was in the present case admis-
sible in point of law, and we answer the question reserved by the learn-

ed Juvlge m the negative.”

The prisoner was sentenced yesterday—not capitally but to transport-

ation for life. Mr. Woodrofife applied for permission to appeal to the*

Privy Council, Mr. Justice Wilson took lime to consider the order.

I

I

Tiik proposed municipal law for new Calcutta has attracted the atten-

;
tion of I’arliament. In the House of Commons, on Monday evening,

!
the 14th May, Mr, Arthur J. Williams, M.P. for South Glamorgan,

asked the following question, of the Gndtr-Secretary of State for

India :
-

“ I. Whether it is the f.ict that the new Calcutta Municipality Bill,

I

now befoii? the Bengal Legislative Council, contains novel features

j

unknown to like legislation in the United Kingdom
;
for e.xample .

—

j

a. (dving the power of voting under tlie Municipal franchise to the

!
Calcmia Ch.iinber of Commeice and the Calcutta Trades Association,

I the members of which bodies already posses.s the right of voting in

I

ihcir piiv.Ue capacity as citizens and /a Mnliiplicity of votes, it being

j

allcgeii tli.it voting, according to propcity qualification and by the

!
cumulative system, obtains in Englisb .Municipal franchise proceduie.

2. Wiieiher it is the fact that the proposed measure is unpopular
wilh*a l.iig«- inajoiity of the inhabitants of Calcutta, owing, partly, to

the inclusion, on arbitrary grounds, of certain suburban places within

the future Municipal limit.s of Calcutta, although such places are al-

ready included in a Local Municipality
;
and

3. Whether the vSecretary of State wdl instruct the Viceroy in Coun-
cil not to sanction the Bill until the inhabitants of Calcutta have had an
opportunity, by deputation or otherwise (advantage to be taken of such
opportunity before the close of the present session) of expressing to the

Secretary of Slate their objections to the measure as at present framed,”

Sir John Gorst replied :

—

“ The Calcutta Municipality Bill, which contains provisions of the

kind referred to by the Hon’blc Member, has been for two years

'under discussion in the Bengal Legislative Council
; and the in-

habitants of Calcutta have had ample opportunities of expressing their

objections to the measure, and making representations to the Sec-
retary of Slate if they thought fit to do so. No such representations

have been made, and the Secretary of State has no reason for interfer-

Substribers in the country are requested to remit by postal money orders^ if possible^ as the safest and most convenient

medium^ particularly as it enxures acknowledgment through the Department. No other receipt will be

given^ any other being unnecessary^ and likely to cause confusion.
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ing with the discretion which the Governor-General possesses, under

the Indian Councils Act, of assenting to, or withholding his assent

from, the Bill after it has passed the Bengal Legislative Council.

•
• •

The Sanitary Commissioner of Madras reported against wet cultivation

within municipal limits as dangerous to health. He say.s that it not

only gives a great surface for evaporation but sends up^ into the air

organic matter which is hurtful to*public health. Dr. Laing, therefore,

proposed to Government to limit the cultivation within a .specified dis-

tance of towns and villages. Lord Connemara is not prepared to order a

new law, but has referred the Doctor to Sec. 228 of Madras Act IV

of 1884 which authorizes Municipal Councils to take action in the direc-

tion proposed. The new Calcutta municipal bill just passed in the local

legislature, by sanctioning extension of area, invites danger they are

attempting to avoid in Madras.

• «

In exercise of the prerogative of mercy and on advice of the sentencing

Judge, the Lieutenant-Governor has favorably considered the represen-

tation on behalf of Mcher Ali, convicted and sentenced to death for

murder of his son-in-law Sheik Hurree. He is not to be hanged but

to be transported for the term of his natural life.

phic office before exhibition to the public, being a brass tablet 6ft. 6in.

high by 3ft. 9in. wide, mounted on a red marble slab, inscribed with

the names of Edmond O’Donovan, Daily Newsy Frank Vizctclly, artist,

Frank Power, TimeSy John Alexander Cameron, Standardy Leger

Algernon Herbert, C. M. G., Morning Posty William Henry Gordon,

Manchester Guardiany and Frank J. L. Boberls, Reuter’s Agency.

•
• •

Assistant Surveyor Yusuf Sharif, and two daffadars belonging to the

Quarter Master General’s Department, Intelligence Branch, who were

with Major Yate’s delimitation party, and remained behind at Herat

in February last, have just reached Quetta, h.aving completed a survey

of the Taunani and Zamindawar districts on their way back to India.

•
* •

WiiAT an evidence is afforded by the following of the loneliness of

the bustling, busy, crowded life, of the day in England 1

“A gentleman advertises in the Times for a chum who will exchange

stories and help to pass time cheerfully. The chum is to be up to long

walks, must have leisure, and a purse sufficient to meet the moderate

expenses involved in the pursuit of cheerfulness.”

This is not the first instance of appeal to the press in personal

difficulties of the kind. No wonder, the British cannot do without his

newspaper.

Poor as he was and earning his daily bread, Hurree has left his wife

Meher Jan and two young children wholly unprovided for. The De-

puty Commissioner took compassion on them and raised a fund of

Rs. 230 among Europeans, and he proposes to pay Rs. 8 a month to the

poor bereaved family.

The next Sessions of the Calcutta High Court is announced for

Monday, the 2nd July next.

Sir Christopher Rawt.inson, formerly Chief Justice of the Supreme

Court of Madras, died in London on March 29, in the eighty second

year of his age. Educated at the Charterhouse and at Trinity College,

Cambridge, he took his Bachelor’s degree in 1828 and proceeded

M. A. in 1831, and was the same year called to the Bar at the Middle

Temple. Appointed Recorder of Portsmouth in 1840, he left th.at post

in 1847, for a judicial appointment in Singapore. After three years in

the Straits Settlements, he came in 1850 to Madras as Chief Justice of

the Supreme Court. In 1859 be retired on a pension. He was a

judge of the good old type—alive to every movement touching the

good of the community, social, kind to the natives, and thoroughly

impartial.

Mr. R Leycester Upton, Solicitor to the Government of India, is

charged with the duty of Agent to the Governor-Cicneral in Council

for the affairs of the late King of Oudh and for the purposes of Act

XIX of 1887, from the afternoon of the 15th May 1888.

Mr. C. C. Stevens, Commissioner of the Chota Nagpore Division,

goes on 3 months’ leave, .Mr. Magistrate j, A. Hopkins from Nuddea,

as different a man as possible, acting for him in the meantime. Niiddca

is, however, relieved for a quarter of its incubus,
^

* «

The Burdwan Raj estate Killah Kujung, in the district of Cuttack, is

to be surveyed. It has an area of 229,008 acres 3 roods and 8 poles.

The order is issued by the Lieutenant-Governor under sec. 3 ^f Act V

of 1875, extends to the demarcation of the boundaries of tenures*

mouzas and fields. The uoik i.s entrusted to the Collector of Cuttack,

as Superintendent of Survey, and to Mr. R. B. Smart, RevenutfSur-

veyor, Mr. H. M. Reily, a Manager of the Burdwan Raj, and Baboo

Harish Chundra Saikar, the local manager, as Assistant Superintend.

ents of Survey.
^

• «

Cholera having abated in the Ranigiinj Sub-Division, the prohibition

has been withdrawn against the emigration through that Sub-Division

to the labor distrii ts.

*

The leading Lomlon dailies and British journalists generally, whether

of the metropoli-. or tlu* < <.iintry, have subsciibed for a mural tablet to

be placed in the « r\pt of St. Paul’.s Cathedral, to the memory of the

seven journalists who were sacrificed in the Soudan in the campaigns

of 1883, 1884 and 1885. It is now’ready and may be seen at the Gra-

• «

There is re.ason to anticipate that the display of determination by the

Kashmir Darbar, and the advance of reinforcements to Gilgit, will

lead to the collapse of the Hunza and Nagar rising without further

bloodshed. The Raja of Nagar has sent a messenger to Bakhshi

Mulraj, the Kashmir commandant at Gilgit, offering to apologize for

his recent misconduct. The Darbar will probably take this opportunity

of settling what might have been a troublesome affair.

« «

The Government of India has passed orders for transferring the Ban-

galore Fort to the Mysore Durbar. When the rendition of Mysore

took place, the fort contained an arsenal, and was occupied by British

troops, it was in consequence retained, like the Civil and Military

Station, within the limits over which British officers exercise juris-

diction. But the Onlnanco stores have been removed to Agram, and

all troops have been withdrawn; consequently the (jovernment of

India no longer requires the fort
;
and as, by its situation, it can be

more conveniently supervised by the authorities of the Town of Ban-

galore than those m the Civil and Military Station, it was decided,

after discussing the question thoroughly, to hand it over to the Maha-

raja. Opportunity has been taken at the same time to effect another

rectification of the boundary of the Station, by bringing within it the

Residency house and grounds. They have all along been occupied

by the Resident, and it is not known what was Sir James Gordon’s

reason for drawing the boundary of the Civil and Military Station

outside the Residency paik. No practical inconvenience has, it is

believed, been experienced
;
but it is obviously the proper arrangement

that the same officers who, under the Resident, have jurisdiction in the

Station, should also be able to exercise it in the Residency.

•
« •

In .an able leading article distinguished by commendable sobriety 0*^

feeling, the Past Goftar offers to explain Dewan Raghunath Rao’s

extiaordinary statement at the M.idras railway platform which has been

telegraphed to his discredit to all parts of India. The gist of the

statement is this ^
“ The Maharaja being of a distrusting nature easily swallowed evyy

thing that they [mischief-mongersj represented against the Minister, iwd

at last an idea wa-. put into his head that, unless and until the Dewan
Bahadur publicly contradicted all those writings then appearing in the

Pioneer on the Indore affairs, he should be considered as their author.

The Maharaja’s suspicion was roused by the Dewan Bahadur’s flatly re-

lu'^ing to accede to his wishes. After that, a complete estrangement

took placf between them which culminated in the Minister’s tendering

his resignation. It was, however, not accepted by the Maharaja who

sent his officials to induce the old man to stay. He was persuaded to

withdraw* his resignation, and the wheel of administration rolled on

quietly for some lime longer. But the intriguers did not desist, and

at last scored their triumph over the Minister. He then found himself

in a very delicate position and was constrained to resign again. At

this time, unfortunately, his health failed him and a severe attack of

fever brought on by excessive hard work enfeebled him to a very great

extent. His medical advisers insisted upon his taking complete rest,

and rest being out of the question as long as he remained at Indore,

he sent in a letter in continuation of his resignation, requesting the

Maharaja to relieve him of his onerous duties within a certain time

he had named therein. A reply came to the effect that His Highness

would neither accept his resignation nor permit him to leave Indorei
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but would leave it to him to do what he thought best. The day fixed

for his departure having arrived, he left Indore after seeing Her High-
ness the Dowager Maharanee in the absence- of the Maharaja who had
gene a-shikaring. This accounts for the expression he employed .at

Madras which was telegraphed to the Bombay papers, namely that he
had neither resigned, nor been discharged nor permitted to leave
Indore—an expression which was harshly criticised by some of our
Bengalee contemporaries.”

If that is all, we are sorry for our harshness. But it was brought

on by the Dewan by his own glib tongue. His own flippant language

painted him a truant old boy—runaway from his master without leave.

***

With respect to the appointment of a successor, our contemporary

says

“ A Cabinet Council was held at the Lai Bang, presided over by H.
H. the Maharaja, to make a selection out of the following five names
that were submitted to him Rao Bahadoor Ramji Vithal, of Gw.ilior

;

Mr. Dhondo Shamrao Gurud, of Bombay
;
Khan Bahadur Ka/i Shah-

buddin ;
Rao Bahadur V. J. Kirtane

; and Mr. Justice Dhnrandh.ai,

of Indore. The deliberations of the Council were opened by His High-
ness’ imposing certain conditions upon the appointment, some of which
were that the Minister should not ask for powers

;
that he should not

interfere with what His Highness did or thought
;

that he should obey
His Highness’s orders, &c., &c. The conditions were accepted, it is

said, by two or three of the nominees, with the result th.at the Minister’s
portfolio was handed over to Rao Bahadur Kiitanc on six months’
probation.”

Srinagar 4tb—Cholera has again slightly decreased here. 376 fresh

cases and 187 deaths have been reported in the city, during the last

5
days. The deaths are principally amongst the old cases. In the

valley also the disease is somewhat declining.

The chief of the Bombay Police— Sir Frank H. Souter, Kt., C. S. I.,

c. I. E.,—died at Ootacainund of heart disease. At the funeral, the

Governor of Madras acted the chief mourner. The Commandet -in-

ch ief, Sir Charles Sargent, the personal staffs of the Governor and

Commander-in-Chief, the Army Headquarters’ Staff, the Members of

Council, the Secretaries to Government, the Heads of Departments, the

Inspector-General of Police, including lesser lights brought up the re.ir

of the procession. If earthly honors can soothe the dead, Sir Frank’s

eternal rest ought to be peaceful. Places of birth and death arc

important factors in some men’s lives. Sir Frank Souter dies more

honored than if he had taken his last farewell in his own field of glory.

His choice of locality for exit, if it was matter of choice on purpose,

was a decided hit. Perhaps some portion of the post mortem eclat was

due to the handle he had secured to his name.

A GREAT sensation has naturally been caused by the accounts, which

have appeared in the press, of a lamentable disturbance w'hich was

caused at a wedding party in the Parsee temple in town. The States-

man comes out with what appears to be the true facts :

—

“A ffacas of a very unpleasant nature occurred, we arc sorry to learn,

at the Parsee Fire Temple on Monday evening last, during or im-

mediately after the performance of a marriage ceremony thereat. It

is the custom of this small but much respected section of the Calcutta

community, to issue invitations 011 such occasions to every member of

the community, without respect 10 their position in what is called

society. Tlie custom is so pleasing in itself, that it wants neither de-

fence nor apology, and on Monday afternoon last, the whole Parsee

community of less perhaps than 100 persons, were present in the

Temple to offer congratulations to the bride and bridegroom on their

union, and make public prayers for their prosperity and happiness.

Small as the society is, there are not wanting in it however, those heart-

burnings and private enmities that are found everywhere ;
while their

existence was shewn in a very painful manner on this occasion, when
ihlj service being over the families were dispersing from the Temple
wffich they owe to the liberality and kindness of the late Rustomjee

Manockjee, now represented amongst us by our venerable old friend

Manockjee Rustomjee his son. Some jealousy wc fear has been excited

in the community by the appointment of Mr. K. D. Mehta to the
j

position of an honorary Magistrate, and as Mr. Mehta was leaving the

Temple, some one seems to have thrown an egg at him, striking him
|

m the face and spattering its contents all over his
j
ersAn. That]

this outrage was really committed, there seems to be no doubt what-

ever. Mr. Mehta too hastily believed it to have been offertM by*Mr.

Hadshah, upon whom both he and his father at once turned, the

latter In his excitement striking Mr. Padshah with a stick very heavily

across the head, while the former in his anger was betrayed into

language which unhappily is but loo common amongst all classes

in this country.
Mr. Padshah seems to have been seriously hurt, and as he has de-

clared explicity that he neither committed the outrage nor knew who
did it Mr, Mehta has acted rightly in offering an apology for the as-

sault without reserve. It was hardly justifiable we think in these cir-

cumstances, to give publicity to statements that were so purely ex-parte

as those in the lettcr.publishcd in the Indian Daily News. A precisely

similar letter was addressed to ourselves, but was suppressed by us on

the ground that such charges, if preferred at all, ought to have been pre-

ferred before a magistrate, when Mr. Metha would have had an oppor-

tunity of shewing the provocation that he had received. The letter

m.ide not the slightest mention of the fact, that Mr. Metha had been
greatly provoked, and he is held up before the world as having made
an entirely gratuitous assault upon a person who had offered him no
offence whatever. It requires more philosophy than most of us pos-

sess to receive with meekness the disclmrge of ;\n egg full in one’s face

and over one’s-clothes, and although Mr. Metha’s best friends must re-

gret his exhibition of so much anger ifiuler the provoraiion— ‘ Let him
that is without sin .iinongst us, cast the first stone at him.’ The letter

ought never to have been published, but as the matter is over, wc shall

say no more about it.”

We are truly sorry for both sides, specially the victim of the terrible

assault delivered unawares. Wc hope Mr. Padshah has by this

thoroughly recovered.

Notes and Leaderettes.

Wf. are glad to notice that the recruitmcMit of coolies and their condi-

tion in Assam have engaged the .attention of both the Local and Su-

preme Governments. Whatever of colour there may be in the unsifted

repiesentalions of the ignoiant men, or in the sensational reports of

political emissaries or patty journalists, there are doubtless many abuses.

These must, in the nature of the thing, exist. It is the duty of humane

Govcrnineiit-S to pi event them so far as may be, and ot all humane men

to help in the good work. The law on the subject was passed some years

ago. In the interest of botli labour and capital, it needs change. But

no law will ever piotect the poor without purity of administration. It

is there where the shoe most pinches. What security for liberty

or property, for instance, can there l)e in a country in which justice

is adininistcred by magistrates like Extra Assistant Commissioner

Boruah, who the other day convicted fouiicen men of theft, without evi-

dence and against every reasonable presumption.^ Mr. Boruah, up-

paientiy not satisfied in his own mm<l as lo what was doing, did not

send the poor coolies to pri.son, but levied a fine of Rs. 5 on each man.

His very leniency however puls the men out of the benefit of appeal.

We do hope the Chief Commissioner of Assam will do the poor fellows

the justice they are denied in his courts.

Whatever the abuses of coolie recruiting for plantations at home or

colonies abroad, never during the worst period, before public attention

was roused to the subject, was the system so bad and unblushing as

that which is at this very moment being pursued in the Northern

hills in British India, for enlisting native recruit.s fur the army. The

matter formed the subject of an editorial note in ihe MormXii^ Post o(

Allahabad not long ago, but failed to attract the aiicntiori of the press

or public. As the victims are practically dumb ancl helpless, we con-

sider it a duty to revive the subject. We do this the more readily

as we have come to know that the writer is no Allahabad Cockney but

I

a gentleman of tlic North
;

in fact, we have been assured by himself

of the truth of his statcmenl, to wit :

—

The Ciovernmeut have been rcceully, that is during the last three or

four years, been adding to their military stren;^li, by raising 2nd Bat-

talion.s to all their Goorkah regiments in the service. But, on account

of the extreme diffiCLilty that has been experienced of obtaining the

genuine Gooikali recruits from Nepal, they have been compelled to have

recourse to and sub.siilute enlistment of the descendants of Goorkahs

and other Paharics who live in Ghurwal and in and about the vicinity of

Alinorah, Srinuggur, &c., &c. This Ivis particularly been the case with

the 3rd (ioorkas, better known as the Kumaou Regiment. This batt.iliori

is, we believe, to be located m new c.intonments .somewhere in a direc-

tion due north of the station of Nujeebabad on the Oudli and Rohilkhund

Railway, at a place named Kala Danda, which is a short distance in

the hills in the interior above Kotdwarra. So far so good. Now the

3rd Goorkahs, if we have not been wrongly informed, contains a larger

percentage of Ghurw.dli.s than any of the other (ioorkah Regiments,

and so as to obtain the required number of men to bring the second

battalion up to its required strength, recruiting parlies have been sent

out into the interior to enlist Ghurwallis, particularly in that portion

of the district which lies lo the North of the road whieff tuns from

Almorah in the 'direction of Paori and Srinuggur. These recruiting

parties have been spread about iu this portion of the district and have,

whilst engaged in beating up for recruits, been guilty of bullying,

harrassing and terrorizing the villagers in their immediate neighbour-

hood. Their method ol procedure is as follows. Having obtained the
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names of all the likely young men in the various villages adjacent to

their parlies, these are written clown in a list as having actually enlisted,

and this is done without the consent of the young men themselves,

their parents or other relatives. These young recruits or, we

should rather call them by their proper military designation, conscripts,

are marched before the officer in command of the recruiting party,

who, deluded by the misrepresentations of his own men. filleiiy refuses

to pay any heed to the representations made by them.

We hope the Government will make the necessary inquiry and stop

this unheard of conscription without even the colour of authority, and

against all law.

Noticing a report from Hyderabad of Abdul Huq’s determination to

throw himself on the mercy of the Nizam, and make restitution of the

money that he received in payment of the shares in the Deccan Mining

Company that he induced His Highness (0 buy last year, the Advocate

of India is doubtful of the efficacy of so late a repentance. Our

contemporary again kills two birds with one stone, though East Bengal

imperspicacity may not see it, or seeing may be morally too self-

conscious to admire the sportsmanship :

“ If instead of blustering, with the help of able lawyers at two thou-

sand rupees a day, he had made submission to the Nizam when he was
first asked for an explanation, he would probably have been .able to

smooth over the affair w'ithout any great personal sacrifice. Oriental

masters are not very stern ;
and he might have thrown a gloss over his

little peccadilloes by a judicious expenditure of a few of the many lakhs
which he has made in the past six ye!ars. He might even have served
his cause by purchasing a Bombay journal, if he were a wise man.
Now it is too late. The Nizam has been angered by his attitude of
defiance, and is not to be placated by a tardy submission, which, indeed,
will be construed generally as a wish to end further inquiry into his

doings.”

At Hyderabad they will probably smile at our contemporary’s remark,

and pul It to the score of British superstition. What is time at Hyder-

abad, or truth, either ? Native Princes are at once long-suffering and

easily appeased. We are not surprised, therefore, to hear that the

first step towards white-washing Huq and his restoration to favour, so

far as these lie with the Nizam, has been taken.

It will be remarked how dcftlty— the Dacca moralist—the

Advocate touches up its neighbour the Gazette.

Since the last report, Abdul Huq has been more liberal in his offer

towards compromise. He takes bark the 12, ^00 shares he sold to the

Nizam’s Government last year, and repays ;Cr5i,63i, thus : He gives

7 lacs in cash, transfers 4 lacs due to him by the Arab Jemadar, and

for the balance mortgages to the Nizam’s (rOvernment all his Bombay

property, and all without prejudice to any action the Government

may be advised to adopt regarding himself or the mining concession.

He has now penmssion to leave Hyderabad to arrange the matter at

Bombay,

The Bangalore Post gives the following notice of the General Willough-

by who has been expelled from Madagascar. When five years back the

French invaded the island, they found liiiii in high favor. He was then

sent to Europe to induce any of the Powers to come to the rescue of

Madagascar. He failed to obtain allies or patrons, and on, his return

was coldly treated by the Queen and the ministry. The French who

now gained a footing in the country, were not slow to follow the Mala-

gasy against a man whom they might have reason to fear. Various

charges were brought against Willoiigliby. But nothing came of the

jealousy of the intriguers at court or the malice of the invaders, beyond

the tempoiary disgrace of Willoughby. After a time, the prejudice

against him wore away. A reaction even showed itself. He wis faken

back to favor. But again there was withdrawal of royal favour. An<l

now he has been actually dismissed—doubtless, at Fiencli instigation if

not dictation.

The histroy of French ascendancy in the island, is of a piece with the

whole histoiy of European colonization and conquest. In 1S83, the

island was suffering from the Colony fever. M. Jules Ferry, acting as

the organ of the chivalrous French nation, aggiavated the misfortune by

sending ovei an e.xpedition for its conquest. The people naturally resi.st-

ed, and the Fieiich did not find the campaign a walk over. However, at

length, Civilization triumphed. M.ulagasca submitted—ceding Diego

Suarez Bay and ^800,000 for expenses of war, and accepting a French
Protectorate. Towards the end of 1886, diffeicnees again broke out,

without leading to iv rupture, however.

India has lost a remarkable man in the death of Bhagvan Lai Indraji.

A Pandit of the old class, he commenced life as a practitioner of Hindu

medicine, but a lucky accident diverted him to the study of numis-

matics and paleography, in which he acquired lasting distinction and

did good service to letters. That accident was his meeting with an-

other medical practitioner—the famous Bhau Daji. The latter,

though a graduate in European medicine at the Grant College, had

been driven, by its uncertainty and insufficiency, to inquire into indi-

genous drugs and native methods of treatment. Here was a natural

point of contact between the two sons of i4vsculapius. It was doubtless

from his intimate communication with the practitioners of indigenous

medicine, that Dr. Bhan Daji derived those hints which enabled him to

make important therapeutic discoveries in the treatment of leprosy and

other dise.ases. Dr. Daji was, however, not only great in his profession,

hut he was still more celebrated as an antiquarian, and he introduced

his young Vaiclya friend to a taste for his own archajologic pursuits.

Into these Indraji plunged with an absorbing passion, devoting himself

in especial to the patient study of Indian paleography- He gave his

friend invaluable help in deciphering copper plates and rock inscrip,

tions. After Daji’s lamented death, he pursued his researches on his

own hook, and before long acquired a European reputation. But with a

generosity of disposition rare in the E.a.st as in the West, he never

missed an opportunity of acknowledging his obligations to the de-

ceased. He never pretended to be aught else but a disciple. And this

in no conventional compliment. All his contributions to the museums

and learned societies are inscribed with his name and designation as

the pupil of Dr. Bhau Daji.

At a recent meeting of the Bomh.ay Branch of the Royal Asiatic

.So( iety, one of Bombay’s most distingui.shed citizens, Mr. Javerilal

Umiashunkcr Yajnik read a paper on Pandit Indraji’s career.

We have never been slow to acknowledge the deficiencies and defects

of the Native Press, and have frequently rebuked, without compunction,

our erring brethren. We have of late been positively humiliated by

the attitude of a p.art, not the least numerous nor least active, of our

Press. But a great and invaluable institution should not be discredited

for the sins of its representatives for the time being. After all, there are

papers .and papers, in the Native Press as in the European. We cannot,

therefore, let the systematic wholesale depreciation of native journalists,

even by papers of the stamp of the Pmstal Times, go without challenge.

The question of our contemporary, “What man with a shred of self-

respect, or discrimination pays heed (0 what a Native editor writes?”

is easily dispt;sed of. We answer, Dr. Pollen, of Sind, for one. That

accomplished and learned member' of the Civil Service, has lately been

lecturing on the Native Press. In the course of his sage discourse,

he pays en passant a well-merited compliment to a well-known journal

of that Presidency, the Indian Spectator. We are the more free to

recognise the justice of Dr. Pollen’s commendation that, in the great

sphcie of Social Reform, which that paper has made its chief speciality,

we do not sail in the same boat. We think it necessary to mention this

fact, in order to anticipate the suggestion too often made, in a certain

qu.irier, that we nuitually exchange compliments. From its start, the

Indian Spectator was distinguished for ability and smartness, but as it

grew in years and experience it mellowed down to a wise moderation

<if lone, coupled with all legitimate firinne.ss and sincerity of utterance,

which contrasted with the loud effervescence of many of the Indian

pi ess, native 01 European. Of course, every paper has its own loves and

hates— Its hobbies and whipping-boy.s. Its writers are unsjj^assed Sbr

caustic raillery, but the employment of wit is usually restrained by good

sense and prudence, and the paper never descends to mere invective or

vague abuse of Government or political opponents. It is a party paper,

to be sure, but it has the courage a.s well as honesty to condemn natives

when the*occabion, in its judgment, require.s such condemnation. Thus,

it is,.sekUnn that in the desert to which the native press has, of late years,

run, we come upon such a refreshing oasis as this remark, to wit—

“There is a class of men whose patriotism consists in opposing
every suggestion that does not emanate from themselves. Unhappily,
they have the car of the masses, and this makes progress all the more
difficult.”

That probes a real sore in the heart of our society which is ruining

its health. It is not only that we have such a class of men, but our

loudest patriotism is tainted with this pusillanimity. It was time that

honest men combined to put this sort of trafficking in public affairs

down.
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Better as evidencing not only independence but superior powers

ofobservation, is the''foilowing

We are afraid Ahmedabad has too many pleaders for its peace of

mind. And having poor business in Court, which they do but poorly,

they busy themselves with public affairs, sometimes without knowledj^e,

and often with the object of showing themselves wiser than otheih.

This is more or less the case all over the country. It is time, we
think, that India profited in this respect by the experience of other

nations. France has butfered gnevously from this ascendancy ot ad
vocates ;

the United States have but recently fieed themselves from

the evil. Public opinion in Uieat Dritain, loo, has suffeied under the

influence of too much special pleading
;
but although the legal element

IS very strong in the Hiilisli Pailiament of our own day, we doubt if it

influences the conduct of public affaiis to an uiuliie e\lent. 'I he

lawyer, as such, is a doubtful force in the House
; his advocacy is often

instinctively distrusted, 'i'he man of law in India is ceitainly no way
better than his bi other among better educated communitie.-,

;
anti

though, of course, there aie lawyers and lawyer, still, as a rule, our

'legal friend is too eager to make out his case. He can abuse under
cover of argument, aiul the layman, who has not his tongue, is gencially

powerless before such an opponent. We say this especially iniefer-

ence to the worse kind of mofussil ple.ideis. From these we should

like India to be biived. The country may tide overlhnnls and flies

periodically, she may put up with epidemics at times
; but a plague

of pleaders is what India can no longer stand if slie is to get on. The
pleaders have liilhei to had it too much their own way. Let the other

professions be fairly represented on our Munii i[)al Hoards ainl eUc-

where. And perhaps the best way to ilo it is to keep these professions

on a footing of equality with the legal. The graduate in Arts, pln-

ginecring or Medicine ought to be intellectually tlie equ.-il of the gra-

duate in Law, able to hold his own 111 debate and in all concerns of

public life.”

That is outspoken ceitainly, but true every word of it.

Wit which depends for its point on a verbal analogy, is not the despised

thing that some have affected to reg.iid it. Ne.uly .dl hiimonn.sts, in-

cluding the best, from .Shakespeare to Lamb and Hook, have indulged in

it, more or less. There have been some pi city examples of the kind.

But it is confessedly a low form. For want of better occupation 01

capacity, a poor victim of tlie cuLOvihes i^i,)ibcndi in England lias been

spinning out the following poor joke witli, lather than on, the n.itnes of

English newspapers and periodicals of the day

“ In the early pait of this the Nineteenth Centuty of the Chfislian

AVtf, a citizen of the /f Vv /</ sliolled at inglit, along P<i!l Mail on ins

way from Bcl^i^ravia to accomp. lined only by ilic luho of his

footsteps. An old Jin^ineet and .soldiei of ihc Queen^ lie had tiavcised

by and ffa/iTliie greater pait of the iilobe^ and had since his

Broad Arrow days fought under more than one Standard. Taking out

h\% Tablet he stood and wrote as follows : - -‘The study of Pubiie

Opinion offers a wide field for the intelligent Spectator and E.vamincr

on the Timesi At this moment a ll'ati/tm<in^ wlio had been a close

Observer of his movements, approached and said ‘ come, my noble

SportsinaHy you must move on' ! ‘And what if I lefused?'* demanded

the other, standing like a Roek with his back against a J'ost uiimovable

as ‘ to be AV/c/ witli you, my fiiend, I shall in truth

stay here a IVeek if I think proper.’ ‘Well, rejoined the Civilian,

* 1 am the appointed Guardian of this thoroughfaie All the year round,

and I protest against your making any Sketch or Record here,—are you

K BuiltierV Instantly a grasp of Zn;// was laid on his aim. ‘Do you

wish me to ^ Punch your liead ?’ asked the Traveller. ‘OIi 110,’ replied

the other all of a Quiver ‘ pray don’t, I was only in JesC ”

That is a trying and rather formidable effort, wliich bting.s to mind

Johnson’s famous condemnation. Both writer and readeis are objects

of pity, indeed, the one to be coiulcinned to that dull cobweb-weaving

the others to be constrained to read the production. What solemn

trifling ! It has not even the recommendation of an aid to the

memory, seeing that import.int papers like ilie Daily News, Vanity

Fair, Graphic, &c., and nearly all the magazines aie left out. Indeed,

it were hardly worth while making the catalogue more exhaustive. It

would be a worse infliction. As a vehicle for stringing facts together

fS easier recollection, the process can never compete with verse,

which is so largely employed fol tlie purpose in the cupioui, langu.age-.

of the East. Funning— and the literary effort (pioicd al»oVc is little

belter than punning, of a sort may be permissilile. But punning,

without proper provocation and t>ii this st.ale, i.s simply Luxe’s

Labour fost. A general disposituu to this soil of dissipaiion would be

ominous of a sure corruption of liieiaiure, sucii .is has taken, piaci; in

the East.

America is go-ahead, and no mistake— in folly no less than in wisdoic.

The vanity and friiolity of the Fiench c.qiital h.ive long bmi piuvei-

bial. But there might, it appears, be a lower drcji beyond the depths

of Parisian degradation, and that w.is reserved foi tlie “ mashci.s ” and

“ dudes,” the and /Jf/Zer of the I raiis.it lanlic Kc public. Not long

ago, we heard that, instead of the old fashioned kid-skin cases, human

skin gloves were much in request—not in the Fiji Islands, liut in the

heart of Christendom, in the cities of Puritan New England, Next, we

were told that the Christian heroes of fashion affected rattlesnake

cravats. And now
“ The latest craze among the fashionable ladies in America according

to a Chicago newspaper, is to wear a diamond embedded in one of their

float teeth. This remarkable development of fcMiiinine vanity i.s said

to owe Its origin to .1 favourite burlesque actress in New York, who
thought it would be very deligluful indeed to flash dazzling gleams of

light upon lK;r a<lmiieis eveiy time she opened her mouth. The
iliamond—of course a veiy small onc-r-is fixed in a f.ilse front tooth

tuo-tliiids the size of the natural incisor, a corresponding portion of

ivhk h is cut aw.'iy and the false tooth ‘pivoted’ on to the real one.

Weie the gem embedded in a natuial tooth, it would speedily cause it

to dec.'iy. The tooth selected for adornment is lilw.iys the most pro-

minent ;
and the lady to whom the credit of this brilliant inspiration is

due 1.-, said to have created a very great sen.salion upon her first ap-

jn-. II.nice with a diamond in her mouth. 'Die New York dentist who
aided her to achieve this triumph says lie has just received half a dozen

01 del s for front teeth set with diamonds.”

T.ilk after that of the barbaric East ? Why, as the wealth of Ormus

and of Ind has been long since eclipsed by the fields of gold and moun-

tains of silver of America, so the baibarian of these parts of the globe

has been c.nried over acioss the Pacific to the New World. Where,

in Asi.'i, is theie anything to match the truly barbaric use of gems of

these American ladies ? fhe analogue of that new fusion of the far

West is not to be found in what is condescendingly called by European

wiilcis the seini-civilisation of India, China, Japan or Persia. It has

rather to be sought in the elaborate toilette of African savagery in which

the women file their front teeth into thin cones.

Nothing is so bail that some good may not be got out of it. Absurd

and shameful as this fashion is, it may be utilised as a convincing ex-

posure of a grave popular error. It is the universal belief in the East,

that the tiiamond t.iken into the stomach’ acts as a virulent des-

troying poison. Not is the notion confined to Asiatics. Anglo-Indians,

if not Europeans at Home, shaie the notion. It was in the belief in

the toxic ation of diamond dust that Colonel Phayre, at the advice of

Dr. Seward, chaigcd the late Mulhar Rao Gaekwar, the ruling

Maliaiaja of Baroda, with attempting his life by the administration of

that poison. That belief was ceitainly endorsed by the Government

of Loid Noiilibrook, when they prosecuted and tried the sovereign of

that Maharatta State.

Last S.atiuday. at the Town Hall, Captain Hearsey addressed a num-

ber of native gentlemen on the subject he has now taken in hand—the

conlEcation of a temple pioperty at Benares. He expected a larger

audience, but many who were fully expected, did not turn up, and after

waiting for full one hour, he laid his case before the meeting. He was

cheered from time to tune, and at the conclusion, a hearty vote of thanks

was proposed .and carried. The Government had belter look into the

grievance of which he complains, unless they do not mind to have

another Laidman business in their hands.

Sir Rivers Thompson will be better remembered in Bengal for his

memorial portrait in the Town Hall of this city, than for the wisdom

he displayed in the governinnet of these Provinces. His remarkable

good fortune followed him to the last. Surely,* it w.as a happy accident

that a renowned Scotch Academician should have been at hand at

Calcutta io take his poi trait voted by his admirers. The result

is a fine work of ait. Mr. James Archer has presented him in the

beat light conceiveable, and yet the likeness is so vividly pet feci

that, after it was finished at Belvedcae, a high native official,

mistaking it for the reality, respectfully bowed to it. The Memorial

Committee, at their meeting of Monday presided over by Sir Alexander

WiEon, pioperly resolved to expend a portion of the Fund in

pluiiogiapliic copies of the oil-painting. They will be distributed

hcie and a number of copies sent to Sir Rivers. The memorial casket

Nottoways Ointment.—Go where you may, in every country and in

all climes persons will be found who have a ready word of praise for

this Ointment. For chaps, chafes, scalds, bruises, and sprains, it is an

invaluable remedy ;
for bad legs, bad breasts, and piles, it may bj con-

fidently relied upon for effecting a sound and permanent ciire. In cases

of puffed ancles, cry.sipelas, and rhcumalism, Holloway’s Ointment gives

the greatest comfort by reducing the inflammation, cooling the blood,

soothing the nerves, adjusimg the circulation, and expelling the im-

purities. Tins Oinlmciii should have a place in every nursery. It will

cure all those manifold skin affections which, originating in childhood,

gain strength with the child’s growth.
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is ready and is to be sent to him at once. Sir Alexander significantly

drew the attention of the meetinjj to the fact that more than half the

subscriptions came from the natives. The Committee, after providing

for all expenses, still hold a balance of about Rs. 8,000. This sum is

not to be expended here, but is to be placed at the disposal of the

subject himself of the memorial— to furnish himself with a memento

of his rule of the Bengal Province. Lady Mayo wisheef a portion of

the memorial Fund of her murdered Lord to be expended in repairing

her house. Sir Rivers has expiessed no such wish, but the Committee

arc honest practical men, ;ind they will not withhold from even a

pensioned Cccsar what might be his due. Sir Rivers is free to choose

his own memorial at Home.

One «>f the successful students at the last Entrance Examination of

the Calcutta University, is the minor Maharaja .Sree Ram Chandra

Bunj Deo of Mourbhanj. He is the first prince of Orissa who has

earned the distinction. It proves him a worthy scion of a family dis-

tinguished for intelligence, and shows that he has good teachers. All

will depend upon how he progresses hereafter, and whether he preserves

his nationality. What is the good of an Indian Prince looking and

living like an Indo-Porlugucsc ?

A Canadian lady has just sued a man for 2,000 dols. for kissing her

on the cheek. .She alleges that the shock was so great as to in-

capacitate her from performing household duties for two weeks.

That is a good modest woman, with a commendable self-respect and

appreciation of personal integiity, but why docs she demand dollars in

satisfaction, instead of walking up to the magistrate and calling for a

good flogging for the base invader? Perhaps there were legal difficul-

ties, under the Western dispensation damages of all kinds being ap-

praised at their respective money values. In that case, she should not

have gone to court at all, but appealed to a relative or friend to horse-

whip the fellow in public. It is obviously cowardly in a man to employ

force against a woman, and sheer barbarous stupidity to exact vi et

armis an amenity which loses all value if not cheerfully given. Such

a leprisal, however proper as an expression of the indignation

of society and useful for the protection of womankind, would hardly

satisfy the honor of the injured lady. There is, indeed, no reparation

for her. We speak as Orientals, of course, and Hindus, and have scant

hope of sympathy from Western peoples. It will be enough if we are

understood.

REIS & RA YVET.

SATURDAY, JUNE 9. 1S88.

THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION.
Ii' we have sharply criticised the Public Service
Commission’s decision on the question of an Indian
competition for the Civil Service, it is from no want
of appreciation of the generally liberal tenoi* of the
rest of its recommendations. Indeed, as we have al-

ready said, the Commission’s propos.ils are well c.al-

culatcd to widen the sphere of native employment,
and, if adopted in the main, will go far to redeem
the hopes raised by its appointment. Viewed as a
whole, the document marks an era in our history,
while it offers no mean indication of the liberal ten-
dencies of the present administration.

The e.xtended employment of natives of India in
higher .idministrative charges, hitherto exclusively re-
served for the Civil Service, is proposed to be effected
by a variety of methods. The competition for the
highest offices is, indeed, restricted to London, but
the number of such offices is proposed to be reduced,
\vith the view of adding the remainder to the Provin-
cial Service. The appointments reserved by law for
the Covenanted Civil Service, are those enumerated
in the Schedule attached to the Statute 24 and 25
Vic., Chapter 54. A portion of these appointments!

are recommended to be excluded from the Schedule,

VIS., the following :

—

(1)
Under-Secretaries to the several Governments

in India.

(2) One-third of District and Civil and Sessions

Judges or chief judicial officers of Districts
;
and in

the Punjab one-third of the officers aforesaid after

deducting the proportion (one-fourth) reserved for

Military Officers.

(3)
One-third of the Joint and Assistant Judges in

the Bombay Presidency.

(4) One-lcnth of Magistrates or Chief Magisterial

Officers of Districts (including Deputy Commission-

ers) ;
and in the Punjab and Assam, one-tenth of the

officers aforesaid after deducting the proportion (one-

fourth) reserved for Military Officers.

(5)
One-.sixth of Joint- Magistrates in all Provinces.

(6) One Member of the Board of Revenue in the

Madras Presidency
;
in the Lower Provinces of Ben-

gal
;
and in the North-Western Provinces ;

and one

of the Financial Commissioners in the Punjab.

(7) One (where there are more than one) of the

Secretaries to the Board of Revenue (or Commis-

sioners who constitute the Board of Revenue) in the

Madras Presidency
;

in the Lower Provinces of Ben-

gal ;
and in the North-Western Provinces ;

and one

Secretary to the Financial Commissioner of the

Punjab.

(8) One of the Chief Revenue Officers of Divi-

sions in all Provinces except Bombay and Assam.

(9) One-tenth of Collectors of Revenue or Chief

Revenue Officers of Districts
;
and in the Punjab

and Assam one-tenth of the officers aforesaid after

deducting the proportion (one-fourth) reserved for

Military Officers.

(10) One-sixth of Deputy or Subordinate Collect-

ors where combined with the office of Joint-Magis-

trates in all Provinces.

(11) One-sixth of Assistant Collectors or Assistant

Commissioners
;
and in the Punjab and Assam one-

sixth of‘the officers aforesaid after deducting the pro-

portion (one-fourth) reserved for Military Officers.

This is no small measure of liberality. 108 ap-

pointments reserved in the Schedule will be removed
from it—a number in excess of the proportion of

one-sixth of the same appointments thrown open
under the Statutory Rules.

The restriction of the competition examination to

London will operate, indeed, harshly against the free

admission of Natives of India to the Imperial Ser-

vice. This evil, however, will be considerably coun-

teracted by the Commission’s proposal with res-

pect to the age of candidates, which is that the

minimum and maximum limit of age for Native

candidates at the open competitive examination held

in England, should be 19 and 23 years respsjuively..'

The Provincial Service as propo.scd to be consti-

tuted for the more extensive employment of Natives

of India, will occupy, in fact, the position of the pre-

•sent Covenanted Civil Service. Without the oppro-

bious degradation now belonging to the Uncovenant-
ed,- reoruited equally from candidates pas.sed at the

London competition, and Natives who have not

passed that competition, and being placed on a foot-

ing of social equality with the Imperial Service, it

will afford adequate scope to native ambition, and
occupy a position, in their estimation, of higher hbnor

than the Statutory Civil Service.

The Miscellaneous Departments of the adminis-

tration are also recommended to be officered more
argely by Natives of India. The chief administra-
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tive offices being generally recruited from candidates
passedyj|t the London competition, all other offices

•subordinate to them, and at present exclusively filled

by the same class, are recommended to be amalga-
mated with the Provincial Service. The effect of

this will be the same as that of the foregoing pro-

posals, viz,, the placing of the Provincial Service on a

wide basis and a footing of sufficient dignity.

That the Commission has been in a position to

make these liberal proposals, is not a little to its

credit. It had to encounter powerful opposition and
prejudice against native interests. Sir Rivers

Thompson may be taken as a fair type of the Anglo-
Indian official, and how did he view the prospect of

wider employment of the people in the higher offices ?

He was strongly disposed to maintain an invidious

race distinction in the recruitment for the civil ap-

pointments. He went so far as to fear that, if the

age limit were raised, it would have the effect of in-

undating the Service with natives. The Commission’s
answers to his objections are conceived in a proper
and just spirit, and reflect great crtxlit on its integrity

and firmness. This suggestion ”
[
viz. for a sepa-

rate competition for Natives
], says the report,

“does not commend itself to the Commission. In the first

place, it involves a diflfcrenti^'il mode of treatment which would cer-

tainly be distasteful to the Native community, whose desire is to be
permitted to compete on equal terms with the educated youth of Eng-
land. In the next place, the adoption of any suggestion which involves

separate standards of examination for Europeans and Natives is open
to many of the objections which have been taken in the evidence before

the Commission to the Statutory Service, and to which reference will

be made in the following Chapter of this Report. Not the least pro-

minent of these is the fact that persons appointed otherwise than by
a common test and undei a common standard are liable t(» be regarded
as not possessing the same qualificaltons. Moreover, the system of

allotting a certain number of appointments to be competed for by
Natives and Europeans respectively is a departure from the principles

of the Statute of 1833 and the Queen’s Proclamation, inasmuch as it

involves an artificial exclusion of candidates on grounds of race fiom
appointments for which they may be in other respects the best qualified

persons. It lias indeed been suggested that if increased facilities are

given to Natives in connection with the open competition in England,

it is desirable to fix such a limit in order to guard against Natives

gaining admission to the service by the competitive .examination to an
extent which may prove a source of difficulty or embarrassment. But
when the disadvantages are considered under which Natives labour in

competing in a foreign language, in a foreign country, in subjects of

study peculiarly English, and .against the flower of English schools

and colleges, the hypothesis involves so violent an improbability that

It may be dismissed without serious discussion.

In short, the Commission is of opinion that the competition in Eng-
land should remain open as heretofore, without restriction or distinc-

tion, as by the present law provided, to all natural-born subjects of Her
Majesty, of whatever race or colour or cieed or place of birth, who can
satisfy the preliminary conditions prescribed in the rules framed by the

Civil Service CommissioiK’rs, and that selection should be m.ade im-

partially and indifferently from among the candidates according to their

order of merit as ascertained in one and the same examination.”

The same firmness has been shown in deciding

upon the conflicting evidence adduced before the

Commission on the vexed question of the eligibility

of natives to the District Magistracies. The point

is of such interest that we arc sure the public will be

glad to have the Commission’s decision of it placed

Ijefore them in its full details. We have therefore

no hesitation in quoting the report in extenso :

—

“ Stronger objections have been raised in the course of the enquiries

of the Commission to the employment of Natives in district charges

than in high judicial offices, and many witnesses have advised lhaf they

should be altogether excluded from offices of the former description.

In view of the fact that the District Officer is the direct representative

of the Executive Government in all Departments of the administration,

that he is primarily responsible for the peace of the district, jhat Ue is

occasionally called on to deal with religious riots and disturbances of a

dangerous kind, that he is head of the police, that his work necessarily

brings him into frequent contact with officers of other Departments (

n

whose co-operation its success must largely depend, that the District

Officer is invested with the control and training of the junior officers of

the Imperial Service, and that in limes of war the Government has to

rely upon the District Officer for the supply of military transport, for

keeping open communications, and for other arrangements in connec-

tion with the army in the field, it is argued that he should be an officer

of the Covenanted Civil Service. More especially is this said to be the

case in regard to districts in which there is a more or less considerable

European non-official community or where troops are quartered or im-

portant military establishments located.

On the other hand it is argued that it is unfair to allege that Natives

of India are not qualified to hold offices their fitness for which has not

hitherto been tested and no adequate training ground for which has up

to the present lime been supplied
;
that in dealing with riots and dis-

turbances, with the supply of transport, stores and recruits in tune of

war, and other matters of general administiaiion, the District Officer

has to rely almost eniiiely upon Native agency
; that European gentle-

men readily enough accept employment under Native control in Native

St.ates, Natiife Armies, as tutors in Native families and managers of

Native estates
;
that there are infny distrii is in which theie aie no

troops and few Europeans, and where no difficulties of collision are

likely to arise
; and that when Natives have been largely employed in

offices of Control in other Departments, they have not only not been
found wanting but have discharged their duties with inaiked efficiency.

After a careful consideration of the arguments which have been
brought forward on the subject, the Commission is unable to proceed

on the general assumption that Natives are unfit for district or other

executive charges. They have as yet had no sufficient opportunity oi

showing their capacity in this respect in the liigher executive admims-
ti.ition, and the generality of this assumption is not warranted by ex-

pt-iime in Departments in which Natives have .already been tried.

Moreover, it is stated that Natives of India, when placed in charge of

districts in Native States, which have been temporarily under British

inan.ageinent, b.ive in some cases peifonnrd tlieir duties to the entire

satisfaction of their siipcriois and have proved themselves most effi-

cient officers. The same may l)e said of many Native officers who
have held Sub-Divisirin.d charges in British India. Under these cir-

cmnstaiices the Commission consideis that due oppoitunity should be

afforded to Natives to prove their fitness for bolding the executive

charge of districts, and the proposals of the Commission to remove
ceitain district chaiges from the Schedule of the Statute have been

made with this view. As regards the Subordinate Secretariat appoint-

ments which it is proposed to exclude from the Sclicdule, it is only

necessary to obsei ve that, as the''!' .'ippointments are invariably made
by selection, the effect of their exi liision is meiely to widen the aiea

from which the most highly qualified agency can be chosen.”

'J'he Commission had smaller opposition to contend

with as regards the larger admhision of native officers

to the judicial branch of the Service, and it is gratify-

ing that these offices will be more largely filled by

the Natives of the country, although the Commission
is perhaps justly unable to throw them open entirely

to them. We have nothing to complain on this head.

It is sufficient that the marked ability showed by
natives in the highest judicial offices, as well as the

aptitude for judicial duties displayed by them in the

suborninatc judiciary, which is almost exclusively

composed of the native clement, is recognised. It is

sufficient that the claims of successful native officers

will be adequately met by more extensively employ-

ing them for High Court and District judgeships,

and we do not complain if the judiciary is not to con-

sist exclusively of natives.

THE PURNEA MAHOMETAN RAJA’S
LAWSUIT

A i.RK.vr book has been declared, on high aiUliority, to be a great evil.

If 50
,
what shall be said of a great litigation, diiectly involving ' cral

families .and indirectly many more, ma>bc bundreds of employt.^ and

thousands of tenants on an estate.^ Of coiir.se, heue, as eveiywhere

else, the law of compensation reigns. If stubborn liiigatioii ruins the

parties aiM cxliau.sis many others into the bargain, it prospers others

the lawyers, of sorts, and their myrimdf.ns, mor^ or less recognised, -

accessories before, during, and after the fact—beatets of the game and

so foilh. But a greil preface is no less an evil, and we must not spin

the preliminary yarn farther, but plunge at once in viedias res.

An emphatically great lawsuit has come to an end in the High Court.

We,rcfcr to the big Purnea ca.se, which has just been disposed of by a

Divisional Bench consisting of Messrs. Justice Norris and Beverley.

R.aja Fakrooddin was the proprietor, in the District of Purnea, of Pei-

gunnah Surajpur, divided into Deohri Khagra and Deohri Kissenganj.

He died leaving two sons Didar Hossein and Akhar Hossein. Didar

Hossein received as his share Deohri Khagra .and Akbar Hossein got

Kissenganj. Didar left a son Enayet lioscain—Enayet left a son Atta

Hossein—a Jubilee Nawab. He enjoys now half the Pergunnah

Surajpur. Akbar Hossein died leaving three widows - Zaliworun Nissa,

Goolchamun and Domni. Zahoorim Nissa had a brother named Mecr

Hossein Reza. On the death of Zahooiun Nissa, Meer Ho.<iscin Reza

came to enjoy her share of Deohn Kissenganj. Hossein Reza died

leaving three sons—Mahomed Reza, Ahmed Reza and Enayet Reza.

Ahmed Reza belter known as Raja Ahmed Reza -tlie fathci of the

Plaintiffs and Defendants—died possessed of 6 annas i gunda + it
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gundas of Deohri Kisseng.inj, and leaving two sons Syed Ifyder Re/.a

and Syed Sufdar Ro/a by his wife Ranee Afzalun Nissa. He also loft

four sons by his wife Ranee Roshan Jahan. Of these four, two sons—

Asgar Roza and Delawar Reza still survive.

Raja Ahmed Reza married Afzalun Nissa in 1854, but in 1851 the

Raja purchased the ii gundas share in the name of his Mooktear Kasem

Ali, who subsequently transferred it Ui Ranee Afzulun Nissa? Raja Ah-

med Reza, during his lifetime, was in possession of the ii gundas.

Afzulun Nissa died before Ahmed Re/a. Her mother Melmm Nissa

acted as the guardian of Hydei R<v.i and Safdar Reza and, .is such,

affi.Kcd her seal to vaiious tlocumeius on their behalf. On the death of

Ahmed Reza, Hydcr Re/.a and Siifdii Re/a took possession of and en-

joyed the II giindas as then own. Ilyder Reza mortgaged half of the

1 1
giind.as to Nawab Lootf Ali Khan, of Patna, and eventually sold

the same to him for the sum of 5*2 lacs. .Syed Asgar Rc/.i and Dela-

war Reza being minors, the Court r>f WanN had charge of their estate.

Asgar Reza on becoming of age instituted a suit before the Sub-Judge

of Purnea, Habu Palak Chaud, against Ilyder Ke/.i, Sufdai Re/a and

Nawab Lootf Ali Khan, to have it declaied that the ii gnndas which

was purchased by Kasem Ali with Ahmed Re/a’s money .uul whidi

eventually stood in the n.iine of Af/iilun Nissa, fonned p.irt of the estate

of Ahmed Reza, that the sale by Hyder Ke/a to Nawab Lootf Ali

Khan was bad in law, and that they weie each entitled to one-sixth

share, accoiding to Mahomedan law*.

I'he case before the .Siib-Jndgc lasted for ncaily six months. It cost

the Plainlifts about Rs. 40,000 an<l Nawab Lootf /\li Klian Ks. 60 ,(kk).

The case of the I’laintiffs was that the puicbase of 1
1
gundas by Ahmed

Reza in llie name of K.isem All was a /h'njm,v transaction, and th.it

the transfer by Kasem Ali to Af/uliiu Xissa was also lu'namce. Hyder
Reza and Sufdar Re/a did not appear. The case of the Nawab De-

fendant was that the purchase was not ben,mice nor was the iranTer

and as a mattcT of fact the n gnndas was a gift by Raja

Ahmed Reza to his wife Afzulun Nissa, that dining tlie lifetime of Raj.i

Ahmed Reza the piopetly was treated as separate propeity of the wife.

The Nawab mainly relied on a deed e\e<.uted by Ahmed Reza hlioiily

before his death, in wbicli he spci iiicd what hi.s propcities were, and
distinctly declaied that this it giinda? belonged to his miiinr son..

Hyder and Sufder.

Babii IJalak Chand, m a very lengthy jndgincnt, decided the case against

the IMaintilfs, and held that tlie puKliii.e liy .Mimed Rc/a w.as not

bciuintee
j
and that the Nawab was puicliiiscr lor valuable considri.alion

without notice. Asgar Reza appealed. Messrs. Woodroffc, Evans, M.
Chose and Mohesh Chundcr Chuwdhiy and two other Pleaders appeared

f)r the appellant. Messrs. Advoc.ate-Cencral, G. Gregory, A. E. M.

Abdur Rahman, C. Gregory, Moonshee Mahomed Yusuf and two other

Pleaders represented the Nawab respondent.

The case came on before Norns and Beverley
J. J. on April

23. Mr. Woodroflfe very ably opened the case and (ontinued ' for

another 7 day.s. Mr. Evans folln^M-d him for a <l.iy. Mi Woodroffc
endeavoured to shew that the Iranwciion was benamee and the 11

gundas formed part of Almied Rc/a’. (stale. He lelied on the well-

known Privy Council (lOssaiii cau* and (Ucd a number of authoritie-^.

He also argued that the deed executed by Ahmed Reza before Iris

death was not imdeistood by him and it was inopei.iuve in Uwg eilher

as a will or a deed of gift, aKoiding to Mahomedan law.

Mr. Advocate-Genrral P.iul opened tlu-. < .i-,e lor the Respondent. He
took 5 days. He was at his best. It was a K ai lie.ii lo hear him. He
treated the ca.se as a whole. He p- micd out that Hyder and .Sufder, who
had not appealed, had been lolIiiMing uiili the I’l.nniifG. He cited au-
thorities to shesv that the tiansa< ii.>i, ...igi.t «, in* taken out of the ii*lmg

in Gossain’s c.ise, that ii was uoi ,,i ,

declaration by Ahmed R« /,i, ili.n •!

properly of llulei Reza and S'

would be entitled lo % of his wife’s estate, Could the Plaintiffs succeed
in getting their share out of Ahmed’s ^th on the present plaint? Mr.
Evans argued that they could, and that the court ought not at that stage

,

to dismiss the suit and compel the Plaintiffs to institute another suit

to recover their share. Mr. Paul replied that the plaint as framed

was entirely inconsistent with the point raised. Their lordships agreed

with the Advocate-General and Mr. Justice Norris delivered a most able

and exhaustive judgment, dismissing the appeal on the facts. The cost

in the appeal court on both sides was between Rs. 3,000 to 4,000 a day,
and the i.ase lasted for seventeen day.s.

Reza to his wile w.is v.did

sion by the husl),;ui h is I- 1

’

and that the doci.u ,1011 nC Aim.. ,'
,

belonged to Hyiler .md Siild.ii

of the suit w'rt.s tuMted by Aiiinm

Mr. G. Giegoiy fi.llwwed M-. I’m),

night to consult-r then- jiui .nu m,

judgment, Mr. justice No.ns .i.i.lr. s.rd .Mr. p,.„| said if
j

Lordships bad unde ii|) their mind., ili.n die ,;ifi t„ n,.,., i,,, j

Ahmed Rcia was valid .iccurdiug to Mahi.ineiiai, l,„v, Afi,..iaii Ni,..a
'

having predeceased Ahmed Kcm, under llie .Shea l.iw Ahmed Kez,i 1

ben I’ll- e, ih.it the deed w.is a

II mi.m! ms w.is • ic sepai.iii-

• V /.» ih.il the- gifl by Ahmed
I" M ih.iiii. ti.m law, as posscs-

!»'• c.,,,,
,,y ij,,. j-j i

' '-'I ih.it 'lie I
'

giiivhi
,

' '
* I' U lllf SilhjiM r Ijl.i c,

'

’
' !’> ' ’I’Ci i y (»1 the -iiMi ..

^

' ‘
‘ -uip I'Milv i r> (.

I

M -v .;() ,11 line ili'ir.rni

ROMANCE OF THE MUTINY.
A NEW MVTH EXPOSED.

In ;i leading; article, in the issue of the Statesman of the
23rd December, is the following statement with regard to
the (ainily of VVajid Ali .Shah, the Ex-king of Oudh, which
ri-quires correction and contradiction. The .statement I
allude to runs thus : “There is one point that should be
sjjecially rcincmbcrcd in favor of Prince Kamal Kadr. His
mother

( h'akr Mahal) it was who .saved the lives of Mrs. Orr
and Miss Jackson in Lucknow during the mutiny. The
story is told in most histories of the Lucknow siege and we
need not recapitulate it. Suffice it to say that in no place in
India did any ol those faithful few who rescued European
lives at the risk of their own, have a more difficult task to
perform than the mother of Prince Kamal Kadr at Lucknow,
llcr Dirniga (Wajid Ali) was .awarded a lakh of Rupees for
hi.s conduct

;
but this Lady at her own request has never re-

ceived anything to this day.” I am in a position to utterly
deny the truth of the whole of this statement concerning the
assistance rendered to Mrs, Orr and Miss Madeline Jiick.son
and Miss Louisa Orr, and should much like to know in
wltal histories of the events of the mutiny in Lucknow
in I1S57, it is stated tliat it was through the cxertion.s of Eakr
Maltal that the lives of the above mentioned ladie.s and
child were saved. With regard to the circumstances to
which the statement allude.s, the letter of Mr.s. Patrick
Orr has already been quoted in these pages. But over and
above alj tli.it, I have only .about a fortnight ago had a
conversation with one of the three ladies who were saved,
and this is the information on this point she gave me.

’

We owed our. safety and our lives (said the lady) solely
lo the kindness and exertions of Darogah Wajid Ali. With
regard t() l-'akr Mahal it is my firm belief she would have
had us killed but for his intercession and good offices and
likewise, because she was too TOuch engaged at the time with
other more important state affairs. She caused the strictest
watch to be kept over us .so as in every way to preclude
all possibility of our escape. During the whole time we
were in captivity, wc used to be daily visited and a report
made to her that wc were all three present. The e.scapa of
Miss Louisa Orr was effected in this manner. The child
had been unwell with fever and a report to the effect had
been conveyed to I'akr M.ahal. It was soon after this that
information was sent to Raja Maun Sing by Darogah Wajid
.Ali that advantage would betaken of this circumstance and
th.it an endeavour vvould be made to effect the escape of
the child at last. For this puqio.se a very brave but ugly
woman, a of the name of Geendia, was induced to
pl.ay a part. This Geendia was the wife of a follower of
Darogah Wajid Ali. Everything having been prepared and
h'akr Mahal’s suspicions h.aving been allayed by tljrconstant
i>-|.oi ts of the ill-health of Miss Louisa Orr, early one morning,
her face and hands being |)aintcd and she henself wrapped up
in a^hoct ;iiul a resai thrown over her, she was placed on
the shoulder of this woman who immediately set up crying
.ind left file house and premises of the Darogah, who anxious-
l.v watched her progress from a window to see what would
h.ippcn. *llc likevvisc sent tvvo well-armed retainers to follow
thi; winnan at a distance. The woman passed several guard.?
and sentries, acting her part to admiration and repeating
to them the story that her child was dangerously ill and that
she was going to a celebrated Hakeem for advice and
medicine. The last guard she had to pass stopped her and
insisted on seeing the child. The two retainers precipitately
beat a retreat. But Geendia raised a loud cry and violently
vituperated the men saying that they might if they liked un-
do the wrapping round her child but she was certain that the
exposure to the chill early morning air would kill her out-
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right and that the death of her child wouJ.d be on their

head.^ She did not appear to be anything else but the simple
^tvalin she represented herself to be. She simulated her

grief and distress for the child so successfully that this guard
also permitted her to pass without any further enquiry or in-

vestigation, and she then made her way to Raja Maun Sing’s

Head-quarters outside the city, without any more molestation,

and delivered up her burthen in perfect safety. Miss Orr was
then taken into the Raja’s female apartments and dressed

in an entire suit of native clothes, and on the first convenient
opportunity conveyed to the British lines then before

Lucknow.
Fakr Mahal, so far from affording them protection and

genuine help, or aiding in the rescue of these three ladies, did

her best to prevent them from escaping from the clutches

of the rebels. So I do not understand how the Statesman
on the part of Fakr Mahal can now claim a reward or

pension for her, for an act of kindness in which she had
neither hand nor part. On the contrary, it would behove the

Government of India to search out the poor woman Geendia
or, if she be dead, her heirs, and give them something.

For, although Darogah Wajid AH received one lac of

Rupees for his part of the business, this poor woman, to

the best of my knowledge and belief, never received one pice

of the Indian Government for her heroic service.

Andrew H ear.sev.

PRE-BRITISH INDIA.

HUMAYUN.
XIII.

At last Humayun was granted the favour of an interview

with the Shah of Persia. The meeting was apparently

on terms of perfect equality, and in every way suitable to

his own grandeur and the dignity of his guest. However,

about this affair, a stain rests on the character of the Shah
of Persia, For, before he would enter into conversation with

his refugee guest, he expressed his desire that Humayun
should adopt the Persian cap. Such a desire, under the

circumstances, was tantamount to a command. I lumayun,

with much grace, accepted his position and placed the cap

on his head with an appropriate compliment to his host.

During his stay in Persia, Humayun had to submit to

many indiginties from the Persian monarch, and the sole

reason for discourteou.s treatment was his being a Sunni.

It has been stated that, wearied with the continued and

marked slights he had to endure, he at last profc.ssed to have

become a convert to the Shah’s religious opinion. Such an

act was, however, only a political move, for this profession

released him, in a great measure, from the awkwardness of

his position, for the Sha^bccamc more kindly in his treat-

ment of his unfortunate^nd unwilling guest, and at last

came to an agreement with him, and promised him the aid

of 12,OCX) horsemen for the purpose of capturing Candahar,

which, however, was to be added to Pcr.sian territory.

Humayun, after coming to such an arrangement with the

Persian king, set out on his march for Candahar. It would

be needless to enumerate the petty slights he had to endure,

even up to the eve of his departure, owing to the variable

temper of the Shah. On reaching Scistan, Humayun found

that Tahmasp Shah had done more than keeping his pro-

mise, for thetc were 14,000 hor.scmcn, under the command
of Morad Mirza, the king’.s son, waiting his ai rival. ITom

this point, the troops marched straight on Candahar and

besieged it, till the garrison were reduced to distress from

want, and then Mirza Askari, the governor, was obliged to

surrender. It is uncertain whether Humayun would have

spared his captive brother’s life, had not his aunt, Baber’s

.sLstcr, intervened and obtained a promise of parejon. But

.so bitter were the feelings that filled the mind of Humayun,

just this moment, so hardened were the affections of his

heart, at the remembrance of his great sufferings, that, des-

pite the promise of pardon, he treated his brother in a most

unnatural way. Mirza Askari was subjected to many indig-

nities, and was compelled to appear publicl}^ with his sword

hung round his neck, tendering his submission in the most

humiliating form.s. Afterwards, Humayun placed him by

his side, in token of forgiveness and kindness. He also gave

a great entertainment to celebrate the reconciliation. Alas

!

that this should have been only policy
;
and a policy of a

very repugnant type. For, when festivity was at its height,

and all/ears and suspicions allayed, certain documents were

produced, written by Askari to Beloochee chiefs, and direct-

ing the apprehension of Humayun during his flight to

Persia. Askari was made a prisoner on pretext of this old

act of enemity, and was kept in chains for about three years.

From this period, we find Humayun’s life often stained by

acts of gro^s cruelty.

According to agreement, Candahar was made over to the

Persian. But shortly afterwards, Morad Mirza, the Persian

prince and governor of Candahar, died suddenly. Humayun
availing himself of this occurrence, obtained admittance into

the city in the guise of a friend, and immediately with his

men set upon the garrison, slaughtering many and making

the rest prisoners. These prisoners he allowed subsequently

to return to Persia, and he made extraordinary merit of the

act. After the occupation of Candahar, Humayun did not

tarry long in that city, but collected an army, and marched

(or Cabul, which city he entered in triumph, his brother

Carnran having fled through inability to rcsi.st him. At
Cabul, Humayun recovered his son Akber, who was about

three years of age. Humayan, if undisturbed by ambitious

craving, might now have reignetl in peace. But it seems he

would risk all rather than be restricted in adding to his

dominion. So, after a few months .spent at Cabul, he marched

to recover Badakshan. While he was at Badakshan, Carnran

returned, surprised Cabul, and once again obtained posses-

sion of the young Akber. Humayun, however, soon obliged

him to quit that city, but had to meet him in battle more

than once. Eventually, Carnran fell into his hands. Whihi at

Cabul, Humayun committed many acts of cruelty, the chief

of which was his putting all his pri.soncrs to death in cold

blood. He also put his cousin Yadgar Mirza to death, on

bare .suspicion. His grounds for suspicion were so slen-

der, that the governor of Cabul refused to carry out the

order, and another person had to be substituted. It is, there-

fore, pleasing to note, that he acted in perfect good faith to-

wards Carnran. He treated him with great kindness; and

three of the brothers being now together, he released the

fourth, Mirza Askari. A feast was given, when they ate salt

together, and were, for the time, entirely reconciled.

XIV.

Not very long after the happy reconciliation of the bro-

thers, Humayan became engaged in a war with the Uzbeg.s

in Balk. Carnran, unfortunately for himself, as the sequel

proved, was tempted to avail him.sclf of such an opportunity

and i*ebcl against his brother. He marched on Cabul. In the

first battle between the brothers, Humayun was defeated and

nearly killed by a soldier, who had wounded him, and was

about to strike again, when the king exclaimed, “ You
wretch ! how dare you ?” The stern look of Humayun so

confounded the man, that he allowed his wounded anta-

gonist to retire. Humayun fled frcun the field of battle with

only eleven attendants. He was, howewer, soon in the field

again, and, in a subsequent battle, forced Carnran to flee for

refuge, first to a Afghan tribe, and eventually into India,

where false friends delivered him ovcm* to his brother, who,

with .subtle guile, received him graciously, and seated him

on his wght hand during entertainment.s given for three

successive days. The punishment he meted out to his

brother, after such a rccct)tion, was truly barbarous in its

cruelty. He gave orders that Carnran should be blinded.

The operation was perfijrmed by the ryes being repeatedly

pierced with a lancet. Carnran bore the torture with great

fortitude, until lemon juice and salt were squeezed into his

ey(is, when he exclaimed, “ O l.ord, my God ! whatever sin.s

I have committed have been amply punished in this world
;

have compassion on me in the next.” Carnran, now no

longer dangerous, was permitted to go to Mecca, where he

died shortly after.

India, as can well be imagined, was, at this period in a very

disturbed state. Shir Shah, the succe.s.sor of Humayun by

right of conquest, was dead, and none of his lineage in-

herited his dominant abilities. There was now no keenly

a.stute mind to plan, no firm hand to execute tl^ese wisely

matured plans, nor to reprc.ss the turbulence or lawlessness of

the many fighting races of India
;
to check by a seasonable

di.splay of powxr the daring attempts of ambitious men
;

and to mould all the diverse and conflicting elements prc.sent

into a concrete mass, resulting in the greatest good to the

many. Such being the state of matters in India, Humayun’s
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advisers urj^ed him, over and over again, to attempt its re-

conquest. Sucli advise, however, was not for a long lime suit-

able to his mood of mind
;
he could only think of India

with a shudder, as it recalled only too vividly his many

misfortunes and the great sufferings he had undergone in

that country. But it happens, if we think of, or are [forced

often to think of any subject, our mind loses thg first im-

pression it received about the matter. So it proved in

Hurnayun’s case. By having Indian matters continually

forced on his attention through the zeal of his advisers, he

came gradually to dissociate India from the dread that

harboured in his mind, and at last came to entertain serious-

ly the question of its rcconquest. And when arguments and

omens seemed alike favourable, he set out from Cabul at

the head of 15,000 horscmni. lie moved with alacrity;

successfully invaded the Punjab defeated the (Governor, and

took Lahore. At Sirhind, he engaged Secandcr, the usurper

at l^clhi, who had advanced to meet him with a large army.

Humayun gained a decisive victory, and immediately took

possession of Delhi and Agra.

Hurnayun was thus restored to his capital. But the greater

portion of his dominions was still to be recovered, and

even what he had obtained, he did not live to enjoy. His
death was most untoward and sudden. He had been walk-

ing on the terrace of his library at Delhi and was descending,

the .stairs, which were on the outside of the building, and
narrow, guarded simply by an ornamental parapet about a

foot high. While descending, he heard the call to prayers,

sounded from the minarets, and, as became a good Moslem,
he stopped for the purpo.se of repeating the creed, and then

sat down on the steps till the crier had finished. In endea-
vouring to ri.se again with the aid of the staff he carried, the
staff slipped on the polished marble of the steps and pre-

cipitated him over the parapet. When taken up, he was
insensible, but soon after recovered consciousness, yet the
injury he had received was pronounced mortal, and he
expired on the fourth day after the accident. He was forty-

nine years old, and had been called king for twenty-six
years, inclusive of the sixteen years of his bani.shment from
Agra. We conclude the life-story of Humayun with a deep
impression that it is one of the most remarkable histories

extant, and it is one that will not only well repay perusal

but affords us materials for much deep thought.

James H. Linton.

OOBPORATION OF CALCUTTA.
Sealed tenders for supply of MisLellancous

Stores, during ilie quarter ending ptli Septem-

ber next, will bo leceived by the Vice-Chairman

at 2 P. M., on the 12th Juno, and will be opened

by him there and then, in the presence of

tenderers who may wish to attend.

Forms of tender :ind list of Stores requited,

can be had on application.

UDOY NARAIN SINGHA,

Superintendent of Stores.

2nd June, 1S88.

A SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING
of the Commissioners of the. Fown of Calcutta,

Will be held at tuk Town Hall,

on Thursday, the 14th June iSSS, at j p. M.

BU.'-TNESS to hr BROUGH r FORWARD.

1. Mr. Simmons to ask ceitain questions

regarding the water-supply.

2. Mr. Colton to move “ that the Commis-
sioners submit a respectful representation to

His Excellency tht: Governor (lener.il m Coun-
cil praying that the ordejs communicated in

the letter from the (joveinment of Indi.a to the

Government of Bengal, No. 489- R-T, dated
30th Apiil 1888, may be riTonsideted and ihal

sanction may be accoided to a giant of two

lacs of rupees .available from the suiplus funds

ofthcHouiah Budge to the MuoK'ipality ns

a Contribution in aitl of the proposed new road

from the Bridge to Sealdali.
’

3. The Ch.airman to submit for information

explanation by the llealtl^ OHicei, with rt*fei-

ence to the Resolution passe<l on his repoit

for the quarter ending 31st Maich last, at the

Quarterly .Meeting of the Commissioners held
on the 2bili April 1888.

4. To confirm the pioreedings of the Town
Council at Meetings hekl on the 28ih Apiil and
5th, I2lh and 19th May 188S.

5. 'Fo confirm the proceedings of the Water
Supply Extension Committee at Meetings held
on the 25th April and 23r(l May 1888.

6. To confirm the ptoceedings of the

Bustee and Sanitary Committee at Meetings
held on the 12th April and 23id and 31st May
1888.

'

7. ’^riie Chairman to lay upon the table
Vital Statistics for the months of March and
April 1888.

JOHN COVVIE,

Secretary to the Corporation.

Sth June 1S8S.

NOW READY.
The Report of the 3r(l Indian National Con-

gress, held at Madras during the last week

of 1887.

Price Re. i including postage. Apply to M.

V. Chariiar, 100, Mount Road, Madras.

BRADON STREET.
Afanay^er^ Babu G. C. GllOSF.

Saturday-- the cjth June, iSSS—
at ^ j\ M.

The new Mythological Melo-Drama

By the author of “ Adurso Sutty,”

TULASI LILA.

Duferin Memorial Fund.

The following subscriptions have been re-

ceived :

—

Rs.
Amount already advertised... ... 59,802
Nawab Syud Zainool Abideen, Khan
Hahadoor ... ... ... 75

Prince Mahomed Kaheemoodeen ... 25
Prince Mirza Mahomed Jah Ali Baha-
door ... ... ... 25

llajee Umdoo Khan, of Dinapore ... 10

Total ... 59,937

Songs plenty ! Scenes gorgeous.

Wardrobes new and magnificent.

GRAND PROrXJUGE SCENE I

All new ! All in good order !

Come 1 See ! and Judge I

Next day—Sunday—loth June,

at Candle Light,

Babu Grish Churider Ghose’s brilliant Drama,

Arrangements as usual.

Assisted by the Bagbazar Amateur Orchestra.

M. L. SUR, Asst. Manager.

ST. I.KONARDS-ON-SFA, ENGLAND.

ST. PETER’S COLLEGE FOR BOYS.

Universily masters, specially suitable for

Indian Clrrldren. Indian References. For Pros-

pectus, address Principal.

Further subscriptions are invited, and will be

duly acknowledged in the papers.

PEARY MOIIUN MOOKERJEE,
AMIR ALI,
S. £. J. CLARKE,

Honorary Secretaries.
Calcutta, 1st June, 1888.

~
nokoeT"

Probate of the Last Will and Testament of

Bhuggobutty Churn Mullick, late of No. 90-2,

Cross Street, in the Town of Calcutta, Land-

holder, deceased, was, on the 6th day of June

instant, granted by the High Court of Judica-

ture at Fort William in Bengal, in its Tcsla-

meniary and Intestate Jurisdiction, to his

widow, Srcemirtty Poresh Soondery Dassec, the

sole executrix named in the said Will.

.SWINHOE AND CHUNDER,
Attorneys for the Executrix.

9, Old Post Office Street,

Calcutta, 7th June, 1888.

ETHAM’S

For INDIA and nil HOT CLIMATES this sweetly scented cmolUent Milk Is INVALTTABLE
IT KELTS the SKIN COOL and REFRESHED in the HOTTEST WEAlhER,
Removus and prevents all SUNBURN, REDNESS, FRECKLES, TAN, etc., and

RENDERS the SKIN DELICATELY SOFT. SMorrTH and WHITE.

It entirely prevents it from btcuimng DRY aua WRINKLED, and PRESERVES the
COMPLEXION from the scorchiti? effects of the SUN ard WIND more effectually tlran any
other preparation. The IRRITATION caused by the and STINQS of insects Ib

wondcriuUy allayed by its use. For imparting that suit volvaty lealing to the Brtm, i.hi«f

delighUUl preparation has no equal! Sold by all Chemists.

Solo Makers M, BBBTHAX db SON, Ohemiats, Chdltonbftm, BngUnd.

CALCUTTA AGENTS: SCOTT, THOMPSON & CO.
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INFAIIIBLE SPECIFIC FOR

^LEUCORRHCA.
A week’s use of this medicine not only cures

Leucorrhcca—the characteristic white, green

and bloody discharge—but also removes the

concomitant intense menstrual pains, and all

the various complaints and symptoms inci-

dental to menstrual difficulties and green sick-

ness, and prepares the system for conception.

Price : for a week’s consumption, Rs. 2,

packing and postage 4 annas.

There are capital medicines besides—for

piles, all the 20 kinds of flux—such as sper-

matorrhoea, diabetes, &c.—diarrhoea, rheu-

matism, puerperal complaints, cataract of

the eye, nacra, asthma, &c.

< ^Certificate^

“I have known Babu Rajendra Nath Ghoshal

kubiraj for upwards of 1 5 years, and I can bear

ample testimony to the wonderful efficacy of

his medicine in the treatment of diseases of the

womb. While Assistant Surgeon of Monghyr

and subsequently, I have known him to cure

the most obstinate cases of uterine Leucorr-

hcea and other uterine derangements, organic

and functional. I can safely call his medicine

the Specific for Leucorrhcca and painful

menstruation. Ladies who have been subject

to these diseases for years and were barren

have been cured and borne children.

Womesh Chunder Roy, L. M. 8., Medical

Practitioner, Bhagalpur. 30th October, 1886.”

Apply to

RAJENDRANATH GHOSAL, Kabiraj,

Topkhana Bazar.

Monghyr.

The Mahanirvana Tantram with the com-
mentary of Harihorananda Bharati, the

spiritual preceptor of the late Raja Ram Mo-
hun Roy, accompanied by a translation and
copious explanatory notes by the venerable

Pundit Jagonmohun Tarkalankar
;
edited by

Babu Krishna Gopal Bhakta, M. A. S, B.,

Editor of the 2nd impression of the late Sir

Radha Kanto’s Sabda Kalpadruma, the Ra-

mayana, etc., etc. Issuing in parts of six form-

demy 12 mo. each, from April last. To be
completed in about 25 parts. Price for the

whole work Rs. 5, if paid in advance. For

each part to subscribers annas 4, to non-sub-

scribers annas 6. Post free. Apply to the editor,

1 5, Gopee Kristo Pal’s Lane, Calcutta.

READY

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL
BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

§ Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister 0/ the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, *‘R£IS & RAYYET”
I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutt\.

OPINION OF THE PRESS.

It is many years since I first met, and some
years since I last met, Dr. Sambhu Chunder
Mookerjee, editor of the Reis and Rayyet
f Prince and Peasant), and an author of high
lepute among the kindly, as well as acute and
intellectual, people of Bengal. One of the real

misfortunes of India was, and still is, Lord
Macaulays picture of the Bengalee. The
picture, true perhaps as regards N uncomar and
many Bengalees, is not accurate as a represen-

tation of the people generally, taking them as

an Englishman m.Hy find them if he looks

fairly. If they had been unfaithful, the sad

story of the Mutiny had been vastly sadder

;

and, apart from the. Mutiny, many Englishmen
could give individu.il instances of Bengalee

faithfulness almost unique in history, taking

all the circumstances of our relation to India

into account. The Bengalee is generally eager

for knowledge of all kinds, and is often both

courageous in the expression of his opinions,

and gifted to a remarkable degree with the

power to express those opinions with force and
precision. Mr. Fawcett once told me that an

unprepared speech made, on his behalf, during

an election, by a young Hindoo, surpassed, in

force as well as eloquence, any unprepared
speech he ever had heard made by any mem-
ber of the House of Commons, if four or five

members of the House were excepted.
Among these Bengalees there is a small body

of men— small for that large province—who
are, ironically or otherwise termed “ Young
Bengal. ” Some of them are no longer young,

but grave and aged ;
some have, in the course

of years, been highly distinguished for tlieir

pnhiic services and their scientific .and other
attainments. Some have at times been mis-

represented, and their language misinterpreted,

so that on its return to them it has amazed
none more than themselves. Nothing of this

has been done by the really great administra-

tors of India. That it has been done, however,
cannot be denied.

In the foreftoiu of this little band is the

author of this book of travels, Baboo Sambhu
Chunder Mookerjee—a writer of high repute,

as I have said, .also an administrator, as the

reader will see from the title-page to this book.

A keener, yet a kindlier satirist, one might
seek for and not find. His u.se of the English
language has astonished many an educated
Englishman

;
and the quality of his reading is

shown by his marvellou.s power of quotation
;

not merely from authors like Shakespeare, and
Milton, and Macaulay, and men eminent in

science, but from out-of-the-way old ballads,

and little-known old pamphlets, in the applica- >

tion of which he leaves one wondering—first,

how he obtained the productions at all, and
.secondly, how, having obtained them, he
learned to apply them so appositely to the
subjects which he intends them to illustrate.

Passing from the author to his book, we I

shall, perhaps, first of all be attracted to the
|

work of the administrator. He comes upon a
milkman’s village, on which he finds fastened
the grip of a Court favourite. He unloosens
the grip, and re-setile.s the village, in the
double interest of Prince and Peasant. And
all the time he sees everything. The poor
people bathing on the rivers’ banks, have his
genial and kindly, if also at times, what a
Scotchman would call, his “pawky” notice.

A “fair maid of Sonargoan ” attracts his at-

tention by the gracefulness with which she
carries a vessel of water fiom the river

;
ami,

though the fair maid and he are divided by
race and faith (she is Mussulman), she has his

full meed of piai.se. Indeed, it must be admit-
ted -and he will not be offended with me for

saying so—that he never meets with a fair face,

without at least giving evidence of the fact

that he has eyes to see and a heart to com-
prehend.

Of his wide and generous sympathies, much
might be said, and still leave much more to

say. He meets a missionary on the river, and
evidently is inclined, in writing his notes, to
pass a joke on the subject. He nips it, how-
ever, in the bud, and contepts himself with
saying, “ So new is preaching here, that the
simple people said the padre had been singing
in the street.” He meets C.itholic and Pro-
test.! nt missionaries on shipboard, and chuckles
over their disputes, while he astonishes them
by his command the English language, and
even by I 15 llnowledge of the Bible -a know-
ledge, I may add, which is evident in many of

his writings.

A parrot falls overboard, and is drowned in

its cage, to bis great distress, which is not

however paraded. He says
: [Extract.]

These are not the words of a Christian, but
of a Hindoo.

Again, he has a faithful ugly dog, whose
name is Tom, and whose glory it once was to

bark, with a noble independence, at some very
dignified Sahibs. Our author is compelled to

leave Tom behind
;
and here is his farewell

:

[Extract.]

I think this is a very fine passage, and one

that will draw the author very close to the

great heart of humanity, wherever the words

are re.ad. Could anything be finer than the

testimony to the two foreign “ gentlemen,”

ending with the “ Bengalee parih^ my poor

Tom” ? Not the pariah merely, but the pariah

dog. The passage is worthy of the author,

and of the great mercifulness of the land that

bore him.
Whoever re.ads this book must be piepared

further to find bold and manly language. The
author is no flatterer of John Bull, though he

gives John his due, and admits that India owes

him a great debt. Here is one passage relating

to foreign fruits :
[Extract.]

Among the sketches of country— word-pic-

tures the reader will find some exceedingly

pretty, and all the more valuable in that they

are taken from a standground purely Indian
;

not English. Where an English artist’s mind
woiiUl be filled with European ideas, the mind

of thi.s gifted Eastern artist is filled with a class

of ideas totally different, yet equally instructive

and certainly not less subtle and far-reaching.

On the eve oT one of his journeys, our

author was placed in a dilemma of a kind

not unknown to travellers in India, but not on

that account the less stupid. He wished to

go by a particular boat, and look time by the

forelock for that purpose. The fare was at

fust stated as 90 rupees, to pay which he

offered “a new crisp, fresh British India” note

for 100 rupees. “ It was,” he adds, “fresh from

the Currency Office, and had been received

only the day before from another Ciovernment

department.” The rest of the stoiy is

thus told :
[Extract.]

'Fhe humour of the little sketch is worth

something. I can fancy the author laughing

even in his dismay
;
for he can laugh well at

others, and equally well at himself. I shall

only venture on one more passage
;
and I give

it as showing the spirit of the man who dares

to call his newspaper Prince and Peasant,

He desired to return to his home in Bengal,

and to bid mlieu, for a lime at last, to Indepen-

dent Tipperah, wheie he had been located

“some two yeais.” He received the Maha-
rajah’s permission to return hf>me

; but still he

could not get away. [Extract.]

Theie is, I think, a sound lesson in this pas

sage ;
the lesson of the immense value of

courtesy and nrb.inity in the relations of rulers

and ruled. Theie is a gieat deal in that sen-

tence, “ IFc serve flesh and blooil.” The best

administrator in India is not always tlie airiest,

the man whose plans are the wisest as plans
;

but the man who, with plans or without them,

gives confidence to the people, and confidence

not meiely in his justice, but also in his con-

sideiaieness and foibearanre. A clever man
once said that the art of success in India is the

art of giving good dinners. It maybe so ; but

the ptM il is great—the peril of debt; and in

any caoC the ait has its limits, and its natural

coll.ipse. Even dinners and champagne pall

in the end. But there* is one art that never

fails—the art of true courtesy
;
of that couitesy

which, being natural, is not affected by any
whim or caprice, either of the person who
possesses it, or of any one with whom iie has

relations.

In bidding farewell to this little, book, I once
more recall, as I easily and very vividly can,

the auilior’.s kindly fiice and gentle voice, as

known to me many years ago. I see him, as

I see Baboo Kristo Das Pal, Dr. Mahcndra
Lai Sircar, and some olheis, including a much-
abused editor of tlie Bazar Patrika

\

.and I feel and say, wiiii all earnestness and
sincerity, that among these are men whom
the Government of India would be wise in
recognising and winning entirely to its side.

They are men on whom no really generous
word—true as well as generous—ever i.s

thrown away. I h.ive cornpaied them at times
with men of kindred occupations at home,
and I think that they are as a rule by far

the truer gentlemen in good mqjmers, and
often in \eiy much more than mere manners.
May the great God, whose .sacred Name they
use as that of the Father of all, guide them to

a nobler destiny than any they yet have
known, and with them, and by them, bless

their native land !

JAME.S ROUTLEDCE.

--The Indian Mas^azine^ Mar. 1888.
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“IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF.”

All •who suffer find sure relief from

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven nul from the system

AcuteRheumatism and RheumaticOout,

After years of semi-hclplessnpss and siiffcr-

in;>; while in ASTHMA, nRONCIIITIS,
LUMHAfR), SCIATICA, FACKACHE,
STRAINS, It is the surest and safest remedy
for tliese roinplaint-s in their severest and most
chronic form.

Its inagic effect in affording instantaneou.s

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs,

Is almost too rematkahle for CREDENCE.
Are yon snhjr-ct to HEADACHES and the

tortures of 'TOOTHACHE A sin^^le applica-

tion will relieve yon.

In Sorc-thioat its power has hern so rapid

vind complete that it is universally recommend-
ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result .speak for itself.

The Oriental P»alm is used by the best Phy-
sicians in the world m tlndr piarlice. It has

been pronounced a blessim^ in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it li.is achieved

a wide-spread popularity whiOi no similar pre-

paration has ever before att.lined

SoJii in Bottles at i Re, each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists
throughout the woild.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet & Co.,

R. Scott Thompson Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Courts)

THE CALCUTTA

llOJKEOPATHtC PHARMACY,
THE

EARLIEST .STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPEi\'SAR Y IN A SIA

OF PURE HOMEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE m
INDEPENDENT HOMtEOPATHY

and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF

THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.
Besides the old Remedies, all the New Re-

medies and the latest additions procured from

the best European and American sources, and

kept in stock.

Medicines in wooden bo.^es and leather

cases, requisites of all kinds supplied, and

Prescriptions dispensed at the shortest notice.

rhe largest Stock of Homceopathic literature

kept.

Orders received for supplying English

American and foreign Journals.

BERIGNY & CO.
T2. F.al Bazaar^ Calcutta.

In Pamphlet^ Price ^ annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.^

ASSAM LINE.
This Company which has a weekly Service

of Steamers running to and from Uebrooghur
viit Goalundo, will despatch the Steamer
“OUDH” for Assam on Tuesday the

1 2th ilLSt.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
Godowns at Jaggannath Ghat until Monday,
the nth idem.

The Steamer “ NEPAUL” will leave Goa-
lundo for Assam on Thursday, the 14th idem.

Intending passengers by the last mentioned
Steamer should leave Calcutta for Goalundo
by train the previous night.

Diiuiiki & Deurooghur Mail Service.

Throttoh Bookin^^ to and from Assam,

The Despatch Steamers of this Service

leave Dluibii daily on arrival of the Mails
from C.ilcutta, and proceed to Debrooghur,
stopping at all intermediate stations and
Mookhs.

Passengets, Goods, Parcels ( packages not

to e.Kceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in mea.sureinent ) may be booked
tliroiigli to and from Calcutta, and all stations

on the Eastern Bengal State Railway and
connected Railways, and the following

Steamer Stations of this Company,
Dhubri, Goalparah, Gaiihati, Mungicdye,
'Pezpore, Silghaut for Koliabar, Dhunsiri
Mookb, Niggriting, Kookeela Mookh, Desang
Mookh and Debrooghur.

Package.s booked as parcels will be forward-

ed by rail along with the Mails. Freight on
perishable articles must be prepaid.

Goalundo and Deurooghur Despatch
Service.

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which
have been specially built for the Assam Trade,
carrying passengers and coolies between
Goalundo and Debrooghur, will leave Goalundo
bi-weekly on Sundays and Thursdays, calling

at all intermediate stations, and Debrooghur
on Tuesdays and Saturdays.

'Phrough bills of lading will be granted for

goods and parcels on presentation of rail re-

ceipt ('r payment of freight. Packages not to

exceed ten hundred weight, or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement.
For freight and passage apply to

MACNEILL & CQ.,
Agents.

1-2, Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.

bv po'ii eS 'i annul.

ASRUKANA
A Collection of poems in Hcngnli by

Ski.M.Mi GIRINDRAMOIIINY DASSY
(Author 0/ h'alntahar, lih irat Kusuin.)

Asiukana is ;i rollcrtii^i of poetical pieces of
singular patho*, .and beauty of expiession * *

It Is a series of mournful songs that the
reader is lure nresenied with and they must
toueb a syinp.itlu tic cord in every bcai t that
c.m fiiel. I’licrc is .1 siiv^^ular appropriateness
in the title of the woik, and in its pious dedi-
cation lo ilu- inernoiy of the husband of the
fair writer. --The lnM<m Xation.
The auiliore.ss is not unknown to Bengali

re»adeis. She h.a.s alieady piiblishe«l two or
three poems by \vhi< li she is favourably known,
but between these poems and this is a diffLi-

ence that haidly .idmits of being mcasuted.
S

'

-V

rids is poem y in life

We have lead Snniati Giiindra Mobiny’s
poems in a levuieiitial spirit. Thu poems an-
all of .1 lyfical ilesiuption. The lyie is .soft,

sweet ami lender, but awfully strong.
V

The tone of the poems is incxpiessibly
gentle, ine.>#piessibly pure, and inexpiessibly

tender and affectionate. It is the tone of a
world moihei

* »

Bengal should be proud of this poem— 7'/^^

Calcutta Review,

Apply at the Bee Ptess,,

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Calcutta.

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW IIEARSRY.

Apply lo Reis <3* Rayyet Office, Calcutta.
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CONTEMPORARY LYRICS.

CARMEN MYSTICUM.
Dear Lord, since thou didst make the earth,

Thou mad’st it not for grief, but mirth ;

Therefore will I be glad.

And let who will be sad.

For if I load my life with care.

What profits me the buxom air,

And what the sweet bird’s choir

Or heaven’s azure fire ?

But if I cannot choose but weep.

Weeping I’ll think I do but sleep,

Till thou shalt bid me wake

And triumph for thy sake.

Lord, as ’tis thine eternal state

With joy undimmed to confemplate

The world that thou hast wrought

As mirror for thy thought,

So every morning I would rise,

And offer thee for sacrifice

A spirit bright and clear

As the wide atmosphere.

For, Lord, since all is well with thee,

It cannot well be ill with me.
D.

REGINALD SHIRLEY BROOKS.
Died Thursday, ioth May i888.

A Passing cloud obscures the summer sun,

And silence shrouds the laughter of the day,

For Death has claimed our best beloved one,

And Grief holds back the blossom of the May-

We miss the handsome presence and the mirth,

That lightened labour where he moved and spoke.

We feel the dull monotony of earth,

That he with wit and merry laughter broke.

Forgive to-day our poor attempt at jest.

Sorrow the gayest, lightest hearts will rend
;

And we must mourn our brightest and our best—

Our * Blobbs,” our brother, and our dearest friend.

I KANSLATIONS FROM THE PERSIAN OF OMAR KHAYYAM.
By Edward Fitzgerald. , •

Think, in this batter’d Caravanserai

Whose Portals are alternate Night and Day,

How Sultdn after Sultdn with his Pomp
Abode his destin’d Hour, and went his way.

They say the Lion and the Lizard keep*

1 he Courts where Jamshyd gloried and drank deep :

And Bahrdm, that great Hunter—the Wild Ass
iStamps o’er his Head, but cannot break his Sleep.

/ sometimes think that never blows so red

The Rose as where some buried Ctrsar bled;

7'hat every Hyacinth the Garden wears

Dropt in her Lapfrom some once lovely Head.

And this reviving Herb whose tender Green

Fledges the River-Lip on which wc lean—

Ah, lean upon it lightly I for who knows

From what once lovely Lip it springs unseen !

A Book of Verses underneath the Bough,

A Jug of Wine, a Loaf of Bread—and Thou
Beside me singing in the Wilderness

—

Oh, Wilderness were Paradise enow !

Some for the Glories of this World
; and some

Sigh for the Prophet’s Paradise to come ;

Ah, take the Cash, and let the Credit go,

Nor heed the rumble of a distant Drum !

Look to the blowing Rose about us— *’ Lo,

Laughing,” she says, “ into the world 1 blow,

At once the silken tassel of my Purse

Tear, and its Treasure on the Garden throw.”

And those who husbanded the Golden grain,

And those who flung it to the winds like Rain,

Alike to no such aureate Earth are turn’d

As, buried once. Men want dug up again.

News and Comments.

The following is good news and would, we arb sure, be more welcome

to our readers without the snobbery of its presentation :
-

“ Her IJighncss the Maharani of Mysore was safely confined of a

Prince at 8 A.M., this (June 5,) morning.”

We wonder whether Maharajas drop manna for tears of joy, or sweat

rose-water.

• «

Emperor Frederick is no more. He quietly breathed his last yestei

day at eleven in the forenoon.

• •

On the 8th it was reported from Berlin, that

“ Differing from the Emperor Frederick’s liberal views, Herr Von
Puttkamer has resigned his post of Vice-President of the Council of

Ministers, and Minister of the Interior. The Emperor has accepted

the resignation.”

The Gaekwar of Baroda leaves Bombay on the 26th for Switzerland,

accompanied by Colonel Jackson, Political Agent, Amreh, as Political

officer on his tour, and 10 other persons including servants. The

Maharani remains in India.

• •

HiS Highness Seyyid Turki, Sultan of Muscat, died on 4th instant

;

his second son Seyyid Feysal has assumed the Government.

Subscribers in ike country are requested to remit by postal money orders^ if possible^ as the safest and most convenient

medium^ Particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Department No other receipt will be

given^ any other being unnecessary^ and likely to cause confusion.
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Reuter from Alexandria on the 8th telegraphs the dismissal of Nubar

Pasha by the Khedive, in consequence of an altercation which took

place in the Council.

Riaz Pasha has .accepted the office of the President of the Council,

Minister for Foreign Affairs, and Minister of Justice.

A TELEGRAM from Aden reports that the native town of Bfcrbera on the

opposite coast of Somaliland has* been entirely burnt down. Great

distress exists among the native population. The Government of India

has sanctioned Rs. 5,000 towards relief of the distress.

• •

The Home remittances from April i to June 9, amounted to i;3,o66,70o-

• «

The following is from lJurma, dated Rangoon 5th :-Upper Burma is

reported to be generally (|uiet during last week. The news from Tavoy

IS that an attack was made on Nabule by "Jo dacoits, on the night of

the 27th May. The dacoits were driven off by 17 Gurkhas who were

suitioned there, with the loss of one Gurkha and a villager killed and

4 wounded. The riimom of the death of the Myook is unfounded.

• •

Mr. A, OGiLVY, the manager of Tikari estate, is reported to have died

from the effects of a fall from a dog-cart in town Gya.

• •

Mr. J. Fri/elle, Judge of Rawalpindi, has been temporarily promoted

to the Punjab High Court.

• *

The Pioneer announces a special loan by the Government of India for

the defences of India, in adv.ance of (i.azette notification. The statement

has since been denied by Sir John (jorst in the House of Commons.
•

• •

It has been decided to retain the Calcutta Mint.

• •

His Highness the Mah.anija of Vizianagram has made the princely

donation of Ks. 15,000, to Babu Surendra Nath Banerjee, for a house

for the Indian Association. Where is the Baboo’s National Fund?

•
• •

The Extra Assistant Commissioner of Kai Bareli convicted one

Farquand Ali, “ a Zemindar of some consequence in the district of

Rai Bareli and the son of a Darogah who figured in the Mutiny,”

for mischief for felling trees and sentenced him to 15 days’ imprison-

ment and Rs. 50 fine. There was an appeal, of course. But there was

no Sessions Judge to t.ake it up. He had gone on leave, and there was

no person appointed to act the Judge, although the Deputy Commis-

sioner had been Guzetted to discharge “ the current duties of the Com-

missioner’s Office.” So the Zemindar had to rot in jail for eight long

days before he could be set free on bail—pending appeal—by the

Judicial Commissioner.

• •

A HORRIBLE illustration the effects of superstition is afforded by a

case of murder in the Coimbatore District

;

“ Kalsinapen is said to have discovered hidden treasure two years

ago, and he h.ad the regulation in his village of a tre.asure-nndcr, and

traded upon this by giving up work and supporting himself by borrow-

ing money from the villagers, promising to repay them out of treasure

he had found or might find. After some time the villagers got tired

of waiting, and refused further loans. He had therefore to cast about

for some means to make a real discovery. At last he took his female

child, aged tbtee years, to a garden in which there was .an idol ot

Mooneswainy, and there sacrificed the child to appease the deity and

enable him to recover the treasure he had found and lost, or to ^ind

other treasure. The body was found in front of the idol with the throat

cut. The prisoner admitted killing the child, but pleaded temporary
insanity.”

That plea was, of course, his counsel’s, rather than bis own. The

District Judge senicnred the misguided man to death and the High

Court has confii mod the sentence. The justice of the conviction may

be disputed, but tlie (*xpediency of the sentence is above cavil.

•

A.

The Bengal High Couit is evidently unwilling that there should be an

English decision on then judgim iit in the reference in Empress

Nilmadhub Mittei. Accoidin^ly, Mr. Justice Wilson made the following

order on Monday ;

“In the case of the Etnpic..b agiinst Nilmadhub Mitter, who was
convicted of murder, and seiucnccd to transportation for life, Mr.

Woodroffe moved on petition for a certificate, under section 41 of the

Letters Patent or Charter, that this case was a fit one for appeal tn

the Privy Council. I have fully considered the matter, and consulted

the other Judges before whom the question of law I reserved wrfs

argued and decided, and I think it clear that I must refuse the applj.

cation. The principles upon which the Courts could act upon such

matters were fully considered by the Bombay High Court in the case

of Queen-Empress vs. Pestomce Dinshaw, reported in 10 Bombay
High Court Reports, p. 75. I fully accept the explanation of law given

in that case by Chief Justice Westropp in his judgment, and I think,

accepting this, I should be going quite outside, and flir beyond, any of

the authorities in any of the High Courts in this country, or the deci-

sions of Her Majesty in Council, if I were to make the order now asked
for. The application is therefore refused.”

Fit ending of the farce of judicial imbecility which the High Court

has played in this ill-starred parricide’s case !

• •

The Indian Political is always himself, whether a civilian or a military

officer. The Ethiopian does not change his colour nor the leopard its

spots. No more does the Indian diplomat drop his Indian character-

istics by removal ever so far from the geographical limits of India.

What else can we say in face of the information supplied by a corres-

pondent to our contemporary of the Past Goftar about the doings of

the new British Consul at Zanzibar, Colonel Euan Smith ?

“ Our correspondent relates in detail how the gallant Colonel has

shown that he is ambitious of exacting signs of respect from British

subjects within his jurisdiction. Among the instances quoted in proof

of this assertion we are told that the Consul recently ordered two

Khoja merchants whom he saw passing by without saluting him, to call

at his house the next day. Accordingly, these gentlemen waited upon
the gallant Colonel, when he wished them to explain why they had
neglected to salaam him. They said they would have done so with

leasurc ;
but that he being new to Zanzibar, they did not recognise

ini. Colonel Euan thereupon ordered them to call upon him once

daily for the space of a month, by which time, he is reported to have

said, they would be able to know who he was. This is given as one of

many other incidents of the kind.”

Two of the attorneys of our High Court have been removed by death

—Baboo Brojonaih Mitter and Mr. John Hart. The first was better

known as Brojo master, having started life as a schoolmaster in the

brilliant but short-lived national college inaugurated by the Wellington

Square Dutts, in which he was a favourite of the late Captain D. L.

Richardson. Like so many of our successful men, he abandoned

schoolmastering for law. Passing as an attorney, he did not wait for

the tardy influx of business in the great Calcutta Court, but sought

opportunities for pleading in the country courts, in which he did well.

The other came out to this country some thirty years back, and for

the whole period of his Indian life made Calcutta his home. He was

ready enough 10 undertake his share of public duties, and had been

for a term an active Municipal Commissioner,

• #

The Health Officer has disclaimed any intention to offend the native

Commissioners by his allusion to “ African village ” in describing the

black town, and they are friends again.

• •

The heat has been excessive this week. The closeness of the atmos-

phere adds to our suffering by day and makes the night absolutely

sleepless. Besides, we have a foretaste of the weather in Upper India

—the burning loo.

• #

The difference between solar and lunar chronology led this week

to a conflict between Oriental usage and the institutions of the British

Indian Medcs. In the Gazetted List of Holidays, the l^h and 13th

June 1 888 are assigned to the Mahomedan Eed-uI-Fatr. But the

Oriental chronology of Fasts and Festivals is lunar, and the first

appearance of the moon constitutes the £ed and is the signal for the

religious observances of the occasion. It was expected this year that

the moon would appear on Monday the 11th, and the Mahomedans
on tlfat ground demanded a holiday on that day. In the accommodating

spirit of compromise which now prevails, the High and subordinate

Courts were closed for the Mahomedans on Monday. The Mahomedan
officers were excused non-attendance and Mahomedan cases were not

taken up that day. The Chief Justice, availing himself of the two fol-

lowing days being General Holidays, and the Dussehera vacation falling

on Tuesday the 19th., left Calcutta on Friday last week for Darjeeling

and returns to town and duty on Wednesday next. Following the

Chief Justice, the Chief Clerk left for the hills last Saturday, without

formal leave.
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UKDER Sec. 31 (j) Act VII of 1878 (the Indian Forest Act ), the

Calcutti^HfietU t^blishes, with the sanction of the Governor-General

tn Council, the following rules :

1. No person shall in (such) protected forest, unless it be necessary
in defence of the life or limb of himself or some other, kill or wound
any elephant, or catch or attempt to catch elephants.

2. No person shall in such protected forest set snares or traps.
3. Nothing in the above rules shall be deemed to prohibit any act

done with the permission in writing of the Conservator of Forests
of the Local Government.

4. Between the 1st April and the 30th September, both days inclu-
sive, in each year, the —

j

killing of the following animals and birds is

Hill and’sand grouse.
Peafowl.
Florican.

Junglefowl.
Also spur fowl, all ducks that breed in the country, grey duck, comb

duck, pink-headed duck, large and small whistling teal, cotton teal, and
gyal (^ano ^avaus.)

year^

prohibited :

—

Deer and antelope.

Hare.
Pheasant.

Partridge.

A COPY of Quentin Rauchard edition of “ Daphnis and Chloe,” bound

by Dubuisson, and engraved with the arms of Mme. Pompadour,
was sold at the Hotel Dronot for 7,000 fr. A second copy from the

Ourches Chateau Giron and Burnet Library, realised 6,570 fr. A
15th century manuscript copy'of “ Petrarca” sold for 4,005 fr.

« «

The House of Commons have voted ;(;2,5oo,ooo for defence of the

coaling stations.

Notes and Leaderettes.

The French are truly to be pitied. Just now at any rate their prospect is

most gloomy. It is the same at Horne as abroad—theie is a singular

flcarth of the right men for the right places. Everywhere the unhappy
spectacle is pre.seutcil of a lot of (.oiuuiouplacc adventurers engaged

in petty squabbles for place and pelf and the gratification of vulgar

vanities and personal jealousies. While a military malcontent is ready

to plunge bis country in revolution and luinous war, the Colonics must

be necessaryly weak to a degree. In India they are copying the bad
in.inners of the officials in the mother-country with a vengeance. It

might be hazardous, but then the French are no power in India within

(he Ganges. Let them thank their British allies for the protection of

their bits of possessions !

Pondicherry ha.s for the moment brought Itself into prominence.
M. Legay, the Diiecteur, assaulted Councillor Duchamp and was in

return knocked down by Duchamp’s son. There was a complaint for

assault against the Directeur, which the Procureur-Gcneral refused to

icceive for want of evidence. M. Legay also proceeded against the

Duchamps for insult and threatening language. The result was that

Legay was fined one franc and an atUlitional one for damages, while

M. Duchamp was mulct in the sum of 200 frs. and the son in 50 frs.

The Procureur-General himself had been under displeasure. Under
orders of the acting Governor, he had directed the Court of Appeal to

proceed against the proprietor of Le Proi^ress for charging the Gov-
•^rnor and other officials with official misconduct. A special Court and
Jury were ordered, and M. Sinnapoullc dc Condingay charged with

riminal defamation. He made short work of it, however, by produc-
tion of documentary evidence in support of his accusations. The case
was abandoned on behalf of Government, and the Procureur-General
was allowed to withdraw the case. The Governor then suspended the

I'rocureur-Cxeneral and ordered him to proceed to France at once and
i*cpoit himself to the Minister for the Colonies. A new Procyreur was
'vvorn in, but immediately after, a telegram was received from ‘‘ Home”
leinstating the late Procureur. • •

At Imperial Vienna, Julia Metz, the accomplice of Castciman and Von
'^cheuver in the recent insurance frauds, has, after a patient trial, been
sentenced to four years’ penal servitude, and the money, 13,789, found
111 her possession, has been restored to the victimised insurance v.om-
panies.

At Gatchina, in an education institute for orphans, the students v
their dissatisfaction for their new director. General Zeeben, by ai

and battery on the General. They arc suspected of Nihilism, and the

matter has been taken up by the Police.

Civilization has lately been illustrated at its Capital by a remarkable

duel between the repre.sentaiives of Art and Culture

“I’he pricipals were M. M. Felix Dupins, Hie aitist, and Habert the
art critic. 'Ptie cause of the duel was an article signed by M. Habert
which appeared in the Journal du I rue Ah ondiwcment^ and gave
offence to M. Dupins. M. Dupins accordingly sent liis seconds, to de-

mand a retraction. 'Plus was icfuscd, ;iud .h im*eti ng was arranged for

the next morning The weapons used were the pistol ; at tlie second
discharge M. Dupins received the ball in the intestines. Deatli w.is

instantaneous. In the aflcruoou, by order of the Procureur of the
Republic, M. Habert and the four seconds were arrested, but .set at

liberty a few days later. The dec eased gentleman, who was 55 years
of age, le.ives a wife and family.”

The frivolity of the French is proverbial. Rut their blasphemy i.s no

less striking, specially for a people still for the most part Catholic.

They are now building in I'ai is what they irreverently call the Tower
of Rabcl—a huge iron structure lifting up its head to the skies. It will

be the speciality of the coming Exhibition.

Another colossus of scientific industry is a huge ship for sailing in the

air which the French aeionaut, M. Jovis, is making, at a cost of more

than a lac of Rupees, (£Sooo) for a scientific voyage across the Atlantic

from New Yoik to Europe. This monster balloon will mea.siire

25,000 metres and weigh 4500 pounds avordupois and carry, with

rigging apparatus and a crew of five, about the same weight.

We publish el.sewhere the judgment of Mi. Justice Trevelyan in the

Jain Case. The judgmcMit cannot be satisfactory as settling the ques-

tion of widow's succession, in preference to the son’.s. It h.as been

appealed against .Suiiij Kuinari Ribi has been unforliinale in her t]ucst

of justice, at least a legular heaiing of the point of law raised by hei.

• She tried in other ways to establish lier claim in the High Court, but

she has not advanced hci nglit a step. We pioposc shortly to give

Jull particulars of the litigation in which she has involved herself.

The informs the public that the “Government of India will

not interfere in any way with the Calcutta Municipal Rill, as they have
quite .accepted the principles embodied in that measure, which they

carefully watched from its inception to passing ” But what about the

Statute difficulty raised ? There may be nothing in it, after all, but

then the High Couit has shown it '.elf full of promises, and the native

population is just in the mood for engaging Mr. Woodrofte ! He will, if

duly paid, any clay drive a four-in-hand through any Act or Regulation,

Code or Parliamentary Statute, or any daw, adjective, siibstantivci

verbial, adverbial, participial, prepositional, or inierjeclional, with a
dilettante bench admiring.

The Americans always told Mathew Arnold that wlnt they valued was

I

news and this their papers gave them, until the Apostle of Light and
Sweetness lost all patience and his latter cjiiality, and made reply

-

“ Yes, news for the servants’ hall.” Just so ! All irts of gup and gossip,

the indifferent and bad preilominaling- the most impudent Iraveller.v

stories—fabulous discoveries mend.acious narratives of moving acci-

dents by flood and field and exploits of impossible heroism—accounts of

Creatures that Adam never knew-
staggering marvels of every dcsciiption— are among the everyday sen-

sations of American journalism.

The following looks like the concoction of a crack Yankee contri

butor of the “latest marvels,” though there is no inherent improbability
in the account

“A remarkable weather-wise plant is now said to be at the Jubilee
Flower .Show in Vienna. The pioprietor of the plant says it belongs
to the family of the sensitive plants, but is so e.xtremely meteorometru
that It not only moves if touched, but will close its leaves fortv-ci'^ht
hours in advance of any change in weather. It also foretells rain and
wind, storms and ‘ set fair,’ earthquakes and other subterranean move
ments, and is to be sold for ^6.”

And very cheap, we .should think, for the price—in India at any rate
If Sir Charles Elliott’s Commission had known of it, thcyVouId surely
have recommended the purchase to the Government of India by \vav
of a substitute for the Metereological Department. A number of these
wise plants might be maintained at our ports and chief towns, with
hardly any expense and to greater profit than the human weather
cocks we mean the state suvdnts—who are so profusely weather-wise

—after the event.
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IT is never too late to learn, and we congratulate Europe on having

lately made two important discoveries, namely, that milk should be

boiled before talcing, and that it is better to boil drinking water. And

now they have found out at last that the poison conveyed by human

teeth is one of the most annoying that they have to deal with. A

medical man writes to the Medical
^

“ I have under my attention ‘severe and most complicated cases

blood poisoning in which the patient had but slightly abraded the hand

in the course of a fight by striking the knuckles against the teeth ot Ins

opponent. I have known hands thus poisemed only Ssyeu 11om

amputation by the appliciition of all the resources of science.

Of course any Hindu or Mussulman old housewife might any day

have taught your men of science and research of the West, all these

ruths. Some day they will yet learn that the bite of tigers is parti-

cularly poisonous. We can imagine the blank astonishment with which

Professor Wood-Mason of the Museum— the leading naturalist in India

will receive this announcement. Hut wide and minute as is his

knowledge of the beasts of the fields and fowls of the air, and even the

infinite forms of life in water down to the depths and bottom of the

deep sea—which he has lately been ditdging -there are more things

in Heaven and Karili than are dreamt of in his philosophy.

Hy way of contrast to the case, mentioned in our last, of the modest

Canadian gill who sued the wretch who presumed to kiss her, we pre-
|

sent to our readers an Ameiican Amazon who righted her own wrong:

—

“ A great sensation has been caused in Con niton, Ohio, by the public

whipping of Charles Butler by Miss Jennie Usher. Butler is the son

of a prominent business man, and has persistently sought the acquaint-

ance of Miss Fisher, who is one of the leading society young l.adiei of

Corrolton. It is said that Miss Fisher repelled the advances of Butler,

who sought revenge by standing in liis father’s store as Miss Fisher

was passing, and whistling ‘Chippie get your hair cut ’ and calling her

his ‘birdie.” He repeated the performance several times and it seems

just once too often. One evening Butler was standing in the post-office

with about two bundled other persons waiting for the distribution of

the evening mail when Miss Fisher entered. Butler was just beginning

his roundelay when Miss Fisher diew a whip from beneath her cloak

and attacked her persecutor, thrashing him vigorously over the head

and shoulders. Butler retieated followed by his assailant who still

plied the lash. The crowd hissed Butler and cheered Miss Fisher with

remarks such as ‘Give it to him,’ ‘Served him right,’ etc. Butler

fin.ally escaped and Miss Fisher cooly put away her whip and returned

home.”

The fellow was undoubtedly seived right, but we confess, though

admiring her pluck, we do not like the [dice, (We really must be al-

lowed this coin of our own, so handy and pat. Why should not the

gieatest annexander among languages adopt a term that it distinctly

wants?) We may even respect her, but not love. Least of all, of the

bluest Brahman blood as we are, with a cafie blanche to marry to any

extent, could we ihink of taking such a wife. She cannot be beautiful,

and we are afiaid she is not amiable. A 1

' b-nt.s will occur in the best

regulated households, and then she
. ;^.it he dangerous ! Besides,

quarrels are a condition dne quanon of domestic felicity. But what hope

of the ghost of an altercation in a h:)usehold presided over by such a

grey mare? In the presence of such a spouse, domestic disagreement

will pat take of the nature f»f Irish reciprocity—nil on one side.

We read —

“The Italian papers are full of gossip about the King of Sweden’s

visit to Rome, His simplicity took all the rourtieis by surprise. King
Humbert put lour State carriages at his disposal— King Oscar only

used them once. His expenentes at the V'atican have been in a way

unparalleled. He is the first crowned head wliom Leo XI 11 . has re-

ceived. Papal etiquette lays down that if ;i King <m arriving at Rome
does not visit the Vatican befoie the Qnirinal he wall nf»t be received

by the Holy Father. The rule is relaxed in the case of Proiestafits
;

but if ih-e King of Sweden had come to the V’atican in one of King
Humbeit’s St. lie can lages, his reception might have been quite differ-

ent. As It was It has furnished a new precedent
;
not so much for the

reception by the Pope as by his guest. The King of Sweden kissed

the Pontiff on both cheeks. Such a salute was ijiiite iriegular. Long
usage had established the fashion of merely kissing the hand. In the

case of P10 Nono it wms broken by the President of the United States.

General Giant meicly shook hands with the Pope, and said, ‘ How do

you do, Sir ?
’ ’

Etiquette ie of course only for the weak or the accommodating. Re-

publican hauteur will none of it. Grant in particular was a sulky

man—an Amcrif an Louis Napoleon without Fiench polish. \Vc should

not have been surpnsed if he had substituted “old man” for “Sir.”

But what did our old woild Scandinavian prince mean by going to the

other extreme— the gush of imprinting kisses on both cheeks of His

Holiness the Vicegerent of Christ on earth.'

England has just lost her greatest wit—in the old sense—in Mathew

Arnold. The ruling passion strong in death, his very last will is a fine

exairtplc of wit, whose soul is brevity. The testament is terse as an*

epigram, to wit—“ I leave everything of which I die possessed to my

wife, Frances Lucy Arnold.” The will, which is dated July 21, 1862,

has been proved, and letters of administration granted to Mrs. Arnold.

The personalty was certainly not too bloated for a modern poet, being

sworn at ^1,040-17-9.

One Michell C.aroll, aged 40, a workingman at Sydney, New South

Wales, has surreudered himself for a crime committed by him in Eng-

land severueen years ago. He has given a circumstantial account nf

how he there struck Jane Maria Clousien, a girl of 19, with a plasterer s

hammer from the effects of which she ultimately died, with recovering

consciousness enough to describe her murderous assailant. Of course,

the murderer was never discovered. But now, at the end of the Earth,

after the lapse of an age, he comes of his own accord to give himself

up to that justice he has so successfully evaded so long. The moral is

striking. Murder will be out, and Crime is its own exceeding great

chastisement. Wrong doing works out its own punishment. To have

killed a fellow creature in cold blood, works like madness in the brain.

What a purgatory must have this man passed through these seventeen

years ! He could not stand it any longer. Life is the greatest possible

torture for him. He seeks to be free by accepting the quietus of

punitive law.

We present the following to the friends of Moulvi Ueen Mohammud

in the press
“ No. 457.

From the Officiating Junior Secretary to the Government of Bengal.

To Moulvi Deen Mohammud.
Dated Fort William the 6th April 1866.

Sir,' - In reply to your letter dated tlie 27th ultimo, 1 am directed to

say that after what has occurred, the Lieutenant-Governor is unable to

bold to you any hopes of re-employment as a Deputy Collector and

Deputy Magistrate at any future time. It, however, was not intended

to prevent your employment in any other Department the head of which

may wish for your services on a full knowledge of the circumstances

which led to your removal from the Subordinate E.xecutivc Service of

Government.
I have the honor to be,

Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

(Sd.) J. GEOGHEGHAN,
Offg. Junior Secretary to the Government of Bengal.”

Mr. 'r. M. Kirkwood, of Chittagong fame, has added another feather

to his cap. The present is in connection with a theft case which he

h.ad to try .IS Judge of Patna. A girl named Booclhia, aged 12, caste

Gwalin, resident at Mou/ah Piirana, Dinapore, a labourer, charged one

Gunich.'iran Dusadh with theft of a batloht and a lota from her house in

her absence, A constable and two ncigbbours arrested the accused

with the articles. The Jury uitiinatcly returned a unanimous verdict of

not guilty, without propounding or endorsing any theory of what really

happened. The Judge suspected that the constable “having spotted

the accused as an old offender, arrested him and then set to work to

get up a case against him, which he did with the assistance of the com-

plainant who may possibly be in his keeping.” To substantiate that

theory in pursuit of justice, the girl was asked whether she had at any

time known any man. The girl gave a positive denial. The Judge

apparently to satisfy his stupid conscience that he was not unnecessarily

prejudiced against her, and possibly to test her veracity, inflicted on

her—a mere complainant—the deep and lasting hi^iation of a

medical examination. As if to emphasise the outrage, a Mahomedan,

Assistant Surgeon Akbar Khan, was told off for that duty—if duty

that can be called which has no justification in law or common sense.

The examination was made, the girl could not but submit to it.

The resiilt*was that Akbar Khan was not sure she ever had sexual

intercourse. The girl has since been excasted by a Punchayei. But

Punchayefor no Punchayety she is certainly degraded for the rest of

her natural life, scarcely begun. The Judge still holds his place,

of course, and may expect to be erelong translated to a more agree-

able situation. He had well laid the foundations of a solid reputation

in Chittagong ;
he was removed to a better climate, and now he has

c onsolidated his fame at the capital of Behar. His way to the High

Court is clear. What though the people burn with shame and

indignation, the Kirkwoods, Posfords, Larminies, Beamescs, Moseleys,

and Taylors, are masters of the situation. The Empire is for its

Covenanted Civil Service.
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JOSE DE SpuZA, in the columns of the Eastern Herald, whimpers in

four startiit about “ My Eurasian Girl." People in love do not usually

J)iirand coo in the public thoroughfare, yet Jose as a lover is singularly

wise—in his generation. He does not love beneath him, nor above.

Let him, by all means, stick to his Eurasian Girl. Nothing like

equality in affection. There will be no bitterness or harm of any

kind if the love matures into marriage. His poetry is indeed very

creditable. If it will not

Take the prisoned soul

And lap it in Elysium

it is probably equal to seize the trembling soul of a Souza or a Silva,

and tenderly lap it on the breast of “ my Eurasian Girl.” The sentiment

has of course the usual exaggeration of love-lorn bard, be he Eurasian

or Briton or Baboo. Perhaps, Jose would have better confided the follow-

ing stanza to h\s inamorata^

s

car or confined it to her private album

They may talk of your English beauties so fair.

With azure blue eyes, and hair.

Skin white as marble, and flaxen curl,

They cannot eclipse my Eurasian girl.

We should like to have Jose’s English acquaintances* opinion of that.

He is quite welcome to sing and dance singing—-

When 1 think of my angel. I’m all in a whirl.

For I’m the slave of my Eurasian girl.

Just so ! He is literally true, too, when he says of his girl, “ Brown is

her skin,” and he may be believed when he protests that it is “ like soft

velvet so fine.” But to declare

She is a beauty, with a heart that’s sincere,

and that

** In her every virtue and grace combine,”

strikes many people as bathos, we are afraid.

REIS & RA YYEE
SA rURDA Y, JUNE 16, iSSS.

RECENT HISTORY OF CENTRAL INDIA.
AN ILLUSTRATION OF IMPERIAL GOOD FAITH.

The last three years were an eventful period in the

contemporary humdrum history of Native Central

India. During those years, the Local British Gov-

ernment of the extensive territory continued in the

strong hands of Sir Lcpel Griffin, a Civilian of great

capacity, who had long distinguished himself in the

Punjab Secretariat, and had done good service in

difficult political charges and delicate negociations.

But great changes occurred in the personnel many
of the Native Jurisdictions within the territorial

limits of that eminent knights sway. The two

greatest Native Soverigns of Central India—great-

est for character and prestige as for the extent,

resources, status, historic interest, and general im-

portance of their states—in the middle of June, 1886,

died, as if by mutual agreement, within three days

of each other. In another state, only second in

hnportance, headed—as by a law^ of Nature though

probably Art has as much to do with the phenomenon,

-^by a female sovereign, the male ruler de facto hav-

ing, by a long course of abuse and villainy, compromis-

ed himself, was removed by the determined pressure

of the British Government. These events necessari-

ly caused changes, which special circumstances made

more extensive than they, ordinarily or otherwise,

need have been. Similar events and incidents have

occurred in other parts with similar results. In such

a wide tract, broken into so many principalities, there

must, in almost any given year, be room for such

successions and dispositions. They were particularly

notable during the last two years, and particularly

fruitful Nature and Chance gave the Political

Agency some fine opportunities, and they were uti-

lised to the utmost.

Besides the deaths of the late Maharajas Holkar

and Sindhia, in the middle of 1886, the old Raja of

Kothi, in Baghelkund, expired and was succeeded by

his eldest son, while the Chief of the petty state of

Gaurihar, in the neighbourhood of the British can-

tonment of Nowgong died, leaving no heir.

Independent of death, the chief political events of

the period were the restoration, by our Government,
of the Fort of Gwalior to the Maharaja Sindhia,

and abandonment of the British cantonment of

Morar, the disgrace of the Nawab Consort of

Bhopal, the withdrawal of high criminal powers

from the M.aharaja of Bijawar, the appointment of

a successor to the chiefship of Gaurihar, and,

we may add, the exhuming of the Gwalior secret

treasure and its transfer to the British treasury as a

loan. As, at one time, doubts were freely expressed

whether the heir of the late ruler of Indore would

be allowed to succeed to his father s powers, although

he might be recognised as the reigning Holkar, the

investiture of Maharaja Sivaji, too, may be reckoned a

welcome event of great significance. It shows in a

favourable light the temper of our present ruling

authorities. A more crucial test of temper is afforded

by the Gaurihar succession. It is not easy, in these

days, with repeated disavowals of the policy of An-
nexation staring you in the face, and with members
of Parliament hungering for distinction, to swallow and

“digest ” big game in the shape of a large wellknown

and rich kingdom. But the absorption of an obscure

and insignificant bit of a jaghir like Gaurihar, of

which few even in Central India have ever heard,

would .scarcely attract notice. It is true that the

Chief of Gaurihar obtained from Lord Canning that

charter of safety of the Native States, the adoption

\mnad. But the terms of that sanad do not make for

the maintenance of the chiefship in every variety of

circum.stances, under all possible contingencies. That
instrument simply repeats to the Jaghirdar of Gaurihar,

in March 1862, the assurance given orally by the Vice-

roy in person to the assembled Princes and Chiefs at

the Grand Durbar at Cawnpore in December 1859,

that, “on failure- of direct heirs, the British Government
will permit and confirm any adoption of a successor,

made by yourself or any future Chief of your State,

that may be in accordance with the ancient custom of

your family.” But here the elementary conditions

were wanting. As the fates would have it, there was
not only no issue of the body, but no legal son of

any kind. There was failure o( adoption over and
above failure of direct heirs, failure of art as well as

Natur^. Such a double failure is irremediable.

It is a hopeless case of Lapse, and there is nothing

left under the circumstances but for the doomed state

to be absorbed in the vast sea of the immediate pos-

sessions of Her Britannic Majesty in India. But the

Paramount Power has ceased to be covetous of

thp lands of its dependents. Its mercy steps in

to* make up deficiency when their rights fail. It

interprets its obligations in a liberal spirit. In fact,

as in matters of graver import, the spirit saves where

the letter kills. It was certainly on reliance on this

spirit of British liberality, that the late Chief 6f Gau-

Holloways The ills of life are increased tenfold by the mode
of life so many have to lead

;
most especially is this the case amonfi[St

the toilers in our factories and liii^je workshops of the manpfacturinj' dis-

tricts whose digestions become unpaired and nervous systems debili-

tated by the protracted confinement and forced deprivation of healthy

out-of-door exercise. The factory woikers may almost be said to have
diseases of their own, leadily amenable, however, to treatment if not

.allowed to proceed unchecked. Holloway’s Pills are the most effectual

remedy ever discovered for the cuie of liver and stomach complaints,

as they act surely but irently, regulating the secretions without weaken-

ing the nerves or interfering with the daily work.
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rihar did not care to adopt. Rao Gajadhar Pershad

did not die suddenly, but had been lingering for a

considerable time before he, at length, succumbed on

the 2nd March 1887. He had had ample notice of the

event, and abundant leisure for appointing a succes-

sor. He did not take heed nor utilised [lis oppor-

tunity, One may well wonder. There was a two-

fold reason of the greatest possible weight for

making provision. It was not only necessary to

give the state a successor, but also to leave a

legal son to perform those services after his death

so essential to the salvation of his soul. Yet he

did not adopt. We can only guess at the cause of

such a neglect. As a young man—he was only 33
when he died—he hoped to recover and have a son

of his own blood. Adoption is but the dernier resort

of the effete and old. As for succession to gadi,

he probably never feared that the great Power that

protected him and had pioiected his family for several

generations, would covet his little jaghir : he had
seen that larger principalities had been spared. He
was right. Like many of his rough and simple

brother chiefs of Central India and Rajwara, he may
have laid .scant store by the subtle theory of the

Rishis, of vicari(Jus sacrifice to the manes by con-

structive sons. 1 1 is friends too were equally sure of

British genero.sity and did not vex him in his last

days to appoint a successor. Their confidence has

been justified. The Viceroy has found them a Chief

by selection in the family. The policy and practice

of Government are so often misrepresented on no
reason or on insufficient appearances, that it is a

pleasure to us to dwell on an illustration which has

attracted no notice.

The other events will be noticed at leisure, here-

after.

' THE RETURN TO THE FOLD:
OK

HINDU SOCIAL DISCIPLINE.
Experiknck keeps a dear school, but fools will learn

in no other, and scarce in that. Another stray sheep

that has, for the last few months, been casting a long-

ing, lingering look behind, has, at last, made up its mind
to re-enter the fold—the recent abortive attempt at re-

suscitating a socudly dead Barendra— Dr. 13 . L. Bha-
duri of this town, notwithstanding. It is a fine sheep,

rich in wool and gram-fed meat, and offers a fine

subject for rehabilittiiion, after the usual shearing.

Following the example of a neighbour of ours and
sala of Mr. Bonnerjea s the Barrister, a well-Jcnown
county pleader and a Roy Bahadoor into the bargain,

had ’paid a clandestine visit to Europe. But astute
as lawyers ever are, there is a deficiency of honour
in this Iron Age. On the contrary, the spirit of mis-
chief is abroad, and worthy Baboo Sib Chunder
Banerjee was betrayed by a sneaking signaller Jn
the person of an unworthy Brahmo. The secret out,
Hindu society proved a disturbed hornets’ nest to the
successful pleader. Neither his ingenuity, bred of
practice of the lower courts, nor his Rai Bahadoorec
diplomacy, availed Baboo Banerjee. He had to pay
the price of rashness that he had been evading, and
pay he did dearly for his whistle. That flying trip to

England, ^which he could hardly enjoy under the
constant anxiety of suspicion at home or of discovery
by fellow- Indians abroad, and which was of too short a
duration for any useful result to himself, was the direful

spring of woes unnumbered. His return was the signal

for the enemy to prepare for war. For sometime he
saved himself by Fabian strategy and a policy of

masterly inactivity. But it was only staving oflF the

evil day. At length he had to take a distinct step as

member of Hindu society. As such, be could not

postpone his daughter's marriage indefinitely. That
was the opportunity for the beggars and cut-throats

who abound in our midst. The cormorant, whose
son had the luck to be engaged to an educated

and well-to-do pleader’s accomplished daughter,

not content with fleecing Baboo Sib Chunder to the

tune of some Rs. 14,000 before allowing the cele-

bration of the wedding, followed up the phlebo-

tomy with the meaner persecution of his own daughter-

in-law as well as her family, by detaining her at his

house, a prisoner as it were. She had to be heavily

ransomed for liberty to visit her own parents. A
blackmail of Rs. 2,500 was levied for two occasions

on which she went to her father’s house. But this

was only one out of a thousand distractions and
insults and losses to which the discovery of his visit

to Europe subjected poor Baboo Sib Chunder.
The social storm—in a teapot, as it proved after

all, but none the less trying to its victim on
that account while it lasted—which was raised at

Bhowanipore, we duly noticed at length at the time.

But though the immediate difficulty was tided over, he
still remained under a ban, and was reminded at

every step of his unfortunate position. No wonder
that, under the inces.sant and unusual strain, his health
broke down—the health (most pitiful to think)

of his mind in particular. His reason gave away.
By dint of will, as soon as unmistakable symptoms
became manifest, he came down to Calcutta and
placed himself under proper treatment. Thank God,
he is all right now.
yU/ right, did we .say > Alas! that in his circum-

stances was out of the question almost. If he man-
aged to escape total wreck on one coast, the dark
scowling rock on the other stared him full in the
face. His iccovery was perfect, but his relief was
partial. Slender could be his comfort while he lay
under the evil eye of his own proper society. He
regained the integrity of his mind, only to be remind*
ed of unhappiness that had driven him mad. That
had not been determined, however. His disease only
was cured, but its cause was not removed. Like a
wise man he set himself to cut the root of all the evil.

He would not only not brood over his past wrongs,
but he would once for all free himself from the liabi-

lity of those injuries which had proved so disastrous.

He must set himself right with society, whatever the

cost. So re.solved, he has entered into the matter
with his usual zeal and liberality. Now he is in

earnest to recover his old position, he cannot be long
in succeeding. If the Rai Bahadoor feels his isola-

tion sorely, the Hindu Society—of Bhagalpur at any
rate—misses him a good deal. We hof^'^ no un-
neces.sary difficulties will be interposed in any quarter.

We can have no respect for those who change their

principles oftener than their shirt. Still less patience
have wo with those who make a business of punc-
tiliousness, whose motto indeed is

—

• «

We don’t believe in principle.

But oh t we du in interest.

It would be a pity if so useful a member of society
as Baboo Sib Chunder were allowed to remain ex-
casted to the end of the chapter, specially as he has
repented and mended his manners and abandoned his

cherished Eutopia.

Who by repeiuance 1-; not satisfied,

Is nor of heaven, nor earth, for these are pleasM.

By penitence th’ Eternal’s width’s appeas’d.
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To be sure, re-introduction into society is no joke.

Heaven and Earth—hell too shall we add ?—will

Have to be moved. But then Rai Bahadur is equal

to the sacrifice. Thanks to the friendly exertions of

Baboo Bunkim Chunder Chatterjee, the Pandits of

Bhatpara have, by book or by crook, been pressed into

service. By the way. Baboo Bunkim Chunder, who
only the year before last, said in the Prachara, that

one might be a Gokhaduk—beaf-eater—and yet a

Hindu, has, along with his Trans-hooglian hoary-

headed neighbour. Baboo Bhudeb Mookerjee, turned

over a new leaf and become a Hindu of Hindus, the

latter, who is now at Benares, in saccloth and ashes,

having resolved upon spending the rest of his life in

that holy city, the world forgetting—by the world for-

got, living and moving and having his being at the

feet of Bhaskara Nanda Swamy, whose he h.as

become. For once the poet was wrong when he said,

At thirty, man suspects himself a fool,

Knows it at forty, and reforms his plan.

With the Pandits of Bhatpara at his back, it will

not be very difficult for Baboo Sib Chunder to pro-

pitiate the gods of Navadwipa. Indeed, a rumour is

on the wind that Pandit Madhu Sudan Smritiratna

has already assured him that the dons of Navadwip
(Nuddea) will not leave a Nuddeaite—for such Baboo
Sib Chunder is—in the cold shade.

PRE-BRITISH INDIA.

XV.

AKBAR.
It is with much diffidence that one undertakes to sketch,

however lightly, the life of Akbar
;
he was such a many-

sided man, resembling in some respects, yet nearly superior

in all, the great Napoleon. Akbar was a man with great

natural gifts, which were cultivated by him with assiduous

industry, till he attained a position far above the men of his

time. The great attractive feature in the life-story of Akbar,

is to see a man of such transcendent abilities .so truly

humble, and so full of generous sympathy for his kind.

Akbar sat on his throne as a father of his people. Lot us

search in any clime, the chronicles of the lives of kings, let us

read records glossed over by venal partiality, yet rarely will

we find a recorded history of a life so truly great, so simply

noble. Of Akbar we can say, he was a good man—a tribute

of praise of much weight for a man in his position. Akbar

seemed entirely free from that failing of little minds, jealousy.

The acts and doings of Akbcr offer not only a lesson of

wisdom for the people, but especially for the rulers of to-day.

From every department of the State, during Akbar’s gov-

ernance, Englishmen of to-day, if they can dissociate them-

selves from their insular prejudices, may reap valuable

lessons. There was no red-tape system in Akbar’s days, and

the empire throve all the better for the want of it. Look at

Akbar’s excise system ? Can the present Abkari system for

a moment compare with it ? Look at Akbar’s revenue .sys-

tejp, a system which laid its finger on the evil the rayycts

suffer most from ? Akbar’s legislative acts were no crude

emanations. So suitable are they to the habits of the

people, and so fully do they meet their needs, that, per force,

we are obliged to wonder, that the originator of them could

have existed at such a period and in such a country ;
a

country that hitherto had been selfishly torn by faction, each

man, with his partisans, seeking the good of the individual

or the few, in opposition to the good of the many. The fife-

story of Akbar shows us the many palpable mistakes the

present rulers of India have made, and arc repeating ;
and

all of which owe their origin to fatuous prejudice, from a

belief that nothing can add to the knowledge already ac-

quired at the feet of profe.ssors in Western lands. The

theories propounded by these professors arc not only deemed

unassailable, but likewi.se suitable to all parts of the world,

and to all conditions of life. The governing a vast empire,

whose peoples are marked by diversity and are almost, in

their lives and thoughts; the opposite of the English people,

from a single office, small in comparison, in London, is the

natural growth of these prejudices and suppositions. Had
India been governed in India, even by Englishmen, the

history of the present time would have been vastly different.

India owes many and tangible benefits to British rule, which

1 fully appreciate, and would never dream of closing my eyes

to, but what* one feels bound to complain about, is, that, by
the peculiar— I had almost wrftten absurd—system of gov-

ernance, many, if not most, of these benefits, are unappre-

ciable, as the expected results are choked
;
every little or

great indulgence to the peoples of India is so hampered by

what seem, as it were, after thoughts, that our attention is

directed towards these hands until we almost lose sight

of the gifts. In Akbar’s days, it was not so : the indulgences

came to the people at first hand, and the most simple could

understand the source and the reason thereof ;
hence they

were always fully appreciated.

Akbar, called the great and the heaven illuminated, the

man who raised the rule of his dynasty almost to its

pinnacle of glory, was born in adversity, and reared in cap-

tivity. Yet, these early misfortunes seem to have left no evil

traces, for he was most engaging in his manners, and most

humane in his disposition. As regards humanity, he soared

far above the men of his time, as he was also above them in

his subjection to his reason
;
he hardly ever allowed passion

I

to obtain a mastery over judgment, though he was often

severely tested. This Akbar is the one ruler of Pre-

British times, whom we can sincerely commend. In personal

appearance, Akbar was a strongly-built handsome man, with

unmistakable kingly carriage, and was endowed with great

physical strength and activity, showing exuberant courage

even in his amusements, as in taming unbroken horses and

elephants, and in rash encounters with tigers and other

wild beasts. Gifted with such a disposition, to which was

coupled a passionate love of glory, he yet founded his hopes

of fame at least as much on the wisdom and liberality of his

Government, as on its military success. In his youth, he in-

dulged in wine and good living, but early became sober and

abstemious. A very small portion of his time was spent

in sleep
;

and he frequently passed whole nights in

those philosophical discussions which he loved so much.

He took great pleasure in witnessing fights between

animal.s, and in all excrci.ses which required a display

of strength and skill
;

but hunting afforded him most

pleasure, especially was this so when he was engaged

in destroying tigers, or capturing herds of wild ele-

phants, as these occasions gave .scope for the enjoyment

of adventure and severe bodily exertion. He once rode

from Ajmir to Agra - 220 miles—in two days, and made
many similar journeys on horseback. He was a famous

walker and was known to have walked thirty or forty miles

in a day—a marvellous feat for a king, and in an Indian

climate. He underwent fatigue merely for the pleasure of

the excrci.se, showing how sound his constitution must have

been. Although he was constantly engaged in wars, and

although he made greater improvements in civil government

than any other king of India, yet, by his talents for the des-

patch of business, and by a judicious distribution of his

time, he * always enjoyed abundant leisure for study and

amusement

James H. Linton

• SIR LEPEL GRIFFIN’S PROTEST.
From—Sir Lcpcl Cirid’n, K.C.S.I., Agent to the Governor-Gene-

r.i’ for Central India,

To—The Secretary to the Government of India, Foreign De-

partment.

Dated Indore Residency, 18th January 1888.

I have the honour to acknowledge your letter No, 154-I., dated

12th January 1888, in which you convey the decision of the Gov-

ernor-General in Council on my letter No. i09-P.-<579 of 9th

November 1887, rcqucbiing that the Government will criminally

prosecute and adequately punish the Amritn Bazar Patrika and other

newspapers, which have, for many months, been publishing false and

malicious libels on me, on the Government I serve and represent in

Central India, and on Colonel H. E. Ward, the Minister of Bhopal,

in connection with the official action which has been taken to purge

that State from oppresbion, and degrade and punish its tyrant.
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2. You inform me that the Governor-General in Council, after

careful consideration of my representations, have decided that it is

neither necessary nor expedient, in the interests of the Government

of India, to publish the correspondence relating to Bhopal affairs or

to institute a criminal prosecution against the Amrita Bai^r Patrtka^

You arc further directed to say that the Governor-General in

Council is confident that the policy of the Government needs no

vindication against attacks such as those I have broughtTto its notice;

and His Excellency the Viceroy fully agrees vvith me in thinking

that I can personally afford to treat them with indifference.^

3. Against this decision of the Governor-General in Council I

venture, with the utmost respect, but most energetically, to protest,

on grounds of law, of equity and of policy, and I ask the Govern-

ment, after a consideration of these further observations, to either

enforce the law of the land which is violated with impunity, or

publicly and officially to express their full confidence in and their

approval of my acts in Bhopal.

Seeing that the Governor-General in Council has decided that

the interests of the Government of India do not make a criminal

prosecution cither necessary or expedient, I would base my applica-

tion on more personal grounds, and ask that such steps be taken^ as

may clear ray honour from attacks made upon me. 1 have before

said that I care little for hostile criticism, and I readily allow that

the abuse of the seditious and bought press of Bengal is the best

proof of the rectitude of the person they attack, as their praise is,

in the eyes of honest men, the just condemnation of him who

deserves it. But there is a limit to the tolerance of criticism ; and

that limit is passed when, instead of the honest denunciation of a

public man and his measures, an official is accused of every form of

tyranny, meanness, corruption and oppression, through months and

even years, while the Government makes no effort to defend him in

the eyes of the world, or to punish his malicious detractors, who are

paid for their libels in the same manner as is an assassin for a dagger

thrust in the back of an enemy.

5. I would invite the Governor-General in Council for a moment

to consider the analogy which Ireland furnishes.

The Government there arc exposed to odium and abuse because

they have wisely resolved to uphold and enforce the law, recognizing

that this is the first duty of a civilized administration, and if it be

neglected society relapses into barbarism. Not only do they uphold

the existing law, but finding that it is insufficient to meet the cir-

cumstances of the case, they have had recourse to special and more

drastic legislation. If it be said that the libellous abuse of the Irish

Nationalist press is not ordinarily the subject of criminal prosecution,

I would reply that the Irish Government has, at present, quite

enough on its hands in the suppression of violent crime and open

treason, and docs not care to be diverted from its direct path by

actions for libel. When active treason lias been crushed, criminal

libels against honourable officials will doubtless receive attention and

condign punishment.

6. But what is fur more relevant to my argument is that the

members of the English Government attacked by the nationalistic

press, whether Mr. Gladstone or Sir George Trevelyan or Mr.

Balfour, have and freely exercise the right of private defence in the

press and on the public platform, while members of the Government

to which they belong or which they serve, from the Prime Minister

downwards, defend and support them energetically and in the face

of the world, in and out of Parliament.

7. If we turn to India a very different spectacle is presented.

The only persons to whom full liberty or rather license is allowed

arc the hired bravocs of the press, and officials whose services en-

titled them to honour are condemned to a silence which is mis-

understood, while exposed defenceless to all ignoble ab^se. The
Government, wheu appealed to for protection, declines to enforce

its own law, which is daily defied, which it would seem bound by

every consideration of right and self-preservation co uphold, and the

solemn maintenance of which is the chief reason for the existence

of all civilized Governments.

8. I take my stand on the law of the land, and I ask that it may
be enforced. A single malicious libel it may be convenient for the

Government to ignore or refuse to prosecute, but these of which

I write may be counted by hundreds, and I doubt whether a number
of the Amrita Bazar Patrika has been issued for months on which

criminal proceedings might not be successfully instituted. I annex

a few numbers of the papers, not specially selected, and probably far

from the worst, but merely because they arc the only ones I find at

the present time in my office. It is impossible for the Government
to feign ignorance of the libels. They are spread broad-cast over

India, and form a large part of the selections from Vernacular news-

papers which come under the personal observation of the Governor-

General in Council. If it be unnecessary and inexpedient to en-

force the law of libel, and if paid scoundrels are permitted to attack

the honour of high officials at their pleasure, daily, weekly, monthly,

let the sections referring to defamation be expunged from the Indian

Penal Code. What grosser violation of the law can be instanced ;

what ease, more calling for severe punishment ; what more malicious

and persistent attacks and more destitute of (oundatioo in truth or

fact ? If one offence under the Penal Code may be committed with

impunity, every criminal may logically demand that the sections

which concern his offence and punishment may equally remain ;i

dead letter. The Government of India will undoubtedly concur in

the opinion of their distinguished Legal Member Sir Henry Maine,

when, in his work on “ Popular Government ** he observes

“ If any Government should be tempted to neglect, even for a

moment, its function of compelling obedience to law, if a Democracy,

for example, were to allow a portion ol the multitude of which it

consists to set some law at defiance which it happens to dislike, it

would be guilty of a crime which hardly any other virtue could re-

deem and which century upon century might fail to repair.”

9. I am surely entitled to the protection of the Government if

I ask for it. For seven years I have administered Central India as

Agent to the Governor-General with the full approval of two Vice-

roys, and I cannot leave India as is my wish in April, with any cloud

upon my official reputation. I have received nothing but praise and

confidence from the Indian Government. I can point to the change

which has been effected in Central India during my term of office ;

to the public works which cover the country ; to transit dues every-

where swept away ; to the development of Rewah ; the reorganiza-

tion of Gwalior ; the surrender of the Gwalior fortress to the house

of Scindia ; the loan of 30 millions sterling by that state to the

Government to the great advantage of both ; to the clearing of the

Augean State of Bhopal, which is at the same time the best work

I have done, and that which has brought upon me the libels ol

which I complain. With all that I have done in Bhopal the Vice-

roy has expressed his full concurrence and approval, and your letter

of the loth of January 1887, conveying the special commendation

of the Secretary of State said—“ His Lordship has been pleased to

express his sense of the vigour, judgment and discretion which has

been displayed by you in the conduct of this long, difficult and

delicate undertaking, now, through your efforts brought to what

promises to be a successful termination.”

Lastly, I am confident, and the Government too knows it well

that in the future, no act or document of mine, through these seven

years, will ever be [rodiictd which could not be approved by loyal

and honorable men. Feeling this, 1 may be excused it I am unable

to accept with equanimity the decision of the Government to do

nothing. Their silence is a greater injury to me than any abuse of

the press which can only be believed because the Government

neither denies nor punishes it.

10. The malice and bad faith of the attacks on the Government

policy in Bhopal arc found in the notorious lact that they arc in-

stigated by the cx-Na\vab Siddik Hosscin, that many of the libellous

journals arc in his pay and that the documents which arc perverted

and misrepresented to support his ease are supplied from the private

office of rl»c Bhopal Darbar. This I clearly prove in the first

annexure to this letter. What interest beyond money has the Ben-

gali Press in Bhopal or Siddik Hosscin ? They were probably ignorant

of its existence until they were paid to denounce the Government

by the very man who had been, punished and who had unlimited

wealth at his disposal. Why do not the same papers denounce the

action of Government in Jhallawar whose young Chief has been

deprived of powers or iiiTonk where the Political Agents control the

Council ^ For the reason that it has not as in the case of Bhopal

been made worth their while to do so.

11. Even at the risk of wearying the Government, I must in a

few sentences repeat the well-known Bhopal story.

When I came to Central India in 1881, I found Nawab Siddik

Hosscin under the grave displeasure of Lord Ripon's Government

for treasonable publications, and the Bhopal population crushed

under the iniquitous land revenue assessment lately issued, by which

the rent was raised from 17 lakhs of rupees to lakhs while the

whole difference between the two sums during the five or six years

of settlement, was demanded in a lump sura from the people. By

strong remonstrance 1 obtained the remission of these arrears, but

the revision of the assessment, now being carefully conducted by

Colonel Ward, I had neither authority nor informatioij^ufficicnt^to

interfere with. Year by year complaints grew more numerous of

oppression and misgovernment in every department over all of which

Siddik Hossein was virtually supreme ; till at length I placed the

whole case before the Government of India. I showed clearly the

long course of infamy which Siddik Hossein had pursued ; his con-

tinued arfd notorious treason in defiance of Lord Ripon's warning ;

justice turned into a mere engine of corruption and oppression ;

tenants a*iid farmers alike ruined to fill the pockets of himself and

his creatures ; districts depopalatcd ; and the police little better than

organized dacoits whose plunder was shared in high quarters. The
Governor-General in Council after a full consideration of the ease,

decided that the guilt of the Nawab was clear ; he was deprived of

his title and salute and forbidden to interfere in public affairs under

pain of further punishment, and at the request of Her Highness the

Begum an English Minister Colonel H. Ward was appointed, who,

with infinite patience, tact and courage has reformed the adminis-

tration and purified the Courts and police, though many years must

elapse before the population ruined with hopeless arrears of debt

can recover from the oppression of the past.
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Siddik HoMcin has now set himself to avenge his disgrace. He has
secretly obstructed all measures of reform and by threats and pro-
i^isc and bribes has retained on his side many of the old officials,

mostly Wahabis whom it was not found possible to expel. He has
employed much of the State money and his own enormous wealth
obtained by the most scandalous means in buying newspapers and
paying for abuse ot those who have brought about his just punish-
ment, and^ the impunity which has so far attended this action, has
infinitely increased the difficulty of administration in Bhopal, and
may ere long, render it impossible. The Minister who has won the
entire confidence of the people is the object of attacks as bitter and
unfounded as those directed against me, and although the whole
population of Bhopal regard us as their saviours from destruction,

and loyal and orthodox Mohammedans throughout India thoroughly
approve the policy of the Government, and would have gladly seen
their enemy and ours removed from the State, it would seem from
the language of the Bengali press that Siddik Hossein was an injured
and innocent victim, and that we were his unjust persecutors.

12. In conclusion, 1 would most respcctiully invite the Govern-
ment to consider that its policy of indifference to malicious libels on
high officials is misunderstood by the people of India of high or low
degree. They either believe that the libels are true or that the
Government is afraid to prosecute the Native press which utters

them. Whichever be their belief it is equally injurious to the
power and prestige of the Imperial Government

;
more so than the

open preaching of sedition. The surest foundation of our power
in India is the general and well-founded confidence of the people
in the justice, impartiality and honesty of English officials ; and if

the Government allows this to be undermined and treats this in-

valuable possession as of small account and a thing unworthy of de-
fence it will lose its chief support in time of danger while it will

degrade the quality of its official class, for honorable men will hesitate

10 serve a Government which refuses to defend their honor.

THE JAIN CA.SE.

HIGH COURT OF JUDICATURE AT FORT WILLIAM IN
BENGAL. TESTAMENTARY AND INTESTATE

JURISDICTION.

Before the Honourable Mr. JuUhe Trevelyan.

The 28th April 1888,

In the goods of Kaloomul Sett.

In this ease an application was made by Labchund Sett, who
claims to be the grandson, by adoption, of the deceased, for letters

of administration to the estate of the deceased.

A caveat was entered by a lady named Soorrajcoomarcc Bibec,
who is the widow of the natural brother of the deceased.

A person named Puddomchund claims to have been adopted
by the lady’s husband, and there is not, in the proceeding before

the trial of this issue or in this trial, anything showing any admis-

sion by the lady of the adoption of Pw i-iomchund. A caveat was filed,

and on coming to be argued, it has been contended that in conse-

quence of Puddomchund being the heir of the deceased, Soorraj-

coomarcc is not entitled to oppose the grant of letters of adminis-

tration to Labchund.
I directed an issue to be tried in these words,- lias the caveatrix

Soorrajeoomaree Bibec any and what interest in the estate of the

testator Kaloomul Sett deceased, and is she entitled to contest the

right of Labchund Sett to obtain letters of administration

de tonis non with the will annexed to the estate and effects of the

testator ? ,It has been throughout the contention of the lady that,

even if Puddomchund be the legally adopted son, she is, under the

laws, usages and customs of the Oswal caste of the Scctumburry Sect

of the Jains, the heir of her husband’s brother. 1 ought to have

pointed 6ut that Kaloomul Sett left a widow and, although the

caveatrix’s husband survived the deceased, he predeceased the

\^dow of the deceased.

During the course of‘ this trial, in consequence of an objection

taken to some evidence, I found it necessary to express my opinion

of what 1 thought was the meaning of an issue of the description,

and 1 am bound to say that, on a more careful consideration, I am
more fully impressed with the view I then took. As 1 understand

a proceeding of this kind, ai.d if 1 understand sec. 2 3 of the Probate

and Administration Act which governs this ease, I must gr'»nt

administration to the next of kin of the deceased PrfmarilV, the

next of kin arc entitled to letters of administration, and, as 1 under-

atand this issue, it is not only an issue as to whether she has any

interest, but I have also to decide whether she is entitled to contest

the right of Labchund Sett to letters of administration. As far as

I know, no person is entitled to contest a claim to letters of ad-

ministration, unlcs* he has a prior right, and if this lady is not next

of kin, it follows the is not entitled to contest the application. The
<)uc'stion whether she is next of kin, depends upon whether she or

Puddomchund is entitled to succeed to the estate of the deceased.

The question of Labchund’s adoption has not been gone into

here and has bccfi postponed to the decision of the ease. The

lady admits nothing, and the adoption is disputed. It was contended

in the course of the trial, that 1 could not go into any evidence as to

Puddomchund’s adoption, and it was said that, independent of that,

the lady has a right to the estate. It seems to me, if Puddom -

chund is the heir of the deceased, this lady can have no interest in

the estate, and therefore would not be entitled to contest the righi

of Labchund. The ease therefore reduces itself to two questions :

First, Was •Puddomchund the legally adopted son of the husband
of the caveatrix and, secondly, assifming that is so, Is the caveatrix

the next of kin of the deceased ? As to Puddomchund’s adoption,

it is said that I ought not to prejudice her rights by a decision in

this proceeding, but the lady has chosen to embark in this litigation,

and I am bound to decide this question for the purposes of this case

Evidence has been given out of the mouth of the lady’s own wit-

ness, her brother, as to the adoption. It is proved that an arr.ingc-

ment was come to with the natural father by the lady’s husband to

take Puddomchund into adoption. The factum of the adoption

has been proved, and I must, for the purposes of this issue, hold

that Puddomchund h the adopted son of the husband of the

caveatrix. Now comes the real question as to which there was the

greater contest.

Whether, assuming Puddomchund to be the adopted son,

this lady is heir of the deceased. There is no question that, under

ordinary Hindoo law, Puddomchund was entitled to succeed in

preference to her. There is no dispute as to that. There is also

no dispute on the eases that as to Jains, unless it be proved that there

was some special law, usage or custom applying to the particular

ease, that the ordinary Hindu law must prevail. The result is that

the lady must satisfy me that, under the law or seme particular

custom of the Sect she belongs to, the ordinary law is excluded and

she takes before the adopted son.

That is the real question. It seems to me I must examine the

evidence given before me. The onus is on the lady. She has given

the evidence of four Pundits, persons professing to be versed in the

laws and usages of the Jains. She has also put forward what is

claimed to he evidence of the practice in eases of this kind. On
the other hand, it is contended that the ordinary Hindoo lav%

prevails, and the applicant has placed before me evidence showing

that the Jains have followed the ordinary Hindoo law. The
Pundits who have been called, I may assume, arc men of learning.

They have produced before me law works of the communii}.

I am bound to say, without expressing any opinion of my own, thar

the works they produced, though said to be works of extreme an-

tiquity, arc capable of manufacture and arc all (with one exception

in which the binding was peculiar and easily altered) simply Iooh-

leaves, and there would be no practical difficulty in substituting a

new leaf for an old one. In one ease, the only leaf having any

application to the ease has disappeared and a copy has been made
and put in its place. Tliat may be an accident and in fact is a

likely one, and so far as 1 can see there is nothing to shew they are

other than genuine, although as I said before they arc capable of

being altered to any extent. I have been furnished with translation

of certain texts. These arc to be verified by affidavit, but I may
assume the translation as accurate. The first of these texts is curi-

ous. The translation given to me is as follows

“ The wife and the son, brother’s son and a supinda, and (then)

the daughter’s son, (next) the son of a bundhu or of the same

Gotra, becomes the alternate owner of the wealth (73).” If that

the triK translation, it is curious, for the brother is excluded, and even

if the gloss given by the Pundits is correct that by naming of

brother his wife and son arc included, thai gloss does not apply here,

as the brother is not mentioned and his son is mentioned. The
second text has nothing to do with the ease. But as far as 1 under-

stand ih^ texts, they say that when a man dies, in the first place the

wife succeeds to his property, then the son, then his brother, then it

goes on to the other relations. It is true that this particular case

is not provided for in the texts, but the Pundits and men of learn-

ing who arc not deterred by the difficulty, construe the texts

meaning the wife and descendants of the brother to be in the same

.

order as the wife and son of the depositor. That is to say, that in

absence of wife or son, the brother comes, and the term brother

includes brother’s wife and brother’s son. That is the way they

put it. But there is no text which says so.

The original Jain lawgivers do not contemplate the case, and only

subsequent legal authorities have met the ease by applying this cor.-

siruction to the earlier texts. There has been no instance given m
which it has been proved by legal evidence. I don’t know that one
has even been suggested, that a succession of this description has

ever taken place.

The Pundits know of no instance apparently. As matters stand ar

present, I will assume that these laws areas the Pundiucxplain them,

assuming they do bear this gloss, and in matters of this kind it h

safer to depend on the legal knowledge of persons who have been

brought up in the laws. Then comes the broader question, Docs a

wife succeed her husband in preference to a son, and if the Pundits

arc right, chat is the question really arising. As to that question there

is no doubt, that the books produced shew that the law books of the

Jains contemplate the succession in that way. I doubt whether the
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mere production of a law book is sufficient, but at any rate there

has been no real attempt. I use the word real because a ridiculous

attempt was made by the applicant to use a book which was nothing

more than a mere novel. I say there has been no real attempt to

produce a book in which the law has been given in a different way,

so that J think I must hold there can be no doubt that the law is

laid down in this way. Now I think I ought to ascertain the prac-

tice which is followed. In a liody of persons like ih# Jains, it is

much more important and useful «o act on practice than on the pro-

duction of books. Supposing it has been the custom to follow the

Hindu law, no amount of law books would alter the law. I think the

caveatrix has failed to prove that in practice a wife succeeds to her

husband’s estate instead of the bf)n. A number of cases arc mention-

ed by the Pundits and the brother where it is said this has taken

place. ‘But no fact has been established. 'I'hc mere statement that

a wife succeeded her husband, is of no value. 'I'hcy arc mere state-

ments in the bazar and when tested they disappear directly. 'I'hcre

is one man called whose evidence might have been of value. It ap-

pears that he was a debtor of Dhunsook Doss and that Dhiinsook

Doss relieved him from his debt. Disinterest is to support the

ease of a person who relieves him. But apart from any

question of interest, I don’t think his evidence assists one

very much. We find in the evidence he gives in the previous

trial that he says “ we have balance sheets, f have not them

here. They are in my Koti in Calcutta,” and afterwards “ I have

only one book of account previous to the time of my mother’s death.

My mother’s name did not appear in that book.” We find him

bringing suits in his own name when, in accordance with his own

story, the property is his mother’s. His mere statement that the

property was his mother’s docs not amount to anything, and so far

as his evidence can be tested, it seems rather to contradict the case

which he seeks to support. What the witnesses say is that, among

the Jains, the mother is revered and the sons don’t act contrary to

her advice. Just, as in other countries, the son reveres the mother,

but that is a different thing from saying the widow succeeds in per-

fcrcnce to the son. The only evidence of ownership which is

worth anything at all, is uiimisiakablc evidence of acts. 'Phe

statement that mother gives directions to the son, is worth nothing.

There is no evidence of any conveyance by a mother during the

lifetime of a son, no suit brought by a widow in her son’s life

lime, and no books have been produced shewing that a widow has

taken the profits of the business. And as far as any tangible evidence

is concerned, it is all the other way. We have in Roopchand Setty’s

case a suit brought by him during the mother’s life time in respect

to the ancestral properties. As far as I can see, the caveatrix has

put forward no real e\ idence as to any act showing ownership of

the estate during her son’s lifcrimc. What is there on the other side

Two persons have been called who speak to having succeeded tofheir

lathers’ property in th • life time of* the mother. First, we have

the evidence of Johurbll who said he succeeded has father, and his

evidence is supplemented by the fact of his bringing a suit in his

>)wu name. It was said that he was interested. But when you

ct)me to look into it, you find he has merely been getting his

hooiulics discounted by the firm of Labchand. But there is the

f.ier that he brought this suit and when I find that the suit is

brought bv the son and there is nothing to show that the mothers

do anv acts unmistakably shewing ownership, I cannot but say that

the sons succeed in preference t(j the mother, for, if otherwise, the

person suing would not be the right party to the suit.

It must also be remembered that the Jains are mostly traders, and
succession by the widow would prove impediment in the way of

carrying on a business. It is much more likely that the) woiiM
reject that portion of the Shasters. The other person who succeed-
ed, instead of his mother, is a person against whom nothing can be
said. He is a man of some position, the Viceroy’s Jeweller and a

Rai Bahadoor. His evidence is different from the evidence of the
witnesses of both parties. What Bodridass says is that he is of the
Srccmal caste (but that is the same as the Oswals). His father left

two sons and the widow. He said “we all became the maliks. My
father left some property, on his death we all became the maliks of
the property. By we I mean the persons living in the house at the

time.” Then he says “ I mean that we enjoyed the property. There
was no division of the property amongst us.” What that means is

that they all remained joint, there was no dispute between them
just as in the case of any ordinary Hindoo family. They all live

together as one family. At any rate, it is absolutely inconsistent
with the case of the caveatrix, r/z., that the woman succeeds.

As far as his evidence goes, it tends to show that in his cas.

at any rate, they followed the ordinary rules of Hindoo law. Thcr
is a good deal of other evidence as to what had taken place as t

other men who have not been called. His evidence it ^
almost impossible to test. It seems to me that such evidence as

reliable at all shews that the [ainsof this country do as other Hindoo'*
rvz., when a man dies, his son succeeds him and the wife only ha*’

the right of an ordinary Hindoo widow. That is all J need say as'^

to the evidence. The result is, in the first place, 1 doubt whether
these texts apply, but if they do apply, it seems to me that, looking
at the evidence, I must find that the Jains of this part of the country
at any rate, do not follow these texts, but on this question of succes-
sion they follow the laws, usages and customs of ordinary Hindoos.

It follows that the caveatrix has no interest in the estate of the
deceased, and is not entitled to contest the grant of letters of ad-

ministration to Labchund Sett, and the caveat must be discharged
with cost.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR.

Dated the Palace^ i^th June 1S88.

Dkar Sir,—On the ytb instant, I sent the letter of which I now
send you a copy to the Editor of the Indian Mirror. He has not
published it.—Yours truly,

R. BIGNELL,
Private Secretary to the Maharaja of Kuch Bchar.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE “ INDIAN MIRROR, ” CALCUTTA.
Sir,—The attention of His Highness the Maharajah of Kuch Bchar
has been drawn to some articles published in the Mirror^ and more
especially to one in the issue dated the 1 6th of May 1888.

I am desired by His Highness to say that the statements in the
articles under reference arc unauthorised, inaccurate and ground-
lc.ss—and that His Highness has no intention of making any such
changes in the state administration as the Mirror declares to have
been practically determined upon. Yours faithfully,

(Sd.) R. BIGNELL,
Private Secretary.

The 6th June 1888.

EMERALD 'IHEATRE
nHA DON STRILE 'J'.

Manaoer, IlAiai G. C. GiioSK.

Saturday—the 16th June, 1SS8--

at i) 1\ M.

TUIIU) PERFORMANCE
OF

I'i.e .S u res^fiil New Mythological Mclo-draina

TULASI LILA.
The piece IS overflowed with melodious songs

GRAND “KASHLILA” SCENE !

Next day—Sunday—lyth Jum,
ad Candle Liy^ht.

liabu Gush Chunder Ohose’s bnlli.ant Drama.

One oj his happiest attempts.

Arrangements as usual.

M. L. SUR, Asst. Manager,

Dufferin Memorial Fund.

The following subscriptions have been re-

ceivetl
*

Rs.
Amount already advertised... ... 59,802
Nawab Syud Zainool Abideen, Khan
Bahadoor ... ... ,,, 75

Prince Mahomed Raheemoodeen ... 25
Prince Mirza Mahomed Jah Ali Balia-
door ... ^ 25

Hajee Umdoo KhaQ, of Dinapore ... 10

Total ... 59,937

Further subscriptions are invited, and will be
duly acknowledged in the papers.

PEARY MOHUN MOOKERJEE,
AMIR ALI,
S. E. J. CLARKE,

Honorary Secretaries.
Calcutta, 1st June, 1888.

NOW READY.
The Report of the 3rd Indian National Con-

gress, held at Madras during the last week
of 1887.

Price Re. J including postage. Apply to M.
V. Charriar, 100, Mount Road, Madras.

NOTICE.
Kequirea me services of a qualified temporary
Sub-Overseer for about 6 months. .Salary
Ks, 40 per month and horse allowance K.s. 15.
Experience in road construction is necessary.
Apply before 21st instant to

JAS. ROBINSON, CE.,
District Engineer,

Bhagalpiir.^
District Engineer’s Office, ^
The 13th June, 1888.

Griha-Chikitsha.
A complete and large treatise on Homoeo-

pathic Domestic Medicines with some tried
native drugs for certain serious diseases, by
Rai Khetter Nauth Chatterjee Bahadoor

in Bengalee o o

Do. postage 3 o

Do. abridged in Hrndee i o o

Apply to Author at Chinsurah or to People’.s
Press, No. 78 College Street, Calcutta,

ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA, ENGLAND.

ST. PETEE’S COLLEGE FOE BOYS.
University masters, specially suitable for

Indian Children. Indian References. For Pros-

pectus, address PrincipaL
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INFMIBLE SPECIFIC FOR

LEbCORRHCEA.
A week’s use of this medicine not only cures

Leucorrhcea—the characteristic white, green

and bloody discharge—but also removes the

concomitant intense menstrual pains, and all

the various complaints and symptoms inci-

dental to menstrual difficulties and green sick-

ness, and prepares the system for conception.

Price : for a week’s consumption, Rs. 2,

packing and postage 4 annas.

There are capital medicines besides*—for

piles, all the 20 kinds of dux—such as sper-

matorrhoea, diabetes, &c.—diarrhoea, rheu-

matism, puerperal complaints, cataract of

the eye, nacra, asthma, &c.
\CertiJicatei\

“I have known Babu Rajendra Nath Ghoshal
kubiraj for upwards of 15 years, and I can bear

ample testimony to the wonderful efficacy of
his medicine in the treatment ofdiseases of the

womb. While Assistant Surgeon of Monghyr
and subsequently, I have known him to cure

the most obstinate cases of uterine Lcucorr-
,

htea and other uterine derangements, organic

.and functional. I can safely call his medicine
the Specific for Leucorrhoea and painful

menstruation. Ladies who have been subject

to these diseases for years and were barren
have been cured and borne children.

Womesh Chunder Roy, L. M. S., Medical
Practitioner, Bhagalpur. 30th October, 1886.”

Apply to

KAJENDRAN.\TH GHOSAL, Kabiraj,

Topkhana Bazar.

Monghyr.

The Mahanirvana Tantram with the com-
mentary of Ilarihorananda Bharati, the

spiritual preceptor of the late Raja Ram Mo-
hun Roy, accompanied by a translation and
copious explanatory notes by the venerable

Pundit Jagonmohun Tarkalankar
;
edited by

Babu Krishna Gopal Bhakt.i, M. A. S. B.,

Editor of the 2nd impression of the late Sir

Radha Kanto’s Sabda Kalpadruma, the Ra-
mayana, etc., etc. Issuing in parts of six form-
demy 12 mo. each, from April last. To be
completed in about 25 parts. Price for the

whole work Rs. 5, if paid in advance. For
each part to subscribers annas 4, to non-sub-
scribers annas 6. Post free. Apply to the editor,

15, Gopee Kristo Pal’s Lane, Calcutta.

READY

Price Post free Rs. 0 .

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL
BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0 . MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, RAYYET
I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINION OF THE PRESS.

It is many years since I first met, and some
years since 1 last met, Dr. Sambhu Chunder
Mookerjee, editor of the I^eis and Rayyet
(Prince and Peasant), and an author of high
repute among the kindly, as well as acute and
intellectual, people of Bengal. One of the real

misfortunes of India was, and still is, Lord
Macaulays picture of the Bengalee. The
picture, true perhaps as legards Nuncomar and
many Bengalees, is not accurate as a represen-

tation of the people generally, taking them as

an Englishman m.ay find them if he looks

fairly. If they had been unfaithful, the sad
story of the Mutiny had been vastly sadder

;

and, apart from the Mutiny, many Englishmen
could give individual instances of Bengalee
faithfulness almost unique in history, faking
all the circumstances of our relation to India
into account. The Heng,alcc is generally eager
for knowledge of all kinds, and is often both

courageous in the expression of his opinions,

and gifted to a remarkable degree with the

power to express those opinions with force and
precision. Mr. Fawcett once told me that an
unprepared speech made, on his behalf, during
an election, by a young Hindoo, surpassed, in

force as well as el<)(|uencc, any unprepared
speech he ever had heard made by any mem-
ber of the House of Commons, if four or five

members of the House were excepted.
Among these Bengalees there is a small body

of men—small for that large province—who
are, ironically or otherwise termed “ Young
Bengal. ” Some of them are no longer young,

but grave and aged
; some have, in the course

of years, been highly distinguished for their

public services and iheir scientific and other

attainments. Some have at limes been mis-

represented, and their langti.age misinterpreted,

so that on its return to them it has amazed
none more than themselves. Nothing of this

has been done by the really great administra-

tors of India. That it has been done, however,
cannot be denied.

In the forefront of this little band is the

author of this book of travels. Baboo Sambhu
Chunder Mookerjee—a writer of high repute,

as I have said, also an administrator, as the

reader will see from the title-page to this book.

A keener, yet a kindlier satirist, one might
seek for and not find. His use of the English

I

language has astonished many an educated

Englishman
;
and the quality of his reading is

shown by his marvellous power of quotation
;

not merely from authors like Shakespeare, and
Milton, and Macaulay, and men eminent in

science, but from out-of-the-way old ballads,

and little-known old pamphlets, in the applica-

tion of which he leaves one wondering— first,

how he obtained the productions at all, and
secondly, how, having obtained them, he
learned to apply them so appositely to the
subjects which he intends them to illustrate.

Passing from the author to his book, we
shall, perhaps, first of all be attracted to the
work of the administrator. He comes upon a
milkman’s village, on which he finds fastened
the grip of a Court favourite. He unloosens
the grip, and re-seiiles the village, in the
double interest of Prince and Peasant. And
all the time he sees everything. The poor
people bathing on the rivers’ banks, have his
genial and kindly, if also at times, what a
Scotchman would c.all, his “pawky” notice.

A “ fair maid of Sonargoan ” .attracts his at-
tention by the gracefulness with which she
carries a vessel of w.ater from the river

; and,
though the fair maid and he are divided by
race and faith (she is Mussulman), she has his
full meed of praise. Indeed, it must be admit-
ted—and he will not be offended with me for

saying so—that he never meets with a fair face,
without .at least giving evidence of the fact
that he has eyes to see and a heart to com-
prehend.

Of his wide and generous sympathies, much
might he said, and still leave much more to
say. He meets a missionary on the river, and
evidently is inclined, in writing his notes, to
pass a joke on the subject. He nips it, how-
ever, in the bud, and content.s himself with
saying, “ So new is preaching here, that the
simple people said the padre h.ad been singing
in the street,” He meets Catholic and Pro-
testant missionaries on shipboard, and chuckles
over their disputes, while he astonishes them
by his command cA the English language, and
even by his knowledge of the Bible— a know-
ledge, I may add, which is evident in many of
his writings.

A parrot falls overboard, and is drowned in

its cage, to his great distress, which is not
however paraded. He says

: [Extract.]

These are not the words of a Christian, but
of a Hindoo.

Again, he has a faithful ugly dog, whose
name is Tom, and whose glory it once was to
bark^ with a noble independence, at some very
dignified Sahibs. Our author is compelled to

le.'ive Tom behind
;
and here is his farewell .

[Extract,]

I think this is a very fine passage, and one
th.it will draw the author very close to the

gi eat heart of humanity, wherever the words
are read. Could anything be finer th.\n the

testimony to the two foreign “gentlemen,”
ending with the “ Bengalee parih, iny poor
Tom”? Nm the pariah merely, hut the pariah
dog. The passage is worthy of the author,

and of the great mercifulness of the land that

bore him.
Whoever reads this book must be piepared

further to find bold and manly langu.'ige. The
author is no flatterer of John Bull, though he
gives John his due, and admits that India owes
him a great debt. Here is one passage relating

to foreign fruits : [Extract.]

Among the sketches of country— word-pic-
tures—the reader will find some exceedingly
pretty, and all the more valuable in that they
arc taken fiom a standground purely Indian ;

not English. Where an English artist’s mind
would be filled with European ideas, the mind
of this gifted Eastern artist is filled with a class

of ideas totally different, yet equally instructive

and certainly not less subtle and far-reaching.

On the eve of one of his journeys, our

author was placed in a dilemrn.i of a kind
not unknown to tiavcllers in India, but not on
that account the less stupid. He wished to

go by a paiticular boat, and took time by the

forelock for that purpose. The faie was at

first st.ited as 90 rupees, to pay whicli hr
offered “a new crisp, fresh British India” note

for 100 rupees. “ It wa.s,” he adds, “fresh from
the CurrcMicy Office, and had been received
only the day before from another Government
department.” The lest of the stoiy is

thus told : [Extract.]

'Phe humour of the little sketch is worth
boinclhing. 1 can fancy the author laughing

even in his dismay
;
for he can laugh well at

others, and equally well at bim.self. I shall

only venture on one more passage
; and I give

it as showing the spirit of the man who dares
to call his newspaper Prince and Peasant.
He desired to return to his home in Bengal,
and to bid adieu, for a time at last, to Indepen-
dent Tipperah, where he had been located
“some two years.” He received the Maha-
rajah’s permission to return home

; but still he
could not get away. [Extract.]

There is, I think, a sound lesson in this pas-
sage

;
the lesson of the immen.se value of

courtesy and urbanity in the relations of rulers
ancVrulcd, There is a great deal in that sen-
tence, “ \Vc seive flesh and blood.” The best
administrator in India is not always the ablest,
the man whose plans are the wisest as plans ;

but the m.an who, with plans or wiihoHt them^
gives confidence to the people, and confidence
not merely in his justice, but also in his con-
sidcrateness and forbearance. A clever man
once said that the art of success in India is the
.art of giving good dinners. It may be so

; but
the peril is great—the peril of debt

; and in

any case the art has its limit.s, and its natural
colhapse. Even dinners and champagne pall
in the end. But there is one art that nevei
fails—the art of true courtesy

;
of that courtesy

which, being natural, is not affected by any
whim or caprice, either of the person who
possesses it, or of any one with whom he has
relations.

In bidding farewell to this little, book, I once
more recall, .as I easily and very vividly can,
the author’s kindly fiice and gentle voice, as
known to me many years ago. I see him, as
I see Baboo Kristo Das Pal, Dr. Mahendra
Lai Sircar, and some others, including a much-
abused editor of the Atnrila Bazar Patrika •

and I feel and say, with all earnestness and
sincerity, that among these are men whom
the Government of India would be wise in
recognising and winning entirely to its side
They are men on whom no really generous
word—true as well as generous—cver is
thrown away. I have compared them at times
with men of kindred occupations at home,
and I think that they are as a rule by far
the truer gentlemen in good manners, and
often m very much more than mere mannen,.
May the great God, whose sacred Name they
use as that of the Father of all, guide them to
a nobler destiny thari any they yet have
known, and with them, and by them, bles^.
their native land !

James Routledge.
— The Indian Ma^azine^ Mar. 1888.
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<<IT reoombiends itself.”

All who suffer find sure relief from

The Oreateet Pain Oure Extant.

It has driven out from the ‘.ystem

AcuteRheumatism and RheumaticGout,

After years of scmi-helplessno.ss and suffer-

ing?
;

while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,
LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

for these complaints in their severest and most

rhronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralfifiain the Head, F8u:e and Limbs,

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE,
Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures o‘f TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-
ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Oure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm Is used by the best Phy-
sicians in the world in their jiractice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it ha.s achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottler at / AV. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : .Smith Stanistreet & to.»

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

H0M(E0PATH1C PHARMACY,
THE

EARLIE.ST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

n/SPEXSA/^V/JV ASIA

OF PURE nOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN
INDEPENDENT HOMCEOPATflY

and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF

THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.
Besides the old Remedies, all the New Re-

medies and the latest additions procured from

the best European and American sources, and

kept in stock.

Medicines in wooden boxes and leather

cases, requisites of all kinds supplied, and

Prescriptions dispensed at the shortest notice.

The largest Stock of Homoeopathic literature

kept.

Orders received for supplying English

American and foreign Journals.

BERIGNY & CO.
12, Lai Bazaat\ Calcutta,

In Pamphlet, Price 4 annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.^
ASSAM LINE.

This Company which has a weekly Service

of Steamers running to and from Debrooghur
vid Goalundo, will despatch the Steamer
“BURMAH**for Assam on Tuesday the

19th inst.
*

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
Goduwns at Jaggannath Ghat until Monday,
the i8th inst.

The Steamer “OUDH” will leave Goa-
lundo for Assam on Thursday, the 21st idem.

Intending passengers by the last mentioned
Steamer should leave Calcutta for Goalundo
by train the previous night.

Dhubri & Debrooghur Mail Service.

Through Booking to andfrom Assam,

The Despatch Steamers of this Service

leave Dhubri daily on arrival of the Mails

from Calcutta, and proceed to Debrooghur,

stopping at all intermediate stations and
Mookhs.

Passengers, Goods, Parcels ( packages not

to exceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement ) may be booked
through to and from Calcutta, and all stations

on the Eastern Bengal State Railway and
connected Railways, and the following

Steamer Stations of this Company, vis,,

Dhubri, Goalparah, Gauhati, Mungledye,
Tezpore, Silghaut for Koliabar, Dhunsiri

Mookh, Niggriting, Kookeela Mookh, Desang
Mookh and Debrooghur.
Packages booked as parcels will be forward-

ed by rail along with the Mails. Freight on
perishable articles must be prepaid.

Goalundo and Debrooghur Despatch
Service-

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which

have been specially built for the Assam Trade,

carrying passengers and coolies between
Goalundo and Debrooghur, will leave Goalnndo
bi-weekly on Sundays and Thursdays, calling

at all intermediate stations, and Debrooghur
on Tuesdays and Saturdays.
Through bills of lading will be granted for

goods and parcels on presentation of rail re-

ceipt or payment of freight. Packages not to

exceed ten hundred weight, or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement.
For freight and passage apply to.

MACNEILL &%0 ,,

Agents.

1-2, C4 ive Ghat Street, Calcutta.

Price by post Sji anna^. A Reserve for the Indian Army.

ASRUKANA capt. Andrew hearsey.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

A Collection of poems in Bengali by

Srimati GIRINDRAMOHINY DASSY
(Author of Kabitahary Bharat Kusitm.)

Asrukana is a collection of poetical pieces o
singular ^pathos and beauty of expression *

It is a; series of mournful songs that the
reader is here presented with and they must
touch a symp.ithctio cord in every Imarl that

A.an feel. There is a singular appropriateness
in the title ol the work, and in its pious dedi-

cation to ^he memory of the husband of the

lair writer— Jke Indian Nation,

The authoress is not unknown to Bengali
readers. She has already published two or

tlnec poems by which she is favourably known,
but between these poems and this is a difier-

eiKc that hardly admits of being measured.
It-

This is poeity in life

We liave read Srimati Girindra Mohiny’s
poems in a reverential spirit. The poems arc

.all of a lyrical description. The lyre is soft,

sweet and tender, but awfully strong. ’

The tone*- of the .poems is inexpressibly

gentle, inexpressibly pure, and inexpressibly

tender and affectionate. It is the tone of a

world mother.
# *

Bengal should be proud of this poem-— The
Calcutta Review,

Apply at the Bee Press,

1, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Calcutta.
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SIVA.
'‘'‘Mors Janua

I am the God of the sensuous fire

That moulds all Nature in forms divine
;

The symbols of death and of man’s desire,

The springs of change in the world, are mine ;

The organs of birth and the c irclet of bones,

And the light loves carved on the temple stones.

I am the lord of delights and pain,

Of the pest that killeth, of fruitful joys
;

I rule the currents of heart and vein
;

A touch gives passion, a look destroys ;

In the heat and cold of my li ghtest breath

Is the might incarnate of Lust and Death.

If a thousand altars stream with blood

Of the victims slain by the chanting priest,

Is .a great God lured by the savoury food ?

I reck not of worship, or songs, or feast
;

Hut that millions perish, each hour that flies,

Is the mystic sign of my sacrifice.

Ye may plead and pray for the millions born
;

T.hey come like dew on the morning grass
;

vHr vows and vigils I hold in scoin.

The soul stays never, the stages pass
;

All life is the play of the power that stirs,

In the dance of my wanton worshippers.

And the strong swift river my shrine below

It runs, like man, its unending course

‘To the boundless sea from eternal snow
;

Mine is the Fountain—and mine the Force

That spurs all nature to ceaseless strife
;

And my image is Death at the gates of Life.

In many a legend and many a shape,

In the solemn grove and the crowded street,

I am the slayer whom none escape, \

'I am Death trod under a fair girl’s feet

;

I govern the tides of the sentient sea

That ebbs and flows to ctcrniiy.

And the sum of the thought and the knowledge of man
Is the secret tale that my emblems tell

;

Do ye seek God’s purpose, or trace his plan ?

Ye may read my doom in your parable ;

For the circle of life in its flower and its fall

Is the writing that runs on my temple wall.

O Race that labours, and seeks, and strives.

With thy Faith, thy wisdom, thy hopes and fears,

Where now is the Future of myriad lives ?

Where now is the Creed of a thousand years ?

Far as the Western spirit may range,

It finds but the travail of endless change ;

For the earth is fashioned by countless suns.

And planets wander, and stars are lost,

/As the rolling flood of e.Kibtence runs

From light to shadow, from fire to frost,

Your search is ended, ye hold the keys

Of my inmost ancient mysteries.

Now that your hands have lifted the veil,

And the crowd may know what my symbols mean ;

Will not the faces of men turn pale

At the sentence heard, and the vision seen

Of strife and sleep, of the soul’s brief hour,

And the careless tread of unyielding Power ?

Though the world repent of its cruel youth,

And in age grow soft, and its hard law bend,

Yc may spare or slaughter ; by rage or ruth

^11 forms speed on to the far still end
;

For the gods who have mercy, who save or bless,

Are the visions of man in his bbpelessneit.

Let my temples fall, they arc dark with age.

Let my idols break, they have stood their day ;

On the deep hewn stones the primeval sage

Has figured the spells that endure alway
;

My presence may vanish from river aud grove,

f3ut I rule for ever in Death and Love.

A. C. Lyall.

News and Comments.

Following the recent debate in the House and Lord Roseberry’s

scathing exposure of lierediiary legislators, Lorfl .Salisbuiy has introduced

a Hill in the House of Lords to facilitate the entry of life peeis into

the Hous^. It provides an annual life peerage loathe number of five at

the highest, the total never exceeding fifty. The eligibility of a

peer to suspension lor misconduct is also aimed at.

• «

THE Brirish Aristocracy is now in a bad way when its most illustrious

members complain of it and denounce their fellows. The Douglases

aie mot a bad lot, being gifted with pans and atcomf'libhinents as well

as a spirit of humanity. Their activity is gre.Tl and vaiied, and they

may well claim the courage of ihcir convictions. Hut they are too

Bohemian in their proclivities and, in fine, too fieakish. We take the

following summary from the Indian Daily Aews' London Correspond-

ence :

—

“ Lord James Douglas, who has this week been committed to prison

for a fortnight for contempt of Court in writing letters, &c., to Miss
Isabel Rdilh Scott, a waid of the Court of Chancery, writes fairly

readable novels. The Douglases arc an eccentric family. The Marquis

of Queensberry has been in the Divorce Court, and he made his name
conspicuous by rising up in the stalls at the Lyceum Theatre, and pro-

testing against what he conceived to be a slight upon free thought in

one of Lord Tennyson’s plays. Another brother, Lord Archibald

Douglas, conducts a boys’ home m the Harrow Road. He belongs to

Subscribers in the country are requested to remit by postal money orders^ if possible^ as ike safest and tnosi convenient

medium^ particularly as it emures acknowledf^nent through the Department, No other receipt will be

given any other being unnecessary^ and likely to cause confusion.
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the Church of Rome. Lady Gertrude Douglas, a sister, married a

baker some years She has lived with him since rontentedly in

his shop at Shepherds’ Bush. Another sister is Lady Florence Dixie.

She first disiinKiu^fied herself by championinjj the cause of Cetewayo.

Then she ‘dreamed a dream ’ in which Lady Florence, some .assassins,

and her doi,' played a mixed and mysterious part. Lord Archibald in a

hard-working? priest, and the Marquis of Queensberry, as a secularist

lecturer and pamphleteer, exhibits the literary taste which appears to

run in this eccentiic family.” ,

m *

The THbune condemns Mr. W. T. Webb’s new English EtiqucUe for

Indian Gentlemen^ as “ a rcmaikably stupid book.” The writer says :

“ Throughout the book runs the assumption that in society it is the

Indian who should always cnnffirm to English manners and usages,

and the European never to Indian manner.s and usages In other

words, all European manners and usages ate good, .and an Indian must

part with his own if he wants to have the great privilege of mixing with

Europeans. A more sensible man would have suggested mutual con-

oes.sion in regard to manners and usages
;
but Mr. Webbs rules are for

Indians only. Mr. Webb would not sanction the brirnlcss cap, he would

have the shnvila or Mo^f^li ‘ If you wear the loose-fitting Indian

shoe, to keep it on the foot in the houses of Europeans, is an act of dis-

courtesy towards them.’ Such are the injunctions given by Mr. Webb !

We arc told that * the display of bare leg is particularly ungraceful.

But does Mr. Webb know that the tight trousers and short coats of

European gentlemen and the low j.arkets of European ladies arc an

abomination to the Indian eye? Why should bare legs be more objec-

tionable than bare arms and bosoms ? The last certainly is more ob-

jectionable.”

The Yankees threaten to “dish” Mr. Chamberl.ain and his late

Trc.aty and “sell” the Canadians, by a .scientific “ dodge.” There seems

no end to the potentialities of electricity, and their savants have dis-

covered that fishes are attracted by electric light. So they propose

by that means to decoy from Canadian territory the fishes in the gieat

boundary Lakes, without payment. They only forget that scientific

sharp practice is a game that may be played by both sides.

«
• *

The following is indeed a triumph of science :

—

“Dr. Kleischl, Professor ol Physiology in the Vienna University, had

been suffering acute pain for a considerable time from a poisoned nerve.

At length Dr. Gersiiny, a young surgeon in the University, took him in

hand, and attached, in what way we are not precisely told, the corres-

ponding nerve of .a rabbit to the diseased nerve, with the resftlt th.at the

Professor has been completely cured. In merest gratitude Professor

Pasteur should drop his scheme for poisoning the rodent r.acc.”

That remark is at once the very humanity of wit and the wit of

humanity.

« *

The following girl under-graduates having passed the Calcutta Univer-

sity Entrance Examination, as follows,

ist Division— Mary Cameil, Sor.ilal.i Ch.itterjee, Amy .Stephens, and

Indira Tagoie, Lureilo House, Calcutta ;
Ida Stotesbury, Calcutta Girls’

School ;
Hemapiabha Hasii, Bethuiie School

;
and Antoinette Saville,

Allahahad (Vitls’ Sch(M)l,

2nd Division. -C. Barileit, Lorelto Convent, Darjeeling; Alice Boyle,

Miss Starks’ .School
;
Mabel Goiclon and P.iuline Malily, Allah.abad

Girls’ Hi^h School
;
Jessie Wince and Margaret Wince, Miss O'Brien’s

School ;
and Agnes ijenjamin, (’.ilciitla (juIs’ School.

have attained the full dignity of graduates.

Burm.-x is not t(i be nmde a Lieutenant ( jovernorship, but the Chief

Commissioner’s lemuneration has been laised to Ks. 6,400, the pay

ofa Member 0fCcjunc.1l.

*

James Gran r, late agent of the I’.ank of liombay .at Karachi, and

leader of loc .il society, whom the judges of the Province had not the

heart to give his due by law for embezzling his employers’ money in his

charge, but who was after all sentemred to six months’ imprisonment

for defalcations, lias escaped the discipline of j.iil by death.

AmI-KK A bcems to be the paradise of the Press—so far at least as

adveiiismg goes.

“ A column in the yV/Vjw//^' costs the advertiser jf 5,209 per

annum, 'riie AVtc \ ork Herald leceives for thc» lowest price ^'7,300,

and for the* highest /t2,()cxj per annum for a column. The Hew York
for iti lowest gets ;^4, 250, and for its higliest 17,000 for the

same sp.KC. .\iul these papers, it is said, never lack for advertisements
to fill their Lolumns.”

We commend t lie above to the attention of the and other

representatives of tlic cheap and nasty.

Abdul Huu, with all his extraordinary rise, is a Policeman at best.

He now uses his pofessional aits to help him to nccc.ssary informa-

10*1. A regular organisation to supply him duplicate copies of tele-

grams passing through the Secunderabad telegraph office between

the Residency and the Nizam’s Government regarding the Mining

scandal, has been discovered. Several arrests have been made. Among
. .

^
those implicated is Ahmed Ali, the son-in-law of Abdul Huq’s bro

ther, the Subadar. The signaller and a man named Hillier have

confessed before the Magistrate.

* •

The Government of India has telegraphed descriptions of the mur-

derers of the late Mr. Dalgleish to Pekin, Teheran, and Russia, and hai.

also written to Yarkand and Kashgar on the subject. Rewards nf

Rs. 5,000 for the capture of Dad Muhammad, the actual murderer, and

of Rs. 3,000 for his principal accomplice the Punjabi Fakir Baksh, have

been offered.

#
• *

The following records the success of an interesting experiment :

—

“A curious ‘ Information Agency ’ has been established in London
by a firm called Messrs. Romeike and Curtice. The Agency, which
was regarded as a freak when it was started nearly ten years ago, has
developed into a most prosperous concern, and supplies one of the
wants of these busy times. Politicians, authors, artists, people working
a ‘ cau.se,’ can obtain from the Agency, on payment of a small fee,

extracts from journals, English, American and foreign, concerning
themselves or the hobby which interests them. The Agency employs
sixty persons, of whom forty are women, and their task is to read
hundreds of newspapers, and to mark and cut out the passages required.

The extracts are then gummed on slips of paper, and sent to subsriib-

ers. The Agency receives about 6,000 newspapers a week, out of

which some 30,000 extracts are made for the benefit of over 4,000 sub-
scribers. Among the latter are naturally included a large number ol

public men.”

The organ is.at ion meets a true want of our busy modern life. \Vt

hope il will be largely supported from India.

#
• •

A RUMOUR has crossed over from Ceylon to Madras that Mr. William

Digby, the well known Radical candidate, India reformer, and Secre-

taiy of the National Liberal Club, London, is about to institute an

action for libel against the Editors of the Ceylon Observer^ claiming

damages for Rs. 10,000 I In India, Mr. Digby was editor of the Madras
T/'wcj and distinguished himself greatly by his philanthrophic labours

diuing the last great Famine in the South, of which he wrote a good

book under the title of the Famine Campaign in Southern India, But

before he came to the Continent, he had been in the island as sub-editor

of the Ceylon Observer. The present case refers to his insular career.

It is said that he has been accused of dishonorable conduct in having

shown the accounts of his cmployeis, the editors of the Ceylon Observer,

to strangers. Thi.s Mr. Digby resents, and threatens to invoke the law

to set himself right. We hope friends will intervene and effect a recon-

ciliation.

The British still claim the privilege of wife-beating as one of their

inalienable rights. The following, taken from the Englishman, tians

piled in the High Court, bcfoie the Hon. the Chief justice ami

Justice Tottenham, on Thursday, the 2 1st June.

“ Mr. John Bradley appealed before their Lord.ships this morning,
and put in a petition piaying their Ia)rd5 hips to set aside a conviction
obi.ained against him in the local Police Court by his wife. He had
been convicted of an assault on the person of his wife he staled, and
had put forward the somewhat novel defence that he was justified in

assaulting her, that in chastising her, he was acting within his righl.s.

He was not allowed to go into matters justifying the assault on his

wife, by the Magistrate, and asked their lordships to refer to the Eng
lish reported case of Godbett. He put it in this way : So far as he
knew there was no section in the Penal Code providing for assaults

on wives or children, and he therefore argued that heypilas justified in

chastising cither on sufficient provocation. The Magistrate had in-

formed him that the English law had no application in India. Appli-

cant was not so sure about that, and referred their Lordships to a work
by Hamilton and Edwards on the law of husband and wife.

The Chief Justice did not think that the law as expounded by the

applicant^was the law in England at present.

Applicant urged that gross provocation on the part of a wife justified

a husband in assaulting her. He insisted that when a wife acted in a

con*sistcn? course of misbehaviour, he had a right to chastise her, be-

cause there was nothing to the contrary in the Penal Code, and this

was the law, as he had been instructed, in England. He doubted very
much whether their Lordships would uphold his conviction.

The Chief Justice remarked that surely the position of a wife was
different from that of a child.

Applicant said that that might be so, but yet the husband had con-
trol over the wife.

The Chief Justice You say that in this country the husband has
the right of corporal punishment over his wife ?

Applicant.— If he has good grounds.

The Chief Justice.—Who is to be the judge of that ?
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Applicant.—I was
.

quite willing to allow the Magistrate to be the

judge, but hf would not let noe go into that.

The ChfiJlJustice^He is to be the judge of the amount of punish-

ment to be inflicted 1 The husband is to be both judge and executioner.

Applicant—When it comes to a case of mere chastisement.

The Chief Justice.—But she has been beaten before, and how can

there be any judge of the amount of the punishment ?

Applicant— In the same way that you may chastise a child.

The Chief Justice.—That is quite different.

Applicant.— 1 only ask your Lordships to rule that the Magistrate was

wrong in not allowing me to go into other matters.

The Chief Justice.—The only possible way in which a judge could
allow you to go into the matter would be by way of mitigation of

punishment. Here the judge has only fined you ten rupees. Assault

on a man’s wife is a serious offence, and this fine of ten rupees is a
very mild punishment.
Applicant.—The application of my wife in the first instance was to

bind me down.
The Chief Justice.— I do not think this is a case in which we should

interfere because it is clear from the evidence that the Magistrate had
all the facts before him.

Applicant.—Will your Lordships rule that the English law does not

apply here in India ?

The Chief Justice.— I don’t rule anything of the kind.”

•
• •

Mr. O’Donnell’s suit for libel against the Times was to have come on

for hearing on the I9lh instant. Mr. Parnell is one of the principal

witnesses. The Attorney-General was to lead for the Times,

• «

The Government of the French Republic has notified its intention of

holding a competitive trial of machines and processes for the prepara-

tion of Ramie and Rhea fibre.

The competition will be held at Paris on the 15th August 1888, and

intending competitors should address “ Lc Conseiller d’Elat, Directeur

de I’Agriculture, Paris.”

Mr. Dillon’s appeal against the sentence of six months’ simple im-

prisonment for conspiracy has proved unsuccessful.

• •

The Government of India has commenced settling the claims of His

Majesty Theebaw’s creditors. To commence with, Messrs. Charrial

and Charmetant, of Lyons, have been awarded Rs. 29,000, in full

of their claim for Rs. 42,000 for silks and velvet supplied.

• •

Colonel Wilson replaces Sir Frank Souter, deceased, in the Com-

missionership of the Bombay Police.

• •

Owing to the fall in the exchange, from first July next, foreign telegrams

from India will cost higher than now. The additional charge for every

word to the United Kingdom and Europe will be three annas for every

word, and to other places at that proportion.

#
• •

To enable comparatively young officers to be Sanitary Commissioners,

no such appointment in future shall be for more than seven years as a

rule. The period however may be extended to 10 years on the special

recommendation of local Governments.

•
• «

French silkworms have been very successful in Tonquin. The cocoon

iS double the si^e of the native and yields much superior silk.

* •

iN^this Iron Age, specially in India where its influence is most felt, the

honester part of the community are notoriously handicapped. But

the whirligig of time has brought them a chanr^ at last. It is a hope-

ful sign when the standing counsel for suspected or accused officials

are smitten with horror at official offences. We rejoice to see the

PiotUif so active in exposing the corruption in connection with Hyder-

abad. It has denounced without compunction its old friends of the Re-

sidency, and is doing its best to bring to the mire the ^tracheys,

Battens, and the rest of the gods, great and small, of its former

idolatry. Our readers are already informed that the good faith of the

sale of the Secretariat Buildings at Bombay has been questioned. The

Piontif now calls upon Government for enquiry into the

transaction

“ The sale is alleged to have been effected by the Collector, the ordi-

nary formality of calling for tenders having been dispensed with. The

price given for the property by the Sirdar is stated to have been four

lakhs of rupees : a price which, we have reason to believe, was very con-

siderably below their market value.”

An English engineering journal notices a peculiar difficulty in the

way of railway construction in the South-Western States of America

in (Iron says) the frequent occurrence of quicksands in rivers. It

refers to the experience of Mr. H. L. Carter, the railway contractor. The

Qtiick*>ands are in nearly every stream, however small, from Western

Kansas to the mountains. Pile-driving was no good, the longest piles

disappearing wgthout touching the bottom. Then filling with earth

and stone was equally vain. The onl)f means of crossing the ^rivers

was found to be to construct short truss bridges across them. This

was very expensive, but was the only thing to be done. Mr. Carter

cites the case of an engine that ran off the track at River Bend, about

ninety miles from Denver, on the Kansas Pacific. The locomotive, a

large goods-engine, fell into a quicksand, and in twenty minutes had

entirely disappeared. Within two days the company sent out a gang

of men and a wrecking train to raise the engine. To their surprise,

not a trace could be found of the engine. Careful search was made,

magnetised rods were sunk to the depth of 65 feet, but there were no

signs of the locomotive. It had sunk beyond human ken.

• •

A Hindu male acquaintance of ours in his boyish days, seeing her

daily driving in phaeton in charge of European children, sighed for

the lot of the Ayah. And a mighty part the Ayah plays in Anglo-Indian

life. Just now she is the observed of observers, having brought the

almighty Lambert’s frisky lambs to a stand, however momentary.

Mr. Hyde, the barrister, has an Ayah in his employ. That Ayah has

a son. That son was in the service of Dr. Coulter. There was a theft

in that house, and the Police took charge of the boy and, after putting

him to a course of discipline, found there was no evidence against him.

Before he was released, Mr. Hyde had called at the Police station and

examined the boy, and found his thumbs swollen and noticed black

marks around, underneath the swollen top joints. There were also blisters

along the lower part of the nails. Thereupon a charge was insti-

tuted against the Police for extortion and torture. Mr. Gasper pro-

secuted, and Mr. Marsden has committed three native constables

and Inspector Boyd for extorting confession and abetting.

•
• •

The vacancy caused by the death of Mr. Leslie Saunders will be filled

by the appointment of Mr. T. C. Plowden, Resident in Kashmir, to be

Commissioner of Berar. It is not yet definitely seHled who is to be

sent to Kashmir.

•
* «

“ Lokil Sluff ” may be a good joke to the barren writers on the

Anglo-Indian Press. But surely our municipalities never produced such

an incident as the following which occurred at a French election ;

—

“An incident of the late Municipal elections is reported from Catteri,

a small town in Corsica. The present Mayor, a Bonapartist, would
appear to be peculiarly obnoxious to the Republicans of the place, who
have made strenuous efforts to oust both him and his reactionary

colleagues from their seats on the Council. The election was held in

a school room belonging to a Republican. Just as the Mayor, after the
close of the poil, had opened the urn for the fAtrposc of counting the

votes, a cupboard behind his table suddenly burst o[)en, giving egress

to a member of the gentle sex, who incontinently seized upon the voting

papers, sw^illowed several of them, and tore up others. The election

was thus rendered void.”

We have had no “ Lokil Sluff” Rakshashi yet. So far as the de-

vouring process is concerned, that she Corsican has lately been matched

in India, by a European heroine who swallowed up in the court

the forged document on which her husband was on trial for forgery.

She went to Jail for a few days for contempt, but she saved her hus-

band. Wc can honor her for her motive as well as for her genius.

It is justly complained by the Bangalore Post that—

“ A Bangalore correspondent from this place to the Hindu lately held
forth against the members of the community to which we have referred,

holding posts under the Mysore Government
;
all these employed ought

to be natives, he contended, simply because it was a Native State.”

What a pity our native contemporaries do not take care to eliminate

such foolish writings from their columns !
*

The first railway in Persia, extending from Teheran to Shah Abdul, a

distance of fifteen kilometres, was to have been opened on Thursday

last, June 21.
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Notes and Leaderettes.

AhTKR the lying-in-stnte on the i6tli ihc fiinfiral of the Emperor

FrciU-.icktlic Third took place on the iSth. It was a simple military

procession, from the Palace to the Fiiedenskirche, attended by the

Crown Prince William, the Prince of Wales and a few members of

royalty. Potsdam was crowded ^ty visitors from early morning. The

ro.ad was lined by a double row of soldiers .and a large military escort

accompanied the hearse.

The post mortem disclosed the cancer which was at one time doubted.

The larynx had been completely destroyed, leaving a cavity of the size

of a man’s clenched fist.

The English Court has gone into moiiining for si.x weeks, and a

general mourning has been ordered for \ fortnight 'riiC two Houses

of Parliament h,ave voted addresses of condolence to her Majesty the

Queen .and the Empress Victoria. In India, the Governor-General-in-

Council issued the following Gazette Extraordinary in black.

“Horne Department. -Notification. -Public.—No. 1700.—Simla, the

17th June, 1S8S. Officialintelligence having been received from Tier

Majesty’s Secretary of Slate for India that the Funeral of His late

Imperial Majesty the Emperor of Germany will take place tomorrow

the 18th instant, the. Governor-General in Council directs that, as a

mark of rcspc( l to His Imperi.al Majesty’s Memory, Flag.s shall be

hoisted half mast high from .sunrise to sunset and Sixty Minute Guns

fired in all Forts and Stations throughout India on that day.

The Governor-General in Council fuither directs that the Officers of

Her Majesty’s Civil, Military, and Marine Serviceji do put them.selves

into Mourning till the 7th of July.

By order of the Governor-General in Council,

A. P. MacDonnell,
Secretary to the Government of India.”

Crown Prince Wdliam has ascended the throne of Germany as Em-

peror William the Second. The new Emperor promises well. In his

proclamation to the people of Prussia, issued after the funeral. His

Majesty deeply mourns the death of his dearly beloved father, vows

to be just and dement, and says that he will foster religion, guard

the peace and promote the commonweal of his country. This was

followed up with a most reassuring message to France. Thereupon,

the Czar has declined to sanction his War Minister, General Van-

novski’s proposal for doubling the reserve battalions of the army, the

Emperor declaring that the situation does not justify him in over-

burdening the finances of the Empire. As a consequence the public

credit throughout Europe has been steadied.

Da.sakaua passed away without its usual drops of rain, and deaths from

heat apoplexy continue. The Judges of the High Court have suspended

their lespcctive courts for ten days and the Chief Justice and Mr.

Justice Trevelyan have gone to the hills with many of the senior bar-

risters. 'I'lie oflices, however, remain open. The Bengal Secretariat

was closed on Wednesday following the Dasahara vacation, the

Under-Sfcrelanes in t.haige not thinking themselves competent to

order vacation for the rest of the week. At Alipore, Judge Garret

keeps himself away fiom the court, leaving his subordinate judicial

oflic CIS to follow his example. In the Revenue Departtnent of the

Bengal Sen eiaiiat, there is morning office and the Alipore Civil Courts

propose to billow the piecedcut from next week. The Accountant-Cxener-

al has .allowed full lioliday to his office this day. He has also arranged

to pay all pensions on the 2nd July in the morning, dispensing with the

attendance of pensioneis when possible for identification.

The weather has been cooled a little by a downpour last night.

riie heat in Calcutta has been unprecedented. The maximum hither-

to icgisieicd was 106 degrees in 1879. 'I'hi.s month the thcruiomcter

rccoided 108. We annex a comparative register in the shade fron» the

I uh to the 22iid in Balasore, Calcutta, Midnapoie and Cuttack.

Maximum lemperature in the shade.

June 1888. B.ilasoie. Cafeutta. Midnapore. Cuttack.

13th . . 10.4-5 103-4 io<r4 \ 109-4

14th ... 102-5 104-9 112-4 1 11*4

15th ... 113-0 10O8 111-4 110-4

16th ... 108-5 1039 109-9 1
08

-9

I 7 ih ... 944 94'5 102-3 92-4

18th ... I 02‘5 loi ’4 109-9 107-9

I 9 ih ... 107-5 1023 1 10-4 109-4

20th ... 1065 99'9 108 9 1 1 1*4

2 ISt ... 106.5 101 ‘4 11 1-4 108-4

22nd ... I05’5 99'4 109-4 108-9

Tjiere was a rumour that Mr. Jones of the Snvall Cause Court was

dead of the weather. But he is as hale and hearty as ever.

These jolly Jonese.s are not easily snuffed out. These elastic Britishers

—(uUtrtcH i^teb(£ so to say—have a prodigious vitality. Look at the

amount of killing Our Jones has undergone 1 If he has e.scaped once

he has escaped nearly a dozen times. If Nature has relented, man has

been obdurate. Captain Taylor though he succeeded in wrecking his

vessel in crossing from the other bank of the Hoogly to this, could not

drown the irrepressible Jones. Then the eminent Counsellor Bell tried

on him the slaughtering powers of his sarcasm pointed with apt quota-

tions from Shakespeare. It was all in vain. The great Bureaucracy of

India, although it tried as much as ever it could, failed to suppress the

sturdy Jones. The great Chairman of the Town .sat on him as if

Jones was the Chair, but found it uncomfortable. Jones’s Chief next

tried the game, and had a regular run with him, but Jones beat him by

a neck. Our miniature Hercules’s latest triumph is his conquest over

this terrific heat of the season. Long may he be spared to be an ex-

ample of honest success !

TiiK Parliamentary enquiry into the Hyderabad mining concession

has ended. It has brought out some scandalous disclosures. But so

many “ big wigs” are implicated that we are truly anxious about the

final result. English Committees and Commissions have an unfor-

tunate habit of white-washing swell delinquents or ending in smoke.

Pundit Smama VarMA having been driven from the Dewanship, the

modern device - -a Council has been constituted for the administration

of Rutlam. 'l‘he cast is composed of Maharaja Ranjet Sing, K.C.I.E.,

as President, Mr. Krishnaji Sadasiv Riswadker, B. A., L. L. B., Sir

Nyayadhish, Babu Nabin Chandra Roy, Naib Dewan, Mr. Ganpat

Lalji, merchant, and Shot Shri Krishnaji, merchant, as members,

Babu Nobin Chunder being Secretary and the medium of all

official communication. That means that the Chief means to be his

own Minister. The Naib Dewan is, of course, the virtual Naib— all

in all.

The Commission on Mr. Larpent, late Registrar of the Punjab Uni-

versity, foiincl him guilty and the Governor-Gcneial in Council has

directed his dismissal from Her Majesty’s Service. The charges again.st

him weie

“(i) T’hnt he agreed to receive from Ram Saran D.as Rs. 2,500 with

the view of showing him favour in the law examination at Lahore in

December, 1886, .and that he did actually receive Rs. 1,510 as a bribe

for that purpose
; (2) that he permitted Gunde Sing to introduce certain

candidates to him, knowing that Gun<le Sing was endeavouring to induce

them to believe th.at their success at ihe examination depended on their

coming to terms with him (Mr. Larpent), and that he knew that thereby

he would aid Gunde Sing in obtaining an illegal gratification
; (3) that

he communicated to some other person, or knowingly, or by gro.ss and

culpable neglq^ence, permitted some other person to ascertain examina-

tion qucbtion.s at the above cxaminalion.”

The Commission found the first two charges fully proved and could

not acquit the accused of ihe third. But the Governor-General in

Council, while agreeing with the Commission in their finding on the first

two, considers the third charge not established. The gravity, however,

of the proved offences is such that no lighter punishment could be

inflicted.

A NFW god has been added to the Chinese Pantheon. A letter has ap-

pealed m a missionary periodical --the oj Missions— va which

Miss Adcle 11. Fielde, who appears to be devoted tq^^^ork of chanty

among Chinese women, gives an account of the apotheosis of a hog.

“ Last year a villager living about thirty miles from here went to a

neighbouring hamlet and bought a pig that he intended to kill. Having

paid the money for it, he tied a rope round it behind the shoulders and

attempted to drive it home. When just in front of a temple on the

outskirts ftf a hamlet, it slipped the noose, rushe'd into the building, and

took lefuge under the altar. No excition of its owner succeeded in

getting it* out of the fane ; and when it finally crouched before the god

and refused to stir, the assembled crowd began to look upon it as a de-

votee, and to fear to interrupt its petitions. Some of the bystanders

belonging to the hamlet in which the pig wa.s reared made up a purse

which repaid the buyer for bis outlay, and the contributors then became

the owners of the hog, whose fame for piety soon spread throughout

the hamlet. A new shrine was prepared and the hog was enticed into

it while awe-stricken throngs came to do him reverence. The whitest

of rice was offered for his delectation, and so fastidious did he become

as 10 reject many of the dainties lavishly brought to him by his wor-

shippers. One day two men simultaneously gave him eggs to eat, and

when he partook of the one offering and rejected the other, the keeper

explained that the deity dwelling in him saw that the latter offering had
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not been made with a pure heart. The oflferer thereupon confessed that

just befajlhis leaving home his youngest child had cried for one of the

eggs bro^ht for ibe offering, and that he had struck the child for cry-

ing. This story was spread abroad and helped to increase the number

and the servility of the worshippers. The hog had gold earrings put

in its ears, a handsome bed to lie in, and strings of coins hung around

its neck. When the strings of coins became numerous and heavy, they

were quietly removed by the shrine-keepers. Some of the pilgrims

to this shrine were marvellously cured of tliseasc, .and then the filth of

the sty began to be in demand for all ailments. Persons came a day’s

journey to buy the offal for sick friends, and the sale of it kept the

shrine exquisitely clean. At the last report this sale was still carried

on, and the porcine idol was so fattened on the cakes brought to him

that his eyes had become invisible !

”

The Chinese have at length come to a logical conclusion. It is

a wonder how miserably they have been fumbling about so long to find

the true object of their worship ! It was their devotion to the animal

to which they are indebted for their independence. Like the geese

that saved the State in ancient Rome, the pigs prevented China from

being permanently absorbed within the empire of Islam, the Maho-

incdans retiring from the country in disgust after conquering it, in

despair of weaning the vile people from their unfortunate clinging to

the dirty beast. Surely, there could be no more weighty claim to

apotheosis ;
many have received the compliment on far cheaper terms—

by exhibiting some mountebank tricks, say
;
and the so-called Celestials

have been bad even fur mortals in not, dining all these centuries, doing

honor to the saviour of their country. The Devil is entitled to justice,

and the hog’s dues are no less sacred than Caesar’s. If the Chinese

have been slow in their recognition of their old benefactor of a beast,

never mind
;
better late than never. The delay in the formal ceremony

of fetishisation must, we suspect, be an accident. For, as a matter of

fact, the hog has always been in high repute among the Chinese.

There is perhaps no country where the hog is more prized, unless it be

unhappy Ireland where the brute is esteemed superior to the human

being and reckoned the more loyal and reputable subject and the

more valuable tenant, and of course better housed and fed and alto-

gether more cared for than his owner dejurcy who in reality is main-

tained by him. It should not be imagined that, in worshipping the pig,

the Chinese arc going to abandon their taste for pork. They are wiser

in their religion. And they will not deny themselves a luxury that even

the terror of Moslm arms did not succeed in making them forswear.

They will be accused of eating their god, that is all. It is true the

Chinese cat their god. But so are the Irish accused—witness the

Rev, Peter Plyrnley’s remonstrance with his brother Abraham. Besides,

cats and other animals bite in token of love. The thing is prevalent

among men in this country, and not unknown in the West, we believe.

It is inconvenient, no doubt, and may prove dangerous, when blood is

drawn, as sometimes must happen. Hence the origin of the milder

forms of kissing. But the tendency to the original type remains. From

bleeding biting to eating is but a step. The Chinese only carry the

thing to its logical conclusion in munching and devouring their god

in the excess of religious fervour.

The Celestials have indeed original ways of dealing with their gods.

In the plenitude of their faith, they are ever and anon praying. They

do nothing without consulting their gods. Even m )re than Hindus,

they carry their lares and penates wherever they go. Not a junk ora

boat but has its chapel and sanctuaiy. If a storm is threatened, they

fall down before the vessel’s gods, and pray, leaving the vessel to the

mercy of wind and wave. If prayer do not avail, they fall upon the

gods and' punish them for their obduracy or their offences. Such a

people are not to be deterred by the scruples of outer-barbarians,

Asiatic or European, from feasting on the flesh of their god when an

opportunity offers.

Sporting is not always favorable to perspicacity, so we arc not sur-

prised at the confession of the sporting staff of ^ Calcutta

paper, namely, “ We have been trying to master what the Indian Daily

News intends to convey in the article on football, spread out*in its* this

(15th) morning’s issue.” Nor is that all. Little did the morning News

dream of its danger from giving the Evening Aews the travail of

understanding. Nay, the danger is diffusive, the sin of one entailing

liability of all. The Evenings sporting, clearly, is not by any means

sportive. The enfant terrible has supreme contempt for the dried

up old fossils, such as the editors of the /. D. N. or the Statesman^ or

candidates, for honors as the real fatman—such as he who bosses the

Englishman^* “The gentlemen who attempt to teach the ‘young

bloods’ are, we notke, conspicuous by their absence when there is a

rough and tumble match to be played.” Not content with that, the

young lions of Bentinck Street flaunt their glove. “We should like to

get the frozen up old beings on a fair field—we then might teach them

something,” much as Indian Dawson in the story said to the lady^

Ao rendipanja kase^ which may be freely rendered, Let us have a box-

ing match. Truly leonine to be sure, but such rings of beasts will

scarcely requite the services of a Cumming or a Gerard.

A Correspondent of a Ceylon Pairioty from Colombo, a man of ex-

perience, intelligently, if not methodically, discourses on the rabies.

He begins at the beginning, with the standard definition :
—

“ Hydrophobia is a disease caused by inoculation with the saliva of

a rabid animal and characterized by intermitting spasms of the muscles

of respiration together with a peculiar irritability of the body and dis-

turbance of the mind.”

The writer’s arrangement is not good, but the subject is of such vital

importance that we will give the cream of his letter in logical order,

lie is thoroughly practical. Recognising the hopelessness of cure, he

insists on prevention. According to him,

“the poison after it has found entrance into the system lies

apparently dormant for a period varying from less than a week to

about two years (the aver.age lime being two to six weeks) so that

when the true symptoms of Hydrophobia appear the vital organs are

so seriously endangered that remedial agents can do but a little benefit.”

He adds

—

“ It is of the highest importance that every body should be able to dis-

cover the earliest symptoms of rabies in dogs.”

Accordingly, he gives information which will enable a man to avoid

a dangerous dog—plain hints for plain people. He dwells on the pre-

monitory symptoms of affection in the animal :
—

“ The animal’s appetite is impaired or entirely lost
;
there is always

a propensity to lick cold sm faces, to devour straws, grass and similar

rubbish. Great eagerness is exhibited by the animal to frequent com-
mon urinary places and localities where animal excretions arc found.

The saliva of the dog is very thick .'ind sticks to the corners of the

mouth, and hence the animal is forced to use its paw.s as if trying lo

remove a bone that has stuck between its teeth. Very often the ani-

in.d shows excessive fondness by licking the hands and feet of its mas-
ter. Thus the poison may be unconsciously absorbed through any
small sores or scratches which may exist. Especially at this time
when mad dogs are ruimerous it should be an invariable rule that no
person suffering from itch or any other skin disease should allow him-
self to be licked by any dog. It is the popular, though erroneous idea

that the dog like the human being has an intense dread of water, on
the contrary it suffers from insatiable thirst which it tries lo allay by
licking the angles of its mouth. When the disease becomes more ad-

vanced, the dog is delirious, changes its voice and suffers from increased
thirst. It is an important characteristic (which is not generally under-
stood by the ordinary people) that the animal is perfectly insensible to

pain, so that even its throat may be cut off without a groan. In ad-

dition to the symptoms already enumerated the most valuable physical

sign which goes to prove the existence of rabies in a dog is afforded by
an examination of the contents of the stomach. If the animal be
rabid, one is sure to find hair, straw, earthy &c.”

In this country, dogs are found to devour wiry grass, apparently as an

emetic, and vomit it. man who has kept pariahs tells us that they

vomit an animal or animal substance somewhat resembling a snail,

having seen it in the contents of the stomach of several mad par iahs

Surely, the thing could not be confined to the wrctclicd canine breed

of this country, and it must have been noticed by Europeans, if their

mad dogs had thrown up such a cunous substance. We mention what

we hear for what it may be woitli.

On thc\HUse of the disease in the animal, the writer has one single

simple remark of value which ought to be lemembered by all who keep

dogs

“This fatal disease may arise in dogs by close confinement, unwhole-
some food or by the bite of an already diseased animal.”

The treatment he prescribes is as follows :

“If any one has the misfoitune to be bitten by a rabid or
evcl) a suspicious dog, at once a string should be tied very
tightly above the seat of injury with a view to arrest the circula-

tion in the pari. The wound should be well washed and allowed
to bleed fiecly. The patient or his friends piovided they have no
.sores or abrasions in the mouth may with impunity suck the wound,
washing their mouth with vinegar and water .after each act. As soon
as possible a piece of iron, such as nad or knife-blade heated to a
white heat sliould be freely and deeply applied lo the part. The above
method is the most reliable. Caustics such as nitr.ite of silver, if ap-
plied freely, i.s usually effectual. But if the interval be long the part
should be freely burnt with Nitric or Carbolic acid.”

That will remind the reader of the directions given for snake-bite, but

It is nonetheless sensible on that account. In fact, all animal bites must

be treated in the same way.

We learn that

“ The road from the foot of the hills to Naini Tal seems specially

fatal to Tonga ponies. At the late meeting in London oftheKohil-
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khund and Kumaoii Company’s shareholders, Gener.al Trcvoiir

that up to date, the Company had lost Ks. 14,000 by the service, chieHy

from fat.thties amon;; their cattle, pneumonia being the piev.iilmg epi-

demic. If this goes on the Company will, it was stated, have to stop

the seivicc altogether.”

What a confesbion of incapacity ! Wc are sure these managers and

directors would lose caste on the Continent or in America. They

know the cause of death and yet they see their costly •animals dying

out without applying a remedy ! That is simple, if they have the sense

to sec it and the courage to apply it. What do they themselves do to

save themselves ? They keep them.selvcs warm -^-clothe them.selves.

Let them, then, clothe their poor ponies. And if fools laugh, let the

dogs bark.

Pe«sI.\, the home of successive invadeis of India, was long regarded

as the land of jewel accumulations. Many of the trc.asures wcie sup-

posed to have been lost or dispersed in the innumerable revolutions of

the country. Hut then Oriental sovereigns are accustomed to replenish

their stock, by means fair or foul, as opportunity offers. Accordingly,

there was no ground for surprise when East wick’s Joutnal of a

Diplomat first revealed a glimpse of the vast store of gems in the

Shah’s possession.

The latest information on the subject is supplied in the following

extract from an English paper ;
—

“A traveller in the East has indulged us with the account of what

he saw in the Shah’s museum. He says it is probable that in the

museum there are more than twenty-five million pounds’ worth of

jewellery, precious stones, 'coined and uncoined gold, costly objects de

vertu, fine procelain and glassware, old weapons and armour, tableware

ornaments of exiiuisile Persian and Hindu workmanship, &c. The so-

called peacock throne (a part of the plunder of Nadir Shah carried off

from Delhi one hundred and fifty years ago) is valued at many

millions even after a number of large, rough, and uncut jewels have

been broken out and stolen. It is an incongruous place, this museum.

There you will see vases of agate or gold and lapis lazuli, said ^ be

worth millions
;
and alongside of them empty perfume bottles of Euro-

pean make, with gaudy labels, that can be had wholesale for about

three pence apiece. You will see priceless mosaics, exquisitely planted

cups, and cans, and vases, which were presented by some European

potentate
; and side by side with them you will notice horiible daubs,

veritable shilling chromos, picked up goodness knows how and where.

You will perceive glass cases filled with huge heaps of rubies, diamonds,

emeralds, sapphires, turquoises, garnets, topazes, pearls, of all sizes and

kinds cut and uncut ;
and cheek by jowl with these your eyes will see

cheap music-boxes, Jew's harps, squeaky hand-orgaus. The Shah must

also be in a condition to “ bull ” the market with pearls ;
flir there is,

for instance, a big glass c.ase, 24in. long by i8in. wide and high that is

more th.in half filled with beautiful pearls (mostly from the I eisian

Gulf fisheries), of all sizes and degree or loveliness. In a separate long

case the orders and decorations of the .Shah, coming from ne.arly every

country in the world, arc kept on exhibition ;
biu the crown jewels are

in a little box that is always locked and of which the Shah himself for

ever, waking or sleeping, carries the keys. The contents of this box

and of the several vaults where he keeps his piles on^piles of blight,

shining, unused money, he never allows others to view.”

We have no doubt of the good faith of the writer. The horrible

chromos assure iis of it. It is an unmistakable toiuh. The juxta-

position of the genuine and the make-believe, of the elegant and the

in^retricious, of the grand and the gaudy, of pure light and vulgar

j
is a type of Eastern degradation of the day. It was in kccfiing

Wi^h It, that the Shah was caught wearing in Europe paste jewellery.

We had hoped tint the ill wind from the discreditable frdcas of the

4th instant, in the Fire Temple of this city, which blew nobody, in the

business or out of it, good, would be allowed to blow over. Instead of

making bad worse by rushing into court, the parties had the sense, after

the origin.al indiscretion or burst of passion, to submit their differences

to the arbitration of friends, who prevailed upon them to accept mu-

tual explanations and apologies. There the matter ought to have ended.

But it seems tint certain parties are not content with such a desirable

result. From the first, it was evident that there were parties, other than

those immediately concerned, who were determined to make the most

of the scandal, and to push matters to couit, if possible. It was neither

the Mehtas nor Padshah who first rushed to the print, but these busy-

bodies. It was the Rustomjees, who are known to bear no good will

towards the rising f.iinily of the Meht.as, who called at the Indian Daily

News officf, and pressed for the appearance of a garbled account

which would have had the effect of highly prejudicing the Mehtas in

the eyes of the public and (Government and with the court, in case the

parties went to court. Although the editor, a staunch old follower of the

principle of audi alteram partem^ was persuaded to publish a letter, he

utterly discredited it in a foot note. Accordingly, a Parsee medical prac-

titioner was put up next day to support the previous communication-

Meanwhile, the parties to the assault had agreed to forgive each other

and, so far as may be, to forget.’ The following day, the Statesman^

which h.id hitherto preserved silence, came out with a careful account of

the transaction, evidently framed from the statements of all sides, which

we quoted. There the matter might have been left, but the biisybodies

would not let it so rest. One of the p.apers which Padshah supports

with his Swiss valour—for he has spirit enough for a scribbling f^erilhi

—has, we are told, abused Mehta like a thief. At any rale, the original

Rustomjee-Shioff version had been telegraphed to Bombay—the Parsec

Vilayrt- .ind came back pouring in in English and Gujrati journals. The

commotion in P.arsee Calcutta again became general. Thereupon, a well-

known P.ir.scc, who, as a fiiend of both sides, and perhaps a special

“ chum ’ of P.'idshah’s, had hitherto kept his peace, could not in con-

science hold out any longer, and called upon the editor of the Indian

Daily N€7vs. He volunteered a statement which the editor gives as

follows :

—

“ When the rn-arnage ceremony was over, some of the people were

going away, and among them was Mr. R. D. Mehta, and our informant

was at the time talking with Mr. H. M. Rustomjee. Mr. Padshah was

,'it the coiner of the portico, and he saw Mr. Padshah throw something.

Mr. Mehta turned ifiund, and called upon all to witness, the outrage

as he would prosecute the offender. Mr. Metha, senior, as an old man,

had a stick. Mr. Padshah, who, it is said, is subject to fainting when
excited, f.iinted before he was struck. Our informant saw a stick, but

could not say how or where Padshah was struck. Some of the people

present interfered, and persuaded Mr. Mehta to leave the place. Dr.

Shroff attended Padshah, and he revived. After a time, Dr. Shroff lost

his temper, and some one threatened Padshah. The Mehtas iferc not

in the church, but in the compound when this occurred. The elder

went into the church for explanation. Dr. Shroff said thif was not the

time or place for explanation. Finally, they went away to the bridal

festivities. Our infoimant says that he told Padshah that he saw him

throw something, and he was crying at being insulted.”

That is Mr. Madan’s account, who is always accessible to any gentle-

man at his place near the Corinthian Theatre who may be desirous of

pursuing the inquiry. It is not only vraUemblant but its moderation

reveals a kindness for both side.s. It may, we think, be accepted by all

impartial men as a substantially accurate account. It disposes of the

sensational story of Mr. Shroff, and so far as it goes, it fully vindicates

the Mehtas. VVe are glad that it docs justice to the father—lhc son

is a young man wellknown in general society, European and native

who has shown in this very occurrence, lamentable as it was in its

accessaiies, that he is well able to take care of himself. Mr. Dhunjcc-

bhoy Mehta is a venerable old man of a type fast disappearing, austere

yet human, a loving disciplinarian, a prudent man of business, an

example to the rising generation. As for what the Padshahs may say

no body need much trouble himself about it.

KEIS & RA YVRT.

S/I TURDA JUNE zj, iSSS.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION—ITS
DIFFICULTIES.

It is believed that a Resolution on the subject of

technical education is about to be issued by the

Government of India. The publication will be a

relutation of the charge which has been formulated

against the present administration of indifference in

this respect, although we are far from ^nguine 6f

much good coming of it. The question is one of

great practical difficulty, and its solution will scarcely

be advanced by any amount of mere writing and dis-

cussion. The absence, however, of any .system of

technical education in this country tVorth the name
cannot [jut be a source of constant embarassment to

its rulers, and they cannot but be painfully alive to

the necessity of remedying the evil. If, at the same

time, they have failed to do much or even anything

in the direction so urgently pointed out by necessity,

this is from no want of inclination but from the diffi-

culty of the enterprise itself. As to the forthcoming

Resolution, so far as we can anticipate, it will merely

lay down a scheme for the guidance of local ad-

ministrations, and devolve financial responsibilities
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on them as well as the District and Municipal Boards.

Howw the^ will be in a position to carry out their

brders—how far they will be able to meet the pecu-

niary demands made upon them—is the question.

Then, again, if technical education is to be some-
thing of a superior kind engrafted on the stem of

the University system of education, which is already

in possession of the field, difficulties of organi/.ation

of another kind and of wellnigh a formidable character

stare one in the face. These difficulties are not

merely connected with the reorganization of the Uni-
versity examinations, but will arise from the resist-

ance of the educational institutions which prepare

students for the University examinations. Several

of these are private institutions, and it is not likely

that they will, without a struggle, fall into the new
track. The Universities are, indeed, become a power
in the land, and the institutions subordinate to them
must, in the long run, adapt their teaching to the

standards instituted by the University authorities.

But it will be no easy thing for them to provide a

modern side ” to their education. Competent
teachers of practical subjects have to be created be-

fore the colleges can adopt two parallel courses of

instruction leading up, one to the literary, and the

other, to the “ modern ” Examination of the Univer-

sity. Till such teachers have been made available,

it is but natural these college authorities will oppose
all the vis inertiae in their power to frustrate the new
system. From our experience of the difficulty of

finding teachers of surveying in the Entrance Classes

of our schools, it may easily be imagined that not

even the power and prestige of University Exami-
nations will be sufficient to counteract this danger.

At any rate, it will be a work of time as well as of

cost, to provide a body of capable teachers for the
“ modern ” examinations. Training Institutions will

have to be founded here as well as superior talent to be

indented for from England. The financial aspect of

the question thus begins to open on the view, and

it is this aspect which presents the greatest difficulty

all along the line. It may be all very well for the

Supreme Government to lay down a scheme, and to

direct that funds should be provided by state and

local grants for the promotion of that scheme. Eas-

eier said, however, than done. How many urgent

schemes of reform in various departments remain

mere paper-schemes for want of money ? P^ven as

regards education, what has been the fate of many of

the proposals made by the Education Commission,

ihd appointment of which, under the most favorable

ausfhces, was to do so much for the diffusion of

knowledge in the land ? That Commission, although

its instructions did not include the subject of technical

education, did not entirely ignore it. On the con-

trary, it proposed a bifurcation of the cirriculum jn

High Schools—one course leading to the University,

and the^ other fitting boys for commercial pursuits.

Moderate as were the requirements of this proposal,

they remain neglected up to this day. What# vastly

less chance of fruition must there be for a com-

plete scheme of technical education which i§ to be

an integral part of the University system, having

its apex in the higher regions of the University,

just as the system of general education which is

in possession of the field !

The question is complicated by this fact of posses-

sion. One whole field is already occupied, and the

difficulty is twofold. First, a new field has to be occu-

pied with a new set of workers, and appliances

;

secondly, the occupation of this field must be accom-

plished with the aid of additional pecuniary resources,

so as not to interfere with the work of the old one.

The Government of India has repeatedly declared

its determination that technical education should

not be promoted at the expense of the interests of

higher English education. To some extent, this

education has recently bcdbmc self-supporting, and

so far the funds hitherto provided for its promotion

might be transferred to help the cause of technical

education. But the declared policy of the Govern-

ment is often in danger of misapplication in the hands

of administrators, in whom the zeal for practical edu-

cation is synonymous with hatAd of high education.

A notable case in point has recently been furnished

by the Chief Commissioner of the Central Provinces,

in his attitude towards the Morris College at Nag-
porc. This is the single people’s College at the

capital, for the provision of high education, and, not-

withstanding that it has only recently been called

into being, to meet a long-felt want, and is chiefly

supported from endowments by the people, the Chief

Commissioner can find no better means for stimulating

technical education than by proposing to appropriate

its funds, and thus violating the objects for which

they were subscribed. We fear in this Mr. Mackenzie

has only betrayed the usual official feeling on the

subject, which, generally, is one of more or less

disguised hostility to high education. True it is that

the English education has taken a root in the

country, so far as appreciation of its benefits by the

people at large is concerned, but the time is not yet

come when it may be left to shift for its help. The
Education Commission has, indeed, recommended the

gradual withdrawal of the Government from the

work of higher education, but it is careful to stipulate

that this withdrawal must in no case be made where
the interests of higher education are likely to suffer

from such withdrawal. The necessity of liberating

the funds, now appropriated to higher education, for

other purposes, leads officials to pay little regard to

that stipulation. Their attitude is fraught with dan-

ger, and in discussing the subject, it may be as well

to remember that, as the financial question has the

most important bearing on the whole subject of a

technical eJucnLion for India, much as one may feel

the necessity of provision being made for such educa-

tion, it will have been got too dear if it were dc-

trimcntal to the progress of English education.

Be the difficulties of the task as they may, it must

be faced, sooner or later. W'^e arc curious to see how
the Govf;rninent of India has dealt with the subject.

Its resolution naturally comes after its very exhaus-

tive Note on the subject, which was noticed in these

columns some two years ago. The Government
could not have been sleeping over the question. In-

deed, its pressing importance cannot but be realized

every moment by those who administer the affairs of

the people. As was said in the Note, our schools

and colleges are yearly adding to the crowd of young
men whom our system of education has rendered dis-

contented with the sphere of life to which they were
born, without fitting them for another. The question

of technical education has the same political signi-

ficance as other general questions of administration,

having for their object, by the proper ordering of

affairs, the diminution of popular suffering and dis-

content. Viewed in this light, the importance of the

forthcoming document cannot be overestimated. We
only hope the difficulties which beset the problem will

be grappled with in a thorough-going spirit. Or, as

we fear, the thing will remain where it is.
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AN INCIDENT IN THE JAIN CASE.

In connection with the costly litigation which is going on

in the High Court between members of the Jain community,

and in which we were enabled last week to lay before our

readers the judgment of Mr. Justice Trevelyan, a curious

fact has appeared in one of our morning contemporaries.

It is stated that the Registrar of Calcutta, itaboo Pratap

Chandra Ghosha, is security f<u* the administration of the

estate which is the subject or objixt of contention. Before

the notice of the case appeared in the Statesman, we had

heard of the same gentleman’s connection with the parties

and of his having undertakm the onerous responsibility,

but wc did not believe it. What had he, a Hindu gentle-

man, a Calcutta Baboo, and a Bengali Kayastha, to do
with the private affairs of Burra Bazar Jains ?

We were aware that he often visits Mirzapore, where his

mother resides, and was .so smitten with its charms as to

spoil the view of his own quarter of the native town of Cal-

cutta—Jorasanko—by the gi'otesquerie of planting an up-

country temple with surroundings to match, right against his

own neat modern mansion, built by his unsophisticated

father, and in the sight and in immediate neighbourhood of

the imposing of the immense palace of the Singhs.

His former employment under the Asiatic Society, may
have blown him into a dilettante—his own tastes lay in

the direction of the sciences, more or less exact, rather

than the uncertainties of antiquarian speculation—and
led him to indulge in dreams of being a Bimal Shah on
a small scale. Ho might even be a sort of amateur Jain or

Buddhist in Bengali society. He might utilise hia oppor-

tunities as Registrar to extend his connections. In the out-

landish and absurd way in which he celebrated the late wed-
dings in his family, a Jain connection was visible. Wlicn all

these several circumstances were strung together, the nett re-

sult amounted to this much that he had an intellectual interest

in Jainism and might have Jain acquaintances. That was all.

He would certainly not enter into partnership in business

with his interesting friends, nor go deep into their private

concerns. In such matters he would keep them at arm’s

length, however, he might be charmed by their marbles or

drivel into their customs for the nonce. As a careful ser-

vant of Government in special, he would, in the ab.sence of

the most imperative reasons for a contrary course, decline

any intimate connc-’ction, and certainly not entangle himself

in any pecuniary obligations. No such imperative reasons

were offered to us by our informant, and we could imagine
none Indeed, we knew Baboo Pratap Chandra Ghosha
sufficiently to reject the story. His antecedents absolutely

discredited it. He comes of a family remarkable for cold

calculation. We can recall no instances of disinterested

friendship or generous sacrifice. His father’s long service

in the judicial profession perhaps exaggerated the family

prudence and harshness. The son is an intense copy of the

father. Without any of the old Hindu gentleman’s superficial

grace of manner, he is far more repulsive, cve i fr)rbidding. It

would not become us to say so much of a n . pectablc mem-
ber of our society, if the fact were not 11 )lor'' us. For some
years after the favour of Sir Ashley Kdon enabled him to

vault from a pay of Rs. 100 or so at a private establishment
to a Government appointment carrying Rs. 500 or Rs. 600,
over the heads of many deserving officers, not a man went to

him on business whb did not come away dissatisfied, not

to say deeply mortified, by the insolence of the little man
dres.sed in brief authority. The giddiness of suildcn ele-

vation might explain the phenomenon in the case of an
ordinary man, but Pratap was a Pandit and was no pafifenu.

The theory was definitively abandoned when the distressing

symptoms proved chronic. He is usually regarded as a

scowling misanthrope, hating mankind and hated by them.
The case is far from so bad as that. But, while the love oi

lucre is the same, wc have not discerned in the son the

moderate capacity for friendship of the father.

That such a man should meddle in what does not concern
him, and, above all, handle the pitch of a dead Burra Bazar
merchant’s estate and effects in litigation between contend-
ing Jains, Marwarecs and Oswals, seemed impossible. Wc
were assured that it was so. But when we were told that

Baboo Pratap Chandra Ghosha, son of the late Baboo Hurro
Chundcr Ghose, and Registrar of Calcutta, had stood securi-

ty for Lab Chand, a scapegrace of a Jain hobbledehoy,
to the extent of some seven lacs of Rupees, we simply
refused to believe. But truth is strange, stranger than

fiction, often times. And as we have of late encountered

many marvels, here, there, everywhere, we could only put

our informant to the proof. He has astonished us with it

It is indeed too true that the haughty Registrar of Calcutta

has assisted the Jeweller Lab Chand to come into the estate

of the deceased Jeweller Kulloo Mull by binding himself in

double the sum of three lacs and thirty-nine thousand Rupee.s.

The last is the amount of the administration bond granted by
Lab Chand Sett and his two sureties Baboo Pratap Chandra
Ghosha and Moncclal Khundclwall in respect of the estate

of Kulloo Mull.

PRE-BRITISH INDIA.
XVI.

AKBAR.
Akbar was only a little over thirteen years of age, when

he succeeded his father as King of Cabul and Hindostan.

Concurrent testimony says that he was an unusually manly
and intelligent little fellow, yet he must obviously have
been incapable of administering the Government of his

heritage in such troublous times
;
so that one is not sur-

prised to learn that the arrangement inaugurated by his

father was continued! During his father’s life time he had
been invc.stcd with the nominal command of the army in

the Punjab, but Bairam Khan was the real head of that

army. So now, Akbar was proclaimed King, but Bairam
held the reins of Government. This nobleman was a Turco-
man by birth, and, before Humayun’s expulsion from India,

had been a di.stinguishcd officer under him. He did not

leave India with Humayun, as he was separated from his

master in the final crushing defeat of that monarch by Shir

Shah. He, however, joined him three years later at Sindh,

via Guzerat, alter going through a long and remarkable
scries of dangers and adventures, in his efforts to rejoin his

King. Thence forward he became the most trusted of

llumayun’s officers.

Akbar was scarcely seated on the Musund, when he was
called to repel the invasion of the Punjab by Secander, the

usurper of the throne of Delhi, who had been driven out by
Humayun. Secander was speedily overcome and taken

prisoner, when he was allowed to retire to Bengal. The
credit of this success is due to Bairam Khan.
As this is a sketch of the life of Akbar, I purpose to pass

I
over the period of Bairam’s administration, merely noticing

the causes that led to his downfall and to Akbar’s assuming
the responsibilities of government just as he was approach-

ing manhood, by which time Bairam Khan had reached the

highest pitch of power ever attained by a subject
;
and it

soon became evident that his fall was near, for, though

possessing exceptional military talents, and the boldness and
vigour so necessary for maintaining subordination, in an
army composed of such rude materials as Akbar’s, yet he

had great blemishes of character, which a state of power
served to develop rapidly. 1 1 is temper was harsh and

severe. His manners haughty and overbearing. And so

jealous was he of his authority that he exacted unbounded
obedience and respect, and would not suffer the smallest

pretension to power or influence, derived from any source

but his favour. These traits of character gave umbrage to

many, and raised up a host of enemies, and even was the

cause of alienating the mind of the young King. Akbar,
however, was able rightly to value the past faithful services

of this able man, and only desired to throw off his domi-

nance
;
which he achieved thus. He took occasion w^en

with a hunting party, to make a quick jouiufy to Delhi, on
the plea of a sudden illness of his mother. On reaching

that city, he issued an immediate proclamation, ayiouncmg ‘

that he had taken the Government into his own hands, Uitd

forbidding obedience to orders issued by any other thiin

his own authority. This act led to an open separation be-

tween him and his minister, and all ranks now forsook the

falling *inan to pay court to the youthful sovereign. Bairam

deeply felt the blow, and so discordant was the tone of his

mind at this period, that he meditated on severaDrash
schemes for retrieving his power. Eventually he h&itatcd

between a plan for seizing the King's person, or setting up
an independent principality in Malwa. Subsequently, better

thoughts prevailed, and he relinquished these projects,' and

started for Nagar, with the avowed intention of embarking
in Guzerat, for Mecca.

At Nagor, he lingered, as if in hopes of some change in

his fortunes, until he received a message from Akbar, dis-

missing him from his office, and directing him to proceed
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forth'^h on his pilgrimage. He immediately returned to

the Mlg all Ifis insignia of office, and set out, as a private

• individual on his way to Guzerat. J4ut stung by some further

proceedings of Akhar, he changed his mind, collected a bt)dy

of troops, and going openly into insurrection, attempted

an invasion of the Punjab. Akbar moved against him in

person, and sent out detachments to intercept him. I [c was
defeated by one of these detachments, constrained to fly to

the hills, and at length reduced to throw himself on the

King’s mercy. Akbar, with notable delicacy, sent his chief

nobles to meet him at some distance, and to conduct him
to the royal tent. When Bairam appeared in A kbar’s pre-

sence, he threw himself at the King’s feet, and, moved by
former recollections, the old man sobbed aloud. Akbar
instantly raised him with his own hand, seated him on his

right, and, after investing him with a dress of honour, gave

him his choice of one of the principal Governments under
the crown, a high station at court, or an honourable dismis-

sal for the purpose of his pilgrimage to Mecca. Bairam
chose the last offer. He was assigned a liberal pension, and
proceeded to Guzerat. But while he was prepairing for his

embarkation, he was assassinated by an Afghan.
Akbar was but a youth of eighteen, and the charge he had

taken on himself seemed beyond his strength. But he
possessed unusual advantages, both natural and from edu-

cation. Nevertheless, he needed all his great qualities to

maintain him in the position in which he had placed him-
self. That which made his position stable, was the design

he formed at this period,- and it was a truly noble design, of

letting merit, irrespective of nationality or creed, be the

sole ground for advancement under his Government. By
such a purpose, he really placed himself at the head of the

whole Indian nation, forming the inhabitants of this great

land, without distinction of race or religion, into one com-
munity. This policy was pursued without deviation,

throughout his reign. lie admitted Hindus to every degree
of power, and Mu.ssulmans of every party to the highest

stations in the service. And the consequence was, that as

far as his dominions extended, they were filled with a loyal

and united people.

XVH.
Akbar began his reign as master only of the Punjab and

the country round Delhi and Agra. In the third year he
acquired Ajmerc : in the fourth he obtained possession of

Gwalior : in the fifth he drove the Afghans out of Lucknow,
and the country on the Ganges as far cast as Jounpore

;
and

the tide of conque.st from this point flowed steadily on
;

there were checks received, but these checks only served to

magnify the great results obtained by his arms. At this

period in his hi.story, two occurrences should be noticed, as

they serve to make prominent remarkable traits in Akbar’s
character. Shir Shah 1

1

,
a descendant the famous Shir

Shah, Humayun’s successful rival, advanced with a large

army to Jounpore, in the hope of recovering his dominions.
He was totally defeated by the force yXkbar sent against him,

under the command of Khan Zeman
;
but this officer after

the victory thought to dc.spise the youth and fcrcble re.sources

of his ma.ster, and not only withcld the king’s portion of the

spoil, but manifested such a high spirit of independence, that

Akbar proceeded in person to the residence of the refractory

nobleman, who, taken by surpri.se, displayed inort? dutiful

behaviour, and was pardoned. The next case occurred in

Malwa. The king sent one Adham Khan, at the head of a

contingent, into Malwa, with orders to expel Baz Bahadur
therefrom. Adham was successful, but he was as little dis-

po.scd, as Khan Zeman had been, to part with the fruits of
in’s victory. Akbar made a rapid inarch to his camp, not

waiting for any open act of mutiny, and, no doubt, Yrustrat-

ed, by his activity, the ill-designs of his general
;

for^Adham
Khan was unprepared for such a crisis, and immediately

submitted. His offence was pardoned, but he was removed
from Malwa.
Akbar had many Uzbeg officers in his army, who, becom-

ing dissatisfied, revolted under the leadership of the above-

mentioned Khan Zeman, and Asaf Khan. I'he latter became
a rebel, because he was detected embezzling. This rebellion

occupied more than two years of Akbar’s attention and was
attended with various success. Just as he was making
rapid progress towards subduing it, his attention was divert-

ed by the invasion of the Punjab from Cabul, by his brother

Hakim. Akbar was forced to proceed to resist this invasion,

and was engaged in thi.s duty for several months. On his

return, he found that the rebels had not only regained

ground lost previously, but had obtained pos.scssion of the

greater portion of the Subahs of Oudh and Allahabad.

He marched against them at once, though it v\as the height

of the rainy season
;
drove them across the Ganges

;
and

when they thought themselves secure behind that swollen

river, he made a forced march through a flooded country,

swam the Ganges at nightfall, with his advance guard of

Ic.ss than 2,000 men, on horses and elephants, and, after

lying concealed during the night, attacked the enemy at

(lawn, and gained a complete victory over vastly sui)erior

numbers. Akbar’s reign was marked by continuous ad-

vancement, and success after success attended his arms.

On one of his marches, he met two large bodies of Hindus
at a bathing ghat, and finding them prepared, according

to custom, to contend sword in hand for the possession of

the place, he endeavoured at first, by all possible and pro-

bable means, to bring them to reason, and to arrange an

amicable settlement of the matter. But the Hindus would
fight, so, at last, he permitted them to have their way and
to fight it out, while he looked on at the conflict in which
they immediately engaged. At length one party prevailed,

and Akbar, to prevent the slaughter that would have fol-

lowed, ordered his guards to stop the victors, and thus put

an end to the battle.

By this time Akbar had crushed, by his vigour, all ad-

versaries in his own territories, or had attached them to

the throne by acts of clemency. He therefore was free to

turn his attention to the extension of his dominions. He
first came into collision with the Rajput Princes. Of these,

Jeypore was already allied to him. The Rajah of Jeypore
was his father-in-law, and akso held high rank in the im-

perial army, being a commander of 5,000. Odcyporc was
the first place attacked, the Rana of which withdrew on the

approach of the invading army, lie was, for a Rajput, a

man of extremely feeble character. The fort, however, was
well garrisoned, and was commanded by Jei Mai, an able

and courageous chief, who resolved to defend it to the last

extremity, as the place was looked upon, by all Rajputs,

as a sanctuary. Akbar was in command of the besieging

army, and he purposed to carry the place by assault rather

than by a slow siege. The breaches, however, were not to be
accomplished by a battery, but by the «aid of minc.s. In

two places mines were sunk, and the storming party being

prepared, fire was set to the train. The explosion of the

mines was the signal for them to rush forward. There was
the report of a single explosion only, when the troops in

their impetuosity rushed forward, and had begun to climb

the trench, when the second mine exploded, derstroying

many of b(^th parties, and striking the assailants with such

panic that they fled. All the operations had to be recom-
menced. Jei Mai was indefatigable, personally superin-

tending the repairs, which he carried on even at night by
torchlight. One night, Akbar was vjsiting the trenches,

when he perceived Jei Mai on the works, and immediately
singled him out, and shot him through the head with his

own hand. On the death of the gallant Jei Mai, the garri-

son lo.st heart, abandoned the ticnch(‘s, and withdrew to the

interior of the fort. Akbar’s soldiers mounted the ramparts

unopposed. In the meanwhile, the Rajputs devoted thern-

st‘lv(\s to death with the usual solernnitie.s. The women
were consigned to the flames with the b(;dy of Jei Mai, and
the men rushed out to meet death from the Moslem’s swords.

It i.s stated that ciglit thousand Rajputs perished on this

occasion. All the Rajputs, however, did not adopt this

course of sclf-sacrifiec. One body, numbering about two
thou.sand, shrank from the ordeal, and acted on a contrary

principle : these men bound the hands of their women and
children, and marched with them llinnigh the Mussulman
army, w’ho took them to be a party of their owm people in

charge of prisoners, and thus permitted them to pass

through and escape.

Though Akbar gained possession of the fortress, he did

not by this means subdue the ycuing Rana. Rana Pertab
was a ycning man posses.sed o( qualiti(.‘s quite the opposite
of tho.se possessed by his father. Instead of being nervous

and weak-minded, he was a high-spirited prince, who, though
compelled to fly before the conqueror, remained independ-
ent in his fastnesses, and before Akbar’s death, .succeeded

in regaining a great portion of his dominions.
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The House of Odeyporc rejected with scorn all matri-

monial alliances with the Kings of Delhi, and looked upon

the other Rajput Chiefs as contaminated by their intercourse

with an alien race, and therefore they renounced all affinity

with them. Two of Akbar’s queens were of the House of

Jeypore and Marwar ;
and the bride of his eldest .son was

another Rajput princes.s. In fact, such alliances came in

time to be coveted by the IHndii Rajahs, who looked upon

them as an honour, and were far from considering that such

intermarriages entailed loss of caste.

James H. Linton

MONGHYR.
Jamalponj June 12.

The Barwaree got up at Monghyr after the example set by

Jamalpur, went off the other day with great pomp. The deity

worshipped on the occasion, was Bindoo Bmheenee, The image

and idols were nicely made. The puppet dancing too was good.

The (Ashur) accommodation for spectators was spacious enough

to admit a goodly number of people, and beautifully decorated.

The reception given to the men in general was excellent.

The hired Opera party secured from Lower Bengal for a large

sum did not give sufficient amusement. It was no doubt a sad dis-

appointment.
r 1

A party of Bengalee Magicians from Calcutta were here and

shewed their skill in the Railway Boys* Mechanic Institute the

other night. Their performance was commendable.

An ascetic by name Kcbul Dass Babajee breathed his last the

other day in his Thakoor Baree at Kesubpore in Jamalpur at a very

advanced age. The people say he was a centenariaan, being about

120 years old. Apart from any other virtues in the capacity of a*

(Sadhu) ascetic as he was, he cured several intricate cases of diseases,

such as leprosy &c., by administering indigenous drugs only and his

loss is mourned by a large circle of Beharees.

A fatal accident took place in the E. I. Railay Workshops here

on Wednesday the 6th current. A native workman of this place,

tall, good featured and robust, whilst engaged in handling a heavy

brake, the handle all of a sudden gave way, striking him on the

head and killing him instantaneously. It is a great pity indeed to

sec that these poor creatures die an untimely death through

roughly handling machinery in a careless manner.

A heavy gale passing through Surjugurrah and its environs very

recently, (between Kajra and Luckccscrai stations) caused several

huts to be destroyed and trees uprooted.

The heat here is now very trying and quite unbearable.

Holloways Ointment and Pills.—Health’s Defences. None save the
strongest can with impunity pass through the sudden transitions from
wet to dry, from cold to muggy weather so prevalent during the

autumnal and early winter months. Influenza, bronchitis, cough, sore

throat, or quinsey will attack those most watchful of their health ; but

they can readily arrest any of these complaints |by rubbing Holloway’s

Ointment twice a day upon the skin over the affected parts, and by
assisting its corrective action with appropriate doses of his Pills. This
well-known, safe, and easy mode of treatment efficiently protects the

invalid both from present and future danger without weakening or even
disturbing the system in the slightest degree.

EMERALD THEATRE
BEADON STREET.

Manager^ Babu G. C. GHOSE.

Saturday—the 23r'dJune, tSS8—
at p P. M.

By special request of our patrons and friends.

That Brilliant Drama of Babu G. C. Ghose

Enthusiastically cheereu throughout.

Next day—Sunday—24.th June

at Candle Light.

For the convenience of the gentlemen and ladies

of delicate health.

That successful Pouranic Melo -drama,

TULASI LILA.
The piece overflows with sweet, and original

songs.

Striking situations 1

Divine inspiration throughout

!

GRAND RASHLILA SCENE!
For the opinions and oth?r particulars sec our

play-bills.

M. L. SUR, Asst. Manager.

Dufferin Memorial Fund.

The following subscriptions have been re-

ceived

Rs.
Amount already advertised... ... 59,802
Nawab Syud Zainool Abideen, Khan
Bahadoor ... ... ... 75

Prince Mahomed Raheemoodeen ... 25
Prince Mirza Mahomed Jah Ali Baha-
door ... ... ... 25

Hajee Umdoo Khan, of Dinaporc ... 10

Baboo Benod Behary Mullick ... 10

Total ... 59,947

Further subscriptions are invited, and will be

duly acknowledged in the papers.

PEARY MOHUN MOOKERJEE,
AMIR ALI,
S, E. J. CLARKE,

Honorary Secretaries.

Calcutta, 18th June, 1888.

Griha-Chikitsha.
A complete and large treatise on Homoeo-

pathic Domestic Medicines with some tried

native drugs for certain serious diseases, by

Rai Khetler Nauth Chaltcrjee Bahadoor

in Bengalee 200
Do. postage o 3 o

Do, abridged in Hindee i 00
Apply to Author at Chinsurah or to People’s

Press, No. ^8 College Street, Calcutta.

NOTIFICATION.
To be sold peremptorily and pursuant to a

Decree and order of the High Court of Judi-

cature at Fort William in Bengal in its Ordi-

nary Original Civil Jurisdiction made in suit

No. 439 of i886 wherein Jogendranath Miner

was plaintiff and Gunganarain Bose was de-

fendant dated respectively the 14th day of

March 1887 and the 5th day of March i898 by

the Registrar of the said Court in his sale

room at the said Court House on Saturday

the 7th day of July next at the hour of 12

O’clock at noon the undermentioned propert ies

Lot. I.—All that piece of land measuring

two cottahs and one square foot together with

the brick built pucca house erected thereon

being No. 10 Kristodass PaFs Lane Baranussy

Ghose’s Street Calcutta and bounded on the

West 6y the house of Doorga Dass Naug and

on the North East and South by Kristodass

Pal’s Lane.

Lot. 2,—All those two pieces of land to-

gether with the brick built pucca house erected

thereon being No. 15 and 16 Kristodass Pal’s

Lane Baranussy Ghose’s Street Calcuttg^

measuring about 43^ cottahs and bounded on

the East North and West by Kristodass Pal’s

Lane and on the South by the house of Bhoy-

rub Chunder Gangooly. Revenue Rupee x-2-o

REETHAMS

ror INDIA and aU HOT CLIMATIS this sweetly Eoented emoUient Milk is INVALUABLE
IT KEEPS the SKIN COOL and BEFRESHED in the HOTTEST WEATBEB,
Hemoves and prevents aU SUNBURN, REDNESS, FBECKLE6, TAN, etc., and

* RENDEBB the SKIN DELICATELY SOFT, BMQQTH_dnd_WHITE ..

It entirely prevents it from beoonung DRY and WRINKLED, and PESSSRVSS the

COMPLEXION from the scorching effects of the SUN and WIND more effeotnally than any

other preparation. The IRRITATION caused by the BITES and STINGS of INSECTS is

woDdertuUy allayed by its use. For imparting that hoft velvety feeling to the skfri, this

delli^itfUl preparatio' has no equsl! Bold by all Cbemiste.

CALCUTTA AGENTS : SCQTT, THOMPSON & CO.

or thereabouts.

Lot. 3.—All that piece of tenanted land

being No. 29 Kristodass Pal’s Lane Baranussy

Ghose’s Street Calcutta contaping by meastre.

ment 16 cottahs 13 chittacks and 7 square

feet and bounded on the North by the land of

Chunder Koondoo East by the house of Sur-

roop Chunder Kassary West and South by

Kristodass Pal’s Lane:

The abstract of title and conditions of sale

may be seen at the office of the Registrar of

the High Court in its Ordinary Original Civil

Jurisdiction or at the office of Mr. N. C. Bose

Attorney for the plaintiff No. 3 Hastings’ Street

on any day before the sale and will be pro-

duced at the sale,

R. BELCHAMBERS,
Begistrar.

N. C. Bose,

Plaintiff's Attorney,

High Court Original Side^
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INPiUBLE SPECIFIC FOR

LEUCORRNe.
A week’s use of this medicine not only cures

Leucorrhoca—the characteristic white, green

and bloody discharge—but also removes the

concomitant intense menstrual pains, and all

the various complaints and symptoms inci-

dental to menstrual difficulties and green sick-

ness, and prepares the system for conception.

Price : for a week’s consumption, Rs. 2,

packing and postage 4 ann.as.

There are capital medicines besides—for
piles, all the 20 kinds of flux—such as sper-

matorrhoea, diabetes, &c. diarrhoea, rheu-

matism, puerperal complaints, cataract of

the eye, nacra, asthma,

[Certificaie?^

“I have known Babu Rajendra Nath Ghoshal
kubiraj for upwards of 15 years, and I can bear

ample testimony to the wonderful efficacy of

his medicine in the treatment ofdiseases of the

womb. While Assistant Surgeon of Monghyr
and subsequently, I have known him to cure

the most obstinate cases of uterine Lcucorr-
hoea and other uterine derangements, organic

and functional. I can safely call his medicine

the Specific for Leucorrhoea and painful

menstruation. Ladies who have been subject

to these diseases for years and were barren

have been cured and borne children.

Womesh Chundcr Roy, L. M. S., Medical
Practitioner, Bhagalpur. 30th October, 1S86.”

Apply to

RAJENDRANATII GHOSAL, Kabiraj,

Topkhana Bazar.

Monghyr.

ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA, ENGLAND.

ST. PETER’S COLLEGE FOR BOYS.
University masters, .specially suitable for

Indian Children. Indian References. For Pros-

pectus, address Principal.

NOW READY.
The Report of the 3rd Indian National Con-

gress, held at Madras during the last week

of 1887.

Price Re. i including postage. Apply to M.

V. Charriar, 100, Mount Road, Madras.

READY

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL
BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tippemh,

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

0 Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadook,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of liengal,

Behar and Ori.s.sa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperak State.

Apply to Manager, “REIS & RAYYET’^
I, Uckoor Dull’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINION OF THE PRESS.

It is many years since I first met, and some
years since I last met, Dr. S.’irnbhu Chtinder
Mookerjee, editor of the A'm and Rayyet
(Prince and Peasant), and an author of high
fcputc among the kindly, as well as acute and
intellectual, people of Bengal. One of the real

misfortunes of India was, and still is. Lord
Macaulays picture of the Bengalee. The
picture, true perhaps as regards Nuncomar and
many Bengalees, is not accurate as a represen-

tation of the people generally, taking them as
an Englishman may find them if he looks
fairly. If they had been unfaithful, the sad
story of the Mutiny had been vastly sadder

;

and, apart from the Mutiny, many Englishmen
could give individual instances of Bengalee
faithfulness almost unique in history, taking
all the circumstances of our relation to India
into account. The Bengalee is generally eager
for knowledge of all kinds, and is often both
courageous in the expression of his opinions,
and gifted to a reinaikable degree with the
power to express those opinions with force and
precision. Mr. Fawcett once told me that an
unprepared speech made, on his behalf, during
an election, liy .a young Hindoo, surpassed, in

force as well as Klo(|uencc, any unprepared
speech he ever had heard made by any mem-
ber of the House of Commons, if four or five

members of the House weie excepted.
Among these Bengalees there is a small body

of men—small for that large province—who
are, ironically or otherwise termed “Young
Bengal. ” Some of them are no longer young,
but grave and aged ; some have, in the course

of years, been highly distinguished for their

public services and their scientific and other
attainments. Some have at limes been mis-

represented, and their language misinleipretcd,

so that on its return to them it has amazed
none more than themselves. Nothing of this

has been done by the really great administra-

tors of India. That it has been done, however,
cannot be denied.

In the foiefront of this little band is the

author of this book of travels. Baboo Sambhu
Chunder Mookerjee- a writer of high repute,

as I have said, also an administrator, as the

reader will see from the title-page to this book.

A keener, yet a kindlier satirist, one might
seek for and not find. His use of the English
language has astonished many an educated
Englishman

;
and the quality of his reading is

shown by his marvellous power of quotation
;

not merely from authors like Sh.ikcspeaie, and
Milton, and Macaulay, and men eminent in

science, but from out-of-the-way old ballads,

and little-known old pamphlets, in the applica-

tion of which he leaves one wondering -first,

how he obtained the productions at all, and
secondly, how, h.'iving obtained them, he
learned to apply them so appositely to the
subjects which he intends them to illustrate.

Passing from the author to his book, we
shall, perhaps, first of all be attracted to the
work of the administrator. He comes upon a

milkman’s village, on which he finds fastened

the grip of a Court favourite. He unloosens
the grip, and re-seiiles the village, in the
double interest of Piince and Peasant. And
all the time he sees everything. The poor
people bathing on the rivers’ banks, have his

genial and kindly, if aKo .at times, what a
Scotchman would call, his “pawky” notice.

A “fair maid of Sonargoan ” attr.acts his at-

tention by tlie gi.'K.efulness with which she
c.'uries a vessel of water from the river ; and,
though the fair maid and he are divided by
ia<'e and faith (she is Mussulman), she has his

full meed of pr.iisr. Indeed, it must be admit-
ted—and he mil not he oflended with me for

saying so—that he never meets with a fair face,

without at least giving evidence .if the fact

llial he has eyes to see and a heart to com-
prelicnd.

Of his wide and generous sympathies, much
might be .said, and still leave much more to

say. He meets a missionary on the river, and
evidently is inclined, in writing his notes, to

pass a joke on the subject. He nips it, how-
ever, in the hud, and contents himself with
saying, “ So new is preaching here, that the
simple people said the padre h.ad been singing
in the street.” He meets Catholic and Pro-
testant missionaries on shipboard, and chuckles

over their disputes, while he astonishes them
by his command of the English language, and
even b/ his knowIe*dge of the Bible a know-
ledge, I may add, which is evident in many of

his writings.

A parrot falls overboard, and is drowned in

its r.age, to his great distress, which is not

however paraded. He says
: [Extract.]

These are not the words of a Christian, but

of a Hindoo.

Again, he has a faithful ugly dog, whose
name i.s Tom, and whose glory it once was to

bark, with a noble independence, at some very

dignified Sahibs. Our author is compelled to

leave Tom behind
;
and here is his farewell

:

[Extract.]

I think this is a very fine passage, and one

that will draw the author very close to the

great heart of humanity, wherever the words

are read. Could anything be finer than the

testimony to the two foreign “gentlemen,’’

ending with the “ Bengalee parih^ my poor

Tom”? Not the pariah merely, but the p.ariah

dog. The p^.ssage is worthy of the author,

and of the great mercifulness of the land that

bore him.

Whoever reads this book must be prepared
further to find bold and manly language. 'I’he

author is no flatterer of John Bull, though he
gives John his due, and admits that India owes
him a great dcl)l. Here is one passage relating

to foreign fruits
:

[Extiact.]

Among the sketches of country— word-pic-
tures—the reader will find some exceedingly

pretty, and all the more valuable in that they

are taken from a standgroiind purely Indian ;

not Engli.sh. Where an P-nglish artist’s mind
would be filled with liuropean ideas, the mind
of this gifted Eastern artist is filled with a class

of ideas totally diflferent, yet equally instructive

and certainly not less subtle and far-re.aching.

On the eve of one of his journeys, our

author was placed in a dilemma of a kind

not unknown to travellers in India, but not on
that account the less stupid. He wished to

go by a particular boat, and look time by the

forelock for that purpose. The fare was at

first stated as 90 rupees, to pay which he

offered “a new crisp, fresh British India” note

for 100 rupees. “ It was,” he adds, “fre.sh from

the Currency Office, and had been received

only the day before from another Government
department.” The rest of the story is

thus told : [Extract.]

The humour of the little sketch is worth

something. I (.infancy the author laughing

even in his dismay
;
for he can laugh well at

others, and equally well at himself. I shall

only vtmture on one more passage
;
and I give

it as showing the spirit of the man who dares

to call his newspaper Prince and Peasant.

He desired to leturn to his home in Bengal,

and to bid adieu, for a time at last, to Indepen-

dent Tipperah, where he had been located

“some two years.” He received the iMalia-

rajah’s permission to teturn home
; but still he

could not get away. [Extract.]

Tliere is, I think, a sound lesson in this pas-

sage
;

the lesson of the immense value of

courtesy .and urbanity in the relations of rulers

and ruled. There is a great deal in that sen-

tence, “ ft e serve flesh and blood,” The best

adininistiator in India is not always the ablest,

the man whose plans are the wisest as plans ;

but the man who, with plans or without them,

gives confidence to the people, and confidence
ni)t merely in his justice, but also in his enn-

sideiatencss and forbearance. A clev(;r man
once said that tin* ait of success in India is the

art of giving good dinneis. It may be so ; but
the peril is gieat— the penl of debt; and in

any case the ait h.as its limits, .and its natural

collapse. Even dinners and champagne p.all

in the end. But thci^j is one art that nevei
fids—the art of tnir courtesy

;
of tlial conltes^

which, being natural, is not afifected by any
whim or caprice, either iff the person wlio

possesses it, or of anyone with whom he li.is

relations.

In bidding farewell to this little, hook, I onte
more recall, as I easily and very vividly can,
the author's kindly face and gentle VF)irf*, as

known to me many )c:ars ago. I see him, .is

I see Baboo Kiisto Das Pal, Dr. Mahendra
Lai Sircrir,yan(l some others, mrluding a mucli-
abused editor of the Amrita /ia::ar l^ahika

\

and I feel and say, with all earnctitness and
sincerity, that among these arc men whom
the Government of India would be wise, in

recognising and winning entirely to its .side.

They are men on wliorn no really generous
wor(l‘- -true as well as generous—ever is

thrown away. I have compared them at times
with men of kindred occupations at home,
and I think th.il they are as a rule by far
the truer gentlemen in good manners, and
often in very much more than mer^ manners.
May the great God, who.se sacred Name thev
use as that of the Father of all, guide them to
a nobler destiny than any they yet hav(‘
known, and with them, and by them, ble^s
their native hind !

James Routledge.
— The Indian Mat^azine^ Mar. 1888.
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“IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF.” 12,

All who suffer find sure relief from

LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Courts

THE CALCUTTA

HOMfEOPATHIC PHARMACY,
THK

EARLIEST & .STILL MO.ST EXTENSIVE

DISPEiXSAR Y IN A STA

OF PURR IlOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

The Qreatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcnteRheumatism and RheumaticOout,
After years of semi-lielplessness and suffer-

u\i*; while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,
LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACKACHE,
SITAAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy
for those complaints in their severest and most
chronic form.

Its inaRic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs
Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADAC II ES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power ha.s been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-
ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

'Pry this wonderful Medicine and let the

lesult speak for itself

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-
iicinns in the world in their practice. It has
been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved
a wide-spread populaiity which no similar pre-

paration has ever jl^^re attained,

S(dd in Botl/es at / AV. each, -

Obtainable ef all respeotablc chemists

ihrougb<mt the world*
. .

Agents In Calcutta : .%nith ^tanistreet 8: Co.,

Scott Thompson & 4Co. and# Bathgate 8b

Co, Limited.
^

‘ Price by post 8^ annas.

ASRUKANA
A Collection of poems in Bengali by
Srimati GIRINDRAMOHINY DASSY
(Author of Kabiiahar^ Tlharat Kusum.)

Asrukana is a collectii^n of poetical pieces o

singular pathos and beauty of expression * *

It 13 a scrie.s of mournful songs that the

reader is here presented witli and they must
touch a sympathetic cord in every heart that

can f ^1. There is a singular appropriateness
ill the title of the woik, and in its pious dedi-

cation to the memoiy of the husband of the

fair writer.— The Indian Naiion.

The authoress is not unknown to Bengali

readers. .She has already publibhe ! two or

three poems by which she is f.ivourably known,
but between these poems and this^is a differ-

ence tha^ardlv admits of being measured.

This is poetry in life

#

\Vc have read Srimati Girindra Mohiny’s
•poems in a reveieniial spirit. The poems are

.ill of a lyrical description. The lyre is soft,

sweet and tender, but awfully strong.
^

* * \

The tone of the poems is inexpressibly

gentle, inexpressibly pure, and inexpressibly

tender and affectionate. It is the tone of a
world mother.

# *

Bengal should be proud of this poem — The
Calcutta Review.

Apply at the Bee Press

^

i, Uckoor Dutl’s Lane, Calcutta.

TRADE IN
INDEPENDENT HOM(EOPATflY

and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF

THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINK.

B. & Co., beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned

WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is p.acked.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against bre.ikage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
12. Lai Bazaar, Calcutta.

• In Pamphlet, Price ^ annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By CapU ANDREW HEARSEY.
Apply to Reis <5- Rayyet Office, Calcutta.
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Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.^

ASSAM LINE.
This Company which has a weekly Service

of Steamers running to and from Debrooghur
vid Goalundo, will despatch the Steamer
“ CASHMERE” for Assam on Tuesday the

26lh inst.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
Godowns at Jaggannath Ghat until Monday,
the 25th idem.

The Steamer “ BURMAH” will leave Goa-
lundo for Assam on Thursday, the 28th idem.

Intending passengers by the last mentioned
Steamer should leave Calcutta for Goalundo
by train the previous night.

Dhuuri & Debrooghur Mail Service.

Tiiroujrh Booking to andfrom Assam.

The Despatch Steamers of this Service
leave Dhubri daily on arrival of the Mails
from Calcutta, and proceed to Debrooghur,
stopping at all intermediate stations and
Mookhs.

Passengers, Goods, Parcels ( packages not

to exceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement ) may be booked
through to and from Calcutta, and all stations

on the Eastern Bengal State Railway and
connected Railways, and the following

Steamer Stations of this Company, vis.,

Dhubri, Goalparah, Gauhati, Mungledye.
Tezpore, Silghaut for Koliabar, Dhunsiri
Mookh, Niggriting, Kookeela Mookh, Desang
Mookh and Debrooghur.
Packages booked as parcels will be forward-

ed by rail along with the Mails. Freight on
perishable articles must be prepaid.

Goalundo and Debrooghur Despatch
Service.

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which
have been specially built for the Assam Trade,
carrying passengers and coolies between
(xoalundo and Debrooghur, will leave Goalundo
bi-weekly on Sundays and Thursdays, calling

at all intermediate stations, and Debrooghur
on Tuesdays and Saturdays.
Through bills of lading will be granted for

goods and parcels on presentation of rail re-

ceipt or payment of freight. Packages not to

exceed ten hundred weight, or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement.
For freight and passage apply to

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents.

.
1-2^ Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.
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AND
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No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to **Thc Manager,” and Literary

Communications and books and pamnhiets

(carriage paid) to “ The Editor ” of Reis
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Office : /, Uckoor DutPs Lane, Wellington

Street, Calcutta.
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STANZAS ON THE DEATH OF
FRIEDRICH HI., EMPEROR OF GERMANY.

Among many nations there was no king like \i\Vi\^^--Nehemiah.

I.

Hark ! 'tis again the minister’s tolling bell

Proclaims the dismal message far and wide,

“ The Emperor is dead !
” 0 mournful knell I

Struck at the hearts so lately sorely tried,

When he their Father and their hero died.

O ! when that solemn knell for him was toll’d,

How wistful gazed the sun e’en as he spied

That fun’ral train
;
“ ere those loved limbs be cold,”

He sighed, “0 Father, they shall lay me by thy side.”

II.

^ Feelings are prophecies ; that hour has come
;

The mourned and mourner number with the past

;

O’er every German city, tower, and home,

ibe wiU 4oiBftda, blasts. „
^The gathered gloom of double night is cast

;

No sigh escapes within a scene so dread
j

No eye weeps more, that wept ere this full fast

;

v'A rev’rcnt awe holds every breath instead ;

There is a dreadful pause around the holy dead !

III.

Yet while the gathered gaze upon that brow,

Cold, dull, the rays of royalty withdrawn

Those eyes, no more to watch the weal or woe

Of Germany ^ 'the tide of grief rushed on,

The people wept, the warriors wept anon
;

“/W/j', licber FritriJ^ burst forth from every tongue,

•‘Alas our Fritz, thou gone—for ever gone !

”

So thus the stricken nation, loud and long,

Around the lonely palace wept^'by sorrow wrung.

IV.

Yet ere the diadem begirt his brow,

And ere imperial robes his form array’d,

“ Death marked him for its own ye knew as now.

The crown hid not the seal of Death, nor play’d

Its dazzling gems that Death may be delay’d

Or blinded by their glare—drawn to its head

The arrow by the arm of dc.ith was stay’d

Awaiting for the hour the prince was led

To Glory’s highest seat, when straight it fFilal sped !

V.

Hut O, what high-reared hopes are overthrown !

.

What disappointment deep for years of fame I

And thou, fair Empress of a day 1 how lone

Thy heart ! how false and empty sounds thy name !

Yet thine a higher boast—each high, each lowly dame

The virtues of a tried and perfect wife

In thee their brightest, best example claim :

We saw th^love how strong to calm the strife

That Death was waging with thy noble husband’s life.

VI.

O Royal Flower of England 1 lowly bent

'Beneath the dewy tears of grief, arise !

For in thy sorrow feelings high be bent
;

The martyr now has pass’d into the skies ;

Yet nothing of his glory with him dies
;

His name among the first on Hist’iy’s page

Shall catch each emulative hero’s eyes
;

Nor length of time, nor any envious age,

Shall blot the name of Fritz—the hero, martyr, sage !

VII.

O thou, young scion of a noble Sire !

What grand, what awful duties now are thine I

Thou hope, thou promise of a great Empire !

AWith thy heroic ancestors combine ;

Perpetuate the honour of thy line ;

And yet a higher task as good as grand,

In thee may all our German virtues shine,

May all ^hy people be ^ happy band,

And CJoId be ever with thee, German F aN© t

fune t6.

HIEtMAIf.jS.

TO MATTHEW ^ARNpLD.
From Edwih Arnolia

Suffer that—as thou takest boat to croii

Grim Charon’s stream'*, on voyage, heavy loss

To England—but to thee gain manifold—

I pluck thee by the shroud, and press thy cold

Forgetful hand
;
to lay this obolus

Into its honoured palm ! Ah I think on us

In thy new walks upon the Asphodel
;

Nor quite forsake the sad sphere where we dwell,

Fighting thy battle, lending our small stress

To “stream which maketh unto Righteousness” !

Npw, that thou better knowest friends and foes,

Good Friend ! dear Rival ! bear no grudge to those

Who had not time, in Life’s hard fight to show

How well they liked thee for thy “slashing blow”
;

How “ sweet ” thy “ reasonableness ” seemed
;
how right

Thy lofty pleading for the long dimmed “ light ”
!

Thou, that didst bear rny Name, and deck it so

That—coming thus behind -hardly I know

If I shall hold it worthily, and be

Meet to be mentioned in one Age with thee

—

Take, Brother !/to the Land where no strifes are,

This praise thou will not need ! Before the Star

Is kindled for thee let my funeral torch

Light thee, dear Namesake ! to th’Elysian Porch
;

Dead Poet ! let a poet of ihy House

Lay, unreproved, these bay-leaves on thy brows !

We, that seemed only friends, were lovers ; Now
Death knows it 1 and Love knows ! and I ! and Thou !

Edwin Arnold.
Aprii ijy JiSSS.

Subscribers in the country are requested to remit by postal money orders^ if possible^ as the safest and most convenient

medium^ particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Department. No other receipt will be

given any other being unnecessary^ and likely to cause confusion*
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N Ews AND Comments.

Verily, it is the day of jubilation on any conceivable pretext. The

tercentenary of the Spanish Armada was lately celebrated in England.

The total failure of that great invasion and destruction of the invading

fleet, is the turning point in the history of the nation. It was just the

vent t o unite all England in a burst of patriotic jubilation. Who

would not listen when the call is-^

Attend all ye who list to hear our noble England’s praise,

I tell of the thrice famous deeds she wrought in ancient days.

When that great fleet invincible against her bore in vain

The richest spoils of Mexico, the stoutest hearts of Spain.

Yet, for want of proper management, the celebration was a miserable

aflair, rendered more disreputable by the abuse lavished on the occa-

sion on the Catholics and Popery.

•
• •

One would have thought that by this the British could not bear

the name of Irish, so much have they suffered from the men,

manners, and matters of the sister island, during the last several

years. They are far from tired of the Irish yet. They are getting

up an Irish Exhibition in the very heart of their metropolis. It will

be distinctively Irish, we are told, and thorouguly national we

suppose. There will be a real Irish village on the scene, and already a

true son of Ould Oireland, though an Irish peer, is active in realising the

project. The whole would fitly end with a Donnybrook Fair. With the

Irish element already in the great city, not to take into account that of

the great towns of Lancashire, Lord Leitrim and his compatriots on the

Committee will not have to go far, nor experience much difficulty, in

giving the final national finish.

«
• •

Colonel Olcott having climbed up the Ncilgheries to Ooty, must

bring himself down to the level of that fashionable resort. He deli-

vered a Lecture at Snowdon House on the congenial subject of “ The

Noble Army of Ghosts and their Mansions.” These mansions were

formerly understood to be in the Himalayas. Have the spirits tired

of their old residences and moved South ? The whole thing was in keep-

ing. Old Colonel Hughes Hallett presided, ladies patronised, and

for a lady’s benefit the seance was held.

#
• •

The other day the Indian Mirror spoke of Tulsidas as among the

authorities in the medical literature of India. The Lucknow Express

just received contains an account of the buried city of Sravasti identi-

fied by General Cunningham with Set Met, a village near the residence

of the Maharaja of Bulrampore in the District of Gonda, in which

mention is twice made of a Chinese Traveller with the classical-looking

name of Fabian.

%**

The oldest journalist in Europe is an Englishman who, for his political

services, has been knighted. We refer, of course, to Sir Edward

Baines, of Leeds, who commenced his newspaper career some three

years after the battle of Waterloo, and is still at it. He is indeed the

Patriarch of the Press.

* * 9

The following from an English paper is going round

“At the beginning of last year, English banisters had rather a rough

time of it ;
their little ways of taking fees for services they never per-

formed were dwelt upon by the members of ‘ the lower branch of the

profession ’ with considerable pertinacity. The gentlemen of the long

robe tided over it, and are now having their innings. There is scarcely

a week in which, in some law court or another, a ‘ solcr ’ does not catch

It from the bench for neglect of duty to his client. The following is a

story which, it is reasonable to suppose, emanates from one who wears

a wig. A client requesting his solicitor Mr. A., to bring about an inter-

view with his counsel, Mr. B., the three met together, and B., having

been put into possession of the facts of the case, expressed his opinion

that it had not a leg to stand upon, and that they had much better not go
into court. The client acquiesced, and A. and B. walked away together.

‘ What on earth made you give the man such advice as that ?’ inquired

A. indignantly. B. :
* Because I am certain that he has no case.’ A. :

‘Good heavens—as if that were any reason !
’ B. :

* I think it a very

good one. Why, what would you have said to your client if—as was
certain to happcn--we had been beaten all round, and had to pay
heavy costs, I should like to know?’ A. ;

‘Well, I’ll tell you. I should

have told him that the judge was a fool, and that the jury were fools,

but that you were the greatest fool of all 1

”

That is not a bad revenge for the insolence with which ^he brief-

proud lawyer treats the junior branch of the profession which feeds

him.

The Daify New^s London Correspondence contains this curious news,

which might easily be attributed to the debauch on the Armada Jubilee :

‘‘There is a proposal on foot to celebrate the two-hundredth anniver-

sary of the Pope’s birth-day with a festival,” &c.

I

A young father is ordinarily a reproach. A young Holy Father

would be a shocking anomaly. As a matter of fact, the anomaly does

not shock, being not. As a rule. Popes are old men, and they go on ad-

vancing in years hale and hearty. It is but fitting. They have the

vitality of the Church which they represent and rule—the same tenacity

of life. They are no less Patriarchs than their rivals of the Eastern

Churches, and they do well to be long-lived. But though they frequent-

ly threaten to do so, they never attain patriarchal length of days.

•
« •

We read in our contemporaries

“At the Sudder Court of Indore on Monday last, Khema Naique,

the bunjara charged with harbouring the notorious Tantia, was sen-

tenced to seven years’ rigorous imprisonment.”

That shows little appreciation of the functions of the different Courts.

Sudder Courts do not usually pass sentence, and Indore is very well

provided with a complete judical machinery after the British model.

In fact, their radical defect is perhaps a too slavish copying of the

British organization.—The poor Naique had appealed against the sen-

tence of the lower court and his appeal was rejected on Monday the

25th June.

#4
“ A correspondent of a Kurrachee paper writes :

‘ The other day

while Dr, Pollen was walking In the streets of Mirpur Mathelo, he met

a man riding a terribly galled jackass. He stopped the man and re-

monstrated with him, and when a crowd gathered round him, he pointed

out to them how cruel it was to torture dumb animals in that fashion.

He threatened to take the offender before the magistrate. By this time

quite a representative crowd, consisting of the village tnukhi and the

punchayet among the rest, had .assembled, and the tnukhi intervened on

behalf of the offending man and begged the saheb to pardon him.

5aid the saheb, ‘ the man did not hurt me, and I cannot pardon him.

Let him ask the donkey’s pardon if he likes.’ Whereupon the tnukhi

and the offender both prostrated themselves before the ass, and the

animal, struck no doubt with the unwonted humility of his torturer,

brayed out some distinct notes of forgiveness, as the crowd understood

it. Afterwards the crowd dispersed, pleased with the pleasant termina-

tiun of what had threatened to be a serious trouble.”

And is that all ? Surely, it is ass all over. This ass business started

well, but the braying was an ominous ending, evidently affecting, more

or less, all the humans concerned. We are sorry for Dr. Pollen, of

whom we expected better than to think he would so easily collapse-

For as much as he is neither tyrant nor bully, and showed a disposition

to knock the poor villagers down to justice and humanity to the

lower animals, w'e truly respect him. But that an Indian Civilian

should subside under the assinine pantomime of the mukhi and the

donkey-rider, is humiliating. These Sind villagers might be of a literal

Scotch type of mind, but it is just possible that they simply humbugged

the “ Heaven born.” It was certainly a good joke, whether conscious

or unconscious, their taking the British Pandit of the Civil Service at

his word, h is not unlikely, however, that European fogivencss being

usually a matter of form—a social convention, rarely meant in earnest—

Dr. Pollen was satisfied with the men begging the donkey’s pardon

in the native fashion. He should have taken some sort of a guarantee

—even a bare promise—that the poor animal was not worked or

maltreated.

• •

It is perhaps as well for even the general reader to know that—
“ The grcarcbt known depth of the ocean is midway between the Island

of Tristan d’Acunha and the mouth of the Rio de La Plata. The
bottom was here reached at a depth of 46,236 feet or ji|[ht and thfce-

fourth miles, exceeding by more than 17,000 feet the neight of Mount
Everest, the loftiest mountain in the world. In the North Atlantic

Ocean, south of New Foundland, soundings have been made to a depth
of 4,580 fathoms of 27,480 feet

;
w’hile depth equalling 34,000 feet, or

SIX and one-half miles, is reported south of Bermuda Islands. The
average depth of the Pacific Ocean between Japan and California, is a
little overe2,000 fathoms; between Chili and ‘the Sandwich Islands,

2,500 f ithoms
;
and between Chili and New Zealand, 1,500 fathoms.

The average depth of all the oceans is from 2,000 to 3,000 fathoms,”

Mr. H. Luttman-Johnson having obtained furlough, Mr. C. J. Lyall,

c. I. E., Secretary to the Chief Commissioner of Assam, officiates for

him as Judge and Commissioner, Assam Valley Districts, while Mr.

F. C. Daukes acts the Secretary.

•
• • •

Mr. J. G. H. Glass, Executive Engineer 1st Grade, has been appointed

Superintending Engineer and Secretary to the Chief Commissioner,

Central Provinces, in the Public Works Department.
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THE Gilchrist Trustees, unwilling ** to sever their connection with the

Educational advancement of India,’* have decided to continue the

Scholarship “ for the present and until further notice on the same con-

ditions as heretofore.” It will be “ offered again on the result of the

Matriculation Examination of the University of London, which will be

held as usual in India in January next 1889.” The Trustees are

Richard Leigh Holland, Esq., (Chairman), Rt. Hon. Lyon Playfair,

C. B., M. P., LL. D., F. R. S., Sir Ughtred James Kay-Shuttleworth,

Bart., and the Hon. Alfred Lyttleton. All communications are to be ad-

dressed to the Secretary, (Mr. Henry A. Papps), 4, the Sanctuary,

London, S. W.

This Scholarship, like the Degrees and other Academical Rewards

of the University of London, is open to women equally with men.

'

It is of the value of ;£i50 per annum, tenable for four years in Great

Britain “ with a view to Graduation, in one of the Faculties of Arts,

Science, Law, or Medicine, in the University of London.” Further

particulars will be found in the Supplement to the Gazette of India^

June 23, 1888, and the Calcutta Gazette of the 27th, Part I.

• «

There will be an Agricultural and Industrial Exhibition in Mysore in

October next. It will be opened at Mysore at 8 A.M., on the 15th, and

will continue for four days. There will be prizes, of course, and they

will be distributed at the close of the Show. “ In addition to the money

prize each winner of a prize will be entitled to a certificate. Medals

equivalent in value to the money prize may be awarded at the option

of the prize-winner.” Besides, ** Honorable mention ” will be awarded.

The highest prize—Rs. 100—has been reserved for the “ best and most

economical arrangements for raising water for irrigation purposes,

suitable to rayyets of average means.”

# *

The Home remittances from ist April to 23rd June, 1888, amounted to

;£3,463,300, the Budget estimate for the year ending 31st March 1889,

being 14,000,000.

• •

The Entrance, F. A., and B. A. Examinations of 1889 will commence

on Monday, the iith February. Candidates should apply on or before

the 28th December.

# #

White Cooke against Black cook is the latest sensation, legal and

social, in Mhow.

What are we coming to ? On the 10th June, Major Cooke, paymaster,

6th Dragoons, before a crowded court, besieged by a vast number of

eager visitors, native and European, appeared to prosecute his bawarchi

—not for poisoning him with copper from untinned utensils, or bad

cuisine^ or theft of meat and condiments, but for -let us say, lost pies-

tige. He complained in fact, of a—black eye, and invoked the ven-

geance of the law or the magistrate on the formidable fellow who was

the author of his injury. Formerly, the Whiteman would give a hand-

some Bakshish to the blackman who gave him a black eye.

• •

Paris with a population of less than 2,000,000, contains 20 centenarians

(i I men +9 women) and 6,386 octogenarians. We wonder how many

are there in Calcutta. Now we are nearing the verge, the question has

for us more than a public interest.

,
Notes and Leaderettes.

Mr. Dillon’s conviction naturally caused great irritation in the Home
Rule Party. The astute leaders of the Party were not of course slow

to perceive in the incident their opportunity for political capital. As soon

as the conviction was confirmed on appeal, Mr. Gladstone, the Grand

Patron of the Party, gave notice of motion for a vote of censure on the

Ministry, founded on the whole working of the Coercion Act 19 Irelaod*

and Uie Government fixed last Monday for the debate. Accordingly, on

the evening of the 25th, the debate came on. But, instead of Mr.

Gladstone, the attack was led by his Lieutenant, the Grand Old Man

reserving himself for any contingency. The orders of the day being

postponed, Mr. John Morley rose and moved the vote of censure, in

an intemperate speech, charging the Government with brutality

in working the Crimes Act and actually accusing them of intending to

murder a political opponent by imprisoning Mr. Dillon. The Chancel-

lor of the Exchequer replied, apparently without noticing Mr. Morley’s

wild language, insisting on the value of the Act in suppressing aggrarian

crimes, and asserting that its working had been restoring the people’s

confidence in the reign of law. The debate was resumed next evening,

when Mr. Gladstone appeared as an active combatant on the field. He
seems to have made no great point, confining himself, for the most part,

to criticising the conduct of certain Magistrates in Ireland, who seem to

be a well-known Indian type. Of coiyrse, he was severe on the Govern-

ment for the treatment to which the Honourable Member for East

Mayo (Mr. John Dillon) had been subjected, under the provisions of

the Act for the repression of discreditable and dangerous offences in

Ireland. The Chief Secretary, in closing the debate, maintained' that

the policy of Government in Ireland had proved far more of a success

than they had ventured to hope for, although, of course, much remains

to be accomplished. On the House dividing, the motion was lost,

273 voting for and 362 against it.

The result shows the Ministry strong. The entente cordiale between

the sober Liberals and the Conservatives, which brought it to power and

maintains it, continues. Mr. Gladstone, by his impatient rashness,

simply courted defeat and thereby injured his parly for nothing.

It is a wonder that the cooler judgment of his Grand Vizier— Mr.

Morley—did not dissuade his Chief from plunging the party into a pre-

mature engagement. Is it possible they relied a great deal too much up-

on the effect of Lord Randolph Churchill’s recent damaging evidence

against his former colleagues ? There was more danger to the Ministry

from the growing impatience of the British of the long continuance of

power in *the same hands. It were a pity to change the present Ad-

ministration, until the experiment on which the Government were en-

gaged in Ireland was concluded, one way or the other. Instead of dis-

turbing them, the true policy of enlightened patriotism should be to

support them in establishing the reign of law in Ireland once for all,

before discussing the future. That is precisely what we grieve to see

the Radicals pledged to Irish Home Rule are not doing. Apart from

the Irish bone of contention, the Ministry has been generally reason,

able, scarcely excepting foreign politics on which Lord Salisbury was

understood to be uncompromising and extreme. As regards India, we

have little to hope from a Liberal Ministry in the immediate future.

The Gladstonians are up for Eutopia and revolution in any direction.

They supported the mischievous Channel Tunnel scheme. Luckily,

the House of Commons are not yet prepared to take this great leap

in the dark, and rejected the Bill by 142 votes.

We do not usually deal in ondtis and inchoate movements. But we

have heard a rumour much too importaijt to withhold. The reader

cannot yet have forgotten how some foolish and unprincipled politicians

were, day after day, abusing the Viceroy in the wildest terms, not only

for what he had done but also for what th«,‘y knew he had contem-

plated. Notwithstanding his repeated assurances, in public and pri-

vate, of sympathy with the aspirations of the people. Lord Dufferin

was accused of harbouring the darkest designs against their liberties.

In specific terms he was charged with having urged the Home Govern-

ment to sanction a policy of repression. And the charge was persisted

in, after it ^vas contradicted. Notwithstanding, it was believed in well-

informed circles that, so far from doing anything of the kind. Lord

Dufferin had done just the opposite. It was even understood that he

had recommended a large measure of constitutional reform and had

received an acknowledgment from the Home Government, which

enemies would call a wigging. There was little doubt that the irrecon-

cilables of the Bengali press was doing the Viceroy shocking injustice.

It would seem that he generously forgave the injury and persisted in

his liberal scheme. At that time it seems he had not the full support of

the Council, and probably advantage was taken of that fact to put him

off. Better counsels have since prevailed, and now a general recom-

mendation has, we believe, gone for reconstituting the several Legislative

Councils on a more liberal basis, on a formal recognition of the princi-

ple of representation.

Imperial Delhi, great even in her fall, has taken the shine *out of the

rest of the Empire, on the melancholy occasion of the death of the

Emperor of Germany. The people of the great City held a large

meeting, in the Town Hall, to mourn over the sad bereavement of our

sovereign in the loss of her most eminent and renowned Imperial

son-in-law Frederick III. A Prince of the Imperial House of Timour
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fittingly presided at thi', demonstration of soirow of the Imperial City

for the death of a sreat Emperor, who was so dear to our Empress of

India He was no (inm e-head of a chairman, but expressed himself on

the topic before the meeting with the elo.|Ucnce and finished Urdu of

a Prince of the Mahomcdan Athens of India. He concluded with

proposing a humble address of condolence to Her Most Gracious

Majesty the Empress of India, on <he sad event. He was seconded in

befitting terms by Khan Itahadur Sy.ad Uadi Hassati. The motion was

carried by acclamation. Other cities and towns should not lose lime in

following this prompt exc'tmplc.

Mr. SOONCK leturiis to duty in the Calcutta Small Cause Couit, next

Monday. Mr. Jones conseiiuently goes bark to his own pl.ice as third

Judge, Mr. Chaiieijcc acts the finntb, and U.aboo Jodooii.ith Roy reverts

to his own at Seakla.

Mr. O. Bkedy, Barribtei-at-lavv, seems to have established a kind of

lien on Government employment. He more than once onTiciatcd as a

Judge in the C<niit of Small Causes, Calcutta, but there being no

vacancy there at pre.sent, he is to be provided elewherc. Mr. Kilby,

Deputy Legal Remembrancer, goes on leave from 14th July to 9th

October next. Mr. Ilceby will during this peiiod deputy-superintend

the legal affairs of Government. Heaven help the Government !

Soap is not a bad thing at all. It may be a very good thing Indeed—

specially to fashionable painters in these days when Art lias penetrated

to the crowded stalls in the busy market-place, where it is used, and used

up, as a sort of barmaid to draw. A veteran artist, Sir John Millais, has

painted for the gland Savonjees, Messrs Pears, for a trade-mark, a

picture worthy of his reputation. It was perhaps a desecration of High

Art, a degradation of genius, to play itself into the hands of low irafific

and help in the tricks of trade, but grand sunsets arc not even manna,

much less meat and drink, and High Art cannot live upon clouds and

rainbows, and artists aie, after all, men, .specially fa.shionable painters.

If the Pears have succeeded in their object, they have made an adequate

sacrifice. The great Savonjees have caught their whale with a magni-

ficent bait of nearly thirty thousand Rupees of Indian money (^2,cx)o.)

Wf have not long read anything from Europe so captivating as the

following evidence of good Sainai itanisrn. It refers to the passage

of the Abdel Kader, French steam boat, from Marseilles to Algciia.

“Just as the vessel was .about two hours out the skies became cpiiie

black with swallows. It was then about six o’clock in the evening.

The Imds alighted in thousands on the sails, ropes, and yards of the

Abd-c-l-Ka<lt‘i. After a peiky survey of the deck fiom their eminence

aloft lhr> descended coolly on dei k, hoppcnl .about among llie sailors

and passeiiLMMs and excniually found their way into the cabin.s both

fore and aft.' The birds were evidently fatigued, after a long flight,

and .illowcd tliLMUsclves to be i.uight by the people of the ship, who

gave them a w i h tune rei eplion, ami piovidcd them with food, which

tlicy enjoM-d heartily. The lillle winj;ea straiif-pis reiiiaiiicd .Ml night

on the vessel, and in the moinmg .ri seven o’clock, the head look out

bird liad, no doiibl, sighted the Ikdc^anc Isle.s, for the whole Hock made

for land, .after having spent a comfoitable and lefreshing night on

boariiship.”

What a lelief to know that they did not biing out theij; guns and

shoot the poor tired birdies !

'These good seamen fed .ind sheltered little angels un.avv.ares. Such

is the light m which our Hindu imagination - pace Mr. Towiibend in

the Contemporary -loves to regard the little incieicnt. The ho.spi-

t.alily ^ho\vn by the l iench sailors to the featheied strangers will, we

ate persuaded, stand them in better stead than all their prayers and

all the fasts and vigils and self-torture enjoined by the Cluitch.

Tht.y aic tiying m England to introduce meehanical appliances to

tramways, wherein) .tiaying into the rails may be saved from horrible

death. Theiewas lately an expenment at Birmingham with India

rubber iimtaiion>. of little specimens of the human breed under the

designation of “child cati heis’' -the imilnlions being so called, of

course, not the But it was not considered quite satisfac-

tory. They will tiy again, doubtlc.s.s. In the meantime, will somebody

iniioduce on ih : Imli.in ways “horse preservers”? In the awful

weather through whuh we have passed, how mercilessly were dumb

c reatures of God 101 tilled for the convenience of man ! In fad, it is

unfair and immoral to lay sue/i burdens on the poor beasts. The

humanity of ihe land ought to interfere in behalf of those who are

unable to speak. The Government and legislature arc indifferent to a

wrong which no Societies arc pledged to remove and no press cares to

expose. What are the practical difficulties of steam ? •

It would seem that there is a body in Calcutta called the Arya

Samaj. Tliis Society has been exercised about the contents and drift

of the ancient scripture.s of the Hindus, the V'eda. The leading spirits

are appaiently orthodox Hindus according to the orthodoxy of the day,

that is, worshippers of Divinity in the forms of gods and goddesses-

idolalcrs in fact —unburdened with extensive knowledge of their sacred

books and unembarrassed by metaphysical difficulties. They were

not allowed peace, however, being assailed by impertinent doiibteis,

within and without the r.anks of Hindu society. They were confronted

by a growing opinion th.it the Veda of their veneration do not propound

or support the pievailing system of polytheism. Till this heresy wa.s

demolished, there was little hope of the propagation of popular

Hinduism or of recalling lho.se members of Hindu society who, whether

from the effect of education or the influence of foreigners, are daily

being alienated from the hereditary faith.

As a Society for the diffusion of the gospel of Hindui.sm, they found

it necessary, as a first step, before undertaking any operations, to prove

that Hinduism as populaily understood and practised, had its warrant

in the Veda. They seem to be all business men or ordinary men not

belonging to the learned class or the theological or ecclesiastical pro-

fession, and they have gone about it in a business way. Accordingly,

they invited a tender. They adverti.sed in the Statesman^ through their

.Secretary, offering to pay Rs. 5,cxx) to any one who would prove image

worship— from the Veda. We see that the challenge has

been accepted, or at least one gentleman has answered the invitation.

Under the heacl of Durbhunga, a letter appears in the Tirhoot Courier

of the 27th from Ambica Dutt Vyas, who sends a copy of his letter to

the Secretary of the Arya Samaj, Calcutta, offering to do the required

thing, provided the Rs. 5,000 is deposited in bank till the controversy

is decided.

After repeated condonation, Canteen Sergeant Ernest Augustus

Culley, of the 17th Lancers, prayed for a divorce for his wife’s (Eliza-

beth Anne Cully) adulteiy with Sergeant-Major William Merry and

Troop Sergeant Holland Turton, of the same regiment. The Judicial

Commissioner of Oudh considered the adultery proved against Merry

and ordered dissolution of marriage, subject to confirmation by the

High Court. Befoie the mailer came up there—before Chief Justice

.Sir John Edge and Justices Hrodhur.st and Mahinood—the parties had

m.ide up tlicir diffoiences and vVere man and wife again. An application

was thcrcfoie made not to confirm the lower Courl’.s older. Where-

upon, tin* Chief Justice delivered a somewhat long and lucid judgment,

which has been summaii.sed as follows. He .said that

—

“he would have had no difficulty as to the coiiise to be pur
siunl h.ad it not been for a doubt of one of his leained brothei

Judges on the Bench. In his opinion they should deal with this as

with all other cases between piivaie litig.'int.s, and the Couit should nor

go out of Its way, and uninvited, to pres.s .1 tiecree without any motion
being made in Court. Here the two paities who were the persons

most interested -namely, the husband and wife—asked the Court by
holding its hand not to dissolve the mariiagc, which they weie willing

should continue. Hi.s loidship could not understand why they should

be in a worse position by appearing before the Court with such a re

quest ih.in they would have been had they gone on and cohabited after

the passing of the decree and had brought that fact to the notice

of the Couit. The decree nisi did not ilissolve the marriage until the

rule was made absolute. Indeed, until the time bad elapsed for apjieal

to the Brivy Council, the parties continued to be for purposjcs man
and wife. If a petitioner or a respondent in the case, before llie mar
ri.igc had been actually dissolved, should marry, he or .she would be

liaiflc to a conviction for bigamy. Should they come together after the

decree nL\i and cohabit before the marriage was so actually dissolved,

the petitioner in that case by cohabiting with the respondent would

condone ^he adultery which was in the present case the basis of the

decree »/j/. It iiad been suggested that it was their duty to go on and
consider the case on the merits, i. c., on the evidence on the record

in file CiAirt below, and to consider if the decree was properly obtained

and if so, to make it absolute here
;
that although the wife had repented,

and although the husband was willing to condone the adulterous acts

of his wife and take her back to live with him, their Lordships, sitting

as a Court of Justice, were bound, contrary to the wishes of the paities,

to p.ass a decree absolute against the parties, who were anxious that

the marriage .should continue. References had been made to capital

cases which the Court had to consider, even in the absence of the

parties, whether a capital conviction should be confirmed. That was

a provision which had been made by statute for the protection of a

subject, and for the protection 01 a subject as against the Crown. He
could not sec how the duties of the Court in such confirmation cases

could throw any light upon the duties of this Court in civil actions.
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Refereoc^ had also been made to the AjmeVe Act, an Act he was not
but which he understood was an Act which enabled a

judicial autliorit^in Ajmere to invoke the assistance of this Court on
Ijuestions of law which ini^ht arise theie. Similar penver was given

to the Judges of the Small Cause Courts. In the Ajmere Act it ex-

pressly provided that the parlies need not appear, and he assumoi’ that

the persons win) framed that Act thought there was a nei.essity for that

expressed provision. Hut, even whether those views were expressed

or not in the Act, he failed to see how the duties ol this Court on re-

ferences of the Ajmere Court, or the Small Cause Court Act, or under

the Stamp Act could apply. The object of those references was that

this Court, as the highest judicial authority in these Provinces, should

assist the Commissioner of Ajmere or Judge of the Small Cause Comt,

as the case may be, on points of law on which the difficulty arose.

Looking at the Divorce Act itself under Section 16, incases in which

the High Court has itself passed a decree «A/, it was providc<i

that the High Court should fix a time, at the expiration of which a

decree absolute may be made. It was expressly provifled that if the

petitioner did not apply in a reasonable time to have the decree nisi

made absolute, the High Court might dismiss the suit. His Lordship

had not a shadow of doubt that they had power to accede to the appli-

cation, and that it was an appliciition to which, in the interests of justice

and of morality, they should accede. Suppose this Court made tlic

decree nisi absolute, what would be the effect ? After the time had ex-

pired for appeal to the Privy Council, these parties would cease to be

man and wife, and they could tlie next day go and be re-married. In

the meantime, the Court, by making the decree nisi ahsohite, would be

/keeping these parties in suspense until that time had expired with no

possible object. In his Lordship’s opinion the only order they could

puss now was that the Court do not confirm the decree nisi of the 21st

December against these parties.”

That is conclusive from the point of English law, and we wonder how

Mr. Justice Mahmood, who we believe was the dissenting Judge, could

hold out against the logic. Had the question been one of Hindu Law,

the Chief Justice’s argument would not have been to the purpose. The

principle of that Law is the preservation of purity of blood, and such

condonation as that of the parties in this case goes against the Hindu

grain. The Mahomedan Law too, with its Idduty is against the confu-

sion of paternity.

The Hritish Indian Association had packed off their Secretary to

Simla to lay its objections, legal and other, against the Municipal Bill,

before the authorities. According to the EncHshman and the

Bengalee^ the Sarbadhicari deputation has proved unsuccessful,

the Viceroy having assented to the Bill. Our contemporaries arc

premature in their announcement. So far as our information goes, the

Viceroy is prepared to give his assent, but he would like to have the

preliminary objection taken to the Bill on the ground of want of autho-

rity to alter the boundaries of Calcutta even for a municipal purpose,

cleared up. Accordingly, the Advocate-General has been asked to give

his opinion.

In another column will be found a letter which gives a glimpse of

curious practices in the Viceroy’s Private Secretariat. We mean to
^

return to the subject. 1

The weather has been much cooler this week, and bearable. But the

terrible heat was not reserved for us only. At Simla, the heat has been

excessive—unusual for that statitm. In the language of an eminent

member of the society of that place, writing in private under date the

25lh, “ the weather up here is unexceptionally hot.” A private letter

from Etawa of the 2oih, the writer being a highly respectable member

of native society in the Delhi couniiy, says--

“This is an exceedingly hot place and the houses here burn like

furnace all the day long. Although 1 have several tathies working at

this time, yet the thermometer is 99' in my room, which I call tolerably

cool. It is fearful outside. I never venture to go out of my room much

l)efore 7 P. M., and even then I feel quite .scorched in the fare. One

must however have some fresh air even though it may be scorching.”

It is cheering to turn to Ajmere, whence a high European officer

privately writes on the 20lh June—
“ The hot weather here though very warm at times is very dry and

not trying.”

A TRAVELLER from Koostea to Sealda this week observed that rain

was badly wanted—the ciops—rice and jute -were dry, and that the

former was likely to suffer.
- ' *

It is widely rumoured in town that there will be no water

supply for four days, In consequence, there is a larger s.ale oj eartljen

vessejs for storing water. No foundation, however, exists for the rumour.

Holloways —Sudden transitions from heat to cold, or from raw

inclement weather to oppressive climates, favour the development of

manifold diseases, whicn may in most instances be checked and ren-

dered abortive by an early resort to these purifying, regulating, and

strengthening Pills. This well-known and highly esteemed medicine

affords a safe and easy remedy for almost every constitutional wrong

which unhealthy climates, rapid changes, or dietetic errors, can en-

gender, and effectually removes any weakness self-indulgent habits may
have induced. In all conditions of the system bordering on disease

such as are indicated by apathy, listlessness, and restlessness, Hol-

loway’s Pills will prove especially serviceable in begetting the vivacity

of mind and body appreciated by both sound and sick.
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DEATH ON BOARD FROM POISONOUS
GAS.

The “moving accident” of the week was one by
Hood. And in the sum total of its lamentable result,

it was sufficient to rou.se the very stones of Rome
or London or Calcutta to rise and mutiny against the

system to which such a calamity was due. It was a

massacre of innocents on the high sea, the victims

being of the unsuspecting crew. The hecatomb was
offered on board one of the well-known Clan line.

In the C/an Jl/acinios/is passage to Madras, on the

1 6th June, the Chief Steward went down with two

native servants to the provision store for the week's

rations of the native crew. All three were asphixated

as soon as they reached the hold, while a man who
stood on the second deck, ready to receive the rations

as they might be handed over to him, fell down into

the hold. Thi.s sudden and e.xtraordinary fall attract-

ed the notice of the fireman, who accordingly report-

ed the matter to the Second Officer. Mr. Maepherson,

the Second Officer, immediately got a lamp and went
down, but the lamp was suddenly extinguished and he

fell insensible. Then the First Officer, Mr. Shortland,

got down provided with slings and removed Maepher-

son. He again went down to look after the others, and

himself fell dead alongside of them. By this time,

the cause of the succe.ssive deaths became plain, and

there was no indiscreet haste to enter the fatal hold.

Measures were doubtless taken to consume the dead-

ly gas and purify the atmosphere of the bowels of

the vessel. Then the bodies of the poor victims

were brought up on the upper deck. They were

five in number, Williams and Shortland, and three

native seamen. The bodies were thrown into the

sea, after the usual ceremonies. Mr. Maepherson

recovered. Several others had a narrow escape.

The men, who after all went down to search and

haul up the bodies of the five victims, encountered

no ordinary risk in the heroic discharge of ordinary

duty. They abandoned all hope of life when they

descended down the valley of death in that steamer’s

hold, and escaped by the skin of their teeth, so to say.

THE DANIEL OF VATNA.

Mr. Kirkwood is an old sinner and obviously in-

corrigibly. Under any other .sy,stem of government,

he would long since have been deprived of the op-

portunity for mischief. 'I'he stuff of which he is

made, was long since disclosed. Early enough in his

official career, he was found out, but cui bono? He
belonged to the governing Civilian brotherhood, for

whgm there is no punishment. There was no check

even, properly so-called, and no watch kept. So he

went on, developing and acquiring notoriety as a can-

tankerous Zubberdiisl—a Magistrate who was a law

unto himself and had scant respect even for his

superiors in office, not excepting the highest. These
Kirkwoods and Beameses have the quality of history

of repeating themselves ! Throughout all changes of

scene or situation, they maintain their identity.

What Mr. Kirkwood was in Orissa, that he was in

Chittagong, and now in another and a distant part of

the country, in Behar he is the self-same Kirkwood.

He arrived in India in 1863. How he comported

himself in the early years, we cannot now recall and

have neither time nor inclination to inquire. He
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must have been laying the foundation of his after

renown. It is certain that, after a maturity of eight

years in the public service, in 1871, he challenged

public notice by his conduct as Magistrate in Orissa.

It was so gross that even the rule of practical im-

munity for the members of the European Covenanted

Service, had, in very decency we suppose, to be de-

parted from, in order to make an example of him.

Even this measure of justice was perhaps due to

Sir George Campbell. Whatever his other eccentri-

cities, and however great his partiality in favour of

European officials, specially those of the Covenanted
Civil Service, that Lieutenant-Governor was a dis-

ciplinarian, and he reluctantly passed the severe

censure on Mr. Kirkwood for " the highly irregu-

lar character of his proceedings in Orissa,” and
removed him from the District. Mr. Kirkwood
was not the man to submit so easily, without

a tussle with the great Autocrat of Belvedere
himself. He was keenly con.scious of his being
an Indian Civilian and of all that is implied in the

term. He believed in the Creed that a Civilian

can do no wrong, unless perhaps he became a

Lieutenant-Governor—for Sir George Campbell be-

longed to the same service with him—and he knew
that he could never be punished. And he took full

advantage of the privilege. Accordingly, he hurled
at the head of the Lieutenant-Governor a sort of

defiance in the shape of a critique on the Censure.
Sir George Campbell’s opinion of Mr. Kirkwood’s
letter was that it “ shews an indisposition to accept

instructions and orders in a proper spirit, and an
inclination to a controversial style of correspondence
which affords little hope for the future.”

“Affords little hope for the future,” deliberately

thought the Lieutenant-Governor. And yet he was
left in a position of great responsibility, without due
control, over myriads of Her Majesty’s subjects with-

out guarantee, and without proper steps for watch
and ward. He was even promoted, as if in approval
of “ the highly irregular character of his proceedings
in Orissa ” and his highly insubordinate conduct.

Accordingly, he soon enough again brought himself

to the fore in a characteristic way. Towards the

middle of 1876, he was, as Magistrate and Collector,

head of the important frontier District of Chittagong.
He has left an undying reputation in that quarter.

His folly and high-handedness soon showed them-
selves. Wrong-headed, without command over tem-
per, impatient, reckless of consequences, he at last

caused a consternation among the peoiDle. The
finishing touch was given by his persecution of a
local notable and most popular citizen, the late Baboo
Lai Chand Chowdry, a liberal Zemindar and public-

spirited gentleman, who held, by gift of the Crown,
the offices of a Municipal Commissioner and Honor-
ary Magistrate. Him he insulted at a meeting of the
Municipal Commissioners, at which Mr. Kirkwood
presided, turning him out of it, because this flower
of British delicacy and scrupulosity could not sit in

the same room with a man, who, as he had there and
then been told in an informal way, before the Baboo’s
appearance, had, on a previous day, made a stump
oration in coarse vernacular, he being a man of no
education risen from the ranks, though estimable '

withal. He was reminded by an English gentleman
1

that he was giving the Baboo an insult by forcing '

him to clear out, and he maintained that he was
doing it on purpose ! Thereupon, Sir Richard Tern- '

pie, then Lieutenant-Governor, remarked— *

“The Lieineniuil-Goveinot finds that Mr. Kirkwood treated L.iU 1

• Chand on this occasion in a manner which oujfht not to have been ad-
opted by the head of the district towards a Municip.il Commissioner.
It is not to be expected that native gentlemen of position would serve
a.s Municipal Commissioners if such instances were to become common.
The Lieuteutenant-Governor hopes that that they are very rare.”

The insult was followed up by the wrong of the
next day, when Mr. Kirkwood, without any excuse
whatever, had poor Lai Chand arrested on seven
trunii)cry charges. Those who were at Chittagong in

1876 still remember the consternation caused by these
tyrannical proceedings. The local bar was paralysed
by dread of the great Magistrate. Fortunately for

Lai Chand, he was a man of property, and he poured
out his money freely to save his liberty and what
wreck now remained of his honor under the iron

sway of Kirkwood. He telegraphed for advice and
assistance to Calcutta. Mr. Manomohun Ghose left

for Chittagong. But it was a long journey. Mean-
while, the Magistrate was applied for time to allow of
Mr. Ghose’s coming, but Mr. Kirkwood would not
grant it. Nor would he transfer the case to
another Magistrate who was not so intimately con-
cerned in it. Then Lai Chand moved the Judge to

call for the record. He gave a patient hearing and
finally, on the 15th May, in the language of the Gov-
ernment Resolution,

“ recorded a judgment to the effect that having gone carefully
through the case, he had failed to find any evidence in support of the
charges framed, or to perceive how the evidence could be held to bear
any construction favorable to the case for the prosecution, which had
been instituted and carried on by Mr. Kirkwood in person, and that it

appeared to him, the Judge, * that framing charges which are entirely
unsupported' by evidence, and calling on a defendant to answer to them,
was unlawful.’ ”

With every disposition to leniency, the Lieutenant-
Governor, on a careful review of the matters, was

“constrained to hold that Mr. Kirkwood’s proceedings were hasty
and ill-judged, and shewed great want of proper discretion and reason-
able care in the exercise of the extensive powers which have been con-
fen cd upon him by law.

On most of the other points judgment went against

Mr. Kirkwood. We have space only for the final

deliverance.

“ Having repeatedly considered the subject, the Lieutenant-Governor
is obliged reluct anily to hold that Mr. Kirkwood is amenable to grave
censure, and has been found ta be so far in the wrong as to render it

necessary to remove him from the charge of the Chittagong district.

It will be impossible to maintain Municipal discipline, which has been
so much weakened by lhe.se proceedings, without ordering a change in

the administration of the district. Orders will accordingly issue im-
mediately for the removal of Mr. Kirkwood from the office of Magis-
trate and Collector of Chittagong, and for his appointment to some
other office in Bengal.”

Thus, anything like real punishment was not visited

on the culprit. Chittagong being a bad District, un-
healthy and out of the way, transfer from there to

any other is a relief. It is usually considered as

good as a promotion. Nevertheless, the proud spirit

chafed under the condemnation of its acts and the

grave censure, howsoever tenderly administered. Ac-
cording to his wont, therefore, Mr. Kirkwood hurled

a protest against the Government Rq^lution. ‘It

was a voluminous letter, almost a pam^let, and its

impropriety was aggravated by its being sent direct

to Government. But poor Mr. Lowis the Commis-
sioner, whom he ought to have addressed, was him-
self a ‘party to this breach of discipline. He had
b(;cn i>ersuaded to give Mr. Kirkwood a certificate

for presentation to Government. In noticing the

matter, the Bengal letter concludes

—

“ The Lieutenant-Governor regrets to be obliged to point out to you
that your demi-official letter to Mr. Kirkwood was not called for, ana is

open to the objection of being calculated to weaken in Mr. Kirkwood’s
mind the moral force of the censure and sentence passed upon him by
Government.”

Such is the officer who, having failed as a magis-
terial and executive officer, got, under the beautiful

sysstem in vogue in our country, into the Judicial

Service, and has now, as Judge of the Metropolitan
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District of the Province of Behar, so disgraced him-

self orrthe tfench. It will be seen that he has sim-

*ply acted like himself. The responsibility of the

outrage on poor Budhia, the little milk-girl, rests on

the Government and system that allowed him,

in the face of repeated misconduct, the opportunity

to inflict on the girl a wrong without a remedy and
scandalise the whole world.

We are glad that the Lieutenant-Governor prompt-

ly called for an explanation. Official fervour is apt

to subside when Civilians are in danger. The news
that Mr. Kirkwood is going on furlough is suspicious.

Luckily, the Viceroy is not yet an Indian Civilian, and
Lord Dufferin will doubtless keep his eye on the

matter. Indeed, he may have to report to the India

Office, as a question may any day be asked in Parlia-

ment. We only hope that the antecedents of the man
will not be forgotten. It will be enough to call for the

papers of 1876, including the representation of the

British Indian Association.

INFRINGEMENT OF TRADE MARKS.
There are superstitions in every profession—law has

its fictions, in name as in reality—what wonder if

commerce should not be without them ? The peculiar

marks of merchants on their goods are by many re-

garded as the symbols of some irrational faith or old-

world tradition. They are no doubt so represented

in court by lawyers when paid for discrediting them.

Certainly, the stress laid by merchants and manufac-

turers on the letter-press, or picture-writing, or abso-

lute Hieroglyphics inscribed on their wares, might

seem to outsiders a ludicrous exaggeration. But those

who have given the matter serious thought or examine

in the light of a wide experience, there is no invita-

tion to ridicule—such men know what is what. They
know that in the multitudinous competition of com-

merce—the effort of each article of the same kind to

elbow its way to the front—these special characters

and pictures of each house are so essential *that they

may well be reverenced as sacred symbols. They are

a sine qua non. Commerce itself would languish

without them. It is all very easy to cry. What matter

marks if the things are the same "i But where is the

proof of identity in the absence of the etxernal sign

—the merchant’s mark The cheap philosophy of

scepticism would not stand the crucible of the ex-

perience of the market. Talk of applying tests ! There
is simply no time for it. Life is short and commerce

is long. There is neither leisure nor opportunity in

the busy market-place for patient examination of every

piece of every merchandise. Hence the need of

marking goods in proof of their source of issue and

guarantee of sameness of quality.

• Besides, who is to apply the tests Few have the

necessary confidence in their own powers. It is not

every man who can measure and discern fineness.

Nor does every purchaser buy for himself. As for the

lawyers who may be found from time to time arguing

that trade marks and merchandise marks are niothing,

the conduct of their own clients contradict them.
^

If

marks are nothing, why do they take so much pains

to copy those of others. If the regard paid to marks

is a degrading fetishism, why do they so reverentially

bow their neck to the golden calf ?

In fact, it was the frequency of invasions of these

special marks by unprincipled vendors, that robbing

right and left—the established merchant of character

and the unsuspecting purchaser—seriously hampered

and threatened to ultimately injure trade, that led the

honester part of the business world to combine

against a great and growing evil, and call for legisla-

tive interference for the protection of legitimate com-

merce. Accordingly, the English Merchandise Marks
Act of 1887 was passed. The mercantile public have

since been watching the operation of the measure.

A case was recently brought at Manchester in

which a Mr. Brown, a *cotton spinner and Mr.

Misk, a shipper, were, under the Act, charged before

the Magistrate with infringement of the trade mark of

the well-known manufacturers Messrs. Robert

M’Clure and Sons. The cloth of this firm is in high

repute in Turkey and Egypt, notably among the

Arabs, and a source of considerable profit to the

manufacturers. It was in respect of this cloth that

this contention arose. Messrs. Robert M’Clure

& Sons complained that the accused had introduced

to the market an inferior cloth resembling their own
and marked with a mark little distinguishable from

their own mark. If they were permitted to do so,

they would, by imposing on the Arabs with a “ Brown”
cloth as if it were the “ M’Clure” cloth or otherwise

underselling Messrs. Robert M’Clure & Sons, ruin

their trade. The defence showed that the re-

presentation of a mill on the “ Brown ” cloth was a

correct copy of Mr. Brown’s mill at Wigan. Mr.

Scherneil, a Syrian merchant, was called, who swore

that the difference between the two cloths was un-

mistakable and could not deceive even the Arabs,

I

whom indeed he thought to be sharp enough. Great

stress was laid on this witness as being a man not

only acquainted with the Beyrout market and the

cloths in question, but one who had recently come
from the East. In passing judgment, the court dis-

charged Mr. Brown as a sleeping millowncr who had

personally no knowledge of the matter, having left

everything to Misk, who did not shirk his full respon-

sibility. On the merits, Mr. Magistrate Headlam
was clearly of opinion that “ there had been an in-

tention to imitate the ‘ M’Clure’ cloth, and to pass off

the goods of Mr. Brown as the goods of Messrs.

M’Clure.”
“ There had been evidence called of a contradictory character, on the

one side to say that it is calculated to deceive and on the other side to

say that it was not. Looking at it himself he thought it was likely to

deceive. They must not look at the merchant who bought the cloth in

the first instance, for he did not think the merchant would be deceived

by it. Neither did he think that an Englishman would be deceived by

it They had, however, to look at the ultimate purchasers, who bought
these things in the bazaars, and see whether they would be deceived by

the marks.”

The defendants were very astute in their game, but

the court unmasked them.
“ The principal evidence against the defendants was the fact that

they had {;otinually been altering their maiks. They had been gradual-

ly getting f>n. He thought the mark on the first piet.e was not so like

that on the ‘ M’Clure ’ cloth as th.at on the second piece, but when they

came to the third piece there certainly had been a great advance in the

imitation of the ‘ M’Cluie ’ cloth. The green marks were different, but

the word ‘ WrtAzA/’ was certainly much mojc prominent. These were

the things, they were told, to which the people looked, and if the de-

fendants had desired to keep their goods sej).ir.ate, and to have a diffei
*

ent mark, why should they feo so near and keep on in.iking the resein-

blaAcc to the ‘ M’Clurc ’ cloth greater. On the whole, therefore, he had

come to the conclusion that this was a case that came within the Act,

and that it was an imitation calculatt‘(l to deceive. He therefore would
fine the defendant Misk, who appeared to be responsible, and costs.”

The prosecution now urged
“ that the Stamps used in marking the cloth should be forfeited, in

accordance with the second sub-secliun of the second section of the

Act, and Mr. Headlam acceded to the request.”

The result must be esteemed satisfactory. The
judgment was reported in the Manchester Guardian

of the 1 2th May. Two days after, in the .same

journal, the following letter appeared on the subject of

trade marks, which we think worth quoting for the

benefit of the mercantile community in this country.
“Sir,—

T

he report of Lord Herschell’s Committee on this subject,

issued a fortnight ago, was brought under the notice of the Chamber
of Commerce at its quarterly meeting held on the 30th ult., since when
it has no doubt been extensively read and appreciated, as it deserves
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to be It will well repay careful perusal. M.iy I draw the attention

of your readers to p.ige 10 of the report ? The Committee say

‘ We have had before us pieces of cloth, each of winch bore different

trade matks, tic kets, words, fij-ures and f ""a
those trade ni.iiks, tickets, &c., were so coloured and distributed as to

convey the impression, in the alisence of careful examination, that the

iroods bore the same marks. No one looking at those pieces of cloth

could doubt that the resembi nice w.is intentional, and was designed

for the very purpose of deceiving. Althougb we arrived at the con-

clusion that it would not be possible to give to line headings the pro-

tection of registration, we felt that the fraudulent trading to which

our attention had been called ought not to remain unchecked, and that

somethin^ onglit to be done to l emedv a stale of things so detrimental

to sound and honest trading. We therefore procured the insertion

in the Merchandise Marks Act of a clause having for its object to

bring these frauds within the penalties of the law, and thus to check

their practice.’ . , , .

The clause in the Mercb.'indise Marks Act referred to in this extract

<loe.s not in the slightest degree lessen the value of any registered mark;

but what it does is this, it gives protection to the prudent ana honest

user of woven headings, figures, words or marks, or arrangement or

combination thereof m\\\o\xX the expense and delay of registration. In

all the trades aflfecied by the clause in question it ensures to evei y man

the peaceable enjoyment of his own property. The services of Lord

Herschell and his learned colleague Lord Macnaghten in the Upper

House in thus amending the bill have laid Lancashire under lasting

obligations.’* ...
We may here mention that the subject is now en-

gaging the attention of merchants in Australia. The

London Chamber of Commerce has asked the Mel-

bourne Chamber of Commerce to bring it before the

local Parliament with a view to legislation on the

lines of the English Act.

PRE-BRITISH INDIA.
XVIII.
AKHAR.

The next year the strong hill forts of Rintanbor and

Calinjer were obtained possession of ;
and then Akbar pro-

ceeded to the reconquest of Guzerat, which was in a very

troubled state at this time and afforded him every facility.

There were several parties in the field in opposition to one

another
;
one of which was headed by the turbulent Mirzas.

Everything being prepared for the campaign, Akbar march-

ed from Delhi at the head of his troops, and just before he

readied Ahmcdabad, he was met by the pageant king of

Guzerat, who offered submission and tenclcrcd his crown.

Some time, however, was spent in the siege of Surat, in

efforts to reduce the refractory chiefs, and an endeavour to

seize the Mirzas
;
in an affair with whom, Akbar nearly lost

his life, or ran a risk of being captured. It happened in

this wise. On one occasion, Akbar, at the head of a light

detachment of about 1 50 men, attempted to cut them off

from their main body, which he learnt they were about to

join. He marched with such inconsiderate haste, and on

such slight information about the strength of the enemy,

that when he came up with them he found them to be 1,000

strong. Nevertheless, with his usual reckless courage, he

advanced and charged the foe, but was hurled back, and

coini>clled to seek .a sijfc position, on the defensive, in some

lanes formed by strong cactus hedges, ainl which, fortunately,

were .so narrow, that not more than three hor.scmcn could

ride abreast down them. In the nu'h'e Akbar, became

separated from his men ami was nearly overpowered, when

the Rajah of Jevpore happened to perceive his position, and

came with his nephew tu the rcscue--it was owing to the

heroic e.xertions of those two men, Rajah Bugwan Sing and

Rajah Man Sing, that he owed his personal deliverance and

the ultimate success of the day. The Mir/.as, however, could

not be prevented from effecting a junction with fheir troetps
;

but were soon after dispersed. The whole of Guzerat was

speedily subdued, and rc-annexed to his dominions, and

Akbar was free to return to -Agra.

Akbar’s attention was now drawn to Bengal as a rich and

fertile province, and, having determined upon its annexation,

he bent all his energies to its conquest, which was held

possession of at the time by a weak and debauched Afghan

prince, and who was besides engaged in civil war. Seizing

such a fawjurable opportunity, Akbar left Agra, though the

rainy season was far advanced, availing himself of the

Jumna and the Ganges, for the transport of his stores, and

a part of his army. Daud Khan, king of Bengal, retired

before him into Orissa ; and Akbar leaving his lieutenants

to pursue the conquest, returned to Agra. Daud Khan

subsequently twice met and routed the royal troops, but

was at length defeated, he was still strong enough though,

to obtain, by treaty, Orissa for himself. Bengal, however,

did not at once submit ;
the country was filled with Afghan

chiefs, more than one of whom took the field against tho

Shah of Delhi, compelling him to employ his best troops

and ablest generals.
. . . , ,

Mirza Hakim, Akbar’s brother, now again invaded the

Punjab from Cabul, and laid siege to Lahore. Akbar pro-

ceeded in person to raise the siege and deliver the province
;

and forced Hakim to retire before him. Akbar crossed the

Indus, with the determination of stopping for ever such

invasions, and marched on Cabul, which he took possession

of after a feeble resistance. He pardoned his brother, and,

forgetful of the intention with which he had set out, gener-

ously restored him to his government.

We now come to a period, the circumstances of which led

to the conquest of Cashmere. Mirza Hakim, Akbar s bro-

ther, died at Cabul, and his death occurred at an apparently

critical moment in the fortunes of that Government, for it

looked almost certain that Cabul would be invaded by the

Uzbeg, Abdullah Khan, which chief had just obtained pos-

session of Badakshan, by driving out its ruler. Akbar

therefore thought it necessary to march in person, for

the purpose of repelling any attack of Abdullah’s
;
but

Abdullah Khan remained content with his new conquest

The Shah of Delhi finding himself in the neighbourhood of

the northern mountains, a great portion of which were

already comprised in hi.s dominions, naturally felt a desire

to incorporate the rest Ca.shmere first attractr-d his atten-

tion by its internal dissensions, which its Mus.>ulman ruler

was not strong enough to subdue. Cashmere had long been

ruled by a succession of Hindu princes, but na<l, about two

hundred years before this period, fallen into the bands of a

Mussulman adventurer, and had since been ruled by princes

of the same faith. This celebrated kingdom is situated in

the heart of the Himalaya mountain.s, at somewhat ^more

than half their height, and is an extensive plain. Its climate

is perhaps the mo.st delicious in the world, being blessed

with almost perpetual spring
;
as its elevation places it above

the reach of the heat of the plains of Hindustan, while the

surrounding mountains shelter it from the cold blast of the

higher region.s. Ca.jhmcre exhibits a scene of continual

verdure in the midst of snowy summits. Trees of various

climate are scattered over its surface, and fruits too of differ-

ent kiiuLs. The flowers of this region arc innumerable in

variety and beauty, and arc poured forth with spontaneous

profusion ^ver its hills and plains. It has been appro-

priately named a terrestrial paradise. The approaches to

Cashmere are, however, (lifficult and dangerous, but not more

io than all mountain roads. ....
Akbar, availing himself of the opportunity which internal

listurbanccs afforded, sent a'forcc under the joint command

)f the Rajah of Jeyporc and Shah Rokh Mirza, to seize the

>rizc thus exposed to hazard. The chief difficulty this army

tad to contend against, was the inclemency of the weather,

mow blocked all the pas.scs and considerably retarded their

wogress. At length their supplies became exhausted, while

hey were still among these unproductive and inaccessible

nountains. Under these circumstances, and bearing in

nind the difficulties yet to be overcome, the two generals

•oncludcd that they would be doing very well, if they could

ret the ruling power in Cashmere to agree to a treaty, by

vhich the sovereignty of Akbar would be acknowledged.

5uch a treaty was agreed to, but the Ruler of Cashmere

nserted a clause, by which Akbar was forbi^n all intA-

ercnce in the affairs of the country. Akbar disapproved of

his treaty and would not confirm it, but the following year

ent another army, whose efforts were completely successful,

rhe king of Cashmere submitted, was enrolled among the

loblcs of Delhi, and was assigned a large jaghir in Behar.

\kbar visited Ca.shmere to enjoy the pleasures of his new

lonquest. During the resl of his reign, he only repeated his

iisits twice. His successors, however, made Cashmere

heir favourite summer retreat, which up to the prewnt time

naintains the proud position of being the most delightfu

not in Asia, or in the world
;

its lakes being Us special

eatures, with their flower-covered banks and floating

'ardens.

XIX.

Akbar’s next operations were against toe Afghan^ who

ihabited the hill countries around the plain of Peshawur.

rhey resisted obstinately, and he met with questionable
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success. The plain of Pcshawur is of great extent and
wonderfully fertile, combining the productive soil of India

with many of the ad\antagcs of temperate regions ; and it

offered temptations and afforded facilities to these mountain
men for predatory incursions. The chief commanders of

the force sent against them, were Zein Khan and Rajah
llir Bal, who unfortunately were not on good terms, though
probably tin's vvas unknown to the emperor—Akbar had
assumed this title.— 1 he open country was soon overrun and
laid waste, and then Rajah Bir Bal attempted to advance
up one of the valleys, but very soon found himself involved

among defiles where there was no outlet, and thus was
forced to give up the enterprise and return to the plains.

The other commander, Zein Khan, manifested greater per-

severance. He made his way, through many rugged and
dangerous mountain passes, and even built a redoubt for the
purpose of controlling the neighbourhood. But in the end
he was compelled to retire and to form a junction with Bir
Bal. They opportunely received reinforcements from Akbar,
which enabled them to continue operations.

At a military council, Bir Bal advocated an attack on the
Afghans, by the whole force. Zein Khan opposed this pro-
posal in the strongest manner. But the former was deter-

mined to risk all in a desperate attack. The army advanced
into the mountains. Bir Bal ascended a difficult pass with
much labour and fatigue to his men, while Zein Khan re-

mained inactive at the foot of the pass. Bir Bal’s detach-
ment was suddenly attacked by the Afghans, who seemed
to spring up put of the rocks, and he was driven back in

confusion to the plain. Meanwhile, a body of Afghans poured
down on Zein Khan’s troops, and scattered them over the
plain. It was with the utmost difficulty that the two chiefs

were able to come to a halt, and collect their dispersed
forces. The Afghans afterwards prepared an ambuscade
for Bir Bal and the troops under him. This leader lost his

life, and his soldiers were completely routed. The Afghans
immediately fell on Zein Khan, dispensed his men, killed

many, and took more prisoners, while Zein Khan himself
escaped on foot to Attock. Akbar vvas overwhelmed when
he heard of this disaster, but soon recovered his usual tone
of mind, and derermined to adopt more vigorous measures
against the Afghans. It, however, took more tlian a year,

and necessitated the employment of the best troops and the
most able of his lieutenants, before they were reduced to
submission, and which subjection lasted only for a short
time, for in the next reign they regained their turbulent

independence.

Akbar now undertook the concpicst of Sindh, and sent
an army from Lahore for that purpose. These troops at

first met with indifferent success, but eventually induced the
chief to give up the province. He received very favourable
treatment, and was appointed to a high rank among the

nobles of the empire. The conquest of the Deccan was
next the object of Akbar, and an army was sent thither,

under the command of Prince Morad, supported by a con-
tingent from Malwa, under JVTir/a Khan. The two generals
effected a junction near Ahrnednagar. It was at Ahmcd-
nagar that the famous Chanel Bibi ruled as regent for her
nephew. What ^ remarkable woman this Chand Bibi was !

displaying tact, energy, and courage, of a high order. Her
life reads much more like that of some famous knight in

days of chivalry, than that of a woman. If she had not
fallen while opposing the foes of her country and her king,

it^would have been a fitting close to such a life. How sad
it makes one feel to know that this woman, who was one of
the most distinguished of her sex, who ever appeared in

India, should have perished ignobly, at the hands of a base
and rabble soldiery, and in the sacred prccints of the female
apartments, where she was foully murdered.

Chand Bibi no sooner saw the powerful foe she had to

contend against, than she made the greatest cfforJ:s ta re-

concile the heads of the different opposed parties in her

dominions, and applied herself to conciliate the Rajah of

Jhjapore. She was successful in reconciling all parties, and
obtained the aid of Bijaporc. Meanwhile, Prince Morad
had besieged Ahrnednagar, and now pressed the siege with
vigour. The besiegers had run two mines under the works
but these were discovered in time, by Chand Bibi, and ren-

dered useless by countermines. This heroic woman per-

sonally superintended the workmen, and exposed herself
to the same dangers as the soldiers. A third mine, however,
vvas fired, before it could be rendered ineffectual by the

besieged, and a broad breach was made in the wall
;
while

the counterrniiH'rs were blown up. The defenders were

stricken with terror, and began deserting their posts, leaving

the road open to the advancing storming party. At this

critical moment, Chand Bibi, cqiiii)i)e(l in full armour, flew

to the breach. She had a veil over her face and a sword in

her hand, with which she waved on her recoiling Iroop.s, and
inspired them with her own c:Ailtcd courage. Her soldiers

rallied round her, and oppo.scd the Moslems with such

vigour and determination, that they hurled them back, only,

however, to witness the stubborn courage of their foe, for

the Mussulmans again swarmed up the breach Chand Bibi

displayed wondcrous powers for a woman. She was inde-

fatigable in her endeavours to repel the enemy. Now she

was encouraging the defenders of the breach, again

seeing to it that the whole resources of the fortress were

brought to bear on the assailants
;
obtaining lock balls and

arrows, which she literally caused to be poured on them in

showers
;
guns were brought to bear on the breach

;
rockets,

gunpowder, and other combustibles, were thrown among the

crowd in the ditch
;
and throughout the day the garrison

offered such stout resistance, that human courage, however
obstinate, could bear no more, and the Mussulmans were

forced to retire, after a most bloody contest. The next day
the breach was found so effectually repaired that it would
be impossible to mount it

;
new mines therefore would have

to be laid or recourse had to a breaching battery. Prince

Morad, of the two, had the superior force, but yet, he seemed
unwilling to risk all on the chance of a battle, though he had
little hopes now of carrying the place by assault. Both
parties at last came to terms, by which licrar was surrendered

to the emperor. It was not till after the death of Chand
Bibi, that Akbar obtained possession of Ahrnednagar. Con-
temporancou.sly with the Deccan, (.'andahar and Kandcish

were annexed to the empire. The military operations in

the latter country occupied Akbar for nearly a year, after

which, he appointed Prince Danyal viceroy of Kandcish
and Bcrar, and himself marched to Agra. Before his de-

parture, he had received embassies and presents from the
kings of Bijaporc and Golconda, and had married his son

Danyal, to the daughter of the Prince of Bijaporc.

James II. Linton.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR.

At the time of Lord Ripon, Mr. Panioty, Assistant Private
Secretary, induced Mr. Primrose, the Secretary, tf) grant
Rs. 500 a month, as his house allowance on the plea that

he would perform night duties, such as deciphering telegrams,
^c. A house belonging lo a ptjvate genilcman was taken
up for (he location of the Privaie Secretary's ofHcc and Mr.
Paniul\’s private residence, Bclore the expiry of the lease Mr.
Panioty removed the ofiicc to his own house whicli is imn It smaller
than the one previously occupied, on a icntal of Rs. ^oo a month.
The whole building is occupied by Mr. Panioty and his two
sons, one of whom has lately married, 'fith the exception of a

on the first floor vvlure the ofljee is located, and a room ui

the ground floor for the Press. Mr. Primrose once came tfj the oflire

ariil at-.ked, Mr. l^attioiy to take ilown the sign-bnaril:> of his two
sons, on the ground that the Innisc was not ;hc pri\ate residence

of Mr. Panioty and his lamily. 'I'lie sign-boards were taken down
but were again put up a.s soon as Mr. Piimrosc left Ittdia. The\ can
be still seen.

Those who have been in the Private Secretary’s ofhee will be able

to bear me out that the rent of the house can never excceil Rs.

a month. Then again if slight damages are caused tr) the house
by Phe negligence ol‘ the clerks or seivants, they are taken to

task by Mr. Panioty ; sometimes repairs arc paid for trenn the
Durbar fund. Mr. Panioty docs not fulfil his j^art ot tlie contract on
the birengih of which he has the privilege of occupying a free house
at the expense of the laxpayers, viz., he does not work in the
night. This part ot the work is being performed by the clerks in

rotation, who arc made to sleep iti a c lose dungeon dike godow n in

the ground floor. What makes the lot of these clerks harder is that

they are tiol allowed to leave' their oflicc next day to take their

meals. T'hcy satisfy the cravings of hunger from the nvighbourmg
swcctmcat-scllers' shops. One clerk is to attend oflice cverv
Sunday and Gazetted iiolidays.

Sir Donald Mackenzie Wallace ii, kept in protound ignorance of

what goes on in the office. Even at the time of Saraswattc Poo j ah
the clerks were made to attend office. Then again Mr. Paniot’y
sons occupy the entire house during the Viceroy’s absence from
Calcutta. May I also inquire why is not the 55 years’ rule cn
forced against Mr. Panioty f
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EMERALD THEATRE
BEADON STREET.

Manager, Babu O. C. Giiose.

Saturday—the 30th June, 1SS8—
at p P. M. ,

That successful Pouianic Melo tlruina,

TULASI LILA.
GRAND RASHLU.A SCENE!

Dancing and singing in abundance !

Romantic situations 1

To be followed by

THAT ONE ACT FARCE,

Chokhudan.
Mirth and hilarity throughout.

Next day—Sunday—ist July

at Candle Light.

Babu Grish Chunder Ghose’s Brilliant Drama

To be followed by that genuine farce

Jamon-kurmo Tamon-fal

OR

TIT T^OI^ T-A.T.

A new Melo-Drama “NUNDO BIDAY” in

active preparation.

M. L. SUR, Asst. Manager.

NOTIFICATION.
To be peremptorily sold pursuant to a decree

and order of the Calcutta High Court Origin-

al Jurisdiction made in suit No. 261 of

1887 (wherein Rajah Doorga Churn Law is

plaintiff and Bemola Churn Mozoomdar is

defendant) and dated respectively 15th July

1887 and 28th January 1888 by the Registrar

of the said Court in his sale room in the Court

House on Saturday the 7th day of July ne.xt at

the hour of 12 O’clock at noon the following

property ;

All that piece or parcel of land measuring

8 cottahs and 6 chittacks more or less situate

at and being premises No. no Machooabazar

Street in the Northern Drvision of the Town
of Calcutta Holding No. 496 in Block No. 14

paying an annual rent of Re. i-io-o to the

Collectorate of Calcutta and at present bounded
on the North by the stable buildings of Rajah
Doorga Churn Law on the East by a blind

lane on the South by the dwelling house of
• Sittaram Ghose and on the West by the

tenanted land of Rajah Rajendro Lala Milter

and others.

The abstract of title and conditions of sale

may be seen at the office of the Registrar High
Court Original Side and at the office of Messrs.

Swinhoe and Chunder Attorneys for the plaint-

iff on any day before the sale and will l^e pro-
duced at the sale.

. R. BELCHAMBERS,
Registrar.

Swinhoe and Chunder,

Plaintiff’s Attorneys, Calcutta,

High Court Original Side.

The 29th June 1888.

NOTIFICATION. No. 17X Is Rupees 3683-8-0 a year besides
cesses.

To be peremptorily sold by the Registrar of

the High Court of Judicature at Fort William

in Bengal in its Ordinary Original Civil Juris-

diction on the 14th of July next at the hour

of 12 O’clock at noon pursuant to a decree

dated 24th April 1884 and an order of the said

Court dated 25th May 1886 respectively made
in suit No. 108 of 1884 ( wherin Doorga-

prosunno Ghose was plaintiff and Shurruth

Coomar Dutt was defendant) the following

properties belonging to the estate of Shurruth

Coomar Dutt deceased the husband of the

said defendant Sreemutty Kheerode Coomary
Dassce.

ij/.—All that undivided one-fourth part or

share of and in the land and premises No. 31

Lower Chitpore Road Fouzdarce Ballakhana

in the town of Calcutta containing by estima-

tion one bigah and nineteen cottahs and
bounded on the West by Chitpore Road on the

North by Collootollah Street on the East partly

by Hurrinbarce Lane and partly by Hackney
Carri-age Stand and on the South partly by a

Municipal Bathing Platform and Municipal

Latrines partly by the property of Harranund
Shaw and partly by the property of Hajce
Baba Catharine.

2nd.--k\\ that undivided 12/2160 Two
thousand one hundred and sixtieth parts or

shares of .Shurruth Coomar Dutt of and in the

dwelling house with the land appertaining

thereto containing by estimation four bigas

four cottahs and five chittacks more or less

situate at and being numbered 78 Nimtollah

Ghaut Street in the town of Calcutta and
butted and bounded on the North partly by
Romjaun Ostagui’s Lane and partly by land

with garden No. 3 Romjaun Ostagur’s Lane on

the South partly by Nimtollah Ghaut Street

and partly by Issur Chunder Sircar’s dwelling

house on the East partly by the tenanted land

No. 77 Nimtolla Ghaut Street partly by a Gov-
ernment drain and partly by the dwelling

bouse of Nundo Lali Soor Gobin Chunder
Gooyee Kassinauth Bysack Nittanund Dey
Bolly Chund Bysack Nobin Chunder Ghose
and Dwarkanauth Dey and on the West partly

by the dwelling house of the late Issur Chunder
Sircar and partly by the tenanted land of Shaik
Fyza Ally and Shaik Mahomed Ally.

yd.—All that undivided 12/2160 Two
thousand one hundred and sixtieth parts or

shares of and in all that piece or parcel of land
or ground containing by estimation two bigas

two cottahs and two chittacks more or less

situate at and being numbered 3 formerly

numbered 2 Romj.an OslaguPs Lane in Calcutta

and butted and bounded on the North partly

by the house of Manick Bose partly by the

lands of Shib Chunder Bose Bissonauth Dutt
and Kassinauth Dutt on the East partly by
the house of Gobind Chund Dutt partly by the

house of Gocoolmoney Dabee and partly by
the house No. 78 Nimtollah Ghaut Street on
the South by the land house and premises
No. 78 Nimtollah Ghaut Street and on the

West partly by the house of Romjaun Ostagar
and partly by Romjaun Ostagur’s Lane.

4M.—Alllhat undivided moiety or half part

or share of and in the upper-roomed house
together with the piece or parcel of land or
ground on part whereof the same is erected
and built containing by estimation about ten

cottahs more or less situate at and being No. ii

Nimtollah Ghaut Street in Calcutta (subject to

the right and interest of Sreemutty Kristo

Bhabiney D asset the mother of the said

Surruth Chunder Dutt on partition) and
bounded on the North partly by the house of

Greesh Chunder Bose and partly by the rayyeiy

land of Chunder Mookeijee on iboEasl partly

by the land of Gopaul Chunder Sircar and
partly by the house of Kally Kristo Dutt on
the West by the land of the plaintiff and on
the South partly by the land of the plaintiff

partly by Auckrabaree and partly .by the land
of Ramnidhi Mookerjee.

All that undivided one sixtieth part or share
of and in the following Zamindaries and land :

5M.-—Pergunnah Sultanpore Khorooriah in

the Districts of Khoolna Backergunge and
Fureedpore being No. 1 71 in the Toujic of the
Collector of Rhoolna containing 48 Mouzahs
with Jalkar Bonkur Falkur and other rights

the Government revenue of ube said Toujie

6M.~-A11 that Zemindary Belphoolia and
Khorooriah in Zillah Khoolna being No. 172 in

the Toujie ofthe Collector of Khoolna containing

38 mouzahs with Julkar Bonkur Falkur and
other rights the Government revenue of the

said Toujie No. 172 is Rupees 801-0-6 a year
besides cesses.

7M.—Kismut Talook Modhoodoya in the

Zillah of Khoolna being No. 576 in the Toujie

of the Collector of Khoolna the Government
revenue of which is Rupees 16-7 as. besides

cesses.

8M.—Chittra Nuddee Chur or Madhub Ghose
Gatty Chur in Zillah Khoolna being No. 382

of the Toujie of the Collector of Khoolna the

Government revenue of which is Rupees 62-12*0

a year besides cesses.

9M.—-Sowldaha Bundobusta Chur in Zillah

Backergunge being No. 6314 in the Toujie of

the Collector of Backergunge the Government
revenue of which is Rupees 459 a year besides

cesses.

lo/^—Talook Kismut Sunasoor in Zillah

Furreedpore being No. 2773 in the Toujie of

the Collector of Furreedpore standing in the

names of Ram Nursingho Ghose and others the

revenue of which is Rupee 1-12-6 a year be-

sides cesses.

I iM.—Kismut Mahrutha Talok being

No. 2770 in the Toujie of the Collector of

Furreedpore standing in the names of Kally

Sunker Roy and others in Zillah Furreedpore
the Government revenue of which is Rupee
1-8-0 a year besides cesses.

12M.—Kismut Gopeenauthpore Talook
Nundorampore in Zillah Furreedpore being

No. 2767 in the Toujie of the Colleqtor of

Furreedpore the Government revenue of which

is Rupee 1-11*9 a year besides cesses.

13M.—All that purchased Mourasee land

and Bausabatty in Mokam Kusba in Zillah

Jessore Sub* Registration District Bagarhat

and Thanah Bagarhat the rent payable in res-

pect of which is Rupees a ^ar.

The abstract of title and conditions of sale

may be seen at the Office of the Registrar

High Court Original Jurisdiction and at the

Office of Messrs. Swinhoe and Chunder
attorneys for the plaintiff on any day before the

sale and will be produced at the sale.

R. BELCHAMBERS,
Registrar.

Swinhoe and Chunder,

Plaintiff’s Attorneys,

Calcutta High Court,

Original Jurisdiction.

The 22nd March 1888.

Duferin Memorial Fund.

The following subscriptions have been re*

ceived

•

Rs.

Amount already advertised... ... 59,802

Nawab Syud Zainool Abideen, Khan
Bahadoor ... ... ... 75

Prince Mahomed Raheemoodeen ... 25

Prince Mirza Mahomed Jah All Baha-
door ... ... ... 25

Hajee Umdoo Khan, of Dinapore ... 10

Baboo Benod Behary Muilick ^ ... *10
^

Total ... 59,947

Further subscriptions are invited, and will be

duly acknowledged in the papers.

PEARY MOHUN MOOKERJEE,
AMIR ALI,
S. E. J. CLARKE,

Honorary Secretaries.

Calcutta, i8th June, 1888.

0

Griha-Chikitsha.
A complete and lar^e treatise on Homoeo-

pathic Domestic Medicines with some tried

native drugs for certain serious diseases, by
Rai Khetter Nauth Chatterjee Bahadoor
in Bengalee 200
Do. poAage o 3 o
Do. abridged in Hindee 100
Apply to Author at Chinsurah or to People’s

Press, No. 78 Colie ge Street, Calcutta^
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S;|U’LEONARDS-ON-SEA, ENGLAND.

ST. PEm’S'OOLLEGE FOR BOYS.
University masters, specially suitable for

Indian Children. Indian References. For Pros-

pectus, address Principal.

'FNFALOBLr SPECIRCToF

LEUCORRH(H.
A week’s use of this medicine not only cures

Leucorrhoea—the characteristic white, green

and bloody discharge—but also removes the

concomitant intense menstrual pains, and all

the various complaints and symptoms inci-

dental to menstrual difficulties and green sick-

ness, and prepares the system for conception.

Price : for a week’s consumption, Rs. 2,

packing and postage 4 annas.

There are capital medicines besides—for

piles, all the 20 kinds of flux—such as sper-

matorrhoea, diabetes, &c.—diarrhoea, rheu-

matism, puerperal complaints, cataract of

the eye, nacra, asthma, &c.

^Certificate^
**

I have known Babu Rajendra Nath Ghoshal
Icubiraj for upwards of 15 years, and I can bear

ample testimony to the wonderful efficacy of

his medicine in the treatment ofdiseases of the

womb. While Assistant Surgeon of Monghyr
and subsequently, I have known him to cure
the most obstinate cases of uterine Leucorr-

hoea and other uterine derangements, organic

and functional. I can safely call his medicine
the Specific for Leucorrhcea and painful

menstruation. Ladies who have been subject

to these diseases for years and were barren

have been cured and borne children.

Womesh Chunder Roy, L. M. S., Medical
Practitioner, Bhagalpur. 30th October, 1886.”

Apply to

RAJENDRANATH GHOSAL, Kabiraj,

Topkhana Bazar.

Monghyr.

NOW READY.
The Report of the 3rd Indian National Con-

gress, held at Madras during the last week

of 1887.

Price Re. i including postage. Apply to M.

V. Charriar, 100, Mount Road, Madras.

READY

^
Price Post free Rs. 6.

^ Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL
BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

• Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(tile last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister ofthe Tipperah State,

Apply to Manager, RAYYEr
I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINION OF THE PRESS.

It is many years since I first met, and some
years since I last met, Dr. Sambhu Chunder
Mookerjee, editor of the Feis and Rayyet
(Prince and Peasant), and an author of high
repute among the kindly, as well as acute and
intellectual, people of Bengal. One ofthe real

misfortunes of India was, and still is, Lord
Macaulays picture of the Bengalee. The
picture, true perhaps as regards Nuncomar and
many Bengalees, is not accurate as a represen-

tation of the people generally, taking them as
an Englishman may find them if he looks
fairly. If they had been unfaithful, the sad
story of the Mutiny had been vastly sadder

;

and, apart from the Mutiny, many Englishmen
could give individual instances of Bengalee
faithfulness almost unique in history, taking
all the circumstances of our relation to India
into account. The Bengalee is generally eager
for knowledge of all kinds, and is often both
courageous in the expression of his opinions,
and gifted to a remark.iblc degree with the
power to express th^se opinions
precision. Mr. Fa^veett once tol^ me that an
unprepared speech m.ade. on his during
an election, by a young Hindoo, surpassed, in

force as well as eloquence, any unprepared
speech he ever bad heard made by •'my mem-
ber of the House of Commons, if four or five

metnbers of the House were excepted.
Among these Bengalees there is a small body

of men—small for that large province—who
are, ironically or otherwise termed “ Young
Bengal. *’ .Some of them are no longer young,
but grave and aged

; some have, in the course
of years, been highly distinguished for their
public services and their scientific and other
attainments. Some have at times been mis-
represented, and their language misinterpreted,
so that on its return to them it has amazed
none more than themselves. Nothing of this

has been done by the re.ally great administra-
tors of Indi.a. 'That it has been done, however,
cannot be denied.

In the forefront of this little band is the

author of this book of travels, Baboo Sambhu
Chunder Mookerjee—a writer of high repute,

as I have said, also an administrator, as the
reader will see from the title-page to this book.
A keener, yet a kindlier satirist, one might
seek for and not find. His use of the English
language has astonished many .an educated
Englishman

; and the quality of his reading is

shown by his marvellous power of quotation
;

not merely from authors like Sh.akcspeare, and
Milton, and Macaulay, and men eminent in

science, but from out-of-the-way old ballads,
and little-known old pamphlets, in the applica-
tion of which he leaves one wondering— first,

how he obtained the productions at all, and
secondly, how, having obtained them, he
learned to apply them so appositely to the
subjects which he intends them to illustrate.

Passing from the author to his book, we
shall, perhaps, first of all be attracted to the
work of the administrator. He comes upon a
milkman’s village, on which he finds fastened
the grip of a Court favourite. He unloosens
the grip, and rc-setlles the village, in the
double interest of Prince and Peasant. And
all the time he secs everything. The poor
people bathing nn the rivers’ banks, have his
genial and kindly, if .also at times, what a
Scotchman would call, his “pawky” notice.

A “fair maid of Sonargoan ” .attracts his at-

tention by the giacefiilness with which she
carries a vessel of water from the river

;
and,

though the fair maid and fie arc divided by
race and faith (she is Mussulman), she has his
full meed of praise. Indeed, it must be admit-
ted—and he will not be ofiended with mo for

saying so—that he never meets witlj a f.iir face,

wltlujut at least giving evidence of the f.ic.t

that he has eyes to see and a he.art to com-
prehend.

Of his wide and generous symp.'ithics, much
might be said, and still leave much more to

say. He meets a missionary on the river, and
evidently is inclined, in writing his notes, to
pass a joke on the subject. He nips it, how-
ever, in the bud, and contmiis himself with
s.aying, “ So new is preaching here, that the
simple people said the padre h-nd been singing
in the street.” He meets Catholic and Pro-
testant missionaries on shipboard, and chuckles
over their disputes while he astonishes them
by his commjind ofc the English language, and
even by his knowledge of the Bible—a know-
ledge, I may add, which is evident in many of

his writings.

A parrot falls overboard, and is drowned in

its cage, to his great distress, which is not
however paraded. He says

: [Extract.]

These arc not the words of a Chiistian, but
of a Hindoo.

Again, he has a faithful ugly dog, whose
name is Tom, and whose glory it once was to

bark, with a noble independence, at some very
dignified Sahibs. Our author is compelled to

leave Tom behind
; and here is his farewell

:

[Extract.]

I think this is a very fine passage, and one
that will draw the author very close to the

great heart of humanity, wherever the words
are read. Could anything be finer than the

testimony to the two foreign “gentlemen,”
ending with the “ Bengalee parih^ my poor
Tom” ? Not the pariah merely, but the pariah
dog. The plissage is worthy of the author,

and of the great mercifulness of the land that

bore him.
Whoever reads this book must be prepared

further to find bold and manly language. The
author is no flatterer of John Bull, though he
give.s John his due, and admits that India owes
him a great debt. Here is one passage relating

to foreign fruits
:

[Extract.]

Among the sketches of country—word-pic-
tures—the reader will find some exceedingly

pretty, and all the more valuable in that they
are taken from a standground purely Indian ;

not English. Where an Engli.sh artist’s mind
would be filled with European ideas, the mind
of this gifted Eastern artist is filled with a class

of ideas totally diflerent, yet equally instructive

and certainly not less subtle ana far-reaching.

On the eve of one of his journeys, our

author was placed in a dilemma of a kind

not unknown to travellers in India, but not on
that account the less stupid. He wished to

go by a particular boat, and took lime by the

forelock for that purpose. The fare was at

first stated as 90 rupees, to pay which he
offered “a new crisp, fresh British India” note

for 100 rupees. “ It was,” he adds, “fresh from
the Currency Office, and had been received

only the day before from another Government
department.” The rest of the story is

thus told
:

[Extract.]

The humour of the little sketch is worth
something. I can fancy the author laughing

even in his dismay
;
for he can laugh well at

others, and equally well at himself. I shall

only venture on one more passage
;
and I give

it as showing the spirit of the man who dares

to call his newspaper Prince and Peasant.
He desired to return to his home in Bengal,
and to bid .adieu, for a lime .at last, to Indepen-
dent Tipperah, where he had been located

“some two years.” He received the Maha-
rajah’s permission to return home

;
but still he

could not get away. [Extract.]

There is, I think, a sound lesson in this pas-

sage ;
the lesson of the immense value of

courtesy and urbanity in the relations of rulers

and ruled. There is a great deal in that sen-

tence, “ IVe serve flesh and blood.” The best
administrator in India is not always the ablest,

the man whose plans arc the wisest as plans
;

but the man who, with plans or without them,
gives confidence to the people, and confidence
not merely in liis justice, but also in his con-
siderateness and foibearance. A clever man
once said that the art of success in India is the
art (>f giving good dinneis. It may be so ; but
the peiil is great — the peril of debt

; and in

any case the art has its limits, and its natural
roll.apse. Even dinners and champagne pall

in ilie end. But there is one ait th.it never
fails the .art of true courtesy

;
of that courtesy

which, being natural, is not affected by any
whiiii or caprice, either of the person who
possesses It, or of anyone with whom he has
relations.

In bidding farewell to this little, book, I once
more recall, as 1 easily and very vividly can,
the aiuhor’s kindly fare and gentle voice, as
known to me many years ago. 1 see him, as
I see li.iboo Kristo D.as Pal, Dr. Mahendra
Lrd .Sitcai, and some others, including a rnuch-
jibused editor of the Amrita Bazar Patrika

\

and 1 feel and say, with all earnestness .and
.sincerity, th.it among these are men whom
the r.oveinment of India would be wise in
recognising .and winning entirely to its side.

They are men on whom no really generous
word - -true as well as generous— ever is

thrown away. I have compared them at times
with men of kindred occupations at home,
and I think liiat they are as a rule by far
the truer gentlemen in good manners, and
often in very much more than mere manners.
M.ay the great God, who.se sacred Name they
use as that of the Father of all, guide them to
a nobler destiny than any they yet have
known, and with them, and by them, bless
their native land

!

James Routledge.

— The Indian Ma^azine^ Mar. 1888.
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“IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF.”

All VIho suffer find sure relief from

The Greatest Pain Cnre Extant.

It has tliiven out from the system

AcuteRheumatism and RheumaticOout,

After years of srnii-lielpless,!\ess anrl siifJVr-

in.r; tvhile in ASTHMA, BROXCIIITIS,

LUM HA(xO, SC IATI CA, RACEACH K,

Sl’RAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

for these romplamts in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its maj;ic effect in affoidinj; instantaneous

relief m

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CRICDKNCK.

Are yon subject to HEM^ACIl E.S and the

t<irtures of TOOTHACHE A single applica-

tion will lelirve you.

In Sore-llnoat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it i.s universally recommend-

ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine tand let the

result speak for itself.

'I'lic Oiiental Ikdin is used by the best Phy-

sicians in llie world in their piactice. It has

been pronounced a blessing' in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it lias afdiieved

a wide-spiead popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Uottli'^ at 1 AV. eat h.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throu<;liout the world.

Agents in Calcutta ; Smith Stanistreet & Co.,

R. Scott Thompson vk Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.

12, LAL BAZAAR. CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Court0

THE CALCUTTA

HOMtEOPATlIIO PHARMACY.
THE

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPHNSARY IN ASIA

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EA.ST THE

TEADE IN
INDEPENDENT HOMOEOPATHY

and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF

THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co., beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establisliment i.s packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against hre.akage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE,

BERIGNY & CO.
/j. Lai Bazaar^ Calcutta.

In Pamphlet
y
Price 4. annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.^

ASSAM LINE.
This Company which has a weekly Service

of Steamers running to and from Debrooghur
vid Goalundo, will despatch the Steamer
“MYSORE” for Assam on Tuesday the

31 d prox.

Cargo will he received at the Company’s
Godowns at Jaggannath Ghat until Monday,
the 2nd prox.

The Steamer “CASHMERE” will leave Grta-

lundo for Assam on Thursday, the 5ih prox.

Intending pas.sengers by the last mentioned
Steamer should leave Calcutta for Goalundo
by train the previous night.

Dhuhri & Debrooghur Mail Service.

Throuich Rooking to and from Assam.

The Despatch Steamers of this Service

leave Dhubri daily on arrival of the Mail .s

from Calciuia, and proceed to Debrooghu r,

stopping at all intermediate stations an d
Mookh.s.

Passengers, Goods, Parcels (
packages not

to exceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement) may be booked
through to and from Calcutta, and all station.s

on the Eastern Bengal State Railway and
connected Railways, and the following

Steamer Stations of this Company, ids.,

Dhubri, (ioalparah, Gauhati, Miingledye,

Tezpore, Silghaui for Koliabar, Dhunsiri
Mookh, Niggriting, Kookeela Mookh, Uesang
Mookh and Debiooghur.
Packages booked as parcels will be forward-

ed by rail along with the Mails. ‘ Freight on
perishable articles must be prepaid.

Goalundo and Debrooghur Despatch
Service.

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which
have been specially built for the Assam Trade,
carrying passengers and coolies between
Cioalnndo and Debrooghur, will leave Goalundo
bi-weekly on Sunday.s and Thursdays, calling

at all intermediate stations, and Debrooghur
On Tue.sdays and Saturdays.
Through bills of lading will be granted for

goods and parcels on presentation of rail re-

ceipt or payment of freight. Packages not to

exceed ten hundred weight, or 8 feet by 4 ^et
by 4 feet in measurement.
For freight and passage apply to

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents.

1-2,' Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.

/V/Vv hv post %)2. (intitL'i.

ASRUKANA
A Colled : I -< poems in Bengali by

SrJMATI i.llHXDRAMOHlNV DASSY
(Author of flharat Kusum.)

Asrukana is a roller tiof\ of poetical pieces o

singular pathos and beauty of expression *

It is a serifs nf mouniful songs that the

readet is here presented with and they must
touch a sympathr-tu: cord in every heart that

can feel. There is a sinn„l,ar appropriateness

in the title oI the woik, aiul in its pious dedi-

cation to the memoiy of the luiJshand of the

tair writer.— The Indi m Xiiion.

f The authoress is nn- unknown to Bengali

readcr.s. She has alie.nly published two or

three poems by wlijch sle* is l.ivonraldy known,

but between these pooms and this is a dififer-

ence that hardly admits of Being measured.
# *

This is poetry in life

% *

Wc have read Srimati Giiindra Mohiny’s
poems m a reverenti.il spirit. The poems aie

all of a lyrical dcscnpiion. The lyre is soft,

sweet and lendei, but awfully strong. \

K- *

The tone of the poems is inexpressibly

gentle, ind’xpressibly pure, and inexpressibly

tender and affectionate. It is the tone of a

world mother.
*

Bengal should be proud of this poem— TV/^r

Calcutta Review.

Apply at the Bee Pressy

I, Uckoor Dull’s Lane, Calcutta.

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSEY.
Apply to Reis' fr* Rayyet OlTice, Calcutta.
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REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politiesy Literaturey and Society

RATES OF SUBSOBIPTIOK.
Yearly ... in advance

Half-yearly ... „

Quarterly ... „

Monthly ... „

Single or sample Copy,,

RATES OF ADVER

Rs. 12

» 7

„ 4

Re. 1-8

fiSEMENT
0-8

.Advertisements (three columns to the page) are

charged by the space taken up, at the rate of 4

annas a line, each insertion. The lowe.st charge

for any advertisement is Rs. 2, except Domes tic

Occuirences, the lowest charge for which is

Rs. 5 -

Special rates for Contracts.

No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to “The Manager,” and Literary

Communications and books and pamphlets

(ccirruige paid) to “The Editor” of “Reis

& Rayyet, ”

Office : /, Uckoor DutPs Lane, Wellington

Slreety Calcutta.

* Printed andpuiU^hedfor the Proprietor every Saturday by Mutty Lall GUOSB, at THE BEE PRESS^ No. /, Uckoor Dulfs Lane^ Calcutta.
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.
A PSALM OF LIFE.

Through the wild Babel of our fever’d time

The song of Horner comelh, grave and stern,

With tidings from the world’s fresh, healthy prime,

-

Tidings which our worn, wearied age concern.

/Unchang’d, through all the long unnumber’d years,

The voice of Homer sings the song divine,

Which tells of godlike toils, of heroes’ tears,

And of the punishment of Priam’s line.

The battle in the plain is raging yet :

The watchfircs blaze, the beak’d-ships line the shore :

For us the foe in grim array is set :

—

yk\\ 1 but do we fight as they fought of yore ?

h For we, too, like the heroes long ago,

V Mutt wage slow wars and sail the bitter sea :

Fierce is the conflict, loud the tempests blow,

And the waves roar and rage unceasingly.

Still must wc^ander o’er the stormy main :

Twixt rocks and whirlpools a dread passage make ;

Still must the Sirens sing to us in vain ;

Still from the toils of Circe must we break.

The meteor flag of England

May yet terrific burn

Above the ruin of her trade

The ashes of her urn.

Then, then, ye bold officials,

Perchance you’ll come to know

The hate of the State

In an hour of overthrow,

When a ruined people turns in wrath

On yoti that wrought their woe.

—S/. James's Gazette.

News and Comments.

The Age of Chivalry may be past, but that of Loyalty clearly is not

gone. A deaf and dumb painter, by name Kinder, of Bykovine, Silesia,

offered his healthy larynx for the late Emperor Frederick. Sir Morell

Mackenzie, in reply, wrote

“ Your devotion is deserving of all honour
; but I cannot accept the

great sacrifice which you offer, for it would unhappily neithci; help
His Majesty the Emperor nor serve the cause of science.”

What wonder, after that, at the Indian Suttee, or to suppose that she

was invariably goaded to self immolation by fiendship Brahmans?

Kinder is kinder to his sovereign than the Indian widow to her dead

lord.

Turn, then, to Homer’s Psalm of Life, and see

How they endured, whose pilgrimage is done
;

And hear the message they have left for thee

Only by Patience is the victory won.

YE MINISTERS OF ENGLAND!
Ye Ministers of England

Who pare the native cheese,

Who care more for the Caucus than

Our safety on the seas
;

Your old excuses launch again

Ye forged long, long ago.

As ye prate through debate

Of the things we must not know

—

Of the questions about ships and forts

Wc must not “ want to know,”

Britannia does need bulwarks

And towers along the steep ;

She’s scant of powder, ships, and men ?

Her rulers are asleep.

The thunder from her phantom fleet

The French can overcrow

With thy might, Melinite,

While the stormy tempests blow,

While the battle rages, short and sharpi

And the stormy tempests blow.

By refined chemical tests, I’rofcssor Muntz, of the^National Agronomic

Institute of Paris, has di.scovcred alcohol in cultivated soils, in rain

water, in sea and river water, and in the atmosphere. He is further of

opinion that vegetable moulds may contain considerable quantities.

What a revelation ! Everything and everybody—including Sir Wilfrid

Lawson and the Teetotallers—arc, cx necessitate, “half seas over.”

It is a drunk world, iny masler.'i !

#

.
• •

A SUICIDE of an old miser, who preferred to dwell in one of the dingiest

“slums” of Paris, and was suffering from an incurable malady in the

eyes, leaves a fortune of 300,000 fr. or ^12,000 sterling, insecurities

and railway and mining shares, as well as a considerable sum of Eng-

lish money in gold and bank notes.

We have just had among us the death of a young miser, who com-

mitted a slow suicide tiirough a long course pf illness without proper

treatment or taking change, though rolling in wealth which he has not

even willed away properly.

PRIV.VTE Brinn of the Leicestershire Regiment has been sentenced by

the Allahabad High Court to twelve months’ rigorous imprisonment

for criminal assault with intent to outrage the modesty of a native

woman Soobia. In passing sentence, Mr. Justice Straight remarked

that

“ it grieved him to pass such a severe sentence, but that it was in-

tolerable that men belonging to a regiment, or any man, should lay
violent hands on unfortunate women in this way. It was necessary to

inflict a severe punishment as an example to others, for it was the duty
of the Court to protect all Her Majest/s subjects with the strong arm
of the law.”

Suheribirs in the country art requested to remit by postal money orders, if possible, as the safist and most convenient

medium, particularly as it ensures acknowledfcment through the Department. No other receipt will be

given, any other being unnecessary, and likely to cause confusion.
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We reproduce the following deeply interesting account from the Army

andNavy Gazette

“M. Napoleon Ncy has just telegrahped to the Fij^aro from Samar-

kand that the Transcaspian Railway was inaugurated on the anniver-

sary of the coronation of the Czar in presence of 100,000 Asiatics, who
were very much impressed by this imposing spectacle. M. Napoleon

Ney was one of a party of Frenchmen invited to witness this solemnity,

and M. de Lesseps would have gong but for the Panama Canal business

requiring his presence in Paris. Among the native princes invited

were those of Khiva, Bokara, Khokand, and Khasgar. Writing from a

place called Ozoum-Ada, M. Napoleon Ney, in a letter dated May 19,

gave a brief sketch of General Annenhoff, of the Russian Staff, who
was charged with the direction of the works of the railroad in question.

He says that his promotion has been rapid, that he is hardly 50 years

of age, that he was highly appreciated by Gener il Chanzy, who was
for a time French Ambassador at St. Petersburg, that he formerly had
charge of the mobilisation service, and that before filling his present

post he constructed several strategic lines in Lithuania. We arc also

assured that the General is a true friend of France, well versed in

French literature, and, crowning complement of all for a Muscovite
soldier, a refined Parisian. The General, it seems, paid a flying visit

to Paris 18 months ago. He arrived from Turkestan one morning to

see his sister, who was lying ill in the French capital
;
he dined out in

the evening and was on his road back to Central Asia 12 hours after-

wards. At the dinner-party we are told that the General astonished

the guests with the ‘ fabulous history ’ of the railway upon which he
was engaged—a line some 2,000 miles in length, running through arid

deserts where one may travel for weeks at a time without coming
across a drop of water. It was after two reverses experienced by the

Russian Army in the Akkal oasis, 200 miles from the Caspian, owing to

want of transport, that General Skobeleff, sent to revenge the insult,

conceived the idea of employing a railway. He made use of a portable
Decauville line which rendered great services. In January, 1881,

Gdok-T^pd fell, the whole oasis of Akkal surrendered at discretion, and
General Skobeleff inaugurated Russian domination by terrible reprisals.

In 1884 the Turcoman oasis of Merv, accounted to be inaccessible,

made its submission, thanks to Colonel AlikhanoflPs diplomacy and
the definitive establishment of the railway to Gdok-Tdpd. In 1885 an
Imperial ukase charged General Annenkoff with the direction of the
line now opened to Samarkand. He formed a railway battalion 1,000

strong at Moscow, and reached the scene of action on July 3. Great
difficulties were encountered

;
at times the oases were separated by

100 miles of desert, in which neither wood nor water could be found.
The General conceived the happy idea of a rolling camp,—a train of

special carriages in which the workmen lived and which moved along
as the line advanced. These carriages, two stories high, were regular
houses, and the one in front was plated and armed. We are told that

the last portion of the line was made at the rate of about six miles a
day, and that the Tekk^s were persuaded to work at a railway which
deprives them for ever of their independence. As many as 22,000
Tckk6s were employed at the rate of 18 roubles a month. M. Napo-
leon Ney remarks that when the news of the inauguration of a station

at Merv reached Europe it was as if a thunder-bolt had fallen. * To-
day, however, the line to Samarkand, running northward, has somewhat
reassured the English, who thought that the house was on fire. If

this rapidity of execution astonishes Europeans, one may easily under-
stand that it has absolutely stupefied the Turcomans. ‘ Of* what use,’

,

they say, ‘ to struggle against the Russians, who have just laid down,
at a gallop, two bands of iron between our country and the sea ? Who
c.an rc.sist such men .? (lod \villc<l it. The white (*/..ir is our Sultan.’

To-day the line re.irhes provisionally to Samarkand the noble, fiom
whence, the Mongolian invasions useil to start. The scream of Russian
locomotives is about to trouble the sleep of 'ratnerlane. To cbnclude
this colossal enterprise, conducted without noise, is an event of the
grc.itest importance. By the boldness of its conception, the rapidity

with which the work has been accomplished, and its political and com-
mercial results, the extent of which it is impossible to foresee, the work
of (ienei.il Annenkoft* wijl rank in the history of our age with the
piercing of the .Sue.? and the I’anama Canals and the .'\nierican railroad

iVorn the Atlantic to the Pacific.”

We feel proud of Ali Khan Saheb .as an Asiatic. But it is the

“ barbaious Russ ” that has given him the opportunity for greatness.

Which of us Indians has h.ad anything like the same chance of distinc-

tion at the hands ol the liberal and enlightened Biitish ?

•#

^ m •

Ex-Pi.i^ai)1'.k J. C. I’uicell is in tioubie again He has been sentenced

bv the Joint-Magistrate of Mussoorie, to Rs. 200 fine, in default one

“Anonth’s hard labor, for libelling Mr T. Fitch in the Indhm Matt.

The particulars aie 1 bus given 111 a Mus.soorie ciurespondencc of the

Morning Pent /—

“Wc have here a very scurnlous paper, called the Indian Mail,
managed (and 10 all appeaianccs owned and edited) by a disbarred
pleader, named J. C. Pmcell. This paper attacked Mr. T. Filch whilst
It was published m S.ahai unpur, and Mr. Fitch suininoned Purcell for
dcf.imation. It appeals fioni the cvidi^nce given in the case yesterday
(Juii. 25; that Mr. Fitch vas induced to accept an apology on Purcell’s
piomisingto gi\e up the teal author of the defmnalory attack : this he
did by telling Mr. Fitch that Mr. F. Beaty, of Lahore, was the author,
and showing him certain proofs, proini.sing him moie by post : these he
never sent, and Mr. Fitch tound himself in the unpleasant position of
having taxed Beaty with the libel and having no pioofs. Pmcell wrote
to him that he quite ad muted that he ought to be set right as regards
Beaty, and that he alone could do it and he was a poor man, iScc., &c.,
(this letter was filed in Court), and the end was that Mr. Fitch had to
enter into negotiation to buy the iidoimation

; this he did, and Purcell

I

gave up Beaty’s questions and telegrams and made an affidavit befoie

I
the Magistrate of Saharunpur as to Beaty’s complicity in the libel,

i Purcell then brought his paper up here, and was not unnaturally pur

sued by some of his creditors, who had found out his whereabouts from
the reports of the case. He then wrote to Mr. Fitch, threatening him
that the first suit that was filed against him he should proceed to expose

him in his paper, to publish all his letters and telegrams regarding the

purchase of Beaty’s letters, and generally make his life a misery. It is

to be presumed he did this as he knew Mr. Fitch had to file a rase

against him for the price of a press bought from the East Lancashire

Regiment. Mr. Fitch did not reply, and the con.sequence was that th(

next issue of the paper teemed with the name of Fitch and was most

insulting all through. Mr. Fitch thereupon filed a complaint for

criminal intimidation and insult under sections 503, 504 and 506, Indian

Penal Code, and the case was heard yesterday. Mr. J. E. Howard, of

your city, appeared for the complain.ant, Mr. Fitch, and Purcell con-

ducted his own case. The facts of the defamation case were brought

out in Mr. Fitch’s examination, and Purcell’s cross-examination failed

to help his case in any way : he of course endeavoured to bring in ex-

traneous matter, but Mr. Howard’s watchfulness and the Conn’s saga

city were too many for him. He called one witness, who failed. Mr
Purcell then endeavoured to make out that there was no intimidation.

Mr.Howard made a most able address, laying every portion of the law

relating to Intimidation clearly before the Court, and proving incon

testibly that the letter itself constituted the offence without the articles

in the paper immediately following. The Court, in a long and careful

judgment, accepted the view of the prosecution.”

That Purcell is a pest.

I

A YOUNG Assistant Commissioner in the Ava District, Burma, has been

I

suspended for six months—from rank, pay and allowances.

j

•
• •

Rao Bahadur Pakumul Khubchanp, Deputy Collector of Jacoba

bad, IS being tried on charges of bribeiy and corruption. The trial

commenced on the 30th ult. at Larkana, before the Sub-divisional

Magistrate Mr. Mules. The Deputy Commissioner Mr. Giles has

been told off by the Bombay Government to prosecute and Mr.

Monmohun Ghose has been taken up to defend him.

Rao Bahadur is accused of receiving Rs. 200 from one Ali Murad as

an illegal consideration for some Government land. The defence

admits receipt of the money but as repayment of a loan advanced. Mr.

Constable, Public Prosecutor for Sind, had been originally engaged foi

the defence, but, it is said, being dissatisfied with the un-English

conduct of the local authorities, he has retired from the contest, making

room for Mr. Ghose.

The senior Rani of the late Raja of Pudukota is dead.

* •

The Maharaja of Cochin is dead. The Elaya Raja Veetacerala V'aima

succeeds.
'

At Hamilton’s sale, the jewellery of the late ex- King of Oudh feu bed

only a lac of Rupees.

;

Sir Asman Jah has been confirmed in his post, by the ronfernnent 01

the Devvani khilat.

• •

Sir Salvk Jung II. has been permitted to return to Hyderabad,.

«
• #

For his Artillery position finder, Major Watkin is to receive .^35,ooc,

namely, ^25,000 immediately and 1,000 annually for ten years.

« •

The Directors have sanctioned a reining bonus of Ks. 25,000 to Mr

F. Church, the late Chief Auditor of the Madras KaiLi*<V-
*

4
4 4

They are agitating for a College at Meerut. There was a public

meeting at which the Collector presided, and the subsciipiion .in

nounced was Ks. 25,000.

The En^hsh Vol.apukists have started a little monthly of their own

— T/ic Volapuk Journal

• •

In Eualis, Florida, a person is leported to have successfully grown n

compound tree of lemon, peach, pear, grape, persimmon, orange, and

guava.

The canal across the isthmus of Perckop has been commenced at both

ends—Perekop and Guenitschesk—simultaneously. It will be 75 miles

long and completed in 4;^ years.
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Lord WolSELEY’s tenure of office expires on the 28th. But he* has

been granted an extension of the Adjutant-Generalship of the Forces

for two years more. With two years more in prospect, doubtless, if

required, thanks to the relaxation of the genius of Red Tape ! What a

mockery these official mummeries in the case of “ Our only General !”

#
• *

A WAR Steamer— has just been launched at Chatham. She

is 265ft* long over all, 41ft. broad of beam, of 2,800 tons displacement

and 9,000 horse power, with a speed of 20 knots an hour. She may
carry six 6in breech-loading loo pounders, ten quick-firing guns, and

torpedoes. We hope she will not prove too unwieldy lumber for

management in actual warfare, nor go down to the bottom of the water

in the first decent gale.
«

• •

The express railway speed in America averages from 35 to 40 miles an

hour ;
in England from London to Manchester the journey is at the rate

of 48 miles, and between London and Grantham dose upon 54 miles.

In Italy, it averages only 29;^ miles
;

in France and Germany, 33 ;

in Spain, 22 ;
in Portugal, 18 ;

Switzerland 22; Holland 33)^; Belgium

33 ;
Scandinavia 21 ;

India 33 ;
and Russia 34. I’ortuguese lines seem

conscious of the limitation of their territory. Switzerland is smart for

her rocky ups and downs, her undulations and sinuosities. Scandina-

via too has her peculiar physical difficulties, Spain is shamefully slow

for all her ample room and verge enough.

***

Here, from an English monthly, is an interesting episode of the

History of the Press, and an instructive glimpse of how they order

matters in the enterprising West :

—

“There recently died in Vienna a most remarkable man, says a cor-

respondent of Oa//iinam. This was Herr Zang, who inlrodured into

France the Viennese bread, and made a fortune by it. While busily
engaged in establishing his bakery in the Rue Richelieu, he was stiuck
with the new departure in journalism due to the genius of M. Emile de
Girardin, and determined to do for Vienna what (Brardin had done for

Paris— namely, to give the public a good political newspaper at a low
price. So he sold out his bakery to one of his French rivals, and with
this money in his pocket started off on an entirely new line. The
baker now turned journalist, ,a.s easily as the army officer had become
baker. As soon as the revolulionaiy storm of 1848 had blown over, Zang
founded his Presu^ preserving the name of Girardin’s famous journal.

At that epoch Vienna was governed by a military officer, who was very
gruff and stiff, but who, like all human beings, had a weak side. He
believed he was a grand orator and a brilliant writer. Shrewd Herr
Zang never missed an occasion to insert at length in the columns of the

Pressi the speeches of the dreaded General Welden, and to praise the
literary merit of his proclamations, which so tickled the old soldier

that, notwithstanding the state of siege which then oppressed Vienna,

the Presse was given the greatest latitude. Editor Zang made the most
of this advantage, and the result was that the paper grew in importance
and wealth the list of subscribers and advertisers increasing rapidly

from year to year. It was a rule with him that all public men, minis-

ters, ambitious millionaires, and financial concerns, especially the last

named, must pay if they wished a good word from his widely-read
' newspaper. He drew up a regular tariff, where the prices were arrang-

‘^ed according to the importance of the man, his wealth, or the services

that the paper could render him either by praising him or by simply not

attacking him. The driving, avaricious ex-baker was not in the least

ashamed of this business. He used even to boast of it. On one occa-

sion I heard him say, ‘ Why, I should make the Queen of England pay
me if I printed her Speech from the Throne.’ But lie was destined to

receive a hard blow himself, and in the tenderest spot—his purse. Not a
trained writer himself, but an excellent business m in, Zang had drawn
about him a corps ofable editors and contributors, who often complained
that they were underpaid and even badly treated, for the proprietor and
chief editor of the Ptesse had become a veritable autocrat, and, like

the founder of the New York Tribune^ did not mince matters when
vexed at any of its ^bordinales. One fine morning the potentate of
the Presse nearly bad an apoplectic fit when two of his principal editors

informed him thal they had had enough of it, and meant to establish

a rival, backed by the money of several bankers, who were also anxious
to throw off the yoke of the /Vt’W. This was the origin, in 1864, of

\ the Vienna Neue Freie Presse^ now known throughout the world. Its

rebellious founders were Etienne and Friedlander, both of whom died

prematurely, but not until they had had the satisfaction of knowing
that the Neuc P'reic Presse was a formidable rival of Zang and his

journal. Poor Herr Zang was terribly affected by ibis * deseftion ’ of

his ‘ pupils,’ as he called Etienne and Friedlander. Ilis despair was
even amusing. He filled all Vienna with his lamentations. Zi^ng kc^t

«p the fight for three years, when, weary of the struggle, he sold out his

journal for about $400,000,”

Not a bad sum to retire upon from the incessant struggle of such an

investment, many proprietors would think !

England having, for the moment, washed her hands of the Tunnel

Scheme, France comes forward with her alternative programme of

bridging the sea

“ A scheme for building a bridge over the Straits of Dover has been
brought out in France by the Creusot Company and M. Hersent, the

well-known contractor. The bridge is to be about twenty miles long, the

superstructure to rest 160 feet above the sea level, and the span be-

tween the piers to be 1,600 feet. It is to bear four lines of rails, and
each of the piers will contain a place of refuge and be surmounted with

a powerful light. The estimated cost of the work is ^32,000,000. The
metallic framework will weigh two millions of tons, and the construc-

tion will take about six years.”

Who shall, after that, talk of the Colossus of Rhodes ? But how

many people, we wonder, will have ^hc nerve for the horrors of that

“ middle passage ?” Besides, who will risk their capital on such an

undei taking Till war and vandalism can be more effectually checked,

it seems premature to embark on such costly enterprises.

•
• •

Baboo Obhoy Chundra Dass, the wellknown retircil Deputy Collector

and Deputy Magistrate, has been permitted to retain the title of Rai

Bahadur of his office for life. Considering the great influence he

exercised in the East country, for a long series of years, through the

Commissioner’s office, it is a considerate concession.

# >*

Notwithstanding the severity of the weather, there were, in the

21 days that the Indian Museum was open to the general public, as

many as 35,590 visitors, giving a daily average of 1,694. The bulk

were more than ever natives, 26,016 males-|-9,i7i females = 35, 187.

Only 403 Europeans visited, 340 males and 63 females.

The meeting of the .Syndicate for the appointment of Examiners for

the next year, was a rather lively scene. A lucky University official

seemed to be on his trial. A good deal of thorough honc.st work was

done. The List in the last few years had grown to a serious scandal

and a blow on the education of the rising generation. Between the

weeding of personal favourites and the infusion of fresh blood, the cast

is a decided improvement. The Examiners of the Calcutta University

for the year 1889, arc—

M. A. Examination.

ICniilislL -Mr. F. J. Rowe, M. A., and S. C. Hill, B. A., B. .Sc.

Sanskrit, -Fundit Maheschandra Nyaratna, and Baboo Krishna
Kamal Bhattacharjya.

History.— Mr. W. T. Webb, M. A., and Dr. A. F. Hcernle.

Philosophy.— Baboo P. K. Roy, and Mr. H. Stephen, .M. A.
^tathcmatics.—Nix. W. Booth, M. A., and Baboo Asuto.sh Mookerjec,

M. A.

Physical Science.—^x. J. Eliot, M. A., Mr. W. Booth, M. A., and
Mr. A. Pcdler, F. C. S.

B. A. Examination. •

« Eny^Ush.—^x. A. C. Edwards, M.A., and Mr. J. Mann, M.A.
Mathematics . Asutosh Mookerjee (Jur), M./V, F.R.A.S.,

F.R.S.E., and Mr. C. Little, M.A.
Pandit Mahesh Chunder Nyayrulna, and Baboo Krishna-

kamai Bhattacharjya.

History .— Mr. W. T. Webb, M.A., and Rev. A. W. Atkinson, M.A.
Philouphy.-xYix. A. F. Hternle, Baboo P. K. Roy, D. Sc., and Baboo

Kali Charan Bancrjee, M.A.
/V/V'/Vr. — Mr. J. Elliot, M.A.
Chemistry. Mr. A l^edler, F.C.S.

Botany.- -Dr. D. Prain, M.A.
Gcoloi^y,—Dr. W. King. »

Zooloi^y.—Mr. J. Wood-Mason.

F. A. Examination.

/i/igZ/j//.-* Rev. Dr. K. S. Macdonald, M A., Mr. S. C. Hill, B.A.,

Rev. W. Johnson, B. A., and Baboo N. N. Ghost?.

Mathematic^, -Mr. G. W. Kuchler, M.A., Habbo Cowry Sunker De,
M.A., Baboo Bepin Behary Gupta, M.A., and Baboo Mohendra Nalli

Roy, M.A.
Sanskrit.—Baboo Rajendra Chandra Sasiii, M.A., Haboo ll.uaprasad

Sastri, M.A., Baboo Kailas Chunder Dulta, iM.A., and Baboo Raj*
^

kiim.ar Sarbadhikari, B.A.
^

History.— Asutosh Mookerjec (*Ser), M.A., and Baboo Krishna
Bebari Sen, M.A.

, “VC
Loyic.—Kty. W. Smith, M.A., and Baboo P. Mookerjee, B.Sc.

Physics.—Rev. Father E. Lafont, Mr S. A. Hill, B.Sc, Mr. W. H.''
'

Wood, B.A., and Baboo J. C. Bose, B.A., B.Sc.

Entrance Kxamin.uion.

F,n(^lish.—llix. F. J. Rowe, M.A., Head Examiner
;
Mr. M. Prothero,

B.A.,’ Rev. A. P. Begg% M.A., Rev. A. Tamoiy, M.A,, Mr. C. R. Wilson,
M. A., Mr. A. II. Piric, Rev. J. Edward.s, M.A., Rev. J. M. Hamilton,
M.A., Mr. C. A. Andrews, M.A,, Baboo Nilkantha Mozoomdar, M.A.,
Baboo Heramb Chandra Maitra, M.A., Baboo Sasibhusan Dutt, M.A.,
and Baboo Rajendra Kumar Sil, M.A.
Mathematics.— }Ax, W. Booth, M.A., Head Examiner

;
Mr. A.

Thomp.son, M.A., Mr. R. W. Shaw, M.A., Mr. H. A. Lane, M.A., Baboo
Ramnath Chatterjee, M.A., Baboo Rajmohim Sen, M.A., Baboo Kali-

pada Bose, M.A., Baboo Rajkumar .Sen, M.A., Baboo Baidyanath BosC)
M.A., and Baboo Sarat Chandra Mookerjee, M. A.
Sanskrit and Beng^ali.—^^hoo Nilmoni Mookerjee, M.A., Head Ex-

aminer ;
Baboo Kali Prosonno Bhattacharjya, M.A,, Baboo Kunjalal
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Nag, M.A., Haboo Umacharan Bancijee, M.A., Baboo Haris Chandra

Kaviratna, Baboo Biojonalh De, Baboo Kajani Kanta Gupta, Baboo

Haridas Sasiri, M.A., and Baboo Nirisinha Chandra Mookcrjee, AI.A.

History and Geof^raphy

.

—Mr. H. M. Percival, M.A., Head Examiner;

Rev. A. Neut, Baboo G. C. Bose, M.A., Baboo Kali Sankar Siikiil, M.A.,

Baboo Birc.swar Chatlcrjee, M A., Baboo Khiidiram Bose, B.A., Baboo

Haridas (iargari, M.A., Baboo Rain Narain Diitta, B.A., Baboo Adilya

Kumar Chatleijee, B.A., Baboo Dhaubhallab Sett, M.A., and B.iboo

Gobind Chandia Das, M.A.
Urdu.~-}A(mW\ Kabiruddin Alf.nad and Moulvi Ainjad Ali.

//indi.—Ra i Solian 1 al

.

l/riya ,—Baboo Kamprosonna Mookotjee.

Latin.—Mr. H. Stephen, M.A., and Rev J. Hector, M.A.

French,— Mons. Louis.

Arabic and Perdan. —Cidi. H. S. Jarrell, Moulvi Abdul Kh.iir, M.A.,

and Moulvi Ahmad.
The IkA. Examiners and the Head Examiners for Entrance will con-

stitute the Senior Bo.ird of University Examiners for 1889.

Next year, we hope the bad baigains still lurking will be striu k out.

•
# #

The result of the new Four I’cr Cent Loan of three ciores of

Rupees is—

Aggregate amount of Tenders ... ... 7,70,35,300
Minimum late of accepted 'rendeis ... ... 99‘t^

'rendet.s at that late leceivetl per cent. ... fx3*45

Total amount of accepted Tenders ... ... 3,00,00,000

Total amount to be received by Government ... 2,99,36,508
Average rate at which I.oan is issued ... 9979

or three annas and five pies below par.

Notks and Leaderettes.
The vve.atlicr continues cooler from occasional rains throughont the

Province, although there has been no down-pouring in wild earnest

yet. In Benares and other parts of Upper India, it is still very hot.

The Emperor William and Bismarck will sail in a week for St.

Petersbing. They will be escorted by eight ironclads. The place of

meeting between the Emperors has not been yet fixed, it is s.ti<l
;
we

'should think not announced yet, for fear of the Nihilists, against whom

Life Guaids are no protection, much less ironclads; The object of the

meeting seems to “ dish ” France. Great Britain m.ay as well be on

her guaid, though, Messrs. Conybeare and Saunders got up a demon-

stration of 3000 in Trafalgar Square, to protest against the closing of

the Square against public meeting.s. They succ:ef:ded in addressing

the gathering. In di-spersing it, the Police wcic attacked and thcie

were fights, and several* arrests were made. Mr. O’Doimell’s suit for

;f5o,0()0 damages against the Times has terminated in a verdict for the

defendant. Lonl Coleridge ruled that Mr. O’Donnell had no case

against the Times. Mr. Bradlaugh’s Oailn Bill has passed in Com-

mittee. On the 2nd July Mi. Balfour introduced a Bill for raising

large loans for arterial drainage in Ireland.

The Boaid nf Revenue is still investigating the charges against Mr.

Goodricke. In the meantime, Assessor Rakhaldas Ghose has been

dismissed the service .fnd Mr. S. J. Kilby, Supeiiiitendent of the

Customs Ibeventive .Service, has been put in charge of the Income

'fax in addition to Ins own duties. A (Hirer .ippointment that, but not

more CNlianrdmary than was Mr. Goodneke’s own to the Collcctorale.

Ml. Go<ulii(Le himself is an.xious to getaway, lie h.ad .applied for

one mouth’s privilege leave, but he was then advised to go on fui lough,

and he wilhdiew his former application and pressed for six months’

furlough, telegiaphiug H) Darjeeling medical critificates 01 suppovt.

But the Boaitl scouts the idea of leave, at any rate —leave out of

India. How Mr. ( ioodtickc bewails the absence of Mr f’eacock ‘ from

the la^ard ! Tliat Patron S.imt of panders and noodles li.nl tnrd to

smooth mattcis for the Collector, Init the (lovernnicnt wonlil not la

satisfird and w.antrd more information Hence the present proliactrd

cnquiiy, in whiib girat ( redit is due to tin* (.'ommissionrr. Once In- w.i-,

in for it, he pill sued the subject with zeal and singleness of puipo:>e.

One of the deik-j the Olq^^rrion Cl^k named Aubin.ish h;is .ilirarly

been the victim of the Cauh’ctoi’s wiatb. He had been examined by

the Commissioner, and had deposed tr) the dclimpiencies of the offn r

under his obsei\alion. He ua- turned out by Mr. Goodricke. He

appealed from the oidei of the Collector to the Commissioner. In his

explanation to the Coiiunis-,H'M(-i, the Collector wanted to prove too

much against the cleik. I^Ir. Smith, without t.aking the responsibility

of icinstatemcnl upon himbtlf, has refeired the matter to the Board.

Rakhaldas also considers himself injured and threatens to proceed

against Government for wrongful dismissal. He can afford the drain

on his purse.

The last news is that Baboo Doorgagutty Banerjee, Personal Assist-

ant to the Commissioner, has been appointed to act in Mr. Goodricke’s

place as Collector. An unexceptionable choice. His very enemies

acknowledge B.iboo Doorgagutty to be one of our best officers in the

E.xecutive Service.

The rules regarding the Benches of Magistrates for Calcutta have been

fmilier revised and are [mblished in this week’s Calcutta Cassette. The

Benches .seem not to have given satisfaction to the Chief Magistrate.

For, these iiiles aim at uniformity of practice and regular attendance

and work. For these pm poses, there will a Registrar who will at once

be a check on the Magistrates and their Guide, if not Philosopher and

Friend. It will be his duty “ to assist the Unpaid Presidency Magis-

trates on any (pieslion of practice, &c., that may arise.” He will also

report weekly to the Chief Magistrate

“(^i) the names of such Unpaid Presidency Magistrates as are absent

without or on insufticieni notice
;

{b) the hour at which the Benches sit
;
and, in the event of any

Bench of Magistrates taking its seat after the appointed hour, the

leason theieof
;

(r) the houis at which the Benches rise, and whether their file of

cases h.Ts bc(Mi disposed of
;

(d) list of r.ases disposed of

;

(e) list of cases adjourned, and the grounds of such adjournment.”

'fhe fifth rule .says “ the Chief M.igistrate may, should he deem

it desirable, appoint any Unpaid Presidency Magistrate sitting singly

to be a Court, and on bn>incss being sent to him by the Chief

Magistrate, he shall dispose of the same, but not otherwise.” We are

.afraid the Chief Magistrate goes beyond the law in thus depriving an

Unpanl Magistrate of the powers lie enjoys equally with the Paid

Magistrates. The legislature has made no distinction between a Paid

and .in Unpaid Magistrate. They are all Presidency Magistrates. The

Honorary .M.igistrates, l)y these rules, “shall ordinarily open their

Com is at noon and rise ,at 5
P. M, on the dates fixed by the Chief

M.i'',i:.ti,itc. A special Bench may, however, be convened on any other

d.iy or at any oilier hour l)y the Chief Mjigistrate.” “ Adjournments

should be, .cs f.ir as possible, de die in dieml'

When lilies were first framed, we believe the names of the Honoraiy

Magisiiates who were considered eligible to be Chairmen of the

Bench c'S were In the first revision, the Benches were em-

poweied to elect their own Cliainnen. In the present rules, the Chief

Magistrate takes to himself that authority. No Bench then can begin

work without permission of the Chief Magistrate. Is that permission

also necessary in adjourned proceedings under rule 12, namely,
^

“Aliy paii-heard c.ase .adjourned by a Bench composed of three Ma-
gistrates may be pn’iceeded with on the day fixed for the adjourned
hearing bcfoic any two of the said Magistrates

;
provided always that

the accused person or persf>ns give his or their consent. All subsequent
luMiings of the case, wiu-re fin ther adjournments are necessary, shall^

be befiue llie '^.ame two M.igisti ates.”

•aipposing the Chairman of the first d.iy is absent at the adjourned

luMi ing ?

f'lu- jniisdiction of the Bench h.ul hitherto been imliinited. It couhl

tiy c.isrs nansfcned both by the Chief Magistrate and the other

Stipendiary. lUil rule 2 enjoins “ I'np.iid 1‘residency Magi.strates shall

tiy only such cases as may be rcfeircd to them by the Chief Mams
ti.ite.’’ ^
A Correspondent in the Indian Mitror., who seems to be .a rather

knowing wight, is indignant at these rules. He characterizes them as <

“ .ibsiinl," “
I idiculous,” “ extremely offensive,” and “insulting” to the

Hcmni.iry Maguti.iles and the Hon’ble .Stipendiary. He leaves Syud

\meei Hosscin to tight his own b.utle and atlVise.s the “ Benchers” to

if-.i-gn. M.iy It not be llnit .Mr. M.iisden b.is begun to t.ike greater

intd<-xt the woiking of the. Courts and proper administration of

justice ?

Ilobc '^irur to the n.ame— is easily appeased, forgetting and for-

giving Thi*; work it is gr.icious indeed to the supreme head of the

Postal Department in Itidi.i. To begin with, it grant.s him the distinc-

tion of the opening paragr.aphs of his opening column. Then it pro-

Gaiins with the cx.actitiidc of a herald all the names and titles of the

object of his kind attentions. In tine, our young friend begins his
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Sabbathr-he publishes on Sunday—with the fervid interjection “ All

honouf^'h* Sir Frederick Russell k. c. i. K., c. s. i., Dirertor-Gc-

peral of Indian I’ost Offices," And why ? The writer is prepared with his

answer, thouj;h it rather lessens the effect
—“ for one of his rerunt acts

of discrimination." A general call to the world to honor a European

official for a single act of discrimination ! And that from the Young

Radicalism of the coutury—the very Yankee Radical of the Native

Press 1 Surely, the Millennium is within a measurable distance in India,

when the lion and the lamb \\\\\ diink of the same stream and lie down

together under the same shade— when the llriton and the Baboo will

recognise and treat one another as brothers. Who, after that, will

accuse the Bengalis of sedition against Government and of making the

lives of officials miserable by continually finding fault with them or

carping at them ? One instance of disci iminallon may be an inade-

quate reason for laudation, but it demonstrates more conclusively the

spirit. It shows how ready we are to praise if we have the ghost of a

chance. The vials of vitriol might be reserved for the Viceroy or the

local Government, but an official below the highest may easily obtain

more than fairplay.

In point of fact, our contemporary docs not build his complaisancy on

a single case. He speaks of “one of his (the Director-General’s)

recent acts.” Evidently there have been other recent acts. The writer

does not specify them, but roundly avers

—

“He (the Director-General) has upheld hi, reputation of being a

friend of the Natives by appointing as his Secretary Rai Ram Oiit.ir

Sing Bahadur, Superintendent of the Soiting Divi'^ion of the Railw.iy

Mail Service. This is the very first time lliat a Native of Indi.i has

been appointed to the responsible and honomable post in (lueslion."

So far as honor is due for this act, we are leady to give. But we

know nothing of other acts. The reputation which is ascribed lo Sir

Fiedcrick Hogg has been just the other way. Pei haps he was too dis-

tracted by the gallaiitrie.s in his family to cultivate any other kind of

reputation.

We are all familiar with—many of our military readers at Divisional

Head-Quarters in the interior and at up-country cantonments to their

cost
—“Mrs. General" and “Mrs. Colonel." It was left to the Salva-

tionist movement to introduce the further anomaly of “ Miss (General,"

“ Miss Colonel,” and so forth. Bad form and awkward as it is, a “ Mrs.

General” or “ Mrs. Captain ” is not quite unintelligible—the meaning

may be guessed with some hope of a hit. But a Miss with a miliury

rank is a mystery. As for guessing, one is afraid to launch into it. A
“ Miss General (say) Florence ” is suggestive of not the most proper

associations. Of course, the idea would be monstrous libel in the Jo.ana

Arc of Salvation. But so long as the human is as it is, the influence of

language on it is not, cannot always, be thoroughly staid. On this

ground, therefore, if for no other, we arc glad that the Joan of the War

of Righteousne.S5 has been fairly tired of the stale of single-blessed-

ness. In joining herself to Tucker, Miss General Booth may

seem to have married beneath her^-her rank at any rate. But it is

not so, for the Major is the head of the Salvationists—that is Field

Marshall commanding the Army to which the lady also belongs.

There is perhaps a touch of unpleasant self-consciousness in the

reasons the late--we de not mean the deceased— Miss gives for the im-

portant step she has just taken. She was actuated by no yearning of

her own heart. She received a “ call.” That call was not like the call

to the ministry, a call from Heaven, how^ever. It was a call fr>un India

—the reverse of the famous Baxlerian call, “ a rail from the unconvert-

ed.” Notwithstanding, we hope to see of this holy union the usual

fruits—pro 5^ic fruits of flesh and blood we mean. In prudent con-

sideration for the present and prospective wants of the new household,

the Salvationist brethren and sisters have pro\idc(l a dower of ;^5,ooo.

And this not a matter of settlement on paper or parchment, but the

money was paid down at the wedding ceremony, before the guests dis-

persed. An exemplary proof how British religious Fakirs and Dcr-

weshes even in their sublime flights of religions c.xcitcmeht, do not

allow themselves to be unmindful of the main chance, and are careful of

guarantees in respect of such needs of the fl’jsh as they might still ac-

knowledge. The whole thing was characteristic—orderly and prudent

to perfection like a bank transaction. Our Asiatics would have gone

wildly about it from beginning to end, unconscious of the morrow.

The event may hereafter prove an encumbrance, but the Cause will

will not be without its compensations. The Holy Army will be re-

cruited by the operation of the physical laws of Nature, just as popu-

lation is increased. Whether this is a gain on the wholCi let the

Romanists question. In any case, the Salvation Army by this step

proves itself Protestant to a fault.

SpirituauSxVI—a distinctly American produce—has lately been

brought to unenviable notoriety in the Empire City. In the course of

the trial in New York, in April last, of a notorious wench, Editha

Monte/ alias Madame Diss Debar, the wretch wlio was the partner of

her bigamous or poligamous marriage, if such an aduUerine intercourse

deserved to be dignified with that name, Diss Debar, with perfect

froid^ admitted having a wife and children at Philadelphia, but

then that was his “financial wife.” As for the “lady" at his side

—meaning the harlot Montez, Madame Montez if you will—that was

his s|)iritual wife.

At the same time, news came from Em ope that one of the famous

Aincric.m professional spiritualist sisterhood the Misses Fox, whose fame

.as “ mediums ” has gone to tlie ends of the Earth, has come to grief

in Holland. It was Kate. Her cider sister had fascinated the sturdy

American Arctic discoverer Captain Kane and become his wife. Kate

ran a more distinguished and brilliant career. After the highest reputa-

tion in her native country, she went out to conquer the world, and she

eatned the right lo the C.esarian boast. She performed throughout

Em ope, before crowds as before crowned heads, under the eye of

inatiiie men of the world as well as men of law and scientific enquirers,

with perfect success, without a single lonttetcmps^ without the slighest

suspicion of deceit. She had innumerable offers, and at last deigned

to accept the hand of a German nobleman, by whom she was installed

in his castle with princely appointments and concomitants and acces-

sories, till she ruined him. Again she reverted to her mediiiinship,

gave and again foiiml herself m wealth and at the head of a

luxurious establishment. But her extravagance knew no bounds.

Besides, this spiritual girl was by no means a lady or a nice person at

all. Her habits were gross and she kept bad company. In this manner,

she ran through several fortunes. Ami now she is a drunken old hag

at H.aailem with baibarous children “growing" in Topsy-fashion

without care. It was her inability lo support them that brought hel-

lo the Police Court of that city and discoveied her whereabouts and

very existence. No wonder that in America her case should attract

special notice and cause some sensation and no little di.scredit to the

influence of spiritualism. When the very Sybils and prophetesses of

the Faith are not refined, what may be expected of the rank and file

of believers.^ it is naturally asked.

Under the circumstances, the Rev. Dr. T.ilmage, the eminent New
York preacher, who from the pulpit has lately denounced spiritualism

in no measuied terms, can scarcely be blamed. The sermon called

up a well-known advocate known as Judge Daily -in America a

lawyer who has once held judicial office in. ly be ever afierwauU called

Judge—in leply. Mr. D.uly seems lo be tin; successor in spirilualisl

circles of Judge Edmonds, whose name used fonnerly to be invoked in

evidence of the claims of Spiritualism. lie has challenged Dr.

Talmage to a conference in the longest liall in the city, undertaking to

pay half the expenses, wlieielie pledges to give substantial occular proof

of the phenomena. But the Rev. Padre shoxfs no signs of taking up the

glove. He contents himself with calling names, denouncing the

Spiritualists, mediums and operatins as clients, and their believers as

dupes and fools.

We arc bound to note that “Judge ” Daily on his honor declares that
“ he has seen maierializ iiions, and that they have approached him

and he touched them, and then tli.il they v.inishcd into thin air."

We sec that the Matlras Law Times General Observer reprints from

oui*columns Mr. Justice Tievelyan’s jmlgmeiu in the Jain case, nearly

three columns, without acknowledgment, although it duly names the

Englishman for three qiiailer columns of a law report.

The le.ading aiiicle m the same issue is headed, sensationally lo be

sure, rather th.an meaningly, “ Foe or I' l ieiid,” It opens with the

remark, “Mr. Meredith Townsend is one of those Anglo-Indians that

have the courage of their convictions," and seems to have for its subject

that gentleman’s last niierance. But no such thing. Only a second

time does his name occur among those of “ persons of the • sort of Sir

W. Hunter, Mr. Meredith Townsend, Sir 11. Maync, &c.” A fine

assortment, surely ! It would be impossible to mention two writers so

dissimilar in every literary and political characteristic—in style, in

method, in cast of thought, in views on Indian affairs—than Sir

Willi.am Hunter and Mr. Meredith Townsend. Neither is a typical

Anglo-Indian, the latter is hardly one at all. Sir William has just retired
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from India, Mr. Townsend was here in the last century as it were. Sir

William retains full touch of India—Mr. Townsend keeps the slightest

possible. He had been in India, that is all. The whole of the modern

epoch since the Mutiny, he has no personal experience of. Several

years ago, he wrote to a correspondent in this country that, after twenty-

five years, Calcutta has become a name to him. Mr. J. Fergusson,

the great architect and archaeologist, might just as well be called a Ben-

gal Planter, because he had, in earfy life, been engaged in the indigo

Districts, as Mr. Townsend called, without reservation, an Anglo'

Indian, because be had, a quarter century back, been in India.

As for Sir H. Mayne, wc positively know no such person or sort of

persons. There was a Mayne in Madras, but be has not yet been

knighted, though he would make a belter knight than several of the

lucky dogs in either of the Indian Orders, and, besides, he is J. D.,

not H. Mayne. Pait supposing there was an extraordinary mistake

here, where has Mr. J. I). Mayne ever distinguished himself except in

the quiet profession of the law ? Where did he give “ the concurring,

sanctifying, and unimpeachable evidence,” of which the Observer makes

such laudatory mention There is another surname of the same sound,

that of Sir Henry Sumner Maine, but he is dead, and if the testimony

of the dead were eligible, the writer had the choice of dozens on either

side. Nor can we guess what deliverance of Sir H. S. Maine he

refers to. Our impression of that iinamiable Pandit has ever been

unfavourable.

The Criminal Sessions commenced on Monday and continued

the whole week, Mr. Justice Wilson presiding. The first case taken

up was the boy Sunnoo’s torture by the Police. It concluded only

yesterday. The Jury were unanimous that the Police had inflicted

the torture, and that Inspector Boyd had no hand in it, but they

were not agreed as to the identity of the three native constables.

Six were for acquittal and three for conviction. The Judge accepted

the virdict of the majority and the doubts of the Jury as to

identity, and acquitted all the four prisoners. The Jurors were either

Europeans or Eurasians, all the Native Jurymen called being

challenged by the dclonce. Mr. Hill <lcfcnded the Inspector and

Mr. Palil the constables. The European barrister threw the

whole blame on the constables, torture being, in his opinion, an

Eastern mode of extorting confession, to which his European

client could not possibly be a party. Poor Mr. Hill apparently had

not heard of one Francis Bacon who somewhere, in the i6th century,

successively held the offices of Attorney-General and Chancellor in

some country in Europe. But, then, whose word is it and what is its

derivation? And the ihumbkin and thumbscrew l.ingu.age

arc they? Or, are they European vocables coined in philologic philan-

thropy and shipped to the East, with mercenary soldiers, civilians,

barristers, missionaries and such other blessings, for the temporal, con-

venience and eternal salvation of the Orientals ? The native barrister

resented in Court the imputation on his country and meanness to his

clients, and out of it ha<l almost a scuffle with his learned friend.

The Police is in jubilee, for it was the Police that was on its trial.

The Foicc i.alsed a defence fund which was .administered by the Deputy

Commissioner. The Inal pioves that torture is in the ascendant in

the Police, .md difficult to delect. Its effect will be to make the Police

still moie cuitious to keep out evidence of their guilt. •

The other sen'^ational rase—the commitment of a whole family for

forgery—was early in the week posljioned for a fortnight.

^The death of the adopting mother has precipitated the suit by the

Dowager Mahaiani against the late scandalous adoption in the Biird-

\\an K.ij. Her pl.iint IS ready and will probably be filed next \¥eek.

Messrs. Woodrofte, Pugh, Gasper and O’Kinealy have been retained

V.y Mabaiani Naiain Kum.iii. Sir (zregory Paul and Mr. Evans

already hold gmieral letainers from Lala Bunbehary Kapur. The
Dowager M ib.irani claims the Raj as the next heir after the

death of her husband, Ins adopted son and that son’s widow. The

suit is a matter of course, Sir SleuarJ Bayley himself sanctioned the

adoption that the matter might be taken to court, which alone could

decide it saiibfaciorily. The plaint is to be filed in the Original Side

of the High Court. Baboos Nalinaksha B.isu, Pleader, Burdwan, and

Conesh Chunder Chundcr, the foremost attorney of the High Court,

will instruct counsel on behalf of the Maharani.

IfT the meantime, the local Government has begun to treat the Maha-

lani more liberally. It has ordered an increase of Rs. 4,000 to her

monthly allowance making up the sum to 9,000.

The claim of the Maharani to the jewellery, her stridhan, is being

investigated. It was originally agreed upon that the Collector Mr.

Coxhead would arbitrate the matter, or that four-fifths of the jeweU

be handed over to the Maharani. But Mr. Coxhead is away from

Burdwan, the Court of Wards would not agree to part with the jewels

without a contest. The matter was ultimately referred to the arbitra-

tion of Mr. Pugh. Lala Bun Behary ignores altogether the claim (

^

the Mahaiani to the jewellery. According to him, they form part of

the Raj, she being allowed only to use them during the lifetime of her

husband. Mr. Pugh has not yet made his award.

The Lieutenant-Governor arrived from Darjeeling to-day. His Priu-

cipal Secretaries of State are however left behind in the Hills. Mr.

Macaulay will, be believe, soon join his Chief, but Mr. Edgar, we are

sorry to learn, is ailing, and Dr. Ray has been called up.

We believe the Lieutenant-fTOvernor has come especially to inquire

personally on the spot into the scandals of the Calcutta Collectorate

and the Income Tax department. The Presidency Commissioner hab

for some weeks been daily attending the office of the Board of Revenue

on that business.

It would he as well if Sir Steuart Bayley took the opportunity to in-

quire into the connection of one of his officials with a Jain litigation.

W’f. have but one fact to add to the history of the official career of an

Indian Civilian that we gave last week—all from official papers—in the

leading article “ The Daniel of Patna.” To the honor of the British

Indian Association, that body, under the hand of their Honorary Sec-

retary ,Maharaja Jotendro Mohun Tagore, sent up a spirited representa-

tion against Mr. Kirkwood’s extraordinary proceedings in Chittagong

to the Lieutenant-Governor, and got a snub for their pains from the

Civilian Government. The matter, however, went up in due course to

the Government of India, and this is the notice which the Viceroy iu

Council took of the matter, to wit

—

“In reply I am to say that the Governor-General in Council feels

bound to express the gravest disapprobation of Mr. Kirkwood’s con-

duct in the matter, and is of opinion that he has been leniently dealt

with. But under all the circiim.stances represented, it is not considered
necessary to disturb Sir R. Temple’s orders or to press any further

action against Mr. Kirkwood. That gentleman should however be

warned that any repetition of similar intemperate and insubordinate
conduct, especially in connection with his judicial duties, will be
most severely dealt with.”

Last Tuesday, in a well-known thoroughfare near the Aphim-ka Chow-

raha, Burrabazar, at 9 in the morning, a Marwari dealer in Germansilver

ware, while sitting in front of his shop writing up his account book

with his back to the street, was struck from behind by half a dozen

Upcountry roughs called f^oohdas^ who have become more than ever

the pest of that busy part of the native town, who pursued their victim

even when he ran into the recess of his shop for shelter, and there

dealt blows on him, and then made themselves scarce. The man

bled profu.sely and reported himself to the Police. But no enquiring

officer came to the spot. On Fiiday, in front of Baboo Juggannalh

Khanna’s place of business, in the .same quarter, there was a street

fight in which the knife was freely used and a man was cut in the

arm. Whether out of regard for Baboo Khanna or what, the Polu c

b«*suried themselves in the matter and succeeded in arresting the

parties, and iheie was an enquiry on the spot.

These are now common occurrences in Burra Bazar, No man's

honor or person is safe. The city has been flooded with bad charac

ters, who live by blackmail or by lending themselves to be tools ot

revenge of others. If Mr. Lambert can give a good^^count of thfesc

rascals, he may be pardoned for not finding stolen property.

And here we may as well draw his aliention to the pest of volunteer

brokers—Dalals—in common shopping in the same quarter, which ha^

become simply intolerable. It is another phase of the same Rough
business.

By this oiir readers have had lime to ponder on the judgment in the

lat^ Jain case which we published in full a few weeks back. We
have neither time nor space to-day to enter into a narrative of this

interesting litigation—so interesting indeed that a Government official

has voluntarily gone to the risk of nearly seven lacs for one of the

parties—but one remark we may make. It will be seen that the High

Court admittedly decides the case ^on the general principles of the

law applicable to Upcoiihtry Hindus, instead of on those of Jain Law.

It called for evidence on Jain Law, but did not after all care for it.

Pandits were invited at great expense from the Jain country in the far

West, who produced their Scriptures—venerable manuscripts—and

then the Court fell back upon Custom—a few unauthoritative modern
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instances. And yet both sides appealed to the Jain Law—not Custom

but veritable the Jain Scripture. At first, indeed, the Claimant

J.ab Chand claimed under the Mitakshara—iYit authority which

^^ovcrns the non- Bengali Hindus generally—but, at a later stage, he

declared, in his answer filed, that that had been a mistake on his part,

and he prayed that his case might be decided according to the Jain

Law. The opposite side, from the first, contended under the sacred

Code of the Jains. Yet, in the face of this concurrent prayer, the Court

went out of its way.

There arc some recent or still pending Jain suits in Calcutta and

Moorshedabad, which have a bearing on the point. We shall try to

give the particulars in our next.
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f a PROGRESS OP
^ ' LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT.

DIFFICULTIKS OF THK KXJ'KKIMENT.

The Government of Bengal has won no small degree

of popularity, by its recent iibandonment of some
of the privileges which it had originally retained in

its hands, under the scheme of Local Self-Govern-

ment. A large number of Municipalities have been
allowed to elect their own Chairmen, and Sir Stcuart

Bayley is also prepared to give up the power of

nominating a proportion of the Commi.ssioners in

favour of the people. Both these measures arc in-

tended to afford an extension to the elective principle

on which Local Self-Government is based, and as

that principle is highly valued by the people, they

are naturally much pleased to find that the jealous

caution with which the late n[^imc guarded the

working of municipalities, has given place to more
trustful confidence in the people on the part of their

present Ruler.

So far as these measures afford a proof that Local

Self-Government has already proved a success in the

eyes of Government, they are a gratifying testimony

to the fitness of the people to take care of their own
parochial affairs, while that success gives force to the

demand which the entire country, through the mouth
of its Congress, has put forth for a more substantial

concession of representative government. Indeed,

there are indications from more than one quarter that

the Government cannot long be deaf to that demand.

Lord Dufferin, as we said last week, is credited with

being in real sympathy with the political aspirations

of the people, and, for aught we know, his admini.s-

tration may, before it.s close, connect itself with a

measure of constitutional reform for which posterity

will not let its memory soon die. Time may be

wanting to carry his views into practical execution,

bbt it will be enough if his Lordship places them on

record, and endeavours to give the weight of his

influence to obtain their recognition by the (iovern-

ment at Home.
In the meantime, anything likely to place the work-

ing of Local Self-Government upon a wider and more

satisfactory basis, cannot but be welcome to those

who have the political advancement of the country at

heart. As an instrument of political training, Local

Self-Government is destined to exercise a great in-

fluence for good, and we cannot but congratulate our

local bodies in the country upon the attitude of Sir

Steuart Bayley towards the scheme. The extension

of the elective constitution, which will take place

under the orders of the Government referred to, will

have a most reassuring effect upon the administration

of Local Self-Government. The time, however, has

fairly come when the Government might go a step fur-

ther, and take such steps as would tend to more re-

ally strengthen the hands of these local magnates and
invest them with greater dignity. The present

measures proposed by the Lieutenant-Governor of

Bengal relate to the constitution of the municipal

Boards, but what is wanted for the efficient conduct

of business by these Boards, is an extension, under
discreet safeguards, of their power. Their position

should be invested with an air of more authority, and
more cordial support should be accorded to them by

Government, when they are beset by difficulties of

detail in the transaction of business.

The success of Local Self-Government, like that of

many things besides, is often a question of money.
If our local authorities have adequate funds placed at

their disposal, the administration of affairs will pre-

sumably be efficient, and successful in general estima-

tion. But the financial difficulty is a powerful draw-

back everywhere, so far as our information goes.

The local authorities are, indeed, invested by law

with power to impose and levy a number of taxes,

which are expected to yield a revenue sufficient

for their purposes. But the municipal taxes are

so devised and, in ffict, are so repugnant to the

spirit of the people, as to be a more fruitful source

of irritation than of profit. We think the people

are well pleased to pay a land tax, and are scarce-

ly conscious of the taxation which is collected by
indirect means. But the house-tax, modelled and
practically administered on the principle of the In-

come-ax, is an object of universal detestation, and is

submitted to only through fear of the officiocracy,

which has all along administered it. The official

administration of the municipalities having terminated,

there is now th(j greatest difficulty felt in the collec-

tion of the municipal rates. A thorough unloosening

of authority has taken [dace, and municipal bills are

now realised much under the same terms as bills

for voluntary subscriptions. Such, at any rate, is

the information brought to us from some quarters,

and we have no reason to distrust it. The tax is

essentially so unpopular that people are not unlikely

to evade it, where they possibly can do so with

impunity. The collecting staff under the non-official

authorities are put oft under one pretence or another,

till the regular time fixed by the law for the collection

of the bills expires. Bills for se’ieral quarters accie

niulatc on their hands, and neither they, nor their

masters, the municipal authorities, dare put the legal

machinery of distraint ir* operation. The orders

for distraint issued by non-official authorities carry

no terrors, and instances have happened where they

have been resisted with every circumstance of vio-

lence and insult. Nor have the non-official town-'
corjaorators any practical redress at the hands of the

constituted magisterial authorities in such cases. A
case in our knowledge lately took place in a neigh-

bouring nuinicipaliiy, where the municipality, after

suffering disgrace and loss of prestige from violent

resistance to its order for the attachment of property,

lodged a complaint against the village Hamden, but

the magistrate, upon some technical plea, dismissed

the case, and the municipality had to recover, its com-
posure of mind, if not its violated dignity, after spend-

ing some good money after bad. Other cases with

a similar termination, illustrating the absence of touch

between the magisterial and municipal authorities,

and tending to lower the dignity of the municipal

administration in public estimation, are not unknown.
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As a consequence heavy arrears in the collection of

the taxes have accrued in most places, and there are

some municipalities which are hardly in a position

to maintain their credit. We have stated the facts

as they have been represented to us. Without offering

any suggestions on the subject, for the present, we

must say that the above* discloses a state of things

of too grave a character to be allowed to continue,

while it cannot fail to have the most paralysing effects

upon the administration of municipal affairs. The
financial administration of municipalities, and the

methods by which Government may well strengthen

it, arc matters which we have scarcely left ourselves

space to dwell upon in the present article, and we must

return to the subject soon.

THE SUPPLEMENTARY HONOURS LIST.

Thk Crown in India seems to labour under an un-

accountable infirmity of purpose. As the Fountain

of Honour, it hardly knows its mind. # It was under-

stood that the Fountain had been drained to the

dregs in the Tropicnl showers and Deluge of Her
Majesty’s Juhilo^c, and was finally left dry by the tapp-

ing on New Year’s Day. And it was authoritative-

ly announced by those who most speculate on the

grave subject—including in our community the

Mirror—that there would be no drop forthcoming on

what may in Hindu parlance be called the Ambabachi
of Her Majesty’s Birth-day. Nevertheless, there was

a dri/zle on the holiday in question, just enough to

revive a number of thirsty loyal subjects. It was a

surprise, however—a surprise, we were afterwards

told, as much to the Government of India as to the

public.

But there is no end to the graciousness of the

Crown. The Fountain is an inexhaustible reservoir,

prompt to relieve with its healing waters respectable

citizens afflicted with doxomania, and even capable

of blessing with its sprays of recognition the lives of

honest human worth, or recognising good service to

the state. So, surprise upon surprise, here comes,

tn the middle of the year, a Supplementary List—

a

few late drops—of Honours. Wo arc informed by
telegraph, from the Press Commissioner’s office, that

the following gentlemen have been made
Knii^hts Commnnder of ihe Indian Umpire.— Maliarnjiih Ilareiulra

Kibhore Smj^h Bahadur of Bciliah
;
Hon’ble CHe‘inry Charles Paul,

I. F.., Advocate-General, Bengal ; and Maharajah Narendra Krishna
t)f (!alriuta.

His Excellency the f'iceroy and Governor-(ieneral is pleased to

confer, as a personal distinction, the following titles on the gentlemen
named against each :

•

.Syed .Mahammad Takee Khan, Zemindar in the District

of Mozufferpore.

—Kumar Cyanoda Kant Roy of Chanchra, in the Jessore
District,

Khan Bahadur. - Syed Ka/i Re/a Hossein of Patna.
Rai Bahadur.—Babu (janga Pershad of Diirbhiingah

; I’abu Hurry
^ Mohuii 'rh.icoor, Zemiudar of Brrary in the District of Bhagulpore

;

Babu Shanker Dyal Singh, Honorary Magistrate, in the Shahabad
District

;
Babu Bepiu Beliaiy Dutt, Government Pleader of Midn.a|^ore

;

Babu Surja Kumar Pundit, Distiict Engineer in Moorshedabad.

Many of the names are too local for recognition by
the general piiblic, but the District officers who
make the recommendations doubtless know their

men well, and their favorite Cba/ras/s best of all.

We are glad that poor Bettiah, weighed down by
the double encumbrance of b\)dy and estate, has got
this crumb of comfort. Our Sobhabazar noble is

also to be congratulated on his attaining the acme of
ambition. He had been baulked too long. Sir Steuart
Bayley has stood him m better stead than his own
patron Sir Rivers Thompson. The young Zemindar
of Chanchra has only got his due, being Raja by
vox populi, whether an alien Government recognise

him or not. Son of Barodakanta the Good, he is

the representative of one of the old landed Houses
in the land. We hope he will merit higher honors*.

Hurry Mohan Thakur Sheb could .scarcely in decency

be longer overlooked. After so much has been made
of the Kalwars in the Monghyr and Bhagulpore

country all this time by the officials, the poor Brah-

man has been rescued from the shade. The best

name to our mind on the list of the new Roy Baha-

doors is that of the Government Pleader in Midna-
pore. We do not know this gentleman and we are

not partial to pleaders as a class. But he is highly

spoken of, and there is no doubt of the great in-

llucnce of the class in the country, an influence

which is on the increase, an increase which no-

thing can check. It is wise in the Government to

recognise the importance of these native lawyers.

We would not have titles indiscriminately showered
on them however, and for two reasons. It does not

matter that they are new men. The British Court

is a new Court, and its lesser Omrahs must, many of

them, be new men. But the vakeels, as a rule, are

wanting in public spirit, and they usually do not

live as befits their position and opulence. Baboo
Bepin Bchary Dutt is an exception. His style, we
arc told, is that of a thorough gentleman. We shall

return to the general subject, with special reference

to the native pleaders and attorneys of the High
Court, on a future day, and will now conclude with

our hearty satisfaction at the well-deserved recogni-

tion of the Advocate-General’s claim. We have not

the pleasure of his acquaintance, but have had ample

opportunities of watching him as one of the promi-

nent members of the Calcutta community, and we
can honestly say that Mr. Paul has been much too

long neglected. He has not only been for a long

series of years th(j official leader of the Calcutta bar

and chief law adviser of the Crown, but he has been
for a generation one of the opulent citizens of the

town, ready to every call of duty, and in all the

amenities of life. He is one of the leading Omrahs of

Christian Calcutta. His knighthood is also a just

recognition of the claims of that Armenian com-
munity which once played so important a part in the

history of India, specially in building up the fabric of

British Power, and still plays it in Turkey, Egypt,
Persia and Burmi), of which Mr. Paul is now the head.

\Vi: have great satisfaction in laying before our readers the results of

the last medical competition. The following have passed the 1st M. B,

Examination.

3. Gnsh Chunder Dey.
4. Manmatlia Nath Chatterjee.

5. Tiishita Nath Smha.
0. Gnsh Chunder Ghosh.
7. Ridii Mukhi Bose, also

Chuni L.al Nandi and Gopal Chunder Ghose.

The list is in order of merit. The last two, Nandi and Ghose, have

barely passed. The first and seventh of those marked for distinction,

are, it is worthy ol remark, ladies. Two girl jgraduates among seven

candidates of both sexes, who h.ave passed with distinction, is indeed a

remarkal^le success and proof of social progress. The education of

women has nowhere yet proceeded so far and so generally, specially

m the sciences and the learned professions, but that such a fact would

be one for gratulation in any part of the world, howsoever advanced.

In India, where this education for the males has just commenced as

it were, where the University is scarcely a generation old, where women

have been admitted to the medical school within the last few years,

the fact is of proportionally greater significance. We have been at

some pains to inquire and we are assured that the examination

was strict ; no favour was shojm to creed or sex. The ladies have

won in fair field. Doth are gems of students and Virginia is a brilliant.
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The First M. B. is the serious part of the business, the second or

being comparatively a formality. The nine who

Jiave passed the First Test are, therefore, sure of their degrees, if they

care for it. With or without it, they are recognised proficients.

In view of the great movement inaugurated by Lady Dufferin for

the relief of Indian womankind, the success of the ladies is most timely.

We are sure both ladie.s will find honorable and useful cmployinmt

under the Society. If Miss Mitra is the first in the First Division,

Miss Bose, we learn, is a remarkable student of science with pourrs

of observation keener and knowledge more practical and, therefoio,

genuine than all the rest of the competition.

The results of the Second M. B. are as follows :

—

First Division.—

N

ilratan Sarkar.

Second Division.—Sureschandra Basu, Syamnirad Das Gupt.i,

Piirnachandra Nandi, Akshaykumar Pal, Mahendianath Sen.

Only two students have been admitted in the First L. M. S., namely, —

Bhagabatikumar Chaudhuri and Amritalal Sarkar.

In Engineering, only eight students have passed the First Examination,

in the Second Division -

W. S. Bremner, Adharlal Chandra, Kshiradchandra Mukhopadhyay,
Krishnadhan Bandyopadhyay, Saratchandra Sen, J. B. Godfrey,

Jnanendranath Gangopadhyay, Satyaranjan Khaslgir.

PRE-BRITISH INDIA.
XX.

AKDAR.
Akbar probably would not have left hl.s new conqiic.st .so

Ct^rly, but he hastened his return to Hindustan, by reason

of the accounts he had received of the refractory conduct of

his eldest son Selim. This prince was now about thirty

years of ag^c, and it would appear that he was not deficient

in natural abilities, but had almost ruined these natural

powers, by g^ross indulgences. He was addicted to the ex-

cessive use both of wine and opium, and by such habits

had no doubt impaired his mental powers
;
as a fact he did

.so impair these faculties, that he became liable to ungovern-

able fits of fury. In one of these outbursts of rage, he .

ordered an offender to be flayed alive. When Akbar heard
j

of this atrocity, he turned away, in unconcealed disgust
; I

for Akbar could not bear to see even a dead beast flayed, I

without a sense of pain, and therefore he could not but feel
j

the greatest repugnance and surprise that a son of his con Id

be guilty ot such conduct to a fellow being. On another

occasion, Selim instigated, and had carried out by his Argents,

the murder of Abul Fazl, one of the most trusted and

honouicd of his father’s ministers. When Akbar heard of

Abul Fazl's sad fate, he wept bitterly, and past two days

and nights without sleep : he seems never to have discovered

his son’s share in the ba.se crime. Wc arc told, by Selim

himself, that in his youth he used to drink about five (jnarts

of wine a day, and that in consequence he was thoroughly

nerveless, and his hands shook, as if palsied, if he remained

for a single hour without his accustomed stimulant. After

he ascended the throne, wc are told, he reduced the quantity

he drank d.aily to onc-fourth, and that he never drank in

public, but after nightfall. It is jirobablc th.it he did not;

adhere to the rule regarding quantity, though he avoided

any public display of intemperance. Drinking seems to,

have been the vice of the age among IVIussulmans . their
|

kings and their great men alike drank hard ;
Haber and

HumAyun are notable examples, while Akbar is an honour-

able exception.

Akbar, on his departure for the Dcccan, had declared

Selim his .successor, appointed him Viceroy of Ajiiiir, and

committed to him the conduct of the war with the Rana of

Oudipore ;
for that restless young chief was again trying to

obtain possc.ssion of his hereditary dominions. After many

delays, and much hesitation, Selim at last s(;l forth to^ accom-

plish this task, but he stopt on the way, and then aiternpti'ti

to .seize the 'province of Hindustan, unrighteopsly ,for

himself. He marched to Agra,_but thc_governor_i)( that

Holloways Pills and Vicissmules of climate, oposiite

and hardships, tell heavily on soldiers and s.ulms, sovvm«^ the of

diseases which may uhiinalely bieak up ihe comaiiuuon. .\ ii naily

careless of their health a word in season may aveii many cvils -md may

cause them to resort to timely measures without any difi ulty or

publicity. Holloway’s effectual remedies arc so suitable, and ate so

easily adapted for the varied complaints to which our sohnets and

sailors are liable, that a supply should always be obtained before pro.

cceding abroad. It may with confidence be stated that m.my a v.iluable

life might have been saved, or confirmed cripple prevented from begging

in the Streets, if Holloway's remedies had been used in time.

city foiled him in hi.s attempt to get posse.s.sion of it. He
then proceeded to Allahabad, and soon held possc.s.sion of

Oudh and Bchar. At the .s.ame time he .seized the local

treasure of the Government, amounting to thirty lacs of

rupees, and assurncil the title of king. Akbar, as might be

expected, was much afflicted whc*n he received intelligence

of the conduct of his son. He diTermincd, however, to act

with prudence, so as not to dritc him to extremities. With
this intention he wrote a very tempcralc letter to Selim,

setting clearly” forth his evil acts, and showing him what the

conscqueiici's would be if he continued in his present course.

After warning him thus, he changed the tone of the epistle to

affectionate entn'aty, and concluded the letter with assuran-

ces of his undiminished affection, if he would return in time

to the p.Ttli of his duty Akbar followed this letter in person,

and doubtless his near aj)proach had more effect than the

ej)istle. Selim replied in very submi.ssivc terms and marched
to meet his father, then changed his mind, stopt at Etayah,
and began raising troops with much assiduity. Akbar
hearing tiiat he had collected a considerable body of men,
desired him to advance with only an escort, or to return to

Allah.abad. Selim fell back on Allahabad.

Akbar was still desirous of avoiding an open rupture with

his son, and for ft\c purpose of conciliating him, offered him
a grant of Ikuigal and Orissa, which latter had also been
absorbed in the cm[)irc. This offer was accepted by Selim

with renewed and profound professions of fidelity and de-

votion, all which expressions, however, had a hollow ring.

A more satisfactory reconciliation was at last effected

through the intervention of Sclima Sultana, one of the em-
peror’s wives, who had adopted Selim, after his own
motlicr’s death. It was Akbar, however, who sent this lady

to him, to endeavour to soothe his mind and heal the breach.

The attempt provcil successful, and the prince repaired to

Court, and made his submission. He was received by
Akbar with much kindness, .and the privilege of wearing
the roy”al ornaments, was confcrrcil on him. Selim aftcr-

w.mls returned to his almost independent position at Allaha-

bail, and became more than ever debauched.
Selim was now Akbar’s only son, for both his other sons,

Morad and Danyal, were dead
;
the latter a victim to in-

temperance. Akb.ar’s only hope of continuing his great

eint)irc, nrsted on this remaining son, and, failing him, on his

two most likely” grandsons, Khusrow, and Khurrum, the

former was the eldest, but was as bad as his father, or even
wor.se, being full of levity and of a violent disposition.

Khurrum was Akbar’s and a general favourite.

XXI.
Akbar’s public life was one of astonishing magnificence,

yc.{ the pomp of his court was befitting so great a potentate.

It is stated that his stud comprised 5,000 elephants, and
1 2,000 horses, besides vast hunting and hawking establish-

inenls. His camp equipage consisted of tents and portable
houses, which used to be enclosed in a high wall (:omj)osed

of canvas screens, and contained imincnsc* reception halls,

apartments for entertainments, gallf.ri^s for exercise, with
cli.im!)ers lor retirement. T he whole w.is made of the most
costly materials and well acla[)te(l to the purj)ose of the most
luxurious enjoymient. The camp itsc-lf covered ,i sj)ace rif

nearly' five miles across, and, vieweil from a height, afforded

a most glorious spri lade, looking like a beautiful city” of
ItMils, with regulati'd streets. The whole, wall and each tent

W.IS painted re<l on the outside, but within were varied

cohjiirs and jiatlerns
; and all being surmounted w'ith gilded

globes and junnacles, added to the gorgcunsness of the

display.

Sii(h was llie ordinary camp of Akbar. But it was at the

annual f .ind on the .inniversaiy of the king’s birthday',

the hki'Tt rn gu.indcur w.is filly displayed, and this display

was continued for sevcial days, during which a fair w”as held.

All this time then* were jsunpoiis show s and j^roecssions. On
tlicsc (»ceasions the emj)eror’s tent was set up, and it occupied
at least two atn's ot ground, which was spread with silken

and gold carpets. The tent was of the ricliest materials,

while the liaii'p'ngs were of v.duable velvet, emliirwiderod

with gold, pf'arls, and precious stopes. The pavilions of ilu^

nobles, which were scattered around the emperor’s tent,

were on a similar .scale of iiiagniticencc—here they received

visits from each other, ami sometimes from the emperor.
During these days of festival the emperor bestowed rich

presents on his nobles, which consisted of dresses, jewels,
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horses, and elephants. It was also customary for the em-

peror to wei^h himself in golden scales, against silver, gold,

and perfumes, in succession, when all this wealth was dis-

tributed among the spectators. Afterwards, large trays,

filled with almonds and other fruits, made of gold and silver,

were placed before him, these he scattered with his own

hand, and they were eagerly caught up by the courtiers,

though of small intrinsic valuf.

On the great day of the festival, the emperor repaired to

his marble palace and scatc<l himself on his throne—around

him, in groups, stood his nobles of high degree, arrayed in

gorgeous apparel, their turbans adorned with high feather

plumes, sparkling with diamonds and other precious stones

which glittered like stars in the firmament. While the

emperor was thus seated and attended, hundrctls and hun-

dreds of elephants marched past in the open, in companies,

the leading animal of each band having his head and breast

adorned with golden i)la(cs, studded with rubies and

emeralds. The elephants were succeeded by trains of richly

caparisoned horses, and these were followed by lines of

rhinoceroses, lions, tigers, and panthers, hunting leopards,

hounds, and hawks. An innumerable host of cavalry glit-

tering in cloth of gold, closed the procession.

Nothing shows more clearly Akbar’s ^self-government,

than the fact, that in the midst of all this pageantry and

splendour, he was always remarkable, as much for his sim-

plicity, as dignity. It is stated that there was nothing of

the coldness or stiffness of other Asiatic Princes, about him,

he was affable though majestic, and when severe, always

merciful. It is memorable that he always stood or sat

bdoiij the throne, when administering justice. This action

of his convoys a wholc.some lesson. Justice was meant to

be independent of power.

To the common people of his realms he was most affable,

ever receiving them, or their presents, with more grace and

ceremony, than he bestowed on the great and the noble.

Hence he was loved and revered by his own people, while he

was a terror to his enemic.s, or to evil-doers within his realm.

It must puzzle the student of history, why Aurangzib is the

favourite of Mussulmans of the present time, as he was of

generations gone by. Aurangzib was a ruthless bigot, and
*

his life was lived on a much lower plane than that of Akbar.

In fact, there can be no genuine comparison between the

two. For it is to his internal policy that Akbar owes hi.s

place among the highest order of princes, whose lives have

been a blessing to mankind
;
and his policy was ever

marked by a spirit of toleration in matters of religion, even

during that period when Akbar was a strict follower of the

Prophet and held to the infallibility of the Koran. It was
late in life that he openly declared his latitudinarian

opinions.

Akbar was a great patron of letters and literary men. Ilis

constant and deep attachment for the brothers, Feizi and

Abul Fazl, was owing to the great literary ability of these

men ;
and it was Feize who, under the emperor’s directions,

applied himself to the diligent .study of Hindu literature

and science, obtaining a mastery over these subjects, as

taught by the great Hindu savants. It was Feizi also, who
showed great industry iil conducting a systematic inquiry

into every branch of the knowledge of the Brahmans.

Resides Sanskrit poetical and philosophical works, he made
a version of the “ Bija Ganita" and “ Lilavati ” of Bhaskara

Acharya, which were considered the best Hindu treatises

OT) Algebra and Arithmetic. Akbar likewise had transla-

tions made from the Sanskrit, by other learned men, among
which may be mentioned, the Vedas, “ Maha Bharata,” and
“ Ramayana,” also the “ History of Cashmir,” which last

was the only specimen of that sort of composition in Sans-

krit prose. Further, Akbar obtained the services of a Chris-

tian priest from Goa, to undertake the education of young

men, who would afterwards be employed as translators of

Greek literature into Persian. A correct Persian translation

of the four Evangelists was produced under authority.

James II. Linton.

CORPORATION OF CALCUTTA.

Sealed tenders will be received by the Vice-

Chairman, and will be opened by him in the

presence of tenderers who may wish to attend,

at 2 P. M., on the i6th July 1888, for the supply

of 125 sets of conservancy poney harness, to

be delivered at South Gowkhana, within one

month from date of order.

2. Tenders must be accompanied by sample

of Harness, and Rs. 100 earnest money en-

closed with the tender.

3. The Commissioners do not bind them-

selves to accept the lowest or any tender.

UDOY NARAIN SINGllA,

Supcfinlendent of Stores.

5th July, i£88.

Dufferin Memorial Fund. EMERALD THEATRE
The following subscriptions have been re-

ceived :

—

Rs.

Amount already advertised... ... 59)947

Kajah liaidya Nath Pundit, of Killa

Darpan, Cuttack ... ... 5®

Prince Wahid Ali Mirza ... ... 5°

Sayed Ashrafuddin Ahmed, Secy, to the

National Mahommedan Association,

Hooghiy ... ... 10

Total ... 60,057

Further subscriptions are invited, and will be

duly acknowledged in the papers.

PEARY MOHUN MOOKERJEE,
AMIR ALI,
S. K. J. CLARKE,

Honorary Secretaries.

Calcutta, 30th June, 188S.

BEADON STREET,

Manager
^
Badu G. C. Ghose.

Saturday—the 7th July^ 1SS8—
at p P. M.

Babu Grish Chunder Ghose’s Brilliant Drama

PVlQf^
To be preceded by

His one Act Musical Melange,

MAYA TORU
OR

THE ENCHANTED TREE.

reethams-

For INDIA m\ Ml HOT CLIWATES this swurUy scented emollient Milk is INVALUABI>1
IT KEEPS the SKIN COOLVnd REFKESUED In the HOTTEST WEATHER,
Removes and prevents oil SUNBURN, REDNESS, FRECKLES, TAN, e\£., and

.
RENDERS the SKIN DELICATELY SOFT. SMOOTH and WHITE,

^ It entiiely prevents it Uom becomuig DRY and WRINKLED, and PRESERVES the

COMPLEXION from the Bcorching effects of the SUN and WIND more effectually than any

Other preparation. The IftRlTATloN caused by the P^TBS and STINGS of INBEoTft ia

vronderluUy allayed by its use. For imparling that aott velvety leeiing to the skin, this

delighthil preparatio ' has no equal ! Sold by all Chemists.

Solo Makers M. BEETHAM A SON. Chemists, Okeltenbam, EnerUnd.

CALCUTTA AGENTS : SCOTT, THOMPSON & CO,

Next day—Sunday—8th July

at Candle Light,

That Pouranic Melo^^fama,

TULASI LILA.
To be preceded by Babu G. C, Chase’s

MOHINY PROTIMA
OR

ST^I'u:e

Assisted by Bagbazar Amateur Orchestra.

A new Melo-Drama “ NUNDO BIDAY” will

be soon put on board this Theatre.

M. L SuR, Asst, Manager,
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ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA, ENGLAND.

ST. PIlfeR’S COLLEGE FOR BOYS.
University masters, specially suitable for

'

Indian Children. Indian References. For Pros-

pectus, address Principal.

INTAlSe IP^CIFirF^”
LEUCORRHEA.

A week’s use of this medicine not only cures

Leucorrhoea—the characteristic white, green

ind bloody discharge—but also removes the

( oncomitant intense menstrual pains, and all

the various complaints and symptoms inci-

dental to menstrual difficulties and green sick-

ness, and prepares the system for conception.

Price : for a week’s consumption, Rs. 2,

packing and postage 4 annas.

There are capital medicines besides-—for

piles, all the 20 kinds of flux—such as sper-

matorrhoea, diabetes, &c.-—diarrhoea, rheu-

matism, puerperal complaints, cataract of

the eye, nacra, asthma, &c.

\Certificatei\

“I have known Babu Rajendra Nath Ghoshal
kubiraj for upwards of 1 5 years, and I can bear
.imple testimony to the wonderful efficacy of

his medicine in the treatment ofdiseases of the

womb. While Assistant Surgeon of Monghyr
.ind subsequently, I have known him to cure

the most obstinate cases of uterine Leucorr-

hcea and other uterine derangements, organic

.md functional. I can safely call his medicine
the Specific for Leucorrhoea and painful

menstruation. Ladies who have been subject

to these diseases for years and were barren
have been cured and borne children.

Womesh Chunder Roy, L. M. S., Medical

Practitioner, Bhagalpur. 30th October, 1886.”

Apply to

RAJENURANATH GHO.SAL, Kauikaj,

Topkhana Bazar.

Monghyr.

. NOW MADY
The Report of the 3rd Indian National Con-

gress, held at Madras during the last week

of 1887.

Price Re. i including postage. Apply to M.

V. Charriar, 100, Mount Road, Madras.

READY

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL
BETWEEN

Calaitta and Independent Tipperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadook,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipferah State.

Apply to Manager, "BEIS & RATTET’
I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

, OPINION OF THE PRESS.

It is many years since 1 first met, and some
years since I last met, Dr. Sambhu Chunder
Mookerjee, editor of the Rets and Rayyet
(Prince and Peasant), and an author of high
repute among the kindly, as well as acute and
mtellectual, people of Bengal. One of the real

misfortunes of India was, and still is, Lord
Macaulays picture of the Bengalee. The
picture, true perhaps as regards Nuncomar and
many Bengalees, is not accurate as a represen-

tation of the people generally, taking them as

an Englishman may find them if he looks

fairly. If they had been unfaithful, the sad

story of the Mutiny had been vastly sadder

;

and, apart from the Mutiny, many Englishmen
could give individual instances of Bengalee

faithfulness almost unique in history, taking

all the circumstances of our relation to India

into .account. The Bengalee is generally eager

for knowledge of all kind*;, and is often both

courageous in the eKpressi<m of his opinions,

and gifted to a remarkable degree with the

power to express those opinions with force and

precision. Mr. Fawcett once told me that an

unprepared speech made, on his behalf, during

an election, by a young Hindoo, surpassed, in

force as well as eloquence, any unprepared

speech he ever had heard m.ade by •'tny mem-

ber of the House of Commons, if four or five

members of the House were excepted.

Among these Bengalees there is a small body

of men—small for that large province—who
are, ironically or otherwise termed “ Young
Bengal. ” .Some of them are no longer young,

but grave and aged ;
some have, in the course

of years, been highly distinguished for their

public services and their scientific .and other

attainments. Some have at times been mis-

represented, and their language misinlerpretedy^

so that on its return to them it has amazed
none more than them.selves. Nothing of this

has been done by the really great administra-

tors of Irydia. That it has been done, however,

cannot be denied.

In the forefront of this little band is the

author of this book of travels. Baboo Sambhu
Chunder Mookerjee— a ivriter of high repute,

as I have said, also an administrator, as the

reader will see from the title-page to this book.

A keener, yet a kindlier satirist, one might

seek for and not find. His use of the English

language has astonished many an educated

Englishman
;
and the quality of his reading is

shown by his marvellous power of quotation
;

not merely from authors like Shakespeare, and
Milton, and Macaulay, and men eminent in

science, but from out-of-the-way old ballads,

and little-known old pamphlets, in the applica-

tion of which he leaves one wondering —first,

how he obtained the productions at all, and
secondly, how, having obtained them, he
learned to apply them so appositely to the

subjects which he intends them to illustrate.

Passing from the author to his book, we
shall, perhap.s, first of .all be attracted to the

work of the administrator. He comes upon a
milkman’s village, on which he finds f.tsiened

the grip of a Court favourite. He unloosens
the grip, and re-settles the village, in the

double interest of Prince and Peasant. And
all the time he sees everything. The poor
people bathing on the rivers' banks, have his

genial and kindly, if also at tunes, what a
Scotchman would call, his “pawky” notice.

A “fair maid of Sonargoan ” attracts his at-

tention by the gracefulness with winch she
carries a vessel of water from the river

;
and,

though the fair maid and he are divided by
race and faith (she is Mussulman), she has his

full meed of praise. Indeed, it must be admit-

ted—and he will not be offended with me for

saying so—that he never meets with a fair face,

without at least giving evidence of the fact

that he has eyes to see and a heart to com-
prehend.

Of his wide and generous sympathies, much
might be said, and still leave much more to

say. He meets a missionary on the river, and
evidently is inclined, in writing his notes, to

pass a joke on the .subject. He nips it, how-
ever, in the bud, and contents himself with

saying, “ So new is preaching here, that the

simple people said the padre h.ad been singing

in the street.” He meets Catholic and Pro-

testant missionaries on shipboard, and chuckles

over their disputes, while he astonishes them
by his command of the English l.anguage, and
even by his knowledge of the Bible— a know-
ledge, I may add, which is evident m many of

his writings.

A parrot falls overboard, and is drowned in

its cage, to his great distress, which is not

however paraded. He says
: [Extract.]

These are nut the words of a Christian, but
of a Hindoo.

Again, he has a faithful ugly dog, whose
name is Tom, and whose glory it once was to

bark, with a noble independence, at some very

dignified Sahibs. Our author is compelled to

leave Tom behind
;
and here is his farewell

:

[Extract.]

I think this is a very fine passage, and one

that will draw the author very close to the

great heart of humanity, wherever the words

are read. Could anything be finer than the

testimony to the two foreign “ gentlemen,”

ending with the “ Bengalee parih^ my poor

Tom” ? Not the pariah merely, but the pariah

dog. The pasMge is worthy of tlie author,

and of the great mercifulness of the land that

bore him.

Whoever reads this book must be prepared

further to find bold and manly language. The.

author is no flatterer of John Bull, though he

gives John his due, and admits that India owes

him a great debt. Here is one passage relating

to foreign fiuiis :
[E.xtr.art.]

Among the sketches of country—word-pit '

lures—the reader will find some exceedingly

pretty, and all the more valuable in that they

are taken from a .standground purely Indian ;

not English. Where an English artist’s mind

would be filled with European ideas, the mind

of this gifted Eastern artist is filled with a class

of ideas totally different, yet equally instructive

and certainly not less subtle and far-reaching.

On the eve of one of his journeys, our

author was placed in a dilemma of a kind

' not unknown to travellers in India, but not on

that account the less stupid. He wi.shcd to

go by a particular boat, and took lime by the

forelock for that purpose, 'fhe fare was at

first stated as 90 rupees, to pay which he

offered “a new crisp, fresh British India note

for 100 rupees. “It was,” he adds, “fresh from

the Currency Office, and had been received

only the day before from anotlier Government

department.” The rest of the story is

thus told
:

[Extract.]
. , .

The humour of the little sketch is worth

something. I can fancy the author laughing

even in his dismay ;
for he can laugh well at

others, and equally well at himself. I shall

only venture on one more passage
;
and I give

it as showing the spirit of the man who dares

to call his newspaper Prinee and Peasant.

He desired to return to his home in Bengal,

and to bid adieu, for a time at last, to Indepen-

dent Tipperah, where he had been located

“some two years.” He received the Maha-

rajah’s permission to return home ;
but still he

could not get away. [Extract.]

There is, 1 think, a sound lesson in this pas-

sage ;
the lesson of the immense value of

courtesy and urbanity in the relations of rulers

and ruled. There is a gicat deal in that sen-^

tence, “ We serve flesh and blood.” The best

administrator in India is not always the ablest,

the man whose plans are the wisest as plans ;

but the man who, with plans or without them,

gives confidence t'o the people, and confidence

not merely in his justice, hut also in liis con-

siclerateness and foibearaiu e. A clever man
once said that the art of success in India is the-

art of giving good dinners. It may be so
;
but

the peril is gi eat—the peril of debt
;
and in

any <;.Hse the art has its limits, and its naiural

collapse. Even dinners and champagne p.all

in the end. lUit there, is one art that never

fills—the art of tiue courtesy
;
of that comlPs\

which, being natur.'il, is not aliccteAl by .'it,y

whim or caprice, either of the person wh »

possesses it, or of any one with wliom he h.is

relations.

In bidding farewell to this little, liook, I (hkp

more recall, as I easily and \eiy vnnily cai

,

the author's kindly fir.e and gentle \oice, as

known to me many >ear5 ago. I see him, .1.

I see Baboo Kristo Das Pal, Dr. Mahendr i

Lai Sircar, and some others, including .1 much
abused editor of the Aifuifa I'utuir I'ainkd
and I feel and say, with all earnestm^ss and
sincerity, that among these ;ire men nhoiri

the Government of India would be wise m
recognising and winning entirely' to its sine

They arc men on whom no really geneinus
word—true as well as genet ous—ever \<

thrown away. I have compared them at times

with men of kindred occupations at home,
and I think that they are as a rule by fai

the truer gentlemen in good manners, and
often in very much more than mere .mannets.
May the great God, whose sacred Nan^e they
use as that of the Father of all, guide iliem in

a nobler dc.siiny than any they yet have
known, and with them, and by them, bler^

their native land

!

James Koutledcl.

--The Indian Ma^asinei Mar. 1S88.
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“IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF.’*

All who sujfcr find sure relief front

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

{Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

H0M(E0PATHIC PHARMACY,
THE

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSAR Y IN ASIA

OF PURE nOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.^

ASSAM LINE.
This Company which has a weekly Service

of Steamers running to and from Debrooghur
vid Goalundo, will despatch the Steamer
“SCINDE” for Assam on Tuesday the

loth inst.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
Godowns at Jaggannath Ghat until Monday,
the 9th idem.

The Steamer “MYSORE” will leave Goa-
lundo for Assam on Thursday, the 12th idem.

Intending passengers by the last mentioned

Steamer should leave Calcutta for Goalundo
by train the previou-s night.

Dhubri & Debrooghur Mail Service.

The Greatest Fain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteRheumatism and Rheumatic Gout,

After years of semi-helplessness and suffer-

ing ;
while in ASTHMA, BKONCIUTIS,

LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

for these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE 1 A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sorc-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-
ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Onre.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-
sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at / Re. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistrect & Co.,

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.

Price by post 8 annas.

ASRUKANA

TRADE IN
INDEPENDENT HOMlEOPATflY

and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF

THIS

'‘school of medicine.

B. & Co., beg to draw the attentioi^ of their

constituents and the public to the neat little 1

turned

WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
12. Lai Basaar, Calcutta^

In Pamphlet, Price 4. annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSE Y.

A Collection of poems in Bengali by
SRiMATi GIRINDRAMOHINY DASSY
(Author of Kahitahar, Bharat Kttsum.)

Asrukana is a collection of poetical pieces o

singular pathos and beauty of expression * *

It is a series of mournful songs that the

reader is here presented with and they must
touch a sympathetic cord in every heart that

can feel. 'I'here is a singular appropriateness

in the title of the work, and in its pious dedi-

cation to the memory of the husband of the

fair writer.— Indian Nation.

The authoress is not unknown to Bengali

. readers. .She has already published two or

three poems by whi^h she is favourably known,
but between these poems and this is a differ-

ence that hardly admits of being measured.

This is poetry in life

* *

We have read vSrimati Girindra Mohiny’s
poems in a reverential spirit. The poems arc

all of a lyrical description. The lyre is soft,

sweet and tender, but awfully strong.
*

^

The tone of the poems is inexpressibly

gentle, inexpressibly pure, and inexpressibly

tender and affectionate. It is the tone of a

world mother.

Bengal should be proud of this poem— 7*^^

Calcutta Review.

Apply at the Bee Press,

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Calcutta.

Apply to Reis Rayyct Office, Calcutta.
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Through Booking to andfrom Assam,

The Despatch Steamers of this Service

leave Dhubri daily on arrival of the Mails

from Calcutta, and proceed to Debrooghur,
stopping at all intermediate stations and
Mookhs.

Passengers, Goods, Parcels (
packages not

to exceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement ) may be booked
through to and from Calcutta, and all stations

on the Eastern Bengal State Railway and

connected Railways, and the following

Steamer Stations of this Company, vis.,

Dhubri, Goalparah, Gauhati, Mungledye,

Tezpore, Silghaut for Koliabar, Dhunsiri

Mookh, Niggriting, Kookeela Mookh, Desang
Mookh and Debrooghur.

Packages booked as parcels will be forward-

ed by rail along with the Mails. Freight on

perishable articles must be prepaid.

Goalundo and Debrooghur Despatch
Service.

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which

have been specially built for the Assam Trade,

carrying passengers and coolies between
Goalundo and Debrooghur, will leave Goalundo
bi-weekly on Sundays and Thursdays, calling

at all intermediate stations, and Debrooghur
on Tuesdays and Saturdays.

^

Through bills of lading will be granted for

goods and parcels on presentation of rail re-

ceipt or payment of freight. Packages not to

exceed ten hundred weight, or 8 feci by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement.
For freight and passage apply to

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents.

i-c, Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY(ENGLI8H) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politics, Literature, and Society

RATES OF SUBSORIPTIOK.
Yearly

Half-yearly

Quarterly

Monthly

in advance Rs, 12

» 7

» 4

Re. 1-8

0-8Single or sample Copy,, ... „

RATES OF ADVERfiSEMENT.
Advertisements (three columns to the page) arc

charged by the space taken up, at the rate of 4

annas a line, each insertion. The lowest charge

for any advertisement is Rs. 2, except Domes tic

Occurrences, the lowest charge for which is

Rs. 1;.

Special rates for Contracts.

No additional charge for inland postage 01

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separate!)

charged at the rate of 4 annas a month 01

Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (post paid) ic

be directed to “The Manager,” and Licerar)

Communications and books and pamphleti

(carriage paid) to ** The Editor ” of * Reii

& Rayyet,
”

Office : /, Uckoor DutPs Lane^ Wellingtoi

Street, Caleuttc.

Printed andpublishedfor the Proprietor every Saturday by MOTTV LAtL GHOSE, at THE BES PRESS, No. /, Uehoor Dtdtt Lane, Colcutte
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

MATTHEW ARNOLD.
Weep, if ye have the power to weep,

All flowers of odorous and musical names

That haunt the woodland or the wave of Thames—
Weep, if ye have the power to weep,

Let soft dews your quaint eyelids steep,

Fling incense from your many-colour’d flames.

Mourn, if ye have the power to mourn.

Glaciers and Alpine firs—ye too, sea-isles !

—

For he is gone who sang your primal smiles.

Ere each was from the other torn,

In those strange Summers unforlorn

Ere ye were parted by the sad blue miles.

Spirits 1 if joy perforce must dwell

Where Arnold’s graceful light upon you breaks,

/Goethe and all his golden-thoughted Greeks,

If ye must hail such stranger well,

At least amidst your asphodel

Let roll in silver up the shadowy creeks

Some rippled tidings of our woe,—

For ah ! we miss the voice that nobly sings

y/rhe central calm thro’ all disquietings
;

The far-olf light that circles so

The line of everlasting snow
;

beauty hidden in the heart of things.

And we in these cold April bowers.

Since LalehanVs sod enwrapp’d his hands and feet,

Are poorer by a stately presence sweet—

And miss thro’ all the wealth of flow’rs

The phrase that made them doubly ours,

Poet of fields, of moons, of Marguerite.

i

Poet, in our pbor flurried time,

Of fine completeness and of lucid case
;

^air Master of old songs’ superbest keys,

/^Magician of the fetterless chime,

Free from the fayil sweets of rhyme.

In Sophocldan form and cadences,

—

/'Poet of exquisite regret

;

Of lines that aye on Time’s confused height

Out of the storm shall stand in stars of white ;

Of thqpghts in deepening distance set

PerfeejT in pictured epithet

Touch’d with a pencil-tip of deathless light,—

Poet of high untrodden snows,

Of ocean’s indefatigable roll,

"And of the everlasting human soul

Hush’d in immutable repose,

On whose white calm no gold or rose

Colours with change the pale immortal whole,—

If we miss sore in songs of thine

One Name (which missing, so much more is miss’d),

Breath more austerely pure hath never kiss’d

Our fever’d brows than blows divine

Over thy lofty starlit line,—

All virgin pages somewhere whisper—Christ I

William Derry and Raphoe.
18SS.

AN APRIL LOVE.
Nay, be not June, nor yet December, dear,

But April always, as I find thee now :

A constant freshness unto me be thou,

And not the ripeness that must soon be sere.

Why should I be Time’s dupe, and wish more near

The sobering harvest of thy vernj^vow?

I am content, so still across thy%row

Returning smile chase transitory tear.

Then scatter thy April heart in sunny showers ;

I want nor Summer drouth nor Winter’s sleet

:

As Spring be fickle, so thou be as sweet

;

With half-kept promise tantalise the hours ;

And let Love’s frolic hands and woodland feet

Fill high the lap of Life with wilding flowers.

Alfred Austin.

IN MEMORIAM.
Oh, to recall the days when, on the road

That led me, cheeiful or dcprc.ssed, towards home,

My little timid son was wont to come

Within my ken, not far from my abode !

On seeing me his eager joy he curbed,

Unccrt.ain of my mood. He peeled his stick

With anxious mien, while casting glances quick

To learn my humour
;
if I seemed disturbed

As I diew near, he loitered by my sfde ••

A thought behind—and looked intent on work
;

,
But if I smiled— then, with a sudden jerk.

His stick flew far, and such a whelming tide

Of love bill St forth, in smiles and misty tears.

And pressure of his loving little hand, and eager confidence of

hopes and fears.

Oh, that we did not fiiil .so oft to find

God’s angels in our children ! How our eyes

Are holden, while we deem that we are wise
;

Wheieas we are but very dull and blind !

For what are trifling faults—a noisy tone,

A broken platter, or a missing hat ?

Can we not foster love so passionate,

Yet gently chide? Alas I why be so prone

To silence lips so loving, or to make

The little heart e’en for a moment ache

Because our nerves are jarred ? How soon we lose

Perception of the treasure of its love I

Shock our fastidious sense, and we refuse

The love that fills the little heart with joy—the solace that

could half our griefs remove.

Subscribers in the country are requested to remit by postal money orders^ if possible^ as the safest and most convenient

medium^ particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Department, No other receipt will be

given^ any other being unnecessary^ and likely to cause confusion.
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News and Comments.

Many of our countrymen hnve doubtless heard of the Heavens having

rained blood at certain places, as of showers of frogs and snakes.

They are not such utter myths as Horatio is apt to think. The

former phenomenon was lately observed in Ceylon no longer the land

of fable and the ten-headed RavanJ but a Hritish Colony. There was

at fiallc a heavy downpour of rain which at places, from 15 lo 20

mmute.s, seemed to be a led li<|uid. In fact, it seemed to rain diluted

blood. We are glad that samples have been kept for analysis. We

arc curious to learn the result, and should specially like to hear the

cause ascribed. It can hardly be blood, but then what is it ? Above all,

how— it got there ?

* «

The powdered seeds of the Jam, Jamon, or Jambol {Eugenia Jam-

Imlana or Syzymim Jambulanum) has been introduced into Europe as

Diabetes milctus. 1

1

is said to have been tested by the

Faculty in England, Germany and the United States, with the best

results. The Lancet however questions the virtues of the seed. I

#
• #

Post cards may be cheap and convenient, hut ;A^ere is danger in

using them, being C'cposed to the gaze of the whole world. It is there-

fore salisfactniy to learn that the Postmaster-General of England has

under consideration a new kind of close postcards which will have the

privacy of a letter and be sold at less than a penny. We hope the

Director of the Department in India will now lose no time in ridding

the Empire of the nuisance.

* «

The Bengal Act to amend the Bengal Municipal Act III of 1884,

empowering the Local (.iovernment “ at any time, by notification in the

Calcutta Gazette^ (to) exclude from the limits of any Municipality any

lands or holdings in the occupation of Government for Military or

Naval pui poses,” was assented to by His Excellency the Governor-

General on the 27th June last. This probably accounts for the pre-

mature announcement in the Englishman that the new proposed

M unicipal law for Calcutta had received the final sanction of Lord

Dufferin.
^

Glory to Gotama 1 The wisdotn of the Farther East is asserting

itself. A Burman has beat all the Middle Templars. Mr. Chan

Toon has just been called to the bar. He had competed for and won

all the principal eight prizes open to law students, and has obtained the

following unusual compliment—of a resolution of the Benchers of his

Temple at a parliament

“The Masters of the Bench of the Middle Temple desire to offer

their best congratulations to Mr. Chan-Toon on his most distinguished

career as a student of the Inn, and, recognising the great honour Mr.

Chan-Toon h.is by his success gained for the society, the Masters of

the liench express the sinceie hope that his career throughout life may

lulfil the promise of its commcncemciU.”

That is a success of which any nation might be proud.

«
#

The following startling dtscoveiy is noticed by the Moffussil Notes

punishment. But the friend who attempts to shake hands would be

repelled by this powerful human battery with a violence truly dangerous

to limbs, if not life itself.

In the beginning of the century, such men might have been m.ade*

man-traps of and fixed on game preserves, as intelligent substitutes

for spring-guns. Even now, the Forest Department might try some

of them in the wilder jungles infested with dangerous beasts and des-

perate robbers of forest produce.

Is our contemporary’s allusion to Judge Cunningham meant for a

compliment ? It does not look like coming from the right hand.

UUKMABAI has at last compromised her case with her husband Dadaji.

She pays Ks. 2,000 by way of costs and he agrees not to execute the

decree obtained against her, ordering her to go to the husband dnd

pay him his costs. The Appeal Court has allowed the compromise and

confirmed the original decree. The appeal last came before the Chief

Justice Sir Charles Sargent and Mr. Justice Bayley on the 6th July,

when Mr. Jardine, on behalf of the wife appellant, thus addressed

the Court

“ In this case I think your lordships will be relieved from the neces-

.sity of a further consideration of the appeal. As your lordships know
this was a suit for the restitution of conjugal rights, brought by the

husband against the wife, who has from the commencement uniformly

resisted all the attempts of the husband to induce her to live with him

as his wife. So far as the courts arc concerned, the law has been

against her, and the decree has passed ordering her to return to him.

When the appeal was before your lordships the other day, I said

your lordships would affirm the decree of the lower court on the main

question, the only question then to be dealt with being whether or not

the order made by Mr. Justice Farran, that the costs were to be paid

by the defendant, should be upheld. Since then proposals have been

made to us

Mr. V’^icajee : By mutual friends.

Mr. J,'ll dine (continuing)—And on behalf of Rukhmabai I have seen

my way to accept them. I would therefore ask your lordships to pass a

consent decree in these term.?. The defendant undertaking to pay

Rs. 2,000 to plaintiff in satisfaction of all costs within a fortnight from

to-day, the decree of the lower court be affirmed, the plaintiff under-

taking not in any way to execute the decree, nor in future to assert any

claim by suit or otherwise as a husband against defendant’s person or

her piesent or future estate. The appellant to have leave to withdraw

the monies or (Government paper lodged in the court as security for the

execution of the decree of the court below and of the costs of the

appeal.”

Mr. Vicajec representing the husband assented

“ For the rc.spondent I assent to the terms my learned friend has

proposed. But I may say that the proposal, though it was a wise one,

did not emanate entirely from us, but it was brought about by the

assistance of mutual friends. It must, however, be understood that if

within a fortnight from to-day the money is not paid, the decree is to

be executed in the ordinary manner. The question was originally

raised in order that it might be decided whether a Hindoo husband is

entitled to a restitution of conjugal rights. That point has been decided

in the husband’s favour, but since the defendant has apparently no
affection for the plaintiff, I think he has acted well in determining not

to press his claim further.”

This is a kind of divorce by mutual consent. Rukmabai consents

to be the wife but not to live as such with Dadaji. Is she entitled to

any maintenance from him? By the last decree she may claim it, unless

otherwise excluded.

The Slavery question has raised its head again in America. We read-

man of the Indian Planters Gazette

“ Dr. Vincent Richaids has our heartiest sympathies in having been

forestalled in the discovery of an antidote to snake poisoning. A Mr.

Patrick Cunningham of Amciica has discovoicd an arrangement by

moans of which the result of a snake biting a man is sudden doath^to

the sn.'iko. It consists of a lotion which, when bw'allowcd, makes the

swallower a poison barrel. When a .snake’s fangs .stiike him, an

electric curient is generated, which drives the virus in the reptile’s

body through cveiy blood vessel in its system, cruising .almost instant

death. Thus is the biter bit. Mr. P. Cunningham is, w<i believ^ no

lelation to the Itiminaiy of the Calcutta High Court.”

That should be eminently satisfactory, no doubt, but “ something loo

much of it
1’ 'l‘o our feeble mind, the man would be unenviably en-

dowed—over pioicctcd. Converted by the Cunningham process into

a living—or moribund or dead—elcitiic. b.an el and battery, he might

proudly confront all comers—good, bad and indifferent. Neither friend

nor foe would be welcome. Who wpiild care to approach a being so

armed crt/-d-//at all points? Angels and monsters alike would be in

danger from such a doctored being, let serpent alone. The horrid

loneliness of such an invulnerable unit of humanity might be insup-

portible, and the bearer of the charmed life might finally throw up the

burden m despair, but then the attempt itself would probably be

defeated by civil war—an inicrcorporeal conflict.

The biter-bit may be a desirable result, it is certainly an orthodox

“Judge Tulay, of Chic.ago, has decided that marriage between slaves

could not be legally contracted, the panics being irresponsible chattels,

and that all the offspring of such marriages must be held illegitimate.

The point arose during the hearing of a will case, in which the des-

cendants of m.iri ied slaves claimed property. The decision seems to

be in conflict with the Constitutional Amendment, wdiich was intended

to legalize slave marriages. An appeal will be taken, and the matter

settled by the Supreme Court.”

• •

They have invented in America what is called the cyclone pulverizer.

In this .'^li’p.uatus, it is said, gold quarts are reduced to the finest dust

in remaik.ibly short time.

“ The principle is the bringing together of two whirling and opposing

currents of air, the substance to be crushed bein^ introduced into the

vociex il).us created. The particles are pulverized 'by constant and

violent attrition against each other, and are then withdrawn in the

shape of fine dust by an ordinary fan blower. The mechanism is very

simple, the currents of air being produced by a pair of discs armed
with blades similar to those of a screw propeller, and rapidly revolving

in different directions. The pulverization is thus precisely similar to

the havoc that would be caused by two cyclones meeting each other,

and, indeed, the first idea of the invention was suggested by the action

of this force in nature. Those engaged in gold mining will be in-

terested to know that a cyclone pulverizer, weighing 5,000 tbs., can do

the work of a battery of twenty head of stamps. Strength, simplicity

of construction, cheapness, effectiveness, and economy of labour are

thus all on the side of the new invention. Considerable expenditure
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on gold mining plant is still being incurred in India, and it is well that
this pulverizer should be brought under the attention of en-
gineers?^ Of c^rse, it will be evident that the invention can be applied

V a variety of other substances besides quartz, and altogether the dis-

covery of the principle opens up some important possibilities in

mechanical science.”

The Standing Committee of the National Congress have voted a

message of condolence to Her Majesty, on the death of her Imperial

son-in-law Frederick the Third of Germany.

The Bengal Government has sanctioned an estimate of Rs. 1,38,688

by the Port Commissioners for additional accommodation at the

petroleum wharf at Budge-Budge.
•

• #

Captain A. Gwyn, I. M., Officiating Deputy Director of the Indian

Marine, will act a Port Commissioner during the absence of Captain

A. Campbell, I. M.

• •

Mariners are warned that the buoy marking Whale Reef, off Galle,

has broken adrift, and the Oyster Shoal Buoy has d».rtpp^\red. The

last is a report from the Commander of the Madras as telel aphed by

the Port Officer, Akyab. J
•

• •

Commander Johnson, H. M. S. Ranf^er^ has discovered shoal ground

off Ras Kharzieh, western approach to Basiduh, Persian Gulf. It has

depths of 9 to 13 feet over it and extends 4^ cables south-eastward

from Ras Kharzieh
; its southern edge is very steep, the water shoaling

rapidly from 12 and 10 fathoms to 13 feet.

• •

Some of the Personal Staff of Lord Lansdowne have been announced,

namely,

Military Secretary-Lord William Beresford.

Aides-de-Camp—Major Rowan Hamilton
;
Captain Henry Streat-

feild. Grenadier Guards
; Captain the Hon. Charles Harbord, Scots

Guards ; and Lieutenant Pekenham.

There will be a Railway Conference at Simla in September. All

the railways in India have been invited to send delegates to take part

in the consideration of questions of traffic and working. The Director-

General of Railways is expected to preside, Captain Wilson, R. E.,

acting the Secretary.

•
• •

For the past half year, the Bank of Bengal has declared a dividend of

10 per cent, per annum
;

the Madras Bank 12 ;
and the Allahabad

Bank a dividend and bonus of 1 5 per cent.

Mr. Edgar has taken one month’s leave, Mr. Macaulay acts the

Chief and the Financial Secretary during the period. We arc glad Mr.

Edgar is better.

«
• •

The Home remittances from 1st April to yih July amounted to
|

ii3,922,6oo, out of j^i4,ooo,ooo the Budget estimate for the twelve-

month.

• •

Sir Steuart Bayley starts on his tour on the 27th. He visits Mid-

naporc, Bancoora, Raniganj, Deoghur, Dumka and Suri, and returns

to the capital on or about the 12th August.

•

We read

“ Twelve anarchists called at the office of the Intrami^eant on 30th

May, to demand the insertion of some notice or other, and when it

was refused, threatened to burn down the house. Thereupon M. Roche-
fort drew a revolver and threatened to blow out the brains of the first

man who approached. The twelve anarchists drew in retumj and the
‘ shootin ’ was just about to begin, when the police arrived and pre-

vented further mischief.”
’

•
•

Journalism in the Territories of the American Union was scarcely

encompassed by more serious difficulties than it is now in the French

Republic.

• •

In the Benares defamation case against the. station master Mahen-

dranath Sircar by the Parcel Clerk Soshibhusan Chaiterjce, the

Joint-Magistrate Mr. Hope has found the station master guilty. He
is of opinion that the words “this shows that the parcel clerk has

some selfish interest in despatching fruits by night train ” are defama-

tory, and has fined him Rs. 51, in default of payment one month’s

simple imprisonment. Mahendra of course paid down the fine.

• *

A NEW pleasure has long been called for, but it has not been forth-

coming these nearly two thousand years. Pain is not so shy. New
diseases are continually cropping up. Here is one. In the last annual

report of the Scottish Presbyterian N^edical Mission at Moukden, in

China, occurs the following

“ A peculiar case of spasm of the tongue appeared recently among the
oui-paticnts. Patient staled that nine months previously, after a drink
of cold water while heated he became stupid and delirious. This was
followed by a feeling of fear and sleeplessness

; and shortly afterwards
the tongue was attacked. Now, other symptoms have passed off, but
that organ is in a state of constant spasmodic motions which makes it

almost impossible for the patient either to speak or cat. When the
mouth is closed a peculiar sound is produced, and when open the tongue
moves backwards and forwards with extraordinary rapidity, over which
the patient has no control. Otherwise, he enjoys good health.”

He must be a marvellous creature to do so under all his disadvan-

tages 1 Why don’t the missionaries learn from him the secret of good

health without eating }

# •

They have been running a passenger train experimentally between

New York and Bosfflb, with electric lights. Each car is illuminated by

18 sixteen-candle glow lamps.

• «

The Mysadul estate in Midnapore has been -^deprived of its head.

Coomar Iswar Prasad Garga had been living with his family in Cal-

cutta for some time. He had been ailing and died here Wednesday

week. The family last Sunday removed to the family seat. The last

of the three brothers Jyoti Prasad will now represent the family.

Iswar Prasad was only 26 years of age.

Notes and Leaderettes.

Emperor William II. was to have embarked for St Petersburg at

Kiel yesterday on board the Imperial Yacht in command of his brother

Prince Henry—a name reminding one of the famous Portuguese

“ Navigator.” His Majesty will be escorted to the Neva by five iron-

clads. Count Herbert Von Bismarck, not the Chancellor, accom-

panies. The Czar comes to Cronstadt to welcome the emperor. The
emperors meet on board the Russian Yacht, thence proceed up the

river to Peterhoff.

Forty-TWO ironclads have been collected at spithead and Portland for

war mameuvres. The Bill concerning the constitution of the House

of Lords has been withdrawn. At the instance of the Duke of Argyll,

the House voted without division confidence in the Government as

regards its Irish policy. In the House of Commons, a resolution,

supported by Mr. Gladstone, to remunerate the members, was rejected

by a majority of 57 votes. Mr. Parnell gave notice of a motion for

a Select Committee to enquire into the Tmes^ charges against him-

self. Mr. Smith at first referred him to the law courts, but, being

better advised, now offers him a Commission of Judges. The House

adjourns in the middle of next month and reassembles at the end

of^October.

In the French Chamber of Deputies, General Boulanger suddenly

moved for its dissolution with bitter attacks on ihe politicians and

the rigime. The Premier made a passionate reply criticising the’

General’s conduct. Boulanger was in rage. He called Floquet an

impudent liar and left the House preparatory to his resignation of

his scat in the Chamber as now constituted. The Premier, however^

has not done with the General. He has challenged him to mortal

combat. The fiery General hesitates.

King Milan of Servia has grown sick of her Queen Natalie. He is

said to be suing for separation for incompatibility of temper. She is

at Wiesbaden with her son Prince Alexander, whom she refuses to

deliver to the King. A process is out against her.

Distressing news is telegraphed from Cape Town. Five hundred

persons are said to have been burnt to death by a terrible fire occurring

in the entrance shaft of a mine in Kimberley owned by one DeBeers.

There had been a check in March, but since then gold digging in the

Transvaal has been making good progress, so that in the four months
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from January to April, the Cape Colony has exported /[s,41,391 worth of

gold against 36,487 worth in the same period in 1887.

In British ColiimI)ia, there is a rage for the diggings. Sites supposed

to be highly auriferous, as being in the lucky region, aie fetching

fabulous prices. One which lately cost 4^0 dollars is now 36,000 dollars.

Meanwhile, a new gold field of ^ctraordinary richness h.as been dis-

covered in Guiana, South Ameiir.a. A French traveller, M. Condreau,

after a careful inspection, has dcclaied it equal to the famous Australian

and Californian reefs. The site, which is situated between the Lava

and Papanahoni rivers in Surinam, is likely to be a bone of contention

between the Dutch and the French. The Dutch have long held

Surinam, which is mentioned by the old voyagers, before the French

visited that coast, but then, at this moment, France is suffering from a

canine hunger for earth—one of the scquala of the drastic and

antiphlogistic treatment to which she had to submit in 1870, and the

effect specially of the amputation which Surgeon-General Bismarck

performed on her, by which she was dismembered of Alsace and

Lorraine. If she dare not think of recovering from Germany, she is any

day strong enough to rob from Holland.

The country has beat the city in the last Entrance Examination. The

Prajabandhu attributes this to four causes, inimical to the education

of the boys of Calcutta, namely, Baboo Surendra Nath Banerjee’s

political agitation, Sasadhar Tarkachuramani’s Hindu revival, the

Brahmo Samaj, and the Bengali theatres. The Pancliayet^ coinciding

generally, points out that threatres and the Brahma Samaj arc not of

recent growth. Nor, we may add, are thy confined to the city,

having spread to the country as well. Surendra is still a hero

in the Mofussil, and Sasadhar commands there large audiences.

But then, the country is only from time to time invaded by these

locusts. The capital is under a permanent blight, from the evil pre-

sence. For one formal address to all classes in Oolooberia or Tar-

kessur, there are fifty lectures, formal and informal, public and private,

confined to the unfortunate youth of Calcutta. The nation will some

day awake to the deep injury—educational, moral, social, and political—

which that one restless man, with the glib tongue and boundless energy,

has inflicted on it. There is no doubt that these several propagandists

have more or less completely spoiled a great many boys and distracted

nearly all, diverting them from timely pursuits and burdening them

with thoughts beyond their years. But there are special causes of the

present examination results. These are probably to be found in the

examinations themselves. The matter is so important that we invite

the press to the discussion.

The Boy of the Period has found his way to the quiet rural society of

our Bengal hills. According to the Panchayet^ Kumar Srinarain has

sued his father Raja Ramnarain Singh of Khaira in the Bhagulpore

District, for maintenance. He was educated at the Benares College.

On his return home, he, having no occupation perhaps, naturally

enough wanted a wife, and let the father know of it. The Raja was in

no hurry. The returned Prodigal called for the thing instanter. The
article was not to be had in the market, and it was a grave question

of race and pedigree, of expense and organisation, pomp and cer-

emony. That exasperated the son and he left his father’s protection

and has commenced to molest him. Friends of the family attempted to

bring on a reconciliation but failed. Such is progress !

Baboo Nundolal Bose is one of the luckiest men in the land. He was

leading an obscure life in penury when he awoke one morning and found

himself one of the biggest landlords in the country. His lurk con-

tinued. He is now above law- -municipal. The very efforts of the

Corporation to injure him redounded to his advantage. The munici-

pality indicted a sumptuary tax on the new palace he built, improving

and beautifying a neglected slum of the Clack Town, and the result

was that he has been relieved of the rate altogether. He is enjoying his

vast premises as a sort of municipal freehold. He gets all the benefits

of the municipality at the expense of the rest of the city. And now the

nightsoil service loo is to be done to his premises free. Only recently,

the Town Council recommended a scale of night soil fees for un-

assessed houses which was confirmed at a special meeting of the

Commissioners, and the Corporation, instead of proceeding by distress

warrant, sued the Baboo for the fee for service done to his house. The

case came on before Mr. Chatterjee in the .Small Can c Court. He

has dismissed the suit, for defect of certain formalitic required by

law. He made no order for costs. It is curious that with so

many legal members on the Board, the legal formalities are not

insisted on at ineclings of the Commissioners.

It will be remembered that at the last assessment, in 1883, the ass-

essment on Baboo Nundolal Bose’s house was raised fiom Rs. 15010

Rs. 400. He appealed against the executive to their masters, but being

dissatisfied with the decision of the Commissioners, he took the case up

to the High Court, and the High Court quashed the pioceedings as

irregular and not according to law. The order of the High Court

paralysed the Corporation. Since then, the Commissioners have not

ventured to demand the rates from the Baboo. They were advised

they had no power to reassess the premises till the next six yearly

assessment, the previous assessment having ceased under the opera-

tion of law.

We admire Sir Henry Harrison for his respect for the law, but we arc

not sure that the law precludes the Commissioners from moving in the

matter at all. The present Municipal Act IV of 1876 came into force

on the 1st July 1876. At that day, the Bose brothers had not built

their house. It was not till 1880, that any building was raised which,

being a portion of the present residence, was assessed at Rs. 150 a

month, and the house was only completed before the next revision of

assessments in 1883. At that assessment, it was valued at Rs. 400,

the proceedings whereof have been quashed by the High Court in

appeal. The question now is. Can the house be valued again during

the current period of assessment ? The proceedings being quashed,

both sides have been put in their former position, and the Corporation

is free to proceed to valuation, if not prevented by any positive pro-

vision in the Act. The Act makes no distinct prohibition, although

there is no express sanction. The house as it now stands is unassessed

for the purposes of the Act, and the Commissioners can, under the Act,

at any moment, fix a valuation.

A NATIVE gentleman has preferred a claim for damages through one of

the Attorney Commissioners against the Calcutta Corporation for in-

jury done to himself and his conveyance whilst driving on a road

which gave way. The matter has been referred to the arbitration of

three of the Commissioners, who, we understand, have recommended

payment of Rs. 250 to the Baboo. The attorney’s fees for attendance

come up to about the same sum.

The Assistant Government Agent of the Mannar District in Ceylon,

is a benevolent officer who has the good of the people at heart. Mr.

Boake sympathises with them under the oppression suffered by them

from the tax imposed by his Government on their food grains. He
has the courage of his convictions. He has written a monograph in

which he takes Government sharply to task for its inhumanity. We
wonder what the Governor thinks of this performance. It is impossible

not to admire the self-sacrifice involved in such advocacy of the dumb

peasantry. Would that this generosity were accompanied by sobriety

of language ! This is how be allows himself to speak of the objects of

his philanthropic interest

“ The Mannar man is somewhat retrograded from the civilization he
had attained when our fathers were mere barbarians, and I am not
sure that the Wanduras who have stuck to their tails have not done
wisely. They have not to pay a tithe of their graijj^j<or to be worried
about every transaction of their simple lives.”

There is no accounting for tastes. Here is a man who abuses his

own fathers in order to justify his contemptuous treatment of his own

Eastern proUgi^s!

At the French Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals,

anfong other canine friends of man, were exhibited a country postman’s

dog which had assisted in rescuing a drowning child, and a brave New-

foundland which only in December last saved its mistress from murder

by springing at the throat of a burglar who having entered the house

was taking aim at her. Such dogs are more valuable servants than our

lazy Durwans and bearers. Indeed, as a rule, dogs are more faithful

than men. What a pity that our people have not yet learnt to utilise

the honesty and honor of one of the noblest species of God’s creatures.
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A NATIVE magazine was . ome lime been started in Bombay under the

name of the Literary AU um. We received the first issue, hut nootheis,

and so concluded that it had been dropped. But no ! still it moves and

lias its being, if the colnnns of our contemporaries arc to he believed.

Thus the (Hyderabad) publishes under ‘Extiacts’ a

characteiistic article purporting to be taken from the Literary

Alburn, It is a characteristic effusion, and the character of the

publication is labelled by its name. That is no misnomer. The

Alburn is indeed a g''od deal below the de.signation. Album or

Keepsake liteiaturc is sublime before the feebleness of this Bombay

business in letter-press -rather than literature. The article to which

we refer, the only one which we have seen reproduced in any paper, is

evidence. It purports to be brief but full biographical sketch of the

Earl of DufFerin. All the research and literary power of the establish-

ment have apparently been lavished on the .composition. The con-

ductors no doubt desire to be judged by it. The result is by no means

disappointing but it is sufficiently poor and puerile. Here is an instance

of how matters are put-—

“ His [Lord Dufferin’s] appointment to the Governor General-ship of

Canada opened a still wider field for the display of his high adminis-

trative faculties—faculties which only a few years ago averted a Russo-

English complication on the frontier. On his return from Canada he

was appointed
”

It is difficult to fix the .'chronology of the “ few years ago ” or the

locality of the frontier.” Apparently, the proof of the high adminis-

trative faculties displayed in avertingja Russo-English. complication on

the frontier opened to Lord Dufferin^^a wider field fur their exercise by

his appointment as Governor-General of Canada. But which com-

plication was that and on which frontier ? One can scarcely resist the

suspicion creeping in that the writer refers to years long subsequent, in

fact to Lord Dufferin’s career as the Viceroy of India of the hour.

The following paragraph, though of a piece with the rest, is the least

objectionable

** His Lordship ha.s occasionally turned his mind to literary matters,

and his (iiV. in Daily Atkemeurn) from Hi}^h Latitudes written

after a visit to Iceland and Spitzbergen, is a work well-known and ap-

preciated. He is also a good shot and a keen sportsman. During his

stay in India he has travelled about a good deal, and has gathered in-

formation from all sources relative to the state of the people and the

condition of the country.”

The writer attempts a more ambitious height in his criticism of the

Viceroy’s oratory

“Lord Dufferin is too well-known as a public speaker to need eulogy

from our pen. He is known to be one of the best speakers in England,

and as a descendant of the celebrated Richard Brindsley Sheridan it is

but meet that His Lordship should have inherited his powerful

eloquence.”

And then finishes, not unexpectedly nor inappropriately, by a plunge

into the pool of his own bathos, as follows :

—

“ In concluding the memoir of one whom future historians will mark
down as one of the greatest lulers India ever had or will have, and
under whose regime a vast area of new territory li.^s been atlded to

the Empiie and many other beoeficial reforms introduced, it would not

be inappropriate lor us to thank his Lordship publicly for his ardent

zeal in the advancement of literature, and as a token of which His
Lordship has been pleased to subscribe to a copy of our humble
periodical,—

The Literary A^uum.”

It is not difficult to imagine how Lord Dufferin will feci under this

serious effusion of gratitude to him for his ardent zeal in the advance-

ment of literature in subscribing for a copy of this wonderful mag.azine.

Let it be his Lordship’s consolation that he has saved his credit for

taste by not going beyond the compliment of taking in a single copy.

Men in his position—or their personal staffs—are not always no dis-

criminate in their patronage, wliethcrjn letters or in generals.

Holloways Pills and Bilious affections, wiilf all their

concomitant .Tnupyances induced by almospheiic changes, or toOiibcral

diet, should be checked at once, or serious consequences may ensue.

When any one finds liis ideas less clear than usual, his e>cMght

dimmed, and his head dizzy, accompanied by a disinclination f.>i all

exertion, physical or mental, he may be quite sure that he is m im-

mediate need of some alterative medicine. Let him at once send for

a box of Holloway’s Pills, a mild course of which will icmove the

symptoms, and speedily renew his usual healthful feeling. If the

bowels be irritable, Holloway’s Ointment should be diligently rubbed

over the stomach and liver every night and morning.

More than thirty years ago, a European foreigner announced his

intention of flying fioin the top of the Ochterlony column to Govern

'

ment House. He was a professional on tour throughout the globe ancl

claimed to have accomplished such aerial flights in other lands. His

l.inguage though vague suggested the idea of aeiial locomotion by

means of mechanical wings, but it was understood, or supposed, that

he depended for success on, and would descend by, a powerful specially

consiiuctcd parachute. But his jlofession proved to be th.at of

“ doing” the good people of the Ditch literally “in the eye.” They

collected in force on the scene, but he prudently kept away, pre-

serving his neck and making money into the bargain. Since then, no

ventursome wight has appeared in India even to make an empty boast

of such a deed. Yet the theory of the feat is not difficult and suggests

Itself easily to minds of the slightest speculative turn. The idea in-

deed of descending from a height by means of an umbrella—to call a

spade a spade—is an old one and it has been put to the test on a
^

greater or less scale, with more or less success, by amateurs as well as

profcs-sionals, in Europe and America. With the progress of the

science and art of ballooning, it became a matter of course. At 'first,

in the one as in the other, there were failures and accidents, but

gradually the mechanism was perfected and the performers acquired

skill and presence ol^mind and showed satisfactory results. In balloon-

ing pure and simple, France has made the greatest and most steady

organised exertions and maintains the precedence. But in the

parachute part of the business, America has for sometime greatly

distinguished herself and secured the palm. An American of the name

of Baldwin is famous for proficiency in the line. He makes light of

coming down from the tops of high steeples and the peaks of almost

perpendicular hills with his stout umbrella. He has more than once

gone up in a balloon to 5,000 feet above ground and then alighted

easily with his parachute. His fame has now been eclipsed by another

compatriot, Edward D. Honan, who has performed the same feat in

the state of Michigan from the height of 10,000 feet. It was an as-

tonishing feat, trying to the nerves of beholders.

In consequence of the perfunctory way in which the High Court has

lately decided the Jain case in the goods of Uhensook Das Seth, there

is naturally^considcrable anxiety in Jain circles not only at the capital

but at other centres of this commercial people. There have been

several cases of late in the Courts here and elsewhere, and some are

pending. About a year ago, in M oorshedabad Hoolas Chand of

Azimgunge’s case was decided in the District according to the Jain

Law and against the dicta of the Mitakshara, One Gopal Chand

SacKi in Calcutta has, under the advice of Mitakshara practising

lawyers, sued his father who has disowned him for a moiety of the

estate of hib grandfather. T'he father of course stands oil his

lights umlcr the Jain Law. The great case of the Jagat Sett

family of Moorshedabad has just dosed in the District Court, the Sub-

judge having taken time to deliver judgment. The Moorshedabad

Coiiespondeius of the papers testify to the deep interest with which the

decision is aw.aited. •

The following Ic,lined speculation, in an educational magazine, must

be beyond common flesh and blood and sense :
—

“Who would suppose that any tie existed between the name of the

Isle of Wight ,ind that of the kingdom or piovince of Oude? Tlie two

places have half the world between them ;
the two words liave not a,

letter in common ;
yet they are linked together in a very singular way.

The derivation unfolds a remaikable in.slance of the wanderings of

racts, and shows the distant affinity existing between the Knglisli and

the people of the Indian peninsula, whom the former have subjected by

then nwithcrn energy and strength. The word Oude appears to be

derived fiom the Sanscrit a^yodhya, ‘not to be warred against ’ (a, not

;

yudh, fight). The word Goih, by which we designate one of the most

important members of the great Teutonic family, probably comes from

the Saxon gut h (pronouced yudh) signifying ‘war battle, fight’; and

this seems to have had its origin in the Sanscrit yudh, expressing, as

we have jii^t shown, the same idea. A kindred race to the Goths

were the Jutes, otherwise called the Gytas, Ytas, Wights, Guihts, &c.

—WO! cTs which seem to imply ‘ ravenous wariiors.’ The Jutes settled

in the delicate little island which now forms part of the country of

Hants, and from them it derived its name. It was at first called

Ylaland or Gytaland
;
afterwards Wiht-land

;
and subsequently Wight,

or the Isle of Wight. In the laws of Edward the Confessor the men
of the Isle of Wight are called Guti, /. e,. Jutes or Goths. We have

also the intermediate forms Geat, Gwit, Wiht, and Wight. According

to Dr. Taylor, Jute is analogous with the syllable Joud^ occurring in

the name Joudpore, in India, and with the word Oude, Goth appears
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alio to be from the same root as the sacred name, God ;
and it is not

improbable that the primitive idea of God among the Goths was that

of a warrior. The asserted affinity between the words Goth and Oudc

is supported by the fact that the Teutonic race originally migrsated from

the northern parts of India.”

The next etymological flight defies reason and Grimm

“A similar relationship between an English and an Indian word has

been asserted in connection with the name Himalaya, applied to the

great rjinge of mountains in the nyth of Hindoostan. Ihe name is

simply described as signifying ‘ th/abode of snow but it seems to

have been identified with the English word * heaven.’ Ihus : Sanscrit

(the rancient language of India and according to some authorities, the

noblest and most perfect tongue in the world) himala ;
MiCSc^Gothic,

himins ;
Alemannic, himil

;
German, .Swedish, and aanish, hiinmel

j

Old Norse himin ;
Dutch, hcmcl; Anglo-Saxon, heofon; English, heaven.

^Siudenfs Friend.

If himalaya and himin, and himil and heofon are the same word, we

begin to:have an idea that they are all connected with Yang tse-kiang.

But we are a tyro in the science of language. A greater Pandit might

prove to satisfaction—of the professors of philology, mythology,

and folk-lore—each in the Comparative degree— that the words in ques-

tion are all derived from Nebuchadnezzar I Who, after that, can

wonder at the contempt of positive science for such Diversions more

contemptible than those of Purley ?

Just as we are going to press, we hear that Government has called for

an explanation of the Registrar of Calcutta of his connection with the

Jain case.

REIS & RA YYET.
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TECHNICAL EDUCATION—ITS
DIFFICULTIES.

In a previous issue, we had but time to indicate some

of the practical difficulties which surround the ques-

tion of a national system of technical education for

this country. To be something more than the make-

believe we have—a few scattered industrial schools

here and there—it must be organised upon a wide

basis, and incorporated with the University system.

The Government of India has accepted this view. In

the Note to which reference has been made, it is

said :

—

**lf, therefore, our Industrial Schools are to lead to any practical

good, they must be an integral part of the Provincial educational sys-

tem. The District Industrial School must be a department of the

District High School
\

all the prestige which attaches to the High
School must attach to it, and so on with all other Industrial Schools

in their various degrees. Further more, these Industrial Schools

must be linked to a Central Institution, which should be the highest

embodiment of Instruction in the particular art or industry with which

the School is concerned. This Central Institution, be it the Presidency

School of Art or the Engineering College, must not only direct and
control the teachin^js of the Schools scattered throughout the province,

but inspire them with nei^ ideas and furnish them with new designs.”

This view is based upon a recommendation of

Mr. Tawney, then Officiating Director of. Public

Instruction in Bengal, in whose opinion, the failure of

past efforts in the direction of technical education

is due to the subordinate and isolated position given

to it. Mr. Tawney’s opinion on the subject is worthy

of special attention. “ The institutions,” he says,
** were isolated and out of connexion with the general system of

education in Bengal. They had no prestige of any kind attaching to

them, and were therefore unable to make way against the general

current of native prejudice. They were insufficiently supplied with

funds, and no bright piospects were opened, even to the most successful

of their pupils, resembling those lying before the more distinguished

pupils of the School of Naval Architecture and the Economic School

of Mines. If they had been furnished with Schools leading up to them,

in which the head and eye were trained to do their work efficiently,

and if they had been in any way connected with the system of educa-
tion centralised in Calcutta, their fortunes might have been different.

There can be no doubt that the horizon of Young India

is widening ;
that a great many of the more energetic of our native

youths are beginning to be dissatisfied with a purely literary education

and an official career under Government, and are eager to take part in

undertakings which shall advance the economic welfare of their native

land. They naturally look to the Government to give a definite aim
to their aspirations, and to furnish the machinery necessary for their

realization."

In these few words is set forth the whole gist

of the question. Mr. Tawney appears to be the

first Indian official to lake a liberal view of what
has to be done in regard to the effective promotion,

of technical education. In the first place, it must
be incorporated with the system of general education,

and possess the same prestige, and open the same
prospects of respectable careers in life. Towards this

end, there must be technical schools of various grades,
having their basis in the primary school, and ending
with the University College. Just as for the purposes
of literary instruction, there are institutions of various
degrees providing instruction from the most rudiment-
ary to the highest stage of culture, technical educa-
tion must cover an equally wide field. The provision

of funds must, at any rate in the beginning, be on a
thoroughly liberal scale. The Government has in

this but to take a leaf out of the example set by
Western nations. Let us for a moment see how in

Europe and the United States they order things in

this respect. A few examples will suffice for our
purpose. In Switzerland, primary education is com-
pulsory, and, as the pupils advance in age, their

education becomes more and more practical. There
arc, first, the primary schools, from which they are
removed to what are called “ Improvement Schools,”
where they learn the practical application of the
knowledge acquired in the primary .schools, and then
follow the Cantonal High Schools, which are divided
into trade and classical Schools. Above these, there are
five Universities, and the Zurich Technical Institute,

which last is liberally supported by the Federal Gov-
ernment as well as the Canton. The Institute has a
large .staff of professors and teachers, and so numer-
ous is its attendance of students that, notwithstanding
the magnificent accommodation which it already pos-
sessed, a sum of has recently been spent
upon additional chemical laboratories. In France,
every manufacturing town has its technical school.
The Institute Industriel at Lisle and the Ecole Cen-
trale of Lyons are examples of these, and it will be a
sufficient indication of the liberality with which the
Government supports .these institutions to say that,

with the view of attracting the best talent in the coun-
try to these colleges, 500 scholarships have been
founded for these two institutions only, at an annual
cost of ;^30,ooo. In Germany, the arrangements are
made with a more unsparing hand, of which no more
convincing proof could be given than the fact that
the New University ofStrasbourg alone costs 2^30,000
for its physical laboratory, and ^’35,000 for its

chemical department. The twenty-four Universities
in the German Empire, are all furnished with science
departments and direct a complete system of technical

schools subordinate to them. Nearly every large
town in Germany has its " Real Schule," where the
children perfect their elementary educatiHfi so as to

be qualified to enter commercial or industrial life.

In the United States of America, each State is re-

quired to provide at least one Technical College and
to defray its expenses by the grant of public lands.

Under this system, the State of New York has re-

ceived nearly a million acres of land. Private liberal-

ity has ’in all these countries supported the hands of
the Governments, but in every case it was the State
which first laid the foundations.

That we did not exaggerate the financial difficulty

of the problem in its application to this country, will

now be obvious. The Government of India, however,
is so crippled for want of funds that it can hardly be in

a position to advance the cause of technical education
in the only way in which it can be advanced, namely.
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by munificent endowment. A liberal expenditure of

monijii^ is the more necessary in this country, as the

whole work liere will be one of initiation. Centres

of manufacturing industry furnish the best places for

affording practical instruction. Such places in India

are owned by foreigners, and how far these, with their

jealousy of natives encroaching upon their occupation,

will lend themselves to the undertaking, has to be

seen. Then, there is almost a complete dearth of

men to teach the practical applications of science,

and as to professors of the higher sciences, the diffi-

culty is still more formidable and to be overcome only

at prohibitive cost.

Fortunately, the original obstacle to the successful

establishment of a system of technical education, arising

from the caste prejudices of the people, is almost gone.
“ Although among the higher caste natives of India

the obligations of caste still give a y»d!.rf-religious

sanction to the distinction between the employments
deemed menial, and those deemed honorable, there

are, nevertheless, indications that this sanction is

losing something of its force, and that natives of all

castes are in increasing numbers looking to technical

Education as affording an honorable livelihood and
career in life.” In this official view of the popular

feeling on the subject, we agree, but, at the same time,

the prospects of employment to those who put them-

selves under a course of pract^al instruction, must be

sufficiently tempting, in order to induce them in large

numbers to seek it. This part of the question has

difficulties of its own of almost an insuperable kind,

and no one who knows how all the industries in this

country dependent upon some knowledge of scientific

principles are now entirely in the hands of Europeans,

will be sanguine of success in remedying these

difficulties. To provide suitable careers to the ex-

students of our technical schools, something will

have to be taken away which is now exclusively en-

joyed by Europeans in this country, and in this is in-

volved a collision of interests analogous to what obtains

in the administration of the Public Service. Apart,

therefore, from the inherent elements of difficulty

in the general question of making adequate provision

for practical education, there are additional difficulties

in this country arising from its political condition,

that is, chiefly from the prevailing conflict of interests

among its various races and nationalities, and, above

all, the permanent economical struggle for existence

between native and European.

THE CALCUTTA COLLECTORATE.
Under the head of “ Bengal,” the Advocate of India

records the protest of a European contemporary of

this city against the appointment of Baboo Doorga-

gutty Banerjee to the office of Collector of Calcutta.

Says the Advocate :

—

“ Our contemporary thinks this will give rise to a strong feeling of

dissatisfaction, as it has always been understood that the office is

essentially a European onCi and * almost requires the guarantee of a

European name I’ Why ?”

Why, indeed ! Is it because of the ill-odour attach-

ing to European names as contrasted with the pure

perfume of native ones ? The less said about Euro-

pean pretensions the better for Europeans threiAselv’es.
|

By this time, with the scandals confronting us, the
j

days of tall talk should have ended—for the time at

'

any rate. Just now European officering seems to

secure neither efficiency nor integrity in administra-

tion. The Calcutta Collectorate was the worst pos-

sible department that could be selected for asserting

the inherent virtues of a Christian skin. There the

guarantee may be the other way. It is remarkable

that the European officers in it have always been
good for nothing, without possessing the negative

virtue of being above suspicion. On the other hand,

the native Collectors have always discharged their

office with marked ability and integrity. The pre-

tence that the appointment is one specially reserved

for Europeans, is ridiculoi^ in the extreme. No
such subordinate employment can be so reserved.

If anything, it is reserved for natives, falling

as it does within the category of those
.
which, under

the Secretary of State’s ruling, are to be set apart

for the people of this country. If any class has
a preferential claim to it, it is the native servants

of Government. In point of fact, it was in our time
first and longest held—for a long series of years,

and with thorough usefulness and honour—by the

late Babu Koylash Chunder Dutt, the accomplished

father of the accomplished Collector to the Cor-

poration (Mr. O. C. Dutt.) He was succeeded
by a European, an amtable superannuated old

man, whose adwjinistration was a scandal. After his

and his native Assistant’s retirement, came the

present regime, which has continued the intermediate

traditions. For six months, however, Baboo Rajen-
dra Nath Mitter acted in the office, with his accus-

tomed devotion to the state and satisfaction to the

public and without a stain on his fair fame. There
is, therefore, no real break of continuity in the ap-

pointment of a native again. Sir Steuart Bayley has
simply given the natives what was their own. Mr.
Goodricke’s appointment was a mere accident and a

scandal. He had no claim to it—he was not even fit

for it. Neither Nature nor education meant him for

the Collectorate of a great capital. How he got
there was a wonder to all the world except those who
knew. The advocates of the European cause are not

doing it good by challenging scrutiny and reviving

buried memories. The origin of that appointment

is not of a kind to redound to the honor of the great

Covenanted Civil Service which is responsible for the

government of this Empire. Such a shameful and un-

blushing abuse of patronage can form no precedent.

The Lieutenant-Governor deserves the thanks of the

country for breaking the fictitious spell.

And commendation too for the particular appoint-

ment he has now made. His exercise of patronage

is judicious. He has chosen just the man for it. He
knew the merits of his man, who had served the

crown loyally and with conspicuous ability under his

eye, for many years, as his ov^n official Personal

Assistant, while he himself was Commissioner of

an important Province of this administration. Yet
this very knowledge and this personal relation so

well-known to the world, might have been in

the way of Sir Steuart Bayley’s doing the doubly
proper thing—advancing the efficiency of his ad-*

ministration by employing at the head of a demoralised
department the only man within his knowledge who
could sweep the Augean stable and rewarding well-

tried merit. But he has proved himself a strong

man by not succumbing under a maudlin delicacy^

nor allowing himself to be terrified out of his clear

perception of duty by the bugbear of a possible

clamour. He must have been gratified in observing

that, with the exception of one influential journal in the

European interest, all the organs of opinion, European
and native, have supported his choice. Even the ob-

jecting journal, in its pure and undisturbed first

thought, fully recognised the individual fitness of the
nominee. Indeed, an appointment which is warmly
approved by both the Mirror and Rei$ and Rayyet,
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carries the presumption of popular consensus in its

favor
. ,

A feeble attempt is being made to stir up je.alousy

among the native members of the Executive Service

to vvhTch the Baboo in question belongs. But we hope

they arc no woodcocks to be caught by
^

such

“springes.” The charg<^ o( supersession is irrele-

vant. The rule of seniores pnorcs is by no rm>ans

absolute. It is daily broken through in the higher

interest of state efficiency. Some of the officers

said to have been passed over, do not care for the

worry of the Calcutta Inland Revenue ;
one wants

health, another inclination. Others have been too

lono' mere criminal magistrates. As for qualilicalions,

onc^may be more learned and another the more ac-

complished penman, but not one has such a record of

executive succe.ss in his favour ,is the Collector elect.

Be that as it may, certainly none is so favorably known

to the head of the Government. And that is con-

clusive of the question. *The Lieutenant-Governor,

as a human ruler, can only act accordin^r to his lights

his own knowledge of men and instinct for character.

We regret we cannot speak so favourably of the

other arrangements simultaneously made in the same

department. Mr. Kilby cannot possibly do justice

to the Income Tax. He was already Superintendent

of the Customs Preventive Service, and he has been

charged in addition with the collection of this difficult

Tax. He simply cannot afford the time for the two

duties. This sort of vicarious performance of func-

tions leads to loss to the State and harrassment of

the public. Surely, the Income Tax can pay for its

realization. The collections of a great city cannot be

made properly except by a special machinery.

Mr. Goodricke moved heaven and earth to have his

furlough sanctioned, compromising, in the attempt to

set up a case of serious illness, the honor of the Facul-

ty. But now he seems in no hurry to make over

charge. To repreated enquiries of the Divisional

Commissioner, he has not fixed his last day in the Col-

lectorate. Poor man, he may well hesitate to leave

the office with all its imperfections on it.s head. His

accommodating Assistants may still need his presence,

PRE-BRITISH INDIA.

XX IF.

AKBAR.
Taking the whole period of Akhar’s life, as rcgard.s what

his own religion was, we conclude that he was a pure deist.

He appears to have been naturally devout, with a tinge of

superstition pcrviwling his character, despite all hiij avowed

secpticisin, and public declaration that only that religion

vvas^ to be individually sanctioned which had the approval

of reason. His fundamental doctrine was that there were

no prophets. His appeal therefore, on all occasions, was

addressed to human reason : he based his right to interfere

at all with religion, on the ground of a Civil Magistrate.

When Akbar lost his faith in Mahomet and the Koran,

he made a confession of the new faith he had .acquired, and

which put concisely was, “ that there is no Goil but God,

and that Akbar was his Caliph." One would have thought,

iud"ing from historical precedents, that the emperor would

have had a host of disciples, who in a courtier spirit would

have followed the lead of so august a personage. But in fact,

it was just the reverse ;
for he made but few converts, except

among his courtiers and some learned men. The reason for

such failure is said to be his relying solely on the pow..r . of

persu.asion in propagating his opinion. This, however, m l .1

satisfactory statement, because the powers of pi r-ua ion,

when an absolute monarch is the person who stoop-, to UnC it,

are very great, wellnigh irresistible. The truth is Akbar

was not fitted for the position of a religious leader. To be a

religious leader, needs a man of versatile gifts, one who

can persuade as well as one who can command, a man who

is golden-tougucd but withal as firm as adamant in purpose

and resolution. Akbar was too philosophical.

We have, however, instances of Akbar interfering in

religious matters, but not to serve his own doctrines. The

inaUcrs religious which he meddled with, enforcing his

decisions with a firm hand, will doubtless be considered by

most persons as a justifiable procedure, as occasions \vhcn

the inlet ference of secular authority was right and judicious
;

and it is rein.irkable that such interference created no

(listuiliances, nor did it lose him the good will ol the Hindus.

When similar ejuestions are discussed to-d.ay, ati.l restriction

or removal of certain social customs, through legislation,

is only hinted .at, what a turmoil it seems to cieate among

the Hindus, and yet it goes without question th.,t these men

of to-d.ay arc certainly much more enlightciic d than the

Hindus of Akbar’-s day. Why is this so? U would puzzle

Mcphistophclcs to answer, 1 am sure. Akbar forbade trials

by ordeal, marriage before the age of puberty, while he

permitted Hindu widows to marry a second time
;
he most

positively prohibited “ Suttee ” except with the free will

of the widows
;
and his precautions were effectual^ to as-

certain that the women were uninfluenced. It is given as

an illustration, that the Rajah of Jodhpore was about to

force his son’s widow to ascend the pile, and that the

knowledge of this fact was conveyed to the emperor, who

instantly mounted his horse and rode post to the spot, his

presence taking the Rajah by surprise and preventing the

intended sacrifice.

Akbar’s revenue system has been ju.stly extolled for the

benefits it conferred on the country. The system may be

classified under three heads, i. He obtained a correct

measurement of the land. 2. He ascertained the amount

of the produce of each biggah of land, and fixed the pro-

portion each ought to pay to Government. 3. He settled

an equivalent in money for this portion.

For the first purpose, a uniform standard was established,

the instruments of mensuration improved, and a complete

survey made of the arable lands in the whole empire.

For the second, the land was divided into three classes ac-

cording to its fertility
;
the amount of each sort of produce

that a biggah of c.ach class would yield was accurately

ascertained
;
the average of the three was assumed as the

produce of that biggah, one third of .vhich formed the

Government demand—such was the assc-ssment This

was the maximum, and every cultivator had a right

of appeal if he thought it too high, and could insist

on .1 readjustment of the division of the crop, by actual

measurement. As lands of equal fertility might be different-

ly circumstanced in other respects, there was a modifying

clau.se added to the above. Land which never required a

fallow, paid tlie full one-third every harvest. Land which

li.ad to be left fallow only paid when cultivated. Land which

had suffered from inundation, or had been three years out

of cultivation, and needed an expenditure of money and

time to reclaim it, paid only two-fifths the first year, which

proportion was increased every year till the fifth year, when

it paid the full demand. Land that had been out of cultiva-

tion for a longer period than five years, enjoyed still more

favourable terin.s. For the third purpo.se, .statement of prices

current of the products of the soil, for nineteen years previous

to the .settlement, was obtained from every town and village,

the average of the prices was fixed as what the cultivator

had to pay in money, in lieu of grain, as the Government’s

portion. Every husbandman was allowed t^-^pay in kind,

if he thought the money rate was fixed too high. At first,

these settlements were made annually, but this plan being

found unworkable, they were fixed for ten years. These

measurements and classifications of land were all carefully

recorded ;
the distribution of land, and increase or diminition

of revenue, were all yearly entered in the villa|[c registers.

XXIII.

Akbar’s instructions to his revenue officers, shows his

anxiety for the liberal administration of his system, and for

the ease and comfort of his subjects. There was no farm-

ing, of any branch of the revenue, in his system. His col-

lectors were enjoined, in their agreements and other matters

relating to their duty, to deal directly with the people, and

not to depend implicitly on the headman or accountant of

the village. Where Akbar could have obtained the infor-
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malion, which gave him such correct views of the chicanery
of these functionaries, seems surprising, so well docs he put
his hand on the sore of nearly all I^astern agricultural

systems.

Akbar divided his i mpiro into fifteen provinces or Subahs
—Allahabad, Agra, ()udh, Ajmir, Gu/.erat, Hchar, Bengal,

Delhi, (.abul, Lahon*, Multan, Malwa, I^crar, Khandeish,
Ahmednagar. The chief officer in each Subah, was the

viceroy (Sipdh Sdiar)^ who held both civil and military

control, subjc'ct onh to the emperor. Under him was a

revenue officer, calK «J later a who was appointed

by the c^mperor. Ti en there were the military command-
(TS of districts, or f ujdars, whose authority extendc^d over

the local soldiery or militia, and over all military establish-

ments and lands as dgiicd for military purposes, as well as

over the regular troops within their jurisdiction
; and whose

duty it likewise was to quell all disorders arising within

the same limits. Each Subah was divided into a certain

number of Sircars, and each Sircar into Purgunnahs or

Mehals. An aggregation of Pergunnahs was called a duster^

or district.

Justice was administered by a court, the presiding officer

of which was a Mird-adl, or lord of justice, assisted by a

Cazu The Cazi conducted the trial and stated the law, the

other passed judgment. In large towns, the police was
under a Kotwal

;
in small towns, the collector or revenue

officer had charge of it
;
crime was kept in check in villages,

by their own internal arrangements.

The reforms in civil administration were laboriously

effected, but they were peacefully introduced when com-
pared to the long and arduous struggle that Akbar had

with his army, before he could get that body to submit to

the needed reforms. It had been the custom to grant lands

also assignments on the revenue, in payment of military

service, and the holders of these orders were left to realise

them without any check
;

while the musters of the troops

were irregular and deceptive, servants and camp followers

used to be mounted for the day on borrowed horses. Akbar

by paying his soldiers in cash from the treasury, stopped the

first of these abuses
;

the other was rendered impossible by

having compulsory musters before pay, and by a descrip-

tive roll of each man in the imperial service, and by brand-

ing every horse with the Government mark. All commis-

sariat supplies, necessary for the movements of the troops,

such as camels, oxen, carts and so forth, were all mustered

and paid for at fixed rates. The commanders in the army

were divided into classes, from commanders of 10,000 to

commanders of 10. None but the King’s sons held a rank

above the command of 5,000. Those enumerated as com-

manders of 5,000 comprised only thirty persons, including

princes of the blood, and the Rajput Rajahs.

The organization of the troops was in this wise—each

Mansahdar or commander was obliged to keep half as

many footmen as horsemen, and a fourth of the foot soldiers

were required to be matchlock men, the rest might be

archers. Besides these troops, there was a large body of

horsemen, who were ranked on a different scale, as they

were considered superior troops. These troops took services

individually, and their pay was much higher than that of the

ordinary horsemen, and ranged from Rs. 20 to Rs. 25 per

month. It is supposed that Akbar could command the

services of 200,000 effective cavalry, a fourth of which body

were really dashing and gallant soUliers, as they were more

a sort of gentleman soldiers than ordinary troopers. The

militia of the provinces, which could be called out for active

service on an emergency, numbered, it is stated, 4.400,000

Besides the fort at Attock, many other military works

were erected during this period. Agra and Allahabad were

encircled with walls and citadels, comprising lofty turtains

and towers of out stone, ornamented with turrets, domes and

battlements, the whole encircled with deep ditches. The

gateways need to be mentioned, as they were stately edi-

fices, befitting the entrance to a royal palace.

Fatehpore Sikri was Akbar’s favourite residence, and was

built and fortified by him. Bishop Heber has described it

In suitable terms—its commanding situation on a hill, the

noble flight of steps by which one ascends to the porul

tower, the extremely rich carving which ornaments the

palace, its great extent ;
all these are treated most fully. But

the Bishop is most graphic in his description of the majestic

proportions and beautiful architecture of the quadrangle

and cloisters, and of the no less beautiful mosque which

formed a part of it. Bishop Heber has also written about

Agra as it must have been in pro- British times, through a

description of what it was in his own day. Some of the

buildings at Agra arc thus dc'^cribed by the good Bishop.
“ A beautiful mosque of white marble, carved with exquisite

simplicity and (‘Icgancc
;
and the palace, built mostly of the

same in.itcrial, and containing sAinc noble rooms. The great

hall is a splendid edifice, supported by pillars and arches of

white marble, more nobly simple than that of Delhi. The
ornament, carving arul mosaic of the .smaller apartments

arc equal or siij)erior to anything which is described as found

in the Alhambra.” The tomb of llumayun at Delhi should

be mentioned, because it show s filial ahcction and becau.se

it may be reckoned among Ibc ])rincipal of Akbar’s archi-

tectural work.s. It is raised above the surrounding country,

on a terrace, and is a great and solid edifice, surmounted by

a vast dome of white marble.

The last days of this great and good man and king, still

show the usual bent of his mind. There was no warping or

clouding of those generous faculties of .soul which were so

prominently manifested through his whole life
;
though he

appears to have been ailing for some time previous to the

attack which proved fatal. It has been said, and probably

with much truth, that this illness was owing to the strength

of his attachments, and he was so unfortunate as to

lose by death, one after another, several much loved

and valued friend.s, and lastly his son Danyal, for whom
his sorrow was deep and bitter, for his death was a very

sad one. Danyal was cut off in the prime of manhood
through his gross love of wine. Some time previous to his

death, Prince Danyal became dangerously ill, from excess,

and on his recovery was made to pledge his word to his

father, to give up the use of wine. To enable him to keep

his promise, Akbar wisely and tenderly took care to sur-

round him with faithful friends, when he happened to be at

a di.stancc from him. The unfortunate young man being un-

able openly to gratify his propensity, which had become

irresistible, had recourse to stratagem, and had liquor secret-

ly conveyed to him in the barrel of a fowling-piece, and

soon drunk him.sclf to death.

The last ten days previous to his death, Akbar was

unable to take any part in business, being confined to

his bed. During this period he held farewell interviews

with his principal nobles and took leave affectionately of the

members of his family. His son Selim thus describes the

closing scene of this eventful life. He says that Akbar desir-

ed him to bring all his Omrahs into the chamber where he

was lying, “ For,” .said he, “
1 cannot bear that any mis-

understanding should subsist between you and those who

have for so many years shared in my toils and been the

companions of my glory.” When the nobles were as-

sembled, the dying monarch collected his remaining strength,

and suitably addressed his faithful friends
;
then after wist-

fully regarding them all round, he asked each one to for-

give him any offence of which he might have been guilty to-

wards them. His son Sclirn was deeply affected and con-

science striken; he threw himself at his father’s feet and

burst into a passion of tears. Akbar seemed much moved
and endedvoured to speak, but he was completely exhaust-

ed
;
he then raised his hand and pointed to his favourite

scimitar, and by signs conveyed his desire to his son to bind

it on in his presence. Akbar recovered from his exhaustion,

and was able to have another interview with his son, during
.

which he conjured him to look to the comfort of the ladies

of his family, and not to forget or forsake his father’s old

frit'nds or dependents. He then received the visit of one of

the Chief Mullahs, and in his presence repeated his Moslem
confession of faith, and died in all the forms of a good

Mussulman.
Akbar was buried near Agra. His tomb is thus described

by Bishop Heber :
” The central building is a sort of solid

pyramid, surrounded externally with cloisters, galleries and

domes, diminishing gradually on ascending it, till it ends in

a .square platform of white marble, surrounded by the most

elaborate lattice work of the same material, in the centre of

which is a small altar tomb, also of white marble, carved

with a delicacy and beauty which do full justice to the

material, and to the graceful forms of the Arabic characters

which form its chief ornament.”

James 11. Linton. .
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MONGHYR.
Jamalporty July 10.

The cry of water in this part of the Province is now over* We
have had incessant rains for the last three or four days and the

weather is cool enough for the people to enjoy at case. This heavy

downpour has also done material good for sowing of the local crops

— Bhooia or Muccai—the staple good of the Beharees.

The roads in the native quarter of the town, especially in Naya-

goan, arc sadly in want of repairs. In fact they become impassable

during the rains. Mr. Editor you can well imagine the incon-

venience the people are subjected to, especially in dark nights.

What is the Municipality about ? May not the rate payers expect

an inch of Kunkur or brick dust for the roads in question ?

I hear that the Sub-Judge of Monghyr is not pulling well with

the Pleaders of the Monghyr bar. Ipso fticto^ it looks very bad

for both sides, being people of the same country. Complaints of

this kind arc not uncommon as will be seen on a reference to

newspapers, and the sooner this state of things is put right the

better.

The heavy showers of rain have driven out the venomous reptiles

from their holes, and they take refuge in our dwelling houses and

glide about the compounds to the great danger of folks going

about without lights. Some cases of snake bites have come to my
notice.

There has been a rise in the price of food grasps here, especially

the staple food rice.

The climate of the place is now pretty fair.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR.

Sir,—The question that strikes most is whether Dr. P. K. Ray is fit

for the Presidency College. The College wants a full man. But

the Dr. has no hind-toes, and therefore not a full man, and is not

fit for his present post. Last year a single stroke of the pen set

him a-rccling with such convulsions that he could hardly stand on
his fore-legs. Some one threw at him a shaft of dishonesty in the

dark ; and his agitations were violent although it did not strike him.

We fear something might be found out from this, if we are to be-

lieve in the story about the learned Kalidass of stolen ring notoriety

detected by his agitations on seeing Bararuchi, while anointing his

forehead with earth after bathing. The facts speak for themselves,

and the wise reader is to apply the rules of probability for himself,

taking care to notice that the members of the Brahmo Somaj,

whether they have cut-tail or cock’s-hcad, are hedged by Divinity,

and your sharp logical shafts are but blunt against them. Brahmo
dishonest ! suspicious, reasonless. But be that as it may, Dr. Ray

could hardly control himself, and at last has revenged himself by

plucking 48 P. C. of the candidates for the last B. A. in Philo-

"sophy. A secret whisper of his in the long ears of the examiners

has produced this unprecedented havoc in the A. course. But

this is not all ; his infernal rage is not to be so easily appeased ;

he has succeeded in procuring the best set of examiners in philoso-

phy for the next year, himself becoming a checking examiner (so

much the better for merciless slaughter). He has meek outside

but sulphurous fire within, we hope he would change it for

Heavenly Fire. In addition to his own work, he has to keep the

seal of the University ; and his time is so short, that he cannot per-

form cither of his work with neatness. It is better his pupils

were not his ; for he has hardly time enough to take sufficient care

fur them ; and no time to dictate useful notes to assist their me-

mory and understanding. He has assumed that his pupils are wise

enough and need no help (in the form of notes) from their pro-

fessor, wiser even than the students of other Colleges who need

copious notes. But why is be not wise enough to think that if they

really were such they would not attend his lectures } Any other

man would be better for the place. The better the sooner he is

removed. Yours &c.

A Critic.

NOTICE.
The undermentioned lots of surplus land,

the property of the Commissioners for the

Town of Calcutta, will be put up for sale by

public auction, if not previously disposed of,

on Monday, the 13th August 1888, at i P. M.,

at the Municipal Office.

Lot No. Nature of land. Area more or

less.

1 Vacant land and pucca go- K. Ch. S. ft.

downs at No. 48 Jaun
Bazar Street north of fal-

tola Square ... •••5 8 0

2 Land at do. east of Tal-

tola Square ... •••3 2 o

3 Ditto ditto ...260
4 Ditto ditto ...300
5 Do. portion of No. 33

Rutton Sircar’s Garden St, 4 II O
6 Do. with buildings being

portions of Nos. 15 and 16

Sickdarpara Lane ... 2 i 20

7 Do. and tiled huts being

remaining portion of No. 4
Sovabazar Street ... 4 14 o

8 Do. with lower,roomed
house at No. 7 Godai
Khanshaina’s Lane ... o 13 o

9 Land east of Blacquire’s

Tank Square... ... o 10 26

10

Filled up drain on the east

and south of No. U Mar-
quis Street ... ... o II 16

Conditions of Sat.e

,
I. The Commissioners’ limit will be kept in

a closed cover, and the highest bidder above
this limit is to be the purchaser

; if any dis-

pute arise as to the last or highest bidding for

the lot, the same shall be put up again and
resold.

2. A deposit of 25 per cent on the amount
of the purc^se-money is to be made by the
purchaser immediately upon the lot being
knocked down, and, in default thereof, the
premises to be immediately put up and resold

at the risk of the first purchaser.

3. The title to the property w!!!' be a con-
veyance from the Commissioners.

4. The residue of the purchase-money shall
be paid within 15 days of the date of sale

;

and in case of default in payment of such re-

sidue, the purchaser shall forfeit his deposit,
which shall be received and taken as and by
way of liquidated damages. The sale to such
purchaser shall be wholly at an end, and the
Commissioners shall be at liberty to resell the
same without any reference to such first pur-
chaser but at his risk.

5. The Commissioners will, if required,

furnish a deed of conveyance, such conveyance
being prepared by the solicitors of the Cor-

poration at the expense of the purchaser, who
will likewise have to bear the cost of the stamp
duty and registration, and of any attested

copies of deeds or convenants to produce those

that may be required.

6. The Commissioners will enter into no
other covenant than that they have done no
act to encumber.

7. The plan of the several lots may be in-

spected at the Municipal Office from the

undei signed.

JOHN COWIE,
Secretary to the Corporation,

Cih July 1888.

OufFerin Memorial Fund.

The following subscriptions have been re-

ceived :

—

Rs.

Amount already advertised... ... 59,947
Rajah Baiclya Nath Pundit, of Killa
Darpan, Cuttack ... ... 50

Prince W.ahid Ali Mirza ... ... 50
Sayed Ashrafuddin Ahmed, Secy, to the
Nation^ Mahommedan Association,
Iluoghiy ... ... ... 10

Total .,.60,057

Further subscriptions are invited, and will be

duly acknowledged in the papers.

PEARY MOHUN MOOKERJEE,
AMIR ALI,
S. E, J. CLARKE,

Honorary Secretaries.

Calcutta, 30th June, 1888.
*

Griha-Chikitsha.
A complete and large treatise on Homceo-

pathic Domestic Medicines with some tried

native drugs for certain serious diseases, by
Rai Khetter Nauth Chatterjee Bahadoor

in Bengalee 200
Do. postage 030
Do. abridged in Hindee ... ... 1 o o
Apply to Author at Cbinsurab or to People’s

Press, No. 78 College Street, Calcutta.

EMERALD THEATRE
BEADON STREET.

Manager, Babu G. C. GhOSE.

Saturday—the i^-tk July, tSS8—
at p P. M.

The ever charminf;, ever new

OPERA I OPERA! OPERA!

“8ATI-KI-KALANKINI”
'

“CHASTE OR UNCHASTE,"

Singing and dancing throughout.

To be followed by the side-splitting farcical

sketch

Zennana War
OR

Late Roy Deno Bondhu Mitter’s

*<JAMAI BAKBAOK.’*

Next day^Sunda^i^th July

at Candle Light

That Pouranic Melo-drama,

TULASI LILA.

To be followed by

That bumerous extravaganza

RIGHTLY SERVED.

Assisted by Bagbazar Amateur Orchestra.

No performance on Wednesday, the 18th

instant, on account of the grand and suitable

preparation of our new Melo*Drama Kungsa

Bodh or NuwDO Bidaya,"

M. L. SUR, Asst Manager,
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ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA, ENGLAND.

ST. COLLEGE FOE BOYS.
University masters, specially suitable for

Indian Children. Indian References. For Pros-

pectus, address Principal.

INFALLIBLE "specific FOr
LEUCORRHIA.

A week's use of this medicine not only cures

Leucorrheua—the characteristic white, j^reen

.ind bloody discharge—but also removes the

( oncomitant intense menstrual pains, and all

the various complaints and symptoms inci-

dental to menstrual difficulties and green sick-

ness, and prepares the system for conception.

I’rice : for a week's consumption, Rs. 2,

packing and postage 4 annas.

There are capital medicines besides- for

piles, all the 20 kinds of flux—such as sper-

matorrhoea, diabetes, &c.—diarrhoea, rheu-

matism, puerperal complaints, cataract of

the eye, nacra, asthma, &c.

[Cer^tyicaU.]

“I have known Babu Rajendra Nath Ghoshal

kubiraj for upwards of 15 years, and I can bear

ample testimony to the wonderful efficacy of

Ins medicine in the treatment ofdiseases of the

womb. While Assistant Surgeon of Monghyr

•md subsequently, I have known him to cure

the most obstinate cases of uterine Leucorr-

hoea and other uterine derangements, organic

and functional. I can safely call his medicine

the Specific for Leucorrhcca and painful

menstruation. Ladies who have been subject

to these diseases for years and were barren

have been cured and borne children.

Womesh Chunder Roy, L. M. S., Medical

Practitioner, Bhagalpur. 30th October, 1886.”

Apply to

RAJENDRANATH GHO.SAL, Kabira;,

Topkhana Bazar.

Monghyr.

NOW READY.
The Report of the 3rd Indian National Con*

grc.ss, held at Madras during the last week

of 1887.

Price Re. r including postage. Apply to M.

V. Charriar, 100, Mount Road, Madras.

READY

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL
BETWEEN

Calcutta afid Independent Tipperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bajiadook,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, “REIS& EAYVET”
I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINION OF THE PRESS.

It is many years since I first met, and some
years since I last met, Dr. Sambhii Chunder
Mookerjee, editor of the Kets and Rayyet

(Prince and Peasant), and an author of high

repute among the kindly, as well as acute and
intellectual, people of Bengal. One of the real

misfortunes of India was, and still is, Lord
Macaulays picture of the Bengalee. The
picture, true perhaps as regards Nuncomar and
many Bengalees, is not accurate as a represen-

tation of the people generally, taking them as

an Englishman m.ay find them if he looks
fairly. If they had been unfaithful, the sad
story of the Mutiny had been vastly sadder ;

and, apart from the Mutiny, many Englishmen
could give individual instances of liengalce

faithfulness almost unique in history, taking

all the circumstances of our relation to India

into account. The Bengalee is generally eager
for knowledge of all kinds, and is often both
courageous in the expie^sion of his opinions
and gifted to a remarkable degree with the

power to express those opinions with force and
precision. Mr. Fawcett once told me that an

unprepared speech made, Jin his behalf, during

an election, by a young Hindoo, surpassed, in

force as well as eloquence, any unprepared
speech he ever h.id heard made by any mem-
ber of the House of Commons, if four or five

members of tlie House weie excepted.
Among these Bengalees there is a small body

of men -small for that large province—who
are, ironically or otherwise termed “ Young
Bengal. ” .Some of them are no longer young,
but grave and aged ;

some have, in the course

of years, been highly distinguished for their

public services and their scientific and other

aii.ainments. Some have at times been mis-

represented, and their language misinterpreted,

so that on its return to them it has amazed
none more than themselves. Nothing of this

has been done by the really great administra-

tors of India. That it has been done, however,

cannot be denied.

In the forefront of this little band is the

author of this book of travels, Baboo Sambhu
Chunder Mookerjee—a writer of high repute,

as I have said, also an administrator, as the

reader will see from the title-page to this book.

A keener, yet a kindlier satirist, one might

seek for and not find. His use of the English

language has astonished many an educated
Englishman

j and the quality of his reading is

shown by his marvellous power of quotation
;

not merely from .authors like Shakespeare, and
Milton, and Maraul.ay, and men eminent in

science, but from out-of-the-way old ballads,

and little-known old pamphlets, in the applica-

tion of which he leaves one wondering—fiist,

how he obtained the productions at all, and
secondly, how, having obtained them, he
learned lo apply them .so appositely to the
subjects which he intends them to illustrate.

Pas-sing from the author to his book, we
shall, perhaps, first of all be .attracted to the

work of the administrator. He comes upon a
milkman’s village, on which he finds fastened

the grip of a Court favourite. He unloosens

the giip, and rc-scttles the village, in the

double interest of Prince and Peasant. And
all the lime he secs everything. The poor

people bathing on the rivers' banks, have his

genial and kindly, if also at times, what a

Scolchman would call, his “pawky” notice.

A “fair maid of Sonargoan ” .attracts his at-

tention by the gracefulness with which she
carrn‘s .a vessel jif w.ater from the nver

; and,

though the fair maid and he are divided by
rate and faith (she is Mussulman), she has his

full meed of jvraise. Indeed, it must be admit-
ted—and he will . i be otiVnded with me for

saying so- - that he iKaver meets with .a fair face,

without at least giving evidence of the fact

that he has eyes to see and .a hcaPt to com-
piehend.

Of his wide and generous sympathies, much
might be said, and still leave iniu h more to

say. lie meets .a missionary on the river, and
evidently is inclined, in writing Ins notes, to

pass a joke on the subject. He nips it, how-
ever, in the bud, and contents himself with

saying, “ So new is preachii\g here, that the

simple people said the padn had been singing

in the stieel.” He meet- • . holic and Pro-

test. int missionaries on shij '•'aid, .md chuckles

over their di'^ute.s, while he asnmishes them
by his command of the English language, and
even liy his knowledge of the Bible—a know-
ledgv, I may ndd, w^iich is evident iii many of

his writings.

A parrot falls overboard, and is drowned in

its cage, to his great distress, which is not

however paraded. He says : [Extract.]

These are not the words of a Christian, but

of «a Hindoo.

Again, he has a faithful ugly clog, whose

name is Tom, and whose glory it once was to

bark, with a noble independence, at some very

dignified Sahibs. Our author is compelled to-

leave Tom behind
;
and here is his farewell

:

[Extract.]

I think this is a very fine passage, and one

that will draw the author very close lo the

great heart of humanity, wherever the words

aie read. Could anything be finer than the

testimony to the two foreign “gentlemen,”,

ending with the “ Pjengalee. parihy my poor

'rom” ? Not thepan.ih ineielv, but the pariah

dog. The p.yisage is woithy of tlie author,

and of the grftit mercifulness of tlie land that

1)01 e him.

WhoevtM' reads this book must be prepared
fmther to find bold and manly l.inguage. 'I'he

aiilhor IS no fl.attercr of John Bull, though he

gives John his due, and admits tlial India owes
him a great debt. Here is one passage relating

lo foreign fiiiits
:

(Extract.]

Among the sketches of country— word-pic-

tures—the reader will find some exceedingly

pretty, and all the more valuable in that they

are taken from a standground purely Indian;

not English. Where an English artist’s mind
would be filled with European ideas, the mind
of this gifted Eastern aitist is filled with a class

of ideas totally difierent, yet equally instinctive

and certainly not less subtle .and far-reaching.

On the eve of one of his journeys, our

author was placed in a dilemma of a kind

not unknown to travelleis in Indi.a, but not on

that account the less stupid. He wished to

go by a particular boat, ami took lime by the

foielock for that purpose. The fate was at

first slated as 90 rupees, to pay which he

olTeied “a new crisp, fresh British Indi.a” note

for 100 rupees. “ It was,” lie adds, “fresh from

the Currency Office, and had been received

only the day before fiom another (iovernment

department.” The lest of the story is

thus told :
[Exlracl.]

The humour of the little sketch is worth

something. I can fancy the author laughing

even in his dismay
;
for he c an laugh well at

others, and equally well at himself. 1 shall

only venture on one more passage
;
and I give

it as showing the spirit of the man who dares

to call his newspaper Prince and Peasant.

He desired to return lo his home in Bengal,

and to bid adieu, for a lime at last, to Indepen-

dent Tipperah, where he had been located

“some two years.” He received the Maha-
rajah’s permission lo return home

; but still he
could not gc*t away. [Extract.]

There is, I think, a sound lesson in this pas-

sage
;

the lesson of the immense value of

courtesy and urbanity in the relations of rulers

and ruled, 'I’here is a great deal in that sen-

tence, “ lie serve flesh and blood.” The best

administrator in India is not always the ablest,

the man whose plans arc the wisest as plans ;

but tlic man who, with plans or without them,
gi\ PS confidence to the people, and confidence

not meiely in his justice, but also in his enn-

hideiateness and forbearance. A clever man
once said that the ait of success in India is the

art of giving good dinneis. It may be so
;
but

tlie peril is gicat—the peril of debt; and in

any case the ait Ims its limits, and its natural

Collapse. Even dinners and champagne pall

in the end. But there is one art that never
falls -the art of tiue v^ iirtesy

;
of lliat courtesy

which, being natuial, is not afibeted by any
whim or caprice, either of the person who
possess(‘s it, or of any one with whom he has
relations.

In bidding farewell to this little, liook, I once

more iccall, as I easily and very vividly can,

the amhor’i> kindly f.ice and grntlc voice, a-

known to me many years ago. I see him, as

I see Baboo Krislo Das Pal, Dr. Mahendra *

Lai Sircar, and some others, including a much-
abused editor of tlie Amrii.t ItaLar i^ttrika

;

and I feel and say, witli all earnestness and
sincerity, that among these are men whom
tlie (iovcinment of India would be wise in

recognising and winning entirely to its side.

'Tiiey are men on whom no really generous
word —true as well as generous —ever is

thrown away. I have compared them at times
with men of kindted occupations at home,
and I think that they are as a rule by far

the truer gentlemen in good matincrs, and
often in very much more than mere manners.
May the great Cod, whose sacred Name they
use as that of the Father of all, guide them to

a nobler destiny than any they yet have
known, and with them, and by them, bless
their native land !

JAME.S ROUTLLDGE.
— The Indian Mattaisine^ Mar. 1888.
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fif RIOOMMENDS ITBIU.”

All who tuffitt find stm reUtf from

II It I ^

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteRheumatism and RheumaticGout,

After years of semi-helplessness and siiffer-

inff: while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,
LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACKACHE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

for these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.

Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally rccommend-

ed as -
The Manrellons Sore Throat Cure.

Try this .wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at / Re. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Slanistrcet & Co.,

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.

Price by post 8 annas.

ASRUKANA
A Collection of poems in Bengali by

Srimati GIRINDRAMOHINY DASSY

(Author of Kabttahar^ Bharat Kusum.)

Asrukana is a collection of poetical pieces o

singular pathos and beaSty of expression * *

It is a series of mournful songs that the

reader is here presented Nvith and they must

touch a sympathetic cord in every heart that

can feel. There is a singular appropriateness

in the title of the work, and in its pious dedi-

cation to the memory of the husb.'ind of the

fair writer.— The Indian Nation.

The authoress is not unknown to Bengali

• readers. She has already published two or

three poems by which she is tavourably known,

but between these pocm.s and this is a differ-

ence that hardlv admits of being measured.
*

This is poetry in life
*

We have read Srimati Girindra Mohiny’s

poems m a reverential spirit. The poems are

all of a lyrical description. The lyre is soft,

sweet and tender, but awfully strong.
# *

The tone of the poems i.s ine/.pressibly

gentle, inexpressibly pure, and inexpressibly

tender and affectionate. It is the tone of a

world mother.
# *

Bengal should be proud of this poem— The

Calcutta Review.

Apply at the Bee Press^

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Calcutta.

12, CAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

HOMEOPATHIC PHARMACY,
THR

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSAR Y IN ASIA

OF PURE HOMOEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE m
INDEPENDENT HOMffiOPATflY

and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF

THIS

‘^SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co., beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned

WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
12. Lai Bazaar, Calcutta.

In Pamphlet, Price 4. annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

Ey Capt. ANDREW HEARSE Y.

Apply to Reis Rayyet Office, Calcutta.

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

"Limited.^

ASSAM LINE.
This Company which has a weekly Service

of Steamers running to and from Debroogbur
viA Goalundo, will despatch the Steamer
** INDORE ” for Assam on Tuesday the

17th inst.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
Godowns at Jaggannath Ghat until Monday,
the i6th idem.

The Steamer “SCINDE” will leave Goa-

lundo for Assam on Thursday, the 19th idem.

Intending passengers by the last mentioned
Steamer should leave Calcutta for Goalundo
by train the previous night.

Dhubri & Debrooghur Mail Service.

Through Booking to andfrom Assam.

The Despatch Steamers of this Service

leave Dhubri daily on arrival of the Mails

from Calcutta, and proceed to Debrooghur,

stopping at all intermediate stations and

Mookhs.
Passengers, Goods, Parcels ( packages not

to exceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement ) may be booked
through to and from Calcutta, and all stations

on the Eastern Bengal State Railway and

connected Railways, and the following

Steamer Stations of this Company, vis.,

Dhubri, Goalparah, Gauhati, Mungledye,

Tezpore, Silghaui for Koliabar, Dhunsiri

Mookh, Niggriting, Kookeela Mookh, De.sang

Mookh and Debrooghur.
Packages booked as parcels will be forward-

ed by rail along with the Mails. Freight on

perishable articles must be prepaid.

Goalundo and Debrooghur Despatch
Service.

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which

have been specially built for the Assam Trade,

carrying passengers and coolies between

Goalundo and Debrooghur, will leave Goalundo
bi-weekly on Sundays and Thursdays, calling

at all intermediate stations, and Debrooghur
on Tuesdays and Saturdays.

Through bills of lading will be granted for

goods and parcels on presentation of rail re-

ceipt or payment of freight. Packages not to

exceed ten hundred weight, or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement.
For freight and passage apply to

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents.

1-2, Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.
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WEEKLY<ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
and

Review of Politics, Literature, and Society

RATES OF SUBSORIPTIOK.
Yearly ... m advance ... Rs. 12

Half-yearly ... „ ... ,1 7

Quarterly ... „

Monthly ... „

Single or sample Copy,, ... „

RATES OF ADVERTfiBEHENT.
Advertisements (three columns to the page) arc

charged by the space taken up, at the rate of 4

annas a line, each insertion. The lowest charge

for any advertisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic

Occurrences, the lowest charge for which is

Rs. 5.

Special rates for jOontracts.

No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate 01 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to “The Manager,” and Literary

Communications and books and pamphlets

(carriage paid) to “ The Editor " of “ Rcis

& Rayyet, ^

Office t /, Uckoor DutPs Lane^ Wellington

Street^ Calculia.

Printed andpublishedfor the Proprietor every Saturday by Mutty Lall Ghose, at THE BEE PRESS^ No. /, Uckoor Dibits Lane^ Calcutta-
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

APRIL.

Love and Youth, the gods of verse,

Pour dew and flowers on Winter’s hearse,

At the sun’s kiss. Nature’s eyes

Open with a glad surprise !

And the heart of life thus stirred.

Throbs again in flower and bird,

Glows upon the young man’s face,

Fills the maiden’s form with grace.

Wood and meadow, sky and sea.

Catch the impulse, feel the glee ;

And the lark upon its wing

Bears the music of the Spring !

Though in London streets to-day.

Yet with restless joy I stray

Where thlt^primrose, tender-eyed,

$ftiiles upon the copse’s side ;

*

Where the river, mountain-fed,
\

Ku.shes tfclVough its rocky bed
;

Where (he stream, by sallows bound,

Murmurs with a silvery sound.

April’s breath upon my face,

Many a woodland path I trace
;

Many a hcath’ry track explore, *1,

Pass by many a cottage door,
]

'

Watch the swallow darting by.

Hear the far-oflT ciickoo’k cry—
.

Till my heart with them takes flight,

Filled with measureless delight 1

Straight the happy dream has fled.

Houses tower overhead.

Newsboys shout, and cabmen ply,

^London stjnpkc obscures the sky.

Yet with sunshine in the heart,

Ffom !he eager crowd I part,

Aod a sense of sweet content

With the vision’s loss is blent.

Richer far am l^han they

Whom I pass upon the way

;

Richer far,—for I have been

In the fields where*poets glean !

And although my song be weak,

Yet of Nature I can speak,

And a lever’s tribute bring'

To the treasures of tho Spring !

John Dennis.

SONNETS.
DRY.

Come, April, come with gift of smile and tears,

Not with thine eyes unable thus to weep,—

Hast thou no store of sorrow from the deep

To loose and laugh through, as in former years ?

Come, let Lodore make music for our cars,

And rouse Helvellyn from his winter sleep.

Hang rainbow glories from the sunny steep,

And shroud at night with dew the glittering spheres.

For now the mountain faces, faint and pale

For lack of thy revivifying hand,

Swoon on beyond their time, expressionless.

And now the flocks arc milkless in the dale,

The cuckoo calls not, and the larches stand

Without a heart to don their jewelled dress.

WET.

Came April, and beneath her feet the cloud.

Broke into song upon our silent hills ;

Primroses wakened, thirsty daffodils

Tossed up their golden cups, a merry crowd :

Then visibly beneath his cold grey shroud

Helvellyn moved to hear the cuckoo-thrills

Make echo down the valley
; danced the rills,

The Greta sounded glad, Lodore \gas loud.

For joy the lambs leapt whitcly thro’ the grass,

• With jewels of the sloe the hedge was pearled
;

And golden shone the coltsfoot in the lane ;

No foot, no heart, but did the merrier pass.

For April’s tears had wrought another world

Wherein was life and laughter after pain.

H. D. R.

Holloways Ointment and PiUs.—k.^ winter advances and the weather

becomes more and more inclement and trying the earliest evidences

of ill-health must be immediately checked and removed, or a slight ill-

ness may result in a serious malady. Relaxed and sore throat, quinscy,

influenza, cnronic cough, bronchitis, and most other pulmonary affec-

tions will be relieved by robbing this cooling Ointment into the skin as

nearly as practicable to tlie scat of mischief. This treatment, simple
yet effective, is admirably adapted for the removal of these diseases

during infancy and youth. Old asthmatic invalids will derive marvel-
lous relief from the use of Holloway’s remedies, which have wonder-

fully relieved many such sufferers, and re-established health after

every other means had signally failed.

Subiifibtrs in the country an requested to remit by postal money orders^ if possible^ as the safest and most convenient
medium^ particularly as it ensures acksumled^ymnl through the Department (Jo other receipt wilt be

givttff any other being unnecessary^ and likely to cause confusion.
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News and Comments.

We have never palliated the excesses of our own countrymen. But it

is simply fair that Englishmen who are indignant with the violence of

the Native Press, should know the provocations of our people, on every

occasion and no occasion. Does the reader want to know what is a

provocation on no-occasion ? Here^s one. This is how the Lieutenant-

Governor’s return to town is announced in the ultra-Britisher press of

Bengal

“Return. Sir Steuart Bayley, Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, ac-

companied by Capt. Rawlinson, Private Secretary, returned to

from Darjeeling last Saturday. Sir Steuart’s short stay in the Hills

may be taken as a hint by future occupiers of Belvedere. In all he

does, he is conscientious, uprighi, and manly, with rather too strong a

leaning towards Bengalees, who, as the slaves of a people we have con-

quered, have no sfirt of claim, upon being restored to freedom, to oust

Europeans, or Eurasians, from the sympathy of Government ;
while

their rights—as they call their privileges—exist merely in their pampered

fancies. They never possessed any but those of slaves.”

There 1 That is prose run mad to be sure. That is the way to

convey ordinary news and to point a compliment. Seriously, it speaks

not a little for the meek law-abiding of the people that this Malay of

journalism is permitted to insult them. In almost yy other country,

the man would have found his occupation gone—suppressed. In this

very country, in the last century, the “ slaves ” would have made short

work of such foreigners. The writer is too ignorant, or he would

have known the shoe-beating which sent job Charnock crying to the

swamps of the Salt Water Lake.
^

• •

Mr. Rhys Davids, Head Assistant to the Chief Commissioner of

Stamps, N. W. P., shot himself dead on the 7th at his residence in

Allahabad. It was one of the common cases of sordid suicide. He

was in pecuniary difficulties, we are told, and unable to meet his obli-

gations. He is to be pitied, if it was only that—pitied specially that

he could not stand it, for the services of his poor wife and children and

the world at large. But it is possible that the case is not so simple,

Mr. Davids may have had a more peremptory incentive to “bolt ’’out

of earth by the backdoor than the fear of a summons at the instance of

Peerumal or Brown or Jones in any Court, .Small or great. The Chief

Commissioner of Stamps had better look into his office. The local

Government might too with advantage keep its eyes and ears open,

Mr. Davids was a gentleman of respectable connections. He was the

brother of the eminent Pali scholar, late of the Ceylon Civil Service,

now a Professor in England.
^

• «

Dr. Lidderdalf, the Sanitary Commissioner of Bengal, has recorded

the following opinion against the Scrampore Municipality

“ The Commissioner-s’ works are quite insipificant, and not at all

commensurate with the wants of the town. The insanitary conditions

noticed on the last occasion still exist, to the detriment of the health

of the whole coi.imiinity. In fact, this town is one in which Municipal

government may be said to effect little or no good. The Chairman is a

non-resident gentleman who only apparently attends meetings, so that

the head of the administration takes no effective part in it. The mis-

take which the Commissioners and the ratepayers have made in this

respect should be caily it^clified. The Chairman should be a local

resident of good standing who has time to devote to the affairs of the

Municipality. In n<i way has the place advanced .since my last visit.

The Comniis.sioners hoatd their money, and do not even, incur the

necessary ex{)eiiciiture on public latrine.s, and seem to take no active

interest in publi: concerns. No one seems to look after the conser-

vancy or other establishment, who neglect their work in the most bare-

faced manner. The town is overgrown with jungle which the owners

of hancl are not tequired to keep down. It is riddled with dobas and

‘old tanks, and the Commi.ssioncrs permit the formation of new ones

for bricks and house-making. They also allow the drains to be built

over for private conveniences. The whole management of the town,

as a specimen of Local Sclf-(iovernment, is a complete failure. ^The

Cominissioiieis effect no good to the people. They tax them and give

no adequate r( lain. 'I’hey support a large establishment which seems

to study hc)W to neglect work, and sucepds in finding out the way.

Altogcthei, the state of .Scrampore is highly discreditable to all con-

cerned. What i wanted is life m the admimstralion of the Municipality.

The presence of cholera here all the year round, and the fearful loss of

life therefrom, should have awakened the Commissioners to a sense of

their duty and resiionsibility towards their C()i\,siiiuents. But even these

considerations seem to have failed 1.0 rouse them to a proper sense of

their duties. As a body administrating public fund, it is undoubtedly

their imperative duly to work in a manner which is calculated to bring

about the greatest good to the greatest number. I trust that the Com-
missioners will now accord seiious consideration to the suggestions

offered under the seveial branches of sanitation in the present, as well

as in the previous report, and take adequate steps to materially im-

prove the sanitary condition of the town committed to their care. If

they do not, I shall consider it my duty to refer the matter to

Government
”

Diwan Parumai. Khubchand, Deputy Collector of Jacobabad,

notwithstanding the advocacy of Mr. Monhomun Ghose, has been con-

victed by the .Sub-Divisional Magistrate Mr. Mules on the prosecution

of the Deputy Commissioner Mr. Giles for corruption. He has been

sentenced to three months’ simple imprisonment and one thousand

rupees fine. In announcing the order, the new paper of Karachi -the

remarks :~

“Thi.s information will not cause the slightest astonishment. It was

known from the beginning that the trial wa.s a mockery. It was not a

pro.srctiiion but a mere formality of securing a conviction. The Court

of Mr. Mules was .selected at the suggestion of the ITo.secutor. Senior

Magistrates well known fov' their ability and impartiality were not

thought sufficiently able to try this case, but an obscure place and an

obscure Magistrate were selected for the purpose. While the case was

going on the Ma^slrate and Mr. (Bles were living under the same

roof. Throughout the case the Magistrate showed a determined bias

against the accused. But he knew that he had the support of the

highest local officials who would be all exceedingly gratified if he could

convict the accused. It was a great compliment to Mr. Mules that he

was selected in preference to older Magistrates to try a man who held

the same position long ago that Mr. Mules holds now, and who was in

receipt of the same salary.”

We read in the Pha'nix :

—

“ During the present Sessions in Karachi, there was a murder case

tried by a jury who unanimoii.sly acquitted the prisoner. It appears

that there was no other evidence against the prisoner than a confession

by him before a Magistrate, which was retracted at the trial. The
Scs.sions Judge has disagreed with the verdict of the jury and has

referred the case to the Sudder Court.”

What sort of people are these jurymen who unanimously acquitted

a self-accusing prisoner ? Are they students in the Temple or unfledged

vakeels? The roles of judge and jury seem exchanged. As a rule men

do not accuse themselves for nothing and it were natural for the jury

to take them at their word, and for the judge to interpose any legal

subtleties. In the state of the Indian law as left us by Sir Fitz James

Stephen the Karachee Judge is right, we believe. But then the supe-

rior courts do not consider it safe to convict on an withdrawn con-

fession in the absence of incriminating evidence.

The following changes arc notified in the Bengal Gazette :

—

Mr. J. Ware-Edgar, c. s. I., Chief Secretary, is allowed leave for

one month. Mr. M. Finucane, Director of the Department of Land
Records and Agriciilluie, is allowed special leave for five months, in

commutation of privilege leave. Mr. Henry, Officiating Magistrate

and Collector, Champarun, is allowed leave for one month and 27 days,

and Mr. Bright, of Bettiah, Champarun, is appointed to act for him.

Mr. J. Tvveedie, Distiict and Sessions Judge, Shahabad, is allowed

furlough for eight months, and Mr. B. G. Geidt is appointed to act for

him. Mr. C. C. Quinn, Magistrate and Collector, Patna, is allowed
leave for two months, and Mr. C. R. Marriott, Joint-Magistrate and
Deputy Collector, Patna, ot leave, is appointed to act for him. Mr.

P. Nolan, Secretary to the Government of Bengal, General, Revenue,
and Statistical Departments, is allowed leave for two months, Mr. H.

J. S. Cotton acting for him. Mr. Goodricke, Deputy Collector of Cal-

cutta, is allowed furlough for six months. Mr. Waller, Officiating

Magistrate and Collector, Khulna, is allowed leave for three months,
Mr. F. F. J. T. Maguire, acting for him. Mr. G. E. Manisty, Officiating

Magistrate and Collector, I’abna, is allowed leave for two months and
28 days ; Mr. E. F. (irowse. Officiating Joint-Magistrate and Deputy
Collector, Biixar, Shahabad, for one month ;

and Mr. W. V. G. Taylcr,

Magistrate and Collector, Bankura, for three months.
•

4 *

In the same authoritative way are the following dispositions in the

Police and medical departments, announced :

—

Mr. Judge, Assistant Superintendent of Police, Bengal, has been
granted extension of leave on medical certificate for two months. Mr.
A. Shuttlcworth, Assistant Superintendent of Police, is posted tem-

porarily to Dinagepur. Mr. E. H. D’Oyly, Assistam Superintendent,

Darjiling, is appointed to act as District SupcrinWident of Police,

Rangpur. Mr. J. B. Birch, District Superintendent, Howrah, is trans-

ferred to Mairnansing, and Mr. C. C. Plowden, Assistant Superintendent,

is posted to Howrah. Mr. S. N. Walker, Assistant Superintendent, on
leave, is posted temporarily to Darjiling. Mr. H. B. St. Leger, Officiat-

ing Assistant Superintendent, is transferred to Purnea. Surgeon

J. Ffrenj;h-Mullen, Civil Surgeon, Tipera, is appointed to Nadia.

Surgeon R. J. Polden, Cliiltagong, is appointed to act as Civil Surgeon
of Tipera, and Surgeon-Major W. Flood Murray*' is appointed to

Chfitagor.g. Surgeon-Major J. J. Monteath is appointed tdt act as Civil-

Surgeon of Hugli, Dr. V. Richards, (joalondo, is appointed to be

Health Officer of the Port of Calcutta, vice Dr. S. S. Lynch, retired.

4
4 4

We note with satisfaction that Kumar Girindra Narain Deb, officiating

Joint Magistrate and Deputy Collector, Jessore, is Gazetted as Magis-

trate and Collector of Poorce, during the absence, on leave, of Mr.

D. B. Allen, and Kumar Gopendra Krishtfa, Officiating Joint- Magistrate

and Deputy; Collector, Sealdah, is to act as Magistrate and Collector,

Pubna, during the absence on leave, of Mr. G. £. Manisty. Both these
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^yentlemen are scions of the Sovabazar Raj family, and Statutory

Civilif^.
^

• •

Xt Naples, recently it rained black and muddy. Professor Palmicri,

of the Vesuvius Observatory, explains that strong winds from Afiica

raise into the air any amount of dust, and rain, passing through this,

is rendered black and muddy.

The Home remittances from ist April to 14th July, 1888, amounted to

^4,130,000.

# #

It is curious and not a little mournful, to mark the process of religion-

making. Already, myths are gathering round the career of Dayanand

Saraswati, a preacher who died only yesterday. This is the most not-

able contribution—from one Radhe Lai Varma, of Fyzabad, who

writes to the Indian Union—io the Lalita Vistara of the new

Buddha

“He was born in the family of a respectable Audich Brahmin at

Morwee in Gujrat in 1825. From his infancy he showed the signs of

talent and mental precocity, and his wonderful capacity for know-

ledge enabled him to master a commentary on the Yajur Veda

at the age of 14. One day his father took him to a shrine of

Shiva. While engaged in service his mind was struck on seeing

the mice come out of their holes and commence to run about the

idol and help themselves with the rice put on its hcad^ From

this he inferred that it could not be the Omnipotent Supreme

Being. This thought he expressed to his father who tried in vain to

purge his mind from it. Shortly after the death of his sister and uncle

the notion of the instability of the world impressed upon his mind and

assured him that the pleasures of the world are transient. His father

supposing that he would go astray determined to marry him. When
everything was ready for the marriage, he quitted his home one evening.

He took an unfrequented path and travelled more than 20 miles during

the night. Every day removed him further from his native country

until he reached Sedhipur. In the meantime his father was making a

search after him, and no sooner he came to know the place of his

retreat than he came to him with a few sepoys. His father was angry

with him, but being told he (Swami Dayanand) was ready to start for

home, he calmed himself. His father ordered a constant watch to be

kept over him. On the 4th night the sepoy came under the influence

of sleep, which gave him an opportunity to escape. He went out of the

town and hid himself over a tree in a garden. He passed that day

over it and no sooner it was dark than he started off. This was the last

meeting, and his parents heard nothing of him since. For many years

he wandered all over India. Wherever he heard of a learned man, he

at once wtnt to him in spite of, every difficulty, and if he found him

better informed than himself learned it from him with great attention.

It would be too tedious to give the details of the places visited by him.

It is sufficient to say that on hik return from Himalayan scenery he

went to Swami Virja Nand, the famous divine philosopher of Muttra.

With him he read the Vedas and the glosses on them and revised all

that he had formerly studied. On the completion of his studies he

set out on his mission of the regeneration of Arya Varla. He became

a travelling preacher and with the view of reviving the true and ex-

tirpating the false religion, he refuted the wrong opinions of the so-

called Pandits wherever he went. His last plan was that books should

be composed, and meetings held in every large town to lecture to the

people that they might see their fallen state and try to improve it. It

succeeded and societies under the name of the Arya .Samaj, have been

established in all the provinces of India.”

*
# •

The Czar and Emperor William have met, and landed at Peterhoff.

Their greetings were most cordial.

The House of Lords have passed the Bill extending the jurisdiction

of the Indian High Courts. Lord Cross has introduced a Bill to

amend the India Council Act—how, is not stated in the telegram. In

the Commons, Mr. Smith has brought in a bill appointing a .Special

Commission to enquire into the Times' charges against Mr. Parnell.

In the French Chamber of Deputies, a Bill has been read a first time

for grant of credit of sixty seven million francs (^2,680,000) for the

better defences of Brest, Cherbourg, and Toulon.
»

N>

M. Floquet and General Boulanger have had their duel, 60th being

wounded, the former very slightly, the latter rather seriou^sly.

General, hoiiifevcr, is getting over it.

#
•

A Yokohama telegram of the i8th reports a volcanic eruption in

Japan. Four hundred persons are said to have been killed and a

thousand injured.

• «

A DYNAMITE plot has been discovered at Chicago. It was planned to

murder the Judges who sentenced the anarchists there and to destroy

the public buildings.

Notes and Leaderettes.

The sensation of the week is the anest of an eminent and popular

member of the Covenanted Civil Service, with a view to his trial on seri-

ous charges of corruption. Such an event is startling enough, but its

painful interest has been heightened by the romance of that officer’s

flight from justice and of the successiil pursuit of the Police .after him.

Mr. Crawford, Commissioner of the Central Bombay Division, was

on Monday suspended by the Local Government. Next day, under

cover of night and in disguise, he fled from his station, Poona. The

following telegram from that place to the Englishman shows his mys-

terious disappearance

Poona, Jui.y 19.

“Mr. Crawford disappeared from Poona on Tuesday night. His
brother arrived from Bombay that nigiit, but did not find Mr. Crawford
in his bungalow, so he enquired from the servants, who gave no parti-

culars further than that he was in the bungalow lialf-an-hour before.

A letter was found saying that he had gone for a walk near Holkar’s
Bridge. His brother went there, but could not find him. The police

were then informed, aiwi steps were taken to trace the mystery. On
Wednesday information was received that Mr. Crawford went to*

Bombay and travelled in the third class, disguised. He was met at the

Byculla station by Colonel Portman, Superintendent of Railway Police,

and brought back Poona last night. They alighted at the Kirkee
station. Mr. Crawford’s house has been scaled and locked, and placed
in ch.argc of the police. Mr. Crawford’s late additional assistant has
been suspended from his office, and the clerks have been transferred

to distant stations.”

The following telegram from Bombay, condensed from the English-

man^ gives the particulars of Mr. Crawford’s escape and capture

“At ten O’clock on Monday, Mr. Crawford was suspended from his

duties. Early on Wednsday morning, Inspector Jeffiies, of the G. 1 .

P. Railway Police, was visited by Mr. Ommaney, Inspector- General of

Police, and Major Babinglon, .Superintendent of Police, Poona, and
was ordered by them to leave Poona for Bombay by the mail leaving
at 5-15 A. M., and to keep a sharp lookout for Mr. Crawford. In the
event of his entering a train Mr. Ommaney, was to be advised by tele-

graph of the circumstance. Jefferies was also instructed not to inter-

fere in any way with the movements of Mr. Crawford. Armed with
these instructions the Inspector prepared to leave Poona by the mail,

but while waiting for its arrival from Raichore, the man whom he was
set to watch made his appearance on the platform, disguised by a long
grey beard, and a slouched hat, with the flaps drawn over his eyes. The
disguise was completed by a handkerchief being wound round his neck,

and a long overcoat reaching to his heels. The Policeman approached
the fugitive, and asked him in an off-hand way whither he was bound.
Mr. Crawford answered that his destination was Tanna. The Inspector
offered to purchase him a ticket, and Mr. Crawford assenting he was
provided with a third-class ticket for Tanna. Jefferies having communi-
cated by letter with the Inspector-General, left with Mr. Crawford, but
acting on telegraphic instructions received from Mr. Ommaney at

Kurjut, he left the train at that station, and started to return to Poona

j

by the early morning train from Bombay. His further progress was
arrested at Lanowlie by another telegiam fiom Mr. Ommaney directing

him to reiiiin to Bombay, and keep Mr. Ciawford in view.

Meantime Mi. Crawford had continued his journey from Kalyan to

Bombay as a second-class passenger by a local train, and on alighting

at Byculla station, he immediately drove to the Victoria Hotel, oppo-
site the Prince’s Dock. He solicited from Mr. Connell, the proprietor,

the services of one of ihe barmen to get him a second-class ticket for

Colombo from the P. and O. offi< e in ihc Foit. Pieviously, however,
he had written to the chief steward j>f the Teheran^ the steamer which
leaves to-morrow with the Austr.dian mails, to arrange for a second-
class passage to Colombo. 'J’lie letter was sif^ned ‘James G.,’ and inti-

mated that the writer had just arrived in Bombay from Jubbulpore in

a very precarious state of health, and was advised to go on a voyage
to Ceylon ^r further. He also asked to be allowed to go on board at

once as he was extremely ill. 'I’he letter was lianded to the second
officer of the vessel, who replied that he had no power to take any pas-
senger on board unless he was provided with a ticket from the head
office.”

The Englishman's Poona Correspondent wires :

—

“ It is said that a Brahman has made various charges against Mr.
Crawford, implicating Haveli Mamlatdai s of Poona and Ahmcdnagar
wh^also have been suspended. Huinantrao Jaghirdar has been ar-

rested by warrant, Messis. Ritchie, Naylor, and Nugent have been
constituted a Commission to enquiie into ilie matter, and Mr. Kennedy,
the Superintendent of Police, Satara, has been ordered to come here
to take part in a police investigation.”

Another correspondent adds that Mr. Moore, the Akbari Commission-

er, has been ordered to take charge of Mr. Crawford’s office. The Eng^

lishman has shown resource and enterprise on this occasion. On
Thursday, it published long telegrams while the other morning papers

were silent. Probably their correspondents relied upon the Bombay

papers which maintained a conspiracy of silence. We can understand

this tendeiness towards a high Civilian and popular member of

“socicly”'—the corrupt have need andean afford to be popuIar--but,

in such an explosion and under the obvious determination of the Gov-

ernment, to do the right, the effort at suppression is a feeble mistake.
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Since then, the Indian Daily News's man has bestirred himself and

supplied fresh and copious intelli^jence.

The information up to yesterday, is that Mr. Crawford has been freed

on bail for Ks. 70,000, and Himmat Rao on Rs. 50,000. The latter

was the former’s Head-Assistant who is charjjed with receiving Rs. 400

for inducing Mr. Crawford to appoint his head clerk a Deputy

Accountant in Khandeish Colleclorate. All sorts of rumours are

afloat in the Presidency. It is said that the Secretary of State has

telegraphed to Lord Rcay, suggesting for Mr. Crawford a criminal trial.

In consequence of this message, the Governor held a conference with

Messrs. Nugent, Naylor, and Richey. Another story is that on leaving,

Mr. Ozanne, Inspector-General of Police, left .a scaled packet with

Mr. Muir Mackenzie which the latter was to lay before the (lovernor.

This packet is believed to have contained an account of the sale of a

farm by Mr. Crawford. On reading it. Lord Rcay went down to

Mr. Richie’s bungalow, where he met Messrs. Richie, Nugent, Taylor,

&c. Nothing is for certain known about their nature and result of

these conferences. Certain it is that the inquiry is being pushed with

exemplary vigor. Thirteen other officials have been suspended, some

'apparently pending the trial of their good faith as witnesses in the

coming inquiry. Mr. Moore, too, Mr. Crawford’s successor as Com-

missioner of the Central Division, has commenced office with dis-

missing four clerks, netween dismissals and suspensions, so many

have been rendered hors de combat^ that in the exigency of adtninistra-

tion the reserve force of pensioners, have been called back to active

service. There is a thorough overhauling going on.

The whole Central Division seem rotten to the core. The adminis-

tration was peculiarly favourable to the growth of peculation. Looters

of every hue, as befits its histoiic associations, abound in the land, in

the service of Government. Chief of them—the St. Ethelbert of

Bombay—seems to be Mr. Arthur Crawford, of the great Indian Civil

Service, the admired of “ society ” in the West.

A great European peculator is not by any means a Dodo in these

days. But the nett to catch him is rarely forthcoming. Since the

trial of Collector Batson or the inquiry on Resident Colebrooke, there

h as not been such a whale fished out of the deep seas of administration.

We shall not be surprised to learn that there is considerable uneasiness

in at least rural Hindu society down South, though Europeans in the

country—the nearest in the neighbourhood—might not suspect. We
—the great majority—are still loyal to the old Faith, and Gods and

Brahmans have still power to move us, for good or for evil. A distinct

call in the name of religion is likely to draw. Signs of such a call

seem to be in the air in the Carnatic country. A distracting, though,

truth to confess, rather unnecessary but all the more suspicious be-

cause so unmeaning, document, purporting to come from the holy of

holies, the shrine of the great Viswanath himself in Benares, and em-

bodying a miraculous message, is being circulated in the Districts of

the Madras Pre.sidency. This is a translate of the Tamil Circular in its

passage through Salem :

—

May Sri Kasi Visvanalha help us. A notice received from the

temple of Sri Kasi Visvanatha .Swarni. The following is the inscrip-

tion drawn on a beautiful gold parchment leaf that dropped accident-

ally from Heaven into the temple of Visvanatha Swamiar at the city of

Sn Kasi (Benares) :
—

* On and from Wednesday, the 24th djiy of Masi,
of the year .Sarnaihari current (corresponding to 6th March, 1889,)

.Sukla Fatcham, Panchami, Aswani star, after one Indian hour after

sunrise in Mcena Laguam, all things will begin to go on just and pro-

per in this Kailiyuga; the day will be longer than the nights—the nights

consisting of only 25 Indian hours (Naligais) : each and every soul

. will be devoid of all disease and bodily pain and will live up to, or their

age will be, 125 : in the month of Karihigai
( Novcmber-December)

of the said year the Supreme Being (Begavan) will become Emperor in

the northern country ; as virtue and vice are now not discriminated in

this world, it is said that, after that period, virtue and sages will become
famou.s.’ The foregoing are the inscriptions contained in the said
parchment. Those that chance to learn this news should make a copy
thereof, and should circulate this to the other villages. Those that so
notify this will gain virtue worth the presenting or making gift of 100
cows, but those that fad to so notify will lose virtue worth the present-

ing or destroying of a gift of 100 cows. If anybody were to disbelieve

this notification, they will become doqmed to Hell, called Erowravathi.”

Whether this message has come all the way from Benares, to say

nothing of Heaven, may well be doubted. We don’t hear of it nearer

home, and it is as silly as the deliverance of a Spiritualist medium
speaking in the name of the mighty dead. All the same it may be

true—true as a fraud, that is. No enquiries have been made in

Benares, and these things are kept secret. But it is just possible that

the thing was started somewhere in the South. Be that as it is, the

matter is worth inquiry, with a special view to find out if there is any

political motive underlying it. Some Phadke may be at bottom. The

stupidity may work mischief among the simple.
^ •

The Poetry of the Barman War—the romance of its guerillaism—has

yet to be written—its Humour makes its appearance, though in

driblets from time to time. Here is a snatch in the shape of an Indo-

Hebernian anecdote—from Mr. Kipling’s new book

The British detachment could not discover where the Dacoits

abode
;
but “ Evcnshually we wan man. ‘ Tratehim tin-

derly,’ se/. the Lift’nint. So I tuk him away into the jungle, wid the

Burmese Interprut’r an’ my clanin’-rod. Sez I to the man:— * My
paceful squireen,’ sez 1, * you shquot on your hunkers an’ dimonstrate to

my frind here, wheie your frinds are whan they’re at home Wid that

1 introjuced him to the clanm’-rod, an’ he comminst to jabber ; the

Interpiut’r interprutin’ in betweens, an’ me helpin’ the Intilligince De-
partment wid my cl.inin’-rod whan the man misremimbered.’ ” It has

been explained just before that
“
’Tis only a dah and a Snider that

makes a dacoit. Widout thim he’s a paceful cultivator, an’ felony for

to shoot.”

Mr. Kipling draws from the life, of course. What a life ! If the

natives are dacoits, the strangers are not the most amiable god-fearing

knights. Above all, what a society is this of India to Bahhova these

packarowallas among the Pahurowallas of the general peace of the

Empire 1

Here is what the World said some time ago

“ It IS seldom that a Queen’s Birthday list of decorations contains

the name of anyone more worthy of recognition than Mr. Monro, the

Assistant Commissioner of Police, who was last week gazetted a C. B,

Mr. Monro has a distinguished record as an Indian Civil servant.

After filling nurneious posts of an important but less prominent charac-

ter in Lower Bengal, including those of District Magistrate, Under-
Secielaiy to the Government, District and Sessions Judge, &c., he
became Inspector-General of Police, and finally Commissioner of the

Presidency Division. No seivicc that he ever rendered was better

deserving of leward than was his action with reference to the Ilbert

Bill and the Local Self-Government Bills. His reports against these

measures were among the most important State papers which the

controversy produced, and they attracted prominent notice both in

India and at home. But the service thus rendered was at the expense
of Lord Ripon’s baneful policy, and, of course, when Mr. Monro left

India in 1883 Lord Ripon’s Government allowed him to retire unde-
corated. The following year he took charge of the Criminal Investi-

gation Department at Scotland Yard, and his administration of that

office has marked a new era in London police work. His brilliant suc-

cesses in thwarting Fenian plots and bringing the dynamiters to justice

have been frequently recognised by the press and the public ; but it is

only now that they have been thus tardily acknowledged by the

Government.”

Mr. Monro was an able and energetic public servant in India, blessed

with a keen nose for crime. Placed in Bengal, a quiet country with a

mild and generally inoffensive population, his blessing turned at

most a curse, to himself and others. His genius was wasted and occa-

sionally abused—to the injury of his reputation and his temper.

That at least, is the impression left on us by a contemporary who knew

him well, and had suffered from him. He was not the kind of officer

to be popular. He was a live public servant, and thoroughly indivi-

dual. He had too much “go,” and he would always have his “say.”

He was a man of strong and not amiable views. Among the subor-

dinate servants of Government, he led the opposition to the proposals

formulated in the Local Self-Government Resolution and the Ilbert

Bill. On the former in especial, he showed grasp and wonderful know-

ledge of the country.

The Indian Union is looking up. For an organ of Citizen Singh, it is

wonderfully sober. It is still disfigured by typographical errors, but

that is a defect easily rectifiable up to the Indian stti^dard of correct-

ness. Anything like absolute accuracy is, of course, out of the

question in this country. We are glad to note signs of new blood in

our contemporary’s veins. The paper is now being ably written and

conducted with spirit. For a provincial native organ, there are perhaps

toomuch of European politics. These, however, are handled with know-

legde. Considering that Continental complications id the near future

are destined to mould our destinies, it is a distinct advantage to have

in the heart of Upper India a native journal able to take their measure

and understand their drift. The last issue contains ,a good article on

Foreign Affairs marred by an inapt quotation, feeble in itself and farther

spoiled in the adaptation. Poetry is clearly not our contemporary’s

forte.

The report which first appeared in the Srimanta Swadagar is being

widely copied, that a Bengali Babu Jogendra Nath MuUick, of Bhowani-
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pore, just married at Mandalay a Burmese girl. She is the daughter

of a MtWktear mho is said to be both rich and respectable among his

people. It is not said by what form they were united. We suspect the

Tiegistrar officiated us the Poongy on the occasion. Is the astute

Soudagar sure that he has not been deceived into accepting wh.at in

Moslem Imameea parlance may be called the Burinan Af/to/a as

veritable marriage proper and pure. .Such unions may be called mar-

riages by courtesy but they are strongly differentiated from the ortho-

dox Hindu institution. Foreign residents in Ultragangetic India have

always availed themselves of the convenience offered by the customs

of the country. Europeans have specially grasped at the opportunity

of playing the Turk and enjoying Harew Life beyond the bounds of

Christendom, without fear of the operation of the marriage law in

Europe. From time to time attempts have been made to put down
the scandal, but in vain Mormonisrn without fe.4lty to Joseph Smith
laughed at the fulminations of Chief Commissioners and Bishops.

Recent events must have given it wider scope and expansion. It is as

well, perhaps, that it is so, since men cannot be improved by act of

Parliament, any more than by Papal Bulls.

The Moorshedabad Correspondents of the morning papers were

premature in stating that the great Jagat Sett family case had
closed and only awaited judgment. We hear that the case for

the defendant had closed, but the plaintiff’s reply remained, before it

were time for the couit to decide and pronounce judgment. The
court of the Sub-Judge of Moorshedabad is now occupied with

the plaintiff’s reply. His leading pleader JLabu Gopal Chunder of

the local bar being too ill to attend, Manick Ch.and (the Plaintiff)

procured the services of Babu Taraprosunno Mookerjee, the able and
accomplished vakeel of Burdwan. Baboo Taraprobunno appears to

have already given proofs of his mettle. Having come late into the field,

in a difficult and novel line of litigation, he presumably shows won-
derful grasp of the contention as well us familiarity with strange insti-

tutions and tribal peculiarities to be able to engage the court for a

week, as he has been doing. He has a focman worthy of his steel in

Babu Boikuntha Nath Barat, who is the leader on the opposite side,

supported by almost the whole strength of the Rerhampore bar.

We copy from a distant paper the following news which originally ap-

peared nearer home
“ A silver or chain, belonging to a lady of Kajbulhab w.as stolen

some time ago. Madhub Roy, the head of the family, brought a charmer,
or a man having the reputation of detecting a thief by chala^ or
setting a cup in motion. The charmer placed on tlic ground a baity
or cup held by another person, which moved on by itself, according to

popular notion, to the house of one Chuiulra Coomar Chuckei butty, a
neighbour. As this cup .affair is an iinputaiion on the character of
Chundra Coomar in the eyes of his village men, he instituted crimin.al

proceedings for defamation, under .Section 500 of the Indian Penal
Code, before the Joint-Magistrate of Serampore. The offence being
considered proved, the Joint- M.'igistrate, on SaUird.iy l.ia, (23id June)
fined the accused Ks, 10, or in default, one week’s rigoujus imprison-
ment.”—*/. D, News.

That is like foolish Young Biiton set to do justice among a strange

people, without training or juridical knowledge or familiarity with the

ideas and usages of the country, or indeed of any other. It was

obviously a case for dismissal. And the pettifoggers who advised

Chunder Coomar, should haye been sternly rebuked. It is prepostcroub

to convict a man for bati-chala or astrology. He may just as well be

punished for practising llomceopaihy. The offence was considered

proved—because, forsooth, the bati-chala was. 0 lame and impotent

conclusion ! The utmost that the Joint could have dtme with propriety,

was to discharge Madhub Roy with a dubious warning to be careful

in future about the objects of such indigenous methods of thief-

catching.

That case is sociologically and politically important, as si^owing the

conflict between t^ie institutions of the people and an alien jurisprudence

and judicature. Herein is di.splayed the curse of subjection. It is

because the little finger of the young Joint was superior to all sastra

and shara and all the common law of the country, that this litigious

Chuckerbutty could affect to make a grievance of bati-chala. Is there

no council of elders and no excasting machinery at Rajbullub ’

The late General MacGregor’s memorial portrait was lately unveiled,

with befitting ceremony and in a good speech, by the Viceroy at Simla.

It is a true work of art by the eminent Scotch Academician, who,

happily for us, has been in India for these two years. Although Mr.

Archer never saw his subject, he has been able to execute from a

photograph not only a successful but a striking likeness.

Sir Charles MacGregor was not only an all round officer of great

ability, successful alike in the camp and the field as well as on the

staff and in the but also a literary soldier. We read in the

Army and Navy Gazette that he has left a mass of writings on mili-

tary and other sul>jecis, in print anc^ in manuscript, which may yet be

edited for publication. By way of a preliminary to the official part of

the work, Colonel Mark Bull, R. E., the head of the Intelligence de-

partment, in the Quarter Master-General of India’s office, is engaged

on a memorandum on the vaiious gazetteers and handbooks, mostly

of a confidenti.'il nature, prepared by the deceased, from the lime of

Sir Hugh Rose’s Comtnand-in-chief, who 17 years ago initiated the

woik.

Application has also been made to the Governor-General in Council

for permission to publish an abridgment of the History of the Second

Afghan War, in 6 bulky volumes compiled by or under the direction

.and superintendence of, General MacGregor, subject to the censor-

ship of the Indian military department. This has raised the question

of copyright between ihe heirs of the deceased and the Government.

It is an inleresiinj^ut by no means an easy question, and it is believed

ih.it a compromise will be effected. This is to be regretted. In the

interest of military literature and of the growing class of officers with

the gift of expression and the capacity for inquiry and patience for

details, wc wish the point were not evaded. Wc are far from desiring

to .see a plunge into the whirlpool of litigation. The Indian tax-

p.ayer cannot in these days afford such luxuries, and it were a pity to

dissip.ile the dcp.iried soldiei’s hard-earned gain on respectable

solicitors and eminent counsel. But could not a somewhat satisfactory,

if not quite authoritative, decision be procured by a less expensive

method—.say, by reference to the final arbitrament of a single retired

Chancellor or Vice-Ch.incellor or Master of the Rolls, or other Equity

lawyer of reputation for literature and judgment ? To our mind, such

a private tribunal would be better for the end m view than the lottery

of bench upon bench. The point is new and the best judges would

be leduccd to decide it on imperfect analogies drawn from proximate

or at most approximate precedents. From whatever machinery a deci-

sion is piucuied, to do justice and give satisfaction, the Judge or arbi-

trator should himself be a lilei ary man, a man who has written and,

if possible, published. Even a great Equity lawyer without the literary

qualification, is likidy to miss the point, lie mi;;lil see no cause of

action at all. Vrima fadc^ a man who writes under orders in hi.s

official capacity, while m the rceeq)! of pay, has no leg to stand on as a

claimant of copyright. A man is not lwii:e paitl for the s.unc work.

Thus the copyright m peiiodicals vcots in toe piibh.shcrs, not in the

paid author', of the dilhneoi ai tides.

Meanwhile, Major-Gc'uci.d Ma< Gregot’s Letters and Diaries, -.Uted

by Lady MacGregor, is n ady ami will soon be issued by Blackwood.

Mr. Moss, H, A., the new Head Mister of Ilie.R's Manorial .School,

at Oot.icamuiid, has got into tioiil-le. In advei using for a few boarders,

he was particular in meniioniiig th.it none but “so.isof gentlemen”

will bo :idmitte<l. ID miyjust .is well have poked his nose into a

hoi net’s nest, i'he rijoiilyof Cluislians .ihd Knglidi (more or less

pure) speaking folks <lown South am up iu aims ag.aiiiat him. A con-

tnbutoi to the Madras Standard bicaks out ;
—

“What does this young Head Master mean ? What signififancc does*

he attach to the ex|)res>ion i^ent/eman / .Suppose I went up to him and
tol4 bbii I was the son of .Mr. .So. and .So. on leeeipt of a salaiy of

Ks. 250 a month, would he receive me into lies house as the ‘ son of a

Gentleman ?
”

In his indignation the wtiler loses the per'.[Mcacity of his language.

“ It is .so difficult to see what this learned tc.u her is driving at. Is

it the son of a (mvernor who is the son of a Cjentleinan ?
”

Does our Standardsdiah me.in, Is the son of a Governor which

Governor is the sun of a gentleman, to be accounted a gentleman’s

son? But the next item in the angiy catechism clears up the m.atter.

“ Doe.s he vvant the son of a Councillor and will he reject the son of

an honest man—a gentleman withal—because he is in poor circum-

stances, although sufficiently above water to give his son .a decent
education ?

”

The interrogative mood ended, the writer goes on,

“ I would advise Mr. Moss, inexperienced as he is, to be guarded in

bis expressions. He has only recently come out, and is quite a boy,

and if he has learnt anything, he surely has learnt that it is not a white
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face and a fat purse that makes a gentleman
;
and let him not be con*

taminatad with the significance of the word which is placed on it by

the so-called Society of Madras. Society indeed! ”

Which, rendered in vernacular, amounts to this—Z’if/fi/j' beware.

Then he quotes from an article somewhere on the momentous

question Who are gentlemen and who are not, written by an English-

man and a (the Italics the Standard writer’s,) from whom

he quotes

4

“ In one class, and not long ago, he was regarded as a gentleman
who kept a gig. He is a gentleman in one house who does not eat

peas with his knife ;
in another who is not to be discountenanced by

any created form of butler. In my own case I have learned to move
among pompous menials without much terror, never without much res-

pect. So long as they publicly tread the boards of their profession, it

would be difficult to find more finished gentlemen
;
and it would often

be a matter of grave thought with me, sitting in my club, to compare
the bearing of the servants with that of those on w’hom they waited.

There could be no question which were the better gentlemen.”

He repeats

“That to be the son of a Governor, of a Councillor, or of a Colonel

is not necessarily to be the ‘ son of a Gentleman.’ ”

And finally ends with his theory of what constitutes a gentleman,

“ He is a gentleman who is respected and thoroughly honest, no
matter what his position in life

;
who pays his bills regularly

;
who

thrives not on other people’s earnings
;
and who hj^s the courage to

tell Mr. Moss as much.”

That not only throws over-board the famous definition given at

Thelwel’s trial, but goes beyond Tennyson, who now as Lord Tennyson

is more than ever an authority as to what constitutes a gentleman.

Mr. GoODRICKE has obtained his furlough of six months. Baboo

Doorgagutiy Banerjee, First Personal Assistant to the Presidency

Commissioner, is Gazetted in his place, as Deputy Collector of Cal-

cutta and Superintendent of Excise Revenue. The jurisdiction

extends to the district of Calcutta, to so much of the district of

the 24-Pergunnahs as is within the jurisdiction of the Commis-

sioner of Police, Calcutta, and to so much of the district of

Hooghly as is composed within the limits of the Municipality of

Howrah. He will also act as Collector of Stamp Revenue, Calcutta.

Within the same area, Mr. S. J. Kilby will act as Collector of Income

Tax. Mr. Goodricke had charge of both these Departments which

gave him a wide field for himself.

We informed our readers last week that Mr. Goodricke was loath to

avail himself of the leave he had procured at no small sacrifice, even

of life itself, and that Mr. Smith ordered him several times to fix his

last day in the Coilectorate, but he avoided. The Divisional Commis-

sioner then reported the matter to Government, and on Wednesday

peremptory order was issued and served on the out-going Collector,

and Baboo Doorgagutty Banerjee took over charge the same afternoon.

Mr. Goodricke’s slicking to his old love has no» been all evil to Gov-

ernment. A gentleman whose duties constantly led him to be present

before the Collector was never called upon or forgot to pay his income

tax since its imposition and only last week forwarded a rather large

sum as his quota of the impost.

The Maharaja of Cooch Behar is coming down to Calcutta cm the 25th.

Our contemporaries arc making themselves unnecessarily uneasy

*about the last news from Pclitana. There is not much in it. The
affair has been exaggrated to the prejudice of the Jains in the telegram

from AhmcdabAd by an enemy or a sensation-monger. The fault is

the Jains’. If the Thakoor Saheb has put seals on the temple property

he is within his right, the Jains not having paid the Rs. 20,000 which

they agreed to pay annually in settlement of their long standing

differences with the Chief. »

Mookeem Buddree Das Bahadoor of our city is going to the spot to

see to tbe affair. In connection with|hi8 subject we may mention as an

illustration of the extent to which advertising has gone even among the

hitherto unsophisticated classes of our countrymen that the Mookeein’s

intention was communicated to the press before his people knew any-

thing about it. The Jains of Calcutta—a small compact community-
heard of it first fiom their acquaintances, mostly Bengalis, who read

the papers.

The papers lately reported the death of the Dowager Maharani of Cooch

Behar at Benares at the age of 100. And the general belief is, not

only among Europeans but natives, and in Benares itself, that the

I

Maharaja of Conch Behar has lost his mother. We may therefore, as

well assure the friends and wellwishers of the Maharaja that His High-

ness has suffered no such heavy bereavement.

Nor was the poor old lady who died the other day a hundred years

old, as the papers would have us suppose. She was old enough no

doubt, but had not attained her ninetieth year. Another instance of

that habit of exaggeration and disregard of exactness for which we are

so much taken to task.

This l.ady was a of thel.ate Raja Sivendra Narayan—the

gr.and-father of the present Maharaja. Our readers may not know

what a KanyapAtri is. Polygamy is an ancient institution in Cooch

Behar, and some of the forms of marriage which are in vogue there, are

so loose, so devoid of all sacramental character, that doubts naturally

arise in the Hindu mind as to the validity of such union and the Icgiti-

m.icy of offsprings born of such wedlock. KanyapAtri system is one of

these latter forms. A maiden bestowed by a relative, at the time of the

marraige of a Raja, probably with a view to perpetuate his or her in-

fluence through such woman, and who helps the bride in some of the

ceremonies as a bridesmaid, is a KanyapAtri. The bride who is married

after the approved method, is the PAtrAnU and these bridesmaids (the

number is usually 5) are treated as wives by the inferior form of mar-

riage. Such marriages are considered valid in Cooch Behar, and the

issues of such marriages arc not under a ban of illegitimacy. If there

arc no sons by marriage of a superior form, sons of KanyapAtria come

in for inheritance. In fact, the present is the son of a KanyapAtri.^ and

there being no male child born of the approved union, the guddee came

to him.

This poor lady, who was no more the Dowager Maharani of Cooch

Behar than Lady Rosamond was the Queen to Henry II, was a Kanya-

pAtri by marriage and was better known as Kanakesani Aye Gherani of

Sivendra Narayan’s household. She was treated with great respect by

all the members of the household on account of her many womanly

virtues and her general devoutness and piety. So much for the so

called Dowager Maharani. The counterfeit one is dead, the real one is

still hale and hearty in her blind retirement.

We deeply regret to record the death of our eminent countryman

Baboo Joykissen Mookerjee, which took place unexpectedly from a

sudden attack of dysentry, at his residence in the Trans^Hoogly

town of Uttarpara, on Thursday the 19th at half past ten in the

morning. We offer our sincere condolence to Raja Peary Mohun

Mookerjee and the Uttarpara family. The country has sustained an

Irreparable loss.

He was a man, take him for all in all,

We shall not look upon his like again.

REIS & RA YYET.

SATURDAY, JULY 21, 1888.

THE PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEE.

HUQ V. THE LATE SALAR JUJIS.

In his evidence before the Select Committee on

the great mining fraud Abdul Huq repels the

charge of having defrauded his master the Nizam
out of., the mining rights in his territories. He
declares the late Sir Salar Jung to have approved

the scheme, while he defends bis own appropria-

tion of ;^25o,ooo thereunder, by producing a note

written to him by the deceased Minister in January

1882, in which as Minister of the Nizam he,

Sir Salar Jung, stated that he would have no ob-

jection to Huq's receiving “any remuneration in

the railway and mining schemes with which the

promoters might reward his services.” ,And this

letter was honestly interpreted by him to mean—that
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the Minister would have no objection to his pocket-

ing ^ to 3p
lakhs of rupees (one quarter of the

price for which the Concession was sold) as a mild

return for his efforts to assist the parties who were

willing to become owners of all the Mining rights of

the State—for nothing !

He declares that he innocently understood this

‘ line of assurance, ' as the Minister himself terms it,

to mean that he had the Minister’s authority to con-

cede the whole of the mining rights of the Nizam’s

territories gratuitously to Mr. Watson, with permis-

sion to stipulate for a payment of 25 lacs to himself

for any assistance as he might give Mr, Watson in

selling those rights for ;^i,ooo,ooo sterling in

London. The clear meaning of the letter is that if

a Company were formed in London to purchase these

mining rights for the Nizam’s Government, he Sir

Salar Jung as Minister of that Government would

have no objection to Huq’s receiving remuneration

from its promoters for any assistance he might unoffi-

cially give them.

The fact that Sir Salar Jung after thirty years’

administration of the Nizam’s Government not only

left no money behind him, but left 30 lakhs of debt is

sufficient evidence of his absolute purity in a service,

in which peculation is common, in which, had he been

an ordinary man, he would have amassed millions.

But now he is gone, and unable to defend him-

self, we are to understand it seems, on the author-

ity of this man Huq, that he was at the same

time so reckless of his master’s interests as well as

his own that he intended by this ‘ line of assurance
’

to Huq, to allow that worthy to sell on his own

account and profit all the mining rights of the Hy-

derabad territory, and that if Huq’s own share in the

plunder should amount to ;^250,ooo the minister

would think him fairly entitled to it as a reward for

his services in putting 10,00,000 sterling into the

pockets of his confederates and himself! And Mr.

Watson says that both he and Mr. Winter also un-

derstood the Minister’s letter to mean this too. It

will be observed that this letter of the deceased

minister bears date 5th January 1882, and that the

mining fraud was conceived as far back as 1881.

It had its origin in the month of September

1881 and the whole scheme was cut and dried

by the 23rd December of that year, when Mr.

Winter proposed it at length to certain parties

in London, who were to co-operate therein. The

scheme was not finally accomplished until four years

later (January 1886) and this scrap of a note of

Sir Salar Jung’s bearing date January 1882 is now

brought forward by Mr. Wut.son to clear himself and

Huq from the suspicion that they were acting without

warrant. What warrant does the letter give for any-

thing but the receipt by Huq of a proper remunera-

tion for any 6ondfide services that he might render a

fide Company in London willing to devclope the

mining resources of the State ? It is preposterous to

suppose that the great Vizier sans tdche et sans re-

preche but himself to the Huq scheme of plunder.

THE ISHMAEL FAMILY OF KUMAON.
O.UR native contemporary of Allahabad gives a family

memoir, which we cannot, in duty, pass over. The

writer knows how to state, but he has no need to

waste words ;
his facts, if facts they are, speak for

themselves. The narrative is of enchaining yet

painful interest. There is a terrible realism in this

tale of a household of settlers in the Hills, It is a

ghastly story of rampant and ever-triumphant law-

lessness, recalling the worst scenes of Border life in

America, That such things should still be possible

in India! such must be the involuntary exclamation

of every right-minded man reading it. Life in the

Hills, is associated in our imaginations with balls and
picnics, lawn-tennis and (lirtation and everything

gay and happy. Who could imagine that in the very

tieighbourhood of the Versaillese in the Hills, the

indigenous inhabitants of the Hills were living in

sorrow and suffering and constant terror from the

violence of European emigrants and their descendants

come to reside among them ^ But without more

parley, let us introduce the Allahabad writer. He
says :—
“ Many years ago now, one Frederic Wilson, a Bombardier of artil-

lery, purchased his discharge at Dinapore. and having purchased a gun,

;ind boine amunition, shot his way up to Musoorie, tlien in its infancy.

At first he obtained employment in one of the schools
;
but the instinct.s

of I.shmael being strong^ upon him, he wandered forth into the heart of

ihe litmHiayas, and settled down at Hiirsil, near Gungotri. For some
time he lived iunong the lower castes of the Paharccs as one of them-

selves, and finally Glided by marrying a hill woman of the Joomriya or

musician caste, by whom he h.id three sons, Charles, Henry, and
Nuthoo. After a lime by the sale of birds, skins and musk, followed

by lucrative timber contracts, Mr. Frederic Wilson became a rich man
and one of the local magnates of Mussoorie and Dehra Dun. A few

years ago, on his deatli, he left several lacs of rupees to be devided be-

tween his widow and his three sons. Takinj; every thinj? into considera-

tion much good and but little evil could be spoken of Shikaree Wilson ;

he w.as liberal in his charities, especially to the Leper Asylum, and his

death was sincerely regretted by his friends, relatives, and acquain-

tances. He was a born naturalist, and contributed many valuable

articles to m.^iny papers under the cognomen of Mountaineer.

Of Mr. Wilson’s three sons, the eldest alone turned out passably

well
;
therefore we shall not again allude to him. It is the younge&t

son, Nuthoo Wilson, whose career of crime, we shall now proceed tp un-

fold. Me began by debauching a high caste woman named Doorgee ;

when tiietl of her, he cast her adrift, and debauched another high caste

woman named Godamree. For these escapades, his father had to pay

heavy sums of money to those in power. Next Nutboo Wilson mur-

dered a man named Jovvaroo at Naganee with a revolver, and a little

while after nearly succeeded in murdering another man named Dirjoo

at Jhala with a For these crimes Mr. Frederic Wilson com-

pounded with those in power for a heavy sum of money and Nuthoo
Wilson escaped scot free, and in consequence he became a perfect curse

and a veritable scourge to the Pabarees of the Bhagiruthi valley. He
kept a pair of stocks at Hursil into which be used to put the wretched

hill- men and traders at his own sweet will and pleasure. He also used
to constitute himself the Tehree Gurlmal Post Office, reading, pur-

loining, and destroying other people’s letters. Besides other innumer-

able assaults, he nearly beat to death one Hcerah, son of Nunda
Buniah. All these matters were duly reported to Sir Henry Ramsay
and Sir Alfred Lyall in 1883 84 ; but no notice was taken, although they

were warned that matters would come to a crisis, if Nuthoo Wilson

was not forbidden the Tehree Gurhwal State.

Ami matters did come to a crisis last summer with a vengeance.

Grown reckless with long impunity Nuthoo Wilson entered the house

of a high caste Paharee, and ravished his sister by force. He then

returned to tlie family mansion at Hur.sil, where he was protected

against the hill people by his mother Mrs. Wilson and his brother

Henry. Next day having armed himself, he entered the house of a

high caste Bissahiri by name Mullaram, and murdered his wife, and an
old man named Maniram. He then left the Iftiuse, killing and wound-
ing ncaily a dozen mure people, before he was apprehended and sent

down to Tehree in irons.”

The fXudent of history has read of the Old Man
of the Mountain, from whom the sect of Assassins

took its rise, who sent out his fanatical disciples mad-
dened with hemp on a mission of murder. Here is

a Young Man of the Mountain, who goes out armed-

with gun and knife, to execute his own bloody views.

0ur contemporary then quotes a full and unvar-

nished account from the pen of a European traveller,

who came to the spot the day after the last outrage

was committed. It is a wonder how he could, without

emotion, record the horrible details, and, above all,

how they could quietly accept, the hospitality of this

miserable mongrel family, who are shame to both^

Asiatics and Europeans. Perhaps, as travellers in

an uncivilised country, they had not much choice left.

Perhaps, they were impelled by curiosity. Having
seen the marks of Nathu Wilson’s devastations in-

cluding the human and other animal victims of his

violence, and beard the villagers’ story, they wish in

justice to have the explanation of the hero himself.
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Perhaps, they hoped to have something what might

go ill some measure, if not to exculpate a man bear-

ing a Christian surname, at least to attenuate his

guilt. They certainly found their host sufficiently

communicative, and they made the most of their op-

portunities for observation for forming a judgment
on the serious things which had come to, or been

brought under, their notice. In any case, their testi-

mony is above suspicion. And it thoroughly con-

firms our contemporary. This traveller is a German
gentleman, and he mentions two other European

eye-witnesses of the highest respectability, being

themselves officials. Dr. Warth of the Dehra Dun
Forest School, and Dr. Jameson, the Sanitary Com-
missioner of the Government of the North West
Provinces.

But what did the Civil Power do to give security

to the poor inhabitants and vindicate justice ? The
authorities were indifferent as usual, having pro-

bably more reasons than one not to be hard on their

scapegrace of the Hills. The writer goes on :

—

“After this appalling series of crimes matters were allowed to

rest for more than six months by Mr. Hercules Ross, the Commissioner
of Kiimaon. Mr. Hercules Ross was a great friend of Mr. Frederic
Wilson for many years while Superintendent of the Doon. Me.an-

while the Wilson family were not idle, money was poured out like

water at Tehri and elsewhere to secure the same impunity for Nathii

Wilson that he had enjoyed on previous occasions. Mr. Hercules
Ross, not wishing to see ihe son of his old friend come to the gallows,

directed one of his native subordidates to try Nathu Wilson at Paurie.

The trial, a hole and corner affair, accordingly took place last January,
and Nathu Wilson in teeth of all the evidence was duly pronounced
insane on the dictum of a third class Native Medical Subordinate, who
knew on which side his bread was buttered. The evidence of Doctors
Warth and Jameson was never called for although it was well known
that both these gentlemen were ready to swear to the prisoner's perfect

sanity. Nathu Wilson has for the present been consigned to the

Bareilly Lunatic Asylum, but his friends are confident that in a short

time he will be allowed to return to the bosom of his family a free man
at liberty to recommence his career of crime when so disposed.

All these facts are well known to our European contemporaries of
Northern India, why they have entered apparently into a conspiracy
of silence is best known to themselves. After the trial, a sum of four

hundred rupees was offered to Ghatuk for his father’s murder, and two
hundred rupees to .Mullaram for his wife’s murder, by the Kumaon
authorities. But these poor Paharccs have nobly refused to accept the

price of blood and keep silent.”

The poor hillmen—what can they do but keep
silent. Dumb from ignorance and poverty, they are

doubly dumb in terror. But will the public remain
mute ? Scandals are cropping up on all sides, but

this Himmalyan episode beats them all.

It will be remarked that the Allahabad journal talks

of money being freely poured out. Who got it ?

And who else ? We hope some inquiry will be made.
Names are freely mentioned too of officers who al-

lowed matters to be hushed up. At any oilier time,

such insinuations would have been sufficiently met by
a shrug of contenqit on a Pshaw ! of incredulity'. But
European reputation does not at this moment stand

high enough for Euro|)ean assurance of that sum-
mary kind. The (luestion will still be asked. Who
‘received it ?

ELECTRO-BIOLOGY.
From the day that Benjamin Franklin—the modern Prome-
theus of fact—flew his kite to bring; down the lightning from
Heaven, what strides have been made in our knowledge of
that fi)rce in Nature manifested with that thundcr-b(dt which
the imagination of many races and aj^es lias regarded as the

special and worthy weapon of Divine Power,—the Great
God, call him Zeus or Indra

—

Jehovah, Jove, or. Lord I In

fact, electricity is one of the branches of science in which
we have made most progress. PVoin I’ranklin to Faraday,
is a great leap—from dawn to day. Once the ball was
set rolling, it has been in ceaseless motion, and Faraday, if

he could peep through his grave, would be astonished at the
triumphs achieved since his death by the Edisons and
others. The subject has been raised to the dignity of a
most important speciality, cultivated by organised bodies and

represented by organs in the press. And yet, truth to con-
fess—so vast is science, so narrow human wit and so short

the span of individual life—that we arc still far from perfect

sight Where it is day it is still a foggy day. The
striking figure of the child playing with pebbles on the great

sea-shorc, by which Newton expressed his own conscious-

ness of feebleness before the mystery of the Universe, is

true to this day. After all, the sum total of all our know-
ledge is just one remove from absolute ignorance. We
are still groping in the dark, save for some streaks of light.

Confining ourselves to Electricity, how much is our ignor-

ance greater than our understanding of it! Can we really

and efficiently control the artillery of the heavens ?

Not only do we not know the essential nature of the

force, wc do not know its connection with most things.

Its relation to animal life is still obscure. This is a great

pity, considering that from some indications, electricity

seems not only to exercise a great influence on it, but also

to have an occult connection with it. Why this should be,

is a wonder, considering the great interest of the subject.

It is hard to think of a more fascinating study than Electro-

biology, but it has been left to the mercy of mountebanks.
The passion for miracles is far from extinct, else we would
not see so much vitality in the mysetries of Theosophy.
That passion is akin to the absorbing thirst for power to

subdue the laws of Nature at will, which not unoften
seizes ambitious men of science and which is repre-

sented in Faust Now, electro-biology seems to promise
that power. Professional conjurors who profess to be
clcctrobiologists, like Bushell, who came to this country,
show extraordinary powers—perform what might be
regarded as miracles—such as leading their subjects at

command, to the extent of making them forget their own
identity. They arc probably great mesmerists, but mes-
merism itself may be intimately related to electricity. If the

leading Thcosophists and Spiritualists—those having the spirit

of science in them—would turn their energies to this flcld of

inquiry, they would have some worthy and fruitful occupation
which might reduce to respectable Natural phenomena many
of the marvels which now amuse so many and which recall

to sterner observers and reasoners the line of the poet

—

'fhe sports of children satisfy the child.

Wc confess at one time after the Colomb revelations, we

j

indulged the hope that if the Theo.sophical Society con-

I

tinued, it would on new lines, purged of its grosser entourage
and its peurile pursuits. The accomplished Founder-Presi-
dent might certainly give the organization of his creation a
new start and a rational programme understanded of the
Gentiles, and Philistines if you will. In that case, the So-
ciety, if not Theosophy (whatever it may mean) might count
upon more general support. There would have been no
lack of definite work, for want of which the Society seems
to suffer. There are more things in Heaven and Earth than
arc dreamt of in our philo.sophy, and to discover these in a

truly scientific spirit is no unworthy pursuit. That hope
has not been realised. Wc must content ourselves with the
labours of the savants in the West. The latest news from
that quarter is the following :

—

“ A curious communication of particular interest to both sexes has
just been made by M. Fdr6 to the French Society of Biology. The
doctor has discovered an electric woman ! The name and address of
this phenomenon are not K>vcn, probably to avoid her being got hold
of by some enterprising Barnum. It appears that both her hair and
body emit electric sparks. The electrity is more visible when the hair is

combed. The hair then stands on an end. Wheiw^he puts on her
underclothing its contact with her skin first produces a crepitation, then
the clothes adhere as it were to the body, and finally her movements
are partly paralysed. These phenomena are particularly observable
during diy and fro.sly weather. The electric tension also increases
under the influence of emotions—such, for example, as the effect of
music, wl^ich augments the crepitation. This extraordinary creature,
however, is not unique. Dr. Legud mentioned the case of a woman
who during an aurora borealis was suddenly charged with electricity,

which manifested itself when she passed her finger over the face of her
brother ;

she remained electric for two months. Another instance of a
similar kind is reported by Arago. In all these cases the patients are
described as of sickly disposition, subject to nervous or hysterical

attacks. In the Middle Ages they would have been burnt for being
possessed with the devil, to-day they are tendered and petted as
scientific wonders. Strange to say, the first account of an electric

woman is to be found in a romance by the Brothers Goncourt.”

Not in the least ! Electric human beings were noticed in

ancient times in Europe. They are not so rare as it is

supposed. A few years back a woman was noticed in

Japan with a powerful charge.
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REVIEW.

ENGLISH GRAMMAR IN BENGALI*
The book, in our opinion, possesses great merits. Wc have always
been advocates of Nature and reality in education, and denounced
the senseless and, in the long run, useless forcing of the young mind,
which prevails to such an extent. No tyranny is more cowardly
and more deplorable in its consequences, than that of the school,

and the worst feature of the reign of Pedagogy is the torture of
grammar imposed on the lisping mind. Fancy the idea of putting

that Dryasdust Bain’s book in the hands of mere beginners ! What
a waste of energy is involved in the process on the part of these
tyros of getting by heart what they can never understand. But
the iron sway of schoolmasters requires lads who can at best

but spell through English words, to commit to memory such
big words as Orthography, Etymology, Orthoepy and so forth.

How far* more practical will be the method of explaining to

them by easy illustrations the more important and general of
the things taught by English grammar. The compiler has
made this attempt to supersede the cram by real expeditious

and impressive teaching. In this matter, men engaged in the
practical work of education arc more likely to know where the
shoe pinchet, and we have heard some teachers in whom wc have
confidence, express themselves highly of the performance. But an
Indian author in this new line has little encouragement. There is

the entire guild of English authors to resist his poaching on their pre-

serves, while, amongst his own countrymen, the cramming system in

vogue has too old established prescriptive claims to be easily set

aside. Wc have gone through the book, and must say it is a

genuine effort to remove the practical difficulties felt by teachers

and learners in regard to English grammar, and as such, certainly

deserving of more general appreciation than it has so far received.

Wc would commend a useful work to Sir Alfred Croft’s attention.

It will be a good introduction to the Higher Grammar of Bain
which is the text book in our Higher Schools.

PRE-BRITISH INDIA.

XXIV.

JEIIANGIR.
Prince Selim a.scendcd the throne, on his father’s death,

under the high-sounding title of Jehangir, or conqueror of

the world. Selim displayed no qualities, to call forth the

spontaneous homage and admiration of his fellow-mcn
;

and but for his subsequent connection with that accom-
plished and remarkable woman, Nur jehan, who, in a great

measure, controlled his bestial intemperance and those

terrible outbursts of ferocity he was so prone to manifest,

his life would call for no especial notice. It is Nur Jehan,
who has redeemed the period of his reign from being the

greatest blot in the history of India. Personally, Jehangir

was neither noted for accomplishments nor prowess
;
he

only learnt the art of publicly acting the king, but was void

of kingly magnanimity, or kingly attributes. His unnatural

hatred of his eldest son, Khousrou, and the treatment he
subjected him to, would be sufficient to show his unworthi-

ness to occupy a place among the true kings of the earth.

In religion, Jehangir was more superstitious than devout,

in fact, he might be termed irreligious, so consistent were his

lapses from all that orthodox Mussulmans rank as truer

devotion. In one particular, however, Jehangir deserves

unqualified praise, namely, for the measures he adopted for

ensuring that suitors and complainants should have easy

access to his presence. For this purpose, he adopted the

following ingenious method—a chain was hung again.st a

conspicuous and easily accessible part of the citadel wall,

and was available to all descriptions of people, and this

chain communicated with a cluster of golden bclls^ within

the emperor’s own apartment, and he was apprised by their

tinkling of the Approach of a petitioner, without the aid

of intermediate officers, who might be disposed tb keep

back information, if not the complainer.

When Jehangir came to the throne, he found not only that

he had a great heritage but that his dominions were in a

high state of tranquility. There was, however, some trouble

brewing in Bengal, and a dark portentous cloud hung over

the Deccan. The Rana of Oudipore also still continued in

* Practical Grammar (in Bengali and English)for the use of H, E,

<tnd M, £. Schools, Calcutta. Calcutta Library.

opposition, jehangir’s first measures arc commendable, as

they are of a character more judicious and benevolent than

might have been expected of him. Among these wise

measure.s, was the decree which forbade the opening of

bales of merchandize by his officers in authority, with-

out the free consent of the owners, and likewise that

which abolished the system, which permitted soldiers and
servants of the state being quartered on private individuals.

He also remitted some vaxatious duties which had survived

Akbar’s reforms, and prohibited the barbarous practice of

cutting off cars and noses by way of punishment. Not-

withstanding his own notorious habits, the use of wine was
strictly forbidden, while that of opium was restricted, all

offenders being subject to severe punishment. But his

wisest act was obeying his father’s dying wishes, and con-

firming Akbar’s old and most trusted officers, in their posi-

tions.

It is probably the best method to notice, after enumerat-
ing Jehangir’s acts of wisdom, his treatment of his son, so

that the lights and shadows of his character might be placed

in juxtaposition. The strained relations existing between
father and son at last became unbearable for the son, and
the unfortunatcJChusrou came to an open rupture with his

father. One night, at a late hour, he fled from his father’s

presence and l(K)k the road to Delhi, having with him a few
attendants. On the news of his son’s flight being conveyed

to Jehangir, he ordered a light detachment of troops to

follow in pursuit, and next morning followed with all the

troops he could collect.

Khusrou met a body of 300 horse, at a short distance fiom
Agra, and, persuading them to join him, he proceeded to

Delhi, and from thence to the Punjab, subsisting his troops

by plundering all the way. By the time he reached the

Punjab, his iorce amounted to above 10,000 men, who had
flocked to his standard in consequence of the liberty his

troopers enjoyed for the purpose of plundering. He ob-

tained possession of Lahore through treachery, but the

cit.idel remained in the hands of Jehangir’s adherents, and
he was attempting its reduction when he was informed of
the near approach of the advanced guard of his father’s

army. 'Fo avoid being placed between two fires, he drew
out of Lahore and gave battle to the royal troops, but was
totally defeated, though it was only a detachment that was
opposed to him. He fled towards Cabul, but was captured

and brought to his father a prisoner in chains.

It happened that many of Khusrou’s followers, with his

principal advisers, were also taken prisoners. In his treat-

ment of them, Jehangir displayed the natural ferocity of his

temper. His orders were that seven hundred of these pri-

.soners should be impaled, in a line leading from the gates of

Lahore
;
and it is related that he took a pleasure in watch-

ing the long duration of their terrible agonies. It might

be supposed that such a statement was an exaggeration,

had wc not his own relation of the circumstances, in his

McMTioirs, and of the critical way in which he watched such

suffering. Khusrou loaded with chains was placed on an
elephant, and curried down the line of the suffering wretches,

while a macc-bcarcr called to him, with mock solemnity, to

receive the salutations of his subjects. The scene is too

horrible irt its barbarity to permit the mind to dwell on it.

Boor Khusrou died in chains.

XXV.

The affairs of the Dcccan in the meanwhile had been in
*

a state of fermentation, and were now in such a serious con-

dition that they called for immediate and energetic action.

Ahinednagar was wrested from the hands of the emperor’s

viceroy
;
and Malik Amber, who had been an Abyssinian

slave, now ruled there with courage and ability, for a so-

vereign who was a minor. This Malik Amber felt himself

so strong that he had already founded a new city, and
seemed destined not only to maintain the sinking fortunes

of the Nizam Shahi Government, but to raise them to

splendour, for he was a most capable man, both as an ad-

ministrator and military commander. He had alicidy more
than once routed the imperial troops, when he raised his

reputation in the country to the highest point, by attacking,

defeating, and in a subsequent pursuit nearly anniliilating

one division of the army Jehangir had sent against him
under a most able General, Abdullah Khan. The other

divisions of the army, though in the field, thought it was
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imprudent to face a foe flushed with success, and fearing

a similar calamity to that which had overtaken their fellow

soldiers, these divisions withdrew to Burhamporc. Khur-

rum, or as he is better known, Shah Jehan, the best of

Jehangir’s sons, was now sent to cope with Malik Amber.

This young and able prince not only showed a firm front,

but also had recourse to diplomacy, as a means of sowing

dissensions among the chitifs of the strong confederacy

Malik Amber had succeeded in building up. He was su^c-

cessful in withdrawing from the confederacy, the powerful

Rajah of Bijapore
;
and a defeat which he inflicted at this

time, on Malik Amber, produced still further dissensions

among the allies, which eventually compelled the redoubt-

able Abyssinian to sue for terms, which were granted, on

his giving up Ahmednagar, and restoring the whole of the

territory he had rcconciucrcd. This war had previously

occupied years. Shah Jehan rejoined his father covered with

glory within a twelvemonth of his marching from Ajmir.

Jehangir, as a mark of his approbation, added the viceroyal-

ty of Guzerat to the Governments previously held by that

prince.

It was in the sixth year of his reign that Jehangir con-

tracted a marriage with the captivating Nur Jehan, an event

that had a marked influence on the whole of his after life.

This lady was by descent a Persian, her grand-father being

a native of Teheran, where he held a good position under

the Government. Her father, Mirza Ghizas, in the turns of

the wheel of fortune, was placed at the bottom of it, when

he found it difficult to maintain his family in their native

land, he therefore quitted it with them, and turned his face

towards India. By the time the caravan with which he was

travelling reached Candahar, he found that his means were

exhau.sted, and himself and household reduced to penury.

It was at Candahar that the “ light of the world ” was born.

Her parents being in such abject circumstances were con-

strained to place the infant on the road by which the caravan

would shortly after pass, hoping that some benevolent

person might be induced to take the child up, and nourish

it. The chilcf attracted the attention of a rich merchant

who was of the party, he took her up, being moved with

compassion, and resolved to adopt her as his own. He
sought among the travellers for a nurse for the babe, ancf,

like Moses of old, she was placed in the charge of her. own

mother. The merchant thus brought to know the family,

became cognizant of their distress, which he relieved imme-

diately
;
and finding the father and his eldest son, to be men

of ability, he employed them in his own business transac-

tions, and on reaching India, introduced them to Akbar,

who gave them subordinate appointments, but father and

son soon rose by their abilities to honorable employment.

When Nur Jehan grew up, her beauty and accomplish-

ments were the theme of admiration and discourse. She

attracted the notice of Jehangir, then Prince Selim, in the

harem of Akbar, where her mother was a welcome visitor

and was often accompanied by her daughter. Selim’s

manner towards the girl became so pointed, that the mother

became alarmed, and sought the protection of one of the

Sultanas, who, in turn, laid the matter before the emperor.

Akbar took his son to task, and directed Mirza Ghizas to have

his daughter married and removed from the path of the

prince. She was married to a countryman. Shir Afghan

Khan, and Akbar, to mark his approbation of the conduct

of her parents, granted the Jaghir of Burdwan in Bengal to

the young bridegroom.

It would have appeared that Selim having thus lost the

object of his passion, would have forgotten her, but it was

not so, for he had barely been seated a year on the throne,

when he issued an order to the Viceroy of Bengal, to pro-

cure for him, the person of Nur Jehan. Shir Afghan heard

of Jehangir’s purpose, and loving his wife with faithful affec-

tion, and being a high-souled man, with a keen sense of

honour, he determined to resist the mandate which would

separate his wife from him. The first step he took was to

resign his command and to leave off wearing arms, which

was a sign that he was no longer in the imperial service.

James H. Linton.
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Maharaja Girija Nath Roy Bahadoor of
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Manager^ Babu G. C. Ghose.
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doUgbtfUl preparation has no equal! Sold by all Chemists.

CALCUTTA AGENTS: SCOTT, THOMPSON & CO.
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LEUCORRHEA.
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TRAVELS 4 VOYAGES IN BENGAL
RETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0 . MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minuter to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, “REIS & RAYYET”
I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

(Ialcutta.

OPINION OF THE PRESS.

It is many years since I first met, and .some

years since I last met. Dr. Sambhu Ch. nder

Mookerjee, editor of the Reis and Rayyet

(Prince and Peasant), and an author of high

fepute among the kindly, as well as acute and
intellectual, people of Bengal. One of the real

misfortunes of India was, and still is. Lord
Macaulays picture of the Bengalee. The
picture, true perhaps as regards Nuncomar and
many Bengalees, is not accurate as a represen-

tation^f the people generally, taking them as

an Englishman may find them if he looks

fairly. If they had been unfaithful, the sad

story of the Mutiny had been vastly sadder

;

and, apart fiom the Mutiny, many Englishmen
could give individual instances of Bengalee
faithfulness almost unique in history, taking

all the circumslanccH of our relation to India

into account. 'I'hc Bengalee is gener.ully eager

for knowledge of all kinds, and is often both

courageous in the expression of his opinions,

and gifted to a rem.xrkable degree with the

power to express those opinions with force and
precision. Mr. F'awcett once told me that an

unprepaied speech made, on his behalf, during

an election, by ,1 young Hindoo, surpassed, in

force as well .is eloquence, any unprepared
speech he ever had heaul made by any mem-
ber of the House of Commons, if four or five

members of the House were excepted.

Among these Bengalees there is a small body
of men—small for that large province who
are, ironically or otherwise termed “ Young
Bengal. ” Some of them arc no longer young,

but grave and aged
;
some have, in the course

of years, been highly distinguislicd for their

public services and their scientific and other

attainments. Some have at times been |^iis-

represented, and their language misinterpreted,

so that on its return to them it has amazed
none more than themselves. Nothing of this

has been done by the really great administra-

tors of India. That it has been done, however,
cannot be denied.

In the foiefront of this little band is the

author of this book of travels, Baboo Sambhu
Chumlcr Mookerjee—a writer of high lepule,

as I iiave said, also an administrator, as the

reader will sec from the title-page to this book.

A keener, yet a kindlier satirist, one might
seek for and not find. His use of the English

language has astonished many an educated

Englishman
; and the quality of his reading is

shown by his marvellous power of quotation
;

not merely fiom authors like Shakespeaie, and
Milton, and M.acaulay, and nren eminent in

science, but from out-of-the-way old ballads,

and little-known old pamphlets, in the applica-

tion of which he leaves one wondering—fust,

how he obtained the pioduclions at all, and
secondly, how, having obtained them, he
learned to apply them so appositely to the

subjects which he intends them to illustrate.

Passing from the author to his book, we
shall, perhaps, first of all be attracted to the

work of the administrator. He comes upon a

milkman’s village, on which he finds fastened

the grip of a Court favourite. He unloosens

the giip, and re-spttles the vill.age, in the

double interest of Prince and Peasant. And
all the time he sees everything. The poor

people bathing on the rivers’ banks, have his

genial and kindly, if also at times, what a

Scotchman would call, his “pawky” notice.

A “fair maid of Sonargoan ” attracts his at-

tention by the gr.acefulness with which she

carries a vessel of water from the river
;
and,

though the fair maid and he are divided by
race and f.illh (she is Mussulman), she h.is his

full meed of praise. Indeed, it must be admit-

ted—and he will not be oflVndeil with me for

saying so— that he never meets with a fair face,

without at least giving evidence iff the fact

that he has eyes to sec and a heart to com-
prehend.

Of his wide and generous sympathies, much
might be said, and still le.ive much more to

say. He meets a missionary on the river, and
evidently is inclined, in writing his notes, to

pass a joke on the subject. He nips it, how-
ever, in the bud, and conte/its himself with

saying, “ So new is preaching heie, that the

simple people said the padre had been singing

in the street.” He meets Catholic and Pio-

testanl missionaries on shipboard, and chuckles

over their disputes, while he astonishes them

by his command of the English language, and
even by his knowledge of the Bible - a know-

ledge, 1 may add, which is evident in many of

his writings.

A parrot falls overboard, and is drowned in

its cage, to his great distress, which is not

however paraded. He says
:

[Extract.]

These are not the words of a Chiistian, but

of a Hindoo.

Again, he has a faithful ugly dog, whose

name is Tom, and whose glory it once was to

bark, with a noble independence, at some very

,
dignified Sahibs. Our author is compelled to

leave Tom behind
;
and here is his farewell

:

[Extract.]

I think this is a very fine passage, and one

that will draw the author very close to the

great heal t of humanity, wherever the words

arc read. Could anything he finer than the

testimony to the two hueign “gentlemen,”

ending with the “ Bengalee parih., my poor

I'om”? Not the paiiah merely, hut the pariah

dog. The p^ss.ige IS woiihy of the author,

and of the great mercifulness of the land that

bore him.

\Vlu>ever reads this book must be^ prepared
fiirlht'r to find bold and manly language. The
author is no fl.atterer of John Bull, though he
gives John his due, and admits that India owes
him a gieat debt. Heie is one passage relating

to foreign fruits : [Extiart.]

Among the sketche.s of country—word-pic-
tures—the reader will find some e.xceedingly

pretty, and all the more valuable in that they

are taken from a standground purely Indian;

not Engli.sh. Where an English .artist’s mind
would he filled with European ideas, the mind
of this gifted E.istei 11 artist is filled with a class

of ideas totally different, yet equally instructive

and certainly not less subtle and far-reaching.

On the eve of one of his journeys, our

author was placed in a dilemma of a kind

not unknown to travellers in India, but not on
that account the less stupid. 11c wished to

go by a particular boat, and took time by the

forelock for that purpose. The fare was at

first stated as 90 iiipees, to pay which he
ofTered “a new crisp, fresh British India” note

for 100 rupees. “ It was,” he add.s, “fre.sh from

the Currency Office, and had been received

only the day before fiom another Government
department.” The rest of the story i.s

thus told :
[Extract.]

The humour of the little sketch is worth
something. I can fancy the author laughing

even in his dismay
;
for he can laugh well at

others, and equally well at himself. I shall

only ventuie on one more p.issage
;
and I give

it as showing the spirit of the man who dares

to call his newspaper Prince and Peasant.

He desired to return to his home in Bengal,

and to bid adieu, for a time at l.\st, to Indepen-

dent Tipperah, where he had been located

“some two yeais.” He received the Maha-
rajah’s permission to return home

; but still he
could not get away. [E.xtract.]

There is, I think, a sound le.sson in this pas-

sage ;
the lesson of the immense value of

courtesy and urbanity in the relations of rulers

and ruled. There is a gieat deal in that sen-

tence, “ We serve flesh and blood.” The best

administrator in India i.s not always the ablest,

the man whose plans are the wisest as plans ;

but the man who, with plans or without them,
gives confidence to the people, and confidence
not meiely in his justice, but also in his con-

sidoiriteness and foi be.irancc. A clever man
once said that the ait of success in India is the

art of giving good dinners. It may be so ; but
the peril is gieat— the peril of debt

; and in

any ca^e the art has its limits, and its natural

collapse. Even dinners and champagne pall

in the end. But therft is one art that never
fills -the art of tuic courtesy

; of that courtesy
which, being natural, is not .afTected by any
whim 01 caprice, either of the person who

[

posse sses It, or of any one with whom he has
relations.

In bidding farewell to this little, book, I once
moi e recall, as I easily and very vividly can,

tin- .iulhoi’b kindly face and gentle voice, as
,

known to me many years ago. I see him, as

I sec Baboo Kristo Das Pal, Dr. Mahendra
L.'il Siicai, and some others, including a much-
ihusrd editor of the /Imrita Bazar Patfika

\

and 1 feel and say, with all earnestness and
sinceiiiy, that among these are men whom
the Goveinr.icnt of India would be wise in
recognising and winning entirely to its side.

They are men on whom no really generous
wold—tiue as well as generous—ever is

thrown away. I have compared them at times
with men of kindred occupations at home,
and I think that they are as a rule by far
the truer gentlemen in good manners, and
often in very much more than mere manners.
May the great God, whose sacred Name they
use .as that of the Father of all, guide them to

a nobler destiny than any they yet have
known, and with them, and by them, bless
their native land !

James Routledce.
— The Indian Mas^azine^ Mar. 1888.
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“IT RECOMMENDS irSELT.”

All who suffer fired sure relief from

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteRheumatism and Rheumatic Qout,

After years of semi-helplessness and suffer-

ing
;

while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,
LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy
for these c-omplaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as

The MaireUoufl Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-
sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it h.as achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sohi in Bottles at / Re. each.

Obtainable of all rc.spectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet & Co.,

R. Scott Tliompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.

Brice bv po%t 8/^ annus,

ASRUKANA

12. LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

HOKEOPATIIIC PHARMACY,
THK

EARLIEST & .STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSARY IN ASIA

OF PURE HOMCEOPATIIY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN
INDEPENDENT H0M(E0PATflY

and maint.iins to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF

^
THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co., beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
12. Lai Bazaar^ Calcutta.

In Pamphlet, Price ./ antias

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the (Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSEY.

Rivers Steam Navigation Go.

"Limited.'^

ASSAM LINE.
This Company wh ich has a weekly Service

of Steamers running to and from Debrooghur
vid Goalundo, will despatch the Steamer
“ INDORE ” for Assam on Saturday the

2ist inst.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
Godowns at Jaggannath Ghat until Friday,

the 20th idem.

The Steamer “SCINDE*’ will leave Goa-

lundo for Assam on Sunday, the 22nd idem.

Intending passengers by the last mentioned

Steamer should leave Calcutta for Goalundo

by train the previous night.

Dhuuri & Debrooghur Mail Service.

Through Booking to andfrom Assam.

The Despatch Steamers of this Service

leave Dhubri daily on arrival of the Mails

from Calcutta, and proceed to Debrooghur,

stopping at all intermediate stations and

Mookhs. •

Passengers, Goods, Parcels ( packages not

to exceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement )
may be booked

through to and from Calcutta, and all stations

on the Eastern Bengal State Railway and

connected Railways, and the following

Steamer Stations of this Company, vis.,

Dhubri, Goalparah, Gauhati, MungledyCj

Tezpore, Silghaui for Koliabar, Dhunsiri

Mookh, Niggriting, Kookeela Mookh, Desang
Mookh and Debrooghur.
Packages booked as parcels will be forward-,

ed by rail along with the Mails. Freight on

perishable articles must be prepaid.

Goalundo and Debrooghur Despatch
Service.

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which
have been specially built for the Assam Trade,

carrying passengers and coolies between
Goalundo and Debrooghur, will leave Goalundo
bi-wcckly on Sundays and Thursdays, calling

at all intermediate stations, and Debrooghur
on Tuesdays and Saturdays.

Through bills of lading will be granted for

good.s and parcels on presentation of rail re-

ceipt or payment of freight. Packages not to

exceed ten hundred weight, or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement.
For freight and passage apply to

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents.

j-2, Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

A Collection of poems in Bengali by

Srimati GIRINDRAMOHINY DA.S.SY

(Author of Kabiiahar, Bharat Kusum.)

Asrukana is a collcrtiop of poetical pieces of

singular pathos and beauty of expression *

It is a senes of mournful songs that the

reader is here presented with and they must

touch a sympathetic cord in every heart that

can feel. There is a singular appropriateness

in the title of the woik, and in its pions dedi-

cation to the memory of the hnshand of the

fair writer.-— Indian Nation.

» The authoress is not unknown to Bengali

readers. She has already published two or

three poems by which she is favourably known,

but between these poems and this is a differ-

ence that hardly admits of being measured.
# *

This is poetry in life

* *

We have read Srimati Giiindra Mohiny’s

poems m a reverential spirit. The poems are

all of a lyrical description. The lyre is soft,

sweet and tender, but awfully strong.

The tone of the poems is inexpressibly

gentle, inexpressibly pure, and inexpressibly

tender and affectionate. It is the lone of a

world mother.
#

Bengal should be proud of this poem— The

Calcutta Review.

Apply at the Bee Press,

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Calcutta.

Apply to Reis Rayyet Office, Calcutta. WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
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Monthly ... „

Single or sample Copy,,
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RATES OF ADVBlKtlSEMENT.
Advertisements (three columns to the page) arc

charged by the space taken up, at the rate of 4

annas a line, each insertion. The lowest charge

for any advertisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic

Occurrences, the lowest charge for which is

Rs. 5 *

Special rates for .Oontraots.

No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to “The Manager,” and Literary

Communications and books and pamphlets

(carriage paid) to ** The Editor ” of “ Reis

Rayyet, ”

Office : /, l/ckoor DutPs Lano^ Wellington

Street, Calcutta.
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

THE SENTIS.

Left were the busy quays, the street,

The alleys where the lindens meet,

The lilies on the convent pond,

The convent vanes that soared beyond.

High up the towering hill we stand,

Round us the hush of fairy land
;

Sheer down beneath our feet outlay

The town, the cape, the crescent bay
;

The sombre haze of Baden’s wood,

The brimming lake’s broad gleaming flood,

Bavaria’s long low purple line,

The gentle inflow of the Rhine
;

EXECRATION ODE.

[ FROM TH^BALFURIAD, A THRENODY IN THREE THROES.]

“ The Coercion Act has now been for nearly three months in force,

but it is only of late that Lanky>doodle Balfour has gone in for carrying

out the first instalment of blundering brutality Even the im-

prisonment of our heroic leader, William O’Brien, has not brought what

Balfour would swim in if he had a chance—blood ;
for blood is all he

desires.”--Dr. Tanner’s Speech at Kilmurry, November 6th, 1887.]

O LEAN, lackadaisical lizard.

Foul filcher of hats and of hose.

Till the comb from thy crest I have scissored.

May I ne’er breathe the balm of repose !

May the bitterest blast of the blizzard,

Thou green gosling, ferocious and fell,

Hurl thee cleft, and bereft of thy gizzard.

To the hearthstone of Hell 1

And bosky Austrian headlands steep

That pushed into the rippling deep ;

While southward far swelled high o’er all

The Vorarlberg’s grey battered wall.

Then on we panted, keen to gain

The goal that crowns the climber’s pain
;

An opening in the pines, and lo I

The Sentis, with its cone of snow !

Across deep leagues of limpid air.

How close it looked ! how ghostly fair !

A silent vision to bring tears

Of rapture through the ebbing years.

The pink flush fades as back we go,

And cold winds from the glaciers blow.

We parted ; I passed on in haste,

’Neath roaring fall and frozen waste.

Through valleys bleached with apple bloom,

By Thusis, and the gorge of gloom,

Swept sledge-borne o’er the Splugen wild

To lake-sides where the myrtle smiled ;

And breathed at last in gales of balm

Where by the blue wave dreams the palm,

And sighted, sixty miles away,

Peter’s white peak in Corsica.

•

Yet ever with me, snow-besprent.

The phantom of the mountain went,

Lofty and sad, a giant lone,

Spell-bound upon his stony throne.

I see it (as I saw it then),

Here by the burn in Sannox glen
;

Scarce sharper showed it that clear mom,

’Mid the weird realm of alp and horn.

O pasty-faced, pallid apostle

Of deviltry, death and deceit.

Who with calumnies coarse and colossal

Conspirest our cause to defeat

;

Blood-boltered, fanatical fossil.

In gore thou wouldst gleefully float,

Couldst thou wring like the neck of the throstle

Every Parncllite throat.

Base booby beloved of Boodle’s,

False shepherd of Salisbury’s flock,

Crown Prince of contemptible poodles,

Dcrni-devil of Satan’s own stock,

O Nincompoop ! nullest of noodles,
^

Fierce fiend with the fatuous face.

To the limbo of limp “ lanky-doodles
”

• Get thee gone in disgrace.

Long lamp-lighter, lorn of thy ladder.

Vile, voluptuous ventriloquist.

Thou art making us madder and madder,

’Neath the gripe of thy finical fist.

Art thou deaf, thou detestable adder ?

Hath thy hide no susceptible spot ?

Wilt thou prick the great Parnellite bladder,

Thou saturnine Scot ?

Peace, peace ;
the forked tongue of our foemen

Commands not one adequate curse,

One sufficiently savage agnomen.

To hiss o’er thy horrible hearse.

Yet may owls of uncanniest omen

Croon coronachs over thy corse.

While I prance on thy prostrate abdomen.

And howl myself hoarse.

Sub^fibtr, in the country are roguostod to remit iy postal mom, ardors, if possibU, astho safest and most convenient

medium, particularly as it ensures acinowledgment through the Department. No other recespt mil be

given, an^ other being unnecessary, and lihely to cause confimon
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News and Comments.

The Girl of tbe Period as painted by contemporary satirists, is no myth

after all, if it is, as a London Correspondent reports, that the Sporting

Times under the pet name of the “ Pink ’Un ” is more largely patronised

by ladies than gentlemen.

The late Raja Bishen Purgash Narain Singh, of Sursur, made over

Rs. 10,000 to Government to endow his school at Ajudhia. He also

built the Fyzabad dispensary. And now we are glad to observe his

worthy son-in-law Babu Hari Harinder Sahai offers Rs. ^,000 towards

a Female Ward for this Dispensary.

Prince Kamr Kadr, of whom His Majesty Wajid Ali Shah was

ashamed and would not permit him to come within the precincts of

his Palace, has, consequent upon his recognition by Government as the

eldest son of the late King of Oudh, been granted the privilege of

private entree to Government House. The irony of history could no

further go.

The Army and Navy Gazette draws attention to tlffe following pro-

motion recorded in the London Gazette

“7th Hussars.—Serjeant the Hon. Roger Archibald Percy North,
from the ist Dragoons, to be Second Lieutenant, in succession to
Lieutenant G. T. Birch, transferred to the Royal Scots (Lothian Regi-
ment).”

and adds—
“ Second Lieutenant North is by no means the first scion of a noble

house who has gone through the ranks to a commission in these com-
petitive days, the Hon. R. H. Westenra having obtained his commission
in 1880 in the 9th Lancers from the rank of serjeant.”

The following questions were submitted to the Attorney-General
** May A Barrister advise and otherwise act for the outside client,

and receive a fee direct, without the intervention of a Solicitor ? To
what extent, if at all, is this right limited after a writ has been issued ?

Is there any minimum limit to the fee which a counsel may charge in
non-contentious business ?

”

The Attorney-General answered

“ The matters to which you refer are not governed by any written
rule, but by the practice and traditions of the profession which
have been recognised from time immemorial. With reference to
contentious business, in my opinion, neither before nor after litiga-

tion is commenced should a Barrister act or advise without the inter-

vention of a Solicitor .... As regards non-contentious business the
case is, in my opinion, somewhat different. Speaking generally, there
is, in my opinion, no objection to a Barrister seeing and advising a lay
client without the intervention of a Solicitor upon points relating to the
lay client’s own personal conduct, or guidance or the management or
disposition of his own affairs or transactions. As regards the fees in
cases in which counsel are willing to advise a lay client on the cir-

cumstances to which I have referred, I know of no rule beyond this,

that no junior should accept a fee of less than /1-3-6, and no leader
less than i:2-4-6.’’

*

There has lately been a rather disgraceful squabble between the Chief I

Justice and Governor of Western Australia. The latter censured the

Judge for keeping, for an unduly long time, sundry petitions from

prisoners praying for remission of sentence. The former asserted his

right to keep these documents as long as he deemed fit.# Thus an
angry and bitter controversy ensued between the two magnates. The
Chief Justice had the Governor’s letters to him on the subject, frivolous

and harrassing as he regarded them, published in the local newspapers,

»and the Governor replied by suspending the Chief Justice. The matter

now went up, in appeal from both parties, to the Privy Council. That
body took prodigious time over this urgent matter. After more Jthan

eight months’ consideration it censured both parties, but directed the rein-

statement of the Chief Justice. The judgment reaffirms the principle

that Crown Colony Judges arc irremoveable except for misconduct
of a moral character or connected with their judicial duties.

• •

The Birihs, Dealhs, and Marriages Registration Act, 1886, comes into
operation on the first day of October, i888.-The GaseUt 0/ India of

the 2 1st publishes the rules under Sections 26, 28, and 36 of the Act.
•

• • I

In supersession of previous orders regarding’ State messages, it has
now been ruled that

w“i‘^
that a reply (by post « wire) should

te »mt**deferr"d.'’^"*
**** **"** should

(2) When it is considered essential that a reply should be sent the
same day, the message should be sent * ordinary/

a
* Urgent ’ messages should be used only-
in cases of real emergency ;

(b) in cases where the dest)atchlng officer knows that the line is for •

any reason blocked, and considers hts message sufficiently important to

take precedence of ordinary traffic.

(4) Telegrams should, except when extreme precision is important,

be expressed in as few words as are consistent with clearly conveying
the intended meaning

;
and mere auxiliary or connective words, which

can obviously be filled in by the receiver, shoul be omitted.”

• «

The following are the revised tour programmes of his Honor the

Lieutenant-Governor

-

First Tour.
Friday July 27th ... Left Calcutta.

Do.
ff 27th ... Arrived at Midnapore.

Saturday
If

28th ... Halt.

Sunday ff 29th ... Hall.

Monday
ff

30th ... Halt.

Tuesday ft 31st ... Bankoorah.
Wednesday August ist ... Halt.

Thursday
ff 2ncl ... Halt.

Friday
ff 3rd ... Raneegunge.

Saturday
ff 4th ... Halt.

Sunday
ff 5th ... Deoghur Baidyanath.

Monday
t)

6th ... Doomka.
Tuesday

ff 7th ... Halt.

Wednesday
ff 8th ... Halt.

Thursday
ff 9th ... Soorcc.

Friday
ff

loth ... Halt.

Saturday
ft nth ... Halt.

Sunday
ft

nth ... Return to Calcutta.

Second Tour.
Wednesday August 15th ... Leave Calcutta.

Thursday
ff

i6th ... Arrive Pubna.
Friday

ff
17th ... Furreedpore.

Saturday
ff

18th ... Halt.

Sunday
ft iQth ... Halt.

Monday
ff 20th ... Dacca.

Tuesday
ft 2 ISt ... Halt.

Wednesday
ft

22nd ... Halt.

Thursday
ff

23rd ... Halt.

Friday
ff

24th ... Leave Dacca.
Saturday

ff 2Sth ... Mymensing.
Sunday

ft
26th ... Halt.

Monday
ff 27th ... Halt.

Tuesday
ff

28th ... Daudkandee.
Wednesday

ff
29th ... Comillah.

Thursday
ff

30th ... Halt.

Friday
ff 3Ut ... Halt.

Saturday 1Sept. 1st ... Daudkandee.
Sunday 2nd ... Chandpore.
Monday 3rd ... Burrisal.

Tuesday
»)

4th ... Halt.

Wednesday
ff

5th ... Halt.

Thursday
ft

6ih ... Perozepore.
Friday

ft 7lh, ... Halt.

Saturday
ft

8th ... Khulna.
Sunday

ff 9th ... Halt.

Monday
ff

loth ... Jessore.

Tuesday
ff nth ... Halt.

Wednesday ff nth ... Halt.

Thursday
ft 13th ... Leave Jessore.

Friday ft 14th ... Darjeeling.

• •

Mr. Marsden, the Chief Town Magistrate, has recorded the following

opinion in the child-wife torture case

“ In this case, prosecutrix, Hem Coomaree Dassee, an intelligent
child, states that she is eleven years of age, and that the accused
Mukhan Lall Addy is her husband, Gour Mohun Addy is his brother,
and Koosoom Coomaree Dassee is her mother-in-law. She says that
on the 22nd June last, her mother-in-law complained of the manner
in which she had cooked the food, and assaulted her several times
during the day with a wooden bolt, and the child shows the Court
marks of bruises, on her body. She goes on to sw that at about
10 p. M., Hem Coomaree made her lie down, and hefhusband, Mukhan
Lall Addy, tied her hands and feet, and Gour Mohun Addy gagged
her

;
that Koosoom Coomaree Dassee brought some fire in an earthen

pot, heated an iron ladle, and branded her with it on several parts of
her body, and also on her face. When first burnt, the girl states that

she screamed out, and that it was on this that she was gagged by Gour
Mohun Addy. When the cloth was removed from her mouth, she
again seems to have screamed, when the accused told her to be quiet,

ornhey would brand her again. On the 26th June, fobr days after she
was branded, Hem Coomaree made her escape to her brother’s house,
and complained of the treatment she had received, and showed the
marks on her body

;
and on the 30th of June, she was examined by a

medical man, who states that the marks are marks of burns beyond
all doubt. The delay in instituting thisL case is explained by Hem
Coomaree’s brother, Gopeenath Dutt, who says that it was not intended
to prosecute the accused, but Gour Mohun Addy came with a band of

laitials to take Hem Coomaree away by force, and conseauently it was
necessary to institute proceedings for the protection of tne girl. The
girl’s statement as to what occurred on the night of the 22nd June is

confirmed (as far as confirmation is possible in such cases) by the

evidence of Bhoothnath Dey, who lives opposite to the accused’s house,
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and Gopalcbunder Dey, who went to visit him on the ni^ht in question.

Both of these witnesses state that, on the night in question, they heard

screams ia ^ female voice, coming from the accused’s house, and
Bhoothnatb states that he heard the voices of the accused, whom he

Das known all their lives, calling out to some one to keep quiet. I see

no reason to doubt the evidence of these men. It has not been at-

tempted to show that there was any ill-feeling between them and the

accused ; on the contrary, they seemed to have lived on good terms

together. The most peculiar feature in this case is that, beyond the

plea of * not guilty,' recorded on behalf of each of the accused, there

appears to be no defence whatever
;
on the contrary, the gentleman

who appeared for the accused admitted that the girl. Hem Coomaree,

had been ill-treated, but submitted, firstly, that the ill-treatment was

not oI such a serious nature as the Court seemed to consider it ; and

secondly, that it would be unsafe to convict on the evidence which the

prosecution had adduced, and at one stage of the case, Baboo Kali

Nath Mittcr (the gentleman appearing for the accused) stated, in open

Court, that if I was disposed to take a lenient view of the offence that

had been committed, his clients were willing to plead guilty to the

charge. Hem Coomaree was not cross-examined as to the occurrences

on the night of the 22nd June, and the pleader for the prosecution

stated that it was for this reason he did not consider it necessary to call

the girl’s brother as a witness, to speak to the injuries he saw on her

body when she returned to his house. It was elicited in cross-examina-

tion that the girl had, on a former occasion, obtained a summons
against her mother-in-law, but she had been induced to withdraw that

case, on her mother-in-law promising to treat her well in future. Hem
Coomaree appeared in Court with her hair cut short, which she stated

had been done by her mother-in-law. The poor girl appears to hzive

undergone systematic ill-treatment at the hands of the accused, which

culminated on the 22nd June in branding her with a red-hot iron in the

manner she has described. It appears to me that it would be difficult

to find a more brutal and inhuman case. Here is a girl of only eleven

years of age, who appears to have been not only the house drudge, and
performed all the work of the house, but to have been subjected to

systematic ill-treatment by the three adult members of the household,

one of whom is her husband
;
and finally, taking advantage of her

tender age and helplessness, they seize her, tie her hands and feet, and

brand her with a hot iron, on the pretext apparently that she had not
|

cooked the food entirely to their liking. 1 should not be doing my duty

did I not inflict a severe penalty on the accused, and I consider them
all eaually guilty. The sentence of the Court is that each of the ac-

cused do undergo two years’ rigorous imprisonment.”

Served right 1 Long as this judgment is for our columns, its practical

importance—its bearing on that subject of anxious difficulty, in India,

the domestic life of Indians—impels us to reproduce it in exienso. For

the same reason, we cannot dimiss it cavalierly. As it would be

shocking to the very senses to prolong this item by piling comments

on the zttfwj, we refer the reader to the leading columns.

Notes and Leaderettes.

There was a grand review at Krasno-Sclo on the 21st before the

two Emperors—of Germany and Russia. Forty thousand troops had

assembled.—The Emperor William has gone over to Stockholm,

There is disturbance in Natal. A Capetown telegram of the 26th

says

“ Commander Grobcloar at the head of a Boer force has invaded

Khama’s territory and fought the natives. Mr. Sheppard, the Deputy

Commissioner of the protected territories, has been ordered to proceed

to the spot in order to inquire into the affair, and President Kruger has

been invited also to send a delegate. The Government has directed

Sir Hercules Robinson to intimate to the Transvaal Ciovernnient that

the Matabele, Mashuda, and Makaleka countries, as well as the north-

ern portion of Khama’s territory up to the river Zambesi, are under

British influence.”

Mr. James O’Kelly, M. P. for Roscommon, was arrested in London,

on the 2Sth, and conducted to Dublin—for making a speech inciting

to a breach of the law. He has since been released on bail.

During the week, the British House of Commons asserted its right of

punishing its members for outrage committed outside the House. At

the instance of Lord Randolph Churchill, supported by Mr, Gladstone,

the House has suspended Mr. Conybearc, M. P. for Camborne, for one

month—for some^correspondcnce published in the grossly libel-

ling the Speaker in connection with his ruling permitting the closure

during a debate on the Irish Drainage Bill.

The Bill appointing a Commission of Judges t6 enquire into the

charges made by the Times against Mr. Parnell, has passed the second

reading without a division. The Commission will consist of Sir James

Hannen (President), Sir John Day, and Sir Montague E Smith. Mr.

Parpell denounced the Bill, stigmatising it as cowardly and un-English.

He feared that it gave the Judges authority to enquire into the whole

agitation of the League instead of only into his own conduct and that

of other M. P.’s. He wished the charges to be specified, and concluded

by accusing Government of collusion with the Times. Mr. Chamber-

lain believed Mr. Parnell was innocent, and suggested payment by the

state of the costs of the successful party.

So the Home Ruler-in-Chief has bejn caught in his own trap. Per-

haps, the language is unsympathetic towards a patriot who, wisely or

unwisely, purely or impurely, is struggling for his country’s independ-

ence, or even unjust, in the present matter, but that is certainly

what his opponents will say. In a weak moment, Mr. Parnell, chafing

under his exposure in the Times case, called for a Select Committee

of the House of Commons to set himself right. That was creditable

to his honor ; it was not the bearing of conscious guilt. But it was

weak nevertheless, and strange on the part of a cool-headed politician

who has all along resisted the demands on him to go to court for his

vindication. It was singularly imprudent for the parly chief of a

minority to make what amounted to an appeal for sympathy of his

enemies. Mr. Parnell of all men should have known the risk of giving

them a possible opportunity of turning their majority to his prejudice.

And so it has liirn^ out. At first, the leader of the House, with in-

genuousness equal to his own, referred Mr. Parnell to the courts, but

later, at the instance of more astute colleagues, he offered him a

Commission of Judges. Till the Gnverment disclosed their hand, Mr.

Parnell was not prepared to accept the machinery. This was virtually

declining the offer with thanks. It was too late. Parliament was

not to be trifled with, and he must be in for it, for better for

worse. The Government saw their advantage and pursued, pro-

tests notwithstanding. Mr. Parnell’s evident anxiety to get out of

it only supplied an additional incentive. What was the use of that

uncertain thing a large Parliamentary majority, if the utmost was not

to be made out of it so long as it lasted ? Hence the Bill which has

been read a second time without a division. There may be a struggle

yet in Committee, but the Bill is safe.

Mr. Chamberlain, as an independent ally of the Government, acted a

generous part which might go somewhat to the credit of his new friends

in the way of removing the impression of animus. He could well afford

to avow his belief in Mr. Parnell’s innocence, so far as the particular

letters are concerned. His suggestion that the state should reimburse

the costs of the successful party was simply just. He might have gone

farther. The state should bear the whole costs. There ought to be

express provision in the Hill. The novelty of the procedure in fairness

requires it. It is bad enough for members of Parliament to be dragged

against their will into unpleasant enquires touching their character and

prospects, if not affecting more serious interests. Surely, they ought not

to be mulcted in addition. There may be reasons of state for the one,

but none for the other. If Parliament thinks it necessary to enter on

such an investigation, the country ought to pay for it and for all parties

who may be put to any necessary expense on that account.

Mr. Parnell, in the course of his vehement denunciation, called- the

measure cowardly and un-English. It is not un-Irish, being very Home

Ruler-like. The supporters of the Government might well retort that

it was only by methods drawn from their practices that the Irish party

of boycotting and intimidation and coercion could be met with any

chance. That word un-English has a distinct meaning honorable to

the English people. But it is loo often loosely used in the silliest

national vanity. No body of politicians would be frightened

out of a deliberate step they thought necessary, by being told it

was “ cowardly ” or “ un-English.” At most, these words mean

base and unfair. But in political controversy, even in the Bri-

tish ^’arliamcnt itself, specially since the Irish ascendancy of late

years, language of grave import is exchanged. It was more to the

purpose to insist that the charges should be specified, but that is a

clever way of making the step infructuous. How could any distinct

charges be formulated before the inquiiy was made? Mr. Parnell

might perhaps have reason to fear that the Bill gave the Judges power

to inquire into the agitation of the League, but surely the state would

be a gainer by a judicial inquiry into a subject of the highest imp< st-

ance. Probably, the Ministry have deliberately determined to utii-so

the opportunity offered by Mr. Parnell’s own demand to have Hie

mystery of the League unearthed. What is the harm ? What have

honest loyal citizens to fear ? To our mind, there ought to have been

a resort to such an organ long since, but Englishmen can usually act

only upon set precedent and in the usual course of business. If it
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were not for that, probably the Ministry would have boldly avowed

that width of scope of the present inquiry of which Mr. Parnell com*

plains. We are now only afraid that the same shrinking^ from the

logic of the situation and indisposition to pursue legitimate objects, in a

legitimate way, independent of meaningless forms and obstructive

technicalities, may yet defeat the important end in view.

Dr. MaCKICHan, Principal of the Free General Assembly’s Institu-

tion, succeeds Sir Raymond West as Vice-Chancellor of the Bombay

University. The appointment has taken the public by surprise,

the Scotch educationist having entered the Syndicate pnly a few

months back and by a very narrow majority. It is admitted, how-

ever, that the Vice-Chancellor designate is a great scholar and good

business man. Before Lord Reay lays down oflfice, we expect him to

give us the satisfaction of a native appointment. It would be a just

recognition of the claims of the large and growing class of educated

Natives. There are many on that side who would fill the honorary

office with honor. The Western sky is illumined by a whole galaxy

of brilliant orbs—the Mandliks, Mehtas, and Malabaris, the Telangi

andTyebjis, and at least half a dozen more. Madras too is rich enough,

and more than once a native gentleman of attainnfbnts and position

h»s there discharged with distinction the office of acamedic Chief.

Bengal is barren to a degree. Notwithstanding our glib tongUe and

fatal facility of pen. we have, with almost one exception, scarcely a man
who with an adequate position has given pledges of capacity fo justify

his selection for the two-year dignity. But poor Dr. Rajendralala

Mitra has been strangely neglected for years, until now it is too late.

He would have been better made Vice-Chancellor of the University

for a term than created a life-long Raja. But the ways 6f Government

are—their own.

The Morning Post writes—

“The Madrassis are promised a sensation. Mr. White, the President
of the Eurasian and Anglo-Indian Association, has a bete noir in the
person of Mr. J. R. Upshon, who is not single irt his opinion that Mr.
white is a humbug. The President has been mercilessly exposed, and
finding he cannot retaliate effectively with the pen, has resolved to

resort to the sword. Like General Boulanger, he hopes to rehabilitate

himself in the eyes of his admirers. Like the general, he may find that
it is for him to propose and for Mr. Upshon to dispose.^’

Except for the concluding touch Of blasphemy, that is well-ex-

pressed, though it discovers the inspiration of the old Allahabad foe of

President White. The feuds of the Eurasians’ fiiends and patrons

neither make White Black noi* Black White. Whatever offence the

venerable and devoted head of the Eurasian and Anglo-Indian Associa-

tion may have given to individual ambitions or susceptibilities, it will

be news to most that the pure and noble While is a humbug. Could

the force of perversity farther go ? Amid endless difficulties, making

allowance for all disappointments, Mr. White has done more good to

the cause of the Eurasian, East Indian and poor Whites, without

making war upon the poor natives, than any other man in his generation.

It is amusing to see the ^extreme tenderness of our contemporary for

Mr. Allen, the principal proprietor of the Pioneer, In reproducing

an extract from the Evening News of this city, it was careful to strike

out an offensive reference to that gentleman. Not content with that

service, our contemporary next morning reminds him of it, as though

the object of the courtesy might by any chance overlook the matter,

and then appeals to the rest of the press to do likewise. Says the new

Allahabad journal

“ We know Mr. Allen only as a generous, kindly-disposilioned
gentleman.”

^

We have not the honor of knowing the Prince of the Press in India,

and have no idea how he will receive all these attentions. He
may possibly blush to find his amiableness fame. Be that as it may,

not many fellahs will understand how it all comes about. Considering

that the Morning Post was started to the injury of the Pioneer^ it no

doubt must strike them as queer, this sort of officious soft sawdering of

the “ boss ” and master of the rival concern. The mystery would be

a good deal cleared up, if it be the fact, as we have reason to be-

lieve, that Mr. Allen is also a large shareholder in the new concern.

Mr. Allen knows his business.

The Honorable Syud Ameer Hossein has been lucky in obtaining ex-

tension of bis office as Additional Member of the Imperial Legislative

Council for another term.

There is so little room in the Viceregal Chamber that we hold re-

appointment a mistake, except in the case of a representative man of

weight like Maharaja Jotiiulro Mohan Tagore or one of rare capacit]^

for debate like the late Kristodas Pal. There are as good fish in the

water ns any fished up by the rather exclusive caste of Indian official

fishermen, and in the public interest these ought to have the chance of

being tackled and hauled up on board the 'Legislative ark. After that

caveat on principlei we arc free to concede that it is creditable to the

Government of India to show their favour to a native subordinate

official—belonging to the despised Uncovenanted—who, in his capacity

of Senator, has shown such independence. Syud Ameer Hossein voted

against all the most important official measures of Government that

ware brought before the Council during the last Calcutta Session.

Those measures were the outcome of the deliberate Financial Policy of

the Viceroy in Council, on which the members of the Supreme Ex-

ecutive Council might be expected to be sore, and on which indeed

the Viceroy himself spoke in the Legislative Chamber with so much
earnestness. It was no joke for poor Meer Ameer Hossein to say Nay

to the Viceroy in the Viceroy’s face. What is he—he might well argue

—a mere Deputy Magistrate, glad enough to be a fixture in the capital,

over the heads of so many of his brethren, to give himself such airs?

As a servant of Government, he is expected, more than any outsider, to

appreciate the exigencies of the State and sympathise with Government

in its difficulties. As for the rest, what does he, his life passed in the ad-

ministration of criminal law, understand the mysteries of Indian Finance

that he should put his opinion against that of experts and pretend to

judge between Government and opposition. Indeed, of opposition there

was vastly little, beyond his own. There w.as a strange and almost

ominous unanimity on the most debatable subjects which have been

even the bone of fruitful contention. The representative of commerce

himself supported the Income Tax. Not so the Mussulman Deputy

Magistrate member. He not only voted against the Income Tax, but

also against the Salt Tax. When member after member gave his sanc-

tion to the Bill which might havejthe effect of depriving the mute masses

and dumb cattle of their modicum of the essential condiment, when not

only Raja Peary Mohun^Mookerjee of Bengal warmly approved but also

Sir Dinshaw Petit of Bombay asserted, it required some assurance in

Mr. Ameer Hossein to depart from such eminent example. When the

precarious tenure of his service is considered, his rashness may be

rightly estimated. In another part of our paper, it will be seen how an

irate Governor of a self-governing British Colony dismissed the Chief

Justice on a petty difference of opinion. What is a Deputy Magistrate

in India in comparison to the highest judicial dignitary in a Crown

Colony f He is at the mercy of dozen.s of European superiors between

the Viceroy and himself. He has no Privy Conncil to appeal to.

Of course, his independence is due to the encouragement of the

Viceroy. He ventured on it in pure reliance on the justice by Gov-

ernment, particularly from his confidence in the liberality of Lord Duf-

ferin. His reappointment gives the seal to that confidence. It is the

most convincing proof of the Viceroy’s political liberality and personal

openness.

Nothing like luck, and a lucky lady indeed is Langtry. She was

to begin with, born with that supreme possession of woman-
beauty. But well-favoured as she was Jn person, she was still better

favoured by the world. The observed of all observers, she was the

admired of the rank and fashion of the day. Their leader the Prince

of Wales confessed her fascination. With Mrs. Cornwallis West, she

long shared the position of the Beauty of the PerilrtT It is an enviable

position. It gave her command over the highest and best, certainly

introduced her and enshrined her in the very sanctum sanctorum of

fashion, to which neither her own birth nor her husband’s position

could obtain her admission. Yet that positipn is not without its draw-

backs. It is essentially unfavourable to health, moral and physical.

To,be a court lady—one of the leading beauties in thi Prince of Wales’

—is a difficult part to play consistently with honour. Not the least of

its disadvantages is the drain on one’s resources and substance. The

wealthiest and most amply acred find the strain too much. Mrs.

Langtry simply ruined her husband. But even in her loss of fortune

her guardian deity stuck to her. She did not lose heart. But what

is more to the point, her success at court had not lost her mind be-

yond redemption. She struggled for sometime to keep herself afloat,

but it was in vain. Then, facing the inevitable, she set in genuine

earnest to devise a method of deliverance. It seemed to He before her.
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As a fashionable lady, she was an actress, ,She had probably played

at private theatricals before her entrance at court. There she was

accustomed to a Icadin;^ part on the stage within the stage of royal

society. The Prince of Wales spoke highly of her acting and every-

body saw in it perfection. Here, then, was a profession chalked

out for her, and she had the courage to betake to it. Her success was

extraordinary for an amateur, but her friends loyally contributed to it.

And then, while the sensation of a leading court beauty’s going to the

stage was still fresh, she crossed over to America, the continent of

silver mountains and the land of republican reverence for royalty and

aristocracy. There her reception was characteristic—almost fabulous.

Her stay was a continued triumph. Dollars poured upon her like

tropical rain. In the space of a few months, she had recovered her

lost ground, in the goods of the world.

That was as good as might be hoped for. But she did better. One

day she took train to the West. Luck dogged her in the person of a

broker who offered her in the train the purchase of a moiety of a

mountain supposed to be rich in minerals. She declined the proffer,

naturally enough, as not understanding the matter. Her Luck—the
fellow-passenger—would take no refusal. He argued and represented

and painted in glowing colours the prospects of mining the estate and

its other advantages, the salubrity of the hills and their various in-

dustrial capabilities. Above all, it was going cheap. The feminine heart

was touched by the last appeal, in particular. At length she showed

signs of wavering. The attack was maintained. Another hundred

miles and she surrendered at discretion. Before the end of her jour-

ney, Mrs* Langtry, without advice of lawyer or business-man, had be-

come owner by purchase of a mountain. To another it might have

proved the veritable mountain in labor. For Mrs. Langtry it turned

out an argentine hoard. A silver mine was discovered. For a few

thousand dollars Mrs. Langtry found herself among the Mackays.

The case of Mohendra Nath Chatterjee of this city, well known

for his musical accomplishments, who has been convicted at the

las Sessions on a charge of forgery of Government Notes, has already

been alluded to. Its general importance and especial interest in

Calcutta calls for a more extended notice. For months, there had

been rumours in the neighbourhood that forgery was going on in his

house, but the Police seemed to be in blissful ignorance. At length, some

notes presented in the market by some Cabulees were traced to him.

So, armed with the necessary powers, the Police rushed into the

house, and Mohendro, obese Sybarite though be was, rushed out

of it, escaping hy the back, by jumping into a neighbour’s house.

Materials of a suspicious character were found on the premises, in-

cluding a quantity of forged notes. He did not however evade the

warrant issued for his arrest. Under advice, he arrived in a closed

conveyance at the Police Court gale for surrendering himself to the

court, but being observed he was arrested on the warrant and let

out on bail. The Police had also proceeded against the other

male members of the family, but the Hon’ble Magistrate of the

Northern Division found no case against them and properly discharged

them. The High Court was then moved by the Advocate-General

against the discharge, and the Crown obtained a rule why the others

who had been let off should not be committed likewise. At the

hearing of the rule, the Advocate-General appeared for the Crown

and Mr. Lai Mohun Ghose for the four discharged. The Baboo argued

against the rule being made absolute. He pointed out that there was

no evidence against his clients of a criminating nature, and was

even prepared to shew that there was no case to go to the Jury, the

mass of evidence tendered only proving that Mohendra Nath

Chatterjee had passed certain Notes alleged to^be forged. Mr. Ghose,

with his knowledge as a Hindoo, laid much stress on the joint family

system, saying that—
“ it would be extremely dangerous in this country if one mem..»cr of

a joint family happened to be a scapegrace, to pre.-ame that•the otner

members of the family were criminals as well from the fact that certain

suspicious articles were found on a police search in the house. This

was a dangerous doctrine in a case which would go before a jury.

There was absolutely nothing as evidence to connect these men with

the offence except tht fact that they were living in the house.

The Chief Justice.—There was a machine in use in the

one of the accused was an engraver. Living together as they did, they

would, under the circumstances, know all that was going on in the

house, and that was a strong presumption against them.

The Advocate-General.—Some of the blocks found were lying ml

about the rooms, and the engravings on them any one might have rwd.

The Chiefjusticc, after some further arguments on the part of Mr.
1

Ghose, said that this was a case in which, at that stage of the proceea-
•>

ings, all that it was necessary to say was that they thought there was
sufficient evidence before the Magistrate to render it his duty to place

those four persons on the trial at the .Sessions, on charges under sec-

tions 472 and 475 (Criminal Procedure Code, having in possession

implements for the purposes of forgery.) The Magistrate would there-

fore be directed to commit them for trial on the above charges.

An application for bail was refused.”

The desire of the Crown lawyers to string the whole lot together was

but natural and legitimate. The Advocate-General’s bearing was dig-

nihed. No one knows the peculiarities of our domestic life better than

Sir Gregory Paul, and we are bound to acknowledge that, in opposing

them, he did not scout the objection taken in behalf of the brothers

and sons.

Mr. Ameer Hossein accordingly committed the two sons and the two

brothers to take their trial along with Mohendro. At the sessions, Mr.

Allen defended Mohendra and Mr. Lalmohun Ghose the sons and

brothers. The trial commenced on Monday the i6th and lasted four

days. The jury found Mohendra alone guilty, and the Judge Mr. Justice

Wilson sentenced him to six years’ bard labour. In his charge to the

jury, speaking of the brothers and sons, the Judge remarked

that he did not think it likely that the jury could come to the con-
clusion that these prisoners were guilty of the offence of forging these
notes, but it migb^ be that they might think that there was a case
against them to establish the charge of .abetting the forgery, and of
abetting the first prisoner in making improper use of forging imple-
ments. Practically it seemed to his Lordship that the charges against
these four prisoners, if any could be sustained against them, Ciime
round to the charge of abetting in the forgery, or abetting in the use of
forged notes, or else of the charge of possessing or being in the pos-
session of forged notes and implements for forgery. The main ques-
tion was how far they could be said to have been in the possession of

these things, the possession of which indicated guilt. His Lordship
pointed out the difference in the position of the two brothers of the
accused and his two sons so far as possession of a joint family was
concerned, went, and with reference to the fourth and fifth prisoners his
Lordship thought it could not be said that they were in any way in pos-
session of the house or the property in it. The case against them in

his Lordship’s judgment, was so slight, that though he did not feel justi-

fied in directing a withdrawal of the charges against them, still the jury
would be taking a safe course in not bringing in these two men guilty.

At the conclusion of his Lordship’s address the foreman of the jury
intimated that the jury were anxious to have his Lordship’s opinion in

reference to the non-production of the three witnesses whom the prose-
cution had not called.

His Lordship observed that the jury must draw their own conclusions
from that fact. On the one band the prosecution were not bound
to call witnesses who, they might have reason to believe, might prove
hostile, and on the other hand this was a matter for fair comment on
the opposite side.

The foreman said that the jury were anxious to have his Lordship’s
view on one point—Did the mere knowledge on the part of prisoners

two to five that forgery was going on in the house, constitute the charge
of abetting in the offence in addition to their taking no active part in

the crime ?

His Lordship remarked that on the abstract question, if prisoners

two and three were in joint possession of the house with number one,
and if they were conscious that forgery was going on in that house, the
juiy were justified in finding tliat they coininiH'‘d the crime of
forgeiy. Ills Lordship was not prepared to an.s\v<'r this question in the
same way with reference to the other two prisoner.s.”

The end is satisfactory. All the more so after ilie late miscarriages.

What the result would have been had Mohendro purchased the cunning

and Z/VZ—the methodical madness—of anoi^er advocate, is an open

question.

After all, we are obliged to withhold our article on the case of domes-

tic torture just decided by the Police, iu order to make room for the

information touching the provision for the poor expectant Oudh Be-

gums, which rcM' hed us this evening, when two-thirds of the paper

had been printed.

We regret to record the death of Dr. Bhrigaban Chandra Rudra, the

leading practitioner of orthodox European medicine in the metropolis.

He had a brilliant academical career. He not only passed with dis-

tinction through the Medical College, but, what was most extraordinary,

maintained parallel courses of study, in arts and in medicine, and

graduated in the former during his medical term. Leaving College,

he established himself, in town, and soon rose to the highest practice.

But he overworked himself, without giving himself any change of scene

or climate. The death of his wife completed his ruin. He alienated

his family, estranged his friends and abandoned or lo^t much of his

practice, and finally fell into diabetes. That ended in < arbuncle,

whiefi ended with life. He expired at 4 O’clock this afternoon,

at the early age of 38. Though brought up in the old practice,

he was none of the medical bigots of old, but open to light

rom all quarters. He observed the newer methods, and cultivated

the society of Homceopathists and professors of Sanskrit medicine.
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He was associated with Kaviraj Abinash Chundra in the conduct of the

]atter*s Bengali medical periodical giving a view of the different indige-

ous and foreign systems.

In our issue of the 7th July, we commented on the new rules regarding

Benches of Magistrates. The Honorary Magistrates themselves have

now taken up the question. They met at the Town Hall on Wednes-

day the 25th, under the presidency of old Mr. Manickjee Rustomjee,

the businesss of the evening being introduced by Mr. S. E. J. Clarke

of the Chamber of Commerce. They passed some resolutions and

fixed upon a Committee to give shape to their objections to the rules

in a representation to the local Government. The Honorary Magis-

trates sometimes exhibit a weakness on the Bench which is lamentable,

and the open association of a strong man—-not a Magistrate—will

only heighten the contempt of the public for the Magistrate. Mr.

Marsden has been guided no doubt by the best of motives, but we are

afraid he has taken the wrong way to remedy the evil. The true

course would be to weed the great Unpaid.

After the interval of some years. Raja Doorga Charan Law has again

been invited to the Viceroy’s Legislative Council. He steps into the

place of Raja Peary Muhan Mookerjee, who goes out by lapse. Raja

Doorga Charan is a quiet gentleman, who has made a princely fortune in

prudent mercantile pursuits and lucky speculation, and is besides being

a great fund-holder and ower of metropolitan house property, a large

Zemindar. He might certainly give Government valuable information

on subjects of his life-long familiarity. How badly Government needs

cultivating such members of the community, was disclosed in the last

Calcutta season, in connection with the Bills in Finance in Council.

We may take this opportunity of correcting a double mistake com-

mitted by a correspondent, touching the Raja’s last connection with

the legislature. He was promptly taken to task by another valued

friend. We intended to have added our own testimony in support, but

forgot to do so. It did not matter, though. Now we are speaking of

the Raja, we are glad to say a word. The 6rst correspondent, in

attacking the Raja on the ground of his having supported the llbert Bill,

evidently meant that he opposed the Criminal Jurisdiction Bill which

essayed to confer on native Magistrates power of trying accused

Europeans. The Raja did no such thing. At the early stage of the

Bill, before the European community responded to Lord Ripon’s virtual

invitation to opposition, he, in brief terms, gave his support to the

Government measure. That was all. That, at any rate, does not

furnish matter for reproach against him by our young patriots.

Having taken so much interest in'the cause of Jain Law for the Jains,

we have much pleasure in laying before our readers, in another part of

this paper, authoritative dicta in that Law drawn from original sources

—old MSS. of Jain legists and commentators—and translated by the

most competent Jain scholar in Bengal. So many cases are cropping

up in these days in the Courts between members of the commercial

and thrifty community of the Jain Sect, that the publication cannot but

be welcome to our numerous readers in the profession of the law

and among judicial officers. Hence we do not grudge the large space

taken up. «

J^£/S & RA YYET.

SATURDAY, JULY zS, iSSS.
«

REPORT OF THE FINANCE COMMISSION.
The Report of the Finance Committee, with its con-
tinuation by the Finance Commissioner, has been for

some time before us. We have looked into it, and
we must say that it will not be the Committee’s
fault if adequate success dete not reward its labors.

The manner in which the work has been done by
the Committee cannot but be regarded with satisfaction

by the Government of India. The instructions of
the Government to the Committee left no room for
mistake as to the urgent need for effective retrench-
ment of expenditure, and the earnest desire felt by
the Government that the work should be done in

a thorough-going manner. On the part of the

Committee there appears to have been the fullest

sympathy with their instructions. The# work is no<

doubt essentially of an ungracious character, but

“ the circumstances, in which the Government now
finds itself placed, compel it to examine with renewed

and anxious attention the possibilities of such an

effective decrease in its expenditure as shall, in a

sensible degree, contribute to relieve it of the financial

embarrassments with which it is threatened. " Such

is the earnest tenor of the Government l^solution

appointing the Committee, and the Committee’s report

makes it also clear that they have given a hearty res-

ponse to their orders.

Notwithstanding, however, the best efforts of the

Committee to discharge their duty in a spirit of full

sympathy and co-operation with the Government of

India, it is doubtful whether the net result of those

efforts, is at all commensurate with the exigencies of

the case. The work, as we have said, is essentially

of an ungracious character. The most powerful

vested interests are naturally arrayed against it. It

is scarcely any wonder, therefore, that, at the very
threshold of their work, the Committee met with a

check. The Resolution of the Government appoint-

ing the Committee directed them " to examine
thoroughly the subject of the home charges ” with

especial regard "to the division of the military charges

between Her Majesty’s Government and the Gov-
ernment of India,” and to " advise the Government
of India whether the present distribution of these

charges seems to call for revision, and, if so, what are

their practical recommendations on the subject.” The
Government of India had already, however, ex-

cluded the cost of the India Council and India Office

from the Committee’s purview, but this limitation was
apparently not enough for the Secretary of State.

That supreme authority imposed further limitations,

and the home charges were likewise excluded from
the scope of the Committee’s enquiries. To this

restriction, let us add the original restrictions imposed
under orders of the Government of India itself, and
the field of the Committee’s enquiries will appear
small enough. They were debarred from taking

notice of expenditure sanctioned by the Secretary of

State, which, explained more specifically afterwards,

meant that they were " not empowered to propose
any change in the organic structure of the Adminis-
tration and that " an enquiry into the status of the

Governors of Madras and Bombay, the general ques-
tion of the salaries of the Civil Service, and questions
relating to the system of issuing Government loans

and to concessions or guarantees given to Railway
Companies, were beyond the field of their enquiries.”

As the Committee in their report ojiserve, fhese
orders placed considerable restrictions on their func-

tions. But this was not the whole drawback. In

the procedure adopted by them, they seem to have
been often thwarted by several of the Departments
which w'ere consulted in course of their operations, or
at any rate, they do not seem to have received the co-

operation and help without which such operations

must more or less be ineffective. From the very
nature of the work of a Committee for the reduction

of established expenditure, it is ineviiable that they
can only proceed upon information regarding that ex-
penditure as well as the routine and distribution of
work in practice supplied by the Departments. This
is the only possible procedure, and this was adopted.

Circulars were addressed to the various GovemtHerits
and the subordinate Departments of Govemmeni,
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calli^for the necessary information, but they do not
app€iir to have in all cases elicited a prompt response.

The Military authorities in some cases appear to

have treated the requisitions of the Committee with
indifference, and the Committee had not received
replies from some of the Departments up to the time
of their report. This may be taken as an indication of

the kind of scant support which the Committee must
generally have met with in the prosecution of their en-

quiry, and it is but fair to infer that this circumstance
has necessarily had its effect upon the character of
their work.

To determine the net value of the work of the
Committee, we should further remember that the

recommendations for retrenchment of expenditure,
which the Committee, working within a circum-
scribed sphere, and under all their restrictions and
disadvantages, have at last been able to submit for

the consideration of the Government, make no claim

to finality. They are but the Committee's recom-
mendations, which the Government of India can only
carry out after another series of more or less pro-

tracted consultations with the Subordinate Govern-
ments,^ Administrations, Departments and other

authorities. These are the authorities affected by
the Committee’s recommendations, and we may well

expect they will offer a stout resistance to their being
accepted. These consultations have already begun,
and we have already had some specimens of the

fighting which the retrenchment scheme of the Finance
Committee must encounter all along the line. The
remnant of economies which may survive the in-

evitable havoc of such a protracted and stubborn
struggle will, for aught wc know, be disappointment
itself, and another illustration of the inherent futility

of the economist’s task in a prodigal household.
The most tangible results of the Committee’s en-

S
jires, however, are to be found in their revision of

e Provincial Contracts. The total of the savings

suggested by them under this head amounts to about
seventy lacs of rupees, which, with the unavoidable
frittering away of the amount which may take place

under a process of mutual resistance between the Im-
perial and the Local Governments, may still stand at

half a crore. The other economies recommended in

various branches of the Provincial expenditure, and
in the Imperial and Miscellaneous Departments bring

up the whole of the savings suggested by the Com-
mittee to Rs. 1,28,47,000. There is no knowing,
however, how much of this will be an actual relief to

the Imperial Treasury. The Finance Commissioner’s
report with other subsidiary matters will be noticed

hereafter.

THET LATE TORTURE CASE IN THE
CALCUTTA POLICE.

Oua remarks have, we see, not gone for nothing.

We are now glad to congratulate the readers of the

Morning Post on the improvement that is visible in

it of late. It was rather a canny concern. But it

was from the Start an interesting journal, varied in

information. At most, however,

It rivalled all but Allen’s print below.

There was not only obvious disparity between re-

aoorces—-the cash and connections—of the two con-
cerns, but there was in the new venture a deficiency

of literary talent rendered all the more glaring by
weakness in the typt^raphic supervision. Having in

good part noticed the defect, we are bound to ac-

knowledge the rectification. A change has^ come

over our contemporary. There is a visible accession

of literary power. The paper is no longer disfigured

by solecisms, and it is actually smart. We have al-

ways observed our Anglo-Indian contemporaries pay
more attention to our neighbour of the Indian
Mirror's miseries and wrath than we natives care, or

can afford, to do. The Post is no exception. And
for an obvious reason. No other paper offers such
a handle for ridicule of the natives and the native

press in particular. Our native contemporary, among
his many things, has a lamentable .sense of proportion,

which is easily utilisable for fun. So we find that the

Allahabad writer has been counting the number and
measuring the quantity of our neighbour’s bucubra-

tions on a purely local subject. We had no idea that

the late Torture case has been such a torture to our
neighbour, as is disclosed in the following notice in

the Morning Post :

—

“The Indian Mirror having disserted the torture case in about a
dozen instalments^f three columns apiece comes to the conclusion that
Mr. Lambert should be transferred. Dr. Mackenzie retired, Inspector
Boyd (who h.as resif^ned) dismissed, and that everybody belonging to

the thana in which the cruelty is alleged to have taken place should be
punished severely. It is not suggested that the jury who acquitted the
accused should be hanged, drawn and quartered, but that may come.”

That is not bad of its kind. We are bound,

however, to warn the reader against the sinister sug-

gestion conveyed in the paragraph on the subject

which has driven our susceptible neighbour to fits.

The Mirror may have made too much of the matter.

That is at most a mistake in the method of treat-

ment—a mere question of taste. Surely, no one will

seriously question the Importance of the subject-

matter. And dare the Post still talk of the torture

in the Park Street Police station as a “cruelty alleged

to have taken place.’’ Even the stupid jury whom
the Post would take under its protection, had no
doubt of the occurrence. They found the fact of
torture and only in their inscrutable sapience thought
it may have been committed at the station by some
“ interlopers —possibly Mr. Hyde, the master of

the boy, to spite the poor inoffensive lambs of Lam-
bert. And is the press so very unreasonable in

pressing for adequate departmental punishment on
the Police for such a scandalous abuse of office

What would our Allahabad contemporary have I

Mr. Lambert made Inspector-General of Police and
his myrmidous equally well provided, according to

degree, as the result of the late revelations ? It can
scarcely be believed that the head of the metropoli-

tan Force did not know of the practice obtaining in

the Police. If that be seriously contended, it argues
neglect and inefficiency in the head.

To our unofficial mind, the Mirror is singularly

—

not to say, strangely—moderate in its demands. It calls

for the dismissal of only Boyd, the chief actor in the

base business. If Boyd hasr resigned, so much the

better for the Mirror and the public into the bargain.

Tho Mirror is only justified by the resignation of the

man responsible for what took place at bis station,,

presumably at his dictation. Is it pretended that

Boyd has “ chucked up ’’
his snug appointment in a

huff ? Boyd himself complains of being turned out

—

forced to resign. If he has not been formally dis-

missed, that was out of that tenderness for Europeans
which is such a discreditable feature of this adminis-

tration of Irtdia by Europeans alone. Personally^

we have no disposition to make a grievance of this

quiet shunting of the man. According to all pre-

cedents, it was Boyd’s due. When high and mighty
culprits are so tenderly dealt with, it were aggrava-
tion of the turpitude of partiality to make an example
of a poor thing like Boyd and ease the disturbed
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conscience of administration by affecting undue scorn

and indignation and heap coals on the luckless Police

subaltern. The true object of moral passion is not

the vulgar herd of subordinate limbs of the state

machinery, but the opulent and well-educated mag-

nates who cannot resist temptation and descend to

falsehood and fraud, peculation and injustice, tyranny

and torture. Not the Boyds but the Bcauforts,

Bucklands and Beameses, the Kirkwoods, Corderys

and Crawfords, the Metcalfes and Meades, the

thieves and adulterers and shady gentlemen of sorts

in the higher Services whose name is legion. Let

the Boyds depart in peace : we do not care. There

is no danger in mercy to the poor uneducated. But

if Government have any capacity for strict and pas-

sionate justice, let it be reserved for those who know

better and do wrong, who can afford to be honest

and yet fail in common decency. These are the legi-

timate subjects for passionate justice. Here, in this

very case, as a subject of departmental inquiry, a

greater responsibility attaches, in our mind, to the

Chief of the Police than to the local station subordi-

nate. And the Indian Mirror fails in correctly ap-

portioning the dues between the two. Our contem-

porary is unconsciously guilty of the same tenderness

towards the Brahmans of officocracy which we have

been deprecating. It weakly lends itself to the very

“ dodge ” of Bureaucracy of covering with protection

from public rage an officer who has compromised him-

self by sending him to a safe distance for a time—to

be received back with open arms after a time, when

the short memory of the public has been exhausted on

the subject and newer matters have absorbed the at-

tention of the country. What is a transfer ? Is it a

punishment necessarily ? Are not officials continually

crying for transfers to their dear friends and loving

patrons in the Secretariat ?

PROVISION FOR THE EX-KING OF
OUDH’S SERAGLIO.

We are at length enabled to lay before our reader

authentic and precise information on the subject of

the provision for the Seraglio of the late ex-King

of Oudh. So many souls are interested in the sub-

ject, so many poor helpless beings are looking forward,

in trembling hope and anxiety, to the justice of the

British Government, that it really gives us satisfaction

to be able to tell them that their cases have been

considered and their stipends fixed. The subject

is difficult, and the necessity of considering the claims

of the entire body of Purda inmtes of the vajt Palace

at Garden Reach caused delay. The women-folk of

the late King arc over two hundred strong, and

they have been classed under 8 heads, according

to their rank, and allowances. Between the 209

ladies, (including a discarded Begum,) under the

several heads, an aggregate monthly disbursenjent

of Rs. 1 1 ,049 has been sanctioned, as follows -

Class A,

» ft

ft ft

)»
rj, „

ft )»

>t Ft ti

»» ft

It »»

piscarded Begum

among 8 Begums,

)» II

II ® II

II 7 II

II 40 ,,

II 129 ,,

n 26 ,,

14 M

Rs. 1,100 0 o
... 2,010 o o

870 0 o
... 441 o o
... 2,273 o o

... 3,740 o o
390 o o
210 O o

15 O o

11,049 o o

We give the distribution under the first three

Nawab Ulfat Mehal Sahiba

„ Mahbuba Mehal Sahiba

„ Nazuk Mehal Sahiba

„ Mansur Mehal Sahiba

„ Mehar Mehal Sahiba

,, Bismillah Mehal Sahiba
Class B.

Nawab Oil Agra Mehal Sahiba

„ Yadgar Mehal Sahiba

„ Jehan Panah Mehal Sahiba ...

„ Sadar Mehal Sahiba

„ Mukhtar Mehal Sahiba

„ Benazir Mehal Sahiba

„ Oinda Mehal Sahiba

„ Saghir Mehal Sahiba

„ Golandam Mehal Sahiba

„ Kaisar Mehal Sahiba

„ Hazrat Mehal Sahiba

„ Mubarak Mehal Sahiba

„ Dilabad Mehal Sahiba

„ Amir Mehal Sahiba

„ Zohra Mehal Sahiba

„ Shah Mehal Sahiba
Class. C.

Malka‘i>Takht Mumtaz Mehal Sahiba
Nawab Sinobar Mehal Sahiba

„ Aish Mehal Sahiba

„ Nur Afroz Mehal Sahiba

„ Khush Khesal Mehal Sahiba ...

„ Humayun Mehal Sahiba
Mulka-i-Shah Nawab Mehr Afroz Mehal Sahiba

Mulka-i'Alam Nawab Mah Afroz Mehal Sahiba

200 0 0
150 0 0
100 0 0
100 0 0

75 0 0
75 0 0

200 0 0
200 0 0
200 0 0
200 0 0
150 0 0
130 0 0
130 0 0
100 0 0
100 0 0
100 0 0
100 0 0
100 0 0

75 0 0

75 0 0

75 0 0

75 0 0

130 0 0
130 0 0
130 0 0
130 0 0
75 0 0

75 0 0
100 0 0
100 0 0

Under the terms of the Foreign Office letter to

the Agent, Governor-General, No. 205 i-i of the

28th May last, Nawab Fakhr Mehal only gets the ad-

ditional privilege of a house to live in—the Khosro
Manzil.

PRIVILEGE OF LAWYERS.
Exclusion of Moohtears.

I know you arc always ready to wield your powerful pen on be-

half of the really aggrieved. I send you the following therefore

and hope that you will draw the attention of the Government for

its remedy. Lord Dufferin will, before he leaves India, surely do
an act of justice to an important section of the society.

We muktears as a class suffer very much from an anomaly in the

law which ought at once to be removed. The law on the

subject of privileged communication is very imperfect. Section 126

of the Evidence Act (1 of 1871) provides; No barrister, at-

torney, pleader, or vakeel, shall at any time be permitted unless

with his client’s express consent, to disclose anv communication
made to him in the coursq and for the purpose of his employment
as such barrister, pleader, attorney or vakeel by or on behalf of his

client, or to state the contents or condition of any document with

which he has become acquainted in the course and for the purpose

of his professional employment or to disclose any advice given by

him to his client in the course and for the purpose of such em-
ployment.” There is a proviso attached that this protection may
not be taken advantage of for the furtherance of any illegal

purpou' or for concealing a crime or fraud. And by an explanation

the obligation of the legal practitioners is made to continue after

their employment has ceased. That such a provision is whole-

some, regard being had to the interest of clients, particularly those

who arc accused of any offence, goes without saying. But the

legislature for reasons best known to itself has deprived the muktears

of its benefit, though nine-tenths of the people who resort to

Courts of law, employ them. In all criminal Courts in the Moffusil,

the Muktear, as a rule, is employed either to prosecute or defend a

case, and even where the services of a barri8ter,^ader, tttorney or

vakeel are in requisition, it is to the muktear thartne client first goes

for advice. Now, under the present state of the law, the position of

a muktear in the witness box—of course when he is retained by

one party and is cited as a witness by the adverse one—is very

critical. There may be facts communicated to him which when
disclosed would go very much against his client. But there is no

protection for him as the big folks have. He must either perjure

himself or ruin the man who has paid him to advocate his cause and

protect his interests. There had been, some time ago, a case here,

in which a man was incarcerated for 3 months by the evidence of his

muktear—the only evidence against him.

There is no earthly reason why this anomaly should exist. A
ventilation of the subject in the Eeis and Rayjet is sure to open the

eyes of the legislators.

Tumlook. WOMESH CHUNDER CHATTERJEA.
classes :

—

Class A.

Nciwab Fakhr Mehal Sahiba

„ Khakan Mehal Sahiba

Baboo Womesh Cbunder draws attention to a provision of the

Evidence Act affecting the most numerous class of legal practitioners,

200 0 o and hits a real flaw in the law. We hope the subject will be taken

200 o 0 ]
up by the press.--£D. E R*
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THE JAIN VYAVASTHA.
Questions Answered by Sri Bala Chandra Gani Mandalacharya

•of Benares, Pandit Chaman Lai of Agra, Pandit Sibjilal Dharma-

dhyrfksha of Jcypur, and Pandit Raya Chandra Dharmadhikari of

Azimgungc.

I. Is the Swetambara Sect of Jains governed by Hindu
law? If not, what are the differences between Hindu and Jain
laws as regards inheritance and succession to property ?

A* I. Neither the Swetambara nor Digambara sect of Jains is

subject to the Institutes of Menu or Mitaxara, and there is much
difference in their laws regarding succession and inheritance of sons

and others. For while Manu and Mitaxara acknowledge the felicty

of an unmarried virgin-born offspring, and those begotten upon
twice married women, and their admissibility to a share of the in-

heritance, they arc viewed as ^ua^/aj and ^oMas or bastards and
ffu//ius Jiiii by the Jains, and arc entitled to no share, except getting

their maintenance and clothing. As to the right of inheritance, the

wife becomes the mistress of her husband’s property, and in her
absence the son, in whose absence the brother and then the brother’s

wife, and afterwards their sons. In default of these the sapinda (or

one offering the funeral cake to the same ancestors), or a cousin to

the seventh generation. In default of such the daughter and then
her son, and in privation of them a bandhu or a cousin to the four-

teenth degree of lineage. In want of these a gotragen and lastly one
of the same tribe. In privation of all these the king employs (the

wealth) in religious acts, as repairing of decayed temples and dedi-

cation of others. Thus it is ordained in the Jin-sanhita (Sanskrit)

folium 30, stanzas 50 and 51.

I. “The wife, son, brother’s sons, the sapinda, and then the

daughter and her son, and then the bandhu^ a gotragen, and one of
the same race, are verily the owners of the property one after the

other.” (50) 2 “In want of these the ruler of the people employs (the

wealth) in religious acts ; and this is the order (of succession) both
for one having or not having a son in all races (of men).” (51) So

Indra-nandi-Sanbita (oXwxm 13, stanzas 36 and 37.

3. “Whatever heirs there may be, the wife is the first, and then verily

the son ; next (to them) the brothers, and afterwards the daughter
is acknowledged (as such). Stanza 36. 4. “After her a sapinda^ and
after him his accomplished daughter, and then the daughter’s son ;

and next some bandhu^ gotragen, or homogen of the tribe (becomes)

owner of the property.” Ibid 37. So also in the Arhan-niti

(Sanskrit) folia 27 and 28, stanzas 73 and 74. 5. “The wife

and the son, brother’s son and a sapinda, and (then) the

daughter’s sons, (next) the son of a bandhu or of the same gotra,

becomes the alternate owner of the sua wealth.” Stanza 73. 6. “ In

want of these the tribesmen, and in default of them the lord of the

land, should make use of that wealth, by its employment in the

paths of virtue.” 74. So likewise says the Trivarnaebara (Sanskrit)

fol. 9 stanzas 53 and 54. 7. “The wife, the son, brother, or his

daughter ; a sapinda or his daughter and her son
; a good relation,

gotragen and a kinsman, arc successive owners of the dead man’s

property.” (53) 8. “In default of these, some one of the same tribe,

should by order of the ruler, invest the dead man’s property to re-

ligious purposes, or the ruler himself (do the same).” (54). From
all these passages it is evident that the wife is the first heir (of the

dead) contrary to the provhiom of the Mitaxara.

II. Does the widow of a deceased person represent her

deceased husband in succession to collaterals ?

A, II. After demise of the husband and his eldest son, the

wife is empowered to take possession of the moveable and immove-
able properties in succession to her debars (Icviri) husband’s brothers

and collaterals. Such is the saying of Gotama (Godama) himself

cited in the Jinsanbita fol. 54, i. “An excellent wife inherits her hus-

band’s property, and has all the authority like the husband, whether
there be a son in esse or non esse. So says the Arhau-niti. (Sanskrit)

fol. 27, stanzas 52 and 53. 2. “The husband being depraved, missing,

or insane or mad, or an erratic ascetic, or dead, it is his excellent

wife that becomes mistress of his entire property (in toto).” (5a). 3.

,

“The eldest wife who is well born and behaves well, and is able to

support the family, becomes owner of the property in the manner of
her husband, whether she has a son or not.” (53). So also says the

Indra-nandi Sanbitd (Prakrit) fol. 12, stanza 16. 4. “The wifc verily

becomes the prime premier of her husband’s divided and undivided

estates, upon his l^eing missing or dead or laid up by rheumatism or

Hollowla^s Pills and Ointment are remedies which should in-

variably be taken by travellers in search of health, pleasure or business.

Many deleterious influences arc constantly at work in foreign climes,

tending to deteriorate the health
; these and the altered conditions of

life will entail on those who travel the necessity of carefully attending
to early symptoms of disease, and they will find the use of these re-

medies to be highly necessary, the action of the Fills being purifying
and strengthening and of great service in cases of fever, ague, and all

inflammatory diseases, whilst the Ointment is a sovereign cure in cases
of piles, bad legs, bad.breasts, wounds and ulcers. Holloway’s remedies
do not deteriorate by change of climate.

other disease, or becoming mad or insane.” (i^)- The Trivarna-

ebara says to the same effect. (Sanskrit) fol 16, st. ao and 21.

5. “The wife becomes mistress of the property whether divided or

otherwise, upon her husband’s being missing or dead, or growing an

idiot by bile and flatulence.” (20). 6. “The eldest widow takes poss-

ession of the fields, dwelling house and corn, and of the biped and

quadruped animals (of her husband), and supports her family and

relatives therewith.” (21). •

III. Docs the widow succeed to the entire estate of her

husband, whether ancestral or self-acquired, which he would have

taken if alive although the same may not have actually vested in

him during his life time ; and notwithstanding that the deceased

may have left sons and other male issues him surviving ; and is she

entitled so to succeed in preference to such sons and other male

issue; if not fully, to what extent ?

A, III. If the deceased has left a son or other male issue

(behind him), still the widow is entitled to take possession of all

properties which the husband has a rightful title to during his life

time. So it is said in the Prihad-Arban-niti. (Prakrit), folium 31,

page 2. I. “On the husband’s demise, the wife verily becomes mistress

of his property ; and whether there be a son or not, it is the widow
(that becomes so).” There arc many other texts and passages to

the same effect.

IV. According to the customs of the Swetambara Sect of

Jains, do the sons or other male issue (if any) of the deceased,

succeed after death of the widow to the estate, or his wife and

others ?

A. IV. The son of one’s body must be master of the whole

property after demise of his mother, and in the case of an adopted

son he must be so likewise, should he have been adopted according

to the law of the Jains, and the preliminary sacred rites inculcated

therein. If not, he shall have nothing. So it is said in the Jin-

sanbita on the subject of Adoption. (Sanskrit) folium 52, st 64.

“A man becomes a father when he is regarded by five other men as

such, and no man after demise of his own son can become a father

by the mere verbal promise of another (to give him a son for

adoption).”

^ V. What persons can be adopted, and what sorts of adoption

arc to be deemed legal and valid ?

A, V. First of all a brother’s son, and next to him a relation,

/. r., a boy to the seventh degree of lineage ; after that a daughter’s

son, and then the son of a bandhu relative. In want of these a boy
of the same gotra^ in default of which a devar (Icvir) or husband’s

brother under the age of seven years. An adoption made in this

way becomes valid. So says the Arban-niti, (Sanskrit] folium 27.

Stanzas 54 to 64. i. “First a brother’s son, in want of whom the

son of a relative (is to be adopted) whether he has received his

purifications or not ; and in want of these a daughter’s son lis taken

(in adoption).” (54). 2. “ In want of these to take the son of a

bandhu relative, in lieu thereof a boy born of the same gotra or family

may be taken, in default whereof to take the son of a brother of the

husband, who may be a minor, and under seven years of age,” (55).

3. “ A widow having no son of her body, after taking (a boy as

above) according to the rites of adoption, may place him in the

concerns of her husband with the testimony of witnessess.” (56.)

The following are the rules of adoption. 4. “ When a childless

man or woman, takes an adopted son, he or she is then to lake a

writing from the parents &c., of the boy with testimony of wit-

nessess.” (58.) 5, “ He is then to get it scaled by the ruling

officer of the Slate, and signed by his relatives and kinsmen, whom
he should courteously invite for the purpose.” (59.) The cer-

monics connected with the custom of adoption arc described below:

6. “Then visit the Jaina temple with music and benedictory

I

anthems of* or unwidowed women, and then make the sign

svditica—cross emblematical of prosperity in the presence of Jina.”

(60.) 7. “ Let him as he may, give gifts to the “gurus or spiritual

guides, and after paying his obeisance and presents, let him return

to his abode.” (61.) 8. “ Having returned (home), let him per-

form the ceremony of child-birth by his household priest, whereby
the people may say that he has begot a son.” (62.) 9. “ Then
shouVl betel-leaves and wood apples be distributed to the assembled

men, and the wife pay her respects to her father and mother in law
and all others, and present them with cloths and ornaments.” (63.)
10. “By this he (the adopted son) gets his title to the shop, lands,

dwelling house, and public offices like himself (or the adoptive

father.)” (64.) One adopted in this manner becomes an heir like

the son of the body ; mere words cannot make him so, as it is al-

ready shewn from the J in-San hita on the subject of adoption.

^ VI. Docs the observance or non-observance of any parti-

cular ceremonies such as tonsure, &c., entitle an adopted son to suc-

ceed to the estates of both his natural and adoptive fathers ?

A, VI. The Jain religion enjoins the ceremony of tonsure, but
its observance is of no great efficacy, nor its neglect of any prejudice
in cases of adoption. It is essential however on the part of the
adoptive father to observe the ceremonies of child-birth and naming
the boy anew, as shewn in our answer to the fifth question abov^.

Vll. Is an adopted son entitled in any case by the Jain law
to succeed to both the estates left by his natural as well as adoptive
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fathers, and to do bo during the existence of other collateral heirs of

both these fathers in the manner of Disyamushayana of Hindu law ?

J* VI

L

The adopted son according to Jain law, is entitled

to succeed to the estates left by both his fathers, during the existence

of other collateral heirs who are not entitled to their succession.

So it is said in the AT/V/ samucbchya, (Sanskrit) fol. 1, stanza aS.

1. <*An adopted son of gentle manners, is entitled to succeed also his

former (or natural) father leaving^ no other heir behind him.” So

also in the Darma-rabasya (Sanskrit.) 2. “ The adopted son is entitled

to get the wealth of his former (natural) parents and others should

he be obedient to them.”

^ VIII. What right has the daughter-in-law after demise of

her husband and father-in-law, and during the life time of the

mother-in-law to the self-acquired property of her husband, as also

to his ancestral estates ?

J, VIII. A widowed daughter-in-law has no right whatever to

the self-acquired or ancestral property of her husband, as long as her

mothcr-in-Iaw is alive except to her Stri^dhan only. So it is said on

the subject of self-acquired property. In the Bbadrababbu-sanbita.

(Sanskrit) folium 38, stanzas 122 and 123. i. ** When the husband’s

property is reposed in her hands by her lather and mother-in-law,

she cannot get the same unless that is given her by her husband.”

(122,) Again says the same with regard to her want of power for

adoption. 2. “ The widow can get a son, if she take (adopt) him by

order of her (mother-in-law) and one born from the same family

younger than herself, and posscst of all good signs.” (123.)

^ IX. Is the widowed daughter-in-law authorised to take an

adopted son during the lifetime of her mother-in-law ? And if she

has taken one can he take possession of his (deceased) father’s pro-

property as also of his ancestral hereditaments ?

A, IX. The widow (daughter-in-law) is not authorised to

adopt a son without the permission of her mother-in-law ; because

her husband himself having had no power of adoption or expend-

ing any thing during the lifetime of his mother, how can the wife

of her son be enabled to do the like ? So it is written in the Arhan-

niti (Sanskrit) folium 30, stanzas 107 and 108. i. **When the father-

in-law leaves a property, the mother-in-law or the son’s wife being

alive, she cannot get possession thereof except (receiving) her main-

tenance and raiments (therefrom).” (108). 2. “Adoption and other

acts are all to be made conformably to the will of the mother-in-

law, because she is always to be regarded as a mother by the son’s

wife.” (108). So also in the Bbadra^babusanbita (Sanskrit) folium 36,

stanza 115. 3. “Let the wife of the childless son take possession of

his property ; but she being dead, his (the son’s) mother is to take

the same (in her hands.)” (115). So in the Arhan-niti (Sanskrit)

folium 31, stanza no. 4. “ Upon the death of a childless son, his

(the 8on*8) wife takes that property, and she being dead, her mother-

in-law becomes mistress of her property.” (no). Again in the

Indra-nandi-mbita (Prakrit) folium 24, stanza . 5. “ The grandson

may take his paternal property as his own earning, but the taking

of his ancestral property is made at the will of the mother.”

^ X. Of two brothers one became an adopted son (to one),

and lost both his adoptive parents after some time. He then called

his brother for the management of his estate, who for a long time

served under him. Hereupon he made a gift of his (adoptive)

father’s estate to the said brother, who afte^ receipt thereof died

childless. His wife adopted a son and died, followed by the death

of her mothcr-in-law also.

TO THE. DEAF.
A 132 paged Illustrated Book on Deafness.

Noises in the Head, how cured at your homes,

Price 6 annas. Address Dr. Nicholson, 5, Old

Court House Street, C.tlcutta.

Glorious success ! Glorious success !

Songs encored throughout

!

EMERALD THEATRE
BEADON STREET,

Afanaj^i'r, Babu G. C. ('.hose.

Sahirday—the 28th July, 1888—
at p P. M.

Second performance of our successful new
inelo-drama,

Nundo-Biday,
M.'isterpiece of pathos and poetry.

Got up under the superintendence of Baboo
G. C. Ghose.

The pathos of the piece is a tangible reality

—

which you can feel and enjoy !

The representation carries you several centu-
ries back—and

Sweet—sweet—Brindabun is before you in her
pastoral simplicity !

The stage suitably furnished by the celebrated

artist Babu Dhuramdass Sur.

Can this adopted son have that property during the existence of
the other brother, or his wife or their sons t

A. X. Neither one’s begotten or adopted son has any power to

give away any part of the property without consent of his wife,,

son and brothers. Should he make a donation and it come tp be
known, then the wife and sons shall get it back (from the donee).

And should the widow of her own accord have taken an adopted
son without a written order from her husband or mothcr-in-law, it

must be invalid, as she cannot have the power of adoption during
the lifetime of the (deceased’s) brother, his wife, and their sons. So
says the Arhan-niti (Sanskrit) folium 30, stanza 95. i. “No one has the
power of making an endowment of any ancestral property, without
asking his own wife, sons and brothers’ (permission) to it.” (95).
So in the Jin-sanhita (Sanskrit) folium 50, Stanzas 90—96. 2.

“When a childless man intends to give anything out of his property
to his sister, daughter or to her sons, or to the relatives of his own
mother (90.) 3. “ Whether it be from his divided or undivid-
ed property, his brothers should oppose it with all their fury.” (91.)

4. “ A man having his brothers and their sons alive, is not enabled
to give a farthing from his estate, except in acts of virtue.” (92.)

I

5. “ One having none of the said relatives, is still to be prevented
by his wife from his wilful gift of anything either in the paths of
virtue or vice.” (93.) 6. “A man having a brother residing in a
distant country, and giving in charity any land or livelihood to any
of the said persons, with a written aid well attested deed for such
gift,” (94.) 7. “ The brother after returning there, and learning
from others of such gift, shall get it back from the donee.” (95.)
8. “ Whatever gift is made by one without consent of his brother
and his sons, it must be invalid, although it was given with a written
and attested deed (to anybody).” (96.)

^ XI. A man after demise of his own begotten son, leaves a
written order with his wile to take an adopted son, and also gives
authority to his deceased son’s widow to adopt, and dies leaving the
widow and his widowed daughter-in-law him surviving.

The widow (mothcr-in-law) took no adopted son, but the
daughter-in-law adopts a son during the life time of the said de-
ceased’s widow, and then dies.

Is such adoption (by the daughter-in-law) valid and would it be
made effectual, if the widow concurred in the adoption and re-

cognized it ?

To whom would the property go on the demise of the widow?
.//. XI, The widow acted contrary to the written order and

intention of the donee by not adopting a son to herself. So like-

wise did the widow of the deceased son, by her adopting one in
disregard of the rules of Jain law. This therefore is invalid, because
the widow of the deceased son had no authority whatever during
the life time of her mothcr-in-law, which has been shewn from
passages of the la^irm in our answer to the ninth question. Should
the mothcr-in-law also have concurred in this, yet it cannot be valid
without a written document of hers to the same effect, and should
there exist any writing ofjier, still it is invalid for its being contrary
to the written order of the donor. From all these reasons such
adoption is invalid. Now upon the demise of the mothcr-in-law,
the property of the deceased should come to the possession of the
deceased’s brother, or that brother’s wife and sons. This will be
found to be conformable to the law of succession in the Jain mtrai
as has been fully shewn in answer to the first question.

Next day—Sunday—2gth July
at P. M.

MAYA TORU
, AND

MRINALINY.
The book “ Nundo-Bidaya” is to be had at

our box-office—and will be sold at a moderate
price.

Soliciting patronage.
For particulars see our play-bills.

hj. L. SUR, Asst. Manager.

SELLING BY THOUSANDS.
PRETTY, strong, accurate, open-faced

Nickel Silver winding K^vless Railway
Regulators , enamelled dial, bold figures

and hands, shewing two times with best finish-

ed durable machinery and'dust flight cases for

only Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare spring,
glass box and guarantee. Guaranteed to stand
any amount of rough usage. Will last a life

time. Have no appearance of cheapness about
them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.
A. R. Mehta from Bandora says ;

—“ The 7-8
watch 1 purchased from you two years back,
gives correct time as yet.” Acting Superin-
tendent Government Farm, Khandesh, says
” A watch-maker has valued your Rs. 7-8 watch
for Rs. 15.” Pretty Canadian Gold Chains,
Lockets, Pencils, Complete shirt studs and
Rings set with chemical diamonds, rubies,

at Rs. 2 each
; will not turn black. Mr. G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says.
—“A

German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50
and the ruby at Rs. 30." Full money refunded
if any of the above are not approved. Mention
this paper positively. WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY,

Dufferin Memorial Fund.

The following subscriptions have been re-

ceived ^
Rs.

Amount already advertised... ... 59,947
Rajah Baidya Nath Pundit, of Killa
Darpan, Cuttack ... ... 50

Prince Wahid Ali Mirza ... ... 50
Sayed Ashrafuddin*Ahmed, Secy, to the

National Mahommedan Association,
Hooghly ... ... to

Maharaja Girija Nath Roy Bahadoor of
Dinajpore ... ... ... 500

Baboo Bejoykissen Mookerjee ... .50

Total ... 60,607

Further subscriptions are invited, and will be

duly acknowledged in the papers.

PEARY MOHUN MOOKERJEE,
AMIR ALI,
S. E. J. CLARKE,

Honorary Secretaries.

Calcutta, 2 1 St July, 1888.
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$T. L90NARDS-0N-SEA, ENGLAND.

ST. PETER’S OOIiLE&E FOR BOYS.

University masters, specially suitable for

Indian Children. Indian References. For Pros-

pectus; address Principal.

nNFALLIBLE~'sMFIC FOR

LEUCORRHEA.

A week’s use of this medicine not only cures

Leucorrhoea—the characteristic white, green

and bloody discharge—but also removes the

concomitant intense menstrual pains, and all

the various complaints and symptoms inci-

dental to menstrual difficulties and green sick-

ness, and prepares the system for conception.

Price : for a week’s consumption, Rs. 2,

packing and postage 4 annas.

There arc capital medicines besides—for

piles, all the 20 kinds of flux—such as sper-

matorrhoea, diabetes, &c.—diarrhoea, rheu-

matism, puerperal complaints, cataract of

the eye, nacra, asthma, &c.

\CerHficatei\

“I have known Babu Rajendra Nath Ghoshal

kubiraj for upwards of 15 years, and I can bear

ample testimony to the wonderful efficacy of

his medicine in the treatment ofdiseases of the

womb. While Assistant Surgeon of Monghyr

and subsequently, I have known him to cure

the most obstinate cases of uterine Leucorr-

hoea and other uterine derangements, organic

and functional. I can safely call his medicine

the Specific for Leucorrhoea and painful

menstruation. Ladies who have been subject

to these diseases for years and were barren

have been cured and borne children.

Womesh Chunder Roy, L. M. S., Medical

Practitioner, Bhagalpur. 30th October, 1886.”

Apply to

RAJENDRANATH GHOSAL, Kabiraj,

Topkhana Bazar.

Monghyr.

NOW READY.
The Report of the 3rd Indian National Con-

gress, held at Madras during the last week

of 1887.

Price Re. i including postage. Apply to M,

V. Charriar, 100, Mount Road, Madras.

READY

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS t VOYAGES IN RENGAL
BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperahy

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State,

Apply to Manager, **REIS & RAYYET”
I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Oalcutta.

OPINION OF THE PRESS.

It is many years since I first met, and some
years since I last met, Dr. Sambhu Chunder
Mookerjee, editor of the Reis and Rayyet

(Prince and Peasant), and an author of high

repute among the kindly, as .well as acute and
intellectual, people of Bengal. One of the real

misfortunes of India was, and still is, Lord
Macaulays picture of the Bengalee. The
picture, true perhaps as regards Nuncomar and
many Bengalees, is not accurate as a represen-

tation of the people generally, taking them as
an Englishman may find them if he looks
fairly. If they had been unfaithful, the sad
story of the Mutiny had been vastly sadder ;

and, apart from the Mutiny, many Englishmen
could give individual instances of Bengalee
faithfulness almost unique in history, taking

all the circumstances of our relation to India
into account. The Bengalee is generally eager
for knowledge of all kinds, and is often both
courageous in the expression of his opinions,

and gifted to a remarkable degree with the

power to express those opinions with force and
precision. Mr. Fawcett once told me that an
unprepared speech made, on his behalf, during
an election, by a young Hindoo, surpassed, in

force as well as eloquence, any unprepared
speech he ever had heard made by any mem-
ber of the House of Commons, if four or five

members of the House were excepted.
Among these Bengalees there is a small body

of men—small for that large province—who
are, ironically or otherwise termed “Young
Bengal. *’ Some of them arc no longer young,
but grave and aged ; some have, in the course

of years, been highly distinguished for their

public services and their scientific and other
attainments. Some have at times been mis-

represented, and their language misinterprAed,
so that on its return to them it has amazed
none more than themselves. Nothing of this

has been done by the really grea.t administra-

tors of India. That it has been done, however,
cannot be denied.

In the forefront of this little band is the

author of this book of travels, Baboo Sambhu
Chunder Mookerjee—a writer of high repute,

as I have said, also an administrator, as the

reader will see from the title-page to this book.

A keener, yet a kindlier satirist, one might
seek for and not find. His use of the English
language has astonished many an educated
Englishman

;
and the quality ot his reading is

shown by his marvellous power of quotation
;

not merely from authors like Shakespeare, and
Milton, and Macaulay, and men eminent in

science, but from out-of-the-way old ballads,

and little-known old pamphlets, in the applica-

tion of which he leaves one wondering—first,

how he obtained the productions at all, and
secondly, how, having obtained them, he
learned to apply them so appositely to the
subjects which he intends them to illustrate.

Passing from the author to his book, we
shall, perhaps, first of all be attracted to the
work of the .administrator. He comes upon a
milkman’s village, on which he finds fastened

the grip of a Court favourite. He unloosens
the grip, and re-settles the village, in the

double interest of Prince and Peasant. And
all the time he sees everything. The poor
people bathing on the rivers’ banks, have his

genial and kindly, if also at times, what a
Scotchman would call, his “pawky” notice.

A “fair maid of Sonargoan ” attracts his at-

tention by the gracefulness with which she
carries a vessel of water from the river

; and,

though the fair maid and he are divided by
race and faith (she is Mussulman), she has his

full meed of praise. Indeed, it must be admit-

ted—and he will not be ofTcrrticd with me for

saying so—that he never meets with a fair face,

without at least giving evidence of the fact

that he has eyes to see and a heart to com-
prehend.

Of his wide and generous sympathies, much
might be said, and still leave much more to

say. He meets a missionary on the river, and
evidently is inclined, in writing his notes, to

pass a joke on the subject. He nips it, how-
ever, in the bud, and contents himself with

saying, “ So new is preachinj^ here, that the

simple people said the padre had been singing

in the street.” He meets Catholic and I'ru-

j

testant missionaries on shipboard, .ind chuckles

I

over their disj^utes, while he astonishes them
by his command of the English language, and
even by his knowledge of the Bible—a know-
ledge, 1 may add, which is evident in many of

his writings.

A parrot falls overboard, and is drowned in

its cage, to his great distress, which is not

however paraded. He says : [Extract.]

These are n:;t the words of a Christian, but

of a Hindoo.

Again, he has a faithful ugly dog, whose
name is Tom, and whose glory it once was to

bark, with a noble independence, at some very

dignified Sahibs. Our author is compelled to

leave Tom behind
;
and here is his farewell

:

[Extract.]

I think this is a very fine passage, and one

that will draw the author very close to the

great heart of humanity, wherever the words
are read. Could anything be finer than the

testimony to the two foreign “gentlemen,”

ending with the “ Bengalee parihy my poor

'fom” ? Not the pariah merely, but the pariah

dog. The passage is worthy of the author,

and of the great mercifulness of the land that

bore him.
Whoever reads this book must be prepared

further to find bold and manly language. The
author is no flatterer of John Bull, though he
gives John his due, and admits that India owes
him a great debt. Here is one passage relating

to foreign fruits ;
[Extract.]

Among the sketches of country—word-pic-
tures—the reader will And some exceedingly

pretty, and all the more valuable in that they

are taken from a standground purely Indian;

not English. Where an English artist’s mind
would be filled with European ideas, the mind
of this gifted Eastern artist is filled with a class

of ideas totally different, yet equally instructive

and certainly not less subtle and far-reaching.

On the eve of one of his journeys, our

author was placed in a dilemma of a kind

not unknown to travellers in India, but not on
that account the less stupid. He wished to

go by a particular boat, and took time by the

forelock for that purpose. The fare was at

first stated as 90 rupees, to pay which he
offered “a new crisp, fresh British India” note

for 100 rupees. “ It was,” he adds, “fresh from

the Currency Office, and had been received

only the day before from another Government
department.” The rest of the story is

thus told :
[Extract.]

The humour of the little sketch is worth
I something. I can fancy the author laughing

even in his dismay
;
for he can laugh well at

others, and equally well at himself. I shall

only venture on one more passage
; and I give

it as showing the spirit of the man who dares

to call his newspaper Prince and Peasant,

He desired to return to his home in Bengal,

and to bid adieu, for a time at last, to Indepen-

dent Tipperah, where he had been located

“some two years.” He received the Maha-
rajah’s permission to return home ; but still be
could not get away. [Extract.]

There is, I think, a sound lesson in this pas-

sage ;
the lesson of the immense value of

courtesy and urbanity in the relations of rulers

and ruled. There is a great deal in that sen-

tence, “ IVe serve flesh and blood.” The best

administrator in India is not always the ablest,

the man whose plans are the wisest as plans ;

but the man who, with plans or wilhowt them,
gives confidence to the people, and confidence

not merely in his justice, but also in his con-

sideraiencss and forbearance. A clever man
once said that the art of success in India is the

art of giving good dinners. It may be so
; but

the peril is great—the peril of debt
; and in

.any case the art has its limits, and its natural

collapse. Even dinners and champagne pall

in the end. But therfi is one art that never
fails -the art of true courtesy ; of that courtesy

which, being natural, is not affected by any
whim or caprice, either of the person who
possesses it, or of any one with whom he has
relations.

In bidding farewell to this little, book, I once
more recall, as 1 easily and very vividly can,
the author’s kindly face and gentle voice, as
known to me many years ago. I sec him, as

I see Baboo Kristo Das Pal, Dr. Mahendra
Lai Sircar, and some others, including a much-
abused editor of the Amfita Bazar Patrika\
and I feel and say, with all earnestness and
sincerity, that among these are men whom
the Government of India would be wise 111

recognising and winning entirely to its side.

They are men on whom no really generous
word—true as well as generous—ever is

thrown away. I have compared them at times
with men of kindred occupations at home,
and I think that they are as a rule by far
the truer gentlemen in good manners, and
often in very much more than mere manners.
May the great God, whose sacred Name they
use as that of the Father of all, guide them to
a nobler destiny than any they yet have
known, and with them, and by them, bless
their native land 1

James Routledce.

^The Indian Ma^azine^ Mar. 1888.
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“IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF.”

All loko suffer find sure relief from

Tbe Greatest Pain Gore Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteRhetunatism and RheumaticGout,

After years of semi -helplessness and suffer-

inff: while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,
LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy
for these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its majjic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHE.S and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-
ed as

'

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-
sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a widevspread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at i Re, each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists
throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta ; Smith Stanistreet & Co.,

R, Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.

Price by post 8 annas,

ASRUKANA

12. LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

{Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

flOJKEOPATHIC PHARMACY,
THR

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSAR VIN ASIA

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN
INDEPENDENT HOMCEOPATHY

and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF

, THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co., beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE,

BERIGNY & GO.
12. Lai Bazaar^ Calcutta,

In PampMety Price 4. annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDRE IV HEARSE Y.

Rivers Steam Navigation Go.

“Limited.^

ASSAM LINE.
This Company which has a weekly Service

of Steamers running to and from Debrooghur
vid Goalundo, will despatch the Steamer
“MAKUM” for Assam on Friday the

3rd prox.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
Godowns at Jaggannath Ghat until Thursday
the 2nd idem.

The Steamer “BENGAL” will leave Goa-

lundo for Assam on Friday, the 3rd idem.

Intending passengers by the last mentioned

Steamer should leave Calcutta for Goalundo

by train the previous night.

Dhubri & Debrooghur Mail Service.

Through Booking to andfrom Assatn,

The Despatch Steamers of this Service

leave Dhubri daily on arrival of the Mails

from Calcutta, and proceed to Debrooghur,

stopping at all intermediate stations and
Mookhs.

Passengers, Goods, Parcels (packages not

to exceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement ) may be boo ked
through to and from Calcutta, and all stat ions

on the Eastern Bengal State Railway and
connected Railways, and the folio win g
Steamer Stations of this Company,
Dhubri, Goalparah, Gauhati, Mungledye,
Tezpore, Silghaui for Koliabar, Dhunsiri

Mookh, Niggriting, Kookeela Mookh, Desang
Mookh and Debrooghur.
Packages booked as parcels will be forward-

ed by rail along with the Mails. Freight on

perishable articles must be prepaid.

Goalundo and Debrooghur Despatch
Service.

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which
have been specially built for the Assam Trade,

carrying passengers and coolies between

Goalundo and Debrooghur, will leave Goalundo
bi-weekly on Sundays and Thursdays, calling

at all intermediate stations, and Debrooghur
on Tuesdays and Saturdays.
Through bills of lading will be granted for

goods an^ parcels on presentation of rail re-

ceipt or payment of freight. Packages not to

exceed ten hundred weight, or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement.
For freight and passage apply to

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents.

,1-2, Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

A Collection of poems in Bengali by

Srimati GIRINDRAMOHINY DASSY
(Author of Kabitahar^ Bharat Kusum.)

Asrukana is a collectioh of poetical pieces of

singular pathos and beauty of expression * *

It is a series of mournful .songs that the

reader is here presented with and they must
touch a sympathetic cord in every heart that

can feel. There is a singular appropriateness

in the title of the work, and in its pious dedi-

cation to the memory of the husband of the

^
fair writer.— Indian Nation.

The authoress is not unknown to Bengali

readers. She has already published two or

three poems by which she is lavoiii ably known,
but between these poems and this is ,\ differ-

ence that hardly admits of being measured.
* -a-

This is poetry in life

# *

VVe have read .Srimati Girindra Mohiny’s
poems m a reverential spirit. 'I'he poems are

all of a lyrical description. The lyre is soft,

sweet and tender, but awfully strong,
# *

The tone of the poems is inexpressibly

gentle, inexpressibly pure, and inexpressibly

tender and affectionate. It is the tone of a
world mother.

* *

Bengal should be proud of this poem— The
Calcutta Review,

Apply at the Bee Press,

I, Uckoor Dull’s Lane, Calcutta.

Apply to Reis Sr* Rayyet Office, Calcutta.
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WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politics, Literature, and Society

BATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
in advanceYearly

Half-yearly

Quarterly

Monthly

Single or sample Copy,,

Rs. 12

>, 7

4

Re. i-S

„ 0-8

BATES OF ADVElfTISEMENT.
Advertisements (three column , to the page) are

charged by the space taken 110, at the rate of 4

annas a line, each insertion. The lowest charge

for any advertisement is R.s. 2, except Domes tic

Occurrences, the lowest charge for which is

Rs. 5.

Special rates for Oontraots.
No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a year.
. . , ...

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to “The Manager,” and Literary

Communications and books and pamphlets

(carriage paid) to “The Editor” of Reis

& Rayyet, ”

Office : /, Uck$or DutPs Lane, Wellington

Street, Calcutta,

Printed andpublishedfor the Proprietor every Saturday by MUTTY Lall Ghose, at THE BEE PRESS, No, /, Uckoor Dutfs Lane, Calcutta,
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

NOT GLAD, NOR SAD.

You sang a little song to-day,

It was not sad, it was not gay,

The very theme was nigh out-worn :

Two lovers met, as lovers may,

They had not met-—since yesterday

—

They must not meet again—till morn !

And did they meet again, my dear ?—
Did morning come and find them here,

To see each other’s eyes again ?

Alas, on that you are not clear,

y^or hearts will shift as winds will veer.

And Love can veei; like any vane t

All noi I ilrifiii some sudden cra‘ie,

Some bitter spite befell their days,—

What was that plaintive minor lor ?

No more together lie their ways.

Remote, perhaps, the lover strays,

Perhaps the lady comes no more 1

So strange the numbers sob and swell

;

No, there’s no guessing what befell

;

It is the sweetest song you sing I

Not sad, and yet— I cannot tell,—

Not glad, and yet—’tis very well—

Like Love, like Life, like anything !

.
FEBRUARY FILLDYKE.

O February Filldyke ! darkly pour

Rivers of rain from out your cloudy sky,

And heed not slanderous men. Right glad am I

To see thee soften earth so hard and frore.

Thine aconites do make a golden door

;

And snowdrops, winter’s kindest legacy,

Droop dainty heads, and are, like maidens, shy,

Knowing that boisterous March is at the door.

Thy scented breath, thy blackbird’s broken stave.

Do charm delight
;
and thrice more welcome thou,

With hazel catkins twined about thy bsow, .

Than that last gleam that old October gave.

•

The Indian summer let my rivals sing.

But 1 will praise the Spring before the Spring.

THE POPLARS.

Shivering and wretchedly three poplars tall

Sway in the twilight of a city high,

Mire at their feet, above them cloudy sky,

Girt by the limits of ft meagre wall

O’er which the thin gloom of their shadows fall.

And yet beyond them, hid from mortal eye,

The East’s mysterious magic gardens lie,

Where the rapt nightingales for ever call

From bowering rose and myrtle. At a gate.

Unseen by men, an Ethiop doth stand,

Finger on lip, to lead me through the land

To the dim vastness of cool courts, where late

Watches unearthly Beauty. Ah 1 there be

Spells subtle woven by those wizards three 1

CHARLES LAMB.
Dear heart 1 from dim Elizabethan days

Surely thy feet strayed to our garish noon ;

Thou should’st have walked beneath a yellowing moon,

In some old garden’s green, enchanted ways,

With Herrick and Ben Jonson ; while in praise

Of bis lady thrilled the iiighiingale’s full tune,—

And he grown still, these sang, ’neath skies of June,

That bent to hear, catches and roundelays.

In fair converse, thou might’st have wander&d

With Burton’s self, the master whose rare thought

Makes Melancholy glad the heart like wine ;

In thy earth-day, these fair compeers were dead ;

How pleasant was their laughter, had they caught

The sallies of thy humour, quaint and hue 1

Katharine Tynan.

SONG OF THE DIRT.

A parody on Hood's “ Sonyi of tht Skirt,^'

DiG—dig—dig—

To pierce for the golden ore

;

Dig—dig—dig—

Till you sweat at every pore.

, Dig—dig—dig—
To root in the deep black sand

\

And this is to be a citizen

Of a fixe and Christian land

!

And it ’s oh ! to be a slave

To the Heathen and the Turk,

To rid the hands of a Christian man

From such dirty and toilsome work I

Wash—wash—wash—
Till the back is almost broke

;

Wash—wash—wash

—

With your legs and your thighs in soak.

Wash—wash—wash—
Revolving an old tin pan,

And wabbling about with a shake and a splash

Till you doubt you’re a Christian man 1

Soul and body and mind,

Mind anybody and soul,

O ! can it be right when they’re all confined

To the basin and the bowl ?

Subscribers in the country are requested to remit by postal money orders^ if possible^ as the safest and most convenient

medium^ particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Department, No other receipt will be

given^ any other being unnecessary^ and likely to cause confusion.
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Pile—pile—pile—

When it ’s only a little heap—

Pile—pile—pile—

Till It ‘‘graderly ” grows more deep

—

Pile—pile—pile—

And stow it away in a bag,

Till you gaze with eyes of wild surprise

On the contents of that rag !

Oh ! can it be here I stand ?

And can it be gold I see ?

Ho I ho 1 1 am off for a Christian land

To spend it so merrily !

News and Comments.

HOW are the mighty fallen 1 The great Edison has descended to

make a plaything—a veritable wax toy. He has invented a talking

doll. It contains a miniature motor and the smallest phonograph

ever made. The phonograph and the jaws of the doll being worked

simultaneously, the fictitious infant talks for just (flie minute by Mr.

Edison's golden chronometer. Before stopping, her dollship utters the

dying words of John Quincy Adams—* Now 1 lay me down to sleep.”

•
• •

The idea may be put to more practical purpose. Mr. Edison may

construct an adult doll, so to say, of a man in canonicals going through

the whole weekly service and delivering a neat little sermon. It would

be a great convenience to gouty paterfamilias, as to all earnest Chris-

tians who wish to avoid the low uses to which the Sabbath is put in the

flirtations and assignations at Church, &c.

• •

Here is a bright idea which we make a present of to the Govern-

ment of India ! Now they are engaged in a war with the Land of the

Lamas, why don’t they order of Edison a thousand praying machines >

Such a consignment would be of better service than rifled artillery.

The good Thibetians would submit instanter to a people aimed with

such an unfailing weapGIt to force the gates of the Lord Buddha’s

Paradise. JHliey offered a patent prayer multiplier actually voicing

Om/. inam pant padma, which Edison could construct—the

-Cherny would in piety come to terms.

•
• •

If the Government possessed imagination—that imagination which is

the grand secret of statesmanship—they would not be content to laugh

at our bisaare fancy and have done with it. Government by toys is

not all a joke—as our Indian rulers themselves know, in their manage-

ment of Her Majesty’s Asiatic children.

• •

This is the fate of cheap and nasty

“ The present position of the paper industry throughout Austria is

by no means satisfactory *(says Industries). One of the largest mills

was forced a short time ago to go into liquidation, and another large

mill, which used in former years to pay good dividends, is now unable

to pay its shareholders any dividends at all. Generally speaking, the

paper mills manage with difficulty to pay even the interest on their

capit.al expenditure, to say nothing of profits, and this stale of things is

ascribed partly to over-production, and partly to excessive competition

and cutting of prices, which are, to a certain extent, encouraged even

by the Government and public administrations. It has of late become

the rule to give the orders to those firms who have sent in the lowest

tenders, quite irrespective of the icputatiori and standing of those firms,

and result is that the quality of the paper supplied under these .con-

tracts becomes worse from year to year. I have recently heard of a

rase where a Government office had to spend a large sum on mending

official documents written on paper which was supplied Gniy three years

ago, and thus the saving effected in the acceptance ol the lowest tender

becomes to a great extent illusory. Some of the more respectable

paper mills are now trying to mend matters by forming a. syndicate of

paper makers, which would regulate quality, prices, and quantity pro-

duced ;
and a circular has been issued to the paper mills in Austria-

Hnngary with this object. Of the U>7 mills applied to, only twenty-two

have, however, agreed to the proposal, and thus the project must be

considered as having failed. It is now proposed to form six local syn-

dicates in various parts of the country, each to select a representative,

who will join the general syndicate, and this proposal seems to be more
favourably received.”

In Inia, the newspapers arc published either jli this German stuff, of

latterly, on Bally or Titaghur mill rag. Reis and Rayyet has, from the

first, been printed on costly but durable English. We do not go in for

cheap patriotism, of any kind.

Here is a remarkable invention :—

“A pianoforte manufacturer of Leipzig has invented a most ingenious

apparatus for printing music, which, when put in electrical communicj^-

tion with a piano or any other instrument possessing a keyboard, re-

gisters a piece of music automatically while it is being played. The
construction of the apparatus is somewhat on the principle of the

watch. While in motion a strip of paper is passed through, the lines

being printed on it during its passage ;
it then slides under a series of

diminutive rollers, corresponding to the keys on piano, which regi.ster

a mark on the paper as the notes are touched. The signs which re-

present rests are not those usually employed. On touching a key the

corresponding roller registers a mark varying in length with the dura-

tion of the note. These signs are easily comprehended by anyone

possessing the key. The electric communication with the keyboard is

attained by means of small metallic points attached to each note, which

when touched, is plunged into a small receiver containing mercury.”

•
• •

ENGLAND had the honor of introducing the railway at the seat of war,

asearlyas 1855 in the Crimea. Many have been the improvements in

war administration since. And now they have established a small

pi inting office at Massowah under the management of the Military Com-

mandant for the use of the Italian army of occupation.

• •

More to the purpose of war is the following effort of Italian intel-

ligence :

—

“A private trial of the pneumatic dynamite gun, which has been

built for Spezzia, Italy, under the charge of Captain Zalinsake, took

place last week at New York. The gun is 40 feet long, 15 inches in

diameter, and is ch.arged with a shell 6 feet long. By the aid of hydrau-

lic fittings it is easily handled. The trial demonstrated the capacity

of the gun to deliver accurately within a range of two miles shells

weighing nine hundred pounds. The charge consists of six hundred

pounds of gelatine, equal to one thousand pounds of gun-cutton.”

*
• •

For popular education and literary activity, there is no country like the

Alpine State. There is no place of equal extent even in the most

thickly populated parts of America where the place is so busy. There

are no less than 776 journals and periodical reviews in Switzerland,

not counting the 36 official publications of the Federal Administration.

The Canton of Zurich alone boasts of 123. Of the 776, 49^ are pub-

lishe^/TTl S^rmao. 229 in French, 17 in Italian and only 10 in English,

Polish and Russian. 26 publications are sometimes in two, three or

even four languages. The Germans form the largest element, for they

form 75 per cent of the total population. The French come next,

being 21 per cent, while the Italians count 4 per cent.

***

At Lyons, out of 13 printing establishments, 8 employ women—for they

are found cheaper than men.

# #

Last month, 38,164 persons—Natives 29,918 males and 7,833 females ;

Europeans 333 males and 80 females—visited the Indian Museum,

during the 23 days it was open to the public, the average attendance

being 1,659.

• *

During the Exhibition of 1889, the Paris Chamber of Commerce will

hold an International Commercial Congress, for the discussion of such

matters as—the question of transport both of travellers and goods,

more specially the matter ; comparison of freights by express and

luggage trains ;
means of accelerating delivery of small parcels

;
fiscal

matters ;
advantages and disadvantages of treaties of commerce ;

in-

ternal commercial legislation ; the position of workmen and clerks, &c.

•
• •

A SUB-POSTMASTER on Rs. 20 a month, has at Akola been convicted

of misappropriating three thousand rupees, and has been sentenced to

fourteen years’ rigorous imprisonment.

• •

The Royal Commission appointed to inquire into alleged irregularities

in, the Metropolitan Board of Works, is doing gooU work. Remark-

able disclosures of corruption have been made. Builders, theatrical

lessees and advertising contractors are accustomed to pay people con-

nected with the Board large commissions for early information or for

favourable reports.

«
• •

Zola seems to have been prohibited in Berlin. No sooner the trans-

lation of ** La Terre” appeared than-'tlie police proceeded to seize

every copy, the printers and booksellers feeing cMled upon to answer

in court for their offences.
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The Eiffel Tower, which is now in course of construction to com-

incm(fflfcc the^c^ntcnary of the Great French Revolution of

i;r89, will be the loftiest Tower in the world. It has already attained

n height of 1 15 metres, and when completed, it will be more

than 300 metres or a mile high. At a recent d}jeunn^r (Cinauf^ura-

at which about 150 guests, mostly representatives of the Press,

were invited and entertained by M. Eiffel and his coadjutors M M.

Adrien Hcbrard and Berger, several speeches were made at the end

of the breakfast, and M. Eiffel, with a cordiality the most communi-

cative, thanked the representatives of the Press, who, he said, enabled

him to triumph over all the forms of an obstructionist and defamatory

campaign. The Eiffel Tower is a triumph of the French industry par

a'ceilenccy a victory of iron, a glorification of the most lively forces of

the nation and at the same time it is a conception of a character

eminently literary and a work of transcendental imagination uniting

grace with the progress of the sciences. The eminent engineer con-

cluded :
“ 1 ask you to defer for a little while your definite judgment

on the work. You have ascended 347 steps to take part in this initial

ceremony and you will soou mount more than a mile to assist at the

final banquet (ftnaujiruratton”

This colossal tower will be completed by the time the Exhibition is

openect and will really be one of the wonders of the world.

•
• •

Two French Correspondents have been expelled from Berlin, one for

publishing reflections on the German army in the Matin^ Paris journ.al,

and the other for libelling the Emperor and Empress in the Gaulois.

From the report of the London Morning' Posts special, they go back

with a light heart, and are not in the least ashamed of having abused

the hospitality of Germany. They are evidently glad of such cheap

martyrdom. Doubtless they make sure of a grand reception at Paris.

Another French journalist had been marked out, but he, like the

French army in 1870, retreated before the German attentions.

On the 1 2th July a Lucknow nobleman, known as Nawab Manga Sahib,

died from a cobra bite in the hand, while out shooting.

• •

According to a notification of the Government of India, in the De-

partment of Finance and Commerce, No. 4138, dated Simla, the 27th

July, 1888, the Notes (or Stock certificates issued in lieu thereof) of the

Four-and-a-half per cent. Loan of 1870, will be discharged at the

Public Debt Office, Bank of Bengal, Calcutta, on the 27th

October 1888, on which date the interest on such Notes (or Stock cer-

tificates) will cease. Proprietors are, however, allowed the option of

transferring the amount of their Promissory Notes (or Stock certificates)

into the Four per cent. Loan of ist May 1S65, bearing interest from

1st November 1888. The time for such transfer is limited to ist Sep-

tember 1888. Up to noon of that day, 4>^ percents, duly receipted,

will be received at the Banks of Bengal, Madras, or Bombay and their

Branches or at any Government Treasury in India, without charge, for

the new Four per cents. The interest overdue on such surrendered

Notes and Stock certificates and Re. 1-5-3, further interest in advance

from 15th July 1S88 upto and including the 31st October 1S88, at 4;^,

will be paid at the surrender for transfer.

Last Saturday, the Calcutta Bar entertained themselves, the High

Court Judges and the Advocate-General, for the honor done to them-

selves by the elevation of their heail Sir Gregory Charles Paul to the

dignity of K. C. I. K. Mr. L. P. D. Broughton, the Administrator-

General, the senior barrister present, presided. The place chosen was

the Dalhousie Institute, M. Bonsard supplied the dinner, and Messrs.

Lobo the music.

Holloways Ointment and /’iV/j.—-Colds, Coughs, Shortness of Breath.

—These maladies require early and unremitting attention, for if neg-

lected they often end in asthma, bronchitis, or consumption. The
ment well rubbed upon the chest and back, penetrating the skin, is

absorbed and carried directly to the lungs, whence it expels all im-

f

mrities. All the blood in the body is perpetually passing through the

ungs, and there all noxious particles tending to disease can be quickly,

thoroughly, and permanently neutralized, rendered harmless, or ejected

from the system, Holloway^s Ointment and Pills perfectly accomplish

this purification
;
and through the blood thus cleansed, the influence of

these wonderful medicaments reaches the remotest part of the human
body, and thus cures all diseased action, whether internal or external

The Shinwaris are apparently giving trouble. The Amir has massed

a large body of troops at Deh-Sarak, under the command of General

Gholam Hyder, Commander-in-Chief for operations in the Shinwari

country west of the Khybcr. The expedition into the Kuner Valley

and Bajour is, of course, postponed.

Notes and Leaderettes.

Mr. Crawford, Commissioner of the Central Division, Bombay, was

placed on his trial at Poona, on the ist inst. before Mr. Vidal, the District

Magistrate. Mr. Little, the Government Solicitor, appeared to prose-

cute and Mr. Anderson instructed by Mr. Lynch, to defend. Mr.

Little opened the case by applying for a postponement. There was

strenuous objection. It was strange, remarked the opposing coiinse 1

that a high official has been suspended and for three weeks he has

been kept ignorant of the charges against him and even then Govern-

ment was not prepared to proceed with the case. He claimed for

the accused the right to be tried immediately, specially as it was not

alleged that a single rupee went into Mr. Crawford’s pocket. Mr.

Anderson grew eloquent on the unfairness of the proceedings against

his client, characicrising them as opposed to the fundamental principles

of English law. It is also reported that the counsel “ had expressed

himself in moderate terms, but it was with some difficulty that he

controlled the indignation which every fair-minded man must share.”

Mr. Vidal, while regretting the application for adjournment, and in

view that “further evidence might be obtained by the prosecution if

an adjournment were granted,” postponed the case to the 1 6th, when

no further time would be allowed.

The case against Hunmantrao also stands adjourned before the

same Magistrate to the 15th instant.

Mr. John Corlett, the proprietor and editor of the Sporting Times^

h.as added a new and, as most fellahs would think, not unenviable

feather to his cap. He is not only smart as a joiunalist and cute in

management, but also redoubtable as a witness in court. He has

floored so dangerous an assailant as the great Sir Charles Russell

himself, with all his advantage of attacking from the vantage ground

of the bar the position of a witness in the box—which is in such

ominous proximity to the dock. Called as a witness in the sensa-

tional case of libel instituted by the fiimous Jockey Wood versus Cox,

Corlett coolly described himself as the owner of race-horses and a

newspaper staff. Thereupon, Sir Charles Russell came thus upon him,

you come here reluctantly?” Notin the least put out, Mr. Corlett

retorted—“Oh dear no, Sir Charles
; I come for is.”—(laughter.)

Then Sir Charles asked ;
“ What is th^ general reputation of Wood ?”

The witness coolly answered with perfect nonchalance'. “The very

atmosphere seems redolent against him ’’—(laughter). Tliis was

enough for the Knight of the bar, and he prudently retired from a use-

less contest with such a redoubtable antagonist. Here the counsel

for the prosecution, Mr. Lockwood, took him up, with the sarcastic

interrogation, “Is that a quotation fiom the Sporting Times

(laughter). The witness, unabashed, replied, “ Bossibly next week.”

Mr. Lockwood: “Arc yon a jockey or an owner?”—The witness : “I am
not a jocjcey. I weigh sixteen stone—(laughlet). I was annoyed to see

Success apparently winning when I had not a shilling on ’’—(laughter).

The end of it was that the journalist was asked to descend from the

enclosure in which he w.is placed and released from attendance. The
witness’s fencing was too much for the practised skill of counsel.

It was clear that without any compensation the proceedings in court

wjre degenerating into .T farce, in which the joke went all against the

long robe. The sporting and sportive journalist was too well up to

impudent evasion for any chance of extracting anything out of him—to

say nothing of the legal fiction of “ the whole truth ’’—and loo case-

hardened in cynicism to be ashamed.

Since the death of the Rev. Dr. Henry Ward Beecher, they had been

casting about for a successor. Many were the applicants for the place,

for the Plymouth Church is a cathedral except in name and the pastor

receives the pay of a bishop and has the disposal of the revenues of an

archepiscopate. The competition was open to the whole English-

speaking world. Confident and ambitious clergymen from Europe

crossed over for the Trial, but did not give satisfaction. The congregation

itself called in likely men, but to no better purpose. Not that faithful

hepherds pure in life and proficient in every Christian duty were not
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to be found. The difficulty was about the preacher. There was in

the Church itself a gentleman, the Rev. Samuel Halliday, who had for

eighteen years been Dr. Ward Beecher’s right hand man, administering

the entire affairs of the church, with its numerous charities and schools,

to perfection, a good modest holy man who kept everything spruce

and bright for his chief and saved him all trouble. But Plymouth

did not care for sanctity or administrative efficiency in the successor.

They wanted what is vulgarly called the “gift of the gab.” The fact

was that Dr. Beecher himself had spoiled the Plymouth people. For

more than a generation, they had been accustomed to a peculiar style.

It was not the eloquence of the pulpit, pure and simple. It was a

brilliant flash, with pyrotechnic effects. In fervid eloquence and all the

higher qualities perhaps, the reputation of no American occupant of

pulpit whose names have travelled to us, is higher than that of the late

William Ellery Channing. But, even if Channing were a Trinitarian,

he would scarcely have succeeded in the competition, any more than

Robert Hall, of this side the water. Sydney Smith’s fun would not

perhaps have been broad enough for the Yankees, and he lacked earnest-

ness and elevation. Binny would have been too terribly in earnest,

we suspect. Spurgeon would have more chance. But Beecher was a

far more gifted orator. Altogether, we are not surprised at the difficulty

in finding a preacher of adequate calibre to supply his place. After

two years’ vain search and numerous trials ofmany candidates, the con-

gregation invited Beecher’s own valued friend Lyman Abolt, and, after

probation, has just confirmed him in the succession. As a consequence,

Mr. Halliday has resigned.

On the death of the ex*King of Oudh, many applications reached Gov-

ernment purporting to come from his creditors for the recovery of their

dues. We hear that, with three exceptions. Government has re-

jected all the applications. These favoured creditors are one Mansiram-

ud-Dowla, the King’s factotum^ and another contractor for building, for

four lacs between them, or 2 lacs each. The third of these creditors is

Rutledge, the man of beasts, who supplied the royal menagerie. He
became bankrupt in the King’s lifetime, and, in his schedule filed in

court, he named the King a debtor to an enormous sum. The Assignee

of the court accordingly has preferred a demand on the King’s estate

for three lacs. They expect to be paid out of the proceeds of sale of

the late King’s property, on which already several lacs has been

realised, though there is still a considerable quantity to be sold. Pro-

bably, a long time will elapse before these claims are adjusted. They

should be scrutinised.

We have received an earnest complaint from Khardah against the pro-

posal of the local municipality to maintain only one site on the bank of

the river, for burning the Hindu dead. This is a subject on which our

countrymen are sore, and on which Europeans and our own in-

experienced enlightened youth are apt to give them offence. Some

years ago what a storm was raised in Calcutta, when the metropolis

was proposed to be purged of the nuisance of burning altogether, by

sending the dead bodies, for cremation to the Sunderbuns I The

measure was ripe and almost a fait eccompii. It wast the pet of the

strong Government of Sir Cecil Beadon, supported by the Radical Re-

formers among us, at that time containing many men of mark or

eminence. Yet the Government had to bow to the storm. The op-

position was headed by Sir Cecil’s personal friend, the late Ram Gopal

Ghose, himself a leader of the beef and brandy party, who had once

advocated the abolition of that rite oi Antarjali for the maintenance

of which he made a most pathetic appeal. Such is the Hindu feeling

on the subject, and we do not wonder at the tempest in the tea pot of

the little township of Khardah on their doubling burning question. The
cremation business, as performed by Hindus, is obviously a nuisance,

and at first sight one site seems sufficient for a village like Khardah.

But though the local population is small, many dying and dead Hindus

are carried there for the last rites and final disposed from the interior

to a doubly holy place, sanctified by th^ Bhagirati and the god Shyam
Sundar. Indeed, his godship plays a part in this question, as in all

Khardah politics. At the burning ground, on the river near the

principal landing, called /nr Sri Ghat, where the Gosains—

called by Heber Hindu bishops—the owners and custodians of the

idol, and their relations and connections are brought for dying and

cremation, the god is brought to offer consolation and hope of eternal

felicity. But vulgar herd of Hindus are carried to another place, the

Natu Pal Ghat. Hence the necessity of maintaining both places, at any

rate two places, one of which must be the Sri Ghat. For Shyam

Sundnrji claims his own time-honored Ghat, hallowed by the associ^

tions of centuries. He refuses to go elsewhere ; he will certainly not

go to Natu Pal’s, guarded as it is from the approach of punctilious

orthodox divinity by the abodes of unclean grave«diggers or rather

cremation-ground X^honxm^murda/arcuhes, We hope the Muni-

cipal Commissioners will be able to arrive at a satisfactory solution

and give Khardah peace.

But what of the crying nuisances within ? Have the domestic wells

for the storing of ordure from generation to generation been abolished?

We welcome Baboo Parvati Nath Dutt, who went to Europe for scienti-

fic education, on his return home with success, and we rejoice at his

honourable entry into the service of our country irt the scientific line,

as an Assistant in the Geological Survey. That line has hardly been

touched among us. Baboo Dutt starts with a certain measure of dis-

tinction. He is a notable man and his arrival is kn interesting occur-

rence. Bengal is proud of its pioneer geologist, and we are not sur-

prised to see that Dacca, from which part of the country he comes, has

given him a good reception. The value of the compliment is, of course,

lessened by our Eastern brethren, among whom the local feeling is

very strong, never missing an opportunity of ovating ”--to use one

of the Americanisms of the local exponent of Queen’s English—every

“brither” that can be caught—not sparing even the fortunate son-in-

law, who is such an incubus in the Education department.

It is curious to remark the difference between the feeling exhibited

towards Mr. P. N. Dutt by his countrymen, and the bearing adopted

by the Anglo-Indians whom he has joined In the noble profession of

science. The attitude of the Department Is one of sullen silence, if

not suspicion. They evidently regard him a poacher into their pre-

serve. Unable to help the trespass, they tacitly agreed to ignore him.

He will not be suppressed by such strategy I Their masterly muteness

and indifference only reveal the misery in their souls. The number of

scientific Assistants in the Department ii limited enough for the new-

comer to cause a gentle flutter among them and excite curiosity,

followed by the interchange of social amenities. Nothing of the kind,

so far as we have been able to delect, though, on the present occasion,

the nationality of the newcomer might be supposed to have be^ an

additional ground for interest in, And for courtesy to, bTm. Not a

syllable was breathed about him, or to him, beyond what the regula-

tions of the stale or the urgency of business compelled.

Dr. King having been able to send the truants at Head-Quarters, to

the Land’s End and John O’Groats of the Empire, would, one would

suppose, be in the best spirits, in peace at home and abroad.

We hope the native Press in the South will watch with zeal the

case against Rao Bahadoor Kunjen Menon, first class Sub-Judge,

late of Tellichcrrv. The administration must be purged, but not at

the expense of judicial freedom. At this time when so many Europeans

in high places are being detected in all parts of the empire, there may
be special need for protecting native officers. Is it true that Mr.

Menon is the victim of persecution ? On the 13th July he applied to

the Madras High Court to transfer the case of bribery against him
from the District Court of Tellicherry to any other District. He
questioned the competency of the Tellicherry Judjj^ to sit in judg-

ment on the case, having, under the authority of Government, at

various times, held enquiries in the matter of various allegations of

bribery made against the accused, and having besides issued a pro-

clamation under the authority of Government offering a free pardon

to all those who had given bribes to come forward and give evidence.

The whole matter has been mismanaged throughout, giving the accused

substantial puse of complaint. The Judge, it would seem, had been

taking extra judicial statements on oath or affirmation, after which

regular charges were preferred before the Joint- Magistrate against the

accused and three others for receiving and giving bribes. It was

urged by counsel for the accused that the issuing of the proclamation

under the authority of the Government was improper and the action

of the District Judge illegal. The Court held chat the case had not

been tried yet, and that a primd facie case must first be made out

before committal to the Sessions Court, when an application might

be properly made out for the transfer of the case. The High Court
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properly refused to interfere until committal to the Sessions. The case

is still in the court of the Joint- Magistrate. If that court commits,

iP will be time for making application to the High Court. We do not

understand this haste of the accused Sub-Judge. He doubtless has

reason to think that his committal is a foregone conclusion. Yet, it is

strange that any lawyer should have advised him and undertaken

his application in this behalf. It was taking time by the forelock with

a vengeance I A vakeel would have been severely snubbed for such

useless proceeding.

Since then the inquiry has matured, and the Sub-Judge is now on

trial at the Sessions Court of Tcllichery. Lord Connemara was

prompt to take the hint of the proceedings in the High Court, and

.ippointed Mr. Irvine, Judge of Coimbatore, to hold the sessions at

Tellichcry.

So when, pursuant to previous suggestion, application was again

made for transfer from Tellicherry, where the feeling is very strong in

the matter, specially as the Judge might be called as a witness, it was

met by the announcement that Government had already appointed

a Judge from another District. Counsel pressing still, the Court said

It had no jurisdiction.

In the face of the clear provisions of the Criminal Procedure Code,

It was a waste to have repeatedly resorted to the High Court in a

matter in which the^Government is supreme. When the Government

is so reasonable as now throughout this Empire, there is the less reason

for such beating about the bush. It is a pity that even a man in the

position of a Sub-Judge, should be so wholly under the influence of

lawyers with their tortuous ways, as not to see his own obvious path.

They would have nothing to say to Government. Accordingly, he ap-

peared before Mr. Irvine at Tellichery, Here his counsel made another

useless and irrelevant application to the Judge to transfer the case to

another District. He was quite true in saying that there was great

prejudice against his client there, but cui bono ? He might just as well

have addressed the passing wind. All the elaborate argument on the

terms of the Code in such cases was a solemn farce. Mr. Irvine was

not the Government that he was so regularly instructed m the powers of

Government under the Act. He was no more competent than are we

to transfer the case to Calicut. On his expressing that simple and neces-

sary truth, counsel fell back on telegraphing to Government. We
shoul^not ^^^jurprised if Government gave a curt refusal.

Cleirly,/
^

Menon has need to be saved from friends as well as

foes. TPV 'S no claim on Government for courtesy. After having
' t

despis('
.

I
long, the accused’s counsel fires off a telegram to it,

expecting V overturn all its arrangements and change the to

another Disir’ict, afier.thc case has been called by the Judge appointed

to try it. There is a time for everything, and much as we recognise

the value of the telegraph as a means of administration, Mr. Willie

Grant’s telegram at lliis stage seems to us an abuse of the agency.

It wOhld be all the same a pity, if, from indiscretion of his advisers,

Mr. Menon should not obtain the transfer of his case. He b.idly

wants it. He could not expect fair play in Tcllichery. The genius

hei is dead against liitn. All the District administration, from Judge

and Magistrate and Collector to Police, is committed to find him

guilty. Mr. Irvine coming to Tellichcry, living in familiar intercourse

with the authorities and breathing the atmosphere of the place, can

scarcely keep himself from succumbing to the prevailing influence.

Our surmise of last week has been verified to the letter. The ex-

tent of the enquiry into Home Rule has been the subject of prolonged

and acrimonious debate. In the course of it, Mr. Henry Mathews

has with brutal candour confessed the real object of the ministry in the

Rill. He said that it was intended more to verify the Times^ charges

than to clear the members of the House charged against. Roth Mr.

Gladstone and Sir William Harcourt denounced enlarging the scope

of the Rill. An amendment by Mr. Rcid to limit it was rejected by

a majority of 47 votes. The Parnellites strongly opposed the^ nomina-

tion of Sir John Day as one of the Commission to investigate the

charges, but the jriginal motion was carried by a majority of 89.

England has been visited by terrific storms accompanied by rain,

seriously damaging the crops. The eastern part of London felt it

severely. The weather has been splendid since.

Who is the “Rengali Journalist” who, week after week, airs his

stray thoughts from Bengal, in the columns of the Indian Spectator

of Bombay? His thoughts discover his camp and his connections,

though. He is, to begin with, an out and out Congress-wallahs In

the spirit of the Bengali Chaitanyite who rolled on the ground ex-

claiming—This is the holy clay of which the Lord’s favorite drum

(the earthen Mridan^a or Khole) is made ! he notices the very wrapper

of the Report of the Congress. That wrapper, colour and all, may be

an accident, or imposed upon the managers by the market—in India

we practically have so little choice in our typography and get up—but

our anonymous brother smells a—perfume, we mean, in the light green

coating of the Report as in every belonging of the Congress. “ There

is,” says he, “there is a meaning in tljat colour. I believe it is the

Irish Nationalist colour.” Nothing could be more delightful, of course,

or, we may add, more significant. No wonder that the writer is in

raptures at the electioneering placard which the agents and patrons

of the Congress are circulating in vast numbers in Great Britain and

Ireland. In his judgment,
“ The contents of the placard on the National Congress which has

been stuck up in the streets of London are edifying. Within the short

compass of a few lines, they state the miserable story of India’s woes

with telling effect. The writer of them must be a master mind. 1

suppose it is Mr. Dadabhai Naoroji or Mr. Hume to whom the credit

of the composition is due. Whoever it may be, he deserves the best

thanks of tne Indian community.”
Such is our journalist’s exordium, and he doubtless takes care to put

his best foot foremost. It is at least consolatory that master-minds

are not such rare birds in the East as in the black and barren West,

and that we have |^eft in our mind in Bengal almost a master mind—

a

jeweller who can recognise true genius at a glance. We have an un-

comfortable suspicion, however, that the prime test of master minds is

a voyage to Europe, whether they go themselves or send their wares

there. Possibly masterliness, like some liquors, matures by a long

voyage.

After such a beginning, the rest is plain sailing. The writer is

naturally “ very sanguine about the result of the Congress Agitation

that has at last been set up in England.” Others, who are neither

master minds nor anything near it, may think differently. Our Agita-

tors are continually making the mistake of reckoning without their

host, and the hosts of the enemy. Under any circumstances, it would

be a bad day for England and India, when placards indued by “master

minds” “stating the miserable stoiy of India’s woes with telling effect,”

placarded in the streets of London or, for that matter, in every street,

lane and bylane throughout the United Kingdom, to any appreciable

extent superseded the legitimate channels of governing this vast Em-

pire or influencing Us destinies.

The writer is mighty glad that the Maharaja of Cooch Behar has

accepted the office of I’atron of a Ladies’ Institution, and formally con-

gratulates His Highness. We suspect this means not the usual paper

patronage. Anyhow it was a mailer of course when the writer informs

us that the late Keshub Chunder Sen founded the Institution or a

school of the kind.

Our Journalist is nothing if not interrogative. He fires a whole

catechism, at the rate of a question per every paragraph and a half

during the greater part of his article. Thus, to take them at random,

we have—
“Why do not Mr. Naoroji or Mr. Ronerjec in combination with such

of our English friends as Mr. S. .Smith, Mr. J. Sl.igg, Professor Hunter

and others, do something to enliglitcn Lord Lansdownc on the ways of

governing India justly and liberally.^”

He evidently is not very well pleased with Mr. Ronnerjea, however,

who is ill and unable to work. The Ghoses are the true stuff—ahov'^

the ills that flesh is heir to we suppose, and the rest of it—and L

'Mohan is tl)e Ghose the Ghosicst of Ghoses. He has

a neat scheme for endowing the hero
“ Why should not Mr. Lai Mohan (ihose be induced to go'? It is

a great pity that he is now obliged to pass away his days in Calcutta,

practising as a barrister. The wealthy men of Bengal should combine

and arrange for his permanent residence in London as our Resident

Representative.”

We do not know how Mr. Ghosc will be pleased at the suggestion

involved in this pi^posilion. Another question—

“ Why should not natives of the country who possess all the qualities

of European gentlemen be called so by Euiopeans is 'vh.at 1 can hardly

make out. Do Anglo-Indians still think that white skin to be one of

the possessions entitling a man to be called a gentleman ?”

Of course, this Journalist “possesses all the qualities of European

gentlemen.” It is satisfactory to the country to be assured of the

possession of at least the notable unit. What a pity that Europeans

should not appreciate it

!

Poetry—or verse—has always been a speciality of Reis and Rayyct,

Our first page has usually been devoted to it. We have thus presented

many pieces of merit, by natives and Europeans. For years—before his

wayward Muse in a pet shelved her harp on the top branch of the tallest

tree of the mango-grove in classic Paikpara— our friend Ram Sharma,
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the gifted poet of that remarkable poem in stout blank verse, “ The

Last Day,” d’elighted our readers. We have made it a point to lay

before them the most notable occasional verse of the period. Accord*

ingly, we have given Tennyson’s and Swinburne’s Jubilee Odes, Edwin

Arnold’s and other tributes to Mathew Arnold and all the best poetry

written in English on the death of the late Emperors of Germany, with

a splendid translation of a mosf stirring French appeal to the dying

Frederick III. In the absence of original verse, we draw from different

sources, including tittle known pieces or unpublished verse repeated

from mouth to mouth.

The present number is not without its attractions. “ Not glad nor

sad ” is a touching theme, tenderly treated. The lovers of the sonnet

have always been well served by us, and this lime there are three good

ones. The last is a lady’s tribute to Charles Lamb which must delight

the hearts of all dear Elia’s admirers. It will yet take rank among the

best efforts in the language. The “ Song of Ihc Dirt ” has not equal

claims, but in view of the diggin’s in our own midst, we think it will be

interesting. It was composed and published in California among the

diggers during the height of the Gold Fever. It does not apply to

India, however, the conditions of our gold indu^stry being entirely

different from those of mining in California or Australia.

SOOROJ CooMARF.E Beebee has again been unfortunate. The High

Court dismissed her appeal without even troubling the respondent

for his say. Lucky indeed arc they that engage counsellor Woodroffc.

It is enough to engage him and brandish him in court. Poor Jain

Law has no hope in Calcutta, under the present

In Moorshedabad, the Jains’ stronghold, the great Juggut Sett case

has been decided in favor of the lady—widow of Sett Gobin Chand

—

who is now the patriarchess of the family. The Court delivered judg-

ment on the 31 St July, in accordance wdth Jain Law.

We gather that

“A new law has recently been passed in Japan dealing with the Press,
and will be in force for a period of six months. Before being able to
publish a journal, it is now necessary for the editor, manager, and
printers to furnish their names and ages

;
they must have attained the

age of 20 years, be Japanese subjects, and in full possession of their
rights of citizenship. The editor and printer must not be one and the
same person. Unless the journal treats exclusively of science, art,

statistics, or market quotations, a deposit of 1,750 to 5,000 francs has
to be paid. Should any correspondent desire to rectify an article pre-
viously published in the journal, the Cflitor must print it tn exUnso in
the same type and the identical column in which the original article

appeared. Should the correction be twice as long as the original, the
surplus is considered as advertisement, and must be paid for as such.
Any article criticising a law is absolutely prohibited, no matter how bad
the legislation may he. No document may be reproduced, nor even an
allusion made to it without consent of the Government. The Minister
of the Interior may suspend or confiscate a journal should he consider
it menacing to the public peace, or if any criticisms be made on the
customs of the country, even should these customs be prejudicial to the
public weal. Although the penalties now in force against journalistic
offences are very numerous, still they are not by any means so numer-
ous as formerly.”

That beats the refinements of the most jealous European tyranny.

And this is the great Reform State of the day !

We really do not understand these Ultra Orientals of the Pacific. In-

constant like the French, they have apparently less ballast. In the

enthusiasm of an hour, they demolished their old edifice down to the

foundations, and are building anew, without having a settled plan.

They not only abolished the Church but denounced religion. In a few

years, they discovered that even a faith without God as was theirs was

not the useless lumber they regarded it. Their present attitude may
be pithily put in the following notice :

—

“ Wanted-
A State Religion.

Apply to the Ministry of the Interior, Japtn.” Bentham in

England and specially the Abh6 Si^yes in France used to deal in

the article. They must surely have left successors in that Con-
tinent. Here is an opportunity too for our own countryman Baboo
Protab Chunder Mozoomdar, who has been repeatedly foiled in his

efforts to effect entrance into the s^at of power of the temple of the

Brahmo Samaj of India. Japan just now is just the place for a
Pope in search of the crown of privilege—or of martyrdom.

WMIN I CU
A GRADUATE to serve as a Teacher in the Burdwan MuNici

School, pay Rs. 40 a month. No one who is not very slroni
Mathematics need apply. Applications with copies of testimoi
will be received by the undersigned till the 10th August 1888.

(Si) Nali Naksha Bosu,
Chairma
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LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT.
ITS DIFFICULTIES.

We have already pointed out the weak point

of Local Self-Government in the administration of

the local resources. An unloosening of authority has

marked the first stage of the experiment, and this is

chiefly due to the absence of official prestige in the

position of the newly created local authorities. The
elective system has also developed a tendency on the

part of these authorities to partiality of conduct and

over-leniency of assessment, with an eye to their con-

tinued popularity with the electorate. Votes at the

elections are generally regarded as an obligation con-

ferred on the returned candidates with a money value,

to be repaid by reduction of assessment. Both these

tendencies might be left to work out their remedy as

there is progress of enlightenment in the communities.

But personal official help may help to reduce the diffi-

culty. Their effects, in the meantime, upon the adminis-

tration of local funds cannot but be highly embarrass-

ing. If an efficient financial administration is the basis

of successful administration all round, wherever that

efficiency is lost, through causes well within the con-

trol of the Government officers, the Government
officers incur a responsibility by not removing them.

The financial resources of these local institutions

are far from adequate, and it is clearly in the

power of the Government to place them on a more
satisfactory footing. The house tax, with the cum-
brous and costly machinery for its collection and its

unavoidable unrealizable balances, does not suffice

for their manifold wants. Such as it is, its adminis-

tration is capable of considerable improveveir^ It

is for the Government, which is resp?''® ibl# ffir

devising the tax as well as the unsatisfactor’^“‘ *achin-

ery by which it is administered, to fin*” the

remedy. It might work comparatively w . in Cal-

cutta or elsewhere with official authority at its back,

though even here, to judge by the published proceed-
ings of the last sitting of the Calcutta Commissioners,
and Babu Doorgagati Banerjee’s scathing critic|sm of
the collection, it is far from working satisfactorily in

Calcutta. That it does not work smoothly and effec-

tively in the country at large, is a fact about which
there is no question. It is certain that the administra-

tion of the municipal taxes can lay no claim to that

regularity which marks the administration of the

Provincial or Imperial imposts. Why there should

be this difference, is a question which should have
long ago suggested itself to the real overruling

authorities. It may be all very well Sir Steuart

Baylcy to give a wider elective constitution to Local

Self-Government, but here are difficulties of detail

which also require his attention. We think some of

these difficulties are removeable by the position of

local authorities being improved in dignity and power.
The Government is perhaps wise in jeajously guard-
ing against the chance of these subordinate authorities

developing themselves into oppressors of their fellow-

subject.s. Tendencies to high-handedness and undue
abuse of power, no doubt, exist and require to be
checked. But having once constituted them local ad-

ministrators, there is no halting half-way—no shrinking

from its legitimate conclusion. The problem is no
doubt one of delicacy—a dilemma Is involved in the

task of rendciring Local Self-Government something
more than nominal. Our municipal authorities are
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supposed, for instance, to be the sanitary guardians

over their jurisdictions. They are expected to pre-

vent the commission of nuisances, and are even in-

vested with the powers of ex-officio Honorary Magis-
trates, for trial of offenders against the sanitary pro-
visions of the law. By an inexplicable perversity of

official routine, however, they are deprived of all

control over the police, and how Benches of Honor-
ary Magistrates, to which the local police owes no
obedience, work at all in practice, may be better con-

ceived than described. Little work, if any, is got from
these Municipal Benches in the country, and the evil

has gone so far as to have at last drawn the attention

of the Government. We hear that several municipa-

lities have been called for explanation on account of

the small work done by them. We do not know
what explanation will be offered, but the admitted
failure of the system is chiefly due to the absurd
relations which now subsist between the police and
the local authorities. Here is room for amendment.
The Police maybe an Imperial institution, maintained

in all its pomp and state to terrorize a law-abiding
populace. But if Local Self-Government is to be a

real limb of the administration, its relations to the

police must be, in some respects, of authority. As
it is, the police is being gradually relieved of the

^«a«-municipal duties hitherto performed by it. It

no longer helps in the execution of warrants for col-

lection of taxes, or the registration of vital statistics,

or the administration of the pounds. A process of

complete separation between the police and the muni-
cipality, has been long at work, and is by this almost

finished. This has been one effect of the discontinu-

ance, under Lord Ripon’s just orders, of the municipal

su’':. ';f''-s 'for paying the police, and the effect is seen
e_vi^ry\v; ore, except when the official is both the,

the police and the municipal administration.

T-:. teract the dis.idvantage of tliLs, the Govern-
m * the Upper Provinces have hit upon a kind

‘al police for municipal purposes, with a livery

o*' ’i.. . -.vn, and a special jurisdiction. The question,

at all events, demands final settlement, and should not

be left in its present position of uncertainty and
anomaly.

The position of the authorities constituted under
the scheme of Local Self-Government, requires to be
made one of more real dignity and power. It was a

statesmanlike suggestion made, at the discussion of

the measure in the Imperial Council, that these

authorities might be given, under well-guarded limi-

tations, small civil and criminal jurisdictions. To
command the willing respect and confidence of those

over- whom they are placed, they must exercise

some more real power than the overseership of roads

and drains, and be invested, in popular estimation,

with more of dignity than they possess. We do not

mean the dignity which comes from titles. That is a

Brummagem dignity wherever it is unsupported by
sterling worth and merit. We .seek a more, really

dignified position for our local administrators, which
the Government may give, by showing, them
practical sympathy and support in their actual work
—by giving them proofs of more confidence. There
may be more of touch between the local and the

official authorities. We have already seen that, in

cases of criminal resistance to the local authorities, in

the exercise of their legal functions, they must appeal

to the Magistrates for help just as ordinary suitors,

and place themselves in an awkward predicament

which must be ruinous to their prestige. A little

personal sympathy on the part of the official head

of the district, would be an effective remedy, once for

all, for such critical situations, but personality is an ele-

ment of administration which seldom comes into

play in what has been facetiously called the caste-iron

British routine, and a scene is presented of Local Self-

Government in court, from which it only emerges with

its dignity torn to shreds and tatters.

In regard to the financial straits in which all

municipalities arc, more or less, involved, it is much
in the power of district officials, and of the Gov-
ernment especially, to lend them a helping hand. This

may be done in two ways. The Government, if it

really believed and sympathized in the financial embar-
rassment of these bodies, might well make over to them
additional resources to which they have a right, but
from the benefit of which they continue to be excluded.

There is no good reason, for instance, why they should
not enjoy the entire proceeds of ferries which exist

within their ‘limits. The old ferry-funds have, in

most cases, been wholly or partially seized upon
by the provincial e.xchequcr, the municipalities

being told to recoup the loss as best they might.

Nor do we see why the e.xcise revenue realized

in a municipal town, should not, at any rate to

some fractional extent, benefit the town admini.s-

tration. A portion of this revenue is, we believe,

enjoyed by municipalities in Western India, and
it is at all events anomalous why a different arrange-

ment should exist in other provinces. The excise re-

venue is derived from the trade and prosperity of the

town, and the town administration may well claim a fair

share of it. The same remarks apply with equal force

to the Imperial imposts on trade and other income.

But it is vain, in the chronic financial exigen-

cies of the Imperial Government, to assert a claim

of abstract right which has no chance of being

accepted. The scheme of financial decentralization

must, it seems, work down, so as to leave no
local administration unaffected. The Government
may, however, do a considerable help to municipal
administration, by giving loans for permanent mu-
nicipal works at moderate interest. As it is, the

municipal resources are, year after year, frittered away
upon minor works of a current nature, while schemes
of permanent sanitary or other improvement, requir-

ing a large outlay for their execution, have to be
continually put off, from inability to make up the
necessary funds from the ordinary levenue. Our con-
temporary of the Statesman has been, with his

characteristic persistence, advocating a change of Gov-
ernment policy in this respect, and has, it appears, so
far succeeded as to have brought the Government of
India to consider the subject. There can be no
doubt that, if municipalities are to undertake works
of permanent usefulness, like systematic drainage
ancl water-supply, they must be helped by Govern-
ment with the capital on easy terms, and that so long
as this is not done freely and on a well-recognized

system, the municipal resources, such as they are.

must go on wasting themselves upon comparatively
useless or unimportant objects.

The Government may strengthen the financial

position of municipalities in another way. It may
relieve them of pecuniary burdens, which do not legi-

timately belong to them. They have been very liberal-

ly relieved of the police expenditure, which, from the
commencement of municipal institutions, had been
made the first charge upon the Municipal Fund. That
relief bids fair, however, to be only nominal, when
the Government appears determined to fasten upon
municipalities new responsibilities of the same or
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greater value, by way of a compensation as it were for

the loss of the police subsidy. The Municipal Fund
lies now at the mercy of a number of Government
Departments, and there is a regular scramble for the

money. Altogether, there is need of more helpful

official sympathy with tlje interests of Self-Govern-

ment than, we are constrained to say, is now evinced.

THE WEATHER AND AGRICULTURAL
PROSPECTS.

We are in the midst of the rains, at last. After the

long tyranny of the sun in all his unqualified efful-

gence, the change is not simply a relief but was a ne-

cessity of existence itself. Not as it might be in the

stormy wintered North, it was a great comfort to see

the monochrome—light, thin, soft dark—of the water-

charged clouds spread like a layer on the whole
Heavens, for days together. Monday was a parti-

cularly rainy day, particularly at night—^jo use a sort

of bull necessitated by the imperfection of language

—when there was an almost continual downpour.

For the last five years or so, Bengal generally has

been lucky in the weather, and there has been abun-

dance of the fruits of the earth. It was almost time

enough for a reverse of fortune. The extraordi-

nary heat this year and the postponement of the

monsoons seemed ominous. Indeed, the niggardli-

ness of the heavens had alarmed the country as it

saw its tiny plants perish and the peasantry were un-

able to sow. With the rains hope has again revived.

From generals, let us proceed to particulars, and end

this notice with a typical example of a well-cultivated

tract in the neighbourhood of the metropolis. The
cis-Damudah parts west of Howrah, which all these

years benefited by the propitiousness of the seasons,

are this year feeling the effects of inclemency. An
industrous peasantry makes the most of a good soil,

not over moist, raising jute, sotte, &c., besides rice.

It is this tract which is the source of the supply of

the esculent roots and tubers, ole, kachii, potato, and
culinary vegetables like bringal, d/icros, &c. The
potato time is not yet, the root being planted after

the Poojas. But, in consequence of the late drought,

the other vegetables, including the jute and some
plants have all perished. The reliance of the people

is now on the paddy. This requires abundance of

water, and, had the rains been withheld nor poured in

copiously, the situation would have been serious in-

deed. That fear has, for the present, gone. There
has been rain and plenty of it. It commenced in

the afternoon of Monday week. The next two days

there was an unceasing shower, and it has been rain-

ing from time to time since. The effect on the usual-

ly quiet population was instantaneous. There is joy
in the land again. Out of work the Bengal peasants

are not given to any demonstrative dissipation. In

a season of drought, when they are not called to tMeir

daily active operations in the field, they arc more
than ever dispirited eying the heavens in mute im-

portunity. The re-call to their accustomed round of

severe toil, rouses them up to unaccustomed anima-

tion. There is life and movement and even bustle.

A smile lights up the swat ^hy cheeks, and even song
breaks out from lips erewhile sealed in anxiety.

Labour is again in demand. Fancy the condition of
the mere labourer in the rural country, when his

better employing peasant is not in need of his ser-

vice!

With the copious showers, the price of labour has
risen throughout the country. In the cis-Damuda
tract, owing to the strenuous desire of the cultivators

to utilise the opportunity, and probably also to the

dispersion of local labour daring the late drought, the

price has nearly doubled. Since Saturday, at Belia'

Adampore and the neighbouring villages, it is eight

annas per diem for each man, where it was five annas.

The hire of ploughs has actually doubled. In former

seasons, it was eight annas a day per plough. Since

Saturday last it is a Rupee.

PROVISION FOR THE OUDH SERAGLIO.

We give the names of the remainig members :

—

o- - — -

Class D. Rs.

Nawab Jamshed Uegam 70

Akhtar Piari Begam 70
Mamulah Begam 70

a Rushk Peri Begam 70
Bandi Begam ... ... 6o
Talabgar-us-Sultan Shaukat-un-Nissa^ Begam .. 55
Kaikobad Begam 46

Class £.

Nawab Afzal Bcgam ... 65

»)
Ishk Afroz Begam 65

1)
Huzur Begam 65

))
Abbasi Begam 65

H Janana Begam (>s

)*
Khush Kadr Begam 65

1)
Ladu Bai Begam 60

1)
Mehr Rukh Begam 60

11 Anjuman Afroz Begam ... 60

11
Peri Kukh Begam 60

11
Ghasitun Begam 60

If
Hazrat Begam 60

If
Abadi Begam 60

If
Hyderi Begam 60

11
Rafik-us-Sultan Wazir Wazir-un-Nissa 60

If
Rahiin-un*Nissa Begam ... ... ... 60

11
Mahak Peri Begam 60

11
Namdar Begam 60

11
Wazir Begam... 60

11
Chamanistan Begam 58

11 liadi Begam ... 58

11
Khushawaz Begam 58

11 Umrao Begam 60

11
Zohra Begam... 60

11
Aghai Begam 60

11
Sultani Begam 60

11
Aliya Begam ... 60

11
Hormuzi Begam ... ...

11
Mahtabi Begam i. ...

11
Bismillah Begam

11
Meher Jehan Begam ... ... ... 2

11
Chundri Begam ... ... ... :

11
Rasya Begam ... ... ... ; s'* , t

11 Sabza Begam
11

Jhumka Begam

.

11
Banda Begam 50

11
Momtaz Begam 45

11
Malika Begam 45

11
Kiilsum Begam 36

11
Eedu Begam ... 30

Class F.

Nawab Manjli Begam 175

11
Riaz Ara Begam 50

11 Dildada Begam 50

11 Chaman Ara Begam 50

11
Mahrii Begam 50

11
Khair-un-Nissa Begam ... 50

11
Munni Begam 50

11 Jani Begam 50

11 Jania Begam ... 50

11 Janno Begam 50

11
Sanjli Begam... 50

11
Nannih Begam 50

11 Hejat Begam... 50

11
Raihan Begam ... ... 50

11
Sultan Begam 50

11
Sitara Bakht Begam 50

11
Oroos Ara Begam 50

11
Janah Begam... 50

11
Nur Bai Begam 50

11 «
Arjamand Begam ... .... 50

11
Nur Jehan Begam 48

11
Najm-un-Nissa Begam ... ...

,
48

11
‘ Nathoni Begam 48

11
Hur Begam... 48

11
Wala Begam ... 48

11
Ahmadu Begam 45

1)
Nourozi Begam 45

1}
Khorshedi Begam 45

11
Mah Monir Begum 60

If
Khana Abadi Begam 60

If
Paria Begam... ... 40

ff
Makhmura Begam 39

If
Askari Begam ... ... 50

ff
Maliha Begam 50

if
Sharaf-un-Nissa Begam ... 35

i>

)»

Tehaugir Begam
Hilal Abru Begam «.«

35
40
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Nawab Jadu Nlgah Bagam
„ Jehan Afroz Begam
„ Shikoh Be^m
„ Allah Jilai Begam
y, Khosru Begam
„ Sahiba Begam
„ BatuH Begam
„ Husaini Begam
„ Munir Begam
„ Amina Begam
„ Rakasa Begam ...

)) Khorshid Jemal Begam...
„ Mushtari Begam
„ Soraia Begam
1) Sihor Nigah Begam

Zaman Afroz Begam
)) Moti Begam ...

Tans Jemal Begam
)i Zohra Jemal Begam
)) Zainab Begam
it Hosn Jehan Begam

Nazir Begam...
H Zamin Afroz Begam
n Bedr Afroz Begam
M Khor Afroz Begam
}) Kamr Afroz Begam
)) Sihi Afroz Begam
)) Kabk Kheram Begam ...

M Lala Izar Begam
a Hira Begam ...

M Chashmi Begam
Y) Shams Afroz Begam
>f Namkin Begam
>1 Jehandar Begam
n Zuleikha Begam
)) Bilkis Begam
)i Lcili Begam ...

)i Yusuf Jemal Begam
11 Pare K^hesal Begam

Gul Rukhsar Begam
)) Khaman Abru Begam ...

I) Ruskh Mah Begam
)i Khush Nigah Begam ...

)) Ahu Nigah Begam
9) Mushk Gesu Begam
M Nazuk Kamar Begam ...

n Alam Jah Begam
» Gauhar Rez Ilachi Begam

Sh**' Morad Gilauri Begam
rj ‘ ;; i Kidar Begam ...

"’ab Begam
Abnd Begair . ...

' Jehan Begam
a Begam

1^ ' da Begam
’,olah Begam

:: rColah Begam
Kolah Begam

n »ed Kolah Begam...

)i
" Khan Begam

n Khan Begam
Matami Begam

}} Ghamgosar Begam
M Zakera Begam
it Mariam Begam
1) Nadera Begam

Zarandaz Begam
n Zarafshan Begam
it Zardar Begam
}) Zarpasand Begam
}) Saloni Begam
i> Mashuka Begam
a Kamranjan Begam
a Makbulan Begam
)i Hormuzi Jan Begam
M Araish Jan Begam
it Peari Jan Begam
>» Velayiti Jan Begam
}) Golab Jan Begam
it Ji Jan Begam
ft Tajan Jan Begam
}) Nasiban Jan Begam
tt Rahiman Jan Begam
,) Mehdi Jan Begam
)> Abdar Jan Begam
)i Amani Jan Begam
)i Ziban j^n Begam
,1 llahi Jan Begam
„ Safdil Begam
,) MusafTa Begam
„ Abrasan Begam

Aktar*un-Nissa Khanum
Class G.

Nawab Benazir Begam
Malika-i<Mokaddassa
Nawab Nur-ul-Hur Begam

,} Manjhu Be^m
a Hur Talab Begam
„ Nur-ul-Kamr Begam
„ Nur-ush-Shams Begam ...

... 40
... 35
... 35
... 35

35
... 35

.K ... 35
• •• 35

... • •• 35
• •• 35

18

... 18

... 18

... 18

18

... 18

• •• 18
... ... 18

... 18

... 18

18

... 18

... 18

... 18

18

... 18
... 18
... 18

... 18

... 18

18

... 18

18

... 18

18

18

... 18

... 18

... ...
*

18
... ... 18

]8

18

18
... ... 18

]8

... ... 18

18

18

18

18
... 18

... 18

... 18

18

... 18

18

18
... 18

18

18

... 18

... 18

18

18

... 18

18

... iS

... 18

... 18

18

... 18

18

... 18

18

... 18

18

... 18

18

... T')

... i8

... 18

... ... 18

... 18

• •• ... .18
... 18

... 18

... »I8

... 18

... 18

... 18

... ... 18

... ... 18

... 15

... ... 15

... 15

... ... 15

... ... 15
;

... ... 15

... ... 15

Nawab Zi>Itbar Begam
„ Husn Aini Begam
„ Sycda Begam

Sirdar Begam
a Neknihad Begam
„ Nurbaz Nagin Begam ...

„ Mah Paikar Begam
„ Mchr Paikar Begam
„ Shams-oz-Zoha Begam ...

Husn Khez Begam
„ Khush Ikbal Begam
„ Tyaiba Begam
„ Khush Kirdar Begam ...

„ Ashik Ara Begam
„ Ishk Ara Begam

Biggun Sahiba
Amir Khanum
Nawab Sarv-kad Begam

ft Rabat Ara Begam
Class H.

Sekandar Pasand
Chamak Pasand
Dildar Pasand
Mahtab Pasand
Lab Pasand
Mashshur Pasand
Tur Pasand •

Morawah Pasand
.Sagar Pasand
Martabat Pasand
Sakhawat Pasand
I tat Pasand
Moalla Pasand
Zia Pasand

Dulari Begam
D SCARDED Begam.

^5

15

15

*5

IS

15

15

15

15

IS

IS

15

15

15

15

IS

15

15

15

15

15

IS

15

15

IS

IS

15

IS

IS

15

15

15

IS

IS

TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN INDIA.
I have carefully gone through the article on the above question in a

recent issue of your paper, and fully concur with the view expressed
therein. In connection therewith, I would like to make a few
observations, which I hope will not be out of place, or inopportune.
Technical education, especially in an enlightened age like the
present, is essentially needed in every respect. Seeing the condition
of the respective professions, such as the medical, educational,
engineering, legal, &c., a right thinking man, of course who has
a grain of sense in him, cannot but agree in the advisability of
cx*j«uiding the scheme into some such substantial shape, which
migh^copc demand of the general public. The more it is

spread over the country at large, the more will be its beneficial results.
I.—I would advocate the establishment of technical schools in

the metropolis and in the heart of the country and in every im-
portant town in the moffussil where easy access can be had to rail-

way or other workshops.

II.—Graduates or underGraduates of the University should be
required to learn the trade. Either separate institutions might be
established by Government or the wcll-io-do public or an arrange-
ment made by which the Railway Companies would allow their
workshops to be visited by students going in for the mechanical
profession,

III.—Four schools to be established in close proximity to railway
stations and results watched and reported on after a certain
time, v/z,, at Kanchraparah in Bengal, /amalpur in Monghyr,
District Bchar, Allahabad in N. W. P., Roorkee in N. W. P.,

and in places where institutions might be first started.

I would lay particular
^

stress on the opening of such a school
at Jamalpur in connection with the Railway workshops, which
arc the largest in India. The several shops there arc divided under
the following heads, wz., i. Erecting. 2. Painting. 3. Carpenter.
4. Fitting. 5. Boiler-making. 6. Tender repairing and constructing,
7. Blacksmiths, Spring-making, Steam Hammering. 8. Rolling Mills.
Establishment for rolling bar iron of sizes, 9. Turning. 10. Found-
ry for making general castings. II. Lamp-making and Coppersmith’s
^01 Besides there is a large Mechanical Drawing Office. I think
it ^'•'1 b ' said without the smallest shadow of doubt that if schools
were h. i.- ! for imparting technical education in addition to
theoretical or gcnerHl education, the result would be a great success.

Mr. Editor, as in this very important matter you have set the
ball rolling, 1 hope other able and influential men like yourself
will speed it in its flight and not impede its course, until it has
arrived at its goal and brings about the consummation of our desire.
It will, I am certain, be the means of removing a deal of poverty
and distress which is now prevalent in the land, and create an
opening for the utilization of talent and genius which is now lying
dormant for want of a suitable field for its operation. Let Gov-
ernment be up and doing, and let the Reises, Rajahs and Creesuses
of the country open their pursc-sirir.gi fur ?i laudable under-
taking, and in return they reap t!. ‘ g. od • .ounfry and the
raising of its people from a state ol p » - I. ..r.idation to one
of ease. and respectability.

Jamalpuri the 2yth July iSSS,
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EMERALD THEATRE
BEADON STREET.

Manager^ Babu G. C. Ghose.

Saturday—the ^tk Aiigtist, 1SS8—
at p P. M. f

Third performance of the new melo‘drama

Nundo-Biday,
Masterpiece of pathos and poetry.

The piece begins with exquisite pastoral songs !

Wonderful illusion !

Sreekrishna appears in a halo of light and dis-

solves in thin air.

The marvellous decapitation scene !

Nymphs coming out of opening lotuses !

Loud Harisankirtan 1

Heart-rending lamentation of Nundo and
Jashoda I

The reunion of Radha and Krishna !

jVext day—Sundaysth August

at Candle Light.

STr^Tl/jS
AND

X'jis xjiii: ox
The printed copies of “Nundo-Biday” are

now ready for the intending purchasers at a

moderate price of eight annas per copy.

M. L. SUR, Asst. Manager.

Dufferin Memorial Fund.

The following subscriptions have been re*

ceived

•

Rs,

Amount already advertised... ... 59,947
Rajah Baidya Nath Pundit, of Killa

Darpan, Cuttack ... ... 50
Prince Wahid Ali Mirza ... ... 50
Sayed Ashrafuddin Ahmed, Secy, to the

National Mahommedan Association,

Hooghly ... ... ... 10

Maharaja Girija Nath Roy Bahadoor of

Dinajpore ... ... ... 500
Baboo Bejoykissen Mookerjee ... 50

Total ... 60,607

Further subscriptions are invited, and will be

duly acknowledged in the papers.

PEARY MOHUN MOOKERJEE,
AMIR ALI, .

S. E. J. CLARKE,
Honorary .Secretaries.

Calcutta, 2ist July, 1888.

The Empress of India Cotton Mills

Company, Ld.

Proceedings of the Twenty-second Ordinary

Halfyearly General Meeting of Shareholders

of the Empress of India Cotton Mills Com-

pany^ Limited^ held at the Registered Office

of the Company^ No. jj, Canning Street,

Calcutta, at 3 p. m., on Tuesday, the 31st

July iSSS.

Present ;

D. B, Mehta, Esq., in the Chair.

Algernon Watkins, Esq. ; Hajee Noor
Mahomed Jackeriah, Esq. ; P. E. fJuzdar, Esq.

;

H.ajee Abdoola Abdool Wahed, Esq. ; Litnjee

Dhunjeebhoy, Esq.
; Jeiha Jaichand, Esq.

;

U. C. Sethna, Esq. ; C. Rustomjee Sethna,

Esq. by his proxy D. C. Sethna, Esq.
;
Baboos

Deveurn Ranchore ; Gourisunker Tewary

;

Mohun Loll, and R. D. Mehta, Esq.

The Advertisement convening the Meeting

having been read, and the Directors’ Report

and Accounts circulated among the Share-

holders being taken as read, the following Re-

solurfons were proposed :

—

RESOLUTION I.

Proposed by D. B. Mehta, Esq., and second-

ed by Jetha Jaichand, Esq.,—
That the Directors* Report be adopted, and

that the Accounts for the half-year ending 30th

June 1888, as audited and circulated to the

Shareholders, be also adopted, and passed as

correct, and satisfactory ; and that the action

of the Board in regard to Fire Insurance as

mentioned in their Report is also approved.

Carried unanimously.

RESOLUTION II.

Proposed by Algernon Watkins, Esq., and
seconded by Limjee Dhunjeebhoy, Esq.,—
That a Dividend at the rate of Rs. 20 per

share, free of Income Tax, for the Half-year

ending 30th June 1888, be now declared pay-

able on and after ist August 1888, and that the

balance of the profits be dealt with as recom-

mended by the Directors in the first paragraph

of their Report.

Carried unanimously.

With a vote of Vi.inks to the Chair the Meet-

ing i,|.aiwted.

D. B. MEHTA,
Chairman.

Dividend Warrants are now readyfor issue.

NOTICE.
Letters of administration to the estate and

effects of Brojonauth Dhur, late of No. 2, Sa-

gore Dhur’s Lane, in the Town of Calcutta,

bullion merchant deceased, were granted by the

High Court of Judicature at Fort William in

Bengal in Testamentary and Intestate Juris-

diction, on the 27th of July instant, to his

widow SrcMiuity Busunto Kumary Dasi.

SWINHOE ^ CHUNDER,
Attorneys for the administratrix.

9, Old Post Office Street,

Calcutta, 30th July 1888.

Ireethams-

For INDIA and ali HOT CLIMATES this DweeOy scenUa emolUent Uilk is INVALTrABLB
IT KEEPS tho SKIN CUOL and REFRESHED in the HOTTEST YVEATHER,
Removes and prevents aU SUNBURN. REDNESS, FRECKLES, TAN, etc., and

RKWUERS the SKIN DELICATELY SOFT. SMOOTH and WHITE.

It entiitiy prevents it uom becoruni,' DRY and WRINKLED, and PKESEBySS the

COMPLEXION fi'om the eenrehing effects of the SUN and WIND more effectually than any

other preparation. The IRRITATION caused by iho P^TES and 8TTN68 of lh[8ECT8 is

wonfle>:"l)y .<
' n i)y it... For unpaiting that soft, velvety leeling to the skin, this

delijli."
'

' >»' h:. ’ 1) qaal! Bold by all Chemists.

M. Bi KTHAM A BON, Ohemists* Ob^te&hm, England.

.CALCUTTA AGENTS: SCOTT, THOMPSON & CO.

NOTIFICATION.
To be peremptorily sold pursuant to an ordei;

and decree of the Calcutta High Court Ori-
ginal Civil Jurisdiction made in suit No. 130 of

1886 [wherein Sharat Chunder Mitter was
plaintiff and Lall Behary Dey was defendent

]
and dated respectively the 18th of April 1888
and the 27th of May 1886 by the Registrar of

the said Court in his sale-room at the said
Court House on Saturday the 25th day of
August next at 12 O’clock noon the following

property

Lot I.—All that piece of land together
with the brick-built pucca bouse erected there-

on situate at and being No. 24 formerly No. 19
Shambazar Street Calcutta measuring about
16 cottahs and bounded on the North by
Shambazar Street on the East partly by the

house of Wooma Churn Chatterjee late of

Ramrooder Soor and partly by the house of
Ramtonu Chatterjee on the South by the

house and tank of Kristo Mohun Biswas de-

ceased and on the West by the house of Gopee
I Nauth Moitra.

The abstract of title and conditions of sale

may be seen at the office of the Registrar High
Court or at the office of Mr. N. C.. Bose
attorney for the plaintiff at No. 3 Hastings*

Street on any day before the day of sale and
will be produced at the sale.

R. BELCHAMBERS,
Registrar.

N. C. Bose,
Plaintiff’s Attorney

High Court
Original Side.

The I2th July 1888.

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.^

ASSAM LINE.
This Company which has a weekly Service

of Steamers running to and from Debrooghut
vid Goalundo, will despatch the Steamer
“ ORISSA ” for Assam p'n the
loth inst.

. A. , r
Catgo will be receivca ,

. Ji^any’s
Godowns at Jaggannath Ghav - >':*'AMrsday
the 9th idem. >

The Steamet “ MAKUM" iV r.i, Goa-
lundo for Assam on Friday, tit*'

Intending passengers by tlm V.c Lj»ntioncd
Steamer should leave Calcutta •^'i^l^oalundo
by train the previous night.

Dhudri & Derrooghur Mail Service.

Through Booking to andfrom Assam.

The Despatch Steamers of this Service
leave Dhubri daily on arrival of the Mails
from Calcutta, and proceed to Debrooghur,
stopping at all intermediate stations and
Mnokhs,

Passengers, Goods, Parcels ( packages not
to exceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement ) may be boo ked
through to and from Calcutta, and all stat ions

-on the Eastern Bengal State Railway and
connected Railways, and the folio wing
Steamer Stations of this Company, vis.,

Dhubri, Gfialparah, Gauhati, Mungledye,
Te/.pore, Silghaui for Koliabar, Dhunsiri
Mookh, Niggriting, Kookyla Mookh, Desang
Mookh and Debrooghur^^
Packages booked as parcels will be forward-

ed by rail along with the Mails. Freight on
^

perishable articles must be prepaid.

Goalundo and Debrooghur Despatch
Service.

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which
have been specially built for the Assam Trade,
carrying passengers ana coolies between
Goalundo and Debrooghur, will leave Goalundo
bi-wcckly on Sundays and Thursdays, calling
at all intermediate stations, and Debrooghur
on Tuesdays and Saturdays.
Through bills of lading will be granted for

goods and parcels on presentation of rail re-

ceipt or payment of freight. Packages not to

exceed ten hundred weight, or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement.
For freight and passage apply to

MACNEILL & CO.,

Agents.
1*9, Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.
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yjar. LEONARDS-ON-SEA, ENGLAND.

ST. PETEItS COLLEGE FOR BOYS.
• University masters, specially suitable for

Indian Children. Indian References. For Pros-

pectus, address Principal.

INFALLIBLE SPECIFIC FOR

LEUCORRH®.
A week’s use of this medicine not only cures

Leucorrhcea—the chararieristic white, green

and bloody discharge—but also removes the

concomitant intense menstrual pains, and all

the various complaints and symptoms inci-

dental to menstrual difficulties and green sick-

ness, and prepares the system for conception.

Price ; for a week’s consumption, Rs. 2,

packing and postage 4 annas.

There are capital medicines besides—for

piles, all the 20 kinds of flux—such as sper-

matorrhoea, diabetes, &c.—diarrhoea, rheu-

matism, puerperal complaints, cataract of

the eye, nacra, asthma, &c.

\CeriiJicate^

‘M have known Rabu Rajendra Nath Ghoshal

kubiraj for upwards of 15 years, and I can bear

ample testimony to the wonderful efficacy of

his medicine in the treatment ofdiseases of the

womb. While Assistant Surgeon of Monghyr

and subsequently, I have known him to cure

the most obstinate cases of uterine Leucorr-

hoea and other uterine derangements, organic

and functional. I can safely call his medicine

the Specific for Leucorrhcea and painful

menstruation. Ladies who have been subject

to these diseases for years and were barren

have been cured and borne children.

, Womesh Chunder Roy, L. M. S., Medical

Practitioner, Bhagalpur. 30th October, 1886.”

Apply to

RAJENDRANATH GHOSAL, Kahiraj,

V /U i.

. azar.

Monghyr.

tti<yi..*>Coh-

,
V • last week

r •-.tJ;.;-; «'pplytoM.

^ l^caU, Madras.

READY

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6,

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS t VOYAGES IN BENGAL
RRTWEKN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal^

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister 0/tkefTipperah State.

Apply to Manager, & RAYYET'*
I, Uckoor Dutt^s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINION OF THE PRESS.

It is many years since I first met, and some
years since I last met, Dr. Sambhu Chunder
Mookerjee, editor of the Reis and Ravyet
(Prince and Peasant), and an author of high

repute among the kindly, as well as acute and
intellectual, people of Bengal. One of the real

misfortunes of India was, and still is, Lord
Macaulays picture of the Bengalee. The
picture, true perhaps as regards Nuncomar and
many Bengalees, is not accurate as a represen-

tation of the people generally, taking them as

an Englishman may find them if he looks

fairly. If they had been unfaithful, the sad
story of the Mutiny had been vastly sadder ;

and, apart from the Mutiny, many Englishmen
could give individual instances of Bengalee
faithfulness almost unique in history, taking
all the circumstances of our relation to India
into account. The Bengalee is generally eager

for knowledge of all kinds, and is often both

courageous in the expression of his opinions,

and gifted to a remarkable degree with the

power to express those opinions with force and
precision. Mr. Fawcett once told me that an
unprepared speech made, on his behalf, during

an election, by a young Hindoo, surpassed, in

force as well as ftlo(|uencc, any unprepared

speech he ever had heard made by any mem-
ber of the House of Commons, if four or five

members of the House were excepted.

Among these Bengalees there is a small body

of men—small for that large province—who
are, ironically or otherwise termed “Young
Bengal. ” Some of them are no longer young,

but grave and aged ;
some have, in the course

of years, been highly distinguished for their

public services and their scientific and other

attainments. Some have at times been mis-

represented, and their language misinterpreted,

so that on its return to them it has am.azed

none more than themselves. Nothing of this

has been done by the really great administra-

tors of India. That it has been done, however,

cannot be denied.

In the forefront of this little band is the

author of this book of travels, Baboo Sambhu
Chunder Mookerjee—a writer of high repute,

as I have said, also an administrator, as the

reader will sec from the title-page to this book.

A keener, yet .a kindlier satirist, one might

seek for and not find. His use of the English

language has astonished many an educated

Englishman
; and the quality of his reading is

shown by his marvellous power of quotation
;

not merely from authors like Sh^ikcspeare, and

Milton, and Macaulay, and men eminent in

science, but from out-of-the-way old ballads,

and little-known old pamphlets, in the applica-

tion of which he leaves one wondering- -first,

how he obtained the P*'?' at^l, and
setondly, how, having ’Bufained he

learned to apply them so appositely to the

subjects which he intends them to illustrate.

Passing from the author to his book, we
shall, perhaps, first of all be attracted to the

work of the administrator. He comes upon a

milkman’s village, on which he finds fastened

the grip of a Court favourite. He unloosens

the grip, and re-scttles the village, in the

double interest of Prince and Peasant. And
all the time he sees everything. The poor

people bathing on the rivers’ banks, have his

genial and kindly, if also at times, what a

Scotchman would call, his “pawky” notice.

A“fairmHiAl of Sonargoan ” attracts his at-

tention by the gracefulness with which she

carries a vessel of water fiorn the river
;
and,

though the fiiir maid and he are divided by
race and faith (she is Mussulman), she has his

full meed of praise. Indeed, it must be admit-

ted—and he will not be ofTended with me for

saying so—that he never meets wiik a fair face,

without at least giving evidence of the fact

that he has eyes to see and a heart to com-
prehend.

Of his wide and generous sympathies, much
might be said, and still leave much more to

say. He meets a missionary on the river, and
evidently is inclined, in writing his notes, to

pass a joke on the subject. JI© nips it, how-

ever, in the bud, and contents himself with

saying, “ .So new is preaching here, that ' the

simple people said the padre had been singing

in the street,” He meets Catholic and Pro-

testant missionaries on shipboard, and chuckles

over their disputes, while he astonishes them
by .*is comm.ind of the English language, and

even by his knowledge of the Bible—a know-

ledge, I may add, which is evident in many of

his writings.

A parrot falls overboard, and is drowned in

its cage, to his great distress, which is not

however para led. He says
;

[Extract.]

These are not the words of a Christian, but

of a Hindoo.

Again, he has a faithful ugly dog, whose

name is Tom, and whose .glory it once was to

bark, with a noble independence, at some very

dignified Sahibs. Our author is compelled to

leave Tom behind
;
and here is his farewell

:

[Extract.]

I think this is a very fine passage, and one

that will draw the author very close to the

grc.at heart of humanity, wherever the words

are read. Could anything be finer than the

testimony to the twu foreign “gentlemen,”

ending with the “Bengalee pariah, my poor

Tom” ? No> the paiiah merely, but the pariah

dog. The passage is worthy of the author,

and of the great mercifulness of the land that

bore him.

Whoever reads this book must be prcpaied

further to find bold and manly language. The
author is no flatterer of John riull, though he
gives John his due, and admits lliat India owes
him a great debt. Here is one passage relating

to foreign fruits : [Extract.]

Among the sketches of country -word-pic-
tures the reader will find some exceedingly

pretty, and all the more valuable in that they

are taken from a standground purely Indian;
not English. Where an English artist’s mind
would be filled with European ideas, the mind
of this gifted Eastern artist is filled with a class

of ideas totally dififerent, yet equally instructive

and certainly not less subtle and far-reaching.

On the eve of one of his journeys, our

author was placed in a dilemma of a kind
not unknown to travellers in India, but not on
that account the less stupid. He wished to

go by a particular boat, and took time by the

forelock for that purpose. The fare was at

first sl.ated as 90 rupees, to pay which he
offered “a new crisp, fresh British India” note

for 100 rupees. “ It was,” he adds, “fresh from
the Currency Office, and had been received

only the day before from another Government
department.” The rest of the story is

thus told :
[Extract.]

The humour of the little sketch is worth
something. I ran firncy the author laughing

even in his dismay
;
for he can laugh well at

others, and equally well at himself. I shall

only venture on one more passage
; and I give

it as showing the spirit of the man who dares

to call his newspaper Prince and Peasant.

He desired to return to his home in Bengal,
and to bid adieu, for a lime at last, to Indepen-

dent Tipperah, where he had been located

“some two years.” He receivedMhe Maha-
raj.ah’s permission to return home

; but still he
could not get away. [Extract.]

There is, I think, a sound lesson in this pas-
sage ;

the lesson of the immense value of
courtesy and urbanity in the relations of rulers

and ruled. There is a great deal in that sen-

tence, “ We serve flesh and blood.” The best
administrator in India is not always the ablest,

the man whose plans are the wisest as plans
;

but the man who, with plans or without them,
gives confidence to the people, and confidence
not merely in his justice, but also in his con-
siderateness and forbearance. A clever man
once said that the art of success in India is the
art of giving good dinners. It maybe so

; but
the peril is great—the peril of debt

; and in

any case the art has its limits, and its natural
collapse. Even dinners and champagne pall

in the end. But there is one art that never
fails -the art of true courtesy

;
of that courtesy

which, being natural, is not aflfected by any
whim or caprice, either of the person who
possesses it, or of any one with whom he has
relations.

In bidding farewell to this little, book, I once
more recall, as I easily and very vividly can,
the author’s kindly face and gentle voice, as

‘

known to me many years ago. I see him, as
I see Baboo Ktisto Das Pal, Dr. M.ihendra
Lai Sircar, and some others, including a much-
abused editor of the Amrita Bazar Patrika

;

and I feel and say, with all earnestness and
sincerity, that among these are men whom
the Government of India would be wise in

recognising and winning entirely to its side.

They are men on whom no really generous
word—true as well as generous—ever is

thrown away. I have compared them at times
with men of kindred occupations at home,
and I think that they arc as a rule by far
the truer gentlemen in good manners, and
often in very much more than mere manners.
May the great God, whose sacred Name they
use as that of the Father of all, guide them to
a nobler destiny than any they yet have
known, and with them, and by them, bless
their native land I

James Routledge.

-^he Indian Maf^azine^ Mar. 1888.
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“IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF.”

AH who suffer find sure relief from

The Oreateit Pain Core Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcutaBhenmatisiiiaiid RheumaticOout,

After years of semi-helplessness and suffer-

ing ;
while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,

LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

for these complaints in their severest and most

rhronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous .

relief in

Neoralginin the Head, Face and Limbs
Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-
ed as

The Uamllous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

it usc^ by the best Phy-

qj^Uf^rlntic virtue, it has. achieved
popularity which no similar pre-

paration before attained.

Soti in Bottles at / Re. each.

Obtainahle of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith St.anistreet & Co.,

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.

Price by post 8^ annas.

ASRUKANA
A Collection of poems in Bengali V.)y

.Srimati GIRINDRAMOHINY DASSY
(Author of Kabitahar^ ^Bharat Kusum.)

Asrukana is a collection of poetical pieces of

singular pathos tad beauty of expiession * *

It IS a series of mournful songs that the

reader is here presented with and they must

touch a sympathetic cord in every heart that

can feel. There is a singular appropriateness

in the title of the work, and in its pious dedi-

cation to the memory of the husband of the

fair writer.

—

The Indian Nation.

The authoress is not unknown to Bengali

readers. She has already published two or

three poems by which she is favourably known,

but between these poems and this is a differ-

ence that hardly admits of being measured.
#

This is poetry in life

We have read Srimati Girindra Mohiny’s

poems in a reverential spirit. The poems are

all of a lyrical description. The lyre is soft,

sweet and tender, but awfully strong.

The tone of the poems is inexpressibly

gentle, inexpressibly pure, and inexpressibly

tender and affectionate. It is the tone of a

world mother.
* *

Bengal should be proud of this poem— The

Calcutta Review.

Apply at the Bee Press,

I, Uckoor Uutt’s Lane, Calcutta.

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

H0M(E0PATHIC PHARMACY,
THE

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSAR r IN A SIA

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN
INDEPENDENT H0M(E0PATflT

and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
^ THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co., beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

m *' XTRA CfTARok.

CO.
'

In Pamphlet, Price annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSEY.
Apply to Reis &* Rayyet Office, Calcutta.
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SELLING BY THOUSANDS.
PRETTY, strong, accurate, open-faced

Nickel Silver short winding Keyless Railway

jewelled, enamelled bold figures

and hands, shewing two times with best finish-

ed durable machinery and dust tight cases for

only Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare spring,

glass box and guarantee. Guaranteed to stand

any amount of rough usage. Will last a life

time. Have no appearance of cheapness about

them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.

A. R. Mehta from Bandora says “ The 7-8

watch 1 purchased from you two years back,

gives correct time as yet.” Acting Superin-

tendent Government Farm, Khandesh, says

“ A watch-maker has valued your Rs, 7-8 watch

for Rs. 15.” Pretty Canadian Gold Chains,

Lockets, Pencils, complete shirt Studs and

Rings set with chemical diamonds, rubies, &c.,

at Rs. 2 each
,

will not turn black. Mr. G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutia, says.—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50

and the ruby at Rs. 30.” Full money refunded

if any of the above are not approved. Mention

this paper positively. WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

TO THE DEAF.
A 132 paged Illustrated Book on Deafness.

Noises in the Head, how cured at your homes.

Price 6 annas. Address Dr. Nicholson, 5 ) Old

Court House Street, Calcutta.

Griha-Chikitsha.
. large; ifpMke

pathic Dom^c Mjkfidnei with tried* •

Rai Kbetter Nauth Chattem^rak^or
in Bengalee ^

Do. postage

Do. abridged in Hindee ... 6^0

Apply to Author at Chinsurah orlo People’s

Press, No. 78 College Street, Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT')

WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politics, Literature, and Society

BATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Yearly ... in advance ... Rs. 12

Half-yearly ... „ ... n 7

Quarterly ... „ ... 4

Monthly » ••• 1^®*

Single or sample Copy,, ... it
0-8

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (three columns to the page) are

charged by the space taken up, at the rate of 4

annas a line, each insertion. The lowest charge

for any advertisementt is Rs. 2, except Domestic

Occurrences, the lowest charge for which is

Rs. 5. » J j. 1.

Special rates for Oontracts.

No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

lyill be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or

(post paid) to

: Literary

Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications ..

be directed to “The Manager,” and

Communications and books Md pamphlet

(carriage paid) to “The Editor” of Reis

& Rayyet,
^

Office • r* Vekoor DutPs Lane, Wellington

Street, Calcutta.

printed and published for the Proprietor every Saturday by MUTTY LaLL
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

OlJE QN A NEAR PROSPECT OF ETON COLLEGE.
THE SHADE OF DR. HAWTREY SPEAKS.

Waked from my sleep on thy dear breast,

Etona, by some strange unrest

Thy hallowed stones I tread ;

Beholding startled, sad, dismayed,

The spot wherein my boyhood played,

My manhood ruled as Head.

A narrower, less pellucid air

Pervades thy courts and cloisters, where.

Scholars and gentlemen,

Of ampler thought, serener brow,

di^ a’ftheros lamprot^tou *

dbros ’ebafnomen.*

N,.

^

mgaes tonm^ \o 'ti

noesof those deathless lays,

\y of the golden days

Or.' '.aens and of Rome.

Vanished is now that heavenly Choir

The thoughts that burn, the poet’s fire

' A colder age disdains
;

The mighty roll of Homer’s verse

"ISives way to German, French, or worse,

And Prose triumphant reigns.

Strange studies whose outlandish name

My shuddefing lips refuse to frame

The place of Classics fill
;

Long Chamber is improved away,

King’s Scholars gownless now may stray

;

The Brewery is still.

To ** Absence ” oft, to chapels more,

To schools far longer than of yore

Thy sad Alumni dock ;

More frequent “ Poenas ” to be done,

More stern commands to “ Come at one,”

And—shade of Keate, forgive them I—none

To worship ^t the block I

These changes, to an Eton mind

So rude, so needless and unkind,

1 might perchance condone.

If but the Vandal’s ruthless hand

Would let thine ancient buildings stand,

Would leave thy walls alone.

* These are two lines of Greek which for want of appropriate type

give in the Roman character. The spirits are still an insurmount-

able difficulty.—/’rsw/i^.

But no I the whirlwind of reform

E’en Upper School must wreathe in storm,

And desolation spread

O’er those old panels that enshrine.

Column on column, line on line.

The memories of thy dead.

What stories could those panels tell

Of sons of thine, who, through the spell

And magic of thy name,

In England’s victories have bled.

Her fortunes ruled, her senates led,

O’wJLetters, Art, Religion, shed

lustre of fame 1

The Library whose precincts yield

Some quiet hours from stream and field,

^
^Whoee wealth of lettered lore

liCust Kribw its pl*^

That home which Savile, Keate, and I,

Found good enough in days gone by.

Is this too doomed to fall.

And in one common ruin blend

Each old familiar gabled friend

Whose roofs in dear disorder trend

Down to the Sacred Wall

!

If gentle Henry’s holy shade

But dreamed the havoc to be made,

Not e’en the crack of doom

Would in more consternation call

His statue from its pedestal,
*

His spirit from its tomb !

«

Sons of our Gracious Mother, wake !

Ere yet the billows o’er her break,

Roll back the rising tide
;

That unborn ages may behold

On her high banner’s blazoned fold

“ Esto perpetua,” still enrolled

The motto of her pride I

R. M. T.

Holloways Piiis.—\WesL\c Stomach.—The wisest cannot enumerate
one quarter of the distressing symptoms arising from imperfect or dis-

ordered digestion, all of which can be relieved by these' admirable Pills.

They remove cankery taste from the mouth, flatulency and constipation.
Holloway’s Pills rouse the stomach, liver, and every other organ, there-
by bringing digestion to that healthy lone which fully enables it to con-
vert all we eat and drink to the nourishment of our bodies. Hence
these Pills are the surest strengtheners and the safest restoratives in
nervousness, wasting, and chronic debility. Holloway’s Pills are in-

fallible remedies for impaired appetite, eructations, and a multitude of
other disagreeable symptoms which render the lives of thousands miser-
able indeed. These Pills are approved by all classes.

SuiurOers in tht cowUry are reguesUd to remit by postal money orders, if possible, as^ke safest astd most cosnessiestt

ntditm, partkniarly as it ensssres ackssowledgment throt^h the Department. No other receipt wilt be

given, any other being unnecessary, and liheiy to canse confusion.
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News and Comments.

On the 23rd July, Corporal McTaggart, of the King^s Dragoon Guards,

in endeavouring to quiet a disturbance in the regimental bazaar, struck

one of the rioters. The man followed the Corporal and struck him

with violence from behind, with a heavy blow from a club. McTaggart

fell prostrate, but this did not s.atisfy the fellow’s vengeance, who went

on belabouring the poor corporal tKl two policemen rescued him and

removed him to hospital. The assaulter was arrested.

We read-
“ Mr. Le Fanu, the new Collector of North Arcot, has reduced two

sub^magistrates to posts on Rs. 20 per month for a gross miscarriage of
justice, a tahsildar has been reduced to be a sub-magistrate, and a
taluq shcristadar to be a revenue inspector.”

These beggars must be ultra-sub-Magistrates. The pretence of pay-

ment may as well be dispensed with. The much despised “unpaid’*

are a better agency for justice than the paid magistracy.

• •

The Morning Post thus notices some recent mistakes in Indian names
committed in the English press

A few days ago we noticed the ludicrous mutilation of Sir Theodore
Hope’s name by the English papers. We have another instance in
the case of Sir T. Madhava R.ao, who is referred to by several home
journals (in connection with the report of the National Congrees, which
has been so widely discus.sed) as Sir T. “ Mandesar ” Row, Sir T.
“ Mandora ” Row, .and Sir T. “ Madrasa ” Row. More curious still is

the manner in which the English press has wrestled with the name of
the individual who is charged with abducting two Italian girls. He
figures variously as the Prince de Chandernagore, which is right,
“pundermugger,” Chandernagga, Chandermajor, and Chanderbanger,
•which are not quite correct.

•
• •

The City of Peace is fomous for its discordant elements, and is hardly

without an agitation of a kind. The present sensation is over an inci-

An attorney of the High Court, Jogendcr Chunder Mookerjee, and
associated in business with the Hon’ble Kallynath Mittcr, has com-
mitted suicide. He chose a vacant house belonging to a relative, and
taking charge of it in the absence of the Durwan who went to his

master on business, bolted the door from inside and “lifted his guilty*

arm against his own sacred person.” An empty phial smelling hydro-

cyanic acid was found by his side and a piece of paper with the word
“ Suicided ” in his own hand.

• •

The new Chinese Act for New South Wales has been assented to.

It provides that

“the Government is indemnified for its past actions. The naturali-
sation of Chinese will in future not be allowed, and all Chinese leaving
the colony, except those naturalised therein will, on returning, be sub-
ject to the provisions of the Act. The number of Chinese to be
brought to the colony by any single vessel is not to exceed the pro-
portion of one Chinaman to every three hundred tons of burden. The
poll tax is fixed at 100/., and the penalty for evasion at 50/. No Chinese
arriving after the passing of the Act will be allowed to engage in mining
without the authority of the Minister of Mines. Chinese who may
have been born British subjects arc not affected by the Bill.”

While there .are so many as 10 Bengalee Civilians, vis.^ Messrs.

Satyendra Nath Tagore, Behari Lall Gupta, Romesh Chunder Dutt,

Anandaram Barua, Brojendra Nath De, Krisna Gobinda Gupta,

Lokendra Nath Palit, A. Goodeve Chuckerburtty, Basanta Kumar
Mullick and Aiul Chunder Dutt, the first of whom is in Bombay, there

are in the Western Presidency i Hindu, 3 Parsee and i Mahomedan,
?>/>., Sripad Babajce Thaknr, Carseiji Rustomji, K. J. Badshaw,

Muncherjee Pestonjee Kharaghat and Moshin Tyebji. It is a pity that

Madras should have had none—the one she had Mr. Ratna V. Chetti

having died about 12 years back. We are most glad, therefore, that a

Madrasee Mr. Vengal V. Chetty has successfully passed the Civil

Service Examination.

dent characteristic of the life of peace led by the citizens. The matter

has gone tocouit before the local Magistrate, in the shape of a pro

stecution by a va ' b h

precious person

table to the phy. • ui i .

«>sQS;aany.year«. ^
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The Home remittances from ist April to 4th August 1888 amounted h

;C4,754,Joo.

. 4. (•vqmiwations with amendments up to date

MSf
* V'.A-

At the Fort Poj> •

Mahomed Esar . -
*«(’ pv

order to extort money irom the Jams.

The widowed Empress Victoria of Germany will henceforth be known

as the Empress-Queen Frederick. We cannot approve of the choice

for our bereaved Imperial sister. Having so recently lost her lord

and the crown, she hardly cares for the bagatelU of an empty title.

But the Empire of the learned Germans ought certainly to exhibit a

belter example of philological propriety. A male name united to a

noun feminine is Gothic absurdity.

'A. . .. i , 1

Only one student—Hindu—has passed the B, E. Exannnation in the

secon(} division, and four

—

i/fo Christians and two Hindus—as L. E.

in the 2nd Division.

• •

Mr. J. Ware Edgar, C. S. I., having thoroughly recovered, has can-

celled his leave and rejoined his place as Chief Secretary to the Bengal

Government. He is now in Calcutta.

• •

All Ministers of religion,* licensed to solemnize marriages under the

Indian Christian Marriage Act XV of 1872, are to be Registrars of

Births and Deaths, under Act VI of 1886, (which comes into force on

the 1st October 1888} for their respective congregations, and ’in respect

of all persons for whom they may perform the offices of baptism or

burial. And all Sub-Registrars under Act III of 1877 are to be ^a'-

. Registrars of Births and Deaths under Act VI within their res-

tive jurisdictions, both in regard to all persons affected by the Act other

than those professing the Christian religion, and to all Christians who

may apply to them for registration. The Registrar of Assurances, ''Cal-

cutta, is also appointed a Registrar of Births and Deaths, within the

Town of Calcutta, and authorised to exercise concurrent jurisdiction

with Christian Ministers of religion.

t •

The Hon’ble T. T. Allen, Superintendent and Remembrancer of Legal

Affairs, having been granted three months’ leave, Mr. C. B. Garrett,

District and Sessions Judge, 24-Pcrgunnahs, acts for him, Mr. H.

Beveridge takes up the duties of the District and Sessions Judge, while

Mr, J. F. Bradburry performs the duties of the Additional Sessions

Judge in addition to his own as Temporary Additional District Judge of

the 24-Pergunnahs.

• •

Mr. G. A. G. Shawe, Executive Engineer, Circuliui^d Eastern Canals

Division, officiates as Under-Secretary, Government of Bengal, in place

of Major A. D. McArthur, absent on deputation, Mr. C. Taylor acting

for Mr. Shawe.

# •

DEPUTV* Superintendent Lieutenant-Coloifcl S. H. Cowan acts as

Superintendent of the Calcutta Survey, during the absence, on leave,

It is announced,* on the authority of the Madras correspondent of a

Bombay journal, that about 3,500 >ouncc5 of gold—the results of the

crushing operations of June—have been despatched from Kolar last

week vid Bombay to London. The total yield from all the Kolar fields,

from the commencement to date, is 54,000 ounces, worth ;£2, 10,000.

The Peninsular and Oriental steamers having for the present dis-

continued calling at Madias, the gold is now sent insured by the post

office, by train, to Bombay, instead of to Madras, as before.

of Lieui'enant-Coloncl W. Barron.

Mr. L. Palit succeeds Kumar Gopendra Krishna in the Sealda

Magistracy.
#

• «

Baboo Gopal Hari Mullick, Assistant Superintendent of Police, has

been allowed to act as District Superintendent of Police, Monghyr^ in

succession to Lieutenant-Colonel R. M. Ramsay, on leave.
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The Hon’ble Chunder Madhub Ghose has obtained one month’s

privilege leave from the toth instant.

*
SIR FREDERlfcK R. HOGG, C.S.I., K.C. I.E., Director-General of the

Tost Office of India, goes on privilege leave for three months from the

2i5t instant, Mr. A. U. Fanshawe, Post Master General, Bombay,

officiates as Director-General, and Mr. W. P. Symonds as Post Master

General of Bombay.
«

• •

Mr. J. G. Cordery, C.S.I., Resident at Hyderabad, has retired from

the post from the 13th ult., when his leave expired. His services arc

now at the disposal of the Home Department.

Mr. P. Nol.\N is deputed on special duty to report on the advisability

of emigrating coolies from Bengal and Assam to Burma.

• •

The death of Mr. Brind, Assistant Commissioner in the Shwebo Dis

trict, Upper Burma, on the 2Sth July, is attributed to accidenta

drowning,

• •

Major-General W. W. Lynch, C. B., Commanding the Allahabad

Division, died at Allahabad, on the 4th instant, of cholera, and was

buried with full military honors the next morning.

• •

The English Government has refused to subsidise the proposed

Australian expedition to explore the Antarctic Seas.

• #

The cash-keeper of Messrs. Orr and Sons, Madras, has been sen-

tenced to 7 years’ labor for embezzlement of Rs. 10,000.

The Mahomedans of Bombay in two public meetings have decided

not to respond to the call to the National Congress to be held at

Allahabad.

Another case of Torture by Lambert’s Own ! At the Alipore Criminal

Sessions, Police Jemadar Dutta Doyal and a conslab^.; of *ht

GhtME^defended the prisoners.

f
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e of Babu Biprodas B^i^gee resigned. But why is the

resignation? Has the legal conscience of the Babu succumbed to

natural conscience ?

• •

The Brahminy bull is no property for which a charge of theft will lie-

such is the verdict of the Allahabad High Court, The Punjab Chief

Court, however, holds a different opinion. It has recently sentenced

three persons to three months’ imprisonment each for destruction of

the sacred animal.

#
• «

Major Scott, of the Gunpowder Factory, Ichapur, having obtained

Government leave for one year, applied to the North Barrackpore Muni-

cipality, of which he is the head, for a similar privilege. The Coni-

missioners, though willing, did not see their way to oblige the Chair-

man. They could, they said, under an interpretation of the law, over-

look the absence of the M.ajor for the said period or rather permit him

to absent himself from the meetings of the Commissioners, and thus

enable him to retain his Commissionership, but they found no authority

to grant the leave asked for. Major Scott consequently resigned. The

Commissioners then proceeded to elect his successor and they have

fixed upon Mr. Kcddic of the Sliamnugger Mills. There was a pro-

position to elect Babu Surendranath Banerjee but the vcYes in his

favor fell short of those for Mr. Keddie. Mr. Banerjee, to cover his

discomfiture in hi« native town and recover countena ice, next 4)roposed

the Vice-Chairman, who, however, with thanks to the Babu for the com-

pliment, declined to stand.

•
• #

John Vathacuddy, a widower, employed in the Wesleyan Mission

in Kalutara,' Ceylon, charged a boy, V. Thambyah, aged nineteen, with

making him believe that he Thambyah had arranged a marriage for

the widower with the boy’s brother Nagalingam’s daughter, whereas

he meant his own sister, and further with criminal breach of trust by

misapplication of Rs. 243 and some other moveable property entrusted

to him. The Magistrate of Kaits found the charges true and com-

mitted the boy. The District Judge of Jaffna, agreeing with the com-

mitting Magistrate, sentenced Thambyah to one year’s labor on both

the charges. The Supreme Court, however, was of a different

opinion, and, on appe.al, set aside the conviction. The acting Puisne

Justice, Mr. A. C. Lawrie, found tlje second charge not proved and

considered Vathacuddy a fool to have believed the boy to h.ave autho-

rity to arrange the marriage when the father of the bride was living.

We quote the Judge’s own words :

“ The complainant says he made no inquiries about the girl, he did not
know whether she was a Christian or a Sivite, nor whether she was to
have a dowry or w.as penniless, and in this state of ignorance as to
everything about his future bride, he went to Kaits.

The District Judge has found it proved that the accused led the
complainant to believe (and induced him to go to Jaffna on the under-
standing) that he would be given the daughter of Nagalingam in

marriage—that may be true, but the complainant knew well that the
accused, a mere boy, had no power to bind his brother or his brother’s
daughter, nor does he say that anything more than a hope or expcc-
t ition that the marriage would be arranged was held out. When the
complainant arrived at the proposed bride’s village, his appearance
or manners do not seem to have pleased the relations and they would
not consent. This was not the .accused’s fault. The accused indeed
tried to do his ^est -tried to do too much for the complainant

;
for

finding that the marriage with his niece could not be arranged, he
wished to secure for him his own sister as a bride—there is nothing
in the evidence to show that this lady was less eligible, less educated,
less attractive than Nagalingam’s daughter. I do not understand why
the complainant who was willing to marry one lady whom he had
never seen and knew nothing of, should have hesitated to marry
another lady of the same family about whom he was equally ignorant.”

Notes and Leaderettes.

The House of Commons has passed the Special Commission Bill to

enquire into Parncllism by a majority of 1 16 votes. The Irish mem-
bers would not vote one way or the other. Many amendments were

proposed by them but they were not accepted. Amendments proposed

by the Hpme Secretary empowering the Commission to arrest persons

failing ...^bey a mmmons and punish them for contempt were, how-

cjf"*' ’ ' the as near a court

as necessa^.
'

"

The Select Committee on the Deccan Mining Company have
presented their report. It is disappointing enough. Reuter reports :

** jIu^us/ 4.—The report of the Commission appointed to inquire into
the Deccan Mining Company’s Concession was presented to the House
of Commons last night. The report shows that the Company has now
about 700 shareholders, and that 85,000 fully paid up shares were issued,
of which 55,000 were sold to the public., T lie Commission does not ex-
press any opinion regarding the prospects of the Company, but men-

Ftions that 150 tons of coal aie being r.iiscd weekly, and fine diamonds
found. The Commission absolves Lord Lawrence, as i: is of opinion
that he acted in perfect good faith. It admits the competency of the
Company to transfer shares to the Concessionaires, but doubts whether
the same was the result coniempLued by th^' Iizam’s advi.scrs. it
suggests that the British Government might h.i ,' uen to the Nizam
more effective advice and assistance. The Coaiaii;.5ion doc^ not doubt
the expediency of working the coal fudds, &c*

August 9. -The ufiicial report of the .Select Committee on the Deccan
Mining Company confirms the forecast telegraphed on the 4th instant.
It also con.sider.s that there was no deficiency in the remuneriiiion which
had been given them (the Concessionaries) fi»r their previous services that
entitled them to the mining concession. The Conce.ssionaires used the
concession for the realisation of great gains which were not intended for
them, and thi-s was done to the injuiy of the Niza.n’s State, with the
assistance of Abdul Hu k. In conclusion, the report dcprr<_atts direct
communication between Native States and speculators.”

Sir Roper Lethbridge talked of an enquiry to enable 1 iM.i.ils impli-

catcfl to clear ihem.selvcs.

Sir John Gorst produced the Indian Budget on the 9th. Mr. Br.adlaugh

suggested a Committee, including natives, to enquire into the adminis-

tration of India. Mr. Maclean deprecated the idea as that would raise

prolonged and incessant political agitation. He, however, gave out his

own recipe for India’s good. He would reduce the India Council, limit-

ing the appointment of members to five years.

Sir W. C. Plowdcu moved, as a measure of economy, an amendment
with a view to admit Natives to the highest posts and to favour the

suppression of the military commands of Madras and Bombay. It had
very scant support and was rejected by 105 against 36 votes.

Burma still continues a drain on the Indian exchequer, and Sir John
Gorst explained that the Government expected to be able to impose a
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land tax at its full rate within 5 years of the annexation, and that the

revenue of Burma was already increasing by jC3,oo,ooo.

The Calcutta Municipal Bill is inadmissible in its present form. It

will be remanded. The Viceroy objects to the wording of about half a

dozen sections. Whatever the result, Calcutta feels that Lord

Dufferin has not treated the people’s complaint cavalierly.

t

Brahman, a graduate, in the service of the Madras Government,

has offered his services, not unconditionally though. His young wife

has agreed to follow his lord and his fortunes in the distant land, but

he is anxious to be sure of a place in the service of his own Govern-

ment on his return from Natal. He has therefore asked to be admit-

ted of the Statutory Civil Service on coming back, ** as an inducement

to his voluntary exile of not less than five years, and his example in

breaking through caste and local prejudices.”

Lord Dufferin leaves Simla in the middle of November, arrives

in Calcutta on the ist December, makes over charge to Lord

Lansdowne on the 8ih, and takes his last farewell on the loth.

The Government of Bombay has overwhelmed the country with a

greater surprise than the arrest of Mr. Arthur Crawford, Commis-

sioner of the Central Division, for his trial before the ordinary crimi-

nal courts, by its subsequent revocation of sanction for prosecution

and withdrawal of charges. The case was to have come on

on the i6th, but on the 9th, on application of the Government solicitor,

Mr. Crawford was discharged under sec. 494 of the Criminal Procedure

Code. This news is coupled with the further intelligence that

Mr. Crawford goes on two years’ furlough immediatply, preparatory

to his final retirement from the Service.

They are agitating in the Central Provinces against the proposed

transfer of territory to Bombay, to recoup her for the loss of Sind in

the event of its being united with the Punjab. A strong memorial,

signed by thousands of the residents of the Nagpur division, has been

presented to the Chief Commissioner. Others are pouring in from vari-

ous parts of the Provinces. District Boards and Municipal Committees

are passing resolutions to the same effect. A strong feeling exists

throughout the Provinces against the proposed abolition of the local

Government. There is no reason to doubt the genuineness of the

sentiment. In view of the approaching revision of the settlement, the

people may well regard with grave concern the possibility of their being

brought under the rigorous and uncongenial revenue system of Bombay.

'' T.,
'

.

The long and muc < . k h.K*)/

‘

shows signs of crof - ^4. 'ey

“ Ramasami—an Aul '
: i

the depredations of auuLuiiuus iVianomeoan adventurer” living in

the French territory of Karikal, in the Tanjore District. He has

taken to printing and publishing cheap editions of the books most in

demand in the District and undersells the Copyright authors or pro-

prietors—whether private individuals or Government. Gradually, he

has largely extended his operations, emboldened by the listlessnes of

Government.

The Jagat Seth of the Bombay Khojas is dead. A leading Khoja

merchant, Dhurmsey Poonjabhoy was constituted “Chowdhuri ” over the

whole Khoja community of Western India, by His Highness the late

Aga Khan, who invested ^jim with the title of Se(/i. The first of the

Khojas who was created a Justice of the Peace, he finished with being

a member of the committee appointed by Government for drawing up

a draft Code of Inheritance for the Khojas. He was an active man of

business, respected throughout the mercantile world of Bombay, both

native and European. His business was extensive even in Bombay,

and on a scale without a parallel among our countrymen on this side.

The Dhurmsey Poonjabhoy .Spinning Mill at Coorla, which he estab-

lished and long owned and managed, was, and still is, the largest in

India. The management of this great business did not exhaust or

engross him, and he got up, one after another, many other companies

in the same line. At one time, he managed as many as six separate

concerns, including the Dhurmsey Poonjabhoy—now the Swadeshi

Mill. We commend the example to the men of Bengal, though we do

not wish to see our wealthy youth ruin themselves by embarking in

enterprises for which they have no aptitude and for which they have

not acquired the necessary knowledge and training.

THE.old delusion that the Indians are confined to India or at most

Continental Asia, has received a knock-down blow. The Madras

Government is advertising the post of a Tamil interpreter for the

Supreme Court in Natal. We read in the //iWii that a Tamil

We take from the Indian Daily News ;

—

“ Mr. R. Proctor Sims has been appointed member of the Council of

the Thakore .Sahib of Bhownugger, in Kattywar. This is the first

instance of a European gentleman being placed on a Council of a
Native State, and of the appointment at the same time carrying such

popular feeling with it. Mr. Proctor Sims, like Mr. R. F. Chisholm

and Mr. Stevens, was a Government engineer originally. Mr. Sims has
been State Engineer at Bhownugger for many years, and in that capaci-

ty has done much useful work. He is now Minister for Public Works,

head of the Municipality, Superintendent of Horse-breeding Opera-

tions, Superintending and Executive Engineer, Justice of the Peace,

General English Secretary, and everything else of public utility to the

State. The natives love him as a friend and adjudicator, while the

Chief of Bhownugger respects him as a father. Men of this stamp in

the British political service would work wonders for the advancement

of British rule in India. They might be as successful as Griffins and
Corderys.”

Here is a veritable Crichton—admirable or not I M. Sims is the

very Atlas of officials—a Prince of Pluralists. We fear the Thakore is

spoiling him. Mr. Sims’s danger lies in the direction of trespassing

and overdoing.

It is not only necessary to know the maxim, Each to his own, Nc

&c., but al.so to remember that Hercules himself was restricted

to twelve labours.

Mr. J. B. Pennington, Madras Civil Service, has given up his ap-

pointment in disgust for the strictures passed on his recommenda.

for remissions of revenue in Tanjore owing to the heavy floods of 18

There’s a dear, dear man, with feelings of a gentleman I Usuali

officials stick like leeches and show no disposition to drop off afte

r , ^ •* /' ‘

.« ! fi : . ;
... ::s ’hi; i \ .

iU '

‘

determination not to go out, in disregard oi aii ^
the Service by^voluntary action. >

The official who has gone to Ceylon to recover ci^unfhittice might

have spared himself the trouble. It seems be might have found a

refuge in the cheap defence of the nation—the unpaid, but not on that

account the despised, soldiery of the Empire. We are told that a man

who was turned out of the Customs for cheating Government has been

made a Captain. What wonder ? Our correspondent asks. Are the

defenders of the country thieves? We hope not. The matter, at

any rate, cannot be so bad. Upon general principles, indeed, one

must expect the inalienable drawbacks of cheapness. We are not

permitted to look a gift horse in the mouth.

Haji Mirza HossEiN Kuli Khan, well-known at Bombay, where he

was, for many years, off and on, Consul-General of Persia, has gone

to Washington as the Shah’s Plenipotentiary in the United States. His

place in India has been taken by a Prince of the Blood. Haji Mirza

Mahomed Hoosein Khan, who succeeds as Consul-t^eneral at Bombay^

is a grandson of the late King Fateh Ali Shah, and son of H. R. H.

Mirza Mahomed Khan, Foreign Minister.

We well remember Mirza Hossein Kuli Khan who came to Calcutta

many years since and took up his quarters, at the Parsee Bagan in

Circular Road. His appearance is not prepossessing. The Persian ex-

pression of suspiciousness was not diluted by the cleUr Persian com-

plexion. On the contrary, a dark countenance was rendered more

sinister by a broad circular scar in each face. How this was caused we

did not hear ; it looked like a clean cut, by a sharp sword, of a slice off

(he cheek, suggesting unpleasant visions of cruel Eastern punish-

ments and of the pastimes of royalty. He was a man of ability and

even information. He had even then been several times to Europe and

spoke and wrote French, but not English. He must have since learnt

English.
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Mr. Maclean, M. P. for the Bombay Gasctte^ supplies an anecdote

whick throws light on the amenities of Parliamentary intercourse.

After ^ sj^ech that he had been delivering at a county meeting in

nvhich he had attacked Mr. (Gladstone,

“ Mr. Ashmead'Bartlctt was accosted in the lobby by a well-known

member of the Parnellite Party—not a ‘ leader,’ by the way, as I think

even Mr. Lucy would be inclined to admit—with the complimentary

salutation ‘ Ashmead-Bartlett, you arc an adjectived fool!’ The Civil

Lord ot Admiralty, who is not a person to be trifled with, was, as may
be supposed, extremely indignant, and he warmly replied, ‘ You are

drunk, sir.* The Parnellite member rejoined, ‘ I tell you, Ashmed-
Barlett, that you are an adjectived fool I

’ Mr. Ashmead- Bartlett, rnoic

enraged than ever, said ‘ Please not to address me, sir, you are drunk.’

He spoke with so much vehemence that an ordinary man would have

been cowed, but the Irish representative referred to is not an ordinary

man ;
and he was determined to have the last word. ‘ Yes, I am

drunk,’ he said, ‘ and to-morrow morning I shall be sober, but you will

still be an adjectived fool I

’ ”

In the go-ahead colonies they would have slanged and damned

each other in style, in France Mr. Ashmead-Bartlett would have chal-

lenged his tormenler, in America he would have scalped or shot him

dead in the floor of the House.

Many Europeans who might know better allow themselves a cheap

satisfaction at the absurdities, real or made to order, of “those native

boys, you know.” VVe have much pleasure in presenting to them

Master John Bull of famous London town. A very fair specimen of

enlightened British boyhood is John Green. A lad of fourteen

who had passed the fifth standard at St. Patrick’s School, in Stamford-

strect, he behaved like a very Topsy at a coroner’s inquest lately held

at Blackfriars. The following edifying dialogue took place between

the coroner and the witness— Green, to be sure:—‘If you tell a lie,

where will you go ? Answer : To church.—Do you know where people

go when they die ? Answer: To church.—If you tell a lie, whom do

you offend ? Answer ; My master (meaning his employer).—Can you

repeat the Lord’s Prayer ? Answer : Only the first part of it.—Who is

“our Father which art in heaven?” Answer : The devil.”

That beats ail the Niggers—genuine and constructive.

It is a natural curiosity to know how the late successive misfortunes

of Germany in ,.the death of her *^^||erors
,

regain in

- say ikat,' vL.. -“ttitude ot the

worthy of the nation’s chivalry. Here is a French

/.irederick III, the late Emperor of Germany, which may

pretty fairly typical :—

vperor Frederick III—who recently died—ascended the

throne of the kingdom of Prussia and the Empire of Germany on the

9th March 1888.

He lived 57 years, having been born on the i8tli October 1831, but

hardly reigned 3 months.

It is scarcely a year since the Emperor Frederick, then Prince Im-

perial of Germany, was apprised of the gravity of his state. He

counted by his medical advisers the chances of recovery ;
but learning

that they were almost nil, said ‘ Well, I shall await the summons from

Heaven.’ Since the day in which he pronounced that lofty and melan-

choly word, his resignation and firmness of mind never failed him.

We wish to render to his memory this justice—we who have counted

him among the most redoubtable warriors of (/ermany during the

•Struggle of 1870-71, but who place truth above all things and who

know how to appreciate the simple and calm courage wherever it is

found. M. de Bismarck, with that intemperance of language and

disdain of expediency, which arc astonishing in a man of such worth,

said one day that the French nation detests the entire country of

Germany. He was mistaken. France has sometimes betrayed her

temper from anger and contempt, for certain acts and proceedings

which were revolting to her most cherished sentiments, but veritable

hatred—a hatred cold, persistent, implacable, she rarely feels. Mis

fortune has dismantled, but heroism still charms her.

If it were otiierwise, would she have shown during these last

months, so much respect, nay, even sympathy for him who penetrated

into our territory in 1870 at the head of our invaders, for him who

twice the successful jidversary of Marshal Macmahon, gave us the

first blow at Reichshoffen and the finishing blow at Sedan ? Say if any

other people would have so easily laid aside the souvenM so sore I

Fox, in the English Parliament, hearing the death of Pitt—his

eternal adversary, forgot 20 years of rivalry, in order to give a free vent

to the generosity of his heart and repeated the words of the poet

:

lacrymee rerum et nimtem morialia tangunt'^

France has not waited for his death that she might do him

justice. She has received few things from him during so short a

reign. She has not made him responsible for that odious and

grotesque aff.iir of passports about which he must have been insuffici-

ently enlightened. She has not expected from a man whose days

were numbered, and whose powers declined every clay—the energy

both physical and intellectual which would have Ijccmi necessary to

triumph over certain resistance an^l to stamp on the policy of the

German Empire a character veritably new.”

The Lieutenant-Governor is on tour through his territory. To-night,

nevertheless, he will .sleep in his stale bed in his official Palace, having

entered it by the backiloor as it weie.

There has been no particular record in the papers of the late journey.

His Honor was absent a full fortnight, performing the programme pre-

viously published. There was perhaps one slight departure only, in

that he went to Uluberia. It was understood that the Lieutenant-

Governor would not be in the neighbourhood till Friday the 27th. In

point of fact, however. His Honor leaving Calcutta the previous clay,

anchored at its close in the river off Acheepore. The Sub-Divi-

sional officer was equal to the occasion. He immediately altered his

arrangements, ^nd, by dint of cxtraordinaiy exertions, succeeded in

making a grand demonstration. That very afternoon, the town awaited

the approach of the Governor’s steam launch in holiday attire in the

shape of evergreen and bunting. In the evening, all Uluberia was

ablaze with light—with a profusion of lamps artfully disposed and com-

bined-lamps in every house and shop, besides two banks of light

throughout the length of the populous part of the town shoring the

Grand Canal of this Venice la petite of Rural Bengal with its architec-

ture of the mud and bamboo order. Next morning, the Lieutenant-

Governor landed. 7'hcrc had been no sufficient intimation for getting

up an address, but the omission was more than made up by the two

interesting little daughters of the Deputy Magistrate, at the head of the

leading men, receiving His Honor with a bouquet, in return for which

Sir Steuart, with gracious chivalry, kissed the girls.

Pro'^eeding up. His Honor was received by the Tumlook officials and

nota''*^ at Dainan, on the frontier of the Midnapore District, where

-'.nstrucied tri^ipha’ ' ^green leaves and bunting, and

the party were rcceivedf

^

One incident of the visit to Midnlipore may be mentioned as of an

exceptional nature. It is said that a party of native women attempted

to approach His Honor in his walk. They were prevented by the

Police, but Sir Steuart told his men not to interfere. The poor women

approached and handed a petition. His IL)moi’ rerc uod it, saying he

would look into it. They are Hindu — millv •.niucn.

We have to apologise to our readers for the many errors of the press,

which, in the haste in which the last number was issued, crept into it.

Those in the leaderette on page 305, make sad havoc with the sense.

To begin with, “ stray thoughts from Bengal ” is printed without the

inverted commas. In the panigrapli of comment on the first long ex-

tract, read bleakfor black ( , )
midst for mii^ (, ) gems for genius (

.

)

A PROFESi^OR of the Presidency College \\as early this week iil .aulted

in his chAir by a punkah coolie.

Byron’s grand apostrophe to the sea may be read for many years

with delight, just as we read without clnhllike simplicity Greel: fair.y

tales. But his idea of the sea as an impregnable stronghold, imper-

vious to attack by puny man, is now a poetic myth almost of the cate-

gory of Campbell’s wooden walls. Man’s power stops no more on the

shore than on the bank. Nothing seems to stop it. More than ever

the bo.ist of Napoleon holds good that there is no impossibility. Human

skill and resources have been demonstiatcd in a variety of interesting

ways. The real wonders of our times have put to the shade the my-

thical Wonders, and they may be multiplied many limes seven.

The Atlantic is now practically a Mediterranean Lake between two

continents. The stupendous Alps, which stopped the march of the

invader to Italy, has been perforated by the railway. And now the

steep Cataract ol the West is to be—harnessed. The Niagara is to be

reduced to work out dividends for a syndicate of money-makers. To

put the best face upon the matter, the idea is to utilise a part of the im-

mense power which there has been going to waste for ages. This is one

of the boldest schemes yet attempted. “ The idea is to construct a tunnel
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from the water level below the Falls, about 200 feet under the hiKli

bank of the liver, extendino throu;;h the rock of the Upper Niagara

River, at a point one mile above the falls, where a head of 120 feet is

obtained, l lie tunnel is then to extend, parallel with the shore of the

liver, one and a half miles, at an aveia^c depth of loo feel, below the

suiface of the caith, and at a distance of about 400 feet fiom the navi-

j^able water of the river with which it is to be connected by means of

conduits or lateral tunnels. The power is to be obtained from the

conduils leading to the main tunnel, and not from the tunnel itself or

from the falls. Alon^' the line of the tunnel 23S mills, of 500 horse-

power each, can be cstahlirdied. Vhe estimated cost of consiiiiciion

of the tunnel is ;^6,00,000.”

The spirit of lucre could no farther }:;o. What a dcj^radation is in

store for all the movements of beauty and jjrandeur of Nature I Hut

the age of Chivalry is gone, that of economists and calculators is

come, and glory and grace and feeling are lied for ever !

/eB/S & RA WET.
SATURDAY, AUGUST ii, iSSS.

THE EDUCATION RESOLUTION
NO DEPARTURE.

We hasten to reassure our countrymen »and reason

with the formators of opinion among them. So far

as we know and can judge, there is no change of

front in the Government. It is, therefore, no small

ity the Resolution on education, recently put forward

y the Government of India, in accordance with the

orders of the Secretary of State, should have received

so signal a misinterpretation from the native press.

Some of our contemporaries have understood the

Resolution as marking a new departure in the edu-

cational policy of the Government, and that hence-

forth the obligations, which had so long rested on the

State with regard to the promotion of education, were

peremptorily and suddenly to cease. This view of

the Resolution, taken by the native press, has ipfur-

ally created something '-i , t.

mind, and wcf^v^vl <'
• son... o/ -..I.''

best educated w'.idii g
employed in the'ISraiccinof® 'service itself, talk of the

Resolution as ominous of disastrous effects upon the

future of, at any rate, the higher education in the

country. We must confess we have carefully read

the document, and failed to find anything in it to

support such an interpretation. It is a clear, com-

prehensive and masterly exposition of the state and

progress of education at the present time, and, in ad-

dition, an embodiment of those broad lines of edu-

cational policy which have, from the first, guided the

State in its dealings with the subject. We find no

departure—indeed npthing new—for which there is no

warrant in the great Education Despatch of the

Court of Directors or the Report of the Education

Commission.

The paragraph in the Resolution, which has given

rise to the alarming misapprehensions now agitat-

ing native society, only reaffirms the old policy,

viz., that the efforts of the Government in the matter

of education should have for their main object to 0,111

forth and devclope a spirit of self-help among the

people by giving them, through purely Government

institutions, a taste for education, and knowledge of

its value, so that the Government might gradually

retire from the field, provided there was no danger

of any disruption to the work from such gradual retire-

ment. This is the fundamental principle of the Edu-

cation Despatch of 1854, and this principle read in

connection with the proviso, is placed by all subse-

quent State instruments on too secure a basis for

any fears of its abandoment now or hereafter. That
the Resolution before us contemplates no such aban-

doament will, we hope, now be obvious, from inter-

preting it with due regard to the proviso. The para-

graph ill question is as lollows :

—

“The Cioveriiineiu of In<ba rrco^^Milzes its responsibility to provide,

so far as its finances permit, facilities for the education of the people..

Hut 111 educational, as in all other matters, it is the polir v of the (bn--

ttrnment of Imlia to avoul eMlerin;^ into competition with private en-

terprise : It pinnceis the way ;
but, having shown the way, it recognizes

no responsibility to do for the people what the people » an and ought

to do for theiii*.clvcs. When, thoiefore, local effort or private entcr-

pri.se shtiws itMlf able and Willing to supply the educational wants of

the people in any locality, it is the policy of riovernment to retire from

the field of diicti instiuciion and to help by reasonable subventions of

money the operations of independent inslitiilions. Under this policy,

it is the aim of the Government also, wherever ihcr • is vitality of

private effort, to restrict ofticial action to the mainiei ance of a few

schools, in which the system of instruction and discipline shall afford

a stamlaid for the emulation of piivaie or aidcil institutions in the

neighbourhood. In pursuance of this policy, the expenditure from

ProviiK.ial levcinics on (Government educational insliluti ms should not

ordinarily increase in proportion to the total expemlitine, but should,

rather, be a constantly diminishing quantity, froinJvd ih<it there is the

as^urame tlhit the abumioncd by the Government is occupied by

local ij/of /.
'

The proviso which we hnve italiciscci ought to be

re-a.ssuring. The policy laid down in the above

words i.s no new policy. If it were read in conjunc-

tion with a liberal interpretation of this saving

clause, we arc persuaded, there would not have

been all the outcry which has been raised against

the Government of India. The paragraph may also

be understood in connection with what goes before,

and in this connection its inoccuousness will be

still more apparent. The preceding paragraph only

summarises the financial aspect of the subject, and is

as follows :

—

“ Passing from the statistics of attendance at the various classes'^ of

Indian Sch ools and Colleges to the expenditure on education, we find

that in 1881-82 the total expenditure on public instruction in India was,

in round numbers, 186 lakhs of rupees. Four years later (in 1885-86)

the total had risen to 240 lakhs
;
and last year it stood at a little over

252 lakhs. At the beginning of the five years, the Government bore

73 lakhs of thi.s
’ *

’ a l nfunicipal funds] contri-

( I ^ J listing of fees, subscrip-

M . wii; *
‘ '^5 •

.
'• ‘p

. Jn the vear the

C. - - : hs
; I' -

^ ^

. I'd

I'ii
'I

M 'vT; public at
'

oiirti-e assigned to Local bodies, however, i.s not entirely

of local taxation, but includes an item of lakhs cok, . -.t, »

Government ;
so that in effect the sh.ire of Government /

stood at about 84!^ lakhs. Next year the shares arc shf]
,

lakhs for Government, 49ilakhs for Local ana Municipal BoardI?, and

117^ lakhs for the Public. Hut ;>f the 49 expended by Local

bodies, 6/^ were contributed by (joveinment ; so that there has been a

progressive increase in the Government expenditure. The Governor-

General in Council considers that the growth of the share borne by

Local bodies should for the futuie exhibit a more marked increase than

it has done since 1885 ;
and that there should be a tendency to de-

crease rather than to increase in the share which now is defrayed from

the public treasury.”

Surely, the whole tenor of the above is far from

alarming. All that the Government claims is some
slight relief to the exchequer of the State, now that

private enterprise and Local Funds have already

commenced to bear their fair share of the responsi-

bility for education. The moderation and justice of

the claim must be admitted, while it is put forward

with no airs of insolence of race or peremptoriness

of power—without, indeed, the slightest trace of

harshness.
"

In justice, however, to the native press, we must

say that the educational policy of the Government
has always been a subject of anxious interest in this

country., Our people are remarkably sore on the

question, and not unnaturally, with their time-honored

traditions of State and feudal endowment^ for educa-

tional purposes. It is scarcely any wonder, therefore,

that, whenever there has been any new discussion in

official circles of the education policy of the Govern-

ment, there has been much alarm created amongst

our countrymen. The present outcry is by no means

the first of its kind.

Nor, perhaps, is the cause of education quite so

safe, after all. The proviso is, indeed, very clean,
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and imposes effective limitations on the will of the

Government, if at any time it were adverse to educa-

tion. A secret desire to curtail the educational ex-

penditure, in disre;_;ard of those limitations, may not
sometimes be warning in, at any rate, a particular .sec-

tion of our officials. We find, accordingly, that no less

a man than the President of the Education Commis-
sion and a member himself of the Finance Com-
mittee protesting in strong and even bitter terms of

the Finance Corninitlee’s proposals for the relinriuish-

ment of some of our colleges. The subject is so im-

portant that we give Dr. Ilunter’s protest so far as it

bears on high education :

—

“The Kcluciition Coimnissitjn desired that Government should gra-

dually niake over highei education to private and aided elTort. But
it clearly realised and c.irefully set forth the limitations under which
this could be effected : .md specifically mentioned the Colleges in Ben-
gal which the (Government might thus relinquish. The ‘ well-consi-

dered proposals ’ of the Commission on this head were emphatically
accepted by the Government of India.

The proposal of the Travelling Members is very different. They be-

gin by saying that there are at present thirteen colleges in Bengal, and
in the course of three short paragraphs they cut these clown to three.

‘The Director of Public Instruction,’ they say, ‘ informs us that in his

opinion only four colleges need be kept up—the Presidency, Dacca,
Patna, and Cuttack. VVe think that the Government might even go
further, and decide that a Government College is not needed at Dacca,
where an unaided private institution already exists and flourishes.’

This ‘opinion * of the Director of Public Instruction is so entirely op-

posed to all that he has said and written during many years, that I

thought it my duty to ascertain from Sir Alfred Croft whether it cor-

f^i\y states what he expressed. He says that it does not. That he
was never asked whether reduction was advisable at all

;
but only as

>0 the
*
irreducible minimum.’ The proposal to leave only three out of

he thirteen Government Colleges in Bengal has no more the support
‘/the Director of Public Instruction than it has the authority of the
Hducation Commission. If enforced by the Government of India, it

.. 11 raise an outcry of broken pledges, endowments diverted, and
^'ndamental orders of the Secretary of Slate contravened, such as no
s ..cal Government should be called upon to face. The change, even
. spread Qver ten years, would be a complete bouleverscment of the

item of Public Instruction founded on Lord Halifax’s Despatch ;

i re-affirmed, after searching enquiry, and after mpte than a quart-

)f a century’s \n ;al experience, by the Education. Commission,
iGovemm^'it »

j;a, and the Seerv'^ yrdf

In as in regard to Com-
for the gradual ri^mcenii^r.of an old growth

by a
' '' anVcAses the method of the Travelling Members of

r.i'Vntee is to pluck up the old growth by its roots,

both cases, in unacquaintance with the facts, and
undW.* ;

-ehension as to the financial results.”

Thl.'^ elicited an equally emphatic rejoinder from

Sir Charles Eliot, President of the P'inance Commit-
tee. Sir Charles resents Dr. Hunter’s remarks and
says :

—

“With regard to Bengal the Committee’s view was (i) that the slaft

of highly paid English Inspectors of Schools was unnecessarily strong,

and that cheaper Native Inspectors should be substiiuied, and (2) that

H considerable number of Government Colleges should be converted
into Aided Colleges

;
and arrangements were suggested by which pre-

paration should be made for carrying out such a conversion . and sub-

stitution gradually during the next ten years. These proposals were
#

in accordance with the recommendations of the Education Commission
and the orders of the Government of India. The Lieutenant-Governor
has already converted two and desires immediately to convert three

more of the Government Colleges into Aided Colleges
;
the Committee

proposed, within the next ten years, to add five more to this number.
It is open to Sir W. Hunter to object that ten years is too short a time
or that the reduction goes too far

;
but it is hardly re.asonable to write

of our proposal as an ignorant attempt to ‘ pluck up the old growth by
by the roots,’

With reference to Sir W. Hunter’s assertion that this Committee

^
misrepresented the views of the Director of Public Instruction, it is

*
sufficient to say that his own version of that officer’s view does not

bear out the charge. The Committee did not write that the Director

wished to keep up only four Government Colleges, but that ‘in his

opinion only four colleges need be kept up.’ These words werfe taken

down by the President in his notes of Mr. Croft’s examination, and -he

draft of the sectiot^ was afterwards shown to Mr. Crop and approved
by him. If I understand the matter aright, all that Sir A. Croft now
desires to add in explanation is, that this opinion was given in answer
to the question, ‘if reductions are to be made’ (an assumption which
underlies the whole work of the Finance Committee) ‘ where should
they stop ?’ and that be held this to be the furthest limit to which it

could be pushed.
With regard to Bombay, Sir W. Hunter’s chief objection is that the

reduction proposed by the Committee ‘involves the forfeiture of dis-.

tinct pledges recently given by the Local Government under the sanc-

Bon of the Governor General in Council.’ The description is incorrect
in two ways : the pledges referred to were not given under the sanction

of the Governor General in Council (as is expressly stated in paragraph

30 of Resolution No. 467, dated 2Sth J.iniiary 1SS7), and our propo^al^

elid not involve the foifeitiiie of liiein.
* ’k * -if-

* * It rn.ay perhaps be permitted to me to add that

whatever reductions we proposetl were made neither lightly, nor in

ignor.incc of any lat ts or opinions which we were able to collect, but

under a stiong sense of lesponsibility, and 111 the belief that they would
not injiinously alfect the efficiency of the EdiiLational Departments iti

the various I’rovinces.'’

When there is misutuler.s\:iii(lin[:( on the (luestion

among officials themselves of such high rank, our

countrymen may well be justified in their suspicious.

The truth seems to be that there is no want of dis-

position on the part of some of our governing Bure-

aucracy and of even some official statesmen, to makt^

Government wash its hantls off all connection with

Kducation. But their hands are fettered, and they

arc not masters of their will. There is, however, no

cause for panic—no necessity for taking premature

alarm. Under any circumstances, no departure in

educational policy is contemplated by the Government.

^/honqrs in general and the
/ fellows in particular.

A CRY FOR UNIVERSITY REFORM.

Oh 1 that estates, degrees, and offices

Were not deriv’d corruptly
;
and that clear honor

Were purchas’d by the merit of the wearer 1

How many then should cover that stand bare,

How many be commanded that command

!

f
Were honor done to him to whom honor is due and titles

Ibestowed exclusively on high achievements and intrinsic

^worth, how immense vyould be the stimulus to progress and
to what a {)rodigious discount would lickspittlism be re-

duced. Ours, however, is a Government which, though
professing to walk by the light of public opinion, disposes

of titles and honors according to a principle of which the

people have no. m j /
* ’

- of which the less said

the bettor. W ^ -r, '. '

•"’ker’s Directory.

Some are no d( ' ^
•

. egardsthe rest,

we wonder, as h liu: u,
"

‘ how the d—

I

they got there ! Honors have, ill oUr knowledge, been bestowed

most capriciously on men without character, sense of honor or

truth—on liars, cheats and pettifoggers—on thieves, assassins

and rebels. Honors have indeed been so much dishonored

that sterling merit unhonored is honored the most. By
creating a craze for titles—craze which has already grown
to a disease—the Government may destroy the true moral
nerve and fibre of the nation, but it is not in its power to

ennoble the ignoble, to make inferior men pass for more
than what they are worth.

What can ennoble fools, or sots, or cowards ?

Alas ! not all the blood of all the Howards.

Nor all the ribbon and sealing wax of jfrinces.

Pygmies are pigmies still, though perched on Alps
;

And pyramids are pyramids in vales.

Each man makes his stature, builds himself.

One may succeed in his attempt at extracting’sunbeam.s
out of cucumbers, but the problem as to why certain persons
arc honored in preference to others, the lachets of whose
shoes they are not worthy to unloose, defies solution.

It is much to be lamented that the Fellowships of the
Calcutta University should have all along been looked upon
as a titular dignity and been given away on the same offi-

cial line as the C. S. I. and C. 1. E., instead of on academi-
cal grounds. If you happen to be born of one of the few
blessed families of the Empire, or be an adept in the art of
insinuating yourself into the good graces of the powers that
be, you arc born a legislator, a magistrate, a corporator, a
savant, fellow, anything you like—you are like Hamlet’s
ghost hie et ubique.

Some of the conscript fathers of our academical Senate
often remind us of the equine consul of Tiberius and make
us exclaim

—

A fellow, an honorable name 1

How few deserve it, how many claim I

The world knows nothing of these Boeotian toad-eaters
;
but

perhaps they are great on that account, for the world,'* says
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Sir Henry Taylcr, “ knows nothing of its greatest men.’

Their names shed no lustre on the roll of Fellows—or, if they

shed any, it makes darkness visible. Useful, they are cer-

tainly not
:

neither are they even ornamental. Is it not a

simple disgrace to the University that fools who have never

done anything anywhere worthy of record or remembrance,

should be allowed to rush in where angels fear to tread ?

It must be said to the credit of some of these fools, that,

however overweening their ambition may be, they never

aspired to be dons ;
but they arc somebody’s darlings who

must have kicked them up to a position for which they have

absolutely no qualifications. They rose one fine morning

and found themselves metamorphosed into savants.

But since once a fellow one must continue to be such to

the end of the chapter, we must endure, with such grace as

we can command, good, b.ad or indifTcrent, what cannot be

cured. Not that the law stands in the way of the removal

of the Olid fellows, but that the admission of one’s own mis-

take and rectification of the same require an amount of

moral courage with which the Government is not credited.

But one thing is needful. We ought to m.ake a supreme

effort that the few worthy men there arc among the dons,

may not be altogether swamped by the noodle^, How can we

effect our object better than by cutting the evil at the root
|

—by curing the Government of the fatal disea.se of which

it, along with many other Governments of the world, is pecu-

liarly susceptible—we mean the dread of talents-and by

“ purging its visual ray of the thick film,” .so that it may not

mistake roguery for ability. Agitation—no Surrender Notian
|

agitation to be sure, which, like “ a talc told by an idiot is full

of sound and fury signifying nothing” and which, as such,

passes by the Government as the “gentle breeze which it

respects not ”—is an omnipotent physician, and we must

have recourse to it.

But dunces or scholars, how many of the dons take any in-

terest in matters educational or take part in the ‘proceedings

of the Senate ? How many even of the metropolitan Fellows

regularly attend the meetings of the Faculties—not to speak

of those that live far off, in the interior of Provinces. But

what shall we say of a Government which appoints as Fel-

lows the residents, of the remotest parts of the Empire,

knowing it for j they cannot,

participate in the delit., wl,': , .
- Senate, and take any

more interest in the affairs of the University than the people

of Timbuctoo, It may be news to not a few of the readers

of Reis and Rayyet that our educational Parliament counts

among its members about 30 residents of the N. W. Pro-

vinces and Oude, 9 of the Punjab, 3 of Rajputana, 2 of Assam,

I of Hyderabad, 3 of the Central Provinces, 1 of Bom-

bay, 3 of Burma and i of Central India ; while so many

as about 20 members, though residents of Bengal, living as

they do in the country, can render the University no ser-

vice whatever ;
of the rc^t there arc not a few who have made

a point of having notliing to do with the University, though

they will not resign. After all thi.s, who will have the hardi-

hood to deny that the Govcrnincnt makes selection of P'cllows

not with an eye to S(5rvice but to honor people with new

titles. For now that the schoolmaster is abroad, is there

any lack of learned men in Bengal that the Government

should go so far as to the scientific frontier of Lord Lytton
j

on one side ar.d the jungly banks of the I rrawady on the

other, in quest of men fit to wear the mantle of a don ? But

it is the day of the publican and sinner, of the lackey and

flunkey, of the pander and noodle. There are men—and

their name is legion—nearer home who might help in

giving tone to the Senate, but they have exactly the talents

and acquirements of which burcaucrat.s arc jealous, and some

of them may be foririidabic'by genius itself! Or, men like

Robert Knight, James Wilson, S. E. J. Clarke, Pratap Chunder

Mozumdar," Lai Mohun Ghosh, T. Palit, Umes Chandra

Dutt (late professor, Kishnaghur College) Iswar Chandra

Mitra, Surcncira Nath Bancrjce, Prasaiina Kumar Lahcri,

Ashu Tosh Mookerjee, (1st Prem Chand Roy Chand Student,)

R. C. Chandra, K. i). Ghosh, K. P. Gupta, Jogendra Nath

Bhattacharjee, Dino Nath Sen, SyamaCharan Ganguli, Bani

Madhab Dcy and, last not least, the accomplished poet who
will ahva}s be rctncmbcrcd as Ram Shurma, would not

have been left out ip the cold, to the injury of the education

of the country.

Now that the representative principle has received recogni-

tion in many spheres of public life, and the Acts for the two

recent Universities recognise the elective principle in the

composition of those bodies, the Fellows being no longer

appointed entirely by nomination but in part also by election,

and a bill to the same effect is on the legislative anvil of the

Bombay Presidency, why should the affairs of the Calcutta

University alone continue to be governed by an Act passed

32 years ago ? Has not the march of intellect reached

Bengal ? Why should the residents of the N. W. P. and Oude
and the Punjab continue to be Fellows of the Calcutta Uni-

versity now that they have got seperatc Universities of their

own, and those of the fellows who do not take any interest

whatever in the affairs of the University be sent about their

business ? Why, again, should the ratio of European and
Native Fellows in Bengal be 3:2 while that in Bombay is 8:7?

There is another thing in connection with the University

which .should engage the serious attention of every one in-

terested in the cause of education. If the Calcutta Univer-

sity is an examining body, the Syndics must be taught that

they have not been given conscience, “ ca pability and god-

like reason to fust in them unusM ” or it had better cease to

exist. What a scandalous farce of an examination we have

had for the last few years ! Wc say last few years ad-

visedly, for who knows that the slaughter of the innocents

that took place in ’85 and *86 and the fact of an unprecedent-

edly large number of boys having passed in the Jubilee year

were not due to the dishonest freaks played by some of the

examiners. Some few years ago the Headmaster of the

Uttarpara school dragged to light certain scandals, and no

less a personage than Principal Sarbadhikari was caught

tripping
;
who knows that there have not been other black

.sheep in the flocks who have passed off as immaculate because

uncaught ? But arc not the recent revelations in connection

with the perfunctory manner in which .some of the examiners

discharged their duties sufficiently startling to take one!

breath away ? So many as 8 of them, both European anc

native—all graduates and professors—assigned marks

without reading the answer papers, or marked the answers

in a faulty and culpably careless manner I But bad enough,

sad enough and disgraceful enough as the statement is, there

is anothei i , lament,.even worse, more sad, more disgrace-

;

ful, if poss
.

I'l’ ,

‘
• V >-]j.ese men—men did wc say ? God *

made the. L' " let them pass for men—though
they had be ,

'

’ U^the special comnM|tg|^a]^ointcd

to enquire .

'
“ vV[wt on the matter as'i^^bymessrs.

Little and Nash, ^nior examiners—
pointed as examiners, on the recommendatioipS&^
gentlemen, whose report, like Achilles* spear, /the

wound which it inflicts. The Syndicate has not a soul to

be saved or a body to be kicked, but how .shall wc charac- fi

terizc the conduct off Mr. Nash who must be presumed to

have both ? He is too muscular a Christian to be made a

coward of by conscience. He overflows with the milk of

human kindness which does credit to him no doubt, but then

he ought to know that nothing emboldens sin so much as

mercy, and that mercy at the expense of the poor examinees

i.s simply unjust, not to say, wicked and mischievous. Per-

haps, the funniest part of the University scandal is the

ground offered for tenderness. One gentleman was recom-

mended to be reappointed as an examiner, and why?
because, forsooth, he was “ fairly careful” when he re-

examined the papers

!

0 judgment, thou art fled to brutish beasts,

And men have lost their reason 1

What wonder then that the boys of the period should

have deteriorated in morals when not a^Tcw of their pre-

ceptors, to whose tender mercies they have been committed,

are men of such easy virtue and accommodating conscience ! #

Surely, it is time enough for a thorough overhauling, with-

out personal regards. We hope the country will combine

in a cry for prompt University Reform.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN INDIA.

Continuing my last re technical education, which appeared in your

issue of the 4th current, I would further suggest the advisability of

opening institutions of the kind named, in the following places, r/z.»

Barakur, Jubbulpur, Rawal Pindi and Lahore.

The first named place has a large workshop, owned by Gov-

ernment, turning out a lot of iron work manufactured there, es-

pecially iron castings. It is not unlikely that by and by Barakur

will be a junction station, when the Nagpore line is completed.
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we find chat

able and literary

it caiVj*

a growing tendency amongst men of respect-

class to master mechanism someway or other,

safely said, without fear of challenge, that more the

schemf^^s expdhded, the more will the aptitude for scientific pur-

suits be increased, and the country will most decidedly benefit

in the end.

Expediency tells us to strongly advocate the cause for furthering

the object, seeing the very great improvement made of late years

by the lower grade native working classes of the soil, such as

“Koiburto,
” “Manjcc, ” “Sutgoup, ** “Chandal, ” and others

by practical learning alone. Some of them turn out capital workmen
and mechanics, so as to be able to disconnect an engine and put her

together, and others handle important parts of machinery and

finish them off, in a creditable manner, such as fitting slide

valves motions, eccentric sheaves, axle boxes, brasses, &c., and

other work too numerous to detail. It is a well known fact that

Monghyr is famous for production of a superior class of work,

purely made by Behar workmen, such as ebony chairs, ahluce fancy

boxes, sticks of sorts, fans, rifle guns and swords, &c. All these

indicate, without the least shadow of a doubt, that had these men
thcoreitical knowledge in addition to the limited practical experience

they now possess, they would make much better mechanics.

Under the existing circumstances, notwithstanding that the people

now do get liberal English education, there is a general demand for

greater field of honorable livelihood. Hence the object of my
ventilating the matter, through the medium of your journal, not

that my aim is only to seek, for people at large, either the State

or Railway service, but I do sincerely advocate for the sake of

profession also. Although it is an admitted fact that in the

metropolis, its suburbs and other Presidencies, such as Bombay
and Madras, the educated and wealthy classes have to a certain

extent taken the lead and appreciated the importance of the move-

ment, by establishing mills and factories of their owA, and arc im-

parting a speculative taste among the labouring class, however

^jCvoid of intellect they may be, yet the country demands a

wger field. In fine, I would, once for all, suggest that some means

r devised by which the people may be Caught libcnlly, and inducc-

pnts held out to them. I would recommend

I. State scholarship to be given according to merit.

^I. Competitive system to be introduced.

II. Some graded appointments to be kept reserved.

V^. The gulf to be bridged between Indians and Anglo-In-
' and promotion.

' desire and wish for, is to see that the country may
pcct, and to create a speculative and profession-

.ongst the mass and respectable class of society,

stant date, the people will reap the benefit of

.reference, which will re move a long felt desi-

t, as regaH-
T

August 1888.

THE KIRKWOOD RESOLUTION.
The Bengal Government has recorded the following Resolution on

the Daniel of Patna :

Resolution.—Judicial,—dated Calcutta, 251I1 July.

Read No. 87J.D., dated i8th June, 1888, from the Chief Secretary

to the Government of Bengal to the Registrar of the High Court,

Calcutta, with enclosure.

Read No. 1542, dated 7th July, 1888, from the Registrar of the High

Court, Calcutta, to the Chief Secretary to the Government of

Bengal.
In the correspondence in this case, the Lieutenant-Governor for-

warded to the High Court the record of the case of Empress versus

Guru Churn Uosadh, tried by Mr. Kirkwood, the Sessions Judge of

Patna, together with an explanation furnished by Mr. Kirkwood of the

reasons which led him to order that Budhia Gawahn, a witness for the

prosecution, should be examined by the Assistant Surgeon vvith a view

to testing her virginity, and His Honor remarked that, in his opiriion,

the facts disclosed were so calculated to bring discredit on the adminis-

tration of justice that he deemed it necessary to lay the case before the

Hon’ble Judges of the Court for their consideration, and to ask for

their opinion.

2. Briefly, the facts of the case, as stated, are as follows The girl

> Eudhia, an orphan, giving her age as 12 years, was living alone with

her cousin Lachman, aged 20. Lachman’s wife was not living with him,

and Budhia, though married, had not yet gone to live with her husband,
j

On her return one day to her house, she found the door off iis hinges,

and, looking in, observed that two brass vessels had been stolen from

It. She then proceeded along the lane in which her house stood, i.ito

an adjoining thorouj^hfare, and there discovered the accused, ,vvhom

she had not previously known, carrying off the vessels. Thereupon

she gave him in charge to a constable who was at hand.

The defence of the accused, Guru Churn, was to the effect that he

had just been released from jail, and that the policeman had seized him

as an old offender, and, taking him to the girl’s house, had then pro-

cured brass vessels, and fabricated the charge against hirn.

3» It appears that in the course of the trial, the girl’s statement

and demeanour caused Mr. Kirkwood to entertain doubts of her

chastity. He argued to himself that if she was not really chaste, it

flight be concluded that she was not a credible witness ;
and that it

^as highly probable that in some way her want of virtue was mixed up

with the origin of this complaint.’ Adopting this line of reasoning, he

caused her to be examined by the Assistant Surgeon to ascertain

whether she w.as or was not a virgin. The girl did not resist or protest

against the examination ordered by the Court, though she wept when

the Assistant Surgeon gave evidence unfavourable to her chastity.

Accepting this evidence, Mr. Kirkwixid summed up unfavourably to the

prosecution, and the jury acquitted the prisoner.

4. The opinion of the Hon’ble the Chief Justice and Judges of the

High Court on the case is to the effect that Mr. Kirkwood’s action in

ordering the medical examination of the girl was illegal, and docs not

admit of justification. They point out^vhat the law of the matter is,

and that, even in a charge of concealment of birth (where an examina-

tion may be properly deemed to be of the highest relevance), it has

been l;iid down that, ‘ unless the girl consented, the examination was
an assault, illegal and unjustifiable,’ and that in this respect ‘neither

Magistrate, nor policemen, nor medical men may infringe on the rights

of any person.’ The Court have no doubt that Mr. Kirkwood acted in

good f.\ith, believing that what he did was necessary for the ends of

justice
;
but as a Judge, he ought, they say, to have known the law, and

even if he had possessed the power which he thought he possessed, it

would have been a grave indiscretion in him to exercise it. They

consider his conduct reprehensible in a high degree, and as that conduct

has, in their opinion, tended to bring the administration of justice into

discredit in the district of Patna, they think that he ought not to be

allowed to remain Judge of that district.

5. The Lieutenant-Governor fully concurs in this severe censure of

Mr. Kirkwood’s proceedings. His Honor regrets that Mr. Kirkwood
should, after several years of praiseworthy judicial vyork, have, at the

close of his career, displayed such grievous indiscretion and caused such

a lamentable scaiit+al. As, however, Mr. Kirkwood has applied for per-

mission to retire from the Service, it is unnecessary for the Lieutenant-

Governor to consider the question of the punishment to which he

would otherwise have been liable.

By order of the Lieut.-Govr. of Bengal,

CoLMAN Macaulay,
Offg. Chief Secretary to the Govt, of Bengal."

gnto.

THE JAIN CASE.

SuRUj Kumari Bibi vs. Lab Chand Sett.

Mr. Justice Norris delivered the following judgment of the Appeal

Court consisting of himself, the Chief Justice Sir Comer Pcthcram

and Mr. Justice Beverley, in this case

The facts out of which this appeal arises may be shortly stated as

follows : One Culloomull Sett, who died in August 188;, made a will

by which he appointed his bmrK*'- ind Foolchand

Johurry his executors

The executors obtainc

the executrix, Muni ^

probate. Both the cxe .

namely, on the 28th

applied for and obtain^
^

. juh

1887, a year after she had

7th November 1887, Lab

8 executrix.
•

* IS reserved to

, . .
r

• and obtain

(he survivor,

Munia Bibcc,

. JtiiC to the will. On the 20th May
obtained probate, she died, and on the

Chand applied for letters of administra-

tion with the will annexed. He alleged in his petition that the

estate of Culloomull had not been fully administered and alleged

that he was the only adopted son ot one Nuthmull who was the

only son of Culloomull deceased
; that is to say, he alleged he was

the grandson of the deceased. A caveat was entered by Suruj

Kumari Bibi, I think, in May 1887, but shortly after letters of ad-

ministration and probate were granted ; and she opposed the grant

of letters of administration to Lab Chand Sett, alleging that she

was the only widow of Dhunsook Dass the brother of the testator and

one of the executors, that Labchand had not bepn duly adopted as the

son, and that in the event which has happened there was an intestacy

as to the estate of Culloomull, and that the property at his death

vested in her husband Dhunsook Dass and on his death in her as his

widow.
On the caveat coming on for argument before Justice Trevelyan,

that learned judge framed the following issue :

—

“ Has the caveatrix Suruj Kumari Bibce any and what interest

in the estate of the testator Kaloomul Sett deceased, and is she en-

titled to content the right of Labchund Sett to obtain letters of ad-

ministration de bonis non with the will annexed to the estate and

clFccts'of the testator ?
**

Then in answer to her caveat it was contended that Dhunsook
Dass had adopted a son, Puddumchand, and that in consequence he

was heir to Culloomull Sett if Culloomull had died intestate, and

that therefore the lady has no interest or no sufficient interest to

come in and contest the right of Labchand to the letters of adminis-

tration. To these the lady replied to this effect : “ Even supposing

my husband had adopted a son according to the local customs of

the Oswal caste of the Sitembari community of the Jains, 1 am
heir to my husband’s brother.” The parties went to trial upon
this issue ; and upon it Trevelyan J. says as follows :

—

“During the course of this trial, in consequence of an objection

taken to some evidence, I found it necessary to express my opinion

of what I thought was the meaning of an issue of the description,

and I am bound to say that, on a more careful consideration, I am
more fully impressed with the view I then took. As I understand
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A proceeding of this kind, tnd if I understand scci 23 of the Probate

and Administration Act which governs this ease, I must grant

administration to the next of kin of the deceased* Primarily the

next of kin are entitled to letters of administtation, and, as I under-

stand this issue, it is not only an issue as to whether she has any

interest, but I have also to decide whether she is entitled to contest

the right of Labchund Sett to letters of administration. As far as

I know, no person is entitled to contest a claim^ to letters of ad-

ministration, unless he has a prior right, and if this lady is not i^xt

of kin, it follows she is not entftlcd to contest the application. The

qiiestiou whether she is next ot kin, depends upon whether she or

Puddumchund is entitled to suececd to the estate of the deceased.

The question of Labchund’s adoption has not been gone into

here and has been postponed to the decision of the case. The

lady admits nothing, and the adoption is disputed. It was contended

in the course of the trial, that I could not go into any evidence as to

Puddomchund’s adoption, and it was said that, independent of that

the lady has a right to the estate. It seems to me, if Puddomchund

is tjie heir of the deceased, this lady can have no interest in the

estate, and therefore would not be entitled to contest the right of

Labchand.**

Now it has been argued before us in the first instance, on be-

half of the appellant, by Mr. Pugh, that the learned Judge was in

error in setting this down as a contentious cause before deciding

the issue which he framed. But 1 think it is practically admitted

while the point is taken, that it would ^really amount to

nothing more than a question of form and does not touch the merits

of the ease. The second objeettion taken is that the learned

|udgc was wrong in the view he took of the right of the lady to

appear and contest the grant of letters of administration. This

may be and probably is the case, that the learned judge in the

court below was wrong in the view he took of the rights of the

parties to come in and contest the grant of letters of administration.

What Mr. Pugh seeks to do now is that by the laws and local

customs of a particular caste of a particular sect of Jains, to which

this family belongs, she was the next of kin ; that she had

an interest in the estate and entitled to contest the grant of

letters of administration. It is now sought to take a view, it

may be arising out of the grounds which were taken in the court

below, but an entirely different view on grounds which were

not taken in the court below. He says, “Assuming for the

sake of argument that I have no ground on which I can rely, yet

I have a right to maintenance out of this estate which would come

into the hands of my husband’s adopted son ;
and if T have a right to

maintenance out of the estate, I have a sufficient interest to see

that the cstat<riSL‘: / -ocs not go into the

hands of any other part^ . . „ .At ease is not a case which

arises upon the facts, and that the subsidiary case ought not to be

made now for the first time in this court, and we say further that

if Mr. Pugh’s contention is right, on which we express no opinion,

it will be open to him to raise the point in one of two ways : He

may cither sue the parties in whose hands the estate is and get

that right of maintenance declared, or it is open to him, I pre-

sume, to apply for letters of revocation of the probate of the will.

Then the learned Judge proceeded to try two questions of fact ;

first of all whether Puddumchand was the legally adopted son of

Dhunsook Dass, and secondly whether Suruj Kumari Bibi had proved

the legal custom which she alleged ; and he found first of all that the

adoption of Puddumchand was proved and proved by the brother of

the caveatrix, Situl Persad Johurri, and secondly he found that

the alleged custom was not proved. The evidence which was

adduced to prove the custom as far as Suruj Kumari was concerned,

was the evidence of Situl Persad, who produced two copies of the

written law of the Jains as contained in two old manuscript books of

the Jains, and the learned Judge seems to have bcci of opinion

that if these books were to be relied upon, he was prepared to rely

upon them that they were authorities for the proposition that

amongst the Jains the widow succeeds to her husband’s estate before

the son. I have looked at the evidence and considered it and what

it seems to me to amount to is this ; that these Pandits are of

opinion, and their opinion was corroborated by references to these

old books, that amongst the Jains, at the time these books were

written, the Jain widow occupied a somewhat higher position than

a Hindu widow occupies, and that her estate, whatever it was,

appears to be somewhat larger than the estate of a Hindu widow,

but that estate was limited and was enjoyed by her before the son

took. Trevelyan J. went on to say that though there was the

opinion of the Pandits who were called, and though that opinion

was corroborated by the books, he found as a matter of fact that

the practice amongst the Jains of the present day was entirely op-

posed to the precepts contained in those books. He found upon

the evidence instances of the son sharing whilst the mother wjj

living.

Upon a consideration of the whole of the evidence, the deta,^

of which it is not necessary to enter into, he was of opinion that the

local usage as alleged by the caveatrix, was not proved. With

the conclusion at which that learned Judge has arrived, we entirely

concur. It might be distinctly understood that in dismissing this

appeal with costs, we arc expressing no opinion as to what the

law or customs or usages, amongst this particular sect of the Jains,

may be ;
all we say is that we agree with the learned Judi^ in

the court below and we find that the caveatrix did not succeed

in proving the local usages on which she relied,

be dismissed with costs.

I

Immense Success

!

EMERALD THEATRE
BEADON STREET.

Manaj'cr, Baiiu G. C. Ghose.

Saturday—’the nth August, 18SS—
at g i\ M.

Fourth performance of our most successful

melo-drama

Nundo-Biday,
Masterpiece of pathos and poetry !

The piece begins with exquisite pastoral songs !

Wonderful illusion ! Marvellous decapitation !

Loud Harisankirtan !

Lamentation of Nundo and Jashoda !

The reunion of Radha and Krishna !

Next day—Sunday—12th August

at Candle Light,

New melo-drama

Bidya Sundar.
Specially dramatized from the ever popular

love poem of our immortal poet laureate

Bharat Chandra,
the gem of the court of Krishna Chandra.

The piece will be mounted as never mounted
on any stage.

The book “Nundo-Biday ” is to be had at

the boX’Office, price eight annas.

M. L. SUR, Asst, Manager,

NOTICE
The undermentioned lots of surplus land,

the property of the Commissioners for the

Town of Calcutta, will be put up for sale by

public auction, if not previously disposed of,

on Monday, the I3lh August 1888, at i P. M.,

at the Municipal Office.

Lot No. Nature of land.

1 Vacant land and pucca go-

downs at No. 48 Jaun

Bazar Street north of Tal-

tola Square ...

2 Land at do. east of Tal-

Area more or

less.

K. Ch. S. ft.

5 8

tola Square ... 3 2 0

3 Ditto ditto 2 6 0

4 Ditto ditto 3 0 0

5 Do. portion of No. 33

Rutton Sircar’s Garden St. 4 11 0

6 Do. with buildings being

portions of Nos. 15 and 16

Sickdarpara Lane 2 I 20

7 Do. and tiled huts being

remaining portion of No. 4

Sovabazar .Street 4 14 0

8 Do. with lower roomed

house at No. 7 Godai

Khanshama’s Lane 0 J 3 0

9 Land east of Blacquire’s

Tank Square... 0 10 26

10 Filled up drain on the east

and south of No.[1 1 Mar-

quis Street ... 0 II 16

Conditions op

1. The Commissioners’ lin

a closed cover, and the highest bidder above

this limit is to be the purchaser
;

if any dis
,

pute arise as to the last or highest bidding for

the lot, the same shall be put up again and
resold.

2. A deposit of 25 per cent on the amount
of the purchase-money is to be made by the

purchaser immediately upon the lot being

knocked down, and, in aefault thereof, the

premises to be immediately put up and resold

at the risk of the first purchaser.

3. The title to the property will be a con-

veyance from the Commissioners.

4. The residue of the purchase-money shall

be paid within 15 days of the date of sale ;

and in case of default in payment of such re-

sidue, the purchaser shall forfeit his deposit,

which shall be received and taken as and by

way of liquidated damages. The sale to such

purchaser shall be wholly at an end, and the

Commissioners shall be at liberty to resell the

same without any referqjlllpB to such first pur-

chaser but at his risk.

5. The Commissioners will, if required,
^

furnish a deed of conveyance} such conveyance
being prepared by the solicitors of the Cor-

poration at the expense of the purchaser, who
will likewise have, to bear the cost of the stamp

duty and registration, and of any attested

copies of deeds or convenaqts to produce those

that may be required.

6. The Commissioners will enter into no

other covenant thanr that they have done no

act to encumber.

7. The plan of the several lots may be in*

spected at the Municipal Office from the

undersigned.

JOHN COWIE,

Secretary to the Corporation.

6tb July 1888.
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ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA, ENGLAND.

ST. PETER’S OOLLEaE FOR BOYS.
UniMmity masters, specially suitable for

Indian children^ Indian References. For Pros-

pectus, address Principal.

^’siLUNV^BY^
PRETTY, strong, accurate, open-feced

Nickel Silver short winding Keyless Railway

Regulators, enamelled bold figures

and hands, shewing two times with best finish-

ed durable machinery and dust tight cases for

only Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare spring,

glass box and guarantee. Guaranteed to stand

any amount of rough usage. Will last a life

time. Have no appearance of cheapness about

them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.

A. R. Mehta from Bandora says “ The 7-8

watch I purchased from you two years back,

gives correct time as yet.” Acting Superin-

tendent Government Farm, Khandesh, says

i‘ A watch-maker has valued yourRs. 7-8 watch

for Rs. 15.” Pretty Canadian Gold Chains,

Lockets, Pencils, complete shirt Studs and

Rings set with chemical diamonds, rubies, &c.,

at Rs. 2 each
,

will not turn black. Mr. G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says.—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50

and the ruby at Rs. 30.” Full money refunded

If any of the above are not approved. Mention

.j|is paper positively. WESTERN INDIA
[rADING CO., BOMBAY.

^TO THE DEAFT
A 132 paged Illustrated Book on Deafness,

^ises in the Head, how cured at your homes,
ice 6 annas. Address Dr. Nicholson, 5, Old
mi House Street, Calcutta.

, NOW eeadyT
tb® 3rd Indian National Con-

i’ ^Nt^'^adras during the last week

,l.*l/)ncluding postage. Apply to M.
100, Mount Road, Madras.

READY

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.,

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS 4 VOYAGES IN BENGAL
BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah^

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEB,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, '‘REIS& RAYYET”
1, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINION! OF THE PRESS.
It is many years since I first met, and some

years since I last met. Dr. -Sambliu Chundcr
Mookerjee, editor of the Reis and Rayyet
(Prince and Peasant), and an author of high

fcpuie among the kindly, as .well as acute and
intellectual, people of Bengal. One of the real

misfortunes of India was, and still is, Lord
Macaulays picture of the Bengalee. The
picture, true perhaps as regards Nuncomar and
many Bengalees, is not accurate as a represen-

tation of the people generally, taking them as

an Englishman may find them if he looks

fairly. If they had been unfaithful, the sad
story of the Mutiny had been vastly sadder ;

and, apart from the Mutiny, many Englishmen
could give individual instances of Bengalee
faithfulness almost uni(|ue in history, t.^Uing

all the circumstances of our relation to Indi.a

into account. The Bengalee is generally eager

for knowledge of all kinds, and is often both

courageous in the expression of his opinions,

and gifted to a remarkable degree with the

power to express those opinions with force and
precision. Mr. Fawcett once told me that an
unprepared speech made, on his behalf, during

an election, by a young Hindoo, surpassed, in

force as well as eloquence, any unprepared
speech he ever had heard made hy any mem-
ber of the House of Commons, if four or five

members of the House were excepted.

Among these Bengalees there is a small body
of men—small for lh.it large province—who
are, ironically or otherwise termed “ Young
Bengal. ” Some of them are no longer young,

but grave and aged
;
some have, in the coiuse

of years, been highly distinguished for their

public services and their scientific and other

attainments. Some have at times been mis-

represented, and their language misinterpreted,

so that on its return to them it has aimtzcd

none more than themselves. Nothing of this

has been done by the re.-illy great administra-

tors of India. That it has been done, however,

cannot be denied.

In the forefront of this little band is the

author of this book of travels, Baboo Sambhu
Chunder Mookerjee—a writer of high repute,

as I have said, also an administrator, as the

reader will see from the title-page to this hook.

A keener, yet a kindlier satirist, one might

seek for and not find. His use of the English

language has astonished many an educated

Englishman
; and the quality of his reading is

shown by his marvellous power of quotation ;

not merely from authors like Shakespeare, and
Milton, and Macaulay, and men eminent in

science, but from out-of-the-way old ballads,

and little-known old pamphlets, in the applica-

tion of which he leaves one wondering—first,

how he obtained the productions at all, and
secondly, how, having obtained them, he
learned to apply them so appositely to the

subjects which he intends them to illustrate.

• Passing ;^otn the author to his book, wc
shall, perhaps, first of all be attracted to the

work of the administrator. He comes upon a

milkman’s* village, on which he finds fastened

the grip of a Court favourite. He unloosens

the grip, and re-settlcs the village, in the

double interest of Prince and Peasant. And
all the time he secs everything. The poor

people bathing on the riverb’ banks, have his

genial and kindly, if also at times, what a

Scotchman would call, his “pawky” notice.

A “fair maid of Sonargoan ” attracts his at-

tention by the gracefulness with which she

carries a vessel of w.ater from the river
;

and,

though the fair maid and he are divided by
race and faith (she i.s Mussulman), she has his

full meed of praise. Indeed, it must be admit-

ted—and he will not be oireiuled with me for

saying so— that he never meets with a fair face,

without at le.ast giving evidence of the fact

that he has eyes to see and a heart to com-
prehend. •

Of his wide and generous sympathies, much
might be said, and still leave much more to

say. He meets a missionary on the river, and
evidently is inclined, in willing his notes, to

pass a joke on the subject. He nips it, how-

ever, in the bud, and contents himself with

saying, “ So new is preaching here, that the

simple people said the padre had been singing

in the slieet.” He meets Catholic and Pro-

te.stant missionaries on shipboard, and chuckles

over their disputes, while he astonishes them

by his commjyul of the English language, and

even by his knowledge of the Bible—a know-

ledge, I may add, which is evident in many of

his writings. »

A parrot falls overboard, and is drowned in

its cage, to his great distress, which is not

however paraded. He says : [Extract.]

These are not the words of a Christian, but

of a Hindoo.

Again, he has a faithful ugly dog, whose

name is Tom, and whose glory it once was to

bark, with a noble independence, at some very

dignified Sahibs. Our author is compelled to

leave Tom behind ;
and here is his farewell

:

[Extract.]

I think this is a very fine passage, and one

that will draw the author very close to the

great heart of humanity, wherever the words

are read. Could anything be finer than the

testimony to the two foreign “gentlemen,”
ending with the “ Bengalee pariah, my poor

Tom”? Not the pariah merely, but the pariah

dog. The passage is worthy of the author,

and of the great mercifulness of the land that

bore him. '

Whoever reads this book must be prepared

further to find bold and manly language. The
author is no flatterer of John Hull, though he
gives John his due, and admits that India owes
him a great debt. Here is one passage relating

to foreign fruits
:

[Extract.]

Among the sketches of country—word-pic-
tures -the reader will find some exceedingly

pretty, and all the more valuable in that they

are taken from a standgroiuul purely Ind\an ;

not English. Where an English artist’s mind
would be filled with European ideas, the mind
of this gifted Eastern artist is filled with a class

of ideas totally different, yet ciiually instructive

and certainly not less subtle and far-reaching.

On the eve of one of his journeys, our

author was placed in a dilemma of a kind
not unknown to travellers in India, but not on
that account the less stupid. He wished ta

go by a particular boat, and took time by the

forelock for that pin pose. The fare was at

first staled as 90 rupees, to pay which he
oflered “a new crisp, fresh British India” note

for icx^ rupees. “ It was,” he adds, “fresh from
the Curiency Office, and had been received

only the day before from another Government
department.” The rest of the story is

thus told :
[Extr.acl.]

The humour of the little sketch is worth

something. I can fancy the author laughing

even in his dismay
;
for he can laugh well at

others, and equally well at himself. I shall

only venture on one more passage
;
and I give

it as showing the spirit of the man who dares

to call his newspaper Prince and Peasant.

lie desired to return to his ne in Bengal,

and to bid adieu, for a time, U, to Indepen-

dent Tipperah, where hel been located

“some two years.” He r ^ed the Maha-
rajah’s permission to ^ . ;

but still he
away. ,

’ T
^ ' in this pas-

sage ;
the lesson ...v immense value of

courtesy and urbanity in the relations of rulers

and ruled. There is a great deal in that sen-

tence, “ ]Ve serve flesh and blood.” The best
administrator in India is not always the ablest,

the man whose plans are the wisest as plans

;

but the man who, with plans or without them,
gives confidence to the people, and confidence

not merely in liis justice, but also in his con-

siderateness and forbearance. A clever man
once said that the art of success in India is the

art of giving good dinners. It may be so ; but
the peril is great -the peril of debt; and in

any case the art has its limits, and its natural
collapse. Even dinners and champagne pall

in the end. But there is one art that never
fails—the art of Hue courtesy

;
of that courtesy

which, being natural, fis not afiected by any
whim or caprice, either of the person who
possesses it, or of any one with whom he has
relations.

In bidding farewell to this little, book, I once
more recall, .is I easily and very vividly can,

the auihoi’s kindly face .and gentle voice, as
known to me many years ago. I see him, as
1 see Baboo Kiisto Das I'al, Dr. Maheiidra
Lai Sircar, and some otliers, including a much-
abused editor of the Amrita Basar Patrika

\

and I feel and say, with all earnestness and
sincerity, that among these are men whom
the Government of India would be wise in

recognising .and winning entirely to its side.

They are men on whom no really generous
word—true as well as generous—ever is

thrown away. I have compared them at times
with men of kindred occupations at home,
and I think that they are as a rule by far

the truer gentlemen in good manners, and
often in very much more than mere manners.
May the great God, whose sacred Name they
use as that of the Father of all, guide them to

a nobler destiny than any they yet have
known, and with them, and by them, Wess
their native land I

James Routledce.

^The Inme^Mafiazine^ Mar. 1888.
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"IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF.”

All who suffer find sure reUef from

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteRheumatum and RheumaticGout,
After years of semidielplessness and suffer-

ing
;

while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,
LUMBA(;0, SCIATICA, FACEACHK,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy
for these complaints in their severest and most
chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs
Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you. ^
In Sore-throat its power^ Iks been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-
ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the
result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-
sicians in the world in their {practice. It has
been pronounced a blessing in thousands of
homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved
a wide-spread popularity which no similar .pre-

! ; peration has ^ver befor^^^HaAped. '

. \ Sold tA i Re: each,

Obtainable of. all ''rMpectable chemists

througnout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet & Co.,

R. Scott Thompson Sc Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.

Price by post B}{ annas,

ASRUKANA
A Collection of poems in Bengali by
SRIMATI GIRINDRAMOHINY DASSY
(Author of Kabitahar^ Bharat Kusum,)

Asrukana is a collection of poetical pieces of

singular pathos and beauty of expression * *

It is a series of moufnful son;.s that the

reader is here presented with and they must
touch a sympathetic cord in every heart that

can feel. There is a singular appropriateness

in the title of the work, and in its pious dedi-

cation to the memory of the husband of the
fair writer.— The Indian Nation.

The authoress is not unknown to Bengali

readers. She has already published two or

three poems by which she is wvourably known,
but between these poems and this is a differ-

ence that hardly admits of being measured.
# «

This is poetry in life

#

We have read Srimati Girindra Mohiny’s
poems in a reverential spirit. The poems are
all of a lyrical description. The lyre is soft,

and tender, but awfully strong.
# *

The tone of the poems is inexpressibly
gentle, inexpressibly pure, and inexpressibly

tender and affectionate. It is the tone of a
world mother.

*

Bengal should be proud of ttU poem—
Calcutta Review.

Apply at the Bee-Press^

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Cal-4

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

IIOMCEOPATHIG PIIAllMACY.

THE

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

niSPENSAK. y IN ASIA

OF PURE HOMEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THEEA.Sr THE

TRADE IN
INDEPENDENT HOMEOPATHY

and maintain!! to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF

THIS

ixCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co., beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE,

BERIGJJY & CO.
12, Lai Pasqa/y Calcutta,

. I ^ u

• ' In Pafltp/uety Price 4

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY RE!)RGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSEY.
Apply to Reis Rayyet Office, Calcutta.
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Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

"Limited.”

ASSAM LINE.
This Company which has a weekly Service

of Steamers running to and from Debrooghur
viii (roalundo, will despatch the Steamer
“ MARGUERITA ” for As Dam on Friday the
I7ih inst.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
Godovvns at j.iggannath Gliat until Thursday
the 16th idem.

The Steamer “ B U RMA 1 1 ” will leave Goa-
lundo for Assam on Friday, the 17th idem.

Intending passengers by the last mentioned
Steamer should leave Calcutta for Goalundo
by tiain the previous night

DiiuPRi Dkuro()(]huk Mail Service.

Throitiih llAokinj^ to andfrom Assam.

The Despatch .Sleameis of this Service

leave Dhubri daily on arrival of the Mails

from C.tlculla, and proceed to Debrooghur,
stopping at all intermediate stations and
Mookhs.

Passengers, Goods, Parci Is ( packages not

to e.Kreed one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement ) may bo booked
through to and from Calcutta, and all stations

on the Eastern Bengal State Railway and
connected Railways, .and the following

Steamer Stations of this Company,
Dhubri, Goalparah, Gauhati, Mungledye,
Tezpore, Silghaui for Koliabar, Dhunsiri
Mookh, Niggriting, Kookeela Mookh, Desang
Mookh and Debrooghur.
Packages booked as parcels will be forward-

ed by rail along with the Mails. Freight on

perishable articles must be prepaid. .

Goalundo and Debroo(;hur Despatch
Service. »

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which

have been specially built for the Assam Trade,

carrying passengers and coolies between

Goalundo and Debrooghur, will leave Goalundo

bi-weekly on Sundays and Thuesdays, calling

at all intermediate stations, and Debrooghur
on Tuesdays and' Saturdays. ^

Through bills of l^in^ will J>c gjra'ntecpKT-

goods and paixels on jKesentation of rail re-

ceipt or payment of freight. PackagfSi not4o
exi.ecd ten hundred weight, or 8 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement.
For freight and passage apply td

MACNEILL &
..;A1

1-2
,
Clive Ghat Street, CahJltttt.
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY. ii.

DREAMS.
Nay ! Let then dream ihcir dream of perfect love

;

It is the sweetest feelinjr, the most fair,

This flo\ver-lik(i joy that blooms in the soft air

Of Youths bri ;ht heart, with Hope’s blue heaven above.

Breathe naught of disenchantment
; do not bring

Misgiving to the bliss of blend^ souls,

The while Life’s brimming rivrf golden rolls

Through primrose-lighted uplands of the Spring.

The blossoms of Eternity lie furled

In the dim kindling buds of dreams that keep
A fluttering pulse within Time.’s broken sleep

;

/Dreams are not idle ; dreams have saved the world.\

^\And to the isle-like mists that round them drift,

And to the moon and to the morning-star.

KEEPSAKES.
Each lover has a keepsake

For the memory of his love ;

One has a note or a ribbon,

And one a cur] or a glove.

But I am rich in keepsakes
;

Three notes I treasure apart

;

There are two, accepting my presents.

And one, declining my heart.

fur ibimn^ eyes'I'that yearn and dr^m'we lift,

SONNETS.

TO APRIL.

[From a Sick-bed]

1.

O April I month of sweet expectancies,

/The girlhood of the year, the pride of Spring,

Why com’st thou thus on Eurus’ withering wing,

And ’neath sucl^mrelenting skies as these ?

Black March has passed from all the lands and seas

He ravaged
; and I hoped that thou wouldst bring

Such gifts benign as thou wert wont to fling,

-

Bright gleams, and opening buds, and thoughts at ease.

Why art thou masquing thus in Winter’s mien ?

Where is thy chaplet, and thy leafy spray ?

Thy flexile graces, and elastic tread ?

Ah, April I nothing reck’st thou what I say ;

Ceaselessly cheerless wilt thou still be seen.

For all these moanings from a sick man’s bed.

Too haj^shly, April, chid I thee, believing

Thou wouldst remain unkindly to the last
;

But now, or ere thy eighth of moons is past.

Thou smilcst, and repentest thine aggrieving.

Thou art again the month of promise, weaving,

With that strange, textile potency thou hast,

Fresh foliage, and bright presages,—the waste

On plants and man of wintry hours retrieving.

And if for me come no reviving blj^om.

Not less on high the lark shall hymn it clear ;

Not less the flowers shall perfect their perfume
;

Not less in ordet* move month, season, year
;

Albeit, the Earth has one more noteless tomb.

J. S. D.

'» \ V fL:ri7ANlIEHt.;’S liETVv

“ How cold upon my passion blows the wind.

Over the old sweet fields—so sweet, that I

Could wander more, yet for all memory
Not sweet enough. Beloved, ah I have I sinned.

That all but these dumb fields looks so unkind,

And I, without e’en one familiar face,

Must see the darkness in the sunny place.

And set my feet here, wandering still in mind ?
”

Then glancing up, if heaven might lovik sweet

Upon his sorrow, one bright star he spied.

But, as he gazed, his hungry eyes grew dim,

And the star seemed so many worlds I’rom him.

Heart-stick, he turned
; and in the pool beside

Lo 1 the same star was shining at his feet.

HOPE.

( Suggested by Mr, Wattes picture in the Grosvenor Gallery, i88

In lonely vigil till the day be born,

• Whose one star glimmers pale the clouds among,

She hears the voices of the human throng,

The hopeless murmifrs of a world out-worn,

Ahe tumult of immitigable scorn.

The old ancestral cry of mortal wrong,

Sound like the weary burden of a song.

Love loveless left and faithless faith forsworn.

She hears, unheeding. Her self-blinded eyes

Keep still undimmed the glory of the view

Which once was hers, when all the world was new :

Her ears, that catch one strain which never dies,

Hold firm, through chance and change of earth and skies.

Her dumb unswerving faith in Good and True.

Subseribers in the country are requested to remit by postal money orders^ if possible, as the safest and most convenient
medium, particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Department, No other receipt wilt be

givtn, any other being unnecessary, and likely to cause confusion.
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News and Comments.

Sir Steuart Bayley left Calcutta on Wednesday the 15th for his

second tour.

# *

The Secretary of ^tate is not disposed to accept the recommendation

of the Public Service Commissioifto raise the limit of age in the Civil

Service Examination. He is willing, however, to grant a third Native

Judge for our High Court. A despatch to that effect has been received

in India.

• #

Baboo Preonath Sen has successfully passed the last examination of

the Cooper's Hill College. He stands twelfth in the list. The College

was started to checkmate the Native Indian engineers. It is satisfac-

tory ther efore to sec a Bengali come out with the mint mark of that

the sight of these splendid troops* Next came the Ismailofsky Guards
(a body dating from the time of the great Empress) keeping correct

line. The young Grand Duke Constantine marched with the first

company. The jager Regiment came on at the double, led by one of

the sons of the Grand Duke Michael. All the troops were in field-

dress without helmet or cuirass. Both infantry and cavalry were made
to go through the difficult task of starting at the double and at full

gallop from the halt, a few paces before reaching the flagstaff. The
mounting of the cavalry in general was the theme of general admira-
tion. The horses in each squadron were all of one colour

to a shade, and some literally marked time to the music in cantering

past as if trained in a circus. Among the prettiest sights of the review
were the passing of the Red Hussars of the Guard, as they galloped

past to the attack wildly sabring the *air and the furious rush of the

Guard Cossacks, with couched lances, led by their handsome com-
mander, General Jlovaisky. The Cossack Horse Artillery closed the

march with an exciting break-neck gallop with their four-horsed guns.

The Emperor William returned the Czars compliment by putting him-

self at the head of his Viborg regiment, and saluting his imperial host

at the flagstaff. On returning to his post, it was the Czar who this time

gave him a hearty shake of the hand."

College.
«

• •

Health to maturity ! Good news to Old Fogeydom ! The fifty-five

years’ rule has been worked to death, and the Great Mogul of London

has nodded assent to its abolition— in part. As if tp make up for the

unceremonious treatment of the Public .Service Commission, whose best

recommendation, namely, that for raising the age of candidates for the

Civil Service Examination, has, as Sir John Gorst lately announced in

Parliament, been knocked on the head, the age limit of service has

been rather unexpectedly extended to 60 years. When will special

pension be the rule, instead of the exception in favour of favourites ?

For refusing to hire out his conveyance to the Police, to carry a sick

person to hospital, the Chief Magistrate has fined the driver of a

hackney carriage Rs. 25. This may seem a heavy sum, but the Act

empowers the Magistrate to fine to the extent of Rs. 50, in case of

refusal to carry without sufficient cause. But h.ad Jehu no cause for

contumacy ? We suspect he avoided Lambert’s Own for fear of not

getting his hire. Probably he had had bitter experience of carryinj-

*
’ out their orders.

» *** <-
t

xxy
f.,1

lers in the country have been spared the duty of

if.iT*

Munshi Kanahya Lal, Pleader, Judicial Commissioner’s Court,

Lucknow, was stabbed in the face by a Kahar named Nannhu, in the

city Magistrate’s Court. The pleader was removed to the Bulrampore

Hospital where he died within 5 hours, in great agony. The assassin

is in custody awaiting Inal. He bore Kanahya Lal an old grudge.

He had foimerly been a menial in the pleader’s employ.

Mr. Ryland, late of the Stamps and Stationery, may row have some

peace. He cursed the Bengal Secretariat for not granting him exten-

sion of service. He will, however, be allowed to draw special pension.

*
,

In his recent visit to the Czar, among other sights, the Emperor William

was treated to a review of between 40,000 and 50,000 troops of the

Guard, under command of the Grand Duke Uladimir, brother of the

Czar. Here is a description by the 'limes^ correspondent :

—

“ The two Emperors, on splendid chargers, each wearing a Russian
general’s uniform, rode side by side up and down the three lines of

cheering troops, followed bv Prince Henry, in the uniform of the
Russian dragoon regiment, of which he has just been appointed chief.

The Russian Empress came next, with her daughter and the Grand
Duchesses Elizabeth and Mary Pavlovna, with outriders and fobtmen,
but this lime drawn by four jet black horses. A brilliant suite of officers

brought up the rear. After the inspection, the Imperial parly took up
a position at the saluting point and the march past began. The first

to wheel round from the line on the left flank and pass the flagstaff was
the Emperor’s body-guard of Circassian dressed Cossacks of the
Kuban, with long scarlet coats and carbines. The blue gendarmes of
the Guard rode behind this showy squadron, and then came an interest-

ing sight. The Czar trotted off and placed himself at the head of his
troops, followed by his Minister for War and adjutant-generals, in

single rank. In this order the Czar passed the German Emperor and
brought his sword to the salute

;
then, wheeling round, he resumed his

position at his side. William II. leant over and warmly grasped the
Czar’s hand at this compliment. The infantry then marched past, in

columns of companies, in quick time. First came the crack Reobra-
jensky Regiment, formed by Peter the Great, led by its commander,
the Grand Duke Sergius, with the Heir-Apparent marching in its

ranks on the right flank. Tbe^German Emperor could not help turn-

ing round to Count Herbert Bismarck, «ind nodding his admiration at

The Chief Magistrate summoned Sreemutty Dintarini Debi, a furda-

nasheen lady of Gobardanga, to appear before him and give evidence

in a cheating case. Unwilling to appear in public Court, she made an

application to be examined by commission. Mr. Marsden could not

agree, for that would, he said, delay administration of justice and be

unnecessarily costly. The lady however would be examined, as all

other purdanashins^ in a palki in open Court. She next applied to the

High Court (Mr. Justice O’Kinealy and Mr. Justice Rampini). A rule

was issued. It was in these words

“A rule upon the Magistrate to show cause, which he will do by a
letter to us, why it should not be ordered that the lady should not be
required to appear in the Court. We inti^nate to the Magistr.v ^

we think he should not enforce her attendance under the su i;tv.

provided she does what she says she is willing to do, that is,

Calcutta and give her evidence in such suitable place, either witli^

Court building or not, under such circumstances, to be arrangedfiy tu-

Magistrate, as to secure that she may be examined in the presence m
the accused, and at the same time not be exposed to the inconvenience
of coming into a public Court-room. We would ask the Magistrate to

let us know what arrangement he proposes to make in this matter, and
;f we have no doubt will be the case, under the circumstances, the

< • *
' ^ >0 I no furtbe-

^
: f r *

;

> ••<*) : M •! • V rewn pftf’r.fyr.V. M.**: .

0’Kineaiy ueiivered liiefcfmwtng jtijigrrtcni u ih;: Court

‘‘This is an application made by .Srimati Deentarini Dabi, asking
that she miglit be examined by commission, and not examined in open
Court, under Section 503 of the Code. In her application she set forth

that she was a purdanashcen and a Brahmin, connected with a family
of acknowledged respectability, and herself possessed of considerable

property, and she begged fhat what had been done in some previous

cases might be done in hers. On that application, a rule was issued,

to show cause, and cause has now been shown by the Chief Presidency
Magistrate of Calcutta, and by the Crown. The Crown objected, be-

cause the lady in her petition had said that it was a degradation for her

to appear in a public Court, and the learned "Advocate-General argued
that it would be intolerable to allow such a principle to receive the

sanction of this Court. No doubt the phrase is objectionable, and it

will be impossible, as the learned Advocate-General says, to admit the

fact that merely appearing in Court is a degradation
;
yet we do not

think that that supports the case. There is no doubt that such applica-

tions have been granted, and granted very often, but the question of the

habits and customs of the people should be taken into consideration

in dealing with matters of procedure. Tlie learned Presidency Magis-

trate has shown cause by saying that it is the invariable custom for

purdanasheen ladies to be examined in pedkie in Court. That is not

the question. The question was whether a commission was ever issued

in regard to purdunnshcen women in this Court. Of that there is no

mention here. He also says that this lady travels from Goburdangah
to Calcutta, but he docs not say that she does U^ublicly. So far,

therefore, as cause has been shown by the learneciMagistrale, it docs

not seem that the fact stated by him affects the reasons upon which such

commission has ever been granted. Now, looking at the nature of the#

application, that the lady has actually taken a house in Calcutta ad-

jacent to the Magistrate’s Court, that no possible inconvenience can

arise to any person, and that she has volunteered to pay the expenses

of the tommission, we can see no possible reason why this rule should

not be enforced, and it will be made absolute."

Holloways Pills and Ointment exert a rapidly favourable effect

in all those diseases which are induced by exposure to damp or by great

changes in temperature. They will therefore be found eminently

serviceable to those who work m iron foundries, copper mines and

collieries. These well-known remedies present manifest advantages in

respect of use and effectiveness, being entirely compounded of vegetable

drugs selected with the greatest care and regardless of price. When
used in accordance with the ample printed directions whicn accompany

them, they act surely but mildly, and do not interfere with the daily

work. There are but few diseases which are not capable of cure^or,

at all events, of great relief—if Holloway’s remedies are perseverlngly

used.
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REFRflBHMBNT Cars with mail trains are being run between Sukknr

and KlWri on tl^e North-Western Railway.

* #

MULAII Ismail, customs farmer to Kinj? Theebaw, has been awarded

Rs. 2,42,332, in settlement of his claim of Rs. 4,14,988—for monies ad-

vanced for steamers and goods supplied to the Burmese Government.

* #

Messrs. Mitchell Reid & Co. have charged, before the Northern

Division M.agistrate, their batiian Gopal Chimder Mullick and his

brother the cashier under him Gocool Chunder Mullick, with embezzle-

ment of Rs. 20,000. Warrants were ordered but the Baboos imme-

diately surrendered themselves and were let out on bail of Rs. 20,000

each. The case will be taken up on the 21st.

•
• •

Here is a feat of journalism in the Southern Continent :

—

“ It is reported that within two hours of the time of the first innings
of the Oxford and Cambridge cricket match closing, the local Daily
Telcj^raph^ recording the event, was selling in the streets of Melbourne.
This is a feat of telegraphy that probably beats all former records.

The cricketers closed their innings at Oxford amid cheers for the
wonderful skill of Ferris pnd Turner, and while the players were still

on the ground the news was wired across the world, was put in type,

printed, and distributed within a hundred and twenty minutes.”
»

* •

We extract from the Indian Ai^riculturist the following significant

figures showing the growth of the Tea Industry of India ;

—

In 1851 there was but one Company in Assam with a very limited

area under cultivation, and a yearly production of about a quarter of
a million pounds. In 1887 wc find no less than 873 gardens covering
an area of nearly a million acres, although but one-fifth of th.at area is

actually planted. In place moreover of an outturn of 2So,ooolbs. of tea,

we are told now of an outturn of 70,ooo,oooft)s. The cost of production,
which was originally very high, owing to the outlay for skilled labour
that had necessarily to be imported from China, greatly of course
arrested the progress of the gardens. The pioneers of the enterpiise
had to buy their knowledge, and success was dear. To-day, the whole
cost of cultivation does not exceed Rs. 54 per acre, while the le.af r.an

be laid down in the Calcutta sale-rooms at annas per pound, to

realize prices varying from 7>V annas to 9 annas, for shipment there-

after and sale in London at an average price of 11^. the pound, though
on-oocasions quotations, arc at «s low a figtj»*e y ^

The aggregate
putitirn from rU he gardens ' T Ipc / /<: . , ,, cm 9^,000,000 to

106.000.

000!bs. a year, of which Assam, as we have said, counts for

70.000.

0001bs.”

***

hative Opinion devotes a leading article to the subject of Dishorning

of Qiule.

“As various kinds of novelties are being introduced in every branch
of industry wc may expect that some persons who approve of almost
any kind of foreign novelty will soon .aitenipi to introduce in India the

practice of English fanners and cattle dealers, of cutting off the horns
of animals. \Ve hope that ns soon as this custom is begun, our Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals will take up the question and
obtain the opinions of competent men, whether it ought to he allowed,

or whether the protection of the Law ought to be invoked to suppress

the introduction of this custom hitherto unknown in India. In Eng-
land many persons desiie to abolish this practice bc'cause it is cruel and
useless whilst others adduce arguments in favour of it.”

The practice of dehorning cattle is by no means new in India. It

prevails in Provinces under Jain as well as Ilintlti influence.

«
• *

Errata.—In the article hearled “ Honors in General and the Fellows

m Particular” in the issue of the nth August, p. 379, col., 2, line .jo,

lor ember amber
;
/or the poetical lines 3 and 4 from bottom road

A Fellow

!

’Tis a venerable name !

How few deserve it, and what numbers claim !

P. 380, col. 2, 1. 1 r, for be sent read be not sent (.)

Notes and Li•:adi-rettes.

As might be expected, the House of Lords has accepted tlie Special

Commission Bill^to enquire into Parnellism. Tnis measure has h;ul the

effect of a flank movement against the leading Horne Rulers. They

must counteract it. Foiled in Parliament by the massive ministerial

majority, they are bent on creating a diversion in another field. They

have now, of their own instance, sought the protection of that law to

which they had been repeatedly referred for clearing their character.

Mr, Parnell has at last instituted a suit for libel against the Tunesy

claiming fifty thousand pounds damages. He has chosen the Scotch

Courts for his own vindication. The case comes on in October, Mr,

Thomas O’Connor, M. P», and Mr, John Redmond, M. P.f are also said

to be preparing for similar action against the same newspaper in the

Queen’s Bench. This distribution between them of the two systems

of judicature, is doubtless an astute arrangement devised by the fertile

brain of the Great Agitator.

Parliament was adjourned on Monday. It reassembles on the 6th

November.

Count Von Moltke has retired* from the Chiefship of the Staff.

Count de Waldersee fills his place.

The children of Shem and Ham have given another notable chastise-

ment to the progeny of Japhet, for their unrighteous trespass into their

tents. News from Massowah, dated Rome, August 14, reports the des-

truction of 350 auxiliary troops with all the Italian officers. The

disaster is ascribed to Native treachery.

TirvrCHED huts in the southern suburbs have been proscribed—by

beat of drum. The proclaiming policeman in Russapugla was not

without a reason of his own for the order. He ascribes it to the

absorptioh of the suburbs in the town proper. He is probably

right, though ^iremature in the announcement. 'Even if the new

municipal bill be now assented to, it does not come into operation

till next year.

The Government of India has definitely disallowed the application for

two lacs of Rupees for the new central road out of the Hooghly

bridge toll Fund. This has been a damper to the local Government

and to Mr. Cotton. Sir Henry Harrison too has lost heart.

General Martin, among his colossal charities, endowed a Fund for

the benefit of released convicts. The released prisoners of the Pre-

sidency Jail have hitherto been the recipients of this bounty. Only

good conduct prisoners, recommended by the Jail Superintendent, were

given such sums as were considered necessary for their immediate

wants, not exceeding Rs. 500. But such has been the administration

of the Fund, that it has been swelled by another l.ac ou^«of ihe inco*®^

of the oiiginah investment. The present yield is therefore about

I

Rs. 10,000 a year. The charity is at present .administered by the

Deputy Commissioner of I’olice with the assistance of the Jail visitors.

Recently, on application, the High Court has sanctioned the extension

of the charity to prisoners in general in all the Bengal jails.

The Massy Baba John F uiid for the benefit of civil prisoncts -a much

, less wealthy endowment—makes its own provision for the unexpended

bal.ince. It is .annually paid over to the District Charitable Society.

The papers are full of the praises of Mr. Lambert for his “attempt to

improve the I’olire administration of the metropolis” by “|)lacing each

section of the Police under the immediate supervision of a competent,

honest, .and cdiicatccl oflu er.” But is it tiue 1 The reform, if any, slops

with the transfer, from the Superintendent downw.irds, of every man

in the Paik-strcct Tliana, after the boy-torture case.

%

The Guzeral College at Ahmedabad, teaching up to the li. A. standard,

stood in the recent examinations. It is a native institution

thoioughly under native tuition. We do not think it is independent

of Government aid, like our local private institutions—the Metro-

politan Institution, the City College, the Ripon College— whirli

entirely depend upon indigenous resources. Whatever the success of

these places of education, we cannot regard with pleasure the total

exclusion of JCuropeans from the instructing staff. We hope the

proprietors and managers will soon awake to the unwisdom of

depriving their students of all benefits of European teaching of Euro-

pean learning.

Two policemen at Sukkur—Juman and Umar—were sentenced by the

city Magistrate to one month’s rigorous imprisonment each, for perjury

in the court of the second class Magistrate, who had sanctioned the

prosecution. The J udge of the Sadar Court, who was applied to for

revision of the order, declined to interfere. Thp District Superintend-

ent of Police was not satisfied with the decision, believing his men

innocent. The Courts failing—there being no other appeal—he prac-

tically appealed to himself, so far as he had any jurisdiction. The

rigour of short time imprisonment of favorite hands in the Police, useful
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at torturing or swearing away the liberty of Her Majesty’s unfortunate

lieges, is usually a nominal affair* In the present case, at any rate,

the term was soon over, a part of it being consumed in appeal. Then

came the opportunity of the king of the District Constabulary. He

gave his jail-birds a cordial welcome back. He warmly embraced

them—in spirit if not in the flesh—and coolly reinstated them in their

old places. He could not have, in
^
more marked way, shown his con-

tempt for the Courts. Who will, after that, doubt that the Executive

is supreme.

If every case of perjury by policemen were brought to trial, our jails

would soon be fllled with these worthies.

Messrs. Jardine Skinner & Co., of this city, prosecuted two native

contractors for embezzling certain sums of money paid them for pro-

curing cocoons. The Magistrate of Malda sentenced them each, on

the 30th June last, to one month’s hard labor. The District Judge, in

a review of the case, thought the ptinishment inadequate and referred

it to the High Court. The matter came up before the Hon. Justices

Wilson and Rampini on the 8th August. Their Lordships agreed with

the District Judge, and were about to issue a rule when it trans-

pired that the term of sentence had already expired. TMie Judges were

in a fix, they took time to consider, and, next day, they issued a rule

to shew cause why there should not be an order for six months’ im-

prisonment, with the further order that the released prisoners should

be rearrested and admitted to bail pending their fresh trial for further

punishment.

Is a Zemindary partible in Madras? That is the question of the

hour in the legal and landed circles down South. The Court of W.ards

in charge of the estate of Marangi, contends for the negative. The Dis-

trict Judge of Krishna made a decree for division of the Zemindary

property. The High Court, in appeal, confirmed the order. The

Court of Wards has applied to the High Court for stay of execution

and for leave to appeal to the Privy Council.

In Bengal both the law and the Courts favor partition, and the law

^^cribes an elaborate process for minute divisions. Cuibono? It are

better, perhaps, for the tenants, the landlords and the country generally,

if the law were otherwise. The partition of a Zemindary in Bengal

is still a costly, and, what is worse, a most tedious, affair. In the blessed

metropolis, it is a regular chancery business of the Eklonian n^gime.

By order of the local Government, Register of attendance for the

Judges of the Madras High Court was iutroduced—when the Chief

Justice Sir Arthur Collins was on leave. If the innovation was de-

liberately so limed, it was a poor “dodge” unworthy of a great ad-

ministration. On his return, the Chief has ordered the discontinuance

of the practice, observing that the Judges were not schoolboys and

they had a better sense of their duties. In proof of liis own sense of

responsibility. Sir Arthur has ordered two appellate Benches to clear

off arrears. We hope these nasty accumulations will not be cleared

off—with a vengeance, to spite the Government.

A PARAGRAPH appeared in the middle of June in the Indian^ A^ricul-

hvist^ which has attracted so much notice among agriculturists, that our

contemporary has, within less than two months, quoted itself in extenso.

We, therefore, make no apology for placing the whole before our

readers

“Culiivators in India may properly take a lesson from what has been

done in New Zealand, which though not a tropical country, had for

some time refused to produce crops of corn on a profitable scale. The
St "aw was short and weak, and the grain both poor and scanty. The
suggestion was made to a farmer in the colony to grow and plough into

the land a strong crop of mustard while in the greeu state, and Just

before dowering. The advice was acted upon, and the result was such

as the sanguine expectation could hardly have anticipated. The
first crop of wheat taken off the land after this green crop of mustard

had been ploughed in, was marvellously fine in weight and bulk, and

the example has been followed. TM effect of this mustard manure on
New Zealand wheat lands induced an Indian tea planter to adopt a

similar mode of manuring in his own tea garden, with the happiest re-

sults. The seed was sown in rows between the lines of tea, which had
been for some lime yielding very poor crops—not more than about

three maunds per acre -^and that of poor and indifferent quality. The
plants came up with the first rains, and when fully grown and on the

point of flowering, were dug into the ground between the tea plants,

covered up and allowed to decompose. The effect of this treatment

has been in every respect equal to that on the fields of corn already

alluded to. The tea crops in this manured garden at once rose to five

maunds the acre, and in the second year of the experiment, the same
land produced six maunds per acre. Other garden proprietors have
followed the example with more or less advantage, and a larger yield

will now be a general result.”

Although the Indian Agricultwist addresses those who are in the*

tea, and it is in their interest that the editorial note in question has

been reproduced in its last Issue, yet the information is available to

other cultivators equally, and we earnestly desire our countrymen en-

gaged in any analogous culture to try this new New Zealand method

Indeed, it was not in tea that it was tried in New Zealand but in wheat,

and with most brilliant results. We trust our wheat cultivators will

follow in the path of their fellow-farmer of the Southern Hemisphere.

There are doubtless various other kinds of cultivation in which the

suggestion may be utilised.

Here is vvh.at they in France think of the new Emperor of•Germany—

William II.

“ The new German Sovereign, who was born on the 27th January 1859,

at Berlin, is now in the 29ih year of his age.

He is a man of ordinary spissitude, with a full face, having rather a

sinister look.

We know that, owing to the unskilfulness of the midwife of his

mother, he had at his birth an arm injured, which remains much

shorter than the other one and somewhat paralysed.

The new emperor is afflicted with deafness in one of his ears, and

often suffers from a disease not yet diagnosed, which has its seat in the

affected ear.

With the affection he suffers under, he may attain a long life, but it

is always menaced with crises, which could carry him oft very rapidly.

Crises epileptic—cerebral—even insanity—such are the possible con-

sequences unless the relapse is prevented.

Kings generally consider themselves as leaders of the people.

William appears to wish only to be the leader of the army. The first

act of Frederick III., on succeeding William I., was to address a pro-

clamatio - '' 5 s people. William II., on taking possession of power,

sent to t , 7 his first words and his first

What h
j

f his father was that it pMeed bit f ^

head o* ... .A;. T the soldiers that he occiipi'’'^

He tho..^ ;c*' lit people. And what is his lat, ^

said to the army :
‘ We belong to each other, I and the array. We are

born for each other, and we shall remain united by an indissoluble tie

whether we have, by the will of God, peace or storm. You come ,now

to take the oath of fidelity a nd obedience to me, and I promise you I

shall ever keep in mind that the regards of our ancestors contemplate

me from the other world, and that one day I shall have to render them

an account of the glory and honour of the army.'

His order of the day to the navy is not less significant. * I can,

s.Vid he, * guarantee that in the grave moments we shall certainly be

united and that, in the prosperous day as in the time of misfortune, we

shall always be disposed to shed our blood in order to safeguard the

honour of the German flag and the glory of the fatherland. God will

bless our eftorts.'

What do you think of this sort of appeal to arms ? Do you not find

that these discourses ring like the blast of a clarion ? How unlike is

this note to what was given by Frederick III., who, in his first edict

addressed to M. dc Bismarck, declared himself ‘ indifferent to the klai

of grand actions which belong to glory.’ With William II., it is a Cor-

poral King who succeeds a philosophic Sovereign, it is Maximian who

replaces Marcus Aurelius.”

It is interesting to note the signs of popular interest in local Self-Gov-

ernment in the far off interior. An unmistakable symptom of the peo-

ple’s zeal in their municipal affairs, is afforded by a late election dis-

pute In the Presidency of Bombay. As the finale of the dispute has a

lesson for the whole empire, we give the facts from the Satara newsletter

dated August i, of the Native Opinion. The Mamlatdar of Wai,

in the Satara District, in his capacity of Polling Officer at an election

for the local board, having rejected certain voters’ applications as barred

by time, appeal was made to the Collector. The Collector disposed

of the matter in true Collectonal fashion. He could not quite agree to

the MamlaidaPs interpretation of the rules under the Local Boards

Act, nevertheless he would not interfere with the MatnlatdaPs order.

So the Election proceeded, to the intense dissatisfaction of the people.

The Wallies are not to be so easily suppressed. They are an advanced
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people—web more SO than those of the District Chief Town, Satara,

the old capital, with its still strong leaven of old-world conser-

vatism. They have an active Sarvajanik Sabha—an organised

'Association for the common weal—and good leaders. They

advised and agitated, and caused an application to be made to

ihe District Court for setting aside the election. Mr. Crowe, the

Judge, admitted the application and took up the inquiry. The

affair had created a great sensation and the case was watched

with intense interest. At length, the Judge gave his decision. He not

only ruled the Polling Officer wrong in his view of the Rules and in his

rejection of the voters’ applications, but also declared the election void

and ordered fresh election. Our contemporary’s Correspondent, who

is evidently a man of ability, regards this decision as a triumph of the

popular cause. Unless there is room for the intervention of some

weak High Court Bench, he may well do so. He is safe in referring
|

to the mduence of the Local Boards Act on the political education of

the people. He concludes with the remark that when European offi-

cers themselves are now showing a good disposition towards the scheme,

it is a pity that our native officers should betray any jealousy. The

attitude of Mr. Crowe, the covenanted Judge,«certainly presents a con-

trast to that of the poor Mamlatdar, But there are Europeans and

Europeans, and the Covenanted Magistrate of Satara does not come

out of the business with flying colours. He represents the bias of the

Servicc—certainly its illogic. We have seen frequent instances of

this failing on this side the country. Some years back, in a case of

our own under the Land Acquisition Act, we questioned the legality

of our Mamlatdar’s (Deputy Collector’s) proceedings, but the Collector,

though admitting our contention, concluded with confirming them.

He evidently thought that he as Collector or perhaps as one of the

great Covenanted, could by his simple fiat convert a declared illegality

—admitted to be so by himself—into a legality. Lately, a case of .ad-

ministration of the Municipal Act occurred in a Suburban town similar

in essential features to this Wai case. The Bengal business was,

indeed, far more offensive. But it is a longish story and had better be

reserved for another occasion.

Here is one of the new millionaires—-the .i'.iimond Colossus I

** Mr. Cecil Rhodes matriculated some fifteen years ago at Oxford
University, but his funds running out, he went to South Africa. Tlicre

he took to ‘ diamond-digging,’ and doing well, he returned to England
and to Oxford and took his degree. He then returned to the diamond
fields and formed a syndicate to work the diamond fields. The result

is that he is now the richest man in South Africa. He has much in-

fluence with the Dutch, and he uses it to the mutual advantage of them
and his own countrymen.”

Mr. Rhodes is an Iri.shman, we believe. He is certainly one of the

largest patrons of Parnellism. He hitcly wrote to Mr. Parnell offering

a colossal contribution to the “ Rint,” provided the exclusion of Irish

members from the British Parliament forms no part of the next pro-

gramme of Home Rule. He has got the assurance and sent in bis

cheque. Lucky are they who have Colossuses of Rhodes to look up to I

Raja Govind Rao Baiia Sahib, brother-in-law of the Mahar.aja of

Indore, was sentenced at Secunderabad, by Mr. Tucker, the Second

Assistant to the Resident, to 3 months’ simple imprisonment and

Rs. 500 fine, for ill-treating his Ranee. The order for imprisonment

has, however, been remitted in appeal—a clear failure of justice, for

which' Mr. Forbes, the First Assistant, will, we hope, be called to

account by Mr. Howell. A fine is no punishment in such a case.

What is a few hundred Rupees to a man in the Raja’s position?

To make this melancholy matter most distressing to all well constituted

minds, the Ranee is in custody to be tried for attempting suicide to es-

cape from the cruelty of the husband. We hope further indignity will

be spared her.

The new municj^al bill has passed the scrutiny of the Departments

of the Government of India. The only flaw they find is that Ihe Small

Cause Court referred to in the Bill needs to be especially empowered.

An Act will have to be passed on that behalf before Sir Henry Harri-

son’s law is imposed on the town.

The first part of the trial of Rao Bahadoor Kunjen Menon, late Sub-

Judge, Tellicherry, for corruption and bribery, has ended in the Asses-

sors* verdict of not proven. The Judge has reserved judgment pending

the conclusion of the second case.

As many people are in suspense as to the upshot of the proposed

scheme of a tramway between Howrah and Amta, we are in a position

to say that, to an anxious enquiry addressed by a gentleman living in

the District to Messrs. Walsh Lovett and Company, they have replied

that the scheme is not abandoned, and that work will be commenced

in a short time.

Our last information regarding tl^e other scheme of tramway from

Howrah to Shiakhala via Janai, is that it has been sanctioned by all

the local authorities concerned, and that it awaits the sanction of

Government.

We learn that the late Babu Sagore Dutt of this city has, by will, left

landed properties having an annual income of Rs. 47,000 and Gov-

ernment Securities amounting to Rs. 105,000, yielding an annual

interest of Rs. 4,506, for the perpetual endowment of a charitable dis-

pensary and hospital and of a free school at Kamarhati. After pro-

viding from the above income all outgoings on account of the manage-

ment of the l.Hnded estates, repairs of hou.ses and establishment and

other costs, it is estimated that an income of Rs. 30,000 per annum or

Rs. 2,500 a month will be available for the chailtable purposes of the

testator. The Administrator-General of Bengal is the executor.

The Stock Notes are to be withdrawn. Since Major Baring floated

them as a part of his financial scheme, they were somehow never

looked upon with favour. About 16 lacs of these Notes are now in

circulation, and they will be converted, on application, into promissory

notes of the 4 per cent, loan of 1842-43. Interest will be paid to the

31st July, less premium of 8 annas per cent.

Surprise upon surpiise ! Unle.ss we are being shamefully betrayed by

the telegraphists, the Government of Bombay are displaying a strange

infirmity of purpose. Mr. Crawford, after all, is not to be let off so

,

easily, as the sudden abandonment of the case, in Mr. Vidal’s court,

I
without explanation, naturally led people to imagine. The news that

he was going home was premature. He will be tried by a commission

of his peers—who may be said to be the peers also of the realm—but
not taken from Bombay. The tribunal will be composed of Covenanted

Bengal and Madras Civil Servants.

The cx-Coinmissioner of the Bombay Central Division, ’Tio we.

claims his trial at the criminal Courts. There was an application on

his behalf before the District Magistiate to restore the case that had

been disposed off behind the acciibcd’s back, on the withdrawal of Gov-

ernment sanction for prosecution. Mt. Vidal, in rejecting the applica-

tion, said that there was no case to make any order upon, and that

Government having withdrawn the sanction, there could be no case.

The District Judge was next applied to. Mr. inverarity for Mr.

Crawford argued that the withdraw il was illegal and pointed out that the

M.agistrate had postponed the luMiing to the. r6ih and the Code did not

empower him to take it up on the 91I1 -wiilioui the knowledge and con-

sent of the p.Hrlies, that is. Mr. Inveiarity is also reported to have

said—“the Government, finding that me M igisti.iie would release the

accused, levoked their sanction in the middle of the proceedings, which

was illegal and improper.” Mr. C.mcly, the Judge, considered that the

Magisliale was right after all, .ilihough he should have heaid the

accused before making the order. Wh.it good? Why go through a

useless formality whicli could not j)o . ..bly .iffjLt the lesult ?

We do not think it is seriously con'emli d that Governtnent has not

the power to revoke its sanction. 'Mic real (luestion seems to be

whether proceedings commenced can be stayed on such levocation. In-

the present instance, trial had not begun Tlieie is no doubt, however,

that the sudden change of front of GL*ernim ui goes to Mr. Crawford’s

prejudice.

The trial of Hanmanir.ao is piuceeding

REIS & RA WET, '

SATURDAY, ^UAiUST iS, iSSS.

THE GOVERNMENl ABANDONMENT OF
TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

The question of teclinical educuiion is shelved. In

the Resolution which we were discussing recently,

the Government of India have definitely announced
that the time is not come for doing anything on a
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large scale for the promotion of technical education

of a practical kind. This virtually amounts to a

surrender at discretion to the difficulties of the sub-

ject. At any rate, it must now be clear to our readers

that our own view of those difficulties was by no

means exaggerated or unnecessarily gloomy. They

have impressed the Govertiment of India in the same

way as they impressed us. We have at all events

prepared the public for the new policy which, on a

full consideration of all the bearings of the subject,

the Government have now authoritatively declared.

That policy in its plain meaning puts off action and

tells the advocates of technical education that their

demand is somewhat premature in the present cir-

cumstances of the country. Indeed, the Government

are so far convinced of this that they do not hesitate

to say that evil rather than good would result from

the provision of facilities for technical education, be-

fore an adequate demand has been created for skilled

labor and for educated foremen and managers as in

Europe. The subject of technical education of a

special kind presents itself now in a different light

from what has hitherto been the usual one, in which

it has all along been viewed. The Resolution an-

nounces a new policy, or, at least, a new course of

action. In support of our interpretation, we will let

the Resolution speak for itself :

—

“ The second class of considerations which have forced this question

into prominence is concerned witli the need of industrial occupation for

a population rapidly outgrowing the means of support supplied by a

too conservative syslcm of agriculture. It is also concerned with the

need for scientific methods to develop the material rc.sources of India

and to improve its agriculture, its products and manufactures ;
so that

they may better hold their place in the markets of the world, where

competition is carried on with an intensity of purpose, which has been

compared to the conditions of warfare. But technical education in

this latter sense—that is in the sense of industrial education—is a

matter not so easily dealt with as the technical education of the general

Joitiiminary character referred to in the preceding paragraph ;
.and it

'^nierefore seems desirable that if the present impulse in its favour is to

be successfully directed, the conditions of the question should be clear-

ly understood,
,

Technical education proper is the preparation of a man to take part

in producing efliciently some special article of commercial denyand. It

is the cultivation of the intelligence, ingenuity, taste, observation, and

manipulative skill of those employed in industrial production, so that

they may produce more efficiently. And thus technical education of

the special, as contradistinguished from the preparatory, kind is an

aiixliary of manufacture and industrial capital. In India at the present

time the application of capital to industry has not been developed to

the extent which in European countries has rendered the establish-

ment of technical schools on a large scale an essential requisite of suc-

cess. But the extension of railways, the introduction of mills and fac-

tories, the exploration of mineial and other products, the expansion of

external trade, and the enlarged intercourse with foreign markets, ought

in lime to lead to the same results in India as in other countries, and

create a demand for skilled labour and for c<lucated foremen, super-

visors, and managers.^ It ^nay be conceded that the effect of these

various influences on an Asiatic people is very gradual, and that it

would be premature to establish technical schools on such a scale as in

European countries, and thereby aggravate the present difficulties, by

adding to the educated unemployed a new class of profcssion&l men for

whom'^lhere is no commercial demand. Still a large field is open for

the action of Government and public liberality in the direction of pro-

moting special technical educution suitable to the immediate require-

ments of the country and capable of expansion with its growing

’necessities.”

The Government henceforward will give little

heed to the cry so lustily made for a complete systfcm

of special industrial education in this country. The
utmost they will be prepared to do in the matter arc,

ist, to teach drawing and the rudiments of science in

the schools that exist for general education, and, 2ndly,

to promote industrial education so far and no farther

than may be actually needed for the purposes of

existing industries. As regards the teaching of

drawing and the rudiments of science in the existing

literary schools, we must confess it is but a poor out-

come of the Education Commission’s suggestion for

bifurcation of studies in those schools, one course

being literary, and another industrial and commercial.

Nor, as to the other conclusion of the Government,

are we much sanguine of good results. The promo-

tion of technical education, through the means of the

Railway workshops and factories under jealous Euro-,

pean management, to supply a possible demand for

those who receive such education that might arise in

municipal towns and large stations, is not likely to

prove a success. Indeed, the practical treatment of

the question is not at all so easy as is so often

imagined.
^

After stating the above view which the Govern-

ment have come to hold on the subject, they cannot

well abandon the field without setting forth in clear

outline their ideal as to the future possibilities of

technical education in India. That ideal is, of course,

based upon what is the actual state of things among

Western nations. Though possessing no practical

interest for the present, it is still of sufficient im-

portance in its allusion to the discussion. The Resolu-

tion forecasts the future in the following passage

“ The subject is of such extreme importance, and the insignificance

of what has been attempted in India is so conspicuous, that the Gov-

ernor-General in Council is deeply impressed with the necessity for ac-

tion in whatever way may be practical and sound. Some Local Gov-

ernments have indeed recently taken practical measures to promote

technical education, and these measures have been viewed with much
Siitisfaction by the Government ot India. But as it is desirable that

the steps best calculated to promote technical education should form

the subject of continuous enquiry and discussion, the Governor-General

in Council suggests that Local Governments and Administrations should

on a convenient but early opportunity lake action in two ways. Im-

pressed with the existing want of information at hand as to the extent,

character, and circumstances (>f important local industries in every pro-

vince of India, Ilis Excellency in Council would, in the first place sug-

gest that in each province an Industrial survey should be completed.

In the second place, he would recommend that, with a view to turning

the knowledge acquired by such a survey to the best account in the

light of the abundant information contained in the Report of the

Royal Commission on Technical Education, each Government and Ad-

ministration should form a committee of educational experts and pro-

fessional men, who should make suggestions from time to time for the

auxiliary supply of appropriate means of technical education
;

for sueb'^

modifications of the Stato'.>;^lem of public in.struciion as may aid and

encourage imlustiies and industrial employment up to the full measure

of such requirement at each provincial centre as may be found to exist

;

and when the circumstances are opportune, for the cstablighmcnt of a

1 cchnological Institute, for the enlargement of the provincial schools of

Art and Design, and for the larger co-operation of the ^University in

the promotion of the object in view.”

We consider the decision unfortunate. There are,

indeed, great difficulties in the way. Those who

ask the Government to make adequate provision for

technical education, and accuse them of indifference

in the matter, have no just conception of the condi-

tions of the task. They are more led by sentiment

than practical considerations. Having said all this,

we cannot conceal from ourselves the fact, that to

wait for a demand for skilled labor before providing

means for its local supply, would amount to an inde-

finite postponement of any action. “ To foster the

laro^er developments of technical education in com-

plete harmony with the sound principle that supply

should follow demand,” the Government shall have

to wait a great deal. Before a demand of the kind

could arise, native capital must be iiidtHi^d to launch

itself in industrial enterprises, and there must be a

larger demand for products of skilled labor. This

is virtually shelving the problem. However sound

might be the principle in theory, .
not much progress

would take place in anything if its application were

to be strictly insisted upon. For, it is not more true

that demand creates supply than that supply often

stimulates a demand. At any rate, this principle was

nowhere when the Education Despatch of 1 854 was

promulgated. There was scarcely a demand then

for educated men to justify the large expenditure of

money which was undertaken for their supply. In

fact, the wonderful expansion of generel education

which has taken place, in consequence of that great

charter of education, has been due simply to the ig-
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noring of the principle which now finds such warm
acceptance. It may be feared that the Government
have not dealt ([uite fairly with the question. In
specifying the difficulties which hedge it round, the
prime difficulty of Ways and Means has been scru-
pulously kept out of view. That is the great stum-
bling block, and the Government seem to have laid

themselves open to cavil by their present ingenious
device for escaping from an uncomfortable and, in-

deed, untenable position. The appeal to political eco-
nomy is mere claptrap which will not deceive many.

THE DIGNITY OF TRIFLES:
THE NEED OF RESPECTING THEM IN FOREIGN RULE,

We have much pleasure in reproducing a very in-

teresting
,
little letter to the editor of the Indian

Agriculturist :

—

“ SIR)—A somewhat remarkable case in connection with * Trade
Marks’ has recently come before the Ceylon public, in which the aban-
donment of a p«articular trade brand was caused not by any le^^al pro-
cess but at the instance of a Buddhist official. A Ceylon planter wish-
ing to employ an entirely novel trade mark for his tea designed a figure
of Buddha with uplifted hand, this was drawn and cut on a hard wood
block for the purpose of printing the trade mark. A Buddhist official

hearing of the matter wrote to the planter pointing out that such a use
of the figure of the founder of their cult would be repugnant to the
feelings of all true Buddhists : to the credit of the planter he at once
caused the block to be destroyed.

Trifling as this incident may appear, I submit it as in my opinion
an illustration of one of the causes of the success of British rule in the
East : tolerance and regard for Oriental religion and prejudice in con-
trast with the failure of the more drastic methods adopted so success-
fully by other early settlers in India, the Portguese, Dutch, and
French.

C.”

**
C*’ is evidently a thoughtful earnest man, well

worthy of a hearing from politicians, public servants
dnd statesmen. Whatever may he thought of his

historical generalization, the practical Ie.sson of tolera-

tion and respect for the institutions and feelings of

the people he urges, is undoubtedly sound, as the

fact, which gives him occasion for his short but preg-

nant discourse, is sufficiently curious. Europeans
may regard that fact of little importance and utterly

inadequate to support the weight of the maxim built

on it. But sober men of experience and students of
history will not, on that ground, dismiss it with con-

temptuous flippancy, Dequinccy notwithstanding,

the Poet is still right who sang

—

What mighty contests rise from trivial things !

Men in all ages and in all climes are governed by
impulses, and the less advanced a man is, the more
is he liable to subjection to sucli impulses, .and what
is true of the individual unit, is true of associated

units or societies and communities. Herein is a

fruitful source of the obscurity of Oriental history.

Hence small facts deserve more attention and res-

pect in these regions. Hence trifles carry more po-

tential importance in the East than in the West.
This great capital owes its origin to the dishonour-

able maltreatment received by the East India Com-
pany’s factor—one of the many things which the

Anglo-I«dian editor of Dacca does not yet know—as

an acQident in ^the family of a Delhi Prince first ^ave
that Company’ an advantageous commercial footing

in Bengd. Similarly, the way to empire for the

British was subsequently paved by an insult to a Jain
family. Who, after that, will not exclaim.

What mighty contests rise from trivial things I

The same principle has been in operation during the

British Period itself. At the beginning of this cen-

tury, the mutiny of Vellore threw the Government
into consternation. And what was the cause of a

demonstration which, carrying as it did the sympathy
of the whole native army and population, threatened

the existence of British Power ? It was a simple

military order on the Sepoys in garrison in the Sputh-

ern fort in question to crop their hair after a certain

fashion. The order was promptly recalled. Since

then, grave discontent, sometimes leading to overt dis-

obedience and mutiny, has been caused, in Bengal and
elsewhere, by similar indiscreet attempts at discipline.

The grandest historic trifle was, of course, the Civil

War of 1857, which had nearly destroyed the mighty
fabric of British sovereignty in the East, and this

was caused by the issue of a new fire-arm—the

Enfield rifle. The objection was not to the new gun
but to the new kind of cartridge served for it.

These were instantly abandoned, but the mischief

was past recall. The quiet circulation of a piece or

two of unleavened bread from village to village, before

the outbreak, was another little incident unnoticed at

the time, but which has since occupied the mind of

public men, as the harbinger of the Mutinies. These
are a few out of numberless examples that might be

easily picked up. They certainly establish the in-

timate relation between trumpery circumstances and

serious events. The fiict of such circumstances being

followed by such events, obviously suggests the idea of

necessary causation. But these instances not only

prove the potency of trifles, but even more suggest

that trifles are not trifles at all. What is chaff to one

may be food to another. Difference of status and
taste, leads to difference of regard for the same ob-

jects. National difference often discovers itself in

minutue. Men of diverse races, creeds, customs and
institutions, must differ in their ways and notions in

many particulars. Hence, what is a child’s play-A

to one set, may be a serious business to another.'"

Hence we find Europeans passing over many
things in this country which easily strike the

natives, who stop to ponder and act on them. Eu-
ropeans may do things as a matter of course, which

may provoke the Hindu or Moslem, Parsee or

Sikh. It is thus that raw foreigners unwittingly of-

fend the people. It is thus that even experienced

Indian officers, like Dr. Mouat, caused indignation

throughout the country by what they regarded minor

matters of jail discipline, as dethreading (as it may
be called) convicts of what are called the twice-born

orders of Hindus, by relieving them of their badge
of blood. It is thus that controvetsy^ still goes on
among European writers on the subject of^’Nund-

coomar s jock up, pending or during trial, that grave

historians still regard the Maharaja’s punctiliousness

of purity a pretence.

TIjlE HINDU SHRINE IN BELOOCHISTAN :

A BRAIIMACIIAUEE’S ACCOUNT OF THE PILGRIMAGE.

They wrnt, eighteen of them, in a body, from Kurrachee to

the west, and in twelve clays reached the famous shrine

viA Chandrakup. In returning, they took the direct route,

reaching Kurrachee in eleven days.

It is an arduous journey at best, through the sands of
Beloochistan—Kurrachee itself, though politically of Sind,
is geographically Bcloochce—without landmarks, the tracks

being known only to experienced camel drivers. And
now in the hot month of Baisakh, corresponding with April-
May, it was more than ordinarily trying.

There are two Hindu dhhtys-^krds—at Kurrachee, called

respectively the Bara and Chhota—the Great and Lesser, or
Senior and Junior. Pilgrims must place themselves under the

protection of the Superior of the one or the other of these
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institutions. One of the hangers-on or disciples of either

establishment must lead each band of pilgrims,. Under the

name of dj^ud ur pilot, this person acts as the Guide,

philosopher and friend. Pilgrims go in all seasons. Each

band forms a sort of corporation, or punchayet as it is called,

with common interest and liability, the Guide acting as

chairman and executive officer. Chandranand Brahmacharee

and his seventeen fellow jJilgrims went in charge of a

Guide from the Junior Abbey.

Commencing their journey and making their way through

the alluvion of the trans-Indus valley, they were soon

confronted by their first water-course. In the neighbour-

hood oi Kurrachee, a dozen miles or so to the west, flows

the Hab. It was no obstacle, however. A small stream—

although Chandranand calls it a creek of the sea—it was

easily passed, without wetting waist cloth.

There were several small rivers, mere rivulets, mostly

dry, to pass. But the chief of any importance were two,

near to the shrine, called Aghori and Hingul—the Hingur

of our maps. In Baisakh, of course, they were fordable,

the water in the middle reaching, for the most part, up to

the hips and waist, and, at the greatest depths, no higher

than the breast. •

The Hab is the Rubicon of the pilgrimage. It is a test

river. Here, at the outset, is held the preliminary trial of

eligibility for the candidates for Heaven by way of the

shrine in the desert. If the Devi is propitious, well and

good
;
otherwise, in crossing, the legs swell. That is a sign

of no permission
;
the man is too sinful for the journey

and must return. When our pilgrims after crossing saw no

symptom of increasing bulk in their lower extremities,

they were overjoyed and pursued their onward course

through the landward skirts of the beach. The sea

was not seen, but it was never distant more than a mile and

a half or two miles or so, concealed from view by low

ridges of sand. The nineteen were accompained by two

camels laden with provisions for a month, though the

journey to and fro occupies only some 20 or 21 days. This

is a provision against any contingency of delay on the road

by the sudden swelling of the mountain streams, several of

?
'hich fall in the way. These arc usually forded with ease

ut might be impassable, there being no ferry, indeed no

population in the track. Crossing the Hab, they reach

the only township or market-town on the way, called

Sonmeanee. This is a good port for a native state with

a tolerable trade, and many galleys—seafaring boats of the

hurt kind—in harboiv. Passing five or six miles, they reach

their next river Purali. After that, all is blank. It is a

sandy region with a low sparse shrubbery for camel pasture.

The whole indeed is an extensive camel pasturage, with no

villages, but here and there a hut or two of starved Lumris,

Mussulman camel drivers. Camels knocked up at Kurrachee

are sent to grazx* and recover here, whence good conditioned

animals are taken to work in the city. The camels graze

in charge of the families of the drivers—a wc)man or an

old man and a boy would be fiund in a hut on the way at

long distances. TIley lead a precarious life. Nothing

grows there for human food and nothing can be purchased.

At long intervals, the members of their families returning

from Kurrachee give them some provisions. Fot- the rest,

they depend upon the charity of pilgrims. These Lumris
dig a pit in the sand for water, a clear stream issues which

they cover up with leaves and go abtjut their business. The
pilgrims take water from there, bathe and cook, nobody to

obstruct. At clox’ of day, however, the diggers return and

sit near the well and when a pilgrim goes to lake water<thcy

prevent him. He pays a pice or two, perhaps, which they

reject, saying they caiin* it eat coin nor buy food there. They
want bread. This is well known, so the pilgrims provide

themselves with bread, one of which they throw to the well-

kceper. So they have to provide bread for these Bedouins

of the Indian dc.sert for the guide, too. ,

From a distance they belied a house on a bare hill top. i

As they approached, the house disappeared, and there

seemed a high mound or round wall, or a hill with a round
rim on top. Climbing up the sides of the precipice, they^ dis-

covered a large well, high in the air, with water to the very

brim. There is no convenient footing on the top at the

sides of the well. There was danger of one losing his balance

if he attempted to stand with both feet on the narrow
margin. • So they placed one foot on the rim and fixed the

other foot below behind in the slope of the rough declivity,

This is Chandrakup, filled with muddy water, as if the
element had been colored with a great quantity of ashes.

The earth from Chandrakup is taken and kept by pilgrims

for laying at Pashupatinath, in Nepal. Before going to Chan-*
drakup, four miles below, they stop for the day, bathing

and cooking and eating, and preparing a huge unleavened

bread

—

Chdpdti’-^Xij which each of the pilgrims contributes

his two pounds of dtd^ for the Mahadeva tof Chandrakup.

They dig a pit and put the lump of flattened dough on fire,

made of twigs and branches collected there, and then cover

it up with charcoal and fuel. All night it bakes. In the next
morning, two of them purify themselves by a bath and carry

the bread on a stick. The rest accompany them (sharing

their burdens of water) to the foot of the hill, where they

lay down their things and bathe in a well below, having a tall

tree beside it, and get up the sides of the Well—the sacred

Chandrakup. The Guide, addressing the unseen Deity, says,

that he (So & So) has come from the Junior Akrd with

a band of pilgrims to worship the Divine Mother and awaits

permission. To which the Well replies with a loud report.

Next he asks permission to offer him favourite stimulants

and narcotics. Another report, and then they threw into

the Well their offerings of garija, churrus, siddhi (bhang).

Finally, he asks permission to offer him bread. After the

usual report, the great bread is thrown.

Next the guide named one by one all the pilgrims,

and waited for the sign for each. “ So-and-so is an ap-

plicant for worshipping at the shrine of the Devi.” After

some time the water which is continually bubbling as in a

boiling cauldron, bubbles a loud Bom or rather Bam ! in

reply. There is inure or less delay in this sign. If there

is delay, it is understood to be evidence of reluctance to

allow such a sinner to worship at the holy shrine. The pil-

grim brotherhood pray to the God to pardon the sinner and
give car to their prayer. They even offer to share his sins.

Then when the bubble bursts, it is received with acclamation

of thankfulness. In one case the sign would not be mani-

fested, notwithstanding all their exertions. This was a

woman—the only one in that band. However, at last, even
she received the sign of assent.

The pilgrims wore curious to learn the cause of the

difficulty about this poor woman. They asked the Guide if

he knew anything. At last it was understood that she was
in the female way.
There is also another well of the same sounding kind at

.some distance out of the route, called Gcrd Bdbd or Gerd
Bahaji ka knp which is continually bubbling and bursting in

sound, which pilgrims ^^ometimes visit. At one time it was
in good repute, but now it is neglected. At Chandrakup if

you throw some thing, the water whirls round and carries

the thing down and then rises again into a bubble which
bursts with a clap. But Gcrd Babd is always bursting his

bubbles and making a noise. The Guide told them Gera
l>.ib.i was a madcap without discrimination. They need not

take the trouble to go to him.

Armed with the permission of Chandrakup, the pilgrims

take the route direct to the shrine. After trudging for days
in their cheerless path, unrelieved by anything in the

shape of interesting .scenery, without even the ghost of an
accident, they are at length informed that they are nearing

their journey’s end. There is nothing to make them feel

themselves in the divine atmosphere—no cluud-cappcd
towers, nor gulden spires, nor sacred peaks to remind them of

the neighbourhood of the Holy of Holieg, At last they
come upon a small stream. It is their ^nultimatc piece

of water to cro.ss.

This is the Aghore. There another initiatory ceremony is
•

performed. It is an interesting rite, of the Masonic kind

without Masonic mystery—the ceremony of fraternation.

As they approach the river, the Guide tells them to cut

teeth brushes from the low thistle and brushwood.
About two miles from the Aghore, is tTie last stream,

Hingul. In the former, each sticks a ddtan in the river and
exchanges another with his brother, before using it. A mile

and a half brings them to a rock called Kalimayi, where a

Lumri woman butchers for them the goat they had brought
and the Guide pours a cup of its blood on the stone (there

is no image) also a cup of grog. Another mile or so, and

they see the temple, like a square sentry box, flat-roofed, from

a distance. They approach. There is a well below the

temple called kennel kund. The temple is called kapdt
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR.

Will you or tny of your numcrom rctders let me know, through
themediamof your famous journal, the places and dates of birth

ahd death of Bidyapati ? I find in a journal that he was born in

Sitihati in 1315 B. S., and died in Cutwa in 1403 B. S. Is this

true f

jocEsH Ch. Mukbrji.
Camp Kftligunj, the 13th August, 1888.

Jpaptr.

MAHOMEDAN LITERARY SOCIETY OF
CALCUTTA.

discipline and moral training in schools and
COLLEGES.

Dated Calcutta, the 31st July 1888.

From

—

Nawab Abdool Luteef, Bahadoor, C.I.E., Secretary to the

Muhammadan Literary Society of Calcutta.

To—The Undcr-Sccrctary to the Government of Bengal, General
Department.

I AM directed by the Committee of the Muhammadan Literary

Society of Calcntta to acknowledge with thanks the receipt of your

letter No. 46, General Department, Education, dated the i6th

January last, forwarding printed copies of the Government of India’s

letter, Home Department, No. 10—384, dated the 31st December
1887, and of its enclosure, on the subject of discipline and moral

training in schools and colleges, and asking for an expression of

the views of the Society on the points discussed.

2. The question of the ad^ ancement of Muhammadan education

in all its departments being one which has always commanded the

earnest attention of the Society, the Committee have given their

best and most serious attention to your aforesaid communication,

and directed me to forward the following expressions of their views

upon the subject.

3. The Committee attach the highest importance to religious

instruction as a means for the inculcation of proper lessons in morals

and discipline amongst the rising generation, and they view with

alarm the general deficiency of students in public schools in matters

of discipline and reverence to authority. The evil is one affecting

the Muhammadan and Hindu communities alike, and requires the

prompt application of effectual remedies before it assumes a graver

aspect and greater magnitude.

4. With reference to the recommendation of the majority of

the Education Commission that the existing rules as to religious

teaching in Government schools be applied to all primary schools

wholly maintained by Municipal or Local Fund Boards, the Com-
mittee beg to observe that a very wide distinction exists between

the Government and local bodies. The Government as a whole

represents the whole Empire, peopled by the followers of different

creeds, and is as such pledged to strict religious neutrality. But

local bodies may often represent populations homogeneous in point

of religion, offering little or no chance of a conflict of religious

interests. The Committee fail to find any just reason why a local

population harmoniously represented by a legal corporation should

have greater obstructions thrown in the way of imparting religious

instruction to the local youth than a voluntary association of a much
smaller number of the people of the same locality acting together

as an aided School Committee. The Committee venture to think

that the rules as to religious instruction require modification in both

directions. They arc firmly of opinion that to allow any religious

instruction for the purposes of prosclytization is a breach ol that

religious neutrality to which alike on the principle of justice and of

expediency the British Government in India is pledged in per-

manency. Schools receiving Government aid in any form, as well

as schools maintained wholly or in part from the funds of public

bodies created by statute and discharging functions delegated to

them by Government, ought therefore to be equally prohibited from

imparting religious instruction for the purposes of prosclytization.

At the same time proper facilities ought to be afforded in both des-

criptions of schools for the inculcation of students in the principles

of their own religion wirh the desire and consent of their proper

guardians. This involves no breach of religious neutrality or

violence to religious feelings. So far as the Muhammadan com-

munity are concerned, they would hail with delight such au ex-

tension of religious teaching.

5. The speciid difficulty of Muhammadan students in competing

for success in modern instruction has been to make time for their

special religious curriculum. Ordinarily that curriculum delays the

commencement of their instruction in the English language and

handicaps them throughout their University course. The Coni-

mittec think that it might conduce to economy of time and labour if

in purely Muhammadan schools elementary instruction in the verna-

cular languages were to be given through the medium of books of

religious tendency. Where the school is not exclusively Muham-

madan, cheMuhammadan community might be allowed to supply othcr-

>^isc properly qualified teachers to lecture separately to the Muham-

madan students in the hours set apart for vernacular instruction.

6. The Muhammadan community of these provinces generally

speaking have not yet attained that power of organization and of

funds to render it easy for them to establish special schools of their

own with or without aid from Government, which might combine
the modern curriculum with their special religious instruction. It

is especially necessary therefore for them that they should be al-

lowed to supplement the teaching of existing public schools by ad-

ding thereto a course of religious instruction.

7. Subject to the above observations, the remarks and sugges-

tions contained in paragraphs 7 to 1 1 of the Government of India’s

letter command the general concurrence of the Committee.
8. The Committee do not approve of the attempt to prepare a

moral text-book, based on the fundamental principles of natural

religion, as they think such an attempt to be impracticable in India,

and as they apprehend risk of injury to the cause of true religion

from the onesided and partial inculcation of certain principles sup-

posed to appertain to “ natural religion.”

9. The Committee cordially approve of the sentiments con-

tained in the circular from the English Council of Education, quoted

in paragraph 13 of the Government of India’s letter. They fully

appreciate the great importance of teachers in public schools main-

taining a high standard of honesty, truth and honour in the insti-

tutions under their charge, and inculcating upon their young stu-

dents not only the general duty of consideration and respect of

others, but also^thc special duty of obedience to, and reverence for,

their parents. The Committee, however, beg to add in this con-

nection that example is always more cflcctivc than precept, and
that consequently it is the duty of the Education Department to see

closely to the moral conduct of the teachers under their con-

trol. Instances arc not unknown of public teachers of notorious

immoral habits being tolerated in public institutions on account of

their intellectual attainments or the kindness entertained for them
by their official superiors. The mischief which such a teacher

creates by his personal bad example more than neutralises the bene-

fits of the moral precepts inculcated by all the other preceptors of

the institution. The Committee arc earnestly of opinion that it

ought distinctly to be understood that proved flagrant moral mis-

conduct will positively entail the removal of a teacher, however
brilliant his attainments in other respects, or however much he
might command the compassion and kindness of his superiors for

other reasons.

10. With reference to the question of punishments, the Com-
mittee beg to state that corporal chastisement, often of a severe

character, was quite common in the indigenous schools of the coun-
try. The tendency, however, in modern instruction has been mogq^^
humanitarian, and the current of public opinion has gradually set

against severity in such matters. It is only a manifestation of the

same spirit which has led to the abolition of flogging in the army.
The sentiment against the use of the rod in public schools is com-
plicated by the fact that whipping has been introduced as a punish-

ment for criminals. The Committee arc, therefore, of opinion that

only the milder forms of corporal punibhment can be resorted to in

the ease of native students. On the question of fines, the Committee
think that, although primarily the punishment falls on the unoffending
parents, still it has a value in this that it draws the attention of the

parents to the misconduct of their child. To make the process

effective, however, there ought to be a prescribed form which
should be filled up by the school authorities and communicated to

the guardians concerned.

11. 'riie Committee endorse the desirability of the head-master
of every school keeping up a personal krR>wlcdge of all the boys

enrolled therein. 'J'hcy beg to add in this connection that every

head-master should be thoroughly acquainted with the vernacular

language <^' the boys under his charge. Otherwise, in investigating

eases of breach of discipline, he has often to rely on his

subordinate staff’,Vhich is an unsatisfactory and incff’ectual method
of administration. The head-master of a school ought to be in a

position freely to speak to, and to be understood by, every student .

in his school.

12. The Committee, looking to the backward state of education

amongst the Muhammadans and the relatively advanced age at

which Muhammadan boys begin their education in secular public

schools, cannot support the suggestion for expulsion of boys above

a certain age. In their opinion, the experiment ought at first to be

tried of removing from school every student who fails to secure

promotion from his class for a number of years. This they think

will weed out most of the unruly big boys whom it is desired to

exclude by the maximum age rule.

13. In couclubion, the Committee beg to suggest that in the

meetings of debating clubs and societies, connected with Govern-

ment schools, convened in the school premises under the superin-

tendence of the teachers themselves, social, religious and political

subjects should be excluded from discussion. The immature un-

derstanding of young boys is likely to be injured .and unsettled by

the free discussion of such subjects, and thereby the seeds laid in

their minds of that laxity of discipline and want of reverence to con-

stituted authority of every description, which the Committee to their

grief find to be the characteristic of many school-boys of the period.
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The followinij has been going round the press :

—

“Across the Atlantic in a Cockle-Shell.—Mr. William A. Andrews
was to start from Boston on June 18, for England in the smallest boat

that has ever yet crossed the Atlantic. The experience will not be a
new one to Mr. Andrews. In 1878 he, in company with his brother,

Asa W. Andrews, achieved world-wide fame by sailing in forty-five

days from City Point, Boston, to the Lizard in the tiny Nautilus, a dory
of only 15 ft. keel. The trip across ihe Atlantic has been made by
four small American boats, the ^vutcnfiinl, the Nautilus, the N^eiv

Bedford, and the Little Western, all of which were of such dimensions
that the trip in each case was a most dangerous one. The craft in

which Mr. Andrews will go over is smaller than any of them. The
Little Western was largest, being 23 ft. in length and having a ship

rig
;
then came the 20 ft. overall, 16 ft. keel, and2>^ft.

deep
; the New Bedford 19 ft. 5 in. overall, 13 ft. keel, and 4 ft. 4 in,

deep ; and then the 19 ft. overall and 15ft. keel. Mr. An-
drews’s boat is of the following dimensions:—Length of boat, 14 ft. 9 in.;

width, 5 ft. ;
depth, 2 It.

;
length of sprit, 17 ft.

;
of mast above deck,*

8ft. ol boom, 6ft. 9 in.
;
sail, i6ft. 3 in. on the fore

;
foot and leach, 15ft.

Half-inch cedar is the material of which she is built, and she will

carry a lateen rig. A peculiar feature of the boat will be her keel.

During his trip in the Nautilus Mr. Andrews was considerably incon-

venienced by the scarcity of space caused by the water jars, and the

new keel is intended to do away with this. It will consist of a heavy
piece of timber, which will be hollowed out, leaving a space in which
ne.arly forty gallons of water can be easily carried. By means of a

pumping apparatus this can be drawn out at any time.”

CHANGE OF PROGRAMME.

BEADON STREET.
Manaji'er, Bauu G. C. Giiosk.

Saturday—the jStk August, iSSli—
at i) P. M.^

Second Performance of the New melo-drama

Bidya Sundar.
Specially dramatized from the ever popular

love poem of our immortal poet laureate

BHARAT CHANDRA,
one of the gems of the Court of Krishna

Chandra.

The piece is mounted as was never mounted
on any stage.

Next day—Sunday—i^th August

at Candle Light.

For the convenience of our schoolboys and
ladies and gentlemen of delicate health.

Grand afternoon Performance of our success-
full melo-drama

Nundo-Bi^ay.
Masterpiece of pathos and poctr^rf^

Jccnic Artist Babu Dhurmdoss Sur has spared
no pains to make the piece acceptable

in the variety of its scenic

surprises.

The book “ Nundo-Biday” is to be had at

the box-oflice, price eight annas.

M. L. SUR, Asst. Manager.

Griha-Chikitsha.
A complete and large treatise on Homoeo-

pathic Domestic Medicines with some tried

native drugs for certain serious diseases, by
Rai Khcitcr Nauth Chatterjee Bahadoor
in Bengalee 2uo

Do. postage 030
Do. abridged in Hinc^e i o o

Apply to Author at Cliinsurah or to People’s

Press, No. 78 College Street, Calcutta.

TEA I TEA I TEA I

Cheapest & Best,
SUPPMKD II

Y

THE

INDIAN TEA SUPPLY CO.

‘‘LIMITED.”
Jn packets of j os., 2 os. and 4 os. each from

^ pice only and upwards.

Note the Low Price.

A Packet of Tea for 3 pice

!

Important News for India,

WHERE FEVERS AND CHOLERA
REIGN SUPREME.

A
RECENT TRAVELLER ON THE
Chinese Coast found that District re-

markably FREE FROM TYPHOID FEVER
and CHOLERA. He soon discovered the

cause. The people there do not drink cold

water from tanks or wells, often extremely im-

pure, but keep a pan of water constantly boil-

ing, into which from time to time ^ey drop

a little Tea, and w|^n thirsty THEY DRINK
TEA 1 If thd^ijweak and adulterated Teas

of China can do H|is, what may not the pure

and strong Teas of* India be expected to effect ?

Also in tins '/i^h to lolbs of various

qualities to suit all tastes.

Ask for the Indian Tea Supply
Company’s Teas.

Wo hove Agents nil over' the Coun-
try, but want more.

Managiug Agents

:

LYALL MARSHALL & CO.,

4, Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.

Ireethams-
i
JM .«.« surK* _ A/v P

'

For INDIA and ni l HOT CLIMATK3 this pwcetly scented emoUient MlUc Is INVALTTAnLE
IT KEEPS dro SKIN TOOL iind REFRESHED in the HOTTEST WEAThEK,
Removes and prevents all 8UNRURN, REDNESS, FRECKLES, TAN, etc., and

RENDERS the SKIN DKI.ICATRLY SOFT, SMOOTH and WHITE.

It onlircly prevents it from becoming DRY and WRINKLED, and FRESERYES the

COMPLEXION from the scorching effects of the BUN and WIND more effoctuolly than any
other preparation. The IRRITATION caused by the P^TF.S and 8TTNG8 of INSECTS is

wondertuHy allayed by its use. For imparting that soft velvety teeling to the skin, this

delightful preparatio' has no equal! Sold by all Chemists.

Sole Mnlcer* M. BEETHAM A; SON. Ohemiitfl, Oheltenham, Enrland*

CALCUTTA AGENTS : SCOTT, THOMPSON & CO.

NOTIFICATION.
To be peremptorily sold by the Registrar of

the Calcutta High Court, Original Jurisdiction,

by public auction in his sale room in the Court

house, on Saturday the 15th day of September

next, at the hour of 12 O’clock at noon, pursu-

ant to a decree and order of the said Court

made in suit No. 492 of 1886 [wherein Soobul

Chunder Law is the plaintiff and Sreemutty

Soorangince Dossee also known as Ranginee

Dossee is the defendant ] and dated respec-

tively the 20th day of January 1887 and 17th

day of May 1888, the following property,

namely :

—

Lot I. —All that brick-built house and
.
pre-

mises No. 6 Chowdhry’s Lane, Sham Bazar, in

the town of Calcutta, and the land appertain-

ing thereto containing by estimation nineteen
cottahs be the same a little more or less, and
paying an annual fixed ground rent of Rupees
three and gundas sixteen to the esate of the
late Rajah Sir Radhakant Deb Bahadoor,
K. C. S. I., and butted and bounded in manner
following, that is to say, on the North by
Chowdhry’s Lane aforesaid, on the East by the
land and premises belonging to Mohesh
Chandra Nayaratna, on the South by the

land and premises of one Harrair Chowdhry
and others and, on the West by Chowdhry’s
Bye-lane.

Lot 2.—All that copyright of the Ben-
gali Arithmetic called the “Patiganita” by
Prasanna Coomar Surbadhicary.

The abstract of title and the conditions of

sale may be seen at the Registrar’s office in

the High Court and also at the office of Baboo
Nebin Chand Rural, plaintiffs Attorney, at

No. 10 Old Post Office Street, in Calcutta, on
any day before the sale and will be produced
at the sale.

R. BELCHAMBERS,
Registrar.

N. C. Rural,

Plaintiff’s Attorney.

High Court, Orignal Side,

Registrar’s Office.

The 8th August, 1888.

No more Operations!

KAMINI MONI DAVrS,
Specific for Piles and Fistula-in-ano.

PATENT I PATENT 1 PATENT 1

Published in India Gazette of 6th September,

1884, page 320. The Hvffble Sir Augustus

Rivers Thompson, the late Lieutenant-Governor,

favored the Patentee with instructions to Ur. •

B. Simpson, the then Surgeon-General, Bengal,

to have the merits of her specific tried in the

Campbell Hospital under the care of Dr. Coul

Mackenzie, the Superintendent ; and the Spe-

cific, which is derived from the vegetable king-

dom, effected wonderful cures without any in-

terference of surgical operations.

Price, quart bottle of mixture, including

powder, Rs. 4. Pint Rs. 2. Packing charges

annas four.

For further particulars and directions on

special points, apply to

DUTT & SING, .

* 22, Shikdarpara Street,

JorasankOy Calcutta.
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ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA, ENGLAND.

PETEKS COLLEGE FOE BOYS.
University masters, specially suitable for

•Indian Children. Indian References. For Pros-

pectus, address Principal.

SELLING BY"thousands^
PRETTY, strong, accurate, open-faced

Nickel silver short winding Keyless Railway

Regulators, jewelled^ enamelled dial, bold

figures and hands, shewing times with best

finished durable machinery and dust tight

cases for only Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

spring, glass box and guarantee. Guaranteed

to stand any amount of rough usage. Will last

a life time. Have no appearance of cheap-

ness about them. Others sell at double our

rates. Mr. A. R. Mehta from Pandora says :

—

‘‘The 7-8 watch I purchased from you two

years back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting

Superintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,

says:--“A watch maker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe,

R. W. Fusi, Lucknow, says Some valued

it at 15 and were completely surprised when

1 told them it only cost Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Canadian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-

plete shirt Studs and Rings, set with chemical

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each, Mr. G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says.—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and

the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

TO THE DEAF.
A 132 paged Illustrated Book on Deafness.

Noises in the Head, how cured at your homes.

Price 6 anfias. Address Dr. Nicholson, 5, Old
Court House Street, Calcutta.

NOW BEADY.
The Report of the 3rd Indian National Con-

gress, held at Madras during the last week
of 1887.

Price Re. i including postage. Apply to M.
V. Charriar, 100, Mount Road, Madras.

READY

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6,

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL

ation of the people generally, taking them as
an Englishman may find them if he looks
fairly. If they had been unfaithful, the sad
story of the Mutiny had been vastly sadder

;

and, apart from the Mutiny, many Englishmen
could give individual instances of Bengalee
faithfulness almost unique in history, taking
all the circumstances of our relation to India
into account. The Bengalee is generally eager
for knowledge of all kinds, and is often both
courageous in the expression of his opinions,
and gifted to a remarkable degree with the
power to express those opinions with force and
precision. Mr. Fawcett once told me that an
unprepared speech made, on his behalf, during
an election, by a young Hindoo, surpassed, in

force as well as eloquence, any unprepared
speech he ever had heard made by any mem-
ber of the House of Commons, if four or five

members of the House were excepted.
Among these Bengalees there is a small body

of men —small for that large province—who
are, ironically or otherwise termed “ Young
Bengal. ” Some of them arc no longer young,
but grave and aged ; some have, in the course
of years, been highly distinguished for their

public services and their scientific and other
attainments. Some have at times been mis-

represented, and their language misinterpreted,

so that on its return to them it has amazed
none more than themselves. Nothing of this

has been done by the really great administra-

tors of India. That it has been done, however,
cannot be denied.

In the forefront of this little band is the

author of this book of travels. Baboo Sambhu
Chunder Mookcricc—a writer of high repute,

as I have said, also an administrator, as the

reader will see from the title-page to this book.

A keener, yet .1 kindlier satirist, one might
seek for and not find. His use of the English
language has astonished many an educated
Englishman

; and the quality of his reading is

shown by his marvellous power of quotation
;

not merely from authors like Shakespeare, and
Milton, and Macaulay, and men eminent in

science, buft from out-of-the-way old ballaclj?,

and little-kribwn old pamphlets, in the applica-

tion of which he leaves one wondering—first,

how he obtained thcv^ pro4f»tflions at all, and
secondly, how, having oMined them, . her'

learned to apply Ihcrn so apjitpsitely to Ihe
subjects which he intends them to illustrate.

Passing from the author to his book, we
shall, perhaps, first of all be attracted to the
work of the administrator. He comes upon a

milkman’s village, on which he finds fastened

the grip of a Court favourite. He unloosens
the gnp, and rc-settles the village, in the

double interest of Prince and Peasant. And
all the lime he sees everything. The poor
people bathing on the rivers’ banks, have his

genial and kindly, if also at times, what a
Scotchman would call, his “ pawky ” notice.

A “fair inauLof Sonargoan ” attracts his at-

tention by tne gracefulness with which she
carries a vessel of water from the river

;
and,

though the fair maid and he are divided by
race and faith (she is Mussulman), she has his

full meed of praise. Indeed, it must be admit-
ted- -and he wdl not be offended with me for

BETWEEN

Calcutta and Indepetident Tipperah^

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
Fortnerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadook,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, <*REIS& RAYYET”
I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

•Calcutta.

OPINION OF THE PRESS.

saying so—that^ie never meets with a fair face,

without at least giving evidence tof the fact

that he has eyes to see and a heart to com-
prehend.

Of his wide and generous sympathies, much
might be said, and still leave much more to

say. He meets a missionary on the river, and
evidently is inclined, in writing his notes, to

pass a joke on the subiecl. He nips it, how-
ever, in the bud, and coiuents himself with

saying, “ So new is preaching here, that the

simple people said the padre had been singing
in the street.” He meets Catholic and Pro-

testant missipnaries on shipboard, and chuckles

over their disputes, while he astonishes them
by hi.s commanu of the English l.'inguage, and
even by his knowledge of the Bible—a know-
ledge, I may add, which is evident in many of

his writings.

It is many years since I first met, and some
years since I last met, Dr. Sambhu Chunder
Mookerjee, editor of the Reis and Rayyet
(Prince and Peasant), and an author of high
repute among the kindly, as well as acute and
intellectual, people of Bengal. One of the real

misfortunes of India was, and still is, Lord
Macaulays picture of the Bengalee. The
picture, true perhaps as regards Nuncomar and
many Bengalees, is not accurate as a represen-

A parrot falls overboard, and is drowned in

its cage, to his great distress, which is not

however paraded. He says : [Extract.]

These are not the words of a Christian, but

of a Hindoo.

Again, he has a faithful ugly dog, whose
name is Tom, and whose glory it once was to

bark, with a noble independence, at some very

dignified bahibs. Our author is compelled to

leave Tom behind
;
and here is his farewell

:

[Extract.]

I think this is a very fine passage, and one
that will draw the author very close to the

great heart of humanity, wherever the words
are read. Could anything be finer than the

testimony to the two foreign “gentlemen,”
ending with the “ Bengalee pariah^ my poor
Tom”? Not the pari.th merely, but the pariah
dog. The •passage is worthy of the author,

and of the great mercifulness of the land that
bore him.
Whoever reads this book must be prepared

further to find bold and manly language. The
author is no flatterer of John Bull, though he
gives John his due, and admits that India owes
him a great debt. Here is one passage relating

to foreign fruits : [Extract.]

Among the sketches of country—word-pic-
tures—the reader will find some exceedingly
pretty, and all the more valuable in that they
are taken from a standground purely Indian;
not English. Where an English artist’s mind
would be filled with European ideas, the mind
of this gifted Eiistern artist is filled with a class

of ideas totally different, yet emially instructive

and certainly not less subtle and far-reaching.

On the eve of one of his journeys, our
author was placed in a dilemma of a kind
not unknown to travellers in India, but not on
that account the less stupid. He wished to

go by a particular boat, and took time by the

forelock for that purpo.se. The fare was at

first stated as 90 rupees, to pay which he
offered “a new crisp, fresh British India” note

for too rupees. “ It was,” he adds, “fresh from
the Currency Office, and had been received
only the day before from another Government
department.” The rest of the story is

thus told
:

[Extract.]

The humour of the little sketch is worth
something. I can fancy the author laughing
even in his dismay

;
for he can laugh well at

others, and equally well at himself. I shfill

only venture on one more passage
; and I give

it as showing the spirit of the man who dares
to call his newspaper Prince and Peasant.

Me desired to return to his home in Bengal,
and to bid adieu, for a time at last, to Indepen-
dent Tf^erah, whwe he had been located

“somift two years.” He received the Maha-
rajah’s permission to return home

; but still be
could not get away. [Extract.]

There is, I think, a sound lesson in this pas-
sage

;
the lesson of the immense value of

courtesy and urbanity in the relations of rulers

and ruled. There is a great deal in that sen-

tence, “ We serve flesh and blood.” The best
administrator in India is not always the ablest,

the man whose plans arc the wisest as plans
;

but the man who, with plans or without them,
gives confidence to the people, and confidence
not merely in his justice, but also in his con-
sider.ateness and forbearance. A clever man
once said that the art of success in India is the
art of giving good dinners. It may be so

; but
the peril is great—the peril of debt

; and in

any case the art has its limits, and its natural
collapse. Even dinners and champagne pall

in the end. But thftre is one art that never
fails—the art of true courtesy

;
of that courtesy

which, being natural, is not affected by any
whim or caprice, either of the person who
possesses it, or of any one with whom he has
relations.

In bidding farewell to this little, book, I once
more recall, as I easily and very vividly can,
the author’s kindly face and gentle voice, as.

known to me many years ago. I see him, as
I see Baboo Kristo Das Pal, Dr. Mahendra
Lai Sircar, and some others, including a nuich-
abused editor of the Amrita Basar Patrikn

\

and I feel and say, with all earnestness and
sincerity, that among these are men whom
the Government of India would be wise in

recognising and winning entirely to its side.

They are men on whom no really generous
word—true as well as generous—ever is

thrown away. I have compared them at limes
with men of kindred occupations at home,
and I think that they are as a rule by far
the truer gentlemen in good manners, and
often in very much more than mere manners.
May the great God, whose sacred Name they
use as that of the Father of all, guide them to
a nobler destiny than any they yet have
known, and with them, and by them, bles.s

their native land t

James Routledge.

•--The Indian Magazine^ Mar. i888.
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“IT REOOMOIENDS ITSELF."

All who suffer find sure relief from

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the sy.stem

AcuteBhenmatism and Rheumatic Gout,

After years of semi -helplessness and suffer-

ing whT in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,

lumbago, sciatica, FACEACHE,
SPRAINS, It is the surest and safest remedy

for these complaints in their severest and most 1

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.

Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.
.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as ^
The UarvellouB Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.
, ^ ^

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy

sicians in the world in their iiractice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved
' a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

So/d in Bottles at / Re, each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world*

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet & Co.,

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.

Price by post 8 yi annas,

ASRUKANA
A Collection of poems in Bengali by

SRIMATI GIRINDRAMOHINY DASSY

(Author of Kabitahar, Bharat Kusttm.)

Asrukana is a collcctioif of poetical pieces of

singular pathos and beauty of expression * *

It is a series of mournful songs that the

reader is here presented with and they must

touch a sympathetic cord in every heart that

can feel. There is a singular appropriateness

in the title of the work, and in its pious dedi-

cation to the memory of the husband of the

• fair writer.—7/^^ Indian Nation,

The authoress is not unknown to Bengali

readers. She has already published two or

three poems by which she is favourably known,

but between these poems and this is a differ-

ence that hardly admits of being measured.
* ^

This is poetry in life

* *

We have read Srimati Girindra Mohiny’s

poems in a reverential spirit. The poems are

all of a lyrical description. The lyre is soft,

sweet and tender, but awfully strong
# ^

The tone of the poems is inexpressibly

gentle, inexpressibly pure, and inexpressibly

tender and affectionate. It is the tone of a

world mother.
#

Bengal should be proud of this poem— The

Calcutta Review,

Apply at the Bee Press,

1, Uckoor Dutt^s Lane, Calcutta

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

HOMfflOPATHIC PHARMACY,
THE

I

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

dispensar y in asia

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TEADE IN

INDEPENDENT HOMCEOPATHY

and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF

THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co., beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

EJfTJlA CHAsiE.

BERIGNY & CO.

I

rs. Lai Bazaar, Cakutta.

In Pamphlet, Price 4. annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSEY.

Apply to Reis &* Rayyet Office, Calcutta.
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Rivers Steam Navigation Go.
h| imiforl
Limited.

ASSAM LINE.

This Company which has a weekly Service

of Steamers running to and from Debrooghur

vid Goalundo, will despatch the Steamer

“CASHMERE” for Assam on Friday the

24th inst.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s

Godowns at Jaggannath Ghat until Thursday

the 23rd idem.

The Steamer “ BURMAH ” will leave Goa-

lundo for Assam on Friday, the 24th idem.

Intending passengers by the last mentioned

Steamer should leave Calcutta for Goalundo

by train the previous night.

Dhudri & Debrooghur Mail Service.

Throuj^h Booking to andfrom Assam,

The Despatch Steamers of this Service

leave Dhubri daily on arrival of the Mails

from Calcutta, and proceed to Debrooghur,

stopping at all intermediate stations and

Mookhs.
Passengers, Goods, Parcels (packages not

to exceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4 fee t

by 4 feet in measurement ) may be booked

through to and from Calcutta, and all stations

on the Eastern Bengal State Railway and

connected Railways, and the following

Steamer Stations of this Company, viz.,

Dhubri, Goalparah, Gauhali, Mungledye,

Tezpore, Silghaut for Koliabar, Dhunsiri

Mookh, Niggriting, Kookeela Mookh, Desang
Mookh and Debrooghur.
Packages booked as parcels will be forward-

ed by rail along with the Mails. Freight on

perishable articles must be prepaid.

Goalundo and Debrooghur Despatch
Service.

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which

have been specially built tor the Assam Trade,

carrying passengers ana coolies between

Goalundo and Debrooghur, will leave Goalundo

bi-weekly on Sundays^nd Thursdays, calling

at all intermediate stains, and Debrooghur

on Tuesdays and Saturdays.

Through bills of lading will be granted for^

goods and parcels on presentation of rail re-

ceipt or payment of freight. Packages not to

exceed ten hundred weight, or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement.
For freight and passage apply to

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents.

s-2, Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.
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RATES OP ADVERTISEMENT.

Advertisements (three columns to the page>are

charged by the space taken up, at the rate of 4

annas a line, each insertion. The lowest charge

for any advertisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic

Occurrences, the lowest charge for which is
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

THE GOLDEN JUBILEE.

June 2 ist
, 1887.

For Nature conquered, powers of strife

Made fruitful, powers with blessinjy rife
;

Far arts of beauty sweetening; life 1

As men look back in after-days

Where once they trod in slippery ways.

And find fresh theme for love and praise
;

And here, they tell, the snow was deep,

And there we venturous dared to creep

Along crevasses dark and deep
j

And there we cut the wall of ice,

Or, desperate gamblers throwing dice

For life, we clomb the precipice :

And all the t^^y we went along, ^
With spirits clear and bosoms strong,

We often^ndered, oft weqtJgpUiig.

One step alone, the next, we knew
;

Yet still an onward instinct drew

Our progress, till with evening dew.

As birds at twilight roosting come,

We reached our fair Italian home.

The slumbering lake, the peaceful dome.

So we, who after fifty years

Look back remembering hopes and fears,

Melt into gratitude of tears.

For all that is I the might-have-been

Forgot, in this her triumph-scene

When England gathers around her Queen !

For peace at home, and heard afar,

Heard only, threat of distant war.

No bloodstain here our fields to mar I

For India held with stubborn mood
When, ’gainst the furious Sepoy-flood,

Dauntless our little leaguers stood 1

Or where, on bleak Crimean height.

Nigh lost, the soldier saved the fight,

And, when chiefs blundered, brought all right !

Or where, ’mid fiend-like dervish-yell.

Betrayed, deserted, Gordon fell.

And*England shuddered, as at a knell,

—

Too late to save, but not to mourn ;

Yet of one hero left forlorn

Proud to believe'a hundred born I

For something lost, yet more of gain ;

For healing arts that soften pain,

That ease the nerve, and soothe the brain 1

For knowledge spread, and useful lore

Brought to the humblest cottage-door,

For kindlier touch ’twixt rich and poor !

For wider justice clasping all,

And, broken down the parting-wall,

One law alike to great and small 1

For freedom, elsewhere snatched not given.

Here working like a wholesome leaven.

Raising the heart, and opening heaven !

For these, for all ; the good acquired.

The goal that once our fathers fired

Now starting-point for good desired 1

Whate’er our lot, where’er our way,

On this at last her crowning-day,

Father, to Thee we kneel and pray

For her, long life with glorious close,

And, dying, honoured place with those

Who lived to lighten human woes
;

Who set an aureole round the crown,

And loftier rise by stooping down
Than in low heavens of war-renown I

For us, that like our sires of old,

Statesman, and soldier, seaman bold,

We may her Empire strongly hold
;

Whether, now reached its farthist scope,

Our downward path begin to slope.

Or upward climb with boundless hope,

With equal heart for every fate,

Not cowOring crushed by fortune’s weight,

Not with prosperity elate,

But storm, or sunshine, taking all.

Indifferent save at duty’s call

To meet the hour, whate'er befall.

For He whose scales the nations weigh.

The Lord of night, the Lord of day.

Breathes, and as flowers we fade away :

And yet again, with pity stirred,

Sweet as at dawn the waking bird,

“ Rejoice I arise 1
” His voice is heard.

So seems it still our wisest trust,

To bravely bear what bear we must.

And reverent answer, God is just.

A. G. B.

Substribm in Iht country are requested to remit by postal money orders, ifpossible, as the safest and most convenient
medium, particularly as it ensures acknevitedgment through the Department. No other receipt will be

given, easy other being usmecessary, and likely to earn* confusion.
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News and Comments.

Alas for the Hccalth Society and the cause of Furious Sanitation!

I'he Coryphajus has failed in his quest. The Englishmin announces

that Mr. Justice Cunningham has resigned his seat in the Calcutta

High Court, and that he does not return to India. There is one

formidable obstacle the less for somebody 1

If it is a pity that that brute of a Raja Govind Rao Baba Sahch has

been let oft with only a fine for ill-treating his poor wife, we are relieved

to notice that the Rani has been spared the ignominy of a trial. The

Assistant Superintendent of Police declined to lead evidence against

her and she was discharged. An act of true chivalry !

Sir Gunput Rao, President of the Gwalior Council of Regency, is

dead. He had been ailing for sometime with fever. He entered the

Gwalior service in 1S51. He di.slinguishcd himself by his loyalty to the

Supreme Government by opening out the Scindia hoards. He was

execrated in Gwalior as without. He never minded, so long as he

commanded the good will of the Europeans. Somehow, Europeans

become inordinately fond of the unfaithful servants who open out the

vaults of burried treasure of their dead masters. It is the same in

Hyderabad or Burdwan as in Gwalior or Rampore.

• «

The Military authorities have been relieved of the supervision of horse

breeding arrangements. That duty will be done by the Agricultural

Department. That may mean a transfer from the frying pan to the

fire, unless the work is made over to experts—not mere Vets, but

genuine scieniific breeders of experience.

*
• «

The Collector of Moorshedabad is reported to have left on his tour of

inspection, as the change on the river during the rains is called. While

the head of the District is sailing up towards Jungypore, the knights

of industry have it all to themselves on terra Jirma. They are im-

partial in their attentions, without fear or favour, even to their kith and

kin Of fellow-chevaliers. Among the many cases of theft and burglary

taking place in the city, one of those specially mentioned is the robbery

of silver articles valued at Rs. 50 from the house of “ Baboo B. D. Rai,

Deputy Magistrate, Berhampore.” By B. D. Rai is doubtless meant

Baboo Bansidhur Rai, the last of the managers of the Nizamat, who,

after its demise, performed the post-mortem as the Deputy Collector

at the Sudder station.

• •

A MEMORIAL has been submitted to the Lieutenant-Governor for ex-

tension of jurisdiction of the Sealda Small Cause Court, from Rs. 500

to Rs. 1,000, with power to try rent suits in respect of homestead lands.

The memorialists complain of the harassing, expensive and dilatory

process of the ordinary civil courts.

• •

At Plaistow, on the 30th July, three men were struck with lightning.

Two of them recovered and one w.as killed. The post moftem disclosed

that a steel wire ran round the edge of his hat. The medical opinion

attributed the death to this cause for that attracted the elective fluid.

Short-.SIGHTF.DN ESS is a common complaint of the school children in

Austria. The Minister of Public Instruction, as a preventive measure,

,has prohibited by a decree the use of books printed in small type. A
most wise measure, which all Governments would do well to adopt.

,

The Hon. Philip Perceval Hutchins of the Madras Council replaces

Sir Charles Aitchison in the Government of India.

A WOMAN in Saint Julien de Varaville, in the Department of the

Manche, in France, was delivered of 5 children at a birth—four boys

and one girl. They survived several ^ay.s. In four deliverie.®, this

French prodigy produced n births, Bius, one girl, two girls, three boys,

and four boys and one girl, her latest feat. Just the Eve for a new

Colony ! France must be in a bad way indeed when, with such prolific

daughters, she shows a steady decline in population.

Mr. Kirkwood has not only resigned the Service but has, it is said,

paid down Rs. 500 for the benefit of girl Budhia whom he has wronged.

According to an American Magazine,

“ the Negro is changing in appearance, and losing some of the birth-

marks peculiar to the African race. The flat-nosed, kinky-headed

negro is passing away, and becoming an unknown race. All the

coloured children show the change. Among the females long hair of

that peculiar woolly appearance hangs in long braids or curls down
their backs. Aquiline noses and smaller mouths, with thinner lips,

are the rule. For years, and, in fact, ever since their freedom, the

negresses have endeavoured to do away with the short and kinky hair

bestowed upon them by their ancestors. Much of their spare money
is invested in various hair tonics and inyigorators, and the long atten-

tion and care bestowed upon it is shown in their descendants.”

Is there any miscegenation in the matter ? The information is too

meagre for speculation. Hitherto it was understood that the Negroes

in America had through several generations retained their distinctive

color. Is artatomical structure any whit easier of transformation ?

• •

The Oudh and Rohilkhund Railway passes from the shareholders to

the Secretary of State from the 31st December 1888. The purchase

money has been fixed at ;£5jD3^»048 i6j. 8(t.

• *

The Secretary of State has sanctioned a Deputy Secretary for the

Finance Minister.

• •

Cholera having abated in the Manbhum District, the prohibition

dated 14th April against emigration therefrom to labour districts, has

been withdrawn.

« •

Mr. Millett having obtained leave, Mr. Sconce acts the Chief Judge

of the Calcutta Court of Small Cans es, Mr. Jones is promoted to be the

second and Mr. K. M. Chalterjee the third Judges. Baboo Jodu Nath

Roy of the Subordinate Executive Service is once more given the

opportunity of acting the fourth Judge, his place at Sealda being filled

by Baboo Abinash Chunder Mitter from Gya.
•

• •

The Home remittances f rom ist April to 18th August 1888, amounted

to j^5,io6,ioo.

* •

The Governor-General in Council has remitted the fee payable under

the Court-fees Act V 11 of 1870 on any application for the deposit of

rent, in respect of which a fee is paid under section 61 (2) of the Bengal

Tenancy Act VIII of 1885.

• •

The Calcutta Gazette of the week publishes the rules for the treatment

of recovered criminal lunatics confined in asylums, and for their dis-

charge after certain periods have been passed and certain conditions

fulfilled. A standing committee, consisting of the Chief Secretary, the

Inspector-General of Jails, and the Superintendent of the Presidency

General Hospital, have been formed “ to meet from time to lime and

advise the Lieutenant-Governor as to the action to be taken by him

in deciding on cases reported under Chapter XXXIV of the Criminal

Procedure Code.”

• •

The Kahar Nannhoo, who stabbed to death the Pleader Kanhya Lai,

in the City Magistrate’s Court at Agamir ki Deohri^ has been committed

to the sessions. He stated to the Magistrate that he had been in the

service of the Pleader, that he was falsely convicted of theft and

whipped and sent to prison, through the instrumentality of the Pleader

and his sons, and that, on his release, on demanding arrears of pay, he

was maltreated by the Babu. In revenge for ail these, he had deter-

mined to cut off the nose of Kanhya Lai, and it was^urely by accident

that the knife passed through the eye. Whatever the fate reserved for

Nannhoo, the incident or accident is a warning to inconsiderate
^

masters.

***

Last week, Messrs. Lall Chand Kanhya Lall, of Cotton Street, received
f'

a cheque for Rs. 15,000 from Messrs. Macneill of this city, and present-

ed it for encashment to the New Agra Bank. ThOf» bearer Seo Lall

Durwnn, instead 0/ being present ^ while the cheque passed through

several stages of endorsement by the Bank people, ^seems to have gone

out on some business of his own. In the meantime, another man

answered to the call for the presenter of the cheque, and received

13 notes for Rs. 1,000 each and 200 for Rs. 10 each. The heavy notes

were immediately converted in the Currency Oftire. After an absence

of two hours, the real Seo Lall presented himself and demanded the

Rs. X 5,000, and was struck to be told that the cheque had already been

paid. The matter is still a mystery.
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Payment by cheque is both a convenience and a protection against

dishonesty. But if the fraud under report cannot be prevented at the

encashment, the system fails. The Banks are punctilious in m.any minor

matters as regards cheques. Cannot means be adopted to prevent

these frauds ?

Notes and Leaderettes.

We received on Monday the following telegram from Cuttack

“The Utkal Bipika simply expresses public opinion when it attri-

butes the present distress at Kharda to the rigours of the last

settlement and the still more rigorous enforcement of the Forest Rules,

and questions the wisdom of giving taccavi advances in one hand and
collecting rent in the other. The great sufferers are the Bowris, Sobors,

Dorns, &c., who work as labourers when agricultural operations go on,

and during the rest of the year live upon the roots of fruits of jungle

trees and by sale of dry wood which they pick up in the jungle and

carry on their heads. The Forest Rules deprived them of one means of

living, and the stoppage of agricultural operations for want of rains of

the other. The sufferings of these classes are the same at Banke and

Angul where the Forest Rules are in force with equal severity. It is a

painful relief that the local officers have at last found out their mistake

and the Rules are now being relaxed. We hope the Government will

reconsider the Rules after local enquiry by an independent officer so

as to give permanent relief to the victims thereof. Relief measures

have been taken up with promptitude, but we have not yet heard of

suspension of rent collections.”

It is unfortunately too true that Government, which is ever ready to

sit upon the luckless squire who happens to have a quarrel with his te-

nantry, which never loses an opportunity of lecturing private proprietors

on their duties to the culvators, which expects Zemindars and Talook-

dars to forego their contract rather than press hard upon the rayyets,

is itself a bad landlord. In every Province, the peasantry on its estates

are more miserable than those on private property. In Orissa,

between a harsh Settlement, unsympathetic Forest Laws, and the op-

pression of the Irrigation department, the condition of the people must

be pitiable. We hope the Lieutenant-Governor will do what is prac-

ticable to grant relief. In the way of a permanent reform, there are

difficulties inherent in the subjects. Thus, valuable Forests cannot be

allowed to be laid waste in deference to any sentimental feeling. Short

of that, however, every legitimate indulgence should be granted,

specially to tribes who have, from time immemorial, vested rights. If

notwithstanding, people starve, labour should be provided, or emigra-

tion organised.

The Criminal Sessions opened on Wednesday, Mr. Justice Trevelyan

presiding.

The accomplished burglar John Pierce Healey alias Kenneth Ashley

Merton, who committed nightly depredations in British Indian

Street and its neighbourhood, pleaded guilty to the charges against him,

namely, of lurking house trespass by night in order to commit an

offence punishable with imprisonment, lurking house trespass by night

in order to commit theft in a building, and dishonestly receiving stolen

property. The astute lachrymose rogue I The j udge sentenced him

to only three years* rigorous imprisonment, although he had rendered

himself liable to fourteen years for each offence. There was another

charge but his Lordship did not propose to proceed with it, resolved

to make things as pleasant as he could, under the terms of the law, for

the brilliant sinner. The soft heart of the barrister Judge was evident-

ly moved by the plea to which, for want of any plausible defence, the

fellow was reduced. Does Mr. Trevelyan seriously believe that the

man will ever reform? For the matter of that, he might jult as well

be hanged. He has been learning to steal with the assiduity required

by a learned profession and the enthusiasm due to a Fine An*, and is

ii possible for him to abandon his difficult acquisition ? He will steal

m jail, take our word for it

!

Mr. Marsden evidently cannot take a defeat with grace, or his bump

of loyalty to his judicial superiors is not large. The Chief Magistrate

has fixed the High Court fees for the commission from his court to

examine the lady witness from Gobardanga. Why so ? Why should

Bow Street stick up its nose as high as Old Bailey? Mr. Marsden could

not have devised a better way to discourage examination of Purdana-

sheens by commission. What a fine is laid on the good lady of Gobar-

danga ! For keeping to the Purdah, Sreemutty Dinlarini must not

only bear this cost but also the expenses of her journey to and from

Calcutta and a place for the commission, not to speak of the sums

already expended for obtaining the order of the High Court, against

the Magistrate’s refusal. The convvted Raja Govind Rao has got off

far more cheaply after driving his wife to suicide by torturing her. All

honor, however, to the brave Brahmani I A poorer, but none the less

respectable, lady must submit to the stern magisterial command.

The High Court closes on the loth September for the long vacation.

Messrs. Justices Maepherson and Trevelyan will do the vacation work.

Some of the Judges have already anticipated the adjournment, and

have dispersed in different directions.

In this connection, we must say that the report, started by the new

evening paper, .about the retirement of Mr. Justice Romesh Chunder

Mitter, is devoid of .all found.ation. Although he has earned his pen-

sion, Mr. Justice Mitter still keeps health .and is quite able to do his

duties. Why, then, slnmld he retire ? He is no bird of passage. He

has no turn for speculation on the Stock Exchange or on the turf. He

has not got to nicake love. He has neither to marry nor to divorce. He

h.as not to make a home for himself and to revive associations and to

make acquaintances, in order to be able to die^mong his own country-

men. He has not got to buy lands and found a family, that he

should leave his profession in time for starting on another game. He

was some body before he was a pleader; he belongs to a family

and is himself the patriarch of a no inconsiderable progeny
;
and he

has always his paternal acres to fall back upon. He is not that

pest of society—-a political Judge. He feels no call from the Muses of

Poetry or Eloquence. H.appily for himself and the country, he has

proved too successful a Judge to need bolstering up his reputation by

the production of bad pamphlets and foolish speeches. Why, then,

should he be in a hurry to abandon a position which suits him so

well and wherein he is more useful than he could possibly be in any

other? Nor is the Cuuit so strong that we could well spare so able

and seasoned a member of it. So let him stick to his post, until

Nature bids him go. He rejoins the Court at its rc-opening.

The Travancore Durbar has received an offer from Messrs. Grant of

London, to raise the necessary capital for a railway from Tinnevcily to

Quilon. The principal condition is that the Durbar should perpetually

guarantee the interest. Will not such a contract be bad for

indefinileness ? Anyhow, the local Huq (whoever he be) and the big

India Office swells may be trusted to make of it a good bargain—for

themselves.

At the instance of the Agent, South Indian Railway, the Government

of Madras submitted to tiie Government of India for sanction alterna-

tive estimates, amounting respectively to Rs. i,25,cxx> and Rs. 1,18,750,

for 50 third-class carriages of the ordinary type and for 25 carriages

on bogies with frames, 38 feet in length. The Supreme Govern-

ment was ^nol at llrsi in favor of this additional outlay, and in

reply wrote back that “ the Government of India desires to avoid pur-

chasing large quantities of vehicles which, although useful on the oc-

currence of festivals, might lie idle for the greater part of the year, and,

as the practice of conveying pilgrims in goods vehicles is universally

adopted throughout India on these special occasions, considers that

the jiresent system of carrying passengers in covered goods wagons

under special precautions may cunlitiuc also on the South Indian

Railway.”

Thougn not prepared to sanction the outlay for convenience of pil-

grim passengers, the Government of India admits the injustice done

to them. The letter concludes with the suggestion “ whether a very

slight reduction of fare might not be made in the case of passengers

so conveyed in covered goods wagons, and if this would not meet the

views of His Excellency the Governor in Council.”

The local Government was so impressed with the necessity of addi-

tional accommodation that it again addressed itself to the India Gov-

ernment, and explained that “ Although on all lines pilgrims are at times

carried in covered goods wagons, it is believed that this is the case to

a much larger extent than elsewhere on the South Indian Railway,

owing to the great number of ordinary festivals in Southern India.”
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The Government of India was satisfiedt and in reply communicated

its sanction “ to the transmission to England of an indent for either

25 ordinary third-class carriages estimated to cost Rs. 62,500, or 12

third-class carriages on frames, 38 feet in length, estimated to cost

Rs, 57.000, required to meet the additional passenger-traffic on the

South Indian Railway on special occasions.”

Anticipating the result probably, the Madras Government did not

take up the question of reduced fare for goods-wagon passengers.

Rut it applies to other railways. Will they allow that partial relief to

pilgrim passengers?

Yet another University scandal—but not the last. We shall not hear

of the last till the Greek Calends—at any rate, till another Hercules

arises and cleanses the Angean stable and sends the brace of im-

pertinent prigs dressed in little brief authority about their business.

One Bhupendra Nath Bose, of the Free Church Institution, went in

for the last B. A. examination. He floored almost all the papers, and

there was every probability of his passing. But as luck would have it,

his name was nowhere on the list of successful examinees. The

Principal of the College solicited information as to what subject or

subjects the boy was plucked in, and was told by the Registrar in reply

that the “cross lists” had not been prepared. He enquired a second

time, when, mitabUe diciu^ the Registrar, putting the saddle on

the wrong horse, announced that the boy was absent at the ex-

amination ! We say ditto to Mr. Burke 1 The boy must have been

absent, his protestation and the evidence of dozens of men to the con-

trary notwithstanding, for the Registrar of a University is a king and, as

such, can do no wrong. What though Mr. So and So comes to you

in the flesh and affirms that he is hale and hearty
; he must be dead

since Sir Oracle says he is t The Principal of the College concerned is

not a Tartar of the type of the redoubtable Head Master of the

Uttarpara School, who made a European Registrar eat humble pie,

and the scandal in question is, of course, as good as hushed up. But

do you think that the Registrar will—at least to save appearances—be

called upon for an explanation? Egregious fool, that you are 1 The

Syndics, for aught we know, are not so saucy as to do anything that

may be construed as savouring of the slightest disrespect to their master

—the Registrar. The University may be steeped in scandals, the Re-

gistrarship may mean “ a negation of all principles,” but that need not

disturb the equanimity of Dr. Roy. With the Brahmo church and

parsonage at his back, he is a veritable monarch—of all he surveys.

We do not wonder. It is only an illustration of the saying—Give a

man luck and throw him into the sea.

The writer of the Statesmans Moorshedabad newsletter of August

12, is

“glad to hear that Government has kindly sanctioned the ex-
penditure of a large sum towards constructing and repairing the re-

sidence of .Sett Golab Chand, a scion of Juggut Sett, ihe once famous
banker of Bengal. The old family houses are now tumbling down for

want of repairs, which the young Sett is not in a position to undertake
for himself. It is only a few years since the Government was pleased
to grant him a pension of Rs. 300 per mensem.”

The provision for the representative of ‘ Creation’s Banker,’ contemp-

tibly inadeqiietc at best when fir>»t ordered, has ever since <)een small

by degrees and beautifully less, till it has been reduced to the present

pittance of Rs. 300. Even this and any other little sums that may be

disbursed for the benefit of other branches or members of the great

family, are a payment to Paul by robbing Peter. Not a farthing comes

from ^he State. The same we dare say is the case of the large sum

said to havej^een sanctioned for the’ reconstruction and repairs* con-

templated. It must be a large sum that would be required for the pur-

pose. In fact, the restoration of the Jugut Sett Palace is a very large

and costly business. It is a vast crowd of buildings, none imposing

but many ot them made at great expense, of choice materials and

workmanship not to be obtained in these days for love or money. Nor
is the game of restoration to i^y large extent worth the candle.

All, we suppose, that is intended is to put the house in habitable order,

to remove the tumbling buildings and repair one or two characteristic

pieces of urcliiiecture. It is a graceful act, worthy of an enlightened

Government, and creditable to all concerned, for which the administra-

tion will be remembered with respect at the decayed former capital of

Bengal. The Nawab Bahadoor of Moorshedabad himself will hardly

complain.

I

Is the Times aging or what ? It had always its period of relaxation

j

during the recess holidays, when the “ boss ” would be off for the

mountains or the sea-shore, or fly to the Continent to lounge at Monaco
or loaf about in the Tyrol, leaving the Sub in all his glory, singing—

I

am monarch of all I survey. But that period is by no means confined

to Printing House Square, any more than holidays are confined to the

7/Wi establishment. With the desertion of London by “society,”

the superior hands on the whole press, who belong to “ society ” nr

affect to belong to it, make themselves scarce, if only to save caste,

hiding themselves from the light of day like a guilty thing accursed,

in case they cannot afford to repair to even the nearest watering place.

Hence it is the period of perfunctory journalism—the period of sloth,

slovenliness and slipshod of the whole metropolitan Press. But the

Saturday Review chose to call it, in especial the Times^s^ Silly Season,

and justified the phrase by copious citations of inaccuracy and ignorance

and nonsense from the columns of its sole victim. Of late, the leading

journal seems to have been anticipating the relaxing humours of the

recess in the midst of the parliamentary session. The issue of the i8th

was actually dated the 17th 1 Of course, this extraordinary slip is

the talk of society and the subject of comment in the other papers.

From Punch to the Spectator^ every contemporary has had its say.

The Chablis—we learn from France—has been attacked by the

Grisette. Well, no matter, thought we
;
in fact, nothing could be more

appropri.ate. Who ever imagined she had taken to whisky pegs or

the true Teutonic beverage, beer ? All the romance that has, during

many genenitions, gathered round the dainty name, would be

shattered at the suggestion. Is it possible to suppose that the good

grisette, whose tender pulse Sterne felt, has taken to stronger stuflf?

No, no. Each to his or her taste. Let the Turcoman-confronting Ru.ss

have his Raki, if necessary, or the Nature-compelling and world-filling

Teuton his Old Tom or new, but, by all means, leave the Traveller

Sentimental or Simple \i\^ grisette and her chablis. Alas ! that the whole

illusion should be destroyed in the detail I The grisette in question,

we are told, is nothing but a worm. It is a grape-pest which consider-

ately enters appearance between long intervals. It reappears this

time after 22 years. On its last visit, it committed great havoc

around Auxerre. No remedy has been found to protect the grapes

from its ravages. Many scientific men have been deputed from Paris

to report on the plague among the white wine crop, which is usually

splendid.

It is often forgotten in In^ia that all the British are neither Compe-

tition-wallahs nor school-masters in Government Colleges. Here is a

glimpse of native simplicity at home, furnished by a correspondent of the

London Spectator writing on “ Preparations for the End of the World”

:

“ In August, a few years ago, 'when so terrible a thunder-storm fell

upon a Suffolk village that some people were sore afraid, thinking that
the last day had come, an old woman was heard to cry,— * And there !

Mr. B ’ (the good parson), * he ain’t at home.’ A pathetic touch of

great trust, however small and local her measure of the crack of doom."

Nor is that a solitary case. Sydney Smith’s Dame Partington was

doubtless a real character, however touched up by the genius of the

great humourist. And here is a companion picture, not only realistic

but simply real, without manipulation by artist, furnished by another

correspondent of our contemporary

“ My friend Mr. B occupied a house in an exposed situation upon
the island of Sark. A terrible storm one night tnreatened the house
with destruction. The old housekeeper addressed her master next
morning with :

‘ Eh 1 Mr. B , did you hear the wind ? Eh ! I

thought the Day of Judgment was corned.’ ‘And what did you do ?
’

asked my friend. ‘ Eh 1 Mr. B
,

I got up and made myself a little

cup o’tca.'
” *

Like all her belongings, her taste is modest. However, most people

would t^ink the good woman’s preparations for the awful catastrophe

inadequate. Even the Free Masons at initiation, before risking them-

selves on their stage-awful p.issage of slippery bvard and what not,

usually require more pronounced prophylactics in the shape of drink.

The Tellicherry case has ended disastrously to the ex-Sub-Judge

Kunjen Menon. In the first case, the Assessors found the charge

not proven. In the second, the Assessors were divided. One held

it not proved against the Sub-Judge but proved against the second

and third accused. The other was satisfied with proof of guilt as

regards all the three prisoners. The Judge was in no hurry to ex-

press his opinion or pass order. He reserved his judgment. He
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had known Kunjen Menon for some time, and held a high opinion of

him. He wondered that a man of his wealth could be charged with

bribery, and was sorry that it devolved upon himself to try so excellent

an officer. Next day, however, he was prepared to do the worst. He
convicted Kunjen Menon of both the charges and sentenced him to

four years’ imprisonment and Rs. 20,000 fine, in default, eighteen

months’ further imprisonment, the punishment being evenly distributed

over the two charges. The second accused in the first case, Kunhi

Pakki, was ordered one year. The second accused in the second case

Sankunni Nair was sentenced to one year with the additional fine of

Rs, 1,000, in default another six months. The Judge had by this time

exhausted his indignation, and acquitted and ordered discharge of the

third prisoner Kaunen Nair.

We have no bowels of compassion for the base man who degrades

to the dust the divine office of Judge, dealing out injustice

in exchange for dirty lucre. Still less have we any wish to import race

rivalries into public questions, if we can help it. But this case has

been driven to an exceptional position. The singular want of judg-

ment of the Judge virtually compels our sympathy to the side of the

condemned. And, considering how lightly European oflfenders are

usually let oft, remembering recent instances, remembering how only

yesterday Uncovenanted Deputy Collector Goodricke was allowed to

go out of the country with charges of malversation hanging over him,

it is scarcely to be wondered at if the difference of treatment of this

native Sub-Judge suggests to even ingenuous native publicists a racial

explanation. For ourself, if once we can feel sure of the genuine guilt

of the convicted, we will submit to even the extreme measure meted

out to our countryman, whatever his other claims to consideration.

A Judge has no business to be corrupt, and native officers should be

like Casar’s wife—above suspicion. Under the manifold difficulties

and degradations of a subject race, be our simple sturdy virtue

our peculiar distinction. Let Europeans be lax if they will—they

can afford it, having many advantages and qualifications. We must

entirely depend on our purity and perspicacity. That is our feeling.

But, then, we must be sure of the justice of the doom pronounced on

our men. There ought to be no room for suspicion that a native is

sacrificed to afford facilities for the escape of Europeans.

We confess the Judge has greatly surprised us. Only a week
before, he had privately expressed his high opinion of the worth, moral

and intellectual, of the Sub-Judge. He said Mr. Menon was far too

wealthy a man to stoop to receive bribes. In the course of a few days,

what

A change came o’er the spirit of his dream I

Against the opinion of the Assessors who assisted him on the bench,

he found him a miserable peculator. He not only convicted him but

was ready almost to flay him and his alive.

The Penal Code may doubtless be quoted to support any barbarity.

That precious law is a bloody business. In practice, the humanity of

administrators has always moderated its relentless fury. There is no

pretence of such moderation in the orders of the special Court.

Surely, this is not punishment but vengeance. And the pecuniary

mulct—why, it is simply Loot. And not even tliscriminatc Loot. Not 1

only is the convict dei>uded of his property, but the very portions of

his children are robbi^l.
I

A fine of twenty tlfousand Rupees, foi sooth ! A fine of three thou-

sand guineas ! It is preposterous ! And the forfeit of this no in-

considerable fortune in this poor country, over and above the penalty

incarceration in jail !—\vhat could be a nicer arrangement for the

benefit of subjects who will persist in saving out of their hard earned

pittance, in a practically alien land, over whose law-making they have no

control ? And yet, such are the Daniels set over us, this order is not

the first of its kmd. It reminds us of a case nearer home—The Em-
press at the instance of Bhoobun Newgy v, Janoky Nath Roy.* It is not

many years since this well-known Halkhola merchant and money-lender,

(brother of Babct) Sitanath Roy, Secretary of the Native Cljamber of

Commerce) was sentenced to imprisonment and a fine of Rs. 2o,cxx>.

But Mr. Justice Pitt-Kennedy did not certainly pile this enormous

money forfeit on a severe term of imprisonment. He evidently meant

it as a substitute for a long imprisonment. That was truly justice tem-

pered by mercy. A young Raja in Bengal, we believe, was dealt with

h) a similar fashion.

Several years ago, at the commencement of the administration of Sir

Kivers Thompson, we had occasion to notice the manners of the

Covenanted officials of the Secretariat. We are glad to say our words,

not all steeped in Sherbet it may be imagined, had had the desired

effect. Since then, we have not heard any complaint, on that score,

against any of the scries of gentlemen who have held office. To-day,

we have to scold our own countrymen—the lucky fellows who, as heads

of departments, have brought the reputation of the office to a low ebb.

Surely, they ought to have been coj^itent with their own undeserved

elevation, without trying to bring in their own people at every con-

ceivable opportunity, in season .and out of season. At any rate, they

might be expected to conform to the discipline of a public establish-

ment and comport themselves with some decency. Some of them

—

veritable followers of the Old Man of the Mountain—have converted

the premises into a smoking saloon, or rather shanty. Of course, the

manners of the shanty prevail. The language too is appropriate. The

sufferings of the subordinates of these mushroom growth of clcrkocracy

may be easily imagined. Their juniors, as good gentlemen as they,

are in terror and at their wits’ ends how to escape insult. The foulest

Billingsgate may now-a-days be heard in the great house, addressed by

a head assi.st.ant to a (say) hand assistant or lung assistant. The

European Chiefs to the rescue ! Vetb. sap.

Dewan Parumai, KhuiiCHAND, Deputy Collector of Jacobabad,

Sind, sentenced by the Sub-Divisional Magistrate Mr. Mules, for cor-

ruption, to three months’ simple imprisonment and one thousand

Rupees fine, has, in appeal, been .acquitted by the Sessions Judge of

Shikarpore. The news is a great relief. We hope Mr. Kunjen Menon

also will he able to show his innocence to the High Court.

So our Tartar of Tangail did not cross the Continent for nothing,

but more than earned his rupees. If he failed at home, so much the

worse for that tribunal I The High Court had for sometime fallen on

evil days, but on this occasion it rolled on the ground and revelled on

the dust as it were ! During its whole history, never did a Bench present

such a spectacle of wrong-headedness. Mr. Ghose drove his points to

the hilt, but it was a hopeless business. The Court had eyes, but saw

not. It was bound by an evil spell.

The weather in Calcutta has recently been monsoonish, with overcast

sky, constant drizzle and occasional showers. On Thursday, it

grew cyclonish, and for 36 hours we had continuous rain and high

south-westernly wind. The regular cyclone was spared the city,

but the streets and the inaidan were flooded, and some houses and

huts came down but without loss of life. Many trees were uprooted

and the telegraph posts had had their share of disaster too. The

fish of the ponds had travelled into the streets and afforded sport

to boys, young and old. The occupiers of many huts had to forego

their day me.!!, for the water had invaded their kitchens.

REIS & RA YYET.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 23, iSSS.

THE LATE SIR GUNPUT RAO.

In another column, we have already not simply re-_

corded, but briefly noticed, the death of Raja Gunput
Rao. The subject will bear dwelling upon. The
atfitude of others in particular virtually makes a de-

mand on us for intdtierence, in the public interest.

Apart from that consideration, however, the subject

has native dignity enough to merit further comment.
It can hardly be fitting, with a few conventional words,

to summarily dismiss, to his final obscurity, one who
filled so large a place in the eyes of the world as did

the late Raja, long one of the recognised influences

in Gwalior, and latterly the regent of th'at great State.

The death of Sir Gunput Rao is undoubtedly an event
in our contemporary annals. Next to the accept-

ance, by the Government of India, of the loyal offer

of the Native Princes of military aid in the defence

of the frontier and the formulation of the plan for
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utilising this aid, this is the most important event of

the hour in Native India. For it respects not only

the weal and woe of many millions of men, but the

administrative efficiency and even vitality of the lead-

ing Mahratta, we may say the greatest Hindu, State.

Wc can not affect to be very sorry at the news.

That would neither be trut to ourself nor just to the

people of Gwalior. Sir Gunput Rao was by no means

a brilliant man. Indeed, his capacity was of the low-

est. The late Maharaja Jceyaji Rao was neither

wise nor lucky in the choice he made in him of his

Chancellor. It was a deliberate choice, however,

and he never regretted it. That fact may be re-

garded as one of the marvels of history. For, though

deliberate, it was still in a huff that the Scindhia re-

solved on it. He chose a pronounced and known
nincompoop to succeed Dinkar Rao, to spite that

eminent Minister. That successful Brahman, giddy

with his great elevation, secure in the protection of

the British, more powerful than ever after the sup-

pression of the formidable outbreak of 1857, and

counting, as a matter of course, on the subserviency

of the young Maharaja, had given himself inordinate

airs, regarding himself indispensable and irresistible.

He had represented himself to the British Govern-

ment as the real ruler under a puppet prince. Nay
more, he had claimed to be the saviour of the State

as well as his Sovereign, in terms that almost implied

the latter’s disloyalty to the Paramount Power. It

was a terrible blunder—the greatest in his life—the

effects of which he is still enduring and must endure

through all time and eternity, until the Divine

Mercy should cover him with its all healing segis

!

Jeeyaji Rao flew into a rage. His tenderest point

had been touched
;
his highest interest—the British

good will—was threatened. He must vindicate his

character and status. He would put the pretensions

of the Chancellor, so far as they made against the

sovereign, to crucial practical test. He resolved to

go through a fiery ordeal as it were, before the whole

world. He knew he was master, and he would prove

that he might be his own minister. It was most

uphill work—almost a hopeless programme. The
first step was to remove the ofiending Chancellor, and

the British Government was pledged to maintain him.

Before Maharaja’s force of character and resolute

persistency, the British refusal gave way. After re-

peated attempts to patch up differences irreconcilable,

the Viceroy gave ufi the able minister to retain the

powerful master. It was then that the Scindhia set up

this Khadkcy in the Chancellery, much as Tiberius

appointed his donkey. Consul. It was a step too like

the frivolous, involving a hazardous experiment

;

but no hazard was experienced. If all did not at

.first go merrily as a marriage-bell, there was at any
rate no great dislocation in the administration. The
Maharaja abundantly proved his point, by submitting

himself and his system, such as it was, to a long—

a

life-long—trial—before all India. He established to

every body’s satisfaction that he and his Gwalior

could do v'ithout the British favorite Dinkar Rao.

He showed his contempt for the great Dewan and

his achievements in other wa^’s. As the plain Dinkar
had been created Raja, so was the simple Gunput.
Then, Raja Ujnkar Rao was understood to lay great

store by his knighthood. Accordingly, his gracious

master procured for Gunput that title. Altogether,

in course of time, this lay figure of a Premier could

call himself Lieutenant-Colonel Rao Raja Sir Gunput
Kao Kliudkey, Shamshere Jung Bahadoor.

Never was there so lucky an admitted nothing.

During all the time. Sir Gunput remained himself.

Though he acquired much experience, he never devel-

oped capacity or character. Yet, the master had,

reason to regard his favorite with satisfaction, for

lending himself to his great visible appeal to the

British Government and the world, for proving his

individuality and his loyalty to the Empire and to all

his plans subsidiary thereto. He became more and
more attached to his man. So far so good. Unfortunate-

ly, however, he came to dote on his favorite at last.

The Maharaja confounded the distinction between
how the poor thing was utilisable under the master’s

eye, and what it might prove independently, when
that eye was removed. And so the Maharaja, leav-

ing a minor heir at his death, earnestly desired that

the British Government might leave, during the

minority, his long-trusted agent Gunput at the head

of the administration. And so he was put at the

head of the Council of Regency. The Maharaja was

afraid of nothing so much as foreign interference in

the internal affairs of the State. The British were

good in their way, and he respected them, but their

ways were not suited to the natives, and nothing, in

his opinion, could be more disastrous than their

breaking through the traditions of Gwalior, Right

or wrong, the Maharaja mistook his man by whom
he hoped to preserve the integrity of Gwalior. As
might be expected, Gunput proved a failure. He is

regarded as little better than a traitor. He inaugu-

rated his entrance into power by inducing the Coun-
cil to abolish hoarding and lend the accumulations

of the State to the British Government. That, under

ordinary circumstances, might be just the thing to do.

The British, at any rate, taught by Political Economy
and saturated with commercial notions, could hardly

be expected to favour the idea of leaving so much
capital vegetating in the vaults without profitable em-
ployment. For Gunput, at any rate, it should have
been different. He was the representative of the late

Raja’s views in the State and he knew Jeeyaji Rao’s

financial ideal, which is indeed the common Oriental

one of a large reserve of unemployed capital. He
sacrificed it to strengthen himself. Nor was this his

only treason. He treated every interest and person

cavalierly, neglecting the Palace itself. He had made
himself so powerful that every body deemed it pru-

dent to suffer his insolence and injustice in silence,

from the Dowager Maharani downwards. He had, of

course, virtually usurped the functions of the whole

Council. The “ adopted son ” (in Indian parlance)

of the politicals and the Foreign Office, he could well

afford to do so. What did the politicals care if the

people execrated his name ? They were only care-

ful not to let the Viceroy know what the people

thought. But he is gone, let us forgive. It is enough

to record that wc cannot respect his meifl^ry.

THE VACANCY IN THE GWALIOR
COUNCIL.

Who shall succeed ? is the more practical question.

A question important to the well-being of the State,

The agents of candidates are already fri the field,

busy touting for their clients. Sir Gunput expired on

Saturday last (18th August) and on Thursday the

23rd a leading article appeared in Calcutta strongly

advocating the claims of Bhayyiah Bulwunt Rao
Scindhia. The writer " has no hesitation whatever in

saying that the Bhayyiah will be the right man in the

right place.” But our contemporary was never given

to hesitation. No unworthy doubts disturb the even

tenour of its mind, though storms of passion habitual-
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ly^ail it. But our native contemporary, as usual,

has oeen deceived. It has taken a scarecrow in hand
.to frighten away all grave men and to amuse the
waggishly disposed. Except when they are furnished

with a special brief, our Bengal journalists do not
concern themselves much with the affairs of Native
States, and it is well that they do not, as thereby they
save themselves from blunders. Thus, here we have
our contemporary taking up, with its usual enthusiasm,

the cause of a man who has not the slightest chance.

In the opinion of the knowing, he is scarcely in the

reckoning. The writer shows extraordinary ignorance.

He is nonetheless peremptory in his demand ;

—

“ If the Govermnent of India, in selecting a successor to .Sir Gnnput
Rao, should desire to give effect to the wishes of the Maharani Saheb
and the people of Gwalior, their course is easy and plain. Their choice
cannot fall upon a better individual than Bhayyiah Bulwant Rao
Sindia, a member of the late Maharaja’s family, who has been recently
appointed a member of the Council.”

Pure unwitting misleading that ! The writer neither

knows his own protdgd nor the personnel of the

Durbar for which he proposes arrangements. Is it

to be supposed that the Dowager Maharani prefers

a stranger to her own father, and that father so

much longer in the Council than the candidate whose
pretensions are put forward against the veteran’s

claims, various and of long standing ? And do the

Hindus of the great Mahratta State really hanker
for the rule of one who is scarcely of their com-
munity—a pariah, in fact ? The writer conclusively

answers himself when he admits that his BhayyiaK
is the most junior member of the Council. Surely,

he ought to be content with the chance by which
he finds himself in the Council at all, without
aspring to be its President over the heads of his

seniors by far, who are also his betters in status

and experience. His patron in the press designates

the Bhayyiah roundly as “a member of the late

Maharaja’s family." Why does he not out with

the whole story ? Or, is it possible that he does

not know } It is not likely to be in his brief. Yet,

the name Scindhia should have warned him. If the

client’s connection with the royal family were perfectly

honourable, ten to one, his specific relationship would
be mentioned. But that was impossible, under the

circumstances. The fact is, he is not of creditable

origin. He calls himself the son of Jeeyaji Rao.

Had he been the issue of a respectable connection,

he would have been reigning these three years, in-

stead of having lately succeeded in insinuating him-

self into the Council. He is, strictly speaking, only a

son of a Mahomedan Cyprian. She is a famous

character of the demt monde of India, and flot the

most respectable for that matter. She could not

be kept within the decent bounds of a kept mistress.

She was given a Palace, with a fine establishment

and ample allowances, but she was no better than

she should have been. Of stooping to folly, there

was no end. She might at least take the shelter of

the rose. But no ! she did not care for appean-iiices,

any more than for honour—hers or his. It was here

that the strength, for which Jeeyaji Rao was renowned
and which he'so amply showed in his vengeance on

his minister Dinkar Rao, distinctly failed him. The
great Mahratta was as dough in the hands of the

Mahomedan Magdalene. In meekness, succumbed

Mars to Venus. She was an incorrigible truant.

A Bohemian to the backbone, she had an irresisti-

ble passion for loafing about. The Gypsy turn

is difficult to conquer, but of all imps of naughti-

ness, the female Gypsy is the naughtiest. It

was only the nomad instinct of the Mahratta Chief

that could put up with such an ignis fatuus. The
late Maharaja repeatedly pardoned her, but she, as

often, broke her pledge. Of a mercurial tempera-
ment, an accomplished Mussulman! of spirit, a grand
singer, she loved to see the world and make love at

her own sweet will. She several times strayed away,
visiting the great cities of Hindostan, where she held
stances of all the musicians and singers of the place,

admiring and admired. When funds failed, she re-

turned to fall at her princely lover’s feet. The season
of contrition would not be long. At last, she was
thrown on the streets, as it were. She certainly came
down to Calcutta as a professional dancing girl.

With his usual partiality for Chandrabhaga, the Ma-
haraja took her sons under his protection. The
Bhayyiah is of these. Jeeyaji Rao shared the craze

of the late Maharaja of Bulrampore, who made his

Mussulmani woman’s son a Hindu, though Scindhia
never went to the length of the Premier Baron of
Oudh. So Chandrabhaga’s son was brought up as a
Hindu, and retains an anomalous position in native

society.

If the Government contemplate bringing in an out-

sider, well and good : There is a wide field for selec-

tion. The objection to outsiders is not worth a jot.

Strange that it is the British officials themselves who
start it and encourage others in it ! What are the
British themselves, but interlopers all, throughout the
East ? But, then, they always make a tacit exception
in their favour. The prime object is to secure the
safety, honor and good government of the State, and
if fit natives are not to be had, strangers to a small
extent may, and should, be introduced. But our spe-
culation is vain. The prejudice prevails, and Gov-
ernment are scarcely strong enough for a bold depar-
ture, except to provide a British prot^g^ who may be
forced on it. We believe we may safely presume that
there is no intention to seek elsewhere for a regent.
If the choice is to lie within the Gwalior State, it

is virtually restricted to the Council itself. In that
case, we may almost take for granted that the Chair
of the Council will be offered to the Senior Member,
Bapu Saheb Jado. Nor do we see any objection to
such a step. The arrangement will be natural and
easy, and sure to meet with general satisfaction within
the State. We have exhausted our space, or we
should have liked to present to the reader the names
and description of those constituting the Regency.
We may, hereafter, set forth the rival claims of
the different members, and compare them. Mean-
while, we may say in general terms that such a com-
parison gives the palm to Bapu Saheb. He is a
highly respectable man, trusted by the people, as he
was wont to be trusted by the late Maharaja. He
has ample stake in the country, being one of the
largest landed noblemen in it—a very great jaghirdar.
L,a3 t not least, he is the father of the Dowager
Queen, and, of course, grand-father of the present
sovereign—the minor Maharaja.

THE ENGLISH IN FRANCE.
SKETCHED BY A FRENCH BRUSH.

(Iranslated for “ Reis and Rayyet" from the Paris Correspondence of
“ Le Petit Bengali'^)

The bad weather, which prevented the Parisians from going to the
country or the watering places, could not deter Englishmen from in-
vading Paris. Every year in spring, they come like swallows in great
numbers to visit our metropolis. They encumber the compartments
of railway carriages with their numerous packages—the vadt mecum
ol British comfort They occupy the saloons of hotels. At the table
UTjflte or restaurant, they take up the best places and peep at the
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choisest morsels. In the public places—the theatres and cafds—you

often hear the Saxon idiom buzzing in your ear.

At picture-galleries, they gather round some celebrated pictures, fill

the air with their gutlutal exclamations and banish from the place

the peaceful visitor—the lover of calm and silence. As if the Parisian

loungers are not enough to disturb us, we are inv.aded by the English

cockneys ! They emerge from every* road, they enter every gate, they

grimace at every window. Taciturn and monosyllabic in their island-

home of fogs on the other side of the Channel, no sooner they touch

the soil of France, a sort of transformation is operated in them by our

clement sun, and they become boisterous, curious, and talkative.

What a happiness not to understand the language of Shakespeare !

In the coolness of the morning, a walk under the trees of the

Monceaux P.irk is delicious to a i*arisian deprived of verdure. There

are some good corners where, half stretched on the back, one can

breathe the fresh morning air, allowing his spirit to rove about, before

the city’s roar well awake him once again. It is the fact. Hardly

have I taken my scat, when a ringing noise of rolling carriages and

of smacking whips, mixed with the uproar of Biitish jargon, came

to drive me from the spot.

These are the cars of the Agency of Cooke, and other contractors of

peregrinations at a reduced price, who take their cargo of big folks of

red hair to see the world. During summer I love the Park of Saint

Cloud with its dome of foliage, on the soft grass of which, one extend-

ing at case on his back, views the fumes of his cigar rising in curls, or

reads some pages of his favourite author. Do not go there. You will

come in collision with the caravan of English tourists, who will eye

you from head to foot and consult their guides to assure themselves

that you are not a curiosity. Our grand woods of Mendon, Verriere,

Marly, Saint-Germain, no longer belong to us. They will soon be

called Green Park and Hyde Park. At every turn, you are in danger

of being knocked down by the cars of these excursionists. Too many

Englishmen in our city ! They have taken Paris from us
; let them

leave us our Suburbs, if they do not wish that we, imitating the example

of the Great Republic with reference to China, should interdict by an

Edict the importation of Englishmen into la France. Chased from the

parks and the woods, I took my Thackeray by way of reprisals and

began to relish—The Book of Snobs.

The class of English travellers who alight on Paris enpasmnt^ is not

so bad as the set who sojourn long in our capital.

It is now a fashion in England for every rich shop-keeper to put into

the pouch of his son a small packet of bank-notes and send him to sow

his wild oats in our city—a great honour which the Englishmen do to us !

The young man alights with his peculiar ideas of Paris
;
there he

considers himself as in an inn, perhaps in those lodginghouscs, which,

at the entrance to Vienna, they propose to travellers.

He judges every Frenchman after those whom he saw in the Hay-

market, and every Parisian according to the legend of bad novels and

the accounts in the newspapers. Then it is not a visitor who comes

to us, it is a vanquisher and a con<iueror. Have you remarked the

altitude of these conqueioi% in regard to our honest women ? Those

who in their island are under a chapter so severe, so formal, sometimes

so ridiculous, will regard under their nose a Parisian dame and will

not lose an occasion for a stupid insult.

In England, it is a great impropriety to smoke before a lady. I

have lived in the cnviions of Paris and twenty times in railway trains

I have been obliged to remind these gentlemen that it has been pro-

hibited to smoke in a compaitmenl where there are ladies.

It IS now lime to cut short the fable of generous Englishmen and

prodigal ^filonis. The truth is that these passenger-sons of City trades-

men mean to make holidays at reduced rales. Consult the chronicles

of gallantry fiom the alcoves of fashion and you will see which side

of rertain P.iiisian manners they adopt the soonest. Their reputation

on this point has been made from a long time.

THE JAIN CASE INxTHE HIGH COURT.
Appfal No. II OF 1888.

In the Goods of Cullumull Sett deceased.

Suruj Kiiinari Dascc in. Lab Chand Sett.

Before Pcihcram, C. J., Norris and Beverley, J. J.

First Day. July 31, 1888.

Pugh with Sale and Abdur Rahman for Appellant.
Woodrofte with O’Kincaly for Lab Chand.
Sale opens : Cullumull died in 1875, leaving a will and a widow

Munia Bibi and a daughter in-law, widow of Nuthmull. By the
will of CullumuB he appointed his brother Dhunsool^ Dass, Fool

Chand and his widow executors and executrix. Fool Chand and
Dhunsook took out probate. Leave was reserved to widow. Fool

Chand then died. Dhunsook died in 1875, then the widow
died. On the death of the widow Munia Bibi, Lab Chand,*
alleging himself to be adopted son, applied for Letters of Ad-
ministration, under the will of Cullumull. The daughtcr-in-law

is Choone Bibi.

To Court. My client docs not take anything under the will,

but we come in in case of intestacy.

Sale. They say that Suruj Kuraari is not entitled to come in.

To C. J. Dhunsook Dass was uterine brother of Culloomull.

C J. The best thing is to settle this matter and let Lab Chand
have letters of administration.

Woodroffe. Suruj Kumari has no interest at all.

Sale continues.

C. J. A man who has no right to Letters of Administration,

has no right to dispute the Letters to another.

Sale to Beverley j. Under Sec. 69 Probate and Letters of Admin-
istration Act citations arc issued.

C. J.
refers to Sec. 18 of the P & L Act. Reads Sec. 22, ditto.

Woodroffe. It has been held that those who are entitled to enter

caveat arc persons who would be entitled to Letters of Administra-

tion. They must have some interest.

C. J. Suruj Kumari will have some interest.

Sale. Under the Jain law she claims in preference to her son.

C. J. What would be under Hindu law ?

Sale. She would have an interest under the Hindu law too.

Woodroft'e. Dhunsook Dass died before CulloomulFs widow.
No Hindu widow gets any interest in any estate which does not

vest in her husband.

Sale. Supposing Suruj Kumari was a Hindu, according •to some
Bombay cases, she will have an interest.

C. J. You say that if Lab Chand is out of the way, you arc

heir to Cullumull.

Sale. Yes.

C. J. The learned Judge below says that the adopted nephew takes

b’cforc the mother. Was their case that the mother took in prefer-

ence to the son ?

Sale. The Jain law all.

C. J.
You say the widow takes an estate. Does she take a life es-

tate or an absolute estate ?

Sale. She takes a life estate.

C. J. What questions do you like us to try now ?

Sale. Wc say that the learned Judge was wrong in introducing

the question of the adoption of Padam Chand.

C. J. At all events what you say is she takes life interest. How
docs she become an heir to her brother-in-law ? The blood rela-

tions had to be exhausted.

Sale. Cullumull says in his will that the brothers are joint. Then
I say that according to Jain law she is entitled.

C. J. We are trying your right to appear.

Sale. Wc say that the Judge below was wrong in raising the

issue regarding Padam Chand.
Norris. J. Is not the learned Judge right in saying who you were

to object to the Letters ?

C. J. After issue that you have no locm standi^ why should he

try the other questions ?

Sale. Wc also said chat Lab Chand being so young was not fit

to administer.

Norris, J.
The truth is your former suit having been dismissed,

you want to bring in this suit.

C. J. You say that under intestacy the widow takes in preference

to son. In the case of property to which the husband would have

been entitled if he had been alive, a Jain widow takes before her son

in case of intestacy.

Sale. I would put it “ a Jain widow succeeds to her deceased

husband’s brother's estate upon the death of such brother's widow

in priority to her son." And apart from the Jain law, my client

would have right of maintenance and therefore ^iflitled to come in.

Sale reads judgment.

C. J. If a Hindu dies leaving a wife and son, do not the wife

and son both take ?

Sale. Not exactly, as held recently that the interest which the

widow tqok, her share, was carved out of the son's estate,

C. J. What might have happened is this that you might have

called a lot of Pandits who quote lots of authorities which have

become obsolete, and the living Jains entirely repudiate the law.

Sale. The Pandits say that the law has not in any way been

abrogated.

2nd Day. August 1, 1888.

Pugh follows.

C. J. Is the evidence of the Pandits against the people ?

Ppgh. No.

Norris. J. The Shastras come to this that the widow takes a

higher estate than the son. That is all.

Pugh. Yes, but if it was a simple question of custom, the case

would have been different. A son does not take until efter the

widow’s death,
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J.
^

I had to consider the Jain custom as opposed to the Jain
at> 1 ai ^rscA A Ma U 1SnUr iti a case at Allahabad.

IMorris. p Probably you arc desirous of getting leave to say that

, Jain custom in this case has not been proved. The logical conclusion
of Trevelyan. J. is the same

Pugh. Yes. As to evidence of custom, we have the evidence of
Rup Chand Sitia and Sitalparshad. Cites I. L. R. 1 1 Cal. 492.
C J.

^

If the property belongs to Lab Chand, she is not entitled to
any maintenance out of this property.

Pugh. No.
Norris. J. refers to See. 23 Probate and Administration Act.
Pugh. If she has got a right of maintenance, she has a right to

proceed. Cites I. L. R., 6 Cal. 494. 2 Taylor and Bell, p. 190. I.

L. R. II Bom. 199.
WoodrofFc refers to 2 B. L. R. 15.

C. J. This question was not taken in the lower Court, nor is it

taken as a ground of appeal.

Pugh. If I am entitled to maintenance, I am entitled to come as

of right.

C. J.^ Norris. J. thinks you can’t go into this question.
Norris. J. You will not be damnified by the grant of Letters

to Lab Chand.
WoodrofFe refers to Sec. 541 and 542, Civil Procedure Code.
Pugh reads Grounds. Reads I. L. R. 1 1 Bombay. There is no

evidence that Dhunsook was adopted in the family.

Norris. J. Mr. Sale admitted that Dhunsook was adopted in
another family.

Pugh. There is no evidence as to that and Mr. Sale’s statement
must have been

C. J. We cannot go into that ease
; it opens up a very large ques-

tion. The only thing we can do is to remand the ease to Court
below.

Norris. J. You can bring a suit to establish your rights against
Lab Chand, or may apply for revocation of the Letters.

Pugh closes.

WoodrofFe not called upon.

Norris. J. The facts out of which this appeal arises may be
shortly stated as follow. One Cullumul Sett who died on the
28th August 1 875 made a will of which he appointed his brother
Dhumsook Das Sett and one Fool Chand Johurry the executors
and Munia Bibee, his wile, executrix. The executors obtained
probate of the will and leave was reserved to the executrix Munia
Bibi to come in subsequently and obtain probate. Both the ex-
ecutors died and after the death of the survivor of the two, namely,
on the 28th April 1886, the executrix, Munia Bibi applied for and
obtained probate of the will. On the 20th May 1887, she died
and on the 7th November 1887 Lab Chand Sett applied for Letters
of Administration with the will annexed. The application set forth

the facts I have already stated and alleged that the estate of
Cullumull had not been fully administered, and that he the ap-
plicant was the only adopted son of one Nuthmull who was the
only son of Cullumull, the deceased testator

; that is to say, that he
was the grandson of the testator. A caveat had been entered by one
Suruj Kumari Dasi, I think in May 1886 or shortly after probate
was granted to Munia Bibi, and she opposed the grant of Letters of
Administration to Lab Chand Sett. She alleged that she was the only
widow of Dhunsook Dass, the brother of the testator and one of
the executors under his will, and that Lab Chand had not been
duly adopted as a son ; and that in the events which had happened
there was an intestacy as to Cullumull’s estate and that his property
after his detth ’vested in her husband Dhunsook Dass, and after

his death ij) her as his widow.
On the caveat coming on to be argued before Mr. Justice

Trevelyan that learned Judge framed the following issues: “Has
the caveatrix Suraj Kumari Bibijany and what interest in the esrate

of the testator Cullumull Sett deceased, and is she entitled to con-
test the right of Lab Chand Sett to obtain Letters of Administra-

tion de ho nis non with the will annexed to the estate and effects of
the testator ?”

Then in answer to her caveat, it was contended that Dhunsook
Dass had adopted a son one Paddam Chand, that he was the heir to

Cullumull if Cullumull had died intestate and that therefore the
lady had not any interest, at any rate not sufficient interest to be
allowed to come in and contest the right of Lab Chand tt letters of

administration. To this the lady replied to this effect* “even
supposing my l^asband did leave an adopted sop, according to the

local custom of the Oswal caste of the Sitamberi sect of Jains, I am
heir to my husband’s brother.”

The parties then went to trial upon this issue, and upon this issue

Mr. Justice Trevelyan says ; “ During the course of the trial, in

consequence of an objection taken to some of the evidence, I

found it necessary to express my opinion of what I thought was the

meaning of an issue of the description, and 1 am bound to say that,

on a more careful consideration, I am more impressed with the

view I then took. As I understand a proceeding of this kind and
as I understand Section 23 of the Probate and Administration Act

which governs this case, I must grant administration to the next of

kin of the deceased. Primarily the next of kin arc entitled to

Letters of Administration, and as I understand this issue it is not

only an issue as to whether the caveatrix has any interest but 1 have

also to decide whether she is entitled to contest the right of Lab
Chand Sett to Letters of Administration. So far as I know, no person

is entitled to contest a claim to Letters of Administration unless he

has a prior right, and if this lady is not next of kin it follows she

is not entitled to contest the apj->lication. The question whether
she is next of kin depends upon whether she or Paddam Chand is

entitled to succeed to the estate of the deceased. The question of

Lab Chand’s adoption has not been gone into here and has been
postponed to the decision of the ease. The lady admits nothing

and the adoption is disputed. It was contended in the course of the

trial that I should not go into any evidence as to Paddam Chand’s

adoption, and it was said that independent of that, the lady has a

right to the estate. It seems to me that if Paddam Chand is the

heir of the deceased, this lady can have no interest in the estate and
therefore would not be entitled to contest the right of Lab Chand.”

It has been argued before us in the first place, by Mr. Pugh, on
behalf of the appellant, that the learned judge was in error in not

setting this down as a contentious cause before deciding the issue

which he framed, but while that point is taken it is I think practi-

cally admitted that it really amounts to nothing more than a ques-

tion of form and docs not touch the merits of the case.

The second objection that was taken by the learned counsel is

that the Judge was wrong in the view he took of the right of this

lady to appear and contest the grant of Letters of Administration.

It may be and perhaps is the ease that the learned Judge in the

Court below has taken too narrow a view of the rights of parties to

come in and contest the grant of Letters of Administration. But
what Mr. Pugh seeks to do now is this : after having put his ease in

the Court below upon the ground that by the local custom of a parti-

cular caste of a particular sect of Jains to which this family belonged,

his client was next of kin and had an interest in the estate and was
entitled to contest the grant of Letters of Administration, he now
seeks to take a different ground, it may be arising out of the ground
that was taken below, but certainly an entirely different ground to

the one taken below, and says, assuming for the sake of argument
that I have not succeeded in proving the usage upon which 1 relied,

yet I have a right to maintenance out of the estate in the hands of

my husband’s adopted son, and if I have such a right, I have a

sufficient interest to entitle me to see that the estate goes into his

hands and docs not go into the hands of any other party.

We think that that is not a ease which arises upon the facts, either

found or agreed upon between the parties, and that that subsidiary

ease, as it were, ought not to be allowed to be now made for the
first lime in this Court, and I may further say that if Mr. Pugh’s

contention is right, as to which I express no opinion at all, it will

be open to him to raise the point in one of two ways, he may either

sue the parties in whose hand the estate is to get that right of

I
maintenance declared or he may apply for revocation of the Letters

I

of Administration.

The learned Judge then proceeds to consider two questions of

fact : first whether Paddam Chand was the legally adopted son of

Dhunsook Dass, and, secondly, whether ihe caveatrix had proved
the local custom which she alleged, and he finds as to the first

of these questions that the adoption of Paddam Chand is proved
and proved by the brother of the caveatrix, and as to this there
is no appeal. The learned Judge also finds that the alleged custom
is not proved ; and from that finding the caveatrix appeals.

The evidence that was adduced to pro^c the custom was that of
certain Jain pundits who professed to be, and it may be were ac-

quainted with the written law of the Jain community as contained
in somcjold manuscript books, and the learned Judge seems to have
been of opinion that those books were authentic. In these books

there were certain texts which were accepted by the learned Judge
as authorities for the proposition that among the Jains a widow suc-
ceeds to her husband’s estate before the son. I have looked at the
evidence and considered it, and what it seems to me to amount to

is this, that these pundits were of opinion, and their opinion was
cq^roborated by reference to these early manuscript books, that among
the Jains, at the time these books were written, a Jain widow
occupied a somewhat higher position than that occupied by a
Hindu widow, and that her estate, whatever it is, is a higher estate

than that of a Hindu widow, and that when it came into existence

it was enjoyed before the son took his estate.

Mr. Justice Trevelyan then goes on to say, that, though that is

the opinion of the pundits who have been called and though that

opinion is corroborated by the books which they produce, he finds

that as a matter of fact the precepts contained in these books is

opposed to the practice of the Jain community. He found upon
the evidence, instances of a son suing whilst his mother was living,

that is, of suits being brought in the son’s name whilst the mother
was alive, and upon a consideration of the whole of the evidence,

into the details of which it is not necessary for me to enter, he came
to the conclusion that the local usage as alleged by the caveatrix
was not proved, and with that conclusion we entirely agree.

It must be distinctly understood that, in dismissing this appeal, as
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wc do dismiss it with costs, wc express no opinion as to what the

local usage or custom among this particular sect of Jairs may be ;

all wc s^ay is that we agree with the learned Judge in the conclusion

to which he came that the caveatrix did not succeed in proving the

local usage upon which she relied.

We therefore think that this appeal must be dismissed with costs.

Pcthcram. C. J. I agree with my brother Norris that this appeal

must be dismissed with costs ayd I only wish to add one word.

The lady who was objecting to the grant of Probate was objecting

on the ground that she was entitled to the property and that was*

the ground upon which she based her case and she sought to

establish that by the assertion of two matters as matters of fact ;

first of all, that the person who was said to be the adopted son of

her husband had not been adopted by him and secondly that even

if he were so adopted, according to the custom of a particular sect

in the particular locality in which she lived, she, as widow, took an

interest prior to that son. Both these matters were put froward as

matters of fact and not as matters of law.

With reference to the adoption of the son, Mr. Justice Trevelyan

has found that the adoption was a valid adoption, and as to the other

point there is no appeal, and the only real ground of appeal is that

this alleged custom is proved. Looking at the evidence which was
before the Judge, I can only say that 1 agree with him that the cus-

tom is not proved.

As to Mr. Pugh’s contention that, notwithstanding that she has an.

interest which would entitle her to object to these Letters of Ad-

ministration being granted, I think myself that in a court of appeal

any point of law is open for argument which arises upon the facts

which were found or admitted in the case. But I do not think any

point is open for argument which necessitates the taking of other

evidence, because it is clear that that would not be an appeal from

the Judge upon the hearing but it would be a new trial. The ques-

tion which Mr. Pugh now seeks to raise in this appeal, and having

regard to the fact that the establishing this local custom would in-

volve the taking of fresh evidence, is not, in my opinion, open to him

to raise in this appeal, and further I do not think there is necessity

to remand this case, for the purpose of taking fresh evidence, be-

cause this is really only a question as to the person to whom Letters

of Administration should be granted, for to whomsoever it is granted,

he must give security and does not decide any person’s right in the

case, and therefore I do not see any necessity to take such a course.

Beverley. J. I concur.

EMERALD THEATRE
BEADON STREET.

Manaĵ er
^
Babu G. C. Ghosk.

Saturday—f/ie 2$th August
^
iSSS—

at g V. M.

Third Performance of the mclo-drama

Bidya Sundar.
Specially dramatized from the ever popular

love poem of our immortal poet laureate

BHARAT CHANDRA,
one of the gems of the Court of Krishna

Chandra.

The piece is mounted as was never mounted
on any stage.

Next day—Sunday—26tk August
at Candle Light.

For the convenience of our schoolboys and

ladies and gentlemen of delicate health.

Our successful mclo-drama

Nundo-Biday.
Masterpiece of pathos and poetry !

Scenic Artist Babu Dhurmdoss Sur has spared

no pains to make the piece acceptable

in the variety of its scenic

surprises.

The book “ Nundo-Biday ” is to be had at

the box-office, price eight annas.

M. L. Sur, Asst. Manager.

No more Operations!

KAMINI MONI DAVI'S,
Specific for Piles and Fistula-in-ano.

PATENT 1 PATENT ! PATENT I

Published in India Gazette of 6th September,

4884, page 320. The Hon’ble Sir Augustus

Rivers Thompson, the late Liciilen.ant-Governor,

favored the Patentee with instructions to Dr.

B. Simpson, the then Surgeon-General, Bengal,

to have the merits of her specific tried in the

Campbell Hospital under the care of Dr. Coul

Mackenzie, the Superintendent
;
and the Spe-

cific, which is derived from the vegetable king-

dom, effected wonderful cures without any in-

terference of surgical operations.
'

Price, quart bottle of mixture, including

powder, Rs. 4. Pint Rs. 2. Packing charges

annas four.

For further particulars and directions on
special points, apply to

DUTT & SING,
22, Shikdarpara Street,

Jorasanhoy Calcutta.

NOTIFICATION.
•

To be peremptorily sold by the Registrar of

the Calcutta High Court in his Sale room in

the Court House on Saturday the 8th Septem-
ber next at the hour of 12 O’clock at noon
pursuant to a decree and order of the said

Court made in Suit No. 91 of 1882 (wherein

Kherode Behary Gossain is plaintiff and
Unno Poorna Dasscc and another are de-

fendants) and dated respectively the 3rd day

of April 1882 and the Sth of December 1S84

the undermentioned properties namely :

—

Lot I.—All that undivided >4 part or share

of the defendants of and in the upper-roomed

dwelling house being premises No. i/i

Aubhootosh Dey’s Lane formerly known as

No. 97 Bulloram Dey’s Street in the Town of

Calcutta containing by estimation 3 cottahs

14 chittacks and 39 square feet of land and
bounded on the East by Ram Chunder Dutl’s

dwelling house on the West by Aushootosh

Dey’s Lane on the South by Gogun Chijnder

Bysack’s dwelling house and on the North by
Sonatun Dutt’s dwelling house.

Lot II.—All that undivided % share of the

defendants in the piece or parcel of rayyeti

land situate and being No. 57-1 Pathooria-

ghatta Street in the Town of Calcutta con-

taining by estimation 15 chittacks and 19

square feet of land and boumlcd on the East

by Gogun Chunder Bysack’s rayyeti land on

the West by Shib Chunder Bysack’s rayyeti

land on the North by Pathoriaghatta Lane
and on the South by Horro Naulh Bysack’s

family dwelling house.

Lot III.— All that undivided % part or

share of the defendants of and in all that

Garden land in the village Dakhinnessur

Thana Rone Hooghly Sub-Registry Khurdah
in the District of 24-Pergunnahs being holding

No. 12 containing by estimation 6 Biggahs

more or less .and situate on the North of the

public road .South of Allison’s land East of

Chuixler Mohun Bysack’s Garden and West of

Rally Krishita Chowdry’s Garden.

Lot IV.—All that undivided part or share

of the defendants of and in I he two annas

two gundahs two kurras and two krants share

of the one-storied rayyeti building No. 37/38
in Monohur Dass’s Street Barabazar in the

Town of Calcutta bounded on the East by the

rayyeti land of ,Shamul Dhone Dutt and

others on the West by Monohur Dass’s Street

on the North by Behary Lall Auddy’s rayyeti

land and on the South by Shamul Dhone
Dutt’s rayyeti land.

,

The conditions of sale and the abstract of

title may be seen at the office of the Registrar

High Court Original Side and at the office of

Messrs. Swinhoe and Chunder the atrorneys

for the plaintiff on any day before the sale

and will be produced at the sale.

(Sd.) R. BELCHAMBERS,
Registrar.

Swinhoe and Chundder,
Plaintiff’s Attorneys.

High Court,

Ordinary Original Civil

Jurisdiction.

The 4th August 1888.

TEA! TEA! TEA!
Cheapest & Best,

SUPPLIED BY

THE

INDIAN TEA SUPPLY CO.
“LIMITED”

In packets of / oz.^ 2 oz. and 4 os. each from

3 pice only and upwards.

Note the Low Price.

A Packet of Tea for 3 pice I

Important News for India,
WHERE FEVERS AND CHOLERA

REIGN SUPREME.

A
RECENT TRAVELLER ON THE
Chinese Coast found that District re-

markably FREE FROM TYPHOID FEVER
and CHOLERA. He soon discovered the

cause. The people there do not drink cold

water from tanks or wells, often extremely im-

pure, but keep a pan of water constantly boil-

ing, into which from time to time they drop

a little Tea, and when thirsty THEY DRINK
HOT TEA ! If the weak and adulterated Teas

of China can do this, what may not the pure

and strong Teas of India be expected to effect ?

A1.SO in tins to lolbs of various

qualities to suit all tastes.

Ask for the Indian Tea Supply
Company’s Teas.

We have Agents all over the Coun-
try, out want more.
Managing Agents:

LYALL MARSHALL & CO.,

4, Olive Ghat Street, Calcutta.

Holloways Ointment and Pills.—Rheuma-

tism and Neuralgia.—Though the former dis-

ease remorsely attacks per^oils of all ages, and

the latter ruthlessly selects its victims from the

weak and delicate, the persevering use of

these remedies will infallibly cure both com-

plaints. Aftet the .affected parts have been

diligently fomented with hot brine, and the

skin thoroughly dried, Holloway’s Ointment

must be rubbed in firmly and evenly for a few

minutes twice a day, and his Pills taken ac-

cording to the printed directions wrapped

round each box of his medicine. Both Oint-

ment and Pills are accompanied by instruc-

tions designed for the public at large, and no

invalid, who attentively reads them, can now

be at any loss how to doctor himself

successfully.
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ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA, ENCJLAND.

Sli/PET^’S OOLLEftE FOE BOYS.
University masters, specially suitable for

•Indian Children. Indian References. For Pros-

pectus, address Principal.

SELLING BY THOUSANDS.™
PRETTY, strong, iiccurate, open-faced

Nickel silver short windin{^ Keyless Railway

Regulators, jewelled, enamelled dial, bold

figures and hands, shewing two times with best

finished durable machinery and dust tight

cases for only Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

i*pring, glass box and guarantee. Guaranteed

to stand any atnount of rough usage. Will last

a life time. Have no appearance of cheap-

ness about them. Others sell at double our

rates. Mr. A. R. Mehta from Pandora says :

—

^‘The 7-8 watch I purchased from you two

years back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting

Superintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,

says :— A watch maker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 watch for R.-5. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe,

R. W. Fusi, Lucknow, says Some valued

it at 15 and were completely surprised when

I told them it only cost Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Canadian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-

plete shirt Studs and Ring-s, set with chemical

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says.—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and

the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

“to the deaf.
A 132 paged Illustrated Book on Deafness.

Noises in the Head, how cured at your homes.

Price 6 annas. Address Dr. Nicholson, 5, Old
Court House Street, Calcutta.

^ NOW READY;
The Report of the 3rd Indian National Con-

gress, held at Madras during the last week
of 1887.

Price Re. i including postage. Apply to M.
V. Charriar, too, Mount Road, Madras.

READY

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL
HETWKKN

Calcutta and Independent Tippenih,

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadook,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah Slate.

Apply to Manager, “REIS& BAYYEr
1, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINION OF THE PRESS.

It is many years since I first met, and some
years since I last met, Dr. Sambhii Chunder
Mookerjee, editor of the Reis and Rayyct
(Prince and Peasant), and an author of high

fepute among the kindly, as well as acute and
intellectual, people of Bengal. One of the real

misfortunes of India was, and still is, Lord
Macaulays picture of the Bengalee. The
picture, true perhaps as regards Nuncomar and
many Bengalees, is not accurate as a represen-

ation of the people generally, taking them as
an Englishman may find them if he looks
fairly. If they had been unfaithful, the sad
Story of the Mutiny had been vastly sadder

;

and, apart ftom the Mutiny, many Englishmen
could give individual instances of Bengalee
faithfulness almost unique in history, taking
all the circumstances »>f our relation to India
into account. The Bengalee is generally eager
for knowledge of all kinds, and is often both
courageous in the expression of his opinions,
and gifted to a remaikable degree with the
power to express those opinions with foice and
precision. Mr. Fawcett once told me that an
iinpreparetl speech mjule, on his behalf, during
an election, by a young Hindoo, surpassed, in

force as well as eloAjiience, any unprepared
speech he ever had heard made by any mem-
ber of the House of Commons, if four or five

members of the House were excepted.

Among these Beng.alces there is a small body
of men—small for th.it large province who
.are, ironically or otherwise termed “ Young
Bengal. ” Some of them arc no longer young,

but grave and aged ; some have, in the course
of years, been highly distinguished for their

public services and their scientific and other

attainments. Some have at times bi^n mis-

represented, and their language misinterpreted,

so that on its return to them it h;is aina/cHl

none more than themselves. Nothing of this

has been done by the really great administra-

tors of India. That it has been done, however,
cannot be denied.

In the forefront of this little band is the

author of this book of travels, B;iboo Sainbhu
Chunder Mookerjee—a writer of high repute,

as I have said, also an administrator, as the

reader will see from the title-page to this book.

A keener, yet a kindlier satirist, one might
seek for and not find. His use of the English
language has astonished many an educated
Englislirnan

;
and the quality 01 his reading is

shown by his marvellous power of quotation
;

not merely from authors like Shakespeare, and
Milton, and Macaulay, and men eminent in

science, but from out-of-the-way old b.allads,

and little-known old pamphlets, in the applica-

tion of which he leaves one wondering—fust,

how he obtained the productions at all, and
secondly, how, having obtained them, he
learned to apply them so appositely to the

subjects which he intends them to illustrate.

Passing from the author to his book, we
.shall, perhaps, first of all be attracted to the

woik of the administrator. He comes upon a

milkman’s village, on which he finds fastened

the grip of a Court favourite. He unloosens
the grip, and rc-settles the village, in the

double interest of Prince and Pea.sant. And
all the time he sees everything. The poor
people bathing on the rivers’ banks, have his

genial and kindly, if also at times, what a
Scotchman would call, his “pawky” notice.

A “fair maid of Sonargo.an ” attracts his at-

tention by the giacefulness with which she
carries a vessel of w.iier from the river

;
and,

though the fair maid and he are divided by
r.icc and f.iilh (she is Mussulman), she has hi.s

full meed of piaise. Indeed, it must be rulmit-

ted—and ho will not be offended with me for

saying so—that he never meets with a fair face,

wiihoul at lu.'ist giving evidence *of the fact

that he has eyes to sec and a heart to com-
prehend.

Of his witle and generous sympathies, much
might be said, and still le.ive much more to

say. He meets a missionary on the river, and
evidently is inclined, in writing his notes, to

pass a joke on the subject. He nips it, how-
ever, in the bud, and contents himself with

saying, “ So new is preaching here, that the

simple people said the padre had been singing

in the street.” He ineeLs Catholic and Pio-

testant missfbnarics on shipboard, and chuckles

over their di'-putes, while he astonishes them
his command of the English language, and

even by his lAiowIcdge of the Bible -a know-
ledge, I may add, which is evident in many of

his writings.

A parrot falls overboard, and is drowned in

its cage, to his great distress, which is not

however paraded. He says : [Extract.]

These arc not the words of a Christian, but

of a Hindoo.

Again, he has a faithful ugly dog, whose
name is Tom, and whose glory it once was to

bark, with a noble independence, at some very

dignified Sahibs. Our author is compelled to

leave Tom behind
;
and here is his farewell

:

[Extract.]

I think this is a very fine passage, and one
that will draw the author very close to the

great heait of hum.tiiiiy, wherever the words
are read. Could anything be finer than the

testimony to the two foreign “ gentlemen,”
ending with the “ Bengalee pariah, my poor
'rom” ? N(^)t the paii.ih merely, but the pariah
dog. The passage is worthy of the author,

and of the great mercifulne.ss of the land that

bore him.

Whoever reads this book must be prepared
further to find bold ami manly language. The
author is no flatterer of John Bull, though he
gives John his due, and admits that India owes
him a great debt. Here is one passage relating

to foreign fruits : [Extract.]

Among the sketches of country— word-pic-
tures -the reader will find some exceedingly

pretty, and all the more valuable in that they

are taken fiom a staiulgroiind pinely Indian;
not English. Where an English artist’s mind
would be filled with European ideas, the mind
of this gifted Eastern artist is filled with a class

of ideas totally difl'erent, yet equally instructive

anti ccrt.iinly not less subtle and far-reaching.

On the eve of one of hi.s journeys, our
author was pl.aced in a dilemma of a kind
not unknown to travellers in Indi.a, but not 011

that account the less stupid. He wished to

go by a particular boat, and took time by the

forelock for that purpose. The fare was at

first stated as 90 rupees, to pay which he
offered “a new crisp, fresh British India” note

for 100 rupees. “ It was,” he adds, “fresh from
the Currency Office, and had been received
only the day before from another Government
department.” The rest of the story is

thus told
:

[Extract.]

The humour of the little sketch is worth
something. I can fancy the author laughing

even in his dismay
;
for he can laugh well at

others, and equally well at himself. I shall

only venture on one more passage
; and I give

it as showing the spirit of the man who dares

to call his newspaper Prince and Peasant,
He desired to return to his home in Bengal,
and to bid adieu, for a lime at last, to Indepen-
dent Tipperah, where he had been located

“some two years.” He received the Maha-
rajair.s permi.ssion to return home ; but still he
could not get away. [Exlract.]

There is, I think, a sound lesson in this pas-

sage
;

the lesson of the immense value of
courtesy and urbanity in the relations of rulers

and ruled. There is a great deal in that sen-

tence, “ IVe serve flesh and blood.” The best
administrator in Indi.4 is not always the ablest,

the man whose plans are the wisest as plans
;

but the man who, with plans or without them,
gives confidence to the people, and confidence
not merely in his justice, but also in his con-
siderateness and forbearance. A clever man
once said that the art of success in India is the
art of giving good tinners. It m.ay be so

; but
the peril is great—the peril of debt

; and in

any case the art has its limits, and its natural
collapse. Even diqpcrs and champagne paB
in the end. But there is one art that never
fail.s the art of true courtesy

;
of that courtesy

which, being natural, is not aftected by any
whim or caprice, either of the person who
possesses it, or of any one with whom he has
relations.

In bidding farewell to this little, book, I once
more recall, as I easily and very vividly can,
the author’s kindly face and gen tie voice, as
known to me many years ago. I see him, as
I see Baboo Kiisto Das I'al, Dr. Mahendra
Lai Sircar, and some others, includinga much-
abused editor of the Amrita Bazar Patrika •

and I feci and say, with all earnestness and
sincerity, that among these are men whom
the (Government of India would he wise in
Recognising and winning entirely to its side,
/They are men on ulioin no really generous
[•word— true as well as gencrou.s—ever is
/thrown away. I have compared them at times
with men of kindred occupations at home
and I think that they are as a rule by far
the truer gentlemen in good manners, and
often in very much more than mere manners.
May the great God, whose sacred Name they
use as that of the Father of all, guide them to
a nobler destiny than any they yet have
known, and with them, and by them, bless
their native land

!

James Routledce.
— The htdian Mae;asine^ Mar. 1888.
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"IT BEOOMMENDS ITSELF.”

Ail who suffer find sure relief from

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteRhenniatisni and RheumaticGout,

After years of semi-lielplessness and suffer-

ing; while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,
LUMHAGO, sciatica, FACtACHE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

for these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its maffic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Pace and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.

Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

^^The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.
tdu

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at / Re, each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet h Co.,

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.

Price by post 8% annas.

ASRUKANA
A Collection of poems in Bengali by

Srimati GIRINDRAMOIIINY UASSY

12. LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite tlu Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

HOMCEOPATHIC PHARMACY,
THE

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

msPENSAR YIN ASIA

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE m
INDEPENDENT HOMCEOPATHY

and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF

. THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co., beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
12. Lai Bazaar^ Calcutta.

In Pamphlet^ Price ^ annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW IIEARSE Y.

Apply to Reis Rayyet Office, Calcutta.

Rivers Steam Navigation Go.

"Limited,

ASSAM LINE.

This Company which has a weekly Service

of Steamers running to and from Debrooghur
vid Goatundo, will despatch the Steamer
“MYSORE” for Assam on Friday the

31st inst

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
Godowns at Jaggannath Ghat until Thursday

the 30th idem.

The Steamer “CASHMERE” will leave Goa-

lundo for Assam on Friday, the 3i5t idem.

Intending passengers by the last mentioned

Steamer should leave Calcutta for Goalundo

by train the previous night.

Dhubri & Debrooghur Mail Service.

Through Booking to andfrom Assam.

The Despatch Steamers of this Service

leave Dhubri daily on arrival of the Mails

from Calcutta, and proceed to Debrooghur,

stopping at all intermediate stations and
Mookhs.

Passengers, Goods, Parcels (packages not

to exceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement) may be booked
through to and from Calcutta, and all stations

on the Eastern Bengal State Railway and

connected Railways, and the following

Steamer Stations of this Company, vis .

,

Dhubri, Goalparah, Gauhati, Mungledye,

Tezpore, Silghaut for Koliabar, Dh unsir

i

Mookh, Niggriting, Kookeela Mookh, Desang
Mookh and Debrooghur.

Packages booked as parcels will be forward-

ed by rail along with the Mails. Freight on

perishable articles must be prepaid.

Goalundo and Debrooghur Despatch
Service.

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which

have been specially built for the Assam Trade,

carrying passengers and coolies between

Goalundo and Debrooghur, will leave Goalundo
bi-weekly on Sundays and Thursdays, calling

at all intermediate stations, and Debrooghur
on Tuesdays and Saturdays.

Through bills of lading will be granted for

goods and parcels on presentation of rail re-

ceipt or payment of freight. Packages not to

exceed ten hundred weight, or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement.
For freight and passage apply to

MACNEILL
" '

^2,

& CO.,
Agents.

Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

(Author of Kalfitahar,^J.iharat Kusttm.)

Asrukana is a collection of poetical pieces of

singular patho.s and beauty of expression * *

It ib a scries of mimrnful songs that the

reader is here presente^d with and they must

touch a sympathetic cold in every heart that

can feel. There is a singular appropriateness

in the title of the work, and in iia pious dedi-

cation to the memory of the husband of the

fair writer.— The Indian Nation.

The authoress is not unknown to Bengali

readers. She has alre.ady published two or

three poems by which she is favourably known,

but between these poems and this is a differ-

ence that hardly admits of being measured.
# *

This is poetry in life
^

Wc have read Srimati Girindra Mohiny’s

poems m a reverential spirit. The poems are

all of a lyric.al description. The Ij^re is soft,

sweet and tender, but awfully strong.

#

The tone of the poems is inexpressibly

gentle, inexpressibly pure, and inexpressibly

tender and affectionate. It is the tone of a

world mother.

. Bengal should be proud of this poem— TV/e?

Calcutta Review.

Apply at the Bee Press^

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Calcutta.

Printed^published for the Proprietor every
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RATES OF SUBSOBIPTIOK.
Yearly ... m advance ... Rs. 12

Half-yearly ... „ ... n

Quarterly ... „ ... a

Monthly ... „ ... Re.

Single or sample Copy,, ^ ... ^

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (threecolumns to the page) are

charged by the space taken up, at the rate of 4

annas a line, each insertion. The lowest charge

for any advertisemeni is Rs. 2, except Domestic

Occurrences, the lowest charge for which is

Rs. 5.

Special rates for Oontracts.

No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (post pain) to

be directed to “The Manager,” and Litwary

Communications and books and pampWets

paid) to. “ The Editor ” of * Rcis
(carriage

& Rayyet, ^

Office i /, Uckoor DutPs Latte^ IVtlltngton

Street^ Calcutta. .

Saturday by MUTTY Lall GHOSB, at THE BEE PRESS, No. /, l/ehoer Dutfs Lane, Calcutta.
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

THE FRESHER SPRING TIME.

It comes again, thrilling each sense in turn !

We strain the eye to see, the ear to hear

It sickens in each sense and dies of fear,

Yet leaves the spirit tiptoe-set to learn.

We, wondering, look on all sides to discern

Aught of its leaving
;
turning quick to peer

Into the by-way.s of the soul, crying, “ Who goes here ?
**

But answer comes not, though the temples burn.

What is it ? Who can tell ?—but this we feel.

The moment is as though a rich new birth

Fought with the old to give us liberty

^The pulse of newness makes the senses reel,

The longdoved past is as a dream, antLwth,

Ocean, and sky are quick with mysteyi
* JeripWoGBEN.

j

BONAMY PRICE.

[ IN MEMORIAM. ]

Who that beheld and knew thee, but would fain

Preserve thy image for the coming race ?

The prompt, quick mien
;
the vivid, mobile face ;

Bio.Hd brow, finn lip
;
the invigorating strain

Of converse ;
ai’|jju%ent, that ne’er would gain

A point unfairly ;
tales that ran apace,

Not scant, nor overfull ;
the softer grace

And tenderer manner, growing v\{ith life’s wane.

Children would fly yet seek thee, half-dismayed

But wholly mirthful
;
every living thing

Felt thy electric presence, and was stirred.

Now all thy cares, thy thoughts, with God arc laid

In silent peace, till thine eternal spring

Blossoms at bidding of our Father’s word.

J. R. M.

DESPAIR-OF FAME.

f The author of these lines—a girl of twenty-five—was drowned in a

Welsh river last August. The night before her death she was heard

to say ; “Tf I do Lt die soon, I think I shall make something of

poetry.’']
* *

If this poor name of mine, now writ in sand

On Life’s grey shore, which Time for ever laves

—A hungry ocean of unresting waves—

Might but be graven on rock, and so withstand

A little while the weather and the tide,

Great joy were mine. Alas 1 I cannot guide

My chisel right to carve the stubborn stone

Of Fame ;
and so the numbness of despair

Invades me
;
for the sounding names are there

Of all Earth’s great ones ;
and methinks mine own

Fades in their music
;
yet before the light

Has vanished from the sky, and unblest night,

In which no man can work, shall stain the air,

1 stand and weep on the grey shore alone.

VIRGIL.

“ Felix qui potuit rerum cognoscere causas,

Atque metus omnes et inexorabile fatum^

Subjecit pedibus, strepitumque Acherontis avari.

“ Sunt lacrymic rerum, ct mcnlem mortalia tangunt”—ViRGIL.

“ Happy were he who could attain to know

Causes of things, .and underneath his feet

Set fear and fate, and the unreturning flow

Of all-devouring Acheron.” Oh 1 unmeet

Such tearless Stoic calm for thee, the sweet

Half-Christian poet of the Pagan age,

Whom later times esteemed a wizard sage,

And Dante as his guide rejoiced to greet

;

Tender as woman, and as childhood pure !

Not thoughts like those shall in his mind endure

Who learns aright the lore thy genius brings ;

/ But human sympathy for human woe,

And words of’^hine which l«ll that “ tears must flow,

And hearts of men arc touched by mf>rl.al things.

Joseph John Murphy.

Nkws and CoMMF-NTS.

THE Sikkim difficulty thicken.. The capture ..f Fort Lingta has only

enraged the I.l.assa-Lania. .and the Thibeiians. They .hcwc.l fight and

.att.acked Gnatong at the end of M.iy, and there were other preparations

on the s-lopc. of the Jclepla. Our troops h.ue been strengthened, and

a sharp and decisive action is awailed.

l Legislative Assembly of the Hawaiian Islands has passed a 13ill,_

birty five votes .ag.ainst ten, abolishing the luval establishmciit and

icing the army to -sixty-five men. Here is a Lillipiit of a State,

be sure. It could hardly t.ike ,|||ie field agninst the Republic of

Mr. Tucker, the Second Assistant to the Resident, Hyderab.ad, has

sentenced Mr. Job Salomon, tlie editor, Ilyikrabad Record, to six

months- imprisonment for libelling Mr. G. W. Leach, a pleader of

Secunderabad. A Mr. Howard ttUas Durant admitted having written

the article complained of. But he was trot proceeded against in Court.

m
• «

According to the Advocate, the Vharum Jivan, a vernacular paper of

Lahore, learns that Mr. Larpent, of the great bribery case of Lahore,

has been appointed Sub-editor of the Pioneer, and is to get Rs. i,ooo a

Larpent is well-connected, but the report requires confirmation.
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The Cantonment Magistrate has fined a municipal Commissioner of

South Barrackpore Rs. to, for some old and rusty guns discovered in

bis house by the Police. They would have been better employed in

detecting thefts. It strikes us that in the liberal interpretation of the

Arms Act, by rules under it, the municipal Commissioners, like Honor-

ary Magistrates, ought to be exempted from its operation.

$ «

The Vernacular Press in the N. W. Provinces is said to have been

placed under the superintendence of the Police. The office of the

Reporter has certainly been removed from Allahabad to Lucknow and

placed under the charge of Mr. Barriell, the newly appointed Assistant

Counsellor Pollard is of opinion that the Deccan Mining concession

was obtained by fraud, and that there are grounds for an action for

cancelment. *
• •

# *

Mr. Crawford has memorialised the Government of India on his

own case. He prefers to be tried by the High Court, failing which by

a Commission of other than Bombay officers.

«
• •

One T. Vcncatasubbier has sued Raja G. N. Gajapathi Ran, of Viza-

gapatam, for Rs. 5,000 being his promised remuneration for negotiat-

ing the marriages of the Raja’s two daughters.

to Inspector-General of Police.
^

• *

A GOODS train on the East Indian Railway had carried along with its

contents, a lad from (^irihdi to Mogiil-Serai, who fed himself for

five whole days on the aroma of the confined coal. His cries at every

halting station were lost on the ears of the Railway people, till they

attracted notice at Mo gul Serai, where he was released more dead than

alive.

• •

According to a St. Petersburg telegram. Colonel Prcjavalsky was to

have st.arted this week on an exploring expedition in the west and

south-west of Central Asia, with Lhassa in view. It is timed for two

years and consists of 71 persons inclusive of 24 Cos.sacks.

***

The Parsee Cricketeers who are now in England to give battle to the

natives show a great improvement on their invasion of 18S6, and, of

course, earn better success. They doubtless kept up practice, but they

evidently profitted by their English experience too. In their previous

visit,

“their halting lacked the most essential quality—defence—their

bowling, while none too straight, was of erratic length, and their field-

ing was frequently loose and unreliable.”

“ Now their baiting, if wanting in dash, is marked by care and

judgment
;
the bowling is of fairly good length, and the fielding, judged

by its high standard yesterday, would not suffer in comparison with

that of the best English elevens.”

Such is the testimony of the Northampton Daily Chronicle quoted in

the Rast Go/tar. There was a great contest at Northampton, in which

the natives were totally worsted.

It will be observed that there are natives and natives, even on terra

firma. It may be some consolation to our Anglicising countrymen

that, under certain circumstances, even the best British are no better

than natives.

Sir Charles and lady Dilke are coming out to India, having already

engaged passages by the Locksley Hall, They will not land at Bom-

bay, but go direct to Karachi en route to the Frontier. Their object

is to judge the strength of the cosily defences raised up as a barrier

against the approach of Russia.

• •

M. Mathinet, the new Director of the Interior in French India, took

over charge of the Pondicherry Government on the 21st August.

SlXTV-FiVE regiments of the Native Army will be armed with the

Martini-Henry on the ist January 1889.

***

The Bombay Chamber of Commerce has protested against the recent

large withdrawals from the Bombay Bank to swell the Reserve Treasury.

•
1^%

While crossing at Broach, a boat with fifty passengers sank the

turbulent Nerbudda.* Thiity-one of them arc missing.

• •

The Government offices break up at Simla on Saturday, the 3rd No-

vember, and reopen at Calcutta on Monday the iqih.

Churamon, Lychanpur, and Suburnarckha, in Balasore, have been

closed as Customs Ports.

The Home remittances from the commencement of the current official

year to end of last week, amounted to ;^5,274,9oo.

• •

Narayenrao Wasudev Kharkar, the Palitana Dewan, will shortly

resign his place, to be succeeded by Chunilai Sarabhai, the Diwan of

Idar.

The last week’s Gazette of India contains the rules about certificates

of age and nationality of candidates for examinations for the Indian

Civil Service held in England.

• •

The Hon’ble R. F. Rampini and H. W. Gordon cease to be Officiating

Puisne Judges of the High Court from the 24th and loth September

respectively.

In compliance with a memorial from the inhabitant.s, the Bombay

Government have appointed the District Collector and Magistrate Pre-

sident of the Broach Municipality. Mr. T. D. Mackenzie is said by the

Rixst G(ftar to be a capable and conscientious officer.

• «

A Frenchman has produced a noiseless clock. Instead of a pen-

dulum, the hand.s are moved by the unrolling of a chain fastened to a

buoy floating in a tank of liquid. At the same time, the liquid may be

made to feed a lamp.

• •

General Sheridan, affectionately known among his troops as

“ Little Phil,” who so distinguished himself in the American Civil War,

died at his country residence at Nonquit, Massachusetts, early last

month.

• •

The next Half-yearly Departmental Examination of Assistants and

Deputy Magistrates, in both the Regulation and Non-Regulation Dis-

tricts, and of officers in the Police, Jails, Medical, Forest and Opium

Departments, begins on Wednesday, the 7th November nexL

• •

They are casting in the Yellow Monastry, near Pekin, a bronze figure

of Buddha for presentation to the Thibetian Lama. It will measure

45 Chinese feet in height. The proportions may be imagined from the

fiict that the ears are of such a size that a man may be inserted in their

cavities.

Under the Aden Pilgrims and Paupers Regulation, 1887, order has

been issued prohibiting the conveyance to, and landing at, Aden of in-

digent persons, whether pi Ig rims or not, who are natives of Asia or

Africa. The rendering of any aid by any ship-master or other person

towards that object is equally forbidden.

• •

The Jubilee offering of the “daughters of the Empire” amounts to

j^84,ii6net. The Children’s Tribute exceeds j^6,000. Of the former,

England contributed 2,206,122, Scotland 415,165, Ireland 153,620,

Wales 172,948, Guernsey, Alderney and Sark 8,883, Jersey 4,703, Isle of

Man 3,290, Y. W. C. Association 16,666, foreign per Lady Paget 1,035,

and various 5,859, Ceylon 100,000, Burma 70,000, grfuSd total 3,162,256.
•

• •

Here is the latest development of education in go-ahead America

“The Cornell University in the United States is about to establish

a school of journalism, with the aim of ' fitting students for the walks

of newspaper life in all its varieties.’ Professor Smith, at present

Professor of Elocution in the University, an *oid newspaper man,’ is

to be at the head of the new department. Classes 9if juniors, seniors

and graduates will be formed at once. The students will roam about

in the neighbourhood of their town, and bring in reports of public

meetings, murders, ’ personal ’ scandals, and the like. They will also

write leading articles and criticisms of books. Professor Smith will

receive the ' copy,’ and publicly edit it in presence of the class.”

•
• #

The rules about prosecutions against public officers hare been thus

revised by the Bengal Government

“ I. When a prosecution against an officer of Government is in-

stituted by a public servant, the officer charged will be left to defend

bimself» but Government will defray his reasonable costs in the event
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of his being acquitted and it being shown that his conduct throughout
had been free from all blame. If, though acquitted of the offence

charged, his conduct should appear not to be free from blame, he
will receive only such portion, if any, of the cost incurred by him as

inay seem fitting to the Government.

2. When an action or prosecution is instituted by a private person

against a public servant for acts done in the discharge of his public

duty, the officer concerned slujuld communicate the facts to his «)tficial

superior, reporting all circumstances which may be necessary to enable

such superior officer and the Government to arrive at a decision on the

merits of the case. In cases of importance where a reference will not

involve serious delay, such facts should be reported immedi.ately to

Government for orders. .Should the Government decide to undertake

the defence of the case, the Government Pleader will be instructed to

appear, otherwise the officer charged will be left to make his own ar-

rangements. In (a) unimportant cases, and (d) cases of urgency where
reference to Government would involve serious delay. District Officets

and Heads of Departments should use their own discretion regarding

the measures to be taken.

3. Where no appearance is enteied on behalf of Government and
the action is dismissed, or the accused discharged or acquitted, the case

will be dealt with as is provided under rule i, allowance being made for

the expenses (if any) realizable under the order of Court.

4. It is to be distinctly understood that charges, the payment of

which may be applied for under these rules, must be moderate, and
that the Government does not bind itself to pay unnecessary expenses
which the officer concerned may choose to incur. In petty cases an
appearance in person will be often quite sufficient, and where this is so

the employment of a pleader is superfluous. In the same way requests

for the payment of Counsel will be entei tamed only under very excep-

tional circumstances.”

The average attendance at the Indian Museum, for the 23 days of

July, was 1,659, 38,164 persons in all having visited, as follows:—

natives, 29,918 males and 7,833 females—Europeans, 333 males and

80 females.

Notes and Leaderettes.

ISHAK Khan, the Governor of Afghan Turkistan, has raised the

standard of revolt against his master. He has removed from his head-

quarters at Mazar-i-Shurcef to the ShaJian Hills. He sent out two

regiments to Maimma to spread the revolt, but these went over to

Herat and reported the matter. Ishak is a cousin of the Amir and is

believed in Cabul to have an eye on the Amirship. Abdur Rahman

always distrusted him and several times summoned him to the capital.

But he always avoided the call. In the last, he scented a rat and

warned his followers at the capital to remove their families. The

Boundary Commissioners found him more a priest than a Governor, he

was so much given to outward shows of religion. Nevertheless, he is a

capable Governor and always promptly suppressed local disturbances.

Another pretty prospect for the poor tax-payer ! A mission has been

deputed to Cabul. And why ? Because friend Abdur Rahman, good

soul, is anxious to have the advice of friend Dufferin on certain

matters of importance on which he has doubts.” Nothing could be

better, of course. And so the Viceroy’s Private Secretary and the

Public Secretary in the Foreign Office have been despatched all the

way to the heart of Afghanistan, the one to represent the Government,

and the other to supply, vicariously though, the personal viceroyal ele-

ment and sanction.

To descend to particulars, the Mission is headed by Mr, H. M.

Durand, the Foreign Secretary, and will be escorted by a squadron

of the 1 8th Bengal Lancers with Captain G, A. Money as Com-

mander and Lieutenants Eardley-Wilmot and K. Chesney as Subalterns.

The other members of the Commission are Sir Donald Mackenzie

Wallace, Lieutenant-Colonel Neville Chamberlain, one Punjab frontier

official, Lieutenant-Manners Smith, military Attach^ in the Foreign

Office, and Dr. Owen, Staff Surgeon to Sir Frederick Roberts^ln Cabul

in 1879-80. Sir Afzar Jung of the Nizam’s Army and some other

native offiers of tlie Indian Army familiar with Afghanistrm also

are attached. The p^irxy rendevous at Liindi Kliana whence the

Mission makes ten marches to Cabul, where its stay is not to

exceed a fortnight. The mission starts from Peshawar immediately

and returns to it early next month.

This Advising Expedition is rather a costly luxury, the repetition of

which must be embarrassing. It may be endured once in an age, but

there is no guarantee against its forming a precedent. So far as we

may venture to judge from the dark, it seems a needless departure.

Could not the matters be disposed of by correspondence ? There are

doubtless delicate subjects which cannot well be so disposed of. We
hope the Viceroy is satisfied that the doubts which oppress the Ameer i

mind appertain to such subjects. Unless the Government were ap-

prised of the questions, how could they undertake to advise on them ?

Surely, the advising commission are not armed with a uirfe blanche

to settle matters of imperial policy and inlcrnation.Tl difficulty.

The expense is the least part of ^he matter. What we are really

afraid of, is that this is the forerunner of what is to come. If this peace-

ful mission does not lead to war, it may lead to preparations for the

future. The Ameer may have invited the British representatives for

the purpose of palavering them to obtain a large grant of money and

munitions of war, to enable him to conquer and subdue his dependent

chiefs and the independent chiefs around him, on promise of presenting

a strong and united front of resistance to the inevitable Russian ad-

vance. And no doubt that is a paramount object worth the sacrifice.

Wk notice that in some quarters Sir Dinkar Kao is recommended for

the office of President of the Gwalior Regency. An unforlnnate

suggestion. The famous Brahman never did well again after he fell

under the evil eye of his once indulgent master the late Sindhia.

He had more than one opportunity of distinguishing himself, after his

retirement from Gwalior, and he had the inestimable .advantage of

thorough British support, but he failed and was speedily compelled to

beat a retreat. In Rewah, he had for rival a Bengali, who had

neither his prestige nor any local connections. Yet he found himself

no match for the Baboo. And now he is old and superannuated, it

would almost be a pity to disturb him in his retirement. He has

long since abandoned all thoughts of active service. He may possibly

still clutch at an offer to rule in the old scene of his power and glory.

It will hardly redound to his credit. What is worse, it will probably

be regarded as a calamity in Gwalior. Certainly, many influential

f.imilies in that State will be in terror at the prospect of the old

minister’s return. Those who supported the late Maharaja Jecyaji

Rao in his resolve to drive him out and keep him out, or to undo his

minister’s work before and after he finally left Gwalior, have real cause

I

for apprehending the minister’s vengeance. In fine, he will never do.

The following, from the Bombay Gasette^ is going the round of the

press as “ A Hard Case ”

“The Civil Service Commissioners have been troubled by a delicate
question. A candidate for the Indi.in Service .ipprared before them
who s.aid he was born in Oudh on July 13, 1869. ‘ Was be a British

subject?’ asked the Commissioner. ‘ The subject of a protected Native
State is not .1 n.itiir.il born siibieci <)( the Queen—unless he happened
to have been bom within the Queen’s Dominions.’ This decision puts

Indian princt's and their subjects very tnnch in a position of indepen-
(lein e. It se**ins that the candidate .and his father have recently resided
in Hydeiahad, but nothing more is s.iid as to the identity of this A.B.,

as he is designated. He was not alloweil to compete, not being a
British- born subject.”

To us, this is railuT an incomprehensible case. We do not question

the dictum of Mr. Pontifex. It is .an indisputable proposition in law ihat

the subjects of native states, even of the smajlest in Kalywar or the

most obscure in ihe hills of Orissa, whose Chief trembles before the

pettiest British offici.il, are not the subjects of the Queen. Th.at is law,

thdugh the.fact my seem otherwise. Yet it is a law which the Indian

Bureaucracy would fain .abolish, as they <lo their best to ignore it in

practice. But surely ibis law does mu put out the randid.itc men-

lioned. If bis birth plate and birth date are coirectly givtoi, lie is not

only a British subject hm a British-born subject too, in Mr. I’ontifcx’s

m“ ining of that phrase that i-i, a man horn in the Queen’s own domi-

nioiif, cither at Home or ahroatl. Born in Oudh in 1869, he is indubi-

tably a full subject of Her Britannic Majesty from biith. How he

came to be denied pel mi-^sioii to compete in London for the Indian

Civil Service, we really do not umlerstand.

Nawah Kliurshed jah .Shumsul Omrah Bahadoor, the Premier

noble of the Dcccan, as head of the Household or Paiga Force,

not only owns a large hereditary Jageer worth several lacs a year,

but also a separate jurisdiction on, and in respect of, the estate.

The Nawab bears a high character as a Mahomedan nobleman of the

old school. He is not only free from degrading vices, but, unlike

many an Indian of opulence in the Deccan or elsewhere, he is assi-

duous in the management of his vast properly. From recent intelli-

gence, it would seem that the Nawab’s jurisdiction is not free

from the corruption prevailing in the entire Government. He has
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suspended the Nazim of his City Court and appointed Talooqdar Syed

Akbar Ali to prosecute the Moulvie for embezzlement of Stamp Revenue

and criminal misappropriation in general and forgery, before Mr. R. D.

Hare, Siuldor Talooqdar and Chief Judge of his Court of Sessions.

With so many high and mighty delinquents just now being caught

all over India, with a classical Resident of Hyderabad and a critical

Judge in Bengal—both of the Covrtianted Civil Service -just forced to

retire, with a Divisional Commissioner in Bengal disgraced the other

day, and another far more eminent Divisional Commissioner in Itom-

bay just now to be tired, this may seem almost prosaic business. Cut

there is always sere to he something to prick up attention in Hyder-

abad matters. Accordingly, we learn that on the gth August, five days

after information was laid against the Moulvie (on the 4th), the poor

prosecutor Akbar Ali was surprised by a number of roughs at dinner

at his own house and left hors dc combat.

We have much pleasure in reproducing the following paragraph from

the Army and Navy Gazette of the 4th August

“
‘ Bother ynnr sympathy !’ exclaimed a choleric Confederate to a

British ^iend of ibe South in 1S62 ;
‘ it doesn’t fight ! Burn a little gun-

powder for us, and then we’ll believe yon are some pumpkins ’ The
Danes, who are assured bv the metropolitan journals tli.at they are so

dearly loved, and that gallant little T)enmaTk was an object of the deep-

est interest, solicitude, and admiration to us when she was fighting for

her Alsacp-Borraiue in itS64, very likclv feel as the ‘Secesh ’ gentleman

did ;and when tlie Thanes read all the flummery poured out on them by

the London papers d propose of the Ciermrm Emperoi’s visit to Copen-

hagen, they may exclaim, ‘Save us from our friends.’ Imagine how we

would take such twaddling philanthropy from the press of Denmark if

Ireland were wrested from the Union by force of alien arms ! It is .a

delusion much to be shunned and deprecated, but it is one very vigorous

in the minds of Englishmen, that if they utter pretty expressions
,

they

are conferring substantial benefits on the objects of their praise. The
feeling of the Danish Commonalty was unmistakably shown during the

Imperial Visit to Copenhagen.”

Them’s our .sentiment ! In this canting age, it is refreshing to come

upon such straightforward language. Bad as injustice is, it is more
|

endurable in its downright avowed ill will than the mockery of its

disguise of favour and love, duty and humanity. Probably, the most

irritating of all oilr miseries, from the selfishness of a close governing

body, is the unctious talk ad nauseam of our good being the guiding

principle of action of men who arc always aggrandising themselves

at the expense of every other interest, and supporting each other in

their worst pretences even unto guilt.

Here, from the Army and Navy Gazette, is a neat account of the

little quarrel between France and Italy which may yet develope into

an affair of gravity and perhaps a calamity to the world

“ Neither France nor Italy has any right to Massowah. But Italy

has the substantial possession which is considered the title-deed of the

occupier who chooses to hoist his flag on any baibarous coast. The
theory of the European Powers is that there are no native rights to the

coasts on which they live--that is to say, that if any man-of-war takes

a fancy to a piece of black-fellow’s land, he has only to land and seize

it, should he not have been preceded by the ship of some other civilised

State. But in the case of Massowah there was an actual occupation

by an Egyptinn garrison as holders of it for the Khedive on behalf of

the Sultan, 'rhese offices and soldiers marched out under protest ;

their flag was hauled down, and the Italians hoisted their own on the

Turkish fl.agstaff. The Times accepts—or rather affirms - that there

was no foice at Ma.ssowah when the Italians appeared, and that it was

what lawyeis call res nullius

;

but the proposition cannot behnaintained

fora moment. It is in flat opposition to recorded facts. As a Turkish

possession Massowah was subject to the Capitulations, and the French

claim for French subjects there the benefit of exemption from taxation,

and the Italians refuse to admit the exemption—a pretty quarrel as it

stands.”

And capable of developing into a .serious complication, specially after

the recent despatch of Signor Crispi, backed presumably by the Berlin

Chancellery. \Vc believe P’rance will have to submit in the end, the

more so as, under the Law of Nations, she has no locus standi.

From the same source, we learn with satisfaction that the most conci-

liatory disposition prevails in the ministry towards the poor Zulus.

Sir Henry Biilwer and the GencraPm command of the Dinizulu Expe-

dition have been warned that the recent outrages are not to be punished

with any severity. As t>onn as armed resistance is at an end, every

attempt is to be made to induce the Zulus to settle down to their

wonted peaceful avocations.

The Czar has lost his Fouchd. On the morning of the Festival at

Kicff) on the 9th centenary of the conversion of the Russians to Chris-

tianity, the Governor-General (of the South Eastern Provinces) was killed

by a fall from his horse. He rose through Guards to the chief command

of the rearguard in charge of the communications in the Turkish cam-

paign of 1877. He gave so much satisfaction as, on the conclusion of

war, to receive the highly confidential and responsible office of the

head of the secret police (known as the Third Section) and Corps of

Gendarmerie. Accordingly, he became the objective of the Nihilists,

one of whom, Mirsky, followed him on horseback alongside his carriage

on the qimy of the Neva, till he shot him through the carriage window.

In 1S81, he was appointed to the joint office of Governor-General of

South Eastern Russia (Kieff, Podolia, and Volhynia) and General of the

local military Division. A member of the Privy Council and Adjutant-

General to the C/ar, he received, in March last, the Order of St. Andrew

the Apostle, the highest in the Empire. His Majesty telegraphed a

message of condolence to the widow of the deceased.

Amfric \ is always supplying .something to talk of ;

—

“A shower of hat recently occurred in Norfolk county, U. S. Several

hundred straw hats fluttered clown from the clouds into the streets of

Medfield, though not a few stayed their descent on church-steeples

and hou'^c-roofs. A cyclone that had visited a hat factorv some ten

miles f)ff was the cause of this singular occurrence. It had carried to

the upper regions of the air some hundreds of straw hats, which were
drying in huslif^ls on the grounds of the factorv, and had blown them
along till they were raised exactly over Medfield, when they gently

came down.”

What a mockery of a windfall ! To what base uses may the grand

forces of Nature may be put I It is as bad as the trick of the

Thcosophists, who employ Mahatrnaos as dawk-runner.s in the air to

bring messages that never mean much, if anything at all, in particular,

from Thibet, on genuine De la Rue, or that of the Spiritualist.s, who

call up the spirit of Shakespeare to indite doggerel. A cyclone to set

hats and umbrellas flying about 1 And then a shower of straw hats

!

Fie, Jonathan, fie ! One would .suppose you would prefer to set free the

dollars of your Goulds and Mackays, and send then flying ’cross

country and descending on the lap of the poor emigrants in your

backwoods— it would not do to choose such infidel regions as the

Atlantic States, and specially the great cities, for the scene of anything

like a miracle. You were never given to unmanly punctilios when

bent on feats on your long bow, as famous as the shield of Achilles.

What, at all events, prevented you from letting slip the scrips of your

bloated over-laden plutocrats?

English law is scarcely less ruinous at Home than Abroad. Mr.

Hint, the clergyman, who unsuccessfully prosecuted the pedagogues

of Haileybury College for defaming his son, a boarder there, as a thief,

has been ;^8oo out of pocket. A subscription is on foot for his relief.

He must need it sorely. The Reverend gentleman is a poor servant

of his master, who has dutifully observed the divine command to in-

crease and multiply, having already thirteen sons and daughters. What

would a famous pedagogue of the old Haileybury—-Parson Malthus—

have said to him ?

From Ritualism to Romanism, the descent is easy, as that down Aver-

nus, and we are not surprised that the great patron of ecclesiastical

millinery in the Anglican nobility, the Duke of Newcastle has joined

the Catholic Church.

It has all gone for nought—all the ado taken by the gifted Disraeli to

invest his sovereign mistress with the title of Empress and all the

tamashah (An^lice, tomfoolery) with which his Kffuienant celebrated

the investiture in India. The veriest accident seems now sufficient to

keep Her Maje.sty out of her title. The wife of the late Emperor of

Germany and King of Prussia bearing the same name with our gra-

cious sovereign, the latter must practically fall back upon her old

distinction. On the Continent, they are respectively termed Empress

and Queen. Even in England, to avoid the confusion of identity, the

|oyal pl’ess designates the English sovereign as the Queen Victoria,

and the Consort of the late German Kaiser as the Empress Victoria.

The office of Librarian to Her Majesty at Windsor Castle is expected

to be vacant, in the event of the present incumbent Mr. Holmes getting

a post in the British Museum. Mr. Sidney Colvin, the eminent critic

of art and letters, is expected to succeed him. The place will suit him

exactly. The Castle is famous for its Raphael cartoons. It has probably

the richest collection of prints and miniatures..'-Mr. Colvin is of the

Colvins of India.
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MRi HoOICHAM Frere’S splendid collection of manuscripts has been

advertised. Besides other rare and unique treasures, there are 311 of

the Paston Letters. Much as the authenticity of the correspondence of

the Paston family has been questioned by eminent critics like the late Mr.

Herman Merivale, its substantial vraisemblance strikes every body, and

its value as a picture of contemporary manners is recognised by the

best historians. The late Mr, Green places it among his author-

ities) in his brilliant and masterly Short History. We expect a scramble

for the possession of these treasures.

Mr. Frere, though now forgotten, was once a literary and political

character. He was associated with Canning, Ellis and Gifford in the

Anti-Jacobiny in which he was one of the writers of nearly all the

quips and cranks, the parodies and squibs which made that brilliant

periodical famous. His specimen of a poem on King Arthur was the

precursor of Don Juan, In 1809, the same literary friends joined by

Scott, a seceder from the Edinburgh Eeviewy founded the Tory Quar-

terly Review, Frere was a fine scholar in English as well as the class-

ics. He had a rich fancy, and his capacity for versification was wonder-

ful. With more imagination, and a greater love of fame, he would have

been a real poet of a superior kind. As it was, he was a smart satirist

and an excellent translator. He was employed in the diplomatic ser-

vice, and went on more than one confidential mission to the Penin-

sula at an important period, and was made a Privy Councillor.

The Right Honourable Hookhani Frere has a sort of connection with

India, through his kinsman the late .Sir Bartle Frere, who has collected

his writings in two volumes, to which he. has contributed a pretty long

memoir.

Under the head of “ Death from Hydrophobia,*’ we read in all the

papers

“There is a saying, says a native Chinese paper, that if a man who has
been bitten by a mad dog hears the sound of a gong within 100 days
after he has been bitten he will die In June last, at Yangchow, in

Kiangsu Province, a certain man from the country met a mad dog in

the city, pd before he could jump out of the way the dog had caught
hold of his bamboo-cloth jacket. The dog was driven away

;
and the

man, not having been bitten, felt no anxiety about the rencontre, A
few days after, however, there was a religious feast in the village and
gongs, beating loudly, passed by his door. As soon as he heard the

noise he suddenly went mad, and began jumping and rushing about,

biting everybody whom he met. His people sent in haste for a doctor,

but he diea before the potion which the doctor at once set about boil-

ing for him was ready to drink.”

That need not be dismissed with the flippant scepticism of cheap

philosophy. We can believe the story
;
there is no inherent improbabi-

lity in it. There are well-authenticated accounts of the kind in every

country, showing the deep influence of mental illusions. Many .^of the

miracles in the East and the West are doubtless explicable on this

principle. There are such things as overpowering beliefs. The

Chinese story recalls one current in our society. It is said that, in

making a thatch, a workman happened unconsciously to fasten a knot

with a snake for a string. Somehow, the reptile had no opportunity

for a poke of his fangs in the flesh of the thatclier, and, as he did not

suspect anything, he had no cause for anxiety. Next year, the same

man was called for the annual repairs. In removing the .straw or gras.s

covering, he discovered to his horror a dried-up serpent doing duty for

fastening the covering grass on to the bamboo framework. He at once

fell down dead. He had no opportunity of explaining how he came

about by his death, and there was no post mortem held, nor a coroner

called in to make the plain unintelligible. Doubtless, the sudden sense

of the danger he had incurred by thus handling the deadly reptile the

previous year, overpowered him. He collapsed and died under his

Jiudden and extreme fear.

Sir Syad Ahmed Khan is staying at Naini Tal, where Raja Ameer

Hossein Khan of Oudh has gone on a visit to the Lieutenant-Governor.

The Congressists are naturally exercised on the subject. 1 he Raja

has not yet declared himself. If he too goes the w.'<y of him of Ilhinga,

then farewell all hope of the Talookdars Joining the Congress.
*

Holloways Pills and • Ointment are particularly recommended to

ersons who have to pass their lives in confliicd and crowded places
;

undreds of thousands of our fellow creatures toil from rnorning until

evening in factories and workshops to the detriment of their health, and

the deterioration of the race. They suffer in consequence trorn indiges-

tion, flatulence and want of appetite, and these complaints, if neglected,

bring about nervousness and failure of the vital powers. Holloway s

remedies can be used by such sufferers to their very great advantage,

as they are mild in action, and certain in their effects. No one need

therefore lose a day’s work when using them, a matter of consequence

to those whose daily bread depends on daily toil.

The Calcutta Police Court house has been condemned. It is past re-

pairs. It will be taken down and rebuilt on a new plan similar to the

Calcutta Small Cause Court—one of the best buildings erected by the

P. W. D.

The High Court has been applied to, to declare whether the*Agra Bank

or Messrs. Lalchand Kanhya Ram ase to bear the loss of Rs. I5,(X)0,

the amount of the cheque presented for encashment at the Bank and

paid by the Bank to other than the presenter. It is well that the

matter has gone to Court. Whoever be declared the victim, the

Banks will be more careful in future.

Mr. Justice Trevelyan is of opinion that the Burdwan case cannot

terminate within the next twenty years, and had therefore no hesitation

in granting extension of time to the I Sth December to file the written

statement on behalf of the minor Maharaja. Are Her Majesty’s

Courts too prepared to play into the hands of the irresistible Lala, like

Collectors and Boards of Revenue ?

REIS & RA YYET.
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THE APPEAL OF THE STATUTORY
CIVIL SERVICE.

We have a tenderness for the Statutory Service.

We think that Lord Lytton showed both statesman-

ship and liberality in what was a tolerable practical

solution of a difficult and vexed problem. That,

however, is not the opinion of the class from which

our professional politicians and publicists are drawn.

Unable to distinguish between the nece.ssary and the

accidental, our patriots easily played themselves into

the hands of those who are interested in keeping the

natives out as long as they can. Before the late

Commission the native witnesses were the loudest in

condemnation of the Statutory Service. The Press

rang—the Platform thundered—to that tune. The
Commission ratified the general condemnation. Ignor-

ing repeated pledges, the ink of which w.as not yet dry,

.setting its face against promises embodied in Act of

Parliament and in regulation thereunder, it sent forth

the fieit for not only the annihilation of the .Statutory

Service, but also the dcgrad.ition of the present mem-
bers thereof. Such an injustice was unheard of in the

annals of British legislation or administration. But

then the Service was weakness itself. A new creation

without prestige as yet, and fur the Ijoiiefit of natives

only, it was just the dog to give a b.id name and hang.

But the very worm turns upon its treailer, how
much more will the dog bark when injured! In this

case it barks from the scaffold in appeal to the

justice •of Government and the sym])alhy of the

world. The Statutory Service has been avenged. The
Public Service Commission’s recommendation to ab-

sorb it into the Provincieil Service, has elicited a re-

markable defence of the doomed Service, in the lately

pu^ilished May number of x\\<.i Nalional Mas[ii::tnc, from

“A Statutory Civilian.” Written with nal power

and downright sincerity, not to say red hot anger,

it constitutes by itself a strong plea for the mainten-

ance of the body to which the writer belongs. Surely,

there is hope for a Service containing such superior

men. The article is a vigorous argument which

must give the Government pause in deciding upon

the question. It is a well-delivered an.slaught on the

Service Commission, which cannot fail to tell on the

public mind. At any rate, whatever fate may be in

store for the Statutory body itself, there cannot- be

much doubt as to the Brilliant future which the writer

of such an article is destined to carve for himself : no

State will neglect to utilise such ability. We have risen
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from its perusal with the keenest patriotic pleasure.

Penned in evident haste, and bearing necessarily

some few marks of a prentice hand, it is nevertheless

an article of which almost any man may be proud, and

the Statutory Service must congratulate itself upon

possessing a penman of such consummate talent and

tact in its own ranks. Tlie consciousness of such a

pos.scssion almost makes up for that want of active

public sympathy for tjie Service which the writer

has so feelingly deplored.

The Statutory Civil Service is a part and parcel of

the Covenanted Civil Service, and if any change is

to be made in its status, it should be merged iti the

proposed Imperial rather than the Provincial Service.

This is the writer's contention, and he has established

the justice of his contention with the fullest success.

This position of the Statutory Service cannot now be

repudiated without a gross breach of faith. “ In the

hope," says the writer, “ not only of an equality

of prospects, but of an equality of status with the

Covenanted Service, and of a clearly defined dis-

tinction from the Subordinate judicial and Execu-

tive Services, have many men who would not other-

wise have thought of entering any service at all, aspir-

ed to an appointment in the Statutory Civil Service,

and secured it after passing the severest test possible,

—a test beside which that for the Subordinate Judicial,

not to speak of the Subordinate Executive Service,

sinks into utter insignificance. " The Service was ex-

pressly created for “ young men of good family and

social position to whom the offices open to them in

the inferior ranks, or the Uncovenanted Service have

not proved a sufficient inducement to come forward

for employment.” Here is a clear distinction made,

in a formal Resolution of the Government of India,

between the Statutory and the Uncovenanted Ser-

vices. To relegate it now to a subordinate position

would be as clear a breach of plighted faith as any

can be.

The Public Service Commission bases its recom-

mendation upon the alleged ground that the Statutory

system has failed to secure properly qualified men.

This expression of opinion on the Commission’s part

has called forth a burst of indignation from the writer

and a noble rejoinder. He says :

—

“ Not only lia-s the Public Service Commission done jjr.Tvc wronp: to

the Statutory Service by a deliberate ijjnoring of its past, but it has

agj»ravaled the offence by adding insult to injury. After shattering

the status of that Service by its unit asonablc merger in the Provincial,

it has thiown out a pretty broad hint that this wholesale degradation

was de.served by its inefticiency. Reputation is as dear to many in

these degeiieiaie days, as it was in Cassio’s, and there may be found

persons who inwardly shudder at the thought of belonging to a brand-

ed Service. The admitted existence of ‘ honorable exception ’ does not

at all im})rovc matters when the entire Service is insulted and degraded.

A landed fiaiernily sheds upon an indifferent member a reflected lustre

under which hr^iss p.isses for gold ; while the finger of scorn is lifted

at real woiili for the tni.sfoiTune of its being linked with w'hat a sweep-
• ing censute has pronounced to be buncombe. It is hardly fair to in-

clude good and bad in one all-involving remark of general condem-
nation. It 15 far worse to include them in one all-involving ruinous

punishment. In olden days ten virtuous men might have saYed a

sinful city. Have things changed so fl^r that the presence of a few

black sheep dooms the whole flock to ruthle.ss slaughter ? It n minds
us of the Kmperor in the Arabi in Nights whose anger roused by an
unguarded word from the grand vizier could not be appeased except

by a massacte of his whole family. The procedure which the Public

Service Commi ision has a<loptcd in dealing out punishment to incoin-

pctency in the Statutory Service is unique in the annals of penal his-

tory. It has recommended that the whole body is to be degraded fiist,

and then individual cases may ih; considered on their own merits,

when settling the position of e.ach. So far as these individuals are

concerned, ihcrefoie, they are to be presumed guilty until they can
prove themselves othei wise. Why, the lowest criminal is presumed
innocent until he i.s proved to be guilty. Not only that. The punish-

ment is to come first and the defence afterwards. Truly, this is

Jedwood justice, not Ijiitish. This perversity appears all the more
wonderful when it is considered that apart from any general principle

of presumption about which the Commission might wrangle, there was

a compulsory statutory presumption to which the Commission was
bound to bow. Here is the rule. ‘Any person admitted under these
* rules may, with the previous sanction of the Governor-General in

‘ Council, be declared by the Local Government to be disqualified for

‘ further employment in the said (Statutory) Service.^* Wc believe,

that so long as any person is not so declared, he is to be considered

qualified^ assuming, of course, that the Local Government does its duty

properly. We reserve the point whether a person who is finally ad-

mitted into the Service after his fitnes.s has been tested by actual work

during the period of probation, can be dealt with after the summary
fashion of the rule. Hut the rule, at all events, furnishes a direct, sim-

pie and natural solution of the difficulty which the Commission might

have pleaded as an excuse for its inability to recommend the absorption

of the Statutory into the Imperial .Service, and which it has solved in a

round-about, unjust and unnatural way. The Government could,

under the statutory powers reserved to it, weed the Service of its in-

efficiency, and then give it its proper and legitimate place. This

would secure the required ability, .save the Government from the re-

proach of trifling with vested rights, and other people from the pang of

unmerited abuse, from the brand of vicarious punishment, liut the

Commission chose to put it the other way. Of course, it is the privi-

lege of great men to be eccentric at convenient intervals
;

it is irrever-

ent to laugh if they sometimes pul the cart before the horse.^’

Admitting, however, the justness of the Commis-
sion’s conclusion as to the general inefficiency of the

Statutory men, it must not be forgotten that this Ser-

vice has been more sinned against than sinning,

being made the victim of the injudicious selections

made by the Government itself. The public, disgust-

ed with the incompetency of these scions of aristo-

cracy, did not remember that there were a different

set of officers in the same body. A few wire-pullers

passed the word, and the Surrender Nots and No
Renders agitated on the platform and in the press,

and soon there was but one opinion for the abolition

of the Statutory Service. Under the circumstances,

the Commission is hardly to be blamed. But, surely,

it ought to have hit upon some device for carrying

out the objects contemplated by Lord Lytton. The
thing is the members themselves imbibed the popular

prejudice against the Statutory men. It was bad

enough for men like our essayist to be huddled into

the same body with uneducated Rajalings. But it

was something to feel that you were of the great

Civil Service, and entitled to the advantages of that

position. What a keen disappointment and humilia-

tion for them now to be sent back to the same Un-
covenanted from which they had escaped only yester-

day, and after passing the severest tests imaginable.

The injustice of the proposal admits of no question.

The writer concludes his paper with an earnest

appeal :

—

“The members of the Statutory Civil Service appeal from the verdict

of the Public Service Commission to a higher and, they doubt not,

a juster tribunal. They smart under wrongs which, perhaps are not

irrevocable, and they fervently believe that the Government will do

them justice. They complain that the Commission has most un-

justly attacked vested rights
;
that it has ignored their past, and the

actually recognized character and status of their service ;
that con-

trary to all principles of justice and ec^uily, it has proposed to give

retrospective effect to a newly created disability. The Statutory Ser-

vice is, in many respects, a most unfortunate body. Hegotten in

jealousy, and bred in error, it has lived a hard life, indeed, through

envy and apathy. The people and the press have looked upon it with

suspicion. It has evoked no interest and no sympathy in its struggle

I for existence. And now that it is about to die an inglorious death, the

spectacle has not roused the feeblest sympathy. A handful of men

must fight their own battle, without help, without enepuragement, with-

out the cheering consciousness of any silently-felt ‘fympaihy with their

c.uise, without the inspiration of anticipated success. The Covenanted

Service and the Uncovenanted have no occasion to be sorry at its fall;

and the nation looks on with a perfectly stoic unconcern. Why,
it has not the extent and the attitude to attract popular atten-

tion. Even the Public Service Commission, a truly great body

which, on the whole, has done its arduous task with earnestness

and zeal, has not scrupled to wrong it because it is small and

weak. Hut can injustice plead a set-off? It is justice, and not

favor, wjiich the Statutory Service wants. It demands the redemp*

lion of promises, express and implied,—the fulfilment of expect«T-

tions created by acts whose import is clear as the light of day. It

resents the stigma and ignominy of insulting degradation. It shrinks

from the thought of dishonored death. It has suffered much already.

Is that a reason for its suffering more ? , Does one small transgression

sanctify another great one ? Is it not right, rather, to retrace the one

small transgression, and restore the Service to its proper and intended

place ? If there have been mistakes in the application of the Statute,

are they not capable of a more equitable rectification by the passing of

a validating Statute ? The history of Legislatures, both English and

Indian, teem with instances of such validation of graver and more

I

wide-reaching errors. Is that process of saving actual deeds, the re-

‘ pudialion of which leads not only to self-stultification but to positive
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injury to others, to be abandoned on this one occasion because the

occasion is not ‘ auj^ust and proud ?’ Is justice to be measured by the

magnitude of its receiver,—-by extrinsic pomp and circumstance?
‘ The poor beetle you tread upon,
In corporal sufferance feels a pang
As great as wlien a giant dies.’

And this feeble cry, too weak to reach the ear of the authorities, too

uninteresting to be effective if it does reach, rises out of a depth of

wounded feelings, of crushed young ambition, of stunned and staggered

hope, such as would have expressed itself in a truly magnificent howl

if the Covenanted Service were thus throttled out of existence, or,

what is far worse, reduced to the level of ilie much-abused Deputy.”

Surely, we repeat, there is hope for a body possess-

ing such superior men. What is the glory of the

khas Civil Service, but the ability and achievements of

a handful of its members ! The majority were drones

and nincompoops. Even under the competition

since 1853, how many fools and madcaps, and rogues

and budmashes have not drawn the fair name of the

Service through the mire. The Public Service Com-

mission has here an opponent by no means unworthy

of its steel. May he live to make his mark ! He is

of the stuff which ought to redeem the Statutory in

the same way that a few great names redeemed the

Covenanted Service from the disgrace of its Beamc.ses,

Metcalfes, Smiths, the D’Oyleys, Beadons, Moseleys,

the Buckles, Levinges, Kirkwoods, indeed, the bulk

of this close organized aristocratic Service.

INDORE AFFAIR.S.
Aug. 21.—The new minister at Indore has proved a great failure. He

is very lazy, and most of the important work that demands his attention

is lying undone, The Maharaja himself repents the selection
;
but

he does not shove him out of office, for [fear lest the public should

again criticize the step unfavourably. Consequently, the lucky minister

draws his fat pay and does literally nothing. Since K.aghonaih Rao’s

departure, the Council has not been holding its sittings regularly.

With one breath the minister fixes dates for the sittings, and with an-

other, cancels them. No proper hearing’ is given to appeals preferred

to the Council against the decisions of the Lower Courts, with the

result that the latter receive no check in the mal-administralion of

justice. The minister’s present policy seems to'be this : to please the

Maharaja and his surroundings at the sacri fice of public interest. All

the activity and promptitude in the discharge of State business in

several departments perceptible in the late appear to have

been dead and gone. Even letters addressed to him by the Politicals

remain unanswered until more than one reminder is sent.

His Highness has reduced the Chief Justice’s pay to Rs. 700, presum-

ably with a view to make the present incumbent resign the office he

holds. Thewayin which it is done is rather queer. One day the minister

calls the Chief Justice (Lala Baijnath) up to inform him that the Maha-

raja values his services so much that he is pleased to extend his term

to a further period of six months from October ne.xt. Puffed up with

this valuation, the Chief Justice goes straight to Court, where a letter

from the Private Secretary awaits him. Thinking the letter conveys news

of his promotion, he opens it and, to his great mortification, finds

that his salary has been reduced. Min<l you he gets this letter in

August and the Maharaja’s order of reduction is dated sometime in

June. Poor Chief Justice! lie was dumb-founded. He wrote a

long letter to the minister stating his own leimslo remain in office, some

of which were that the period of extension must be two years
;
that he

be paid his present salary
;
that more powers be given him to exer-

cise over the subordinate Courts ;
that he must be consulted in making

appointments in the Judicial Department, &c. And he asked the minister

to let him know the Maharaja’s wishes in the matter within ^a certain

time. The certain time came, but he was not favored with any reply.

He then referred the matter to the Agent, Govcrnor-Gcneral, who ad-

vised him to conskler himself free from service if His Highneys did not

definitely settle as to whether the Chief Justice would be kept in service

on his own terms. Another letter was written to the minister who did not

condescend to reply to it at all. At last he wrote direct to the Maharaja,

who directed him to iee him personally. The Chief Justice did so,

but the interview did not decide the question. This is one of the many

instances which show how things are managed here.

The Chief Justice is, I am afraid, not the soul of honour, or he is ex-

hibiting a curious dunderheadedness. It is no secret that His

Highness does not like him since his return from England, and the re-

duction in his pay appears to be meant to induce him to resign. But

he has not the sense to understand this, or will not lake the hint.

Aug. 28.—'From my telegram you may have seen that Maharaja llolkar

extends the tenure of Lala Baijuath’s office to a further period of one

year, on his present pay, z. Rs. 933 per mensem, on condition that he

should present Nazars to His Highness twice a year, and that appeals

against his decisions will in future b«J hcaul by the Mah.araja himself.

My information is th.it Lai B.iijnath will accept the terms and rcm.ain

here watching for belter opportunities. Tlicre is a clique of Brahmans

opposed to the Lala’s retention in ofticc. They have directed iheir

energies to see him out. For the present, they have succeeded in

alienating His Highness from him
;
but His Highness is aft aid to take

the last step suggested to him by the clique. The other day His High-

ness sent for Lala Baijnath and informed him that he had sanctioned

the extension because he tL.ila) hid not biought his influence

with (he Politicals to bear upon the Mahanija for the extension.

Raja Ram and Damodar (Slate servants) are now on their trial, on .a

charge of having toi lured the witnesses in Khema Naigue’s case and

foiced them to withdraw their statements m.ide before the committing

M.agistratc. Resald.ir M.iji)r Isii Prasad, of the Central India Horse,

is in charge the prosecution. You know Isri Prasad. He was sent

by Sir Lcpel Griffin in search of 'P.-inlia Bheel about two years ago,

with arms, men and magisienal powers. But Sir Lepcl is not

the man to stand any sort of humbug
;

so Isri Prasad was recalled

after a time, as being too old to catch 'r.inti.i. Smarting under

the humiliation of a recall, he is said to have hit upon a novel idea

of making up a case, against Khema Naique, of harbouring Tantia

in his village, with the object of showing to the authorities and not-

ably Sir Lepel, that his failure to apprehend Tantia was mainly duo

to the State officials giving their support to the d.acoit. In Kliemas

case, the witnesses for the prosecution were his discharged servants

and others of no character .at all. It appears some of the discharged

servants are in the seivice of Isri Prasad to give evidence against

Raja Ram too. In the opinion of lawyeis, who watched the progress

of Khein.Vs case, if he had been tried by British officials with the same

materials, he would have been legally acquitted. But matters aie

managed very mysteriously in Indore. An impression has taken a

strong hold of the public mind that the Judges at Indore give little fair-

play to the prisoners before them in these cases, but that with a view

to please the Politicals they sit in judgment with a biased mind.

Now in the present case of Raja Ram, it appears that Khema Naique,

who is undergoing his term of imprisonment in the city Jail and who

has appealed against the Saddar Conrt’.s judgment, is taken one day

before Isri Prasad from the Jail, with the result that his chains are

removed and that he comes before the Court holding inquiry in Raja

Ram’s case, as a witness for the prosecution and gives evidence

against Raja Ram, confessing his own guilt himself. Strange world

this 1 But here the matter seems not to end. The pKosecution are now

tiying to see Raja Ram locked up during his trial and not to let him oft

on bail. At first they moved the Durbar to place Raja Ram on his

trial for torturing witnesses, &c. in Kheniji’s case. The Durbar ap-

points a special Magistrate to hold the inquiry in that question alone.

During the enquiry the pro.sccution move the Magistrate not to accept

b.ail from'Kaja Ram ;
but the offence being bailable the motion was

rejected. Immediately after they produced Khema Naique from

jail as a witness to say that Raja Ram was also harbouring Tantia

r.hecl. Do you know why ? The offence of h.irbouring a proclaim-,

ed dacoit is a non-bail.able one. You are perhaps well aware that

in backward countries like Central Indi.a, when a State offici.al is once

kcq^t under arrest, nobody conics forw.ird to say anything in his favour,

but hundreds of people can be found to testify to something against

him. This state of .aff.airs the prosecution are going to avail themselves

of. And the wonder is that they receive encouragement from the Court

here. When a Magistrate is specially appointed to hold an inquiry on

a certain charge specified and detailed in the appointment order, can

he entertain other charges ? Common sense dictates, he cannot, and

yet here they are entertained.

Again, to give you an idea of the so-called fairplay given to the pri-

soner, I must not omit to mention that the learned Magistrate specially

appointed to hold the inquiry against R.aja Ram, starts it with an ex-

amination of the accused. Is not this extraordinary ? A accuses B,

instead of calling upon A to prove the accusation, B is called upon

to explain it ! There is no exaggeration in this.

An Indoorman.
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A MODEL OFFICIAL CHAIRMAN.

Another and yet another I Verily, our Heaven-born are of the earth

earthy 1 Such is the impression irresistibly forced upon the disinter-

ested public from the successive exposures of incompetent and un-

faithful servants of the State taking place in different parts of the Em-

pire. One would suppose that at such a time our officials would take

care not to give unnecessary offence. But this is clearly beyond many

of them. Impressed with inordinate notions of privilege, supported as

they are by their fellows and spgiled as they have been by the favour

of superiors, they seem unable to realize their position as mere servants

of the public or their obligations to law and justice.

Mr. G. M. Currie, Magistrate-Chairman of Howrah, is not un-

known to fame. Having achieved an unenviable notoriety at Cuttack,

in connection with the estates of the Dowager Maharani of Burdwan,

and having incurred the severest strictures of the High Court, Mr.

Currie was transferred to Howrah, in the belief that there, under the

very nose of the Government, his vagaries and lawlessness would receive

some check. Any other man acting as Mr. Currie did at Cuttack, would

never have been let off so easily, but then Mr. Currie is a nephew of

Sir Rivers Thompson, and it was Sir Rivers Thompson who had the

punishing of his nephew in his own hands.

Without referring to the numerous instances of Municipal and Magis-

terial vagaries of which Mr, Currie has been guilty since coming to

Howrah, we will take up his conduct with reference to a civil suit pend-

ing against him as Municipal Chairman in the MunsifTs Court at

Howrah. A medical practitioner of Howrah having erected a long

brick wall by the side of a lane, he was served with a notice requiring

him to remove the wall on the alleged ground of its having been an

encroachment on the public lane. Baboo Pramathanath Dass, L.M.S.,

• (for that is the name of the gentleman), addressed the Chairman, by

way of answer to the notice, that the wall stood on his own land and

was no encroachment on any public lane. Without enquiry of any kind,

and without assigning a single reason, the Chairman’s order on this

objection was, “rejected.” Mr, Currie is a staunch believer in the

wisdom of Sir William Mansfield’s advice to his friend on the eve

of the latter’s setting out for a Colonial Judgeship,—

judgments but not your reasons. Hundreds of petitions are daily

disposed of at Howrah with the sapient and laconic order—“ rejected,”

and Mr. Currie could not be expected to make an exception in

favor of a mere son of yEsculapius. The next step adopted by Mr.

Currie was to serve upon Baboo Dass a peremptory notice stating

that if the wall were not pulled down within forty-eight hours, the

Municipality would do it for him and at his cost. Baboo Dass, on

receipt of this peremptory order, went to the Civil Court for a declara-

tion that the wall was not an encroachment and for a temporary in-

junction restraining the. Municipal Chairman from pulling it down

before the decision of the case. The Court of first instance granted the

injunction, notwithstanding the affidavit made by a Municipal Overseer

and an answer filed by the Vice-Chairman disclaiming all intention of

pulling down the wall. This di.sclaimer, in the face of the forty-eight

hours’ notice previously sfrvcd on the Plaintiff, was rated by the

Munsiff at its worth. Finding that the Miinsiff granted a temporary

injunction, the Chairman appealed to the District Judge of Hooghly.

The case was argued before the latter ex parte. The forty-eight hours’

notice, filed before the Munsiff by the Plaintiff and forming part of the

record, had, when the District Judge tried the case, strangely dis-

• appeared from the Record. There was nobody to direct the Judge’s

attention to it. Believing in the protestations of the Chairman that the

Municipality had no intention of pulling down the wall, protestations

that were reiterated through the mouth of their pleader, the District

Judge cancelled the injunction, adding that if at any time the Muni-

cipality would really contemplate the destruction of the wall, the Court of

first instance could, on application by the Plaintiff, restrain it by a timely

order. The victory elated Mr. Currie, and his hands being perfectly free,

the ^^ery next day to that on which the Judge had, on these grounds,

cancelled the injunction, Mr. Currie Jent about a hundred people to the

spot with instructions to pull down the wall. In five minutes’ time

the whole wall, measuring about 95 feet, was pulled down with lusty

cheers, from the men employed io the work, to the greatness and glory

of G. M. Currie, Esq., C. S., Magistrate of Howrah and Chairman

of the Howrah Municipality.

It is impossible to speak of this transaction calmly. It makes one’s

blood boil to contemplate the example of lawlessness and meanness

set to the population of a whole town by its executive head. Is the

District Judge actually so powerless after having allowed himself to

be effectually bamboozled by the false disclaimer of the Municipal

authorities ? Can no prosecution for perjury lie ? Can no case for con-

tempt of court be made out ? Is it possible that Mr. Currie does not

know how honest men would characterise the transaction, even if a

prosecution for perjury or contempt of court fail on any technical plea ?

We say that the sense of security men like Mr. Currie are allowed to

feel, in consequence of their covenanted dignities, is the bane of the

British administration in India. A Civilian is above punishment. In

vain is a Beames disgraced or a Kirkwood forced to retire, if acts like

these are allowed to pass unnoticed. There is no Sir Rivers Thomp-

son now to protect his sister’s son. But is the relationship so strong

that its influence will still be felt ? Is it too much to expect that Sir

Steuart Bayley will call for the papers of the case ? Meanwhile, we

advise Baboo Pramatha Nath to pursue every remedy that the case

admits of.

THE LATE FRENCH OFFICIAL TOURS.

The remark that they order the matter better in France, has passed

into a proverb in England. Official Tours are so much the fashion in

India, and now that even at height of the season of wet and dirt, the

restless foot of the Anglo-Saxon is on the move, it may not be

energy thrown away to dwell for a moment on the latest doings of the

French in that line. Both the Presidents—of the Republic and of the

Council—had been out. M. Carnot went to the South-East frontiers.

His progress lay through places rich in historic associations, until

he reached the end of his journey—that old Province acquired by Philip

of Valois, which was the Wales of the French Crown as giving title

to the Heir-apparent of the monarchy.

After his return to Paris from his triumphal tour in Dauphind, M.

Carnot, the President of the French Republic, again left the capital

for Fontainbleau, where he intends to spend a few weeks.

Fontainbleau is a small snug town, 37 miles distant from Paris.

It contains a palace which is one of the largest and most sumptuous

royal residences of France. The palace of Fontainbleau, which was

the favourite residence of Napoleon I, is replete with historic remi-

niscences. It was here that some of the French Kings first saw the

light. Charles V of Germany was entertained here with becoming

Mat. Christina, the Swedish Queen, after abdicating her throne,

passed several years in this palace before taking up her final residence in

Rome. It was here that Peter the Great, the real founder of Russian

greatness, was feted by the French nation with a pomp and a magni-

ficence b efi tling the greatness of the guest and the wealth of the host.

This palace was twice the residence of a Pope. It was in this palace

that the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes was signed, and the sentence

of divorce was pronounced against Josephine. It was here that in 184S

the Prince President accommodated the ladies whom he had invited

to witness his grand hunting. It was here that Mile, de Montijo, who

afterwards became Empress of the French, occupied with her mother

a modest appartment.

The principal entrance to the palace is in the Court of White

(Court de Cheval Blanc), which is also called Court of Adeaux.

It was in this court that in 1814 Napoleon I bade his last farewell to

the soldiers of his Old Guard, who shed many a bitter tear on that

sad occasion.

The Presidential family live on the first floor, the Chief of the

State occupying the room where formerly slept Filon, the pre-

ceptor of the Prince Imperial. The personal^staff of the Pre-

sident and the domestics are housed on the third and fourth flats. The

only place reserved for the promenade of the President and family

is the English Garden, the walls of which surround the b.asin of Carpes.

The terrace and the fort* >i remain as free as. before to the public.

Here the President of the Republic has for his neighbour the conser-

vator of the Town Library, M. T. T. Weiss, one of ;he most eminent

of livi ng French publicists. He was Under-Secretary of State at the

end of the Empire, Councillor of State under President Thiers,

Director of Foreign Affairs in the Gambetta ministry. After the

strife and struggle of many long years, he has now come to seek at

Fontainbleau a literary refuge in his decline.

Before going to enjoy repose in the woods of Fontainbleau, M.

Carnot opened in the Palais de ^Industrie the Exhibition of Salvage

and Hygiene, of which the director is M. Nirole, who is in France

what M. Jules Joubert is in the East and Australia, having, within the

last 20 years, organized more than to Exhibitions. The great attrac-
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lion of tbc Exhibition of Salvage is a grand pool» in which the life-

boats performed evolutions with the greatest facility. The attention

ofthe visitors is also arrested by the ambulance of Dr. Nachteland

flie very faithful reconstitution of an Apothecary’s shop of the lyih

century, together with the tools and instruments which M. Eiflfel con-

structed for the sluices for the Panama Canal.

The so to speak Subordinate President proceeded not so far, yet he

went to a famous national shrine and on a picturesque mission. He

went to the doubly memorable site, where, eleven hundred years ago,

Charles Martel saved Europe from being Mahomedan, by hurling back

the towering advancing wave of Arab Conquest, and where only in

1870 the Government of the National Defence held its headquarters,

when Paris was shut up by the German horde. Such is Tours, where

Mr. Floquet presided at an interesting ceremony. It was that of

consecrating the monument raised to the memory of the illustrious

Meusnier, the academician and general of infantry, rollaborateur

and friend of Lavoisier, the rival of Monge (the great mathematician

and assistant of M. Carnot, the “ orgainser of victory ”) and defender

of the citadel of Casscl, where he met with his death in 1793, after a

heroic defence. The authorities of Tours proceeded at the head of the

whole garrison in arms to the monument, the pedestal of which contains

the remains of the heroes of the Revolution, recently discovered by the

Mayor of the town. General Villain, the commandant of the place,

presented the officers of the 9th corps to the President of the Council,

who presided over tlie ceremony, saying that they are prepared for all

eventualities. The Archbishop of Tours spoke of the good intentions

of the clergy towards the Republic. M. Floquet discoursed about the

liberty of conscience, and fraternity. He paid graceful tributes to

Meusnier, the Pandit of war.

HINDU MARRIAGE EXPENSES.
I propose to speak a few words on our marraige expenses—a ques-

tion which presses itself more and more every day.

The expense to which the father of the bride is put,

means simply ruination to him. Apart from the fact that if the

bridegroom elect, is a Koolin, the bride’s father has to pay dearly

for the privilege and honor of having secured such an eligible

husband for his daughter and the fact that he has to pay more

dearly still, if the “ elect ” be a graduate of the University and a

Koolin, the usual expenditure that has to be incurred by the bride’s

father at our marriages, is much too exorbitant and calls for reform.

The classes most affected by this pernicious system are Brah-

mans (Rarcc class) Kaystos and Boyddos, but gradually all classes arc

beginning to follow the fashion and are being engulfed in the sea

of ruin.

If the father of any of the above mentioned classes have a

number of daughters and no sons, imagine his fate under our pre-

sent marriage customs—my remarks arc confined to the class of

society which form the majority. This class has of course limited

means, and it does not require very much to drain this class, and

only one or two marriages of daughters of this class generally suffice

to reduce the fond parent to absolute beggary. J have great res-

pect for Kooliris who arc supposed to have nine virtues as pres-

cribed by Bullal, but 1 would ccrtainl)- inveigh against a sptein

which is the cause of so much misery and distress among the

community.

I would, an abler pen than mine, take up this case and ad-

vocate the bringing of the system within reasonable limits.

Marriage which is a blessed and a happy state, should be regarded

with happy, joyous and kindly feelings, but under the existing state

of things, it can only be looked at with fear and trembling.

The remedy of this social evil lies not in legislation^ by the

rulers of the country, as is necessary in the case ot other

evils, troubles, and annoyances which are experienced by the

public at large. I do not look for any special enactment of

Government for the abolition of the objectionable practice. I

appeal to my own countrymen to stamp out the evil. Let them

frame certain social rules on the subject and let such rules be

unflinchingly observed. Let it be laid down by our social rulers,

that Koolin sons, or such as have taken University iegrccs

&c., arc not to l®ok forward to small fortunes frt.m their wives, in

the shape of gold and silver and costly and precious apparel, but

that they should think themselves sufficiently fortunate in having

good, useful, modest, virtuous wives, who will make their homes

happy and comfortable, which is the greatest fortune of all. Let

the giving of marriage presents be made entirely optional, instead of,

as at present, almost compulsory, and I would even go so far as to

»ay let the present state of things be reversed if anything, and let

it be required of bridegrooms (for they can earn and afford the ex-

pense,) to give presents, within their means, to their bride?.

This even need not be made compulsory but the present

ustom certcainly needs very great alteration, if not doing away

with altogether. And now that I have broached the subject,

Mr. Editor, and spoken on it to the best of my pooV abilities, 1

trust you will ventilate the matter thoroughly and be the means of

bringing about a complete reformation.

Jamaipore,

NOTES & QUERIES.
BiDVi*iPAri.

With reference to the query regarding* Bidyapati (/f. R,

Aug. 18. p. 393.) I beg to say that there is very little agreement

respecting the place of Bidyapati’s, birth. Four hamlets, if not

seven cities, lay claim to the honor of being his birth place.

Some persons arc for identifying the place of his birth with

Chhatna in Bancoora ;
others hold that he first saw the light

at Bhursoot in Jcssorc in Sak 1355 and died at Navadwipa

in 1403, and that his name was Basanta Roy, Bidyapati being

only a title conferred by Raja Siv Sinha, in recognition of his

merit ; while a third party suppose him to have been a native

of Birbhum. I have very carefully considered and compared

the rival claims of the different places and am distinctly of opinion

that the pet>plc of Mithila—the modern 'Firhoot—have made

out the strongest case. They have a very big book, nearly 560
years old, entitled the Punji^ containing the pedigree of the Kings

and Brahmans of Mithila, in which the following gcncological

tabic is to be Toil nd :

—

Dharmaditya

I
.

Dcbaditya

I

Dhariswar

I

Joydutta

I

Ganapati

I

Bidyapati

For once the poet was wrong when he sang

It so falls out

That what we have wc prize not to the worth,

Whiles wc enjoy it,

it being an established fact that Bidyapati stood very high in the

estimation of the people and rose to great power at the court of

Raja Siva Sinha who—O strange return !—was made a cuckold of

by him. We frequently come across the names of the Raja as well

as of the false fair one—Rani Luchhmcc (with whom our poet

carried on an intrigue, probably with the connivance of the husband)

in Bklyapaii’s songs. The descendants of the Raja still live at

Sugaona, though poverty has marked them for her own. According

to a tradition, which is not all a tradition, Siva Sinha was, on one
occasion, thrown into prison by the Rmperor of Delhi and was,

through the intercession of the sweet Bard of Mithila, set at liberty.

The Emperor, it is said, was so charmed by the poetical effusions

of our poet that he made him a free gift of a village called Bispi.

The descendants of Bidyapati still live there and have in their

possession the Suruid of the Padsa which they have carefully pre-

served as a valuable heirloom.

It is difficult to ascertain the exact dates of Bidyapati’s birth and
death. That he belonged to the preChaitanyite period is admitted

on all hands, and is evident from the following couplet of the Chait-

anya Charitamrita :

—

Chandi Das, Vidyapati, Raycr Natak,Giti, karnslmrita Srf Gft
Govinda,

Swarup, Ramananda sane, Maluiprabhu ratri dine, gaya shunc
j'»aram Jinanda.

Raja Siva Sinha confirmed the imperial gift to Bidyapati by a docu-

ment dated Snk 1323. The bard must have made his mark at the

time the royal favor was shewn to him, and one will be justified

in presuming that he was between 20 and 25 years old at the time,

that is, he was born between Sak 1298 and 1303. The descendants

of Bidyapati have preserved a manuscript copy of S\iamad Bha^abat

written on palm leaves by him in Sak 1379. I further learn from
Bkiyapati’s Dur^a Bhakti Tarangini^ that it v/as composed during

the reign of Raja Nara Sinha Deb—which commenced in Sak

1395, Pun]i^ of course, being my authority. From these facts, it

follows our poet must have died a grand old man.

Echo from the Hermitaok of Adwyaita Acharyya.

Mahomet’s Coffin.

“It is said that Mahomet’s Coffin, in the Hadgira of Medina, is

suspended in mid-air without any support. Many explanations

have been given of this phenomenon, the one most generally received

being that the coflin is of iron, placed midway between two mag-
nets. Burckhardt visited the sacred enclosure, and found the in-

genuity of science useless in this case, as the coflin is not suspended

at all.”—Brewer.

Will any of your numerous readers enlighten me as to how the

impression regarding the suspension of Mahomet’s coflin originated I

Curiosity.
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MONGHYR.

Jamalpore^ Auj^. 28,

Wc had cyclonish weather here for sixty hours right through,

that is, from the evening of Friday the 24th, to the morning of

Monday the 27th, with incessant rain accompanied by high wind,

felling several mud walls and trees. Fortunately for the existing

hills commonly known to be par^s of the Vindian chain, which run

from north to south setving as buffer for the town to the storm,

it could not take a serious turn, as anticipated.

The river has risen unusually high this year, the water having

approached the main road and the railway station compound, causing

several trees See., to be washed away. The rain and wind have

materially affected the local crop “Bhutta.”

Colonel Ramsay, District Superintendent of Police, Monghyr,

having availed himself of his leave. Baboo Gopaul Hurry Mullick

has taken over charge—the first instance of a native posted to the

sudder district of Monghyr in executive charge.

The climate of the place has all of a sudden assumed an

unfavorable aspect. The fell disease cholera has made its appear-

ance both in European and native quarters of the town, about

half a dozen eases proving fatal. What is the Municipality about?

The Sanitary Commissioner had better keep a sharp look out, for

the better sanitation of the town in the present crisis.

A SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING

of the Commissioners of the Town of Calcutta

Will he held at the Town Hall,

on Thursday the 6th September iSSS, at J p. M.

Business to he BROUcirr forward.

1. To appoint a Committee for revising th®

Draft Annual Report for the year 1887-88.

2. The Chairman to lay upon the table Re-

port of the License Committee and the orders

of the Town Council thereon for confirmation,

3. The Chairman to lay upon the table

statement of receipts and disbursement of the

Calcutta Police for the year 1887-88.

4. To confirm the proceedings of the Town

Council at Meetitigs held on the 21st July, 4th

and 1 8th August 1888.

5. To confirm the proceedings of the Water

Supply Extension Committee at a meeting held

on the 9th August 1888.

6. To confirm the following Resolutions

passed by the Bustee and Sanitary Committee

at a meeting held on the 7th August 1888.

(a). To pass orders under Section 281 in

respect of

No. 2 Bonomally Sircar’s Street Bustee and

Bustee north and south of Manick Bose’s Ghat

Street.

7. To confirm generally the proceedings of

the Bustee and Sanitary Committee at meetings

held on the 7th, 14th, 15th and 20th August 188S.

8. The Chairman to lay upon the table

vital statistics for the months of June and July

last.

JOHN COWIE,
Secretary to the Corporation,

27lh August 1S88.

DBADON S'iRBBi.

Miuiajfct, IjAI'.u (j C. (iHOSF.

Satin day— (fit' ist September, /SuS—
at a V. M.

The woild-ienowned woik of ihc greatest

Poei KALI DAS,

KVM^
Marriage of Siva and Pai butty.

Next day--Stni<iay—2nd September
at Candle Light.

Our successful melo-clrama

Nundo-Bidav.
Masterpi'^cc of pathos nc I poetry !

We invite the public to

COME! SEE I & JUDGE!

The book “ Nundo-Biday” is to be had at

our box-office, price eight annas.

Assisted by the Amateurs of the Beadon
Square Quadrille Band.

M. L. SUR, Asst. Manager.

CORPORATION OF CALCUTTA.
To Builders and Contractors,

Tenders arc invited for the construction of

a covered Reservoir to contain 2,ooo,cx)0 gal-

lons of water at Tallah Pumping Station.

Rupees two thousand and five hundred to ac-

company tender as earnest money.

Copies of specification and forms of tender

and further particulars may be obtained on

applicAion in the Water Works Department of

the Engineer’s office, where also the plan may

be seen and copies thereof taken.

Covers to be superscribed “ Tender for Re-

servoir,” and are to be addressed to the Vice-

Chairman, who will receive them up to noon

of Monday the 3rd September next, at which

lime the tenders will be opened by the Vice-

Chairman in the presence of those tenderers

who may wish to be present.

The Commissioners do not bind themselves

to accept the lowest or any tender.

JOHN COWIE,
Secretafy to the Corporation.

No more Operations I

KAMINI MONI DAVrS
Specific for Piles and Fistula-in-ano.

PATENT 1 PATENT I PATENT I

Published in India Gazette of 6th .September,

1884, page 320. The Hon’ble Sir Augustus
Rivers Thompson, the late Lieutenant-Governor,
f.ivored the Patentee with instructions to Dr.

B. Simpson, the then Surgeon-General, Bengal,

to have the merits of her specific tried :n the

Campbell Hospital under the care of Dr, Coul
Mackenzie, the Superintendent ;

and the Spe-

cific, which is derived from the vegetable king-

dom, effected wondeiful cures without any in-

terference of surgical operations.

Price, quart bottle of mixture, including

powder, Rs. 4. Pint Rs. 2. Packing charges

annas four.

For further particulars and directions on

special points, apply to

DUTT & SING,
• 22, Shikdarpara Street,

Jorasanko, Calcutta.

TEA I TEA! TEA!
Cheapest & Best,

SUPPLIED BY
THE

INDIAN TEA SUPPLY CO.
“LIMITED.”

In packets of i oz., 2 oz. and 4 oz. each from
3 pice only and upwards.

Note the Low Price.

A Packet of Tea for 3 pice

!

Important News for India,
WHERE FEVERS AND CHOLERA

REIGN SUPREME.

A
RECENT TRAVELLER ON THE
Chinese Coast found that District re-

markably FREE FROM TYPHOID FEVER
and CHOLERA. He soon discovered the

cause. The people there do not drink cold

water from tanks or wells, often extremely im-

pure, but keep a pan of water constantly boil-

ing, into which from time to lime they drop

a little Tea, and when thirsty THEY DRINK
HOT TEA 1 If the weak and adulterated Teas

of China can do this, what may not the pure
and strong Teas of India be expected to effect ?

Also in tins to lolbs of various

qualities to suit all tastes.

Ask for the Indian Tea Supply
Oompany’s Teas.

We have Aqents all over the Coun-
try, out want more.
Managing Agents

:

LYALL MARSHALL 4 CO.,

4, Olive Ohat Street, Oalentta.

Griha-Chikitsha.
A complete and large treatise on Homoeo-

pathic Domestic Medicines with some tried

native drugs for certain serious diseases, by
Rai Khetter Nauth Chatterjee Bahadoor
in Bengalee 2 o o

Do. postage o 3 o

Do. abridged in Hindee i 00
Apply to Author at Chinsurah or to People’s

Press, No. 78, College Street, Calcutta.

SEETHAMS--,

for INDIA and all HOT CLIMATES this sweetly eoented emollient Milk is INVALUABLN
IT KF.TP.Pfl thfl HKIN CQQLTind REFRESHED In the HOTTEST WEATHER,
Removes and prevents all SUNBURN, REDNESS, FRECKLES, TAN, etc., and

BENDERS thft SKIN DELICATELY SOFT, SMOOTH and WHITE.
It enUrely prevents it Irom becoming DRY and WBINKLED, and FBESEBVSS the

COMPLEXION from the scorching effects of the SUN and WIND “F
othOT preparation. The IRRITATION caused by the SUSS wd STlN08..9f

wonderfully aUayed by its use. For imparting that soft velvety feeling to the akm, this

dellghtOil preparatio*' has no equal! Sold by all Chemists*

CALCUTTA AGENTS ; SCOTT, THOMPSON A CO.
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ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA, ENGLAND.

ST)«iPETEp COLLEGE FOR BOYS.
University masters, specially suitable for

Indian Children. Indian References. For Pros-

pectus, address Principal.

SELLING BY THOUSANDS.
PRETTY, strong, accurate, open-faced

Nickel silver winding Keyless Railway

Regulators, jewelled^ enamelled dial, bold

figures and hands, shewing hvo times with best

finished durable machinery and dust tight

rases for only Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

spring, glass box and guarantee. Guaranteed

to stand any amount of rough usage. Will last

a life time. Have no appearance of cheap-

ness about them. Others sell at double our

rates. Mr. A. R. Mehta from Bandora says :
--

*‘The 7-8 watch I purchased from you two

years back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting

Superintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh)

says:
—“A watch maker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. ]. Sutcliffe,

R. W. Fusi, Lucknow, says:— Some valued

it at 15 and were completely surprised when

I told them it only cost Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Canadian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-

plete shirt .Studs and Rings, set with chemical

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says.—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and

the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA

TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

"to THE DEAF.
A Person cured of Drakness and Noises

in the head of 23 years’ standing by a Simple
Remedy, will send a description Af it FREE
to any Person who applies to J. H. Nicholson,

5, Old Court House Street^ CALCUTTA.

NOW READY.
The Report of the 3rd Indian National Con-

gress, held at Madras during the last week
of 1887.

Price Re. 1 including post.age. Apply to M.

V. Charriar, 100, Mount Road, Madras.

READY

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6,

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS t VOYAGES IN BENGAL
11ETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah^

BY

SAMBHU 0 . MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Na^im of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, '‘REIS& RATYET”
I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

<!alcutta.

OPINION OF THE PRESS.

It is many years since I first met, and some
years since I last met, Dr. Sambhu Chunder

Mookerjee, editor of the Reis and Rayyet

(Prince and Peasant), and an author of high

repute among the kindly, as well as acute and

intellectual, people of Bengal. One of the real

misfortunes of India was, and still is, Lord
Macaulays picture of the Bengalee. The
picture, true perhaps as regards Nuncomar and
many Beugaleesi is not accurate as a represen-

ation of the people generally, taking them as
«'iu Englishman may find them if he looks

fairly. If they had been unfaithful, the sad

story of the Mutiny had been vastly sadder;
and, apart from the Mutiny, many Englishmen
could give individual instances of Bengalee

faithfulness almost unique in history, taking

all the circumstances of our relation to India

into account. The Bengalee is generally eager

for knowledge of all kinds, and is often both

courageous in the expression of his opinions,

and gifted to a remarkable degree with the

power to express those opinions with force and
precision. Mr. Fawcett once told me that an

unprepared speech made, on his behalf, during

an election, by a young Hindoo, surpassed, in

force as well as elo([uenre, any unprepared

speech he ever had hoard made by any mem-
ber of the House of Commons, if fivur or five

members of the House weie excepted.

Among these Bengalees there is a small body

of men - small for that large province--who
aie, ironically <ir otherwise termed “Young
Beng.il. ” .Some of them are no longer young,

but gr.tve and aged ; some have, in the course

of years, been highly distinguished for their

public services and their scientific and other

attainments. Some have at limes bcgi mis-

leprescnted, and their language misinterpreted,

50 that on its retuin to them it has amazed
none moie than themselves. Nothing of this

has been done by the really great administra-

tA>rs of Indi.a. That it has been done, however,

cannot be denied.

In the forefiont of this little band is the

anihor of this book of travtds, Baboo Sambhu
Chniider Mookerjee—a writer of high repute,

as I have said, also an administrator, as the

leader will see from the title-page to this book.

A keener, yet a kindlier satirist, one might

seek for and not find. His use of the English

language has astoni.shed many an educated

Englishman
;
and the quality of his reading is

shown by his marvellous power of quotation
;

not merely from authors like Shakespeare, and

Milton, and Macaulay, and men eminent in

science, but from out-of-the-way old ballads,

and little-known old pamphlets, m the applica-

tion of which he leaves one wondering—first,

how he obtained the productions at all, and
secondly, how, having obtained them, he

lcarne<l to apply them so appositely to the

subjects which he intends them to illustrate,

Bassing from the author to his book, we
shall, perhaps, first of all be attracted to the

work of the administrator. He comes upon a

milkman’s village, on which he finds fastened

the grip of a Court favourite. He unloosens

the grip, and re-settles the village, in the

double interest of Prince and Peasant. And
all the lime he .sees everything. The poor

people bathing on the rivers’ banks, have his

genial and kindly, if also at times, what a

.Scotchman would call, his “pawky” notice.

A “fair maul of .Sonargo.an ” .attracts his at-

tention by the gracefulness with which she

carries a vessel of water from the river
;

and,

though the fair maid and he are divided by
race and faith (she is Mussulman), .she has his

full meed of praise. Indeed, it must be admit-

ted- -and he will not be offended with me for

saying so—that he never meets with a fair face,

without .at least giving evidence rtf the fact

that he has eyes to see and a heart to com-

prehend.

Of his wide and generous .sympathies, much
might be said, and still leave much more to

say. He meets a missionary on the river, and

evidently is inclined, in writing his notes, to

pass a joke on the subject. He nips it, how-

ever, in the bud, and contents himself with

saying, “ So new is preaching here, that the

simple people said the padre had been singing

in the street.” He meets Catliolic and Pro-

testant missionaries on shipboard, and chuckles

over their disputes, while he astonishes them
by his command of the English language, and
even by his knA)wlcdge of the Bible- -a know-

ledge, 1 may add, which is evident in many of

his writings.

A parrot falls overboard, and is drowned in

its cage, to his great distress, which is not

however paraded. He says : [Extract.]

These are not the words of a Christian, but

of a Hindoo.

Again, he has a faithful ugly dog, whose

name is Tom, and whose glory it once was to

bark, with a noble independence, at some very

dignified Sahibs. Our author is compelled to

leave Tom behind ; and here is his farewell -

[Extract.]

I think thi.s is a very fine passage, and one

that will draw the author very close to the

gleathc.irt of humanity, wherever the words

aie read. Could anything be finer than the

testimony to the two foreign “gentlemen,”

ending with the “ Bengalee pariah, my poor

Tom”? Not the pariah merely, but the pariah

dog. The passage is worthy of the author,

and of the great mercifulness of the land that

bore him.
Whoever reads this book must lx* prepared

further to find bold and manly language. The
author is no flatterer of John Bull, though he
gives John hi** due, and admits tliat India owes
him a grc.it debt. Here is one passage relating

to foreign fruits :
[Extract.]

Aiming the sketches of country -word-pic-

tures— the reader will find some exceedingly

pretty, and all the more valuable in that they

are taken from a staiulground purely Indian
;

not P^nglish. Where an English artist’s mind
would be filled with European ideas, the mind
of this gifted Eastern artist is filled with a class

of ideas totally different, yet equally instructive

and certainly not less subtle and far-reaching.

On the eve of one of his journeys, our

author was placed in a dilemma of a kind

not unknown to travellers in India, but not on
that account the less stupid. He wished to

go by a particular boat, and took time by the

foreloA^k for that purpose. The fare was at

first sl.'ited as 90 rupees, to pay which he
offered “a new crisp, fresh British India” note

for 100 rupees. “ It was,” he adds, “fresh from

the Currency Office, and had been received

only the day before from another Government
department.” The rest of the story is

thus told
:

[Extract.]

The humour of the little sketch is worth

something. I can fancy the author laughing

even in his dismay
;
for he can laugh well at

others, and equally well at himself. I shall

only venture on one more passage
;
and 1 give

it as showing the spirit of the man who dares

to call his newspaper Prince and Peasant,

He desired to return to his home in Bengal,

and to bid adieu, for a time at last, to Indepen-

dent Tipperah, where he had been located

“some two years.” He received the Maha-
rajah’s permission to return home

; but still he
could not get away. [Extract.]

There is, I think, a sound lesson in this pas-

sage
;
the lesson of the immense value of

courtesy and urbanity in the relations of rulers

and ruled. There is a great deal in that sen-

tence, “ IPe serve flesh and blood.” The best

administrator in India is not always the ablest,

the man whose plans are the wi.sest as plans ;

but the man who, with plans or without them,

gives confidence to the people, and confidence

not merely in his justice, but al.so in his con-

sidcraleness and forbearance. A clever man
once said that the art of success in India is the

art of giving good dinners. It maybe so ; but

the peril is great

—

iIicl peril of debt
; and in

any case the art has its limits, and its natural

collapse. Even dinners and champagne pall

in the end. But thefe is one art that never
fails—the art of tuie courtesy

;
of that courtesy

which, being natural, is not affected by any
whim or caprice, either of the person who
possesses it, or of any one with whom he has
relations.

In bidding farewell to this little, book, I once
more recall, as I easily and very vividly can,
the author’s kindly face and gentle voice, as *

known to me many years ago. I see him, as
I see Baboo Kristo Das Pal, Dr. Mahendra
Lai Sircar, and some others, incUuling a much-
abused editor of the Amrita Baiiar Patrika

\

and I feel and say, with all earnestness and
sincerity, that among these are men whom
the (roveinment of India would be wise in
recognising and winning entirely to its side.

They are men on whom no really generous
word—true as well as generous—ever is

thrown away. I have compared them at times
with men of kindred occupations at home,
and I think that they are as a rule by far
the truer gentlemen in good manners, and
often in very much more than mere manners.
May the great God, whose sacred Name they
use as that of the Father of all, guide them to
a nobler destiny than any they yet have
known, and with them, and by them, bless,
their native land

!

James Routledce.
— Indian Ma^azine^ Mar. 1888.
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“IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF.”

All who suffer find sure rcLef from

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteRheumatism and Rheumatic Gout,

After years of semi'helplessness and suffer-

inp^ ;
while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,

LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

for these complaints in tlieir severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recoininend-

cd as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-
sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at i Be. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : .Smith Stanistreet & Co.,

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

HOKEOPATHIC PHARMACY,
THE

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSARY IN ASIA

OF PURE HOMCEOPATIIY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN
INDEPENDENT HOMffiOPATHY

and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF

* THIS

SCHOOL OF MKDICINE.

B. Sc. Co., beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
12. Lai Bazaar, Calcutta.

In Pamphlet, Price 4 annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

-y-"-
^

'

' ~
Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

"Limited.

ASSAM LINE.
This Company which has a weekly Service

of Steamers running to and from Debrooghur
viA Goalundo, will despatch the Steamer
“ MYSORE ” for Assam on Friday the
7th inst.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
Godowns at Jaggannath Ghat until Thursday
the 6th idem.

The Steamer “CASHMERE” will leave Goa-
lundo for Assam on Friday, the 7th idem.

Intending passengers by the last mentioned
Steamer should leave Calcutta for Goalundo
by train the previou.s night.

DHUIJR1& Debrooghur Mail Service.

Through Boo/cinj^ to andfrom Assam.

The Despatch Steamers of this Service
leave Dhubri daily on arrival of the Mails
from Calcutta, and proceed to Debrooghur,
stopping at all intermediate stations and
Mookhs.

Passengers, Goods, Parcels (packages not
to exceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4 fee t

by 4 feet in measurement ) may be boo ked
through to and from Calcutta, and all stat ions
on the Eastern Bengal State Railway and
connected Railways, and the folio wing
Steamer Stations of this Company, vis.,

Dhubri, Goalp.arah, Gauhati, Mungledye,
Tezpore, .SilghaiU for Koliabar, Dh unsiri

Mookh, Niggriting, Kookeela Mookh, D esartg
Mookh and Debrooghur.
Packages booked as parcels will be forward-

ed by rail along with the Mails. Freight on
perishable articles must be prepaid.

Goalundo and Debrooghur Despatch
Service.

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which
have been specially built for the Assam Trade,
carrying passengers and coolies between
Goalundo and Debrooghur, will leave &alundo
bi-weekly on Sundays and Thursda^^ calling

at all intermediate stations, and Debrooghur
on Tuesdays and Saturdays.
Through bills of lading will be granted for

goods and parcels on presentation of rail re-

ceipt or payment of freight. Packages not to

exceed ten hundred weight, or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement.
For freight and passage apply to

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents.

1-2, Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.

Price by post 8 % annas.

ASRUKANA
A Collection of poems in Bengali by

Srimati GIRINDRAMOHINY DASSY
(Author of Kdbiiahar, Bharat Kusum.)

Asrukana is a collection* f)f poetical pieces of

singular pathos and beauty of expression * *

It is a series of mouruful .songs that the

reader is here presented with and they must
touch a sympathetic cord in every heart that

can feel. There is a singular appropriateness

in the title oi the work, and in its pious dedi-

cation to the memory of the hu.sbaiul of the

fair writer.— The Indian Nation.

The authoress is not unknown to Bengali

readers. She has already published two or

three poems by which she is favourably known,
but between these poems and this is a differ-

ence that hardly adtnit.s of being measured.
#

This is poetry in life

*

Wc have read Srimtiti Girindra MohinyLs
poems m a reverential spirit. The poems are

all of a lyrical description. The lyre is .soft,

sweet and tender, but awfully stronc.v
# *

The tone of the poems is inexpressibly

gentle, inexpressibly pure, and inexpressibly

tender and affectionate. It is the tone of a
world mother.

a- #

Bengal should proud of this poem— The
Calcutta Review.

Apply at the Bee Press,

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Calcutta.

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSE V.

Apply to Reis &* Rayyet Office, Calcutta.
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REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Revieiv of Politics, Literature, and Society

RATES OF SnBSORI|TION.
Yearly ... m advance Rs. 12

Half-yearly ... „ „ 7

Quarterly ... „ „ 4

Monthly ... „ ... Re. i-S

Single or sample Copy,, ^ ... „ o-8

RATES OF ADVEiSriSEMENT.
Advertisements (threerolumns to the page) are ,
charged by the space taken up, at the rate

annas a line, each insertion. The lowest charge

for any advertisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic

Occurrences, the lowest charge for which is

Rs. 5.

Special rates for Oontraots.
No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate 01 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a year.
. . , . ,v

Business Communications (post oaid) to

be directed to “The Manager,” and Literary

Communications and books and pamphlets

(carnage paid) to “The Editor*' of “Reis

& Rayyet,
*^

Office ; /, Uckoor DutPs Lane^ Wellington

Street, Calcutta.

-pAnUlNllIJmsludM tic Proprietor Saturilfly Mutty Lall Ghose, «/ THE BEE PRESS, m. /, Ucko.r Dutfs Un*.Cakua«.
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

THE LARK AND THE ROOK—A FABLE.

Saluted often with a loving sonnet

;

But men) vile men have spread so thick a scurf

Of dill and infamy about the turf,

1 do not like to settle on it
!”

“ Lo ! hear the gentle lark ! Shakspeare.

Once on a time—no matter where—

A lark took such a fancy to the air,

That though he often gaz’d beneath,

Watching the breezy down, or heath,

Yet very, v^ seldom he was found

To peffl^pon the ground.

Hour after hour,

Through cv’ry change of weather hard or so ft,

Through sun and shade, and wind and show'r,

Still fluttering aloft

;

In silence now, and now in song,

Upeup in chittdkMjii^H day long,

On weary wing, yeuKIh^inceasing flight.

Like to those Birds of^.Kwdise, so rare.

Fabled to live, a^ love*, and feed in air.

But never to alight.

It caus’d of course, much speculation

Among the feather’d generation ;

Who tried-to guess the riddle that was in it— .

The robin puzzled at it, and the wren.

The swallows, cock and hen,

The wagtail, an d the linnet,

The yellowhammer, and the finch as well

—

The sparrow ask’d the tit, who could n’t tell.

The jay, the pie—but all were in the dark.

Till out of patience with the common doubt,

Th^ook at last resovl’d to worm it out,

Ambus accosted the mysterious lark

“Friend, prithee, tell me why

You keep this constant hovering so high.

As if you had some castle in the air,

That you are always poising there,

A speck against the sky—

Neglectful of each old familiar feature

Of earth that nurs’d you in your callow state—

You think you ’re only soaring at heaven’s gate.

Whereas you ’re flying in the face of Nature 1”

•

“Friend,” said the lark, with melancholy tone.

And in each little eye a dewdrop shone,

“No creature of my kind was ever fonder

Of that dear spot of earth

Which gave it birth—

And 1 was nestled in the furrow yonder 1

Sweet is the twinkle of the dewy heath,

And sweet that thymy down 1 watch beneath,

4 • • .

MORAL.

Alas 1 how nobles of another race

Appointed to the bright and lofty way.

Too willingly descend to haunt a place

Polluted by the deeds of Birds of Prey I

FRIENDS.

“ Friend after friend departs,

Who has not lost a friend ?

There is no union here of hearts,

'I'hat knows not here an end.”

“ Friend after friend departs,”—

And oft to those, whom most we cherish here.

Death sends his swiftest darts,

And calls them soonest to a brighter sphere,
,

Where all are friends—frwtf friends,

Not like to those we often meet with here.

Whose mis-named friendship enAf ^

When poverty and sorrow first appear.

Mourn not to lose such friends 1

For still remain those who are friends indeed,

Whom God in mercy sends,

To be the dearest in our hour of need.

“ Who has not lost a friend ?

"

If any such there be, most happy they,

On whom such joys descend • ^

As friendships, unimpaired by time’s defay.

* But one day soon will prove

All earthly friendships but a broken reed :

When wc must seek above

A friend to help in our last time of need.

Then trust His mighty arm,

And humbly at His gracious footstool bend ;

For nought thy soul can harm,

While thou canst call the King of kings thy friend.

Holloways Ointment and Pills.—Self Help.—Prior to the discovery

of these remedies an easy, ready, apd reliable remedy for ^tward dis-

figurations and inward complications was, practically speaking, un-

known. No one need now be at a loss if they should unfortunately

sufler from piles, ulcers, sores, tumours, boils, bruises, sprains, &c.
Enveloping Holloway’s medicines are very intelligible printed directions

for using them, which should be attentively studied and immediately

followed by all who resort to his treatment. Sooner or later the sufferer

will assuredly triumph over th’e worst diseases. This searching Oint-

ment disperses all those malignant humours which aggravate diseases

of the skin, prevent the cicatrization of ulcers, and excite inflammatory
tendencies in the system.

SvtMfibtn in th* country or* requtsUd to remit by postal money orders, ifpossibU, as the safest and most conveniesst

particularly as it ensures acknowtedfo^nt through the Department. No ether receipt wilt bo

givtH, any other boiag unnecessary, and Uhely to cause eenfissiou.
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News and Comments.

The mail clay changes from week after next at Bombay from Tuesday

to Friday and at Calcutta from Saturday to Tuesday. Here, to-day

is the last Saturday mail day, the next mail being on Tuesday the i8th,

that is, there will be no out-going mail next week.

The High Court, Original Side, will be closed for the annual vacation

(including the Mohorum festival, the JMahalaya, Durga, Luckhmi and

Kali Pujahs, and the Bhratriditia, Juggutdhatri, and Kartic Pujahs) on

and from Monday, the loth September to Thursday, the 15th Novem-
ber, 1888, both days inclusive, and will resume its sittings on Friday,

the i6th November, 1888. The Insolvent Court will sit on Monday, the

ist October, 1888. The Offices of the Court, Original Side, will be

closed for general business from Monday, the 17th September to Wed-
nesday, the 7th of November, both days inclusive, on account of the

Mohorum festival and the Mahalaya, Durga, Luckhmi, Kali, and
Bhratriditia Pujahs, and from Monday, the 12th November to Thurs-

day, the 15th November, on account of the Juggutdhatri and the Kartic

Pujahs. One Judge will remain in town for urgent business, and ar-

rangements will be made for the attendance of such superior or subor-

dinate officers, as shall be required for the disposal of urgent business.

The Hon’ble Mr. Justice Trevelyan will sit as Vacation Judge to take

Chamber applications at 10-30 A. M., and Court applications at ii a.m.,

on Tuesday, the nth, and Thursday, the 13th September instant. His

Lordship will preside as Commi.ssioner for the relief of Insolvent

Debtors on Mond.Ty, the 1st October, 1888. In case of special urgency,

.ippointments can be made through the following officers Mr. W. R.

Fink, 4, Strijnd Road, from loth September to 2nd October, Bahu Grish
Chunder Banncrji, Bhowanipore, Chuckerbere Rond, South, No. 31,

from 3rd to 2oih October, Mr. J. Heckle, High Court, from 21st October
to 15th November.

• •

The heat during the late summer was excessive throughout the land

generally. In the Pnnj.ab, which habitually suffers from severity of

weather both in summer and winter, and oftentimes from alternations

between heal and cold in the same season, and even within the

twenty four horns, the weather was unusually sharp. At Patiala, the

festivities on the occasion of the royal marriage had to be postponed

in consequence. They have been fixed for the lyih November, in

view of the signs of the heavenly powers and in deference to the con-

venience of the piincipal planet of the earth and attendant British stars

of the first magnitude.

I'he Abbotla bad District was last week visited by severe shocks of

earthquake, destroying many houses in the country around the chief

town and burying to death several men and women and children.

Cawnporf. has suffered terribly from the recent rains. More than
two hundred men have been killed by the falling of houses chiefly.

Huts have been made a clean sweep of, over 6,000 being reported

destroyed.
• *

• «

A DOZEN villages in the District of Niiddea arc 'completely under
water from the inundation of the Mathabhanga, ?//.?., Hurndhan, Go-
neshpoic, Rabimbudh, Giirpara, .Sirkarpore, Bcdyanimdpore, N.apara,

Anundidham, Taraporc, Gazipore Musandura,Simdipore and Goswain-
pore.

«
« *

The Bombay Congressisl Mahomedans, though weak in number, are

strong in intelligence and energy. They have not let the grass giDW
under their feet after thcir late discomfiture. At a second meeting,
presided over by Mr. Budrudeen Tyabji, they have got the Anjtiman-i-

Islam to resolve to lend the weight of their support to the National
Congress ^^be held at Allahabad. It does not .signify much. The
C ongress liftht always be sure of the ailendance of Mr. Tyabji and his

following of An;.;licised Mahomedans, but this stealing a march over the
community, likely to bring on a crises in the life of the Anjuman as a
truly representative body.

The Punjab discovers its usual spirit of intolerance. The local

Anjuman^-Islixmia, presided over by Nawab Abdul Majid Khan, C.S.I.,
|

has recorded the following resolutions ;

—

“ That th,e Anjuman-i-Islamia, as a united body, should become a
me mber ot the Iiidian Patriotic Association. (2.) That the aims of the

National Congress being diametrically opposite^ to those of the
Anjuman-i-Islamia, any one favouring the cause of the Congress will
be considered no longer fit to continue as a member of the aforesai*!
Anjuman.^’

•
• •

Following in the wake of the Pioneer and the ^iatesman^ the

Pall Mall Gazelle has come down with a fierce attack on Sir John
Gorst. The Under-Secretary is directly charged with being indirectly

concerned with the Hyderabad Deccan Company, through the interven-

tion of his friend, the notorious Mr. I'om Palmer, of Hyderabad.

• •

It is announced that the Hon^ble H. Hay, son of the Earl of Erroll

and formerly of the Scots Guards, has been appointed a Superintendent

of Police in Burma.

Sir Roper Lethbridge has given notice for calling the attention of

the House of Commons, in November, to the report of Sir Henry
James’s Select Committee, on the aflfairs of the Deccan Mining

Company.
•

• •

From ^ Simla telegram to the Statesman^ it would .seem that the ques-

tion of the Simla allowances, which has been before the Viceroy, has

been decided, and that future incumbents shaP aw only ordin.ary tra-

velling and daily allowances, sanctioned by the uancial Codes.

* •

The Lieutenant-Governor of the N. i.viiur*, will come down
from his Hills, after the middle of next m r.th. Leavin, Nynee Tal

on the iSth October, he will reach Lu .know o . the i?t November.

The following, started by the OV/7 andMHilary is going thf

round :

—

‘ By gar it’s a hoy --un j^ari^nn,, a boy !
’ exclaimed Dr. Cains

; and
so said one Gurinukh Singh, of Jhidiiin, some time ago, under the fol-

lowing circumstances Gurnnikh Singh, who thought he should wed,
went to Sundar Singh of Rawalpindi and sai<l :

* Give me your daughter
in marriage, and I will pay you five hundred rupees for hdr.' Now,
Sundar Singh had no daughter at all, but he liketl five hundred rupees

;

and so he smoked awhile In order to I'tuisider how be could get over
the difficulty of obtaining the money and yet give no daughter-. After
a short time he replied to his friend ivlio cl(‘sired an aHiaP( e with his
family :

* Very good— i will ^,ive you m’y dai.ghter for the money
Gurmuikh Smgli.’ .So the marri.'.go d i) was fixed and ;;reat prepara-
tions were made, and the bridegroom am ved the village, and there
was much rejoicing. Blind with his desiie f-.r the fivf hundred, Sundar
Singh called to him his son, ageci ten, ano dicssed him up as a girl

with the noserings and earrings and spangled skirt of womankind : and
on the marriage ceremony being completed, delivered him over to
Gurinukh Singh with his paternal blessings The bride was then taken
to the house of Gurmukh Siijgh and received into the family. But
soon lire fraud was discovered

; and swift return was made to Rawal-
pindi in order to upbraid Sundar Singh, and demand return of the
purch.ase-inoncy. .Sundar .Singh, who had in the meantime stayed
quietly at home and had not fled with the five hiindied afier selling all

of his immoveable property as he should have done, allowed that there
was ground for dissatisfaction, and he surrendered the money, gotten
by fraud, and received back his son, aged ten. .Satisfied with the
return of the money Gurmukh Singh did nothing more, beyond abu.sing
Sundar Singh to an extent equivalent to the shame to which he had
been put. And so the matter ended.”

Sundar is Sundar and no mistake ! He is an honest Oriental to the

backbone in his capacity for taking things coolly, inckliS8ing the ex-

plosion of his own game of practical joking, for which he*lSems to have

a decided and enormous penchant 1 In fact, we have a shrewd suspicion

that our contemporary has been another Sundar victim of it, in being

beguiled into swallowing the whole hog, from tusk to tail, as offered,

without dressing.

Mr. Kunjen Menon’.s appeal to the High Court comes off next

Wednesday.

• •

The Byculla Club at Bombay entertains Lord Dufiferin on the i6th

December.

/ *
• * •

It is whispered that richer gold mines than Californian have been dis-

covered on the shores of Lake Superior.

• •

The Oxus has been bridged at Kerki—the ^Russian Southern post in

the direction of Kham-i-ab.

Princess Sophie, sister of the Empefor William, is betrothed to the

Crown Prince of Germany. *
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lu his reply to the^dd less of the Dacca Municipality, the Lieutemant-

Oovernor thus spoke o( the extended municipal franchise

“You allude with satisfaction to my proposal to give a larger scope

to the elective element and to restrict the number of nominations—

I

wish to take this oppoitunity of letting you know how this experiment

stands. It was first submitted to the public for criticism--some people

considered that the appointment of two Government officials, a Magis-

trate and a Medical officer would swamp the independence of the com-

mittees, others (and among these were many experienced officials and

native gentlemen) thought that by resuming the power of nomination

we should exclude many gentlemen of wealth and position who would

eladly give their services if nominated, but who would be unwilling for

obvious reasons to seek election and that we could not afford to dispense

with this class. In other towns important minorities, such as the

Mahomedan community, thought that the withdrawal of nominations

would leave them unrepresented. Well, as you know the project could

not be carried out without legislation the consent of the Government of

India has to be obtained. Looking to the strength and weight of the

Opinions given against the change, the Government of India have de-

sired that, I should not for the present proceed any further with the

legislation requisite to carry out my proposal
;
so for the present it will

remain in abeyance. The other part of my plan, that of allowing the

scheduled municipalities for the most part to elect their own Chairman,

will however be given effect to.”

Notes and Leaderettes.

General Boulanger has mysteriously left France, it is surmised for

Russia.

General Annenkoff, the constructor of the Trans-Caspian Railway,

lately paid a visit to Paris. He was the guest of his brother-in-law

Viscount Vogud, and the lion of the hour of the gay and excitable

capital. He was entertained by M. de Lesseps, M. Eiffel, and M.

Napoleon Ray, the companion of his travels, whom he first knew at

St. pertersburg, at the time of the Embassy of General Chanzy.

The latest news is that General Annenkoff has been appointed

Director of the Railway of his own making.

The Railway Conference commenced on the 41I1. It does not promise

much. Its deliberations are to be private and not to be published till

the English Boards of Directors have formed their own conclusions.

The report has a good chance of a safe and undisturbed retreat on the

upper shelves.

On the first of the month, Sir Charles Eliott opened the Art Union

of the Simla Admiration and Adulation Society, ycleped Fine Arts

Exhibition. This is the 2ibt year of the Instilniion and marked by the

absence of professional exhibitors. It has degenerated into a hole and

corner dilettante business. Last year, the presence of Mr. Archer

gave it an adventitious importance. This time, it is Scotch without Art.

His Royal Highness the Duke of Connaught opened on the 4th instant

the Soldiers’ Industrial Exhibition at Poona.

The dismissed menial Nanhu who, for some real or fancied wrong,

stabbed his.^^ld master IMeadcr Kanhya Lall, in open couit at Lucknow,

has been &ente»ced to death for murder. Lucky for justice, there was

no Woodroffe to defend, nor Calcutta High Court to tiy him.

The Hunmant Rao trial diags its slow length along.

Mr, Arthur Crawford is to be tried by a Commission of his own

peers-the Hon. Justice Bayley, of the Bombay High Court, Mr. Quin-

ton of the North-Western Provinces, and Mr. Kobeit Crostlnvaile,

Judicial Commissioner of the Central Provinces.

The death of Ma^r Batlye and Captain Urnislon in the Agroi Valley

is to be avenged. The Black Mountaineers muj>t be brought to their

senses. A Force, to be called the H.izata Field Force, has been

ordered, under command of the Brigadier-General J.
McQueen.

Sriman Swami, a Madras Graduate, who has taken to asceticism,

who, having organized a society for the protection and preservation of

cows, is now in Calcutta on his mission, drew a large and mixed

audience last Saturday at the Town Hall, to hear him on the question

and cheer him up in his efforts. Raja Poorna Chundcr Singh of Paik-

para presided.

The Swami does not proceed on religious grounds. He only asks

to spare the cow which is so useful. He contends that she is not

slaughtered in any other part of the world, why then should she be made

to furnish the dinner table in India, where a majority of the natives

reverence her ? The Swami has the ^ood wishes of all Hindus and

of every good Mussulman.

A NATIVE recruiter of emigrants went with a batch of labourers to

Ceylon. He was accompanied by his daughter. His mission ended,

.

he was back to the Continent, with an addition to his household.

Not that he had married in Ceylon, or given in marriage, and was

accompanied by wife or son-in-law. Nevertheless, they who had gone

two returned three, himself, his daughter, and another eminent gentle-

man, though of unenviable notoriety. The numerical question, how-

ever, is an open one still. People in general admitted the return to the

Madnas country of two persons, but the father protested there was,

besides his daughter, another, whom they saw not. But recruiters

are not always precise in number, and the neighbours left the little

family to enjoyJthe satisfaction of an imaginary addition. The pros-

pect of a real, or, at least, visible addition was sought for when, shortly

after, the girl was married. This hope was disappointed : there was

no visible fruit of the union. And this was the work of the invisible

presence. The Cingalese spirit which had crossed the sea on the back

of the poor girl had caused the barrenness. Of this the father at any

rate was certain, and the daughter possibly had gradually been brought

round to the same view. So they set about ift earnest to free the

household of the undesirable presence. A famous diabolic^doctor was

brought in. He knew what was what. It was the devil and no mis-

take, and a very formidable- one of that ilk. Probably it was the same

ancient enemy of our race who had brought death into the world and

all our woes, who tempted too womanly Eve, and who had been

living retired in a cave of Adam’s Peak, until he was, in his dotage,

himself tempted in turn by the unadorned native charms of the Coolie

Recruiting Sergeant’s dark daughter. The doctor was equal to the

occasion. He prescribed a drastic remedy and a heroic dose. There

was only one way, in his opinion, of escape from the dilemma, and

that was by humouring the devil out of his present stronghold with the

offer of a human life. True to this duibolopathy^ the father went out

prowling about unfrequented paths for his prey. A crack recruiter

could not be long in finding fit game. He met his man, wheedled him

away to drink, and, when toddy had done for him enough, the poor

fellow was done for outright. HU throat was cut and the blood re-

ceived into a vessel and mixed with rice into a ball which was thrown

into the air fur the fea^t of the invisible one. The body was further

cut up -ind secreted in a tank. As usual, it was discovered, and the

father arrested and H ied, the daughter being the principal witness.

AccORDINCi to Pundit Modluisudan Siiliralna, Professor of Sinriti in

the Calcutta Sanskiit College—On the 2oth Kartic next, both the

Swati M.ulunda Yoga and Kurukshetra Yoga take place. The former

is predicative of loo much rain or of a heavy cyclone, and forebodes

deslructio*! botli of buds ami men. He defines Swati Martunda Yoga

thus If in the inonih of Kaitic, a Sunday or a Saturday or a Tuesday

coincides with Kuhii-Ainabashya (new noon), that Yoga is called Swati

Martuuda Yoga, Kurukshetra Yoga is the union of />*////, Nakshatra

and Vo^ti on the same day, and forebodes evil to Kings, loss of crops,

rainless clomls, and loss of wealth by the people. And the Indian

Mf^ror gravely publi.shes all this stuff, with evident reliance on the

prophecy of pseudo-astronomy by a Professor of Hindu Theology,

who never looked up the skies and knows not Jupiter from Mars and

could not identify any of the Niikshatms of which he glibly talks !

The Editor of the Hyderabad Record^ Mr. Solomon, has petitioned the

Resident for revision of the sentence of six months’ simple imprison-

ment passed by Mr. Tucker, Superintendent and Magistrate of the

Residency Bazaars, at the instance of the Pleader Mr. Leach.

He urges really good reasons, which afford an instructive

glimpse of Residency justice. Mr. Tucker framed two issues, namely,

I. Is the accused the editor or publisher of the Hyderabad Record

and is this paper published in the Residency Bazaars? 2. Has

the accused in the said article defamed the complainant ? As regards
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the first, it seems one witness was examined who deposed that the

accused was the editor. There was no proof of publication, and when,

after the case for the prosecution, the defence claimed acquittal in the

absence of the material evidence which would give the Magistrate

jurisdiction, Mr. Tucker rectified the record by calling in his sub-

ordinate Lieutenant Tighe to prove a kind of publication. The

Lieutenant, we are told, simply said, without producing it, that

he saw and read a copy of the Record “ which came to him ** on his

table. The magistrate was so much convinced of the guilt of the

accused, that he would not wait for strict proof of a formality of the

kind. The other issue was as easily disposed of. The Imputations

were divided into five, namely, three allegations of drunkenness, one

of reckless slaughter of reputation of other men, and one of misconduct

of complainant in a case in which he represented the Crown. The
accused claimed the benefit of the first and ninth exceptions in sec. 499

I, P. C., in.asmuch as the complainant was editor of a paper, a plead-

er and a Crown prosecutor and it was for the public good that

his conduct was brought to light. At an early stage, Mr. Tucker

overruled the plea and now disallowed all questions in cross-examination

regarding Mr. Leach’s private life bearing on the first three imputations.

The Court would not accept any evidence of the cotyplain ant’s acts

or offences except their previous establishment in a Court of law.

With reference to the fourth and fifth imputations, on formal denial of

troth by the complainant, Mr. Tucker framed a charge under Sec. 500,

to which the accused pleaded not guilty, and in absence of any other

evidence, convicted Mr. Solomon and in the interest of the public, sen-

tenced,* to exemplary punishment for a gross and unjustifiable outrage,”

a man who seemed to him ** to be perfectly ignorant of what the res-

ponsibilities of the editor of the newspapers are.”

In our issue of the 18th August, we inserted the representation of the

Mahomedan Literary Society regarding discipline and moral training

in public schools. We are sorry we had been unable before this to

notice the same. The document, though addressed to Government
from the orthodox Mahomedan point of view so far as the followers

of Islam are concerned, does not betray any intolerance of other creeds.

In terms it speaks of the wants of the Hindu community in a spirit

far removed from antagonism, and is altogether pitched in a tone which

is a happy compromise between respect for self and tolerance for

others. In deploring the laxity of discipline and the want of reverence

for authority in the rising generation, in protesting against any aid

from public funds being given to avowedly proselytising educational

institutions, in asking for facilities to the instruction of youth in their

respective religions in all schools, public or aided, and in insisting

that the officers of the educational department should possess proper

moral qualifications, the Mahomedan Literary Society put forward

demands which will be unhesitatingly endorsed by the Hindu com-
munity. It is therefore painful to see a journal bearing, above ail, the

name of the Hindoo Patriot carping at the Society, under what, in all

charity we hope, is only a serious misapprehension. Says the H, Z'.—
“ Our friends of the MaHbmedan Literary Society have singular ideas

regarding discipline and moral training in our public schools. The
rod and the Koran, according to them, wjll cure the evils we all deplore.
Let erring youths taste of the rod, and read a few ptges of the
Koran without understanding what is written in them and they cannot
fail to be patterns of social virtues.”

Now to give precedence to things holy, the Society nowhere recom-

^
mend in terms the study of the Koran, by role or otherwise. What
they ask for is “the inculcation of students in the principles of their

own reunion with the desire and consent of their pioper guardians,”

the prescribing of “ books of reliefous tendency;^ and removing the dc-

ficicnces of the secular education of Government schools by adding
thereto “ a course of religious instruction.” It is good for every Maho-
medan to read the Koran, even by rote. Generally, the particular pas-
sages requisite for daily prayers are taught at home at a tender age,

when the memory is strong and the tongue flexible. The Mahomedans
do not want any instruction in schools for that purpose. Their
grown up men often study their holy book, some in the original Arabic
and many more with the help of translations. But even this is not
what wc understand the Society to desire to be introduced in schools.

In the 5 ih para of their representation, they expressly request that in

purely Mahomedan schools, elementary instruction in the vernacular
languages be given through books of religious tendency; and ob-

viously these books must be in the vernacular languages. Similar-

ly, in the same paragraph, as read with that preceding it, they ask

that in mixed schools the Mahomedans be allowed to supply pro.

perly qualified teachers to lecture separately to the Mahomedan stu-

dents upon the principles of their own religion. So far as we can

understand, the Society would be glad if the Hindus did likewise for

their own students. Is it not unjust and unfair to represent all this

as a prescription for the study of the Koran by rote and nothing more t

And then, in the name of all that is sacred in Hinduism and Patriot-

ism, is it intended to suggest that the Society mean to compel a general

study of the Koran by all the alumni of public schools ? Is not the

phrase our erring youths” proceeding from patriotic Hindu lips

suggestive of such a meaning ? But not the most careless reader of the

Society’s letter can ascribe to it such an intention. Turning now to

the rod, the critic entirely overlooks the circumstance that the Society

do not at all recommend the infliction of the barbarous methods of

punishment so common in the old class patshalas and maktahs in

India. They are also averse to the -use of the rod by way whipping,

and hold the opinion that “ only the milder forms of corporal punish-

ment can be resorted to in the case of native students.” Do these views

shew any ultr.a rodical leaning ?

The critic’s last fling is at the refusal .)f the Society tc encourage the

production af “ a moral text-book based on the fundament.'il principles

of natural religion.” If the writer in the Hindoo Patriot had but known

how the term natural reli^on stinks in the nostrils of all orthodox

Mussulmans in India, owing to the association of ideas created thereby

with the heretic Naituruihs of the Allygurh school, he would at once

have understood the very strong antipathy and suspicion with which

all the orthodox Faithful must regard such a proposal. Apart there-

from, we cannot find anything wrong in the believers of a particular

religion insisting upon gelling their morals at first hand from their

own scriptures, and not in an emasculated and attenuated form, through,

what to them must seem, an artificial and defective medium.

The lirhoot Courier is one of our best papers, and we are not surprised

to read in its issue of the 29th August a sensible article on the National

I

Congress. Starling with the interest created in the movement in

England, so much so that Mr. Caine, the Unionist Member for Barrow,

formerly Secretary to the Navy, and other political notabilities are

expected to be present at the coming Congress at Allahabad, the writer

notices the struggle going on in the principal cities of India, between

the advocates and the detractors of the Congress. In his own District,

however, he sees no signs of any interest in the matter. Tirhoot is too

mercenary for political aspirations and withal too ignorant of external

affairs. That may be true, only it is, unfortunately, true of the greater

part of the Empire. But the Courier lays itself open to the charge of

fouling its own nest when it goes on to tell a trumpery, at any rate,

foolish, story of

“a Mukhtlar here who believes that Lord Dufferin was a Joint

Magistrate in Russia. As that country was going to invade India,

Lord Dufferin was sent here as Viceroy in order to get Mohullut, (an

adjournment) a word dear unto all Tirhulean minds. As he has not

succeeded in getting the full time he asked for, he is abandoning the

Viceroyalty, without serving his full time of service. Such is the

average knowledge of politics in this part of the world.”

That seems to us rather a gross exaggeration, and not much to the

point. It is, however, a momentary fall into the temptation of smart-

ness. In the main, the article is free from misrepresentation. Even the

Mahomedans receive their due—rather a phenomenon in these days

in Hindu journalism (we suppose we may take the Courier for a re-

presentative of the Hindu, if not the Bengali, Press.) The Courier docs

not seek to hide the fact that the great bulk of the Mahomedans are

opposed to the Congress. It has even the fairness to acknowledge the

force of tljie complaints of the Mahomedans. It not only does not fall

foul of the opposition, but, unlike most of its brethren, it has the eye to

discerm where the shoe pinches the Mahomedans. VTe think it both

wise an(f honest to recognise the legitimate apprehension of thoughtful

Mahomedans that, by joining in the demand for representative institu-

tions, they might be assisting in throwing power into the lap of the

Hindus and Parsees, to the practical exclusion of the followers of Islam.

It will never do to try to blind men to the obvious.

More wonderful still, our contemporary spares Raja Shivaprasad him-

self, the ogre of Indian patriotism of the day. That a Tirhopt journal

will deal tenderly with the Raja and the great landowners, was but

natural, but that was all the more reason for exhausting all the pent up
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Congrcsiist.bile on tlni devoted head of that busybody, the parvenu

outsider of Benares. But no—
** Strong fupporters of the Congress as we are, we cannot see that

tve are helping it in any \yay by reviling our opponents or minimising

the strength of their position. The Raja party is naturally opposed

to representative inbtitutions. Some Rajas may be representative of

the pcopl^t ^tir chief Tirhoot nobleman, the Maha>

raja of Durbhangah. Some, however, grossly misrepresent them. And
with a system ot popular government there is but little doubt that it

would not be the Rajas, but a new class of men, the graduates of the

Universities, the lawyers, the Doctors and some of the chief merchants

that would come to the front. As to the rage of the Raja party as

shown in the proposal made at a meeting at Benares, to petition Gov-

ernment that all who attended the Congress should be denied a seat

at Durbars, we may allow it to burn itself out.”

But what does our contemporary mean by saying—

There is no doubt that the warlike races of Hindustan do not love

the Bengalee. They do not object to be ruled by Englishmen, for they I

recognise in them a race stronger than they arc. But they have the
I

Strongest objection to Bengalee domination.”

That is untenable in theory, and untrue in fact. We thought the

Tirhoot Courier knew better than to be deceived by a passing pheno-

menon. It is true that Europeans, naturally in part jealous of the

growing Influence of the educated classes of Bengal, and still more

irritated by the unmanly system of constant vilification towards them

adopted by a set of native speakers and journalists who are far from

representing the respectability and education of native society, have

succeeded in causing a sort of estrangement between the Bengalees

and the other peoples rather than races of the Bengal Presidency. But

the feeling is abnormal and absurd and is by no means deep. A

difference artificially created must be sooner or later determined.

Meanwhile, the misrepresented people should be patient and forbear.

It is a great pity that so able and respectable an organ of native

opinion in the Bengal Provinces as the Tirhoot Courier^ should heed-

lessly lend itself to the unworthy game of the enemies of both the Empire

and the whole Indian people. For nothing that isolates the most in-

tellectual community of all India from the rest or truly alienates it from

the Government, can be good for either.

London that a Professor of Sanskrit has been appointed in connection

with the Imperial Institute, with the view of assisting Sir John Somers

Vine in his communications with the Princes, Chiefs, and subscribing

people of India

!

The Rev. J. W. Horsley, formeily Chaplain at Clerkenwell Gaol, thus

reports, in the Pail Mall Gazette^ progress of drunkenness in

England :

—

“The following table I have compiled from the Judicial Statistics for

England and Wales for the last ten years. The first column gives the

number of males, the second that of females, who in the year were

found on reception into prison to have been convicted over ten times,

and therefore to be not unfairly classed as incurable. The third column

gives the proportion the men bear, and the fourth that of the women,

to the total number of recommitted prisoners as distinct from mere first

oflenders.

Males. Females. Males* Females.

1878 — — 8-3 22'1

1879 3.706 5.673 8*3 22’4

1880 3>69> 5.800 8*3 23*6

J88[ 3,618 6,773 8-2 273
1882 4,148 7,496 88 27*4

1883 4.391 8.946 89 29*3

1884 4.734 9,319 9-4 302
1885 5.>88 9,45' lO'O 3**6

1S86 5.074 8,981 lO’I 33*2

1887 ;,686 9,764 II'I

e remembered that crime generally has so largely and

population merely, that there are now 6,000 fewer in our local prisons

each day than was the case in 1876. Yet there is always a steady in-

crease in the most noxious and burdensome incurable class. Men in

this category are at their worst twice as good as the women at^ their

best
;
women at their best are nearly thrice .as bad as the men in the

same year, and twice as bad as men at their worst. The men are

only 3 per cent, worse than ten years ago ; the women are 12 per cent,

worse. These figures represent commitments and nob individuals,

many, but not all, being committed, and therefore counted, severa-

times in the year. They are chiefly habitual drunkards.”

What a pitiable disclosure 1 It were ten times better that England

should bear the reproach of being a nation of shopkeepers or of PhilisI

tines, than incur the odium of being the land of publicans and sinners I

The Tirhoot Courier writes

“ Some would put the influence of Western education as the chief

factor in making the India of to-day a different India from what existed

fifty years ago. We, ourselves, are of opinion that its range is not so

wiae nor its influence so deep, as the results of science, we have men-

tioned above.”

Our contemporary is evidently under the spell of the day, or else so

able a journal would discern the exaggerated importance it accords to

science in changing the moral and social condition of man. Science

is irresistible in the long run, but the run is often much too long. It

is the moral arts (not to say, sciences) that directly and quickly appeal

to the moral man. In India, the facts are distinctly opposed to the

writer’s view.

He almost admits as much in the following, and but for the “fad”

would accept the truth without hesitation :

—

“ The gieati^'it direct factor in the education of the people, has, we

believe, been Western science. It htijS not indeed made them change

many of their insanitary ways. lint it has taught them that they are

nearer akin 10 each otln i and to other races, ih.aii they ever thought

possible.”

We are astonished to find such a sentence as the last coming from

.such a clever ]>en. Has Ethnology really gone down with our people

in the way that it is here represented And does it really teach that

the races of India are akin to each other ? Will the writer answer the

obvious question. Which is which .? We are afraid, his science is a

sword that cuts both ways.

The Anglo-Indians arc great beyond question— in British Indi.a, at

any rate. How much greater the khds British at Horne ! They have

just given a singular proof of their superiority to the waifs and strays

of insects from the great national Hive who sit on the noses of the

Chiefs and princes of the East and bite ine sleek persons of the

Baboos. It wilt be n rnembered how the other clay our superior Bri-

tish neighbours swallowed a poor Mahomedan hoax, and not only gave

currency to, but some of them even gravely discussed, the announce-

ment that Her Majesty had sent for a tutor of Hindustani for herself,

and that a Lucknow Nawabling who, In spite of Mr. Secretary Pea-

cock (his tenant), had repeatedly failed in the Registration Department,

had been appointed to the office. Nothing, one would suppose, could

be wilder than such an idea, or more absurd than the carrying out of

it in the way alleged. But it appears that at Home they have gone

beyond the Indian fe it. We are told that it is widely reported in

Nor is that all. The vice seems spreading all round, and even pene«

traling into the educated classes.

Here is as precious a clerical sot as could be found. At the

Winchester Assizes, Mr. B.-iron Huddleston has sentenced the Rev.

Edward Stormont Rounds, a clergyman of the Church of Eng-

land, to twelve months’ lard labor, for stealing a chest of drawers of

which he was the bailee. In awarding the punishment, on conviction

by the Jury, the Judge said that “fiom the information before him

he found that the prisoner had neglected, if not abandoned, his wife ;

he had been from town to town obtaining furniture by traudulent means,

and reports to that effect had been sent from the neighbourhood of

.Sheffield, Derby, and Salisbury. He had also disgraced his sacred

profession by continual acts of drunkenness.”

Clergymen are but men, and there will always be sinners among them,

as there have been. Friar Tuck is no mere creation of genius, but a

character founded on fact. The religious controversies, of rival sects,

particularly since the attacks of Wickliff anti Luther, have torn to tatters

the pretensions to sanctity of ecclesiastics. In later times, .1 liMined

cleigym.an, moving in the highest society—a Doctor of D.vin.iy into

the bargain—was hanged for forgery. But though Dr. DovI 1 was a

bolder, deeper offender, wc .are afraid, for all round depravity, the

Rev. Mr. Rounds, true to his name, has scarcely a match in the annals

of clerical shame. And yet, according to the doctrine, or rat! :r fiction’,

of the Chuich, this man has had a call from Heaven to the cui.j of souls.

Ho man ever more needed to be reminded of the saying, Pltyskuin^

I

heal thyself

!

The Calcutta Municipality has aw.ikened to the unwisdom of allowing

structures over footpaths. Sir Smart Hogg firmly discountenanced

all such applications. But Sir Henry Harrison commenced with a

different view. He would freely allow these structural improvements

of the town, and even exceeded the law in closing a bargain with the

Great Eastern Hotel Company. The Company no doubt has added

to the beauty of that portion of the town though at a sacri-

fice of the light, air, and dryness of their own ground-floor. The

structure exists but the municipality had to give up the annual

income they expected to derive from it. In the native town, the

permission has been simply abused. The so called structural im-

provements only set off the nakedness of the original buildings and

have been converted into additional accommodation for residence, the
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best in the house, over the heads of people, making the main slructuie

more ugly and less wholesome. We are glad therefore that the

Municipal Commissioners at their meeting of Thursday the 6th Sep-

tember passed a resolution prohibiting a roof or covering of any

kind over a sanctioned verandah over a footpath. We hope they

will grow wiser yet, and not sanction an addition where it is not a

distinct improvement, csthetically afid otherwise. A dear solicitor !

The Commissioners have commenced to be liberal to their new Secretary.

They have sanctioned for him a bonus of Rs. 500 for acting the Vice-

Chairman in addition to his own duties for three months, which he

agreed to do without additional renumeration—in the face of a resolution

that no additional expense was to be incurred while Baboo Gopal Lall

Mitter was away on leave. The Hon’hle Commissioner who moved

the resolution is fond of bonuses. He allows it to his own o6fice men

—as he informed his brethren of the Board.

In our issues of the 28th July and 4th August, we published, to the

vexation of many unprincipled men, a complete list of the pensions

sanctioned by Government for the female members of the late King of

Oudh’s Household. They who knew the anxiety which the royal and

noble ladies laboured under, from the representations of designing men

and the bleeding to which they were subjected, by the pettifogging

amlah, lawyers and law agents or other nondescript varlets who found

access to them, will realise the service we did, both to the unfortunate

ladies and to the Government, (assuming that justice and reputation

are any concern to it) by our prompt publication. We at once knocked

on the head all the intrigues and fleecing going on. The chances of

making money by false pretences, by oflering to procure pensions for

the ignorant and cowed down women, were cert.ainly minimised when

the Government provision for the late King’s Seraglio was out and

might be learnt in all detail from Rets and Rayyei.

To-day, we are enabled to do a similar piece of service, by laying

before the public the provision made by the Government of India for

the more lucky servants of the late King. A few of them are to be

dismissed with gratuities, but the rest are to receive monthly stipends.

In another column, or rather other columns, for it is a voluminous

affair, we publish complete Lists of the Pensions and the Gratuities

sanctioned. We have procured the Lists for some time, but the names

were a stumbling block to the printer and their “ reading ” took some

time. And then, we were anxious to issue the Lists in one week. Now

we have found space for them, comments may well stand over for a

future opportunity.

There is a fatality about the affdrs of the Oudh Royal Family. We
hear of the intrigues at Native Courts, and that of the late King Wajid

Ali Shah was popularly considered most open to reproach on that

behalf. One might suppose, therefore, that Intrigue was interred with

the majesty of buried Oudh. Not a bit of it. Intrigue flourishes today

as ever ;
the venue only is changed. The Court of Garden Reach

having been dispersed. Intrigue ha^ now taken up its Head Quarters

at Alipore, in the heart the Biirish Collectorate, where it is

breeding and enlarging,” and whence it sends its promising f)ro-

geny out to colonise new and tempting lands and extend its sway

to other shores. It is the same at the Presidency as in Moor-

shedabad. Intrigue has a feline tenacity of life. The things that are

done in British Durbars, great and small, fill one with astonishment.

It is three months since we announced that the Honourable Moiilvi

Abdool Jubbar, Deputy Magistrate, 24-Pergunnas, had been appointed

to the charge of the disbursement, under the Collector, of the pensiolis

&c. to the family and letainers of the late King of Oudh. Will it be

believed that the Moulvi has not yet got the charge ? Under succes-

sive Collectors, the orders of Government have remained a dead letter.

It is no seriet in whose favour this contempt of Government is persist-

ed in. C 'loael Prideaux, the Agent of the Governor-General with the

late King, in making his report on thq^ arrangements for carrying on

the remaining duties of the Agency when it would be broken up, by way

of parting kiss to his guide, philosopher and friend, recommended his

“ Baboo ” as his fittest successor for the control of the late King’s

Household, under the Collector. We say successor, because the Col-

lector’s control must be nominal. And the Baboo was no longer to be

a “ Baboo ” but, as the dear old Colonel proposed, elevated to the

dignity of a Deputy Collector, with Deputy Collectoral pay and pri-

vileges. but relieved of the obligation of Government servants of all
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grades to shift from place to place. Instead of avoiding the Moor-

shedabad precedent, the Agent copied it to a fault. His favorite was

to be a Bangsidhar at Calcutta. Many strange things are done under

the nose of Viceroys and Govenors, but this proposed job was rather too

much of a good thing. Government rejected the proposal, and directed

the charge to be given to one of the Deputy Collectors at the head

quarters of the 24 Pergiinnahs under the Collector, with Kedar as head

clerk. It was doubtless considered fortunate that there was a Maho-

medan Deputy Collector of acknowledged ability and integrity, then

serving also as a member of the Bengal Legislative Council. But here

the Collector interposed. He would not have the Moulvi and proposed

another of his Deputies, a Hindu. The Government still preferred the

Mahomedaii as obviously the fitter official for the charge of a princely

Mahomedan household. But Government proposes and the District

King disposes. And there is no Chamber in India to ask why. Not-

withstanding the Lieutenant-Governor’s orders, the charge was given

to the Hindu. Then Moulvi Abdool Jubber was on short leave.

He has now returned these two months or more, but there was no dis-

position to carry out the authorised arrangement. Again and again, has

Government repeated its command, but to no purpose. It is all the

same whether Forbes is King or Bolton. The almighty Baboo is master

of the situation. The Moulvi Is w'ell out of the ** bother,” but he can,

we fancy, scarcely relish the position of a laughing stock to which,

between Baboo and Briton, he has been reduced. Meteabrooj, too,

doubtless suffers. Meanwhile, the Baboo rules the roast.

The Lahore Tribune Is engaged on a scries of leading articles on what

it styles “Official Celebrities in the Hyderabad Business.” It is a

I

queer title enough, reminding one, in that word “Business” in such a

position, of the coarse vernacularity of Porcupine's Gazette, But

“ Celebrities ” loo is employed in a rather unusual sense. By “ official

celebrities” in especial, are ordinarily understood officials—men, that is.

Our contemporary applies it to things. Its present article is the sixth

of its series. It has for a second title “The Select Committee of the

House of Commons.” And that is one of our contemporary’s “official

celebrities in the Hyderabad Business.” The opening sentence runs

as follows

I

“The greatest celebrity of all, in connection with this Hyderabad
business, would seem to be the Select Committee, appointed by the

House of Commons to inquire into the causes which had led up to

those gigantic frauds on the Nizam, known as the Hyderabad (Deccan)
Railway and Mining Companies.’’

The article closes unfortunately too, in a literary sense, thus

“We hope the Committee ivill realise the truth of the legal ma.\im
'judex damnatur^ cum nocens solvitur' "

Our contemporary of course draws his legal maxim from the blue

and yellow cover of the Edinburgh RevievP^ but there is a mistake in

the quotation. The words axt-^Judex damnatur cum nocens absolvitur.

They are from Publius Syrus, whose works the Edinburgh Reviewers

from first to last never read. The Syrian was no legal authority but

only a playwright, though, as his words so circulated by the famous

Quarterly prove, a wise man beyond question.

Mr. Henvey h.as been to Gwalior and left—for Simla direct. Bapu

Saheb Jadon, the father of the Queen Dowager, has been temporarily

placed at the head of the Regency Council as acting President. The

permanent appointment awaits viceregal sanction. Our information,

which we implicitly trust, is that the universal expectation and desire is

that the Bapu Saheb be confirmed in his officiating post. Meanwhile,

there is great perturbation from a rumour that the Ao^t to the Gov-

ernor-General means to propose the Resident for the direct head of the

Regency. We respectfully warn the Government against any speh out-

rage in Gwalior of all places. It will never do.

^ REIS & RA YYET.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1888.

WANTED—A JUDGE. OR A JUDGESHIP ?

For sometime past, the quidnuncs of . the local press

have been very much exercised at the news of an
expected vacancy in the high seat of Her Majesty’s

Judicature at Fort William in Bengal It began as

a decision of the question of inheritance to a

worthy Judge—not less so because he is a swarthy

one—who had no intention of dying an official
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dead* so soon—and whose retirement from public

offi^in th* prime of his powers would be a great

public loss, as we explained in a recent issue. Since

then, the rumour has taken another shape, namely, that

there is to be a third Native Judge in the local High
Court. The names of two distinguished Vakils

—

Hindus for no fault of their own—were mentioned as

the limit of selection. VVe believe there is some
foundation for the rumour that the Native element was

to be further strengthened in that direction. The
report of the Public Service Commission frankly ad-

mitted the success of Native Judges and clearly in-

dicated that further liberal progress in such appoint-

ments was desirable, and it is not unlikely that the

English authorities would advocate concessions in this

direction, when they have been bold enough to admit

natives of India to e.xecutive charge of districts. We
think that either of the two names, if selected, would

give public satisfaction. The one a Brahman and the

other a Kayasth, and both very able, upright, and in-

dependent. It is a common remark that Brahmans

and Kayasths furnish the bulk of our most intellec-

tual and educated men. On the High Court Bench,

the first Judge elect was a Brahman, who never lived

to enjoy the distinction. The first Judge was

also a Brahman and, although his worthy successor was

a Kayasth, the next appointment—an officiating one

—

fell to a Brahman. These worthies have all been gather-

ed to their forefathers, but the last officiating Native

Judge and both the pucca Native Judges of the pre-

sent are Kayasths. If we were to follow the policy

of balancing various communities so often preached

to Government—and once seriously acted upon in the

Western Presidency to the serious detriment of the

poor Brahman—the third Native Judge should be a

Brahman. But this is no question for tribal rivalry.

For that matter, we may even allow that the names

alluded to do not exhaust the field of selection—as

there is a distinguished Vaidya Vakil, much by far

their senior, who is quite qualified, by his intelligence,

integrity, independence and attainments, to discharge

the duties of that high office.

Things had reached* up to this stage, when an edi-

torial note appears in the Englishman, deprecating,

in the usual covert style, the addition to the strength

of the Native element on the High Court Bench,

but asserting that, if such an evil were to come, the

least unacceptable form of it would be the appoint-

ment of Mr. Amir Ali. This is advocated on

grounds of justice to the large Mahomedan commu-

nity of Bengal. P'or ourselve.s, we have the fullest

sympathy with our Mahomedan brethren in Bengal

and out of it, and we fully sympathise with their en-

deavours after more extended employment in the

public service. But a Judgeship of the High Court

is still such a rare prize for natives of the country,

, that it should only be given on the ground of abso-

lute merit and not upon the ground of belonging to

a particular creed or caste. The Briti.sh have still

a wide part of the field, and they may afford to com-

mit a job now and then, and fill up a vacancy with

a man of mediocre attainments. But a native Judp

in the High Court is still the cynosure of all eyes, the

van-guard of the march of native progress, and, a.s

such, he may still make or mar the future prospects of

his countrymen. The unsuccess, for instance, of 1 abu

Mohendro Nath Bose in his officiating appointment

has dealt a serious ’blow to the prospects of the su-

bordinate Judicial Service in that direction, although,

at the very latest moment, the fair name of Babu

Brojendra Kumar Seal has been mentioned. Besides,

the Europeans have so many prizes to give away that,

if they throw away one, they do not thereby disap-

point for long their really deserving men. The

natives of the country, on the contrary, are more nu-

merous, and the prize appointments within their

reach are still to be counted upon ones fingers.

Under such circumstances, the failure to select the

most competent Native for the High Court Bench,

m.ay indict far greater injury to deserving individuals

than could be the case in the wrong selection of a

Britisher.

The Englishman speaks of Mr. Ameer Ali as a

candidate for the post. We are not in the secrets of that

learned gentleman; we are bound to suppose the news-

paper which speaks of him so admiringly is in such

a position. But certainly we are entitled to protest

against the use of the term for the Hindu gentlemen

whose names have been taken in this connection.

We are sure they would all scout with derision the

idea of submitting humble applications for the post,

or enforcing their candidature to the attention ot the

authorities by kindly notices in the public press. The
Hindu community would certainly cease to respect

any gentleman who stooped to candidature or canvass

for such a post. From their point of view, the honor

ought to come unsolicited as a recognition of un-

doubted merit, and not as a favor procured by tout-

ing of any description.

if another Native of India is to be elevated to the

Bench of the High Court, we sincerely trust that the

selection will be made on grounds of merit alone,

irrespective of political or racial considerations.

Memberships of the Legislative Council—ornamental

and harmless baubles that they are at present

—

may well be thrown away as a sop to political

clamourers, but it would be an evil precedent to

import such considerations in the constitution of the

Bench. To have been a keen politician ought to be

rather a disqualification than a recommendation for a

Judge.
Looking even to the narrow ground upon which

the Englishman bases its advocacy, many will arrive

at a different conclusion. Mr Amir Ali has travelled

to England, adopted European habits of life, and

latterly married a European lady. To the great

mass of his countrymen, he is more a saheb than a

native, and the ignorant amongst them will wonder

that the appreciation of his talents was reserved to be

made until this late stage of hi.** career. The ele-

vation of such a man would be a strange way of hu-

mouring Islam and securing the interests of the

Mahome’dan community. His connections were be-

fore barely Mahomedan—now they are becoming

Frank and Nazarene. Of course, if the British mean
to offer a premium on natives to follow the example,

it is useless to argue.

VENICE IN CALCUTTA AND THE
PURITAN DOGES.

Hitukkto the discovery of mares’ nests was a line of jour-

nalism in which the Mirror held a monopoly. In its latter

days, the grave Hindoo Patriot seems emulous of the distinc-

tion. Between them, they have, in the late rains, fished a

whale in the Hoogly—discovered a regular Nero. Sentores

priores, the Patriot is entitled to precedence in this notorious

feat. It first hooked its prey, when the other helped to cap-

ture and board it. Thus, in noticing the recent flooding

of the streets, the Patriot says ;

—

“ Inhabitants of some (5f the streets had an opportunity, which they

freely availed, (.sic.) of fishing at their own bouse-aoors and a fashionable
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Babu—a scion of a great family—made a day of it by actually manning
a pleasure- barge with a party of musicians and sailing down the streets 1

New in burning Rome could hardly have been so happy.”

If the Hindoo Patriot had just the decency to refrain from
naming^ its “Nero,” the Indian Minor retained by no such

minor scruples. It actually named a . re.spcctable Zemindar
of the city, the younger son of the late Baboo Romaprasad
Roy, (first native Judge of K. M. High Courts in India,) and
grandson of the illustrious Raja Ram Mohan Roy, as the
atrocious man. But our contemporaries may find this sort of
search after equine quarters a costly game. They have laid

themselves open to a charge of defamation as well as a suit

for damages. Baboos wlio haul up a barge on land to

launch it in the streets and sail through them, arc prima facie

dangerous to meddle with. The editor of the Indian Mirror^
who was the other day taken up on a warrant from Rajshayc
District for libelling the Government Pleader there and is

now on bail awaiting trial, might be expected to be more
careful in provoking young shoots of aristocracy pursuing
their own pleasures in quiet at their own sweet will. Are
people to be gibbetted because they do not join the National
Congress or fail to see wisdom in the Indian Mirror or can-

not parse the Patriot? At any rate, it is not always a safe

diversion. In digging for worms, our contemporaries may
find themselves drawing out the hooded serpent.

And for what ? What nonsense is this about Nero ? Has
Baboo Peary Mohan really done anything atrocious if he has
voyaged through Calcutta ? One would suppose he had
done a very smart and sensible thing in discarding his coach
and horses and bringing in his boats when Calcutta was
under water. Who knows but that the young gentleman,

who is reputed to be highly intelligent and a person of

education, had been taking soundings of the streets to as-

certain the success of the drainage system and the adequacy
of the town arrangements, and that he may yet favour us

with the results of his investigation ? Or, was the band on
board the special sin in the eyes of our contemporaries, deaf

to the voice of music? It would have been all right in the

Prince of Wales or the Viceroy, if cither had been so ac-

companied on his voyage. It is said that the great American
theologian Jonathan Edwards used to strike terror into the

hearts of his congregation by his sermons. Our contem-
poraries are preachers after the stamp of the Transatlantic

Calvinist. Their idea evidently is that the Baboo, who is

their butt, had no business to be hapi)y under the dispensa-

tion of God by which the land was filled with water. Why
not ? As a landlord, he has done the most natural thing

in jubilating on the favour of God in granting the oppor-

tunity for cultivation to the peasantry which will bring grist

to his mill and put money in his purse. These Cockney
editors have no other notion of the rain than as a nasty thing

which spoils the roads of the town and incommodes the

poor of the metropolis.

What would our woc-h(‘gonc moralists have ? And what
did they do? Can they say that they did not go out to see

the water in the streets and on the maidan ? Is it allowable

to go out in carriages M'hich are almost useless and certainly

very inconvenient on such occasions, and not to use boats?
But then the Baboo had music with him ! So much the

better for him. Instead of admiring his taste, he ’is flagel-

lated. Ought he to have been crying over the huts that

were injured ? But did our imco-good journalists themselves
cry ? The Baboo’s act was only similar to skating in Europe
and America, with the band playing, during a severe winter,

which necessarily means distress to thousands.

For ourself, we confess we regard Baboo Peary Mohan’s
proceeding with absolute admiration. There may be genius
in diversion, and ho has sliown originality in pleasure

—

usually a sad business at best. He has achieved the rare

distinction of discovering a new sensation.

Our contemporaries we would address in the words of the
Poet—

Quid dc quoque viro^ et cui ^/las^ saepc videto :

Pert oiilatorcm fu^ito^ nam <carrulus idem esty

A‘tr reiincnt patulac commisut fuieliter aures

;

Et semd cmissum volat it revocabile verbitm.

ELECTRICITY IN OPTHALMIC MEDICINE.
Not long ago, we wrote a leading article on Electro- biology.

(On referring to it in our issue of July li, we remark that in

the 2ndparagraph^ line jy between would and on, the word
proceed has been left out) On that occasion, we referred to

the more mysterious manifestations of the human conscious-

ness which, for want of any better explanation, arc roundly

attributed to electricity or magnetism. But there is a more
prosaic and far more useful aspect of the subject—we mean
the relation of electricity, magnetism and galvanism to Patho-

logy and Medicine. This branch of the subject, strangely

neglected in England, has been cultivated with some success

on the Continent. The French are the leading authorities.

British physicians arc, for the most part, content to draw

their information at second-hand from French and German
treatises, as to allow foreigners almost to monopoli.se the

practice of this branch of medicine. Be that as it may, the

value of mesmerism, magneto-electricity and galvanism in

certain diseases, of the nervous order in c.spccial, is admitted.

It comes to something like this, therefore, that, whether or

no electricity is life itself, it has an intimate connection with,

and influence on, the characteristic peculiarity of animal ex-

istence. That electricity, in the form in which it is com-

monly and strikingly manifested in Nature, exercises a

dangerous effect on man and beast, in fact a crushing, ex-

tinguishing effect, had been long known. From the earliest

ages, men have .seen how the lightning strikes animals deaf

and dumb and even dead, how it burns up whole forests

—

cuts through the hardc.st rocks. But these several actions

might be, as they seemed, the nece.s.sary results of the phy-

sical properties of the lightning, instead of being the out-

come of any inherent subtle faculty. As fire it burns, and,

by force of the prodigious momentum with which it is

charged, it cleaves and makes its way through the hardest

obstacles in its path. Its fierce light and terrific report over-

power the senses and life itself. The question still remained,

whether, apart from these acccs.sory features, it possessed

any specific attribute capable of exercising an influence on the

animal economy. Divest lightning of its combustible and

explosive properties, and is it good or bad for anything ? Iif

other words, is electricity pure and simple, a vitalising or

devitalising agent? This was in part answered in the affirm-

ative by the researches we have alluded to. We say in part,

because, after all, galvanism and magnetism, though they have

something in common with elcctrltity, are not necessarily the

thing, A recent occurrence seems to set the matter at rest.

I

The Wolverhampton correspondent of the Times reports that

“during the heavy thundei storm of Tuesday, July 17, a collier

named Bates, who had lost his sight through an accident, was being

led home, when a flash of lightning was reflected on the spectacles he

was wearing to conceal his disfigurement. After the peal of thunder

which followed he complaificd of pain in his head. The next moment,

to his surprise, he found that he had regained possession of his eye-

sight.”

Wc quote we do not know at what (wc wish wc could say

whatth) hand, not having seen the Times ourself. The date

of the thunderstorm must be a mistake—unless the passage,

which wc noticed many weeks back in the papers, had been

exhumed lately from the Times oS. last or any preceding year

We think wc may safely accept the genuineness of the passage

and the truth of the relation. The account is circumstantial,

and the circumstances are vraisemhlani. The fact men-

tioned is, beyond doubt, of the highest import. It has not

only a speculative interest but also a practical suggestive-

ness of great value. It opens a hope to suffering humanity,

in a direction in which “Despair” is placarded. The eye-

less Milton, under his tragic deprivation, had, doubtle.5S, in

the depths of his soul, consolations unavaiWSlc to ordinary

humanity. Nevertheless, the scholar and patriot bard groan-

ed the groan of his fellow victims of commoner clay, in im- •

mortal verse

:

Thus with the year

Seasons return
;
but not to me returns

Day or the sweet approach of even or morn|

( Or sight of vernal bloom, or summer’s rose,

Or flocks, or herds, or human face divine ;

But cloud instead, and everduring dark

Surrounds me, from the cheerful ways of men

Cut off, and for the book of knowledge fair

Presented with a universal blank

Of nature’s works, to me expunged and rased,

And wisdom at one entrance quite shut out.

If the ages to come should be fortunate enough in producing

their Miltons, they will probably be '^^pared the pathetic
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spectacle painted with such painful vividness by the great
tan Bard himself

:

but chief of all,

O loss of sight, of thee I most complain 1

Blind among enemies, 0 worse than chains,

Dungeon, or beggary, or decrepit age 1

Light, the prime work of God, to me is extinct.

And all her various objects of delight

AnnuU’d, which might in part my grief have eased,

Inferiour to the vilest now become

Of man or worm
;
the vilest here excel me :

They creep, yet see
;

I, dark in light, exposed

To daily fraud, contempt, abuse, and wrong.

Within doors or without, still as a fool.

In power of others, never in my own
;

Scarce half I seem to live, dead more than half.

O dark, dark, dark, amid the blaze of noon,

Irrecoverably dark, total eclipse

Without all hope of day !

O first-created Beam, and thou great Word,

“ Let there be light, and light was over all

Why am I thus bereaved thy prime decree ?

The sun to me is dark

And silent as the moon,

When she deserts the night.

Hid in her vacant interlunar cave.

Since light so necessary is to life,

And almost life itself, if it be true

That light is in the soul.

She all in every part
;
why was the sight

To such a tender ball as the eye confined,

So obvious and so easy to be quench’d ?

And not, as feeling, through all parts diffused,

That she might look at will through every pore ?

Then had I not been thus exiled from light.

As in the land of darkness, yet in light.

To live a life half dead, a living death.

And buried j but, O yet more miserable I

/My self my sepulchre, a moving grave ;

Buried, yet not exempt,

By privilege of death and burial.

From worst of other evils, pains and wrongs ;

But made hereby obnoxious more

To all the miseries of life.

Life in captivity

Among inhuman foes.

Between the progress of opthalmic surgery and the dis-

coveries of electric medicine, blindness—absolute stone

blindness—will be reduced to the category of the curable,

to a disease, more difficult of mastery perhaps, but not more
formidable than simple fever. It will be remarked that the

man who got back his sight in the thunderstorm had lost it

by an accident. That is a form of blindness which is now
absolutely beyond medical interference.
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ORIGINAL PUBLIC INTELLIGENCE.
Complete List of

Life Pensions to Servants of the late King of Oudh,

Saiyid Muhammad Hussain Munsarim-ud-daula Bahadoor, Rs,

Chief Mant-^ger and Superintendent

Saiyid Sajjad Hussain All, Zulfikar-ud-daula Bahadoor,

Officer ... ... ... ... •••

Saiyid Abdul Ali, Amanut-ud-daula Bahadoor, Chief Bakshi

,

or Paymjisler
Kazim Ali Khan, Alik-ud-daula Bahadoor, Officer

Saiyid Shuja Huasain, Raihem-ud-daula Bahftdoor, Officer

Kamzan Ali Beg, Munshi-us-Sultan, Head of the Daftar

Maulvi Kamr-ud-din Ahmed, Officer...

Chotay Khan, Anis-ud-daula Bahadoor, Aide-de-Camp
Sikandar Ali Beg, Khazim-ud<daula Bahadoor, Officer

tached to the Treasury
Saiyid Hamid Ali, Hamid-ud-daula Bahadoor, Officer

Saiyid Mahmed Ali, Hamid-ud-daula Bahadoor, Officer

Saiyid Zaki Hussain, Zaki-ud-daula Bahadoor, Aide-de-Camp

Shaik Haidar Ali, Allaf-ud-daula Bahadoor, Aide-de-Camp

Daroga Ashfak-us-Sultan Umroa Begam, Daroga of the

Zenana .*• •••

Imdad Ali, Imdad-ud-daula, Member of Annaji or Wet

nurse’s family

at
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85

50
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36

35
21

46 o

26 o

Rahim-un-Nissa Begam, Member of Wet nurse’s family

Fakhr-un-Nissa Begam, Do.

Muhammad Jan, Do.

Jafri Begam, Do. ... ...

Askari Begam, Majhli Begam, and Alia Begam, daughters

of Juia Begam, Do.

Zainub Khanum, Do.

Ahmed Hussain, Do.
Vilayeti Khanum, Do. «... •** « , .. V
Mosharrif-ud-daula, Physician and nephew of late Tabib-ud

daul.i Bahadoor
Fatima Begam, Widow of late Tabib-ud-daula Bah.idoor

Gauhar Begam, Junior wddow of the late Rifat-ud-daula

Bahadoor...

Ilusaini Begam, Niece of late Tabib-ud-daula ...

Zuinab Begam, Senior widow of the late Rifat-ud-daula

Bahadoor...
Uns-ud-daula, Son of late Manus-ud-daula

Muhamm.ad R.a/1, Karamut-ud-daula, Son of late Rifat-ud

daula Bahadoor
Manoos-ud-daiila, Son of late Mames-ud-daula ...

Saiyid Ali Jan Mahtab-ud-Doula Darakhshan, Poet

Mozaffitr Ali “ Hover,” Poet

Muhammad Abbas “ Shaz,” Poet

Sadik Ali “Mayel,” Poet... ...
,

.Saiyid Ali Husain, Rayis-ud-Doula Bahadoor, Head Khush
navis, or ornamental penman

Munshi Athir^Ali, English Assistant, Khas Daftar

Raja Ganga Parshad, Superintendent of Khas Daftar

Lala Binssiin Lai, Moharrir ...

Diwan Gokul i'arsh.id alid^ Tej Rai, Moharrir ...

Munshi Elahl Bakhsh, Moharrir

Munshi Ahmed Bakhsh Do
Munshi Ram Parshad, Do
T.ala Narain Dass, Do
Nawab Mirza, Do
Mir Hidayat Ali. M.ijor of Body-guard
Amber Abtl-us Sultan, Rissaldar of Body-guard...

M.adhi Khan, Nishanbardar of Body-guard

Chotay Khan, Jamadar of Body-guard ...

Gholnm Abbas, Do
Shamsher Khan, Trumpeter of Body-guard

All Bahadoor, Sowar of Body-guard ...

Sal.ar Bakhash, Jamadar of Police

Sahib Yar Khan, Jamadar of Sepoys...

Mirza Bahadoor Ali Hy, Do
Kasim Ali, Sepoy
Wall Khan, Do
Torah Khan Do
Mir Nowroz Ali, Naib Jemadar of Sepoys

Fida Husain, Jamadar of Sepoys
Ahmed Ali Khan, Do
Mahbuh Khan, Sepoy
Najju Khan, Do
Kadr Ali, Do ... ... •••

Sadul Khan, Do ... ... ..*

Husain Ali, Mirdaha or Head Cbobdar
Mir Imdad Ali, Cbobdar ...

Radhay, Jamadar of Harkaras
Kullu, Harkara
Shamsher Khan, Harkara
Husain Ali, Khawas Do.
Ram Zani Khanam, Do.
Imam Bakhsh, Barber
Karim Bakhsh, Barber
Amjad Khan, Cook
Shaikh Imam Ali, head of the Abdar Khana
Zainab, Hukahbarder
Gobind Dass, Bell-ringer...

Muhammad Abbas Ali Khan, Daroga * of the peon
establishment

Mir Ahmad Ali, Havildar of pigeon establishment

Mir Muhammad, Kabutar baz
Mehdi Ali Khan, Do.
Iwaz All Beg Do.
Lai Khan, Dust kash
Aman Ali, Do.
Mir Iwaz Ali, Havildar of Janwarbazes
Bhullan Khan Do.
Ahmed Beg, Do.
Haji Karim, Do.
Muhammad Baksh, Do.
Akbar Ali, Jamadar of Mahiparwars
Wahid Ali, Mahiparwar
Shaik .Shabrati, Do.

Mir Havildar Ali, Patangbaz
Hasan Baksh, Coachman...
Ali Baksh, Treasury Chaprasi
Imam Baksh, Kahar
Gholam Ammina, Carpenter
Jialal, Tent-maker
Muhammad Sher Khan, Seal-engraver

Khoda Baksh, Jamadar of water-carriers

Abdulla, Do.
Ilahi Jan, Female water-carrier

Batuli Begum, Marsia Khan in Imambara
Amin Khan, Personal bearer

Amin Khan, Jamadar of Makandars...
Haji Badi All, Makandar ...

Bhuda Bakhash, Do. ...

Kisto, Jamadar of gardens
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Mohan, gardener
Abdur Razzak, Do.
Bannu, Female sweeper ...

Merza Asghar All, Wardrobe man ...

Husain Beg, Pigeon-keeper

Rahim Bakhsh, Compounder in the ** Shifa khana”
Sshik-uz-Zaman, Makandar
Hyder Ali Beg, Jamadar, Menagerie...

Mobarak Kuli, Chela ... ^
...

Mian liasant, Eunuch
Haji Hinga, Native Surgeon
Hajji Khoda Bakhsh, Menagerie-keeper
Muhammad Jafir, Jemadar of guards

Husain Bakhsh, Chaprasi

Shams-ul-Ulama Saiyid Muhammad Abbas, Principal

Mujtahid ...

Moulavi Mirza Muhammad Taki, (Mirjar-ul-Ulama) Mujtahid

Moulavi Muhammad Bakir, Do.

Moulavi Muhammad Kazim Do.
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one and the same offence, because forsooth the child did not cry at

the time of the first infliction. On another occasion this magistrate

ordered a three-legged calf to bdshot, but this atrocious outrage

on the Hindu religion was avoided, because a large number of
Hindus, headed by Dabec Persaud, a friend of his, begged of the

Colonel to spare its life. The calf was given away to Dabec and

eventually it was restored to its rightful owner, when he threat-

ened a suit for damages. Then again the magistrate got one

Bidumoney Dasscc, a Hindu widow, the relict of a native physician,

arrested and ordered her to be medically examined under the provi-

sions of the C. D. Act. The woman, rather than submit to this in-

dignity, heroically fled from the Lock Hospital where she was con-

signed for compulsory medical examination, and moved the High
Court. 'i"hc latter quashed the illegal proceedings of the magistrate

and ordered a new trial. The woman was again convicted and ordered

to present herself for medical examination. Immediately this order

was passed, she applied for copies [and instructed her counsel to

move the High Court, when the magistrate came to a compromise and

Complete List of Gratuities.

Saiyid Sarfaraz Husain, Mukhlis-ud-Dowla Bahadoor ... 1,200 o

Ikhlas-ud-Doula Bahadoor ... ... ... 516 o

Munshi Siraj-iul-Din Ahmed of the Khas Daftar ... 500 o
.Saiyid Ahmed Jan Musawwar-iid-Doula Bahadoor ... 432 o
Muhammad Husain Aghar Shaikh ... ... 360 o
Akdum-ul-Tibha Ali Muhammad ... ... •... 300 o
Hakim Tasadduk Husain ... ... ... 300 o
Sultan Jan ... ... ... ... ... 240 o
Ahmed Husain alias Sadik Husain ... ... ... 180 o
Hakim Ahmed Husain ... ... ... ... 156 o
Hakim Ali Husain ... ... ... ... 120 o

THE BARRACKPORE MAGISTRACY.

A counter memorial got up by the friends and admirers of

Colonel Hopkinson is being signed fur presentation to His Honor
the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal. I would not stop to charac-

terise the way in which the signatures are being obtained. The
memorialists take their stand upon the popularity of the Colonel I

The word popularity is so very wide in its signification, that some
people, without fear of being stoned, may apply it to the Mosleys

and the Kirkwoods. Mr. Editor, I will point out some proceedings

of the gallant Colonel which will conclusively show that Colonel

Hopkinson is not what he is represented by his friends and admirers.

This amateur magistrate ordered a boy to be twice whipped for

removed her name from the list of women of the town. In another

ease, a native servant of a European officer filed a plaint against his

former master for arrears of pay, the Colonel rejected the plaint

in that his master’s gold buttons had been lost through the

plaintifTs negligence. Now, Mr. Editor, I should like to know
how could the Colonel know about the loss of the gold buttons,

unless he is a thought-reader. In another case, one Nitto Bewah
brought a charge of outraging her modesty against a relative of

Ramanath Dey, an Honorary Magistrate and a friend of the magis-

trate, who drew up a charge against the accused. Babu Ramanath

came to Court and deposed before the magistrate that the father

of the girl came to him and confessed that the case was false and

got up by some persons in the village ; wherefore the magistrate

dismissed the ease and went out of his way to abuse the so called

instigators in his judgment. Every tyro in law knows that the

statement of Romanath was no evidence, but what docs that matter >

this Daniel is a law unto himself. Mr. Editor, I do not like to

multiply instances to show that Hopkinson is not what he is being

represented by his friends, but I would invoke your assistance to call

for a list of eases reversed by the appellate courts, which will no

doubt show that the hero of Barrackporc is no hero to his valets

who now pretend to worship him.

Barrackporc.

To the Editor,

JUSTITIA.

EMERALD THEATRE
BEADON STREET,

!T£A! TEA! TEA I

Cheapest & Best,
SUPPLIED BY

Manager^ Babu G. C. Ghose.

Saturday—the 8th September, i88S—
at p V, M.

That brilliant popular Melo-drama,

Nundo-Biday.
Masterpiece of pathos and poetry !

Next day—Sunday—(jih September,

Double Performance

To coininenre at 5/j 1*. M.

Romantic Drama

na Mils -OT sij-yt
OK

• SITAR BONOBAS.
R.VM—Babu Grish Chiinder Ghose,

(The great Tragedian.)

At 9;^ p. M.

Our renowned Drama

\

Come one and all.

Don’t lose this only opportunity.

Secure seats early to avoid disappointment.

The book “ Nundo-Biday ” is to be had at

our box-office, price eight annas.

Box Office open from 9 a. M.

M- L. SUR, Asst. Manager.

THE

INDIAN TEA SUPPLY CO.
“LIMITED/*

In packets of i 02., 2 07. ami 4 oz. each from
j pice only and upwards.

Note the Low Price.

A Packet of Tea for 3 pice

!

Important News for India,

WHERE FEVERS AND CHOLERA
REIGN SUPREME.

A
RECENT TRAVELLER ON THE
Chinese Coast found that District re-

nuikably fReE FROM TYPHOID FEVER
and CHOLERA. He soon discoveied the

cause, rhe people there do not drink cold

water from tanks or wells, often extremely im-

pure, hut keep a pan of water constantly boil-

ing, into which fr^m time to time they drop

a little Tea, and when thirsty THEY DRINK
HOT TEA 1 If the weak and adulterated Teas

of China can do this, what may,not the pure

and strong Teas of India be expected to effect ?

Also in tins to lolh^ of various

qualities to suit all tastes.

Ask for the Indian Tea Supply
Company’s Teas.

We have Agents all over the Coun-
try, hut want more.
Managing Agents:

LYALL MARSHALL & CO.,

4, Olive Ohat Street, Oaleatta.

No more Operations!

KAMINi MONI DAVI’S
Specific for Piles and Fistula-in-ano.

PATENT 1 PATENT 1 PATENT 1

t

Published in India Gazette of 6th September,

1884, page 320. The Hon’ble Sir Augustus

Rivers Thompson, the late Lieutenant-Governor,

favored the Patentee with instructions to Dr.

B. Simpson, the then Surgeon-General, Bengal,

to have the merits of her specific tried in the

Campbell Hospital under the care of Dr. Coul

Mackenzie, the Superintendent ; and the Spe-

cific, which is derived from the vegetable king-

dom, effected wonderful cures without any in-

terference of surgical operations.

Price, quart bottle of mixture, including

powder, Ks. 4. Pint Rs. 2. Packing charges

annas four.

For further particulars irfd directions on

special points, apply to

DUTT & SING,

22, Shikdarpara Street,

Jorasankoy Calcutta.

Griha-Chikitsha.
A complete and large treatise on Homoeo-

pathic Domestic Medicines with some tried

native drugs for certiain serious diseases, by

Rai Khetter Nauth Chatterjee Bahadoor

in Bengalee ... .7 200
Do. postage 0 3 o

Do. abridged in Hindee i 00
Apply to Author at.Chinsurah or to People’s

Press, No. 78, College Street, Calcutta.
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ST. LEONARDS-OM-SEA, ENGLAND.

ST. PETEE’S COLLEQE FOR BOYS.
University masters, specially suitable for

Indian Children. Indian References. For Pros-

pectus, address Principal.

“selling by t~hcusands.~
PRETTY, strong, accurate, open-faced

Nickel silver short winding Keyless Railway

Regulators, jewelled^ enamelled dial, bold

figures and hands, shewing /«/<? times with best

finished durable machinery and dust tight

cases for only Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

spring, glass box and guarantee. Guaranteed

to stand any amount of rough usage. Will last

a life time. Have no appearance of cheap-

ness about them. Others sell at double our

rates. Mr. A. R. Mehta from Pandora says :

—

“The 7-tS watch I purch.ascd from you two

years hack, gives correct time ns yet.” Acting

Superintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,

«;ays:'-“A watch maker lias valued your

Ks. 7-8 watch f<u- Rs. 15." Mr. J. .Sutcliffe,

R. W. Fusi, Lucknow, says;—“Some valued

It at 15 and were completely surprised when

1 told them it only cost Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Canadian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-

plete shirt Studs and Rings, set with chemical

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says.
—“A

fierman valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and

the ruby at Rs. .30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., BOM HAY,

Y0~THE~DEApr
A Person cured of Deafness and Noises

in the head of 23 years’ standing by a Simple
Re.MEDY, will send a description of it FREE
to any Person who applies to J. H. NICHOLSON,

5, Old Court House Street^ CALCUTTA,

NOW READY.
The Report of the 3rd Indian National Con-

gress, held at Madras during the last week
of 1887.

Price Re. r including postage. .Apply to M.
V. Charriar, 100, Mount Road, Madras.

READY

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-S.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL
IIETWEKN

Calcutta ayid Independent Tipperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawad Faridoon Jah Rahadoor,

* (the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Oris.sa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, “REIS& RAYYET"
I, Uckoor Duit’^Lane. Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINION OF THE PRESS.
It is many years since I first met, and some

years since I last met, Dr. Sambhu Chunder
Mookerjee, editor of the Reis and Rayyet
(Prince and Peasant), and an author of high
fcpute among the kindly, as well as acute and
intellectual, people of Bengal. One of the real

misfortunes of India was, and still is, Lord
Macaulays, picture of the Bengalee. The
picture, true perhaps as regards Nuncomar and
many Bengalees, is not accurate as a represen-

ation of the people generally, taking them as
an Englishman may find them if he looks
fairly. If they had been unfaithful, the sad
story of the Mutiny had been vastly sadder

;

and, apart from the Mutiny, many Englishmen
could give individual instances of Bengalee
faithfulness almost uniipie in history, taking
all the circumstances of our relation to India
into account. The Beng.ilee is generally e.iger

for knowledge of all kinds, and is often both
courageous in the expression of his opinions,
and gifted to a rcmark.ihle degree with the
power to express those opinions with foice and
precision. Mr. Fawcett once told me that an
unpieparcd speech made, on his behalf, during
an election, by a young Hiiuloo, surpassed, in

force as well as eloquence, any unprepared
speech he ever h.atl he.iid made by any mem-
ber of the House of Commons, if fiuir or five

memliers of the House weie excepted.

Among these Bengalees there is a small body
of men—small for that large ]>roviiice- who
aie, iioiiically or oiherwisc termed “Young
Bengal. ” Sfune of them are no longer young,

but giavc and aged
;
some have, in the course

of years, been highly ilisiiuguished for their

pnldic services and their s<aeiitirio and other

atlaitiments. Some have at times bc^n niis-

represeiited, and their language misinterpieied,

so that on its return to them it has .iniazed

none more than themsehes. Nothing of this

has been done bv the really great adiiiinistra-

tois of Iiidi.i. Tli.il it b.is been done, howexer,
cannot be deniexl.

In the forefront of this little band is tlic

anilior of tliis book of travels. Baboo Saml>hu
Cliiinder .Mookerjee—a wnier of high lepute,

as I li.ivc said, also an administrator, as the

reader will see from the tille-|»age to this book.

A keener, yet a kindlier satirist, one might
seek for and not find. His use of the English

language has astonished many an educated

Englishman ; and the quality of hi^ leading is

shown by his marvellous power of «|uotation
;

not merely from authors like Shakespeare, and
Milton, and Macaulay, and men eminent in

science, but fiom out-of the-way ohl ballads,

and littlc-known old pamphlets, in the apjilic.i-

tion of which he leaves one wondering—hist,

how he obtained the productions at all, and
secondly, how, having obtained them, he

learned to apply them so appositely to the

subjects which he intends them to illustrate.

Passing from the author to his book, we
shall, perhaps, first of all be attracted to the

woik of the administrator. Heroines upon a

milkman’s village, on which he finds fastened

the grip of a Court favouiite. He unloosens

the grip, and le-.sciiles the village, in the

double interest of Piince and Peasant. And
all the time he secs everything. 'I'lie poor

people bathing <111 the riveis’ banks, have his

genial and kindly, if also at times, what a

Scotchman would call, his “ pawky ” notice.

A “fair maid of .Sonargoan ” attracts his at-

tention by the gracefulness with which she

carries a vessel of water from the river
;

and,

though the fair maid and he arc divided by
r.ice and faith (she is Mussulman), she has his

full meed of piaise. Indeed, it must be admit-

ted- -and he will not be offended with me for

saying so—that he never meets wiilja fair fac e,

without al least giving evidence of the fact

that he has eyes to sec and a heart to com-
prehend.

Of his wide and generous sympathies, much
might he .said, and still leave much more to

say. He meets a missionary on the river, and
evidently is iiK lined, in writing his notes, to

pass a joke on the subject. He nips it, how-
ever, in the bud, and contents himself with

saying, “ So new is preaching here, that the

simple people said the p.adre h.id been singing

in the street.” He meets Catholic and Pro-

testant mi.ssionaries on shipboard, and chuckles

over their disputes, while he astonishes them
by liis command of the English language, and
even by his knowledge of the Bible- -a know-
ledge, I may add, which is evident in many of

his writings.

A parrot falls overboard, and is drowned in

its cage, to his great distress, which is not

however para Jed. He says : [Extract.]

These are not the words of a Christian, but

of a Hindoo.

Again, he has a faithful ugly dog, whose
name is Tom, and whose glory it once was to

bark, with a noble independence, at some very

dignified Sahibs. Our author is compelled to

leave Tom behind
;
and here is his farewell

:

[Extract.]

I think this is a very fine passage, and one
that will draw the author very clo.se to the

great heart of humanity, wherever the words
are read. Could anything be finer than the

tesilmony to the two foreign “gentlemen,”
ending with the “ liengalee pariah, my poor
Tom” Ncft the pariah merely, but the pariah
dog. The passage is worthy of the author,

and of the gieat mercifulness of the land that
bore liim.

Whoever reads this book must be prepared
further to find bold and manly language. The
author is no fialtcier of John Bull, though he
gives John his due, and admits that India owes
him a great debt. Here is one passage relating

to foreign fruits
: [Extract.]

Among the sketches of country -word-pic-
tures -the reader will find some ex(;ecdingly

pretty, and .dl the more valuable in that they
are taken fioin a .si.mdground purely Indian

;

not Englisli. Wheic an Engli-,h artist’s miml
would be filled with European iileas, the mind
of this gifted Eastern artist is filled with a class

of ideas lot. illy ilifferenl, yet etpially instructive

and certainly not less subtle ami far-reaching.

On the eve of one of his journeys, our

author was placed in a dilemma of .a kind
not unknown to ti.ivellers m Indi.i, but not on
that account the less stupid. He wished to

go by a pai ticular boat, and look lime by the
foielo( 1^ for tlial piit|)()se. Tile f.ue was at

fiist slated .is 90 iiipi'es, to p.iy winch be
offered “a new ciisp, fiesb British India” note

for K-kj rupees. “ It uas,” be adds, “fresh from
the Currency Olfic e, and h.id beem leceived

only the day before fiom another Government
depaitmeiu.” The rest of the stoiy is

thus told: lExtiact.]

The hninonr of the little sketch is worth
something. I can fancy the author laughing

even in his dismay
;
for he can laugh well at

otheis, and equally well at himself. I shall

only venture on one more; passage
;
and I give

it as showing the spirit of the man who dares
to call his newsp.aper Triruc ami Peasant,
He desired to relmn to his home in Bengal,
and to bid adieu, for a lime at last, to Indepen-
dent Tipperah, where he had been located

“some two yeais.” He receivctl the Maha-
rajah’s permission to return hotne

;
but still he

could not get away. [Extract.]

There is, I think, a sound lesson in this pas-

sage
;

the lesson of the immense value of

courtesy and mbanily in the relations of rulers

and ruled. Theie is a great deal in that sen-

tence, “ Jl'e serve flesh and bhiod.” The best
administrator in Indi.i is not always the ablest,

the man whose plans are the wisest ns plans
;

but the man who, with plans or without them,
gives confidence to the people, and confidence
not merely in his justice, but also in his con-

siderateness and forbe.'ii ancc. A clever man
ome said that the ail of succes.s in India is the
art of giving good dinneis. It maybe so

;
but

the peiil is gieai—the peril of debt; and in

any case the art has its limits, and its natural
coll. Ipse. Even dimmers and champagne pall

in the end. But iheie is one art that never
fails—the art of true courtesy

;
of that courtesy

which, being n.atiir.d, is not affected by any
whim or c.iptice, either of the person wlm
possesses it, or of any one with whom he h.is

relations.

In bidding f.irewell to this little, book, I once
more rc^call, as I easily and very vividly can,
the author’s kindly face and gentle voice, as
known to me many years ago. I see him, as
I see Baboo Krislo Das Pal, Dr. Mahendra
Lai .Sircar, and some others, including a mneh-
abused editor of the Amri/a linear Patrika

\

and I feel and say, with all earnestness and
sincerity, that among these are men whom
the Govcinmeni of India would be wise in
recognising and winning entirely to its side.
They are men on whom no really generous
word—true as well as generous—ever is

thrown away. I have compared them at times
with men of kindicd occupations at home,
and I think that they are as a rule by far
the truer gentlemen in good manners, and
often in very much more than mere manners.
May the great God, whose sacred Name they
use as that of the Father of all, guide them to
a nobler destiny than any they yet have
known, and with them, and by them, bless
their native land !

James Routledge.

•^The Indian Mae^atsine^ Mar. 1888.
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“IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF.”

All who supr find sure relief from

II II r

"

The Greatest Pain Core Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteRheninatism and RheumaticGout,

After years of semi-helplessness and suflfer-

intr- while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,
lumbago, sciatica, FACEACHE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

for these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief
*

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.

Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

*^The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.
, ^

The Oriental Balm is used by \,he best Phy

sicians in the world in their jiractice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sofd in Bottles at / Re. each, t

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet & Co,,

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.

Price by post %% annas.

ASRUKANA
A Collection of poems in Bengali by

Srimati GIRINDRAMOHINY DASSY

(Author of Kabitahar^ fiharat Kusum.)

Asrukana is a collection of poetic.il pieces of

singular pathos and beauty of expression * *

It is a series of mournful songs that the

reader is here presented with and they must

touch a sympathetic cord in every heart that

can feel. There is a singular appropriateness

in the title of the work, and in its pious dedi-

cation to the memory of the husband of the

fair writer.— The Indian Nation.

The authoress is not unknown to Bengali

readers. She has already
,

published two or

three poems by which she is favourably known,

but between these poems and this is a differ-

ence that hardly admits of being measured.
# *

This is poetry in life
^

We have read Srimati Girindra Mohiny’s

poems in a reverential .spirit. The poems are-

all of a lyrical description. The lyre is soft,

sweet and lender, but awfully strong.
* *

The tone of the poems is inexpressibly

gentle, inexpressibly pure, and inexpressibly

tender and affectionate. It is the tone of a

world mother.
#

‘ Bengal should be proud of this poem—
Calcutta Ifguiew.

Apply at the Bee

I, Uckoor I^utt’s Lane, Calcutta.

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite tfu Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

HOMffiOPATHIC PHARMACY,
THE

EARLIEST & .STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSAR Y IN A SIA

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE m
INDEPENDENT HOMIEOPATHY

and maintains to this d.iy

TriE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
' THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co., beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
r^. Lai Basaar, Calcutta.

In Pamphlet, Price annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

£y Capt. ANDREW HEARSEY.
Apply to Reis Rayyet Office, Calcutta.
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Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.'^

ASSAM LINE.
This Company which has a weekly Service

of Steamers running to and from Debrooghur
vid Goalundo, will despatch the Steamer
“ MYSORE ” for Assam ton Sunday the

9th inst.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
Godowns at Jaggannath Ghat until Saturday

the 8th instant.

The Steamer “CASHMERE” will leave Goa-
lundo for Assam on Sunday, the 9th instant.

Intending passengers by the last mentioned

Steamer should leave Calcutta for Goalundo
by train the previousjsight.

Dhubri & Debrooghur Mail Service.

Throuy^h Booking to and front Assam.

The Despatch Steamers of Aia Service

leave Dhubri daily on arrival of the Mails

from Calcutta, and proceed to Debrooghur,

stopping at all intermediate stations and
Mookhs. #

Passengers, Goods, Parcels ( packages not

to exceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement ) may be booked
through to and from Calcutta, and all stations

on the Eastern Bengal State Railway and

connected Railways, and the following

Steamer Stations of ^his Company, vis.,

Dhubri, Goalparah, Gauhati, Mungledye,

Tezpore, Silghaut for Koliabar, Dhunsiri

Mookh, Niggriting, Kookeela Mookh, Desang
Mookh and Debrooghur.
Packages booked as parjpels will be forward-

ed by rail along with the Mails. Freight on
perishable articles n^st be prepaid.

Goalundo and Debrooghur Despatch
Service.

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which

have been specially built for the Assam Trade,

carrying passengers and icoolies between
Goalundo and Debrooghur, will leave,poalundo
bi-weekly on Sundays and Thursdays, calling

at all intermediate stations, and Debrooghur
on Tuesdays and Saturdays.
Through bills of lading will be granted for

goods and parcels on presentation of rail re-

ceipt or j^ayment of freight. Packages not to

exceed ten hundred weight, or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement.
For freight and passage apply to

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents.

1-2, Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

ON DEAFNESS.

I SIT in silence—to my car, there comes no sound of words,

No children’s ringing laugh I hear, nor joyous song of birds—

I see the warblers on the wing and children sporting round,

But to my deadened ear they bring no sweet and welcome sound.

1 walk in silence— tho’ 1 know that ev’ry flow’r or tree

Is vocal with the ijiusic sweet, of bird and humming bee—
1 see the fields of waving corn stirred by the summer breeze.

But still to me no souncf Is borne from flowers, or fields, or trees.

Each day I see around our board my friends their places fill—

I aec my mother ask of God a blessing on each meal

;

But yet no word I ever hear of that familiar prayer,

And not a sentence greets my ear from all assembled there.

*
\

Although to church, on Sabbath days, I duly still repair,

To offer there my sacrifice of humble praise and prayer,

To me through all that, blest abode dnbroken silence reigns,

Silent to me the word of 6W—silent the sacre^ strains.

To me the streams in silence flow, the distant sea to join.

There’s music. in their waves 1 know, to every car but mine,

1 watch the billows as they reach and break upon the shore,

Yet though I stajjd upon the beach, I hear their sound no more.

To me the stormy in silence roar—the threatening clouds I see,

But though VheVain in tfu renls pours, it brings no sound to me

—

1 sec the trees by, tempest riven, its gathering force I feel,

Behold the.angry 'flash of heav’n, yet hear no answering peal.

Alas I to me all nature’s voice is now for ever route.

And ne’er i'gain may I rejoice in sound of song or lute—

Yet still doth failhltd mem’ry bring ipe sweet melodious lays,

1 heard my lo^ed' companion sing in earlier, happjervdays.

\
•Oh would that 1 co\iW hear once more the charming sound of words,

Theinjusii; of ttfc Nfindfe'and \\;n*es, and melotl]^.^of birds—

CouliiHjllte thliyabba-th belMagain sound from* the house of prayer,

'And joth in every saefed strain with those who worship there.

A. G. M.

^ij|j^watfcw.H^he Spring,

^f^nary, and ’neath the eaves

jiest, and there did bring

and leaves.

Day after day she toiled,

^
^"Wiih patient art^but eo^her work was crowned

^Sbihe sad mishap the tiny fabric spoiled, • m "*

*
, And dashed it the ground.

J

She found the ruin wrought.

But not cast down, forth from the place she flew.

And fvith her mate, fresh earth and grasses brought,

And built her nest anew.

But scarcely has she placed

The last soft feather on its am|{e floor,

When wicked hand, or chance, again laid waste,

And wrought the ruin o’er.

But still her heart she kept,

And toiled again and last night, hearing calls,

I looked, and lo ! three little swallows slept

Within the earth-made walls.

What truth is here, O Man 1

Hath Hope been smitten in its early dawn ?

Have clouds o’ercast thy purpose, trust or plan ?

Have Faith, and struggle on I

News and Comments.

Errata.—

B

y a truly diabolical trick last week, our exclamation

“A dear solicitor !” was suffixed to the first of the two Notes on the

Calcutta Municipality, instcijd of, as we intended, the next following.

Our readers will please read it as coming at the end of the ^cond

paragraph. •

In col. r, p. 428, line retained read restrained (.)

In tu^pmg over our file, we notice, p. 4 ii» col. i, 9 ^1* I**'® from the

bottom, *a wanting to tlie second syllable of the italicised word.

•

4*
• *

Mr. a. c! Curtis, Ting Ling Tea estate, Paflighatta, has perpetrated on

our contemporary of the JCni^lishman a conjurer’s trick. He sent the

editor a prodigious egg of a Muscovy duck— which proved the equine

egg of the*BengaIi proverb. In the ordinary course, the egg was sent

to the kitchen lo be boiled. In the process, the shell burst and dis-

covered a second perfect egg in another shell. The first had no yoke

but only glare'”—whatever tha^ may mean or be worth.

NlfDDEA is this year again under water. It occurred thiswise

“On the 2nd September Navadwipa witnessed a scene which will not

soon be forgotten. about 12 P.M., the bunds, with which the town is

encirch d, gave wajj, and within an hour or so it was inundated, no dry

land being visible^ Mostjof the Inhabitants had sat down to lake their

meals, when the^uJh of [vatcr drove them out. They naturally ran

towards the bund and did everything in their power to temporarily

itop the breach, but all 40 no purpose. The poor are suffering n great

deal, and if this slate of things continues any longer, the results will

be disastrous. Everything is selling at an exorbitant price, such as

very few can afford to pay. No one can go out but in a boat, and the

people are living in a state of suspense. The breaking of the bunds

this year is entirely due to the unwise neglect of our municipality. If

after the floods of 1885 it had kept an eye on the embankment, our

little town would not have met with this misfortune. Most of the

commissioners, including the chairman and the vice-chairman, are away

from here practising in the ijouris at Krishnaghur, and we are therefore

left helpless.” ^

\duribers fn the rntfstry are requested to remit by postal money orders^ if possible^ as the safest and most convenient

^ medium^ particularly as it ensures acknowledfrment through the Department. No other receipt will be

y glven^ any ot^p^ being unnecessary^ and likely to cause confusion.
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While the late rains have flooded the Bengal Presidency all through,

the necessary seasonable showers have been witliheld from the Western

Presidency and the Deccan. There is grave anxiety in consequence

in those parts. In Poona, distress has already manifested itself in a

form and to an extent to necessitate prompt measures. The Collector

has opened relief-works.

#
•r#

A TELEGRAM of the 7th September from Washington reports that the

United Stales Senate has passed the Bill, already passed by Congress,

forbidding the return of Chinese after once leaving the United States,

and cancelling ail tickets of identity. The United States Minister at

Pekin has telegraphed to President Cleveland that China has post-

poned coming to any decision in reference to the treaty for excluding

Chinese emigrants from the States, and will deliberate further on the

matter.

4%
The unfortunate women who abound in London, are just now

under a special prejudice. Four of this class have been successively

savagely murdered in Whitechapel, two having been found in the

streets with their throats cut and disembowelled. The crimes are be-

lieved to have been committed by a maniac. The^ police have as yet

made no arrests.

• #

The House of Representatives has passed the Bill granting powers

for making reprisals on Canada asked for by President Cleveland.

• •

The “ Patriotic Fleet ” lately celebrated its tenth anniversary, 'it came

into existence in 1878—to dcvelope the maritine resources of Russia

and to aid the Government in times of war. It was started by national

subscription. The wealthiest nobles all subscribed, the fund raised

being four million roubles. It began with three steamers. Now six

ocean-going vessels of fair speed forming the fleet are principally

employed in the trade or transports between the Black Sea and

Vladivostock. They always carry their armament in the holds. The

fleet now receives a subsidy from Government.

# •

The Maharanee of Searsole has accused of bribery'Baboo Ilari Churn

Banerjee, Sub-inspcctor of police, Raneegunge, and the charge is being

heard by Mr. Streetfield, the Magistrate.

Here is a precious pluralist, religious and connubial, at Moonshee-

gunj, in the Statesman's newsletter from that station

“There is an interesting case pending before the 2nd Moonsif. One
Monoranjan Gangooli, first a Hindu, a Brahman, then a Christian, and
now Mahomedan, sued to recover one of his Brahman wives. At the
very outset a warrant of arrest against his wife was prayed for before
judgment, but the prayer was disallowed. The case has been adjourned.”

The same letter has the following notice of a lightning accident :

—

“A brazier while on board a country boat in a canal close to this place
was killed by lightning at about i P.M., on Sunday last. Some copper
coin wrapped in cloth round the waist of the deceased wfre found
melted into a lump of copyer. The bo.at sank, but two persons who
were in it were providentially saved.”

***

The legal sensation in Berhampore is a forgery in Court—ifi not open

Court

“ A daring forgery has come to the notice of the public which oc-
cured in the Sub-judge’s court. Rai Dhunput Sing Bahadoor,

• complainant, filed a suit against one Ram Cbunder, a medical practi-
tioner of Moorshedabad, for Rs. io,ocx), on a deed which has been pro-
perly registerd. There was a certain landed property mortgaged, and
front the income of that property the debt was to have been cleared
off. When the document was filed the court did not happen to see the
back of the deed. But on Monday last, it was found that an entry had
been made of the payment of the sum. The writing seems to be a sus-
picious one, and to have been written with fresh ink, whereas the dale
given is upwards of three years ago. Besides, a year ago, this docu-
ment was admitted in the Calcutta High Court and a true printed
copy of it lies in our judge’s court which does not show any endorse^

. ment at the back. The complainant has cited 24 witnesses to prove his
case, who are all very respectable petsons.”

•
• •

Linnville Combs, aged ii years, weighing 70 ft>s and upwards, of four

feet high, of Breathitt County, has been consigned to the Frankfort

peniieniary, Kentucky, for sororicide. He murdered his sister Nannie
Belle Combs, not quite three years of age, because “ Samps Collins

tdld me he’d give me a pair of boots and suspenders if Td do it.”

When qucs'tioned how he did it, he artlessly narrated “ She was just

walking along the floor, and I hit her in the head with a skillet. She

fell over into the fire, but she was dead already. I pulled her out of

the fire, and threw her into the creek.” Next, when the body floated

and he was informed of it, he drew the body ashore, and it was interred?

The matter might have been hushed up, but the ingenuous murderer

himself went about relating his feat of devilry, until he was arrested

in a month’s time, and after trial found guilty on his own admission,

and sentenced. There was no Woodroffe to help to send this pre-

cocious imp back to society.
^

• *

The Chinese in Mauritius number about 4,000, and they are on the

increase. That is everywhere their “ dark way.’^

• •

Sir John Pope Hennessy resumes the governorship of Mauritius

in November, leaving England on the 30th October next.

• •

Lieutenant-General Sir A. Alison has succeeded General Foster

in the India Council.

* *

France has at last awakened to the barbarity of duel. A Bill for

abolishing the practice has been introduced in the Chamber of Deputies.

•
• «

A new play called the “ Mahomet ” by M. Henri de Bornier will be

played in Paris next winter.

m «

Mr. Stoney, the district engineer, Biirdwan, will be succeeded by

Baboo Bidhu Sekhar Banerjee, the Supervisor.

#*4

Sir Edward Watkin, M.P., the chief promoter of the Channel Tunnel

and railway scheme, is cxpecicd in India in the winter.

* #

Dr. Ribuentorp has returned to Simla from Burrnah, where he went

on special duty, in connection with the leasing of the Upper Burmali

forests.

* #

The commercial residents of Cawnpoi.e at a meeting have decided

upon a Chamber of Commerce for that commercial town.

• •

Mr. Justice Wilson of the Calcutta High Court, and not Mr. Justice

Bayley of the Bombay High Court, will be the President of the Craw-

ford Commission, which meet at Poona.

The Home remittances from the ist April to 8th September, 1888,

amounted to ^5,653,ocx>. The Budget estimate for the whole year is

14,000,000.

• «

The Cape Parliament has passed a bill aiilhorising' payment of fifteen

shillings a day to members during the Session. The Transvaal Re-

public pays the members of the Valksraad at the rate of three pounds

a day.

# #

Mr. Henry Vizetelly, publisher of Henrietta Street, is being pro-

secuted for publishing translations of Zola. The Bow-street Magistrate

has sent up the case, at request, to the Central Criminal Court instead

of to the sessions.

• •

The Sessions Judge Mr. Forbes has reduced the sendee on the editor

of the Hyderabad Record from six months’ simple Jmprifonq}|^nt to

seven days’ and a fine of Rs. 500, in default anotlfier month. Mr.

Solomon has petitioned the Resident for stay of execution for an ap*
*

peal to the local High Court.

* • • •

The Eastern Herald says that it is believed that 9 out of the 39 can-

didates at the Holkar Durbar Pleadershtp Examination have passed.

The sniall number of successful candidates *is accounted for by a

sudden change of rule, by which examinees must obtain 33 per cent,

marks in each of the four subjects, instead of, as hitherto, 33 on the

aggregate of marks.
•

' ^

• •

The same paper reports the sudden death, on the 17th A&gust, of

Dewan Chaturbhuj Sehai of the Chhatarpur State. Munsbi Cbaturbhuj

was British Deputy Collector when, Jess than two years ago^he was

appointed manager of the Native State.
^
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THE largest steamer next to the Great Eastern is The City of Nm
York. She forms one of the Inman and International Steam-ship Com-

pany’s fleet, is 565 ft. long, 65 ft. broad and 44 ft. deep, is 10,500 gross

'tonnage and can accommodate 2,000 passengers. The engines are

capable of 20,000 horse power or double that of the Great Eastern.

She is fitted with the electric light.

The Indian Spectator quotes, from a Scotch county paper, some

notices of the family of Sir William Wedderburn, retired Bombay

Civil Service, now the Liberal candidate elect for North Ayrshire.

The surname of the family is derived from a place in Berwickshire.

Its importance dates from Walter de Wedderburn “ who swore fealty

to Edward 1 . at Berwyck Sur Twed.” The first who came to India was

the first Sir William, father of the present Sir William. He too was of

the Civil Service and was Accountant-General of Bombay.

“ His eldest son, Mr. John Wedderburn, who was also in the Civil

Service of India, was killed at Hissar in North India, his devoted wife

and their child sharing the same fate. This was during the dark days

of the Munity, but far from embittering the family, the event seems to

have attached them the more to this unhappy country. Sir John’s

second son was David, our Sir David Wedderburn, who, though he

had little to do directly with India, was yet one of her warmest friends

in and out of Parliament. Most of our readers must have seen him at

Bombay—a delicate-looking studious man, but with a keen sense of

justice and an indomitable will.’’

The Hunmant Rao prosecution has entered the second stage. The

defence has begun. The principal witness Mr. Crawford has been

examined and cross-examined. In examination-in-chief, he denied all

imputations against himself in the case. In cross-examination, he

deposed that

“he first met Ilunmantrao in the village of Bijapore, where there had

been a flood. This was in 1883. He had raised subscriptions in Bom-
bay, and went to Bijapore to see the relief works. The accused was a

prominent citizen, and made a good impression on Mr. Crawford, who

had known his uncle and grandfather, the latter a distinguished Gov-

ernment servant. When Mr. Crawford came to Poona, the accused was

there. They became intimate. ‘And how did he come to be employ-

ed by you at the time, as was notorious ?’ ‘ I wa.s in debt, and aware

he knew Marwaris and local money-lenders, and I got him to nego-

tiate loans and pay instalments. I employed him as my broker. I

had no other business transactions with him, but once set him to get

information for me, suspecting B.G.Sathe of corruption.’ He said he had

had eight or ten loans from Marwaris, and as many renewals. ‘ What

did Hunmantrao get for this ?’ ‘ Nothing from me
;
the usual brokerage

from the Marwaris, I suppose.’ ‘ Why did you get him to do this

business for you ?
’

‘ I was aware he knew Marwaris, and knew for a

fact that he had acted in connection with Colonel Stopford’s affairs.’

‘What was he to have for helping you in the Sathe business?’ ‘No-

thing.’ ‘What piompted him to act for you?’ ‘ Personal animos.ity

against .Sathe, and personal friendship for me.’ Mr. Crawford said

he did not know Dabir was placed over the head of a qualified aval

karkhoon. He admitted in one case acting contrary to the Collecioi-’s

recommendations, and without consulting the Acting Collector
;

but

stated that he was justified in so doing. Dabir’s appointment was

due to an error and neglect in the oflice to make up the list.

Mr. Crawford cancelled Sindekar’s transfer to jowli, on account of the

statement he made in a petition, to the effect that his wife wa.s ill, and

about to be confined, and he could neither lemove her with him, nor

leave her in charge of anybody el.se. He was not aware that the wo-

man had at that lime been actually confined at the house of his father-

in-law, and in another town altogether. How could he divine tmU the

man was lying? He made no enquiry into the matter. He consideied

the domestic troubles of Sindekar a sufficient justification for the tern-

porary cancellation of his transfer ;
temporary was all he agreed to, as

the swson was late, and he saw no reason why he should not defer it

till after the rains. Questioned as to his personal financial position,

he admitted his embarrassments from the time of hi^s appointment to

the Commissionership ;
that his income was hypothecated, and was

being drawn by King, King and Co. ;
Rs- l,70O per .nmuh 'v^^e “

him. He banked with the Kings and the trenen Hank. IJe h.id no

current account with theFiench Bank, and only three rupees in the bank

book which was lost. He repeated that Sathe was adversely dis,rosed

towards him, and*e believed Sathe’s visit to him, and the

assistance given him shortly before his suspension, was only a pi. i

to enable Mr. Nugent to see it. He admitted having disappe.ired in

disguise irom Poona, and having endeavoured to get a
,

steamer TeAeran, and he dare say he uid write that letter to Ins brothe^

stating that he was going to drown himself in the river . but he said

that, it that time, he was not responsible for his
"l"

in his right mind, and was not responsible

He became responsible again after that date. During
, _

nation, it also transpired that, on his return, the

cer of Chopda stated that the Commissioner
uo„k

taluka
j he now denied having ever been there, though the draft book

revealed an entry in his own writing j he explained he must have

written ‘ taluka ’ for ‘ district.’
”

Notes and Leaderettes.

General Boulanger has turned up in Christiana.

The telegraph announces the death of Richard Anthony Proctor, the

astronomer, who had done so much to popularise correct knowledge,

not of astronomy alone.
*

Sir sSteuart Baylev, on completion of his seasonal tours, reached

Darjeeling ycstcrdsiy. There was a large gathering at the railway

station to receive the Lieutenant-Governor.—The last Tour was not

without its accidents. At Mymensing, the steam launch crushed to

death a native boy swimming. The poor parents were humanely paid

Rs. 300. Another man escaped with an injury.

We are glad to see the Hon’ble *8. Subramania Iyer appointed Gov-

ernment Pleader, during the absence on leave of Mr. Powell. This is

the first time that a native has been allowed the distinction, and it has

properly fallen on the Hon’ble pleader of the Madras High Court.

The New Club at Simla has been destroyed by fire. The house was

insured for Rs. 40,000. Most of the furniture was saved. The New
Club will now have a new home. The nasty and dangerous kerosine

was the cause of the fire, by the upturning of a lighted lamp.

We arc told

—

“ The latest fad of His Highness the Maharaja Holkar has been the

electric light. An engine, with all the necessary apparatus, arrived from
Bombay about two months ago, and a considerable portion of the

lamps, &c., had been erected, when suddenly H. H. stopped the work.

So the whole of the plant has been taken up and returned to Bombay,
the Maharaja agreeing to pay ten thousand rupees for this little freak.

We believe there is some talk of the Gaekwar also going in for electric

lights. Let us hope they will succeed better at Baroda than they seem
to have done at Indore.”

We cannot join in the hope. The electric light is an abomination,

and we are not sure that it may not turn out dangerous on a large scale.

It must lend to general blindness.

The noticeable river accident of the week is the loss of the ferry

steamer Ostrich^ piyiug between Kailahghat, Calcutta, and Telkalghat,

Howrah. She had landed some two hundred passengers at Calcutta and

was returning to Howrah with about one-fourth of that number, it is said.

When in mid stream she collided with the Port Commissioners’ floating

crane Hercules and sank in two minute.s. A few passengers jumped

over into the crane and some were rescued from the river. The actual

number dead and drowned is not known nor is ever likely to be known.

The rumour however ran that about 200 lives were lost. According

to the Police report, 32 persons have been saved and only 8 lives lost.

The following statements have been made by the ^Serang of the Ostrich

and the engineer in charge of the crane.

“ Joomonati Serang says— I am scrang of the steamer Ostrich. I

left the police ghaut landing stage at about 10 A. M. with about 40
p.issengeis, ami 9 crew, and one sircar on b4iard. The ebb tide was
running very strong. I steamed head up the river to the outer buoy off

No. 7 Jetty, when I saw a large boiler floating down the river close to

the buoy. I shifted my helm to port, and thus allowed the boiler to clear

me on the^larboard. In doing so, the steamer was thrown across the

tide, and just then she was struck by the 30 ton crane vessel on the

port quarter. My vessel at once went down, and the passengers and
crew were all thrown into the river.

Mr. F. W. Arnfield, engineer in charge of the 30 ton crane, stales

—

I was alonside the S. S. Frofessor^ at No. 4 Jetty moorings. 1 lifted

out a large iron boiler for the vessel, and lowered it into the river,

where it was taken charge of by the Bowreah Mills steam launch. I

saw the launch tow the boiler up stream, and I breasted out from No. 4

Jetty moorings to mid stream and dropped down stern foremost, or

head to tide, to Koila Ghaut, intending to go alongside the S. S. Clan

Aj a( lying at No. 8 Jelly moorings. I then saw the boiler I had

lifted out of the S. S. Ptofessor^ and which had been taken in tow by

the steam launch, adrift, and floating down the river in a line with my
starboard bow. Just at this time the steam ferry Ostrich^ which was
crossing the iivrr, was swept by the tide, and her port quarter collided

with my bow, and she sank at once. My vessel was at a stand-still at

this time, and we rescued i6 of the passengers.”

Last .Saturday, one Englebregt suffering from hernia and piles repaired

to the Medical College hospital. He was admitted, to be operated

upon. The preparatory chloroform was a little too freely administered,

a circumstance which the operating surgeon did not detect till he had

commenced his work. It was then too late, neither the galvanic bat-

tery nor any artificial respiration could bring back life. This is not
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the first instance of the kind. Medical manslaughter is a common enough

incident in Hospital practice. Their license gives the Order of Sts.

Louis and Cosine practical immunity for all their omissions and com-

missions. Will not the Lieutenant-Governor inquire? Or, will the sur-

geons be left to continue the reform of vengeance inaugurated in an-

other and complete the popular horror of Hospitals ?

H

After all, the Mission to Cabul is not to be—for the present at any rate.

When everything was ready for the start, there came sudden qualms

of conscience at the British Durbar—fears of the brave, if not follies

of the wise. The British arc never welcome in Cabul
;

yet they have

somehow a strange fascination for the place. In spite of repeated

warnings, they again and again go there, to bleed—in every way. The

passion had again seized our rulers, and nothing, we thought, would

prevent them from satisfying it. At the eleventh hour, however, wiser

counsels prevailed. It w.as recognised* that just now the Afghan coun-

try might be found more than ordinarily unsafe. The Ameer has

patched up a peace with the Shinwaris, and the Commander-in-Chief

General Gholam Hydcr is free to return with the troops in the field to

the capital. But a new and worse danger has appeared in the North,

in the revolt of Ishak Khan, Governor of Turkestan, As Ishak is a

cousin of Abdur Rahman’s and is understood to have supporters in

Cabul and at the capital, it was not considered prudent to .add to the

already combustible elements of the Afghan metropolis, by sending a

large British party.

“ A ruNJARi ” writes to the Civil and Military Gasette :

—

“ Peassing through the Mundi State en route from Kulu and the north,

I was told by many Mahomedans of the treatment they had received
on the occasion of the death of the mother of the Raja of Mundi.
Every Mahomedan in the State was forced to shave his beard. Those
who refused were ill-treated, seized and their beards cut forcibly. Two
men, Kamran, Pathan, and Siimdii, Kashmiri, the latter a Moulvi and
reljgious.hcad of the Mundi Mahomedans, were by the Raja’s express
order seized, their beards burnt off with oil and gunpowder, and im-
prisoned, and I am told there were other similar cases.”

The Panjab has always been the Indian Province notorious for in-

ter-religious animosities and persecution. There is no inherent im-

probability in this correspondent’s account. These Hill Hindus and

their princelings are given to strange pranks. We only wonder their

people, Hindus or Mahomedans or Buddhits, submit themselves so

meekly. Wc hope this Mundi man will be called to account for at

any rate the outrageous lengths to which he carried out his “domestic

institution ” of enforced popular mourning for the death of the Rani

Dowager. .Such persecution, always unrighteous, is more than ever im-

politic at the present time. We are afraid that this Mundi revelation

may be seized by Party for political capital.

VVe are shocked to hear of the conduct of the new Governor of Cash-

mere. This briefless barrister, Pandit Surajbal, D.C.L., is an A S S,

without either loyalty or gratitude or manners. Like many another

waif from India, he must have kept the lowest company in London. He
is familiar with all the ignorant and indecent tittle-tattle of Babylon. At

a state dinner at Jummoo on the Mahar.aja’s birthday, he, in proposing

His Highness’s health, went out of his way to abuse Her lytajcsty the

Queen and make atrocious insinuations against her and John Brown.

The Pioneer first gave the account and the Civil and Military

Gazette follows up as follows :

—

“A contemporary gives publicity to a story which attributes some
atrocious remarks regarding Her M.ijesty to Dr. Siiraj Bal, now in high
favor at Cashmere. We had ourselves received the story, but g.ive it

neither publicity nor credence. Our contemporary, however, app^ears
to have received confirmation of the facts stated, and performs an un-
pleasant duty in bringing them to light. The remarks were made at a
dinner by way of pointing an allusion to the well-known ‘ habits’ of the
Maharajah of Cashmere

;
and if Suraj Bal is wise, he will in future

avoid the comp.any of Englishmen, and we trust, of such Natives as
regard Her M.ajesty with the reverence which a good and pure-lived
Queen deserves from her faithful subjects. We would like to hear,
meanwhile, what action Prince Amar Singh has taken in the matter.

In connection with the unpleasat^ matter mentioned above, a well-
informed coiiespondcnt writes:—‘There have been intrigues going
on at Jummu to oust Sur.aj Bal from his appointment, and for either
the present Financial Minister of the Council, Dewan Janki
Pershad, or his uncle Dewan Budri Nath, to succeed him ; and
I am not astonished at .Sumj Bal doing as he did to try and get a
stronger hold upon the Maharajah, to retain him in his appoint-
ment as Governor of Caishmcre. I can, however, teU you as a fact,

- that some years ago I was personally present at a party in the
Nashut Bagh in Cashmere, and other officers were also present.
Suraj Bal was then one of the Judges of Cashmere, and on this occasion

presided at the dinner table, and when it came to the proposing of
healths, .Suraj Bal put Her Majesty the Queen aside, and proposed the

health of the Maharaja in most fulsome terms of flatery. His rudeness

in ignoring to drink the health of Her Majesty first, was so very mark-
ed, that an officer, whose name I at this moment forget started up anef

called Sui.aj Bal to order
;
but instead of doing so, he beccime insulting

and there was a dreadful row. The officer finally requested Suraj Bal

to gMiit an apology, or the following morning he would chastise him
publicly. Suraj Bal had to grant the apology. I know also that he is

utterly disrespectful in his language generally to the Government
;
and,

under existing circumstances at Jummu, he will not hesitate to speak
language which he thinks may give pleasure to the Durbar, who bitterly

hate the Government of India and all things English. What I have

said about Suraj Bal’s conduct at the Nashut Bagh dinner party cannot

be denied.*
”

The outrage is so great that the Foreign Office can scarcely over-

look it. The Maharaja himself should be the first to call upon his

servant for explanation. If the .allegation is true, the amplest repara-

tion should be promptly made to the Imperial Power.

The Pioneer gives the following description of His Honour Doctor

Suraj Bal

“He is a son of the late well-known Pundit Manphul, MirMunshi
attached to the Punj.ab Secretariat. Going home with a Lawrence
scholarship, and after seven years at Oriel, he managed to stum-
ble through his Bachelor’s degree. Subsequently his University pre-

sented him with a D.C.L., which proved too much for him. Failing at

the Lahore bar, he went to Cashmere as Judge of the Court there, and
is now governor of a province. ”

It is not of such hot brained youth that Governors of Provinces are

made.

JOBUT is a small Bheel State in Central India. During the minority

of the Chief, it was man.aged by a Superintendent under the Bhopawar

Agency, while the Chief himself was sent to the Daly College at

Indore. After completing his term there, he has for sometime been

joined in the administration with the Superintendent. He is now

twenty-two years of age. Having completed his noviciate, it is natural

that he should be desirous of being placed in independent charge of

his own State. Rana Sarup Singh is reported to be a well educated

young Chief, an accomplished crirketeer, and fond of field sports, of

active business habits and sufficient knowledge of affairs. We see no

reason for deferring his installation.

A correspondent of the Eastern Herald points out that during the

incumbency of Col. Miller, Political Agent, in 1882, the Chiefs of Bha-

kaigur and Nimkhera were promptly invested with the management

of their respective chiefships.

From the Cashmere letter pf the 20th August in the same paper, it

appears the Maharaja’s troops, more than eleven thousand in number in

the neighbourhood of Gilgit, were awaiting His Highness’s order to

attack the rebels.

This is a queer arrangement. What did the .State mean by massing

such an army there if not to fight ? How could the Maharaja command

his troops from such a distance ? He is no Carnot or Moltke, and

there are no facilities for quick communication with his Northern

frontiers.

This Correspondent’s letter affords a good and, wc may add, poor,

specimen of the kind of complaints common to our newspapers.

Thus we are told

—

“ Dewan Luchman Dass, the late Prime Minister of Kashmir State,

who was forced upon his Highness the Maharaja by Mr. Plowden the

Resident of Kashmir, had pleased his p.atron the^Resident by pur-

chasing from British Government Promissory Nofft to the extent of

Rupees twenty-five lacs, out of which the sum of Rupees eighteen lacs

was paid down at once. Now the creature of the Resident is no longer

in office ; and although his Highness the Maharaja is not willing to

purchase more Government loans, yet he is obliged to pay the balance
Rupees seven lacs in order to fulfil the promise of his former Dewan.”

And why not ? If the State has entered into any agreement or given

any pledge, it is but just that it should fulfil it. Wherein is the Zooldont

of the British Government in all this ? Our gentlemen of the press are

never slow to come down with all their resources of reasoning and

raillery and indignation, whenever the British Government shows the

slightest tendency to back out of its promises. And yet they are not

ashamed to preach a different standard to the Native States. If the

Maharaja of Cashmere has, under advice of his present minister, made

up the balance of the twenty-five lacs he offered, under the advice of his

late Dewan, to invest in the British Loan, be has done a proper thing*

which will enhance his character and the reputation and credit of his

Raj. Instead of making of the obligation a grievance, he should be en-
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couraged to regard it as matter of course. If our Princes were to re-

pudfllie the a^ts of their ministers, or if one ministry were to cancel

the engagements of another, matters would come to a pretty pass. In

the present case, the Maharaja might, had he chosen, withhold the

7 lacs, but not with good grace. Seven lacs is a good round sum to

Cashmere, but no great matter to India. It is a drop in the ocean

of British Indian necessity. He had only to ask to be freed from

paying in the balance. Our Government would not have suffer-

ed in the least. Cashmere’s omission would no more have been

perceived by John Bull than his prototype in the fable perceived

the presence of the fly lodged on the point of his horn. Had the Vice-

roy been any way aware of the pecuniary difficulties of Cashmere, he

would, we are persuaded, have himself relieved it of the embarrass-

ment of making up the investment. Under the circumstances, it is un-

generous in us to talk as if the Maharaja had swallowed a big bolus

under compulsion and only for British benefit.

AdvocaU of India is again looking up. It is a good paper and

we rejoice in its prosperity. After its early triumph, it fell on evil times

and, though conducted with as great ability, wisdom and spirit as ever,

it did not meet with the necessary measure of suppoit, although the

enterprise and liberality of the proprietor (Mr. Anderson) ^and the

ability, liberality, and prudence of the editor (Mr. Bailey) merited a

rich reward. We cannot from this distance divine the cause or causes.

Local jealousy was presumably at work, but we suspect that the dire

offence of the paper was its moderation. It did not represent the

fiery orators and Radical Reformers in Church and State. It criticised

with freedom, but without violence, and often with a delicacy of thrust

which must have been lost upon the general, however welcome it

might be to cultivated men of mature years. In fine, the concern

proved a misnomer. The Advocate was too much of the judge for the

Native Bombay, in its present Political Revival. The enormous value

of such a moderator between the Native Press and the European was

not understood. The Advocate: was allowed to languish. Subscribers

and advertisers fell off, un^l it was constrained to reduce its size and

double its price. At the same time, it was offered for sale. It has

now passed from its original .spirited owner to a new proprietary.

There is an apparent diminution in the size, but a real increase in bulk.

The literary department continues good, so far as the writing itself is

concerned, but there is a visible lack of supervision. Thus we read

“Moola Mahomed, a Moogla, wlio superseded Moola Ismail fora

short time as Royal customs fanner in Rangoon shortly before the out-

break of hostilities, has been awarded 1,23.000, An adjustment claim

of I,90,obo agfiinsl the ULirincsc Government for monies advanced to

them by the late Persian Consul has also been paid, and Rs. 9,000 out

of a claim of Rs. 16,000 for Jewellery supplied to Theebaw and his

Queen.”

We don’t know what a Moogla is, but surely Rangoon was never

a royal port in this generation.

The following, in the same number, reporting the recent lecture at

Simla» is worse

‘SThe lectnrer expressed the opinion that good half-bred English

stallions for were best Indian mares, rhis class of horse could not be

got frpm Australia, and Arabs were loo small.”

A respectable paper ought to be belter done up than that.

A Calcutta telegram to the Morning Post of Allahabad says :

“Owing to the contents of Mr. Veasey’s confidential Police Circular

having been communicated to the Press, a special department has been

created in the Office of the Inspector-General of Police, consisting of a

Supcriiitendent and a few European assistants. The post Af Pcrson.il

Assistant to the Inspector-General of Police will meige in the new

superiiUendentship. Mr. Tucker, Assistant Distnet Superintendent of

Police, will prooably be the first incumbent.” •

That is in the usual way. Anything for an excuse for multiplying

appointments 1 One would have thought that the rational thing to do,

on the appearance of the Confidential Circular, was to find out the

base man who supplied it to the tempter in the Editor and punish

him severely for grave misconduct. But no 1—the wise men of the Cir-

cumlocution Office know better. They are a truly pious set, the rulers

of the Departments and their Viziers, acting strictly according to

canon. How they obey to the letter the scriptural command to in-

crease and multiply 1 The offices of a Superintendent and a few Eu-

ropean Assistants have already been created ;
and the first Superin-

tendent is named 1 Doubtless, the European Assistants have also been

appointed.

It is true the traitor, who communicated the Circular to, and inspired

the disturbing comments of, the Native Press, could not be discovered.

So much the worse for the Department I Wh.at is the value of a Police

that cannot maintain discipline withiii itself? How is the Department

to trace crime in the community or the country at large, when it

is not equal to delect its own bl.ick sheep ? Its Cliiefs could, no

doubt, on a vague suspicion based on no circumstanii.il foundation,

disturb the whole administration, by a wholesale massacre of clerks.

Such a measure would have had a show of force, if not of reason, and

heads of departments are natur.illy templed to set themselves right

with the Government and the public by action in this direction.

The Inspector-General deserves great commendation for not per-

petrating any such folly and injustice. Whatever the newspapers may

think of him, Mr. Veasey, at any rate, is no Buckland of Zoohom.

The fiict is, the Circular was ill timed. At such a period of e.xcite-

ment, anything of that kind was almost sure to be misunderstood in the

Department and certain to be resented by the public. It might have

been gradually introduced without irritation. But to sow an elaborate

little Procedure of the kind broadcast throughout the Police in the

country and expect it to be unknown to the people, because it was

marked “ Confidential,” was preposterous. It could not possibly be

kept secret. That was out of the question.

According to the report of Acting Consul W. Holland

—

“ The smallest shopkeeper at Newchwang, is a banker, and is allowed

to issue notes, against which he m.ay have no cash or bullion as security.

Unless, therefore, he happens to be a capitalist, or a trader with good

credit, the smallest run upon him may involve bankruptcy. In that

event, the principle of ‘first come first served’ is acted upon in

honouring the obligations, as in selling goods across the counter, and

the late applicants find themselves in possession of worthless paper.

Foreigners, however, run no risk, since, if they hold notes of a bankrupt

firm, the local authorities always exchange them for paper issued by

solvent parties. It may be supposed that this free and easy system

would lead to a good deal of fraud, but it is said not to do so. On the

contrary bills are seldom dishonoured. Over-speculation is a frequent

cause of failure among the Chinese, but deliberate fiaud seldom occurs.

It seems that wealthy bankers and mandarins, not caring for their

wealth to be known, often make deposits with bankers without taking

receipts. It may very well happen, therefore, that on the death of a

depositor his heir may not know where to Lay hands upon some of his

money, which remains in the banker’s hands. For the sake of greater

secrecy a depositor will even forego interest on his money, which the

banker is nevertheless able to employ to his own adv.antage.”

So much for the American legend of the “Heathen Chinee”! It

would be difficult to match such simple virtue as the Celestials possess

out of A.si.i. Can it be said of the West, cis-Atlantic or trans-Allan-

lic, that “ deliberate fraud seldom occurs”? Nolwilhstaruling all the

sanctions by which it is guarded—notwithstanding the weekly .admoni-

tions of the Church - notwithstanding the fiowns of society and the

terrors of the law—coinmeicial morality in Christendom is, in many

countries, a soiled dove. It is probably at its lowest in America, where

dishonesty is scarcely under the necessity fif assuming the disguise of

honour and virtue. Fraud openly stalks the city in broad day. Great

robbers are among the leading citizens and men of power as well as

position. Confederacies of these men awe the legislature and rule the

Stale. And it is here that the non-Christian or nun-Whiie has the least

chiitice. It is .among the unworthy Americans th.il y\siatics are to-day

blackguarded and persecuted, as Afiicans heretofore were enslaved and

scourged. It is a poet of California, who, speaking as the mouthpiece

erf the narrow trades-unionism of his fellow ciiizcim, has consigned the

respectable Mongolians to infamy in about the most populai Ameiican

verse of the day, which begins and ends thiswise

Which 1 wish to remark, --

And my language is plain,—

That for ways that arc dark

And for tricks that are vain.

The heathen Chinee is peculiar.

Such is the treatment of the East at the hands of the West '

In another column will be found a letter from Patna which is worth

attention, specially for the closing refiections. Our Correspondent is

a most respectable member of the Mahomedan community, wellknown

for ability. He wrote in a great hurry, as we happen to know. Never-
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thelessy he writes well. His matter is good, and be drives his point

home and is thoroughly trustworthy in his facts, and sober in

his views. When such a man complains that Mabomedan boys are

going to the bad from too early political dissipation, after the manner

of the Hindu lads in Calcutta and other towns, his community should

take warning.

REIS & 'rA YYET.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1S88.

LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT.
THE SANITATION RUN AMOK AGAINST SERAMPORE.

Dr. Lidoerdale is evidently determined to galvanize

his department into a new activity—into a power to

be feared. Not that the Sanitary Department was
without activity of a kind. In the person of its

subordinate officers, it was always renowned for

locomotion. It wrote- a number of Inspection re-

ports on a number of localities visited by them,

and once a year these reports saw the light of

publicity in a blue book of portentous bulk enough
to justify its raison eCtre. Dr. Lidderdalc, it is

true, was too fond of the breezes of Dareeling to

descend to the insanitary plains except for short flying

visits, but he evidently wrote a good deal, and saw
that his Deputies did not neglect the work of inspec-

tion. At any rate, a flood of sanitary inspection notes

and memoranda kept pouring in upon him, and he had
no small ado to sift, compress and compile them into

his Annual Report. The strangest part of the thing,

however, was the character of these notes and me-
moranda. They bore such a family resemblance
upon them that, were it not for the inevitable

differences of the names of places and minor diver-

gences of local conditions, they might well pass

for the outturn of some mechanical contrivance—

a

kind of new mould for the special use of Sanitary

Inspectors. They were so typical that reports of any
two places were as two drops of water, in all essential

respects. Some time ago, we transcribed in our I

columns specimens of these curious documents to

show that we were perpetrating no exaggeration

—

no figure of speech, in our view. Indeed, looking at

these productions, it was not too much to say that

they might as well be manufactured in the recesses of

their study, instead of a number of high paid officers

scouring the country^ at no small expense to the ge-
neral funds of the State.

These Inspection reports were cast in the same
mould. An analysis of one would serve for ^all. It

was first a scientific examination of the soil of the
locality, and a learned description of its physical as-

. pect. Then followed ah examination of the usual
sanitary defects common to all Bengal villages and
towns, the whole wound up with a string of sugges-
tions for their improvement, embodying the highest
ideal of the latest development of sanitary science.

As to the defects, no ghost of a Sanitary Department
was needed to point them out. Every body, not
even the “ barbarous ” Hindu peasant excepting, was
too well aweye of them, anc^ as strongly desirous as
any sanatarian for their removal. But there was the
stumbling block in the way—the question of ways
and means. The impracticability of the Sanitary
Department’s ideal proposals has always been a matter
of notoriety. Its word is

—“thorough,” but it curiously
enough shuts its eyes to the practical side of the
uestion. Officers of the Sanitary Department like

urgeon-Major Gupta, or Dr. Ffrench- Mullen, who

have, at intervals, officiated for Dr. Lidderdale, we
confess, have shown more moderation and practical

wisdom than usually characterize its proceedings, anti

its relations to other administrative departments. So
far as we have heard reports of these two gentlemen,

they fully appreciate the difficulties of the problem,

and are satisfied that the progress of reform can only

be gradual, and commensurate with the funds at our
disposal. No practical considerations, however, seem
to have any weight with the chief. His ideal standard

of perfection must be conformed to—and this, not by
throwing the work over a number of years, but at Once.

Dr. Lidderdale would not budge an inch, so that he has
hitherto presented the amusing spectacle of year after

year pressing the same ideal recommendations which
no body was in a position to carry out. Even sober

officials of the position of experienced District officers

had come to regard the Sanitary Department’s
proposals as only meant for the ear to hear—not the

hand to execute. Their extravagance neutralized

even their legitimate effect, so that Inspection reports

have hitherto been regarded as things which were to

be read, and then forgotten for the next twelve

months.

From Dr, Lidderdale’s recent attack on the Seram-
porc Municipality, it would seem the chief of the

Sanitary Department has been touched to the quick

by this attitude of general disregard. He is deter-

mined that Inspection reports should no longer be re-

garded as innocuous waste paper, and his fulminations

as mere brutum fulmen. This might be creditable to

the self-respect of Dr. Lidderdale himself, as well as to

his proper regard for the honor of the Department
over which he presides. He will be no mere orna-

mental figure-head any longer. But however credit-

able may be his resolve, it can only have a chance of

success with the aid of that practical good sense the

want of which has ruined its prestige in the past

years. Traces of this practical good sense are,

however, wholly undiscernible in Dr. Lidderdale’s

new manifesto. The municipality of Serampore,
whatever its sanitary defects, may, for argument’s

sake, be assumed to be, is certainly in no worse
state than municipalities in general. In fact, there

is no municipality free from insanitary conditions

which none, however, can regret more than the

Municipal Commissioners themselves. They regret

them keenly, and are doing all they can towards their

gradual removal. This is the state of things every-

where, and there is no municipality under Lidderdale

which will come up to his ideal standard of perfection.

Why single out one municipality, then, and pour all

the vials of your wrath upon it ? Admitting Dr.

Lidderdale’s statement that the Commissioners have

failed to carry out some of his sugg^tions made
in his past report, all the responsibility which could

justly attach to the municipality for this failure would

be its omission to report the reasons which pre-

vented their being carried out. Even this responsibili-

ty, however, it must be exonerated from. The
judgment on this point must go against Dr. Lidderdale,

from his past condonation ofsimilar negle'ct on the part

of people in general. So far as we know, sanitary re-

commendations nowhere meet with a different treat-

ment, and Dr. Lidderdale would have acted like a wise
^

man if, instead of resenting one single instance of dis-

regard of his authority in inflammatory language, he

had, in the usual course, issued a general circular

laying it down as a rule that reports should be furnished

to him wherever, from any causes, some of his actual

suggestions could not be given effect to. This would
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ha^saved his honor, and the municipalities would have
set in motten another stream of correspondence to swell

the flood of writing which has been all the tangible
good the public have derived from the existence of
his Department.

That Dr. Lidderdale should have gone out of his

way to indulge in sarcasm against the scheme of
Local Self-Government, is much to be regretted. It is

hardly in keeping with the official position he holds,

and we dare say he must be, in his cooler moments,
regretting the language into which the heat of passion
has betrayed him. But what are we to say of his

insane recommendation to the Commissioners to dis-

place a Chairman, who has so deep a hold on their

confidence as to have been elected to that office suc-

cessively for two terms ? Who is the Sanitary Com-
missioner to make such proposal in an official capacity,

through the medium of an official document ? So far

as the law is concerned, he has no legal /ocus standi, in

his relations to municipalities. We really wonder how
any man of years and experience could so far demean
himself in the way he has done, in his infatuated

fulmination against the Chairman of the Seram-
pore Municipality. Is Local Self-Government come
to this, that the honored leaders of our urban com-
munities are to meet with such scant courtesy at

the hands of any official inquisitors ? The other

day, a wretched clerk of a Local Auditor held lan-

guage in respect of another Municipal Chairman
for which he ought to have been sent back to a

school of manners. Magistrates who are the legal

controllers of our Municipal administration, are

not often models of gentlemanly demeanour. Dr.

Lidderdale, however, has surpassed all in the plain

directness of his attack. It is high time the Gov-
ernment intervened. Its officers apparently do not

learn from its own affability and courtesy ; what

could be more delicate, for instance, than Sir Steuart

Bayley’s allusion to the faction-fights of the Dacca

Municipality ? Here was the head of the Adminis-

tration speaking on the same subject—the failure of

Local Self-Government, but was he at all rude } Let

Sir Steuart teach more plainly, and issue a pamphlet

on etiquette for the benefit of his lieutenants.

THE HINDU SHRINE IN BELOOCIIISTAN

:

A BRAHMACHAREE’S ACCOUNT OK THE PILGRIMAGE.

[
Concludedfrom page

There is little population on the way, only at a few

places there are one or two poor sheds. At one of

these, they secure a goat and carry it to the Devi. From
a distance the temple of Hingldj is seen—a small house on

a hill top again. Coming to it they find a small room in-

deed of unejnal unhewn rough stones, with two doors in

the front wall apart, with flat roofing of earth, the roof

reached by a flight of steps from the outside. There is no

human being there, nor habitation nor men nor beast in the

surrounding country. At the foot of the hill, however, they

had found a woman, the sole tenant of the place, a poor

village Mussulmani, to kill their goat, which sh^ jabded

of course. The Guide took the blood and poured it on

the hill and br^kc on it a bottle of the grog they had brought

from Kurrachee. They go up to the temple

—

kapdt, %

The small room has two doors in two corners of the

front wall. The room was shut up from the outside by

chains, but not locked. They do not open
^

to
^

see what

was in. The Guide told those who had no objection to ani-

mal food and fermented or distilled beverages to diess and

cook the meat of the goat brought up with them and drink

of the remaining liquor in the possession of the party. All

were in for it, except four of them, including the two Ben-

galis, Chandranand Brahmacharee (formerly Chandranath

Roy, Srotriya, of Gwari Kishnaghar) and Shama Charan

Ray of Satgachi. The majority joyfully dispersed, leaving
the Baboos to cook their simple food and have their fill. It

was soon over. In the evening, as the Guide told them,
they took their seats outside around the temple and waited.

There is no idol in the temple or about it. There is no
worship or prayer at the place in particular. There
is nothing to see or do in oarticular. So the two Ben-
gali Baboos and another lounged before the temple at one
place together. The Guide himself, soon after their arrival,

had gone up to the roof. They were curious to learn what
he was about. So, although they had been told not to stir

out or about, but wait for the appearance of the Devi who
came usually towards the latter part of the night, our in-

formant raised his head and peeped. He saw the guide place
on the floor of the roof a white cloth and then a red robe and
on it female ornaments, cheap jewellery, vermillion, .shell

bracelets, a looking glass, combs, &c., &c., and mumbled
something. All night they thus lay in wait for the manifes-
tation. Not so with the braver souls. Their business of
creature comforts would take more time. Again, as Shama
Charan said, they must be drinking and making merry after

dinner. Accordingly, they themselves might now go to
sleep. By |he time the bacchanalians might be disposed
to go to sleep, they would awake and mount guard as
it were. They had collected sticks from the jungle and
lighted up several fires, for fear of wild beasts. So they
went to sleep. The Guide had gone up on the top
of the room, and, after cleaning the place with water
from his lota^ spread a white sheet, then a red cloth,

and over it churi, sanhha, sindur, &c., and mumbled any
mantras if he had such. During their sleep, he might have
come down to take his food—his share of chapatis from the
pilgrim brotherhood—or he had the bread brought up
to the roof where he might have eaten. They don’t know,
lie might have gone to sleep on the roof. He was a prudent
man—it was a safe position in that night. It \vas a moon-
lit night. As the sounds of the orgies died away, our
Bengalis got up and sat to listen to Shama Charan’s stories.

Towards the latter part of the night, they heard a
sound like the humming of bees. Immediately, the
Guide stood up on the roof and raised the alarm that the
Devi was up, and they must get up and be ready. He
descended and told all to hurry and bathe in the well.

It has been related that at the last stream they crossed,—the
AgJwri—^ct Guide had told them to cut teeth-brushes from
the low thistle and brush-wood on the banks and asked each
man to fix a partner who would be a brother to him in the
approaching pilgrimage or a sister. Each set of two enters
the temple as brother and sister or as brother and brother.
If a man and wife go on the pilgrimage they enter as
brother and sister. The operation of brother-making is

simple. Each person gets two teeth brushes. One he fixes
in the bed of the river, and another he exchanges with
another person who has become his brother by giving him
his own unused one. Where husband and wife are pilgrims,
they exchange teeth brushes with each other, thus consti-
tuting themselves for the nonce brother and sister.

The Guide commenced with asking the Brahma-
charee (whom he loved and respected as a Brahman and
holy mart) whom he had exchanged datan with. He gave
the name of a Hindustani.

( We thought Shama Charan and
he would have exchanged the sign of brotherhood. But
Shama Charan was his .senior by many years and he pre-
ferred a Hindustani.) The next question was—Which of
you offered the datan first ? The answer being that he had
first given his to the Hindustani, the Guide said then
you are senior, you must have precedence. Soon he dipped
himself in the well and changed clothes. Before he had well
put on his dhoti or robe, the Guide put him in the temple,
the door of which he then opened. Having introduced him]
he shut one half the door and asked him to deliver his
clothes, which was accordingly done. Then his “ brother ” was
sent after him, and in the .same way was denuded. Then they
were told to proceed through and come out at the right door.
So he shut up the door completely against them. It was
there pitch dark and oppressive. It was a severe trial
There was no knowing what was in. No one had entered
the room before them that day. There might be animals
even reptiles. There might be obstructions in the building,
which was rough, of mud and unhewn stones which were
sticking out and in. With right hand fingering rudrakska
beads and/<?//^ on the breast and left hand raised over the
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head and beyond it to feel any obstruction, he tremblingly

felt his way, advancing his right foot cautiously first. On the

right his body felt a post rather towards the middle of the

room, a kind of broken uneven pillar of earth, in avoiding

which his left side struck against the^ pointed stones of the

wall. Once he feared what would be his fate if the Guide left

them shut up there, but tl)pn he remembered there were

others outside, sixteen of their companions. So they came

out by the other door—and received their clothes.

And the same process was repeated upon the others.

In the morning, they see that they have all been changed

in color into the color of infants soon after birth, almost red.

Informant, not a fair man but not black or dark for a Ben-

gali, retained this color for a day or a day and a half. The

other Babu, who was a very fair man, retained it for some

days.

That is all the Tirtha of Hinglaj.

AMATEUR STATESMANSHIP.

Interested as we are in the cause of the Native Pr^ss, we cannot

help feeling' distressed at any grave lapses or ludicrous blunders com-

mitted by our brethren of the quill. An instance of the latter kind has

just come from the Western Presidency. The Civil and Military

Gazette publishes the following telegram from Poona :

—

“ Mr. Baines, of the Civil Service, has been appointed on special

duty in connection with the Crawford case. The Chief of Bhore has

had an interview with some Government officials regarding the case.

It is alleged that Mr. Crawford borrowed money from him. It is also

stated that the Government is bringing pressure to bear on him in

order to effect disclosures. The Natives show strong sympathy to-

wards Mr. Crawford. When he was released on bail, the Brahmans in

Poona and Rutnagherry testified their joy. The latter distributed sugar.

An orthodox person paid twenty Brahmans to pray for Mr. Cravyford.

A Native journal warns Government that the public are watching to

see if the decision to appoint a Commission be honest or not, and ob-

jects to Government officials silting on it. It suggests that the Com-

mission be composed of the Editors of \\\^ Pioneer^ Englishman^ States-

man^ Mirror^ and the Amrita Bazar Patrika^ and that it be presided

over by a Judge of the Calcutta High Court, to supply the requisite

legal knowledge.”

That is a characteristic specimen of the intelligence of a section, and

that not the least loud, of the Native Press, both English and verna-

cular. It seems an echo of voices nearer home—of the Mutius

Scsvolas of the Platform and the Press, who are ready to govern the

country through the Indian Association and the National Fund and

even prepared to defend \ndia against Russia, with their three hundred

brave youths enrolled as Volunteers. There is profound statesmanship

in the suggestion of this Western journal. The personnel of the pro-

posed Commission to try Mr. Crawford has been fixed with great dis-

crimination and no end of diplomacy. There is no absence of the ap^

pcaraiKe of justice, seeing th.it all panics arc represented. Indeed, there

is too much appearance of fairplay for the end in view. Three power-

ful English dailies are juxtaposed to only a couple of Indian prints^

one of them a weekly, thus—

•

The Pioneer * The Indian Mirror

'The Kniilishman The Amrita Bazar Patrika.

The .Siiitt'snian

The Indian Daily Nezu^ is evidently not trusted, and «/^*are neither

here nor there. But we protest against the exclusion of the fiery Ben-

galee. Or, is It too suspected 1 U tcinpora f Let our Gifted of the (lab

look to his laurels. No Render is already elbowing Surrender Not

oul of his own.

\Vc wonder why our statesman of the Native Press was not out^wilh

his nomination to the Presidency, instead of simply contenting himself

with desiring a High Court judge. Can a better man be found than

Mr. Justice Mittei ? With him for President and holdei of the casting

vole, how beautifully the balance would be even and the c.'iuse of

Justice and Native Politics triumph ! Perhaps, the schemer counts

upon the Statesman, as in the press so on the Commission, quarrelling

with his European colleagues and ^lending his weight into the opposite

scale. The more the merrier ! is it not ?

What a pity that this nonsense should be transmitted through the

telegraph from one part of India to another, to the discredit of the

Native Press and the distress ot sober Indian patriots ! But the greater

pity is that this sort of .stuff shonhl be carefully composed, set up, and

printed and published in any of our newspapers. It is extraordinay

that the absurdity and impertinence of such things should not strike

their authors.

This Poona writer had not the slightest doubt of the capacity of

his nominees for the task to which they were to be appointed. Men

who could draft leading articles could do anything short of the miiacu-

lous. And why should not critics of Judges make good Judges them-

selves? That is unanswerable argument, to be sure. But there is

another little consideration to which thi.s sapient journalist might in

pity for his cloth have paid some heed. Was it possible to get together

for such a duty some half a dozen independent gentlemen belonging

to an exacting profession ? Such is the character of a good deal of

amateur native statesmanship. The fact is that, from too long disuse,

governing is fast becoming with us one of the lost arts. Hence, we

fondly cling to the small measure of local administration our rulers are

disposed to humour us with. Hence, we hate the very sound of “ an-

nexation,” and are indignant at the intrusion of British officials in

Native Administrations.

SELF-GOVERNMENT IN THE SUBURBS.
Local Self-Government seems destined to have no peace. What

between enemies abroad and factions at home, it has from the first had

a hard time of it. All the more cautious and moderate should our

leaders of Self-Government be, under these circumstances. They

should remember that they are placed on a trial, on the issue of which

hang not their individual interests but the interests of the country

—that their power should be turned to the good of the public rather

than to their own enjoyment and vain-glory. Their position may ex-

pose them to much undeserved opposition or even obloquy, but without

allowing this to sour their temper or warp their judgment, they should

hold the even tenour of their way, doing their duty according to law and

justice. Above all, their conduct should be above the suspicion of

being dictated by motives of vindictiveness or self-glorification.

We have been led to this strain of moralising by a report of ccrlaia

proceedings on the part of the Chairman of the Rajpur Municipality.

It would seem that the Rajpur Vernacular School had been for years

in the uninterrupted enjoyment of a Municipal grant, and that, in

consideration of the usefulness of the institution, neither the present

Board nor its predecessor had ever thought of withdrawing the grant.

Since the late elections, however, the personal relations between the

Secretary of the school and the present Chairman have been some-

what strained, and the Secretary is no longer a persona grata to the

head of the Municipality and his party in the Board. The existence

of parties is a matter of public notoriety at Rajpur, and there is no use

ignoring the fact. The School Secretary appears to have made him-

self prominent by his opposition to the election of the present Chair-

man and incurred his enmity. At any rate, our information is to the

effect that the Chairman secretly meditated vengeance upon the

School, and at the last budget meeting brought forward a motion for

the withdrawal of its grant. The usefulness of the School, however,

prev.ailcd, and the Chairman was outvoted. But he, rather than learn

wisdom from this discomfiture, was not prepared to be baulked of his

object. At the next meeting, he came better prepared, and reopened the

question. Here again the votes were against him, but, with the exercise

of a species of high-handedness for which there is no parallel, he dis-

allowed one of the Commissioner-fnends of the School from giving his

vote, on the curious ground that in the speech which he made a slight

error of fact had inadvertently crept in. He wanted to withdraw the

particular remark, but he was not permitted to do so, nor was his vote

counted. Even now, the voles were equal on both sides, and the

Chairman was of course in an indecent haste to ijfve his casting vote

.and carry the day. We wonder there is so little knowledge about us

of the lesponsibility implied in the exercise of this great privilege, and •

it is exercised so often without any sense of the responsibility— in mere

lightness of heart, nay, a spirit of braggadocio. It is always a situation

of delicacy to have to give the casting vote, and no Chairman who

realizes the mor.al responsibility it involves, or even possessed of practi-

cal prudence, but would gladly escape from the situation by declining to

give the vote, and pul off the discussion for a fresh ballot. It may be

pleasant enough to be thrust into a position of authority, and proceed

according to the forms of constitutional government. But the forms

are never truly learnt unless one goes beyond the letter to their spirit.

The Chairman has apparently been unwise enough to give a handle to

his enemies who may, with good reason, say he has been led by private

feelings in the matter. If he had any public reasons for his proposal

for the abolition of the School grant, the way in which he has gone

about the matter hardly shows this. At all events, it was not proper to
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reopen a question of the kind so soon after it had been deliberately

closeff^br to d^y the right of voting to a Commissioner on such a

flimsy pretence.

• We understand the aggrieved party in the Board having laid the

matter before the District Magistrate, Mr. Bolton has quashed the

proceedings, on the ground of the irregularity of the exclusion of the

rejected vote.

THE ANTI-CONGRESS WAVE IN BEHAR.
Patna^ Sept. 10.

A rather novel public meeting was held yesterday in the Patna

College, which is for some time being used for all sorts of school

boy meetings. I doubt whether the College authorities arc

aware of the character of such gatherings, and the subjects which

arc discussed there. There is an association of the Mahomedan
school boys named Anjumani-Islami, the meetings of which ordi-

narily take place in the College on Sundays, and in which preachers

and Moulvies arc invited to discourse and preach on religious sub-

jects for the moral and religious instruction of the boys. Preachers

of every denomination are invited to lecture and preach here on

the above subjects. Yesterday (Sunday), as usual, people went to

hear the preaching, and, to their great surprise and mortification,

they found the Government pleader, a Mahomedan Khan
Bahadur, delivering a speech against the National Congress.

The Municipal Vice-Chairman, M. S. Fazlcy Immam Khan
Bahadoor occupied the chair and the junior Khan Bahadoor

Kazi Saheb was said to have been armed with a letter of

advice or instruction from the veteran and venerable Sir Syud

the Commandcr-in-Chicf of the anti-Congress agitation in

N. W. P. It was whispered among well-informed persons in

the meeting that, at the suggestion of the old gentleman, this

young association of the young men was utilised for the purpose of

carrying out a partisan political object. The three Khan Bahadurs

took the most leading part in the proceedings. All who went

to hear a religious discourse or lecture, were quite surprised when

they saw the pulpit changed to a political platform and heard things

gf which they could understand little or nothing. As far as

1 know, the object of this meeting v.'as not advertised or mentioned

in the invitation card. Everything was done by keeping the public

in the dark.* After this anti-Congress business was over, the prea-

cher or the Moulvie addressed the meeting on some religious

subject. Most people who are supporters of this young association

were much disgusted by the underhand means by which these in-

experienced young men were prevailed upon by their elders to

lend the help of their religious association to a political agi-

tation. The speeches addressed to the meeting were miserably

poor and repeated some of the oft-repeated arguments of the old

Syud Saheb—none of the speakers appeared to have been prepared

with his subject or to have studied it properly. They spoke some

thing at random, depreciating the Congress. What has become

of the branch N. M. Association at Patna, and why was not a meet-

ing of that branch Association called to protest against the Congress

or to ascertain the views of the Mahoniedans ol this place about it ?

Is its use now confined only to enlarging the lists of so-called

branches in the addresses to Governors and memorials to Gov-

ernment ? Why was not that Association utilized for its proper

object ? This clearly shews that there is something rotten in the state

of Denmark. If that Association is in need of the help and influence

of schoolboys, the Nationalists ought to be ashamed of the groat fuss

they always make of representing the Mahomedan community.

Was it fair to utilize a religious association of the boys in this way ?

It is a great mistake to mix up schoolboys in political agitations and

give them a taste for things for which they arc not intellectually

prepared. For these reasons, many young men are neglecting their

studies, and thc^college authorities arc better aware of it than an out-

sider. These gentlemen arc quite welcome to hold any meeting which

they think proper, but they should not use such childish means to

give a representative character to the meetings and divert the atten-

tion of the students from their studies. Yesterday’s meeting has done

more harm than good to the cause for which it was held and also

to the Anjuraan-i-lslam. Politics has already spoiled a large

number of schoolboys in Calcutta and other parts of Bcqgal, and

it has been doing great harm to the students here. Parents are

receiving complaints against their children who arc in the schools.

The college authorities ought to watch what the boys .discuss

at their clubs and meetings, and should not make the college

hall a platform for party politics and abusive and sensational speeches,

for which there are many places in the town. Although almost all

the leading Mussulmans of Patna arc against the Congress, they

highly deprecate such tactics to gain their political object as was

tried in imposing the anti-Congress movement upon the young

students* Association. Such a step betrays the weakness of the cause

of the agitators, and should not have been taken.

It is now high time that the thoughtful and leading men of our

society should take lesson from the painful experience of their

Hindoo brethren in dealing with their young men who gre receiving

a Western education. The best course is that these should be let

alone until they have completed their education and obtained a

due sense of responsibility of their own actions, conduct and views.

It is dangerous to encourage them to join political agitations or to

discuss freely on social customs and usages, and thus directly and in-

directly criticise the conduct of their guardians and the elders of the

community. If the boys arc treaty and recognized as members of

society, and their opinions on public questions are asked, their heads

arc turned and they attach an amount of importance to themselves

which is not only unbecoming but offensive, and they grow disres-

pectful to their superiors and the authorities. The other day a school-

boy protested against his father having a muth or nikha and was so im-

pertinent as to argue with some of his elder relations on the point.

I hope that the so called leading Mahomedans of Patna will spare

the schoolboys for the future and carry on their political campaign

unassisted by these untrained young soldiers.

Truth.

gaU).

SHAN STATES HILL.

The Hon’blc Mr. Scoblc, in moving for leave to introduce the

Bill, spoke as follows :

—

“Among the territories formerly governed by King Thebaw
which, by the Proclamation of 1st January, 1886, were declared to

have become part of Her Majesty’s dominions, were several groups

of Shan States, a few lying to the west of the Irrawaddy, and some

beyond the Salween, but most of them occupying the great Shan

plateau between those two rivers. These States, upwards of seventy

in number, large and small, have an aggregate area of over 40,000

square miles, and contain a population estimated at two millions.

Under the Burmese Government, their administration seems to have

been left in the hands of their own Chiefs or Sawbwas, with but

little intcrfcncc so long as the due amount of tribute was regularly

paid.

“After the fall of Mandalay, letters were sent to the Shan Chiefs

telling them that the British Government did not desire to interfere

with their autonomy so long as they kept the peace, paid the usual

moderate tribute, and abstained from fighting with each other. Ac-
cordingly, my learned predecessor, Mr. llbcrt, in presenting the

Upper Burma Laws Bill to this Council in September, 1886, re-

marked :

—

‘There is no present intention of importing British law into the

Shan States, and therefore we have excluded those States from the

operation of the laws which we declare in force in Upper Burma,
merely reserving a power, which may possibly be useful hereafter,

to introduce into any portion of those States such laws, if any, as

may be required.*

“ During the two years which have elapsed since this Bill became
law considerable progress has been made in the settlement of the

relations between the Shan States and the British Government ;

and the object of the measure which I now ask leave to introduce

is to put these relations upon a legal basis. Its main feature is to

vest the administration of civil and criminal justice and the collec-

tion of the revenue within each State in the person for the time

being recognised by the Government as the Chief of the State,

subject to such conditions as the Government may prescribe ; and
to provide that, until varied by the introduction of British law, the

law to be administered in a Shan State shalf be the customary law
of the State in so far as that law is in accordance with justice,

equity and good conscience, and the punisliments which may be
awarded thereunder, or the practices which arc permitted thereby,

arc in conformity with the spirit of the law in force in the rest of

British India.

“The system thus introduced carries out the traditional policy of
the Government of India. When a territory has newly come under
our administration, and is not ripe for the introduction of the more
perfect system which prevails in our older provinces, we have not
introduced it. * To govern the people through their native Chiefs,*

as Mr. Mountstuart Elphinstone well observes in his Report on
the Territorcs conquered from the Peshwa, ‘ is the only one prac-

ticable plan until the gradual cflocts of civilization have produced
their natural results.*

• *
‘ The plan,’ he adds, ‘ has many

obvious and palpable defects, and many more will no doubt appear
when its operations arc fully observed. It has this advantage that

it leaves unimpaired the institutions, the opinions and the feelings
that have hitherto kept the community together, and that, as its

fault is meddling too little, it may be gradually remedied by inter-

fering when urgently required. * * It makes no great
changes, either real or apparent, in the laws, and it leads to no re-
volution in the state of property. The established practice also,

though it be worse than another proposed in its room, will be less

grievous to the people, who have accommodated themselves to the
present defects and arc scarcely aware of their existence

; while
I every fault in a new system, and perhaps many things that arc noc
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faults, would be severely felt for the want of this adaptation.*

“Working upon the lines thus laid down by one of the wisest of

Indian statesmen the Bill empowers the Local Government, with

the previous sanction of the Governor-General in Council,

—

to appoint officers to take part in the administration of civil

and criminal justice and the collection of the revenue

within any Shan State into which it may be desirable to

introduce British agenjy ;

to define the powers and regulate the procedure of the officers

so appointed ;

to direct by what authority any jurisdiction, power or duty in-

cident to the operation of any British law that may be in-

troduced into the State is to be exercised or performed ;

and

to modify the customary law of the State in so far as, in the

opinion of the Local Government, that law is not in ac-

cordance with justice, equity and good conscience, or

authorises punishments, or permits practices, which are

essentially repugnant to civilized ideas.

“ These powers will be exercised, as regards the Shan States

generally, only when the occasion for putting them in force is im-

peratively demonstrated ; but there is a collection of petty Stat^,

called the Myclat, or middleland, between Burma proper and the

Shan plateau, in regard to which, though it may not be desirable

to introduce direct British administration, it is necessary to make
immediate provision for the establishment of the British Govern-

ment as the direct controlling authority. Under the Burmese

rigime^ these petty States had a certain independence in the manage-

ment of their internal affairs, but in all important matters were

subject to the orders of the Government at Mandalay. Section 6

of the Bill will enable the Chief Commissioner to exercise in the

Myclat the powers formerly possessed by the King of Burma ; and it

is hoped that by carefully regulating, watching, and as opportunity

occurs improving, the existing methods of local government, he may
be able to render the Myclat an example which the other Shan

States may be spontaneously glad to follow.”

OOEPORATION OF OALOUTTA.

Sealed Tenders for the supply of miscellane-

ous stores, during the Quarter ending 31st De-

cember next, will be received by the Vice-

Chairman till 2 P. M. on the 21st instant, and

will then be opened by him in the presence

of tenderers who may wish to attend.

2. Forms of Tender and lists of stores re-

quired can be had on application.

UDOYNARAIN SINGHA,
Superintendent of Stores.

EMERALD THEATRE
BEADON STREET.

Manager, Baku G. C. Ghosk.

Saturday—the i$tk September, iSSS—
at p r. M.

That popular Melo-drama,

Nundo-Biday.
Masterpiece of pathos and poetry 1

^yWe invite our patrons, friends and the

general public to witness the above Perform-

ance, which was condemned in unmeasured

language by a section of the Press.

Next day—Sunday—/6/A September,

Babu Grish Chunder Ghose’s

BRILLIANT DRAMA,

One of his happiest attempts.

For particulars, see our play-bills.

Assisted by the Beadon Square Amateur

Quadrille,

The book “Nundo-Biday” is to be had at

our box-office, price eight annas.

Under active rehearsal—Babu G. C. Ghose’s

new Drama, B ISHAD.

M. L. SUR, Asst. Manager.

Griha-Chikitsha.
A complete and large treatise on Homoeo-

pathic Domestic Medicines with some tried

native drugs for certain serious diseases, by

Rai Khetter Nauth Chatterjee Bah.adoor

in Bengalee 2 o o

Do. postage o 3 o

Do. abridged in Hindee i o o

Apply to Author at Chinsurah or to People’s

Press, No. 78, College Street, Calcutta.

TEA!
Cheapest & Best,

SUPPLIED BY

THE

INDIAN TEA SUPPLY CO.
"LIMITED.”

In packets of t 02., 3 os. and 4 os. each from
j pice only and upwards.

Note the Low Price.

A Packet of Tea for 3 pice I

Important News for India,

WHERE FEVERS AND CHOLERA
REIGN SUPREME.

A
RECENT TRAVELLER ON THE
Chinese Coast found that District re-

markably FREE FROM TYPHOID FEVER
and CHOLERA. He soon discovered the

cause. The people there do not drink cold

water from tanks or wells, often extremely im-

pure, but keep a pan of water constantly boil-

ing, into which from time to time they drop

a little Tea, and when thirsty THEY DRINK
HOT TEA ! If the weak and adulterated Teas

of China can do this, what may not the pure

and strong Teas of India be expected to effect ?

Also in tins to loths of various

qualities to suit all tastes.

Ask for the Indian Tea Supply
Oompany*s Teas.

We have Agents all over the Coun-
try, but want more.
Managing A gents

:

LYALL MARSHALL & CO.,

4, OliTe Qhat Street, Calcutta.

No more Operations!

KAMINI MONI DAVI'S
Specific for Piles and Fistula-in-ano.

PATENT 1 PATENT 1 PATENT I

Published in India Gazette of 6th September,

1884, page 320. The Hon’ble Sir Augustus

Rivers Thompson, the late Lieutenant-Governor,

favored the Patentee with instructions to Dr.

B. Simpson, the then Surgeon-General, Bengal,

to have the merits of her specific tried in the

Campbell Hospital under the care of Dr. Coul

Mackenzie, the Superintendent
;
and the Spe-

cific, which is derived from the vegetable king-

dom, effected wonderful cures without any in-

terference of surgical operations.

Price, quart bottle of mixture, including

powder, Rs. 4. Pint Rs. 2. Packing charges

annas four.

For further particulars and directions on

special points, apply to

DUTT & SING,

22, Shikdarpara Street,

forasanko, Calcutta.

Hollowafs Pills and Ointment.-NIhWsi the

inhabitants of our great cities suffer from the

effects of overcrowding and all its attendant

evils, both physical and moral, the more robust

and energetic emigrant will in his turn be

liable to suffer in his new home from the want

of ready skill and the great medical resources

of his native land always at command. The
best advice a friend can give is for him to take

a supply of these well known remedies as part

of his outfit, for by attention to the easily

understood and yet ample directions which ac-

company each box and pot he will never be at

fault when taken ill or under any adverse

sanitary conditions of life.

reethamsi

For INDIA and nil HOT CLIMATES this sweetly scented emollient Milk is INVALnABLE
IT KEEPS the SKIN COuL and REFRESHED in the HOTTEST WEATHER,
Removes and prevents all SUNBURN, REDNESS, FRECKLES, TAN, etc., and

RENDERS the SKIN DELICATELY SOFT, SMOUTH and WHITE,
It entirely prevents it trom becoming DRY and WRINKLED, and FREBEByES the

COMPLEXION Rom the scorching efTects of the SUN and WIND more effectually than any

other preparaUon. The IRRITATION caused hy the Ptter and STINGS of TN8KOT8 is

wonderlully aUayed by its use. For imparting that soft velvety feeling to the skin, this

delightful preparatlo'' has no equal! Sold by all Chemists.

CALCUTTA AGENTS : SCOTT, THOMPSON A CO.

TEA! TEA!
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ST. LBONAROS-ON-SEA, ENGLAND.

ST. PETER’S COLLEGE FOR BOYS.
University masters, specially suitable for

fndian Children. Indian References. For Pros-

pectus, address Principal.

'sIlling by THCua^bs.
PRETTY, strong, accurate, open-faced

Nickel silver jr/zt?;*/ winding Keyless Railway

Regulators, jewelled^ enamelled dial, bold

figures and hands, shewing two times with best

finished durable machinery and dust tight

rases for only Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

spring, glass box and gnarantee. Guaranteed

to stand any amount of rough usage. Will last

a life time. Have no appearance of cheap-

ness about them. Others sell at double our

rates. Mr. A. R. Mehta from Bandora says :

—

“The 7-8 watch I purchased from you two

years back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting

Superintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh*

<;ays :
—

“ A watch maker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe,

R. W. Fusi, Lucknow, says Some valued

It at 15 and were completely surprised when

I told them it only cost Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Canadian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-

plete shirt Studs and Rings, set with chemical

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each Mr. G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, .says.*—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and

the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA

TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

“to THE DEAJT”
A Person cured of Deafness .and Noises

in the head of 23 years’ standing by a Simper
Remedy, will send a description of it FREE
to any Person who applies to J. H. Nicholson,

j, Old Court House Streety CALCUTTA.

NOW READY.
The Report of the 3rd Indian National Con-

gress, held at Madras during the last week

of 1887.

Price Re. I including postage. Apply to M.
V. Charriar, 100, Mount Road, Madras.

READY

Price Post free Rs. 6,

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5
-8 *

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL
HETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperahy

BY

SAMBHtr 0. MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, ‘‘REIS& RAYYEr
I, Uckoor Dutt’^ Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINION OF THE PRESS.

It is many years since I first met, and some
years since I last met. Dr. Sambhu Chunder
Mookerjee, editor of the Reis and Rayyet

(Prince and Peasant), and an author of high

repute among the kindly, as well as acute and

intellectual, people of Bengal. One of the real

misfortunes of India was, and still is, Lord
Macaulays picture of the Bengalee. The
picture, true perhaps as regards Nuncomar and
many Bengalees, is not accurate as a represen-

aiion of the people generally, taking them as
an Englishman may find them if he looks
fiiirly. If they had been unfaithful, the sad
story of the Mutiny had been vastly sadder

;

and, apart from the Mutiny, many Englishmen
could give individual instances of Bengalee
faithfulness almost unique in history, taking
all the circumstances of our relation to India
into account. The Bengalee is generally eager
for knowledge of all kinds, and is often both
courageous in the expression of his opinions,
and gifted to a remarkable degree with the
power to express those opinions with force and
precision. Mr. Fawcett once told me that an
unprepared speech made, on his behalf, during
an election, by a young Hindoo, surp.asscd, in

force as well as eloquence, any unprepared
speech h^ ever had heard m.ide by any mem-
ber of the House of Commons, if four or five

members of the House were excepted.
Among these Bengalees there is a small body

of men—small for that large province—who
are, ironically or otherwise termed “ Young
Bengal. ” .Some of them are no longer young,
but grave and aged

;
some have, in the course

of years, been highly distinguished for their

pii))lic services and their scientific and other

attainments. Some have .at times befn mis-

represented, and their language misinterpreted,

so that on its return to them it has amazed
none more than themselves. Nothing of this

has been done bv the really great administra-

tors of India. That it has been done, however, I

cannot be denied.

In the forefront of this little band is the

attthor of this bonk of travels, B.ahoo Sambhu
Chunder Mookerjee—a writer of high repute,

as I have said, also an administrator, as the

reader will sec from the title-page to this book.

A keener, yet a kindlier satirist, one might

seek for and not find. His use of the English

language has astonished m.any an educated

Englishman
;
and the quality of his reading is

shown by his marvellous power of quotation ;

not merely from authors like Shakespeare, and
Milton, and Macaulay, and men eminent in

science, but from out-of-the-wav old ballads,

and little-known old pamphlets, in the applica-

tion of which he leaves one wondering—first,

how he obtained the productions at all, and
secondly, how, having obtained them, he
learne<l to apply them so appositely to the

subj^ts which he intends them to illustrate.

Passing from the author to his book, wc
shall, perhaps, first of all be attracted to the

work of the administrator. He comes upon a

milkman’s village, on which he finds fastened

the grip of a Court favourite. He unloosens

the grip, and re-settles the village, in the

double interest of Prince and Peasant. And
all the time he secs everything. The poor

people bathing on the rivers’ banks, have his

genial and kindly, if also at times, what a

Scotchman would call, his “pawky” notice.

A“fairmai»I of Sonargo.an ” attracts his at-

tention by the gracefulness with which she

carries a vessel of w.ater from the river
;

and,

I

though the fair maid and he are divided by

race and faith (she is Mussulman), she has his

fiill meed of praise. Indeed, it must be adrnit-

ted—and he will not be offended with me for

saying so—that he never meets with a firir face,

without at least giving evidence bf the fact

that he has eyes to see and a heart to com-

prehend.
I Of his wide and generous sympathies, much
might be said, and still leave much more to

say. He meets a missionary on the river, and
evidently is inclined, in writing bis notes, to

pass a joke on the siibiect. nips it, how-

ever, in the bud, and contents himself with

saying, ** So new is preaching here, that the

simple people said the padre h.ad been singing

in the street.” He meets Catholic and Pro-

testant missionaries on shipboard, and chuckles

over their disputes, while he astonishes them

by 'lis command of the English language, and

even by his krA)wlcdge of the F5ible--a know-

ledge, I may add, which is evident in many of

ins writings.

A parrot falls overboard, and is drowned in

its cage, to his great distress, which is not

however paraded. He says :
[E.xtract.]

These are not the words of a Christian, but

of a Hindoo.

Again, he has a faithful ugly dog, whose

name is Tom, and whose glory it once was to

bark, with a noble independence, at some very

dignified Sahibs. Our author is compelled to

leave Tom behind
;
and here is his farewell

:

[Extract.]

I think this is a very fine passage, and one
that will draw the author very close to the

great heart of humanity, wherever the words
are read. Could anything be finer than the

testimony to the two foreign “gentlemen,”
ending with the “ Bengalee pariahy my poor
Tom” ? No^ the pariah merely, but the pariali

dog. The passage is woiihy of the author,

and of the great mercifulness of the land that
bore him.

Whoever reads this book must be prepared
further to find bold and manly language. The
author is no flatterer of John Bull, though he
gives John his due, and admits that India owc'^

him a great debt. Here is one passage relating

to foreign fruits :
[Extract.]

Among the sketches of country—word-pic
tures—the reader will find some exceedingly

pretty, and all the more valuable in that they

are taken from a standground purely Indian ;

not English. Where an English artist’s mind
would be filled with European ideas, the mind
of this gifted Eastern artist is filled with a class

of ideas totally different, yet equally instructive

and certainly not less subtle and far-re.aching.

On the eve of one of his journeys, our

author was pl.aced in a dilemma of a kinil

not unknown to travellers in Indi.a, but not on
that account the less stupid. He wished to

go by a particular boat, and took time by the

forelock for that purpose. The fare was at

first stated as yo nqiecs, to pay which he
offered “a new crisp, fresh British India” note

for 100 rupees. “ It was,” he adds, “fresh from

the Currrncy Office, and had been received

only the day before from another Government
department.” The rest of the story is

thus told :
[Extract.]

The humour of the little sketch i.s worth
sotnelhiiig. I can fancy the author laughing

even in his dismay ;
for he can laugh well at

others, and equally well at himself. I shall

only venture on one imvre passage
;
and I give

it as showing the spirit of the man who dares

to call his new.spaper Prince and Peasant.

He desired to return to his home in Bengal,

and to bid adieu, for a time at last, to Indepen-

dent Tipperah, where he had been located

“some two ycais.” He received the Maha-
rajah’.s permission to return home

; but still he
could not get away. [Extract.]

There is, 1 think, a sound lesson in this pas-

s.age
;

the lesson of the immense value of

courtesy and urbanity in the relations of rulers

and ruled. There is a great deal in that sen-

tence, “ We serve flesh and blood.” The best

administrator in India is not always the ablest,

the man whose plans arc the wisest as plans
;

but the man who, with plans or without them,
gives confidence to the people, and confidence
not merely in his justice, but also in his con-
sider.ateness and ffirbearance. A clever man
once said that the art of success in India is the

.art of giving good dinners. It may be so ; but
the peril is great—the peril of debt

; and in

any case the .art has its limits, and its natural

colbapse. Even dinners and champagne pall

in the end. But tlid-e is one art that never
fails—the art of true courtesy

;
of that courtesy

which, being natural, is not affected by any
whim or caprice, either of the person who
possesses it, or of any one with whom he has
relations.

In bidding farewell to this little, book, I once
more recall, as I easily and very vividly can,
the author’s kindly face and gentle voice, as
known to me many years ago. I see him, as
I see Baboo Kristo Das Pal, Dr. Mahendra
Lai Sircar, and some others, including a much-
abused editor of the Amrita Bazar Patrika

;

and 1 feel and say, with all e.irnestness and
sincerity, that among these are men whom
the Government of India woultl be wise in
recognising and winning entirely to its side.

They are men on whom no really generous
word— true as well as gencrou.s—ever is

thrown away. I have compared them at times
with men of kindred occupations at home,
and I think that they are as a rule by far
the truer gentlemen in good manners, and
often in very much more than mere manners.
May the great God, whose sacred Name they
use as that of the Father of all, guide them to
a nobler destiny than any tney yet have
known, and with them, and by them, bless
their native land I

James Routledge.

^The Indian Ma^asine^ Mar. 1888.
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“IT RECOMMENDS irSELF."

All who suffer Jirtd sure relief Jrom

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

' AcuteBheomatism and RheumaticOouti

After yec^irs of semi-helplessness and suffer-

ing
;

while in ASTHMA, URONCIIITIS,
LUMBAGO. SCIATICA, FACEACIIE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

for these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost loo remarkable for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-
ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-
sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

hdllies.'^' By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a vK(^-spre<ad popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at / Re. each.

Obtainable of .all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stani?treet & Co.,

R. .Scott Thompson Co. and IJjthgate &
Co. Limited.

Pficc by post 8 annus.

ASRUKANA
A Collection of poems in Bengali by

Srim.ati GIRINDKAMOHINY DA.SSV

(Author of Kabiiahar., Bharat Kusum.)

Asriikana is a collortioih of poetical pieces of

singular pathos and bc.iuty of expicbbion * *

It IS a .scries of inouruful songs that the
reader is here piesenied with and they must
touch a sympathetic coid in every he.art that

can feel. There is a singular a|)propriateness
in the title of the woik, and m its pious dedi-
cation to the memoiy of the husband of the
fair writer. -Tyit* Indian Nation.

The authoress is not ludvnowu to Bengali
readers. She has already published two or
three poems by wliich she i.s favourably known,
but between these poems and this is a differ-

ence that hardly admits of being measured.
* 4

This is poetry in life

We have read .Srimaii Gitindra Mohiny’s
poems in a reverential spirit. The poems are
all of a lyrical description. The lyre is soft,

sweet and tender, but awfully stro.ig.

The tone of the poems is inexpressibly
gentle, ine.\pressibly pure, and inexpressibly
tender .and ;iffectionaie. It is the tone of a
world mother.

#

Bengal should be proud of this poem—
Calcutta Review. *

Apply at the Bee Press^

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Calcutta.

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

HOMfflOPATHIC PHARMACL
THE

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSARY IN ASIA

OF PURE HOMEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE m
INDEPENDENT HOMffiOPATIT

and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF

, THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co., beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned
WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
12. Lai Bazaar, Calcutta.

In Pamphlet, Price ./ annas*

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
Willi special reference to the (H'cstion of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

/.> Qrpt. ANDREW HEARSEY.
Apply to Reis Rayyet Office, CalcuUa.
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Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited."

ASSAM LINE.
This Company which has a weekly Service

of Steamers running to and from Debrooghur
vid Goalundo, will despatch the Steamer
^‘SCIND^*’ for . Assam on Friday the
X4th inst.

Cargo will be received at the Company’s
Godowns at Jaggannath Ghat until Thursday
the 13th idem.

'

The Steamer “MYSORE” will leave Goa-
lundo for Assam on Sunday, the l6th idem.

Intending passengers by the last mentioned
Steamer should leave Calcutta for Goalundo
by train the previous night.

Dhubri & Debrooghur Mail Service.

Through Booking to andfrom Assam.

The Despatch Steamers of this Service
leave Dhubri daily on arrival of the Mails
from Calcutta, and proceed to Debrooghur,
stopping at all intermediate stations and
Mookhs.

Passengers, Goods, Parcels
( packages not

to exceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 feet in measurement ) may be booked
through to and from Calcutta, and all stations
on the Eastern Bengal State Railway and
connected Railways, and the following
Steamer Stations of this Company, vis^,

Dhubri, Goalparali, Gauhati, Mungledye,
Tezpore, Silghaiit for Koliabar, Dhunsiri
Mookh, Niggriting, Kookeela Mookh, Desang
Mookh .and Debrooghur.
Packages booked as parcels wiB he forward-

ed by rail along with the Mails. Freight on
perishable articles must be prepaid.

Goalundo and Dehrooghur Despatch
Service.

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which
have been specially built for the Assam Trade,
carrying passengers and coolies between
Goalundo and Debrooghur, will leave Goalundo
bi-weekly on Sundays and Thursdays, calling
at all intermediate stations, and Debrooghur
on Tuesd.iys .and Saturdays.
Through bills of lading will be granted for

good-, and parcels on presentation of rail re-

ceipt 01 payment of freight. Packages not to

excccil ten hundred weight, Or 8 feet by 4 feet

by 4 fet:t in measurement.
For freight and pas'?age apply to

MACNEILL & CO.,
. Agents.

1-2, Clive Ghat Street, Cjtlcuii.a.

REIS & RAYYET
( PREVCE AND PEA SA NT)

WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER

Rt iiiew of" Politics^ Literature, and Society

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
in an vanre Ks. i:

He.

0-8

Yearly

Half-yearly

Quarterly

Monthly

Single or sample Copy,,

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (three columns 10 the page) are *

charged by liie space taken up, at tne rate of 4

.'innasa line, each insertion. The lowest charge

for any advertisement is Rs. 2, except Domes tie

Occurrences, the lowest charge for which is

Rs. 5.

Special rates for Oontracts.
No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at tne rate of 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a year.
,

‘

Business Communications (post paia; to

be directed to “The Manager,” and Literary

Communications and books and pamplHets

(carriage paid) to “The Editor** of “Reis

& Rayyet,
*'

Office; /, Uckoor DutPs Lane, Wellington

Street, Calcutta.

Printed andpublishedfor the Proprietor every Saturday by MUTTY Lall Ghose, at THE BEE PRESS, No. /, Uckoor Dutts Lane, Calcutta.
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

NATURE.

How graceful was that Grecian creed

Which taught that tongues, of old,

Dwelt in the mountain and the mead,*

And where the torrent roll’d ;

And that in times of sacred fear,

With sweet mysterious moans.

They spoke aloud, while some pale seer

Interpreted their tones.*

II.

And, Lady, why should we not deem

That in each echoing hill,

And sounding wood, and dancing stream,

A language lingers still ?

Jro'lovclier scenes round Delphi spread

Than round thee stretch divine ;

Nor Grecian maid bent brighter head

By haunted stream than thine.
*

III.

Then fancy thus that to thine ear,

While dies the autumn day,

The Voice.s of the Woodlands bear

This tributary lay.

Soft winds tli.Tt steal from where the moon

Brightens the mountain spring,

Shall blend with Mulla’s t distant tune,

And these the words they sing :

—

1.

“ Thou’st shared our thousand harmonies
;

A/ morn thy sleep we stirr’d

With sounds from many a balmy breeze.

And many .a jocund bird ;

And far from us, when pleasure’s lure

Around thy steps shall be,

Ah, keep thy soul ;v? fr-'shly pure

As we came pure to thee 1

2 .

At noon^ beneath September’s heat,

Was it not sweet to feel,

Through shadowy grasses at thy feet,

Our silver water steal ?

Sparklingly clear, as now the truth

Seems in thy glance to glow ;

So may, through worldly crowds, thy youth

A stainless current flow.

* Although the allu.sion refers, in the verses, to Delphi, it was, I

think, at Dodona, in the earliest period of oracular influence, that this

belief prevailed.

t *‘And Mullah mine, whose waves whilomc I taught to weep.”—
Spenser.

3-

** At eve^ our hills for thee detain’d

the sun’s departure bright

He sank—how long our woods were stain’d

For thee with rosy light I

The worth, the warmth, the peace serene,

Thou’st known our vales among,

Say, shall they be reflected seen

Upon thy heart as long ?

4.

“ Morn, noon and eve—bird, beam and breeze,

Here blent to bless thy day
;

May portion of their memories

. Be ever round thy way I

Sweet waters for the weary bark,

Through parching seas that sails
;

Friends may grow false and fortune dark,

But Nature never fails.”

THOUGHT AND DEED.

Full many a light thought man may cherish

F ull many an idle deed may do
;

Yet not a deed or thought shall perish.

Not one but he shall bless or rue.

When by the wind the tree is shaken,

There ’s not a bough or leaf can fall,

But of its falling heed is taken

By One that sees and governs all.

The tree may fall and be forgotten,

And buried in the earth remain
;

Yet from its juices rank and rotten*

Springs vegetating life again.

world is with creation teeming,

And nothing ever wholly dies
;

And things that are destroyed in scemin.;,

In other shapes and forms arise.

And nature still unfolds the tissue

Of unseen works by sprnt wrought

;

And not a work but hath its issue

With blessings or with evil fraught.

And thou may’st seem to leave behind thee

All memory of the sinful past

;

Yet oh, be sure thy sin shall find thee,

And thou shall know its fruits at last.

COMPENSATION AND CONTENTMENT.

What can the blessing of the Lord impart

—

Sought with such earnestness of voice and heart ?

It can pour sweetness in tke meanest cup

That sorrowing poverty e’er lifted up

Suiuribers in tht country are requested to remit by posted money orders, if possible, as the safest and most convenient

particularly as it ensures acknowledement through the Department. No other receipt will be

given, any other being unnecessary, and likely to cause confusion.
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To quench its cravings till the draught shall seem

Pleasant and soothing as a happy dream.

Though sometimes God’s redeemed and loved may lay

In abject poverty, yet day by day

He feeds them, as He feeds the little bird,

Whose grateful song the forest’s heart hath stirred.

Each day is food provided-4from the morrow,

No useless cause of adde^ grief they borrow
;

But seeing everywhere their Father’s works.

Where’er an insect sports or blossom lurks,—

Viewing His tender, ceaseless care for those,

They look to Him in hope through Wtant and woes.

Has not the little bee a draught as sweet*

From the bright flower that springs beneath our feet,

As the tall stag, through acres free to stray,

From the broad river rushing on its way ?

Canst thou not slake thy burning thirst as well

From a full cup as where clear waters swell

O’er marble basins, at whose sculptured brink,

With golden chalice, wealth may stoop to drink ?

Be thou contented only, and thou’lt be, •

With but thine herbs and brook, more rich than he

Who pineth ’midst his luxury and pride,

For some poor trifle to his grasp denied.

E. s. R.
* Jeremy Taylor.

Mr. John Dillon, M. P., has been released owing to his state ot

health in prison.

• •

Austria and Germany arc jointly endeavouring to reconcile King

Milan to his wife Queen Nathalie. In the event of their success, the

divorce proceedings will be dropped.

• #

The Burmese police in the Toundwingyi District have had a great suc-

cess. They have killed Boh Nyun who escaped from jail sometime ago

and had been operating between Kokogwa and Sathway, and have

captured four of his followers, with guns and ammunition.

# •

The Opium Act I. of 1878 has been introduced into the whole of

Upper Burma, excepting the Shan Slates, from the 15th September,

the duty being fixed at Rs. 15 a viss on all importations.

***

The survey has been sanctioned of a railway from Kotri on the Indus,

through Jeysulmere and Bikanir, to Delhi, to be known as the Great

Western of India Railway Survey with the Superintending Engineer,

1st Class, Mr. 11 . Bell as Enginecr-in-Chief. It may be called the

Great Desert line. The proposed railway will be at once a great en-

gineering and economic work.

• «

Surgeon-Major W. H. Gregg, m. d.. Civil Surgeon of Hooghly,

officiates as Sanitary Commissioner, Bengal, during the absence, on

medical leave, of Brigade-Surgeon R. Lidderdale, M. D.

News and Comments.
The Government offices will be closed for the Durga Puja holidays

from the 9th to the 20lh October, both days inclusive. The offices

reopen on Monday the 22nd October.

The Bank of Bengal will observe only 7 seven days as close holidays.

It will remain open till i P. M. four days, namely, Wednesday the loth,

Monday the 15th, Thursday the i8th and Saturday the 20lh,

The other Banks have not yet spoken.

The Small Cause Court closes from Friday the 5lh October, and re-

opens, after the Kali Puja, on the 5th November.

• 0

Lord and Lady Lansdowne are expected by the P. and 0 . steamer

Ganges leaving Brindisi on the 19111 November.

• «

Preparations are making for the Black Mountain Expedition. A
telegraph line has been constructed between Abotiabad and Mansehra
on the Oghi route.

• •.

Major Melliss has returned to Simla. The result of his inspection

of the Cashmere troops is that the Maharaja has agreed to bear the

cost of maintaining in a state of efficiency 2,500 of his troops at

Jummo, who are to be instructed with our garrison at Sealkote.
• #

#

The Home remittances last week were ^^3 18,900.
«

• 0 *

It is reported from Mandalay that Lt, Beevor, R. E., D. P. W., was
found murdeied in his bed. He was cut over the head and stabbed
in the throat and heart. A Burman servant who is non est is suspected,

but the crime has not yet been fixed on any person or persons.

t

Simla lias been visited with a continuous rainfall of forty hours.

• •

Reuter reproduces a report from Tashkend that the Amir of Afghanis-
tan died suddenly. We hear nothing of it in India.

*
• *

On the 18th September in the Senate, Vice-President John Sherman
advocated the union of Canada with the United States, at the same
time preserving the local autonomy of both.

• •

There have been bread riots in some places, in consequence of the
partial failure of harvest throughout, France. It was believed the Gov-
ernment would be forced to suspend the protective duty on cereals.

But it has been found necessary not to do so.

The official weather report published last week says :

—

“ The general distribution of the r.ainfall of the week was on the

whole, similar to that which has characterized the present monsoon
hitherto. Over the greater part of Burmah, Bengal, the North-Western

Provinces, and the West Coast the total rainfall up to date is in excess

of the average, whilst in the Punjab, the Central Provinces, and the

Peninsula generally it is more or less in defect, the deficiency being

most maiked in some parts of the Bombay and Madras Deccan, Hy-
derabad, Mysore, and Coorg.”

•
• •

A Full Bench of five Judges of the Madras High Court have set

aside the conviction on the first charge in the Tellicherry bribery case,

but have confirmed both the conviction and sentence in the second.

• *

There is prospect of a suitable High Court house for Madras. Rough

plans and estimates, amounting to Rs. 9;^ lacs, have been accepted.

The work will be proceeded with at once.

The Daiiy TelegrapHs Special Correspondent at Glasgow having re-

ported Glasgow’s claim for the title of the Second City of the Empire,

on the ground that since the Queen’s last visit in 1849, Glasgow has

“grown enormously, and the population,* which is now little short

of 7cx3,ooo, has practically doubled,” “ A Bombay Journalist ’’ protests,

“ as a humble citizen of Bombay, I ask you to be allowed to remind

them—and the reminder will only amuse them to-morrow—that the

population of Bombay is now more than 8cx),ooo, and that Bombay

claims to be, not only Prima in Indis^ but Second in the Empire.”

•
• •

There was a serious fire at Hamburg. It originated in a sugar refinery

with explosion of a petroleum lamp. Ten persons were burnt to death,

and large quantitie.s of cotton, saltpetre, matches, sugar, wines, spirits,

palm oil and 30 barges laden with coal were destrof^ffl. The total loss

of property is given at nearly five millions. The English insurance

offices suffer most, namely, the Commercial Union ;£99>ooo, the London

;f25o,ooo and the Phoenix This petroleum is a dangerous

nuisance, and the nations will yet wake to the necessity of checking its

indiscriminate consumption and careless storage.

Hollihvay's Ointment and /'///x.—Those who have given these re-

medies a fair trial freely admit that they inherently possess every pro-

perty suitable for healing and removing eruptions, ulcerations, piles,

abscesses, sores, bad legs, gathered breasts, and all disorders of the

glandular system. When carefully rubbed in the Ointment relaxes the

swollen muscles, diminishes inflammation, assuages pain, and even

alleviates dangerous maladies which may have lasted for months, or

even years. Holloway’s excellent preparations are effective singly,

resistless in combination, and have been recommended by grateful

patients to be resorted to as alteratives when all other means of regain-

ing health have failed. Their action is temperate, not violent or

reducing.
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IS August, 34,1* persons visited the Indian Museum, i. t., natives-

26,339 males and 7,196 females
; Europeans—425 males and 132 females

The daily average for the 21 days on which the Museum ivas open
to,the general public, was 1,628 visitors.

Mr. Ad. Arbenz of Birmingham claims to have 'manufactured a razor

which “must never be ground or honed," and only “ occasionally passed
very lightly over a good soft strop." The razor consists of a handle

and four blades—each blade can be substituted by another to give
it rest. We hope this is no true Brummagem invention, of the nature
of the instrument sold to the country bumpkin by Peter Pindar’s Razor
Seller.

• •

If the philosopher’s stone is not yet, here is the nearest approach to it

:

“The new alloy of copper and silicum is said to he as good as cold
for all purposes of ornamentation, and better for many other purposes.
According to the proportion of silicum in the mixture, the alloy is
malleable both when heated and at ordinary temperatures It is des-
cribed as having the colour of virgin gold.”

*
# «

A MONSTER raft, consisting of 4,000 pines, and 725 feet long and 170ft.

wide, with 120 crew, was floated from Mayence to Utrecht in July last.

*
• •

The fastest armed cruiser is owned by Germany. The Gm/ has a
displacement of 2,000 tons and is fitted with engines of 5,400 indicated

horse-power. She voyaged from Kiel to Wilhelmshafcn at 23 knots.

# #

Jealousy of England still rules the Parisian. The Paris municipality

would not approve of tram cars for the Paris Tramway Company made
in England. Do they smell of beer or gin ?

• •

The Waltham Watch Company are engaged on a transparentiwatch—

“The case and plates are of Brazilian pebble, or rock crystal. Holes
are drilled in the crystal plates for the various screws and fitting.s

; the
pivots arc set in rubies and sapphires, and the plates are held apart by
sapphire pillars. The dial is a skeleton of gold. Diamonds mark the
hours and rubies the minutes. The watch is, of course, transparent.”

Chicago has 2,396 manufacturing firms, representing ;^23, 500,000

capital and employing 134,000 workpeople. There are forty foundries

and sixty machinery manufactories, producing ^^3,650,000 goods and

;C2,300,000 agricultural implements. And this after the great fire which

not long ago consumed the city !

***

Scientific American says

A maiinc liriike has been inv'Mitcd by M. Pagan, .and was recently
tested on the Seme. It consists of a cable, having attached to it a
scries of canvas cones, which open out by the action of the water, and
exert an enormous retarding foice on the vessel. Thus the steamer
Corsaire, running at a speed of 13 knots, was stopped by this appliance
in seven seconds, 34 seconds- being rec|iiired when she slopped by re-
versing the engines without making use of the brake.”

• *

During the last ten years, S«an Francisco has pul Europe out of the

market in the Hawaiian arclnpelago, as regards macliineiy for the

sugar plantations. She is now able to supply pumps which can disiii-

butc 50,000 to 75,000 gallons of water per ijoiir, and produces yearly

500 iron boilers at a cost of $1,000 ca u

•
• «

We read in an English trade journal :
-

“ Messrs. Davies, Codner, and Company, of 175, Upper .Street, E.C,
I

and Bromley-by-Bow, are about emljiiking in a new maniifaciure, I

which promises to become a very impoitaiu branch of the steel industry
and a powerful rival of corrugated iron in the construction of buildings.
The invention comes to us from Belgium, and is known as the ‘ Danly ’

system of patent steel buildings. It is the outcome of many years’
experimenting by Mr. G. Danly, manager of the Soci<?ld Anonyme des
Forges, at Aiseau. The object of the inventor has been to do away
with the many objectionable features which are inseparable from the
present u.se of corrugated iron as a constructive material. In the first

place, corrugated iron buildings arc extremely unsightly, usually

constructed
;
and, in fact, the material in that form does not lend itself

to any great degree of ornamental use or variety in design. Secondly,
this class of buildings, though furnishing a comparatively .secure pro-
tection against fire from without, rather increases tiian diminishes the
risk of total destruction in the case of fires originating within the build-
ing. They consist merely of wooden structures, covered externally
^vith a shell of galvanised iron, and an internal fire feeds upon the
woodwork, heating the iron shell, and speedily turns the structure into

a furnace. Thirdly, the); are unstable in gales of wind. Fourthly,
there is a lack of ventilation usually

; and, in fact, a proper system of
ventilation is not easily effected with the use of this material. In

torrid climates, particularly, corrugated iron structures are often found
intolerably hot and stifling, preventing a free circulation of air and
becoming at times almost uninhabitable. Mr. Danly has aimed to
correct all these shortcomings by employing steel as a material of
construction. By beginning with a unit of construction ;ind making
all parts multiples of the dimensions of this unit he has been able to
produce not only one but a great variety of designs, all built up of parts
bearing this definite arithmetical relation to each other. Each piece is

a stamped steel plate, with relieved surfaces, giving to the face a re-
semblance to cut stone panelling. Tht^e panels, which have perpen-
dicular flanges at their edges, are laid m horizontal courses, and lied
together with flat iron lies interposed between the coiir.ses. Holes of
uniform gauge are punctured in the flanges, so that marking or num-
bering of the pieces is wholly unnecessary, and to make the joint im-
pervious to rain the lower flanges are bent over them, thus making the
joints w,atertight. To secure desirable aichilcciural variety different
models or units of construction are employed, so that any desred
style of architectur.al combination which occurs in w.-Ul construction
can be obtained, columns, architraves, lintels, &c., being produced with
reiiuykable fidelity. If the ground is level, no preparation of founda-
tion is required for these buildings. Two rigid [ shaped iron frames,
securely tied, form the base, and the building is placed directly upon
the ground. Stamped metal sheets bolted to the lower wings of iron
beams form the ceiling, which c.an be made sufficiently strong to sup-
port a fire-proof flooring. Ventilation is made as nearly perfect as can
be by utilising the hollow spaces between the walls, to which the air in

the rooms obtains access through holes in the skirting. This hollow
ventilating sp.ace serves to prevent the outer cold penetrating the rooms

I

in the winter or the excessive heal in the summer. By connecting the
air spaces betvfcen the walls with the smoke flues of the chimneys a
most effective ventilation is obl.ained, the circulation having a velocity
of about three feet a second. Air inlets with regulating devices are
also provided for each room. The chimneypieces are constructed also
of metal plates, having the usual shape of marble chimneys. Mi.
Davies, the senior member of Messrs. Davies, Codner and Company,
has been giving special pains to an exhaustive examin.ition of this in-

vention, and, as a result, his firm has, as we have already intimated,
made arrangements to begin the manufacture of the ‘ Danly ’ steel
buildings in Great Britain, for which the plant is to be laid down as
soon as possible.”

•
• •

The experiment of growing ipecacuanha in the Neilgiris has succeeded.

At the close of 1887, there were 5,000 plants in slock, and of.500

planted at Ncllumpore, only three died.

The Press Commissioner sends us the following communique

“The appointment which Captain F. Beauclerk, late R.E., has obtained

in Hyderabad is that of Private Secretary to the Nawab Munir-ul-

Mulk Bahadur. His services have been obtained in order to assist the

Nawab in the management of his Estates. Captain Beauclerk has not

been made Piivate Secretary to Sir Salar Jung."

We should think not. Is not Mr. Morel on Fiewcn Piivate Secretary

to Sir .Salar jmig.^ He has done nothing to bfi supeisfded, beyond ad-

dressing some officious letters to certain iju. liters. As for ability, he

is biimful of It. Captain Beauclerk is also an accomplished penman
and is very well connected. But IVIr. Fiewen is a nephew of Lord

Randolph Churchill and has .already done Sir S.il.ar yeoman’s service.

He wrote young JungS amdes for the Nineteenth Ceniiuy. Above
all, it was he who forced public atteniion to l.ie I.ite Hyderaliad

scandals. He bad gone home on the same eiiaiid we believe, and is

now b.ick.

Notes and Leaderitfiks.

The higlf level railway ihiough the Bol.in P.is.s h.is been completed,

thus connecting Quetta by two broad-gauge routes with the Indus

V^allcy system.

Reutf.r’.S Telegram dated Teheran loiii September staling that

.Siidar l.shak Khan is marching on Kcabul .ind that the Ameer is lying

ill,*gives a false impression of the actual situation in Afghanistan. Ac-
cording to the latest intelligence, Ishak Khan was at Kh.mab.td, and
the troops whith he had .sent forward in the direi lion of Kabul had not

crossed the confines of his own piovincc. At Khamard on the northern

slopes of the Hindu Kush they were confronted by the Ameer’s troops

and defeated. The Ameer in his latest repot t announces that the Fort

of Khamard lias been taken, that scveial officers have been taken

prisoners, and that among the prisoners is Ishak Khan’s father-in-law.

With regard to the Ameer’s health, His Highness has of late more
than once suffered from gout, but he has written to say that his illness

was not serious, and that he has now recovered.—Press Commissioner.
The Pioneer is in a position to add that a torce of Ishak’s— infantry

regiments, 2 cavalry troops and 4 guus—retired on the capture of the
fort. Since, there has been no fighting.
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According to a report which has reached the Tims of India

from London, the question of the Burmah Ruby Mines has at last been

settled, Messrs. Rothschild and Messrs. Streeter having united their

interests, and sold the lease of the mines to the syndicate, which is to

work them, for a profit of ;£3oo,ooo over and above what they are to

pay the Government. That is too v.igue for comment. In fact, it strikes

us as an unbusinesslike statement. Messrs. Streeter had originally

oflered to Government only four l^cs.

The system of money-order for revenue purposes, generally introduced

in April 1887 in these provinces, has indeed been successful. The total

revenue thus paid during the past year amounted to Rs. 2,07,156, by

47,248 orders. The Districts of Chittagong, Mozufferpore," Dacca and

Furreedpore largely availed themselves of the convenience. From the

current official year, the system has been made “applicable to all estates,

irrespective of the amount of their land revenue, and to include re-

mittances of Zemindari dak cess, as well as land revenue and road and

public works cess. It has also been ruled that other public demands

may be paid at the option of the payer by ordinary,postal orders, pro-

vided the particulars given arc sufficient for the department concerned.”

Up to date, the payment of rent under the Tenancy Act, by money-

order, has been sanctioned for only one village in Howrah.

Is the continuance of the Zemindari dak cess justified by present

circumstances. Is there any separate establishment not covered by the

great Post Office ?

Mr. James Monro, C. B., formerly of the Bengal Civil Service, has

resigned his office of Assistant Commissioner of the London Police.

He could not pull well with his Chief. Ziddees, to express in our

Indian parlance, never do. Two self-willed, opinionative men on

the same business can at bc.st be but like parallels in asymptote never

meeting in harmony though ever so much disposed to unite in the

common object : sooner or later they fall out and are compelled to part.

There was another cause perhaps, for the strained relations between the

two. The Chief of the Metropolitan Force was apt to regard himself

at the head of his regiment, and he had never had an Indian Civil

Servant under him, while the Assistant could not forget that he had

been a ruler of millions.

Long lists of Oriental names are a sore trial to printers and even edi-

tors. Accordingly, notwithstanding our knowledge of the language

and subject concerned and the care we took m publishing the

complete Lists of the Life Pensions and of the Gratuities granted to the

servants of the late King of Oudh, we were not without fear of having

overlooked some errors. Considering the vital importance of the

matter to those concerned —the mischief that might be caused to par-

ties by the omission of names or misnaming of parties or mistake in

the figure.s—we had cause for anxiety : our benevolent object in pro-

curing and publishing the Lists would then have miscarried. We are

relieved to find that our publication has stood the test. Garden Reach

has found only literal fault with some of the names. Even that} fault is

not so much ours as that qjf the Government offices. But there has

been no injury to any one because no difficulty in identifying the names.

Substantially our Lists have been found correct. One mistake, such

as it is, has been discovered, and we hasten to correct it. In our

List, Munshi Ather Ali, English Assistant, Khas Dufiar, startds for a
pension of Rs. 15. He, in reality, is entitled to and has got a monthly
peiision of Rs. 15-5-4. We have seen the pension roll.

We arc glad to be able to announce that the orders of Government
have at length been carried out and Moulvic Abdul Jubbar, Deputy
Collector, Alipore, has received charge of the disbursement of the
Oudh pensions.

We have received the Report on education in the Central Provinces
for 1887-88. It is the last report, a/fer a quarter of a century’s all but
continuous connection with the province, by Mr. Browning now on the
eve of his retirement from the service. Mr. Browning was appointed
Inspector-General of education in the Central Provinces in 1863, and
has been in charge of the Department since that year to the present
date, with the exception of a short service as Director of Public In-
struction in Oudh. The benefit of keeping an officer long in charge of one

jurisdiction has been markedly conspicuous in the present case. Mr.

Browning is personally beloved and esteemed by the people throughout

the province, and the healthy influence exercised by him in advancing

a cause which in the main ’must look to private effort for its expansion,

must have been great. The progress of education, as disclosed by the

Report, appears to be quite satisfactory. It is no small thing that a

comparatively backward region like the Central Provinces should be at

last competing at all the higher examinations of the University, with

the single exception of the M. A. In i88y-88, for the first time, there

were successful competitors at the examinations of L. C. E. (Engineer-

ing) and L. L. B. (Law). The number of Schools and Colleges, with

that of students attending them, as well as the total expenditure from

various funds, also bear testimony to the advance which education is

making in the province.

It is extraordinary that, at a time when so much sympathy is felt for the

condition of women in this country and any case of oppression on an

individual member of the fair sex is sure to rouse public indignation,

there should be in our midst, within hailing distance of Police and

Courts, a Hindu lady undergoing no end of petty annoyance and

tyranny. Indeed, the peculiarity of her grievance—the despair of her

situation—is that she is the victim of judicature and lawyers. We
refer to Sooruj Coornaree Beebce, whose name may be familiar to those

who attend to the proceedings of the High Court. The other day she was

disappointed in her latest pursuit of her right of precedence to the estate

of her deceased husband’s brother under the law of her sect—her dis-

appointment scarcely tempered by the equivocal suggestion of the Court

to her to launch, if she could or would, in another sea of litigation.

Our object here, however, is not to criticise the action of the Court in

the late case or others of the same kind that, always under advice of

Pundits and lawyers, Eastern and Western, she had engaged herself in.

The Court’s will be done, whatever it be 1 We come not to arraign

judges but to pity the woman. Whatever the law may be or the dictum

of the courts thereon, surely men might be expected to treat the poor

widow with some consideration. Ever since we heard of this unfortunate

litigation, we heard that she was being kept in a sort of vile durance.

We said nothing about it all the time, as we hoped the result of the

litigation then going on must, whether she lost or won, free her. We
regret to learn that it has proved otherwise. Her condition is not a whit

improved. She is still virtually a prisoner in her house, where she is sub-

jected to many annoyances and indignities. Her triumphant foes pursue

to mean lengths their substantial advantage over a respectable lady un-

able to appear in public. Her adopted son Puddum Chand has been

taken away from her, and s|ie is not permitted to speak to her friends.

And there is practically no help for her, unless the public come to the

rescue. It is peculiarly a case in which independent mert of influence

might with propriety inquire and see whether such a wrong is passing

under their nose.

Confinement within doors is so natural to ladies of her standing that

Soorooj Coomari Beebee can, we suppose, Scarcely feel the surveillance

under which she is kept, except when the fact is forcibly brought to

her notice by her inability to consult her friends or go to worship at

the temple without leave or a good deal of harry. But she has other

troubles. She is not allowed to forget her situation. Her enemies

take every mean advantage of her position as a veiled lady within their

power. And they are assisted by the lawyers. If nothing comes out

of it, she is put to expenscs—lawyers’ costs and so forth. And now in

view of the Festive season approaching and the Lonj^ Vacation already

begun, they have withheld her maintenance. She'^eceives under her

husband’s will Rs. 200 per mensem. This is not paid regularly month

by month as it should be, but after much seeking, the amount

due for some months is paid. And so from time to time. There

was no denial, however. Thus it has bttn paid for these two

years. Thus it Was to have been paid now, too. The attorney

for the parties promised to pay, but made some objections about

costs.
,
Tbis difficulty was disposed of to his satisfaction, and be

called for the Receipt before paying. The Receipt was given, but

at the last hour, he has refused to pay. And why ? Because Puddum

Chand is not with the mother and they doubted whether she was en-

titled to maintenance at the rate of Rs. 200 under the circumstance !

The attorney, of course, pleads, as attorneys always do, instructions,

but the attorney 1$ everything in the matter. And it is a great shame

that the poor lady should be harrasied in this way, at a time she has

need of all the money she can scrape to support hersdf and when
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she cajirtot Establish her right and get her dues within six months and

witt(oit muchf^xpense.

A Rangoon correspondent of a contemporary thus writes of Mr.

Moylan

“This barrister is a terror and scourge to the province, because as

literary and official artist his touches are not always very true, and he
has no fear of man before his eyes

;
consequently the ideas of the

Home papers on Burmese subjects, persons, and politics, are a good
deal distorted and untrue. As I write this I tremble, as most, if not all,

officials here do, lest 1 should be detected in my real individuality

and punished by some scathing information against my official character

being sent to the Home papers which might lead to the rising of mis-

guided ire in the bosom of Lord Cross and to my sudden suspension

or retirement. Nevertheless, I cannot forbear telling you of the

universal chuckling generally behind the hand, hat, or handkerchief, or

in the sleeve, but hearty notwithstanding, at a snub lately administered

to this gentleman by the Recorder on Monday last with reference t<»

certain remarks he had made in Court. ‘ The remarks were a re-

jection on the Bench, and must be withdrawn and apologised for.’

Our friend endeavoured to slip out of what he had said in a way he

has, but the Recorder had notes taken at the time, and he would not

allow them to be contradicted, and ‘ the words his Honor ruled he had

used’ were withdrawn and apologised for, not at all too soon. For years

it has been known that Home opinions have been greatly influenced by

the Tinted telegrams from Burma. The power wielded by the Times'

correspondent is naturally immense, and as this * vehement and pas-

sionate advocate often does not weigh his words sufficiently, it is very

well he should be taught that he must do so.’
”

This official poltroon is scarcely an honour to the British race. But

the frank avowal of his shame and the shame of his class is useful in

showing how little chance Mr. Moylan had of justice from the officers

in Burma, Civil or Military, judicial or executive. It discloses the true

motive for the dead set against him. It is plain enough that the

Mutual Accommodation and Admiration Society in that country have

not yet forgiven the independent Ttmes Correspondent’s scathing ex-

posure of how the British made war and how they governed in Burma.

The Civil Administrative staff of the Province cannot afford to have

light let in on the doings of its members, any more than could the Com-

manders in the field.

Her Majesty’s High Court of Bombay is tender towards the manly

British sport of cricket. An appointment for a match has just been

virtually admitted as a satisfactory reason for being spared attendance

on a jury. At the Criminal Sessions, on the loih instant, one of the

G. I. P. Railway Cricket Club eleven champions, Mr. T. Rhenius, ap-

peared to a summons but applied to be released as the match was to

come off that very day

“This novel excuse occasioned no little laughter in court, and Mr.

Justice Baylcy, who was highly amused, said that in the whole course

of his experience he never heard such an excuse put fonvard. He,

however, told the ardent cricketer to stand aside, and promised that if

a panel could be completed without him, he would be discharged for the

day. Mr. Inverarity, however, solved the difficulty entirely by chal-

lenging Mr, Rhenius, who left the court in high spirits.”

Before Mr. Justice Bayley and a common jury, at the Bombay Criminal

Sessions, Sakharam Dhondee, a Hindoo, aged 22, was charged with

having, on the 23rd June last, voluntarily caused grievous hurt to his

wife, by cutting off her nose. He pleaded guilty, under grave provoca-

tion. His case was that he had spent Rs. 500 in marrying the woman

Krishni. She had been continually giving offence, notwithstanding

all his exhortations. She would not stay with him, and had, to his

certain knowledge, adulterous intercourse with other men. At last

he punished her by cutting off her nose. He hoped for the mercy

of the court.

In passing sentence on the prisoner, Mr. Justice Bayley said ;

—

“ Siicoaram Dhondee, from the statement which you made before the

committing magistrate, it appears that you considered you h.id reason

to doubt your wife’s fidelity, and that you inflicted on her a trtal of or-

deal by making her take a pice out of a pot of boiling oil. As a matter

of course hei fingers were scalded in so doing, and this you considered

conclusive proof df her unchastity. You then proceeded in the pycscnce

of your relatives to tie her hands and feet with a and then

taking a razor from off a shelf, cut off her nose. This habit of nose

cutting is imfiirlunalely very prevalent, and it was only yesterday that a

man was convicted and sent to jail for inflicting cuts on a woman’s face

by attempt nic to cut her nose off. This habit of mutilating their wives
|

is one which the lower classes of this country arc unfortnnatcly gieatly

addicted tc md as far as the courts are concerned, every effort is made
to stop it. M»ii .are liable for this offence to be transported for the I

term of ym - n uural life. I trust that the sentence which you will now

•eceive will uoer people from mutilating their wives in the manner you

have mutila' >1 yours. The sentence of the court on you is that you be

transported i f ten years.”

We find we were hasty in announcing that Bapu Saheb Jadon had

been appointed to the Presidency pro tern at Gwalior. Our own in-

formation was that the fmattcr was under consideration, though the

public expectation in the State pointed to such an arrangement. But the

Amrita Bazar Patrika's correspondent having since announced the

officiating appointment as having been made by the Agent, Governor-

General, before leaving, we thought «e might accept it. But we have

been deceived. There is no President yet, acting or permanent.

Mr. Henvey has returned from Simla, but the decision of Govern-

ment as regards the Presidency in the Gwalior Regency is not yet

announced. It has been vacant for sometime, and the silence of our

Foreign Office is interpreted as boding no good to the State. The

most natural thing would be to appoint the senior member, if he is not

otherwise incap.acitated. It would indeed be a dangerous thing for

Gwalior and the other native States, if the Resident were made Presi-

dent. In the present instance, it will never do. The present mem-

bers reject such an idea, and we shall not wonder if, in such an event,

they gave up their respective places, and retired to their own estates.

We have already mentioned Bapu Saheb Jadon as the one man on

whom all eye^ in Gwalior, but those of candidates and partizans, are

fixed as the fittest for the chief office. The history of the country

points in the same direction. We give an extract from a vernacular

letter

“ When Jeyaji R.ao Scindhia succeeded to the Guddee in 1844, at

the age of 8 or 9 years, Ram Rao Baba Phalkah administered

the Government. After him, Bapu Saheb Jadon’s father, Bhau Saheb
Jadon, held charge for 4 or 5 years. The British Government was highly

satisfied with his administr.ation, and he died whilst holding the office of

Prime Minister. He was esteemed both by the British government and
the Gwalior State. After his death, Bhau Folah Navis succeeded. Next
to him came Dinkar Rao, who was superseded by Balaji Cluirnnaji.

After him, came Gunput Rao Kluidkay. Bhau Saheb Jadon was
the maternal uncle of Maharaja Jeyaji Rao Scindhia, besides being

a very close relation of the late Maharaja on his father’s side. The
late Mahar.aja married the daughter of Bapu Saheb Jadon. This
lady is the mother of the present minor Maharaja. Up to the moment
of his death, the late Mah.iraja was highly pleased with Bapu Saheb
J.adon, in fact, his late Highness was anxious that the administration of

the State after his death should hr entrusted to Bapu Saheb Jadon ;

but as Raja Gunput was then in office, the wish of the Maharaja could
not be carried out. After the Maharaja’s death, the British Government,
to pvartially give effect to those wishes and in appreciation of his high
character and his anlecedtuits and his position in the State, appointed
Bapu Saheb Jadon as the guardian of the Minor Maharaja and of his

mother the Dowager Maharanee, as well as the first member in the
Council of Regency. The education and bringing up of the minor
Maharaja arc entirely under the supervision of Bapu Saheb Jadon,
and he is almost always with the minor Maharaja. The Dowager
Maharanee, the Resident, and Dr. Crofts are all satisfied with the
manner of his looking after the young Mahar.aja’s education
and health. The young Maharaja too is much attached to Bapu
Saheb Jadon.”

The London Society journal Truth of the 30th August has the follow-

ing paragraph :

—

“ Mr. Rider Haggard has been accused of plagiarism nearly as often

as was Dumas, but the last ‘coincidence ’ in his work, which has been
discovered is a truly remarkable one and wiU require a good deal of
explaining away. It is pointed out by hfdinburgh and New York
journals that in one of Mr. Haggard’s latest stories there are many
passages which have been ‘conveyed,’ to use Sir Wkltcr Scott’s phrase
almost wtwd for word from Charles Aubert, who also furnished the plot.

The Edinburgh Despatch prints parallel passages which show that Mr.
Haggard appropriated not merely Auberi’s ideas, but also his language.
I recommend Mr. Haggard to adopt as his motto the unabashed avowal
of Moliere, ‘Je prends mot bicn 011 je le irouve,* and he may console
himself by reflecting that Virgil, Racine, Corneille, Voltaire, Shakes-
peare, .Sheridan, Balzac, Sterne, Lord Beaconsfield, Lord Brougham
and Lamartine were all plagliarists, to which distinguished list

M.'ftraulay’s name may be added, for his * New Zealander ’ was certainly

taken from Horace VValpole’s traveller from Lima.”

Notwithstanding the staggering string of names of great masters of

prose or verse, at home or abroad, the accpiaintance of these smart

London men of letters with their own grand literature is neither deep

nor wide. We certainly did not expect that the veteran Labouchere’s

own paper, the brilliant Truths should talk of “conveyed” as “Sir

Walter Scott’s phrase.” It is not a phrase but a word, to begin with.

And that word is not Scott’s. It is Shakespeare’s. Every schoolboy

knows it. Even in this country, the Bengal Times has heard of it in

the far interior.

It occurs in Merry Wives of Windsor

Falstafi.—l am glad I am so acquit of this tinder-box : bis thefts
were too open

;
his filching was like an unskilful singer,—he

kept not time.

JVym.—The good humour is to steal at a minim’s rest.
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Pistol,—‘Convey’ the wise it call ‘Steal!’ foh 1 a fico for the

phrase.”—Act I., Sc. III.

Apart from the strange blunder of not rendering unto (the) Caesar

(of Literature) what is due to Cajsar, the paragraph is far from credit-

able to the London press. The remark on plagiarism is not to the

point. It is vain to recommend to the living novelist Molierc’s

avowal. Nor can Mr. Haggard derive much consolation from .the

example of the great writers who nearly always improved what

they picked up. The names of the Latin poet and the French and

English writers make a brave show, but they are taken at random

and do not necessarily prove erudition. The list might be easily in-

definitely increased. Some of the greatest masters of literature and

worst “offenders ” in the line are omitted. It is strange that the name

of Milton should not have occurred to an English man of letters. It

is inexcusable in an English writer who talks glibly of Racine, Corneille

and Voltaire, not to remember Dryden and Pope, Byron and .Shelley

By the bye, Voltaire is so voluminous an author in various departments

of literature, that it is hard to understand which acts of literary larceny

the writer in Truth refers to, or which department of the Frenchman’s

works he has specially in view. The passage raises o^er questions

If Lamartine, why not Victor Hugo? And, then, which Balzac is

under indictment ? If the reference is to the recent novelist, the

prospect is indefinably enlarged, ft might afford Mr. Haggard

truer consolation to remind him that after all, perhaps the majority

of the caterers of sensation, whether as novelists or playwrights, are

wont to crib without compunction from the Continentals, chiefly the

French—not ideas or phrases but pages—not only plots but entire

books. It is preposterous to justify the petty larceny and barefaced

loot of a writer who will not be heard of in the next generation, by

the legitimate transactions or occasional lapses of the Immortals.

Ayud and his family have been saved an accidental death. The Sirdar

had been to dinner with the ladies of his house at a relative’s, where,

contrary to practice, they passed the whole night, returning home in

the morning. During the night, however,

“ the roof of the house, upon which he had been in the habit of
sleeping ever since he came down to Pindi, had completely collapsed.
Ayub’s bed had been actually ready spread on the roof, and was smash-
ed to atoms. Most fortunately for him, he was not in it

; and the very
women who occupied the rooms below were away with him, so that no
one was hurt. Had the accident happened at any other hour of the
day, or on any other day since the Sirdar has been at Pindi, there
must have been a terrible disaster and loss of life. The whole thing is

made the more curious, as the Sirdar as a rule, never sleeps out, and
has not done so once in his memory more than seven years.fJThe
Afghans naturally look upon this escape as miraculous, and say that
the Great God is preserving their master for some special purpose. If
their hopes are ever realized, this odd chance will, no doubt, live in

history.”

On this, the all-believing Mirror seriously exclaims, “ Sirdar Ayub
Khan is destined probably to be the future ruler of Afghanistan. He
has just had a narrow escape from death at Rawal Pindi.”

A GREAT mystery is the death, on the last day of Vadro, ol

Kristomanini, aged II years, second wife of Sudhabodh, the second

son, aged 18, of’ Jibbanunda Vidyasagar of Potuldang^. She was

found dead in her bed where her husband had left her early in the

morning on a visit to Kalighat. Her throat was almost cut right

through. There was found a razor in her hand which rested

on her chest. The fact was not known to the house till 2-30 P.M.,

and no information reached the Police till three in the afternoon. The
story given out is that the girl wanted to go to her father’s, but' the

month being unpropitious, she was not allowed to return to her

paternal roof, and that being disgusted with herself on that account,

she laid violent hands on her own self. The Young Bengal and corres-

pondents in the Mirror describe the husband as a sort of wild boy of

whom the father and the elder brother are in dread. He had once

threatened the father and, to avoic^ rough usage at his hands, the elder

brother had lived away for a time. It is also said that Sudhabodh
had once punished the girl by “ cutting one of the fingers of the de-

ceased girl by a ‘ nut-criicker,’ which act of valor was said to have
been performed by the Pundit’s son under the same roof, where the

Pundit himself resides only a short time ago.” The circumstances are

suspicious, and Kristomanini must have been a heroic girl to wound
herself to death in the way she is said to have done. The Police at

first, as is their wont when no immediate victim is available, was of

the same view with the family that it is a case of suicide. But too

late, after the disposal of the body, they grew wiser and suspected foul

deed. Baboos Okhoy Coomar Banerjee and Kristo Chandra Banerjee

were specially deputed for the enquiry. It is significant that neither*

the Pundit nor his son would see to the proper disposal of the body of

the deceased. The Police could only get out of them Rs. 4 for the

last rites, and the body, we aro told, received such burial as the money

paid down could purchase—at Dhappa. The Pundit’s is a happy

family indeed !

REIS & RA YYET.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1S88.

THE MUSSULMANS OF BENGAL.
The miserable war of creeds, which has been for

some months going on in Upper India, has been

carried down-country. The unwisdom of the Hindu
politicians is responsible for this civil feud between

communities, which, if they could not for the moment
agree in questions of administrative reform, should,

as they certainly might, live in social harmony. The
Hindus fired the first shot. Still the Mahomedans stir-

red not. They exhibited exemplary forbearance. But

the offence was repeated. .Some of our prominent

papers in especial, have, of late, adopted a most irritat-

ing policy. The staid old Hindoo Patriot\i'a& been one

of the worst offenders. And now the Amrita Bazar
Patrika, conducted by men who, born and bred in the

heart of a Mahomedan District, might be expected

to understand the claims of our Mahomedan brethren,

or at least to have some regard for their feelings, has

opened a ferocious attack.

The Patrika has no reputation for a mealy mouth.

For the most part, the abuse is showered on the Bri-

tish and their Government. The castigation is Some-

times deserved and sometimes not, but it is laid on
all the same with a willing hand, in season and out

of it. There is a class of readers who relish such

high-seasoned mental pabulum, and maybe the de-

mand and supply react upon each other. Blisters have

their uses in the treatment of the body politic, as of

the body physical, provided they are applied at the

proper time and place. That the operation is a

painful one for the patients, cannot be denied, and it

is natural that they should kick at it.

Between a reluctance to join the National Con-

gress and the persistent demand advanced oh their

behalf, for better and more extensive employment in

the public services, the Mussulmans of Bengal have

excited the dire wrath of our contemporary, and, in a

recent issue, the poor Faithful have received a full

mouthful of the sweet nectar which is the speciality of

that journal. In choice epithets, they are cursed as

being most of them the descendants o^unmentionable

castes, including in the horrid category the tenderers

and devourers of that unclean animal which is the

special abomination of the followers of the I^rophet.

Why should the demand of the Mahomedans for

a due share in the loaves and fishes of office, excite

so much indignation in a journal professing to re-

present the ultra patriotic view of all questions ?

We are not ourselves blind followers of the arithmetic

method—we believe in the principle of personal fitness,

irrespective of considerations of race, color or creed,

and would be content to place the claims of Hindus

and Mahomedans alike upon that and no other

ground. But there are surer means of creating con-

viction than those resorted to by our contemporary.

We, for instance, would point out that the numerical
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m^d must first of all be applied to the Christians,

andjBraw attention to the fact that in other parts of
India the Mahomedans would lose by the application
of that method. So that, on a broad view, it would be
better for them to give up this ground which would
not benefit them in the long run. Our mental at-

titude in this matter is in close accord with the views
expressed by Sir Steuart Bayley, in his replies to the
various Mahomedan deputations that waited upon him
during his recent tours in the country.

We value the National Congress idea highly as a
means for promoting the political and social union of

the peoples of India, so much divided by the differ-

ence of language, creed and caste. It is with extreme
regret, therefore, that we find that, owing to indis-

cretions on either side, the National Congress itself is

becoming the cause of deep-seated disunion amongst
our countrymen. That certainly would be a sad end
for a fair beginning. If the Mahomedans declined

to join the Congress, it was scarcely their fault
;

pru-

dence and self-respect alike warned them off. If the

Hindus and Parsees thought them wrong and
wanted them still, they ought to have been persuaded
to mend their way, by appeals to their understand-

ing and their good feelings, and not by crying them
down and imputing base motives. Sir Syad Ahmed
Khan’s lamentable incendiarism was indeed fiir in ex-

cess of the offence given, but that is no reason why
the contagion should spread. The educated Hindus
claim a higher culture, a deeper political insight, and

they should have done better, by offering calm reason

against the fire and fury of the Allygurh Pyrotechnic

Exhibition.

In its wrath at the children of Islam, our contem-
porary does not stick at any weapon of offence, however
offensive. It descends to pry into their ancestry and
origin, and does not stop till it has made them out to

be the basest of the base. Had there been any truth

in its assertions, our contemporary would still have

been guilty of a needless offence to those with whom
we are so intimately bound by the ties of a common
country and the same Government. But the insult is

aggravated by the looseness of foundation of the

statement. Speaking moderately, we think that

there is very little reliable evidence to support the

Patrikeis sweeping generalisation as to the origin of

the Bengali Mussalmans. On the contrary, there is

much to be said on the other side of the question. A
Mahomedan correspondent, whose communication is

printed elsewhere, takes up the subject. For his

violence, we must apologise—indeed, we had half a

mind to suppress the correspondence, but decided on

second thoughts to permit its publication, in order,

amongst other reasons, to offer a safety valve to the

ebullition of a very general feeling which, if pent up,

might seek vent in other more mischievous directions

—but he adduces specific instances in support of the

^ respectability of our Mahomedan population. We have

nb doubt in our mind, from the results of researches

and observations made in some of the most outlandish

places of the Province as well as nearer home,

that many Mahomedans, who now appear to the eyes

of the casual and indifferent observer to be no better

in origin than the low caste Hindus by whom they

are surrounded, were really descended from a genuine

Western Mahomedan stock. The Courts and en-

campments maintained by the Mahomedan Governors

of Bengal, throughout various stages of political

existence, must naturally have introduced thousands

of Mahomedan soldiers, retainers and dependents into

this Province, who were immigrants from Western

Mahomedan countries or the Indian descendants of

such. It must not be supposed that only males left

on this Exodus. We have authentic notices of whole

families, men, women and children, immigrating. The
family of the Empress Noor Jehan, for one, will occur

to any one in the least acquainted with history. Con-
sidering, indeed, the respecfeble uxorious habits of the

Faithful, the colonist camp must have been accompanied
by a female contingent, however inadequate. When
these men settled down in different parts of Bengal, as

many of them did, receiving offices or grants of land,

they must, many of them, have sent for their families.

Although the way was long, the Ganges and its tri-

butaries afforded easy means of locomotion for a

downward journey. The Province again was acces-

sible from the sea, and a great portion of the mari-

time commerce was in the hands of the Arabs. Sat-

gaon, Sonargaon and Chatgaon were great emporia

of trade, contained a numerous Mussulman popula-

tion, and , were centres from which they spread

through the adjoining districts. Serviceable females

are freely exported and imported in Christendom,

as our great cities know to their cost. They are

a recognised article of commerce in all countries

under Mahomedan sway. Girls must have been

imported through these channels, for those who
were inclined to matrimony of sorts. There has

been some admixture with the native Hindu ele-

ment. So much the more liberal they, and the

better for the country ! There was no economic

pressure, however. The Vilayeti male and female

immigrants multiplied fast enough and in numbers
enough, for the wants of their community. It is only

in the institutions of poligamy and divorce and other

cognate institutions of Islam, allowing males a large

range of sexual liberality, that there was room for

sanguinous commingling. In point of fact, the cu-

mulative action of these causes must have been very

limited. As a rule, the new-comers married among
themselves, chiefly in their own families.

Coming now to the question of conversions, it

must be admitted that, often and again, the blind

boy was responsible for changes of faith. A licen-

tious soldiery would not be overscrupulous in annex-

ing females in a conquered country. With more
settled Government, love-affairs would arise now
and then, in which the ‘he * or the * she * was a

heathen, and as the follower of Islam could in no
way be gathered to the fold of Hinduism, the fol-

lower of the latter religion, of whichever sex, would

have to swell the number of the followers of Islam.

It was*a common practice with , many Mahomedan
rulers to reprieve an unbelieving felon condemned
to death, if he offered to embrace the true faith, and
the love of life is so strong in the human breast that

many men might be expected to close with the offer.

CUher Hindus, again, occasionally embraced the faith

of Islam, not from fear of death, but from motives of

ambition, in order to rise in favor with the ruling

authorities and to obtain posts which were not ordi-

narily open to non-Mahomedans. We do not believe

in any wholesale conversions of the people at the

point of the sword effected during the Mahomedan
period, and we think that the grounds of actual con-

version, which we have enumerated above, do not at

all necessarily imply that the converted were all

members of the lowest and most degraded castes. On
the contrary, the causes are such as to lead to the

inference that a good portion of them must have be-

longed to the superior castes.

The poorer classes were, as now, placed, by their
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very poverty, above the lax influences just men-
tioned. The present condition and appearance

of many Mahomedan peasants may be account-

ed for, on the supposition of a gradual degener-

acy. owing to the want of means and education,

without abrogating their real origin. Place a num-
ber of families of pure European extraction in the

kintals of Calcutta, expose them to the same priva-

tions and manner of life as the low classes of natives,

by whom they are surrounded, tuid with whom they

are compelled to mix, and in a few generations, with-

out any cross-breeding, their issue will be, in manner
and appearance, undistinguishable from their

neighbours. As a fact within our own observation,

the Mahomedan mas.ses, though speaking the

same vernacular and being of Bengal thoroughly

Bengali, are yet distinguished by moral and physical

characteristicts from the same classes of the Hindu po-

pulation. In spite of centuries of adverse circum-

stances and of grinding poverty, they still carry in

them the proof of their nobler, foreign extraction.

DEFECTIVE DRAINAGE AND SHOW
SANITATION.

The late rains have exposed the weakness of our
drainage system. There is no proper drainage able

to cope with, even a normal rainfall. A complete
breakdown ensues whenever the weather is of an
exceptional kind. Certainly, not for the first time, has

this fact been driven home by the rains, the effects of
which have not yet subsided. The liability of the

country to inundation is chronic. The general flood

which compelled the late Lieutenant-Governor of

Bengal to venture out on a Steamer excursion over
large tracts of "his territory, while in a critical state of
health, taught the lesson in a more unmistakable

manner. There is no year without its more or less

general inundation, causing injury to crops, house
property and even to life. All the harm, however,
from the present inundation or of past years—all the
popular excitement under the visitations, would not

have been in vain, if they opened the eyes of those
who are responsible for the protection of the country,

to the necessity of overhauling existing arrange-

ments. What account can the Sanitary Department
give of work turned out by it, in return for the

people’s salt it has eaten so long ? Has it shown any
better preparedness than other authorities ? For
some latrines the fewer constructed in a municipality,

it flies into a terrible passion and invokes the thunders
of official Jupiter on the devoted heads -of the

Municipal Commissioners. But has it had a word of
remonstrance with Railway Companies for often des-

troying the natural drainage of the conntry by their

embankments ? Has it taken District officers, who
practically are the District Boards, to task, for neglect-

ing drainage in their rage for road-making and tree-

planting ? Latrines and urinals may be all very well

for “ model ” municipal towns, but cannot they wait
till more really pressing wants have had attention ?

And then as to municipal drainage, has it not been all

along a reproach to all concerned ? It is mere mockery,
which would be harmless were not the funds, wasted
upon it, badly wanted for more useful things. Indeed,
one can hardly have patience with the fashion of muni-
cipal drainage which is in vogue. There is a large
establishment of dhangar coolies and overseers, paid
from year’s end to year’s end for doing hardly any
real work at all, or work of at best a fancy character.

Small weeds and plants growing on the surface

drains of main thoroughfares seem to be the veriest

abominations to sensitive municipal eyes, and the so-

called drainage staff is persistently engaged in a

ceaseless war of extermination against this unruly*

race. The chief object is, the roads must have a neat

and tidy appearance. The more retired parts of the

town may be overgrown with rank vegetation—the

drains in the interior may be full of foul stagnant

water—the ponds choked with weeds and mere re-

ceptacles of black poisonous water. But these are

none of its care. No Sanitary Commis6ioner--.no

district officer ever strays out of the line of the main

roads into these vile recesses. The main roads then

must look fine and elegant, and there must be no

grass or calladiums allowed to grow on their sides for

fear of offending the delicate sensual organs of official

inquisitors, and bringing down a thundering reproof

like the one administered to Dr. Mittra of Serampore.

It is a perfect waste of money—municipal drainage is

a misnomer. The money so spent would far more
usefully open out the natural watercourses

—

khals,

nullahs, and river-beds, which are invariably silted up

everywhere, and nobody—municipal Committees or

District Boards or the Sanitary Department—seems

to regard their reclamation with any attention. This

system of official drainage—of official sanitation—has

now continued too long to be endured any longer.

It may be fashionable to reproach the older genera-

tions with barbarous ignorance of sanitary science,

but they, at any rate, kept the natural water-courses

a-going, and saw that the artificial drainage which

they built was not neglected, in the pursuit of objects

of a dilettanti character. Who, now, we ask, are

responsible for the present state of things ?

Let the answer be given to. the above query.

There is a system of authorities rising on an ascend-

ing scale from the rural, through urban, departmental

and provincial, to the Imperial. There is a like

series of all manner of taxes and impositions. So
far as organization is concerned, nothing could be

more symmetrical. Taxation could not .be more
thorough and far-reaching. And now, as if this were

not enough—as if it were any deficiency in organi-

zation or taxation that was responsible for the ad-

mitted failure of the .system, there is a grave propo-

sal for setting on foot Provincial Sanitary Boards and

instituting some fresh sanitary imposts. We have

no faith in a multiplicity of servants. The more

your servants, arc you not often the worse served

Nor is there any want of funds at the disposal of the

different authorities. The want of funds so loudly

complained of, is a creation of extravagance—of mis-

directed zeal for fancy schemes of ideal improvements,

which, however good they may be, ought surely to

wait till more real wants have been adequately sup-

plied. It is a disgraceful state of unpreparedness every-

where which the late rains have brought to light.

Even municipal towns in the Suburbs of Calcutta,

like those of Baranagar, Rajpur, Joynuggur, Dum-
Dum and Barrackpore, have remained for days

together under water. The culverts in the Railway
embankments showed grave structural ' defects and

refused to work. The .beds of the natural canals

have been allowed to be encroached upon by whom-
soever cared to do so, the chief delinquent being of

course the great Railway system. But it represents

European capital, and is a formidable power. The
Sanitary Department, which can lash poor native

Municipal Commissioners, is all tenderness in the

presence of such a mighty institution. Who shall

help us ?
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

MILITARY MAGISTRACY.
BARRACKPORE.

The quiet subdivision of Barrackporc has been stirred to its

depths, by the huge defalcations made by Shahadut Khan, Tax-col-
lector of the Cantonment Fund and of the South Barrackporc
Municipality. This man was a Duftry attached to the Dum-Dum
Magistracy under Colonel Hopkinson, who took a fancy for him,
and one fine morning the Khan Sahib awoke as the Tax-collector

of the South Barrackporc Municipality under its official Chairman,
the military huzoor of Barrackporc, on a salary of Rs. 25 a month.
When a British official, and a military officer to boot, is bent upon
doing a thing, good, bad or indifferent, he laughs at obstacles. In
a few months more, the quondam office menial was appointed, in

addition to his other fiscal post. Tax Darogah of the Can-
tonment Fund on an additional pay of Rs. 25 a month. All this

time Grish Chundcr Ganguly was the Tax-collector of the Canton-
ment Fund on a pittance of Rs. 15 a month ! But Colonel Hopkinson
with one stroke of his pen reduced the pay of the poor Brahman
and placed him under the orders of the low Moslem. It hap-
pens that no disbursements by way of establishments can be

made without the sanction of the Commandcr-in-Chief, and
such sanction was withheld. Undeterred by this unforeseen
difficulty. Colonel Hopkinson suffered the Tax collector to deduct
his pay from the collections and to remit the balance to the

Treasury. Consequently, the arrangement was unsuspected by the

military authorities. Colonel Hopkinson got a lift and left Barack-

pore, when Major Sterndale officiated, tor him, during which time he
compelled Shahadut Khan to deposit Rs. 500 as his security for the

faithful discharge of his duties. Colonel Hopkinson reverted to his

former appointment at Barrackporc and returned Rs. 300 to Shahadut

Khan, retaining only Rs. 200 in his hand as security. Colonel
Hopkinson has now issued a warrant, for the arrest of the abscond-

ing Tax Darogah. The exact amount which the Darogah has run

away with has not yet been ascertained, the gallant Colonel thinks

that only Rs. 100 has been defalcated, but the rumour is that 4 to

5 thousand rupees has been robbed by Shahadut. It is to be

borne in mind that the Cantonment Fund, unlike the local funds, is

not audited by the local fund auditor as is provided for by the

cantonment rules. The true extent of the defalcation cannot be

ascertained without a thorough overhauling of the accounts by an

expert. It is therefore desirable to scan the accounts.

Shahadat Khan was a sort of Hobson's choice to the timid and weak-

kneed Commissioners. They passed votes of want of confidence,

recorded resolutions, but alas ! they could not get rid of Shahadat

Khan. It is said that this man has also robbed nearly Rs. 700 from

the South Barrackporc Municipality. From what has appeared

above, Mr. Editor, 1 think I rightly interpret the feeling of the people

here when I say that they will have no confidence whatever in the

arrangement if the man Shahadat be tried by his patron Colonel

Hopkinson.

JUSTITIA.

The nth September, 1888.

THE AMRITA BAZAR PA TRIKA^S ATTACK
ON THE INDIAN MAHOMEDANS.
A VINDICATION OF THEIR ORIGIN.

Sir,—English education is working wonders. It has rescued

the Paramaniks and Gbosbes from their low position in society.

Their brethren the Cbendals and even the uncivilized hill tribes are

rapidly rising from their degraded position and following in the

footsteps of the enlightened barbers, milkmen and others of the sort.

The editor |of the Amriia Bazar Patrika^ whose descent could be

traced" from his family name, seems to totally forget his own origin

and assumes the garb of a high-born. Those who have seen the edit-

or will scarcely require elaborate genealogic proof. Notwithstanding

his high English attainments and presumptuousness, he has at last

appeared to the public in his true colours. To hide his own ques-

tionable origin and shame, he has boldly played the part of the fox

without a tail in^finding faults with the origin of those in the veins

ot most of whom the Arab and Rajput blood runs. Your Bag-

bazar contemporary seems to have had no opportunity to study the

history of the country of which he prides to be called a patriot.

It is true that there is no Indian history to be had written by one of

his caste men, for they were too insignificant and barbarous creatures

during the times of Hindu and Mahomedan supremacy to be able

to write any history of those periods. But I hope that this will

not stand in the way of the said editor’s believing in the truth of

the statements of the Indian historians of the time. Now, for the

edification of your contemporary, I wish to mention that the

Mahomedan rulers were not like the English rulers. The former

made this country their home, whereas the latter are averse

to stay here. It must be perceptible to the ‘dullest minds that

when the Mahomedan rulers made this country their home,

thousands of Arabs, Persians, Tartars, Afghans and Bcloochis curac

down to this country and settled themselves here. Most of these

warriours and learned men married the daughters of the respectable

high-caste Rajputs, and many of the Rajput families embraced

the faith of Islam. If it is polsible for the Christiaqs, within

only one hundred years of the British rule when the Europe--

ans are not to reside here permanently, to have hundreds ot

thousands of the followers of the Cross in India, would It

be impossible then to count the number of Indian Maho-
medans by millions and millions during the long period of the
Mahomedan supremacy in this country ? And were it to be
doubted that there had been some millions of respectable Maho-
medan families settled in India ? Besides the Syuds who arc the

descendants of the Prophet, there are the Siddiqt\ Omani, Faroogiy

ALwvi, Abbaai, Khalidi and other Arabian Shaikh families in abun-
dance in India. There are also the descendants of the numberless
Mahomedan emigrants referred to above, who now owing to their

poverty form the bulk of the middle and low class Mahomedans of
the present time. Moreover, what has the Patrika to say regarding

the descendants of the converted Rajputs ? The Bazaree editor of
the Amrita Patrika says, “ The higher castes resisted with life.

The lower castes (meaning the chamars, domes kc,,) yielded.” Let
the Bazaree now understand that the converted Rajputs belonged
to a caste far superior to the one he himself belongs to, nay, even to

the one his spiritual leader has the honor of belonging to. I fear

the above will not suffice to make him perceive the error /he has so

shamelessly committed by insinuating that the Mahomedans arc of
“ low origin," for he confesses himself that, “ a chamar will remain a

chamar for centuries before it will be possible to make him under-
stand the analysis of La Place.” Just as all the labours of the
Indian historians failed to make him understand the truth or

prevent him basely and falsely traducing the respectible. The Maho-
medans might, indeed, desist from taking the trouble of pointing
out the absurdity of his statement, for he is himself playing the part

of his own chamar. However, as a last attempt, I would like to

draw his perverse attention to the following facts which will no
doubt remind him of his own origin and make him desist in future

from vituperating his betters in the unjournalistic manner as he
has recently done.

Arc not the descendants of the doughters of the Mahomedans of

Jodhpur and Jaipur, who embraced the faith of Islam, still in exis*

tcncc ? Were they the daughters of the ** domes” and
** chamars” as hinted as by the Patrika} Is it not a historical fact

that, during the wars between the Mahomedans and the
Hindus, innumerable beautiful ladies of the respectable Hindu
families were captured and married by the conquerors }

Where are the descendants of these beauties of Hind ? Can any
one deny that the forefathers of Nawab Faiz AH Khan, the Minister
of the Maharajah of Jaipur, were not high-caste Rajputs ? As the

Bazaree himself is an inhabitant of Bengal, it will be beneficial to

him to remember some instances of the nature in Bengal itself.

Formerly, there were Bara Bhooians, in Eastern Bengal. One of

them was Isa Khan Bhooian, who was a Rajput at first, but subse-

quently became Mahomedan and fought unsuccessfully against

the army of the Emperor Akbar. After the complete subjugation

of Bengal, the Emperor made Isa Khan the chief of all the Bhooians
and conferred on him the title of “Dewan.” This Bhooian v/as

the Zemindar of Hybutnager in Mymensingh. His descendants

arc still alive. But the Hybutnager branch of the family has no
male members at present. The last male member of this Branch
was Dewan Allah Nawaz Khan. The Junglebari Branch of it has

Dewan Rahman Dad Khan as its principal member. The famous
Zemindars of Sarail were Dewan Noor Ali, Dewan Zahoor AH
and others, who were the descendants of a Rajput family, but after

embracing the faith of Islam they received the title of “Dewan.”
When Nawab Saadut Ali Khan of Lucknow was at Dacca, he
went to Sarail to sec them. Their descendants arc still alive. In
Sylhet, there were the Zemindars of Baniachoong who were Raj-

puts and called themselves Rajahs. When they embraced the faith

of Islam, they received the title of “ Dewan ” and retained the
title of Rajah in the form of “ Ruza.” The last important member
of the family was Dewan Nusrut Ruza. In the town of Sylhet
itself, there is Haji Hamid Bukht Mujmooadar, Khan Bahadoor,
the extra-Assistant Commissioner of Sylhet. For the last eleven
generations, the members of his family have been Mahomedans.
His Hindu forefathers held the respectable post of “ Mujmooadar”
from the Emperor of Delhi. The post being a hereditary one, it

descended to his family. Besides this Branch, there is in Sylhet
another Hindu Branch of the original family, which is known under
the designation of “ Dustcedar.” In this manner, there are many
respectable families in Sylhet whose members arc Mahomedans as

well as Hindus. Within the jurisdiction of the Madaripore Sub-
Division, there was formally the Rajah family of Oojeen. A branch
of this family embraced the faith of Islam and one of its members.
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was the well known Zemindar Maniruddin Khin, the owner

of the Tcleehutty Pergunnah in Furreedporc. His daughter

was married to the son of Azim Chowdhary of Pubna. In al-

most all the districts in the North-Western and Eastern Bengal,

there arc good many families of the above description. In Benares,

Kakaram Shastari and Jagunnath Shastari were great Pundits of

their time. The grandson of the former, named Ishari Pershad

Shastari, has inherited the intrinsic merits of his grandbirc and has

few equals in the theological knowledge of the Hindus. He is now

a Mahomedan and is daily preaching at the Wellington Square.

He goes under the name of Pandit Gholam Mahomed. The

Bazaree ought to keep this in mind that intellectual culture is

essentially required to understand the dogmas and tenets of the

Faithful. Therefore, his “ chamar/* “ dome ** and other lower

caste Hindus were not and are not fit individuals to believe in the

unseen God and the miracles of the long departed Prophet. I can

show many instances ot Brahmins and Kaya\tas having embraced the

faith of Islam. The few that 1 have already narrated will, I think,

not easily be digested by the Pat^ without doing injury to his health.

For further information, I would relcr the Bazuiree to the Urdoo

book called Tohfatul Hind and others of the kind.

Sharafut.

September 20, 1888.

MONGHYR.
Jamaiporey Sep. ly.

Cholera has abated in the European quarter but assumed an epi-

demic form in the native portion of the town (Mongroorah), several

fatal eases having occurred among the Bcharies (both male and

female.) The Overseer attached to the local Municipality was in

trouble a few days ago, having been prosecuted under Section 371
of the Penal Code. The case has been dismissed. Mr. Paulit

(junior) Barrister-at-law defended the Overseer.

There is great dissatisfaction amongst the native rate-payers of

Jamalpore Municipality, owing to the peremptory notice given by

beat of drum to the effect, that the rate-payers will have to call

at the Municipal Office and pay six months* vat tax within a week,

otherwise warrants will be issued. When the Municipality un-

dertook the charge of the latrines in the 1887, /. ^, say from
October last, it was fixed there and, then that an additional tax ol*

three-half per cent, for vat and three-half per cent for latrine in addi-

tion to the house tax, making a total of 14 per cent in all, would be

levied. The rate-payers agreed to the terms and have been paying

the same without grumble or grudge. The additional vat tax is cer-

tainly an extortion. As I understand, it is levied on measurement
only, /. r., first 2 feet at 2 annas each foot and the subsequent addi-

tional foot at 1 anna. The present exorbitant taxation appears to

the ratepayers in general, to be an innovation, seeing that it docs

not exist in the metropolis of Calcutta, its suburbs or in other

important towns, such as Howrah, Hooghly, Burdwan, Moorsheda-

bad, &c. A number of applications have been submitted to the

chairman, protesting against it. Let us sec how the matter ends.

The people arc in a fix. They constructed vats both of large

and small sizes not knowing that fresh taxation would be levied.

If sanitary improvement of the town be aimed at, can no means
be devised by which the water from the dwelling houses be re-

moved freely P Will not a pucca drainage system remedy the evil

complained of? Is it not hard to compel persons to pay by measure-

ment in addition to what they arc now paying ?

The recent floods which caused the surrounding lands on

the bank of the river in Monghyr to be submerged, are gradually

receding.

The prospects of the crops are very bad and much alarm is felt.

The prices of food grains have considerably risen and show a

tendency to further rise.

The new Box system of payment to E. I. R. Company’s work-

men, &c., has, of late, been introduced, as a tentative measure,

both in the Locomotive works here, as well as in the Company’s

Colliery at Giridih, after the example of London works. The
process appears to be a satisfactory one as regards shortening the

time taken in payment.

EMERALD THEATRE
BEADON STREET.

Manager^ Babu G. C. Guose.

Saturday—the 22nd September^ iS88—
at g P. M.

That popular Melo-drama,

Nundo-Biday.
Masterpiece of p.ithos and poetry !

The Sceneries—The Dialogues—The Songs—

and the Naiitches

are in harmony with c.ich other.

Come! See! and be the fcuunate judge !

Next day—Sunday—at Candle Light.

By special request of our paiions, friends and

Mofussil constituents, After a long while,

That Thrilling Local Tragedy.

NluOAxii •*AH.
Almost all ihvi Actors and .'Actress^'^ of this

“ Nildurpan” Celebrity will vie with t ich

other in their footlight excur. ! j.is.

To be preceded by

Babu G. C. Ghose’s

OR

MOHINY PROTIMA
Assisted by the Beadon Square Amateur

Quadrille,

As a great rush is expected—patrons ought

to secure seats early to avoid disappointment.

The book “ Nundo-Biday " is to be h.ad at

our box-office, price eight annas.

Watch the date—Babu Grish Chunder Ghose’s

new Tragedy BISHAD.

M. L. SUR, Asst. Manager.

CORPORATION OF CALCUTTA.
Sealed Tenders for supply of 60,000 running

feet straight kirb and channel stones, and
1,000 running feet kirb stones and 1,000 run-
ning feet channel stones, of 8 feet radius, will

be received by the Vice-Chairman, and will be
opened by him in the presence of tenderers
who may wish to attend, at 2 P. M. on the 4th

October 1888.

2. The stones are to be dressed Mirzapore
slabs of the best quality, 12 inches wide, 4
inches thick, and each piece not less than 3
feet in length, to be delivered and stacked at

the Municipal Depot at Bagbazar and Nim-
tollah, in the following quantities

—

One-third by the 31st December 18S8 and
two-thirds by the 31SI October 1889.

Earnest money Ks. 2,000 to be enclosed
with each lender.

The successful tenderer must si'jn a deed of

contract duly st.'impcd and legisiered at his

own tixpense.

i lie Commissioners do not bind themselves

to accept the lowest or any tender.

Any further informal mn required can be had
on application.

UDOYNARAIN SINGHA,

Superintendent of Stores.

Calcutta,^! 4th .September, 1888.

No more Operations!

KAMINI MONI DAVrS
Specific for Piles and Fistula-in-ano.

PATENT ! PATENT ! PATENT I

Published in India Gazette of 6th September,
1884, page 320. Tlie Hon’ble Sir Augustus
Rivers Thompson, the late Lieutenant-Governor,

favored the Patentee with instructions to Dr.
B. Simpson, the then Surgcon-Ge*neraI, Bengal,
to have the merits of her specific tried in the
Campbell Hospital under the care of Dr. Coul
Mackenzie, the SuperintendenHq and the Spe-
cific, which is derived from the vegetable king-
dom, effected wonderful cures without any in-

terference of surgical operations.

Price, quart bottle of mixture, including
powder, Rs. 4. Pint Rs. 2. Packing charges
annas four.

For further particulars and directions on
special points, apply to

DUTT & SING,
22, Shikdarpara Street,

forasanhoy Calcutta.

Dr.

J. N. MITRA, M.R.C.P.,

London,
Gold Medalist in Medicine & Hygiene.
Stood 1st in the FINAL EXAMINATION,

Calcutta Medical College in 1880.

Late Surgeon Superintendent of Quarantine
Station, Mauritius, and Surgeon in charge,
Mysadul Hospital.

AddresSy

2, Ukur Dim’s Lane, Bowbazar, Calcutt.a.

TEA! TEA! TEA!
* Cheapest & Best,

SUPPLIED BY
THE

INDIAN TEA SUPPLY CO.
“LIMITED”

In packets of i oz.^ 2 oz. and 4 03. each from
j pice only and upwards.

Note the Low Price.
A Packet of Tea for 3 pice I

Important News for India,
WHERE FEVERS AND CHOLERA

REIGN SUPREME.

A
RECENT TRAVELLER ON THE
Chinese Coast found that District re-

markably FREE FROM TYPHOID FEVER
and CHOLERA. He soon discovered the

cause. The people the*e^do not drink cold
water from tanks or wells, often extremely im-
pure, but keep a pan of water constantly boil-

ing, into which from time to time they drop •
a little Tea, and when thirsty THEY DRINK
HOT TEA ! If the weak and adulterated Teas
of China can do 4 his, what may not the pure
and strong Teas of India be expected to effect ?

Also in tins ^Ib to iolbs of various

qualities to suit all tastes.

Ask for the Indian Tea Supply
Company’s Teas.

We have Agents all over the Coun-
try, but want move.

I.III&.I. iviiiiiuiinL.1. vvt|

4, Cnire Ohat Street, Oaleatta.
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ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA, ENGLAND.

ST. MER’S COLLEGE FOR BOYS.

Uni^ity lAsters, specially suitable for

Indian Children. Indian References. For Pros-

pectus, address Principal.

" SELUN^BY THOUSANDS.
PRETTY, strong, accurate, open-faced

Nickel silver sAor/ winding Keyless Railway

Regulators, jtivelled^ enamelled dial, bold

figures and hands, shewing times with best

finished durable machinery and dust tight

rases for only Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

spring, glass box and guarantee. Guaranteed

to stand any amount of rough usage. Will last

a life time. Have no appearance of cheap-

ness about them. Others sell at double our

rates. Mr. A. R. Mehta from Bandora says

“The 7-8 watch I purchased from you two

years back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting

Superintendent, Government Farm, Khandesb,

A watch maker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr, J.
Sutcliffe,

R. W. Fusi, Lucknow, says “ Some valued

it at 15 and were completely surprised when

I told them it only cost Rs. 7-8 ” Pretty

Canadian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-

plete shirt Studs and Rings, set with chemical

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. ^ each. Mr. G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says.—“ A

German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and

the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA

TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

DEAF.
A Per.'^ON cured of Deafnf.s*^ and Noisks

in the head of 23 years’ standing bv'

a

SiTUiM.R

Remedy, will send a description of it V

to any Person who applies to j.

j, Old Court House Street, CALC

U

7 TA,

~ NOW READY.
The Report of the 3rd Indian National Con

gress, held at Madras during the last week

Price Re. i including po«!tage. Apply to M
V. Charriar, 100, Mount Road, Madras.

~ READY

Price

Cloth Gilt 6.

Cloth Bound 5
-^*

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL

between

Calcutta and Independent lipperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0 .
MOOKERJEB,

Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, "REIS& RAYYET”

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

•CALCU1“1’A.

OPINION OF THE PRESS,

It is many years since I first met, and some

years since 1 last met. Dr. Sambhu Chunder

Mookerjee, editor of the Rets and

(Prince and Peasant), and an author of high

repute among tbe kindly, as wcll^as acute and

intellectual, people of Bengal. One of the real

misfortunes of India was, and still is, I^rd

Macaulays picture of the Bengalee. Ine

picture, true perhaps as regards Nuncomar and

many Bengalees, is not accurate as a represen-

ation of the people generally, taking them as

an Englishman may find them if he loq)fS

fairly. If they h.ad been unfaithful, the sad

story of the Mutiny had been vastly sadder ;

and, apart from the Mutiny, many Englishmen

could give individual instances of Bengalee

faithfulness almost unique in history, taking

all the circumstances of our relation to India

into account. The Bengalee is generally eager

for knowledge of all kinds, .ind is often both

courageous in the expression of his opiniotis,

and gifted to a remarkable degree with the

power to express those opinions with force and

precision. Mr. Fawcett once told me that an

unprepared speech made, on his behalf, during

an election, by a young Hindoo, surpassed, in

force as well as eloqmmce, any unpreparcii

speech he ever had he:iid made by any mem-

ber of the House of Commons, if four or five

members of the House were excepted.

Among these Bengalees there is a small body

of nien-small for that large province-who

are, ironically or otherwise termed Young

Bengal.” .Some of them are no longer young,

hut grave and aged ;
some have, in the course

of ^‘ars, been highly distinguished for their

public services and their scientific and other

att.unments. Some have at times been mis-

represented, and their language misinterpreted,

so that on its return to them it has wmazecl

none more than themselves. Nothing ot this

has been done Iw the really gieat admimstra-

lors of Indi.a. That it has been done, however,

cannot be denied.

In the forrfront of this little band is the

author of this book of travels, Baboo Sambhu

Chunder Mookerjee— .i writer of high repute,

.as I have said, also an administialor, as the

reader will sec from the title-page to this book.

A keener, vet a kindlier satirist, one might

seek for and not find. His use of the English

language has astonished many an educated

Englishman ;
and the quality of his reading is

shown by his marvellous power of quotation ;

not merely from authors like Shakespeare, and

Milton, and Macaulay, ami men m
science, but from out-of-the-way old ballads,

and little kuown old pamphlets, in the appnea-

tion of which he leaves one wondenng fiist,

how he obtained the proiluctions at all, and

secondly, how, having obtained them, he

learned to apply them so appositely to the

subjects which he intends them to illustrate.

Passing from the author to his book, we

shall, perhaps, first of all be attracted to the

work of the administrator. He comes upon a

milkman’s village, on which he finds fastened

the <^rip of a Court favourite. He unloosens

the "grip, and rc-settles the village, in the

double interest of Piince and Peasant. And

all the time he sees everything. The poor

people bathing on the rivets’ banks, have his

genial and kindly, if also at times, what a

Scotchman would call, his “ pawky ” notice.

A “fair maid of Sonargoan ” attracts his lU-

tenlion by the gracefulness with which she

carries a vessel of w.iler ftom the river
;
and,

though the fair maid and he are divided by

race and faith (she is Mussulman), she has lus

full meed of praise. Indeed, it must be admit-

ted-'and he will not be offended with me for

saying so-that he never meets with a fair face,

without at least giving evidence of the fact

that he has eyes to see and a hej^rt to com-

prehend. , ,

Of his wide and generous sympathies, much

might be said, and still leave much more to

say. He meets a missionary on the river, and

evidently is inclined, in writing his notes, to

pass a joke on the subject, lie nips it, how-

ever, in the bud, and contents himself with

saving, “ So new is preacMng here, that the

simple people said the padre had been singing

in the street.” He meets Catholic and Pro-

tcslant missionaries on shipboard, and chuckles

over their deputes, while he astonishes them

bv bis command of the English language, and

cv^^n by his knowledge of the Bible—a know-

ledge, I may i|dd, which is evident in many of

his writings.

A parrot falls overboard, and is drowned in

its cage, to his great distress, which is not

however paraded. He says :
[Extract.]

These are not the words of a Christian, but

of a Hindoo.

Again, he has a faithful ugly dog, whose

name is Tom, and whose glory it once was to

bark, with a noble independence, at some very

di^mified Sahibs. Our author is compelled to

leave Tom behind ;
and here is his farewell

:

[Extract.] ,

I think this is^a very fine passage, and one

that will draw the author very close to the

great heart of humanity, wherever the words

are read. Could anything be finer than the

testimony to the two foreign “gentlemen,

ending with the “ Bengalee pariah, my poor

Tom”? Not the pariah merely, but the pariah

dog. The passage is worthy of the author,

and of the gi^t luercifulness of the land that

boie him. .

Whoever reads this book must be prepared

further to find bold and manly language. T'he

author IS no flatteier ot John LVill, though he

gives John his due, and admits that India owes

him .1 great debt. Here is one passage relating

to foreign fruits :
[Extract.]

Among the sketches of country—word-pic-

tures -the reader will find some exceedingly

pretty, and all the more valuable in that they

are taken from a standgroimd purely Indian ;

not F:nglish. Where an English artist’s mind

would be filled with European ideas, the mind

of this gifted Eastern artist is filled with a class

of ideas totally different, yet equally instructive

and certainly not less subtle and far-reaching.

On the eve of one of his journeys, onr

author was pl.iced in a dilemma of a kind

not unknown to iiavcdlers in India, but not on

that account the less stupid. He wished to

go by a particular boat, and took tune by the

forelock for that purpose. The f.iie was at

first stated as 90 rupees, to pay which he

offered “a new < risp, fresh British India note

for TOO rupees. “ It was,” he adds, “fresh froni

the Currency Office, and had been received

only the day before from another Chwernment

department.” The rest of the story is

thus told :
[Extract.]

. .

The humour of the little sketch is worth

something. I ran fancy the Author laughing

even in his dismay ;
for he can laugh well at

others, and equally widl at himself. I shall

only venture on one more passage
;
and I give

it as showing the spirit of the man who dares

to call his newspaper Fttnu and feasant.

He desired to leturn to his home m Bengal,

and to bid adieu, for a time at last, to Inclepen-

<lent 'rippcr.ih, where he had been located

“some two years.” He received the Maha-

rajah’s permission to return home
}
but still he

could not got awav. [Extract.]

There i.s, I tlunk, a sound lesson in this pas-

sa^^e ;
the lesson of the immense value of

courtesy and urbanity in the relations of ruleis

and ruled. Theie is a great deal in that sen-

tence, “ Ue serve flesh and blood. The best

administrator in India is not always the ablest,

the man whose plans are the wisest as plans
;

but the mall who, with plans or wiihowt them,

o’wes confidence to the people, and confidence

not merely in his justice, but also in his con-

siderateness and forbearance. A clever man

once said that the art of success in India is the

art of giving good dinners. It may be .so
;
but

the peril is great -^the peril of debt ;
and m

any case the art has its limits, and its natural

collapse. Even dinners and champagne pall

in the end. But there is one art that nev6r

fails -the art of tuic coiiitcsy ;
of that courte.sy

which, being naturaf, is not affected by any

whim or caprice, either of the person who

possesses it, or of any one with whom he has

relations.
1 .

In bidding farewell to this little, book, I once

more recall, as I easily and very vividly can,

the author’s kindly face and gentle voice, as

known to me many years ago. I see him, as

I see Baboo Krisio Das Pal, Dr. Mahendra

Lai Sircar, and some others, including a much-

abused editor of the Amrita liasar Patriha ;

and I feel and say, with all earnestness and

sincerity, that among these are men whom
the Government of India would be wise in

recognising and winning entirely to its side.

They are men on whom no really generous

word—true as well as generous—ever is

thrown away. I have compared them at times

with men of kindred occupations at home,

and I think that they are as a rule by far

the truer gentlemen in good manners, and

often in very much more than mere manners.

May the great God, whose sacred Name they

use as that of the Father of all, guide them to

a nobler destiny than any they yet have

known, and with them, and by them, bless

their native land 1

James Routledge.

— 7*he Indian Mat^azine, Mar. 1888.
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“IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF.”
All who suffer find sure relief front

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AcuteRheumatism and RheumaticGout,
Aftef years of scmi-helplcssncss and siififer-

ing; while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,
LUMBAOq, SCIATICA, FACRACHE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy
for these complaints in their severest and most
chronic f«)nn.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralfifiain the Head, Face and Limbs
Is alnto.st too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-
tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid
and complete tlfat it is universally recommend-
ed as

The Manrellous Sore Throat Onre.

Try this tvondcrfiil Medicine and let the
result speak for itself

The Oriental Halm is used by the best Phy
sicians in the world in their practice. It has
been pronounced a blessing in thousands of
homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved
a wide-spr^id popularity which 410 similar pre-
paration ha^ ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at / Re, ead.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists
throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet & Co.

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited,

Pnee Ify pcfsl nnnaw

ASRUKANA
A Collection of p^erns in Bengali by
Srimati GIRINDR VMOIIINY DASSY
(Author of Kiilnfahary BJuirot Kiisum,)

A.snikana is a collection of poetical pieces of
singtil.ir pathos and be.aiily »)f expression * *

It IS a series of mourifful songs that the
reader is here uresented with and thi^y must
touch a sytnp.ulielic cord in every hcai t that
can feel. There is a singular appiopriatene.ss
in the title of the woik, and in its pious dedi-
cation to the tiiernorv of the husband of llie

fair writer.— /V/f Indian Wition.
The .authoress is not unknown to Bengali

readcMs. She has already r ii-. -hed two or
three poems by winch she is 'ivoui.ibly known,
but between the.se ])ocins a d tin. is a differ-

ence that hardly admits of being measured.
* s-

This is^joctiy in life

We have read Srimati Cnrindra Mohiny’s
poems in a reverential spirit. The poems are
all of a lyrical desciiption. The lyre is soft,

sweet and tender, but awfully strong.
* *

The tone of the poems is initxpressibly
gentle, inexpressibly pure, and incxpiessibly
tender and affectionate. It is the tone of a
world mother.

»

Bengal .should be proud of this pocm-
Calcutta Revmv,

Apply at the Bee Press^

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Calcutta.

The

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

•>(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

HOMEOPATHIC PHARMACY,
THK

EARLIE.ST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSARYIN ASIA
OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN
INDEPENDENT HOMtEOPATflT

and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF
THI.S

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co., beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned

WOODEN CASE
in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-
venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
13, Lai Bazaavy Calcutta,

In Pampklety Price annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army,

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSE Y.
Apply to Reis 6- R.iyyet OlTicc, Calcutt.^.
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Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.^

ASSAM LINE.
The Company maintains a regular weekly

Steamer Service between Calcutta and Deb-
rooghur wVf Goalundo.
The next Steamer to be despatched from

Calcutta is the Steamer “MAKUM»» on
Sunday the 23rd instant. All cargo for shipment
by this steamer should be sent to the Com-
pany’s Godowns at Jaggannath Ghat not later
than Saturday the 22nd idem.
The Steamer “SCINDE” will leave Goa-

lundo for Debrooghur on Sunday^ the the 23rd
idem.

Dhubri & Debrooghur Mail Service.

Through Booking to and from Assam.

The Despatch Steamers of this Service
leave Dhubri daily on arrival of the Mails
from Calcutta, and proceed to Debrooghur,
stopping at all intermediate stations and
Mookhs.

Passengers, Goods, Parcels
( packages not

to exceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by
4 feet in measurement ) may be booked
through to and from Calcutta, and all stations
on the Eastern Bengal State Railway and
connected Railways, and the following
Steamer Stations of this Company, vtz^y
Dhubri, Goalparah, Gauhati, Mungledye,
Tezpore, Silghaut for Koliabar, Dhunsiri
Mookh, Nigriting, Koakeela Mookh, Desang
Mookh and Debrooghur.
Packages booked as parcels will be forward-

ed by rail along with the Mails. Freight on
perishable articles must be prepaid.
Goalundo and I.)ebrooghur Despatch

Service.
Special fast single-handed Steamers, which

have been specially built for the Assam Trade,
carrying passengers and coolies between
Goalundo and Debrooghur, will leave Goalundo
bi-weekly on Sundays and Thursdays, calling
at all intermediate stations, and Debrooghur
on Tuesdays and Saturdays.
Through bills of lading will be granted for

goods and parcels on presentation of rail re-
ceipt or payment of> freight. Packages not to
exceed ten hundred weight, or 8 feet by 4 feet
in measurement.

All particulars as to rates of freight and
passage by steamers of both the above Ser\ i :cs
to be had on application to

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents.

1-2, Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY (ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Reineio of Politics^ Literature^ and Society

RATES OP SUBSCRIPTION.
in advance Rs.

Re.

i:

7

4

1-8

0-8

Vocally

Half-yearly

Quarterly

Monthly

Single or sample Copy,,

RATES OF ADVIlftTISEMENT.
Adveriiseinent.s (three columns to the page) are
charged by the space taken up, at the rate of 4 ^
annas a line, eacii insertion. The lowest charge
for any adverti.seinent is Rs. 2, except Domestic
Occurrences, the lowest charge for which is

Rs. 5.

Special rates for Contracts.

No additional charge for ihland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

wall be charged. Foreign postage separately
charged at the rate oi 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (post oaid) to

be directed to “The Manager,” and Literary

Communications and books and pamphlets
(carnage paid) to The Editor " of ** Reis

Rayyet, ”

Office : /, Uckoor DutPs Lane^ Wellington

Streety Calcutta.

Printed andpublishedfor the Proprietor every Saturday by MUTTV Lall Ghose, ai TUB BEE PRESSy No, /, Uckoor DutPs LanOy Calcutta.
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

LETTERS OP THE DEAD.

How few the moons since last, immersed

In thoughts of fcv’rish, worldly care,

My casket’s heap’d contents reversed,

I sought some scroll I wanted there
;

How died at once abstraction’s air

—

How fix’d my frame, as by a spell,

When on thy lines, so slight, so fair,

My hurrying glance arrested fell t

My soul that instant saw thee far

Sit in thy crown of bridal flowers.

And with Another watch the star

We wMch’dJn vanish’d vesper hours.

And B!i I paced the lonely roonii

I wonder’d bow that holy ray

Could with its light a world illume

So fill’d with falsehood and decay.

Once more—above those slender lines

I bend me with suspended breath—

The hand that traced them now reclines

Clasp’d in th’ unclosing hand of Death.

The worm hath made that brow its own

Where Love his wreath so lately set
;

And in this heart survive alone

Forgiveness—pity—and regret.

’T was ’mid the theatre’s gay throng—

Life’s loveliest colors round me spread

That mid the pauses of a song,

! caught the careless ** She is dead

The gaudy crowd—thy sudden grave

—

I shrank in that contrasting shock,

Like midnight listener by the wave,

When splits some bark upon the rock.

This Early Death—within its pale

Sad air each angry feeling fades—

An evening haze, whose tender veil

The landscape’s harsher features shades.

Ah, Scornful One—thy bier’s white hue

Stole every earth-stain from thy cheek,

And left thee all to Memory’s view

That Hope once dared in thee to seek.

THE MONASTERY.
To some hath God his words addressed

*md symbols of his ire
;

And made his presence manifest

In whirlwind, storm and fire
;

Tracing with burning lines of flame

On trembling hearts His holy name.

By some the awful tones are heard

In bowers where roses blow
;

And where the heart’s sweet thoughts are stirred

With music’s magic flow ;

Young bosoms there in joy’s full hour

Have turned to God and owned his power.

To some the solemn voice has spoken

In Wc’s serene retreat

;

WhenFon the still heart sounds have broken

As fre^m the Mercy-Seat,

Swelling in the soft ^rmoiiicA

Which dpat on en^ing^^nqutl breeze. .

But chiefest when the heart is efushed *

'

By sin or sorrow’s power
;

And each sweet voice of comfort hushed

Which soothed in happier hour :

Oh ! chiefest to the sufferer’s ear

That still, small voice is ever near.

For human tears, like spring’s soft shower.

To human heart are given

To quicken with their balmy power

The blessed seeds of Heaven
;

And flowers of bright, immortal bloom

Durst from the darkness of the tomb.

TRANSLATIONS.
TO MY LADY’S EYES.

MADRIGAL.

(From the Spanish of Gutierre de Leiina.)

“ Ojos claros serenos^* &c.

O Eyes, serene and clear,.

That are to me so dear,

Whose sweet aspect so wins the general praise.

Why, only when on mine

You turn your gaze divine.

Should anger and disdain seem flashing in your rays ?

When best soft tenderness

Their beauty doth express.

Why should for me alone your look be pitiless ?

Yet, Eyes, serene and ticar,

That are to mine so dear,

If in your glance for me.

Nothing but scorn must be,

This only boon I pray,

LBok scornful on me still, rather than look sivfdy !

Mmtry art rtquttUd to rmit iy ^stal money orders, xf fosssbU, as the safest and most convenient

dSarly asTtnsurts aeknomltdfment throueh the Department. No other receipt mill be

fPm, any other bebeg mmtettsary, mt likely to cause conJksUm.
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EPIGRAM.

( From the Spanish oT Bartolome de Argensolal)

“ Quatro diehtes te quedaron^^ &c.

Ella, you had, a month aj^o,

Just four teeth left, or I misreckoned

One fit of cough infif shook out two,

And t’other pair a second.

Cough boldly now, when you’ve a mind,

To fear results there’s no more reason ;

For a third fit can never find

Another tusk to seize on.

THE SWAN AND THE EAGLE *

[ From the German of Schlegel\

THE SWAN.

My tranquil life is passed the waves among.

Light ripples tracing as I glide along ;

And the scarce ruffled wave, as in a glass,

Reflects my form unaltered, as I pass. «

THE EAGLE,

In the clefts of the rock my wild dwelling I form,

I sail through the air on the wings of the storm ;

’Mid dangers and combats I dart on my prey,

'And trust the bold pinion that bears me away.

THE SWAN.

Won by the charm of Phoebus, in the wave

Of heavenly harmony I love to lave ;

Couched at his feet I listen to the lays

In Tempe’s vale that echo to his praise.

THE EAGLE.

I perch at the right hand of Jove on his throne,

And the thunderbolt launch when his signal is shown
;

And my heavy wings droop, when in slumber I lie,

O’er the sceptre that sways the wide earth from on high

THE SWAN.

Me charms the heaven’s blue arch serene and bland.

And odorous flow’rs attract me to the land
;

While, basking in the sun’s departing beam,

I stretch my white wings o’er the purple stream.

THE EAGLE.

I exult in the tempest triumphant and bold,

When the oaks of the forest it rends from their hold.

1 demand of the thunder— the spheres when it shakes
If, like me, a wild joy in destruction it takes !

THE SWAN.

Oft in the gla.ssy tide the stars I view.

And that calm heav’n the waves give back anew,
And dim regret recalls me to the home
In happier spheres, reluctant whence I roam. •

THE EAGLE.

With joy, from the hour that my young life begun,

I have soared to the sky— I have gazed on the sun ;

I cannot 4ioop down to the dust of the earth
;

Allied to the gods, I exult in my birth.

THE SWAN.
When a calm death succeeds to tranquil life,

Its links detaching without pain or strife,

And to my voice restores its primal pow’r,

Its dying tones shall hail the solemn hour.

THE e\gle.

The soul at its p.irting springs forth from the pyre,
All free and unveil’d to the skies to a spire,

/I o hail the bright vision th.at bursts on its view,
And its youth at the dark torch of death to renew !

contemp®^^^^^ «»d”“>e swan a

News and Comments.

After weeks of armed inaction, our troops attacked the Tibetans last

Monday morning and drove them from their position, and occupied,

some passes.

• *

The Ifitest date of Kabul news received by the Government of India is

the 19th of September. Upon that and the previous day the Amir

wrote news of the Turkestan disturbances. His Highness’s forces are

it is said advancing both beyond Kharnard and Khinjan.

Ghulam Hyder^Orakzai reached Rui 12th.— Press Commissioner.

• •

Hunmant Rao has, after a protracted trial, been convicted of receiv-

ing bribes to influence Mr. Crawford, and sentenced to simple impri-

sonment for one year and a fine of Rs. 1000, in default, 3 months’ addi-

tional imprisonment, on each of the two charges. The two other untried

charges were withdrawn.

• *

On the application of Mr. Crawford, the Commission to try him has

been postponed from the yih to the 23rd October.

• •

The Viceroy will decorate at the summer capit.al the new holders of the

Star of India now present at Simla.

The Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab entertained Simla last week
to a farewell dinner and ball to the departing Viceroy and Governor-

General.

• •

Sir Charles Crosthwaite held a public Durbar, last week, in the

Tharrawaddy district.

***

Cashmere has told off a detachment of the Durbar troops for the

Black Mountain Expedition. Raja Ram Sing commands the co-operat-

ing Force.

« •

Mr. Atkinson, of the P. W. D., and sometime past in the service of

Cashmere making the road to Murree, has been selected for the post of

(Governor of Ladak.

• •

MR. Godley, Permanent Under-Secretary, as President, and Sir John

Strachey, Sir Alfred Lyall, Mr. Currie and Robert Hardie, as members,

of the India Office, have been formed into a Committee to report on

the Home charges.

» 0

The India Office cost India more than ;£2oo,ooo last year ending in

March 1887. Thus

—

Salaries of the Secretary of State, Under-Secretaries of
State, Members of the Council of India, Secretaries and
officers of the Secretary of State for India in Council, as-
sistant Secretary of his Highness the Commancler-in-Chicf
and clerk, consulting officer for the Indian troop service,
two members of the London Medical Board, &c. ... 782

Auditor and Assistants under Act 21 and 22 Viet., c. 106
’

and s. 52
Postage of Despatches to arid from India
Telegrams to India ... ... ...

Office Contingencies, Rales, Taxes, Coal, Gas, Candles,
Furniture and Repairs, Books, Newspapers, Advertise-
ments, Stamps, Inland Postage and Telegrams, Messen-
gers’ Uniforms and various petty charges ... ... £iij<)2

India Office Pensions, Superannuation, Compensation, Com-
*

p.assionate ...

Various India Office Provident Funds, net cost... fi

:37.883

12,813

Total ^218,501

And we are told India pays no tribute to England 1

«
• •

There is to be an electric railway in London—from the City side o

London Bridge to the Swan at Stockwell.

***

BuLLEjis from the Lebel rifle do not lodge in the body but pas

through it, bone and all, even when fired at a distance of 2,200 yards.

• •

A HUMAN skeleton six feet long has been unearthed in a chalk pit oi

Porisdown Hill. It is said to be as old as the second century of th

Christian era. The bones are in a good state of preservation and th

teeth intact. In the left hand aie twenty-two Roman coins. 1

this skeleton represented the average of humanity at the period, then

has been a lamentable deterioration in physique in the British Island!
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AZAHGARH and the surrounding country for miles were flooded for

days. The makai crop has been completely destroyed.

• •

In America, they have manufactured

“ sham children, that will cry mechanically, and deter unwelcome
passenjjers from mounting into the railway carriage which one wishes

to keep to oneself. The advertisement mentions that these useful auto-

matons can be bought at the following scale of prices :
‘ Number One

cries violently, with five gradations of sound, ten dollars. Number
Two, prolonged doleful sobs, five dollars. Number Three gives sud-

den piercing screams, and is small enough to be put in the coat pocket,

two dollars !

”

The makers of sham children will easily make sham patriots and

^‘orating” platitudinarians. It would be an acquistion to many honest

souls to have patent barrels having the human form producing set

speeches and sermons. Such an invention would be a practical

multiplication of popular preachers and stumpers of all kinds. The

gouty or indolent might, by a moderate outlay, listen at home to the

voice of their charmers and derive what edification is possible from

such sources. The proCongress and antiCongress wire-pullers might

see the advantage of ordering a large supply.

•
• *

A Correspondent sends to the People's Friend the following extra-

ordinary report

:

“Alatur is a sub-division of the Tainq of Palghaud. The place is

about 14 miles from the Palghaut city. Towards the south of this

suburb is a hill, or ridge of hills known generally bv the name of

‘ Viyu Malays.’ It is believed that it is a branch of the Western-Ghauts.

In the month of July 1888 the country was blessed with such an

abundance of rain from heaven that the whole country was inundated.

At about 4 P. M. on a certain Jay, when there was a shower, noise like

thunder was heard on the top of one of the hillocks in the above said

ridge. The noise being continuous for a time, attracted a great number
of people to the foot of the peak. There was seen a large column of

fiery splendour surrounded with smoke, or what appeared to be smoke.

The natives who witnessed it say that it was like a mass of fireworks

set on fire and kept burning for a titue. This vanished after a time and

the rain ceasing to pour down in the meanwhile, there was leisure for

the people to go to the top and examine the spot where the fiery column

was perceived. Th<‘y then observed the following changes in the

physical aspect of the place.

1. A very large and massive teak tree that was growing firmly fixed

by its strong roots to the ground, was removed from its place and

placed against another tree in a living posture.

2. Two blocks of a great rock equal in size to 5 or 6 big elephants

put together were removed from the spot occupied by them, and placed

on both sides of a pathway that was cut right down from the top to the

foot of the hill.

3. The pathway, the largest one, is now visible as a white maca-

damized road about 2 furlongs in length. There are two other

similar pathways, but not so long and broad as this. These pathways

did not exist there before.

4. The extremities of these paths is characterised by a pit about 2

feet deep and 8 feet in diameter.

5. After the phenomenon ceased, the weeds that have been removed

from the fields in the valley below, and kept on the banks, were seen on

the sides of the hill.”

These freaks of Nature arc enough to make the boldest hold their

breath and the most careless to be anxious. Otherwise, it were not

undesirable, in these days of financial tightness and distress, if kind

Nature performed a miracle or two in our favour, purifying our atmos-

phere and making half a dozen really passable and useful Giants*

Causeways and 4 score or two of Devil’s Bridges. Sir Henry Harrison

may take the hfnt ;
Father Lafont might be able to direct where to

make the application. What a relief would it be to all concerned, to

awake one morning and find that, during the rains overnight. Nature

had made a clean sweep of Bara Bazaar and redistributed the streets,

after widening them, on a geometrical plan 1

Notes and Leaderettes. •

After a rather lAgthy investigation, occasioned by the acceptance at

first of the theory of suicide suggested by the family of the deceased, the

Coroner’s Jury returned yesterday a unanimous verdict of murder

against the husband Soodhabode Bhuttacliarjee, son of Jibananda

Vidyasagar, for the death of Kristomanini, aged ii years. Soodhabode,

who was in Court when the verdict was pronounced, was arrested under

a warrant of the Coroner and taken to the Deputy Commissioner for

orders. u j u

Mr. Lambert deserves credit for the zeal with which he had the

case investigated by the Police, superseding one officer by another.

The verdict of the Court on the death of Englebregt only confirms

the popular horror of our hospitals. In runs in these words :

—

“ That ifle deceased died from the inhalation of chloroform, through

insufficient care being taken in the mode of its administration, and we
consider that the question should have been put to the deceased by

the medical officer as to his ever having suffered from any affection of

the heart before the chloroform was given. We think that this pre-

sentment should be forwarded to Government, for such action as may
be considered necessary to prevent arty future accidents occurring.”

Englebregt would have been wiser to exhaust all available means

before rushing to the Government hospital. There were many Indian

nostrums, some of which might be tried with Safety. For some time, a

medicine is being advertised in our pages called Kamini Moni Davi’s

Mixture which is favorably spoken of. It is reported to have been

successfully tried at the Campbell Hospital. Even the Madrasi Pile

Doctors in the tiled huts, in the neighbourhood of Medical College and

Hospital, were less to be feared than the regular professionals installed

in the august medical palace. These Sammy Surgeons are sharp and

decisive in their method. In one instance at least that we heard of

—

the patient being a clerk in the Asiatic Society—the result was as

brilliant as in any case in the College itself, the end of the disease and

all the ills that flesh is heir to following quick upon the conclusion of

the operation. * As a rule, however, these unrecognised practitioners

are timid enough, acting under the fear of the people and the law. But

for virtual chirurgical irresponsibility and a free hand, commend us to

the endowed State sawbones !

Mr."Moylan has appealed to the High Court from the order of the

Recorder withdrawing his certificate to plead in the Rangoon Courts.

The Recorder laid much stress on the misconduct of Mr. Moylan while

at Grenada, the Supreme Court whereof disbarred him. There, in his

capacity of solicitor, he appropri.ated to his own use costs he had re-

covered on behalf of the Grenada Government from the owners of the

Kathleen.

On the last Eed festival, at Dhubri, two Mahomedans having slaught-

ered a cow in the back-yard of their shop, in the bazaar, a Hindoo

set up a try of horrors. A great mob of Hindoos collected and rushing

into the shop, seized the two outraging Moslems, belabouring them.

The case is now before the Deputy Commissioner, Captain Gray, the

Hindoos having been charged with criminal trespass, rioting, &c. The

Daily NewSy from which we take the facts, says that the local Bar,

which is composed entirely of Hindoos, refused to accept a brief on

behalf of the Mahnrnedan.s, so that the latter were obliged to get up a

Mahomedan Pleader of the Calcutta High Court to conduct their case.

This conspiracy of lawyers is becoming a rather common complaint.

Sometimes, it is, of course, a mere pretence, a pettifogging dodge to

prejudice the opposite side. Thus, there was no sufficient foundation

for Kallonas, when hauled up in court for belabouring the boy .Satish,

to say that he could get no legal assistance when Raja Surjikant, the

friend of his family, was in town purposely to help him, when nil the

Raja’s lawyers were at his service and were^ acting for him, and when

the Government pleader himself, hearing of his complaint, offered him

his services. But there are other rases in which such indecent combi-

nations da take place. The High Court bar itself is not above .such

pettiness. We remember a case in which the leaders all declined to

act. How is the conntry bar to be taught their duties if their superiors

fail in theirs 1

Tnt: new municipal Act (II of 1888) comes into operation from the first

of April 1889, but any election may be held under it in the meantime,

taking effect with the commencement of the Act. For purposes of

the Act, the boundaries of Calcutta have been extended to include the

suburbs falling within

A line drawn along the southern and western bank of the Cir-

cular Canal from the liver Hooghly to the south of Balliaghatta, till it

meets the Pagladanga Road. Thence along the eastern edge of the

Pagladanga*Road to a point where it meets the Chingrahatta Road.

Thence along the southern edge of the Chingrahatta Road to a point

where it meets the South Tangor Road. Thence along the eastern

edge of the South Tangor Road to a point where it meets the Topsea
Road. Thence along the eastern e<ige of the Topsea Road to its junc-

tion with the Tiljullah Road. Thence westward to the South-Eastern

Railway, then southward along the western edge of the line of the

Railway, and westward along the south of the New Embankment to

the Russapuglah Road, thence along the eastern edge of the Russapuglah

Road to its junction with the Road leading to the Tollygunge Bridge,
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thence along the southern edge of this road and its continuations, the

Sharpore Road, the Gorajjachee Road, and the Taratollah Road to

Nimiick Mehal GhAt, where it joins the Hooghly. And then^ce along

the left bank of the Hooghly to its junction with the Circular Canal.

But from this area there shall be excluded—

ti) Fort William.

(2) The Esplanade.
^ „

{j) That part of Hastings north of the south edge of Clyde Row,

which has hitherto been excluded from the Municipality

of the Town of Calci^a.”

The local Government, however, reserves to itself power to exclude

any portion or to add to the area of the new municipal town.

Victory to Sir Henry Harrison with whom are the Lords—of Earth 1

All’s well that ends well, and the final, if tardy, ratification of his Muni-

cipal Bill at Simla is an event—a triumph— to him.

After four months’ close scrutiny and deliberation by the Govern-

ment of India, the Viceroy and Govemor-r,encral assented to the new

municipal law for the town of Calcutta, on the 12th September last.

As a result of that scrutiny also, the Hon’ble the Law member intro-

duced on the 20ih September in the Supreme Council a Bill to validate

the Bengal law. The first section of the Bill, treating of the new

municipal law passed for Bombay and Calcutta by the respective local

legislatures, and the only section relating to our town, tiny* protects the

excess powers the local council had assumed in its zeal for sanitaiy

reform of the town :

“The City of Bombay Munici.al Act, 1888, and the Calcutta Munici-

pal Consolidation Act, 1889, shall, so far as regards—

the jurisdiction thereby conferred upon Appellate Benches of

Municipal Authorities and upon Presidency and other M.agis-

trates and Courts of Small Causes or any Judge of such a

Court, and

the decisions, orders and other proceedings of those Benches,

Magistiates and Courts or <jf any such Judge,

be as valid as if i4tey had been passed by the Governor-General of

India in Council at a meeting for the purpose of making Laws and Re-

gulations.”

Such is the sovereign doom and such the will of Jove !

But will the British Indian Association accept this ending of all

their labors and struggles and hopes ? And is this the reply of Olympus

to the Surbadhicary Mission ?

Now that the consiiuitional objection is admitted, we confess to a

lurking doubt whether the difficulty will be effectually met in this way.

The defect is radical. The fiat u//r^t vires altering the boundaries of

the capita! can scarcely be protected by an erratum—an enactment

corrective b> another Chamber. It is of the natuie of a word pro-

nounced which cannot be withdrawn—£“/ semel emissum volat irrevoca-

bile verbum.

The spectacle of such legislation cannot redound to the credit of those

concerned. But India is a land of anomalies !

Meanwhile, they ate busy prepaniig to work, without a moment’s

delay, as soon as the date comes, a law scaicely in being being still

111 the womb aw.tiling a C.'esdrian opeiation to make its debut in the

world as a living child.

Mr. Kirkpatrick, has opportunely published an “Index” to the

new law. Elaborately drawn up, it cannot fail to be a help to the

Municipal Commissioners i«ul their officers and of great use to others

who may have occasion to consult the law. The Commissioners have

signified their appreciation of their Reporter’s labors by ordering 250

copies of the book. When might we expect the Collector Mr. Dun’s

edition of the Act } ^

It will not do to depend entirely on books and Gazettes, which are

accessible to the few. We hope the Cdrporation will take early

steps to make the residents and latepayers acquainted betimes with

the new powers entrusted to the municipality. The chief and important

clauses ought to be freely circulated in the vernaculars, preparing per-

sons for the revolutionary r^i^ime.

Baboo Cali.Y Churn Ghose, the Deputy Collector, has grown grey in

the service of Government and is not without a reputation of a kind.

He claims special experience in acquisition of land for his masters, and

rests more on his own experience than the law under which it is to be

acquired. Recently he h;is brought himself into special prominence in

connection with the Kidderpore Docks and Calcutta town improvements

and survey. There is scarcely a morning in which we do not find the

Baboo^name in the papers. The native papers freely talk of his ex-

ceptional proceedings based on exceptional knowledge, in depriving

owners of lands and houses for the new Docks. The English dailies

have now taken up the cry and cry for and against the Deputy. The

Statesman published several cases in which the Baboo’s offer of com-

pensation has been doubled and trebled by the award of the Judge.

The Aii7y Wtfwj has now come to his rescue. It says “The

duty of the Deputy Collector here has been to arrive at a fair and con-

scientious estimate of what would constitute rcsonable compensation to

the property owners for compulsory deprivation of their lands for a public

purpose.” We have no mind to plunge into the discussion without full

information. But the following from the proceedings of the Town Council

of the Calcutta Corporation of the i8lh August requires explanation.

“ Proposed Sale of Surplus Land.—The Chairman submitted memo,
by the Surveyor on the sale of the surplus land at No. 65-1 Mirzapore

Street and No. 2 Putooatola Lane. He explained that the Deputy
Collector had acquired this surplus land in the interests of the Corpo-

ration, in order to have a straight road and to avoid payment of sever-

ance compensation, and offered to purchase it at the cost price of

Rs. 6,fioo which he had deposited. The owner of No. 2 Putooatola

Lane also offered to purchase the northern portion of the land fronting

his house.

Baboo Soorendro Nath Banerjee would, according to the u^al prac-

tice, sell to each of the parlies the land in front of his house.

Baboo Durgagutiy Banerjee was strongly of opinion that there had

been giave irregularity in this matter : he did not think it right to ac-

cept the Collector’s own award and sell the land to him at the price.

It should either be resold to the owner. Baboo Dwarkanath Churker-

butty, or be put up to public auction. He moved that the land be sold

by public auction.

B.aboo Oinrita Nath Mittcr remarked that the usual practice had not

been followed on this occasion, inasmuch as land had been acquired

by the Deputy Collector at bis own instance without reference to the

Commissioners.
Baboo Preon.'ith Dutt also thought there had been great irregularity

in these proceedings.

The Chairman on further consicleration agreed that, as the value of

the land had been fixed by the Collector, it would perhaps not be pro-

per to sell it to him at his own valuation.

Baboo Joygobind Law was also in favor of selling the land by public

auction.

Baboo Durgagutty Banerjee’s motion that the land be sold by public

auction was put to the vote and carried.”

The Surveyor’s memo referred to runs thus

—

“In reference to an application received from Baboo Kally Churn

Ghose, our Collector under Act X of 1S70, regarding purchase of the

surplus land on the east of his house No. 65-1 Mirzapore Street and

No. 2 Poiuaiolali Lane owned by Baboo Dw.arka Nath Chuckcrbutly,

I beg to submit the following report.

In the plan prepared by the Engineer for connecting- Potuatolah

Lane with Mirzapore Street premi.ses No. 65 Mirzapore Street were cut

off almost diagonally. While preparing the estimate for submission to

Goverumenl, I proposed the purchase of this surplus land to avoid

payment of heavy damages for severance and prepared alternative

plans and estimates.

rhe matter was again referred to the Engineer, and the plan was

modified as shown by hatched lines. Baboo Kally Churn Ghose was

in the mean lime negotiating for the purchase of this very plot of land

and he proposed to the Ch.'vrrnan to take up the additional land at cost

pi ice, to obviate the necessity for payment of any severance ctmipensa-

tion. This proposal was approved of by you, and the acquisition has

mnv been completed.

The land fa( ing Mirzapoie Street has been purchased at Rs. 1,300

per coliah, and that facing Potuatolah Lane at Rs. 1,000 per cotiah.

The area of the surplus land is 4 cottiihs and 2 chittacks, and Baboo

Kally Churn Ghose has advanced Rs. 6,600 for payment of compensa-

tion for this land.

The owner of No. 2 Potuatolah Lane is now prepared to make an

offer for the northern bit of the land, but considering the foregoing cir-

cumstances, the advantage the Corporation, and more specially the

public, has gained in the straight road, mainly through Baboo Kally

Churn, and furthermore the fiee use of his house, as land acquisition

officer, IS allowed, thus effecting a saving of Rs, 30 per month paid

to his predecessor for office rent, I beg to recommend that the whole

of the surplus land be sold to him at cost price, viz.^ Rs. 6,600 calcu-

lating at Rs. 1,300 per cottali 15 per cent compensation cost

of removal of huts and redemption fee.”

The land was thus acquired under the Act not f^the Municipality

out of the Municipal Fund, but for the acquiring Collector out of his

private purse. Baboo Doorgagutly Banerjee showed his usual inde-

pendence and sense of justice in the matter. It was a trial for him—

an occasion of great delicacy ; but he acquitted himself honorably.

His brave resistance, supported by Baboos Ornrita Nath Mitter and

Preo Nath Dull, prevented a scandalous job.

To give ample room and verge enough, to all races and creeds, the

Indian Patriotic Association of Sir Ahmed, in opposition to the

National Congress, has been re-christened the United Indian Patriotic

Association. Is there so ninch virtue in a single word ? Or, is

“ United ” a Cabalistic term with which the great Wizard of the North

hopes to conjure ? A good name, like good looks, is an advantage to

start with, to be sure. But then, a good-namer is as rare as a poet.

“ One word proves a poet,” Christopher North used to say, So does

a name. It is genius that takes in all the conditions of each case and

hits on the fittest designation. No such superior faculty is deaceriiibie
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i*' thy)rescnt case. The former name was much too long without

beinft^pressi^e enough. The latter, though gaining in the two-fold

suggestiveness of object—’Union-—and locality—United Provinces—is

slill more trailing and straggling—not by any means
with many a winding bout

Of linked sweetness long drawn out.

That word Association is simply a nuisance, suited, if at all, to the

hissing Briton. Even educated Englishmen, when they are obliged to

utter it too often and in too quick succession, in the course of a speech

on the proceedings of a body so-called, are sorely tried and sometimes

reduced to a fix. And yet such is our barrenness that, without re-

legating Tt to the list of the disused vocables, that formidable anti-

buccal word is continually put in requisition in the nomenclature of

co-operative organizations. It is the most respectable as well as

popular designating term. No doubt, the poverty of the language

accounts^or this. It is this poverty that makes appeal to genius all

the more necessary in such dilemmas. All allowances made, however,

there is still an unaccountable partiality for the word. Perhaps, the

vulgar respect for sounding phrase accounts for its use. Our chief

objection to it is the difficulty of sounding it.
** Patriotic ” is only less

of a stumbling block than Association.” And now they have put

the last stick on the camel’s back. The unpronounceability is complete.

How many of the supporters of the movement, drawn as they will be

chiefly from the classes who do not know English, will give its name

correctly ?

Wb are glad to learn that Mr. J. Pratt, who did his duty so

manfully in the Tangail case, in Mymensingh, is winning golden

opinions in the district of Midnapore, where he has been posted.

An intelligent, painstaking officer, he possesses, in an eminent degree,

the energy and downright straightforwardness which characterize

the best men of his race. He is also, to a very great extent, what

the Greeks call ” anthropologous,” watching with sympathetic interest

the affairs, and rejoicing in the progress, of the people among whom

he lives and moves. The inhabitants would have been very glad, had

it been possible for him to exchange places with the Magistrate of

the District,

Thb medical appointments threaten to be a blot on the escutcheon of

the present Administration. There is little justice in the disposal of

the minor patronage and an appearance of carelessness—to use no

harsher word—in the changes in the higher offices. The other day, a

meritorious officer of unblemished reputation was huddled out of

Patna to fill a similar post at Dacca, at not only the sacrifice of well-

established private practice but also a diminution of actual allowances.

He left under protest, and we have not heard of the fate of his appeal

to the Bengal Government. Nearer home, at the very capita), we

have just had emphasised in the verdict of a Coroner’s Jury the lesson

of putting in the place of Dr. Macleod, gone on leave to Darjeeling, a

raw officer. Dr. Jameson may be an able man, but skill in surgery

comes of long experience, and the post of First Surgeon to the chief

College should be reserved for approved experts. Nor is Dr. Walsh’s

appointment regarded as a happier one. And now we are not a little

surprised to find that Dr. Gregg, and not Dr. K. P. Gupta, has been

Gazetted to officiate for the Sanitary Commissioner Dr. R. Lidderdalc,

who is now on sick leave. Dr. K. P. Gupta had acted in this post

for three months, when the latter took furlough in March last

He is not only senior to Dr. Gregg, but is the most experienced

officer in the Sanitary Department, having served therein since June

1872. We may also observe that he is a most painstaking man,

* his inspection-returns shewing that he does every year as much as

the work of three of his brother-officers. His liberal views in regard

to Local Self-Government would have recommended
,
him as

tkomme rUcessarie at this time. As an Indian, he is, of course, pre-

cluded from beinggSomebody’s somebody.

One cannot help being amused at the derangement of relationships

which results from alliances and counter alliances between different

families.

The marriage of the Duke d’Aoste with the Princess Lactitia comes

to create this curious situation.

In espousing her uncle, the Princess became the step-mother of her

cousins, and aunt of the Prince of Naples, her cousin in the first degree.

From niece, she became sister-in-law of the King and Queen of Por-

tugal and aunt of the Duke and Duchess of Braganza. She became

sister-in-law of her mother in marrying her brother.

The Duke d’Aoste became the son-in-law of his sister and of his

brother-in-law, brother-in-law of his nephews, and nephew of his

brother and of his sister.

This is frightful, is it not ? But the members of the European royal

caste need not hang down their heada so long as they have the Indian

kings of men, the Kulin Brahmans of Bengal to keep them in counte-

nance.

Tub City of Charnock (whose name it bears) and home of Orator

Surrender Not, is not famed for wisdom. Therefore, it is with all the

more surprise, we have read a well-written and well-reasoned represen-

tation from that quarter to the Lieutenant-Governor, not disfigured by

extravagance of thought or language. The document begins, awkward-

ly enough, with the prayer. But this and other defects of form

may be passed over in a Bengalee state-paper, in generous recognition

of its substantial good sense. Barrackpore proper is an old canton-

ment of the Bengal Army, under a Cantonment Magistrate, who is

usually a military officer. But the neighbouring townships and villages

also constitutef a sub-division in the civil administration of the Pro-

vince. There is, however, no separate civil officer over it. The two

jurisdictions are lumped together, and placed under the same officer,

that officer being the Cantonment Magistrate. Thus ^the sub-division

is joined to, or practically merged in, the Cantonment Magistracy.

This is doubtless an anomaly. Such an arrangement cannot but bo

faulty. The only thing that can be urged in its favor is that it arose

naturally out of circumstances. The town of Barrackpore has a history.

It was one of the earliest settlements of the Britieh, having been

founded by the founder of Calcutta and about the time. At the very

beginning of the century, Wellesley the Magnificent established his

country seat and park there. Then the Ishapore Powder Mills were

fixed in its neighbourhood. These facts constitute cumulatively a

strong presumption in favour of European British rule at such a place.

And so the presumption was acted upon. But since then, on a changd

tout cka^ and the presumption scarcely holds good now. New interests

have arisen, the population has vastly increased in number and even

more in education and self-respect. A military rule over a civil

population is always an anomaly
; over an unmarlial people,

it must be even more intolerable. In Barrackpore Sub-Division at

this lime of day, it is an anachronism. On the other hand, it is to be

borne in mind ihaMhe military rule is more in name than in reality.

The population is under the law of the land, that is, civil law not mili-

tary. The administrator is for the lime being a military officer. His

acts are under the supervision of the District courts and the High
Court, besides the Executive ciovernment, ^though, of course, in sum-

mary cases his decision, like that of other Magistrates, is final. The pre-

sent incumbent has been at his post for many years and has presum-

ably acquired some judicial experience and more local knowledge, with

possibly some local bias, and we do not wonder at the sympathy felt for

him by many of the inhabitants. In justice* tq them, we publish in

another column an authenticated letter. This is, however, not a

question in which local sympathy is not necessarily a paramount factor,

and we arl sure the Bengal Secretariat will decide it on its true merits.

In this connection, we fear Colonel Hopkinson has been unfortunate

in his favorites. We are sure he will not try to shield the Tax Daroga

who stands charged with embezzlement. If he do, Government will

not permit him. We trust the District M.agistrate has his eye on the

maver.

Bapu Sahib Jadon has been placed in charge of the office of President

of the Council of Regency, under the orders of the .-\gent, Governor-

General in Central India.

We are glad to be informed that there is no danger of an English

succession to the place of the late Sir Ganput Rao.

The ills that life is heir to 1 how true is the language of the poet ! And
who of us is permitted to forget the fact ? A good doctor is, therefore,

a boon we can all appreciate. Our advertisement columns announce
the addition of such a one to the army of alleviators of suffering from

sickness, and of possible rescuers from death. We give him a cordial
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welcome. He has set up in our imm^dtate neighbourhood! in fact next

door to us—all the merrier I Mr, J. N. Mitra, to whom we refer, is a

gentleman of ability and experience. A brilliant graduate of the

Calcutta Medical College, he won the gold medals in Medi-

cine and Hygeine and certificate of General Proficiency. Having

obtained his diploma, he went and took his finishing in Europe. In

1881, he passed as Licentiate of the Faculty of Physicians and Sur-

geons of Glasgow, and as Licentiate of the Society of Apothecaries

of London, returning in the following year with the degree of M.R.C.P.

This membership of the Royal College of Physicians of London,

is no nominal compliment given for fees paid, like so many medi-

cal titles or other distinctions, but an honor awarded after a searching

and difficult examination. Accordingly, the list of members is not

crowded like those of other Societies chartered to grant tiiles. The

year in which Dr. Mitra passed, 1882, only another Indian passed.

In all, there are up to date only five Indian M. R. C. P.s, London.

The distinction is highly prized in Great Britain. The status of the

examination may be estimated from the fact that Dr. McConell, the

Indian pathologist, went home and obtained the membership in 1883.

Dr. Birch, the veteran physician and surgeon in charge of the General

Hospital, passed in 1886 only. We enter into these details in order

to afford a clue to the proper position of the newcomer, as the

letters at the end of the names of these gentlemen are apt to con-

found the general public.

Dr. Mill a has had a fair experience in practice. He has been

Superintendent of a Quarantine station. In Bengal, he has been in

charge of the Maisadal Hospital, which he left with the highest credit.

Year after year, the District and Divisional officers gave the most satis-

factory reports of the institution, and of the appreciation of the doctor’s

services. •

Such a medical man is, we take it, a distinct acquisition to the neigh-

bourhood, we may say to the town generally.

A nov picked up a shining pebble in the hills near Kandy, in Ceylon.

A knowing Cingalese wheedled it out of the boy for a few dollars.

It was a prize—a godsend. For the pebble proved to be a prodigious

cals-eye. He showed it to a jeweller who offered to take it off his

hands at a profit, and try his luck. The first purchaser was tempted

with Rs. too, afterwards Rs. 150, then R.s. 200, next Rs. 300, until the

offer was raised to Rs. 5tx). That was indeed a fabulous bait for an

article for which ihe owner had paid a few shillings. But the man had

had some inkling of the value of his possession. It was not till he had

received Rs. 750 that he parted with it. The new purthascr next sold it

for Rs. 4,500. The present owner will, it is said, get between Rs. 9,000

and Rs, 10,000, but not before he has had it cut. There is some risk

in the process, however.

Some fifty years ago, a poor peasant in the Dacca district, in plough-

ing his field, turned up a rare diamond which passed through several

hands and finally sold for Rs. 70,000, and then became the subject of a

protracted litigation. The original finder claimed restitution or the

full value, on the ground that he had been induced to part with it on

fraudulent misrepresentatio|p. In the course of appeal, the case was

compromised.
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THE RISKS OF SOCIAL REFORM! .

THE LAST BERHAMPOKE SCANDAL.

A MORNING contemporary gives publicity to the fol-

lowing :

—

'The native papers of Bengal publish a very sensational statement
to the effect that Mr. Allen, the Assistant District Superintendent of
Police, Berhainporr, on the night of the 27ih ultimo, trespassed into
the bouse of Mr. N. G. Mookerjee, agricultural officer of the place, in
his absence, with a criminal intention, that is, to outrage the modesty
of Mrs. Mookeijee. The other male members of the house being ap-
prised of the impending calamity vehemently opposed Mr. Allen’s at-
tempts to euteriug forcibly into the chamber in which Mrs. Mookerjee
.slept, and after great difficulty, they suceeded in saving her from the
hand of the police Pongo, by removing her, with her babes, into the
house of the Sub Judge of the place. The matter being reported to
the Magistrate of the District, he, after communicating with the Gov-
ernment, transferred Mr. Allen to another district.”

[Seiaember 29, 1888.

The matter is a month old, and-y^t no contradic-

tion has appeared to the “ sensational statement of

the Native papers of Bengal.*’ It is time enough
for non-Native papers to speak, is it not? Perhap»

it is reserved for the bolder organs of Indo-Saxony>

to come to the rescue of national honor and represent

the European Police official as the victim of Native

mendacity and of the Lieutenant-Governor’s weak-

ness in listening to Native complaints. The Indian

Daily News, from which we quote the paragraph, is

not British and'humptious enough, however much he
may, at any time, have been tempted to give himself

the airs of “ manifest destiny,” or indulge in tall talk

of the rights of Magna C/iarta, to the ends
;
of the

earth. In the present ca.se, indeed, there is no trace

of sympathetic leaning towards the hero of the adven-

ture. If anything, our contemporary’s alliterative

characterisation of the amorous Police Superin-

tendent rather points the other way. But why call

him “ the Police Pongo ” rather than the Police par-

allelogram ? In the Medteival Legend of St. George,

the' Pongo is an amphibious mon.ster of Sicily, a

sort of sea-tiger, who devoured all the inhabitants

within an area of twenty miles, until he was destroyed

by the saintly warrior’s three sons. Surely, there is

nothing in common between the horrible man-eater

and the unknightly knight of the Bengal Con-

stabulary. It is rather difficult to think of an analogue,

at once dignified and sufficiently true. The Police is

a great institution everywhere—in this country, the

Police is a formidable power. Nevertheless, the ima-

gination of the poet would be staggered to inve.st an

Assistant Superintendent of Police with dignity.

Had it been the great Inspector-General or even his

Vice of the Railway, we might recall the Olympian
I ndra sneaking under a cloud into the bed-room of

Dante. We have never seen Mr. .Allen, and have no

idea of what sort of thing he is, but the Junior Dis-

trict Superintendence is usually reserved as the

stepping-stone into the service for beardless scape-

graces, or else we might call this amorous Ass in

prtesentiof the District Police a Blue-beard.

Berhampore, we see, is becoming Tiither a noto-

rious civil station fOr the morals of its 'Official resi-

dents. In former linv<6s, when it was a nliTltary can-

tonment to watch the Mjahomedan Court in the neigh-

bourhood, its life was Ojmyened by the usual sc^iiwls

—loves and hates, drun^Ml brawls and bloody dCiels.

Fifty years ago, the fres^.of a drunken Prince, a

prodigal Rajaling and a ll^iant Political and the

intrigues of their eniourage^^Mghi the reputation of

the place to its lowest ebb. came a change. Lat-

terly, indeed, the riders and dlfi^rs in the streets of

the European town were occaslllhally arrested by the

spectacle of a grave dignitary ^ the^,ibench in his

shirt only, running about in his garden, behind the

low front wall, brandishing a naked sword, with his

poor wife screeching after him and ^he terrified native

servants fleeing before. His careftf was, however,

soon cut short by a new Lieutenant-GoVefnor. Since

then, all had been quiet, until the year 'befbrO last,

when the orgies of a couple o( natives W the Judicial

Serviefe, culminating in the outrage of one of them
on the wife and daughter of the other, liiis host, and

his deserved punisjiment at the hands of the servants

and neighbours, caused the greate.sk sensation

throughout the country. We have hardly had time

to forget that scandal, before all the evil memories of

the town are revived by a European officer, specially

charged with the duty of detecting and proHecuting
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offenders, being caught trespassing, at dead of night,

into the apartment of a native lady, sleeping with her

infants in her own house, during the absence of her
husband away on duty in the country.

The incident affords a fine handle to the Native
Press for painting the British monster, armed with

the prodigious irresponsible powers and backed
by the prodigious prestige of the Police, coming
down on the fold, at dead of night, and seizing

the female lambs for prey, and sacrificing to his lust

the honor of the miserable meek subjects of the

Crown. The new ventures in illustrated journalism,

may indeed welcome it as an opportunity for afford-

ing their readers, jaded with pictorical represen-

tations of the man-eating and woman-seizing Planter

and the horrors of Tea cultivation, a variety in the

shape of cartoons of the Police Saheb in the charac-

ter of the thief of native honor—the invader of Hin-
du homes—the outrager of the modesty and des-

troyer of the innocence of the women of India. But
great as may be the temptation, we do earnestly

trust our contemporaries will resist it. In fact, it is

to prevent any such result, that we have recalled the

native scandals in the same station. But the case is

not without its lesson for us, and we wish our people

would find it and lay it to heart. About the case

itself, we know nothing, beyond what we find in the

papers or given in the above extract. But, believing

that the injured husband is the same who figured as

a witness, in the notorious Pigott-IIastie case, under

the name of Nitu Mookerjee, we think the Hindu
community has little reason to make common cause

of his grievance. It is not strictly a Hindu affair on

any side, considering that Mr. Mookerjee is a con-

vert and his wife the daughter of another convert.

Thi gentleman has been to Europe into the bargain,

whei'e he went for professional education. Of course,

they live rti'iich lilce^iS’uropeans, man and wife. Not
but what they live nolens volens much after their

kind and previous habits. But in several respects,

the Native Christian community of Bengal have de-

parted from their Hindu and Mahomedan brethren,

and in none more .so than in their domestic arrange-

ments and the social intercourse of the sexes. This

is a cardinal difference. It constitutes a structural

variation of one society from another. These cus-

toms colour the whole existence of man. Such

changes ought not to be lightly made. It is not at

all necessary because a man turns Christian, that he

should abandon the customs regulating home and

mutual intercourse in which he was born and bred,

any more than he need dress and eat like his Chris-

tian instructors of other land.s. There are numerous

Christian communities in different conditions which

retain their old customs. Even in Europe, different

notions and arrangements prevail. The freedom of

British manners shocks most peoples on the Conti-

nent, We do not blame the Native Christians or

Brahmos of Bengal for aspiring after the British

model, for we have no doubt that that is the final

goal of human progress. But there is risk in rushing

on finality, ,We are afraid many enthusiasts do not

r^kulate the danger of anticipating the years : others

are Bifi^ly frivolous, making of reform a fine dissi-

pation. We think we are justified in taking the

Berhampore case as a fair illustration of the evils

of being unco-English before time. It is a deli-

cate subject, and we, without pursuing it further,

make a present of it to our contemporaries, Euro-

peap and Native, and our own countrymen at large

in particular.

SIGNOR CRISPI.
A FRENCH PORTRAIT,

Signor Crispi was born in Sicily, of Sicilian parents. A
humourist of antiquity said :—Omnes insulares malt, St-

culi aiitem pessimi. Without taking to the very letter this

sally of wit, we can say of the Sicilians that they arc energetic,

passionate and specially vindictive. Signor Crispi is a Sicilian

from head to foot. ^

He is about seventy years old, yet he has all the ardour

and the impetuosity of youth. He is old, but he has not yet

given up his youthful follic.s.

His stature is middling,—rather meagre,—and wc know that

he is still vigorous. Ilis hair is becorhc white
;
this is the only

sign of decrepitude; the eye is bright, the look appears ardent.

At first sight, he is peevish, and abrupt
;
gradually his

physiognomy softens, and if his conversation takes a friend-

ly turn, he appears almost a good fellow.

He has a character
; he wishes specially to have one. He

possesses energy
; that energy—which is the natural and re-

quisite part—is the principal reason of his influence over

Parliament. That body fear him. In an assembly, wherb
talent is rare, and capacity still more so, a man who
knows what he wishes and who wishes strongly, and never
falters, is th*e person who easily gets the mastery over it.

With that and with little or no scruples, he has proved it on
several occasions in his political as well as in his private life.

As an orator, his eloquence is disagreeable—even painful

to hear, 'fhe sentence is laboured, the diction abrupt, yet

it is effective. In a country of high-sounding periods, where
the Ciceronian method is cultivated, and where the art of
speaking has arrived at perfection. Signor Crispi presents a

contrast. His discourses arc not long, but they arc incisive.

If he docs not persuade, he inspires fear. He domineers over
Parliament, specially since he is minister or rather dictator.

As a minister, he is a policier of the first order ;—having
passed his life in hatching conspiracies, he knows best what
is needful to baffle them

; and as he is by nature resolute,

he never hesitates. Such is the man. Whatever we may
think of him, he is surely not an ordinary man.

In 1848, he was deputy from Palermo to the Revolutionary
Parliament. When the reaction came, he took refuge in

England and afterwards in France. T;hey say that while in

France he experienced .some vexations, and that it was then

that he took against us the oath of Hannibal,—an oath
which he has kept and still keeps.

Here is perhaps the true explanation of a policy often so
inexplicable. •

In 1859, Signor Crispi, not formally expelled, was invited

by Signor Pietri to come from France. Accordingly, became
to Turin, affiliated himself with all the secret .societies,

and opened a correspondence with Cavour, who had the

custody of his .sons.

It was after the peace of Villafranca and while the an-
nexation of Nice was under discussion, that the Sicilian

enterprise was contrived. Signor Crispi returned to the island

to prepare everything in agreement with Cavour, who sup-
plied him with money. He was acoompanied by his wife,

whom he has since repudiated, and who was on that account
decorated with the medal of Mille dc Marsala.

During that long campaign or rather conspiracy which
la.stcd several months, Crispi risked his life. If he had been
taken, he would have been hanged, and Napoleon III, who
was in the secret, would have allowed him to be taken, not
perhaps without .secret satisfaction.

This is not the place to recount how Garibaldi came to

take the military direction of the enterprise, and how he
triumphed without rendering to him.self an account of the
proceedings to which he owed his success.

What is certain is that he reaped all the glory of the
undertaking. Signor Crispi remained in obscurity, whence
Cavour, who feared him, brought him . out as soon as he
could. He entered Parliament and took his place in the
Left and always supported Rattazzi, whose rdle consisted in

directing the opposition for his advantage and in the inter-

ests of the king.

f*or ten years, Signor Crispi was the soul of all undertakings,

a little dark and often unfortunate, which have prepared the
Italian unity with Rome as capital.

Thus, in 1862, he was one of the principal organisers of
the affair which ended at Aspremonte, and in 1867, of that
which had its catastrophe at Mentana. Thus in Sicily.

Garibaldi was the arm and Crispi the head.
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Nevertheless, he was not chosen a minister. Rattazzi,

though he wished it, could not bring him in his Cabinet

in 1862 or in 1867. It was the Emperor who excluded

him as they sometimes keep out some cardinals from a

conclave. The official reason of the exclusion was that

Crispi professed democratic ideas. The true reason remains

and will ever remain a mystery. The injury, however, was

not forgotten. ^
In 1866, when Napoleon III had the fatal idea of making

Italy an ally of Prussia, Signor Crispi divined where would

henceforth be the power. He made himself an agent of Bis-

marck and commenced those relations which have never

completely ceased in spite of some moments of coldness. In

August 1870, when Victor Emmanuel expressed his wish

to come to the succour of France, Crispi was one of those

who violently opposed him.

Towards the end of 1870, the ambition of this old conspi-

rator was no longer barred by a superior will. He had to

follow only the parliamentary way and tq wait for the

triumph of the Left to which he belonged.

That triumph came by a natural evolution in 1876. Signor

Rattazzi having died. Signor Depretis, who was the chief of

the Left, became Prime Minister. He made Crispi at first

President of the Chamber and then minister of the Interior

(Home Secretary.)

In this latter capacity he had to preside once at a change

of reign and at the conclave which elected Leo XIII. It is

just to acknowledge that, in those circumstances of singular

gravity, the conduct of the minister was resolute, correct

and wise.

It is to be noted that hardly had be become President of

the Chamber, when his first want was to go to Berlin.

There he was npt well received by the Emperor to whom
he had addressed a despatch direct

;
hence arose some

coldness, which, however, did not last long. The breach of

etiquette was pardoned on his proving himself a submissive

subject and a faithful ally.

We know how, after three months’ ministry. Signor Crispi

was compelled to retire in consequence of matrimonial adven-

tures, on which it is not necessary to dwell, as they are the

affairs of his private life
;

nevertheless, ten years were

necessary to efface their traces.

Finally, on the death of Depretis, Signor Crispi was able to

seize the power after which he ran in vain for 30 years.

But he never despaired of his fortune.

He is President of the Council and Minister of the In-

terior and of Foreign Affairs. He rules the King as well as

the Parliament. He is de facto dictator. One of the strange

things of our times is to see this man govern despotically a

Parliament, which, in the main, execrate him, and to domineer

over a Court which certainly does not love him.

Here is the secret of this phenomenon. Signor Crispi knows
to incarnate in himself the double passions of the House of

Savoy and of the liberal Italian party, who have placed

themselves under the <Tegi.s of that dynasty.

The first of these passions is to make Italy a power
superior to France.

What does it matter \fhether England takes possession of

the whole of the Miditcrranean Sea ? What does it signify If

Germany re-establish the Empire of Charlemagne for her

own advantage ?

His chief object is to humble France,—and to trample
upon her.

j

. The .second passion is to compel the Pope to submit to

•the Hou.se of Savoy and to become its subject.

They have taken from the Pope first his provinces, then
his capital. They keep him morally a prisoner in the Vati-
can. As long as he protests, the Pope is not conquered

;

the more he is attacked, the stronger he becomc.s.

Signor Crispi hopes to put an end to this importunate pro-
testation. This is the object of the campaign which he has
undertaken and which he pursues with tenacity.

Such is the .secret of his pqwer and popularity. He has
at his back the ambitious plans of the monarchy and the
anti-religious passions of the sects.

How well .soever he pursues his anti-French policy, Signor
Crispi has for France an involuntary regard. He knows
that he owes to her those ideas by which he rose to power,
for he often says :

—
“ In spite of all, the French are a great

nation.” The opinion of Paris pre-occupies him. Whatever
he affects to say, he is irritated to be represented there as a

scarecrow. Thus, victorious Alexander pre-occupied him-
self with what was said of him at Athens.

This minister is not a man to be satisfied, like Signor De-
pretis, with governing peacefully for ten years and dying as g
President of the Council.

He wishes to achieve grand things
;
his long struggle for

power has sharpened his ambition without satisfying it. At
seventy, he has the ardour of youth with the experience of

maturity. He is certainly not an ordinary man—it would be
a mistake not to recognize him.

Will he be a Richelieu or an Alberoni ? Will he obtain

in history the renown of a great man or of an Erostratus ?

God knows it, and we shall probably know before the end
of 1889.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

THE BENGAL MUSSULMANS.
Sir,—Your able and powerful leader, in your issue of the 22nd

instant, on “ the Mussulmans of Bengal,’* has met with universal

encomium from the members of our community, and we cannot be

sufficiently thankful to you for the great service which you have

rendered us in this way. It was indeed a most delicate and difficult

task, especially for a Hindoo editor of Bengal, but throughout you

have acquitted yourself most honorably, independently and fear-

lessly. Your old acquaintance with the Mahomedan community,

your perfect knowledge of their history and character, your great

powers of observation and your experience of the Mahomedan
Courts, have certainly excited your sincere sympathy for us, and you

have therefore so feelingly expressed your own feelings and views

on the subject. I believe the feelings of all respectable Bengalee

gentlemen are more or less the same towards their Mahomedan
brethren. You have done right by publishing the letter of

Sbarafut^ and your leader and his letter combined have much soothed

the injured feelings of my co-religionists and appeased their

indignation, which if left unchecked might have run to other out-

lets and channels and caused serious mischief. Our traduccr

has already made a fool of himself and betrayed a want of

historical knowledge, general information and common sense, of

which every respectable and high-minded journalist ought to be

ashamed. He, I believe, has never come out of his den, and he boasts

of his so-called high orign sitting there. It is very dangerous to write

in the press on sentimental impulses, without knowing what a man
writes and without considering its consequences. This jungli

editor has never been in respectable Mahomedan society ; he has no

idea of a respectable and high-born Mussulman of Bengal. His

own associates having been all the unmentionable men, he looks

everything from his lone Cbamari point of view. If he had

seen the great centres of Mahomedans of Bengal, Dacca, Moor-
shedabad and other places and mixed with Mussulman gentlemen
and nobles there, he wouM have surely seen the pure blood of

Arabs, Mughuls and Tartars running through their veins with the

same force as the tide of the Ganges runs at present. There are Maho-
medan families in Bengal who defy recognition even by the Patrika

as natives of Bengal, and who easily pass for Persians, Arabs arid

frontier men before keen observers. The English Government has

given us the freedom of speech, but if it should be abused in the

manner as is being done at present, by a class of unthoughtful, silly

and inexperienced writers in the Bengali press, it must be with-

drawn, else its political consequences may some day or other bring a

great disaster upon Bengal, and present an opportunity to the

jungli editor to test his high origin and valour by practical means
with us and prove to the Government that he has all the qualities

to make a good volunteer. Such writings are indirect applications

for a Gagging Act which was once passed. The Mahomedans
of Bengal are not yet so weak and timid as to be abused publicly

without any reason whatever and without the least provocation.

We are a polite race and we respect all our neighbours who are

respectable, and in return we expect to be respected by them. If

the editor of the Patrika is a reasonable person, he ought to apologise

to my community for insulting them, and let the other writers of the

same class take a lesson from this incident to use the dangerous
weapon of the pen more carefully in future. It is simply foolish to

think that, by using such dishonorable and mischievous means, the

Congress-wallahs will force us to join that agitation. If you want
our co-operation, you ought to appeal to our wisdom and under-

standing, but you have no right whatever to abuse us in the press:

I will fiere cite two instances in support of Sbarafufs long list

of the high class Hindoos having been converted to Islam. There
are in the district of MozufFerpore the families of the late Karban Ali

Khan (in town) and the Raja of Parsonni at Parsonni (sub-division

Sitamarhee) whose forefathers were high caste Hindoos (such as

Rajputs and Babbans). Their kinsmen and Hindoo relatives are still

in that district, and I know of certain social ceremonies which are

still being observed between the convert family of Karban Ali Khan
and their Hindob kinsmen. These two families are most respectable

Mahomedan families, and the Head of the Raja family .received the
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litlcof Khan Bahadoor from Government. The Hindoo kinsmen of
the«(((two families are such high caste and rigid Hindoos that they
would not drink water touched by the editor of the PatrikaotWK class

ij( high born Hindoos. I can give other instances from Bchar
but what we have cited is enough to convince every just and
reasonable person of the falsity of Patrika's allegations.

Najahat.

BARRACKPORE SUB-DIVISION.

A short time ago, a memorial praying for the separation of the

Barrackpore Sub-division from the jurisdiction of the Canton-

ment Magistrate, Barrackpore, signed by a few only of the residents,

under the leadership, it is presumed, of Baboo Siircndra Nath
Banerjee, the editor of the Bengalee^ was submiite i to His Honor
the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, for reasons best known to him.

Baboo Banerjee is not on good terms with the present Sub-divisional

Magistrate, Lieutenant-Colonel W. Hopkinson, as is fully evidenced

by his too frequent attacks in his journal on that officer. Thus
the memorial has its origin in malice. That Baboo Surendranath
Banerjee is not popular with the people amongst whom he lives,

is tully borne out by the fact that he twice failed to get himself

returned as Chairman of the North Barrackpore Municipality—the

Commissioners thereof having had bitter experience for a period

of 3 years of his administration while at the head of the Munici-

pality. Further, that most of the residents were ignorant of the

submission of such a memorial, is quite evident from the fact of its

being followed by two numerously signed counter-memorials, one

by most of the respectable residents of the South Barrackpore

Municipality and its neighbouring tracts, and the other by those

of the North Barrackpore Municipality and its adjoining villages,

strongly protesting against the proposed change as soon as they

became aware of the fact of the submission of the memorial in

question. Hence you and your readers can easily infer that the

memorial was got up at the mere dictate of Mr. Surendranath

Banerjee and his clique, and that the general public has no sympa-

thy whatever with it. I can also make bold to assert that the

opinion held by Mr. Surendranath of the administration of the sub-

division by Lieutenant-Colonel W. Hopkinson is sliared only by his

blind admirers, and not by most of the residents of the subdivision.

Baboo Surendranath has, of late, given up discussing in his journal

on the general bearing of the question and is gradually descending to

personalities—urging simply for the transfer of Lieutenant-Colonel

W. Hopkinson “in the interest of the subdivision,” thereby leaving

beyond doubt the fact that the memorial in question is an outcome
of unadulterated personal grudge. If I renieinbcr aright, the

memorialists urged in their memorial to the Local Government
that as the tenure of office of the Cantonment Magistrate is limited

to
5

years, they apprehend that the officers will be withdrawn when
they arc up in their work. The natural inference that can be drawn

therefrom, is that in the opinion of the memorialists the longer a

Cantonment Magistrate is retained in charge cf a subdivision, the

better it is for the administration of such subdivision. The lurthcr

retention of Lieutenant-Colonel W. Hopkinson in charge of the

subdivision, is thus indirectly hinted at by the memorialists as

necessary in the interests of the subdivision.

The evil example of the Bengalee has, it pains me to notice,

been followed by the other journals, such as the National Guardian^

the Indian Mirror^ and the Hindoo Patriot^ which, instead of discussing

the merits of the memorial point by point, arc fully indulging in

pure personal invectives. That these journalists have been biassed

against the present subdivisiorial officer by some evil genius, is quite

apparent from the very tone of their writing.

26th September 1888. Vox Populi.

|)apcr.

No. 16, dated Calcutta the 5th January, 1888.

From—Lieutenant-Colonel W. F. Prideaux, Agent to the Governor-

General in Council for the Affairs of the late King of Oudh.
To—W, J. Cunningham Esq., Officiating Secretary to the Govern-

ment of India, Foreign Department.
,

Sm,—In compliance with the orders conveyed in paragraph 6 of

your letter No. 4782I., dated the 7th November *887, I h.ivc the

honor to submit, Cor the consideration of the Governor-General in

Council, the following proposals in regard to pensions for the sons,

daughters and nikah wives of his late Majesty the King of Oudh.

2.

The circumstances of the family of the late King of Oudh
arc, to a certain extent, analogous to those of the family of Tippoo
Sultan of Mysore, which more than eighty years ago w-s placed

under the Superintendence of this Office. Both families, in conse-

quence of events in the conduct of which they had no share, and
whose issue was beyond their own control, forfeited the brilliant

advantages to which at one time they seemed to have a birthright,

and were reduced to a position of dependence on the Government

of India. It was in their relations with that Government that the

chief point of difference between the Houses of Mysore and Oudh

is observable. While Tippoo and his father, Hydcr Ali, were bitter

and implacable enemies of the British Crown, and were the cause of

an immense expenditure of blood and treasure, the successive Rulers

of Oudh vied with each other in loyalty to the Paramount Power,

and, at more than one critical period in the history ol British rule in

India, furnished assistance in mon«y and appliances of war which

were of material importance to the success of the British arms.

The traditional loyalty of the family was not lost in its last repre-

sentative, for whatever faults the laic King may have had, my long

acquaintance with him enables me to attest to the fact that, beyond a

natural feeling of discontent at his reverse of fortune, his mind from

first to last was free from the slightest wish to countenance, far

less to instigate, any action which might tend to the sub-version

of British authority in India. His conduct in regard to his re-

bellious wife and son met with the approval of the Government of

India, and the tenor of his life was in accordance with the views he

held upon that question.

3. I have thought it right to make these preliminary remarks,

because it seems to me that in proposing the grant of pen-sions to

the wives and descendants of the late King of Oudh, the procedure

followed in the case of the Mysore family might serve as a useful

guide, and while noting the points of similarity which existed in

the position tf the two families, 1 have adverted to one importani

fact which does not weigh to the disadvantage of the family of

Oudh. So far as 1 am aware, the only principle which the Govern-

ment of India has hitherto laid down with respect to the grant ot

pensions to this family, is the assurance conveyed to the late King

in Lord Canning’s Kharira to his address that, in the event of his

demise, his familv would be liberally proviilcd for, though of course

on a lower scale than that which was considered suitable in the case

of the King himself.

4. The general principles on which pensionary allowances were

made to the Mysore family arc contained in a fliinutc by Lord

Minto, dated 19th October 1807, and as they seem to me to be

equally applicable to the case of the Oudh family, I venture to

quote an extract from that document for facility of reference :

—

“ My first proposition then is, that, subject to modifications and

exceptions which I shall notice hereafter, a fixed allowance be

settled on each of the Princes, which is to defray all their expenses

ot every description under their own inanagcMiient, and in any re-

sidence approved by Government which they they may choose to

provide for themselves in Calcutta, or its immediate vicinity.

“ That they should be made clearly to understand that the al-

lowance is never to be increased ; but is to continue the same, not-

withstanding any addition to the number of their families, or any

unforeseen changes that may fall upon them.

“That the allowance is to be considcrevi as their estate, for the

deficiencies of which Government will not provide any more than

it docs in the case of other individuals, and which will not be

diminished, except in case of misconduct or abuse.

“ It must be expressed also very explicitly that the settlement is

made only for the lives of the present Princes respectively, and

that on their decease Government reserves to itself the right of

considering anew the nature and amount of the provision to be

made for their descendants and families.”

5. I'hcsc principles, shortly summed up, amount to this -

That life pensions, which shall not be susceptible of increase or

decrease, except in ease of misconduct or abuse, should be con-

ferred upon the Princes, on the understanding tiiat they shall de-

fray all their expenses of every description whatever. The stipu-

lation with regard to residence is one which it may perhaps be

proper to^maintain, with such modifications in respect toloiality

as Government may, on consideration of the question, determine

to be necessary. The application of these principles will also

require that the separate stipends which have hitherto been drawn
by children whose parents are still alive shall hereafter be included

in the pensions allotted to the parents.

6. There is, however, an important point on which it is ncccs-

sarj^ to touch, before I proceed to make specific recommendations

in regard to the several members of the fiimily. In i860 the Offi-

ciating Secretary to the Chief Commissioner of Oudh forwarded to

the Government of India, (To S.crctary to Government of India,

Foreign Department, No. 1468 dated 7th April i860, with en-

closures) twenty-nine eases of Jagirs claimed by members of the

Holloways Pills.— Liver, Limits, and Kidneys.— Most diseases of

these depurative organs arise from obstructions, over the removal of

which these celebrated Pills cxcrrisc the most perfect control. A
course of them is strongly recommended as a remedy for such chronic

affections as liver enlargements, < ongestion of the lungs, torpidity of

the kidneys, and other functional disorders which cause much piesenr

suffering, and if neglected lay the foundation of organic diseases, Hol-
loway’s Pills are specially adapted for the young and delicate

;
their

gentle and purifying action ranks them above all other medicines. In
indigestion, nervous affections, gout, and rheumatism these Pills have
achieved for themselves universal fame. They expel all impurities

from the blood, and thus restore cheerfulness and vigour.
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royal family of Oudh with full particulars regarding them. A large

number of these Jagirs were claimed by persons who were not im-

mediately supported by the King from the stipend granted to him
by Government, but with regard to those members of his family

who were in that position and who therefore fall within the scope

of this report, the Government of India (To Chief Commissioner
of Oudh No. 173, dated 12th January 1861) held the principle
** that although the King has bccur told that he must provide for

the immediate members of his family out of his pension, still if there

be property to which they arc fairly entitled they must be allowed

to enjoy it.” In accordance with this principle, the Chief Com-
missioner of Oudh was authorised to continue eight of the Jagirs

which were granted to the King’s Begams, or other sons, or their

mothers so long as there were lineal heirs, children of the King.

Sanction was also given in identical terms to the continuance of

sixteen other Jagirs which had been granted to the King’s Begams

and daughters who remained in Lucknow, but some of whom after-

wards came to Calcutta.

7. The principle on which the Government of India acted on
this occasion was taken exception to by the Secretary of State iq^

Council, who, in his despatch No. 69 Pol. of the 23rd August 1862
para 7, observed that “ to continue a Jagir to, or, in other words,
to settle the most highly-esteemed form of pension upon a person,
whose provision it was the intention of the British Government to

include in the liberal allowance granted to the ex-King, is twice to

provide for that person,” and orders were consequently given that
the resolution of the Government of India should be reconsidered.

As the further correspondence on this subject is not recorded in

this office, I am unable to trace the steps from which it resulted
that the Jagirs remained in the possession of the grantees, while no
corresponding reduction was made from the stipend of the King.

\To be continued.']

TEA I TEA! TEAEMERALD THEATRE
BEADON STREET.

Afanager
^
Babu G. C. Ghose.

Saturday—the 2gth September, iSSS—
at g P. M.

Our popular Melo-drama,

Nundo-Biday.

A rare treat. Double performance.

Next day-Sunday—at 5 p. M. sharp.

The renowned piece of our Poet*Laureate,

BHARAT CHANDRA,

Bidya Sundar.

AT 9 P. M.

THE THRILLING TRAGEDY,

Assisted by the Amateurs of the Beadon Square

Quadrille.

Babu Grish Chunder Gljose’s new Tragedy

lilSHAD is in course of its final preparation.

The book “ Nundo-Biday ” is to be h.ad at

the Box-office, price eight annas.

M. L. .SUR, Asst. Atana^cr.

Dr.

J. N. MITRA, M.R.C.P.,

Lo7tdon,

Gold Medalist in Medicine & HygienOi

Stood 1st in the FINAL EXAMINATION,
Calcutta Medical Colllcik in i88o.

Late Surgeon Superintendent of Quarantine

Station, Mauritius, and Surgeon in charge,

Mysadul Hospital.

Address,

2,

Ukur Dutt’s Lane, Bowbazar, Calcutta.

Griha-Chikitsha.
A complete and large treatise on Homteo-

pathic J^omesiic Medicines witlAsomc tried

native drugs for certain serious di.sease.s, by
Rai Khcticr Nauth Chatterjee B.ahadoor

m Bengalee 200
Do. postage 030
Do. abridged in Hindec r o o

Apply to Author at Chinsurah or to People’s

Press, N'j. 78, College Street, Calcutta.

A SPECIAL MEETING
of the Commissioners of the Town of Calcutta

Will be held at the Town Hall,

on Thursday, the 4th October 1888, at 3 p. m.

Business to be brought forward.

1. The Chairman to lay upon the table the
Report of the Administration of the Municipa-
lity for the year 1887-88.

2. To confirm the proceedings of the Town
Council at meetings held on the 1st and 15th

September 1888.

3. To confirm the proceedings of the Water
Supply Extension Committee at a meeting held
on the 13th September 1888.

4. To confirm the proceedings of the Bustee
and Sanitary Committee at a meeting held on
the nth September 1888.

5. The Chairman to lay upon the table
Vital Statistics for the month of August.

JOHN COWIE,
Secretary to the Corporation.

26th September 1888.

No more Operations I

KAMINI MONI DAVI’S
Si'EciFic FOR Piles and Fistula-in-ano.

PATENT I PATENT 1 PATENT

!

Published in India Gazette of 6th September,
1884, page 320. The Hon’ble Sir Augustus
Rivers Thompson, the late Lieutenant-Governor,

favored the Patentee with instructions to Dr.
B. Simpson, the then Surgeon-General, Bengal,
to have the merits of her specific tried in the
Campbell Hospital under the care of Dr. Coul
Mackenzie, the Superintendent

; and the Spe-
cific, which is derived from the vegetable king-
dom, effected wonderful cures without any in-

terference of surgical operations.

Price, quart bottle of mixture, including
powder, Rs. 4. Pint Rs. 2. Packing charges
annas four.

For further particulars and directions on
special points, apply to

Cheapest te Best,
SUPPLIED BY

THE

INDIAN TEA SUPPLY CO.

“LIMITED”
In packets of / os., 2 os. and 4 os. each from

j pice only and upwards.

Note the Low Price.

A Packet of Tea for 3 pice

!

Important News for India,

WHERE FEVERS AND CHOLERA
REIGN SUPREME.

A
RECENT TRAVELLER ON THE
Chinese Coast found that District re-

markably FREE FROM TYPHOID FEVER
and CHOLERA. He soon discovered the

cause. The people there do not drink cold

water from tanks or wells, often extremely im-

I
pure, but keep a pan of water constantly boil-

ing, into which from time to time they drop

a little Tea, and when thirsty THEY DRINK
HOT TEA ! If the weak and adulterated Teas

of China can do this, what may not the pure

and strong Teas of India be expected to effect ?

Also in tins J^lb to lotbs of various

qualities to suit all tastes.

Ask for the Indian Tea Supply
Company's Teas.

We have Agents all over the Coun-
try, but want more.
Managing Agents:

DUTT & SING,
22, Shikdarpara Street,

Jorasanko, Calcutta.

IREETHAMS-

For INDIA and all iiuT CUMATES this sweetly scented emollient Milk is INVALTiAniilj:

IT KEEPS tbe SKIN COUL and REFRESHED in the HOTTEST WEATHER,
Removes and prevents aU SUNBURN, REDNESS, FRECKLES, TAN, etc., and

RENDERS the SKIN DELICATELY SOFT. SMOOTH and WHITE.

It entirely prevents it from becoming DRY ana WRINKLED, and FRESERVES the

COMPLEXION tnm the scorching effects of the SUN and WIND more effectually than any
other preparation. The IRRITATION caused by the r^TRB and STINGS of INSFf Ts is

wondertuUy allayed by its use. For impirting that eotl velvety teeling to tbe skiu, this

delightlhl preparation bas no equal! Sold by ill Chemists.

CALCUTTA AGENTS : SCOTT, THOMPSON & CO.
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ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA, ENGLAND.

ST.'toE^’S COLLEGE FOR BOYS.
University masters, specially suitable for

Irrdian Children. Indian References. For Pros-

pectus, address Principal.

SELLING BY THOUSANDS.
PRETTY, strong, accurate, open-faced

Nickel silver short windina^ Keyless Railway

Regulators, jeivelled^ enamelled dial, bold

figures and hands, shewing two times with best

finished durable machinery and dust tight

rases for only Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

spring, glass box and guarantee. Guaranteed

to stand any amount of rough usage. Will last

a life time. Have no appearance of cheap-

ness about them. Others sell at double our

rates. Mr. A. U. Mehta from Bandora says :
-

“The 7-8 watch I purchased from you two

years back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting

Superintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh’

says:—“A watch maker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J.
Sutcliffe,

R. W. Fusi, Lucknow, says “ Some valued

it at 15 and were completely surprised when

I told them it only cost Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Canadian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-

plete shirt Studs and Rings, set with chemical

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each, Mr. G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says.—“ A

(ierman valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and

the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA

TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

~TO~the"
A Person ettred of Deafness and Noises

in the head of 23 years’ standing by a Simple

Remedy, will send a description of it FREE
to any Person who applies to J. H. NICHOLSON,

5, Old Court House Street^ CALCUTTA,

NOW READY.
The Report of the 3rd Indian Nation.al Con-

gress, held at Madras during the last week

of 1887. ^ ,
..

Price Re. i including postage. Apply to M.

V. Charriar, 100, Mount Road, Madras.

READY

Price fi'ce Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Hs. 6.

Cloth Bound Ks. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS t VOYAGES IN BENGAL

PETWEKN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0 . MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jah Bahadook,

,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, '*REIS & RAYYET”
I, Uckoor Dult’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta.

OPINION OF THE PRESS.

It is many years since I first met, and some

years since 1 last met. Dr. Sambhii Chunder

Mookerjee, editor of the Reis and Rayyet

(Prince and Peasant), and an author of high

repute among the kindly, as well as acute and

intellectual
,
people of Bengal. One of the real

misfortunes of India was, and still is, Lord

Macaulays picture of the Bengalee. The
picture, true perhaps as regards Nuncomar and

many Bengalees, is not accurate as a represen-

ation of the people generally, taking them as

an Englishman may find them if he looks
|

fitirly. If they had been unfaithful, the sad

story of the Mutiny had been vastly sadder;

and, apart from the Mutiny, many Englishmen
could give inviividual instances of Bengalee

fiiithfuluess almost unique in history, taking

all the circumstances of our relation to India

into account. The Bengalee is generally eager

for knowledge of all kinds, and is often both

courageous in the expression of his opinions,

and gifted to a remarkable degree with the

power to express those opinions with force and

precision. Mr. Fawcett once told me that an

unprepared speech m.ade. on his behalf, during

an election, hy a young Hindoo, surpassed, in

force as well as elocpience, any unprepared

speech he ever had heard m.adc by any mem-
ber of the House of Commons, if four or five

members of the House were excepted.

Among these Bengalees there is a small body

of men—small for that large province—who
are, ironically or otherwise termed “Young
Bengal. ” Some of them arc no longer young,

but grave and aged
;
some have, in the course

of years, been highly distinguished for their

public services and their scientific and other

attainments. .Some have at times been mis-

represented, and their language misinterpreted,

so that on its return to them it has ama/ed

none more than themselves. Nothing of this

has been done by the re.ally great .administra-

tors of India. Th.at it has been done, however,

cannot be denied.

In the forefront of this little band is the

author of this book of travels. Baboo Sambhu
Chunder Mookerjee

—

a writer of high repute,

as I have said, also an administrator, as the

reader will see from the title-page to this book.

A keener, y<*t a kindlier satirist, one might

seek for and not find. His use of the English

language has astor'ished many an educated

Englishman
;
and the quality of his reading is

shown by his marvellous power of quotation
;

not merely from ant hois like .Shakespeaie, and

Milton, and Macaulay, and men eminent in

^’ience, but from out-of tlie-w.ay old ballads,

and little-known ohl pamphlets, in the applica-

tion of which be leaves one wondering fiist,

how be obtained the productions at all, ami

secondly, how, having obtained them, he

learned to apply them so appositely to the

subjects which he intends them to illustrate.

Passing fiom the author to his bivok, we

shall, perhaps, first of all be attracted to the

work of tlie administrator. He comes upon a

milkman’s village, on which he finds fisstened

the grip of a Court favourite. He unloosens

the giip, and le-seltles the village, in the

double interest of Pnnee and Peasant. And
all the time he secs everything. The poor

people bathing on the rivers’ banks, have his

genial and kindly, if also at times, what a

Scotchman would call, his “pawky” notice.

A“fairmai«l of Sonargoan ” attracts his at-

tention by the gr.acefulness with which she

carries a vessel of water from the river
; and,

though the fair maid and he are divided by

race and faith (she is Mussulman), she has his

full meed of praise. Indeed, it must be admit-

he will not be offended with me for

saying so* that he never meets with a fair face,

without at least giving evidence of the fact

that he has eyes to sec and a heArt to com-

prehend.

Of his wide and generous sympathies, much
might be said, and still leave much more to

say. He meets a missionary on the river, and

evidently is inclined, in writing his notes, to

pass a joke on the subject. He nips it, how-

ever, in the bud, and conients himself with

saying, “ So new is preaching here, that the

simple people said the padre had been singing

in ine street.” He meets C.atholic and Pro-

testant missionaries on shipboard, and chuckles

over their di,^putcs, while he astonishes them

by his command of the English language, and

even by his knowledge of the Bible—a know-

ledge, I may a‘jd, which is evident in many of

his writings,

A parrot falls ovcrbo.ard, .and is dt owned in

its cage, to his great distress, which is not

however paraded. He says
:

[Extract.]

These are not the words of a Christian, but

of a Hindoo.

Again, he has a faithful ugly dog, whose

name is Tom, and whose glory it once was to

bark, with a noble independence, at some very

dignified Sahibs. Our author is compelled to

leave Tom behind ;
and here is his farewell

:

[Extract.]

I think this is a very fine passage, and one

that will draw the author very close to the

great heart of humanity, wherever the words

are read. Could anything be finer than the

testimony to the two foreign “gentlemen,”

ending with the “ Bengalee pariah, my poor

Tom”? Not the pariah merely, but the pariah

dog. rhe passage is worthy of the author,

and of the great mercifulness of the land that

bore him.
Whoever reads this book must be prepared

further to find bold and manly language. The
author is no fl.itterer of John Bull, though he

gives John his due, and admits that India owes

him a great debt. Hete is one passage relating

to foreign flints :
[F-xtract.]

Among the sketches of country—word-pic-

tures—the reader will find some exceedingly

pretty, and all the more valuable in that they

are taken from a standground purely Indian;

not English. Where an English artist’s mind
would be filled with European ideas, the mind
of this gifted Hlastei n artist i.s filled with a class

of ideas totally different, yet equally instructive

and certainly not less subtle and far-reaching.

On the eve of one of his journeys, our

author was placed in a dilemma of a kind

not unknown to travellers in India, but not on

that .iccniint the less stiqiid. He wished to

go hy a paiticiil.ir boat, and took time by the

forelock for that pin pose. The fate was at

first stated as 90 in pees, to pay which he

offered “a new ( lisp, fresh British India” note

for 100 rupees. “ It was,” lie adds, “fresh from

the Ciiriency Office, and had been received

only ilie day before ftom another Government
dep.iiimeiu.” The rest of the stoiy is

thus told :
[Extract.]

The humour of the little sketch is worth

something. I can f.incy the author laughing

evcMi in hi's dismay
;
for he can laugh well at

others, and equally well at himself. 1 shall

only viMiture on one moie passage
;
and I give

it as showing the s))iiit of the man who dares

to call his newspaper Pfince and Peasant.

He desiied to return to his home in Bengal,

and to hid adieu, for a lime at last, to Indepen-

dent 'I'lpperah, where he had been located

“some two years.” He received the Maha-

rajah’s permission to return home
;
but still he

could not get aw.TV. [Extract,]

There is, I think, a sound lesson in this pas-

sage ;
the lesson of the immense value of

cotiriesy and mhanily in the relations of rulers

and ruled, fheie is a gieat tleal in that sen-

tence, “ He serve flesh and l)looci.” The best

adinini.stiator m India is not always the ablest,

the man whose plans are the wisest as plans ;

blit the man who, with plans or wiihowt tlicm,

gives confidence to the people, and confidence

not meiely in his justice, bill also in his con-

sidcr.'iteness and forbear.ince. A clever man
once said that the art of success in India is the

art of giving good dinners. It maybe so
;
but

the peril is gi cat the peril of debt; and in

any c.'i^e the art has its limits, and its natural

collapse. Even dinners and champagne pall

in the end. But there is one art that never

fills—the ail of true*courtesy
;
of that courtesy

whirli, being natural, is not affected by any

whim or caprice, either of the person who
possesses it, or of any one with whom he has
relations.

In bidding farewell to this little, book, I once
more recall, as I easily and very vividly can,

the author’s kindly face and gentle voice, as

known to me many years ago. I see him, as

I see Baboo Kristo Das Pal, Dr. Mahendra
Lai Sircar, and some others, including a much-
abused editor of the Amrita Bazar Pnfrika

\

and I feel and say, with all earnestness and
sincerity, that among these are men whom
the Government of India would be wise in

recognising and winning entirely to its side.

They are men on whom no really generous
word—true as well as generous—ever is

thrown away. I have compared them at times

with men of kindred occupations at home,
and I think that they are as a rule by far

the truer gentlemen in good manners, and
often in very much more than mere manners.
May the gieal God, whose sacred Name they
use as that of the Father of all, guide them to

a nobler destiny than any they yet h.ave

known, and with them, and by them, bless

their native land !

James Routledge.

--The Indian Ma(*azine.^ Mar. 1888.
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*'IT BEOOIOIENDS IT8EL7.**

All who suffer find sure relief prom

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant

It has driven out from the system

AcateRheomatism and RheumaticGout,

After years of semi-helplessness and snflfer-

ing; while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,
LUMBAOO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy

for these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.

Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat, its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed as ^
The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at / Re. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta ; Smith Stanistreet & Co.

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co, Limited.

Price by post %% anna^,

ASRUKANA
A Collection of poems in Bengali by

Srimati GIRINDRAMOIIINY DASSY
(Author of Kabitahar^ Bharat Kusum.)

Asrukana is a collection of poetical pieces of

singular pathos and beauty of expression * *

It is a series of mournful songs that the

reader is here presented with and they must
touch a sympathetic cord in every heart that

can feel. There is a singular appropriateness

in the title of the work, and in its pious dedi-

cation to the memory of the husband of the

fair writer.— The Indian Nation,

The authoress is not unknown to Bengali

readers. She has already published two or

three poems by which she is favourably known,

but between these poems and this is a differ-

ence that hardly admits of being measured.
« *

This is poetry in life

*

We have read Srim.ati Ciirindra Mohiny’s
poems in a reverential spirit. The poems are

all of a lyrical description. The lyre is soft,

sweet and tender, but awfully strong.
#

The tone of the poems is inexpressibly

gentle, inexpressibly pure, and inexpressibly

tender and affectionate. It is the tone of a

world mother.
#

Bengal should be proud of this poem—
Calcutta Review,

Apply at the Bee Press^

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Calcutta,

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite tJu Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

HOMffiOPATHIC PHARMACy,
THE

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSAR Y IN ASIA

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN
^INDEPENDENT HOMffiOPATHY

and maintains9o this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF

THIS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co., beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned

WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is p.acked.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE,

BERIGNY & CO.
12. Lai Bazaar, Calcutta,

In Pamphlet, Price 4. annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSEY.
Apply to Reis &• Rayyet Office, Calcutta.
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Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.^

ASSAM LINE.
The Company maintains a regular weekly

Steamer Service between Calcutta and Deb-
rooghur vid Goalundo.
The next Steamer to be despatched from

Calcutta is the Steamer “OUDH” on

Friday the 5th prox. All cargo for shipment

by this steamer should be sent to the Com-
pany’s Godowns at Jaggannath Ghat not later

than Thursday the 4th idem.

The Steamer “NEPAUL” will leave Goa-
lundo for Debrooghur on Friday, the 5th

idem.

Dhubri & Debrooghur Mail Service.

Throujrh Booking to and from Assam.

The Despatch Steamers of this Service

leave Dhubri daily on the arrival of the Mails

from Calcutta, and proceed to Debrooghur,

stopping at all intermediate stations and
Mookhs.

Passengers, Goods, Parcels ( packages not

to exceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by

4 feet in me.asurement ) may be booked
through to and from Calcutta, and all stations

on the Eastern Bengal State Railway and

connected Railways, and the following

Steamer Stations of this Company, viz,,

Dhubri, Goalparah, Gauhati, Mungledyc,
Tezpore, Silghaut for Koliabar, Dhunsiri

Mookh, Nigriting, Koakeela Mookb, Desang
Mookh and Debrooghur.
Packages booked as parcels will be forward-

ed by rail along with the Mails. Freight on

perishable articles must be prepaid.

Goalundo and Debrooghur Despatch
Service.

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which

have been specially built for the Assam Trade,

carrying passengers and coolies between

Goalundo and Debrooghur, will leave Goalundo

bi-weekly on Sundays and Thursdays, calling

at all intermediate stations, and Debrooghur
on Tuesdays and Saturdays.

Through bills of lading will be granted for

goods and parcels on presentation of rail re-

ceipt or payment of freight. Packages not to

exceed ten hundred weight, or 8 feet by 4 feet

in measurement.
All particulars as to rates of freight and

passage by steamers of both the above Services

to be had on application to

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents.

1-2, Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.
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REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY (ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Review of Politics, Literature, and Society

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.

Yearly ... in advance ... Rs. 12

Half-yearly

Quarterly

Monthly

Single or sample Copy,,

RATES OF ADVCRTISEMXNI.
Advertisements (three columns to the page) are

charged by the space taken up, at the rate of 4

annas a line, each insertion. The lowest charge

for any advertisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic

Occurrences, the lowest charge for which is

Rs. 5.

Special rates for Oontraets.

No additional charge for iViland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate of 4 annas a montn or

Rs. 3, a year.
^

... _
Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to “The Manager," Literary

Communications and books and pamoWe«

(carriage paid) to “The Editor” ot «Rei»

& Rayyet, ’

^ r.— VPttKngtofi
Office : /, Uckoor Dutt's Lem,

Street, Calcutta.

Printed atutpublishedfor the Proprietor every Saturday by Mutty Latt Ghosb, at THE BEE PRESS, No. r, Uckoor Dutt t Lane, Calcut
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

THE AUTUMN LEAF.

Lone trembling one 1

Last of a summer’s race, withered and sear,

And shivering—wherefore art thou lingering here ?

Thy work is done !

Thou hast seen all

The summer’s flowers reposing in their tomb
;

And the green leaves that knew thee in their bloofli,

Wither and fall 1

W^y dojSt thou clUig,

,

Has then existence aught like charm for thee,

Thou faded thing ?

The voice of spring,

Which woke thee into being, ne’er again

Will greet thee, nor the gentle summer rain

New verdure bring.

THE PRAfRIE ON FIRE !

BY GEORGE P. MORRIS.

The shades of evening closed around

The boundless prairies of the west,

As, grouped in sadness on the ground,

A band of pilgrims leaned to rest.

Upon the tangled weeds were laid

The mother and her youngest born,

Who slept, while others watch’d and pray’d,

And thus the weary night went on.

Thick darkness shrouded earth and sky,

When on the whispering winds there came

The Teton’s wild and thrilling cry,

And heaven was pierced with shafts of flame !

The sun seem’d rising through the haze,

But with an aspect dread andffire'!

The very air appear’d a blaze !— *

,^Oh God I Ibe prairie wis on fire I

Around thi centre of the plain

A belt of flame retreat denied.

And like a furnace glow’d the train

That wall’d them in on every side !

And onward roll’d the torrent wild !

Wreaths of dense smoke obscured the sky !

The mother knell and pressed her child,

And all—save one !—shrieked out “ wc die !”

The zephyr’s breath

No more will wake thee for its melody
;

But the lone sighing of the blast shall be

The hymn of death.

Yet a few days,

A few faint struggles with the autumn storm,

And the strained eye, to catch thy trembling form,

In vain may gaze.

Pale autumn leaf

!

Thou art an emblem of man’s mortality :

The broken heart, once young and fresh like thee,

Withered by grief

:

Whose hopes are fled.

Whose loved ones all have dropped and died away,

Still clings to life—and lingering, loves to stay

About the dead !

But list I—e’en now

1 hear the gathering of the autumn blast

:

It comes—thy frail form trembles— it’s past

!

And thou art low I

“ Not so !” he cried—” help—clear the sedge-

Strip bare a circle to the land !”

That done, he hastened to its edge,

And grasped a rifle in his hand :

Dried weeds he held beside theipan,

Which kindled, at u flash, the mass !

” Now fire fight fire !” he said, as ran

The forked flames among the grass I

On three sides now the torrent flew,

But on tl e fourth no more it raved
;

Then large and broad the circle grew,

And thus the pilgrim band were saved.

The flames receded far and wide

—

The mother had not pray’d in vain—

God ha<l the Teton’s arts defied !

His scythe of fire had swept the plain !

Holloways Ointment and These world-renowned remedies are
confidently recommended to miners, navvies, and all who have to work
underground, or where noxious atmospheres exist. The minute par-
ticles of coal or metal which permeate the air in such places tend to
block up the lungs and air-tubes, giving rise to bronchitis, asthma and
palpitation of the heart. In Holloway’s remedies will be found a .safe

and easily used medicant, for the penetrating properties of the Oint-
ment relieve the local congestions and the mildly laxative ejects of the
Pills cause the liver to act freely, and the breath to become unembar-
rassed. By early resort to these remedies manv a serious illness may
be averted, and soundness of health maintained.

Subscribers in the country are requested to remit by postal money orders, if possible, as the safest and most convenient

medium, particularly as it enmres acknowledgment through the Department. No other receipt will be

given, any other being unnecessary, and likely to cause confusion.
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News and Comments.

During the I.'ite vacation, the following official communique was left

at our office :

—

“ Her Majesty the Queen-Empress of India has been pleased to confer

upon His Excellency the Viceroy the honor of a Marquisate and an

Earldom with the title of Marquis#of Dufferin and Ava and Earl of

Ava in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, which latter titles His

Excellency has assumed by Her Majesty’s express command.”

This is very high honour, but it has been earned. May Lord

Dufferin be spared long to enjoy it 1

# #

The Civil and Military Gazette^ which may well {{boast after the emi-

nent firm of tailors in London we keeps a Poet, seeing that it mono-

polises between it and the Pioneer the lucubrations of Mr. Kipling*

has unaccountably given itself up to the dissipation of punning*

The unfortunate men who are doomed to remain for ever on the

qui vive^ on every occasion and no occasion, for a verbal conceit, were

at work torturing their brains to make capital of the grand shower of

titles which has fiillen on the Viceroy. Their produce is welcome to

the Lahore paper.

Most of the wags seem to hail from the land of Cockaiyne. Thus

—

‘“Not Ava bad title I’ they say. . . ‘Wondered what he’d get
Avaterwards !’ ”

Again
“

‘ More titles ! Ava !—avast ! an Avalanche of honours ! Don’t stop
at six, but Av’ another.’ ”

Here is another effort at waggery

“‘A title. . thanks ! the Burmese Ava tar !’”

“Tell it to the* marines !
” will probably be the Viceroy’s exclamation.

What a pity forjthe full success of this gentleman that Lord Dufferin

is a landsman, though in early life he voyaged to the Arctic seas !

• «

The Cabool mission has been abandoned. Here is the official an-

reserve for the poor, otherwise Government must be prepared to hear
of a heavy moitality ; even with rain now distress must be severe.”

The Pioneer prefers a railway from the Central Provinces to Gopal-

pore-—a distance of 200 miles—to the costly Rooshookalia project.

* •

There is famine in Kathiawar and Gujerat too. Thousands of per-

sons have, it is said, during the past few days come over to Bombay
from the distressed districts.

• •

The Viceroy descends from the Himalayan capital on the 13th instant

and moves on to Lahore, where he halts on the l6th, and next day

arrives at Patiala. After a halt of two days there for the festivities, he

comes over to Aligarh on the 20th and visiting Sir Ahmed’s College, ar-

rives at Etawah the same evening. The next day sees the Viceroy at

Roghunathpore, on the 22nd the Viceregal party leave on board Rhntas

and sail for Dacca. They are timed for Naraingunge on the 26th.

The next place programmed is Dacca which the Viceroy reaches by

train the same day. After a stay of one day at the old capital, the

party leave on the 28th, arrive at Goalundo on the 29th at 8 A.M.,

and returns to the metropolis at 4-30 p.m.

• *

Nawab Mehdi Ali has returned to India. Mehdi llassan still con-

tinues in England to make up the difference between the Hyderabad

Government and Messrs. Watson, in connection with the Deccan

Mining scandals.

• •

Next January, there will be an examination for filling up vacancies

in the clerical establishments of the Secretariat offices of the Govern-

ment of India and attached offices, at Calcutta, Allahabad and Lahore.

Only 10 vacancies are expected in the Lower Division, 5 of which will

be reserved for Calcutta candidale.s, the remaining 5 being divided

between the other two capitals. There will be no examination for the

Upper Division. Applications with Rs. 10 fee and other prescribed

enclosures must be made early in December.

• •

nouncement :

—

Telegraphic news received from Peshawar states that the Amir finds

it necessary to go to Turkestan to arrange for the government of the

Province ; proposed mission to Kabul will therefore not start.

• •

A .SECOND attempt on the life of the Czar has been averted. A Cossack

with explosives was arrested at Kulais among the crowd awaiting the

Emperor’s arrival.

• •

We congratulate the Maharaja of Cooch Behar on his having got a

career at last, ephemeral though it be. Colonel Nripendra Naryan
Bhoop Novembers at Lucknow where his regiment now is. The
Maharaja will be attached to the 17th Lancers for duty this month.

If the Maharaja finds the superintendence of, say, subles in a British

regiment a more pleasant and dignified occupation than governing a

Principality, it is scarcely for us to complain. Each to his taste.

• # *

Lord Lansdowne comes out with the following party

“The Marchioness of Lansdowne
;
the J.adies Evelyn and Beatrice

Fitzmaurice
;
Lady Maud Anson

; Captain Streatfeikl, A.-D^-C.
;
Lady

Florence Strealfeild and one child
j
Captain the Hon’ble C. Harbord

and Lieutenant H. A. Pakenham, A.-D.-C.'s
; and Dr. and M^s, Fenn.”

•
• •

Famine seems inevitable in Ganjam. Great distress already prevails.

A serious looting is reported from Aska, where at the Serugada Zemin-

dari, property valued at Rs. 10,000 has been despoiled. They liave

formed a Safety Committee and have called upon the Collector for

more police and for reopening the Rushikulya project and other relief

works. As a counter demonstration, at Govindapuram— the seat of the

looters—a number of disaffected per.sons and had characters of the

district have banded together preaching that looting is lawful. A cor-

respondent thus writes of the l\aniine Works of those parts in the

Pioneer—
“ The Rooshookulia project, intended to ward off famine, h.ns been

barely commenced, although planned now twenty years ago. The
Chilka Canal, which would enable grain to be brought to and from
the coast, is no nearer to the coast than twenty years ago. The pier
which it was hoped would enable rice to be landed in spite of the surf
—which in 1866 kept cargoes of rice in the roads for days from want of
means of ciossing it—is found to be inside the surf and is useless even
in ordinary weather, when the boats can ply with no difficulty. Should
rain not fall and the stocks fail, grain must be speedily imported as a

The Eastern Herald delivers the following message :

—

“The Conservatives, Liberals and Radicals, all alike love truth and
worship justice, there is not a shadow of doubt that they would put
their shoulders to the wheel for the sake of their fellow brethren, the
subjects of Her Majesty the Queen,’’

• •

The Home remittances from the ist April to 27th October 1888

amounted to ;^7,252,ioo.

• «

The choice of a third Native Judge for the Calcutta High Court has

fallen on the Hon’ble Dr. Gooroo Das Banerjee.

• •

Mr. K. J. Badshah, Postmaster-General, N. W. P. and Oudh, has

obtained 3 months’ leave, Mr. A, G. Faichnie, Deputy Postmaster-

General, 2nd Grade, acting for Mr. Badshah during the period.

• •

The Officiating Chief Magistrate Mr. Handley has fined one Goshto

Behary Chuckerbutty Rs. 25 for contempt of Court for failing to de-

posit Rs. 40, two months’ maintenance allowance for his wife ordered.

The fine imposed was ordered to be paid to the wife as compensation.

The pleader for the defence contended that the law allowed no compen-

sation in such cases, but Mr. Handley thought that “as long as there

was contempt, the law empowered him to impose a fine.”

The Army and Eaxy Gazette wiites :

—

“ We hear from Burmah that the disease surra, always worst during
the rains, has been again playing havoc among the cavalry horses in^

that coiintiy. E Troop, ist Madras Lancers, has lately marched
in dismounted to Mciktilla from its former post, Shainayne, leading
one horse, the sole surviving animal of 2 officers’ chargers, 61 troop-
horses, And 32 grass-cutters’ ponies, which were present with the troop
on May 12 last, the date on which the disease broke out. F troop has
also been very unlucky in this respect, having alrwdy lost 16 troop-
horses and 3 ponies from the same disease, and having 13 cases of

surra now lingering on. The disease is absolutely incurable, so these,
too, must eventually swell the death-roll. In other words, in one
squadron, out of no horses, 89 have died within the last three months.
Since the arrival of the ist Madras Lancers in Burmah, just two years
ago, the regiment has lost in all 371 horses. Considering that the

average price of the Government remounts of the Madras Cavalry is

750 rs. for Walers (in Madras), and nearly that amount for Arabs and
Persians, it will be seen how great the loss is.”

Our London contemporary attributes thb extent of mortality to the

penny wise and pound folly of the Government of India in starving

the veterinary department.
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Here is a recipe for rendering brick-walls damp-proof. Having got

tha^ll cleaj and dry, treat it with a strong solution of soap and

water as hot as possible, followed by a bath of 40Z. of alum dissolved

vn a pint of water, at the temperature of 70'’ Fahr. Repeat the process

several times at intervals of twenty-four hours.

When Europeans expatiate on the follies of Oiiental Princes,

they forget that there is really vastly little to choose between the East

and the West. At any rate, the following does not present our future

sovereign in the most amiable light :

—

“ It is unlikely that Colonel Maude will succeed Lord Alfred Paget
as Clerk Marshall. Colonel Maude has at present a more lucrative
and pleasant post. As Crown Equerry he enjoys a salary of ^2,000 a-

year, has a capital town residence at the back of the Royal stables;
and a delightful house in Bushev Park. Moreover, he holds his position

for life, and is the only Court ofTicial lliat cannot be dismissed at the
pleasure of the Crown. The Piince of Wales, too, would certainly

object to the Colonel obtaining the Cleik Marshalship, for he is not a
favourite at Marlborough House. The reason of this is I believe that
at one time the Prince of Wales was accustomed to send to the Royal
stables for whatever extra carriages and horses he might require, until

the Queen, hearing of this, gave orders that none of the Royal carriages
or horses were t(» be used without pe! mission from Buckingham Palace.
Consequently, on the next occasion that the Prince’s equerry came
hurrying down for more carriages, Colonel Maude declined to send
them, and the Prince was very angry about it, and has never quite for-

given the Colonel.”

New Zealand is luckier than any other part of Greater Britain. She has

got a domiciled peer to leaven her population. He is no prodigy, of

course, but a lord for a’ that. He is, besides, rich as a lord— a distinct

advantage to the Colony. Here is the latest account :

—

“The Earl of Scafield, who recently succeeded to the family estates

and title, after leading a chequered and erratic life in the Colonies, in

which he is credited with having acted by turns as a stock-raiser, an
auctioneer, a bailiff, and even a day labourer, intends to remain in

New Zealand for good and all. His Lordship is expected home for a

short time to take formal possession of his estates in Scotland, and to

transact other business in connection with his succession to the family

honours, but apparently the title has no great attractions for one so

inured to Colonial life, for it is said he will take no steps to sign the

roll of Scotch peers, or otherwise to actively assume it. The Earl is

building a large mansion-house in North Otago for the future residence

of his family.”

• •

A Committee, formed of Mr. R. G. Macdonalil, Deputy Accountant-

General, P. W. D., and two First grade Executive Engineers—Lieuten-

ant-Colonel E. Harvey, R. E., Punjab, and Mr. R, A. Cordner, N.

W. P. and Oudh, have been appointed to shorten the Account work

in the offices of E.\ecutive Engineers, fbey meet at once, for the

report is wanted by the first March next. The enquiry will be limited

to the Buildings, Roads and Irrigation Branches of the Public Works

Department. Is the present Account work a clog on the free distri-

bution of pationage ? Or, is it comparatively more expensive than the

expenditure it is intended to record ?

• #

Mr. EarDLEY Norton has addressed a powerful letter to the Madras

Mail^ in vindication of the selection of Mr. Bradlaugh as the Parlia-

mentary mouthpiece of the National Indian Congress, and in explana-

tion of the circumstances under which the choice was made.

+

The loss of the Ostrich m the lloogbly in collision with the Port

Commissioners’ floating crane, i.s being enquiied into in the Marine

Court.

Kazi Syud Reza Khan Baha DOOR, of the Patna Division, h.as cn.

^
hanced his educational endowment, of an cs’ale of the annual value of

Rs. 1,200 for Mahomedan youths in the Patna College and the Aligarh

Oriental College, by the foundation of a scholarship of Rs. 4 a month,

tenable for one year, by the best student of the Entrance class of the

Patna Anglo-Arabic School. He has rightly deserved^ the thanks of

Government “ for fiis public spirit and liberality.”
^

• «

During October—23 days— 35,541 male and 10,389 female Natives

and 748 male and 257 female Europeans—in all 46,935 persons—

visited the Indian Museum.

•
* «

The Patna Pleader Khodabux, aged 60, has taken to wife the ward,

numbering only 13 summers, of Moulvi Kabirudeen Ahmed of Taltolla.

The Pleader had brought down from Patna two bestmen with him,

namely, his two sons, aged 12 and ii respectively. This union may

bring Khodabux some money but will it raise him in society or to

Council? Perhaps he knows better. Was the gracious Mr. O’Kincaly

the of such an appropriate union ?

• •

The Crawford Commission opened at Poona on the 23rd October. Mr.

Latham, Advocate-General, and Jardinc appeared for Government

to prosecute. Mr. Inverarity defends Mr. Crawford. The charges

are thirty-three in number. The first thirty-two deal with bribes re-

ceived in 32 sums of various amounts, amounting in all to Rs. 47,0001

including a sum of Rs. 10,000 paid out of the Chief of Bhore’s treasury.

The last lakes him to task for contracting debts in his own division

while Revenue Commissioner of the Central Division. Mr. Craw-

ford pleaded not guilty to all the charges except the last to which

lie p.irtially pleaded guilty. The sittings of the Commission continue

from day to day. .

A WRITER in Temple Bar contributes a smart paper brimful of know-

ledge on the prominent members of the British diplomatic Service-

Here are some of the sketches of men who mould the foreign relations

of Great Britain and who have the making of peace and war in their

hands :

—

Berlin.—Sir Edward Malet.
It was said of Loid Ampthill -but this was an exaggeration- that he

w.as the only diplomatist who could manage Prince Bismarck. No one

would say as much of .Sir Edwaid Malet
;
hot neither would anybody

assert that 1‘riiice Bismarck could man.ige Sir Edward. The secret of

the latter’s power lies in his impenetrability. A trim, thin-faced man
of slight build, with daik hair and sparse beard turning grey, he might

be taken in any public place for a solicitor or doctor in good practice.

He has not the advantage of a commanding stature and figure
;
and

there is nothing striking in his attire
;
but look at him* closely, and his

intellect becomes revealed in his clear, square-cut forehead and the

depth of his large eyes. As legards the exleriials of his character,

everybody proclaims him a bon camarade. When he walks out with

one of his secretaries he talks with an incess.ant flow of animal spirits.

He is frolicsome as a boy, and lias a laugh ringing and cheerful a.s a

spring breeze. But in business he is as unapproachable as an octopus.

He might have a despatch announcing a declaration of war in his

pticket and no body wlio questioned him about the chances of war
would be any the wiser.

Sr. Peterslurg.—Sir Robert Morilr.
Sir Robert Moiier’s stiengili lies in knowledge. He stands upon his

information as upon a hard pavement which he raps with a slick. With
considerable vivacity of character, derived pejrhaps from a French

ancestry, he darts r.ipiiily to ihe knot of a question, guesse.s intuitively

at the motives for human action
;
and biings the double acumen of an

Oxford don and of a (ietman savant to bear upon Ins analyses. 7'he

Germans found that he knew lathcr too mucli about themselves, and
were piqued to see that lie was never rallied away by enthusiasm for

German ideas. A piDft ssion al dispassionateness, Libeial opinions of

tlie old Whig type, aiul a sturdy Knglisli paliiotism, lender a man proof

against the glamour which 'reuioiPc successes and Bismarckian

Caesarism have exei I ised over certain English minds. It is said that

the Russians have pleased him better than the Germans
;
and this is

not surprising. In the highest ciicles of Ku.s i m society, where culture

prevails, there is much more open-mindedness than at Berlin. The
Russian delights in polite disputations, and will discuss any new theory

in politics or religion with the ardour of a man who feels that he be-

longs to a new rouniiy whose future is one of limitless possibilities.

Con.si.\niinofle.-‘Sir William Whitk.
He is a man of leonine aspect, mil, slalw.fil, with a massive forehead,

a flowing white beard, and a void like a roai ; ‘Ah, my dear Sirrr !'

these words, ringing like an Irish accent, may be lioard through the

thickest doors of fifiy paces off in a street, while Sir William with

exiibeianf gesticulations is ramming some fact into a hard head, or

some indignant remonsttance into a c]uiveting soul. Sir William

quotes forgotten protocols more readily than most men could cite

the dales of their clilldren’s hirGulays. His mind is an extia-

ordiiiary store-house of well-classified fads, and he is continually

I

adding to its contents. He is never for a inorncnt idle. When at

I

Belgrade and Bucharest he used to t wn out at early morning, attend

mjiss at the nearest Roman Catholic Ciuiich, .and then mix with market-

folk or other small people, to whom Im would speak in their own lan-

guage. His individuality is so strong that he might be called influence

incarnate.

That last portrait reminds us of the kite Lord Stratford dc Redclifie,

and of Mr. Kinglake’s elaborate and strik’ g character of the “ Great

Elchee.” It is a great consolation to know that Great Britain continues

to produce a succession of such ir.cn, and that her relations with Turkey

are still in such firm and wise hands.

The Oojein Correspondent of the Eastern J-T>ald gives a satisfactory

account of affairs in the dominions of the Maharaja Scindhia. With

a purer administration of justice, with schools primary and secondary,

opened in almost all important towns and villages, with Vobli * W<Tks

of saniuttion and convenience undertaken in every direction, the coun-
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try has evidently entered a new era. This seems specially the case

in Malwa under the government of Sir Michael Filose. And now

under Sir Suba has arisen in the classic city which is his capital

—

the seat of the Provincial administration—a most important institution.

Sir Michael and his officers and friends have established a Library. It

is under the management of a committee embracing all the talent and

position of the place, as follow^Sir Michael Filose, President

;

Chintaman Rao Vidya, Vice President
;
Members :

Bapu Sahib Dhakne, the .Subba Sahib, the Deputy Inspector-

(icneral Vinayak Rao Bhave, Mr. Nazarali, Mr. Rajaji Viyas, Nana
Sahib Astekar Raghunathrao Potnis Esquire, V. G. Lele Esq., Isan-ul-

huq Esq., Mr. Widncl, Mr. Sewaram, Munshi Jwala Sahai, Mr. Issbhai,

Mr. Ramrao Dongre Daji Nalesh and Pandit Anandilalji.

Sukharam Bapu Esquire, Secretary. Balkrishna Rao Patkar, Asst.

Secretary, Raymutji, Treasurer, Messrs. Bhave and Khat, Accountants.

Notes and Leaderettes.

We received late last evening the following telegram from Dacca :

—

A meeting of large number of officials and reises held here to-day

(2nd Nov.) to concert measures to receive Lord Dufferirt. The Divi-

sional Commissioner presided, reception committee formed for making

preparations. The Nawabs and the Raja of Bhawal contribute liberally.

We are gratified to learn that the Government of India have

selected Bapu Saheb Jadon, the Senior Member of the Council of

Regency at Gwalior and guardian of His Highness the Minor Maha-

rajah, to succeed' the late Sir Gunput Rao Khurkey as President of that

Council. Although official intimation of the same has not yet been

received at Gwalior, the news has been hailed with satisfaction by the

subjects of that big territory as well as all the wellwishcrs of that

Stale. Another very gratifying piece of news has also been re-

ceived that Her Highness the Dowager Maharanee Saheba has

been selected, by His Excellency the Viceroy, to assume the im-

portant position of the Regent of the State, during the minority of her

son, His Highness the Maharaja.

This lady, who is less than 30 years of age, is highly intelligent and

was given a good education by her late husband. We are told that she

has acquired a very fair knowledge of Hindee, Sanskrit, Urdoo and

Persian, and is fully competent to transact state business. It is earnestly

hoped that the administration of this large State will be carried on most

satisfactorily by the Maharanee Regent, with the assistance of her

father, the President of Council, as well as of the other great officers

of the State. The unselfish arrangement made by the Marquis of

Dufferin’s Government, for the administration of Gwalior, will, we aie

quite sure, be a source of the greatest felicitation among the entire

body of the Native Princes, as most conclusively shewing that it is

not the intention of the Government of India to place such States

under the superintendence of British Officials, and secondly, as proving

that the Government are anxious to consult the feelings of the nearest

relations of the Princes.

The principles for the administration of Indian jails, as regards econo-

my, sanitation and discipline, were settled after three successive Com-

missions—of 1834, 1864 and 1877—appointed by Government, had

reported on them. But the principles followed have not been

uniform. The departure in certain instances has been so great that

the attention of Government has been drawn to the fact. An analysis

of the statistics of various jails and prisons shews a variation in the

death rate ranging from 11 to 72 per mille of average strength, a

variation in the cost of maintenance of prisoners per head ranging

from Rs. 44-11-7 to Rs. 91-2-10 and a variation in the ratios

per cent, of puni.shment for offences against jail discipline rang-

ing from 33 to 328. From these wide disparities the Governor-

General in Council rightly suspects grave defects in our jail and

prison discipline and has deputed Dr, W. Walker, Officiating Surgeon-

General and Sanitary Commissioner with the Government of India,

and Surgeon Major A. S. Lethbridge, Inspector-General of Jails, Ben-

gal, to inspect and report, among others, fully on

** (i) Jail discipline and the registration of punishments, with parti-

cular reference to the point whether the execution of sentences has
grown less rigorous and deterrent than it was in former years ;

(2} economy of management, including the system of purchasing

rations and the dieting of prisoners with reference to the ordinary food
persons of their class usually consume

;

(3) sanitation and water-supply
; and

(4) the financial aspects of the employment of convicts in jail, jail
labour and the allotment of task work.” •

in the jails of the Madras and Bombay Presidencies, Bengal, the North-

Western Provinces and Oudh, and the Punjab. We think the object

would have been better served by the appointment of a third person—
an outsider altogether—a Jack of all trades and master of none but

with some notion of affairs or at least of how the world goes. Your
experts are usually too clever by half.

The Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, with the previous sanction of the

Governor-General in Council, has proposed the following rule in the

Giizette, to ensure the correct counting of passengers carried by
steamers plying between Chandbally and Calcutta :

“ Passengers going by steamer to Chandbally must be provided with
a ticket

;
hut it is left to the owners of the steamers to decide whether

the tickets will be issued on the steamer or on shore.

“The tickets issued on shore must bear serial numbers, and those on
board are to be taken from a book with counterfoils. Before the
steamer starts, the agent shall report to the Commander the number of
tickets issued on shore, and on arrival the Commander shall send this
report to the police officer, together with a statement showing the num-
ber of tirkeis issued by himself. He must show his ticket book to any
police officer desiring to sec it.”

The rule is not sufficiently comprehensive. There will be no know-

ing how many passengers were on board before the Commander made
his report to the police officer. We think the rules should be so

framed that Government might at once know before the starting of

any vessel or before her arrival, the number of souls on her—passen-

gers, paid or unpaid, and all hands on board. It is not enough to

know that so many paying passengers were carried. What of the

unpaid ones f What of the intermediate passengers, taken on the

voyage ? The Commander, we think, should be made to report before

the vessel left or whenever new passengers were taken in in any inter-

mediate station, and not to leave any passenger without information

to the Police or a record of the fact. Facilities should also be provided

for counting the persons when landed.

The Hoh’blc Syud Amir Hosscin has committed Sudhabode Bhutta-

charjee on a charge of murder of his infant wife Kristomanini. More cri-

minating evidence was offered at the Magistracy than was forthcoming

at the Inquest. We must be prepared for any amount of perjury in the

case. To begin with. Pundit Jibananda Bhuttacharjee, the father-in-law

of the girl, deposed before the Magistrate that the cook and the maid-

servant of the house had left him and were non esf. The Police, how-

ever, traced them to the Pundit’s house.

The Vacation Bench has acquitted Head Constable Dutta Doyal and

Constable Abdul Karim in the Alipore Police Torture case. The

Judges hold that the District Judge was seriously wrong in impeaching

the Inspector’s diary, that he was strongly impressed against the

prisoners and to prejudicial extent—in his charge to the Jury, and

moreover that the evidence can not justify any conviction.

The case was committed on insufficient evidence, and it is almost

folly to expect enough evidence against the Police.

The Board of Revenue, Lower Provinces, has discountenanced the

practice, hitherto obtaining in the Calcutta Coll^torate, of granting

excise passes beyond its jurisdiction—to Assam, for instance. We
may now look for a change in the law.

There is a vacancy in the Cingalese seat in the Ceylon Legislature, by

the death, of the Honourable Mr. Alwis. There is great excitement in

the Cingalese section of the native community on the question of

filling it up. Meetings are being held to memorialise Government to

press forward the claims of different aspirants, and the press is dis'

cussing their respective merits. The most prominent names are those

of Messrs. Sinnevaratne, Obeyesekere and W. de Saram, who were

sent for by the Governor Sir Arthur Gordon, for the purpose of testing

their qualifications, doubtless. Notwithstanding such readiness, we

remark that a correspondent of the insular press characterises Sir

Arthur as the most illiberal Governor that ever came to Ceylon. There

is not much to choose, we fear, as regards the extreme section of the

Press, between the Continent and the Island. It would be more satis-
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fectorv if our Governors took a leaf out of their Ceylon brother’s book.

For ifU^lhing.^t might discourage the mischievous habit of an irres-

ponsible and uninstructed Press to recommend men at random to all

sorts of offices, if our rulers, by themselves or through their Secretaries,

made the acquaintance of persons so indicated.

The Bombay Legislature is the only Indian Chamber filled by re-

presentative men of all communities. And this because the present

Governor makes it a point to mix with the flower of all classes and to

select the best men without fear or favour. Such a practice is more

valuable than the concession of the principle of election. No other

ruler brings such conscience to bear upon the selection of Senators.

There was some intimidation by the Police in Ahmedabad on Con-

gress meetings and on the friends of the Congress. It was even said

that the Police had received a circular adverse to the Congress. What

was still worse it was given out by the enemies of the movement that

the head of the Presidential Administration himself was opposed to

the institution which was hatched and started at his capital. Accord-

ingly, a gentleman of Ahmedabad addressed Lord Rcay a note of in-

quiry and His Excellency has given the reply that might be expected of

a responsible statesman

“ His Excellency expresses his astonishment that after years, his

principles and views should be so little known as to render it possible

for any one to give credence to injurious rumours such as we have re-

ferred to. In regard to the Police Circular, he says he has never seen
it, that he has never dieamt of enquiring who did and who did not

belong to the Congress, and that he will never tolerate any sort of

intimidation of would-be Congressists, direct or indirect
;
that the Con-

gress criticises the administraiion, and that the administration must
welcome such criticism as tending to improvement and the eradication

of abuses
;
that his one duty and desire is to improve and strengthen

the administration
;
and that it is, therefore, impossible for him to look

with disfavour on a movement which promises so materially to assist

in this work. On the contrary, his position towards the Congress is

that of stage critic
;

in other words, that while not feeling himself

bound to accept all the Congress says, he feels bound to give his

most careful consideration to all it puts forward, and draw thence

very possible hint for the improvement of the performance which

he directs. He then goes on to refer to the absurd rumour of

his having declined to distribute the prizes to the AnJuman-i-Islam
School, because Mr. Budiuddiu has been President of the last

Congress, and points out that so fur from having any prejudice

against Mr, Budruddin or the Anjuman on account of their parti-

cipation in the Congress movement they have his full sympathy,

and he has only this week directed the acceleration of the arrangements

for their school for which his Government has granted a noble site and

Rs. 38,000. His Excellency adds that he should have thought that

such absurd stories would not have needed contradiction and, truly, to

wise men they never did need it.”

Just SO.

Notwithstanding all that, the Education Department was caught in

the act of distributing among the schools, Raja Sivaprasad-Maharaja

of Benares’s speech against the Congress. Mr. K. M. Chaifield,

Director of Public Instruction, was asked whether he had circulated

any pamphlets for the Maharaja of Benares, and in order to clinch

the point, pamphlets in favour of ihe^Congress were foi warded with a

request that they might be distributed by the Department. The Di-

rector was in a fix. At last, he wriggled himself out of it by saying in

answer that the only communication that he had received from the

Maharaja of Benares was a letter from his Private-Secreiaty requesting

him to distribute 200 copies of the Mahaiaja’s pamphlet. The only

communication ! To this he replied that he could not distribute

political pamphlets to schoolboys. But before his answer reached

its destination, the 200 political pamphlets against the Congress

came by post, and the consistent Director of Public Instruction

distributed them to all the schools, as if he had never raised the

slightest objection to such a circulation. Now that he had been

caught flagrante dilecti^ and the inexora))le Congiessists would

not let him out of their grip, there was no help for him but to submit

to their bullying. He offered to do likewise for the Congress as he

had before done against it. He would distribute at the cost of the

Slate 200 pampJllels in favor of the Congress as he had distributed

200 copies of the Benares Maharaja’s speech denouncing the Congress.

He could scarcely do less after having quietly helped the enemies of

the movement. But does he make the offer with a good face and a

light heart? Why not more than 200 copies? Surely, he would have

as readily circulated 500 or 1,000 of the Maharaja’s speech if so

many had been sent him, as 200. He makes a desperate effort at pre-

serving countenance by drily pointing out the advantage the Con-

gressists had over their opponents, in that their publications were in

English which would be better understood in the Western Presidency

than the Shtvaprasad’s Hindi. We hope Lord Reay will knock some

proper notions into his Director’s head. The Education Department is

the last place for the Cynic.

The Bombay correspondent of the Evening News writes—

“Certain Arabs have been doing a little swindling here of late,

presenting forged letters to Nawabs and other high personages, pro-

fessing to bea^ the seal of the Consulate. These frauds were perpe-

tr.'itcd with a view to obtaining from the person deceived pecuniary

assist.'ince.—The Turkish Consul-General here has, I believe, reported

the matter to the Government of India. He states that his private

seal has been forged and affixed to a letter presented to the Nawab
of Rampore. Tlie forgery was detected, but Abdoola Bin Mahomed
Mane**, the culprit, very knowingly made himself scarce, and bus ever

since kept out of the way. The Consul also informed the Government
that there are in India certain persons who pass themselves off as

relatives of well-known Tiukish Pashas ;
they dress in the uniform of

the Sultan’s body-guard, call themselves Ruin-i-Sabihs. (rum fellows it

means, I suppose 1 ) visit Rajahs and Nawabs and obtain money from

them.”

There .are some ^-called Roomee physicians about in Calcutta and

other parts of India. One of them was for some months in our

neighbourhood in Wellington Square, but has now disappeared. He
was in the pay of a Pasha of Constantinople from whom he used to

receive regula»Iy several thousand Rupees a month, but latterly he had

dispensed with this aid from home and was supporting himself by his

wits—we mean the practice of medicine. He was a great Saint, of

course, all Indian Mussulmans, specially in the West and the Arabian

Sea coast, being disciples of his family. He was a friend of the Indian

Mirror^ had travelled long in Europe and knew all tongues and volun-

teeied to teach us the Vedas and the Hindu religion. He, of course,

said the other Hakeem whom Mr. Justice Romesh Chunder has given

a certificate is an imposter. If the one is six, the othqr is half a dozen,

we fear. Mr. Lambert had better keep an eye on both.

A few yaers ago, another Roomee Saheb, who had attempted swind-

ling in Jodhpore, bullied the Deputy Commissioner in his own room.

With the impartial Anglo-Indian Press, it is the unenviable peculiarity

of the natives of India in all matters to lean on the Government—so

different from the sturdy and honourable self-reliance of the British !

But the British arc not, after all, so punctilious as they are repre-

sented. They have no over-dcIicatc stomach for jobs, and they have

rather a weakness for appointments of all kinds even to sinecures.

They are, of course, too siipciior a people to be abashed. No
extravagance deters them. The most notable example is furnished

by the new number of the National Review. In that serial, Mr.

F. J. Crowest deplojcs the condition of the English opera and con-

cludes with proposing a st.ate aided Theatre. Is Crowest a Baboo in

disguise ? A Chattcijee could not have gone beyond him.

The Tyiolesc seem the imist addicted to conjugality of all peoples.

In the tceih of political economy, against all common ;jrudcnce,

notwithstanding positive law, they plunge into it, and go on bleed-

ing swarms of drones and no end of beggars. Prohibited from

marrying, unless he ran show that he has laid in a sum of money

sufiicieiu to support a family, lie would beg, borrow, or steal, rather

than go wjtliout a wife. Sometimes a dozen or more engaged young-

men, despairing of ever getting money enough to secure the

permission, go on a pilgrimage to Rome, begging their way on foot,

accompanied by their sweei-iieaits. There, under the protection of

another law, and with the blessing of the Church they perform the

mystic s.icramcnt and aie united, for better for worse, for life anU

eun-niiy ;
but, on return to their native village, they are fined by the

Commune for breaking the law. We of the improvident conjugal East

can sympathise with such an honest penchant. But, then, what of the

demon of Cici-sbcism ? We hope it is the vice only of the great cities,

and does not at any rate penetrate the picturesque mountains in the

Notth.

Oh the last day of the Durga Pooja, the sub-division of Narail, in the

Jessurc District, was clouded by the loss of its leading inhabitant. On

that day Baboo Chunder Kumar Roy, the head of the Narail family,

died. A pious Hindu of a fast vanishing type of orthodoxy, there was a

peculiar fitness in the time and other attending circumstances of his

death. At the seat of his family and the home of his birth, among his

dear and near ones, surrounded by friends especially invited—as if

from a presentiment of his fate—from Baranagar and Cossipore (the
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Calcutta seat of the Narail Baboos) and elsewhere in Calcutta and the

Suburbs, to share with him the worship and festivities of the Bengali

Christmas, he took his leave. No more auspicious day could be

imagined for the departure of the good Hindoo on the Gre.at Journey.

It was the Maha Navami—the Ninth oflheMoon—on which the nation-

al worship of the embodied Principle of Energy culminates and deter-

mines, when the spirit of the goddess takes its flight from the clay tene-

ment into which it had descended, in answer to invocation and by the

efficacy of mystic rites. On that day, the soul of Chunder Kumar the

Good left in the wake of the goddess.

The deceased was a most amiable and altogether estimable man.

If he was without his father’s force of character, he brimmed over with

graces to which that father had no pretensions. If the genius of the

great Ramratan Roy did not descend to any of his line, there was no

trace of his sternnesss in his son. He was a thorough Bengali gentle-

man of the old type but with adaptiveness to modern needs.

To Baboo Chunder Kumar, his family seat of Narail was not a little

indebted for all the progress which it has made. It was greatly due to

his liberality and progressive sympathies, that the town grew up into a

model of a Zemindari township and lordly residence. The Narail School

had for years maintained its position as a first class higher class English

School in the province, when it was converted into a College. At no

inconsiderable expense, too, has the Narail family kept up, in the best

appointed style, a Native and an English Dispensary. Dr. J. G. Ander-

son, now a medical practitioner in our neighbourhood, was for years

in charge of the Narail Hospital, on a salary of Rupees five

hundred a month. Under Baboo Chunder Kumar’s influence, the

Narail Zemindars have never stinted any expense in providing

their educational and medical institutions with the best staff that

could be secured. Their munificence to Sanskrit learning used

to be princely. With all his public beneficence, the deceased

gentleman was remarkably free from ambition. In these days

of cheap titles, he firmly resisted the pressure of well-meaning

officious friends who would have him cultivate official favour towards

the recognition of his public services, and it is a significant commentary

on the wisdom with which honors are distributed, that an extensive

benefactor of the district of Jessore dies a plain Baboo Chunder

Kumar Roy, while hundreds with far inferior claims have been raised

to the official peerage. Will it be believed that one of his tenants—-not

one of his biggest cither— was by a British Magistrate kicked into a

Roy Bahadoor to spite his liege-lords? We offer our sincere con-

dolence to Baboo Chunder Kumar’s two surviving sons and the other

members of the family.

A Municipal bye-election lately took place for filling up’a vacant

Commissionership for the .Shibpur Ward of the Howrah Municipality.

There were two opposing candidates in the field, and we hear that not

less than Rs. 1.200 has been spent between them in canvassing. This

may be an indication of the interest taken in municipal affairs, bu<

cui honn f say we. What, after all, is the value of the position of a

municipal Commissioner ? Under the law, as it is, the ultimate control

of the expenditure rests with the official authorities, and these, in their

turn, are by no means indisposed to stretch their authority to the

utmost limits allowed by the law. In some of the municllpalities in

the neighbourhood of Calcutta, the Commissioners have been deprived

of the power of regulating their expenditure in even the pettiest details,

and this, with every circumstance of insult and humiliation into the

bargain. In the .South Barrackpore Municipality, the budget prepared

by the Commissioners and submitted for the sanction of the Divisional

Commissioner, has been rejected tn toto^ and an altogether different

scale of expenditure has been framed at the Commissioner’s office, in

the face of the most earnest remonstrances of the local authorities,

and imposed on them for implicit submission. In other municipalities,

the Commissioners are not at liberty to appoint an additional peon,

or to give the slightest increment of pay to any of their servants.

The Presidency Commissioner’? vraid is chiefly directed ag,ainst

municipal grants to English schools, but his interference extends

to the pettiest details. The South-Barrackpore Municipal Commis-

sioners talk of resigning en bloc^ and if they should do so, it would

no doubt be a pretty situation.

Lord Dufferin has again laid the Empire under obligation by an

act of large liberality. He has added another native to the body of

Judges of the Bengal High Court. Three Native dignitaries of the

highest bench in the country at one and the same time I Surely, the

“ Red ” orators and silly writers who see nothing but wrong in Govern-

ment, and see the impersonation of Governmental fatuity and frivolky

and baseness in the Viceroy, ought in mere decency, if not honesty,

to pause for the nonce !

The manner of the boon has enhanced the gift. The principle of

the appointment is unexceptionable, but it might have been abused

in the choice of the appointee. We can rejoice with unmixed satisfac-

tion that it has not been so. It is true that the choice was limited to

two, as we showed in a leading article of the 8th September. Indeed,

practically Dr. Rashbehari Ghosh was not in the running. He is at

once far too brilliant and far too independent for the Court of Chief

Justice Petheram. But then in these days there was great danger of

an incompetent Mahomedan being pitchforked into the Bench. The
gods on earth and Heaven are to be thanked for preventing such a

cal.Tmity.

The Mahomedans have especial reason to be grateful. The integrity

of their law could not be promoted except by a profound Arabic

doctor, and none such exists who has the other qualifications necessary

to a High Court Judge, or even the initial qualification of a tolerable

knowledge of the language of the Court
;
while their manners and in-

stitutions and even their faith might be easily compromised from the

influence of a nominal Mussulman elevated to the judgment seat of

the highest Court. No wonder there is visible a sense of relief as

from an impending disaster. We need scarcely say that it would have

given us real pleasure, instead of another Hindu, to have a Mahomedan.

We arc glad to notice that there exists at Mhow a Native Music Club,

I

established in October 1886 by the exertions or under the patronage

j

of .Sirdar Gurdat Siugh, Rai Bahadur Pandit Bala Pershad, and last

not least Khan Bahadur N. M. Khory, foremost in every good work.

On Sunday the 30th September, the second anniversary was held at

the Sirdar’s house, under the presidency of Babu Radha Nath Bancr-

jee, the President. Besides the gentlemen named, there were four
j

Srimant Rao Sahebs, Chief Justice Baij Nath, Pandit Hurnarain,

Mr. Somerje Parpi.a, Babu Gtirudas Bose, several respectable Parsee
|

residents and about fifty others. There were not only no Europeans
1

but no Mussulmans either, apparently, except one Kasim Khan.

The Chairman opened the proceedings with the reading of a short

address. We are told “the Secretary Mr. Muncher Shah B. Raji

then sang a song composed for the occasion the Master playing what

Harmonium.” The closing clause of that sentence is a riddle. Th.at

“ what” is a formidable stumbling-block. It is unparsable. Supposing

it to be an intruder introduced by the Imps of Pandemonium., “ the

Master” still remains In all his mysterious glory. Who the—imp is

he? The Secretary’s song to the Master’s harmonium “was followed

by Babu Poorna Chunder Seal’ one of the leading members of the

club playing at guitar when he finished Mr. Harry Bhow played

different limes on the same instrument.” “ Times ” we suppose is a

misprint for tunes, for the guitar is no drum to play the different

combinations of tune upon, unless by guitar the Pathan Rabab

is meant, which is a stringed instrument upon a drum giving the

musician a double advantage, to some extent. Next “ The renown-

ed Pakhoaji or Drummer Nana Sahib Phanse and a Beenkar

(player on a double end guitar) played at their favourite instni-
|

ments to the great joy of the audience. Rai Bahadur Pundit Bala ^

Pershad also amused the audience by playing at^lute Harmonium.

Mr. Kasim Khan played wonderfully on the same instrument and

charmed the audience.” ^

. REIS & RA YYET.
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THE NATIONAL INDIAN CONGRESS.
A FEW PLAIN HINTS OF SOBER TRUTH TO THOSE WHO

CARE FOR IT.

The National Indian Congress is in danger—from
the unwisdom of its leaders. An institution fraught

with momentous effects on the future welfare of the

people, it must be keenly regretted if the indiscretions
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ofjis own friends should threaten to despoil it of its

jusWestiity. So far, the moderation of its proceedings
was its most hopeful feature. Without too closely

enquiring into the constitution and organization of

the first meeting of the Congress at Bombay, its

subsequent Sessions at Calcutta and Madras went far

to reassure the wavering and even inspire confidence

in the mind of Government. Some of the highest

officials came to regard it with more favor, and it is

still an open secret that the present Government of

India are disposed to make a substantial concession

to its demands. Barring the unfortunate split with the

Mahomedan community, «H' this augured a happy
progress of events. Towards this position of things,

the contributing agent was chiefly the character of

sobriety and moderation in the proceedings of the

Congress. The very pretence of this has now been

abandoned, and, at the present moment, we have the

strange spectacle of the Congress posing before the

British public at home as a most uncompromising
Liberal propaganda.

We call it a strange spectacle, because this is the

first signal instance of an Indian party going clean over

to any English political camp. In the best days of the

British Indian Association—when the staid influence

of sober counsellors like Kristo Das Pal directed the

course of Indian politics—or in all the subsequent

political activity of Bombay and Madras, our leading

men always avoided the vortex of English jwlitical

controversy. They never made the mistake of identi-

fying themselves with any English party. They relied

on the fact that the destinies of India were in the

hands of the English Government, and they went no

farther. They realized the fact that, apart from the

chances and changes of their own political affairs, it

was the substantive justice and Ub&cUIty of the Bri-

tish nation that must, in ,tbe long run, influence the

affairs of this country.

This has been the procedure of Indian politicians sn

far. In all their representations to the British

Government, they scrupulously steered clear of

burning questions of British politics. And very

naturally. What could be the influence of their

feeble voice upon the course of English party

Government? On the other hand, the evil of

exasperating one camp, by throwing in their lot

with another, must have been real, sooner or later.

We are not a little surprised, therefore, at the attitude

assumed by some representatives of the Indian

Congress of late, in desregard of all precedent—all

our traditions. Our surprise is the more to find a

man like our eminent countryman Mr. W. C. Bon-

nerjee laying himself out in the way he has now been

doing, for the purposes of an ill-judged political agita-

tion in the Radical interest. In our friend Mr. Bon-

nerjee’s case, it is almost a falling off. Having hither-

to kept himself from politics, one is at a loss to ac-

count for his sudden bursting forth into an out and out

stumping Radical. Mr. Bonnerjee was filling with

ability the office of Standing Counsel to Govi;rnment

in the Calcutta High Court, and we fairly looked

forward to his one day being our Advocate-General.

That would have been a greater gain in our jlresent

circumstances thati the appointment of a dozen Native

Judges to the several High Courts. His very official

position naturally imposed on him restraints which

might well dictate a more cautions and delicate dabbl-

ing, if at all, with politics. Fired with a zeal for the

Congress, he might yet eschew the temptations of

party. He might be guided by the example of mo-

deration set by his countrymen in past years. It

would seem, however, 'the whole Congress is under

foreign influences—that its lines are fixed by the

hands of foreigners, and our countrymen are not the

leaders themselves, but under the fascination of other

leaders.

The Mahomedan defection—who again is respon-

sible for the sorry spectacle of a house divided against

itself? Not, for aught we know, the Mahomedan
seceders. No proper and sufficiently cordial effort was

made to secure their adhesion. The Bombay Con-

gress met at the instance of a handful of men—the

recognized leaders of Indian public opinion having

had no place in it. Even the best of them had not

been consulted. This mistake was to some extent

rectified in the more constitutional procedure of the

Calcutta Congress, and also of the last sitting at

Madras, but the defect and practical evils of the ori-

ginal irregularity are incurable. The Mahomedans
might well say they had not been thought of at first.

This was.a slight, and they might well bargain for

guarantees against future slights. They might well ap-

pflj^end the fate of being left in a mi.serable minority

in the public or confidential deliberations of the body.

The cut and dried plan of campaign incontinently af-

fected by the leaders, left little hope of fair play. For

the rest, .Sir Ahmed’s opposition is a turn in things

which the leaders of the Congress have to thank

themselves for. It is the very indiscr.etions of the

Congress men that have provoked that rejoinder.

Who, for instance, could be really taken in by the

sham agitation concocted from Calcutta by the fool-

ish extravagance of Surrender Nots and No Rend-

ers—by their sham telegrams of sham meetings,

with exaggerated accounts of attendance, and of pro-

ceedings all cast in the same mould ? The foreign

training of some of our educated countrymen seems

to have made them apt imitators of British forms

and ways, but did they expect to keep their skill to

themselves ? The light they set up on the hill has

illumined the valley, and, armed with their own wea-

pons, Sir Ahmed has paid them back in their own
coin. We never spared Sir Ahmed, but, in justice to

him, it must be confessed that his propaganda is a

legitimate retort to the Congress. There is about

as much reality in the exuberant exhibitions of the

one as of the other.

THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA AND
THE LOYAL OFFER OF THE

NATIVE STATES.

The Government seem at length to have decided

upon some plan for utilising the military offers of the

Native States. To begin with, the Durbars of

Patiida, Jheend and Nabha .and Kappoorthala have

been invited to send their delegates to a conference •

at Simla to hear the imperial views and say how best

they could carry them out in their respective States.

The Government plan has the merit of simplicity,

whatever the cost to the Princes. We hope they will

submit with grace, unless the burden be excessive.

With what face can they complain ? They have

them.selves invited the yoke and there is no help for

it but to bend the neck. They have opened the em-
bankment, what wonder if they are swept away by

the flood ? If they commenced lightly, following a

fashion of the hour, without counting the responsibili-

ty, they will be rightly served for their culpable neg-

lect of the difficult art of kingcraft or at least for their

sin of not securing and trusting wise companions and

able, enlightened and strong ministers. Even now,

it is not too late. They should begin to put their
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houses in order instanter, or the consequences will be

truly disastrous. Without the Government of India

intending it, the present call will prove the beginning

of their end. They must reform their administrations,

if only to provide the ways and means for the ad-

ditional drain without the ordinary Indian grace—not

the increased cost simply, bht the cash payment there-

of at due dates. That is a horror yet uncontemplated

by Raja or Nawab and for which primitive races are

unprepared.

The main question is no longer an open one. In

fact, there has never been any question about the

contemplated object. Whatever our disgust at the

discreditable and foolish, because unnecessary, intri-

gue which was practised on the Nizam in the con-

nection, and our contempt for its authorf|, the import-

ance of the interest in which the trick was played is

obvious. With a little patience and tact, and the

proper exercise of legitimate influence, that interest

would have been subserved all the same, an^d it is no

small regret that the honor of a great policy should

have been so causelessly sullied in the carrying out

thereof at the very start. The Empire must be

maintained, and it goes without saying that the native

states, which are its natural buttresses and pillars,

must support it. They preserved it once, in 1857,

in gratitude and enlightened self-interest. For the

same reasons,,they must continue to do so hereafter

whenever the need might arise. It is their duty—

a

task of honor and a necessity of self-preservation.

Since the above was in type we learn that Ulwar

has asked for the services of a European officer to

put her military establishments on an efficient foot-

ing, so as to be in a position to serve the Empire,

and Major Melliss has been deputed from Simla

on a mission to Cashmere to consult the Maharaja

personally on the state of his troops. This con-

sultation with a native Chief personally is usually

a blind. In the present state of Cashmere affairs,

it must be more than ever unreal. What can the

Maharaja say ? What does he know ? The first step

should be to allow him a capable minister. How
long will this jealousy of constitutional rule in Native

India continue ?

[This article has been lyinjj in type for some months until its facts

arc sornwhat out of date, pet haps. Our views are our own, however,

and they have not been aniioip.ited during; all this lime.]

ITALIAN ATTITUDE TOWARDS FRANCE.
Nations, like individuals, have their virtues as well as

vices. Even .so have they their rewards and penalties.

Some have been famous for their tcachcry as others fdr their

generosity. Some arc esteemed for rcinernl^cring their be-

nefactors, while others are execrated for ignoring services

in critical times. A notable instance of national ingrati-

tude is afforded by the Italians in their present attitude to-

wards France. It is a miserable case of kicking the ladder

when you have gained your height. If there is any onv;

nation more than another, to whom Italy is indebted for

her unification and independence, it is unquestionably

the French people. Other countries may have lent her their

moral influence in her struggles to free herself from foreign

domination and home misrule, it was France that shed her

blood and lavished her treasures to secure her the desired

boon. Italy could not, within so short a time, have attain-

ed, as she did, her prc.scnt position ajid influence, without

the material assistance of France.

Italy, as every reader of European history knows, was
divided into a number of petty states, each of which con-

.sidered its interests distinct from or even ho.stilc to tho.se of

the others. The policy pursued by the States of the Church
was shaped more for the promotion of the Pontifical inter-

ests than for the welfare of the people. The same was the

case with the other stales. The interests of the people were

subordinated to those of the reigning Houses, and not un-

frequently sacrificed for individual advancement. Nor was

Austrian domination less galling in Italy. Indeed, domestic

misrule and foreign oppression crushed the Italian people^

so that they became a byword and a reproach among
nations.

It was the French, who, by conquering Italy in their Re-
volutionary Wars, first awakened in the Italian mind a fore-

taste for political homogeneity. That conquest proved the

possftjility of a United Italy. The vision of United Italy with

Rome for its capital, dimly seen by Dante and sadly sung

by Petrarch and others, was verified by the French, and,

although many an attempt for its realization proved abortive,

it never died out of the Italian mind. As the great English

Bard who so loved, and long lived in, Italy, and died for

her sister peninsula of Greece, truly teaches

—

For Freedom’s battle once begun,

• Bequeath’d by bleeding Sire to Son,

Though baffled oft is ever won.

The history of Italy for the last 60 years, is emphatically

the history of struggles of the Italian people to make that

vision a reality. It is true that the facile pen of Mazzini,

the puissant arm of Garibaldi, and the farseeing sagacity

of Cavour, did much to bring about the final result, but

their contributions would have been far less effective, had

they not been actively seconded by French co-operation.

Patriotism without powder and shot is a cry in the desert.

Diplomacy has no /acus standi vfliere there are no battalion.s,

in esse or in posse, in the background. And guerillaism

of even Heaven-born generals goes but a small way against

Quadrilaterals and regular armies. Were it not for the

substantial patronage of a Great Power, Italy would, in all

human probability, be still only a geographical expression.”

It was France that not only helped Italy to expel her

foreign oppres.sors and her home tyrants, but also to re-

tain her advantage. Montebello and Magenta and Salferino

will remain the lasting witnesses of what France had done
for Italy. And yet, for all this, how shabbily she has been

treated by the Italians I They have abandoned her alliance

and transferred their allegiance and friendship to her

enemy. The present isolation of France is to be attribut-

ed, in a great measure, to their attitude towards that

country. They do not even scruple to insult her

!

Italy’s ingratitude to France has not passed without com-
ment or rebuke. It was only the other day, that one of the

Generals in the Italian War of Independence directed his

sons, by his will, to migrate into France and become natural-

ized subjects there. Italy, said the hero, was no longer

worthy of his sons.

How unlike the treatment France has received from the

people of the Great Republic of the We.st, whom she aided in

their struggles for independence ! What reception the citi-

zens of the United States accorded to the French General

who faiight their battles with all a Frenchman’s chivalry

and devotion, is now matter of history. In that Greater

Britain, France is respected, her interests arc cared for,

her reverses arc symapthised with
;
and if their constitution

permitted it, the Americans would have repaid their debt

by giving her material assistance in the time of her need.

If ingratitude in individuals is reprehensible, it is equally

so in nations, which arc but bodjes of individuals in poli-

tical union geographically distributed.

“ Inj^ratltucie 1 thou marble-hearted fiend^^

More hideous, when thou show’st thee in a race.

Than the sca-mon.ster !

”

THE PERSONAL HAPPINESS OF MAGISTRATES.

The sensation which a few years back was caused in India by Mr.

Justice Fjcld’s prosecution of her Indian nurse, must be still fresh in

the mind of the reader. It now appears that tfie great dignity of the

Bench was not more fortunate in his choice of a wife than his employ-

ment of an Ayah—Indian nurse. It is certain that the retired Judge

Charles Dickenson Field of our High Court was not happy in his

English home. He seems to have long struggled manfully—Mrs. Field

bore Mr. Field six childrcn—but to no purpose, until he utterly grew

sick of his wife, and separated. In March last, she presented a petition

to the Divorce Court for restitution of conjugal rights. He met the

application by charging her with cruelty. That charge was subsequently
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withdrawn and the decree went against him by default. Still he refused

to receive her as wife. There was a fresh petition to Court by the wife,

nnd Sir James Hannen has pronounced a decree of judicial separation

wkh costs, and the custody of the children.

The charge of cruelty is not uncommon in such cases, but it is

usually preferred by the woman against the man. Here the usual

order is reversed. The stronger vessel complains of the weaker—the
pewter pot dreads the propinquity of the clay or, as the Indian

vessel of unglazed earth may do an injustice to the fine While lady,

let us say, Dresden China. As a Judge, Mr. Field was not a success,

but he was a man of undoubted ability, and has enriched Indian juri-

dical and state literature. Even though his temper is not of the best,

such a man is not likely to rush to the public thoroughfare to wash his

dirtiest domestic linen. And Mr. Field did not do so. When he

could not get on with his formidable spouse any longer, he simply

separated from her. It is the wife that would force herself upon her

routed and retreating husband. It was then, under compulsion, when

she claimed her conjugal right to bed and board in the society of her

husband, that the poor man was out with his secret—that she was

intolerable for cruelty. And the experienced matrimonial British Kadi-

in-chief was convinced of the justice of his allegation, and took pity

on him so far as to release him from the fetters of a most disagreeable

connection.

The world with mistaken chivalry ton often blames men in such

quarrels. Here at least the man is the true object of pity. Here the

grey mare is -worse horse
;

it would scarcely be unfair to call her

the tigress. As we have hinted before, Mr. Field was far ftom a

paragon of good temper himself. It must be a tigress that could

get the belter of the bear—in the little domestic passages at arms

that must have occurred in their common den, before the Judge

could decently escape to the fastness of the court-house, or

after he was driven back from the latter at the end of the day’s

judicial work. As wc remember him in office, Mr. Fichl was of a

Saturnine aspect and a morose disposition, which not unoften broke

out in curt little speeches to practitioners before him, occasionally in

savage insults, as when at Moorshedabad he came down on Baboo

Gooroodas Bancrjee, just elevated to the bench of the High Court ftom

which the other has retired, for a failure of English on one occasion,

with the remark in Indian vernacular, that the Pleader should address

the court in his mother tongue (the Bengali). Who could have thought

that the poor British Judge was haunted by a skeleton in his heart ?

This revelation is far from pleasant in any aspect, A Gooroodas

Ranerjee may afford to smile at a desolate Field. Such men are not

snuffed out by an individual monster on the bench. But inferior

Vakeels and practitioners—and the world abounds in inferior men—

must suffer in silence. Above all, what an amount of injustice is not

perpetrated by administrators who are unhappy at home ! How many

of those who lost their cases before Judge Field owed their misfortune

to Mrs. Field ! For this reason, at all events, the domestic affairs of

our rulers—judges, criminal and civil, in especial -are worth inquiring

into by the public.

Are there no desolate Fields still remaining—to the misfortune of the

Queen’s lieges ?

(State IJiiper.

No. 16, dated Calcutta the 5ih January, 1888.

From—Licutcnant-Coloncl W. F. Pridcaux, Agent to the Governor-

General in Council for the Affairs of the late King of Oudh.

To—W. J.
Cunningham Esq., Officiating Secretary to the Govern-

ment of India, Foreign Department.

[Continued from p. 4go.]

22.

In addition to these sons, there are two children who were

recognized by ih^ late King as his own offspring and who each re-

ceived from him an allowance of Rs. 90 per mensem. The^ names

of these children are (i) Khadim-ul-Aima Mir/.a Muhammad Ijaz

Hossain Bahadur, and (2) Kisra Bakht Mirza Muhammad Abbas

Hossein Bahadur, and their age is seven years. Under the orders

conveyed in your office letter No. 581-P., dated 4th January 1881,

to the Secretary to the Government of Bengal (Politica*^ Depart-

ment), these children have not yet been officially recognized, nor

have I deemed it advisable to pay them since the death of the King

the allowances which they formerly received. Looking to the

purport of these orders, I do not think it necessary to discuss the

question of the legitimacy of these children, but in consideration

of the fact that they have hitherto been treated within the precincts

of the palace as the offspring of the King, and have no means of
support beyond what they may receive from the bounty of Govern-
ment, I would venture to suggest, for consideration, that they
should each be granted as dependants of the late King the sum of
Rs. (90) ninety per mensem as a pension terminable on their death.

23. There arc seventeen surviving daughters of the late King,
each of whom draws, under the scheme of the Committee, the sum
of Rs. no per mensem. Of thes^ ladies, the eldest, Nawab Sarir

Ara Zainab Bcgam Sahiba, is married to a son of the late King’i

nephew jehan Kadr Mirza ; the next in point of age is married to

a son of the late King’s younger brother, Sulaiman Kadr Mirza;
eleven are the wives of gentlemen of good family at Lucknow, and
four are residing unmarried at Garden Reach. Only one of these,

Nawab Badshah Ara Kaniz Hadi Bcgam Sahiba, is motherless. I have
received several memorials from these ladies, of whom the majority

arc in indifferent circumstances, and would venture to recommend
that they each, with the exception of the eldest, be granted a pen-
sion of Rs. (150) one hundred and fifty per mensem which is slight-

ly ill excess of the allowance which they have hitherto drawn from
the King, namely,* Rs. no per mensem. The position of the eldest

daughter merits, I think, exceptional treatment. The following

allowances were drawn by her and her husband :

—

Nawab Sarir Ara Zainab Begam Sahiba ... no per mensem.
Jahan Kadr Mirza (husband) ... ... 90 „
Mustafa*Bcgum Sahiba (daughter) ... 45 „
Mooteza Bcgam Sahiba (daughter) ... 45 „
Sarar Jigar Bcgam Sahiba (daughter) ... 25 „

Total Rs. ... 31 5 per mensem.

On attaining the age of fifteen, the daughters under the Com-
mittee’s scheme (paragraph 20 of Report,) as modified by Lieuten-
ant-Governor of Bengal (No. 1850, dated 31st August 1880, para-

graph 10,) would draw Rs. 70 per mensem each, which would raise

the total emoluments drawn by the family to Rs. 410 per mensem.
The Mirza was also many years ago granted the *usc of a house
within the precincts of the Sultan Khana, or royal residence, the

value of which can not be estimated at less than Rs. 100 per men-
sem, and which he will probably be called upon to vacate when
landed property belonging to the estate is in course of realization.

In order therefore to compensate the family tor the losses they have
incurred by the King’s death, I would propose, for consideration,

that the eldest daughter, Nawab Sarir Ara Zainab Bcgam Sahiba,

be granted a pension of Rs, 500 per mensem, together with an

j

allowance for house rent of Rs. 100 per mensem, it being under-
stood that the allowances hitherto drawn by Jehan Kadr Mirza and
his children shall lapse in accordance with the principle which I

venture to think should be followed in the bestowal of these

pensions. As the Mirza draws a pension of Rs. 1,500 per mensem
as a collateral relative of His late Majesty and also possesses other

small sources of income, I consider that the additional sum
of Rs. 600 per mensem should be sufficient to maintain the family

in a manner befitting their rank. If the Bcgam were to predecease

her husband, the question of the continuance of her pension could
be considered by Government upon its merits.

24. My proposals for pensionary allowances to the grandsons

of the late King will of course have reference only to those whose
fathers arc no longer living. These arc five in number

—

1. Kara Shappar Mirza Muhammad jah Ali Bahadur ; and
2. Mirza Kurrat-ul-Ain Bahadur, the children of the late Wali

Ahd, Prince Mirza Muhammad Hamid Ali Bahadur.

3. Maimanat Mirza Gholam Ahid Bahadur, son of the late

Kara Hussein Mirza Bahadur.

4. Mirza Faridoon Jah Bahadur ; and

5. M<rza Humayun Kadr Bahadur j the sons of the late eldest

son Prince Faridoon Kadr Mirza Huzbar Ali Bahadur.

The last three of these grandsons of His late Majesty are below 1

5

years of age, and therefore under the Committee’s scheme would
only draw Rs. 80 per mensem, while the two elder ones draw
Rs. 120 per mensem, and would be entitled to an additional grant

ofjRs. 50 per mensem on marriage, or an aggregate of Rs. 170 per
mensem each. In modification of this arrangement I would, after

full consideration of the subject, recommend that the grandsons
over the age of 18 years be allotted pensions of Rs. 300 per mensem,
while the three others should draw Rs. 120 per mensem, to be

raised to Rs. 300 on reaching the age of 18. It is proper to men-
tion that the two sons of the late Wali Ahd are the legal heirs

of the Nawab Khas Mchal Sahiba, who is a lady of considerable

property, but she is so much under the influence of a distant rela-

tive, who is known by the name of Pcara Sahib, that it is doubtful

if they will succeed to more than a small portion of the inheritance.

The two youngest boys arc also co-sharers in the estate of their late

father, the Prince Faridoon Kadr Mirza, which is in the hands of

the Administrator-General, and is in course of administration by a

suit in the High Court, but after the costs of litigation have been
met, it is doubtful if there will be a large balance in favour of the

heirs, I do not think therefore that these contingencies should

affect the scale on which pensions may be granted to the grandsons.
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25. Under the principle upon which these proposals are based,

there is only one sur\iving granddaughter of His Majesty who has

a claim to pension under the Committee’s scheme (paragraph 29 of

Committee’s Report). This is Kishwar Ara Begam Sahiba, the

infant daughter of the late Prince Faridoon Kadr Mir/.a, who was

granted by the King, not long before his death, an allowance of

Rs. 70 per mensem. I would propose that this young lady, who is

now only 7 years of age, be granted a pension of Rs. (45) forty-five

per mensem until she reaches thoaage of 18 or is married, when the

pension should be raised to Rs. (90) ninety per mensem for life.

26. There is however a granddaughter of His late Majesty who
no longer draws an allowance, but is I venture to think entitled to

the favorable consideration of His Excellency in Council. This is

Nawab Dilbund Begam Sahiba, the daughter of the late Wall Ahd,

Prince Hamid Ali Bahadoor. About two years ago she married a

young nobleman of Lucknow, who unfortunately died, leaving her

completely penniless. Under the Committee’s arrangements

(paragraph 29 of Report) the allowances made by His late Majesty

to granddaughters differed from those made to daughters in the fact

of their being only payable “ up to marriage.” On this young
lady’s marriage, therefore, her allowance ceased, arfd she returned to

Calcutta, where she has since been supported by her grand-mother,

the Nawab Khas Mahal, and her brother, Mirza Kurrat-ul-Ain.

She has suffered severely from illness during her stay in Calcutta,

and being entirely destitute of means, her situation is extremely

precarious. In view of the exceptional circumstances* of her case

and the fact that with the exception of Kishwar Ara Begam, she

is the only fatherless granddaughter of His late Majesty, I would

strongly recommend, for the favorable consideration of the Governor-

General in Council, that Nawab Dilbund Begam Sahiba be granted

a life pension of Rs. (90) ninety per mensem, which would be

sufficient to meet her wants.

27.

The following arc the names of the widowed daughters-in-

law of His late Majesty who have been granted allowances from his

treasury :

—

1. Nawab Slfahryar Bahoo Sahiba ; and

2. Nawab Begam ahm Keykob Mahal Sahiba, widow of the

late Wall Ahd, Prince Hamid Ali Bahadur.

3. Mahrjehan Begam Sahiba, a widow of the late Prince Khosh
Bakht Bahadur.

4. Hoozoor Mahal Sahiba, a widow of the late Prince Faridoon

Kadr Mirza Bahadur.

28. The case of Nawab Shahryar Bahoo Sahiba was discussed

in paragraph 31 of the Committee’s Report, and an allowanee of

Rs. 350 per mensem was, in consideration of the position she for-

merly occupied, recommended, but reduced to Rs. 200 per mensem
by orders of Government. I would venture to propose that this

sum be granted to her as a pension for the remainder of her life.

29. The Nawab Begam aim Nawab Keykob Mahal Sahiba also

draws an allowance of Rs. 200 per mensem under the circumstances

detailed in paragraph 32 ot the Committee’s Report. She is the

mother of Mirza Kurrat-ul-Ain and Dilbund Begam Sahiba, who
have been mentioned in preceding paragraphs. She has no other

means of support than her allowance, and 1 would therefore re-

commend that she receive an equivalent sum as a pension hence-

forward.

30. In the case of Mahrjehan Begam Sahiba, the Committee
(paragraph 33 of Report) accepted the King’s proposal that she

should be allowed Rs. 50 per mensem on the ground that she lived

with her mother-in-law Nawab Akhtar Mahal Sahiba, who was

wealthy and that she had therefore no expenses of her own. 1

have already pointed out that the statement regarding the Nawab
Akhtar Mahal’s wealth is no longer in consonance with facts, and as

she was married to the King while His Majesty was still on the

throne at Lucknow and is advanced in years, her daughter-in-law

cannot expect to enjoy for a great length of lime the advantage of

living with her. The Begam belongs to a respectable but not

wealthy Moghul family of Calcutta and on the death of her mother-

in-law will be left without any means of support beyond her pension.

She is a lady of exemplary character, and is fully deserving of the

consideration of Government. I therefore venture to recommend
that she be granted a life pension of Rs. 1 00 per mensem, which
would be sufficient to ensure her comfort if she resided with her

family.

31. Hoozoor Mehal Sahiba is the mother of Kishwar Ara Begam
(see paragraph 15) and was granted by the King an allowance of

Rs. 30 per mensem upon her husband’s death. This allowance she

has hitherto refused to accept, on the ground that it is totally in-

adequate to her position and requirements. I consider there is

much force in her objections and I am not aware of any reason

why she should be placed on such a different footing from the

widows of Prince Hamid Ali Bahadur, I would therefore recom-

mend that, as the principal surviving widow of the late eldest son of

His Majesty, she be granted a life pension of Rs. 100 per mensem.
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BY
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OPINION OF THE PRESS.

It is many years since I first met, and some

years since I last met. Dr. Sainbhu Chundcr

Mookerjee, editor of the Reis and Rayyet

(Prince and Peasant), and an author of high

repute among the kindly, as well as acute and

intellectual, people of Bengal. One of the real

misfortunes of India was, and still is. Lord

Macaulays picture of the Bengalee. The
picture, true perhaps as regards Nuncomar and

many Bengalees, is not accurate as a represen-

ation of the people generally, taking them as

an £ngli.shman m.ay find them if he looks

fairly. If they had been unfaithful, the sad

story of the Mutiny had been vastly sadder

;

and, apart from the Mutiny, many Englishmen
could give individual instances of Bengalee

faithfulness almost unique in history, taking

all the circumstances of our relation to India

into account. The Bengalee is generally eager

for knowledge of all kinds, and is often both

courageous in the expression of his opinions,

and gifted to a remaikable degree with the

power to express those opinions with foice and

precision. Mr. Fawcett once told me that an

ynprepared speech made, on his behalf, during

an election, by a young Hindoo, surp.issed, in

force as well as elntjurnce, any unprepared

speech he ever had heard made by any mem-
ber of the House of Commons, if four or five

members of the House were excepted.

Among these Bengalees there is a small body

of men—small for that l.arge province—who
arc, ironically or otherwise termed “ Ypung
Bengal. ” Some of them are no longer young,

hut grave and aged ;
some have, in the course

of years, been highly distinguished for tlieir

public services and their scientific and other

attainments. .Some have at times been mis-

represented, and their language inisiiMerpreted,

so that on its return to them it has amazed
none more than themselves. Nothing of this

has been done by the really great administra-

tors of India. That it has been done, however,

cannot be denied.

In the forefront of this little band is the

author of this book of travels, Baboo Satnblui

Chunder Mookerjee—a writer of high icputc,

as I have said, also an administrator, as the

reader will see from the title-page to this book.

A keener, yet a kindlier satirist, one might

seek for and not find. His use of the Knglish

language has a.stonished many an educated

Englishman
;
and the quality of his reading is

shown by his marvellous power of quotation
;

not merely from authors like Shakespeare, and
Milton, and Macaulay, and men eminent in

science, but from out-of-the-way old ballads,

and little-known old pamphlei.s, in the applica-

tion of which he leaves one wondering— first,

how he obtained the productions at all, and
secondly, how, having obtained them, he

learned to apply them so appositely to the

subjects which he intends them to illustrate.

Passing from the author to his book, wc
shall, perhaps, first of all be atlr.acted to the

woik of the administrator. He comes upon a

milkman’s village, on which he finds fastened

the grip of a Court favourite. He unloosens

the grip, and re-settles the village, in the

double interest of Piince and Peasant. And
all the time he sees everything. The poor

people bathing on the rivers’ banks, have his

genial and kin<lly, if also at times, what a

Scotchman would call, his “pawky” notice.

A “fair maid of Sonargoan ” attracts his at-

tention by the gracefulness with which she

carries a vessel of water from the river
;
and,

though the fair maid and he are divided by

race and faith (she is Mussulman), she has liis

full meed of piaisc. Indeed, it must beailinil-

ted—and he will not be offended with me for

saying so—that he never meets with a fair face,

without at least giving evidence, of the fac t

that he has eyes to see and a heart to com-

pielicnd.

Of his wide and generous sympathies, much
might be said, and still leave much more to

say. He meets a inissionaiy on the river, and

evidently is inclined, in wnting his notes, to

pass a joke on the subiect. He nips it, how-

ever, in the bud, ancl contents himself with

saying, “ So new is preaching here, that the

simple people said the padre had been singing

in the street.” He meets Cat’.ohc and Pio-

testant missyonaiies on shipboard, and chuckles

over their dispu^^es, while he astonishes them
by his command of the English language, and

even by his knowledge of the Bible—a know-

ledge, I may add, which is evident in many of

his writings.

A parrot falls overboard, and is drowned in

its c.ige, to his great distress, which is not

however paraded. He says :
[Extract.]

These are not the words of a Chiistian, but

of a Hindoo.

Again, he has a faithful ugly dog, whose

name is Tom, and whose glory it once was to

bark, with a noble independence, at some very

dignified Sahibs. Our author is compelled to

leave Tom behind
;
and here is his fiircwell

;

[Extract.]

I think this is a very fine passage, and one

that will draw the author very close to the

great heart of lunnanity, wherever the words

arc reaEl. Could anything be finer than the

testimony to the two foreign “gentlemen,”

ending with the “ Bengalee pariah, my poor

Tom”? Not the pariah merely, but the pariah

dog. Th(^ passage is worthy of the author,

and of the gieat mercifulness of the land that

bore him.
Whoever reads this book must be prcpaied

fuither to find bold and manly language. The
author is no flatterer of John Bull, though he

gives John his due, and admits that Iiuli.i owes
him a gteal debt. Here is one passage relating

to foieign fruits
;

[Extract.]

Among the sketches of country— word-pic-
tures—the reader will find some exceedingly

pretty, and all the more valuable in that they

are taken from a standground purely Indian;

not English. Where an hatglish artist’s mind
would be filled with liiiropean ideas, the mind
of this gifted Eastern artist is filled with a class

of ideas totally dilTeienl, yet equally instructive

and ceitainly not less subtle and far-reaching.

On the eve of one of his journeys, our

author was placed in a dilemma of a kind

not unknown to tiavellers in India, but not on
th.'it account the less stupid. He wished to

go by a p.irticiilar boat, and took time by the

foi clock for that purpose. The fare was at

first staled as 90 iiipees, to pay which he
offered “ a new ciisp, fresh British India” note

for loo rupees. “ It was,” lie adds, “fresh from

the Currency Office, and had been received

only the day before fiom another Government
department.” 'I'he rest of the story is

thus told
:

[Extract.]
^

The humour of the little sketch is worth

something. I can fancy the author laughing

even in his dismay
;
for he c.in laugh well at

others, and equally well at himself. I shall

only venture on one more passage
;
and I give

it as showing the spirit of the iiiau who dares

to call his newspaper Prince and Peasant.

He desired to retain to his home in Jiengal,

and to bid adieu, for a time at last, to Indepen-

dent Tippcraii, where he had been located

“some two years.” He received tlic Maha-
rajah’s permission to return home

; but still he
could not get away. [Extract,]

There is, I think, a sound lesson in this pas-

s.age
;

the lesson of the immense value of

courtesy and urbanity in the relations of rulers

and ruled. There is a great deal in that sen-

tence, “ IP^e serve flesh and blood.” The best

aflrninistrator in India is not always the ablest,

the man whose plans are the wisest as plans ;

but the man who, with plans or without them,

gives confidence to the people, and confidence

not merely in his justice, but also in his con-

sideraieness and forbearance. A clever man
once said that the art of success in India is the

ai t of giving good dinners. It may be so
;
but

the pel il is great—the peril of debt; and in

any case tlie art has its limits, and its natural

collapse. Even dinners and champagne pall

in the end. But ll^re is one ait that never
fails—the art of true courtesy

;
of that courtesy

which, being natural, is not affected by any
whim or caprice, either of the person who
possesses it, or of anyone with whom he has
relations.

In bidding farewell to tliis little book, 1 once
more recall, as I easily and very vividly can,

the author’s kindly face and gentle voice, as

known to me many years ago. I see him, as

I see Baboo Kiisto Das Pal, Dr. Mahendra
Lai Sircar, and some others, including a nuich-
abused editor of the Amrita Bazar Patrika

\

and 1 feel and say, with all earnestness and
sincerity, that among these are men whom
the Goveinment of India would be wise in

recognising and winning entirely to its side.

They are men on whom no really generous
word—true as well as generous—ever is

thrown away. I have compared them at times
with men of kindied occupations at home,
and I think that they are as a rule by far

the truer gentlemen in good manners, and
often in very much more than mere manners.
May the great God, who.se sacred Name they
use as that of the Father of all, guide them to

a nobler destiny than any they yet have
known, and with them, and by them, bless
their native land I

James Routledge.

— The Indian Mac^azitUy Mar. 1888.
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“IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF.’’

All who sujfir find ure relief Jrom

'v-i-a

The Greatest Pain Core Extant.

It has driven out from the system

AenteRhenmatism and RhenmaticOont,

After years of semi-helplcssne.ss and suffer-

ing
;

while in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,
LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, FACEACHE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy
for these complaints in their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

I.s almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat fls power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-
ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for it.self.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-
sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved
a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at i Re, each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stanistreet & Co.

R. Scott Thompson I't Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.

Price by po^t 8j4 annas,

ASRUKANA
A Collection of poems in Bengali by

Srimati GIKINDRAMOHINY'DASSY
(Author of Kabitiihar^ Bharat Kusum,)

Asriik.ana is a collection §f poetical pieces of

singular pathos and beauty of expression * *

It IS .a series of inruirnfiil songs that the

leader is here presented with and they must
touch a symp.itheiic cord in every heart that

can feel. There .s a singular appropriateness

in the title of the woik, and in its pious dedi-

cation to the memoiy of the husband of the

fair writer.— The Indian Nation.

The authoress is not unknown to Bengali

reader^. She h.is already publisherl two or

three poems by wlych she is favoiirtybly l^own,
but between the.se poems and this is a differ-

ence that hardly admits of being me.asured.
# *

This is poetry in life

* *

We have read Srimati Girindra Mohiny’s
poems in a reverential spirit. Tin* poems are

all of a lyrical description. The lyre is soft,

sweet and tender, but awfully str kig.
»

The tone of the poems is inexpre.ssibly

gentle, inexpressibly pure, and inexpressibly

lender anil affectionate. It is the tone of a

world mother
#

Bengal should be proud of this poem— The
Calcutta Review.

Apply at the Bee Press.,

1
,
Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Calcutta.

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

ilOMfflOPATHIC PHAEMACT,
THR

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSARY IN ASIA
OF PURE HOMOEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE m
INDEPENDENT HOM(EOPATfiT

and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF

THIS

SeffOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co., beg to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned

WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
13 , Lai Bazaar, Calcutta.

In Pamphlet, Price ^ annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORGANIZATION
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSEY.
Apply to Reis &• Rayyet Office, Calcutta.
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TEAI TEAI TEA!
Cheapest & Best,

SUPPLIED BV

THE

INDIAN TEA SUPPLY CO,

'

“LIMITED.”
In packets of r og., » o». and 4 oz, each from

Spice only and upwards^

Note the Low Price.

A Packet of Tea for 3 pice t

Important News for India,
WHERE FEVERS AND CHOLERA

’

REIGN SUPREME.

A
RECENT TRAVELLER ON THE
Chinese Coast found that District re-

markably FREE FROM TYPHOID FEVER
and CHOLERA. He soon discovered the

cause. The people there do not drink cold

water from tanks or wells, often extremely im-

pure, but keep a pan of water constantly boil-

ing, into which from time to time they drop

a little Tea, and when thirsty THEY DRINK
HOT TEA ! If the weak and adulterated Teas
of China can do this, what may not the pure
and .strong Teas of India be expected to effect ?

Also in tins to lolbs of various
qualities to suit all tastes.

Ask for the Indian Tea Supply
Company's Teas.

We have Agents all over the Coun-
try, but want more.

,,,,, Agents:

LYALL MARSHALL & CO.,^ Olivo Ghat Street, Calcutta.

Griha-Chikitsha.
A complete and large treatise on Homoeo-

pathic Domestic Medicines with some tried
n^ative drugs for certain serious diseases, by
Rai Khetter Nauth Chalterjee Bahadoorm Bengalee
* Do, postage
Do. abridged in Hindee «
Apply to Author at Chinsurah or to People’s

Press, No. 78, College Street, Calcutta.

RETs^&~Rl^ETr
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY (ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
.AND

Review of Politics, Literature, and Society

RATES OF SUBSORIPTIOK.
Yearly ... m advance ... Rs. 12

Half-yearly ... „ ... „ 7

Q^^rierly
... ,, 4

Monthly ... „ ... Re. i-t

Single or sample Copy,, ... „ o-S

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (threecolunms to the page) are ^
charged by the space taken ijfp,'at the rate of 4
annas a line, each insertion. Th^lowest charge
for any advertisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic
Occurrei^es, the lowest charge for which is

Rs. 5. aP
Sjjkdcial rates f<pr pontracts.

No adaitional charge tor inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate of 4 annas a month or

Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications ^ost paid) to

be directed to “The Managey,*^and Literary

Communications and books and pamphlets

(carriage paid) to ** The Editor ” of ‘‘ Rets

& Jj^yyct,

Office: /, Uckoor Butt's Lane, Wellington

Street, Calcutta.
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

THE STEPMOTHER.
UY DR. JOHN R M’cABE.

.

They tell me I am motherless ! they say my mother died

When Ifwas but an infant child, and that I sobbed and cried.

They tell me too, that she who sets me often on her knee,

Is not my mother—yet she is a mother kind to me.

Her face is very saintly calm, her eye is very mild—

She kisses me full oft, and says, I am “ her pretty child I

”

And often, when she thinks I sleep, her soft hand pale and fair.

Is laid upon my infant brow, and then she breathes a prayer.

When sickness o’er my frame has spent its very weakening powers

She pulls for me, and brings them in, spring’s earliest, sweetest

flowers

—

And when my racking fevers rise, and soothing draughts I’d sip.

She gently raises up my head, and cools my parching lip.

And when she sees that slumber’s v^il is gathering o’er my eye,

She pats my cheek, and sings to me the soothing lullaby.

And O 1 1 dream so sweetly then, of angefs’ visits here.

And wake and find it true—for she, sweet one, is hovering near.

'

/And when I get my little books, she teaches me to spell.

Till words so difficult to call I learn so very well

—

And then she sweetly kisses me, and smooths each straggling curl
;

And makes me love her when she says, “ You arc my own sweet

girl.”

/Mother, I love her 1 from thy home ’mid heaven’s ctefnal rest,

''Where tears of anguish never fall, nor sorrows heave the breast,

I know thou’lt smile to see thy child hath found a mother’s love,

In one whose dove-like spirit shall mingle with thine above.

YEARNING FOR WONDERLAND.

Ffom the German of Schiller.

Ah I that I could wing my way

Through earth’s valley—deep and dreary

Ah I that I could float all day,

Pinions never tired or weary,

O’er the everlasting hills,

And the ever gushing rills,

Where come blight and sorrow never,

Ever green and youthful ever I

Where heaven’s harmonies resound,-

Holy Peace forever singing
;

Where light Zephyr sports around,

Odors from the flower-bu(|| wringing ;

Through |hf trees’ dark foliage dancing—

O’er the fruit all golden glancing—

By no wintry blast affrighted

—

Kissing the soft flowers delighted ;

/ Flowers that never Igsg the sun ;

X Ngttr close the laughing eye ;

With existence never done ;

/ Know not what it is to die !

Subscribers in the country are reguested td remit

Woe is me I what rolls between ?

’T is a rapid river rushing

—

’T is the stream of death, 1 ween,

Wildly tossing, hoarsely gushing
;

While my very heart-strings quiver

At the roar of that dread river

!

But I see a little boat

The rough waters gently riding
;

How can she so fearless float ?

For I see no pilot guiding.

Courage 1—on ! there’s no retreating
;

Sails are spread in friendly greeting.

On, then, on !—in love we trust I

The white-armed sails a message bear

:

“ There are wonders everywhere :

The wondrous faith wherein you stand

Must bear you to the Wonderland !
”

THE LONGING.

From out this dim and gloomy hollow,

Where hang the cold clouds heavily.

Could I but gain the clue to follow,

How blessed would the journey be !

Aloft I sec a fair dominion,

Through lime and change all vernal still ;

But where the power, and what the pinion,

To gain the ever-blooming hill ?

Afar I hear the music ringing,

The lulling sounds of heaven repose,

And the light gales are downward bringing

The sweets of flowers the mountain knows.

I see the fruit all golden glowing, *

15eckon the glossy leaves between
;

And o’er the blooms that there are blowing,

Mor blight, nor winter’s wrath hath been.

To suns that shine forever yonder.

O’er fields that fade not, sweet to flee :

The very winds that there may Vandcr,

How healing must their breathing be !

But lo ! between us rolls a river,

A death in every billow raves ;

I feel the soul within me shiver.

To gaze upon the gloomy waves.

A rocking boat mine eyes discover,

But, woe is me 1 the pilot fails 1

In, boldly in ! undaunted rover !

And trust the life that swells the sails.

Thou must behieve^ and thou must venture.^

In fearless faith thy safety dwells ;

By miracles, alone, men enter

The glorious land of miracles !

orders^ if possible^ as the safest and most convenient

No other receipt will be

and likely to cause confusion.

by postal money

medium^ particularly as it ensures acknowledi^ment throuf'h the Department,

given, any other being unnecessary.
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News and Comments.

They are doing the word sanitarium to death. Nothing but a sani-

tarium now ! It is stated the Maharaja of Cashmere has presented

a plot of ground to the Parsecs of Jummoo for a sanitarium for them-

selves. For a Parsee settlement, we suppose. All Cashmere is a

sanitarium, like all Darjeeling. •

•

The capital sentence on Chuttoo Mchter for murder of his sister-in-

law, has been commuted to transportation for life. The reason alleged

for this act of mercy is that he was suffering from temporary insanity

when he committed the deed. This is being just by half. On the

ground stated, the prisoner should have been pardoned and set free.

***

Yet another invention—to swamp the telegraph and the telephone.

Professor Elisha Gray of America is said to have come upon an in-

strument by which the sender of a message can, by •writing it at one

end, instantly reproduce it in his own autograph to authenticate it, at

the other end.

The Whitechapel murders have driven more than one ^:nglishwoman

mad. One has died and another has been committed lo a lunatic

asylum.
^

• •

H. H. Mir Ali Murad Sahrab Khan Talpuria of Khairpur, Sind, and

Raja Muhammad Amir Hossein Khan Bahadoor of Mahmudabad,

Sitapur District, Oudh, have been made Life Councillors of the Nation-

al Association for supplying female medical aid to the women of India.

They have subscribed Rs. 5,000 each to the Countess of Dufferin’s

Fund.

• #

Lord Lansdowne has chosen as his Private Secretary Colonel J. C.

Ardagh. He will not, however, be due in India till after 3 months

of his Lordship’s arrival.

#
• •

T^^: Viceroy, as we announced last week, leaves Simla on Tuesday,

the 13th, and, after visiting Lahore, Patiala and Dacca, arrives at Cal-

cutta on Thursday the 29th. The Marquis of Dufferin and Ava will

be accompanied in his tour by Her Excellency the Marchioness, Lady

Helen Blackwood, Lady Hermione Blackwood, by the Private, Military

and Foreign Secretaries, the Viceroy’s Surgeon, by four A. D. C.’s,

a nd by another gentleman, Mr. J. McFerran.

• •

The Lieutenant-Governor returns to the capital on Monday the I2lh,

but not to stay. Next Wednesday the I4ih, he starts on his Orissa

tour, arriving at Chandbally on the 15th and at Cuttack the next day.

After a halt there of three days, on the 20lh he moves on to Khoorda,

to Pooree on the 22nd, and to False Point on the 24th, reaching

Balasore on the 25th. He stops here for 2 days. On the 28th, to

Nilgiri and b.u k. Leaving Balasore on the 29th, Sir Steuart Bayley

comes back to Calcutta onJFriday the 3otli, that is, one day later than

Lord Dufferin. Who then receives the Viceroy ?

• •

We note with gratification the (Lizcttc announcement that'Mr. R. C.

Dutt, Officiating Magistrate and Collector of .Myinensingh, is confirmed

in that appointment. Mymensingh is a most heavy and difficult Dis-

trict, and it speaks not a little for the confidence of Government in

this gentleman that it should be entiusted to a native officer. Wfe

may mention in this connection that Mr. Dutt is not the only “ Babpo”

in it. He has for Lieutenant in charge of a litigious Subdivision—

Jamalpur of evil notoriety—a Hindu officer of great piomise, Mr. Barada

Charan Mitra, the Champion Statutory Civilian, whose masterly

essay has already turned tke tide of public opinion in favour of his

branch of the Service, against the doom pronounced on it, at the instance

of irresponsible ignorant agitators, by the Public Service Commission.

A
We have just received news from Midnaporc^ Society^ is “exercised”

at the prospect of losing its favorite physician. The good Civil Surgeon

J
of the district, Dr. A. Tomes, is very likely to be transferred to Patna.

There is honey in the cup of gall, however, in the fact that another

equally good and popular officer, Mr. J. Pratt, the officiating Judge,

is confirmed in his appointment.

A Court of Session for the Singbhoom district has been sanctioned

at Purulia.
it

#

Emigration to the French Colonies of Martinique and Guadeloupe

has been prohibited by the Governor-General in Council.

* •

From the 3rd of this month, the postage duty on letters from British

India to the British Australasian Colonies has been fixed at 5 annas

per half ounce or fractions of half ounce.

On payment by the Ahmedabad Municipality of Rs. 2,000 as compo-

sition for stamp duty on that behalf, the debenture loan for Rs. 4,00,000

which that municipality has been allowed to raise, has been exempted

from any stamp duly, otherwise chargeable, whellier on issue, renewal,

subdivision, or consolidation.

• •

For quicker mail service, and as an experimental measure, a spccia|

mail lr.ain has been ordered for eight weeks, commencing with Wed-

nesday, the 20th February 1889. The cost has been calculated at

Rs. 1,546 per week. To make up the sum, letters by the special will

be charged a special fee of 1}^ anna—that is, the rate will be 6 annas

per oz, instead of annas—and none but fully prepaid letters will

be carried. Only first and second class passengers and their servants

bound for Bombay will be admitted into this tram. It will leave Cal-

cutta every Wednesday at 8 P.M., arriving at Bombay on Friday

.at 3 P.M., in time for the departure of the mail from Bombay. The

permanency of this new accommodation for Calcutta will depend upon

the success of the experiment.

• •

At the request of the Lieutenant-Governor, the Trustees of the Bengal

Distress Fiinti have made a second grant of Rs, 1,000, making a total

grant of Rs. 2,000 up to date, to the Central Relief Committee at

Midnaporc, of which the Collector is Chairman, and Deputy Collector,

Mr. U. C. Mookerjee, Secretary, and Rs. 1,000 to the Commissioner

of Orissa, with a request to the Collector of Cuttack lo make over to

Mr. Worslcy any balance of former grants in hi.s hands for the same

purpose.

They have also given Rs. 600 to Mr. C. W. Bolton, Collector of the

24-Pergunnahs, for the purchase of Bora paddy seed to aid the people

in the southern portion of that District whose crops have been des-

troyed by flood. The devoted Roman Catholic Missionaries in that

part of the District have undertaken to superintend the distribution

of the seed grain and to report to the Collector.

What is Europe coming to ? The end seems nearer than it ever was

suspected. Vanity /'azr—one of the London Society papers—in the

number received three weeks ago, refers to the Bible as an indecent

book and compares it with the “ Decamerone” of Boccacio.

It is not to be wondered at that the writings supposed to have been

inspired by the phallic god should not be overpure, but it is sad to think

that the mind of man can be so dominated by tradition that he can

consider it right to place such archaic literature, without careful editing,

in the hands of children in this country.

The unenlightened Western man, unable to follow the leaders

of thought—the Darwins, Spencers, Huxleys, Proctors, &c., who have

cast off the chains of the mind, still reverently bows the knee to the

Trinity in Unity and Unity in Trinity. It is but a thin veneer

civilization that covers him ;
scratch it and the savage and his fetish

are at once disclosed. The world is much the in essentials, in all

its parts. Ignorance is ignorance and superstition, superstition all the

earth over, ^ •

• •

Colonel Parry Nisbet, Commissioner, Rawal Pindi, succeeds Mr.

Plowdcmin the Cashmere Residency.

• •

The Dewan of Baroda, Rao Bahadur Lukshman JagSnnath, is expected

to retire shortly, when Dewan Bahadur Manibhai Jasubhai is to take

bis place.
^

Having drained his treasury, the white Mahrattahs about the Nizam

have advised him to invest what little might be left of it jn a new Mint,

with extensive works and scientific machinery for coining—air, we

suppose. Already, it is said, half a lac has been sanctioned for machi-

nery, and Rs. 15,000 for buildings* A monthly sum of Rs.
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be required for necessary establishment. Of course, an engineer has

turi)|4 up capable of turning out better coins than now obtain, if the

bulli^ be ftftlhcoining. He is also capable of introducing modern

scientific appliances for their manufacture—at any cost.
* •

* •

The Maharaja of Benares has been very ill and fears were entertained

of his safety. The Viceroy, through his Private Secretary, telcgr.aphed

a message of inquiry which was hopefully replied to, on the Maharaja’s

behalf, by Raja Siva Prasad. We are glad to hear that the old Reis is

considered out of danger.

• •

The Presidential Elections in America have been carried by General

Harrison by 65 votes over the head of President Cleveland.

• •

We are glad to find at last a disposition in Government to check

the Loot that openly goes on, on all sides. The G. I. P. Railway

Company voted Rs. 5,000 to Mr. F. W. Stevens for special services

in designing and carrying out the new Victoria leiminal building,

Bombay. The Government, it is said, have vetoed the grant, as in

their opinion Mr. Stevens had had enough remuneration while actually

engaged on the work.

Lieutenant-Colonel Harry Trevor But.ki.lv, Bomb.ay Staff

Corps, an officer of the Regular Force, is being tried by Court Martial,

at Mhow, on no less than fifteen charges—of fraudulent misapplication

of various sums of money, or deficiencies in the account, to the pre-

judice of good Older and military discipline. They are reducible under

five main heads :

“The first has to do with a sum of money paid to the credit of the
regiment for charpoys made over to the 301I1 Bombay Infantry, part of
which sum, it is saitl, was paid in to Colonel Bulkley's private account,
and retained by him. Secondly, deficiencies are alleged in the half-

mounting fund amounting lo Rs. 5,000. Again, Colonel Bulkley is

charged with having on different occasions drawn cheques upon the
regimental band fund, aggregating in all Rs. 3,800, and appropiiating
the money to his own use. Tluf hutting allowance accounts are also

alleged to show a deficiency of Rs. 2,815 5
finally the charge-sheet

states that, exclusive of the above deficiencies, Rs. 10,085 ‘s wanting
from the regimental cash balances and unaccounted for.”

The prisoner, in defence, made a statement to the following effect

“ Regarding the first charge—that relating to the Rs. 533—he con-
tended that this sum shouhl have been deducted from his January’s

pay drawn in February 1887, when he proceeded to England after his

regiment arrived in Bombay from Quetta
;
but said that when informed

by the Paymaster, that the amount was still due— tins was in March
last—he paid it at once. Regarding the Rs. 672 he urged, that the

prosecution having failed to prove that the money 1 cached his hands, he
could hardly be cliargcd with its fiaudulctu misapplication. lie added
that, on the contrary, In; had .shown by ilie Bombay Bank’s letters and
telegrams that the chefjtie for Rs. 672 was cashed by one Ramchand,
whom prisoner never saw or lieaid of, and whose whereabouts could

not be traced, aliliotigli prisoner bad applied to the Police Coinmis-

sionei at Calcutta to tiy and find him. Respecting the general de-

ficiency of Rs. 5,187, lie e.xplaiiied that the sum of Rs. 2,980 w.is cre-

dited in the regiinem.il books, Rs. 1,312 advanced lo the Paymaster
when prisoner wa-. in England, and Rs. 166 paidlo the native officers

discharged owing to the l.ile Bombay liot. The evidence he thought

tended lo support his staiements, and to show that Ins deposit of

Rs. 4,200 with the regiment would moie than cover the balance due.”

•

• *

Mr. Arthur Ckawi'ciUD, as befits the veteian of the Bombay Civil

Service, is great even in his fall. He is a Cjiand Old Man under a

cloud. The Impeachment of Warren Hastings was reduced to twenty

Articles. There are as many as thiily-three charges against Mr.

Crawford. He is accused of ton upliy receiving money from the fol-

lowing persons, as follows ;

—

J From Balgovind Sindekar ...Rs. 2,000

Dabir ... ... 3,000

3 R. Y. .Shondar 500

4 Jeshwimt RaoTambe . .
.

5(X)

5 J.awakir ... 500

6 Clnnchowlakir ... ^,500

7 n Dainke ... 400

8 „ Yince ... ... 1,000

9 »»
Negmknr ... 500

10 iTirranjpe ... 1,000

II Deshpande 500

J2 Kdkar... 800

>3 Tukke... ... I,CXX)

14 ,,
Dravid... ... »,ooo

15 Trilokar ... 1,000

16
,,

Pitankur ... 4«o

17 ,,
Patwardhan ... 1,500

18 Somdatc 1,500

19 0 Baballay 2,000

20 Yeshwantrao 500

21 ,, Balkishen ... 2,500

22 ,* Puiwardhan 1,500

23 „ Piitwardhan 900

24 Balkishen ... 5,000

25 Pliadke 2,000

26 0 Dajee Patel (Personally) 400

27 ,1
Govind Patel ... 400

28
,,

Tarube 700

29 The Chief of Bboro^ lOjOOt^

30 Balishen 500

31 1)
Bate ... 1,000

32 n Bate ... 500

Thc peculations are, with a single e.\ccplion, all mean even for a

Menon and utterly beneath the Lord of .1 Divisional Government, but

in the aggregate, they contrive to obtain smne dignity.

The thirty-third charge avers that he borrowed money in contraven-

tion of the terms of his covenant. To this, Mr. Crawford put in llic fol-

lowing statement

:

“I admit having borrowed sums of money from the persons

mentioned as witnesses to the 33rd (harge dowm to and inclusive

of Sorabjec Cow’a^jec Captain. I admit being indebted to Ladha
Ebrahm, but the said indebtedness did not arise from borrowing

trans.ictions but is the balance of a running account for goods supplied.

I admit having boriow'cil Rs. 2,ow from Govind Bodharao, but I do

not admit at the tinip of such bon owing that his son was a Karkoon

m the Mamla^dar office at Athni, or to my knowledge in the Govern-

ment service. I do not admit borrowing money from the Ailminislrator

of Eshwantrao Kaslnrao. I do not .idmit that I bornoved Ks. 300

from Mr. K. B. Pendse as a loan. I do not admit that I borrowed

money from Ganesh Balal Maleker. I do not admit that I borrow'cd

money from Visluin Bapujee Soman. I tlo not admit that 1 borrowed

money from Ganesh Clmnanjee. I admit that Ramchiind Krishna

Shahane supplied oats, paying cart-hiie in June, 1888. lam notable

to admit the amount as the account has not been yet sent to me. The
Bijapore china purchased in 188} mentioned iiiuiei the name of

Narayen Chintan and Soman was bought by Sir James Fergusson and

other members of the Governor’s party, including myself. The maiii-

letdar w.as told to settle with the various sellers and fofward the china.

1 subsequently collected fiom the pnrch.isers the sums due by each,

and the mamletdar was p.iid in 1883. Save as afoiesaid 1 do not

admit the allegation with refeiencc to tlie purchase of Bijapur china.

Save so far as herein e.xpiessly admitted I plead not guilty to the

331 d charge.”

• •

Under the head of Facctuu, wc read in the Madras Ar^m :
--

“‘George, dear,’ she s.nd, repro.'ichfully, as she clung fondly around

his neck, ‘why will you eat raw onions when you know you are coming
to .sec me ?’ ‘ Merely lo lest your love, my precious,’ replied George.

A correspondent wiilitig from Lotuloii .says that Sir Lepel (iiiffin is

not likely to lelmii to India.”

According to the Ovcriind tyf Sir Lepel hesitates lo return to

India on account of the depieciaied uipee.

#
• *

Dk. Chambers having gone on leave, Synd Ameer Hossein, Northern

Division Magistrate, has, in aihliiion to his own, been pul in charge of

the Colonial duties.

*

Mr. Cot.man Macaui.^y has been placed on special duty in connection

with the scheme for reduction of exjumdiliue lendeied imperative by

the fiontier expeditions. Mr. Cotton officMtcs as Financial Secretary

to the Govcinment of Bengal. He seems to be good for any Depart-

ment. He acted for Mr. Nolan while thf^l Genera!, Revenue and

.Slat i.slic.al Secretary was on special duty to leport on Lower Burma

as a field for emigration.

• • »

IL^J.V SlV.\ i’R.\SAD has so long been allowed to do just as suits him

at the Holy City of his residence, that he iiatLiially forgets that the

Railway is not the Malrar.ija. Tins mneinoim: lapse is near landing

him in the criminal court, for forcing open the barriers leading to the

Duffeim Bridge, when the barriers wcie closed for the pass.ige of a

down train. The Traffic Ia5.pecioi, Oudh .and Rohilkimnd Railway,

has reported that the titled schoolmaster drove up to the bridge, and

finding the bairieis up, set Ins syce down who undid the chains.

At that time a tram was almost immediately due on the bridge, and

had it arrived up to lime, the consequences might have even awful.

The Raja’s account is iliai, when his carriage reached the barrier, the

gates were locked, but the gates were soon after opened for the passage

of a country cait, and taking this opportunity, his coachman pas.sed

over immediately behind ihe cart.

• •

One Baranoshy Chowdry, of Dhosha in the interior of Howrah, aged

about sixty and appaiently in good health, was playing at cards when

he, throwing a card with some degree of excitement, fell down

and was picked up dead.
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Notks and Leadkrkttes.

Burma is to be raised to a Lieutenant-Government. That may be

some ronsolation to the Upper Burmans as soon as they can reconcile

themselves to a foreign domination.

Wednesday week, after nightfall,* Madras was visited by a storm.

The wind attained a height of 46 miles, the gusts were more

violent still. 'Ihe baiometer fell to 29", the lowest of the last

28 yeais. Nearly ten inches of rain fell. Many trees were uprooted

blocking the roads
;
the leaves of standing trees were twisted and black-

ened, the branches hanging down. The native huts were entirely swept

away, and several buildings were damaged, specially in the roofs. The

storm was highest between 8 and 9 P.M. The British India Line

Jihandura, with the other steamers in port, was ordered out to sea on

Tuesday afternoon. She fell into the storm, and having suffered

terribly, had to be towed into the Madras Roads on the 3rd

instant. She leaned fcai fully on her side, otherwise as she had

ten feet of sm.all beer—mixture of beer and water—in the hold,

in which the casks floated gaily about, neither crew nor passen-

gers could enjoy the situation. Her awnings were gone, the fires

extinguished and the engines clogged, and lioni 9 o’clock of Wed-

nesday night to 2 o’clock on Thursday morning, when she was

about 40 miles out at sea, she was completely at the mercy of the

elements. She had over six hundred coolies on board. Five of these

were killed and twenty severely wounded.

As usual, most of the papers have copied the Pioneer^s telegrams, with-

out trying to understand all their mysteries. The Pioneetwaias

selves were hardly better of in that legard, we suspect. Their Madras

man played on them—landsmen up in the country where a sailing

sloop would be a curiosity a practical joke, by wiring such sea gib-

berish as that the “has a considerable list to port,” which

we ha\e in the above paragraph reduced to Her Majesty’s khas.

What hid’st thou in thy treasure-caves and cells ?

Thou all-devourin^fi and relentless wave /

— I’ale glistening pearls, and rainbow-coloured shells,

Which fricain low down the Hoogly's muddy cave ?

— Keep, keep thy riches, melancholy sit earn!

We ask not such from thee.

Yet more I the billows and the depths have more !

High heaits and brave arc gathered to thy breast I

They hear not now the booming waters roar,

The battle-thunders will not break their rest,

— Keep iby red gold and gems, thou stormy grave I

Give back the true and brave !

Give back the lost and lovely !—those for whom

The place was kept at board and hearth so long,

The piayer went ^ip through midnight’s breathle.ss gloom,

And the vain yearning woke ’midst festal song !

Hold fast thy buried isles, thy towers o’er thrown

—

But all is not thine own. •

'I'o thee the love of woman hath gone down,

Dark flow thy tides o’er manhood’s noble head,

O’er youth’s bright locks, and beauty’s flowery crown,

— Yet must thou hear a voice— restore the dead !

Karih shall reclaim her precious things fiom thee !

*

—Restore the dead. Oh stream !

Following the Marine Enquiry on the loss of the Ostrich^ as if to

spite the verdict of the Court—no body to blame—another ferry

steamer, with its load of human freight, h.as been gathered to the

treasures of the Hooghly. The Mony^ola^ owned by ^Messrs. Hoare

Miller, on Monday evening last, ^sank off Meliaboorj, in mid stream,

in collision with the steam-tug Clive. The feiry steamer was in charge

of a Seiang, Miua Ali, who, finding the vessel in distress, after the

manner of the commander of the Ostrichy attempted to Mcape but was

traced out. The Police were better advised on this occasion, the

head interesting himself in the matter. They immediately

hurried to the scene of disaster and have been unremitting in their

4^fforts to recover dead bodies and making enquiries as to the persons

saved and lost. The Serang has been placed before the Magistrate
for negligent navigation and the Coroner will hold inciuests on the

dead bodies recovered and identified.

The missing passengers up to date have been ascertained

be ;—Babus Nobin Chundcr Doss
;

Ashutosh Mukerji
; Mohendro

Nath Ghosh
;
Nemye Chunder Chatterji

; Monwarilall Hose, assistant

to Dr. Mohendro Lall Sircar
;
Hurry Churn Chatterji, clerk, Municipal

office, Calcutta; Jogendro Nath Banerji, ticket collector of the Mongola
;

Hurry Dass Pal, a cooper with Messrs. Cutler Palmer and Co.
; a

woman named Bluindie Dassce, maid servant of Babu Srinath Chowdry,

of Andool, who had gold and silver ornaments on her person to the

value of about Rs. 250 ;
Babus Annoda Charan Acharjee

; Bhubaii

Chunder Ghose, a zemindar of Sankrail
; Giridhur Shaha, a wealthy

wine merchant of Masliita, Hhootnath Dass, Bhona Mullick, Doyal
Chunder Parainanick, a cooper with Messrs. Kellner and Co., Grish

Chunder Dey
; and Siirriith Chunder Bose, a merchant of Bantra.

The following is a Hat of those who were saved Babu Surjoo

Cooinar Mukerji, a clerk in the employ of Mes.srs. Cutler Palmer and

Co. ; Babus Jogc-ndronath Roy
;
Nogendro Nath Roy, both also with

the above Company
;
Anath Nath Roy

; Troylokhonath Sircar
; Babu

Dwarkanath Mukerji, a cleik of the Public Works Department
; Babu

Jogendro N.ith Ghose, a clerk in the office of the E. 1 . Railway, Store

Department
;
Babu Kissory Mohun Mukerji, a clerk of the Military

Department
;
Babu Upendro Nath Ghuttock, a Government clerk

; and

Babu Olool Chunder Mullick:

We are enabled to add four names to the official list of the lost—of four

Mabomedan gentlemen of position belonging to Miiihaboorj, namely,

Hainidood Dowlah B.ihadur, one of the prominent officers of the late

King of Oudh, and his brother-in-law, Mirza Mahomed Hossein

Moulvie Syud Hossein Sabir—second son of the celebrated Moojtahid

and scholar, Shutnsul Olama Mufti .Syud Mahomed Abbass—and
Hakeem Akbar Hossein. The corpse of only the last named has been

found and identified, the bodies of the others not having yet been

recovered.

It is time, however, that the.se passenger-carrying vessels should be

placed under control and supervision by Government under strict rules,

and that (Government should shake off its lethargy and lay down and

enforce the rules. It is strange that since the losses of previous years,

no means have yet been adopted to know the exact number of souls m
a passenger steamer. If (Government had done its duty, we could

have known how many persons there were when the Mon^rola went

down to the bottom of the river. The passengers were all natives, and

the last year’s enquiry has shewn that no help is to be got from our

people. These carrying, companies are a great convenience, and

the country and the state ought to be grateful to them. But they are

but human, and all necessary precautions should be taken to ensure the

safety of the passengers, without checking the enterprise.

The Harbour Department tried to raise the Mongola, but she was

too weak to stand the chain passed under her, and she was cut in two.

We have at length received confirmatory news from the spot of the

new arrangements for the administration of (Gwalior already announced.

We translate from our Correspondent’s despatch.

On the afternoon of Monday the 5th instant, a Grand Durbar, com-

posed of all the noblemen and leading gentlemen, was held at the Jai

Indar Bhowan Palace at Gwalior, for the installation of Madarool Malidni

Mookhtdrood Dowlah Krishna Rao Bapoo Sahib Jadon Feroze Jung

Bahadur, as President of the Council of Regency,,^^ the place of the

late Rajah Sir Gunput Rao Khurkey. The Resident, Colonel Banner-

man, accompanied by Mrs. and the Misses Bannerman, arrived at the ^

Palace, and was received at the steps, and led into the Durbar Hall, by

Bapoo Sahib Jadon.

After tlis Highness the Minor Maharajah and the Resident had

taken their respective seats, and the assembly had paid them their res-

pects, the Resident rose and read out the khurreetahKii His Excellency

the Viceroy and Governor-General, which announced that His Lord-

ship had been pleased to appoint His Highness the Junior Maharanee

Sahibah Regent of the Gwalior State, during the minority of her

son. His Highness the Maharajah, and to make her father, Bapoo Sahib

Jadon, President of the Council of Regency. The latter thea rose,

and, in an appropriate little speech in Urdoo, offered the grateful thanks

of His Highness the Maharajah, of Her Highness the Maharanee

Sahiba, and of himself, for the great and genuine interest evinced
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by His Excellency the Viceroy and the Government of India, in the

and prosperity of the Stale.

AifAr and were now distributed and ihe Durbar came to an end.

^Salutes were fired in honor of the Resident, the Regent and the

President.

Thic .arrangements made by the Viceroy for the administration of

Gwalior have caused the greatest possible gratification throughout the

Scindhia*s Dominions, and are hailed with genuine satisfaction by all

the subjects and well-wishers of the intervening and surrounding Native

States. The name of Lord Dufferin—they have not yet mastered

the new titles—is blessed as that of the protector of the Indian Rulers

.and chenser of native rights and dignities.

ON the 7 instant, a Durbar was held at the (iwalior Palace, at which

Nazars were presented to Her Highness the Regent Maharanee Sahibah,

by all noblemen and genllemen entitled to the privilege.

THE’late Commander-in- Chief of Gwalior, General .Sir Rapoo Saheb

Avar, who was decorated with the insignia of a K. c. I. E. at the

Chapter held in Calcutta, in the beginning of this year, having recently

died, the post has been given to Appa Sahib Angrey, a distinguished

nobleman of Gwalior and a member of the Council of Regency.

Hakeem Syud Kazim Ali Khan has been appointed Vakeel Durbar

.and Private Secretary to His Excellency Bapoo Sahib Jadon Ba-

hadur, the newly appointed President of the Council of Regency at

Gwalior. This gentleman is the nephew of the late Hakeem Syud

Ihsan Ali Khan, who was for many years the trusted V.ikce! Durbar

of Gwalior in the time of the late Maharaja Jyaji Rao Scindhi.i, and

has been educated in England.

We habitually keep ourselves at a respectful distance from the wisdom

of the Indian Mirror as from the eloquence of the Bengalee, But we

occasionally come upon the precious outpourings second-hand, in

the columns of our far off* contemporaries lo whom Ditch water doubt-

less comes sublimated by the well-known enchantment of distance.

Thus we read in the Advocate of India a characteristic Mirrorial puff

direct of Mr. A. 0. Hurnc, the Father of the Native Congress. It is

as follows :

“ For the services to the Government dining the Mutiny, Mr.
Hume was made a C.B. He leiired ftoin the Civil .Servicr after he
had risen to be a Secretary to the (rovcriiment of India. Had he con-

tinued in tlie service, he wniild wiihotii doubt have been Lieutenant-
Governor of tlie N.-\V. I’rovinccs long ago. Hut ho c.ired little for

power and high office. His sympathies were not buieauciatic. The
incentive of* filthy lucre ’ was wanting in him, for he posse'vsed a com-
fortable fortune of his own, and ihis he has been spending in clivers

ways for the good of the land of his adoption. A man in a millon !

And this i.s he whom the enemie-j of tins couniiy iiave reviled and
libelled for the last five years. Anglo-Indians, official and non-official,

in the press and out of it, have m.ule it a business of slandering Mr.
Hume, because he mfertain.s reiiain conviclions, and has the honesty

and courage to act up to them. Tliey abuse him, because he will not
allow them to trample .ipon inith and ju'.iice, upon given pledges, upon
the rights of the Indian people recognised even by the Crown.”

The Indian Mirror has the best of all reasons to be grateful to Mr,

Hume, who has been the making of it while he is glad to find the

only native daily a convenient oigan and a icady tool. He is its

constant and by far its best contributor, imparting to its columns

whatever signs of culiiv.iiion they ever bear. A paragraph from Mr.

I Hume is worth all the open letters .and secret leaders of the unfortunate

Barsee, whose family, in their plenitude and fervour of their affection,

have set. I liim out on Ids wearying round, his return apparently post-

poned sine die [vide letters* to the Mirror purporting to be froAi his own

mother and brother). The Mirror is dreary enough '»s it is, but without

the help of the HAmes it would have been a frowning block of Ditch

water ice of a native company, or an impenetrable block of limber

from a fossil forest. To his many oblig.itions for a series of years

conferred on the paper, Mr. Hume added in December last a signal

one on the editor which the latter could not afford to ignore. At the

National Congress at Madras, he was sent away crying, in consequence

of his exclusion from the conclave of twelve formed for the government

of the Congress, when Mr. Hume relented and wiped the patriot’s

tears by finding room for him.

Except .as a contribution of gratitude for the past and the future, the

p.ass.igc quoted above is not creditable to a writer who, whatever may

be his deficiencies, is old enough to remember the antecedents of the

subject of his adulation.

There are alm<»st as many misstatements in tlie Mirror as there are

sentences.

It .scarcely becomes a native journal to extol the Mutiny services

of that North-West Magistracy t^hich is mainly responsible for

the popular sympathy with the mutineers and for the popular bitter-

ness towards the White man, which rendered the Sepoy ontbieak so

dangerous. We shall some day see old Ricketts of Moradabad

presented to our atlmiration, we suppose ? The less said about the

doings of the officers of Government, civil and military, stipendiary

and honorary, in those days, the belter for their reputation and the

cause of loy.aliy to England. Had he remained in the service,

Mr. Hume would have been Lieutenant-Governor, N. W. P.,

long ago? Possibly. In that case, the man had rtot the patience.

Pei haps he knew better than his eulogist. The truth is that

Mr. Hume retired in a pet, because he was not made a Member

of Council, and had, of course, no hope of the higher prize.

And this is “ the man of heroic mould,”

• But clearest of ambitious taint;—

the official who did not care for power and high office ! Why,

his dogmatism and love of power are a source of infinite weak-

ness to his dear child tlie “ N.rlional Congicss.” His sympathies

were not bureaucratic? Is not the evidence all the other way ? During

all the long period he was in service, did anybody hear of him as a

liberal Indian politician, to say nothing of a gushing friend of the

down-trodden natives .starving for want of Represent.alive Government ?

Did he not actually commit himself in black and whii*e—nay, in print

—against the people of Indi.i ? He may now find it agreeable to soil

his old nest, but so long as he was in the Covenanted Civil Service,

he was undislinguishalde from the rest of his brethren, except for a

more than oidinary contempt for native claims.

It is all very well for poor Margaret to cry

—

I now can see with better eyes

And worldly giandeur I despise.

But what is the value of l.ite profession.s of sclf-illumination and self-

denial without repentance? Even now, he refuses the light and poses,

with visible saiisGction of the woild -worldy, as the Gooioo Govinil of

the Indian National Cong less.

beaut I fill lo see

Once more a sliepherd of mankind indeed,

Who loved his cliaige, hut never loved to lead
;

One whose meek dock the people joyed to be !

But where is such a Icadei ? Echo, alas ! answer.?, Wlwet

Before the Dnrga Pooja we were glad to leain that Mr. C. W. Bolton,

the Magistr.ite-Collector of the District, an officer of unquestionable

ability, himself went t«) Barrackpore to iiiquiie into the defalcation

case. Cannot .any of onr correspondents tr.acc the lesuli ?

The giant has liccn flooied by the boy. I’andit Ajoodhya Nath, one of the

mo.si respectable up-country Congiess men and the most eloquent Uidu
orator of the cause, h-is, it is saui, received a crushing reply from

Master Siirjoo Petshad, a puny politician, who h.as not yet received his

toga 7nnh\\ being still in the status pupillari at Benares. The anli-Con-

gre.ssisls tlo not caic to hide iheir satisfaction at the rise of such a

prodigy in their ranks, .and have presented the boy with substantial

tokens of their appiecialion, pour eneountge/ les autres^ doubtless.

R.aj.i Siva Pras.ad, in his capacity of the custodian of the Maharaja of

Benares’s conscience, sent some money to the Principal of the College

for Surjoo Pcrsh.ail, B.iboo Pramada Das Mitra the most intelligent

.and accomplished Reis of the Holy City, though a Baboo to the back-

bone for a’ that-—on his own hook, moial and pecuniary, sent another

sum. Principal Mnir, howevei, leiurncd the donations. He recognised

the benevolence of the donors’ intention, but urged that the Government
instructions against officials recognising any political movement what-

soever were stringent and admitted of no evasion.
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The donors were far too earnest to resume their grants. In fact,

Baboo Mitra, as a good Hindu, could not receive his back, and the

titled Jain had not given his own. So the presents were sent direct to

the lucky student.

The AVwJ commenced with many flourishes—a bad sign

—

but it acquired in no time such an unenviable notoriety that we gave

it up. It lent itself to the dissefliination of calumny, libelling men

at the malice of others. It was thus that we, among others, were

attacked. Not that we had given any offence or it had taken any.

We had the best of reasons for sparing each other. No love could

be lost where none existed. Nor was there room for hate, because no

point of contact—no relation. Between the high caste organ of the

pure Indians and the journal of Shabby Gentility and the Great Un-

washed, there was, of course, no competition. Nevertheless, we were

game, fair or foul did not matter, to the new game-keeper. We say

game-keeper, for the sportsmen were other folks—outsiders. We were set

up as the target for the practice of the braves and Badmashes—Parsee,

Bengali and Frank— in the Burdwan Raj. We became, so to say, the

bull’s eye for the butt of Bun Behari’s asses’s horns, but that asses

have no such anatomical promontories, except perhaps in their

domestic relations. Thus, evening after evening, these creatures were

led out to knock their poor pates hard against us. But we did not feel.

Many were the low personalities indulged in at our expense by our

new contemporary. We, however, stirred not. The News next found

comfort in the fact, of which it duly informed its re.iders, that proceedings

were about to be taken against us in the courts by its patron the

puissant Lala. But the young journal could scarcely brook the delay

of the Raj lawyers, and so it proceeded to dish us forthwith. Then

appeared an absurd account, meant to be sensational, of a pack of

Mahomedan urchins led by an apocryphal Moulvi to the banks of the

Banka, the rivulet of Burdwan, to protest against the crimes of Reis

and Rayyeiy and burn its oflending Editor in effigy. We never cared

a straw what stupid use was made of the likeness of our noble person,

so long as nobody was rash enough to approach'the original with any

hostile views. But some of our friends, without our knowledge, took

the trouble to inquire, and learnt that there was not an atom of truth

in the New^s account : there had never been any talk of making a

grievance of anything we wrote, by any portion or fraction of the

public, and there was no such Mahomedan, whether Moulvi or not,

as was said to have headed the burning demonstration. On the con-

trary, they foun<l that, except among a few hangers-on of the parly

in the ascendant in the Raj, we were popular in Burdwan, and the

people at large weie grateful to Reis and Rayyet for undertaking the

risks of telling the truth, in the interest of an ancient House. We
could perceive, from the I\i€ws's columns themselves, the convicted

blackguard who had been supplying it with the little lies on the subject,

some of whose absurd Burdwan fictions in the same paper we had

exposed before. No reparation was ever made to us. Nothing more

was said even of the prosecution against us, the prospect of which had

been seized by such honourable organs as the Indian Mirror and the

Bengal Times, No wonder^ we ceased to look at the News,

It was, therefore, with agreeable surpiise that, chancing, after the

late holidays, to glance at the paper, we found a remarkabje change.

The Evening ISiews was no longer the flimsy filthy rag. The promises

made at starting were at length being, so far as possible, made

good. Formerly, to a great extent, the Evening News was an

evening rkhauffi of the morning papers’ overnight telegrams, while

the editorial dep.artment was so w'cak that it was questionable whether

there was any responsible editor. Now it was matterful, and specially

good in non-official news of all kin<ls. What was more to the purpose,

it had ceased to be the disreputable thing it was. Having once

thought difforcnily of a new brother, we think this acknowledgment,

awkward as in the prolixity of the introductoiy explanation it may look,

is due. We now read the News with pleasure, and may quote it

without reproach.

No sooner said than done I Here is a smart paragraph which would

be admired in any part of the world—Boeotia of course always excepted:
** It is said that the medical profession in Poona are racking their

brains to discover the cause of a new fever that has made its appearance
in that place. It is a malady of a peculiar type and confines itself
solely to the Brahmin community. The symptoms are a depression
of spirits in a financial form, loss of understanding, bewilderment of
reason, incapacity to answer questions at a cross-examination, an in-

clination to make rambling statements especially when in a witness box
a partiality to rob heartshorn (Robertson) &c., &c. Afler a lengthy
exchange of technical ideas on the subject, the faculty have arrived at
the conclusion that the fever be termed the ** Inverarity fever t” The
remedy suggested as a cure seems as simple as it would be efficacious
It is, perfect rest by retirement from official life, with wholesome
ercise in the way of hard-labour for a period in accordance with th»
severity of the malady.”

The medical profession in Poona arc scarcely worth their salt, if they

are so much at sea in regard to the pathology of this famous disease.

Roundly speaking, it is a moral dissipation—a sliding on a lower plane

of conduct—brought on by evil communications and undue temptations

and resulting in certain overt acts which, by repetition, become habit.

Usually, its earliest symptom is an unaccountable intolerable itching

of the hands and fingers, which is temporarily relieved by handling

money in gold and silver coin and small notes of Government Currency

and putting it in the pockets. Our contemporary misses the true

etiology by calling it the “ Inverarity Fever.” It would be more

to the point to name it the Labouchere Fever of the Iluq non Hiiq

oedema. The Mahrattah Brahmans of the Western Presidency are

the veriest fry who may be allowed to suffer in silence. It is the while

Brahman whales of the farther West who are the most important

patients. They have converted the India Office into a great Hospital.

Our contemporary would do the British Empire enormous good, if it

could make the Gorsts and Siracheys and others accept his simple

cure.

REIS & RAYYET.

SATURDAY, MOVEAIDER 10, iSSS.

THE DRINK FLOOD :

OR, THE OUTSTILI. SYSTEM OF EXCISE.

The outstill controversy h.-is entered on another

phase. Mr. Westmacott’s investigation of the sub-

ject has laid bare many of those very defects which
from the first were observed by the unofficial public,

and brought to the notice of Government, of course
in vain. His enquiry was, indeed, confined to the dis-

tricts of Hooghly and Howrah, and if it has disclosed

grave departure from the rules laid down by the

Excise Commission, if it has established the exist-

ence of irregularities in the administration of the

outstill system in a nietropolitan area well under the

shadow of the Board of Revenue, how much more
serious must be the mischief it is working in the

country at large, may well be imagined. That there

has been a serious lowering of the price of liquor,

and that no restriction has been placed on the dis-

tiller’s natural desire to extend his manufacture and

his sale of the cheapened liquor, have been com-
pletely established by the enquiry. Mr. West-

macott’s report is about as complete a vindication

of the unofficial public complaint, as it could well

be, and Sir Steuart Bayley’s Resolution on the

subject is perhaps the first official document in

which the working of the outstill system has

been examined in a fair impartial ^irit. In .say-

ing this, we, of course, except the Excise Com-
mission’s Report. The Excise Commission was too

,

well alive to the weak points of the system, and if it

nevertheless recommended its maintenance in sparse-

ly peopled tracts, and even its extension into urban

areas, it did so under the belief that the restrictions

and safeguards which they proposed w^iuld go far to

nulliry its evils. The subjoined extract from the Reso-

lution will bear out this view :

—

Notwithstanding that the recommendations of the Excise Com-
mission in regard to the capacity of stills and fermenting vats have been

nominally introduced, it has been found that the effect of these measures

has been practically neautralized, and the consumption of intoxicating

drink increased by the selection of inappropriate sites for shops by an

unduly low rate of duty being fixed on the estimated consumption in

calculating the upset price of the stills, and by the capacity of stills

and vats originally fixed being ^afterwards increased in proportion to the
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fees the »bk«rs were willing to pay for their licenses,’ thus giving rise to

an undue cheapening <»f liquor and offering improper facilities for its

gale in the interior anil its introduction surreptitiously into the urban

and suburban areas under the fixed duty systems* It is not too much
to say that the safeguards which the Excise Commission considered
aUsolutely essentml to justify the continued existence of the oUtstill

system have in this tract been so little kept in view that the system be-

came scarcely distinguishable from that which in paragraph I02 re-

ceived the severe condemnation of the Commission as being likely to

foster the very evils which Mr. Westmacott’s report has brought to

light* On this point the Commission say in comparing the sudder

distillery with the outstill system
* There is no difference in principle between the two systems, pro-

vided care be taken to limit the producing capacity of the outstills, and

to make the revenue paid on each proportionate to its capacity. On
the other hand, there is a radical difference between any system under
which stills are taxed according to their producing power, or a duty is

levied on the amount produced, and any system under which the distil-

ler obtains the privilege of making as much spirit as he can on payment
of a sum fixed without reference either to the amount actually produced
by him or his means of production. The Commission have no hesita-

tion in condemning the hitter for all times and places, whether it takes

the form of outstills without limit of producing power, or farms, or any
similar arrangements.*

The Lieutenant-Governor accepts generally the views contained in the

whole of this paragraph, and whatever may be his decision ultimately

as to the possibility, under proper safeguards, of so working the outstill

system as to free it from the reproach of artificially stimulating the sale

of an unnecessarily cheap liquor, he is confident that in this instance

those safeguards have not been carefully applied, and the reproach

above indicated has been incurred because the system, to which alone

the Commission gave its approval has not been properly, and with all its

necessary restrictions, introduced. Its introduction at all into this tract

was an exception to the general policy adopted, and it was therefore

especially desirable that there should be no rel.ixation in the safeguards

which were recommended. It is probable that in other parts of Bengal

the errors brought to light by Mr. Westmacott may equally obtain
;
and

without attempting to decide, without further experience, whether the

outstill system, as safeguarded by the recommendations of the Commis-

sion, can ultimately be maintained, the practical matter for immediate

consideration is the reform of errors in the administration of the system

actually in force over the greater part of Bengal.*’

The Exci.se Commission, at any rate, was

free thus from the settled bias in flavor of the

system so characteristic of the normal official mind

—itself the monster offspring of bureaucratic dis-

cipline and espcfit de corps. The officials, taking

their cue from the Revenue Board, held the outstill

system as the thing after all—a grand discovery,

in fact, in Excise Administration, the merits of

which were beyond all dispute. Its chief recom-

mendation in official eyes was its alleged efficacy

as a self-acting preventive of illicit distillation and

of smuggling. That in providing a check on these

evils, it produced the far greater evil of stimulat-

ing the manufacture and greater consumption of

liquor, was, with some reluctance, admitted, but the

utmost resources of official sophistry were employed in

making light of this grave objection. It was pretend-

ed, in the face of patent facts, that the liquor turned out

from an outstill was of a weak quality, and that this

sufficiently neutralised the effects of increased pro-

duction and of the cheapening of the price. The

increase of production was alleged to be the natural

effect of increased prosperity in the country, and,

indeed, a circumstance to be regarded with satis-

faction, rather than an evil to be contended

against. Even the cheapening of liquor due to

the stimulated traffic in .outstill produce, was boldly

^.denied. In the earlier days of the q.ucstion, officials

of the position of Divisonal Commissioners were,

indeed, found to go so far as to seriously pro-

pound the doctrine that after all it was to the benefit

of the rural population that they were gradually

taking to the dse of the liquor. It was, we^ beHeve,

the redoubtable Mr. Beames who, in an official paper,

insisted on the tonic virtues of a glass of country

grog with which to wash down a sodden mass cf

country rice. Statistics of the excise revenue in

England and of the consumption of liquor per head

of population, were quoted to show that, in compari-

son, there was no consumption of liquor to speak of

in this country. The absolute fallacy of any com-

parison between the two countries was, of course, kept
out of sight. The attitude held by the official class, as

a rule, towards this question, has hitherto been cynical

to a degree. No small credit is due, therefore, to

Mr. Westmacott for breaking from the traditions of

the body. He is justly entitled to the compliment
which the Bengal Government has conveyed to him,
“ for the thoroughness and impartiality of his en-

quiry.” The conclusions arrived at by him are a

triumphant vindication of the popular outcry against

the system, and Sir Stcuart Bayley appears also to be

in a more independent frame of mind in regard to

the points under discussion. A great deal of official

prejudice, not to say interests, is, however, arrayed

in favor of the maintenance of existing arrange-

ments, and it would be a surprise to look for a satisfac-

tory settlement* of the question, even under the most

favorable circumstances. It is something, however,

that some of the objectionable features in the practical

administration of the system have been expressly

condemned* in the Resolution before us, and that Mr.

Westmacott will be placed on special duty in con-

nection with the approaching excise settlements.

A NEW JOURNALIST AND HIS
NUTRITIOUS HODGEPODGE.

The InJum Dai/y News rejoices in a Mubsurie Correspondent who

is an original, and knows it. Certainly, he knows hc» is somebody.

Whatever others may think of him, he is satisfied with his own

estimate of himself. He is not without his secret canker, because

he still cherishes aspirations, just now, his ambition seems to be to

cicerone the Viceroy on his journey down country. But for his

distracting literary method, his hints might have a better chance.

Indeed, but for this, he would be an acquisiton to any journal. As it

is, it is a positive nuisance to wade through his long columns of chaff

to pick up the grains of information and wisdom. He is we cannot

say the Prince of digressers, seeing that the title has been applied to

great writers like Macaulay and Montaigne, but he is certainly the

most exasperating of writers for digression. He is always tantalising,

always leaving his readers in the lurch. It is a great pity. For, he

is an Old Indian who has lived in various parts of India and Burma,

and, having enquired and read and thought a good deal, has acquired

a fund of valuable information and ideas.

He docs not care to write about Mussuric, but devotes himself

to things in general and that in the most general, perfunctory way.

His letters arc an olla podrida of literature, politics, sociology, history,

antiquities, botany, zoology, geology. He

Is everything by fits and nothing k)iig.

Last not least, he is not always intelligible. He deals in innuendoes

and obscurities—references to local magnates, ephemeral transac-

tions and unfamiliar persons. In his last, he opens with

“The Harp that once in Tara’s Halls’*

I

and proceeds, by way of the Pioneer and Sliakcspc.irc and Lord Rcay

and his Dutch friend and the Indhin Mirror and Koot Hoomic, to

thc^Viccroy and Dacca, thence back to the Delhi country and

I

Aligurh and, by many a devious path by way of the Kootub and

Borneo and Java, emerges on “tomfool (taniashii) shows” (this

last is a double quotation, being his and from him] and reaches the

climax of the Method and the end of his first paragraph in this

prodigious period, which we the more readily reproduce entire,

because we arc hardly able to parse it and certainly do not catch

its meaning, to wit

“But thus the ‘world* goes on, the prince of it over it ‘the prince

of the power, of the air,’ whose existence even is doubted by wiseacres !

and the Etcrn.al World of Truth and Light and Love, God’s World,
septurate from it, and over it, and in, and through it

!”

The next paragraph deals with an equal variety of topics from

Local Option and the Congress and the Police and the Viceroy

and Sir Charles Elliott and Mr. Scoblc and the Railway Bill and
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Famines and what not, not unwisely to be sure, but in defiance

of all method and at express hurry and bustling confusion. He has

an unfortunate incapacity to stick to a point or dwell on any sub-

ject. One would suppose that at last when he came to speak of

the affairs of his own Mussurie, he would find himself at home and

remain in it for a season. Alas ! he no sooner mentions the transfer

of Dr. Anderson of that station K) Mainpurie than he rushes off at a

tangent to Burma and descants on the best mode of officering the

Police there !

Many useful remarks arc interspersed in the letters and many

curious glimpses of the present and the past are afforded by them.

Thus, in the one under notice, he deprecates Lord Lansdowne*s

intention to choose a Private Secretary in India. Here is an anec-

dote in support. A friend of the writer

“ has often had occasion to correspond privately with the supreme
official Head of the .Stale, and h.is, indeed, done so during many siir-

ccssive Vi<*eroyaliies, but that only landy, since a Mi. Hewett, of

.some Indian service, has been acting for .Sir Donald Wallace, my in*

formant has not even bad the bare acknowledgineni ofseveial Ictteis

and enclosures—some of gie.il value to the senclers—to the Viceroy !

Probably this Mr. Hewett has been taking it on himself to act as the

Viceroy in these cases, little thinking his master might like to have
been consulted.”

*

The portion of the letter which is most interesting at this moment

relates to the Viceroy’s visit to Dacca. The writer docs not like

the idea of the long steamer journey from Sahibgunj and the ne-

cessary stay on board. He is anxious that the vessel might possibly

stick in the shifting sands. But his fear is not of the vessel sink-

ing but the larder failing. I’hcrc’s carnivorous John Bull beyond

mistake ! And ;hcn not only will the great Lord Saheb be con-

demned to an anachronic Lent and living on the fish of the Pudda,

but—horrible to contemplate !—all the subsequent dates of the

programme will get deranged ! 'Phcrc, too, is the British worshipper

of Time the great Fetish ! Over and above these, is another mys-

terious danger—an undefined liability too dreadful to speak of.

“ Then his being so many days on board in the river has a

.serious objection which 1 shall not mention.”

Wc hope our contemporary’s correspondent has in kindness tele-

graphed a confidential warning to the Private Secretary, or if the

Indian Mr. Hewett is not to be trusted, to the Khas Briton Lord

Beresford. Perhaps, such a communication will be rewarded with

an invitation to the telegrapher to come and undertake the office

of guide, philosopher and friend of the Viceroy through the shoals

and whirpools and the piratc.s of the Ganges and Mcgna. Wc better

give the rest of the p.ibsage as a specimen of the writer’s lawless

literary procedure :

“Tficre is im one now living who know*? Dacca—and for that matter
in.iny otlicr p.iits of Indi.i, nu hiding even .Moulniein an<l its f.imous

loses, about winch your Biiuii.ili coi icbpondent l.itcly made mention,

font was I wlio at my own c.\p«*nse .sent ail the chour^t vaiicties iheie

.igamst tin- late lamented Kail Mayo’s visit— inoio than I do. At
least Z/'/iv am lent c.ipitais of Bengal, going up lo the veiy earliest

Hindoo pf 110(1, lie about iRcie not far from each othci. Dacca it.self

—

not the nio«lcrn (ity, the (le.ilion of Mr. Commissioner Ihickland and
.Sir Abtinl Gliaiu—can go b.n k fn.'^l to several luindu*d yoars well into

the Moslem period, and then also 2.ou(j year-, back into ilie ^nrly Hin-
doo and Koiuan period ; iaii the site and remains of this last aic kno^n
alone to me

;
not even Clmiagong Lyall, who was beloie at Dacca, not

I.armmie ilie Able, know .in> thing about them. Nor aboiu the trend
of the am^KMit Bay of Bengal .loout timse pans, nor the volcanic coun-
try, noi the Inokeii pn.-ces of w.iier vvnemi: I have seen fiie-balls issue
nor the saiman moiisicis oi gig.miu; si/.e .ind unfamiliar slinpe and
mien— sm.li a'* we read of only m woik^ on palaioniology^ and y.dio

led very mm h warmer lives, ami who, by the way, are also reported
a-i having been seen in the vdh..iiiic hike pails of New Zealand, with
eyes as big as saiiceys and bodie-^ as big as bullocks, ciawl out of, and
take a quiet noon-day walk on tins imfarmliar and changed earth.
There is, iO(\ ihe site of an ancient bloody held of battle of the earliest
ages

;
ami even the vciy kind of pe.iil nt a ^////- variety that used to be

exported for the d.imes of tlic Roman Ctnirt of CtEsar. And a hundred
other eqiully inteicsimg things

;
but all have given way to jute I And

it is only tins that Loicl Duffeim vxill .see.”

He then threatens—

“ Shall I now proceed to describe with equal mlnutia? of detail the
;\nii([iiiii('s of K^iiigra, or Delhi (and leveal the tiue origin and theory
of the ‘ K'loiuh,’ which has not yet been even .suspected I), or Borneo,
or JaVii^ Bill 1 won’t, lest the Dutcli friend I have referred to before get
some new ijournalibiic) ‘ fii.s,’ and create a scare, if not a ‘scene.’

”

A good resolution, by all means !

Wc must not be supposed to undervalue the writer. He is a

shrewd outspoken critic with vast stores of information and a

capacity for speculation. He is a sound politician into the bargain,

as when he speaks of Lord DufFcrin as

“ as great and good a Viceroy as India has had—rather too good,
free, open, and kind, for //te cult of the country''

The italics are his. That is the bare truth, but the present Ad-

ministration has been so unlucky and so misrepresented and mis-

understood, that it argues no ordinary calibre to recognise, and some

courage to avow, it. With a little care, he would be a most valuable

acquisition lo our journalism.

|3iqjcr.

No. 16, dated Calcutta the 5th January, 1888.

From—Lieutenant-Colonel W. F. Prideaux, Agent to the Governor

General in Council for the Affairs of the late King of Oudh.
To—W. J. Cunningham Ksq., Officiating Secretary to the Govern-

ment of India, Foreign Department.

\Con(ludcd from

^2. The lato Prince Faridoon Kadr left three other motai wives,

named Faridoon Mahal, Sowhi Bcgam and Mchdi Bcgam, to whom
the King refused to grant an allowance because they were childless.

These ladies have petitioned me representing that they are entirely

without means of support, and earnestly entreating that His Ex-

cellency in Council may be pleased to grant them a small allowance

ill order to save them from destitution. As they enjoy no rights of

inheritance under the Shia Mahomedan law, I would venture to

support their application for a small provision at the hands of Gov-

ernment, and would recommend that they be each granted a pension

of Rs. (40) forty per mensem fur the remainder of their lives.

33. In addition to those dealt with in the preceding paragraphs

of this letter, the late King left some great grandchildren who are

without means of support and who merit to some extent the com-

passionate consideration of Government. The late Kara Muham-
mad Mirza Bahadoor, known as the Burray Mirza, eldest son of the

late Wall Ahd, Prince Hamid Ali Bahadoor, died on the ist of July

last leaving one nikah and three motai wives, four sons, and four

daughters. I think a limit should be placed on the allowances

receivable by motai wives and I do not propose that the widows of

this grandson of the King should each be pensioned by Government

with the exception of the senior, or nikah one, but as the senior

descendants of His Majesty in a direct line, I venture to think

that a small provision should be made for the children. 1 would

therefore recommend that the pensions of Rs. 300 per mensem
which, under the terms of paragraph 24 of this letter, I should have

recommended for the late Kara Muhammad Mirza had he survived,

may be divided amongst his children in the proportion of two-thirds

for the sons and one-third for the daughters. On this scale, each of

the sons will draw a pension of Rs. (50) fifty per mensem, and each

of the daughters Rs. (25) twenty five per mensem, whicli sliould

form an adequate pension for their maintenance and education until

auch time a.s they may be able to suplcmciu it by their own exer-

tions. 1 would also propose that a pension of Rs. (40) forty per men-

sem be granted to iVlam Bahoo Sahiba, the nikah wife, and mother of

three of the children.

34. As the motai wives of His late Majesty stand on a different

footing from the legitimate wives and descendants of the late King,

J propose to deal with their claims to a provision for the future in a

separate letter.

35. I may conclude by stating that, in submitting these proposals,

I have not lost sight of the fact that, after all claims against the late

King’s estate have been satisfied and the expenses of the administra-

tion liquidated, there may remain a considerable balance which in

pursuance of the views of Governinent should be distributed among

heirs according to the rules of Shia Muhammadan law. At the pre-

sent stage of affairs, however, it is impossible to«^tiraatc the amount

of the claims which Government may consider to be justly due

against the King’s estate or the expenses attendant on the adminis-^

iration, or the sum which the landed property may eventually

realize. In the absence of these data, 1 venture to think it would

be advisable to settle the pension question at as early a date as

possible, 'both in order that the family may be relieved from anxiety

regarding their future position, and to protect them from the in-

trigues of which they are the victims at the hands <?. of unscrupulous

persoiw, who have led them to believe that they have influence with

Government. 1 would respectfully venture to hope that the pro-

posals I have had the honor to submit will not be considered in ex-

cess of what is necessary to support the credit and respectability of a

historic family without reference to the ^prospective advantages

which they may possibly reap from the realization of the King’s pro-

perty. On this latter part of the question it is my intention to ad-

dress Government at greater length at a future date.

36. I annex a statement (Appendix A) showing in detail the

maximum allowances drawn under the existing scheme and the
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maximum pensions which will be drawn by the nikah wives and de-
scCj^fcnlB of His Majesty if my^oposals receive the sanction of
Governmenn The total amount of the latter is Rs. 23,020, ex-
hibiting an increase over the present maximum rate of allowances of
Rrs. 11,430 per mensem.

APPENDIX A.

Statement showing the existing maximum rate of allowances
drawn by the “ nikah " wives and descendants of His late Majesty
the King of Oudh and the maximum rate of pensions and house rent
proposed to be granted for the remainder of their lives.

Names.
Present

scale (ma-

6 ximum.)
A

Nikah Wives. Rs.

11

Mokhera O/ma Nawab Badshah

Mahal Sahiba 600

21 Hoozoor Alia Malikat Oudh Akh-
tar Mahal Nawab Rownak Ara

Begam Sahiba 500

1

Sons.

Kamr Kadr Mirza Abid Ali Bhdr.

0

0

0

0

—

r«-i

2,
Mirza Asmaii Jah Bahadur 150

3
Kara Ahmad Mirza Jam jah Ali

Bahadur 450

4 Mirza Muhammad Jogec Bahadur 250

5
Mirza Muhammad Jalal Bahadur 250

6 Mirza Muliammad Babar Bahadur 250

7 Bulund jah Mirza Muhammad
Askari Bahadur ... 250

8 Awali Munabat Mirza Muhammad
Jbrahim Ali Bahadur 250

9 Taj-ul-Molook Mirza Kazim Hus-
sain Bahadur 250

10 Hasan Mirza Kam Bukhsh Bhdr. 250

11 Muhammad Ali Mirza Bahadur ... 250
12 Masood Ali Mirza Bahadur 250

*3 Sultan Mirza Muhammad Reza Ali

Bahadur 250
Sardar Mirza Ali Hussain Bahadur 250

^5 Furrookh Mirza Aboo Torab Bhdr.

Humayun jah Mirza Muhammad
250

i6|

Asghar Bahadur ... 250

*7 Dilwar jah Mirza Muhammad
Naki Ali Bahadur ... 250

18 Khurshed Mirza Muhammad Ka-
zim Hussain Bahadur 250

*9 Kamyab Mirza Muhammad Hus-

sain Bukur Bahadur 250
20 Darajah Mirza Abul Ali Bahadur 250
21 Akhtar jah Mirza Muhammad

Hussain Bahadur ... 250
22 Afsar-ul-Molook Mirza Muham-

mad Akram Hussain Bahadur ... 250

23 Khadim-ul-Aimma Mirza Muham-
mad Ijaz Hussain Bahadur 90

H Kesra Bukht Mirza Muhammad
Abbas Hussain Bahadur 90

I

Daughters.

Sarir Ara Zainab Begam Sahiba ...

5.830

1 10

1 2 Sibiat-us-Sultan Tajara Begum
Sahiba I 10

3 Mohfil Ara Musooma Begam
Sahiba 1 10

4 Buzm Ara Zakin Begam Sahiba... 1 ic

5 Tazimmal Ara Kaniz Sadik Begam
Sahiba

*

1 10

61Mulka Ara Abida Begam Sahiba... 1 10

75iharuf Ara Kaniz Kami Begam
Sahiba no

8^Sarwat Ara Kamiz Mehdi Begam
Sahiba no

9I^uzm Ara Khahdijah Begam Sahiba 1 10

lol)ahar Ara Kamiz Hassain Begam
Sahiba 1 10

nsIhikoh Ara Syeda Begam Sahiba... no

Proposed scale

(maximum.)

Rs

600

500

2,500

1,000

700

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

90

90

500

150

150

150

150

ISO

150

150

150

ISO

150

Rs.

100

100

TOO

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

Rs.

600

600

1,200

2,600

1,100

800

600

600
600

600

600

600
600

600
600

600

600
600

600

600

600

600
600

600

600

90

90

16,080

600

150

150

ISO

.
'50

150

150

ISO

150

ISO

ISO

- --

I.i Gowhur Ara Nekbukht Begam
Sahiba ... 1 10 150 ... 150

1
t
Mali Ara Muni Begam Sahiba ... 1 10 150 ... 150

. Badshah Ara Kamiz Hadi Begam
Sahiba 1 10 *50 ... 150

i< Shah Ara Azkin Banoo Begam
Sahiba 1 10 150 150

i(>Chaiar Ara Zorah Begam Sahib^^.. 1 10 150 ... 150
* ^Sitwal Ara Halima Begam Sahiba 1 10 150 ... 150

1,870 3,000

Grandsons.

Kara Shapper Mirza Bahadur 170 300 ... 300
2 Mirza Kurral-ul-Ain Bahadur ... 170 300 00

3 Mirza Muhammad Mokim Bahadur 170 . .

.

. .

.

4L Akhtar Mirza Bahadur 170 ...

5 Maimanat Mirza Ghulam Abid

1

Bahadur 170 300 00
Mirza Muhammad Said Bahadur... 170 ...

/ Mirza Muhammad Said Ali Bhdr. 170 ... . .

.

8 Mirza Faridoon jah Bahadoor .70 300 300

S Mirza Humayan Kadr Bahadur ... 1 70 300 300

*.530 1,500

GaANDDAUGHTtRS.

I Dilbund Begam Sahiba 70 • 1 • 90
2 Hajirah Begam Sahiba 70
3 Mahsimah Begam Sahiba • • • . .

.

4 Lukht jigar Kaniz BakuP Begain

Sahiba 70 • . •

5 Moostofa Begam Sahiba 70 ... . .

.

6 Moortceza Begam Sahiba 70 . .

.

. .

.

7 Sarir jegar Begam Sahiba 70
8 Kishwar Ara Begam... 70 90

490 180
Daughters-in-law.

I Nawab Shahryar Baboo Sahiba ... 200 200 200
2 Nawab Begam u/itif Keykob Mahal •

Sahiba 200 200 • • • 200

3 Mchr jehan Begam Sahiba SO 100 • • • 100

4 Shah Bahoo Nawab Amir Begam
Sahiba 100 ... —

5 Akram Bahoo Nawab Zeman Ara
Begam Sahiba 100 ... • .

.

• • •

6 Hoozoor Mahal Sahiba 30 100 ... 100

7 Faridoon Mahal 40 ... 40
8 Sowlic Begam 40 . .

.

40
9 Mehdi Begam 40 40

680 720
Nephew and son-in-law.

1 jedan Kadr Mirza Muhammad
Wahid Ali Bahadur 90 ...

90
Great Grand Children.

>

1 Yusuf Mirza, son of the late Bur-
ray Mirza 50 50

2 Asfar Mirza, son of the late Bur-

ray Mirza 50 ... 50
3 Kura Muhammad Khakan Mirza,

son of the late Burray Mirza ... SO 50
4 -Ali Bahadur Mirza, son of the late

Burray Mirza 50 50
5

.

^chan Ara Begam, daughter of the

late Burray Mirza... 25 25
6

;

Khusrau Begam, daughter of the

late Burray Mirza 25 25
7

j
[chandar Begam, daughter of the

late Burray Mirza... 25 25
81[Ceysar Begam, daughter of the late

Burray Mirza 25 ... 25

Grand Daughter-in-law.
300

li\lam Bahoo Sahiba ... 40 ... 40

40

11,590 1aggregate 23,020
total.
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EMERALD THEATRE
BEADON STREET.

Manager, Uahu G. C. Ghosk.

Saturday—the loth November, rSSS—

at g r. M.

The great Dramatist, Babii GrisL Chunder

Ghose’s successful Tragedy,

B I S H A D

.

A Happy Combination of Humour and Pathos<

Designed to delight the eye and enchant

the ear.

The Central figure lUSHAD, a noble, all-

suffering, humble, discarded (Jneen, will cut

through the hearts of the sympathising thou-

sands, and rivet them m their seats, heedless

to the outpourings of other unmanly brutes.

Scenic Illusions !

Mourpunkhy in waves !

Shoshan- a horror
‘

Come Clitics—wc will satisly you throughout

Success—a matter of course.

Next day —Sunday—
at Candle-light.

THE SEASON’S SURPRISE,

Nundo-Bidaya,
Masterpiece of pathos and poetry !

The grounds will be lighted with the Electric

Light,

A novel attraction for the season.

The books BISHAD, price, i Rupee, and

NUNDO-BIDAYA, annas 8, to be had at our

Box Office.

M. L. SUR, Asst, Manager.

Dr.

J. N. MITRA, M.R.c.?.,

London.

Gold Medalist in Medicine & Hygiene,

.Stood ist in the FIN.\L PLXAM I NATION,

Cai.cutta Mf'-DirVL COT.T-lCtlF, IN i88o.

[.ate Surgeon Superintendent of Oi>‘arantinc

Station, Mauritius and Surgeon in charge,

Mysadul Hospital.

Address^ •

2, Ukknr Dutl’s Lane, llowha/ar, Calcutta.

OALOUTTA MUNICIPALITY.

Tenders are hereby invited for the supply

of earth for the purpose of Tank filling, and

will be received by the Vice-Chairman up to

2 P. M. of Saturday, the loih of November

next. The rate to be per i,ooo eft. including

cart hire lo any part of each of the Municipal

Wards i to i8.

The Commissioners do not hind themselves

to accept the lowest or any tender.

JOHN COWIE,

Secretary lo the Corporation.

CALCUTTA MUNICIPALITY.

Notice is hereby given that the office for

Registration of Births and Deaths for Ward

No. 7 Burra Bazar Section G. Town has this

day been removed from No. 164 Lower Chit-

pore Road to No. 5 Mangoe Lane Ward 12

Section 'L Waterloo Street.

JOHN COWIE,

Secretary to the Corporation.

1st November 1888.

No more Operations I

KAMINI MONI DAVI'S
Specific for Piles and Fistula-in-ano.

PATENT I PATENT 1 PATENT 1

Published in India Gazette of 6th September,

1884, page 320. The Hon’ble Sir Augustus

Rivers Thompson, the late Lieutenant-Governor,

favored the Patentee with instructions to Dr.

B. Simpson, the then Surgeon-General, Bengal,

to have the merits of her .specific tried in the

Campbell Hospital under the care of Dr. Coul

Mackenzie, the Superintendent ; and the Spe-

cific, which is derived from the vegetable king-

dom, effected wonderful cures without any in-

terference of surgical operations.

Price, quart bottle of mixture, including

powder, Rs. 4. Pint Rs. 2. Packing charges

annas four.

F<ir further particulars and directions on

special points, apply to

Duferin Memorial Fund.

Rs.

Amount already advertised ... 60,647

Nawab Syud Ali Khan Bahadur of «

Shaikhpura ... ... ... 200

W. J. Simmons, Esq., ... ... 20

Total ... ...60,867

Calcutta, 22nd Oct. 1888.

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.”

ASSAM LINE.
The Company maintains a regular weekly

Steamer Service between Calcutta and Deb-

rooghur vid Goal undo.

The next Steamer to be despatched from

Calcutta is the Steamer on

Friday the 9th inst. All cargo for shipment

by this steamer should be sent to the Com-

pany’s Godowns at Jaggannalh Ghat not later

than Thursday the 8lh idem.

The Steamer “ BURMAH ” will leave Goa

lundo for Debrooghur on Sunday, the nth

idem.

Dhubri & Debrooghur Mail Service.

Through Booking to and from Assam,

The Despatch Steamers of this Service

leave Dhubri daily on the arrival of the Mails

from Calcutta, and proceed to Debrooghur,

stopping at all intermediate stations and
Mookhs.

Passengers, Goods, Parcels
( packages not

to exceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by

4 feet in measurement ) may be booked
through to and from Calcutta, and all stations

on the Eastern Bengal State Railway and
connected Railways, and the following

Steamer Stations of this Company, vis.,

Dhubri, Goalparah, Gauhati, Mtingledyc,

Tezpore, Silghaut for Koliabar, Dhunsin
Mookh, Nigriting, Koakeela Mookh, Desang
Mookh and Debrooghur.
Packages booked as parcels will be forward

ed by rail along with the Mails. Freight on

perishable articles must be prepaid.

Goalundo and Debrooghur Despatch
Service.

Special fast single-handed Steamers, whicli

have been specially built for the As.sani Tradt*.

carrying passengers and coolies between
Goalundo and Debrooghur, will leave Goalundo
bi-weekly on Sundays and Thiirsday.s, callinj;

at all intermediate stations, and Debrooghur
on Tuesdays and Saturdays.

Through bills of lading will be granted for

goods and parcels on presentation of rail re-

ceipt or payment of freight. Packages not to

exceed ten hundred weight, or 8 feet by 4 feet

in measurement.
All particulars as to rates of freight and

passage by steamers of both the above Services

to be had on application to

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents.

1-2, Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.

Hollowafs Indigestion.—How much
thought has been bestowed, and what volumi-

nous treatises have been written upon this

universal and distressing disease, which is

with certainty and safety dispelled without fear

of relapse by a course of tlvs purifying, sooth-

ing and tonic medicine ! It acts directly on the

stomach, liver and bowels—then indirectly,

though no less effectively, on the brain, nerves,

vessels, and glands, introducing such order

throughout the entire system that harrrmny

dwells between each organ and its functions.

Dyspepsia need no longer be the bugbear of

the public, since Holloway^s Pills are fully com-

petent to subdue the most chronic and dis-

tressing cases of impaired digestion, and to

restore the miserable sufferer to health,

strength, and cheerfulness.

DUTT & SING,

22, Shikdarpara Street,

Jorasankoy Calcutta.

§0
For INDIA nml Mi HOT CMM i weetly scented emollient Milk is INVALTTA^^LIS

IT KEEPS tiie SKiii CuUL iuut KEIliELJIiED in tho HOTTEST ViEA'Uith,
Removes ami picvcnts all SUNBURN, REDNESS, FRECKLES. TAN, etc., and

HKNUERS the SKIN DI’LICAT'^LY SUET, SMOUTil ^nd WHITE.

It entirely prevonls it lro:u boCumiii;< DRY niul V/RINKLED, ana PRESERVES the

COMPLEXION from the &circh’nr( eppcta of the SUN nr et WIND more effectually than any
ijthL-r pieiJuiation. The IRPITATTQN caused by tho " TE8 and BTiNOB of INSFCTfi is

wondertuUy allayed by its u.^e. For imparting thaL .>oit velvety leuling to Uie skm, this

delightful preparatio has no equal! Sold by all Chcmir.ts.

Solo Moktire M. BKEaHAM & SON. Oheznista, Cheltenham, Snirla&d*

CALCUTTA AGENTS : SCOTT. THOMPSON & CO.
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ST. LEONAROS-ON-SEA, ENGLAND.

ST. PETEFS OOLLEGE FOE BOYS.
University masters, specially suitable for

Ipdian Children. Indian References. For Pros-

pectus, address Principal.

SELLING BY THOUSANDS.
PRETTY, strong, accurate, open-faced

Nickel silver winding Keyless Railway

Regulators, jewelled^ enamelled dial, bold

figures and hands, shewing times with best

finished durable machinery and dust tight

cases for only Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

spring, glass box and guarantee. Guaranteed

to stand any amount of rough usage. Will last

a life time. Have no appearance of cheap-

ness about them. Others .sell at double our

rates. Mr. A. R. Mehta from Pandora says :

—

“The 7-8 watch I purchased from you two

years back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting

Superintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh*

says:—“A watch maker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. Sutcliffe,

R. W. Fusi, Lucknow, says Some valued

it at 15 and were completely surprised when

I told them it only cost Ks. 7-8.” Pretty

Canadian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-

plete shirt Studs and Rings, set with chemical

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says.—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and

the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA

TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

TO~THE DEAF.
A Person cured of Deafness and Noises

in the bead of 23 years’ standing by a Simple

Remedy, will send a description of it FREE
to any Person who applies to J. 11 . Nicholson,

j, Old Court House Street., CALCUTTA.

NOW READY.
The Report of the 3rd Indian National Con-

gress, held at Madras during the last week

of 1887.

Price Re. 1 including postage. Apply to M.

V. Charriar, 100, Mount Road, Madras.

READY

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-S.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL
BETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

BY

SAMBHU 0. MOOKERJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Fakidoon Jah Baiiadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, *‘BEIS& RAYYET”
I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

Calcutta,

OPINION OF THE PRESS.
It is many years since I first met, and some

years since I last met, Dr. Sambhu Chundcr
Mookerjee, editor of the Reis and Rayyet
(Prince and Peasant), and an author of high
fepute among the kindly, as well as acute and
miellectual, people of Bengal. One of the real
^isfortunes of India was, and still is, Lord
Macaulays picture of the Bengalee. The
P«cture, true perhaps as regards Nuncomar and
”iany Bengalees, is not accurate as a represen-

Jition of the people generally, taking them as
an Englishman may find them if he looks
fairly. If they had been unfaithful, the sad
story of the Mutiny had been vastly sadder

;

and, apart from the Mutiny, many Englishmen
could give individual instances of Bengalee
faithfulness almost unique in history, taking
all the circumstances of our relation to India
into account. The Bengalee is generally e.ager
for knowledge of all kinds, and is often both
courageous in the expre'ssion of his opinions,
and gifted to a remarkable degree with the
power to express those opinions with foice and
precision. Mr. Fawcett once told me that an
unprepared speech made, on his behalf, during
an election, by a young Hindoo, surpassed, in
force as well as elocjuence, any impiepared
speech he ever had heard made by any mem-
ber of the House of Commons, if four or live
members of the House were excepted.
Among these Bengalees there is a small body

of men—small for that large province—who
are, ironically or otherwise termed “ Young
Bengal. ” Some of them are no longer yofing,
but grave and aged

;
some have, in the coutse

of years, been highly distinguished for their
public services and their scientific and other
attainments. Some have at times been mis-
represented, and their language misinl^rpieted,
so that on its return to them it h.as anM/.etl
none more than themselves. Nothing of tliis

has been done by the really great administra-
tors of India. That it has been done, however,
cannot be denied.

In the forefront of this little band is the
author of this book of travels. Baboo .Sainblui

Cliunder Mookeijee—a writer of high lepute,
as I have said, also an administrator, as the

reader will see from the title-page to this book.
A keener, yet a kindlier satiiist, one might
seek for and not find. His use of the English
language has astonished many an educated
Englishman

; and the quality of his reading is

shown by his marvellous power of quotation
;

not merely from authors like Shakespeare, and
Milton, and Macaulay, and men eminent in

science, but from out-of-the-way old ballads,
and little-known old pamphlets, in the applica-
tion of which he leaves one wondering— first,

how he obtained the productions at all, and
secondly, how, having obtained them, he
learnetl to apply them so appositely lo the
subjects which he intends them to illustrate.

Passing from the author to his book, we
shall, perhaps, first of all be attracted to the
work of the administrator. He comes upon a
milkman’s village, on which he finds fastened
the grip of a Court favourite. He unloosens
the grip, and re-settles the village, in the
double interest of Prince and Peasant. And
all the time he sees everything. The poor
people bathing on the rivers’ banks, have his
genial and kindly, if also at limes, what a
Scotchman vvould call, his “pawky” notice.
A “fair maid of Sonargoan ” attracts his at-
tention by the gtarefulness with which she
carries a vessel of water from the river

;
and,

though the fair maid and he are divided by
r.ac.e an<l faith (she is Mussulman), she has his
full lured of piaise. Indeed, it must be .admit-
ted -and he will not be offended with me for
saying so—that he never meets with a fair face,
without at least giving evidence ^of the fact
that he has eyes to see and a heart to com-
pichend.

Of his wide and generous sympathies, much
might l}e said, and still leave much more to
say. He meets a missionary on the river, and
evidently is inclined, in writing his notes, to
pass a joke on the subject. He nips it, how-
ever, in the bud, and coifteius himself with
saying, “ So new is preaching here, that the
simple people said the padre ha<l been singing
in the street.” He meets Catholic and Pro-
testant missionaries on shipboard, and chuckles
over their disputes, while he astonishes them
by his coinm.and of the English language, and
even by his knowledge of the Bible—a know-
ledge, I may add, which is evident in many of

his writings.

A parrot falls overboard, and is drowned in

its cage, to his great distress, which is not

however paraded. He says
; [Extract.]

These are not the words of a Christian, but

of a Hindoo.

Again, he has a faithful ugly dog, whose
name is Tom, and whose glory it once was to

qiark, with a noble independence, at some very

dgnified Sahibs. Our author s compelled to

leave Tom behind
;
and here is his farewell

:

[Extract.]

I think this is a very fine passage, and one
that will draw the author very close to the
great heait of humanity, wherever the words
are read. Could anything be finer than the
testimony to the two foreign “gentlemen,”
ending with the “ Pjcngalee pariah, my poor
Tom” ? Not the pariah merely, but the pariah
dog. The passage is worthy of the author,
and of the great meirifulness of the land that
bore him.

Whoever reads this book must be prepared
fuither to find bold and manly language. The
author is no flatterer of John Bull, though he
gives John his due, and admits that India owes
him a great debt. Here is one passage relating

lo foreign fruits
:

[Extiact.]

Among the skeicbes of country—word-pic-
tures -the reader will find some exceedingly
pretty, and all the more valuable in that they
are taken from a standgiound purely Indian ;

not English. Where an English artist’s mind
would be filled with European ideas, the mind
of this gifted Eastern artist is filled with a class
of ideas totally different, yet equally instructive
and certainly not less subtle and far-reaching.
On the eve of one of his journeys, our

author was placed in a dilemma of a kind
nf)t unknown to tiavellcrs in India, but not on
that account the less stupid. He wished to
go by a particular boat, add look time by the
forelock for that purpose. The fare was at
first stated as 90 rupees, to pay which he
offered “a new crisp, fresh British India” note
for rupees. “ It was,” he adds, “fresh from
the Cuirenry Office, and had been received
only the clay before fiom another (mvernment
depaitmcnt.” The rest of the story is

thus told
: [Extract.] ^

The humour of the little sketch i.s worth
something. I ran fancy the author laughing
even in his dismay

;
for he can laugh well at

01 hers, and ecpially well at him.scif. I shall
only ventuie on one more passage

;
and I give

it as showing the spirit of the man who dares
to call his newspaper Frince and Peasant.
He desired to return to his home in Bengal,
and to bid adieu, for a time at last, to Indepen-
dent Tipperah, where he had been located
“some two; years.” He received the Maha-
rajah’s permission to return home

; but still he
could not get away. [Extract.]

There is, I, think, a sound lesson in this pas-
sage

; the lesson of the immense value of
couitesy and urbanity in the relations of rulers
and ruled.^ Tore is a great deal in that sen-
tence, “ IVe serve flesh and blood.” The best
administrator in India is not always the ablest
the man whose plans are the wisest as plans

;

but the man who, with plans or without them*
gives confidence to the people, and confidence
not merely m his jiisuce, but also in his con-
sidcraieness and forbearance. A clever man
once said that ?hcarl of success in India is the
art of giving good dinners. It may be so : but
the peril is great—the peril of debt

; and in
any case the art has its limits, and its natural
pllapse. Even dinners and champagne pall
in the end. But thurc is one art that never
fails—the art of true courtesy

;
of that courtesy

which, being natural, is not affected by any
whim or caprice, either of the person who
possesses it, or of any one with whom he has
lelations.

„
,

’ I uiicc
more recall, as I easily and very vividly can
the author’s kimlly face and gentle voice, as
knotvn to me many years ago. I see him, as
I see Baboo Kristo Uas Pal, Dr. Mahendra
Lai bircar, and some others, including a much-
abused editor of the Amrita Basar Patrika •

and I feel and say, with ail earnestness and
sincerity, that among these are men whom
the Government of India would be wise in
recognising and winning entirely to its side
They are men on whom no really generous
word—true as well as genorous—ever is
thrown away I have compared them at times
with men of kindied occupations at home
and I think that they are as a rule by far
the truer gentlemen in good manners, and
often m very much more than mere manners
May the great God, whose sacred Name they
use as that of the Father of all, .guide them to
a nobler destiny than any they yet have
known, and with them, and by them, bless
their native land !

^

James Routledce.
--The Indian Mae;azine^ Mar. i888.
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“It RECOMMENDS
All who suj)ef find urc

ITSELF/'

reLcf Jrom

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It h:is drivtMi out from the system

AcuteRheumatism and RheumaticGout,

After years of seini'helplesbtu'ss and suffer-

ing;
;

while in ASTHMA, liKONCIHlTS,
LUMRAr.O, SCIATICA, FACEACHE,
SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest remedy
for these complaints in their severest and most
chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-lhroafits power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-
ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Halm is used by the best Phy-
sicians in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. Ry its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles al / Re. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

Ihroughout the world.

Agents in Calnitta ; .Smith Stanistreet & Co.

R. .Scott ’fhompson Co. and Bathgate <!i:

Co. Limited.

Price bv post annaf,

ASRUKANA
A Collection of poems in Bengali Ijy

SRlMATi GIRINDRAMOIllNY DASSY
(Author of Kiilntah cir^ Bharat Kitsiim.)

.\snikana is a collection^f poetical pieces of

singular j)ath()s and beauty of expression * *

It Is a sfiies of mouinfiil songs that the

rc‘a«lcr is heie presented with and they must
touch a symp.\thGti(. cord in every heart that

ran feci. There a singul.ir appropriateness

in the title of the wotk, ami in its pimis dedi-

cation to the nicmoiy of the husband of the

fair writer.— 'I'he Indian Xaiion.

The authoress is not unknown lo Bengali

readers. She has already published two or

three poems by which she is favoural)ly known,
hut between thnse poems and this is a differ-

ence that hardly admits of being measured.
> \

This is poetry in life

We have read Srimaii Girindra Mohiny’s
poems in a reverential spirit. The poems are

all of a lyrical description. The lyre is .soft,

sweet and tender, hut awfully sti obg.
* *

The tone of the poems is inexpressibly

gentle, inexpressibly pure, and inexpressibly

tender an<i atHeciionaie. It is the tone of a

world mother.
* »

Bengal should be proud of this poem—
Calcutta Review.

Apply at the Bee. Press,

I, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Calcutta.

J2, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

HOMtEOPATHIO PHARMACY,
THE

EARLIE.ST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSARY IN ASIA

OF PURE HOMEOPATHY ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE

TRADE IN
INDEPENDENT HOMCEOPATHY

.md maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF

SCHOOL
THIS

OF MEDICINE.

B. Co., beg lo draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned

WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
T2. Lai Bazaar, Calcutta.

In Pamphlet, Price 4 annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REOr.fiANlZATTON
With special reference lo the Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

Py Copt. ANDREW IIEARSEY.
Apply to Has Rayyct Office, Calcutta.
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TEA! TEAl TEA!
Oheapeat ft Best,

SUPPLIED BY

THE

INDIAN TEH SUPPLY CO.
“LIMITED/’

In packets of / oz., 2 oz. and 4 oz. each from
3 pice only and upwards.

Note the Low Price.

A Packet of Tea for 3 pice

!

Important News for India,
WHERE FEVERS AND CHOLERA

*

REIGN SUPREME.
A RECENT TRAVELLER ON THE

Chinese Coast found that District re-

markably FREE FROM TYPHOID FEVER
and CHOLERA, He soon discovered the

cause. The people there do not drink cold

water from tanks or wells, often extremely im-
pure, but keep a pan of water constantly boil-

ing, into which from time to time they drop
a little Tea, and when thirsty THEY DRINK
HOT TEA 1 If the weak and adulterated Teas
of China can do this, what may not the pure
and strong Teas of India be expected to effect ?

Also in tins J^lb to lolbs of various
qualities to suit all tastes.

Ask for tho Indian Tea Supply
Company's Teas.

We have Agents all over the Coun-
try, but want more.
Managing Agents

:

LYALL MARSHALL & CO.,
4, OUve Ghat Street, Calcutta.

Griha-Chikitsha.
A complete and large treatise on Homren-

pathic Domestic Medicines with some tried
native drugs for certain serious diseases, by
Rai Khetter Nauth Chatterjee Bahadooi
in Bengalee o 0

Do. postage
.'I I 3 „

Do. abridged in Hindec i o o
Apply to Author at Chinsurah or lo People o

Press, No. 78, College Street, Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)
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AND

Review of Politics, Literature, and Society
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RATES OP ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (threccolumns to the pagej are

charged by the space taken up, at the rate of 4^

annas a line, each insertion. The lowest charge
for any advertisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic
Occurrences, th6 lowest charge for which
Rs. 5.

Special rates for Oontracts.
No additional charge forVhland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate of 4 annas a month 01

Rs. 3, a year.

Business Communications (post paid) to

be directed to “The Manager, and Literary

Communications and books and pamphlets

(carnage paid) to “ The Editor of “ Re‘s

& Kayyet,

OFFICE : /, Uckoor DutPs Lane,

Street, Calcnt ta.
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

TO A STEF-CHILD.

Thou art not mine
;
the golden locks that duster

Kound ihy broad brow

—

Thy blue eyes, with their soft and liquid lustre,

Thy check of snow -

E’en the strange sadness on thy infant features,

Blending with love,

Are hers, whose mournful eyes seem sadly bending

On her lost love.

Thou art not mine
;
upon thy sweet lip lingers

Thy mother’s smile,

And while I press thy soft and baby fingers

To mine the while—

In thy deep eyes, so trustfully upraising

Their light to mine,

I deem the spirit of thy’mothcr gazing

To my soul’s shrine.

They ask me, with their meek and soft beseediing,

A mother’s care
;

They ask a mother’s kind and patient teaching,—

A mother’s prayer.

Not mine—yet dear to me—fair, ftagr.nnt blossom

Of a fair tiee.

Crushed to the earth inHife’s first glorious summer,

Thou art dear to me,

Child of the lost, the buried, and the sainted,

I call thee mine.

Till, fairer still, with teais and sm untainted,

Her home be thine

TIME THE RE.STOREK.

I'hOU wirige-st thy flight o’er the re.dms of earth,

And its silent places are tilled with mirth ;

Thou slietchcst thy hand o’er the desert place,

And the palace rises m marble grace
;

The depths of ocean arc touched by thee.

And gtcen isles swell fnjiivthe surging sea.

O’er the barren mountains thy foot has strayed,

And their heights are veiled with the forest sh.idc.

Thou passes! on, and the tiger’.^ den

Is changed to the dwellings of cheerful men ;

The heathen wilds by thy steps are trod.

And the Christian temple springs up to God.

The bones of millions in dust are strewed.

But the nation’s strength is by thee renewed ;

Genius and learning expire, but thou

/ Kindlcst their fire on some younger brow :

Man must perish, but thou hast shrined

In thine awful temple his living mind.

Yet, O le^torer of peri.shed tilings,

Who bcatleiesi life with thy ce.iseless wings,

Who goest forth, and upon thy track

YouBi and beauty and bloom come back,—

Fowcritil as o’c*r earih’.s realms thou art.

Thou canst not quicken the peiished heart.

Thou canst not waken its wasted fires,

Its virtuous aim, and high desires
;

Thou canst not call b.ick the radiant train

Of hope and love to their boweis again
;

Life to the lost one ihoii canst not give,

Nor say to the spirit of memory, live.

Yet there is a power strong to save.

There is an arm thatVinlocks the grave,

There is a spring in the realms of light

That restores the lovcly^’t^e young, the bright
;

Where the holy love ofJmJs crowned,

Where the dead revivcsiSSlMlic lost is found !

L. G. F.

TOO EARLY LOST :

OR, THE MUTE INOI.ORIOU.S RARD.

Life has voiceless geniuses. 'Fhcy think deeply, they feel rnoft fei-

vently, hut they have no words to give back those divine images which

their eye and ear d.iily drink in. Yet we know that an angel will heie-

after loosen their tongues ,'’— brcilcnka r>n'*>tct.

I STOOD hesiile a poel’s;grave,

Fiesh lloweis betlecked llie giouiul,

And the soft summer iwiiighl cast

A holy spell around ;

With tears of sorrow m mine epes,

I I knelt upon the sod,

That su( h a soul had passeil fiom earth,

1 And now was hid with G»k1.

1

I Oh ! his the poet’s heart and soul,

I Oh ! his the poet’s eye !

}

Thmigh from his lips liad never bin st

1 The -songs of melody.

As in the sca-sheirs folds the tones

Of nrj heard music lie,

His heart within itself contained

Those stiains that never die!

For deep within his earnest soul.

High, holy thoughts had birth.

And glorious visions girl with light,

Undimmed by shades of earth
;

And though his spirit found no words

That glory to impart

—

Like a mute lyre in sunshine laid,

Oh ! his the poet’s heart I

Suheriim in ike country are requeued to remit by postal money orders, if possibU, as the safest and most convenient

medium, particularly as it ensures acknowledgment through the Department. No other receipt will be

given, any other being unnecessary, and likely to cause confusion.
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I wept that such a soul had passed

Unheard, unfelt, away ;

That o’er his memory fame had cast

Not one immortal ray.

Oh ! early thus— oh ! silent thus—

That he in dust was laid,

With no unfading laurel wreath

Entwined around h'm head.

I wept not for the captive .soul.

With heavenly freedom crowned —

I wept not for the glowinji thoughts

In heavenly life unbound ;

The strains of burning eloquence

I knew weie breathing iheie -

The tones of thiilling harmony

Resounding through the air.

News and Comments.

The full title of the new Viceroy is—The Most Honourable Henry-

Charles-Keith Pctty-FilzMaurice, Marquess of Lansdowne, G.C.M.G.,

Earl Wycombe, of Chipping Wycombe, County IJuck.s, Viscount Cain

and Calnstone, County Wilts, and Lord Wycombe, Baron of Chipping

Wycombe, County Burks in the Peerage of Great Britain
;
Eail of

Kerry and Earl of Shelburne, Viscount Clanmaurice and Fit/maurice,

Baron of Kerry, Lixnaw, and Dunkerrnn, in the Peerage of Ireland.

He is expected at Aden on or about the 27th instant and at

Bombay on or about the 3rd December.

Orders for his reception have been already issued.

The Resident at Aden has orders first to receive the Marquess as

Viceroy of India.

An Aidc-de-Camp of the Viceroy has it in command to proceed up

to Bombay to attend upon the Marquess throughout his journey to Cal-

cutta. Of cour.se, the Governor of Bombay will welcome him in due

form and with proper distinctions. ,

One of the principal Civil Oflficeis of each Government or Adminis-

tration will be deputed to meet the Marquess of Lansdowne as he en-

ters the limits of such Government or Administration, and will remain

in attendance upon His Lordship until he passes beyond those limit.*?.

At the Railway stations at which halts are made for rest and refresh-

ment, Civil and Military Officers will be in attendance. There will also

be a Guard of Honour upon the platform.

Should the Marquess of Lansdowne make any stay at Allahabad,

His Honour th e Lieutenant-Governor of the North-Western Provinces

will make all arrangements, in communication with the Military auiho-

ritie.s, for His Lordship’s reception in a suitable manner.

At the Howrah terminus, the Secret.u ics to the Government of India

and the Military Secretary and Aides-de-Camp to the Viceroy will await

his Lordship’.s arrival, and at the platform the Commissioner of

Burdwan, one of the Scer etaries to the Government of Bengal, the

Brigadier-Gencrid Commaifding the Piesideiicy District with the Dis-

trict Staff, the Commissioner of Police ami Chairman of the Calcutta

Corporation, the Sheriff of Calcutta, and the Magistrate of, Howrah,

will be in attendance.

A Guard of Hoijor of Native Infantiy will be drawn up at the

Howrah terminu.s. The route to the Government House will be lined

throughout by troops. At the (iovernmeni House, ilic Lieutenant-

Governor of Bengal will receive the Marquess of Lansdowne at the

foot of the grand staircase and the Viceioy at the top.

In Dacca, they are preparing to receive the Viceroy in proper style.

They held a public meeting on the 2ikI instant and formed a Com-
mittee. The Coinmiiiee met on the 5fh and 71I1, and pas.scd resolu-

tions inviting public subscriptions to meet tlie expenses of the recep-

tion and for a permanent memorial, and requesting the residents to

decorate and illuminate their re.spective house.s. The District Magis-

trate Mr. L. Hare has been elected Chairman of the Committee.

He informed the meeting before his election that “ he would prefer

not to be on the Committee personally. He was anxious to render

them every assistance in carrying out their views as to the reception

of the Viceroy, but was of opinion that his presence in the Committee

might have the appearance of official interfcience in a movement

which was wholly spontaneous. He, however, left himself in their

hands.” But the Committee knew better. We make the above

quotation to express our satisfaction with Mr. Hare for his policy of

non-interference and avoidance of appearance of interferance in popular

movements. We hope otlier Magistrates will make that their rule of

action. If it were generally acted upon, the cry for the separation

of the E.Kecutivc from the Judicial would lose much of its force.

The Nawab of Bhawalpur has rescinded the order prohibitting the ex-

port of edible grain and seeds from his territory.

#
* *

The Russian explorer Colonel Prejovalsky is reported to be dead. The
news rc<iuires confirmation.

For their attempt at theft on board the S. .S. Assyria on a voyage to

the Gulf, the Karachi Magistrate has sentenced 10 and 13 coolies to

two months* rigorous imprisonment each.

• •

The High Court resumed work yesterday. The buildings have under-

gone some renovation during the holidays.

* •

The Sixth Criminal Sessions begins on Wednesday the 5th December
Mr. Justice Norris is expected to preside. The calendar will he .1

heavy one. Among others, Suddhabodhe will stand his trial for the

death of his infant wife Kristomanini.

The Government, on the advice of the Legal Remembrancer, have ap-

pealed to the Sadar Couil from the Sessions Judge of Shikarpur

acquitting Mr. Parumal Khiihchand. The appeal has been fixed for

the 27th. Mr. E. Leggett will represent the Government and Mi.

Constable, the Public Prosecutor, it is said, will appear for the acquitt-

ed. Mr. Constable must have received permission of his employers to

defend a person whom they wish to see convicted.

• •

Under the power recently taken in the Legislative Department, to

more effectually repress the purchase, from soldiers, of arms, ammuni-

tion, clothes and other articles, the Governor-General in Council has

been pleased to declare that fifty rupees and two hundred rupees

shall, for the purposes* of Section 156 of the Army Act, 1881 (44

and 45 Viet, Cap. 58,) in India, be the respective equivalents of five

pounds and twenty pounds.

«

Mr. W. Maude, Officiating Joint-Magistrate and Deputy Collector,

24-Pcrgunnahs, is Gazetted to officiate as Under-.Sccretary in the

Revenue, General and Statistical Departments of the Bengal Secre-

tariat, during the absence, on deputation, of Mr. H. W. C. Carnduff.
•

• *

Mr. F. A. Jackson, Officiating Superintendent, Chief Court, Punjab,

and Shaikh Nanak B.iksh, PUvidcr, have been appointed, under the

Negotiable Instruments Act, XXVI, of i88i, Notaries Public within

the limits of the Lahore District.

• •

On return from furlough of Mr. F. R. Mallet, Superintendent, Geologi-

cal Survey of India, Mr. R. D. Oldham, Officiating Superintendent,

has been appointed to officiate as Deputy Superintendent, 1st grade,

vice Mr. C. L. Griesbach, on depectalion
;
Mr. P. N. Bose, Officiating

Deputy Superintendent, 1 st grade, goes back to his own place as De-

puty Superintendent, 2nd Grade
;
and Mr. E. J. Jones ceases to act

as Curator. ^

• *

Mr. C. J. Rodgers, Archamlogical Surveyor, Punjab Circle, has been

appointed Honoiary Numismatist to the Government of India.

• •

The Chierf Secretary to the Government of Madras and the Secretary

10 the Government of Bombay in the Political Department have been

especially empowered to grant licenses to export, by sea, ammunition,

military stores, or arms other than cannon or thaiv such rifles as come

within the operation of Rule 5 of the Rules under the Indian Arms

Act XI. of 1878, to ports in Native States or foreign settlements

within the political jurisdiction of their respective Governments, the

second, in addition, to ports within the political jurisdiction of the

Political Resident in the Persian Gulf. The Political Resident at Aden

will grant licenses for such exportation by sea from the port of Aden

to any port on the Coast of Arabia or Africa.

V
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LiKOTENANT-COLONEt. R. P. NlSBET, C.I.E., Commissioner of the

Ra||Ml Pindi Oi vision, is Gazetted ii Resident of the 2nd Cl.iss, and

Resment in Casliniere
; Lieutenant-Colonel W. F. l^tideaux, Poljtiral

Ajjent of the 1st Class, late A^ent Khas for Affairs of the Kiniy of

(Aulh, officiates as a Resident of the 2iul Class atwl Resitlrnt at

jeypore ;
and (-'olonel IL P. Peacock, Offioiatin;; Resident of the 2nd

(!lass and Offici ilin,.; Resident at Jeypoie, revet ts to his own as Politir.il

Agent of the 1st Class and is posted as Ih)litical Agent in Ulwar.

*

\Vk read in the Amr/ta liazar Patrika :
—

“'rhotigh we are under an ohligalion to the Tinu'<: of India foi having

made the disclosure that the (Government offeied it reitain terms foi

Its advocacy, our ( onteinpor.u y h. IS not told us the pieiise nalute of

the term offeteil to it, W.is it cash, say .1 Used stipeml ? We know

that during the Viceroyalty of Lonl Lytton a proposal w.is made to pay

the subservient ji.ipeis with (^lovernment advei iiseinents. The other*

way is to purchase a c'eitain number cd copies, an«l distiibute thein t«>

Departments and ol'ficials. The Pion-'er has the leputatnm of being .an

organ of the (droveinmenl of India. He ought to be .able to tell ns

whether the ccmnection between the Government .lud ilsoigan is simply

platonic, or a little more grosser than th.tl,’’

Our good coiUempor.ity does not exhaust the forms of persuasion.

It omits, for inst.anc e, the sop of depaitmental piinting, or other large

contracts, to the scribes and Phari.seo.s.

«
«

After a good deal of elTort to make nee a paying crop in Ceylon, the

cultivation i.s to be abandoned. The (Government h.ivc accepted the view

th.at the cxpciiment has failed. I'.uldy cannot he giown at a profit.

«

• •

ON Mond.ay, before the Parnell Commission sevei.il Iiishmen, includ-

ing some avowed Fenians, testified to outrages in which they took part.

On Tuesday, Reuter telegraphed the arrest of another lush patiiot,

Mr. Sheehan, M. P., for Kerry, having been sentenced to one month’s

imprisonment under the Crimes Act for advising tlie adoption of the

plan of campaign.

Noi’ms and Leaderettes.

There was a students’ oiubieak at Madrid on the loth. The demon-

strations continued the whole day. Several Repuliliean agitators

weie discerned among the lot. Tlicse tuibulent proceedings weie

aimed at Senor Cauovas ami other Conservative leadei.s. They diil

not quite lyncli anybody, however. Only Senor Canov.i’s r.u n.'ige was

stoned. Fhe mob dispel >cd without any fight.

The sen-.atinu fiom Pans IS lliat theRe\ision Committee has recom-

meiidei.i ihc aooiiiion of the S mi.uc .ind the Picsidency of the Republic.

The Si. Pelcisbui.; iic'.i is more stilling. The Czar has oidcred an

mcie.'isi* m I'lD- iiifinh
)

ui tlu' .\imy Coips on llio western fmiuicr to

two diMsum^ «-'i''h. I'm* olfiu.il explanation such as it is—is that

It IS a meii' inhaimu o(;c.,i ooiied by llie abandonment of (!liaiko|f

as a riiilii.il y di-ii u i-

Thf. LitMte’i.iui-(Goveiiior letnined to Delvedeie on Monday. Tnc

journey do'.u u. I . not a smooth one. T.ady Hayley h.ul her light arm

in ;i sliog and Mi s l'*ait|iih iison a bandage over her eye. Pioih of them

had received domik. by the npselling of the trolly on the Darjecling-

llimalayati K.id v.iy by .1 stone h.ippenmg to be on the line. Miss

ll.ayley loo h.ui ‘ iped fiom .1 dicMdfiil doom. Slu* avoid<*d the trolly

\ .accident by nil . but the hoisc shied andcairicd hei 20 feet down the

Khud.

t

Mr. pRtsiic.E :.i ' b ogc of the trolly has been moie seriously i.urt and

IS detained at 10^ rm,;.

•Sir StEUART Hamj y is ;i child of Luck, indeed. The Lieutenant-

Governor left for 1 (/ii-.sa tour on Wednesdiiy —to find the powers

of heaven had ant w ;pated him. The scarcity there had been dispel-

led by the recent 1 nu"

The parly look tlic ^f( .uner Resolute at Prinsep’s Ghat at 8 o’clock in

the morning for Ch indbally.

At the instance of Mr. Woodroffc, in the absence of the Advocate

(General .at Darjeeling, the Higli Com I— the Chief Justice Sir Comer

Peiheram and Mr. Justice Tievelyan have fixed the 28th instant

for the final disposal of Mr. Moylan’s appeal ftom the order of the

Rcrorcler t)f R ingoon di-.l)at 1 mg him. .Mi. Pugh» “'i behalf of the Re-

corder, w,lilted a longei mteival to piep.'iie himself for me light.

The Crawfoid IMot ihirkcns. i'he JJommission seem-, to have grown

we iry of the uotk, .and nii the coiiLltuion of the evidence on the Chief

«)f liliore Item for R,. to,000, the Pie-ideiu asked Mr. Latham to

choose out, .ind I onfine himself to, the .slnmgest eases. It was also

said that the (Govci mm’iil w.is about to appoint Messrs. Mome and

.Siew.aid to re*port on the .M.iiulLitd irs who ii id spoken to giving bribes,

111 disrtg.ird of the pimiiise of immnnily by Mr. ( )mm.iiiey. xNow

( oim*s the new's that the Ikmib.iy High Court—Jnstii.es Ijirdwood and

jaidinc—have issued notices on Sindekai, Uabir ami olhei s, c.alling

upon them to shew cause why they should mil be prosecuted under the

IVn.d Code for -iving ilh'g.il gi.itilication to a public servant. The

Govcrnincnl seems to b^ no only to ihi-* pli.ise of the Srand.d, for we

sec ih.it the High Couit .iLo dii ci ted a notice on the Government

Ple.idet.

I'O add to the lecent dis.asters in Indian waters, another steamer with

.as many native p.issengeis .is w(mc lost in the Sir John Lawf ence^ is

missing. Messrs. Shepheid i.'t C'o.’s coasting ste.imcr Vaitarna from

Cuitli Mamlvie with 90a passeugeis, due m lioinbay in a few hours, is

overdue for over a week. Other sieamcis were sent out in search

for her, but have brought back no news of the vessel. The belief

gains th.al the I a/tiirna with her iusuy human freight has been

added to the tieasuies of the sea.

'riie Vaitarna left Cutch Mamlvie at 8 A.M., on niursday week, in

charge of .1 n.ilive C.aptain. She was to have called at I’oicbuiider, but

the weather W.IS rough and, instead of touching there, she was heard

only to whistle.

The vessel is 170 feet in length, her bre.iiltli of beam is .some 26 feet,

her registered speeil 1 3 knots per hour, and she is licensed to carry

1,047 passengei-..

Another total los-, of an emigrant ship ! Messrs. Shaw, .S.avill and

Albion Company's iron ship Trevelyan^ C.ipi.im Roberts, left the

Clyde for Otago, New Zealand, witli p.issengin > ami c.irgo, on the

23rd Maicli ami was l.ist spokt n on the jisl Mmh. Siiu t* then no

news W.IS received of her, ;iml -.he u.i, po-.te'l missing at Lloyds’ on

the loth October. On the 25lh j nm-, M<-s .i Don.iM (an 1 io cS: Co.’s

Dmminond Cast/i\ Captain Wiiu lu-stet, on .unv.il at Plymouth, uiih ilie

homew.ird (Jape of (Jooil Hope ami 'X.ii.il M uls, irpoited a large

sailing-ship lomidt-it-il (lose by tin: I >nfni ou-.id ('.r\//e off Cape

Agiilh.is, dm mg a temli' g.ile on liie iii';hl ol tin- jid [i.n*. Pi\mo’.itli

advices d.ileil Octoin-i 2 st.ite th.it .1 lil -buoy had bci-n pn. k(?d up at

Kocheig, Plijllnmln-ig-j J 5 ly, muk'-fl t'r v. /ran. I'he mimber of

passengeis on bo.ud the tievelyan i , 11 u sut'-l, bui ih.it of the

crew IS givrii .It 35. It Is now believed ih.it tin- lo^f ve-.scl w.is olT llic

Souih AfiiL.in ( o.i^t c.ii ly in June, .iinl ih.fl ih t w .1 . t he slop lighted

by the Dmminond Ctistie.

Tin- /mV Moitein Fnijuiry on tin- lo-,t Slonuffi lias le.siiltcd m the

noi.ihle ilibf overy that the three p.isst-nget — N'ib.unn (Jhiimlnr Lhatler-

jec, iSlioobnn Mohim (Gho-.--- ana Mii Akl).ir IHi-.sf in who-e bodies

weie leroveied ami e.xamined, weie drowne 1, dr*.ah resulting from

aspln \ia— medit .il gibb'Mish for suffocation. I'ln? olhci emjuiry by

iht* (Jhief .M.igistiafo into ihr' m-giig«Mil n.ivigalion of the .Serang

(Jiptain—is still piocendm-r. Xo M.nine (Jomt has . In^en ordered.

Peiiiapb the (lou-nimr-iu .iw.iit ilie icsiilt of the .\J r isteiial investi-

gation. It IS not po^.ibi--, til )ugh, ih.U .ill the facts regarding the

vessel and oihci riK.umst anccs in whn.h the public aie interested in

coiinei lion wnth passenger slcamei s, will be disclosed, affording hints

towards fuluie piecantions. The Police report as to the number of

pas.sengers lost is not foithcoining. In llie meantime, we give .1 list,

fuller than the one already published, of the persons lost and saved

belonging to Andool and the adjoining villages.

list of j.o.st.

Andool—

Namai Cha. Challerjee, aged 40, Custom House Sircar to Messrs.

Gillanders.
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Monoary Lall Uose, under 40, Share-holder and clerk, Scientic

Appariitiis Co.

Hari Ch. Dass, 20, Cooper to Messrs. Ci. F. Kelner.

Bama Charan Miillick’s brother, 19.

Jhorchat—

Ashoolosh Mookerjee—30—Clerk, Money Order Office.

Moheiidio N.itli Ohose—25—Clerk, E. I. Railway.

Mflhiary— * ^

Nibaiun CIiatlerjee-40-Cleik, Mililaiy Department.

One carpenter.

Ar^ore- -

Jo^eiulio Nath B.inerjce—25—Ticket Collector of the

Hari Ch. Nandi— 25 Cooper, Messis. Cutler Palmer v't Co.

Harry Ch. Chatterjee— 25 -Clcik, Health Department, Calcutta !

Corporation.

Sakrail —

Bhoobun M. Gliose—40—Clerk, Messrs. Arakie Brotheis.

MST OF SAVED. r

Andool—

Mohendro N.itlCMookerjee -27—Clerk, Custom House.

Debender Nath Mookerjee -26— Clerk.

Prosonno Coomar P>aneijce—35. ,

Troylukoriath Sircar • under 40—Clerk, Government Office.

Bhut Nath Bhaitachaijee -under 40- Cleik, Messrs. Burn & Co.,

(Severely wounded.)

Jogender N. Ghosc **30— Clerk, E. I. R.

Jogendcr N. Roy --35 -Custom House Sircar, Me.ssrs. Cutler Palmer

& Co.

Anath N. Roy—35—Clerk,"Currency Office.

Mohiaty—
Kissory Lall ^tookerjeo—35 Clerk, Military AccoiintanPs Office.

Upendro Nath Ghattuk—30— Clerk, (Government Office.

Arc^orc—

Dwarka Nath Mookerjee—under 40—Clerk, P. \V. D.

The Ministry has again been unlucky. In consequence of the rebuke

administered by the Home Secretary Mr. Mathews, for an article

that the Commissioner of Police publishetl in Murray’.s Mui*azwt\

Sir Charles Warren has withdrawn himself from the head of the

London Police. The affiiir is creditable to neither side, least of all

to the late commandcr-in-chief of the Metropolitan Force. The in-

fluence of the Non-Regulation government of Ireland on the govern-

ors is already showing iiself. Otherwise, few slalehinen at the presen

day would care to kick up a row over a •n^agazine article, as to drive

a high officer from the service. But if the minister had some ground for

irritation, at the oo/mg out of Departmental secrets, there is no

justification whatever for the practical retort of the head of the De-

partment. Such a staie-.servant ought to possess some judgment and

command of temper, and if he could not muster loy.iliy to the Minister,

he should at least evince palrioiism. Sir Charles has offered a h.ad

parting example to the men under him. He evidently legards himself

indispensable. Tlieiein, w^' hope, he will find himself disappointed.

What a pity that Mf. Monro did not stay a few months more. We
hope he will yet be invited to fill the vac.mcy or to assist the new Chief.

The (Gods, alike of Ile.aven and Earth, love Pooja, and the tuneful Owen

Mciedith, who, for our sins, was .set over us for a term as our Earthly

Providence, found or made government a long holiday. But only for

him.self and hii immediaie Court. For nonetheless di<l he discounte-

nance holidays for flesh and blood. Recreation and enjoyment were a

privilege of Olympus. Therefore, tlimigh dc.irly loving both Pooja

and holidays for himself and the Immortals, he thought fit to

curtail the Pooja holiilays of the Government List by way of em-

phasising iho distinction between men and gods. The men set up a

great noise in consequence, distur'oing the peace of Olympus itself, so

he was induced to restore them. Thus he had learned to appreciate the

Pooja holidays for the denizens of ’earth and skies, for officials and non-

officials, foi Covenanted and Uncovenanted. Of course, he learnt to

value them .ill ’he more for himself. He retains that lesson still. The

other day, during the Doorga Pooja, while the nftw.sf);ipers by the mail

were talking of him as though he were at his post at Pari.s, he, unknown

to the journalists, had slipped out of the Embassy, fora couple of weeks’

vacation. II is Loidship passed the Pooja vacation (so to speak) at his

own seat Ivnebwortli. He gives the news himself in a private note to India.

Following the example of the Urbs Primus in Indis^ our Municipal

Commissioners meet specially next Thursday to vote addresses to both

the retiring and the incoming Viceroys. The Bombay Corporation have

prepared an address to the Marquess of Dufferin and Ava which has

been likened to the play of Hamlet with Hamlet left out—for it take's

no notice of the annexation of the Ava kingdom.

The Governor of Madras has been on tour through his territory. That

is the established fashion, of course. But Lord Connemara at le.ist uses

his eyes and his understanding. Everywhere he shows his strong com-

mon sense. He is solicitous of preventing the waste of public money

in the name of illusory reform. At Nellore, he put his foot on one of

the costly ‘‘fads” of the day. In these days of science worship, when

supeistition itself professes to rest on science, it requiries some

considerable coinage to breathe a syllable against the prevailing fetish.

Lord Connemara is no admiier of high pressure tillage in India under

European experts. He docs not believe in agricultural chemistry and

physics as the panacea for the poverty of India. He is old-fashioned

and wise enough to avow himself an orthodox Indian agriculturist. He

has not much faith in district farms in which he had seen a great deal

of money sunk to no good. He believes very strongly in agricultural

shows, but only if the rayyets take an interest in them. According to

him, the native implement is generally a.s good as the foreign one
;
and

he doubts very much whether all the experienced agriculturists at home

can teach the Indian peasants very much.

Official journ.alism, after all, is mjt all exempt from the calamities

that pursue journalism in general. If it has its obvious advantages,

it has its share of disadvantages, too, though these may not be so

obvious. Indeed, the “ outer barbarians ” of the Press know nought

of the pangs that their brethren, basking in the sunshine of official

smiles, suffer from, 'fhe worst of their case is that they dare not

complain. They are in the situation of the thief’s mother in the

Indian saying who is not permitted to lament for her son. The most

favoured of the tribe just now is in this plight. The journal by ap-

pointment as it were, has received a visitation—of not the most de-

lightful kind -from Authority. The frown of a Prefect or a Minister

of the Interior would be bad enough, but on this occasion a Higher

Power is offended with the Moniteur Official, The great Pioneer^

special Bombay communication has been stopped by command of the

Indra of the Western Ghauts. And our contemporary can scarcely

— hint a fault or hesitate dislike.

The Biitish Bohemian who wa.s wont to delight the public through

the Pioneer^ with his tales of the Western Coast, has been muzzled.

He was summoned like a trembling thief to the awful Presence and

chastised into self-effacement on pain of being sent to official Coventry

—perhaps ordered to some solitary hole and corner or some malaria-

infested fen. And his maternal patron in the Press can but barely

impart the news to the world by way of explanation to the readers for

the stoppage of their usual supply of the Bombay article. Even this

is done with great tact, with subdued periphrasis. And why? Because

—as our contemporary says—“ or we shall have the blow descending

on ourselves,” Can this be a real fear? Then is the Press of India

gagged without the necessity of legislative repression ! Our contem-

porary begins—“ One always speaks with bated breath of the high

politics of the Government of Bombay.” Who is this one ? We do not

know of anybody that so speaks, within the Presidency or without.

“ But (continues the Editor) the inquiries thj^re being made for

the Bombay IcMler that has been looked forward to—more especially

by His Excellency the Governor—at fortnightly intervals in these

columns, forces us to say that by way of explanation our readers must •

imagine for themselves a recent scene at Mahahleshwar when an

offending correspondent, summoned up to appear before His Excellency

in full Council, received a fitting rebuke from the statesman under

whom he ,serves, and was warned, with all the circumstances that could

give dignity to the injunction, that his contributions to the Press must

cease, ‘ Romaney,’ indeed, is no more ; one vigorous stroke from the

Colossus of the West has extinguished him. These things, once more,

arc not to be lightly spoken of, or we shall have the blow descending

on ourselves. Let it only be said that, in certain quarters, the sup'

pression of this unhappy writer is attributed to his having ventured to

say what everyone was thinking about the Government in the earlier

stages of the Crawford case. And it will cause no surprise to those

who have amused themselves with the study of the philosophic Radical

in office, to find the same Governor one day expressing to a native editor

his sympathy with the Congress as an agency for the improvement of

the Administration, and the next suppressing a correspondent, over

whom he chances to have control, for a perfectly honest criticism upon

public affairs.”
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That is tolerably plain, to be sure, still it strikes us as inadequate.

It^not thus that great journals protect their <igents and their own

hoi^r* W^uld the Times in such a matter have contented itself with

polishing its irony and pointing its innuendo at the offending statesman?

'rtic Pioneer should never forget that it has the interests and the honour

of the whole Press in India in its keeping.

The assent of the Governor-General in Council having been given to

the Act for the extension of the limits of Calcutta, the question arises

as to the best method of dealing with those portions of the Subuibs

which remain outside the amalgamation limits. Mr, Forbes, Magistrate

of the 24-Pergunnahs, now on leave, appears to have left his views on

the subject. He thinks that the best arrangement for the excluded area

in the South, will be to treat it in connection with a revision of the

boundaries of the South-Suburban Municipality, that is, the Munici-

pality of Behala. The whole area should, in his opinion, be subdivided

into two municipalities having Tolly’s Nullah for their line of demarca-

tion. A similar question has to be decided with regard to the northern

portion of the Suburbs, viz.^ Cossipore, Chiipore, portions of Balliaghata

and Ooltadanga, and the Baranagar municipality. Mr. Forbes would

amalgamate them with the southern half of the Baranagar municipality,

which is of a more urban and remunerative character than the northern

half. As, having regard to Section 9 of Act 111 (B. C.) of 1884, the

consent of the Commissioners in meeting of each of the municipalities

concerned to any revision of boundaries, is necessary in order to autho-

rize Government to take any steps in the matter, a Sub-Committee of

six Commissioners of the Suburban Municipality has been appointed

for the purpose, the municipalities of Baranagar and Behala being in-

vited to send thicc delegates each to be present at their deliberations.

The Pioneef^s Calcutta Correspondent does not evidently like the last

appointment to the High Court bench, but as the Powers have willed

against his wish, he, like a wise man, suppresses a wry face with a

dubious and enigmatical treatment of the subject, thus

“ Dr. Gurudass Banerji’s appointment to the Bench of the High

Court has come as a surprise only in the way that we, the public, always

expect the first favourite to win. It was known that a native was to be

appointed to the vacancy, but it was considered that the Government

would select and, if need be, go out of their way to select a Maho-

medan. It is said that no Mahomedao was thought up to the mark.

This may or may not represent the fact. The amusing thing is that

now the choice has fallen upon a Bengali, the Mirror^ of all papers,

is all for a Mahomedao. Whether this proceeds from dislike to the

new Judge, or merely icprcseius the feelings of a man who, having

obtained aU he desires, can afford to be generous who shall say ? It is

niurmuicd in some quarters that Babu Rashbehary Cihose, another

pleader of the High Com t, has mote iiulepcndence of chaiacter and

more natural ability, and it is suggested that with less independence

he might have been more successful
;
but in any case Dr. (;uriidass

Banerji is a practitioner of gicat learning and experience, and has

always commanded the respect of his profession. It is to be observed

that, assuming the Bench to lemain at Its present strength—and there

seem.s no prospect of an iiicieiise in the iiiiiiiber of the Judges the

next vacancie.s will have to be renuited either from the ranks of the

Bar or of the Covenanted Civil Service, as the case may be, the Gov-

ernment having gone to the limits of its powers in appointing

outsiders.”

We believe the truth about the matter is, that Baboo Gurudas had

been introduced by Sir Richard Garth to his successor as the ablest

Hindu la'iv'^ox and a gentleman who conld give liim the best assistance,

in the way of information, about the ways and manners of the people

of the Lower Provinces. Accordingly, the Bengali pleader did “coach”

the new Chief on several occasions. Thus too he had the best oppor-

tunities for impressing the Chief most favorably with his knowledge

and acuteness, as well as the moderation of his vicw.s and the mildness

of his manners, and his honourable character. When the time came,

under direction from the Government of India, for the Chief Justice to

name a native gentleman for the bench, it was the most natural

thing in the world for him to name Dr. Gurudas Banerjee. 3ir Comer

Pethcram told Dr. Banerjee at tlie time that he would get the office,

and the Plcadef communicated the news to his friends, though, in the

humble spirit of a Brahman and the prudence of a wise man that

he is, he did not allow himself to be sanguine. He knew how many

were the slips between the cup and the lip. Above all, the good

Hindu had cause for fear when the great Ali, suppon-d by his

British Begum and the certificates of his paper Branches, went

forth to conquer Great Britain and the India Office.

The obscure little village of Kotrung on the west bank of the river,

above Ooterpara, once the site of a Mogul dockyard—now scoop-

ed out and despoiled of its soil in the opeiaiions for brick-making by

the Calcutta Municipality and its lessees, has earned an enviable

distinction. It has not only its municipality but a laramns of a cor-

poration with a soul to be—blessed ! The Kotrung Bo.iicl has courage

as well as brains. The Commissioners have shown at once common

sen.se and adaptability, by holding^iheir sittings in the evening, after

the business of their individual avocations is over. This is the old

country piactice and still obtains, but it has been swamped by Europe-

an innovation and is gelling obsolescent indcfeience to the convenience

of the official classes. Sir (jeorge Campbell tried to revive it, but it

won’t do, and for vci y good re.ison.s. Those reasons were special ones

and don’t apply to a homogeneous population living together in the same

place near their business-quarter. Tlie people should recognise their

own convenience.

Among the numerous visitois of note e\pec:ted during the present

season, not the least interesting will be Mi-.s Manning, the Secretary to

the Naliomal Indian Association—the social icfonn society of London,

not the Caucus of Suiiender Noi’s juvenile Irieconcilables. She is al-

ready come to the Western Presidency where they have given her a

hearty welcome. She deserves it from all parts of India. She has

devoted herself to the good of India and of Indians. .She is the soul

of the organization stalled by the hue Miss Carpenter for the en-

lighleninent and social elevation of our people. Without agreeing to

all their views and methods, we can surely admire the good
motives and benevolent zeal (ff our foreign fi iends. Miss Manning
did not exhaust all her soul and her energies in her iiUeicst on

public questions and schemes regarding Indian inyjiovement. She
not only associated with men and women from the East, Oriental

and European, with a view to the fuitherancc of her views and the

objects of the society, but cultivated the natives specially. Apart /rom
her, so to say, professional character, she was good to them. Our
young men going to England for education or for qualifying them-

selves for a profession, be it the Civil .Service, the Bar, Medicine, Agri-

culture, or any other, are sure of a welcome from her. Many such

have profitted by her interest and her advice. She has a family claim

on India. Her mother had been long a resident in this country, which

she knew intimately, in the best sense, in its past as in its present, and
whose people she thoroughly appreciated and loved. In Literature Mrs.

Manning made her rnaik as Mrs. Spieis, and there can be no two opi-

nions about the excellence and high iisefiiliiess of her woik on India.

That book appeared more than thiity yc.iis ago. Notwithstanding the

mass of writing on the subject that has since appeared, it holds its

ground still. True to its name, there is no other which gives such

a chariiiing and yet accurate pictuie of Life in Ancient India.

Miss Manning must, in some measure, be piepared to feel herself at

home in the India of to-day.

The papers report the mysieiious disappeai ance of a European Prince

in Asiatic waters. The Landgrave of lles^e had been out with his

suite globe-ti oiling incoi^nito. lie was hist hcaid of at Singapore,

where he arrived from Java by the S. S. Vid^a. The following Sunday
he did not appear at breakfast, lie was pioliably unwell, they thought.

But w’heti he did not come to lunch loo, the denial of food w-as con-

sidered loo much for a European and so enquuy w.hs made. He
could not be found however, and the hoiiible suspicion of suicide

occurred to his people and others. As the port was found open, it

w.is supposed that he let himself down into the bosom of the great sea

far a grave. The ways of our European fidiow-creaturcs are strange.

Here is a man who voluntarily makes a world of arrangements and
leaves home and dear ones to go to the end.s of the earth on so simple

and easy an errand as to die quick, somehow.

The Lowis Jubilee Sanitarium at Darjeeling is intended for Natives

alone, whether Hindoos or Mahomedans or Christians. To furnish

it with sufficiently spacious accommodation for these various classes,

separate houses will have to be built, for which the Committee

have already got a good site, and all that now remains to .secure the

success of the undert.aking, is provision of adequate funds for the

construction of the buildings, and their needful equipment. Thfe Com-
mittee have bit upon an excellent idea for popularizing the institution.

They intend to bring the benefits of the Sanitarium within reach of
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comparatively humbler classes, by admitting the lowest classs of patients

at one rupee per day, and at even a smaller rate, if considerJible funds

are forthcoming. The need of such an institution—an asylum to fly to

in the intervals of life’s weary work, or to recover shattered health~is

too patent to require any words at our hands. It is truly a national

object which it has in view, and we hope a united national efibrt will

be made to ensure its success.
r

We congratulate the Committee of the Haranagar English School on the

renewal of the Government grant of Rs. l^^cir school building^

which had lapsed in consequence of the unfortunate litigation forced

on them by the late Babu Kali Mohun Das, Vakil, High Court. The fresh

sanction has been made subject to the same conditions as before, noe

of which is that an equal sum should be contrdDUted by the Committee,

in addition to the provision of land for the building. A good site for

the school-house on the river side has been given to the Committee by

Rai Surendranath and Rai Joiemlranaih Chowdry, Z»*mindars of Taki*

who have also generously offered a donation of Rupees two thousand)

The Committee have nevertheless an up-hill task in raising, by subscip-

tion, the balance, ami we arc thciefoie peculiarly glatl that Kumar

Dowlut Chandra Roy, grand-son of the well-known Raja Baidyanaih,

has come to the Committee’s rescue, by offering a dofiation of one

thousand rupees. We commend Kiiin.ir Dowlnt Chandra’s public spirit

and beneficence. The other day, he placed a sum of Rupees two thou-

sand in the hands of (Government, as a permanent endowment for

founding an annual medal to be awarded to the Bachelor of Arts in the

Calcutta Univetsity who stood fiist in the examination. The cause of

education must now look to such self-help in the country, for its chief

support, and the Kumar’s example cannot be too widely imitated.

•

A European merchant of high standing at Samarang, in Singapore,

has come to grief. He has been caught in the act. We mean he

was discovered in the exciting diversion of putting money in his pocket

at the expense of the state and his fellow-subjects and specially his

fellow-merchants, by the process vulgarly ycleped smuggling. He had

extensive dealings. He exported largely the famous produce

Of Bourdeaux, Chamberlin, Froniignac, St. Peray,

Lafiite, Chateau Margaux, And Sillcuy (a cargo

On which John Bull sensibly (.^) lays an embargo).

Our European mei chant did not care for the embargo and would not

pay the fine established for remov ing it in any case. He had a simple

method of avoiding the payment and having his cargo. He has so

long piactised it that he came to regaid it as a matter of course.

In November 1886, 14 cases of “Chateau Lafifitte” arrived

at that port consigned to the accused. It appears that besides

538 ordinary bottles of genuine “Chateau Laffiile,” there were in

the cases 138 other bottles made of zinc, and these were found to

contain 186 c.itties of raw 'Puikish opium. It is said the discovery was

made on one of the cases taken at random being opened and ex-

amined by a customs house officer to verify the invoice. Lredat

Judaeus Apella - non cfro. The Custom House nuisi have got an inkling

from an informer—possibl/, some base enemy or teacherous friend. Or,

the exporter must have fallen out with the Customs examiners and ap-

priaseis over their sliaie of the spoil. The latter is the morc^ probable

supposition. These officers know by instinct when an attempt i,s made

to impose on them. But they arc .agreeable folk and make no bones if

properly fee’d. It is the over avaricious—the beggars who would make

a monopoly of making money—even by undeihand means—whom they

detest, as also the impudent hypocrites who, after a notorious career,

pretend to take fire at the slightest suggestion of a shady operation.

It was thus that old Lazaius, of onr city—a very Dives in prosperity

—

in an unlucky moment, chose to shut his eyes against his sores and

thought nobody else could, in consequence, see them. Poor man 1 he

was rudely awakened from his ostrich dream. It is to his credit that

the disgrace which he thus invited on himself stung him to the quick

and he diil not long survive it. But if Lazarus was for once foolish

and suffered, there are hundreds who, though in the same perilous boat,

manage, by tact and pfndent expenditure, to escape.

Be that as it was, onr Singapore merchant was detected in p.assing

through the Custom House opium as claret. It was proposed to pro-

secute hjin. This was no easy matter. A “ merchant prince " who has

thriven by withholding duties on opium is, besides being a powerful

tmUf a persona ^ra/a in local society. Nobody cared to touch him.

A thousand difficulties were presented in the way of bringing him to

justice. But somebody had made it his business to see that the smug-

gler should be punished. And so he was punished, though nearly two

whole years were consumed in the proceedings. On being found

guilty, the accused was sentenced to one year’s imprisonment aqd

a fine of ten thousand guilders.

RB/S & RA YYET.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1888.

SIR AUCKLAND COLVIN’S MANIFESTO
ON THE CONGRESS.

Sir Auckland Colvin has read a timely homily to the

Indian National Congress. His letter to Mr. Hume
is a frank and dignified remonstrance against some
of the later developments of the movement. It

should be taken as a responsible authoritative ex-

pression of official attitude towards the Congress, and

taken also in good part. If the leaders of the Con-

gre.ss are wise, they should not quarrel with it. He
is no enemy, but like a friend he says he would be

only too glad to see those who direct the counsels of

the Congress return to the attitude which in its earlier

days characterised it and abandon the aggressive

and hostile tone of their later publications. He
offers this advice in the true interests of the institu-

tion itself. For he reminds the leaders of the Con-

gress that they only alienate from them the sympathy

of official classes and provoke opposition by their

later tactics. “ The aggressive tone which its organs

adopt may rather hinder than assist the Government

when the hour for action may seem to it to have

come.” He thus takes the Congress men into his

confidence, and speaks from his higher platform of

knowledge and authority to those whom he regards

tn statu pupillari. He is himself, he adds, in the

Liberal official camp, and not without sympathy to-

wards the objects and aims of the Congress. Indeed,

he saw little to object to in the proceedings of the

first and second sitting of the Congress, and even

looked upon them with sympathy. But as we had

anticipated, there came a rude awakening when,

throwing off the moderation of their earlier programme

and method, the Congress party began to assume

a tone of extravagance which could scarcely be

agreeable to the responsible rulers of the land,

and was likely to arouse the jealousy of other classes

and the apprehensions of moderate men of all sec-

tions of the population.

In fairness to the Congress party, however, it must

be said that in their efforts to educate and enlighten

popular opinion on the objects of the move-

ment, by the publication and circulation of small

tracts in the vernaculars, they were under the well-

known disadvantage of making thefflselves intelligi-

ble to classes quite unfamiliar with political subjects.

They had to bring themselves to a level with the*

meanest understanding, and, if in their sole endeavour

to be understood, they made use of illustrations

such aS those which occur in the conversation be-

tween Moulvi Farid-ud-din and Rambaksh of Kam-
bakhtpur, and to which Sir Auckland, from his point

of view, not unnaturally, takes exception to, it must,

in some measure, be excused by the inherent dif-

ficulty of making abstract political ideas acceptable to

the ordinary range of mind. They were not the

best or least offensive illustrations, perhaps, but almost

any illustrations would be open to some objection. At

any rate, the extracts from the Congress publica-

tions, to which the Lieutenant-Governor of the
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]%th Western Provinces takes such serious ob-
jefWon, ijire not altogether indefensible from the
ppint of view the questions elucidated therein are
usually regarded by the extreme section of unofficial

politicians. Their tone and substance arc, we are
afraid, hardly different from the tone and substance
of many of the Native Press. Whatever the views
•and attitude of that Press, they are not necessarily
formed in bad faith, even though without sufficient

knowledge. Anmus against the Crown is out of

the question. Sir Auckland Colvin is just enough
to admit, there must be inevitable differences in

the views of official and un-official classes, on these
questions. We have carefully read the extracts,

and must confess to a sense of relief that they are not

more atrocious than we find them. These passages
have been cited as specimens of the hostile spirit

actuating the Congress party, but they may be shown
to have a far more inoffensive aim. They indeed cri-

ticise the action of Government in several respects

with blunt severity, but this by no means to subvert and
revolutionze the established machinery of Government,
but with far humbler objects. A litte adjustment of

that machinery here and there—some slight reform

in the administration by way of a response to the

claims of the Congress, wall more than amply satisfy

the utmost expectations of the vast majority of even
the most thoughtful and aspiring. We have not

spared the Congress when we considered it out-

stripping its proper limits. We have never spared

ourselves in private in giving our views to all who
care to inquire. And we mean yet to make some
of these public when the proper time comes.
Meanwhile, in justice to the institution, we must
vindicate its character from the imputation of sedi-

tious motives. It may be true enough some of the

Congress men are liable to be carried away by their

ardour to use unguarded language, the effects of

which upon illiterate classes are unlikely to be of a

healthy kind. This must be checked. The leaders

of the Congress are quite welcome to what Mr.

Hume calls their quiet teachings and preachings,

but they must expect to be brought to book when-

ever their professions differ from their practice. Sir

Auckland Colvin’s complaint against them, they cannot

afford to slight. He accuses them of systemati-

cally “holding up the British Government and the

English officials in India to the indignation of the

people as unjust, inconsiderate ill-informed and reck-

less of the consequences of their actions Here

and there some of the officers of the Government in

India are given credit, if not for good service ren-

dered at least for good intentions. But anything

that may be said on this score is far more than ob-

scured by the thickness and depth of the darker

shades of the picture.” He reminds the Congress of

the benefits of British rule and triumphantly points to

its work in the past. Notwithstanding, however, all

the loyal professions of the Congress men, he regrets

to find there is no reference at all in their publica-

tions, particularly the tracts which have been ’exten-

sively circula|ed in the country, to that work. He
says :

—

“Of the India of to-day, as we know it
;
of India under education

;

of India compelled, in the interests of the weaker masses, to submit to

impartial justice
;
of India brought together byroad and rail

;
of India

entering into the first-class commercial markets of the world ; of India

of religious toleration
;
of India assured, for terms of years ui.known in

less fortunate Europe, of profound and unbroken peace
;
of India of

the free press
;
of India finally taught for the first time that the end and

aim of rule is the welfare of the people and not the personal aggran-

disement of the sovereign— I fail to find a syllable of recngniuon.

Sir Auckland has spoken at once with freedom

and moderation, and, on the whole, with great jus-

tice. It was inevtiable that there should be large

divergence of views between officials and their pri-

vate critics. Without excusing, for the intemperance

and injudiciousness of the tone of some of the utter-

ances of responsible heads of the Congress move-
ment, or discussing cither its pretences or its

programme, all we claim for it, and will always

claim, is fairplay. Just now, we are concerned most
to vindicate the Congress from the suspicion

of sedition. While wc say this, we must warn
the Congress men, as they value the continuance

of popular countenance and official sympathy, they

must all put a restraint upon their tongue, while

their chiefs applied themselves to a deeper study

of the great problem of Indian government and a

more practicM acquaintance with the immediate

needs of the Empire and the true measure of the

aspirations and capacity of the people. That
will be a valuable discipline for themselves. Sir

Auckland* Colvin’s manifesto must be laid to heart.

His concluding words have a meaning which cannot

be missed :
“ Meanwhile, I shall personally watch

their proceedings with the interest they deserve,

and follow the effects of their workings in these

Provinces with the vigilance with which, as their

head, I endeavour to inform myself of all public

movements which show themselves within our limits.”

The Congressmen have everything to gain by keeping

these words before them. In order to profit by them
to any appreciable extent, they would have probably

to impose on them a good deal of sacrifice—to alter

their tactics, to weed the personnel, to infuse fresh

blood and seek new alliances.

THE LATE EARL OF LUCAN.
According to Reuter’s message, I.ortl Lucan has at length paid the

debt of Nature. He was as old as the century. He received no

liberal education but passed at once from school to the army. From

licking fads and fisticuffing other scapegraces and disturbing alma mater^s

p-iaceful neighbours and the Queen’s lieges in general in the precincts

of Westminster, to fighting and bleeding in more real earnest and on

a vaster scale, as a unit in the organised disturbance of states and

nations, in the pay of Government against Government, is no violent

change but rather a normal development. It is thus, wc believe,

that aptitude for the profession of arms— itself a necessary evil at

best— is usually evolved in boyhood and discovered in school -life. By

allowing scope to the juvenile bent, Nature is conciliated and cultivat-

ed, and the highest skill brought out. The opposite policy of forcing

the square substance into the round lio^e, was to stir up war in

the individual and cause bitterness and dis.ippoinlincni to the family

and cripple the nation by converting c)ne of its units into a thorn

in the sWe of the rest. The aristocracy is, of course, above sup-

pression. Even the farthing rushlight of its most insignificant

member is in no danger of being violently snuffed out or hid under

a bushel. Gre.at, however, as is the advantage of birth, it cannot

m.ake up for the deficiencies of Nature. Young Bingham could

ncyer have been great in any line, but his best chance lay in one of the

professions that were least distinctly intellectual. He might he an indif-

ferent preacher or a b.ad lawyer at be .t, perhaps a dangerous diplomat.

It was *vell for himself as well as his country, that he embraced

arms and stuck to the business of war. The consequence was as might

h.aye been anticipated. If he could not rise to a Wellesley, he at least

died a Field Marshal.

He entered his profession at a period unfavorable to practice,

England was enjoying the calumet of Forty Years. It was a

period of extraordinary activity and, on the whole, of unpre-

cedented prosperity, during which the nation extended its com-

merce, improved its arts and manufactures, enlightened its mind and

perfected its institutions. But cut bono f cried the man of war, lounging

at watering places at home or devilling deep at hells abroad. For the

young soldier with “ fight ” in him, it was certainly a depressing time.
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There was no opportunity for learning real warfare, to say nothing of

acquiring even a clasp. Promotion was possible because man was

mortal. Or, it lay through the despised path of purchase. The

generous spirit of young Bingham chafed under circumstances beyond

his or anybody’s control. At length, he found in not only foreign but

foreigners’ service his chance of a noviciate. Heir to an Irish

earldom, he in his 26th year easi^ entered the iinreformed House

of Commons as member for County Mayo, retaining his scat till

1830, notwithstanding absence on foreign service. But politics was

not his forte. So he volunteered his sword to the Russians in their

war with Turkey in 1828, and fought in the campaign under General

Diebitsch.

In 1840, he entered the House of Lords as one of the Representative

Peers of Ireland. But he made no more mark as a senator in the

Upper than he had done in the Lower Chamber. As a soldier, he

found a chance of usefulness again fourteen years after, when the war

broke out with Russia. He was in command of a Division of the

Light Cavalry in the Crimea. He fought at its head at the great

battle of the 20lh September 1S54, before the heights of the river Alma,

and on the 25th of the next’monih at the bloody engagement at Balak-

lava, and last not least again in ten days, on the 5th November, at

Inkrrmann. With the Peace, he finally sheathed his swArd. He was

loaded with honours for his services in the field, but his reputa-

tion even as a military man was not of the higher order. He
was at best a hero of the Gough type, but courage in a British

.soldier of a noble house is but a matter of course. At Balaklava

he blundered into .a fearful mess. He was plunged after the war into a

long and angry controversy on the subject. He justified himself on

the orders of Lord Raglan, but the latter denied that he had given any

for the charge, jftid the bearer of the message—whatever it was—had

been among the foremost of the victims of the action taken on it.

Lord Lucan as the Commander of the Light Horse should have known

better than to accept, without a remonstrance and argument, a call

to destruction of his force and to the risk of tarnishing the honour of

British arms. His case was different from that of the men whom he led

Half a league, half a league,

Half a league onward,

All in the valley of Dc.ath.

# # #

Forward, the Light Brigade I

Charge for the guns !
” he said :

Into the valley of Death

Rode the six hundred.

“ Forward, the Light Brigade !

”

Was there a man dismay’d ?

Not tho’ the soldier knew

Some one had blunder’d :

Theirs not t«) make leply,

Theirs not tojreason why.

Theirs but to do and die :

Into the valley of Death

Rode the six hundred.

Luckily, the honor of England was saved by splendour of the execution,

the cool steadiness of the British soldier and the exuberance of British

valour. As the French General Bosquet said, It was magnificent

but it was not war. If anything were wanting to complete the

triumph of retreat, it was supplied by English Literature. It would be

worth incurring a larger disaster foi any nation to have such a patriotic

lay as the occasion brought fortli. It is simply perfect. His bitterest

enemies may forgive the deceased nobleman for having, by his /ash

eagerness for fight, afforded the occasion for the production of the finest

war song in the world. Appioprialc in rhythm and movement and

dramatic in expression, the of the Light Brigade breathes fire

and sword, and brings the listener into the very thick of the terrible

confiict and carnage,

ILL-FEELING BETWEEN CLASSES
AND ITS ADVOCATE.

In a recent issue of the Pioneer, is a long article under the heading
Sedition and its Antidote.” Often enough, have we noticed in

our contemporary’s columns articles clearly intended to §ct class

against class, people again.st people, Mahomedans against Hindoos,
North Country Rajpoots and Shicks against the Bengalis, and now
it would try its best to widen the breach between Anglo-Indians and

Eurasians and Natives,

In the article to which I allude, we read, “The digusting

manners of the increasing numbers of low class Europeans and

Eurasians towards natives of rank is a source of constantly growing

friction.” This sentence bears on its very face the stamp of reckless-

ness and absurdity, for we ask where and how do natives of rank

come in contact with low class Europeans and Eurasians ? ^It is not

the poor European and Eurasian that causes the “ friction ” the

Pioneer complains of, but the haughtiness and incivilities offered to

natives of rank by the governing classes, the Civilians of India. I

have known men paying twenty, nay thirty thousand rupees towards,

the land taxes of this country, kept in the blaming sun hanging about

the tents of his mightiness the Deputy Commissioner Sahib or the

Collector Sahib, without even the civility of a chair being offered to

them, because the Zemindar had refused to lend an elephant or had
not sent a dallic up to the Huzzoor’s expectations, or, even on some

occasions, because the native of rank would not tip the Huzzoor’s

bearer or chaprassi. This fact has not only been witnessed by me
over and over again, but also by one of our most able politicians

some years ago, when he was in India and was one of the causes of the

appointment of the Commission to enquire into the way India

was governed and the actual requirements of the country. There

is not the slightest doubt that the original scope of the enquiries

that this should have made, were much burked and curtailed by

those in power and but comparively a dry bone given to the

country. But thank God this Commission will not be the last. One
must and will again shortly sit upon the working of the present

system of recruiting the Covenanted and Uncovcnatitcd Civil Ser-

vices of India.

Civilians were supposod to receive the high pay they get to pre-

vent their palms from itching, but travelling about the country as

I do, especially amongst respectable natives, it is impossible to close

my ears to the revelations of bribery and corruption that daily reach

them in ordinary conversation, and not only mine but of all English-

men that respectable Natives can trust and before whom they do not

fear to speak openly and aboveboard.

With regard to the modern Civilian, the handwriting on the wall

Mene Mene Tekel has appeared and it only requires a few

more Crawfords, Laidmans, Beameses, Sir Alfred Lyalls with Madras

and other scandals for the Civilian Oligarchy and Civilianism, as it at

present exists, to be wiped out. It is only the other day that

the mouthpiece of Civilians was advocating that the Hindoos

and Mahomedans should be allowed to fight out their religious

quarrels. What would England say if the Times or the Standard had

advocated the same policy with regard to Roman Catholics and

Orangemen in Ireland and that the Irish Constabulary should not

interfere when there was a religious outbreak on account of opposi-

tion-procession.

The Pioneer goes on to say, “In testing loyalty the first criterion

is that a man’s acts should tend to make the people contented. To
stir up discontent should be treason.” We ask what should be

thought of the ruler both as an honest man and a politician when
the country asks for an pnquiry, a public enquiry, into an offence

against the predominant religion of the inhabitants of that country,

and the Government, through the advice of Civilian Secretaries, were

to tell them flatly that they would not give them that enquiry ? If the

Government expects its people to be loyal to them, they must be

loyal and honest with their subjects. Do the acts of the generality

of the Civilians in India lead one to believe that they treat Natives

of rank with befitting courtesy ? I can emphatically state that they

do not. Here is a case in point. When at Benares, last hot weather,

many respectable Natives wished to hold a public meeting respecting

the Benares Temple case, for the purpose of having a petition drawn

up pointing out to the Government of India that the action of the

(iovernment in looting the temples and for the misappropriation of the

trust money was an act diametrically opposed to the utterances ot

Her Gracious Majesty in her Proclamation and was an infringement

of the religious liberties of the Hindoos confirmed to them by that

Proclamation, the great Bengalee orator, the Secretary of the Dharma

Arya Somaj drafted out a petition to the Chairm^of the Municipality,

Mr. White, c.s., Collector of Benares, asking for permission to have

the use of the Town Hall, Benares, for the purpose of a meeting on

a subject of the utmost importance to all Hindoos. In accordance^

with a Municipal ruling it was necessary to get this petition coun-

tersigned by six respectable rciscs of the City of Benares. The

signes of the petition were

Ram Kali Chowdhri, Retired Subordinate Judge.

Munshi Sadho Lai, Banker.

Mr. Sanyal, m. a., Professor of Mathematics, Benares

College.

Mahdeo Das, Banker.

Gokul Chund, Banker.

One of the Leading Pundits, Professor of Sanskrit, Benares

College.

The application was granted, Mr. White writing across the appli-

cation that he did not see any reason why the meeting should not

be held in the Town Hall. In printing the post card notices of

f
he n^eeting, the printer by error put down that the meeting would
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be W)d on Sunday the 19th of April. It so happened that Sunday
fell Si the 2<^th, so to prevent any mistake 1 went to the Municipal
Secretary, to whom I had been referred by the Chairman, and ex-
plained the error that had taken place in printing the notices, and
asked if it would make any difference if the meeting was held on
Sunday the 20th. Mr. White gave the Municipal Secretary instruc-

tion that Ae sanction to hold the meeting in the I’own Hall was
withdrawn and ordered the native gentlemen who had signed the
ctition to attend at his Kutchery. Here he spoke to them

Poughly. Ram Kali Chowdhari, Munshi Sadho Lai and Pro-
•"essor Sanyal all spoke* up and said there was no reason for rc-

^lsing to allow the meeting to be held in the Town Hall, that

fMr. White having given sanction he could not well withdraw it,

that if the Town Hall had been wanted for any one else but Captain
Hearsey, Mr. White would not have acted in this way. Mr. White
replied that he was afraid Captain Hearsey would abuse the Civilians

and that there might be a row, and that this being a religious

matter and a matter which had been settled over 30 years ago by

the Government of India, it ought to be allowed to rest and not

raked up afresh. Moonshcc Sadhoo Lai said that he was ready to go
security that there w'ould be tieithcr row nor disturbance of any
kind. Mr. White again said to these gentlemen that it was for a

religious purpose and for that reason likewise he would not

grant the Town Hall, ft was pointed out that Sre Krishna
Prosena Sen had applied for and obtained ih(? use of the Hall in

the previous year for tlie celebration of the anniversary of the Arya
Dharma Somaj which was an entirely religious affair. Mr. White
then said it was for a political purpose to protest against the action

of the Indian Government and therefore on that ground he would
not allow the use of the Town Hall. It was pointed out to him
that the Town Hall had already been on more than one occasion

used for political meeiiiigs, rvz., for a meeting to protest against

the Income d'ax and also for a meeting to protest against the in-

crease of the Salt 'Lax. Mr. Wliite, driven into a corner, said he

did not care, he would not allow the Town Hall to be used for the

purpose that it was wanted, and again spoke verv harshly to the

native gentlemen in question for asking the Town Hall for

Captain Hcarsey’s use. 'Phe Native gentlemen were much annoyed

at this treatment and I was at the lime very nearly reporting

the case officially to the l<icutcnant-Governor of the

North West Provinces. It is men of the stamp of Mr. White,

who are not gentlemen in our acceptation of the term, that do these

acts which cause them and the whole of their service to be looked

on with the most intense hatred by all the unofficial and respect-

able classes in India.

Andrfw Hfarsf.y, Criptdin,

UNDER WHICH KING?

I bear my tribute to the courage and love of justice which induced

the Indian Mirror to publish the unjust and malicious attack upon

it, penned by Mr. Hume. But to any thouglulul mind that letter

gives food for serious reflection. Who is Mr. Hume } He is a Civi-

lian who gained a peculiar nickname in the Mutiny. He has been

Secretary to the Government of India, in the Department of Odds

and Ends. He is a retired Civilian who has gone through the

strange experience of seeing his department revived and his work

given to another. And to-day he professes to be the exponent of

free native public opinion, and yet in this case he discourages and

discountenances honest opinion fearlcsily expressed. I and a good

many others believe in what Mr. Hume denounces. But his action

makes us ask, In what way it is possible for Mr. Hmnc to assert

that he expresses the vic)vs of the natives, and reflects the opinions

of native society, while the Mirror does neither the one nor the

other ? Where has this Daniel received his commission that he

should thus come to judgment ? But besides his oflcncc against the

Mirror he has gone out of his way to bring down discredit upon the

cause wc have at heart. I he son of joey has shown himself no

match for the Gallio of Naini Tal. Who authorised Mr. Hume 10

risk so desperate and so unnecessary an adventure ? Did he think

his Gallio would come down and be quietly bound, or did he suppose

*a man so trained to public discussion as Sir A. Colvin would stultifjr

himself and make himself a reproach in India, and a laughing stalk

in England, simply to oblige his quotuLrn colleague with a cheap

and nasty triumph ? Shame ! Shame ! if such arc to be tin; leaden

of the hopes of the Indian Nation. But Sir, I would^ ask your per-

mission and forbearance to go a step further. 1 i»c Congress is put

forward as a national movement on the part of the natives of lydia—

a movement wc ought all to be proud of. Vet my checks bum with

indignation when I see such men as Mr. W. C. Bonerjee,

the Editor of the Mirror and the eloquent Surendra Nath obscured

in their legitimate enterprise and their patriotic efforts bv the ever

meddling, ever interfering, ever objectionable Anglo-Indian. Let

us make our national movement, national. Let us, strong m our

sense of duty to our native land, in the justice of our cause, and

in the righteousness of our contentions, discard once and for ever die

patronage of a daring and disappointed foreigner. See to what

reproach, odium and obloquy wc expose ourselves and with justice.

Wc, who arc the Indian Nation, arc to be represented in Bengal by

the son of Joe, the Scotch Radical, an cx-hcaven-born, in Madras

by an English Barrister, in Bombay by a Parsec, who has

been rejected with contumely by Finsbury, where even the

street boys make a joke of his name, and in England by a

man who is credited with cutting himself off from all Beliefs

and by an cx-lndian journalist. Are all these foreigners

members of the Indian Nation ? pr arc our noblest and highest

aspirations to be made the cal’s paw of a section and not the

best accepted section of British Radicalism ? Mr. Hume and his

English conj'rtres have like the shoe maker gone beyond their last,

when they arc so eaten up with the conceit that they repn-sent us,

as to dare to rebuke us if we dance to any other pipe than their

own. No, Sir, the time has come and the man has come. In

place of Mr. Hume it is our duty to install Mr. Bonerjee. He has

the culture, the lar-sccing intellect, the pure and unscllish patriotism

which those who now lead us cannot possibly have and only un-

gracefully affect. Let Madras which maintains such a paper as

the y//W//, find amongst Hindoos a leader fit to act as the col-

league of our owr^ fricnii arul guide. Let Bombay follow the ex-

ample of Madras. 'Fhcn and only then shall wc be in an honest

position from which to fearlessly challenge the suffrages ol the

world ; then ainl then only can the Indian Nation assert itself and

demand as its right the respect and attention of the CJovcrnmcnt

and people of England. Is it possible that a people so astute as the

English can believe in an Indian Nation, when, except Messrs.

Bonerjee, Lall Mohun Ghose and Naoroji, all the representatives ol

India and its people arc self-commissioned Englishmen ? Instead of

creating sympathy, tltc bulk of the Knglir.h people will hold that a

section of the extreme Radicals arc engaged in the effort to palm

off an Indian Parnellisin as an Indian National movement. Far be

this reproach from us, who after all must be the bones and the

sinews of the Congress. To shew the utter and comprehensive

selfishness of the English clique, which is playing some game of their

own with the natural desire of educated natives, to turn their educa-

tion to the service of India, wc are told wc arc to have the next

Congress preshled over, by whom } By a noble Indian } By a man
whose name and position must make the world believe he knows
those whom he represents By a native statesman ? No, none of

these can be found, or if they can be found, arc not thought worthy

by Hume and Co., to stand forward as the mouthpiece of our

national movement. In their place we are told wc are to have

Mr. George Yule. A man who certainly has lived in Indi.a, who
certainly is a friend to the natives, who represents nothing in

England, and no political views in India, unless it be those views

which would make Simla cease from being the Indian Capua. It

would be very kind and very good of Mr. Yule to allow himself to

be put forward on this occasion—but will he ^ If he do, where will

he carry weight ? What is the object of making him President ?

Will it make the National movement of India national, to be pre-

sided over by an English gentleman ? Why should wc submit to a

worse tyranny on the part of a liiilc grtiiip of Anglo-Indians,

than anything wc suffer from ’ the Government of India ?

Let us rouse ourselves and face and overcome ihc false anci

degrading spectacle to be presented to the w'orld, that wc cannot

represent ourselves. Of course we may be grateful to Mr.

Hume for having shown us the way, and wc need not enquire

too narrowly into the motives whicli actuated him in doing so.

But oppression cancels gratitude. Haughtiness provokes distfust.

When Mr. Hume goes out of his way to condemn the Mnror for

speaking fearlessly and courageously at a ijiomcnt when the pulflie

arc disgusted with the vituperation and vilipending wliich stain and

disfigure his feeble letter in reply to Sir A. Colvin, it is time for

every man to ask himself, What it is that Mr. Hume represents, and

why it is^hat out of his mouth proceed sweet words and biller i I

think Sir, that leaders of our native associations ought to consider

these things and announce to Mr. Hume his deposition.

SuRJIVA CoOMAR ChAT'CERJI.

Calcutta i6th November, 18SX.

JJaper.

No. 1221— 1 .

From—The Secretary to the Government of India,

Xo—The Agent to the Governor-General in Council for the Affairs

of the late King of Oudh.

Fort William, the 28th March 1888.

Foreign Department*

Sir,— I am directed to reply to your letters cited in the margin,

on the subject of pensions for the nikah wives, sons, grandchildren

and daughters-in-law of the late King of Oudh.

2. After consulting the Government of Bengal, the Governor-

General in Council is able to approve of the principles upon which
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your proposriU in this matter are based, and to accept their details

with only sltj.;hr inodifieuiions. 'I’lic allowances will be fixed grants

for life on the ubual conditions ot loyalty and good conduct. 'I'hcy

will be intended to cover all expenses of the several recipients

during their liv.-s ; and on the death of a pensioner the Government

of India will be perfectly ficc to reconsider and settle afresh the

pro\ ision, if any, to be made for his or her descendants or family.

Fun her, the CiovL-rnor^Goneral in Council agrees in your view that

the life pensions should be exclusvc of, and altogether separate from,

the ! ‘W jayiis in which certain members of the ftimily have in-

icn an 1 the ^llar'•s to \vhi( h they may be entitled under the

Shia Muliammadan law upon the realisation of the late King’s estate.

With these general observations I am to convey the sanction

of the (lovernment of India to life pensions aggregating Rs. 22,490

per mensem or Rs. 2,69, SS’j per annum. This samtion will take

cHcct from tlio ist April lSH8, and will supersede all previous orders

on the subject. The detailed distribution of tlu‘ aggregate sum

amongst the classes and individual members of the late King’s family

is set out in the tabular statement appended to this letter. You
will notii e that tlie pensions allotted to llic sons differ somewliat

from )our proposals, and that the pensions arc in jtll cases inclusive

of house-rent, and liable to the payment of income tax.

4.

'Die only point on which there is any important divergence

of opinion b:tween the (io\ eminent of I^engal and yonrscH, and in

regard to which the Governor-Cieiieial in Council has felt hesitation

is til'- provision to be made for the tidcst son, ,Kamr Kadr

Mir/a. CJiidiT the seliemc: of allowances from the laic

King’s pension which was satled by the orders cited marginally

(Foreign Depaitmenl letter No. 97^--!. P., dated the 14th De-

cember iSSo;, thi^; SOM is at present in receipt i^f only Rs. 300 per

mensem, and he has never enjoyed more, for he was not oflicially

recognised by the late King as holding any exceptional position by

right of birth. 'Diere is no doulit, however, as to his seniority,

and the Govcriim'^nt ot India agrees with you and the Lieutenant-

Governor in thinking that he should be regarded as the head of the

fitmily. His position will thus be much raised, but still it will by
no means be on a level with that of the eldest son Hamid Ali, who
was alive when Lord Canning’s kharita of the lyrh November i860

was written. That letter, which pledges the Government to no-

thing, refers to eirciimstanccs altogether different from those of t^c

present eldest son. Alter full consideration the Govcri^r-Gcneral

in Council accepts your opinion that a pension of Rsf 3,000 per
mensem will be sufficient for Kamr Kadr Mirza. In addition to

this ho is granted a sum of Rs. 12,000 for the liquidation, under
the supervision of yourself or your successors, of his most pressing

liabilities. If, however, it should be found by experience that the

case of Kamr Kadr requires more liberal treatment, the Governor-
General in Council will be prepared to consider the matter.

5. The question of a title for the eldest son is a point which
should be settled. It is certainly objectionable to confer upon him
formally the title of “Shahzada ” or “ Prince,” for that style would
keep up ideas which are net desirable. I am to enquire whether
you think that the title of “ Nawab,” or “ Nawab liahadur,” com
billed, if necessary, v/ith some tcnirorial designation, might appro-

priately be conferred upon Kamr Kadr Mirza, and that of Mirza
upon the of her sons.

6. As regards the place of lesidcncc for the members of the

late King’s family, the Governor-General in Council is of opinion
that they may be allowed to live in Calcutta without any special

restrictions.

7. In conclusion, 1 am directed to state that the Government
of India appreciates the marked aliility and care with which you
have worked out this scheme ol‘ pensions, and generally your effi-

cient performance of the various duties of Agent to the Governor-
(General in Council for the Affairs of the late King.

I have ilic honor to be,

Sir,

Your most obedient servant

(Sd.) H. M. Durand,
Secretary to the Government of India.

BEA DO.Y STREE 7 \

IfABU (L C. (lllOSK.

Saturday—the ijih November^ iS<SS—
at i) ]\ M.

THK SKASON’S SURPRISE,

Nundo-Bidaya,
M.isterpiece of pathos and poetry !

jXi A t I f( r y— .V // ndity—
at Candlc'iio^ht.

Ibib'l (bi^il (.‘I* mdcl tdiOic's

i'lillianl I'laiicdy

n I S 1 1 A I )

.

The li')nk-j I’ll-) HAD, Dll' c, I Riipt'c, and

NLNDO I'lDX'i \, .iiiiM'>*l!, t') be had at our

]b)Y (.)ili' tj.

M 1 .. Sl K, J A/<//rr<^rr.

A SPllCrAL MEETING
<>f the Co‘nm}>'!oiuy\ of /h'- I'oion (if CaUulhi

\Vn,i. la HI I 1 ) \i 1 Hi. 'J'uWN II \\ I,,

o/i I'hin \d ( r. loo joo.i A D /'cr iSSSy at t p m.

I'!} 1:1 iiK’on.Hr roK\v\Ki>

I ’ft) c )li . I j .1 jJM)p.t^,ll to THC'sciif ;i fiiP-

uelladii’i' > I'l ill? Manjui’. of Diiffciin and

A\a on III-. M the ^’'u:fM•oy.ll| y of Indi.i

.ind an uidic-'-. u wneoine to the Marquis of

Lansd'iw nc on iiw orrasion of his assumin'^ tin*

\
"

Viceroy .1. tv oj Iu.il :in<i to vote a grant for a

^nital)le i.i le t fn i at h of the addresses.

2. 'Vo I lui.i in the piocecdings of tlie 'J*o\vn

Council .it a held on the 2nd Novem-

ber i8«<S.

JOHN COWIK,
Sfcn'tiiry to the Corporatiotu

DufFerin Memorial Fund.

Rs.

Amount already adveiiiscd ... 60,647

Nawab Syud Ali Khan Bahadur of

.Sli.ukhpura ... ... ... 200

W. J. Simmons, E.stp, ... ... 20

Total ... ...60,867

Calcutta, 22nd Oct. 18S8.

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.”

ASSAM LINK.
'fhe Company maintains a regular weekly

Sieanicr Servic c between Calcutta and Deb-

rooghur vid Goalnndo.

riie next Steam<*r to be despatched from

(^all:utla is the Steamer “MYSORE” on

Fii'laylhe 16th in^t. All cargo for siiipmcnt

by tills steamer should be sent to the Cotn-

I p.iiiy’b (iodowns at Jaggannath Ghat not later

j

than Vhuisd.'iy the isth idi-m.

,

Tiie .Steamer “QUDll” will leave Ooa-

1

Inndo for Debiooghur ’on Sunday, the i8th

j

dcm.
*

I

DiiintRi iX: Dr.itRood^iUR Mail Service.

I Throuj;h Boofdn;.[ to and from Assam.

1

'fhe Despatch .Steamers of this .Service

i
leave Dliidni daily on the arrival of the Mails

j

fioin (-'all ntta, and proceed to Dcbroogliur,

I
stopinng .11 all inlet mediate stations and

I

Mookhs.

I

Passengers, (foods, Parcels (packages not

to exceed one ton in weight or 8 feet by

4 feel in nuM-sniement ) may be booked
ihroiigit to and from Calcutta, and all stations

on the Eastern Bengal Stale Railway and
connected Railwavs, ami the following ^

Steamer Stations of this Company, viz,^

Dhnbri, (ioalparah, Ganhati, Mungledye,
Tezpoie, Silghaui for Koliabar, Dhunsiri
Mookh, Nigriting, Koakeela Mookh, Desang
Mookh and Debroogliur.

Packages booked as parcels will be forward-
ed by rail along with the Mails. Freight on
perishable articles must be prepaid.

Goai.undo and Dkiiroogmuk Despatch
Si* R VICE.

Special fast single-handed Steamers, which
have been specially built for the Assam Trade,
carrying pa.s.sengers and coolies between
(ioalundo and Debrooghur, will leave Goaliindo
bi-weiikly on SundHV.s and Thursdays, calling
at all^ intermediate stations, and Debrooghur
on 'Vuesdays and Saturdays.

Ihiough bills of lading will be granted for
goods and pair els on picsentation of rail re-
ceipt or payment of freight. Packages not to

exceed ten hundred weight, or 8 feet by 4 feet
in measurement.

All particulars as to rales of freight and
passage by steamers of both the above Services
to be liad on application to

» M.ACNEILL & C(T,

Agents.
T-2, Clive (ihat Street, Calcutta.

Dr.

J. N. MITRA,
London,

Gold Medalist in Medicine <fc Hygiene,

Stood 1st in the FINAL EXAMINATION,
Cai.cutta Medical Coi.i.ihik in 18S0.

Late Surgeon Superintendent of Quarantine

Station, M.imitius, and Surgeon in charge

Mysadnl Hospital.

A dtircss,

2, Ukkur Dutt’s LaiH^fBowbazar, Calcutta.

Holloways Ointment and nils. Absce.sses,

Erysipelas, Piles.-— Unvarying success attends#
all who tre.il these disea.seb according to the

simple primed diicctions wrapped round each

pot and box. Tlvcy are invaluable to the young
and timid, whose bashfulness sometimes en-

d.ingeis life. Though apparently local, dis-

eases of this nature are essentially blood dis-

eases, but a little attention, moderate perse-

verance, and trifling expense will enable the

most diffident to conduct any case to a happy
issue without exposing secret infirmities to any

one. The Ointment checks the local inflam-

mation and alleviates the thr-obbing pain-s.

These directions also clearly point out when

and how HollowayLs Pills are to be taken, that

their purifying and regulating powers may
assist by adjusting and strengthening the con-

stitution.
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y/ ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA, ENGT.AND.

Sf!" PJ^BR’S COLLEGE FOR BOYS.
University masters, specially suitable for

Igdian Children. Indian References. For Pros-

pectus, address Principal.

SELLING BY THOUSANDSr
PRETTY, strong, accurate, open-faced

Nickel silver short windinjr Keyless Railway

Regulators, jewelled^ enamelled dial, bold

figures and hands, shewing two times with best

finished durable machinery and dust tight

cases for only Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

spring, glass box and guarantee. Guaranteed

to stand any amount of rough usage. Will last

a life time. Have no appearance of cheap-

ness about them. Others sell at double our

rates. Mr. A. K. Meht.r from Bandoiasays

“The 7-8 watch 1 purchased from you two

years back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting

Superintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh’

:

—“A watch m.aker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. .Sutdilfr,

R. W. Fusi, Lucknow, says .Some valued

it at 15 and were completely surprised when

I told them it only cost Rs, 7-8.” Pretty

Canadian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-

plete shirt Studs and Kings, set with chemical

diamonds, rubies, tH:c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says.—“A

German valued the diamond ring .at Rs. 50 and

the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA

TRADING CO., BOMIIAY.

' TO THE DEA^
A Person cured of Dkakness and Noises

in the head of 23 years’ standing by a Si MET.

K

Remedy, will send a description of it FREE
to any Person who applies to J. H. Nicmoi.SON,

j, Old Court House Street^ CALCUTTA.

NOW READY.
The Report of the 3rd Indian N.itional Con-

gress, held at Madras during the last week

of 1887.

price Re. i including postage. Apply to M.

V. Charriar, 100, Mount Road, Madras.

READY

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 0 .

Cloth Bound Es. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL
m-'i WKKN

Calaitta and Independent Tippcrah,

BY

SAMBHU 0 . MOOKERJBE,
Formerly Minister to the late

Nawab Faridoon Jak Bahadoor,

I (the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar ami Oi isj.a.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, "REIS & RAYYET"
I, Uckoor Dutt’.s Lane, Wellington Street,

(iAI.CUTTA.

OPINION OF THE PRESS.
It is many years since I first met, and some

years since I last met. Dr S.ambhn Cluiiuler

Mookerjee, editor of the Feis and Rayyct
(Prince and Peasant), and an author of high
repute among the kindly, as well as acute and
intellectual, people of Bengal. One of the real

misfortunes of India was, and still is, Lord
Macaulays picture of the Bengalee. The
picture, true perhaps as regards Nuncomar and

j

^any Bengalees, is not accurate as a repiesen-

'^tion of the people generally, taking them as
an Englishman may fiml ilicm if he looks
fairly. If they had been unfaithful, the sad
story of the Mutiny had been vastly sadder ;

and, ap.'irt from the Mutiny, m.any EngbshuuMj
could give inuividu.vl instances of Beugal(‘e
faithfulness almost unique in histoiy, taking
all the circumstances of our relation to Imlia
into account. The Bengalee is generally eager
for knowledge of all kinds, and is often both
courageous in the expression of his opinions,
and gifted to a rem.ukable dcgiee with the
power to express those opinions wiili foice and
precision. Mr. F.iwLett once told me that an
unpiepared speech made, on his behalf, dining
an ele< tion, by .1 young Hindoo, surpasseil, in

force as well as eloquence, any unpiejvaietl

Speech he ever had he.iid made by any mem-
ber of the Mouse of Commons, if four or live

inembeis of the House weic excepted.
Among these Bengalees (here is a small body

of men—small for th.n luge piovince \\ho

are, ironically or otlnn wise termed “ Young
Beng.il ” home of l hem arc no longer yotfng,

but grave and aged
;
some have, in the comse

of years, been highly distinguished foi their

public services and their scientific and other

.illainments. .Some ha\c at times becni mis-

represented, and their lingn.igc misintfi pieted,

so that on its ictiiin to tin in it has aina/etl

none moie than themselves. Nothing of this

has been done by the really gteat adminislia-

tors of India. That it has been done, howevei,
cannot be denied.

In the foiefiont of lids little band is the

author of this book of tiavels, Baboo Sambhu
Chunder Mookeijee - a wiiier of higli lepiite,

as I have said, also an .adininistiator, .is the

reader will sec from the title-page to this book.

A keener, yet a kindlier satirist, one might
seek for and not find. Ills use of the English
language has astonished many an ediuated

Englishman
;
and the quality of his le.ading is

shown by his marvellous power of <|Uotati<)n
;

not merely fiom authors like .Sh.ikespe.ire, .ind

Milton, and Macaulay, and men eminent in

science, but ftom oiii-of-the-way old ballads,

and little-known oil pamphlets, in the. applira-

tion of which he leaves one wondering— tiist,

bow he obtained the productions at all, and
secondly, how, having obtained them, he
learned to apply liiem so appositely to the
subjects which he intends them to illustrate.

Passing from the aitlhor to his book, we
shall, perhap.s, first of all be attracted to the

woik of the administrator. He comes upon a

milkman’.s village, on which he finds fastened

the grip of a Court favourite. He unloosens
the giip, and rc-scttles the village, in tlie

double interest of Piince and Peas.ant. And
all the lime he secs everything. The poor
people bathing on the rivets’ b.inks, liave his

genial and kindly, if alsA) at limes, what a

.Scotchman would call, his “pawky” notice.

A “fair maid of Sonargoan ’’ altiacts his .it-

leiition by the giacefulness with which slie

carries a vessel of water fioni the river; ami,

though the fair maid and he are clivided by
race and f.iitli (she is Mussulman), she has his

full meeil of piaise. Imlec'd, it inii.sl l)e admit-

ted—and he will not be offended with me for

saying ^o— that he nrver meets with a f.iir f.ne,

without at le.ist giving evidence of the f.n t

that he has eyes t(A sec and a liearl to com-
pieliemi.

(.)f Ins widr ami generous symp.illiie.s, much
might be said, and still* leave inuoh more to

say. He meet.s a missifinaty on the river, and
evidently is inclined, in wilting his notes, to

jia-.-. .1 Joke on the subject. Ho nips it, how-
ever, in the bud, ami contents himself with

saying, “ .So new' is preaching heie, th.it the

simple people ..aid the p.idie h.id been singing

in I lie street ” He meets C.il' olic .iml Pio-

te.stant missionaries on shipboard, and chuckles

over their di.s|^lltes, while he astonishes them
by his comrnami of the English language, and
even by his knowledge of the Bible— a know'-

ledge, I may adrj, which is evident in many of

his wiitings.

A parrot falls overboard, and is drowned in

its cage, to his great distres.s, which is not

however paraded. He says
: [Extract.]

These are not the words of a Christian, but

of a Hindoo.

Again, he has a faithful u^Iy dog, whose
j

name is Tom, and wln^se glory it once was to

qiaik, with a noble independence, at some very

dgnified Sahibs. Our author s compelled to

leave Tom behind
;
and here is his farewell ;

[Extract.]

I think this is a very fine passage, and one
that will draw the author very close to the
gicat heait (^f limnanily, wherever the words
aie lead. Could any tiling be liner than the
testimony to the two foreign “gentlemen,”
ending with the “ Bengalee paiiah. my poor
Tom”? Not the pariah inciely, but the paiiah
dog. The ^.isv..igc is woithy of the amhor,
and of the great mercifulness of the land that
boie him.

Whoever re.ads this book must be prepared
further to find bold ami manly language. The
author is no lliiterer of J.)hn Bull, though he
gives John his due, ami .idmils that Inch;? owes
him a gie.it debt. Ilcne is one jvassage 1 elating
to foieign fi Lilts

: [Extract.]

Among the sketches of country --w'ord pic-
tures -the leader will find some exceedingly
pietty, ami .dl the more v.aluahle in that they
are t.'iken fiom a standgionml purely Indian;
not English. Wheie an English .artist's mind
would be Idled with Pairnpeaii ideas, the mind
of this gifted Eastern aitist is tilled with a cl.iss
of ideas totally diffeient, yet equally instructive
;iml certainly not less subtle .md fal-reachm'^
On the eve of one of his journeys,

author was placevl in a dilemma of a kind
not unknown to liavellers in India, but not on
that account the less stupid. He wi.shed to
go by a p.iiiii iilar bo.it, add took time by the
fotelock for that purpose. 'i'he fare w.as at
first stated as 90 rupees, to pay winch he
offered “a new cusp, fiesh Biitish India” note
for 100 rupees. “ It was,” he adds, “fresh from
the Cuiiemy t)ftic_e, ami h.id lieen r(*ceived
only the day before fiom another Cioveiiiment
depailineul.” 'fhe lesl of the story is

thus told
: [Exliact.]

,

The humour of the little sketch is worth
something, I can f.mcy the author laughing
even in his dismay

;
for he can laugh well al

others, and equally well at himself. I shall
only venture on one more p.i.ss.age

; and I give
it as showing the sfiirit of the man who dares
to call his newspaper Tn'nee and Peasant.
He desired to return to his lioine in Bengal,
and to bid adieu, for a time at last, to Indepen-
dent Tippei.ih, whcie he had been located
“soim: two yeai.s.” He received the Maha-
iajah’.s permission to return home

; but still he
could not get away. [Extract.]
There i.s, I think, a sound les.son in this pas-

s.age
;

the lesson of the immense value of
courtesy and mbanily in the relations of rulers
ami ruled. Tcre is a great deal in that sen-
tence, “ H > serve flesh and blood.” The best
.idininibtrator m India is not always the alilest
tlie man whose pl.tns are the wisest as plans

;

but the man who, with plans or withowt them*
gives confidence to the people, and confidence
not merely m Ins justice, but also in his con-
sideraieness and forbearance. A clever man
once said that ihe.iii of success in India is the
ail of giving good dimims. It may be so

; but
the peiil is great- the peril of debt; and in
any case the ait has its limits, and its natural
collapse. Even dinners and champ.igne pall
in tin- vnd. Butih<;ie is one .art ih.at never
fails - the .art of tiue courtesy

;
of that courtesy

which, being iiaiuial, is not aficcled by any
whim or L.apnce, either of the pc.-rson whi»
possesses It, or of .my one with whom he has
ic'l.itions.

in bidding farewell to this little book, I once
more recall, as I easily and very vividly can
the amhor’s kindly face and gentle voice, as*

known to me many ve.irs ago. I .see him, a.s

I see B.aboo Kiisto Das I^lI, Dr. M.ihend'ra
Lai Sitcar, and some oiheis, including a iiuicli-
ab used editor of the Amt i/a Ba'C^ar Pa/tlka •

and I feel and s.ay, with all earn(*stne.s.s and
sincerity, ih.il among these .ire men whom
ilie Gcneinmciu of India would be wise in
recognising and winning entirely to its side,
'ritey are men on whom no really generous
woid—-true as well as genorous—ever is
thrown .iway. I have compared them at times
with men of kmdted occupations at home
and I think that they are as a rule by far
the truer gentlemen in good manners, and
often in very iniicli nvore than mere manners.
.May the great God, who.se sacred Name they
use as that of the Father of all, guide them to
a nobler destiny than any they yet have
known, and with them, and by them, bless
their native land !

James Routlldge.
— The Indian Ma^azine^ Mar. 1888.
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"IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF.”

All -ioho sttjfcr find ure rcLcf Jroin

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It li.is fhivtMi oiu from ihe

AcuteRheumatism and RheumaticGout,

After \(Mrs of scmi-ltelulessiir^^s :iiul suffer-

in.r. while in A.SrilMA, likONCIHTIS,

j fj y] IJ \< ;( ), SC'IA'I'ICA, h ACl'.AC. H F.,

SPRAINS, it is llin sm-f^it ainf safest remedy

for these (‘ompl.imls in theii seveicsi and most

ehionic foim.

Its maj^ic efifeet m alloidiMjj mstanlaneoiis

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head,Tace and Limbs

Is almost too remaikablo for CREDKNCK.

Are yon subject to IIKAHAC. 1 lES and the

torinre^of TOOTHACHE? A sinj^le applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

ed fis ^
The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wondeiful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oiiental Balm is used by the best Phy-

sicians m the w«)rld in their pr.actice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic viiiue, it has achieved

a w’ide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at / Re. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

lhrouj;hout the world.

Aj][ents in Calcutta ; .Smith Stanistreet & Co.

K. Scott Thompson it Co. and Bath;,oite vK:

Co. Limited.

Pnee l>v fiod 8*2 antia'i.

ASRUKANA
A Collootion of poeiny in Bongnli V>y

SkiMATI GIKINDRAMOIIINV DASSY

{Author of Kab'.tah, It, Pdiirut KuMtn:.)

Asinkan.i is a rfillcction of pof lual pi<*Cfs of

singular pathos ,ind bcanlv ©f ONpiessum *

It is a seiH's ot inomnfnl smi^s thal tlie

reader is heie nre-.cnlfd wiih .iinl thi'y must

touch a syinpathetK ( ord in every Iw.u t that

ran feel. There .s a siiv-;iilar appiopi laleiicss

in the title of the wmlc, .ind in its pimis dedi-

< alioil to the nn'nnny of the l^ll^l^,llld of tlie

fair wiiter. The Indian Xa/ion.

'I’he authoress is not uijkiiown to Bciij;.ali

leaders. She has ahe.idy imlihshe<l tuo m
three poems by which sin* is f.iv unr.ihly know n,

Init between these poems an«i this is a differ-

ence that baldly admiis of bein;; measured.

This is poetry in life

We have read Snmati fhiindra Mohiny’s

poems in a leverenli.t! spirit. 'I’he poem-, ate

all of a lyncal desciiption. The lyre is soft,

sweet and tender, but awfully strong.
•»

The tone of the poems is inexpte.ssibly

jjentle, inexpressibly pure, and inexpressibly

tender and affectionate. It is the lone of a

worlti nioiher,
*

Bciv^al should be proud of this poem -The

Calcutta Review.

Apply at the Bee Press,

I, Uckoor Dutl’.s Lane, Calcutta.

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CAl.CUTTA

HOMfEOP.VTUK! PH.\lh\IACy.

THE

EARLIE.ST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSARY IN ASIA

OF PURE HOMOEOPATHY ONLY,

wtTini

INTRODUCEn TO THE EAST THE

TRADE TN
INDEPENDENT HOMCEOPATHY

and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF

1 Ills

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

B. i^ Co., be*; to draw the attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned

WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
12. Lai Bazaar, Calcutta.

In Pamphlet, Price ./ annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,
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TEA! TEA! TEA!
Cheapest & Best,

SUPPLIED BY

THE

INDIAN TEA SUPPLY CO.

•'LIMITED.”
In packets of r o.r;., 2 oa and / o::. each from

y pice only and upwards.

Note the Low Price.

A Packet of Tea for 3 pice

!

Important News for India,
WIIERK FKVKKS AND CHOI.KRA

kkh;n suphe.mk.

A
RFXKNT TUAVKI.I.F.R ON THE
Chinese Toast found that District re-

maikably FREE FROM TYPHOID FEVER
and CHOLERA. He soon discovered the

cause. The people there do not drink cold

water from tanks or wells, often extremely im-

pure, but keep a pan of water constantly boil-

ing, into which from time to time they drop

a little Tea, and when thirsty THEY DRINK
HOT TEA ! If the weak and adulterated Teas

of China can do this, what may not the pure

and strong Teas of India be expected to effect ?

Also in tins ^Ih to lolb.s of various

qualities to suit all tastes.

Ask for the Indian Tea Supply
Oompany's Teas.

Wo have Agents all over the Coun-
try, but want more.

^ Manafifincf Asfctits

:

LYALL MARSHALL & CO.,

4, Olive Ghat Street, Oalontta.

Griha-Chikitsha.
A complete and large treatise on Homoco-

pathic Domestic Medicines with some tried

native drugs for certain serious di.seases, by
Rai Khetter Nauth Cbatterjee Babadoor
in Bengalee 2 o o

Do. postage o 3 o
Do. abridged in Hindee I o o
Apply to Author at Chinsiirah or to People’s

Press, No. 78, College Street, Calcutta.
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

LOVE IN THE LAW

;

Deceitful maid, another swain

Was then beloved by thee—

The preference you gave to him

Was fraudulent to me.

OR THE JILTED BARRISTER’S ADDRESS.

Say, Mary, canst thou sympathize

With one whose heart is bleeding,

Compelled to wake from love’s young dream,

And take to special pleading ?

/For since 1 lost my suit to you,

I cire not now a fraction

About these tiresome suits At law—

.
These senseless forms of action '

f.

Int inm lAtfely^hamber oftt

^ ^hraclients leave me leisure,

In musing o’er departed joys

I find a mournful pleasure.

How well I know that spot where first

I satt.^hat form ethereal

—

But, aS } ’n transitory things

The venue ’s i^ot material.

And reading Archbold’s practice now,

I scarce believe ’tis true,

That I could set my heart upon

An arch-bold girl like you.

But then, that bright blue eye sent forth

A most unerring dart,

Which, like a special capias, made

A prisoner of my heart.

And in the weakness of my heart,

One fatal, long vacation—

I gave a pledge to prosecute,

And filed my declaration.

At first, your taking time to plead,

Gave hope for my felicity—

The doubtful negative you spoke,

Seemed bad for ks duplicity.

Ah ! when we love, (so Shakspearc says,)

Bad luck is sure to have us

—

The course of true love never ran

Without some special traverse.

Say, what inducement could you have,
*

To act so base a part ?
•

Without this—that you smiled on me—
I ne’er had lost my heart.

My rival, I was doomed to view

* A husband’s right assert—

And now ’tis wrong to think of you,

For you *re a femme covert.

When late I saw your son and heir,

’T was wormwood for a lover

—

For then, the plea of infancy

My heart could not get over.

I kissed the little brat, and .said,

Much happiness I wish you-

But, oh, I fell he was i > me

An immaterial issue.

Mary, adieu ! -I ’ll mourn i.o more,

Nor pen pathetic ditties-

My pleading was of no avail,

And so I ’ll slick to Clmiy’s.
*

* News and Coimments.

Both the Viceroy and the Lieutenant-Governor return to the capital

on Thursday, the 29111 November. Our criticism of the latter’s gazetted

movements IS justified by the event. .Sir Stcuart Baylcy has revised

hi34)rograminc and will reach Calcutta in time to receive the Viceroy.

Lord Dufiferin will arrive at the Scaldah Railway Ration at 4-30 P. m.

The route laid down for the entry to Government House is by the

Circular Hoad, Dhurmtolla, Esplanade East, and Old Court House

Street into the Government House by the North-EAst Entrance.

And t|jen, your blush so clearly seemed

To pardon my transgression,

1 thought I was about to snap

A judgment by confession.

Bdt soon I learned, (molt fatal truth,)

How rashly I bad counted—

For non assumpsit was the plea

To which it all amounted.

The Black Expedition has ended. cAeral McQueen has issued his

Farewell Orders, in which he congratulates the officers, non-commis-

sioned officers and men of all corps and departments— on the

thorough manner in which they have carried out the work entrusted to
'

them by His Excellency the Cornmander-in-Chief.” He thus sum-

marises the results

'*Tbe Hasanzai, Akazai, Pariari Sayads, andTikariwals have tendered

their submission in full, in accordance with the terms dictated to them
by the British Government The Machal Peak and Thakot, as welt ai

in ih* emnirf art rtquttftd it remit ty pestal money orders, if possible, as the safest and convenient

maiUtim, Particularly at it enntrtsacimnbiei^meni through tMeDtpartment. No other ruript will be

f^voHt any other Mng nnntctttaiy, and Uholy to canto confusion.
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Pokal, the princijial village of tiie Allais, have been visited by the

Force, and the construction of roads alon^r iht. Indus Valley to the

Cha^ar/ai border and to 'fhakot from tlie Ajjror Valley, j^ives the

power of rapid movement to troops in the futuie, which will j;o far to-

waids maintainin;^ the security of our frontier and our friendly rela-

tions with the Cis-Indus tribes.

The enemy a<;ainst whom the Force has had to contend have hither-

to consideied themselves secure from attack, owiii}' to the mountain-

ous and supposed inaccessible naturewf their country
;
but the Hazara

Field Fmcc of 188S has proved to ihcs«; tribes that their highest and

most didiciilt passes, hitherto untrodden by the fool of Kuropcan,

can be tiaveised by any well-ot^anised loicc.

Much hard work has been eniailetl botli in marching* and road-mak-

i and the exposure at In^b elevations by the Nos. r, 2 and 3 Co-

lumns, and the heat cxpenenceil by the River Column during a period

of SIX weeks, without tents, has been m(»st iiymg. ’

Notwitlistandinj^ the hardships, the Major tieneral is ‘;ieally pleased

to leport

“ the cheerful manner in which all duiie'> have been carried out, the

excrnplaiy I ondiu t of the Fotcc, and tin* soldierly spirit which has
animated all ranks on ovciy occasion. 'I’he almost ti)tal absence of

s ickness ainonj^st the troops, fiom first to last, showfd that the fine

condition of the men left nothinj^^ to bo ilesired by any commander.”

The withdrawal of the Hoops before the submission of the Chagar-

zais is explained elsewheie. They would not scmkI any Tiic

lime fixed for it expired, still no jiriuik came. They mighty have been

spaied this call, for -as it is now' s.iid in defence of tlie march back of

our troops -this tribe never gave any cause of offence and tlieie was

no mswi belli .ig.iin^l them.

The .Sikkim Field force is alno breaking up. It will not be a com-

plete witlnliawal though. A small post will lemain at Gnalong- to

guard the rOiid, and a larger one at (Hiiilok, till the arrival of the Chinese

Ampa and <i defiipie uiulerst.mding with the Tibetans.

#

• * *
.

One of our leading “ stars ” has left the Indian theatre for good.” Last

Saturday, Sir Charles Aitchison bade “ positively lii.s last farewell ” to

India and look ship at Karachi. It is to his nedit that from his position

in life, he rose to be the Foreign Secretary of the Government of India,

a Chief Commissioner, tire Lieutenant-Governor of an Indian Province

and an ordinary Member of the linpeiial Countil. He brought from

his Scotch home some conscience and did not leave it at Alexandria.

Accordingly he got into disgrace during the Lytton He landed

in Indi.i the same year that Loid Halhousie annexed Oudh, that is, 32

ycais ago, and he left the country to the rcgiel of many Indians who

had known him or received favors at his hands.

« •

We see that the eminent Aitist Mr. Archer has come back to Calcutta

from Western India. The Matchioness of Dufterin and Ava is also

expected m the metropolis next Thursday. Would it not be desirable

to secure a pot ti ait of Her Excellency from the hands of Mr. Archer,

for the decoralioii of tlie Town Hall 1 We make this suggestion, as

\vc have not heard that any other airangemenl has been made by the

Committee of the Dufferin Memoiial to have her ladyship’s picture

painted.

• « •

The Municipal Commissioner'^ h.ive cl»H'idcd to address in the coming

and acldiess out the reliimg V'lccr iy. 'I'hey h.i\e also vt)icd Rs. 2,000

for the caskets. We find the editor of the InMiVi Mirror iimong the

bixtuen who have been commissioned to di.ift liie addiesses. He was

present at the meeting but took no p ur in the discu-ssion.

ir
a- jL

Mr. ROuert TurNI’.HLE, iheiclned Secretary of llie Calcutta Corpora-

tion, has returned to Calculi. i .md returns to the Munfcipaliiy as a C.ov-

einmenl Commissioner. Mr. Tuiidiull will have no more complaints on

the score of neglect of his numerous native fiieiuU since his reiiicmeut.

*

* 4

A Shan has made hib fin tune by one bound He sold in Rangoon a

ruby for Ks. 80,000. 11 c at first wanted a lac. Never mind 1 Rs. 80,000

make a Ciasus in the Shan coiujtiy. He may be somebody at Man-

dalay or Rangoon. Nobody will now slum the Shan.
*

• 4

The Ilaboo in charge of the Bulrarnpore Hospital, Lucknow, will

henceforth be styled Rai Laliacloor Ram Lai Chuckerbutty, for

what ? Docs “ liaboo” slink?

• *

The Collector of Hooghly, Mr. G. Toynbee, is engaged on »a sketch

of “The First Fifty years of the Administration of the District, with

some account of the Portuguese, Dutch, French and Danish settle-

ments.” He is the author of a useful monograph on the history of

Orissa.

The six Punjab States of Patiala, Phawalpur, Jliind, Nabha, Kapur-

thala and Faridkot have been selected to contribute troops for training

for imperial purposes.

*
• *

A Ghee Hill has been dceiiled upon for Bombay. The (jovernment h.is

accepted the measure suggested by the local Corporation for prevention

of adulteration of that necessary article of food. More vigorous

working of the law is wanted here.

*
# *

In the Queen’s Bench Division, before Mr. Justice Stephen and a

common jury, the Revd. H. G. Roberts, Nonconformist minister, ob-

tained damages of ^^2,000 against Mes^r.s. Daniel Owen & Co. Limited,

proprietors of the Western Mail^ for articles and letters published in

that newspaper imputing gross immorality to the minister.

The proprietor, Mr. Edward Harrington, of the Kctty Sentinel

h.is been fined ^500 by Sir J.imes Hannen for contempt of Coiiit

—for publishing an article declaring that the Parnell Cominis.sion

is the cieainre of the Government and the Times, His Counsel ad

vised .apology, but Mp, H.irrington refused to accept the advice. For

a stupid attack on one of the Jiidge.s, our “Oiator” Suirender Not

was scut to jail in spite of his submission to Court.

***

The Times of Ceylon writes under date the 3i cl instant

“The police were on the alert all last night, ready to board the

S. S. Hohenstijn/efty having leccived orders to aiicst one of the pas.seii-

gers, who is charged with criminal behaviour in respect of a certain

sum of money. It seems that Lord Carrington, Governor of New
South Wales, telegraphed to Sir Arthur Goidon that a in. in had booked
his pas.s.igc by the Ilohens anfen under the name of H. P. Seeton, and
that he stood charged with criminal misconduct in respet t of a sum
of money amounting to .£6,000, and giving his description, but scarcely

any ()iher details. I'he Inspector-General of I’olicc having obtained

the permission of the German Consul to search the vesse-l, on the

arrival of the llohenstanfen very early this morning, Inspector Trevenna
of the Detective Dr'p.iriinent, accomfianied by a sergeant, repaired ‘ to

the vessel, and wiihoui any ditficuUy found the man, who was a first-

class p.issenger to Sfiulhampton, and arrested him. He had only one

trunk with him, which contained very few clothes, and in which two
bags were found, one containing ;£5»950 in gold, and the other ;£i5, also

in gold. On being brought on shore, he was at once conveyed to the

Police Head-quarters, acconipanied by Captain Hansard, where he un-

derwent an inquiry
;
and from thence he was taken to the Harbour

Police office ne.ir the Bie^dcw'ater, where he was found lying dead this

afternoon.”

The Ceylon p.aper concludes with the honest and sage remark—“ This

is a sad termination to this distressing affair.” To us, this is a mere

abuse of language. Sad the termination may be called conventionally,

;i.s involving the loss of a life. As a term of sympathy, the word is

thrown away. Hut this British writer of Ceylon is all sympathy for

the lascal, and talks of “ ihi.s distressing affair.” Wheiein is it—the

aff.iii as dibiiiH t fioin lU termination—distiessing and to whom ? F»>r

our p.iit, we should say, it was a char.acteristic termination of a villain

oils aff.iir— a fit end of a career of crime. We suppose of ctiurse,

the fellow committed suicide—sneaking out of the woild fiir fear of

facing the consequences of deliberate crime. As for the Ceylon papei.

we hope the Times does not represent insular ethics.

In his address to a deputation of the Berlin iVkffficipality on the oc-

c.ision of laying the final stone of the Hamburg Haibour, tlie Empeioi

of Gel many n

“expressed deep annoyance with the Piess for peisistmg in ilrawing

invidious comparisons between himself and his father, lie hoped his

family affaiis would not be discussed. This exiraordinaiy silly, roin-

bined wiih the Emperor’s want of tact in alienating the J’ope and Count

T.iaffe, is the subject of serious comment abroad.”

IJollowafs Pills ami Otntment.- '^\i^ combined ill effects of ovei-

ci-owcling, sedem.'uy occupations and monotony of life are only too well

knovMi to those who have to pass the best part of their lives labouring

in factories and crowded woikrooms. The compulsory confinement

wc.Hkens the general health and induces chronic constipation, indiges-

tion, and various forms of skin diseases. Holloway’s remedies are of

priceless value to persons of this class, for they can be used without en-

iciiling loss of woik, being purely vegetable in their composition, and

consequently act without harshness on the most delicate system. The

experience of more than forty years proves that no means surpass

Holloway’s remedies for curing b.id legs, bad breasts, piles, and wounds

of all kinds.
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A^OTEST has been entered by a lar^e number of Members of both

llBises of tarliament, Professors, University Lecturers and Fellows

and others, in the columns of the Nineteenth 7, against cnmpe-

fitive examination. They consider it an evil to be avoided, consisting

in dangerous mental pressure and misdirection of energies and aims.

They mtike a number of recommendations which may he reduced to

—

“ I. The appointment of a Royal Commission to consider the subject
of official appointments by examination.

2. The appointment of Committees representing the Universities of
Oxford and Cambridge and other educational bodies, to inquire how
different kinds of examinations react upon education.

3. The appointment of a committee representing the signatories

of the protest to inquire into the methods of appointment by corpora-
tions, hospitals, and private firms.

4. That a request be made to the masters of public schools to in-

quire into the influences resulting from the examinations to which boys
arc subjected, and to suggest what substitutes should be employed for

some of the examinations.”

•
• •

On Thursday the 22nd, a salvo of fifteen guns announced the assumption

by Mr. David Miller Barbour of the Financial Membership of Council.

The previous Saturday, the Hon’blc Philip Peiceval Hutchins, C. S. I.,

of the Madras Civil Service took upon himself the execution of office

vacated by Sir Charles Aitchison.

The Librarian of the Shakespeare Memorial, at Stratford-on-Avon,

has requested the Secretary of State for India for copies of every

edition of Shakespeare’s plays and every book relating to the poet

published in any Indian language.

A SCHEME is afloat for a Public School in the Panchmari sanitarium,

in Bombay, for the poor Anglo-Indian youth.

• #

It is said the Nizam, with a small following, made a minute inspection

of the building vacated by Colonel Marshall. The object is still a

mystery.

• •

A Eurasian in Madras bequeathed by his will Rs. 20,000, for the

annual relief of the poor of his class out of the interest. He further

enjoined that the sum was to be funded as “ Murray Memorial Fund,”

It is not said how the executors intend to utilize the money or whether

they propose public subscriptions in aid of the Fund. Is there to be

a Murray Dole ?

The Secretary of State has accorded his sanction to the appointment

of Profc.ssor Forrest and Director of Records in Bombay.

• *'

Nawar Khurshed Jah leaves Hyderabad tomorrow on a visit to this

city. Some of his people have already entered appearance.

• •

When country spirit inanufactuicd in British India, upon which excise

duty has been paid, is imported by sea into Calcutta, and the rate of

excise duty at the poll of exporlalion is lower than that chargeable in

Calcutta, a differential duly will be levied by the Excise .Superintendent

of Calcutta at one rupee per gallon of spirit London Ptoof.

#

The Test Examination of private students from the Presidency and

Chota Nagpore Divisions, for the next Entrance Examination will be

held on Tuesday, the nth December.

* *

An addition has been sanctioned to the Municipal bylaw of the town,

namely,

“ No. 59 A. When no .separate arrangements are made for the re-

moval of refuse, resulting from any business, trade, or profession,

which refuse is of a description that ought to he removed, the Com-
missioners will charge the person carrying on such business^ trade, or

profession the same fee for its removal as if it had actually teen de-

posited in the public streets.”

This is, we belUve, to generalize the fee and to make it payable all

round like the night soil rate in the new law. In other word.s, this is an

additional tax on business trade or profession hitherto exempt. This

only saves domestic refuse.

• •

It is all very well for us to complain of Anglo-Indian trying to divide

our Mussulman brethren against us. Our worst enemies, we fear,

are of our own household. We badly want leaders of moderation and

<liscretion throughout the country.

In the rioting case at Burwai, in the Holkar Territory, about thirty

prisoners were discharged, in the absence of evidence, but the rest of

the accused were, after a patient trial, for being members of an unlawful

assembly, rioting, hurt and grievous hurt, convicted and sentenced to

various terms of imprisonment and to pay fines. The Eastern Herald

hears that the Hindus, no sooner the discharge of the Mahomedans
was onlcred, sent a telegram to the Maharaja Holkar complaining of

the action of the local authorities. We are glad that our Mhow con-

temporary condemns this foolish precipitancy and exhibition of anitnus :

“ This was a most unwise step for the Hindu inhabitants of Burwai
to take when the case was being judicially tried by a special f)flicer.

Of course the Maharaja knows how to treat such communications.
From all accounts we know that no Hindu is at any disadvantage by
the lolease of the Mahornedan prisoners. Why should they grumble
then ?

”

•
• •

At Patiala, the Viceroy thus announced the acceptance of the offer by

the Native Slates^lowarcls defences of the Empire :
—

“ The Government of India has not failed to give its earnest atten-

tion 10 the offeis by native Princes, and, while knowing them to be as
sincere .hs they arc generous, has endeavoured to work out a scheme
by which they might be turned t(» atlvantagc in a manner both gratify-

ing to the Princes themselves and of material value to the Empire,
1 believe w£ have succeeded in working out some scheme, and this

Darbar seems to me to afford a fitting opportunity for its public in-

auguiaiion. The Government of India docs not think it necessary
nor in all respects desirable, to accept from the Native states of India
the pocuni.iry assistance which they have so freely tendered, but in one
very important particular wc wish to enlist their co-operation. The
armies of the Native States are strong in numbers, but at present of
various degrees of efficiency. Among many of them there exist war-
like tr.adilions and fine soldierly material, while some already contain
regiments well worthy to share in any active operations which Her
Majesty’s troops may be called upon to undertake. What we pro-

pose, in a few words, is that we should ask these (Shiefs who have
especially good fighting material in their armies to raise a portion of
these armies to such a pitch of general efficiency as will make them
fit to go into action side by side with the Imperial troops. For this

purpose some extra expenditure will be necessary, as troops in the
present day, to be thoroughly fit for service, require very complete
arrangements in the way of arms, transport, equipment, and organisa-

tion generally
;
but we shall in no case ask any Native .State to maintain

a larger foice of this description than it ran well afford to support,
and we do not doubt that under these conditions the Chiefs, knowing
that the Government of India has no desiie to take undue advantage
of their loyalty, will be glad of the opportunity of making good therr

words and providing troops for the defence of the Empire. I trust

that the Chiefs selected will, in any case, regard the acceptance of
their offer as an honourable distinction, while those whose armies it

is not found possible to utilise in the same manner will understand
that if they cannot usefully contribute to the fighting strength of the
army, they can in other ways render service equally meritorious and
equally sure to win the approval of Her Majesty the Queen-Empress.

I'o help these Chiefs m the work of maintaining the troops selected
for service, a few English officers will be appointed as advisers and
insppclois. These officers will have their head-quarters at some cen-
tre point in British territory, and will visit the several States in turn.

Capable native drill instructors will also be lent to the Native States
fiom our own regiments. The selected troops will be armed with
breecli-loailing weapons, presented to the sevei.il Stales by the British
(»ovenuiicnt. 'Fhese will be Cai bines for the Cavaliy aiul Snider
Rifles for the Infantry. In addition to this each Punjab Chief will

leceive frcun the Biitish Government a battery nf four guns.

It is hoped that in this way, while eachfinio will remain purely a
St.ilc fou r, recruited in the terntones of i 4s C-hief, and serving within
ihcin, the ti oops composing it will gradually be made so efficient as
to enable the Imperial Cmvernment to use them as pan of its available
forces to iiwet .my external danger. A number v\ the Stales of the
Punjab .'ind others elsewhere liave, I am h.ippy to say, expressed their
full concurrence in this scheme, and arrangements will be made to

carry it into effect as far as they are concerned. I cannot but feel that
I have becMi very fortunate in being able to annoiim e before I leave
India the in.iugiualion of this measure, which -will, I hope, help to show
the v\orld in what estimation Her Majesty the Queen-Empiess holds
the N.ilive Slates of Indi.a, and how she apprcci.ites ihc conspicuous
hjyalty and allachmcnl of llicir Chiefs.”

Notes and Leaderettes.

The Viceroy started on his down taur on Thursday the i3ih, with the

regretful farewell of the Himalayan capital, and arrived at Lahore the

next day in the evening, where at the Railway station, he was received

by the Lieuieiiant-Governor, and other Civil and Military officers and

the Nawab of Bahawulpur and the Rajas of Nabha and Faridltot.

The Municipality also welcomed him by an address in Urdoo. A large

crowd had gathered outside the station. Having replied to the address,

Lord Dufferin drove to Government House along roads decorated

with bunting and lined with troops. The day closed with a dinner

party and a crowded Conversazione brilliant with the costly dresses
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of the Rajas and Reises. The Viceroy, as usual with him, passed an

hour and andialf pleasantly in receiving and conversing with, those in-

troduced to him. On Thursday four more addresses—three from the

Mahomedans and one from the Sikhs-were received and replied to.

The same day Lady Dufferin declared the Lady Aitchison Hospital open.

After an address by Lord Uufferin, Lady Uufferiii distributed prizes,

mtpunianMhin closely veiled is reported to have been present at this

distribution. The Viceroy next visited the Veterinary College and

presented diplomas to some thirteen students. In the afternoon, the

Nawab and the two R.ijas previously mentioned paid visits separately

to the Viceroy. Then the Viccioy ,at a very simple ceremony invested

Nawab Imam liaksh Khan with his K.C.I.E. ship.

Frid.ay the 1 6th was Lady Duffei in’s d.ay at L.ahore. A deputation

representing all classes of the Punj.ib presented her an addiess signed

by 50,000 persons, for her efforts in the cause of the Indian people.

The women of (iujranwala and the furdiinashtns of Lahore followed

with their addresses. After icturning the visits ot the Chiefs, the

Viceroy left in the evening for P.iti,\la.

The I’aliala festivities commenced the next day the 17th with the

reception of the Lieutenant-Governor at 7-30 in the morning. The

Viceroy arrived at about 11, and was welcomed by tjie Maharaja

accompanied by the Lieutenant-Governor, the Rajas of Jhind and

Kapurth,da, the chief officers of the State, and many European and native

gentlemen besides. The Viceroy was then conducted under an escort

of cavalry to the Camp erected for the guests opposite the Moti Bagh.

Here some 200 tents ran in parrallel rows, the two principal avenues

ending with the Viceregal and Lieutenant-Governor’s shamianas,

with aU conveniences for the distinguished p.arty and the guests. At

one o’clock, amid the firing of salutes, the playing of the^ National

Anthem, the Maharaja and the Rajas of Jhind and Kapuithala

began to pay visits to the Viceroy, who received them with due

honors in a beautifully filled up tent called the Viceregal Reception-

room. In the afternoon there was a Durbar in the Fort. Here

the Maharaja was presented with a marriage gift of Rs. 5,000, a pearl

necklace, a robe of honor and silk stuffs. It was at this Durbar that

Lord Dufferin announced the policy of his Government for the utiliza-

tion of the troops of the Native States for the defence of the Empire.

The day closed with illumin.ations and fireworks. There w.as a dinner

too in the general mess-tent. The Viceroy proposed the toast of the

Queen-Empress, and the Maharaja proposed the health of Lord and

Lady Dufferin. An Evening Party by Lady Dufferin brought the en

icrainmenls of tlie evening to an end.

The next (i8tb) morning many people rose in the c.amp to be ap

prised of the danger they had escaped overnight. Lady Helen Bl.ack

wood’s tent had caught fire and it and everything in it been burnt

to ashes. Fortunately, the night w.as still and the fire could not

spread. Lady Helen had seen the fire start near the fireplace and

saved herself by a timely flight. The fire is attributed to some defect

in the fireplace. At midnight the Viceroy had noticed the canvas

wall near the chimney smouldering. It was of course promptly put

down. Later on it hadjcaijght fire again.

In the afternoon theLicutenant-Governor and iheViceroy returned the

visits of the Maharaja. Sir James Lyall .accepted of the Maharaj.a the

usual peshk.a5h-a b.andil or lurhan-and in his turn presented a golden

clock, a gun .and a sword as m.arriage gifts,to the Maharaja.

The Viceroy, in his return visit, touched and remitted nuszurs from

the high officers of the Slate, but accepted a khillut from the Maharaja.

Here too Lady Dufferin boie her mission in mind and laid the

foundation-stone of the Zenana Hospit.al. The cost of the building ^as

been estimated at Ks. 30,000. The annual cost is given at Rs. 10,000.

Later in the afternoon there was a parade of the State troops iinrlcr

comm.'ind of Sirdar Rakshi Gunda Singh, the Commander-in-Chief. The

Viceroy and the Lieutenant-tiovernor in company of the Maharaja drove

to the saluting point, and the troops m.arched past very credit.ably,

specially the ist Regiment of Infantry.

A gymkhana closed the day and the festivities at Pati.ala. The sports

consisted of limc-cutting, tent-pegging (in which the Maharaja himself

took part) elephant and camel races, acrobatic feats, &c.

Lady Dufferin left Patiala the sume evening for Agra and the Vice-

roy the next morning for Alighar, which His Excellency reached at

4*P.M., on the 20th. He was then taken over to Sir Ahmed’s College.

Here he was assailed by an address. After replying to it and inspecting

the College and partaking of afternoon tea, he joined the special and

reached Etawah at 10-10 P.M., and left for Cawnpore and Allahabad at
^

six ill the morning of the 21 si.

#

In his reply to the Berlin .Municipal deputation, the Emperor sharply

noticed the contumacy of the Press in drawing invidious comparisons

between himself and his father, and he hoped thiit his family affairs

would not be matter of public comment. The aspiration of Kaiser is

not to be disregarded, and we may expect, for a period at least, a re-

action of loyally in the German press.

The Emperor probably meant more than he said. He must have

had on his mind the invidious comparisons, instituted all over Germany,

between his father and grandfiither. Whatever his want of tact, he

possesses discretion enough not to bring all the domestic linen into

the highway to wash. He could not well in propria persona in public

arraign his own mother, as he would virtually have done had he noticed

the publication of the late Emperor’s Diary, it being no secret that the

Dowager Empress Victoria connives at that publication. There was

another reason for imperial reticence. The matter was subjudue. The

book, after having been pooh-poohed as apocryphal by the organs of

('government and of Prince Bismarck, whose reputation has suffered by

it as much as his master the Emperor William, was the subject of a

prosecution against author and publisher.

The gravamen of the offence of the late Emperoi’s Diary lies in its

disclosing the true author of German Unity and, of course, the true hero

for German devotion. It wa.s the late Emperor, who, first of all the

st.itesmen of the country, understood the political problem and saw

the opportunity for solution in the success of the war of 1870. It was

the Crown Prince of th.at year who forced upon Emperor and

Chancellor (Bismarck) the solution and made them submit to his clear

vision, lucid reasoning, and persistent patriotism. At least, that is the

meaning generally put upon the Diary published.

We quote the most significant pass.age, namely, the entry on the 3rd

September 1870, after the surrender of Sedan and the capture of

Napoleon. The Crown Prince wrote

** Bismarck came to see me at Donchery. We retain Alsace in the

(ierman .administration. The idea of the feder.ation of the empire aii^d

the re-establishment of the Imperial dignity had scarcely been thought

of I noticed that he was only inclined to it conditionally, and I took

cue not to press it upon him, although I was convinced that it must

come about. Events are leading towards it, and circumstances cannot

be more favourable than they are owing to this victory. On the 30th

September I spoke to the King about the Imperial question which was

maturing In the meantime negotiations with the German States have

already commenced. The King does not think this question imminent.

He referred to the rein.ark of Du-Bois Reymond that Imperialism was

antiquated ;
there would be in future in Germany only the King of

Prussia and the German Duchies. I replied that the three Kings of

Saxony. Bavaria, and Wurtemburg force us to take the lead with the

Imperial title. On alluding to Napoleon his opposition at last became

weaker.”

The Times has eaten humble pie. Sir John Pope Hennessy has

triumphed in his suit against the Thunderer. It apologies and pays

costs, and a nominal verdict by consent has been recorded. Sir John

is now free to return to his own in the Mauritius, where a hearty wel-

come aw.aits him.

Joy Hurry Roy writes to a contemporary

“The Statutory Civilians are men educated in India. They have

not received an Eiit;lish education, and are no better in P®'"*

cation than the generality of the members of the Un^venanted Service.

It is the general opinion that they are an utte^ilure. Their heads

have been turned by writing C. S. after their^ames. They are th

lauL'liinir-stock of the public. Being Bengalis they associate with Ben-

galis. The pleaders get round them beautifully ;
they say to their

faces that not one of the pucca Civilians can write English equal to

their decisions, nor know the law so well. It is ridiculous to see hoi

they are flattered, and with wb.at an i^otic smiiic they
.

bai?and decide cases in favour of the flatterer. They ®

musical parties in which native bajawalahs play on all kinds of no y

instrumeiits, and there is plenty of singing of a kind by

in short, their tastes and sympathies are with Bengali vakils an

inukhtears. One or two of them adopt English customs,
'

tennis and other games once or twice a week, but they do
^

make friends either with the English or their countrymen. The sooner

they are abolished the better for the country.

Fe, fa, fum, 1 smell the hand of an Englishman 1 It is no use dis-

guising. As the boy Yacoob Khan, at Herat where he was Governor,

cried to Haji Vambery, penetrating through his character of a holy

liMxv,tih,By Allah! thou art a Frank, The internal evidence is ir-

resistible. The language and the logic as well as the wntiment are

all of Britain—British—not to say of Anglo-India—Civilian. Here
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is^ unmistakable stroke: “ Beiag Bengalis they associate with

^nd here ajifain : “They generally give musical parties in

which native hajawalas play on *all kinds of noisy instruments—like
the sitar^ esrar, .m^-zV/^and there is plenty of singing of a kind by

dancing girls ’'—singing which comes home to their bosoms. Tney do

not pjiy exorbitantly for I tali.an and German music which they do not

understand, and vieiiig with one another to appreciate, or look charmed

by, vile Rossini and Maycrbeer. It is a pity this young gentleman has

no soul for melody, or he would have been conquered by

Tlang, TUng, Tat TIang the TubUi rings !

With K6il notes the Butjt sings 1

In short, their tastes and sympathies are with Bengali vakils and

muktears. In fact, they are only Bengali Baboos. The gravmen

the charge against them is that, with all their Western learning they

have imbibed, they are Indian gentlemen still. The objection to them

is that they have not been denationalised, and disdain not to associate

with their fellows. The head and front of their offence has only this

and nothing mote.

The Statutory Civilians are to be congratulated upon such evi-

dence in their favour from the enemy. Little did the writer suspect

what a certificate he was giving these Baboo Civilians. Before closing,

indeed some suspicion crossed his mind and led him to stultify himself.

He again discloses himself undeniably where he speaks kindly of one

or two black sheep who have adopted English customs, and writes

himself down an ass saying that the gieat majority are desperate

Ishmaels or gloomy misanthropes who keep themselves aloof from

human kind.

There are Statutory Civilians and Statutory Civilians, and to say that

they have all failed is a shameful perversion of the fact. They have

failed who could not be expected to succeed under any circumstances

—the scapegraces of noble houses and young hope/mz*/ of parents

assiduous in attendance at Hie ante-chambers of officials with a weak-

ness for dallies and dinners seasoned with abject flattery. They have

Sudeeeded who ought to—the men of education and proved working

powers. It is true that they were educated in India. But their edu-

cation is genuine and not Indian at all, except in the accident of place.

The proof of the pudding is in the eating thereof. The case of the

Satutory men as ni ide out by one of them, Babu Baroda Charan

Mitra, in the National Magazine^ is in evidence, showing high powers

of reasoning and presentation. The last number of the same periodi-

cal contains a fine article evincing research and Oriental studies, by

another gentleman of the much-abused body, Babu Nanda Krishna

Bose. And Babu Ashutosh Gupta lately sent to the Asiatic Society

a similar paper.

This—in the Indian Planter^ Gazette of the 20th instant—is the style

in which the wiser and more gentlemanly Anglo-Indian journalists arc

relieving themselves of their pent-up feelings at the appointment of a

third drop of Asiatic leaven to the mass of Briiish dough on the High

Court Bench :

—

“The High Couit opened on Friday, when the new Native Judge,

Dr. Guru Dass Banerji, took his seat. All the legal cornels have re-

turned from their visit to the old country. Whatever happens to the

rice crop, one may be sure that this vakil-ridden country will produce

an unfailing crop of litigation during the coming year.”

—the Planting interest of course not being behind-hand in supplying

its quota commensurate in extent with the length and breadth of its

pretensions and the dignity of Magna Charla and the voluininousness

of the Statutes at Large. In thinking of the new appointment, the

writer is naturally enough reminded of India as a miserable vakil-

ridden country. But there was little excuse for forgetting that this is a

barrister-jockeyed country. It was barrisiei-jockeycd before it was

vakil-ridden. It was ridden to bleeding ribs and spavined backs by

Briiish lawyers in the shape of judges, advocates and attorneys, before

any vakil was heard of in the East.

This writer is content with the dispensation of Providence by which

a galaxy of comets periodically make their appearance in these skies, to

• sweep with their long bushy tails the gold mohurs and rupees of the

East, to spend them beyond our participation or ken. It is the vakil

brood—the distinctively native nuisance—that stinks in his nostrils.

There is always# something provided for idle hands. Here is the

season’s mine sprung upon the receivers of the depreciated Rupee.

“The Art of Patinage to be exemplified during the Season 1888-89,

as it has never before been attempted in India.” Grammar and all, of

course. We have no idea of what this Art may be. Is it akin to the

fine Art of Grooming, which, according to the Proverbial Philosophy

^fthe Syce world, is as profound as the boundless Ocean ? For

our part, we would prefer the knowii pdtl to the unknown delicacy patin.

The Prospectus is headed “ Opening on the Calcutta Maidan of the

Columbia Elite Roller Staking Rink.” What a rolling up of nouns !

Supposing some of the nouns to have an adjectivity for the nonce,

which Columbia is it? there are so many—and what of Columbia?

And is Elite a proper name or the French word? If the latter,

what has it in the connection? Is the “roller” of the Hite ox the

“rink”? Is it a call to the Hite to roil themselves on the Maidan ?

Then thank God, we are not of the order. It is Hite all over. For the

bill goes on to speak of the “ fashionable, elite, and social circles 1

”

This over Hite business hails frt^n that land of unco-respectability,

Austr.alia. The showman has commenced with dividing Indian society

into a new system of caste, of which the English are the Brahmans,

the Europeans the Kshettriyas, the Eurasians the Vaisyas, and the

Natives the Sudras. Wc quote the new Brahma

“Owing to numerous lequests, wc have decided to set apart Monday
and Thill sday evenings, and Tuesday and Wednesday mornings and
afternoons, for the exclusive use of the English population of Calcutta,

At other afternoon and evening sessions, the better classes of Euro-
peans, Eurasians and Natives, will all be heartily welcomed.”

Lord Dufferin is now on his way to Dacca. It is rarely that the

highest functionaries of the Government of India stray to the older

abandoned capital of Bengal. In 1824, the good, genial and classical

Bishop llebcr visited it when the city had recently recovered from the

alarm of a surprise by the Burmese. In 1S29, Lord Combre went there.

And other bifhops have followed for confiimation and other Generalis-

simos for inspection.

Provincial Governors could not avoid one of the chief cities, situated,

as it is, in the heart of the Eastern Districts, but few Govcrnors-General

or Viceroys have been there. The best remembered visit is that of

Lord Northbrook. The ohl city, now revived a good deal by British

peace and enterpri.se and the general prosperity under the pieserit

rl/^ime^ will doubtless not stint its liberality in giving the Viceroy .1

proper reception. The Zemindars of the Division have hurried to the

call. Preparations are already in progress. Wc cannot, however,

admire the judgment or taste shown in one notable arrangement. The

matter has already set the city in a blaze. The feeling is well expressed

in the article in our leading columns “The Intended Contre-fempS’^

at Dacca.” Dacca seems to labour under a fatality. She can never

rise superior to petty intrigues on public occasions, The Europeans

themselves are no better than the natives, whil6 the leading authorities

fail to lead for want of tact. Was there ever such an insane proposi-

tion as to lead Lord and Lady Dufferin to the house of a joint family

of Shaoos—to impose on the unsuspecting Representative of the

Empress and the highest Lady 111 the land the hospitality and society

of, if not actual gin-shop-keepers, at any rate, money-lenders of the

publican caste? It is all very well for shallow reformers and

irresponsible radicals to laugh at the distinctions of caste. But caste,

in one form or another, reigns everywhere. In India, Caste is a great

fli'et—peihaps the greatest. Tlicn* is no escape from it here, as

is in other societies. Even here, a family may, by generations of posses-

sion of property and its genet oiis use, or by the genius or conduct of

its members, rise to some sort of social consideration, though nobody

will still eat or drink with ii, or accept its hospitality, or form

marriage alliances with it. The f.imily iu que.siion has yet to

acquire that limned z’zz/z/r. It is enough* that, since the destruc-

tion of the old families of Dacca, the aspiring Cockneys dub

themselves “ Baboos.” They are a prosperous tribe, no doubt,

absorbing all the substance of the old Nawabs and Meers and

Mirzas. They are Shaoos for “.a’ that;” “for a’ that and a’ that.”

This question has in Dacca, Moorshedabad or Patna or even Burdwan

a far greater iinpoitance than it would have in a mushroom place like

Calcuttii—the capital of ilie British traders in the East. In the

olfier cities and seals of aristocracy and former power, these

points of precedence and social position and eligibility are subjects

of angry contniversy and sources of bitter discontent. Nor were the

officials formerly so radical and tcckicss as they are now often dispo.scd

to be. One illustration to the point we will mention. It is ,within

living memory that the last of the old hereditary Nawabs of Dacca,

Shiims-ood-Dowla Bahadoor, was miserable to the last for want of a

state palki or palanquin. He ciRild have purchased fifty, but the Judge

and Magistrate would not allow him the privilege to use any. His bro-

ther bad the distinction, but Shums-ood-Dowla as a yoUng Nawabling

had plotted against Government and been confined in Fort William,

and though he was finally allowed to succeed his brother, he was not

permitted to sport the fraternal vehicle. And very properly, loo. So

particular was Government in those days, when th^ traditions of how

the Briiish had acquired the country had not been lost. Bishop Heber

himself, the soul of honour and overflowing with the milk of human
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kindness, and fresh from the atmosphere of England, ihoroiighly ap-

preciates the Government denial. The spirit in which these di-»tinc-

lions of our country were regarded by Europeans in India, is placed

beyond cavil or doubt by the fact that the Bishop, in noticing the subject,

goes so far as to question the right of Nawab Shums-ood-DowIa’s brother

and predecessor himself to claim the pML It was an usurpation.

And yel, the Bishop was most courK^us to the Nawab and even tender-

ly kind.

Does any of the European gentlemen of Dacca, who arc a party to

this business, think that the brothers would not have before the mutinies

been allowed to ride a palki or a carriage ?

REIS & RA YYET.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 24, iSSS.

the VICEROY’S FAREWELL TOUR.

We have already ^iven a summary of the Viceregal

movements. In the Punjab, Lord Dufferin's

reception was enthusiastic, while the scenic effect of

the vast multitudes of well-dressed stalwart men in

picture.sque costume, who gathered to do the retiring

Viceroy honour, was superb. The Punjab is no

shoddy or shabby genteel country. Its very mob

has no vulgar look. It is the country of the shawl,

the finest woollen in the world, and of the long

ample-sleeved coat and flowing garments, and of the

massive turb'an—the grandest head-dress conceivable.

It is famous for its silk and goldthread embroidery.

Above all, it is the Land of the Kohinoor. There

brave men and fair women alike delight to sport

jewellery on their persons. All these elements of

external impression were displayed in profusion on

the occasion of the Viceroy’s farewell visit to the

Province, and combine*d to make it one to be remcni'

bered. In keeping with their love of, and taste for,

personal decoration, the people are more impressible

and altogether more human, so to say. Without the

philosophical imperturbability of the rest of the In-

dians, they are more lively and impulsive—somewhat

like the PVench, without their wit and purged of their

conceit, and more genuinely hearty. Accordingly,

they received their favorite Viceroy with open arms

as it were, and whether at Lahore or at I^itiala, under

cover or in the open air, they hung round him with

evident attachment.

Addresses were presented to the Viceroy by the

Lahore Municii)ality, by the Sikh i)eople, and by the

Mahomedans, besides similar compliments to Lady

Dufierin. I'he various associations of Islam vied

with one another in bidding his Lordship a^cordial

farewell, with many expressions of their respectful

approval of his policy and of thankfulness for the

benefits of his administration. There was a down-

right reality in tlie forms observed on some of these

occasions, which is rarely seen at these high sta^e

“palavers.” Instead of the cur and dried addresses,

in irreproachable luiglisli of the officials, pur[)orting

to convey the seiuinumts of the people most of whom
do nut know English, the Viceroy allowed them to

approach him in tlieir own tongues. He had studied

these tongues in order ^tu be able to communicate

direct with the people. The Mahomedans seized

the golden opportunity, which they had not enjoyed

since the downfall of the Mogul Empire, of address-

ing the Viceroy in Persian, It must have been a dis-

tinct relief to them to escape from the Procrustean

bed of English speech. Only in the flowery periods

of Persian eloquence, could their thoughts and senti-

ments find ample room and verge enough. Such

addresses contain the genuine mind in the appropriate

dress. Thus, unlike the stern severity of British

official literature, one of these documents bristles

with quotations from Persian and Arabic poets. Lord

Dufferin was equal to the occasion. He replied to

the deputation of the Anjuman-i-lslamia in Persian

—a noble language which lends itself gracefully to

the expression of political messages. That was

surely an event in British Indian history. These

addresses were characteristic in matter as in manner.

As befitted the frontier Province and a martial race,

they cordially supported the military policy and

diplomacy of the present administration and the

measures undertaken for strengthening the frontiers.

The Mahomedans of course dwelt with fervour on the

Viceroy’s sympathy for them. But it is creditable to

both sides that they could not allege a single measure

of distinct partiality towards the Mussulmans. Lord

Dufferm in his reply to the Central Mahomcclan

Association said :

—

“ I have always aimed .at securing community of sentiment and

interests between the members of the different great nationalities who

inhabit India, and discouraging the coulinuance of race animosities,

and I shall esteem it the greatest work of my Viceroyalty if my policy

has, as you indicate, contributed towards bringing about these desirable

results.”

Ill Patiala, there were grand doings. The occasion

was doubly interesting in consequence of the mar-

riage of the Maharaja, to do honor to which auspicious

ceremony the Viceroy and his Lady and his Lieute-

nant and their suites and other European officers.

Civil and Military, and the neighbouring Rajas, went.

At the Durbar held by His Excellency, Mr. 'I’upper,

Secretary to the Government of the Punjab, an-

nounced a complimentary marriage gift of Rs. 5,000

from the Government of India. An honorary dress

presented to His Highness was also laid before him

at the Durbar. Thi.s being accepted and removed,

His Highness made a neat little speech to his dis-

tinguished guests. The Viceroy, in his reply, took

advantage of the occasion to announce the Gov-

ernment scheme for accepting the offers of military

help by the Native Princes.

The Viceroy left the Punjab for the N. W. Pro-

vinces. At Alighur, the reception was scarcely le.ss

enthusiastic. A crowd of notabilities awaited on the

railway platform his Excellency’s approach, [and con-

ducted him to the Mahomedan College. It was a

noble place—the monument of the energy of Syed

Ahmed Khan, supported by the devoted exertions of

such lieutenants as Raja Joy Kissen Das in Upper

India, and Nawab Mehdi Ali Khan and others in

Hyderabad. Here, before a vast concourse of Mus-

sulmans, the Viceroy was plied with a long rambling

address of a decidedly party political character but of

little coherency, evidently intended to inveigle him

into some expression which might W' turned to ac-

count. It was a vain effort. Lord Dufferin kept bis

assailants at bay and, deftly avoiding controversial

topics, disappointed them with a fine lecture on self-

help in education. Indeed, the Viceroy had little

choice.! How could he meddle with so rich a produc-

tion surcharged with the wisdom of Aligarh refined

by its Anglo-German schoolmaster. I'lie document

contains, for instance, such extraordinary propositions

as this

—

“ The promotion of English education among M-ahomedans cannot

be conducive to their commercial and agricultural prosperity.”

In fact, the whole is a scarcely veiled denunciation

of High Education and the cultivation of European

languages by the people of this land as the surest

path to economic ruin and political disaffection—to

commercial bankruptcy of individuals and revolution
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igrfhe State. Such is the wisdom of the Sage and the
Serpent bis Gooroo.

LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT ON TRIAL—
AT SERAM PORE.

Dr. Lidderdale’s impeachment of Dr. Mitra’s
administration of the Seramporc Municipality, meets
with scant support from the district officials. Not
that there are no defects, and even grave ones in the
sanitary condition of Serainpore, but the existence
of them cannot justly be held as a failure in duty on
the part of the Chairman. Either he is not provided
with sufficient funds, or with sufficient legal powers
for effectively dealing with them. In a few instances,

it is true, the administration of the Municipality ap-

pears, in the opinion of the district authorities, fairly

open to adverse criticism, but the Chairman personally

is not to blame for this. He was not properly as-

sisted. As Mr. Duke, Sub-divisional officer of Sc-

rampore, observes ;
—

“ It is not to be expected that he

can himself go about very much or do much inspec-

tion. This duty is not always expected of a Chair-

man where he is ably seconded by a Vice-Chairman

whose especial business it is. In this Municipality,

he used not to be so seconded and in conse-

quence the town had got into an unsatisfactory condi-

tion.” This Vice-Chairman has since been removed,

and he appears to have so thoroughly neglected his

outdoor duty that Mr. Duke wonders why .Serampore

did not present even greater appearance of dirt and

untidiness under the circumstances. Mr. Toynbee, the

Magistrate of Hooghly, would seem to make too

much of the fact of the Chairman's non-residence.

Indeed, if the appointment lay with him, there would

be no chance for it in the circumstances of the case.

He remarks on this point :
—

“ The fact of the non-

residence of the Chairman was brought by me to

your notice when forwarding his election for con-

firmation, and the responsibility therefore rests with

Government in this matter." It is as well that the

law in this respect is as it stands at present. By re-

taining in its own hands the power of confirming the

election of the Chairman, the Government has acted

wisely, or these elections would be quite at the mercy

of the subordinate officials. Mr. Toynbee's view of

the law in regard to the Vice-Chairman's tenure of

office, has a practical bearing on the present case.

" The Vice-Chairman,” says he, “ being elected by

the Commissioners wtlhoiii any power of z'clo, the

Chairman can hardly be held responsible for his short-

comings. This is, I consider, a grave ilcfect in the

present Municipal Act.” Dr. Mitra would thus ap-

pear to have been placed at a great disadvantage, by

the action of the Municipal Commissioners in giving^

him a lieutenant who would not work. We know^ of

a worse case, in which the Chairman and Vice-

Chairman were at cross purposes all through, until

one of them parted company.

At any rate, Dr. Lidderdale should have spoken

on better information, particularly when ho meant

to speak such damaging things. “ I think, ii is a

pity," remark^s Mr. Toynbee, “ that Doctor Lidder-

dale did not give the Chairman an opportunity of

i^eeting or explaining away his charges before he

sent in his report. It is as easy to find fault as it is

difficult to manage a town like Serampore. A little

less fault-finding and a little more advice and en-

couragement would have done more good. 1 he

scheme of self-government is but just introduced m
this country, and it could only be maintained if offi-

cials were to bear themselves towards it in the spirit

of Mr. Toynbee. While, however, commending him
for apparently bearing kindly feelings towards the

experiment, we cannot pass over without comment
any expression of opinion which he has formal-

ly placed on record. Mr. Toynbee says: “The
fact remains that, as predicted by Lord Ripon, the

Executive Administration* has suffered from the in-

troduction of Local Self-Government into Moffussil

Municipalities. It is foreign to the nature and

habits of a native to be out of door all the morning,

supervising the Municipal staff, and without such

supervision they can never be kept up to the mark.

The Moffusil Municipalities cannot afford, as Cal-

cutta and Howrah can, the services of a highly paid

European Executive." Again :
“ On the whole ques-

tion my opinion agrees with that of the Sub-Divi-

sional officer of Serampore that, as regards relative

or comparative charges, Doctor Lidderdale/s indict-

ment fails and that as absolute charges though true

they are, greatly due to want of funds and to the

absence of that effective 07it(iloor co\\ivo\ which will

1 fear never be possible to Bengalees.” We are

aware of no such prediction ascribed to Lord Ripon.

For the rest, this is a sweeping generalization indeed.

Why, we entirely fail to see what there is in the

nature of the Bengalees or their habits to make out-

door inspection impossible to them for all time.

Mr. Toynbee’s experience must be very limited to

be sure, or he would not retain such a prejudice

against us. We do not know if he includes the native

Subordinate Executive Service and the Public Works
Service in his comprehensive characterisation, but

surely a man of his age and position in the Service

must have come across scores of native officers who
have proved themselves quite equal to duties de-

manding the most laborious outdoor inspection.

There is, in truth, nothing in native character in-

compatible with energetic work. Their lethargic

appearance itself is not universal as Englishmen

might think from the sight of pampered Baboos and

Baboolings in town. Finer specimens of little supple-

liinbcd, active humanity are not to be met with than

in Bengal, among our people. For the rest, their in-

difference and inactivity is wholly due to their en-

forced unemployment, in the unequal distribution of

patronage. Give them opportunities, and you call forth

the latent forces that lie dormant for want of ex-

ercise. It is their fate rather than their fault, that

explains the general appearance of apathy that must

have led Mr. Toynbee into a hasty judgment.

The Sub-Divisional officer’s report is, indeed, an

able document. While it goes into great details and

is marked by thorough grasp of the minutiae of exe-

cutive administration, in discussing general principles

it never falls into Mr. 'roynbcc’s errors. Mr.

Duke’s letter would be a useful study for those who
hfive to deal with the details of sanitary administra-

tion, and at the same time he takes a very sensible

view of the l)road aspects of the subject. Some of

the administrative difficulties we have to contend

with arc, in reality, involved in the very nature of re-

presentative government, while there arc others

which are the creation of our municipal legislation.

“ It is not perhaps very reasonable," says Mr. Duke,
“ to expect that the conduct and measures of a re-

presentative body can be greatly in advance of those

of the electorate, and what public opinion exists on

sanitary questions, even what opinion there is as to

the connection between disease and insanitary con-

ditions in such a place as this, you are already aware.”

His conclusion is perfectly fair. ‘‘ At the same time
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I would point out that considering the great area and

limited income of the municipality and the legal

difficulties with which energetic action is hedged, the

Commissioners hardly deserve sweeping condemna-

tion. Relatively at least the state of Serampore

is much better than that of several of the neighbour-

ing towns, and I even thiirk that as the Chairman

points out, it is not worse than that of the larger and

more important municipality of Hooghly. Relative

tests are perhaps the only ones which are quite fair,

considering the constitution of the municipalities and

condition of the people.” Native Chairmen have al-

ready difficulties enough to cope with to entitle them

to be spared such unjust and sweeping generalization

as Mr. Toynbee has passed on them. We arc per-

fectly at one with him when he indicates the causes

which necessarily make a non-official Chairman’s

position weak and uncomfortable. “ Native Chair-

men and Vice-Chairmen also undoubtedly find more

difficulty in enforcing the Municipal regulations than

European Executive officers do, owing partly to the

strong party-feeling which exists in every town, and

partly to the unpopularity which such a course en-

tails. The Native papers, petitions, and all kinds of

obstruction and annoyance are freely made use of to

vilify any Chairman or Vice-Chairman, who really

tries to do his duty.”

Having s^d all that might justly be urged in sup-

port of the Chairman, we reserve for another occa-

sion some remarks which we consider to be due in

justice to the other side of the controversy. We
are particularly sorry for the sake of the Chairman

himself, for instance, that he should have given a

handle to his critics by the view he has taken of the

genesis of cholera. But of this, more fully hereafter.

THE INTENDED CONTRE-TEMPS AT DACCA.
Dacca^ November 14.

Dacca is in ferment over an extraordinary arrangement for the

reception of the Viceroy. Some interested wire-pullers have so

managed the thing between themselves, with the result that His

Excellency will be conducted to a stranger’s residence for an

evening’s entertainment.

The Dacca Club is going to entertain the Viceregal party at a

ball and supper at the private residence of the Brothers Rup

Lai and Raghu Nath Dass. This has been settled, unless,

indeed, the Viceroy, in keeping with the dignity of his exalted

position, decline to give effect to that part of the programme.

These Dass brothers, 1 bclkvc, are not unknown to you and most of

your readers, They arc Hindu bankers of one of the lowest castes.

They are moneyed men, no doubt, but many such moneyed men

there are in Dacca, with this difference that the money of these

brothers has not, up to date, borne any considerable share in the

promotion of public or private charity or of works of utility. Rup

Lai is ready enough to promise. At his son’s marriage in 1882,

he promised to permanently light the town with electric ligl\^s

—for nothing short of this would look well, and gaslight is

an old tried thing in Calcutta ;
but woe to us ! the same dim and

distant kcrosine lights, as of old, yet feebly illuminate us. We
shall hear of electric lights no more, as our large-hearted Nawab

ha9 undertaken to introduce gaslights in this town. The younger

brother Raghu Nath, not to ti outdone, took the breath out of

Dacca by the heroic promise of Rs. 30,000 in commemoration of

the Queen’s Jubilee. But alas ! the Rs. 30,000 is not yet forth-

coming, and will, it ii believed, never sec light.

Sir Steuart Btyley is one of the universally beloved and most

popular Lieutenant-Governors wc have ever had. On the occasion of

his laic visit to Dacca, a reception committee was formed. Raghu

Nath was elected a member thereof, and Rup Lai separately

written to for subscription. What do you think was the result ?

The liberal brothers did not subscribe a pice, and, what was more,

Raghu Nath withdrew his name from the committee altogether.

Such is their public spirit and dcvotcdncss to public goocT,

such their generosity and patriotism ! in consideration of which and

for which only, the members of the Club arc going to honour them,

(for such the brothers call it^ under inspiration of their wire-

pullers), by inviting the Viceregal party to their place. But who
is responsible for the scandalous arrangements f No wonder, as

some local newspapers report, that our worthy Nawab was opposed

to it as he well might be, for the Governor-General of India is not

a trifle to be taken to any and every man’s place, least of all, to the

private residence of a man whom he has never seen, nor known,

nor even heard of.

Again, the two Rajah Bahadurs whose opinions also ought to

carry much weight in this connection, arc, it is said, opposed to it

on the same and additional ground of principle. It ii now an open

secret that some wire-pullers, who had some private object to gain

by raising the Dass brothers in public estimation, have succeeded

in inducing the authorities in charge to come to this universally con-

demned arrangement. Mr. Hopkins, the Divisional Commissioner,

was then a new comer to a new land and so was Mr. Anglis, the

then District Magistrate, and remembering what these mighty

magicians the wire-pullers have done in past times, wc arc not at

all surprised at their success with the unsophisticated officials.

The place of Messrs. Rup Lai and brother, so far as 1 remember

has not yet been trodden by the Europeans of the station, cither

at dinner or ball. It is still fresh in the memory of the people

of Dacca, how disdainfully were .the brothers treated, when, during

the aforesaid marriage, they proposed to Mr. Rampini, the then

District Judge, t dinner and bfill. Mr. Rampini’s feeling was shared

by all the Europeans, and the idea of the dinner and ball at once

fell through. And why did Mr. Rampini and, following him, til the

Europeans of the station did so ? The solution is very simple.

They knew the brothers through and through, and therefore con-

sidered it beneath their dignity to go to dinner and ball at theira

and with them. But, alas ! the Viceroy and Governor-General

of India, the Empress’s representative in the land, and hh wife the

good Marchioness—the first lady in the Empire—go to a ball at

the brothers’ and probably with them.

DISCIPLINE AND MORAL TRAINING IN
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES.

Dated Calcutta, the 24th September 1888.

From—Nawab Abdool Luteef, Bahadoor, c.i.E.,

To—The Undcr-Secy. to the Govt, of Bengal, General and

Revenue Departments.

1 am much obliged for your request, inviting a full expression of

my opinion upon the question of discipline and moral training in

schools and colleges, now under the consideration of the Govern-

ment of Bengal, in consequence of the Government of India’s

letter No. lo— 384, in the Home Department, dated the jist De-

cember 1887.

2. I have expressed elsewhere some of my views upon the

subject, and the Mahomedan Literary Society tJT Calcutta also have»

by their letter dated the 31st July last, under my signature, placed

their corporate views upon the same question before the Govern-
^

ment of Bengal. The views expressed by the Society arc in full

accord with my own ; but there arc points upon which I am glad

of a further opportunity of dwelling at greater length. I have

devoted (he labours of a life to the advancement of education

among my countrymen, more specially amongst my co-rcligionists

;

and the subject now under discussion is consequifntly one which

commands my deepest interest and most anxious consideration.

3. Considering the fact that the native members of the Educa-

tion Commission in their totality were in a minority of I to 2 as

compared with their European colleagues, that not a single re-

presentative of the orthodox Mahomedan community (as dis-

tinguished from the “ advanced ** school
)

had a seat thcreini and

that there was perhaps only a single representative of the orthodox

Hindu community, it is not strange that a majority of the roemberi

of that Commission should have decided to recommend that the

existing rules prohibiting religious teaching in Government schools
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be^jp^lied to all primary schools wholly maintained by Municipali-
tics or Loca^ Boards, in the hope that home studies and the in-

crease of aided schools with no restrictions as to religious or moral
teaching would do much in the direction of religious instruction.

4. In common with many orthodox members of both the
Mahomedan and Hindu communities, I venture to disagree with the
proposal of the majority of the learned members of the Commis-
sion, on the following grounds :

—

F/n/—Because a course of school instruction effects a great
economy of time and labour for teachers and taught alike as com-
pared with private teaching.

Secondly— the curriculum of Indian schools is so exacting
that a boy finds it hard to make time at home for other studies

without affecting his prospects at school. That, indeed, has always
been the educational difiiculty with the Mahomedans. They can
not give up their religious instruction ; at the same time the secular
curriculum of the Government schools and the aided institutions

under Hindu management ignores the necessity of the former
altogether, and is so high that it is impossible for any student to go
on simultaneously with both. The Hindus for the most part give

up their domestic religious education and confine their attention to

the secular instruction given in the schools
; and for this, amongst

other reasons, they arc almost always at the top of the list. The
Mahomedans prize their religious instruction more highly, and con-

sequently fail to keep abreast of their Hindu countrymen in

scholastic competition. .In some cases Mahomedati boys elect to

run an even race with their Hindu competitors by neglecting the

religious instruction ; the result is promising from the secular point

of view ; they turn out clever men in their own way ; but it is no
wonder if they turn out to be irreligious and deficient in discipline

and in reverence. This gives rise to dissatisfaction in the minds of

the elders of the community, and room for the appearance of those

old suspicions against English education which it has cost me a life’s

labour to remove from the minds of my co-religionists.

And thirdly—Because I am afraid the time is still very distant

when my co-religionists in Bengal will have acquired sufficient

wealth, energy and organization to start aided schools of their own.

The ground is to a great extent occupied by Christian missionary

institutions which arc in possession of grants-in-aid, and by schools

under Hindu management. At the same time, religious and moral

education are so necessary for the best interests of society, that it is

extremely undesirable that one or other of them should be post-

poned for an indefinite period, awaiting the time when the Maho-
medans should have made sufficient progress in material prosperity

and aptitude for organisation.

5. ft is therefore proper and necessary that existing public

schools should be fully utilized for the imparting of religious instruc-

tion to the extent and in the manner recognized by the despatch

of 1854. This has been pointed out by one of the dissenting

members of the Education Commission, who gave instances in

which religious instruction had been given by teachers to Maho-

medan boys in Government schools on the Bombay side ; but there

has been no attempt yet to my knowledge by any religious com-

munity on this side of India to work the provisions of the despatch

in that direction. The text of the passage in chapter IV, paragraph

178, of the Education Commission’s Report alluded to above, has

been quoted in paragraph 5 of the Government of India’s circular

under discussion ; and in connection with the same topic I take the

liberty of transcribing certain passages from chapter VI, paragraph

321 of the same report :

—

Religious Teaching in C<7//c^rj.—Government having deliberately

adopted the policy of religious neutrality, there is no religious

teaching in the colleges managed by the Department of Education.

The grant-in-aid system is based upon the same policy, and it might

therefore seem that the subject of religious teaching in aided col-

leges has no place in the report of this Commission. Nor would it,

if the question had not been raised by some of the witnesses

whether another policy than the present be not equally consistent

with the religious neutrality of Government colleges—the policy,

namely, not of excluding all religions, but of giving equal facility

for instruction in them all Ehe argument adduced in favour of

such a policy seems generally to ^)e that the minds of students arc

so filled with their secular studies that religion drops out of view

and ceases to influence them, and that home influence has been

found in practice too weak to counteract the anti-religious, of rather

non-religious, influence which exclusive attention to the subjects

studied at colleg<fc is exerting The remedy proposed is that

Government should employ teachers of all prevalent forms pf re-

ligions to give instruction in its colleges, or should at least give such

teachers admission to its colleges if their services are provided by

outside bodies. We are unable to recommend the adoption of any

plan of this kind
”

6. Although the Commission do not agree with the suggestions

above made, 1 venture to think that they are, with special reference

to the condition of the Indian Mussulmans, well worthy of con-

sideration and acceptance. In my humble opinion, the Govern-

ment, whilst maintaining its attitude of strict religious neutrality,

»Kould afford facilities for the formation of special religious classes in

Government schools for different communities who may so desire.

At the outset, the attitude of Government should not be permissive

only, but inviting and encouraging as well. The Government
officers need only arrange for the time being set apart for religious

instruction, but the teaching might be carried out by private and
not State agency. In Bengal, the Moshin Fund might furnish the

nucleus for the fund out of which teachers of the religion of Islam

might be paid. The Mahomedan community will hail with delight

such an appropriation for any part of the income of that splendid

endowment, and they might be left to raise any further funds as

might be required from time to time to endow such tcacherships.

If such facilities were afforded to the followers of all religions, and

their application limited to the students whose guardians desired

their boys so to be instructed, no charge of violation of religious

neutrality could be brought against Government. The appointment,

removal, &c., of the religious teachers would be in the hands of a

Mahomedan Committee nominated by Government ; the latter,

through the head of the local institution, retaining the power of ex-

cluding an individual teacher whose moral and personal character

might render him ^undesirable as an occupant for such a post.

7. Where, as in many places, there is a special provision for

teaching Urdu or Persian to Mahomedan boys, the same teacher

might be allowed to be subsidised out of Mahomedan funds for

giving extra lessons beyond school hours in religion and morals to

the Mahomedan boys. This would help the boys simultaneously

in the acquisftion of the said languages. Where there is no such

provision, the religious instruction will have the additional advan-

tage of being the only assistance available to the boys for the ac-

quisition of Urdu or Persian, it being obvious that elementary reli-

gious instruction to Mahomedans in India must be conveyed in one

or other of the said languages.

8. As regards the schools wholly maintained by Municipalities

or Local Boards, I am prepared to go further, and to ask that not

only should the same facilities be given there as in Government
schools, bat that the local bodies should be authorised to spend

money for such purposes. A broad line of distinction has been
always drawn between the action of Government as such and the

action of such local bodies ;
hence their action will not be con-

strued into any violai ion of religious neutrality on the part of Gov-
ernment. The local body would be doing things in the same way
as a voluntary association might have done. The Government
might retain a power of veto on such arrangements for securing to

all religions a fair dealing out of the common funds.

j

9. I do not at all agree with the recommendation of the Edu-
cation Commission that a moral text-hook be prepared, based on the

fundamental principles of natural rcHghn^—firstly^ on the ground
that natural religion is an unacceptable term to every firm believer

in a particular religion like Islam, based upon express revelation.

Those who found their faith upon such a basis arc not prepared

to join in an eclectic search amidst the tenets of the many religions

prevalent in India, and selecting therefrom some parrs as natural

and rejecting others as artificial. To them the whole of their faith

and every part of it is the special message of God, in which there

is nothing to pick and choose. Secondly^ on the ground that there

will be no security that a text-book prepared by a mixed Committee
may not contain principles and expressions prejudicial to the faith

of Islam. If in a purely literary course the Calcutta University

could see no objection in selecting as texts for their examinations

writings like Addison’s Spectator^ No. 94, and Scott’s Talisman^ full of

the foulest abuse of the prophet of Islam, what hope can the Ma-
homedans have of absolute neutrality in compilation which ob-

viously must be prepared under the superintendence of men
of the most earnest religious convictions ? In this connection, I beg

to invite attention to the passage (given in the Appendix) from my
memorandum of the 28th June 1877, dfawn up at the invitation

of Lord Lytton, with reference to the labours of the Committee
which had been appointed by His Lordship to consider the question

of University text-books.

10. For the above reasons I am against the compilation of a

natural religion moral text-book. But should the compilation of

sudt a thing be sanctioned as an unavoidable necessity, I sincerely

trust that in such case it will be made subject to the unanimous

proval of a thoroughly representative Committee of the followers

of the \ariou5 religions prevalent in India.

11. To my mind it is impossible to separate morals from reli-

gion, and I have therefore very little faith in the efficacy of secu-

larised moral instruction as distinguished from religious instruction.

From my point of view the only effective way for teaching morals

to the young is to teach them the religion in which they have been
born and bred, and which their guardians wish them to follow. It

is for this reason that I have addressed myself to the task of dis-

cussing the otherwise apparently irrelevant question of religious

instruction, on a reference as to the proper means for imparting

moral instruction to the alumni of our schools.

12. The last point upon which I wish to dwell is that relating

to the debating clubs and societies of students. I appreciate fully

the great assistance which such organisations, properly conducted,

give to the cause of education by encouraging habits of reading,
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writing, and speaking among the boys. They encourage habits of

thought, and arc great helps to the cause of education, when con-

fined to topics which are within the scope of the boy^s study and

comprehension—mostly the subjects contained in his class books.

But there ought, to my mind, to be a safe limit to the subjects of

discubsioii in such places. It is essential, however, that the sub-

jects should be such as arc within the level of their minds. To
allow a boy of fourteen or sixteen to discuss the fundamental prin-

ciples of the social, political ana religious fabrics is as dangerous

a proceeding as to let him play with destructive weapons of whose

use he has no clear conception. There is a time and age for all

things, and neglect of this essential doctrine is sure to lead to harm

to the mind and body of the experimenter. I object to such dis-

cussions distracting the attention of even older students from the

proper subjects of their studies, and I trace much of the irrever-

ence and laxity of discipline amongst the rising generation to the

unrestricted license of thought and speech created by these asso-

ciations in their usual style of business. The Hindus have been

the greatest sufferers, as their best men readily confess, and the

Maliomcdaiis are also slowly perceiving the growth of the same evil.

13. It is impracticable to superintend all organizations of the
above description ; but much may be done by teachers in schools

giving the right direction to students, by forbidding the discussion

of social, political, and religious subjects in the societies and debat-

ing clubs which arc convened in the school premises in the presence
and with the assistance of the teachers, or with their knowledge

and permission. The boys would thus be not only directly bene-

fited to that extent, but be also furnished with a standard for judg>
ing of the propriety, from a student’s point of view, of the subjects

for discussion in other places.

14. In conclusion, I beg to add that the sentiments I have ex-

pressed above arc fully shared by the orthodox Mahomedan com-
munity in general, and 1 deem it my duty to place them promi-

nently before the Government in order that this view of the ques-

tions under consideration may not be overlooked when arriving at

a decision upon the same.

OORPOEATION OF CALCUTTA.
MUNICIPAL KLKCl ION UNDER SECTION 23 OF

ACT IV (II. C.) OF 1876.

Three vacancies having occurred in the re-

present,iiion of Wards Nos. 13, 16 and 17 by

the resignation of Dr. E. W. Chambers, the

disqualification of Dr. R. C. Sanders, owing

to his absence from Calcutta for a period of

upwards of six months consecutively, and by

the demise of Rabu Pran Nath Dutt, respec-

tively, it is hereby notified that the rate and

tax-payers of the aforesaid Wards must forth-

with proceed t<^ elect a Commissioner for each

of the aforesaid Wards. As only one Com-

missioner has to be elected for each of the

Wards, each person qualified to vote will,

under the concluding portion of Section 13, be

entitled to only one vote.

The elections will be held on Saturday, the

29th of December 1888, between the hours of

9 A. M. and 6 P. M., at the Municipal Office.

At a date not less than 21 days before the day

fixed for taking the poll, a voting paper printed

in black ink for each of the Wards will be

forwarded by post to each registered voter.

The voter on receipt of this voting paper

may—

(1) Return it by post duly filled up to

the Municipal Office in a closed

cover marked “Voting Paper,

Ward No.
”

(2) Rcliirn it by hand to the Municipal

Office in a closed rover niaiked

“Voting Paper, Waid No.
”

(3) Present it himself at the polling

btaiiun on the day of the poll, or

(4) Entrust it eilh(?r open or in a closed

cover at his option, to any person

whom he may select, for deliveiy

at the polling station on tlie day

of the poll.

Any Voter who, owing to misc.arriagc <»f the

Post or other mish.ip, may not have received

his voting paper by the 14th day before the

poll, may apply ai the Municipal Office per-

sonally or by agent for a duplicate, putting in a

wiittcn statement that he has not received any

voting paper.

Voting papers on different colored paper

from the original and duplicate papers referred

to above will be provided at the Municipal

Office at the time of the poll, and any voter

who has not already voted, or who may wish

to cancel his previous vote, mayj nolwiilistand-

ing that he has already filled up an original or

a duplicate voting paper, appear at the poll

and fill up a paper in the presence of the poll-

ing officer, and such vote or votes shall alone

be held valid and shall cancel all previous

votes.

JOHN COWIE,
Secretary to the Corporation,

Dated i6th November 1888.

BEADON STREET,

Manager^ Babu G. C. ('iHO.sk.

Satuniiy—the 2,^th November^ 1SS8—
at p r. M.

Our most successful Tragedy of Babu (jrish

Chunder Ghose,

B I S H A D.

Next day—Stinday—the 2jih November^

at Candle-light,

THE SEASON’S SURPRISE,

Nundo-Bidaya,
Masterpiece of pathos and poetry I

Books to be had at our Box Office

—

NUNDO-BIDAYA ...Price, 8 annas.

BISHAD ... ... „ I Rupee.

M. L, SUR, Asst. Manager,

Dr.

J. N. MITRA, M.R.c.r.,

London,

Gold Medalist in Medicine & Hygiene,

Stood 1st in the FINAL EXAMINATION,
Calcutta Medical (roi.LEOE in 1880.

Late Surgeon Superintendent of (Quarantine

Station, Mauritius, and Surgeon in charge

Mysadul Hospital.

Address^

2, Ukkiir Dutt’s T.ane, Bowbazar, Calcutta.

Dufferin Memorial Fund.

Rs.

Amount already advertised ... 60,867
H. H. the Maharajah of Travancore,

(LC.S.I. ... ... ... 3,000
The Manager, Dighapatiah Wards

Estate ...
*

... ... 200
H. H. the Rajah of Bhinga ... 50

Total ... ...64,117

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.”

ASSAM AND CACHAR LINE
NOTICE.

This Company’s Steamer “ NEPAUL” will

leave Calcutta for Assam on Friday the

30th inst., and on Tuesday the 27th idem the

Steamer “MAKUM” will leave Calcutta for

Cachar.

All cargo for shipment by either of the above
vessels should be sent to the Company’s
Godovvns at Juggannauth Ghat the day previ-

ous to the vessel’s leaving Calcutta.

Dhubri & Debrooghur Mail Service.

The Steamers of this Service leave Dhubri
daily immediately on arrival of the mails from
Calcutta, and are connected with the £. B. S.

Railway for booking of traffic through to river

stations in Assam.

Goalundo and Debrooghur Despatch
Service.

A special by-weekly service of Steamers is

maintained between Goalundo and Debrooghur,
the steamers leaving (loalundo on Sundays
and Thursdays, and Debrooghur on Mondays
and Friday.s.

AH particulars as to rates of freight and

passage by all the above Services to be had on

application to

MACNEILL & CO.,

Agents.

1-2, Clive (ihat Street, Calcutta.

lEETHILMS

For INDIA and all HOT.CLmATES this sweetly scented emoUlent Milk is INVALTTABLB

IT KEEPS tlie SKIN LOUL and REFRESHED in the HOTTEST VIEATHEB,
Removes and prevents all SUNLURN. REDNESS, FRECKLES, TAN, etc., and

RENDERS the SKIN DELICATELY SOFT. SMOOTH and WHITE.

It entirely prevents it Irom becoming DRY and VlfAlNKL|jD, and PRESERVES the

COMPLEXION from the scorching cffecto of the SUN and WIND more effeotually than any

other preparation. The IRRITATION caused by the RiTES and 8TlNOB_of INSECTS is

wondertnlly allayed by its use. For imparting that soil velvety feeling to the akin, this

delightfU] preparatio' has no eqnal ! Sold by aU Chemiata.

Sole Maker* X. BEEIHAM dS SON, Chemiata, Ohaltanham, Bosland.

CALCUTTA AGENT$ ; SCOTT, THOMPSON A CO.
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^rST. DEONARDS-ON-SEA, E:NC.LANM).

Sr^ETBR’S OOLLEaE FOR BOYS.

University masters, specially suiiable foi

IiuTiiin Children. Indian Kefeiences. For Pros-

pectus, address Principal.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.

Strong, accurate, prcuy, open faced Nickel

silver short winding Keyless Railway Kct^iilat-

ors, of small sizc,yc7i^c//tv/, enameltrd ilial, bold

and hands, shewing two times with

te"mpercd macbineiy and dust ti^ht cases

for only Rs. 7-8 per V. lb P. with

<dass, springs bo.K and jiuaiantee. W.niantcd

m stand rou^h iisa-e. Can be easily icpaired.

Have no appearance of cheapnes-* about

them. Others sell at double our rates. Mi.

A. K. Mehta from Randoia says: -“The

7.8 watch I purchased from you two \e;as

back, jjives correi t lime as yet.” Ac imjr Su-

perintendent, (ioveinment Farm, Khaiulcsh,

;
—“A watch maker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. j. Sutdille, R

W. Fusi. Rej;t., Lucknow, says : .Some v.ilueil

It atRs. 1 5 and were comph*tcly surpnsed when

I told theni it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Canadian Oold Chains, Lockets, Penc lU, com-

plete shut Studs and Rin-s set with
;

diamonds, rubies, &r., at R'^. 2 cm //. J-

A. Yelsinore, Satur, says: -“The /v'/ KoUt-

wtith of this place v.dues the c ham ten

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.’ Mr. O.

.Smith, Salt Inspector, S.Diikutla, says A

(ierman valued the di.itnond rmj;
J;"''-

the ruby at Rs. 30.” WKSTKKN INDIA

TRADING CO.. BOM PAY.

TO THE DEAF.
A Person cured of Deafness .md Noesks

in the head of 23 ycar.s’ standing by a SiMi'T.K

Remedy, will send a description of it I REE

to any PcMson who applie.s to J. 11. NiciiOESON,

5, Old Court Hou^e Street
^
CALCUl TA.

NOW READY.

The Report of the 3rd Indian National Con-

gress, held at Madras during the last week

of 1887.

Price Re. i including postage. Apply to M.

V. Charriat, too, Mount Road, Madias.

READY

Price

Cloth Gilt

Cloth Bound Ks. 5 8.

Mofnssil Oideib supplied b) Value Payable

Poiit.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL

l:) 'l W U-N

Calcutta and Independent 1 ipperah,

BY

SAMBHU C. MOOKHRJEE,
Formet Iv Minister to the lati

Nawah 1‘ARIdoon Jah B.meadckjk,

• (the last of the Nawabs Nazaiii of Bengal,

Behai and l)iis--a.)

Latterly Minister vj the Tippet ah Stair.

Apply to Manager, “REIS& RAYYET”

I, Uckoor UnlPa Lane, Wellington .Street,

^'AICU'ITA.

OPINION OF THE PKES.S.

It is many years since 1 fuse met, and .some

years .since I last met. Dr. S.imbhu Chundei

Mookerjee, editor of the AV/.v and hap'et

(Prince and Peasant), and an author of high

repute among the kindly, as well as acute am

intellectual, people of Bengal. One of the real

misfortunes of India was, and still is, Lord

Macaulay’s picture of the Bengalee. The

picture, true perhaps as regards Nuncomar and

many Bengalees, is not accurate as a repicsen-

1. 1 lion of the pf.ople gentTally, taking them a*)

.111 I’’iiglishman m.iy lind them if he looks

faiily. If they li.id beem unfaithful, the sad

story of ilie Muimy li.id been vastly saddei ;

and, apart fioni the* Mutiny, many Kng.lishmeii

could give nuiividu.il inst.uices of Bengalee

faitiitulness almost iiiiicjue in his’.oiy, taking

all ibc* one imisi.iiu es of our lelalion to liidi.i

mto .u count. 'Piie Beng.ilec is gener.illy eager

for knowledge of all kiiul'., and is often both

Loiiiageous in the expiession of his opinions,

and gifted t«> a lem.uk.ible degfee with the

powet 10 e.'vpiess ilmse opinions with fon e .ind

piecisioii. Ml. F.iwLcti once told me th.u .111

impiep.ued speech m.ide, on Ills behalf, dmmg
.ill eliM lion, by .1 yoimg Hindoo, siu passed, m
loii,e as well .is idocjuem.e, .iny impiep.ued

spefc h lie ever liad he.ud iii.ide by any mem-
ber of the House iT E'ommons, if four or fi\e

members nf the IIoii-'O vvcie excepted.

Among ihi'se Beng.dees tbeie is a small body

of men sm.dl foi tli.it lai;.;e piovime—who
.lie, iiomc.illy ot olheiwise teimcd “ N'oi^iig

Beng.il ” .Sonm of ihem .11 e no longer young,

blit gi.ivt- and agrnl
;
some have, in the coiiisc*

of years, been highly dislingmshi*d foi their

piddie s< I V ii.cs -ind iheir scieiiiille and other

.ilt.imments. .Some li.ive at lmn*s been mis-

lepiesented, and theii l.ingu.ige misml^i pieted,

so ih. It on Us leliiin to them it h.is .im.i/ed

none moie th.in lluonselves. Nolhmg of this

has heem done by the le.illy gieat adminisli.i-

toisof Indi.i. Tli.ii it has been done, howeiet,

cannot be denied.

Ill the foiefront of this little band is the

author of this book of ti.ivels, Baboo S.uiibhn

(.‘himder Mookeijee— .1 wilier of high repntig

as I li.ive said, also an .idmmisliator, as tin*

leader will see fiom the title-page to this book.

A keiMiei, vet a kindlier s.ituisl, one might

sei'k f(*r .ind not fin<l. Ills use of the English

language lias astonished m.uiy .in ediualed

Englishman ;
and the quality of his leading is

shown by his maivellous power of (|Uotalion
;

not merely fiom aulliois like .Sliakcspeaie, and

Milton, and Macaulay, and men eminent in

sc'ienc.e, but from out-of-the-way old ballads,

.ind little known old pamphlets, m the. applica-

tion of which he leaves one wondering—fust,

how he obtained the productions at all, and
secondly, how, having obtained them, he

learned to apply them so appositely to the

subjects which he intends them to illustrate.

Bassmg from tl'.e author to his book, we

sh. ill, pel baps, fii St of all be attracted to the

woik of the .'idnunistiMtoi. He comes upon a

milkman’s village, on which he firuE fastened

the grip of a Court favourite. He unloosens

the gup, and le-setiles the village, in tlie

double mteiest of Piince and Peasant. And
all the time he sees everything. The poor

people l).illung on the riveis’ banks, have his

geni.d and kindly, if also .it limes, what a

.ScoK-hman wouhl c.dl, his “pi'vky” notice.

A “fair m.ltd of .S<inargo,in ” .iili.uis his .it-

lenlioo by llu* gia»Lfulness wiih wlmli she

can les a vessel of w .iter f:om the rivi-r; and,

though the f ill* m.iid and he .in* divideil by

lafi- .ind l.iith i".h'- 1-. Mussulman), slie has his

full met 'l Ilf pi. use. Indeed, it must br ;uiiml-

ted and he will imt be offended with me for

s.i)ing so- that he iievei meets with.a f.iir f.u e,

without .It lea-.t going evnleiicr^ of llu: f.u I

th.il lie h as eies 10 see and a heart to cum-

pieheiid.

Of his wide .and geiieious sympathies, iiukIi

might lie s.iui, and still leave much mote to

s.iy. He meets .1 mission.iiy on the riier, and

cv idenilv IS nil lined, in wnlmg liis notes, to

pa^s .1 j<'k'- on the -aihjcf t.^ lb* ni|)S it, how

ever, in the bud, and contents himself with

sa\mg, “ .So new is pleaching heie, that the

simple penph’’ saul the p.a«iie h.id bi-eii s'ng.iug

ill ilie siieet.” He meets C.- hohe and I’m-

leslanl missiyiiaru.s on shipboard, and chuckles

ovei then deoites, while he a-ilonishes them

I y Ills command of the English l.ingu.ige, .ind

even 1 )V his knowledge of the Bible — .1 know-

ledge, I may .add, which is evident in many of

his wiilings.

A pairot falU ovei board, and is <li owned in

its ( .age, to lus gieat distress, which is not

however p iaded. He says :
(Plxtr.act.J

These .ue not the words of a Christian, but

of a Hindoo.

Again, he fias a faithful ugly dog, whose

name is Tom, and whose glory it once was to

qiaik, v\ith a noble independence, at some very

dgnified bahibs. Our author is compelled to

leave Tom behind
;
and here is his f.irewdl :

[Extiact.]

I think this is a very fine p.issnge, and one

that will draw the .uithor veiy dost- to ihe

great heart of hmmuiity, wlu-iever the woids

.'lie le.id. Could an\ thing lx* Imei lhan llie

lesiimoiiy to tin* two fmeigii “ gimtleiiUMi,”

ending with tin* “ Ih ng.ilee pariah, my poor
’1*0111’ .^ Not tlie p.in.ih meiely, but the patiah

diig. The jUissage is wotlhy of the aiiihoi,

.imi of the grcMl moi ( ifuliiess of the laud that

boie liim.

Whoevei rcMd-* thi.s book must be piepared

fmther to luid bohl and m.iiily l.ingu.ige. The

author is no tl.Ulmer ol John Bull, iluuigh he

gives John hi» due, ami .ulmils that Imli.i owes

him .1 gre.it debt. Ileie is oiie passage lelahiig

to foieigu fimls :
fKxtrait.J

Among (he sketi lies ofioiinliy woid-pi(>

lures -tlie le.iih-t will find .some <'\( ee<iingly

jiielty, .'ind .ill tlie more valii.ilile m that they

.ire l.ikeu fi om .1 st.mdgiouiul piiiely Indian
;

not PTnglish. Wlu te .111 Engli.-.li .iitisiN mmd
would be tilled wilh Pbiiope.iu uleas, the mmd
of this gifted Easieiii .iitist is tided with a class

of idi.'as tot. illy diiVeieiii, yet cqu.dly iustiui live

.md cei i.imly not le-.-^ subtle and fu leacliing.

Oil the eve of one of his joninejs,, oui

author was pi, ice I iu a dilemma of a kind

not unknown to iiavellei 111 Imii 1, but not on

ih.il .ici'oiinl the l(‘ss stupid, lie* vvidu-d to

go by a pailirulai bo.il, .idd took lime by the

foK-lock for th.il |)ui pose. The faie was ;it

tiist sl.ited as qo iiipees, to [lay wlmh he

olfeied “a new iiisp, liesh Biiiidi India” note

fot I (xj rupees. “ It was, ’ he adds, “fresh fioin

the C‘imeiu.y (tflice, ;iud h.id been itielved

only the d.iy befoie fiom aiiolhei ( lovei niiu-nt

depaitment,” T'iie test id the sloiy is

thus told :
I

1 l\Ii ai I ] ^

'Pile Immoui of the little sketi h is worth

something. I can fam y the author laughing

even in his dismay
;
for lie can laugh well at

others, and equally well .it himself. I sh.'ill

only venlnre on one more passage
;
and I give

It as showing the spirit of tlie m.in wlio dares

to call his newspaper Prince and Peasant.

He desiied to reliu n to his home in Beng.il,

and to bid adieu, for a time at l.i-.t, to Indepen-

dent 'Pipperali, where he hail been loe.ilcd

“some two ye.'iEs.” He received the M.iha-

raj. ill’s permission to return home
; but still he

could not get away. [Extract.]

Theie is, 1 think, a sound Jes.son in this pas-

sage
;

the lesson of the immense value of

courtesy and uibanity in the relations of luler.s

and ruled. Tcie is a great detii iu tlial sc*n-

teiice, “ ITe serve flesh and blood.” The best

aclministr.itor in India is not alwtivs the .ahlcst,

the man whose plans aie the wisest tis plans
;

but the man who, wiih plans or wiihowt them,

gives conticlem e to the people, and confidence

not merely iii lus justice, but also m liis con-

sKlei.iieness and foi he.'ii. nice. A clever 111.in

oiue s.iicl that liietiit of siuaess iii India is the

;u t of giving gt)od diimcis. It m.iy bt' so
;
but

the pi-iil Is gie.il- -tlie penl of liebt
;
and in

.my c.iaC the :ni lias its Imiil-s, and its natural

1 1)11, Ipse. ICv CM dmnei s .iiid i ii.imp.igiie pall

ill llu: eml lull I l^ei c is one ;nt lh.it never

f.iiU - the .lit of tiue » oiiiK sy
;
of tli.it « nmiesy

wine li, bt mg ii.itui.il, is not .'ilieclecl by any
whim 01 c.quiie, either of the piison who
possesses It, 01 of .my oiiu with whom he ii.i.s

lel.'itioii--*.

Ill bidding faiewcdl to this little book, 1 niire

more ICC. ill, .IS I e.isily and veiy vividly i ,m,

the autlioi s kindly f.ice and gentle voii'c, as

known 10 me m:iiiy \eai 3 ago. 1 see liim, as

1 see I'.vboo Kirsto D.is i'.il, Dr. M ilu ndra
L.il Siicar, and sonu- nllii-rs, nu ludmg ,i imiLh-

abiised editor of llie Aointa lui...ar i\ittila\

and I feed .md s.iy, with all e.nuc-sim-ss .ind

sinieiity, ih.il .imong llu.^e .ni- iiu-ii whom
the Dov ei nmeiil of Indi.i woulil bi- wise ni

lei ogiii-.ing and vvmnmg eiiliiely to its side.

'Phey aic men on whom no leally generous
woid -II Lie as well ,is geiioious—ever is

thrown away. I h.ive coinp.ired them at times

with men of kmdied occup.itions .Tt home,
and I llimk that they are as a rule by f.ir

the truer gM.mtlemeu in good m.'niiieis, and
often in very much more than meie imnincis.

May the great (}o(l, whose sacred N.ime iliry

use as that of the Father of all, guide them to

a nobler destiny than any they yet have

known, and with them, and by them, bless

their native land !

JAME.S ROUTLEDGE.

— The Indian Mai^azine^ Mar. 1888.
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"IT recommends itself.”

'All who supr find ure relief from

y 11 ii I 5

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It h.'is driven out from the system

\fter years of scmi-helpleS-sness .and suffer-

ing whT"e in ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,

lOmbacIo, sciatica, FACEACHE, ,

SPRAINS, it is the surest and safest lemedy
|

for these complaints iii their severest and most

chronic form.

Its magic effect in affording instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.

Are you subject to HEADACHES and the

tortures of TOOTHACHE ? A single applica-

tion will relieve you.

In Sore-lhroat«its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

^^The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.
, , , u . iju.

The Oriental Balm is used by the best Phy-

sicians in the world in their i^ractice. It has

been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By its intrinsic virtue, it has achieved

a wide-spread popularity which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold in Bottles at / Re. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta ; Smith Stanistreet & Co.

R. Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &

Co. Limited.

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

HOM(EOPATHTC PHARMACY,
THE

EARLIEST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

DISPENSARY IN ASIA

OF PURE HOMCEOPATIIV ONLY,

WHICH

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST'tHE
^

TRADE IN

piDEPENDENT HOMGBOPATflY

and m.aintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF

THIS

OF MEDICINE.

B. & Co., beg to drawjthc attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned

WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will also be found very con

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE,

BERIGNY & GO.

12. Lai Basaar, CukHttbt »

Price by fast 8 yi annus.

ASRUKANA
A Collection of poems in Bengali by

SRIMATI girindramohiny DASSY

(Author of Kabitahar, Bharat Kusum.)

Asrukana is «a collection of poetir.al pieces of

sinmilar pathos and beauty cTT expression *

It Is a series of mournful songs that the

reader is here presentc<l with and they must

touch a symp.ithctic cord in every heart that

can feel. There is a singular appropriateness

in the title of the work, and m its pious dedi-

cation to the memory of the husband of the

\i\xvi\\m.-The Imium NMion.

The authoios is not unknown to l.cnKJili

readeis. She has alrea.ly pulilishccl two or

three poems by whieh she is favourably known,

hut between these poems and this is a differ-

ence that hardly admits of being measured.

This is poetry in life

4 *

We have re.ad Srimati Giiindra Mohiny’s

poems m a reverential spirit. The poems are

all of a lyrical description. The lyre is soft,

sweet and lender, but awfully stron|[.

4

The tone of the poems is inexpressibly

(zentle, inexpre<-sibly pure, and inexpressibly

Tender and affectionate. It is the tone of a

world mother.
4

Bengal should be proud of this poem— The

Calcutta Review.

Apply at the Bee Press,

I, Uckoor Dutl’s Lane, Calcutta.

SCHOOL

In Pamphlet, Price 4. annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY REORCANIZATIOFl
With special reference to the Question of

A Reserve for the lndiSff*Army.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSEY.
Apply to Reis &* Rayyct Office, Calcutta.
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TEA! TEAI TEA!
*

Oheapest A Best,
SUPPLIED BV

THE

INDIAN TEA SUPPLY CO.

“LIMITED.”
I» packets of / os., i os. and 4 os. each from

Spice only and upwards.

Note the Low Price.

A Packet of Tea for 3 pice I

mportant News for India,

WHERE FEVERS AND CHOLERA
REIGN SUPREME.

RECENT TRAVELLER ON THE
Chinese Coast found that District re-

markably FREE FROM TYPHOID FEVER
and CHOLERA. He soon discovered the

cause. The people there do not drink cold

water from tanks or wells, often extremely im-

pure, but keep a pan of water constantly boil-

ing, into which from time to time they drop

a little Tea, and when thirsty THEY DRINK
HOT TEA 1 If the weak and adulterated Teas

of China can do this, what may not the pure

and strong Teas of India be expected to effect ?

Also in tins J^lb to lofts of variou.s

qualities to suit all tastes.

Ask for the Indian Tea Supply
Oompany^R Teas.

We have Agents all over the Coun-
try, but want more.
Manaciny: Agents:

lYALL MARSHALL & CO.,

Jk Olive 01^ Street, Oalentta.

Griha-Chikitsha.
A complete and large treatise ot^omceo-

pathic Domestic Medicines with some tried

native drugs for certain serious diseases, by

Rai ICbetter Nauth Chatterjee Babadoor

in Bengalee
'Do. postage... ' o 3 o

Do, abridged Hindee ... ... 100
Apply to Author atChinsurah or to People’s

Press, No. 78, College Street, Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET”
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY (ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
.AND

Review of Politics, Literature, and Society

BATES OP SUBSCRIPTION.

Yearly ... m advance ... Rs. 12

Half-yearly ... „

Quarterly ... v

Monthly ...
” ^

Single or sample Copy,,

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Advertisements (threecolumns to the page; are

.charo-ed. by the space taken up, frthe rate of 4

annas a line, each insertion. The lowest charge

}or any advertisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic

Occurrences, the lowest charge for which is

I^s 5
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TO A BIRD.

Bird of the wild and wondrous song,

1 hear thy rich and varied voice,

Swelling the greenwood depths among,

Till hill and vale the while rejoice 1

Spell-hound, entranced ii|| faplure’s chain,

list to that inspiring «trafn 1

jjlMread the forest’s tangled maze

The thouiand choristers to see

Who mingled thus their

: In that delicious

1 search in vain each

The choral band is still

T is but the music of a

An airy sound that ..—«« ^

.

But hark again I MteaxH,

It rose and fell distinct and tlear !

And list-—in yonder hawthorn bush,

The red bird, robin, and the thrush !

/Lost in amaze 1 look around,

Nor thrush, nor eagle ihere behold-»a»

But still that rich. .aerial sound,

Like some forgotten song of old

That o’er the heart has held control.

Falls sweetly on the ravishd soul

!

And yet, the wood.s are vocal still

—

The air is musical with song- -

O’er the near stream—above the hill—

The wildering notes arc borne along !

But whence that gush of rare delight ?

yAnd what art thou? or bird or spiite ?

Perched on yon maple’s topmost bough,

With glancing wings and restless feet,

Bird of untiring throat, art thou

Sole songster in this concert sweet ?

So perfect, full, and rich each part,

It mocks the highest reach of art.

Oncemore, once more, that thrilling sicain !

Ill-omened owl, be mute, be mute !

Thy native notes I hear again,

More sweet than harp or lover’s lute
;

Compart with thy impassioned tale.

How cold/how tame, the nightingale !

Alas I capricious in thy power—

Thy wood-note wild ” again is fled—

The mimic rules the changeful hour.

And all the “ soul of song ” is dead ! .

Bia no—to every borrowed tone.

He lends a sweetness all his own 1

On glittering wing, erect and bright.

With arrowy speed he darts aloft,

As though his soul had ta’en its flight,

that last strain so sad and soft,

And he would call it back to life,

To mingle in the mimic strife I

And ever, to each fitful lay

His frame in restless motion wheels,

As though he would indeed essay

To act the ecstacy he feels

—

As ihough his very feet kept time

To that inimitable chime !

rising moon

dl orb the trees above,

Pbnehanting tune,

RS wakes through all Ihe grove
;

it soothes, in care’s.^spitc, t

ary watches of the niglrt

r sleeper from his couch starti tip
'

To listen to thlft lay forlorn—‘
"I

And he who quafifs the midnight cup

Looks out to see the purpling morn !

O ! ever in the merry spring,

Sweet mimic, let me hear thee sing 1

GO FORTH INTO.THE FIELDS.

BY WM. J. PAliODIP:.

Go forih into the fields,

Ye dwellers in the city’s troubled mart !

Go forth and know the influence nature yields,

To sootlre lire wearied heart.

Leave ye the feverish strife.

The jostling, eager, self devoted th*rong ;

—

Ten thousand voices, waked anew to life,

^
Call you with sweelebt song.

Hark ! - from each fresh clad bough,

Or blissful soaring in the golden air.

Glad birds, with joyous music, bid you now
'''^To spring’s loved haunts repair.

The silvery-gleaming rills

Lure, wirh soft murmur s, from the grassy lea,

Or, gaily dancing down the sunny hills,

Call loudly in their glee I

And the young wanton breeze,

With breath all odorous from her blossomy chase,

In voice low whispering ’mong the embowering trees,

Woos you to her embrace.

Go~breathe the air of heaven,

Where violets meekly smile upon your way
;

Or on some pine-crowned summit, tempest-riven,

Your wandering footsteps stay.

Subscribers in ihe country are requested to remit by postal money orders, if possible, as the safest and most convenient

medium, particularly as it ensures acknowledgment throus[h the Department. No other receipt will be

given, any other being unnecessary, and likely to cause confusion.
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Seek ye the solemn wood,

Whose j^iant trunks a veidant roof iiprcar,

And listen, whib the roar of some far flood

Tluills the youni; .leaves with fear !

Stanil by the tranquil lake,

Sleepin;; ’mid rocky banks abrupt and high,

Save when the wikldjiid’s #iug its surface break,

Chequeiing the mirrored sky ;
—

And if within your bieast,

Hallowed to natuie’s touch, one choid remain,

If aught save woildly honors find you blest.

Or hope of soidid gain

—

A strange delight shall thrill,

A quiet joy biood o’er you like a dove ;

Earth’s placid beauty shall your bosom fill,

^

Stilling its depths with love.

O, in the c.dm, still houis.

The holy Sabbath hours, when sleeps the air,

And heaven, and eaith, decked with her beatilcouar flowers,

Lie hiibhed in breathless player
;

Pass ye the proud fane by.

The vaulted aisles, by flaunting folly trod.

And, ’ncaih the temple of the uplifted sky,

Go forth and worship OOD !

News and Comments.

Both the Viceroy and the Lieutenant-Governor returned to the capital

on Thursday. The entry of the lieutenant was private. The ..chief

was accorded an enihiisiastic welcome. The rairwa^' sfa(idl^''W:ail,de-

corated and the whole route to the Government Hoase and the bit^ttses

adjoining it were crowded with speclatots to have a last look of the

retiring Viceroy. On the Grand siair-c.ase there was a goodly array

of officials— Civil and Military- -Nawab.s, Maharaja.s, Rajas, Rai Baha-

doors, Khan Bahadoors, and other gentlemen—European and Native

—

and, what is more, ladies—European and Asiatic. The Viceroy ar-

rived [punctual to the time and, as is his wont, had a kind word for

everybody he met and shook hands with all.

V
4-

Lord LaN-sdown’K leached Aden on Tucsd.iy the 27th November.

Ills had not been all smooth sailing. Leaving .Sue/, the steamer

experienced heavy weather which mci cased to a southerly gale on

Monday, riie new V’iLcmy .iiul h\ j).iiiy w'eif*, however, safely landed.

His l.oid.ship .11 lives at Jiombay mi Momlay and leaves that capital

on Thursday, lie does not stop at Allahabad. Captain Burn, A. D,

C. to the Viceioy, has gone up to Bomb.iy to await his Lordship’s

arrival. ,

« #

Thk Lieuteuaiit-(joveinur ot the Noith Western Pnn’inres has gone

into camp. ‘

* •

An expedition umicr Wissmann for the relief of Emin Pasha, in the

interior of Afiica, leaves Berlin immediately.
*

•

A S'J'. Pi'.i KRsRURO telegram— of the 261I1 Nov.-—says thatnotwifli-

standing the de.ath of Colonel Prejevalsky at Veinoe, the Russian ex-

ploring expedition to Tibet will proceed on its journey.

• «

In the Moylau appeal, Mr. Pugh, on behalf of the Recorder of Rangoon,

applied to the Chief Justice last .Saturday for a Special Bench. The
request was a novel one and nnprqccdcnted, the Chief Justice thought,

and my lord could not take upon himself the task of deciding the ques-

tion. He applied to his colleagues of the Court and on Tuesday last an-

nounced the decision of the whole Court, 'riierc w'ill be a special bench

of three Judges sitting every Saturday commencing from to-day at ii.

•

* •

The Eastern Bengal Stale Railway prosecuted the Chilpore Gate In-

spector W, C. Wilson, the shed gunner J. Peter, a carter Khaju and a

contractor Bholanath, the first two for theft and the last two for abet-

ment, of eleven bags of linseed. The case proceeded for some time

before Assistant Magistrate Palit of Sealda. To save themselves

costs of a prolonged trial, Wilson and Peter waived their right to l^e

tried as British-born. The trial was nevertheless a lengthened one in

time and money, and at last on Tuesday the Magistrate sentenced the

two British-borii to two months’ rigorous imprisonment each and tlie

carter to one month. Next day, there was an application to the District

Magistrate to admit the first two to bail pending an appeal. Mr.

Bolton ;it once granted the prayer. Counsel had no difficult task to

persuade him. For the judgment—grammar, argument and all—was

the most clocjiiont and convincing pleader for the convicted. It is well

Mr. I’alit revihts England on 3 months’ leave. We only hope, he

will utilise his opportunities there better this time than before.

» «

PRIiPARATORY to his installation as District Grand Master, Lord Con-

nemara was, on the 23rd November, in the Banqueting Hall, Madras,

installed a Worshipful Master, in the presence of 35 installed Masters.

The Odcs.sa physician, Dr. Gambaleia, who claims l(> have found a

preventive against cholera, is coming to this country—to peifect his

method. He is due in March. What is his cue, wc wonder. The
bee in Dr. Koch’s bonnet had the shape of a comma. He couhl

not get over it. It buzzed so incessantly in the ears of the other

experts of the German commission which came to this cfiuntry to in

vestigate the origin and nature and treatment of Cholera, that at last

they thought they saw it. Is Dr. Gambaleia’s tormentor a semi-

colon or a cla.sh ? The poor colon is at a discount now-a-days. At

any rate, we hope he will succeed in putting a period to the present

unceriaituy. We wish, but can hardly hope, that he will come with an

open mind. ‘

^

The Sanskiit Title Examinimb;|br 1S89 has been refixed for Monday

the 25th February and the following days.

IH 1889, about 27,000 chests Patna Factory and about 30,000 Ghazee-

pore Factory Opium will be brought forward for sale by public auction.

\

Orders have issued for the closing of Chanua and Sharlha, in Bala-

sore, as Customs Ports.

The Bengal officers consulted—the Commissioners of Divisions and

the Commissioner of Police, Calcutta— have reported against any

amendment of the Factory Art XV of 1881. There are »; factories

in Bengal—of these 32 in the 24-Pergunnahs, 31 in Howr.ah, 8 In Cal-

cutta. Since the operation of the Act, there have been 1,561 accidents,

only 73 proving fatal.

The examination for admission to the Mechanical Apprentice De-

partment of the Sheebpore Civil Engineering College for the next

sessions, is announced for the ^rst and 22nd January 1SS9. Afjplica-

lions enclosing cctlificalcs of age (between 15 aiul 17) and of good

conduct must be made to the Principal by the loth Januniy. The

College .Surgeon must certify to the physical slrciigih, fitness for manual

labor, and eyesight of every applicant before admusion. There will

be in February next no vacancy on the free list for Chiisiian aopreu-

tices but on tlie reduced list (Rs. 5 per mensem) lloue are expected as

m.any as nineteen. The Native reduced fee (Rs. 2|j^mfMm(Mn) list shews

only five vacancies. The Board of Visitors are empowered to fihr

these vacancies.

Early in the year', a Despatch was received in (his country from the

Secretary of .Stale, for more e.xpeditious transmission home of official

repot t.s, and for a better observance of the prohibition against their

being sent to individuals or public bodies in England, except through

the intervention of the India office. This order No. 87 dated the 15th

December 1887, t>«ly emphasised the order of .Sir Charles Wood of

i6ih December i86i. We give elsewhere the Despatch of 1861,

with the covering letter of the India (jovcniment to the local

Governments.
«

We quote from the (iazette the following rules for payment of rewartls

in the interest of the Salt monopoly.

*‘1. In any case in which a penalty or confiscation has been ad-
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judwd by competent authority under any law for the time being in force
ad»n>]J»siration or protection of the .salt revenue, the Hoard of

RcvlTiue, or^he undermentioned officers of the Salt Department, may
grant) in such proportions as they may think fit, to any person or per-
sijns who may have contributed to the conviction of the offender or to
the seizure of the property so confiscated, a reward not exceeding the
proceeds of the salt confiscated, the amount for which any other
article confiscated in the same case may sell, plus the amount of any
fine imposed therein.

Provided always that the aggregate amount of the rewards thus
granted in any one case shall not exceed--

Rs.
If the award be made by the Board of Revenue ... 500
Ditto ditto by the Commissioner of Salt Re-

venue, Madras Presidency ... ... ... 200
If the award be made by a Deputy Commissioner of Salt
Revenue, Northern Division ... ... ... 100

If the award be made by an Assistant ... ... 25
Provided also that the proceeds of confiscated salt shall be taken to

be the amount of the duty leviable thereon, whether the salt be actually
sold for consumption or destroyed as not fit for consumption.

II . In any case in which any person or persons may have been con-
victed of an offence against the salt revenue, but in which no penalty or
confiscation may have been imposed or realized, or in which any per-

son has performed any service of special merit in respect of the
prevention or detection of any act of salt smuggling or of any offence
against the Salt Laws, lewards may be granted as follows :

—

Rs.
By the Board of Revenue to an aggregate amount not ex-

ceeding ... ... ... ... ... 200
By the Commissioner of Salt Revenue, Madras Pre-

sidency, to an aggregate amount not exceeding ... 50
By a Deputy Commissioner of Salt Revenue, Northern

Division, to an aggregate amount not exceeding ... 25
By an Assistant Commissioner of Salt Revenue to an ag-

gregate amount not exceeding ... ... ... 10

III. The Commissioner of Salt Revenue, or the Deputy Commis-
sioner with the sanction of the Commissioner, may incur at his discre-

tiOlS^.AD expeuditure, not exceeding Rs. 100 in each case, for the em-
ployment of informers, or for any other purpose connected with the

prevention or detection of saltismuggling, or of any offence against the

laws relating to salt.

IV. Proposed rewards and expenditure exceeding the sums above
set forth, should be reported for the previous sanction of Government.’’

•
• •

Mr. James Monro, who could not agree with Sir Charles Warren,

has been called in to fill the place of Chief Commissioner of the

London Police, vacated by Sir Charles. We predicted as much.

• •

*A Russian four cent loan has been issued for one hundred and twenty-

five millions of gold roubles—for repayment of the 1877 loan.

Sir Henry Arthur Blake, just appointed Governor of Queensland,

has been obliged to resign the office—because the Queenslanders do

not want him.

• •

Father Hallerine, the director of the Civilta Catholica newspaper,

has presented to the Pope 5,000,000 lire in gold, being the offering of

the Catholics of India and Australia to the Holy Father.

•
• #

The Governor has sanctioned the arrangements for the tramways in

Madras city.

• #

Here is sensation indeed for the most canine appetite and truth into

the bargain, for those who care for it

“ The Frankfurter Zeiiun^ publishes a letter from an American cor-

respondent, who says that the town of Raleigh, in North Carolina, is

threatened with desertion by its inhabitants, who have been thrown

into a state of alarm and anxiety by continuous subterranean noises

which make themselves heard above all ordinary sounds. The chief

noise resembles that of rushing streams, as if masses of water were

• seeking new channels within the earth. The ground seems hollow to

those who walk in the streets
;
loaded wagons passing cause a loud

echoing rumble, as if the town was built over a vault. Naturally, the

noises are more audible at night, and many persons have been so terrified

that they have quitted the town. No subterranean explosions, have yet

been heard, and those who have listened to the noises by placing their

ears to the gremnd or to a wall declare that they resemble the sound

made by a powenul rush of gush or steam. The most accepted ex-

planation is that some internal changes are in progress in thd neigh-

bourhood, but borings and excavations which have been carried out

have not furnished any data to support any view of the origin of the

mysterious sounds.”

We hope an expedition of experts will soon proceed to the scene of

the terrifying accoustic phenomena for the purpose of ascertaining the

eause. The Governments ought to take up the matter. So good an

opportunity for advancing our acquaintance with Nature it were a pity

to lose. Science might come upon a rich windfall.

Notes and Leaderettes.

There is no longer any hope of the Vaitarna turning up. According-

ly, a Court of Inquiry has been ordeied. A tnere matter of business

formality. An inquiry where there is no knowledge 1 There is just this

much information available to the Court that the vessel was last heard

of off Porcbimder and she was lad|n with 900 to i,3rK'> passengers.

What became of this host and of the vessel’s crew none can tell, or

will. Their friends have now realised the full import of the dread de-

signation of their bottom. The Vaitarna has taken them over her

namesake water—the Indian Styx. They have passed the Rubicon

into that undiscovered country from whose bourne no traveller returns.

The language of the gentle Bard of Sheffield on the total disappear-

ance, in the same Indian Ocean, of the Blenheim man-of-war. Admiral

Sir Thomas Trowbridge in command, applies to the ill-fatcd party on

board the Vaitarna^ as to those who were last year on the Sir John

Lawrence on her \^st voyage :
—

Their native soil no more they trod,

They rest beneath no hallow’d sod
;

Throughout the living world

This sole memorial of their lot

*Remains,—They ^oere and they are not /

After a good deal of haggling, Messrs. Streeter & Co. have been

empowered to work the Burma Ruby Mines- on payment of Rupees

four lacs annually by way of rent to Government and one-sixth of the

profits. Such is the last announcement by telegraph. But the pre-

vious telegram was to the effect that the farm had been offered up to

free competition without reservation of share in the bysiness, and that

one firm was prepared to take it on a yearly payment of twelve lacs of

Rupees. If nobody came forward with a higher bid, the farm would

naturally be given to the li lacs bidder. Of course, if there was any

doubt of the party’s ability to pay, security might be exacted. How
comes the farm, therefore, to be now given to Messrs. Streeter & Co.

on a difierent basis, and at a reduction? We are not prepared to sup-

pose that, on such a commercial transaction, Reuter wired to India a

false news. We can imagine no motive for so doing. We confess we

have a sentimental leaning to the Streeters. The world is indebted

to Mr. Streeter for advancing its taste. As for the Ruby farm, there is

no doubt, that his firm has been at it from the outset, and it is but just

that it showed get it, if practicable. Hut what means this continual

shuffling? There is evidently something rotten somewhere in Denmark.

And now for a plain question on the final settlement, if there is to be

a finality to this ever-dragging shifty Ijusiness—How are the profits

to be calculated ?

Poor Ceylon ! she is not big enough for a considerable event—even a

great Golmal. She must doubtless feel the disatlvanlage of a little

ricketty even though lively and vain sister before a tall brawny broad-

shouldered and deep-chested brother. Just now, the noise of the Con-

gress must have led her to an undesirable comparison. She has not

room for a vast political agitation—for a gieat /^^z/insiilar organization.

Or else, the ambition is not wanting. Not to be behind the mainland,

they have rechristened their Agricullnral Society—the Ceylon National

Association, and are proud of it. Perhaps, some of the islanders,

demoralized by the Continental contagion, give themselves unnecessary

swagger. Then they utilised their organization for a sturdy opposition

to the project of an extension of the railway. No wonder, the officials

d%wn there are not better disposed to them and their national business

than those up here are to us and ours. The (mvernor, in his despatch

on the railway extension question, sneers at the opposition of “ the

somewhat grotesque clique, the so-called Agricultural Association”—

thus quietly declining to take notice of change of designation. The
inference is that the Agricultural pretence is contemptible enough, and

the National banner is a huge humbug. To your guns, Young Ceylon I

Surely, the question of national representation is not in the Island

beset with the difficulties of the Continent.

Mr. Cunningham having retired from India, the Health Society has

secured the services of Dr. McLeod as its President. As a Past Health

Officer of the town, the Doctor will speak more authoritatively about

the deficiencies of our municipality. The Municipal Commissioners,
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in the meantime have been better armed by the new law for more useful

and extended work of sanitation. The eyes of the world are now on

Calcutta, and we Inist the Corporation will now fulfil all legitimate

expectaiiotjs, and thcie will be no more friction between it and the

Government.

The gathering at Harribat Chhatrahas been taken advantage of by the

Hindus of Debar to form, out of the different Dharma Sabhas of the

Province, a Central Hindu Dharma Sabha of Debar, under the Mahataja

of Durbhanga as President, the Maharaja of llutwa as Vice-Pre-

sident, and Iktboo Paramessur Narayan Mathe of Mozuffcrpoie as

Honorary Secretaiy. A great meeting was held under canvas. We

regret that the Maharaja of Durijhanga suddenly took ill and could

not attend to take the diair, as had been arranged. The Maharaja of

llutwa presided and opened llie proceedings. Lala Joogal Kishoie,

who represenleil the views of his master the Maharaja of Dm-

bh.inga, and Pandit Ambika Dolt Vyasa, the Paiiranic Hindu Re-

vivalist of Deliai, addressed ihemeeting.it great length to its evident

satisfaction and good humour. All went merrily as a mariiage bell,

if inconveniently loo a-, an Indian marriage. A mcla within a mela

—at any rate, a in the midst of a majmaLi~\\\^ large pandal

pill up for the oriMsion could not provide accommodation, for the vast

crowd that llocked in a coniiiiiial stream into the grounds.

For in.igMifiCence of “check” pure and simple, commend us to the

Anglo-Indian otificial—of the genus Celestial ! Having administered the

country as a family piescrvc for a long time, they have come to regard

everything as subordinate to their intcrcbts. Law and Courts aie mere

instruments to serve the gteat purpose. The only hopeful element is

that iheie are* Civilians and Civilians. Was there ever such im-

pudence as that of Mr. Ross, cs., late Registrar of the M.adras High

Court? Accused by his fnend Moigan of taking advantage of friend-

ship to commit rape on, and adulleiy with, Mrs. Morgan, on at lea-sl

six different occasions, this gentleman was, after a regular judicial in-

quiry by a Magistrate of his own Seivice, committed on the lesser charge

of adultery. He was leniently dealt with, even though the victim of

an ungallanl gallantry was the Europe.an wife of a European, A
jury of his peers in the High Couit let off the Registiar, thinking per-

haps that he was sufficienily punished by the disgiace and the ex-

penses of the defence. Tlie consideration was wasted on the

scotched Serpent. Instead of being grateful, and letting Time the

great Healer give salve to his wound, while he excited hiniseif,

by a course of good conduct, to recover character, the vain man

mused his sore to keep if open. He became a regular grievance-

monger, and tried to reopen his case in another form if possible. He

hnd e\idemly vowed vengeance against the wronged husband as

the aullior of his disgiace. He ap[jlied for permission to prosecute

him for perjury. A sympalheiic Civilian Judge weakly gave it.

Fancy the situation of the poor husband, whose domestic peace had

been destroyed and who had laiilier been mined in substance in the

effort to obtain that costly article, Dniish j iislice. Luckily for him, it is

not all Civilian rule, pure* and unmi\ed, throughout the laud. The

chief inbunal in ca«:li Presidency was {»n€ composed of a mixed

personnel, and generally above peisonal iiiduenccs. Accordingly, he

applied to the High Couii and has found relief, God bo prafsed ’ and

Dlcss the High Couil !

The Pnijalhindhu neu spaper— the A:;e of Chandernagore -i.s m trouble

again. Theie is not much ol a lamstitucncy in the little French .seille-

incnt, nevertheless the proprietor chose it for the base of his operations

that he might esc.ipe the aUenlmiis of the Driti.sh Iiuiiaii Ct>uil'> for

free and unbridled ciilicisin of men' and things outside the French

possession. l\ui he was out m his reckoning ;
having only ni.ide the

acquaintance of Ficucli law under compulsion. Little thought he that

the Fiench Indian Courts afiorded relief to those of the surrounding

tenitoiy who applied to them. I^is mn hmg since the conductor was

caught in a net of his own making, but escaped a criminal conviction

after a costly appe.d to Pondicliert y. The paper has ag.ain been brought

into prominciu *-. It puldi^hed a letter from Mooghly reflecting on the

conduct of the Vicar of Daiulel. The Reverend gentleman relented

the libel, atul applied to the Fiench Court, for punishment of the

offending journal. A plea was taken on behalf of the paper that

costs were not deposited by the plaintiff, to meet the expenses

of the defence in ca.se the suit failed, and praying for a deposit of

Rs. 500. The Judge considered the amount excessive, and ordered

Rs. 200. The Prnjahandhu then wanted time, but the Court would not

allow it. To the case went ex parte. The Court believed the charge

libellous and sentenced the editor to 3 months* imprisonment and fined

the proprietor 2,000 franca, 1,000 whereof to he paid to the plaintiff

by way of damages. The order does not come into operation till the

time for review and appeal has expired. The damages are excessive.

It is a terrible punishment for a poor vsrn.icular paper.

For Struggling Re.spectability, there is often balm in Gilead—

the Police and Small Cause Court and Insolvent Court departments

of the new'spapers. For those who find it difficult, if not impossible, in

these hard times, after providing for themselves and families and meet-

ing the demands of Government, to pay at due dates municipal rates

and taxes, there is certainly a crumb of comfort in yesterday’s Daily

in which about a dozen of the fattest people going, including

makers and dispensers of law, professors and professionals, men of

light and leading and men of darkness profound, arc proclaimed

evaders.

.Sir Henry Harrison has commenced the season smartly, doing his

duty and giving “ society” a fine topic for .small talk. On Tluirsday

when the Metropolis was ot\ the tiptoe of its final welcome to the

Viceroy, the wide-awake Chairman’s faithful License officers wcie

busy in attend.ance at the Police Court with their applications for

summonses against a host of defaulters who had not taken out licenses

for their canitages and horse.s for the first half year of 18S8-89 long

bince expired.

“Among those who have been summoned arc—the Hon’ble Mr.

F. M. Halliday, C. S., H. M. Kiscb, E'-q., C. S., Dr. Rnye, the Hon’ble

Mr. Justice Chunder Madbub Chose, Mon Mohiin Gliose, Esq., Rajrdi

Gobind Lall Rai Dahadoor, Rajah Tcj Narain Singh, Rai Dabadoor,

Daboo Raj Coomar Sarbadhicary, Dr. Rakbai Dass Chose, Messrs,

Milton and Co., Mr. W. R. Fink, Mr. J. R. Napier, Mr. C. T. Davis,

and Daboo Ashootosh Dbur.”

The “poor Natives”—ever poor for all their possessions and a’ that—

are in good company, at any rale.

To us of the quill craft there is also a satisfaction in the evidence

of the impartiality of our Press afforded by the report. Mr. J. R. Napier

is, wc believe, the manager of the Daily News and for some time in

entire charge of the paper. It would have been easy to keep his

name out, if the gf*nllemen of it had cared for it. Dy showing no

nervou^ess on the point, perhaps Mr. Napier has gained in distinction.

’Tis pleasant sure to see one’s self in piint !

’

sang Dyion. And so it i^—no matter how, or wherefore.

When Dritish Honoiirables and native Rajas allow themselves to be

summoned for not paying the public dues on their horses and equipage,

le.sser wights may well be tempted to withold their taxes in order to have

a quiet opportunity of coming to the front. Nor is this the first time

that great names have been linked to what the vulgar deem [icttines';.

From lime to time, the liny nets of the small tax-gatherer hauls up

before the court shoals of whales of power and lions of society. A Lmv

years back, half the “big wigs ” and the wealth and chivalry of European

society, fiom members of Council to leading leeches of the profession'^,

weie summoned for disobedience of a minor Conservancy regulation

They naturally lost their temper over it, but who ever thought them

guilty of wilful wrong-doing ?

Wf. are making substantial progress in biologicjj^l science. The di.s-

covtry of ioiloform rnaiks an epoch. Every 3ay dev elopes the mar-

vellous vivifying powers of this agent. The latest wonder is the

achievement of a Gei man Surgeon. The following account is not a*

dan from a Yankee Longbow, but a record in a grave professional

h)Uinal,

“A nifin accidentally cutoff his left great toe in the middle of the first

joint. Tne severed piece temained hanging to the foot, but the con-

necting skill vvas scarcely thicker than a thread
; Dr. iClcin sewed on the

fragment, dressed it witli iodoform, and had the satisfaction, in twenty-

iwod.iys, of fiiuling the wound healed and the toe peifectly sound ami

flexible. Encouraged by the unexpected result in this case, Dr. Klein

was induced to apply the same treatment again. A recruit, in oidcr to

disable himself and so escape from military service, deliberately cut oft

his fore-finger with an axe at the *;f»coiid joint. 'I'hc finger-end was

lost, and could not be found until half an hour had elapsed. It was

then cold and blue. Nevertheless Dr. Klein sewed it to the stump and

applied a bandage of iodoform gauze. As early ^ the second day it

was evident that circulation had been partially re-established through-

out the finger ; and in six weeks the man had not dnly left hospital but
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wasdoing the very rifle-drill which he had hoped to >hirk. The finger

will^n fact,^as serviceable as it had ever been.”

That brings within the range of probability the marvels, told us in

our childhood, of men who quietly obtained from executioners the

bodies of decapitated felons, and, by joining the heads to their respect

tive trunks, setting the sundered bones together in position and plaster-

ing up the seams with their vivifying ointment, and sewing up the skin

brought them back to life. Strange as was the story, it was not

facto a fable. In our maturer years, we were disposed to believe in

its possibility, though the secret may have been lost, and thought that

sufficient care was not taken by'States in the disposal and deposit

of the bodies of executed criminals. Science, we were persuaded,

would yet find out the modus operandi of the “ miracle ” and the

necessary elixir. Wc confess we were not so very sanguine with res-

pect to the stone dead—bodies so cold that, unless protected by special

means, decomposition must have already set in, though invisible. But

with bodies still warm, though severed from the head, revival .seemed

to us almost a question of mere fine surgery. We have never seen

goats or buffaloes sacrificed, but we thought that, if our doctors could

well adjust the separated parts together .again— in the case of young

animals, of course—the’sundered bones and tissues would unite in no

time, and the circulatory and nervous systems would again perform

their functions as a whole. No doubt, many Kuropean students of

science have experimented in this direction, but to little purpose, till

the discovery of iodiform. And now Dr. Klein of Germany has ob-

tained a substantial success in the direction, by grafting the cold

severed, if not all dead, limb on to the living organism.

In Rabu Ganga Charan Sircar of Chinsura, we have lost one of the

finest specimens of the old class of modern Bengalees. A man of will

and energy, unsullied by vulgar avarice or criminal ambition, he, by his

own efforts, rescued himself from the depths of poverty and raised him-

self to fortune and distinction. He was one of the old Senior

Scholars of Pre-University Education. To a fine mathematical genius,

he combined a tura for poetry. He was one of the ornaments of the

Subordinate Judicial Service, from which he retired with honor a few

years back. His personal qualities were high. A man of infinite jest,

he was geniality itself. He was an uno.stentatious patriot and always

responded to the calls on him. We hope his gifted son will give us a

biography of this man of genuine worth.

The Bengal General Jubilee Fund has closed. The Executive Com-

mittee recommended transfer of the balance in hand to the Lady

Dufferin’s Fund Bengal Branch. There was a proposition by that

practical statesman Orator Surrender Not to apply the bal.ance to-

wards the founding of a technical College. Sir Comer Petherain,

who is the Vice-Chancellor of the Calcutta University, with unlawyer-

like naivete, confessed that he knew not what technical education

was. Only three subscribers of the aggregate amount of less than

Rs. 100 authorized the application of half their subscriptions for

the fad of the hour. There was a general meeting for the final

disposal of the Fund and it accepted and adopted the recommenda-

tion of the Executive Committee.

The Nawab Bahadocir of Moorsheb.ad with his brother Mejia .Saheb

(Wala Kudr Hosein Ali Mirza Bahadoor) is now in our midst.

Nawab Khurshed Jah, Amir-i-Kabir, Hyderabad, arrived here on

Thursday. Th^ Maharaja of Vizianagram ' has returned frofl| his

sojourn in Madras. The Maharaja of Bhurtpore is expect^S on

Monday next.

The Calcutta Gazette of the week contains the following announce-

ment
^

“The 24th November 1888.—Mr. J.
Ghosal is appointed tqbc an

Honorary Magistrate of the Sealdah Bench, in the district of the 24-

Pergunnahs, and is vested with the powers of a Magistrate of the third

class.

Mr. Ghosal is empowered to sit singly for the trial of such cases as

may be made over to him, and as are within his competency to try.”

Heaven help the poor suitors in the Sealda Court

!

Is this lift the rew^d for the Baboons nominal Secretaryship to the

Congress, or his asiRmption of English costume ?

In noticing the .anniversary of the Mhow Native Music Club, the

other day, we marked some passages from the address of the Chair-

man for comment and have had them lying with us in type, but have

not been able to take them up.

The address was not equal to the occasion. We by no means mean

to exaggerate the importance of the gathering against the chair, nor to

minish this chairman .against the chairmen of other gatherings of our

countrymen. We have no such desire or provocative to invidious criti-

cism. There was no extraordinary failure in the chair. We have

known much worse heads of public meetings and institutions, and seen

them receive thanks for their able conduct in the chair—in not Liiftling

in it. Most of our native meetings are ex necessitate presided over by

this sort of striking ability. Not unoften, the chair is credited with a

speech which the poor occupier of it could not, if called upon, even

read. Such things have been and are. And they receive some sort of

countenance from the unreality which has crept even into the debates

of the legislatures and even discussions in committee. A truce to play I

we say. Times .fre changed. Our European fellow subjects are

watching us, and, as must happen in the process of our evolution, we

have parties and critics sprung up among ourselves. Under these cir-

cumstances, a strict adherence to fact is more than even called for, as

well as a car* for character and respectability. We should select our

chairmen and spokesmen with reference to fitness rather than senti-

ment. Above all, speeches should not be published at random.

Nothing should pass to the press except through a committee of papers.

If would be better, if competent men were not to be had, to invoke the

private aid of a European gentleman of education.

The Mhow speech, for inst.-ince, would have been better for such

help, though if our Central Indian friend can bear the truth, it would

have been best suppressed. There was not physical* difficulty either

way. It is not a bona fide report^ although the make-believe of

“cheers” is occasionally interspersed.

Here is a characteristic passage, of which we know not what to

make :

—

“All present here are well aware that this native music in the early

!
stage ot the world was in the hands of the Hindu sages who were its

originators but it is now much honored in relanatim and if this state

of things continues, a time may come for a collapse, but we are not

altogether hopeless and as music is still rigidly preserved and practised

by some classes of our coiiiitiymen, there is no fear of its anihilation

and with legitimate efforts it may yet be rescued and enliven the souls

of the sons and the daughters of its early masters to a greater extent

than at present.”

We are fairly out of breath in reading it, and are no wiser for our

pains. The word italicised is new to us. We can not even resolve it

into a misprint. Wc not only do not cat^h the drift ot the whole, but

fail to obtain a coherent idea from any of the parts of this sententious

jumble.

Again

“Gentlemen, music not only imparts pleasure to the feelings but it

strengthens devotion and cheers every act of worship and produces

more lasting*and peimancnt impressimis in the mind than any transient

form of words that are iillered in the ordinary method of religioue

worship ( cheers.) We should summon our best energies to improvs

ourselves in this an and use our best effoits to perfect our knowledge

of the Muses.” •

The Muses ! What ! all the Muses? Is this a cyclopaedian society?

But if “ this art ” only, why all the Muses ? One would suppose that

of this great art, these Mhow devotees were engaged in one branch,

namely, the sacred. Why then trouble all the sacred sisters ?

For a last example—

“Here is a good example of energy well displayed in this respect.

A number of European ladies and gentlemen of this station has es-

t^lished a similar Club under the namt? of ‘The Glee Club’ which
hlK more than once delighted us in their public performances. If we,

loo, act with a heart we must succeed. Music has charms of its own,
it carries everything before it when well played. Our music books tell

us that a perfect musician has this element in his power. He com-
mands the clouds and he commands the animal nature and I hope the

members of our Club will some day prove that this is not * myth.’ ”

[

"

Lord Lansdowne arrives at Calcutta in the afternoon of Saturday

next ^e 8th instant, and Lord Dufferin makes over the portfolio of

office next Monday the ipth, and departs.

Mr. C. CO!j.viN leads^o thf altar Miss Bayley and goes to Ban-

galorct.’ls Assistant PtiAiti^al Agent under Sir Oliver St. John. Mr.

Pi 'C Xyons, who is expected ne^t week, takes up the duties of

Private ^ecretar^ to the Lieutei]^ant-Governor.
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News comes from Zanzibar that the Sultan is very ill and that the

Germans have bombarded the town of Lindi—it is said, for a fiery

affionl by the natives on a German man-of-war.

The Thien community of Malabar have been humbled—for the

moment, at any rate. Their hij»hest representa'tive—Mr. Churia

Kunhi Kaunan, Deputy Collector .Ind Magistrate of Malabar, hitherto

under suspension, has been sent to jail. He was accused of extorting

and receiving a bribe of Rs. i,ooo as a public servant, and committed

by the Joint Magistrate and convicted of only the second charge and

sentenced by the Sessions Judge of South Malabar. He has been con-

demned to one month’s simple and 23 months* rigorous imprisonment.

He is not alone in his glory. He draws with him in the mire his brother

Churia Anandan, a second grade Pleader practising in Calicut. Thai

brother suffers, for abetting, one month’s simple vegetation in gaol and

1 1 months’ hard labor. They have also to pay to Her Majesty Rs. 3,000

and Rs. 500 respectively or undergo 9 .and 6 inonths'*k additional incar-

ceration. Such is the order of Mr. Lewis Moore. The brothers were

spared the ignominy of the dock and were represented by Counsel

during the tri.al. Messrs. Norton and Gantz very ably defended them.

The brothers of course pleaded not guilty and the pleader brother in

addition an ahbi. Before they surrendered to receive judgment, the Ma-

gistrate brother received from his aged mother a cup of milk which she

liad herself drawn from the cow—the mother’s last gift, as she said,

to the son. Poor mother ! to have buch a son !

General Sir Henry Wyllie Norman, from Jamaica, goes over to

Queensland as Govenor.

REIS & RAYYET.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER /. 1888.

THE SCOTCH FOR EVER!
THE LAST ST. ANDREW’s DINNER.

The dinner in honor of St. Andrew held annually
at Calcutta, is one of the established institutions

of the land. And it is a useful and interesting

institution—all the more valuable for the dearth of
similar occasions in this far off theatre of British

activity. 1 he name by which North Britons swear
or are supposed to swear, may not be confidently
traced to any historical character. But the creature
comforts and luxuries of the table, which are served up
in his honor and consumed doubtless for jhe good
of his .soul, are by no means mythical as the Saint
himself. Both the dry items and liquid measures are
substantial and strovig. Of course, we speak only
from evidence—not of our senses

;
the White Brah-

mans alone having the enlrdc to the Shradk of the
Northern Saint. Nevertheless, we can report—at
second haiul—without envy or jealousy. We are a
Saint ourself, ol an exclusive Order, and have, strictly

speaking, no business at such carnivorous ri'unions. It

is true, all are not equally punctilious. Many of
our people are found unfaithful to the laws of purify
and puritanic observances of our forefathers.

Some of them, having strayed far to the Land of
the Leal, the celebration of whose virtues is the
chief object of .St. Andrew’s Festival, have lost all

dietary compunction, and are able to show the Saint
that respect which is measured by the quantities of
haggis maunched and of whisky-toddy absorbed.
Others, less heroic of taste and stomach, are prepare^
to manifest their res[)ect or do penance to the Nor-
thern Thakoor or idol, by eating oatmeal porridge, if

necessary. But these exemplary Northerners are, to

use an expressive Indianism, a/wreaset. Even in their

most generous enthusiasm,, they do not forget the

main chance. In their wildest race, they can draw in.

In their profuse liberality, there may be marks of a

contracted spirit, or the appearance thereof, and they

don’t care. So the Banquetting Hall on this occa*-

sion was by no means a Hall of All Nations—though

the dinner was supplied by the landlords of the inn that

goes by that name. The ethnic grouping was varied

enough. There were representatives of many coun-

tries and creeds. All the races of the world were

there, or might be, but one—the native Indian khas.

For the matter of that, there might be the American
Indian, but not the Indian of India Proper. The
hybrid descendants of Manco Capac might be wel-

come, but not the pure progeny of Manu or Brahma.

The Maori might be asked—never the Mahratta.

The Baboo is, of course, the bHe, noire. There is not

one Sanskrit or Arabic syllable in all the mass of

names of the attendance of last evening. We are

not savages all, any more than each of the persons

who guzzled and gormandised to their hearts’ content,

in honor of St. Andrew, was the embodiment of per-

fection. Judged even from a European standpoint

and by European standards, we have made some dis-

tinct advance, which, again, has been recognised

and, in some instances, rewarded. We have
native doctors and engineers and lawyers and pro-

fessors. Our pleaders have been thought worthy of

being promoted to the bench, even to that of the

highest court. We have enlightened Zemindars and
Nawabs. Last not least, we have learned men
whom the and societies of Europe and America
delight to honor. Many of the members of these

several classes have been abroad and moved in the

best .society in the world. Not one of' them is to be

traced among the public guests or private friends of

the hosts of last evening. They may have the free-

dom of all the most fashionable tables in London or

Paris or Vienna, but they were not entitled to admit-

tance to the distribution of cakes and ale at the

Scotch Rishi’s shtadh or his father’s. Not even old

Manickjee, Calcutta’s oldest citizen and Repre-
sentative at this 'metropolis of Persia’s Shah-in-

Shah, was invited to this Sandy business. It almost

looks like a masonic mystery.

On the publication of that charming but rambling

and voluminous autobiography The Life and Opinions

of Tristram Shandy, Gent., the author was sneered

at for crying over a dead ass. That objection is not,

we are afniid, altogether extinct, any more than the

criticism of the profound Senior Wrangler, who, after

reading Paradise Lost asked what did it prove is

dead. Now tears for a deceased donkey are more to

the point than mourning over a mythic ecclesiastic of a

prehistoric period. And the marvel is the more that

a hard-headed practical and perhaps a trifle prosaic

people like the Scotch should delibersfely, year after

year, betray themselves in this weakness. The
reason probably is that Protestant Christianity, par- •

ticularly in the stern form in which it prevails north of

the Tweed, does not afford many opportunities for

festivity. The Scotch do not care for the Saint, but

are glad to take advantage of the name^for a gather-

ing of the scattered units of their nation in this land

of exile. There is no other name so suitable for the

purpose—none with which to conjure on the Scottish

heart. Burns may seem to be an exception, but then

Burns is a modern. Scott is a notorious partizan.

Even to the two great heroes of Scottish Independ-

ence, much as the nation is justly proud of them,

there may be lurking ill-will in some breasts on ac-

count of family connections and so forth. But there
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c^be no suspicion against the fetish of a mere name.
StrlAndrAw is above suspicion. He belongs to no
party or sect. He is only Christian. He\loneis
•rtational.

In India, St. Andrew’s Day has been, from an early
period, kept sacred with the customary consumption
of haggis and the customary libations of whisky.
For, India is a Scotch land. The English are not
so very modest a people that they would sacrifice one
iota of their imperial claims out of courtesy to any
of the brotherhoods associated in citizenship with
them. But they dare not call it “ English India,”

and so they submit to the compromise of “ British

India.” Thereby they still detract from the preemi-
nence of the Scotch. It is the same everywhere. A
brilliant publicist and distinguished ex-minister, who,
with his accomplished wife, is now among us, has a

well-known book named Greater Britain—a golden
word of his royal mint for designating the vast and
glorious world of British power or infiuence, of the

English language and literature, and of British liberty

outside Great Britain. He might just as well have
called it "‘Greater Caledonia” or “Scotia Abroad.” We
can challenge him to lay his hand upon his heart and
answer how many of Scotland’s hardy sons he has

seen anywhere to one South Briton. Everywhere
the Scotch element prevails. Talk of the Scotch

being merged in the English! It is the Scotch that

have swamped the English. It is the same at home
as abroad. Nor is it a new thing. In fact, it is ad-

mitted, except in controversy. So notorious is the fact

that the Scot brithers everywhere inconveniently

jostle the weak kneed English and elbow them out,

that the latter have been trying to find out the cause

of their discomfiture. If they have not discovered it,

they have hit upon a theory consolatory to their amotir-

propre. If is—the multitudinousness of the Scotch
;

their capacity for multiplication staggers Southerners

and baffles English wits at competition. Mr. Thorold

Rogers tells a good story—too good, perhaps—of how
some years ago, a Scotchman, patriotically inclined,

imported some thistle to Australia. It soon grew in-

to such a^iuisance in the new land that the legislature

was compelled to interfere. An Act was passed de-

nouncing a fine of ^10 on every colonist who did

not weed out his thistles. This pretty modern

saga is, in the English imagination, the symbol

of the Northern Hive overspreading the earth, at

the expense of the so-called English valour, energy,

and intelligence. A truer explanation of the phe-

nomenon may be found in the memoirs of eminent

Northerners. One cannot, for instance, go through

the correspondence of Sir Charles Bell, the great ana-

tomist, without noticing the awe in which, in London,

the Scotch are held for their capacity and persistence.

The truth is, the English are no match for their Nor-

thern neighbours. Mr. Rogers applies his Austra-

•lian story specially to Scotch Rule in India in the

last century. It applies with equal truth to this.

Look at the number of the North Britons in this

country ! Speaking in the fashion of another *of the

brotherhoods^ constituting the united people, most

English in India are Scotch. Of late, that other

brotherhood are entering appearance more largely than

before, still the Scotch predominate. No wonder,

that St. Andrew’s Day would be a great day in

India.

This year, the banquet was unusually interesting

from the fact of the retiring Viceroy being the

chief guest. It is many years since, a Viceroy has

graced the occasion, and Lord Dufferin is not

only the first man in the Empire, but one of the

greatest diners-out—in the best sense of the term
—in the world. He never goes to a party which
he does not enliven. On this occasion, in return

for the enthusiastic welcome he received, he gave
the company a historic speech—one of the great-

est orations ever delivered in India. The Chair
was taken by the accomplished leader of the import-

ant community of Europeans unconnected with Gov-
ernment. The principal speeches, besides the Vice-

roy’s, were two. After due reverence was done in

silence to the Queen-Empress, Mr. Westland proposed

the Saint himself, in a speech worthy of his reputation.

Then the Chairman, Sir Alexander Wilson, in giving

the toast of the guest of the evening, pronounced a

very able defence of the closing administration. To
say that the address was far above the level of or-

dinary after-dinner speaking, is to do it scant justice.

It is not often that, on the political platform, we hear

such a lucid statement of a large and complicated

subject, and such a good case made out. Disdaining
to descend to the small pleasantries which form the

staple of post-prandial eloquence, the speaker
confintxl himself to the one purpose of justifying

the ways of Lord Dufferin and his colleagues to the

Indian public and the world at large. The speech of
the evening was, of course, that of the guest-in-chief.

But great as was that effort of the master, it was
not all sufficient by itself. Without the other, it was
not complete

;
it would not be fully comprehended.

The one was the natural complement of the other.

And both should be taken together and read. Be-

tween the two, they constitute as good a general ac-

count in brief of the Dufferin regime as could any-
where be had, or almost be desired.

THE LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT.
On Thursday evening, at the Scotch Dinner, the
Viceroy had his last Indian opportunity for a “ palaver,”

and he made full use of it. It was well expected that

he would take his farewell of the public, in one of his

neat and graceful speeches, though the wonder was
how was lie to do it—where, in the midst of his per-

petual engagements, was he to (ind the time to collect

his thoughts or arrange his ideas. That anticipation

has been more than realised. Expectation has been
overwhelmed with the rich result. His Lordship is a

wellknown “ caterer,” who keeps a large stock and
knows the taste of his customers of every class

and the* quality of stuff suitable to each occasion.

It is no after-dinner small beer that he served up on
Thursday. He produced the choicest of his vintage
—the most of his cellars—dry, of body, and
mellow with years. He was even lavish. Like a

mgn retiring from business, he did not care to dis-

burden himself of the most closely guarded treasures

of his most secret vaults. In thanking for the

toast drunk to him, he delivered himself of a remark'

able address. It not only fully sustained his Lord-
ship’s claims as a speaker but almost advances his

reputation as a ruler. He knew it would be his last,

and he contrived to make it his greatest. Among
tl^e numerous occasions on which, often against

the grain, the Viceroy has, during his Indian term,

harangued, his utterances on two special junctures

stand preeminent. Excellent as his speaking has

been on nearly all occasions of any note, remarkably
eloquent as many of his short replies to addresses and
deputations have been, the place of honor certainly
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btilongs to his speech from the throne of India as

Vice-Emperor on the day of the Jubilee and to his

answer to the Calcutta Address of last year. 'Fhose

were historic occasions, and the genius of the man of

thought and action rose to the height of their de-

mand's. The imagination is whipped in vain to in-

vest with dignity a palafrer over a heavy dinner

lightened by champagne—not to mention the na-

tional weakness—but the viceregal use of it ennobled

it. That Dinner will always remain memorable for

his Lordship’s reply to the toast. That reply complet-

ed the Trilogy of the Dufferin state oratory in India.

Lord Dufferin always shows the finest taste in his

public utterances. There is never any straining after

effect, as was constantly visible in the sparkle of

another literary statesman who filled the same office

not many years ago—nothing meretrreious. They

are usually finished productions, but the art is do-

minated by the seriousness of the duty. As much

brilliance as is consistent with the exactions of the

position—as much sparkle as is naturally struck up

—

you get, and no more. So on the present occasion.

After a word of preliminary chaff, but that of the

choicest, in obedience to the scene and the table, the

Viceroy plunged in medias res into business. But it

would not be quite accurate to regard the speech as a

Defence of his Government. He deprecated the

idea of makjng such a defence. There was no time,

and the practical need which still existed last year

had passed away. He, therefore, in bare justice to

the chivalrous stand made for the Viceroy’s reputation

by the Chairman (Sir Aleck Wilson), just allowed him-

self one general word. Supporting Sir Alexander, he

said, “ in the four years of my Viceroyalty, I have had

greater and more unexpected difficulties to contend

with than have troubled the serenity of most of my
immediate predecessors.” That is a most important

statement and the key to a right understanding of the

merits or demerits of the administration. It is not

the plea of an admirer or advocate, far less the idle

utterance of irresponsible journalism. It is the state-

ment of an English gentleman and man of honour.

It is the statement of a statesman of world-wide re-

putation. More than all, it is the deliberate utter-

ance before the whole world of the Viceroy of India,

speaking under the eye of critics who are bound not

to spare him in this behalf, his last three predeces-

sors being alive. Notwithstanding all the draw-

backs, his Lordship is able to say

—

“ Of one thin", at all events, I am certain —we have clone a great

dec'll more in these directions than anybody imagines.”

He desired to correct one misapprehension , in re-

gard to Burma, lest it should crystalli.se into a popu-

lar belief, like, we suppose, some of the little but mis-

chievous myths circulated by some of our native con-

temporaries. He dissipated the notion that the ill

success in Burma—as the delay in the settling dowjp,

under a new and stiff uncompromising civilised alien

rule, of a mostly wild country as large as France with

a sparse population without means of communication

or a civil organization, is called— i.s due to the nig-

gardliness of the Supreme Government, or its neg-

lect of arrangements or denial of help to the local

authoritie.s.

There the Viceroy ended and the man remained.

Now he proceeded to speak not so much in his offi-

cial capacity as in his inalienable character. Speak-

ing still with the weight of a practised statesman,

after four years of experience of the Indian Viceroy-

alty, he delivered a Lecture on Indian Politics to

Young India and its friends. It is a Lecture which

ought to be circulated in original and translated into

every Indian vernacular, and sown broadca.st through-

out the land. It ought to be pondered over and laid

to heart by every son of these Indies and every out^-

sider who loves, or even professes to love, the peo-

ple. Its statement of the Indian problem is for the

space perhaps unrivalled, and its general answer to

the crude demands of our younger generation and
our philanthropic friends unanswerable, so far as it

goes. He has powerfully suggested the hopeless-

ness of applying representative methods to the

government of such a seething mass of often conflict-

ing and occasionally nebulous elements of nationali-

ties and tribes and castes and creeds. It is a me-
lancholy picture, and it will be the duty of Indian

patriots to see wherein lies the chance of any prac

ticable amelioration.

So far so good. So far even the moderte reformers

on the Congress may thankfully accept the criticism on
the programme of the Congress, and try to correct it

and bring it within the range of practical politics. We
regret we are unable to follow his Lordship in his attack

on the fundamental character of its objects—the specific

nature of its work. If he had condemned such an

organization as, in the political circumstances of the

country, premature and likely, though unwittingly, to

cause mischief, we might understand him. He might

or might not be, correct, according to the nature of

the facts. If he had simply said that, in the present

stage of Indian evolution, the time for any extensive

political activity, even within the limits of the Consti-

tution and of loyalty to the British Crown, had not

come, it would be an intelligible and intelligent view,

worthy of discussion. Perhaps his Lordship meant

that, in that case he did not bring his mind out with his

usual clearness. But to blame a political association

for indulging in political aspirations and pressing

forward’ constitutional and administrative reforms,

is like, say, accusing the sun of shining. Social

reforms are no doubt much needed, but they must

be the care of other organizations. Lord Duf-

ferin himself has given the best reason why Social

Reform cannot be taken up by the Congress. To
speak accurately, some of the subjects mentioned

by him may be taken up and, in so far as they may
be, we hope they will be attended to.

Lord Dufferin then echoes the charge preferred

with such vigour by his Lieutenant of Upper India

against the Congress, for circulating seditious stuff, ex-

aggerated denunciations of the British administra-

tion, and so forth. We have lately dwelt on the

subject, in noticing Sir Auckland Colvin’s masterly

letter to Mr. Allan Hume% and would here only ask

the standing organization of the Congress to at

once suppress such publications as ^ay be really

liable to reproach. It is impossiUTe not to sym-

pathise with the indignation and scorn of Lord

Dufferin at the threat of physical force behind the •

back of their movement held out by the leaders of the

Congress.

Herb for once, at any rate, it was the Viceroy that

spoke. Then the speaker closed in a regssuring vein.

He us not an enemy, any more than Sir Auckland

Colvin. And after chiding us as we deserved as

naughty boys, he promised us a new cap

—

“ I h.'ive had ample opportunities of gauging and appreciating to its

full extent the measure of good sense, of practical wisdom, and of ex-

perience which is possessed by the leading men of India, both among

the great nobles on the one hand, and amongst the leisured and pro-

fessional classes on the other, and 1 have now submitted officially to

the home authorities some personal suggestions in harmony with the

foregoing views."
. , , , ^ . . t i

There ! There is the hand of an imperial ruler.
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THE VICEROY AT DACCA.

Dacca, November, 2S,

The Marquis of DufFcrin arrived at Naraingunj, as already an-

nounced, at about i p. m., on the 26th instant. His Excellency’s

yacht was met at the mouth of the river Lakhia by the Commission-

er of the Division, the District Judge, and the Magistrate of the

District. His Excellency lunched with Mr. Henderson and viewed

Messrs. David & Co.’s jute factory, and then proceeded by water

to the Railway Station, where he was met by the Naraingunj Mu-

nicipal Commissioners, who presented him an address of welcome.

The reply made was of a pleasing and sympathetic character.

At about 4 p. M., Lord Dulferin and his party proceeded by a

special train to Dacca and reached the station at hall' past four.

The arrival ol His Excellency at the Dacca station was entirely

private, and only the officials of the town on duly, Nawabs Sir

Abdool Guni Mcah, K. C. S. L, Ashunnullah, K. B. and suite were

allowed in it. The police lined the space outside the station in

which a Captain’s escort of the Surma Valley Light Horse w’cre

drawn up and escorted His Excellency to the Sudr Ghat. Suit-

able arrangemenifi I'or the reception of His Excellency in Dacca

took place at Suder Ghat and were made by the police. 'Ehcrc

guards of honor of the Dacca Rifle Volunteers and of the Military

police with band were drawn up. The road leading Irom the Rail-

way station to the Suder Ghat was decorated with flags, plantain-trecb,

&c., and five grand and triumphal arches were erected on the road.

7'hc Marquis of Duff crin received the address presented to him

by the Dacca Municipality in the evening of the 26th instant.

At noon, on the 27th, His Excellency received the address of the

Muhammadans of East Bengal, to which he made a graceful reply.

Both the address and the reply were in Persian tongue. At about

4 p. M. of the same day, Lord Dufferin proceeded to the Polo

Ground and there viewed polo played by the Manipuris.

At night, His Excellency attended the ball iliat was held at the

private residence of Balm Rupal Dass. During His Excellency’s

stay here almost the whole town was splendidly illuminated, and

the river bank indeed presented an imposing spectacle. The

Europeans of the town adorned their houses with illuminated

mottoes and words of compliment to, and admination of. Lord

and Lady DufFcrin, Dacca has rarely wiincsscd such a grand

and imposing spectacle. His Excellency leaves our town this

morning.

DOE.S “BABOO’' STINK?

It is somewhat late in tl>c day perhaps to ask in the sceptical nay

you have donc--Docs “Baboo” stink i*—for it assuredly docs in

young sensitive nostrils, though you, with your blunt ancient

nostrils, may find it difficult to conceive that it can. If it did not,

why should Joint-Magioiratc Surjya Kumar Aga^ti of Burdwan have

pulled up his nose at being “babooed?” He was, I hear,

“ baboo”cd, of course without meaning any insult, by an amla of tin-

Sessions Judge’s Court, at which he got sadly heartbroken and

complained to his superior, the Magistrate of the district, with a

view to redress, d^hc Magistrate then brought the matter to the

notice of the Sessions Judge, whereupon the Gazette order posting

him to this station was looked up, with the result that it has been

judicially pronounced that having been Governmcnl.ally designated

“ Mr.,” he is entitled to the mistership he claims and that he shall

henceforward b^always “mistered.” It is a pity that gentlemen

with such excllent education as the Joint Magistrate in qaestion

must have had cannot rise above such ridiculous pettiness. Baboo

Brajendra Kumar Sil, District and Sessions Judge, Bankura,

though statutorily civilianned like Mr. Agasii, is still omy a plain

Baboo. It appears therefore that the statute at any rate docs

not necessarily exalt an officer promoted to the Civil Service to a

mistership.-—Yours faithfully,

Burdwan. Hypersensitive Nostrils.

DISCIPLINE AND MORAL TRAINING IN

SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES.
Dated Calcutta, the 24th September 1S88.

From—Nawab Abdool Luteef, Bahadoor, c.i.e.,

I’o—The Untlcr-Seey. to the Govt, of Bengal, General and

Revenue Department.
^

[Concluded from p,

APPENDIX.

Extract frotn my letter, dated I'^tb June 1877, to the address of Colonel

O. T. Burnp, Private Sturetary to His Excellency Lord l.ytirai.

In 1873, when the question of the text-books of the Calcutta

University attracted the notice of His Excellency Lord Northbrook,

His Lordship noininatcil some gentlemen to a Special Committee to

consider tiie subject. 1 was honoured with a seat on that Com-
mittee. From the conversations that 1 had with His Excellency,

I was leil to expect that the question wouhl be taken u]) in a com-

prehensive spirit* upon some wcll-uiulerstood predetermined princi-

ples. Although, in our r(‘port, it was deemed necessary to take high

ground, the Committee practically made an offhand choice among
the books which had been in the curriculum from the beginning of

what is called high education in English in this country. One
principle, frfim iny representative character in that Committee, I did

not, of course, omit to bring to the notice of my colleagues, and to

insist upon, although it involved a condcmmition of the carelessness

not to say sectarianism, which had of late years governed the selec-

tion of books fur the youth of India. As a Mahoincdan, in

particular 1 could not but object to Mahomedan boys without rhyme
or reason being set daily to read unfounded calumnies and jirovoking

sneers against their faith. After the evil practice of many years,

I was almost grateful to my colleagues, therefore, lor recognising the

principle of religious neutrality in the literature for ihc “little go”
at least ; and one jKiper in AiKlison in particular (No. 94), which

sinned against it, was rejected. 'I'hc general views I had urged,

together with my suggestions for carrying them, were, I fear, equally

lost, Tlicre was no discussion in meeting, and no minute which

may have been recorded on mine was circulated. A few opinions

of some of the members had been circulated before 1 put in

my minute. 1 beg to submit my minute, recorded oil that occa-

sion, as embodying some of my views which, confirmed by increased

experience, arc as applicable to the present phase of the question

as they were three or four years back, for even the religious aspect

of the question has not varied. To me, a native of India, it seemed

even then a poor compromise to rule “ that in choosing works to be

read by the F. A. students all distinctly controversial passages in

favour or against any religion should be expunged,” as, in the first

place, leaving open the door of controversy in respect of the wliolc

body of University students besides ; and secondly, as leaving

ample loopholes for annoyance to the religious feelings and injury to

the religious beliefs of Hindus and Mussulmans. But the compact,

such as it is, has hardly been kept. It has either been ignored even

in the ease of ilic F. A. students, so foimally taken under the pro-

tection of the Committee of 1873 ;
or in the usual carclcssut-ss

with which the selection of books is made, it has been broken

through. It would bo prcposteiuus to suppose tliat the loophole has

been availed of fur the annoyance of Mahomedans by the choice of

Scott’s oriental romance, “'The 'rallsinan.” It would seem that tlie

deliberations of I>'^73 have been a deatl-Jeti er, for 1 do not find

Scott at all in the list ol prose writers recommended by Loid
Northbrook’s Committee. Scott, no doubt, is a noble writer, and
almost an indispensable one in English education here or cl.ewlierc.

But couTd no other work be found among the writings of a most

voluminous author to set before Asiatic youth than one teeming with

sneers and reproaches against the unfortunate East—a work, too, re-

velling in curses on the head of the Holy Prophet in almost every

other page ? I need scarcely say with what pain Asiatics, especially

Mahomedan youtlns, must peruse such a book. Mahomedan
giardians may well feel alarmed for the natural self-respect and

religious integrity of their children, obliged to make such works

their daily study. How little conlidcnec they must feel in the

mcasuics of an educational administratiun in which the feelings of

their community arc negligently trifled with, if not wantonly in-

sulted. I trust His Excellency will not eonsiclcr this as a senti-

IlolLnoafs /V//r.— Teachings of Experience.—The united testimrmy
of thousands, extending over inoie than foiiy years, most sfiongly
recommends tlicse Bills as the best purifiers, the mildest aperients, niid

the surest lestoratives. They never prove delusive, nr give meicly
temporary relief, but attack all ailments of the stomach, lungs, heart,

liead, and bowels in the only safe and legitimate way, by depinating tho
blood, and so eradicating those impurities which are the source ami
constituent of almost every disease. Their medicinal efficacy is wonder-
ful in renovating cuifeebled constitutions. Their action embraces all

that is desirable m a household medicine. They expel every noxious
and effete matter

;
and thus the strength is nurtured and the energies

stimulated.
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mental grievance. I beg to assure His Lordship that the objccnon

to “ The Talisman,” for instance, docs not originate with me. The

complaint came in most doleful terms from several Mahomedan

fathers before I lookeil into the book. I agree in their opinion of

the objcctionablcncss of the romance as a text for an Indian Uni-

versity. I am loath to quote the foul expressions, but just mark

some of them in the accompanying copy of the book. After all

that I have done, through more tli^n a quarter of a century, not

wholly without success, to induce my Mahomedan fellow-subjects

to take kindly to Western knowledge, I feel it my duty, even at the

risk of being laughed at for my bigotry by the wise men of the West,

to submit this matter to His Excellency that he may be pleased to

remove this gratuitous source of alienation. Western literature is

in itself dc-Orientalizing, dc-nationalizing, and so forth, enough

without choosing text-books especially calculated to repel or annoy.

Western culture thus pursued, instead of being a social distinction,

must be viewed with suspicion by all respectable members of our

society. It might be some excuse for provocation it the ends of

culture could not be served without it—if, for instance, all or most

English works were liable to the same objection. Fortunately for

the feelings of the Mahomedans and the credit of Government, the

range of English literature is extensive enough for any choice,

however scrupulous.

JJttblic |3aiJCi‘.

No. 828, dated the 31st January 1861.

From—W. Grey, Esq., Secretary to the Government of India,

Home Department.

To—The Secretaries to the local Governments, and Chief Com-

missioners.

I am directed to transmit, for in formation and guidance, the accom-

panying copy of a Despatch from the Secretary of State, No. 145 »

dated the i6th ultimo, prescribing restrictions with regard to the

communication of ofheial papers to private persons in this country,

as well as with regard to their transmission to private persons in

England.

2. The following points, it will be observed, are those to which

attention is specially enjoined :

—

(
1 .) That no official papers arc to be sent to individuals or public

bodies in England, except through the India Office in London.
^

(II.) That official papers are not to be communicated to private

persons in India, until they shall have been forwarded to the Sec-

retary of State.
. 1 r •

(III.) That a copy of every paper printed for publication, or

circulation beyond the officers of Government, is to be sent to the

Secretary of State by the first opportunity after it leaves the Press.

No. 145, dated London, the i6th December 1861.

From—The Right Hon’ble Sir Charles Wood, Bart., m. p, and

Her Majesty’s Secretary of State for India,

To—His Excellency the Right Hon’blc the Governor-General of

India in Council.

I beg to draw tlie attention of your Lordship in Council to the

“ I would observe that copies of this

translation were sent to the persons to

whom copies of printed official docu-

ments about the indigo crisis had been

sent.
“ Numerous copies had been sent, as

if by the authority of the Government
of Bengal, to Members of Parliament

and public bodies in England, to some
parties at a distance in this country,

and to the amount of no less than

twenty copies to the office of the Secre-

tary of State in London.”

extracts in the margin, the

first from the letter of Mr.
Seton-Karr to the Secretary

to the Government of Ben-
gal, dated 29th July lasf,*

and the second from the

Resolution of your Lord-
ship in Council of the 8th

August following, on the

subject of the transmission

of official documents to pub-

lic bodies and individuals

in this country and else-

where, by the public authorities in India.

2. 1 am aware that it has for some time been the practice in

India to give early publicity to official papers of importance ; and,

although the practice has, in some instances, led to the circulation

in this country of the proceedings of the Government in India be-

fore they have been transmitted for the consideration of Her Ma-
jesty’s Government, the publication of such documents may some-

times be highly expedient, provided the time and manner of such

publication be reserved for the decision of Government, subject to

any restrictions which Her Majesty’s Government may from time

to time think it necessary to impose.

3. It can seldom, however, be necessary or desirable on public

grounds that official papers should be transmitted, under official sanc-

tion, to individuals or public bodies in this country ; and, taking

into consideration the mischief and embarrassment which have oc-

curred from the circulation of the Nil Durpitn^ ostensibly, though

not in reality, under the sanction of the Bengal Government, I have

to request that you will at once issue orders which will put a stop

to direct communicattons of this nature, and that in any cases where

it may be desired by Government to forward public papers to bodies

or individuals in this country, the transmission be made through

this office.

4. I have, at the same time, to call your attention to the practice

which appears to prevail to some extent in the public offices in

India, of communicating official documents to private individuals in

that country. By this means papers of importance have, from time

to time, reached this country, and obtained a wide circulation, be-

fore they have been officially received at this office. As a case in

point, I may mention that a copy, printed in London, of the Re-

port of Mr. Morris on the Indigo Districts was privately placed in

my hands, together with an elaborate paper upon it, by the “ Land-

holders’ and Commercial Associaton of British India,” a considerable

time before the Report came to me from the Government of Bengal.

Such occurrences arc calculated to place Her Majesty’s Government
in great difficulty and embarrassment. I direct, therefore, that the

practice to which I have referred may be discontinued, and that

no copy of a public document, of an official nature, be communicat-

ed to private individuals, in India till the same shall have been for-

warded for my information. I have further to request that a copy

of every paper published for general information, or printed for

circulation to other than the officers of Government, by order of

your Excellency in Council, or of any Lieutenant-Governor or Chief

Commissioner in India, subordinate to your Government, may be

transmitted to me by the first opportunity after leaving the Press.

. BEAVON STREET.
^

Baiiu G. C. GH0.SE.

Saturday— the ist Dccemherf iSSS—
at p P. M.

Babu^Griah Chunder Ghose’s

' SUBLIME TRAGEDY,

B I S H A D

.

Next day—Sunday—the 2nd December^

at Candle-light.
\

THE SEASON’S SURPRISE,

Nundo-Bidaya,

Books to be had at our Box Office

—

NUNDO-BIDAYA ...Price, 8 annas.

BISHAD ... ... „ I Rupee.

L. SUR, Asii. Manager,

Dufferin Memorial Fund.

Rs.

Amount already advertised ... 60,867

H; H. the Maharajah of Travancorc,

G.C.S.I. '
.. ... ... 3,000

The Manage*^ Dighapatiah Wards
Estate . ... ... ... 200

H. H. the Rajah of Bhinga ... 50

Total ... ...64,117

Dr.

J. N. MITRA, .M.R.C.P.,

London,

Gold Modalist in Medioine & Hygiene,

Stood ist in the FINAL EXAMINATION,

Calcutta Medical College in 1880.

Late Surgeon Superintendent of Quarantine

Station, Mauritius, and Surgeon in charge

Mysadul Hospital.

Address,

Ukkur DutPs Laiie, Bowbazar, Calcutta,

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

“Limited.”

ASSAM AND CACHAR LINE
NOTICE.

This Company’s Steamer “SCINDE” will

leave Calcutta for Assam on Friday the

23rd inst., and on Tuesday the 27th idem the

Steamer “MAKUM” will leave Calcutta for

Cachar. mt"
All cargo for shipment by either of the above

vessels should be sent to the Company’s

Godowns at Juggannauth Ghat the day previ-^

ous to the vessel’s leaving Calcutta.

Dhubri & Debrooguur Mail Service.

The Steamers of this Service leave Dhubri

daily immediately on arrival of the mails from

Calcutta, and are connected with the E. B. S.

Railway for booking of traflg; through to river

stations in Assam.

Goalundo and Debrooghur Despatch
Service.

A special by-weekly service of Steamers is

maintained between Goalundo and Debrooghur,

the steamers leaving Goalundo on Sundays

and Thursdays, and Debrooghur on Mondays

and Fridays.
^

All particulars as to rates of freight ana

passage by all the above Services to be had on

application to

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents.

1-2, Clive Ghat Strettt, Calcutta.
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^ ST. LKONAKDS-ON-SEA, KNGl.AND.

OT. PEISR’S COLLEGE FOR BOYS.
University masters, specially suitable for

Indian Children, Indian References. For Pros-

pectus, address Principal.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Stron", arriirate, pretty, open-fared Nirkd

sdver short wind!mr Keyless Railway Rejjnlat-

ors, of small size, jcivdlcd^ cwiinelled di.il, bold

figures and hands, shewing' two times with

tempered machinery and dust ti^ht cases

for only Rs. 7-8 per V. P. P. with spare

j^lass, spring', box and guarantee. Wat ranted

to stand roiij^h usa.'je. Can be easily lepaired.

Have no appe.nance of cheapness about
them. Others sell at double our rales. Mr.

A. R. Mehta from Pandora says: “The
7 8 watch I purchased frotn you two years

back, ^ives correct time as yet.” Acting Su-

perintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,
says:—“A watch maker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr. J. SutclifTe, R.

W. Fnsi, Kc^t., Lucknow, .says :
“ Some v.tliied

it at Rs. 15 and wete completely sui prised when
I told them it only costs Ks. 7-8.” Pretty

Canadian Gold Chains, Lo(_kets, Pencils, com-

plete shirt Slnds and Rin^s set with chemical

diamonds, inbies, &c., at Rs. 2 carh. Mr. J.

A. Yelsmoie, .Satiir, says:—“The lu'st i^old-

smith of this place values the cliain for

Rs. 7 and the. locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. (i.

Smith, .Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says: -“A
German valued the diamond rinjr at Rs. qo and
the rubv at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA
TRADING CO., lioMBAV.

TO THE DEAF.
A Person cured of Deafni->.s and Notsi-s

in the head of 23 years’ standing; by a SiMl’i.

Remedy, will send a description of it FREE
to any Person who applies to J. 11 . NICHOLSON,

J, 0/d Court House Street^ CALCUTTA,

NOW READY.
The Report of the 3rd Indian National Con-

gress, held at Madras during the last week

of 1887.

Price Re. i including postage. Apply (0 M.

V. Charriar, 100, Mount Road, Madias.

READY

Price post fiee Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Ks. A

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-S.

Mofussil Orders supplied by V'alue Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL
ELl'WI.LN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperah,

BV

SAMBHU C. MOOKERJBE,
Fonnettv Muusicr to the hae

Navvau FARlunoN J \H P-AUAnooK,

• (the last of the N.iw.ihs N iziin of Bengal,

Behar and ( )i isNa.)

Latterty Afinister of the Tippcnih State.

Apply to Manager, "SEIS & RAYYET”
I, Uckoor Uutt’s Lane, Wellington Street,

^AICUTTA.

OPINION OF 'rilE PRESS.

It is many years since I first met, and some
years since 1 last met, Dr. Samblm Chunder
Mookeijee, editor of the Reis and Rayyet
(iTince and Peasant), and an author of high

repute among the kindly, as well as acute and
jntellectual, people of Bengal. One of the real

misfortunes of India was, and still is. Lord
Macaulay’s picture of the Bengalee. The
picture, true perhaps as regards Nuncomar and
many Bengalees, is not accurate as a represen-

tation of the people generally, taking them as
an PInglishman may find them if he looks

fairly. If they had been unfaithful, the sad
story of the Mutiny h;id been vastly satlder

;

and, apart fiom the Mutiny, many Engli.slimen

could give imiividual instances of Bengalee
faithfulness almo.st unujue m histoiy, i.iking

all the. circumstances i»f onr relation to Indi.i

into account. The Beng.ilce is genei.illy eager

for kuowlcxlge of all kinds, and i.s often both

cour.igeous m the cxpicssion of his opinions,

md gifted to a rcinaik.ible degree with the

power to express those opmiems with foicc and
precision. Mr. Fawcett once told me that an
unprepared sneech made, on his behalf, during
an election, by a young Ilindofi, sni passed, in

force as well as ehuincm e, .any unprep.ired

speech he ever ha<l hcaid mailc by any mem-
ber of the House of Commons, if four or live

members of the Ilou^e weie excepted.

Among th(‘se Beng.ilees there is astn.all hodv
of men —small for th.ii large piovmce—wlm
aie, ironically <»r olheiwise leimed “ V#iing

Bengal.” Some of them aie no longer young,

bill grave and .iged ; some have, in the couise
of yeais, been iiiglily (lislinguishcd for their

public sei vices ami tiieir sdentilic .and othot

att.iinrnents. .Some h.ixe .u times been 1111.

represented, and their l.ingu.ige misiiiAmpieted,

so that on Its letuin to them it has am.i/‘'d

none more than tliemsehcs. Nothing of this

has been done by the nMlly gieat administra-
tois of Indi.i. 'Pli.ii It ha-i been done, ho\\e\cr,

cannot lie tlenicd.

In the fotefiotil of this little band is the

author of tins book of Ir.ivels, B.dvno .Sambhu
Chunder Mookca jee —.1 wiiiet of high lepiite,

as I li.ive said, also an administrator, as the

leadei will sei* fiom the tiile-p.ige to this book.

A keener, yet a kindlier saliiist, one might
seek for and not find. His use ol the English

langii.age has .istoidshed tnany an educated
Englishman

;
and the <]uality of his reading is

shown liy his marvellous power of ipiolalion
;

not meiely fiom authors like .Shakespcaie, anil

Milton, and Macaulay, and men eminent in

science, hut from out-of the-way old ballads,

and littie-knovvn ohl pamphlets, m the applica-

tion of winch be leaves one wondeiing— fiist,

bow he obtained the piodnclions at all, and
secondly, how, having obtained them, he

learned to apply them so appositely to the

subjects which he intends them to illustrate.

Passing from the author to his book, we
shall, perhaps, first of all be attracted to the

work of the administnitor. He comes upon a

milkman’s village, on which he finds fastened

the grip of .a Court favourite. He unloosens

the grip, and rc-scttlcs the village, in the

double interest of Prince and Peasant. And
all the time he sci's everything. 'I'lie poor

people bathing on the rivers’ banks, have hi.s

genial and kindly, if also at times, what a

.Scotchman would call, his “pawky” notice.

A “fair maid of Smiaigoan ” attracts his at-

tention by the giacefulness with whuh slie

fames a vessel of water from the ri\er
;
ami,

though the f.air in.iiil .ind he are vlivided ijy

r.ico ami f.i'tli (slie is .MiissiilmaTi), slie ha*^! hi-,

full meed of praibe. Indeed, it must be admit-

ted- -and he will not lie orfcmioil with me for

s. tying so that he never meets with .1 f.iir f.uc,

w’ithoiit at least giMug evident e* of the fact

that he has eyes tc; see and a heart |o com-
preheml. *

Of his wide an<l generous symp.ilhies, imu h

might be said, and still leave much more to

say. He meets a missionary on the river, and
evidently IS uiOined, in writing his notes, to

pass a joke on the subject.* He nips.^^t, how'-

ever, in the biid, and contenlb him'self with

saying, “ So new is preaching here, that the

simple people saitl the padte h.i 1 been singing

in the btreel,” He meets Catlmlic and Pmj-

testant missitTn.'uies on shipboard, and chuckles

over their disputes, while he astonishes thtMii

by his comtn.and of the English language, and

even by his knowledge of the Bible- a know-

ledge, I may adcl, which is evident in many of

his writings.

A parrot falls overboard, and is drowned in

its cage, to his great distress, which is not

however paraded. He says ;
[Extract,]

These arc not the words of a Christian, but

of a Hindoo.

Again, he has a faithful ugly dog, whose

name is Torn, and whose glory it once was to

qiark, with a noble independence, at some very

dgnified Sahibs. Our author is compelled, to

le.ave Tom behind
; and here is his farewell :

[Extract.]

I think this is a very fine passage, and one
that will draw the author veiy close to the
great heait of humanity, wheievcr the words
aie read. Could any tiling be finer than tin*

testimony to the two foreign “gentlemen,”
emlmg witli the “ Bengalee pariah, my poor
Tom’ t >4)t the pariah merely, but the pariah
dog. The passage is w 01 thy of the author,
.111(1 of the gicat mercifulness of the land th.it
boie iiim.

Whoever reads this hook must be prepared
fuithi'i- to find bold and m.inly language. The
.uithor IS no flatteier ol Julm' linil, though he
gives John his due, and admits that India owes
him a gie.il debt. Here is one passage 1 elating
to foicign flints

: [Extiact.]
Among the skelt lies of country -word-jAir-

tiiies -tlie leader will find some exceedingly
pietty, ami all the more valuable in that they
are t.ikon fi om a standgiouiid jvuicly Indi.m •

not English. Whci e an iLuglish arlibl’s mind
would be filled with European ide.is, the mind
of this gifted E.istern aitisl is filled with a class
of idiMs tot. illy Ajirtcrenf, yet eijually instructive
and ceriainly iml Icss subtle and far-rcachimL

Oil tlie eve of one of his jouineys^ our
aiithoi wMs placed m a dilemui.i of '.i kmd
not iiiikuou’ii to liavcllers in India, but not on
that .K ( ount the less stupid. He wibhed to
go by ,i p.irticulai boat, add took lime by the
foichxk f.)r that piiipo^e. 'Llie fate was at
(Ir;>l si.iicd as 90 uipees, to pay winch he
offered “.i new riisp, fresh Bniish India’' note
for too rupees. “ It wms,” he athU, “fresh fionn
the ('ill nmcy Office, .iml liad been reemved
only the day befiue from aiioiher (iovcinmcnt
dep.iitiiKmt.” 'i’he rest of the story is

thus told
; [Exii.ict.]

'I'lic liuimnir of the little .sketch is worth
sometliiiig. I can fancy the author laughing
even III Ills dism.iy

;
for he ran laugh wdl at

others, and equ.illy w'ell at himself. 1 shall
only ventuie on one more p.issage

; and I ‘Mve
It as showing the spirit of the man who dares
to call his newspaper R/inee and Pcamnt.
He desiied to return to his home m Beii'Ml,'
and to bid adieu, for a time at last, to Indepen-
dent Tippeiali, where he had been located
“some iwo^yeais.” He received the Maha-
rajah’s permib.sion to return home

; but still he
could not get avyay. [Extract.]

Ilicie is, I tinnic, a sound Icsson m this pas-
sage

;
the lesson of the immense value of

courtesy and urbanity in the relations of rulers
and ruled. Terc is a gieat deal in that sen-
tence, “ /Fc .serve flesh and blood.” The best
adminisUaior in India is not always the ablest
the man whosfe plans are the wisest as plans •

but the man who, with plans or withowt them*
give.s confidence to the people, and confidence
not merely m his justice, but also in his con-
sider.ateness and forhearaiK e. A clever man
once said that Ihcart of siuaess in India is the
art of giving good lliunel^. It may be so

;
but

the peril is giciu—the peid of debt; and m
any case the art has its limiis, and ii^ natural
collapse. Even diimcis .ipd i.’bampagne pall
111 the end. But thine is one ail th.it never
fails -the art of mie (anirtesy-; of that comlesy
wlm h, bein^ natural, is not afnxtcd by any
whim Ol i.iprice, cuher of ihe pens >11 who
possesses It, or of any one with whom he has
relations.

Ill lAiddiug farewell to thfs iflilc book, I once
more rec.dl, .is I e.asily and vpry vividly can,
the author’s kindly face and gentle Miice, as
known to me many ycais a-ro. I se^ him, as
I see B.aboo Kiisio Das T.al, Dr. .M.ihendia
Lai .Sircar, and some others, iijrhifiiu- .s nmcli-
abusc'd editor of the Amrita Hazat Rat) ika

\

and I feel and say, with all e.mu-am ss .met
sinceiiiy, that among these .ire imn whom
the (joveinment of India would be wise in
rerognising .iiid winning entirely to its side.
'I'liey art* men on whom no rc.dly generous
word—true as wcdl as gmioious- e-. cr is

thrown away. I have conipanal them at times
with men of kindred onupations at home,
and I think that they aie as a rule by far
the truer gentlemen in good manners, and
often in very much more than mero iiMnner^.
May the great Gcxl, whose sacred N.i.ne they
use as that of the P'aihcr of all, guide them to
a nobler destiny than any they yet have
known, and with them, and by ihem, bless
their native land !

James Routledge.
— The Indian Magazine., .Mar 1S88.
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“IT RECOMMENDS ITSELF.”

All ivho sujjcr find ure reLef Jrom

M '

The Greatest Pain Cure Extant.

It has (Iilvuii onr from iho systrin

AcuteRheumatism and Rheumatic Gout,

Afrrr vtMis of sfini Iw'Inh'ssnoss and siiffcM--

in'i^
;

uIiiIp in IiR( >NCHI 1 IS,

LU M Ti A f SC I ATICA, FACKAC H E,

SPRAINS, it is tlir surest and safest remedy

for ihe^e coinplainis in their severest and most

chronic fotm.

Its ma^ic effect in alfoidinp^ instantaneous

lelief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs

Is almost too reinarkablt; for CREDENCE.

Are yon subject t<i HEA1)A(,HES and the

toitutesof 'rdOTHACllE? A single applica-

tion will relieve yon.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-

The Marvellous Sore Throat Cure.

Try this wonderful Medicine and let the

result speak for itself.

The Oriental Halm is used by the best Phy-

sician^ in the world in their practice. It has

been pronounced a blessin<{ in thousands of

homes. Hy its inttinsir virtue. It has achieved

a wide-spread popnl inty which no similar pre-

paration has ever before attained.

Sold In rtoltlcs at i Re. each.

Obtainable of all re.specitablc cliemists

throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stani street Co.

R. Scott 'rhompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.

Pficc by post ^^2 anting.

ASRUKANA
A Collection uf poems in Bengali l:)y

Srimati GlRINDRAMOllINV DASSV
(Author of Ktihifahar^ Rh irat k'usunt.)

Asrukana is a collection (ff poetical pieces of

singular p.athos and beauty of exjuessimi *

It IS a senes of mournful songs that the

reader is here ptesented with and they must

touch a sympathetic cord in every heart that

can feel. There is a singular appiopnateness

in the title of the wotk, anti in its pious dedi

cation to the meitiory of the husband of the

fair writer.— 7'hc Indian Nation.

The autlioress is not unknown to Bengali

readers. She has already published two or

three poems by which she is favourably known,

but between tlicse poems .anti this is a differ-

ence that hardly admits of being measured.
* #

Tliis is poetry in life
^

We have read Srimati fiirindra Mohiny’s

poems m a reverential spirit. The poems are

all of a lyrical desciiption. The Jyte is soft,

sweet and tender, but awfully .strong.
*

The tone of the poems is inexpre.ssibly

gentle, inexpressibly pure, and inexpressibly

tender ami alfeclionatc. It is the tone of a

world mother.
#

Bengal should be proud of this poem— The

Calcutta Review.

Apply at the Bee Pres^.,

1, Uckoor Dutt’s Lane, Calcutta,

Printed and publishedfor the Proptietor every

12. LAL HAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Court,)

THE CALCUTTA

1I()M(E()P.\THIC PIIAIIMACL
TDK

KARI.IK.ST & STILL MOST E.XTKNSIVE

DISPENSARY IN ASIA

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

wiiicii

INTRODUCED TO THE EA.ST THE

TEADE IN
INDEPENDENT HOMffiOPATHY

and maintains to this day

THE DIGNITY AND INTEIGRITY OF

THI^

schDod ok medicine.

n. & Co., beg to diaw tlie attention of their

constituents and the public to the neat little

turned

WOODEN CASE

in which every phial of medicine tliat goes

out of their Establishment is packed.

These cases while they ensure the bottles

against breakage will .also be found very con-

venient and useful.

No EXTRA CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
rj. Lai Baciaav, Calcutta.

In Pamphlet, Price 4. annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

ARMY RKOIKiANlZATION
With spn( i.il reference to the (Question of

A Reserve for the Indian Army.

By Capt. ANDREW IIEARSEY.
Apply to Reis Riyyet Office, Calcutta.
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TEA! TEA! TEA!
Cheapest & Best,

.SUPPLIKD BV

THE

INDIAN TEA SUPPLY CO.
“ LIMITED.”

In packets of i os., 2 os. and ,/ os. each from
J pice only and upwards.

Note the Low Price.

A Packet of Tea for 3 pice

!

Important News for India,
WHERE FEVERS AND CHOLERA

REICN SUPREME.

A
RECENT TRAVELLER ON THF,
Chine.se Coast found that District re-

maikably FREE FROM TYPHOID FEVER
and CHOLERA. He soon di.scovcred the

cause. The people there do not drink cold

water from tanks or wells, often extremely im-

pure, but keep a pan of water constantly boil-

ing, into which from time to time they drop

a little Tea, and when thirsty THEY DRINK
HOT TEA ! If the weak and adulterated Teas

of China can do this, what may not the pure

and strong Teas of India be expected to effect .?

Also in tins to lolbs of various
qualities to suit all tastc.s.

Ask for the Indian Tea Supply
Company’s Teas.

Wo have Agents all over the Coun-
try, but want more.
Managing Agents:

LYALL MARSHALL 4 CO.,

4, Olive Ghat Street, Calcutta.

Griha-Chikitsha.'
A complete and large treatise on Homcco-

pathic Domestic Medicines with some tried

native drugs for certain serious diseases, by
Rai Kbetter Naiith Chalterjee Habadoor
in Bengalee 2 o o
'Do. postage o 3 0
Do. abridged in Hindee i o o
Apply to Author at Chinsur.ah or to People’s

Press, No. 78, College Street, Calcutta.

REIS & RAYYET
(PRINCE AND PEASANT)

WEEKLY(ENGLISH) NEWSPAPER
AND

Roviciu of Politics, Literature, and Society

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Yearly ... in advance ... Rs. 12

Half-yearly ... „ ... „ 7

Quarterly ... ,, ... „ 4

Monthly ... , ^ ... Re. 1*8

Single c)r sample Copy,, ... „ o-S

RATES OF ADVERTISEMENT.
Adveriisemcnts (three columns to the page; are •

charged by the space taken uo. at the rate of 4

annas a line, each insertion. The lowest charge

for any advertisement is Rs. 2, except Domestic

Occurrences, the lowest charge for which is

Ri». 5*

Special rates for Qoutracts.

No additional charge for inland postage or

peon. For arrears an advance of 50 per cent,

will be charged. Foreign postage separately

charged at the rate 01 4 annas a month or

Ks. 3s a year.
. . , mn

Business Communications (post paid; to

be directed to “The Manager, and Literary

Communications and books and pamphlets

(carnage paid) to “ The Editor ” of Rds

& Rayye:.
’

Office: /, Uckoor DutPs Lane., IVelltngton

Street^ Calcutta.

Saturday Ay MUTTY Lall Ghose, at THfi BEE PRESS, No. /. Uckoor DuU's Lane, Calcutta.
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Mr. T. H. WlCKES has come bnck from the N. W. Provinces and Oudh
and is posted as Supenntending Engineer of the Western

Circle
;
Mr^ H. Joll, Officiating Superintending Engineer, Western

Circle, officiates as Superintending Engineer of the Eastern Circle

;

Tdr. W. H. Nightingale, Officiating Superintending Engineer, Eastern

Circle, become Inspector of Local Works in the Bhagulpore Division
;

while Mr. W. H. King continues to officiate as Inspector of Local

Works in the Patna Division.

• •

The Gilchrist Scholarship Examinations will begin on Monday the

14th January 1889, at the Presidency College.

#
• #

The Officiating Chief Magistrate has found the serang of the Mon^ola

guilty of culpable negligence by starboarding and going across the

river as he did in the afternoon of 5th November, and, on conviction

under section 304 A. I. P. Code, sentenced him to 6 months and one

week’s simple imprisonment.

• «

It has been ruled that fmm the new year 1889, the supply of books and

newspapers, except in Madras and Bombay, for the use of Government

offices, shall be entered at the office of the Superintendent of Stationery,

Calcutta, and paid for therefrom. This does not take away the power of

the various Governments and Depaitments to order the supply, but

there must be a record of the supply in the one particular office.

• •

The importations from ist April to 3Tst October to this country, of

the precious metals are, gold Rs. 1,34,68,859 and silver Rs. 4,42,53,248.

• •

The Indian Museum was open only 10 days in November. Notwith-

standing, the visitors were— Natives 13,036 males and 4,834 females;

Europeans 292 males and 70 females, in all 18,232.

As a prevention against defalcations we believe, disbursing officers

of all departments are required in future to settle all claims as they

arise and lake steps to bring them to account immediately.

The Italian Roman Catholics have been freed by the Pope to vote at

elections.

• •

The Bill for the extension of the Land Purchase Act and the Oaths

Bill have passed the Upper House.

• #

The Marine Court has commenced the investigation of the loss of

Vaiiarna, The information hitherto elicited is no more than what we

already know,

• •

Mr. Mar.sdkn has returned from leave and rejoined his place as

Chief Magistrate of Calcutta.

• •

The Exodus Question has been solved by the Secretary of State

—by a compromise. Lord Cross thinks that the migration to the hills

should not extend over 6;< months—from the middle of April to end

ot October.

In a jealous ht, Raghunundan Dowbay, Head constable, Chanauli

Police Thana, Benares, brutally hacked, with a drawn sword, a dancing-

girl about the face, arms and shoulders. The mother of the girl, in

attempting to save the poor victim, leceived a sword cut on the head.

^ The unworthy Brahman.^ But then his Brahmanship is an Indian

Bobby.

• •

Fifteen years after the event, “his grateful and admiring countrymen”

have marked with a tombstone the spot in the Circular Road Ce-

metery, where lie the mortal remains of Michael Modoo Soodun Dutt.

The stone was unveiled with .some ceremony by Mr. Monmoliun Ghose

last Saturday. The Baboo with good grace allowed the son of the de-

ceased to lay the first floral offering.

* «

Mr. Bolton, the 24-Pergunnahs Magistrate, has quashed the convic-

tion of Wilson the gate Inspector, Peters the goods shed clerk, and the

carter* sentenced by the Sealda Magistrate, Mr. Palit.

Colonel Bannerman retires from service and Gwalior. Major Barr

from Rewah succeeds him, he, in his turn, being replaced at Rewah by
Major Robertson.

•
• «

A NEW line of steamers is announced from January next—a German
service—from Bremen to Bombay and Calcutta.

Mr. E. G. Colvin, Sir Stcuart Baylty’s Private Secretary, was married

to Miss Bayley at St. Paul’s Cathe<lral on Thursday. Lord and Lady
Dufferin witnessed the m.arriage regisiei. God bless the new couple I

Notes and Leadf.rettes.

The Jubilee festivities, according to I'n/Z/i, cost the Queen ^60,000. A
very probable figure, certainly. We hope, however, there will be some
more authoritative confirmation of what is now the gossip of a society

paper. The information has an ioiportam e in India which it has no-

where else. It will surprise many of the ill-educated mass—not to say
anything of masses— to learn that Her Majosty has been put to any
expenditure on account of the Jubilee. They have been taught rather

to imagine that she only drew a heavy dragnet, without being a
farthing out of pocket for fishing requisites or in wages. We hope
every Indian paper will make a point to circulate this information.

Calcutta is flooded with notabilities, Eastern and Western, and
the inundation is still on the rise. From all directions, are flowing
princes .and princelings or their reprcsentativc.s, Nawabs and Khan
Bahadoors, R.ajas and Rai Bahadoors, and men of different kinds of

eminence, to bid the retiring Viceroy and Lady Duffemn farewell, and
receive their successors. Already, rents have run up to fabulous

demands.

LA.STwcckwe noticed the arrival of the Nawab Bahadoor of Moor-
shedabad and his brother Nawab Wala Kudr Hoscin Ali Mirza

;
Nawab

Shutnsool Omrah Amir-i-Kabir, of Hyderabad, and Sir Gajapati Razu,
Maharaja of Vizianagram.

According to our announcement, the Maharaja of Bhurtporc arrived

on Monday and was received with suit.able honours.

lllE cis-Sutledge State of Nabliha (whose Chief was at Lahore to

receive their Excellencies and followed them to Puttiala) has sent
members of its Council as rcprcse^ntativcs. 'rrans-Sutledge Kapur-
thala is represented by Sirdar Bliagal Singh, Member of Council there.

One of the most interesting anivals is Mahamahopadhyaya Sirdar

Sir Altar Singh, Chief of Buchihoui, the most learned of the elder

generation of the Kli.ilis.i He is accompanied hy his stalwart heir.

It must do the heart of cveiy native good to look at such grand
specimens of Indian humanity a*> all our vi.siiois fiom the Panjab are.

ft

The leading ralooqdars and Reises of Ou lh are now well represented
Tit the metropolis by Kunwar Ilirnam Singh Ahluwalati, C. I. E., of
the Kap^oorthala family and inaiMg'*!- of the K.ippoorthala Estates in

Oudh, Secretary to the Falooqdars’s A^soc.i.'iiion
; tlie Honourable

Rana Sir Shunker Buksh Singh, K. C. I. K.
;
Chowdhri Nasrat Ali

Khan Bahadoor, of Sandila, and Moonshee Newiil Kishorc, C.I.E.

Nearer home, we Invc the Mah.traja of Bettia, looking fresh and
bright since his relief from the loiil of cate by the recent arrangement
with respect to his enoimous iU*ht.

As a sort of contrast to him, is the stout but active and intelligent

R.aja Ram Nar.ain Smgh, the intelligent and piudent lord of

Khaira, Monghyr, who has come this week.

On Wednesday, arrived Rai Dhatri Nath Bahadoor, uncle of the minor
Chief of the Tributary State of Mhorbhanj in Orissa.

The same day, the Maharaja of Durbhunga, K.C.I.E., came by
appointment to see the Viceroy but not to stay, although he
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had taken house and sent his people long before. After the interview,

Sir Luchrnessur Singh Bahadoor left for Diirbhunga by the same even-

ing’s train. We regret to learn that there is sickness in the Maharaja’s

family, which required his presence at home. He will be coming

again, of course, as soon as practicable.

TllK Sutlej which brought the Viceroy elect to India had a

troublous passage from the I3 ritish*Channel, all through almost, except

in the Mediterranean. Lord Lansdowne travelled through the Con-

tinent by rail
;
taking the vessel at Brindisi. The savage Red Sea

frowned so that she could with difficulty approach the rock of the

Asiatic Gibralter on the Arabian coast. The Araliian Sea was in a

rage. According to our Oriental superstition—which often comes true,

somehow—we should suspect the presence of some wietched Anglo-

Indian on boatd to whom this mishap was clue, and recommend the

institution of a moral quarantine to keep out surly churls and other

evil company. The fine weather from Brindisi to Egypt was, of course,

due to Lord and r*.idy Lansdowne. Certainly, they made the most of it,

and contributed not a little to the happiness of the party on board.

They were lucky in their Commander, who, besides being an expert

seaman, was a splendid Boniface. So much so, that he obtained an

address from the passengers which Lord Lansdowne presented to him,

adding to its value by a speech from himself.

The steamer bearing its freight of invaders of the Government of

India, awoke Bombay by its cannonade at dawn of Monday. It was

boarded by the Governor of Bombay’s Military Secretary, Col.

Lyttleton, and an A.-D.-C., and Mr. Nugent the Chief Secretary, the

Governor himself awaiting at Government House. In the pavilion

erected near the landing. His Royal Highness the Duke of Connaught

was in attendaijce, at the head of a large concourse of the official and

non-official chisses. His Royal Highness presented the military officers

and the Political Secretary presented the foreign consuls and the

Native Chiefs. Tlien the Hon’ble Mr. Sayani, at the head of the

Corporation, presented their address, to which Lord Lansdowne made

a long and cheering reply. His Lordship and Lady Lansdowne

were then driven to Government House, where they were received by

Lord Reay.

To-day, Lord Lansdowne arrived at the Howrah terminus at 4-33 and

came direct to Government House. The usual honours attended him.

He did not, however, enter upon his office immediately. The ceremony

of installation will take place on Monday. The members of Govern-

ment will assemble on that day in the Throne Room and at 9 in the

morning, his Lordship at their head will proceed to the Council Chamber,

where Her Majesty’s commission, appointing him Viceroy and Gov-

ernor-General of India, will be read by the Home Secretary. Lord

Lansdowne will then take his seal in Council under a salute of 31 guns*

Besides the high offieers of the (Government, and the vaiious Foreign

Consuls, the ceremonial will be witnessed by any of the public who

may tlesire to attend. A quarter of an hour mure, and the Marquis and

Marchioness of DuiTcrin and fiimily will leave Government House for

ever. The outgoing Viceroy will be accompanied by Lord Lansdowne to

the Howr.ih Railway Station, where he will be received by the Lieuten-

ant-Goveinoi of Bengal and the Members of Council. The honors and

distinctions of the Viceroy shall all continue to be given the Marquis of

Dufferin and Ava as far as Aden, in accordance with precetiint. The

same ceremonial with which Lord Lansdowne was received on his arrival

and join ney through India will be observed on the occasion of Lord

Dufferin’b departure. After the ceremonial of the morning, the Sheriff

of Calcutta will proclaim the new Viceroy’s assumption of office in the

High Court, as part of the attendant ceremonial.
^

Another proof, if proof were still needed, in refutation of the caliiinny

so obstinately circulated, that Government is pursuing an aggressive

policy towards the Native States, and that, pursuant to it. Lord Duffer-

in has been trying to introduce an English administration into them by

forcing on them European Civil or Military servants as Ministers I We
are authoritatively informed that the Begum of Bhopal having expressed

a wish to again try a Mahomedan Minister, the Government of India

has acquiesced in her wish, and Munshi Imtiaz Ali of Lucknow
will be appointed to the post.

Mr. C. M. Goodrickk has taken six months’ extension of his leave

from the Secretary of Suie on sick certificate. That is, he draws half
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pay. Meanwhile, for his thorough and wholesale dishonesty in the

discharge of his duty, the Board of Revenue has recommended his

total severance from the service. But we are afraid the Board is no

match for the Petticoat.

As a test of popularity, the Lieutenant-Governor’s late tour has been a

great succes.s. The following account received by us gives anj interest-

ing example of how he was waylaid as it were for honour.

“There were gay doings Wednesday week at Mysadal, an out of

the way town in the sub-division of Tumlook, district Midnapore.

This place is the seat of the Garga Rajas who, it is said, settled there

three or four centuries ago, with the help of some Portugueze soldiers,

whose descendants at Gewankolly are now hardly distinguishable from

our countrymen amongst whom they live, except by their names and

Christian faith. Here Sir Steuart Bayley, with Messrs. Nolan and Colvin,

passed at about 4 P. M. of the 28th November. The Raja decorated

the banks of the canal near his house, for a long distance, with trium-

phal arches of evergreens, bunting and flowers. There were also illu-

minations and fire-works which threw up a blaze of light, giving the

whole town a fairy-like look. The Raja with his retinue and the boys

of the school were, of course, on the spot. There were also the Police

Inspector, the Lai Puggrees and the Sub-divisional officer. The latter

were to have guarded the entrance of the tidal canal into the Rup-

naryan and the Hooghly—at (Gewankolly where all passengers by the

canal experience the greatest difficulties, and where Hi.s Honor slept

in the Aurora during the small hours of the next night. But they

did not like the idea of being outdone in ceremonies by a non-official

and in their own Bumbledom. Was it not better for them to palm off

he grand prep.ir.itions of the Raja on the ruler?

But the Raja also arranged for pyrotcchnical exhibitions at Gewan-

kolly while the locks there were illuminated by the local toll officer.

His Honor took the yacht Clytea at 5, arriving at Kidderpore, at

9 O’clock Thursday morning.

These spontaneous receptions which greeted the Lieutenant-Governor

at such out of the way places, where far from landing, the pro-

gramme of this lour docs not shew if he was to passthrough, show

that Sir Steuart Bayley is the most popular Lieutenant-Governor

that we have ever had
;
his administration, unlike that of his predeces-

sors, commending itself to the people of all classes and creeds.

These receptions are got up by non-officials, but they are enjoyed

by officials generally. In bearing the cost thereof, our people have no

eye to what is called the main chance. Some of them may have a

luikiug desire for titles, but these cost Government nothing, nor is their

gratitude like that of plaaemen, “ u lively sense of future favours.” Yet

what a pity it is lhat sometimes they are not even introduced, by the

District officers, to the ruler they delight so much to honour, or

if they are introduced at all, they are put behind Deputies and Mun-
siffs who are perhaps sons of their own employh. This should be

noted by the powers that be who taunt our educated countrymen for

their hankering after Government service and yet open to them no

other career.

Our District and Sub-district officers should also take a leaf out of Mr.

Hare’s book in regard to the Dufferin Reception Committee at Dacca,

where that gentleman so pertinently explained how it would have been

better for him to have kept himself aloof from the Committee’s

procceding.s. Some tact and a judicious exercise of this power may
shortly give them over the people the position which they wish to

obtain by thrusting their nose in such mattei^ but so long as both

merit and sycophancy are the passports to promotion, native officialix

who are wanting in one, must needs have recourse to the other.”

Mr. Bonnerjea, before the close of his lecturing tour in England,

took the precaution to write to our brother Baboo Sishir Kumar Ghose

to stop any attempt at a silly exhibition of him, by way of a welcome

on his return. Perhaps, he ought to have applied te ‘Baboo Surrender

Not as the master of juvenile enthusiasm, instead of the recluse of the

Purishmith hills. Hence, notwithstanding Mr. Bonnerjea’s express de-

sire, there was an attack on him attempted by straggling parties of

young patriots. Fortunately, they bad no General to use them for a

combined operation ; indeed, the Port Commissioners opportunely

withdrew their draw-bridge which connects the two banks, thus

effectually preventing the passage of the little army, whose leaders

had not acquainted themselves with the days
.
and hours on which the
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But, whatever the theory, practically they were for

Oi^e a governor, always a governor, and woe
betide the man that, without the help of an army under
command or of conspiracy or assassination, should seek

*to succeed to him with only the grant of the Supreme
Authority ! That Power itself could hardly oust its own
servant on easier terms. Hence, it, rather easily, gave

away the right to such difficult succession. Hence, it did

not scruple to sell the same office to several competi-

tors at the same time, leaving them to effect entry by

their own power and skill. Such scrambling for the

office of ruler could not fail to be calamitous to the

ruled. These contests were often bloody confficts.

Nor, when at last the appeal to the sword decided for

the stout arm or the plotting head, was the after pros-

pect more cheering to the subject population. Gov-
ernment in such circumstances ce»ases to be a state, to

become an estate. It descends to a private possession.

It must be doubly personal, in the worst sense.

Such is our pure Eastern e.xperience. How do we

find the matter in British hands ! There is never a

bloody conjuncture of planets, but always a peaceful

solution. Every day the personnel of great posts -

Kadiships of large tracts and Sadrships of the whole

country, Nazimships of Districts and Divisions

—

even military commands of vast areas—is changed by

a simple notice in a newspaper, and never is there a

hitch—evasion being impossible, and disobedience

out of the question. The succession to satrapies of

Provinces equal for extent, population, wealth and

intelligence to great kingdoms, is constantly taking

place, and always noiselessly. Not a shot is fired, ex-

cept in joy. Every four or five years, this mon-

ster empire of India—a dominion vaster than Au-

rungzebe’s and stronger far than Asoka’s—changes

hands, and nobody is the worse for it. The whole thing

is managed in the most quiet business-like way, like

the transfer of joint stock shares. No force or

fraud, no cajolery or threats—nothing underhand

!

All fair and transparent ! The dogs of war are not

in requisition. If the military, in large numbers,

appear on the scene, that is only by way of compli-

ment. There is no thought of contumacy—no cling-

ing to the post.

And so it was to-day. The incoming Viceroy and

the outgoing Viceroy received each other as brothers.

They would have done so even if they had not been

old family friends. And so in cordial union will they

remain, talking over state affairs until the formal

charge is given and taken, and the one remains and

the other goes away.

Such is the spectacle presented by the British genius

for kingcraft in India. And such is the difference

between Political Civilization and Political semi-

Civilization. It is a thing for us to ponder upon.

Are we prepared to undertake the government with-

out fear of bringing back the old confusion? I he

difference in question is one not simply of methods,

but of character.

THE MARQUIS OF DUFFERIN AND.AVA-

AN INSCRH’TION ON THE ADMINISTRATION.

And now it is time for us to bid the depaj'ting

guest good-bye. We will not prolong the tender

moment with many words
;

any words must be

vain at this time. Still less, will we cloud this

fleeting occasion with melancholy remembrances and

idle controversy. It is the time for burial as it

were of the Last Four Years’ Administration. One

line by way of epitaph is only admissible. One of

the ablest and bravest of the last seven Viceroys,

the Marquis of Dufferin and Ava has been the

most misunderstood. No one since Canning the

Righteous has had such difficulties to contend

with (a great Famine only was wanting for his

cup to run over). But he subdued them all by

skill, by patience, and by intrepidity. We as Indians

can never perhaps be thoroughly reconciled to the

seizure of Burmah, but we can understand the needs

of an imperial military policy. If, however, he has

annexed Burmah, he has loyally, under great difficul-

ties and temptations, supported the independence and

dignity of the Native States in India. His liberality

at home has been marked. Again, under manifold

embarrassments and under temptations to resentment

which none but the soundest and calmest souls can re-

sist, he has given us protection and justice. But he

has favoured none at the expense of any others. Tros

Tyriusve, his light has been the daylight—for all
;
that

is all who care to see. That was unpacdonable sin

in certain quarters. In the way of progressive Gov-

ernment, l)esidcs consolidating the past and main-

taining the previous advances, he has given some
substantial tokens and laid the foundations for

large reforms in every direction. He has sym-

pathised with our political aspirations and made
liberal, if not extravagant, provision for it. All

the same he is the blie noire of our discerning

and grateful “ patriots.” The fact is, lhat he is,

though warm-hearted in temperament, cautious by

habitual exercise of weighty responsibilities
;
and

though gracious beyond most men, he will not stoop

to flattery or eflusiveness. And, if the truth must

be told, we have been decidedly spoiled by his pre-

decessors. If the epitaph on himself by the good
European Emperor—“Here lies Joseph II. who
failed in everything he undertook ’’—suit one of them
admirably, that for Lord Dufferin might well be

—

Here lies one who was misunderslood in all that he

essayed or achieved. We speak only of their Indian

careers, and, under any circumstances, we pray that,

in God’s goodness, the hour for such a tablet may, in

each case, be as long-deferred ,as possible.

THE VICEROY’S NEW TITLE.

There is a great deal in a name—pace the good
Juliet. Whatever young misses in fiction or the

sillier herd of gentlemen, young and old, in real life,

may say, the real philosophers hold diffi*rcnily. The
great Bentham himself—the apostle of Utilitarianism

and the foe of all kinds of superstition and nonsense
—understood the importance of nomenclature. At
this day, the Old Indian who is the most brilliant

journalist in Great Britain, understands it even better,

as endowed with an imagination and a fervid tem-

per.irnent to which the more creative publicist was a

stranger. His paper never loses an opportunity of

insisting on the value of a good name—in other

than the lagoan sense. The Spectator, indeed,

is always great on the subject of decorations and
distinctions and Nomenology in general. But,

for once, its criticism has practically failed. Our
London contemporary considers the title “ Earl of

Ava ” bestowed on the Viceroy too much for a

Marquisatc, for “ Ava ” is in history the name of

the whole Burmese Empire, not of its old capital

only, and an earldom of Canada, or a Marquisatc

of Australia, would hardly be more mouth-filling.

We admit the principle, but join issue on the applica-

tion. A subtle fallacy underlies the argument, and
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the comparison suggested. Ava as an Empire is

quite obsolete in history. The old kingdom had long

since been merged in Burmah—the designation by

which the country as well as the State is, and has

been, for generations, known. At this day, Bur-

mah itself has been lost, the old familiar face

having, under the spelling reform of the Orient-

al movement, been changed in print to Barma,

with the inevitable result of unsophisticated John

Bull pronouncing it Ddr-ina. The writer is evident-

ly drawing upon his Indian experience of a quarter

century back, when many of the older natives of

Bengal, un.acquainted with English still talked of the

“ H4wA Moolook ”—the country of Ava. In the

progress of events and the diffusion of a European

tongue, that tradition has completely disappeared.

For Europeans and Indians alike, Av^ is now but a

name of no great significance, and small is the

number of those who have even heard of it. Under

the circumstance, it could not be vanity that suggest-

ed that locality for a new title to the departing

Viceroy. We suspect it was the phonetic and scrip-

tural convenience, and, we may add, literary too,

that recommended the name to him. A name is

often a burden without being a reproach—sometimes

it is a veritable nuisance. Even where such a name
happens to be an inheritance, many voluntarily drop

it. for a better one, unless it has been rendered sup-

portable by the associations gathered around it.

Where it happens to be a condition of enjoyment of

property, it is endured in patient silence. Yet, we
occasionally see people assuming on their elevation

to the peerage the oddest designations. The pos-

session of an estate of the particular name does not

justify the imposition on one’s descendants to the

remotest generation of an unpronouncible or a ludi-

crous label. Our Viceroy was under no such obli-

gation and, indeed, he was scarcely the man, under

any circumstances, to commit a blunder in such a

matter.

We think the examples of the earldom of Canada

and the Marquisate of Australia arc not well put

together. They do not form a class for the writer’s

argument. They arc not at par in suggestion. Would

an earldom of Canada violate the proprieties ? We
doubt it, particularly seeing that there were more

than one Canada. The Marquisate of Australia is a

different business. Australia is too great for anything

short of Empire. Polynesia or Oceania can hardly,

with any sense of tfje fitness of things, be attached

to a title of less than sovereign power
;
still less can

the great compact island in the Southern Hemisphere

be granted away even on paper as a mere phfase to

a subject, however exalted. Australia is a Continent

not a country—far less a Province. You may just

as well call a man a Duke of Asia.

It is suggested that had Lord Raglan lived, he

would, after the fall of Sebastopol, marched through

Russia to Petersburgh and conquered, and the British

would have founded another India nearer home.

Was Russia a Bengal or a Burma, and the Czar a

Seraj-ood-dowla or a Theebaw ? Was Europe asleep ?

They are not the friends of Lord Raglan’s memory
who harp on the possibilities of his career had he

lived. It was well for his peace and his reputation,

that the poor used up soldier of a past era of war
died so opportunely. There is a tradition in many
quarters in Europe and Western Asia, that he shuffled

off the mortal coil by his own act. As far as we can

remember, we believe there was a mystery about the

manner of his end.

To bring its objection to strong relief, the Spec-

tator says; “The Queen might almost as well

have created Lord Raglan, if he had surviv-

ed and been victorious, Earl of Russia.” Here»_

too, the hypothesis is not to the point, and is"

rendered nugatory by the qualification. The idea

of the Queen creating—say, even almost creating

—

Lord Raglan, if he had survived and been victorious,

Earl of Russia, is neither here nor there. Such a crea-

tion would have been more absurd than if Lord

Dufferin had been created Earl, Marquis, or Duke of

Burma, for the simple reason that the one creation

could not be made and the other could. Not only

all Europe would have laughed the British down, but

Russia would not have permitted such an impertinence,

and war to the knife would have been the conse-

quence of persistence in any such foolish play of title-

making—-a war in which Russia would have been

strengthened by the alliance of many Powers and the

voice of civilization. There is no similitude between

the two cases. Burma has been conquered and an-

nexed and absorbed within the British dominions

—

the so-called Burman Empire with all its Provinces

and appanages, including the ancient Raj of Ava.

Whereas, Lord Raglan, considering the vast extent of

Russia and the distance of its capital from the seat of

war on the Black Sea, may be said to have been

dancing the fly’s dance on the end of the Great

Northern Bear’s tail.

The Mirror comes to the rescue of Lord Dufferin,

but not in kindness. Its care is for itself. It consoles

its wounded heart with the remark—“This is a far-

fetched objection characteristic of the Spectator. If

Ava was once the seat of Empire, it is now a small

village, and is neither a capital nor a seat of Empire.”

And why not an Earl of Russia ? That is, sup-

posing the Empire were conquered and annexed, or

dismembered. The writer selects the more insigni-

ficant title to produce a point. If he went a rung or

two higher up the ladder, he would be confronted by

the old Duke of Muscovy.

We do not see anything in the objection. The

new title is very far from being without precedent,

European or Indian. Lord Amherst was created Earl

of Arracan—the Burma Province he conquered—

and Arracan had been a great and powerful kingdom

even before Burma or Ava, and had not in 1826 been

yet reduced to a mere name.

The Viceroy had not much room for choice. In-

do-Chinese names do dot sound ph^asantly to Euro-

pean ears, and he had to take care against being

possibly confounded with the Marquis Tseng. Be-

sides, he was restricted to Upper Burma. The Vice-

roy could not well abandon the title by which he is

best known to fame. Dufferin is a handsome name,

but being already Jian^licapped witlwthree syllables,

he could not go in for another long affair. Under

the circumstances, the selection has been a lucky hit.
^

Ava is not only a mouth-filling name but also a sweet-

smelling one, and a musical one into the bargain.

SPEECH OF HIS EXCELLENCY THE MARQUIS
OF DUFFERIN AND AVA AT TH^ST.

• ANDREW’S DINNER.

CaUutta, 30th November rSSS.

Gentlemen, before ittempting to return thanks for the kind end

earty manner in which yoa h*ve drunk ray health, 1 feel that,

hove all thingt, it h necettary that I should justify my pretence

mongtt you upon this occasion. This is especially a Scotch

inner, and it is held in commemoration of an enment personage,

rho was next door to having been born and bred m Scotland

ku^tr). Well, Gentlemen, I ro«y claim as much right w
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Hooghly Floating Bridge is opened for egress and ingress of bulkier

cral|(j|fnd masted shipping. Thus was Mr. Bonnerjea saved. Rut

there IS no escape from other forms of the same enthusiasm. He has

to submit to missiles darted from a distance. Cheap postage has its

dvil as well as its good. Mr. Bonnerjea must have received a

mass of addresses and letters and no eml of postcards. These he

could lay aside without reading. Then there arc the rockets and

fire-balloons let off in every direction in his honour. How
on earth could he help noticing them? He has heard the

noise—usually the shriek—and seen the fire—usually the smoke

—before he realizes that he, poor soul, is the object of all the

activity and the attentions. He is not yet prepared to elect to retire

to a sylvan nook or a Himalayan cavern, and so long as he lives in the

world he cannot well keep his eyes and ears shut. He must look at

the papers—those at least of the party with which he has cast in his

lot—and it is these latter in which he is doomed to be perpetually re-

minded of his great doings during his last visit to Europe. The prose

of these rewards is a trial sufficient for the patience of a practising

barrister who has got daily to face his fellows in Court or in Club, but

the poetry—he is truly to be commisseated on the pottery ! Here

are some specimens of

“WELCOME TO MESSRS. EARDLEY NORTON, AND WOMESH CHUNDER
BONNERJEE, BARKIS TKR-AT- LAW.

All hall to you, my country’s faithful friends,

From Britain’s isle, on which our weal depends,

And where you worked so well for Bharat land.

That we can, sure, achieve a success grand.

You *ve shown you are my country’s trusty stays
;

This wide extensive land rings with the praise

Of you, who served her in the time of need,

And proved yourselves her champions true indeed.”

We give another whole piece of—genuine na-tional pottery

“ Hail, meek and able Hindu mild ?

Our Peerless Norton, come !

Come back, great England’s worthy child !

Our Bonnerjee, come home !

A nation’s gratitude and love

Await you in this place
;

Naught can our thankfulness remove,

We are a grateful race.

Ye, India’s sons, rejoice I Arise,

To welcome Bonnerjee

And Norton, from that land where lies,

The home of all that’s free I

With shouts of joy, come, let us meet

Our friends, returning here !

With cheerful looks, come, let us greet

The men we hold so dear !

Just England has begun to know

Our people’s woes aright

;

These two did labour much to show

Things in their proper light.

May we receive more rights so just.

As righteous Ripon gave !

Our hopes in England’s justice rest,

And in our Congress brave.

May He, the Wise Almighty Lord,

Show'r bliss upon these shores !

May He His help to us accord,

And aid us in our course

!

I

Our end and aim is freedom true,

Our watch-word-peace to all I

We wish each man should have his due !

We wish for no one*s fall !”
<1

Fall, to be sure I

Referring to Lord Dufferin’s speech at the St. Andrew’s dinner, Mr.

J. M. Maclean put the question in the House of Commons—Whether

most of the Native Princes and leaders of the Indian Mussulman com-

munity had represented to the Government of India the evil effects

that would arise from the speeches made by delegates of the Congress

and from the p.amphlets published and distributed by them, and what

the Government of India intended to do regarding further meetings of

the Congress. The answer was short. Sir John Gorst said that Gov-

ernment had no information as yet regarding the intentions of the

Government of India in the matter.

The following honors—all personal distinctions—have been Gazetted ;

—

Raja.—.Sardar Hira .Singh, Bahraich District, Oudh
;

Kunwar Shiam Singh, Tajpnr, Bijnor District, N.*W. P.

Khan Bahadur. Ali Khan, of Salcmpiir, in the Lucknow Dis-

trict, Oudh.

Rai Bahadur.—Ch.i^u!hri Dehi Singh, of Asaura in the Meerut District,

North-Western Provinces.

Sardar.—The Hon’hle Rao Bahadur Behcchardas Veharidas Desai, of
Bombay [ Presidency.]

The Conference on Provincial Finance will meet shortly in this city.

Mr. Westland will guide the deliberations. Only four local Govern-

ments will be represented, namely, Madras by the Hon’hle H. E.

Stokes
;
Bombay by the Hon’ble J. R. Richey

;
Bengal by the Hon’blo

C. P. L. Macaulay
;
and the N. W. Provinces by Mr. R. Smeaton.

The Hoogly bridge connecting Calcutta and Howrah has been de-

clared free from the ist January next. Could not the advent of Lord

Lansdowne be associated with the abandonment of an inconvenience

to the travelling public ?

The holy village of Rhatpara, on the sacred Ganga—the abode of the

spiritual guides (Gooroos) of tlic Urahmanoerncy of Bengal—within

the Naihali Municipality is up in arms, for the extension to it

of the latrine sections of the Municipal law. They evidently do

not appreciate or require the night-soil service, which is being

forced on them. The principal inhabitants are loud in their com-

plaint. They are too poor living on the bounty of others—to pay

for a service which is calculated to confine human dirt within their

own sacred precincts and to introduce in the village new-comers whom
they would avoid, whose very presence is contamination. The re-

solution asking the local Government to extend these provisions of

the law, they say, was passed at a meeting of the Commissioners in

which only the number lequired for a quorum were present, and in

which the members of the village were not. We do not suppose suffi-

cient notice of the meeting was not given, but certainly it would have

been belter if the resolution were carried at a large meeting, in the

presence of representatives of all ilie place most interested. We
do not know what induced llie Chairman^ and his colleagues who

voted with him to carry the introduction of a doubtful sanitary

measure. Wc hope they were not led away by the rage of the

hour. Ar^k they satisfictl that the natural conservancy is worse

than the Municipal. The night-soil service of the law may be a

good thing for crowded towns, but is it necessarily good for all

Mofussil places? Inmost cases, the remedy proves worse than the

disease. It would have l)(*en more to the purpose, if those who night-

soiled the roads and passages, were templed to resort to public latrines

for which, we understand, provision was used to be made annually in

the budget, and the rest enjoined not to be a nuisance to them-

selves and their neighbours. The earth-closet is the best of all closets,

and if it can be made general, nothing like it. In jails, this system

prevails, and if free people resort to it, what harm ? They ought to

be encouraged. The trcnching-grounds now a days in vogue are an

abomination. We hope these, at any rate, will not be inflicted on

Bhatpara.—We shall return to the subject.

We have also received complaints in regard to the Income Tax

asscssmem, but more hereafter.

The workers under electric light of 1,00,000 candle power get a kind

of disease characterized by a painful sensation in the throat, face and
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templC) irritation about the eyes, coppery red colour of the skin, which

subsequently puts off 111 five days. It is the excess of light and

not the heal which produces the nervous symptoms.

Referring to the recent .article of ihe Englishman on the Congress

the Amrita Bazar Patrika writes

“ We cannot, however, agree with the Englishman that the Mussal-

inans have any strong good sense. Only a hundred years .ago, the

Mussulmans were masters of Bengal. The Nawab Nazim made over

the task of collecting revenue to his English allies and retained the

0 ntrol of the ciiminal administration in his hands. Why do not the

Mussalmans, if ihey have any good sense, insist upon the British power

to fulfil the terms of the treaty entered into by that power with the

Nawab Na/im of Bengal.^ Indeed, if the present Nawab, who is no

longer a N.azim, had been paid his just dues, he would be able to pro-

vide for thousands of Mussalmans, who are now starving. They com-

plain that the mashim fund has not been properly utilized. But what

is the mashim fund compared with the fund of the Nawab Nazim. In-

deed, there m ly be some difficulty on the part of the Government to

make over the control of the criminal administration of the country to

the Mussalmans, but there c;in be no difficulty whatever in paying the

Nawab his just dues. If the Mussalmans really possess any good

sense, they should continue to force the Government to pay its just

debts to the N.iw.ab. This done, tlie Mussalmans will have ample

funds to establish Mosques and Madrasas, and provide for thousands

of their co-rehgionists.”

“ But what is the mashim fund ? " we ask in the Patrikiis own

words, before we can follow its comparison. We know all about the

Niz.imat, mclLffiing all its funds, but never heard of this. Indeed, from

the suggested comparison “ with the fund of the Nawab Nazim,” it is

possibly sometiung distinct. Is it so ?

That note has other startling assertions. Englishmen may, after

more than two centuries’ misunderstanding and injustice, find it neces-

sary to flatter the Mussulmans in India while they still in Europe abuse

and bully the Turks. But surely it is no part of our urgent duty, as

Hindus, to join issue on the language of courtly palaver. At any rate,

the best method of rescuing our Mahomedan breihern from the seduc-

tions of the charmers is not by trying to prove that they do not deserve

the compliments paid them.

But supposing it were necessary to show the Englishman wrong,

even at the expense of proving the Mussulmans fools, the way to set

about it is not by flying in the face of all history. Only a hundred

years ago,” we are told, “ the Mussulmans were masters of Bengal.”

Were they, so late as that ?

Three memberships have fallen vacant in the Bengal Legislative

Council, by the efflux of time. Messrs. Allen and Mac.aulay, and Moulvi

Abdool Jubher h-ave gone out. The first two have been re-elected, and

the M.ihomed.in communily will now he leprescnted as best it m.ay by

Prince Ferrokh .Shah. IM*. Guriidas Banerjee’s place in Couned will'bc

filled by Dr. Rashbehary Ghose. This is an unexcepiional selection,

which will carry the whole public with it. It will, wc suspect, be gene-

rcally regaided as a soil of compensation, however inadcqna**te, for re-

pe.aiedly overlooking the claims of the ablest of the Pleader bar.

Anyhow, we congiaiulale Sir S. Bay ley on the discernment shown by

him in hitting on so proper, though rather unknown, because unpushing,

a man as Baboo Rashbehary, to siicceeil so successful a Councillor so

re.ady a debater as Baboo (iooroodas Banerjea, now a worthy Judje of

the High (Joint. The propriety of the succession extends to the

veriest externals. Both arc graduates of the same university, both

eminent vakils, both Doctors of Law, and both have been Ta-Mire

Professor^. If Dr. Banerjee is senior in the profession by one year,

Dr. (;hosh has been longer m the High Court bar, at the same time

th.ai he is the Senior Doctor j^ntl the elder Emeritus Professor. If

Mr. Baneijee has been called to the Bench, Mr. Ghosh was at least in

the running for the judicial office.

Being their last in Calcutta, ilie week h.a.s been an extremely busy one

with Lord and Lady Duff rin. What with addresses, deputations, in-

terviews and preparations for return journey, their Excellencies have

had hardly left breathing time. They took their final farewell of Cal-

cutta society at the Garden Party on Friday. The Viceroy stayed till

he had bade good-bye to the last of the multitudinous guests on the

grounds.

Mr. J. E. D. Ezra succeeds Dr. Mahendralal Sircar in the shrievalty

of Calcutta. A good selection. Mr. Ezra is above the emoluments

of the office, which will now be considerably curtailed. The Mirror^

as is usual with it in the case of all appointments, is wroth with the

appointer and ready to call the appointee names. It complains that

the rulers of the land delight to torment it with surprises. As for

poor Mr. Ezra, he is nobody—not even an one anna Mirror without

the mercury at the back. It is now all love for the Faithful, and

would have preferred a Mahomedan to a person representing ** a

really * microscopical * community of Calcutta, if, indeed the local

Jews take him for their representative.” Of course, it is too opaque to

see Jews other than those of Calcutta. Mr. Ezra need not be dis-

concerted by the comments of a paper whose abuse has come to be

almost a sine qua non of respectability and worth. A millionaire who

knows the use of wealth can afford to be amused by such attack.
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THE MEETING OF THE PLANETS.
To-uay is a noteworthy day in our Calendar—the

day of the Grand Conjunction. The hour fixed by the

astronomers was after 4-33 in the afternoon, and ex-

actly at that moment—such is the accuracy of science

or punctuality of civilization—the particular planet

from the Western heavens was visible at Howrah

station. There, as all along its course over India, it

was hailed with the joyous acclamations and demon-

strations naturally called forth by such an auspicious

phenomenon. Soon it came, not rushing like a me-

teor, but quietly and kindly, over the broad still

Hooghly and over the metropolis, greeted as before,

by thousands of welcoming watchers, to meet the

fixed star at Government House. It was no meeting

of Greek and Greek when comes the tug of war. It

was a meeting of phace. There was no conflict or clash,

and, therefore, no crash or crush. The two great stars

met in a fraternal embrace. There was no danger

to themselves or their neighbours. And now for the

moment they are so merged, the one in the other,

as to he indistinguishable. And so they will remain

till the hour comes for separation on Monday morn-

ing, when the planet that has completed its four

years’ course in the Indian sky will move forward on

its Western journey.

Not without purpose do wc thus dwell upon this

union of the heavenly bodies. For all who are in-

terested in the progress of mankind, it is a cheering

and enlivening sight—this friendly jputual approach

and harmonious blending. To TJs of the East,

the pleasure of seeing it is saddened by the reflection

that it is a phenomenon confined to the Astronomy 0^

the Western heavens. At any rate, in our indigenous

history, as in ruder times and spheres in Europe, a

peaceful succession to even a salaried office, specially

when it is a great office of power, is gather the ex-

ception than the rule. Perhaps this was one of the

cardinal efficient causes, if not tke cause, of appoint-

ments and places degenerating into hereditaments.

This was peculiarly the case with distant govern-

ments, except when the central authority was un-

usually wide awake and persistent

—

In fine, strong.

These offices were not even tenable during good be-

haviour, being simply tenancies at will, so to say.
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your consanguinity as St. Andrew himself ; for in those distant

to which we both belong, 1 also, as rcprcsciuad by my
remote forefathers, was a countryman of your own [applause).

Indeed, I may still call myself by that honourable appellation, the

.only difference being that I have been very much improved by

having been an Irishman during the last three hundred years [cheers

and laughter). You, Gentlemen, represent the raw material in

its protoplastic condition ;—Mr. Barbour, my cmincnL Financial Col-

league, whom I am happy to see keeping me in countenance, and

myself, arc specimens of the manufactured article, and the developed

organism [laughter and cheers). But, for all that, the old Adam
—I do not allude to the Father of the human race, but to one Adam,

an ancestor of my own, who like his namesake, was turned out of

your Northern Paradise, and that, too, for being too submissive to a

lady, who was not even his wife, but Mary Ouecn of Scots

[laughter)—the old Adam I say, will still betray itself and kindle a

glow of brotherly enthusiasm in my breast whenever I find myself

surrounded by a company of kindly Scotchmen [cheers). And now.

Gentlemen, having made good my locus standi amongst you,—my foot

being, so to speak, on my native heath— I desire, from the bottom

of my heart, and with all the earnestness that words are capable

of displaying, to convey to you my deep sense of your goodness in

having extended to me so friendly and so gracious a welcome [cheers).

Although I cannot take credit to myself for all the appreciative and

indulgent encomiums which your Chairman has been pleased to pass

upon my administration, I am not the less sensible of the good-will

and sympathy implied by the enthusiastic cheers, which greeted his

utterances. It is quite true, as Sir Aleck Wilson has observed, that,

in the four years of my Viccroyalty, I have had greater and more

unexpected difficulties to contend with than have troubled the

serenity of most of my immediate predecessors. The first and the

greatest of these has undoubtedly been the fall in the value of silver,

which, by depleting the revenues of India to the extent of more

than three millions a year, has crippled the energies of my Govern-

ment in every direction, and imposed upon me the ungracious duty

of—well, I will not damp the gaiety of this joyous festival by allud-

ing further to so disagreeable a subject [laughter and cheers).

Indeed, I do not intend to trouble you to-night with egotistical re-

ferences to my own administration, or with any attempt to vindicate

the general policy of the Government of India. The verdict upon

both has passed out of my hands, and it will be the pen of the His-

torian that will determine whether my colleagues and myself have

succeeded in any adequate degree in contributing to the peace and

security of the country, in dissipating some formidable dangers, and in

inaugurating such reforms and improvements in its administration as

the lime and the circumstances of the case either permitted or re-

quired [applause). Of one thing, at all events, I am certain—we

have done a great deal more in these directions than anybody

imagines. Still there is one misapprehension into which the public

has fallen, which I am desirous of taking this opportunity of correct-

ing once for all, lest it should crystallize into a popular belief, and

that is, that the difficulties which wc have had to encounter in

Burma arose from an attempt of the Indian Government to effect

the conqiiest of that kingdom in too economical a manner, or, to

use a vulgar expression, “on the cheap.” Such an idea is entirely

unfounded. There may have been mistakes, but they did not arise

from that source. On the contrary, the Government of India has

never refused, from first to last, the local authorities of Burma a

single requisition, whether for money, for troops, for civil

officers; or for police, which they have ever submitted to us [chetrs).

Nay more, we encouraged them from time to time to make

further demands on us in every one of these respects. With

regard to the strength of the original force, it must be remembered

that the expedition to Mandalay was essentially a riverine expedition,

and that the number of troops that could be despatched upon it

was limited by the riverine transport at our disposal. As a matter of

fact, owing to the existence of the Irrawaddy Flotilla Compatiy,

the facilities of transport were very consiticrable ;
but, for all that,

its capacity was strained to its utmost extent. Happily, however,

the forces it could accommodate were amply sufficient for the im-

mediate purpose in view, as was shown by the surrender ^h^'

,

Burmese army, the capture of the king, and the occupation of his

capital in the course of a fortnight [applause). I he very day

that Mandalay was 'taken we telegraphed to both our civil and

military representatives to enquire whether or no the additional

reinforcements which we had ready to start ir support should b' sent

off; but the difficulties which subsequently occurred were not

<lifficultic8 whicM^ could be overcome by the application of mere

brute force as represented by numbers. They were inherent in t le

very nature of the case,—the enormous extent of the country, us

complete disorganisation, the absence of all roads, and the vastness

and impracticability of the jungles. Impediments like these could

not be successfully dealt with at once, especially as the “my season

soon intervened to hamper our endeavours, ^pads had to be

cut, telegraphic communications established, military posts con-

structed, land a hundred other preliminary arrangernents in-

troduced. Above all, a Military Police had to be organised, for the

Government of India docs not keep on hand, as a grocer docs

pepper, a ready-made supply of Military Police for casual emergen-
cies

; but such a body, who arc the real restorers of order, have to

be paiufully and laboriously enlisted and drilled. Even so, as Sir Aleck
Wilson ha^ stated, within a little more than two years and a half,

wc have succeeded not only in tranquillising the country, but in

furnishing it forth with all the appliances of a civilized State [cheers).

All the big dacoit bands have been dispersed, and their leaders dis-

posed of. Crime in Lower Burmah is now less than it was before

the war, and even the return of tUc dry season has not shown any
perceptible recurrence of it in Upper Burmah. It is true, during
the winter, wc shall have to punish some of the wild mountain
tribes both in the north and in the west, who have been raiding

Burmese villages and head-hunting on Burmese territory. But
these troubles are as common to the borders of India as they are

to those of Burma. If wc remember that, when Lord Dalhousic

took possession of Pegu—though he undoubtedly displayed in every-

thing he undertook the greatest vigour and energy, and though Pegu
was only a sixth of the size of the country that wc have recently

doyiinated—it took him seven or eight years to reduce it to reason-

able submission, I think wc may be satisfied with the result [loud

applause). Indccil, it was only the other day that I was reading a

life of Lord Minto, who mentions incidentally, that in his time whole

districts within twenty miles of Calcutta were at the mercy of

dacoits, and this after the English had been more than fifty

years in the occupation of Bengal
;

while, even in our own
days, large, hands of robbers in Central India arc baffling all the

efforts of the Indore Government to put an end to their depre-

dations. The fact is, dacoiiy is a peculiar sort of crime, and one far

more difficult to deal with than even the organised opposition of
regular armies. J have been led to dilate more fully upon this

subject than I had intended ;
but I have felt it my duty to do so,

not so much in the interests of the Indian Administration, as from

a desire to vindicate the conduct of those eminent Civil and

Military officers who, in the teeth of a great deal of mis-

apprehension, have been carrying out with exceptional ability, and
with acknowledged success their responsible and tnankless duties

[cheers). And now, Gentlemen, what else am I to say to you As
a rule, I do not think it is a desirable thing for the Viceroy

of India to make speeches. 1 have carefully avoided doing so as

much as possible
;
but perhaps, as 1 am so near the day of my

dissolution, I may be permitted to utter a few words of warning
and advice to those to whose affairs I have been giving such

unremitting attention for so long a period. You will under-

stand, therefore, that it is not so much the Viceroy that is ad-

dressing you as a departing, pale, and attenuated shade, or rather

shall wc say, some intelligent traveller who has come to India for

three months, with the intention of writing an encyclopedic work
on its Government and its people, and who is therefore able to

speak in a spirit of infallibility denied to us lesser men [loud

laughter). Well then, Gentlemen, what is India ^ It is an Empire,

equal in size, if Russia be excluded, to the entire continent of

Europe, with a population of 250 million souls. This population

is composed of a large number of distinct nationalities, professing

various religions, practising diverse rites, speaking different lan-

guages—the Census Report says there arc 106 difl'erent Indian

tongues—not dialects, mind you—of which 18 arc spoken by more
than a million persons—while many of them arc still further se-

parated from each other by discordant prejudices, by conflicting

social usages, and even antagonisiic material interests. Perhaps,

the most patent peculiarity of our Indian “ Cosmos” is its division

into two mighty political communities—the Hindus numbering 190
millions, and the Mahoraedans, a nation 50 millions—whose dis-

tinctive characteristics, whether religious, social, or ethnological,

it is of course unnecessary for me to refer to before such an audi-

ence as ^e present. But to these two great divisions must be added

a host of minor nationalities—though minor is a misleading term,

since most of them may be numbered by millions—who, though

some arc included in the two broader categories I have mentioned,

arc as completely differentiated from each other as arc the Hindus
from the Mahomedans,—such as the Sikhs, with their warlike

habits and traditions, and their theocratic enthusiasm the Rohillas,

the Pathans, the Assamese,—the Biluchecs, and the other wild and
martial tribes on our frontiers,—the hillmcn dwelling in the folds of

the Himalayas ;—our subjects in Burma, Mongol in race and Bud-
dhist in religion ;—the Khonds, Mairs, and Bhccls, and other non-

Aryan peoples in the centre and south of India,—and the enter-

prising Parsees with their rapidly developing manufactures and com-
mercial interests. Again, amongst these numerous communities

may be found at one and the same moment all the various stages

of civilization through which mankind has passed from the pre-

historic ages to the present day. At one end of the scale wc have

the naked savage hillman, with his stone weapons, his head hunting,

his polyandrous habits and his childish superstitions ; and at the

other, the Europeanized Native gentleman, with his refinement and

polish, his literary culture, his Western philosophy, and his advanced

political ideas, while between the two lie layer upon layer, or in

close juxtaposition ; wandering communities with their flocks of

goats and moving tents ; collections of undisciplined warriors, with
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their blood feuds, their clan organization and loose tribal govern-

ment ; feudal Chiefs and Barons with their picturesque retainers,

their seignoiial jurisdiction, and their mcdiieval modes of life; and

modernized country gentlemen and enterprising merchants and

manufacturers, with their well-managed estates and prosperous en-

terprises. Besides all these, who are under our direct administra-

tion, the Government of India is required to exercise a certain

amount of 5upervi^ion over the one hundred and seventeen Native

States, with their Princely Rulcrsf their autocratic executives, their

independent jurisdictions, and their fifty millions of inhabit-

ants. The mere enumeration of these diversified elements must

suggest to the most unimaginative mind a picture of as complicated

a social and political organisation as has ever tasked human inge-

nuity to govern and administer {Lud applause). But, even with-

in India itself, we have not reached the limits of our accountability,

for we are bound to provide for the safety and welfare not only

of Her Majesty’s Hindu, Mahomedan, and other Native subjects,

but also of the large East Indian community, of the indigenous

Christian Churches, of the important planting and manufacturing

interests which arc scattered over the face of the country, as also

to secure the property and lives of all the British fcsidcnts in India,

men, women, and children, whether employed in the service of

the Government or pursuing independent avocations, in the midst

of the alien and scmi-civili/.cd multitudes whose peaceable 'and

orderly behaviour cannot, under all circumstances, be implicitly

relied on (eheers). To these obligations must alp be added

the duty of watching over the enormous commercial interests of the

mother-country, represented by a guaranteed capital of over two

hundred and twenty millions of pounds sterling, which, to the great

benefit of India, has been either lent to the State or sunk in Indian

Railways and similar enterprises ; for, it would be criminal to ignore

the responsibility of the Government towards those who have sunk

large sums of money in the development of Indian resources on the

faith of official guarantees, or who liavc invested their capital in

the Indian funds at the invitation of the Imperial Indian authorities.

The same conVidcrations apply with almost equal force to that fur-

ther vast amount of capital which is employed by private British

enterprise in manufactures, in tea-planting, and in the indigo, jure,

and similar industries, on the assumption that English rule and

English justice will remain dominant in India {loud applause).

If, again, we turn our eyes outwards, it will be found that our

external o^gations arc hardly less onerous and imperative than

those coniffinting us from within, India has a land flintier of

nearly 6,000 miles, and a seaboard of about 9,000 miles. On the east

she is conterminous with Siam and China, on the north with Thibet,

Bhootan, and Ncpaul, and on the west she marches, at all events

diplomatically, with Russia. On her coasts arc many rich and pros-

perous seaports— Calcutta, Bombay, Madras, Kurrachcc, Rangoon--

and every year we are made more painfully aware to how serious

an extent our contiguity with foreign nations, whether civilized or

uncivilized, and the complications arising both out of Eastern and

Western politics, may expose us to attack, and of the necessity of

walking both warily and wisely in respect of our international rela-

tions, and of taking those precautions, however onerous or expensive,

which arc incumbent on every nation that finds itself in contact

with enterprising military monarchies or rival maritime powers
{eheers). It is then for the outward protection and for the in-

ternal control,—it is for the welfare, good government, and pro-

gress of this congeries of nations, religions, tribes, and communities,
with the tremendous latent torccs and disruptive potentialities which
they contain, that the Government of India is answerable

; and it is

in reference to the ever-shifting and multiplying requirements of
this complicated political organisation, tliat it has been called upon
from time to time to shape and modify its system of adminis-

tration. In the earlier stages of England’s connection with India,

and even after the force of circumstances had transmuted the East

India Company of merchants into an Imperial Executive, the ig-

norance and the disorganisation of the Peninsula consequent upon
the anarchy which followed the collapse of the Mahomedan regime^

necessitated the maintenance of a strong uncompromising despotism,

with the view of bringing order out of chaos, and a systematised

administration out of the confusion and lawlessness which were
then universally prevalent. But such principles of Government,
however necessary, have never been congenial to the instinct or

habits of the English people {applause). As soon as the circum-

1

stances of the ease permitted, successive statesmen, both at home
and in India itself, employed themselves from time to time in soften-

ing the severity of the system under which our dominion was
originally established, and strenuous efforts were repeatedly made,
not only to extend to Her Majesty’s subjects in India the same civil

rights and privileges which are enjoyed by Her Majesty’s subjects

at Home, but to admit them, as far as was possible, to a share in the

management of their own affairs {cheers). The proof of this

is plainly written in our recent history. It is seen in our legal codes,

which secure to all Her Majesty’s subjects, without distinction of

race or creed or class, equality before the law. {cheers). It is

found in the establishment of Local Legislative Councils a quarter

of a century ago, wherein a certain number of leading natives

were associated with the Government in enacting measures suitable

to local wants. It lies at the basis of the great principle of decen-

tralised finance, which has prepared the way for the establishment

of increased local responsibility. It received a most important de-

velopment in the Municipal legislation of Lord Northbrook’s ad-

ministration. It took a still fuller and more perfect expression

during the administration of my distinguished predecessor, in the

Municipal and Local Boards Acts; and it has acquired a further illus-

tration in the recommendations of the Public Service Commission,

recently 'sent home by the Government of India, in accordance

with which more than a hundred offices hitherto reserved to the

Covenanted Service would be thrown open to the Provincial Ser-

vice, and thus placed within the reach of our native fellow-subjects

in India {applause). {To be continued.']

CORPORATION OF CALCUTTA.
Scaled tenders for supply of miscellaneous

stores during the Quarter ending the 31st

March, 1889, will be received by the Vice-Chair-

man and will be opened by him in the pre-

sence of tenderers who may wish to attend, at

2 P. M., on the 13th instant.

2. Forms of tender and lists of stores re-

quired can be liad on application.

UDOY NARAIN SINGIIA,
Superintendent of Stores.

5lh December, 1888.

Dufferin Memorial Fund.

Rs.

Amount already advertised ... 60,867

H. H. the Maharaj.ili of Travancore,
G.C.S.l. ... ... ... 3,000

The Manager, Dighapaiiah Wards
Estate ... ... ... 200

II. H, the Rajah of Bhinga ... 50
Kumar Raiiajit Sinha ... ... 200

Total ... ...64,317

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

"Limited.^

ASSAM AND CACHAR LINE
NOTICE.

This Company’s Steamer “MARGUERITE”
will leave Calcutta for Assam on Friday the

7lh insl., and on Tuesday the nth idem the

Steamer “OUDH” will leave Calcutta for

Cachar.

All cargo for shipment by either of the above

vessels should be sent to the Company’s

Godowns at Juggannauth Ghat the day previ-

ous to the vessel’s leaving Calcutta.

Dhubri & DebroocJhur Mail Service.

The Steamers of this Service leave Dhubri
daily immediately on arrival of the mails froriL

Calcutta, and are connected with the E. B. S.

Railway for booking of traffic through to river

stations.

Goalundo and Debrooghur Despatch
Service.

A special bi-weekly seruice of Steamers is

maintained between Goalundo and Debrooghur,
the steamers leaving Goalundo on Sundays
and Thursdays, and Debrooghur on Mondays
and Fridays.

All particulars as to rates of freight and
passage by all the above Services to be had on
application to

MACNEILL & CO.,
Agents.

1-2, Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.

For INDIA An4 sll hot CLTMATKS thii s .vepLly scpntad emollicct Milk is INVALUABLE
IT KEEPS the SKIN COOL and HEFRESLED in the HOTTEST WiiAThEli,
RemoveR and preveLts all SUNBURN, r.KUNESS, FRECKLES, TAN, etc., and

RENDERS the SKIN DELICATELY SOFT. SMOOTH and MIHITE.
It entiiely prevents it lioiu beconiitig DRY and WRINKLEI), and PRESERVES tbs

COMPLEXION ft'om the fcirchlng effecUi of the SUN and WIND more effectually than any
other pieparaUon. The IRRITATION caused by the RiTES and STINGS of TNSF*' T.^^ »
wondertnlly allayed by its use. For imparting that t>u(t velvet tesUng to the skm, this

delightful preparatlo' has no equal! Bold by all Chemists.

Sole Maker! M. BEE 1HAM & SON. Chemists, Ohsltenhsm, Sng]jui<l«

CALCUTTA AGENTS : SCOTT, THOMPSON & CO.
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

THE OLD MAN'S REVERIE.

Sooth’d by the self-same ditty, see

The infant cTnd the sire
;

That smiling on the nurse’s knee,

This weeping by ilic fire
;

Where unobserved he finds a joy

To list its plaintive tone,

And silently his ilioughis employ

On sorrows all his own.

At once it comes, by memory’s power,

The loved habitual theme,

Reserved for twilight’s darkling hour,

/a voluntary dream
;

And as with thoughts of former years

llis weakly eyes o’erflovv.

None wonders at an old man’s tears,

Or seeks his grief to know.

Think not he dotes because he weeps ;

Conclusion, ah ! how wrong !

y/ Reason with grief joint empire keeps.

Indissolubly strong

;

And oft in age a helpless pride

With jealous weakness pines,

(To second infancy allied)

And evLM-y wo refines.

How busy now his teeming brain,

/Those murmuring lips declare ;

Scenes never to return again

Are represented there.

He ponders on his infant years,

When first his race began,

And, oh 1 how wonderful appears

The destiny of man !

How swift those lovely hours were past,

In darkness closed how soon ;

As if a winter’s night o’ercast

The brightest summer’s noon.

His withered hand he holds to view,

With nerves once firmly strung.

And scarcely can believe it true

That ever he was young.

And as he thinks o’er all his ills,

Disease, neglect, and scorn,

^Strange pity of himself he feels,

Thus aged and forlorn.

, FRO\f THIS GERMAN OF SCHIU.ER.

How many there are who sing and dream

Of happier seasons coming,

And ever is fancy, to catch a beam

Of a Golden Era, roaming.

The world may grow old—and young again—

And the hope of a better shall still remain.

0

Hope comes with life at its dawning hour ;

Hope sports with the infant creeper ;

Hope cheers up the youth, with her magic power,

And when, too, the gray-haired weeper

Has closed in the grave his weary round,

plants the tree of hope on the mound.

It is not an empty, vain deceit,

In the brains of foolt* created
;

It speaks to the soul of a state more meet,

Where its longings shall all be sated.

And the promise the in-dwelling voice thus makes

To the hoping soul—it never breaks.

HAMLET IS THE NATION.

FREIMGRATH’S “DElTTSClIbAND 1ST HAMLET”

Translatedpom the German.

Deutschlaml is Hamlet. Nightly round

His walls doth buiied Fteedom stalk ;

With mute appeal, in woe profound,

Cros.sing the warders on tlMir,waIk.

Theie stands the ghost in steel arrayed,

And to the doubting faltercr saitb,

“ Dc my avenger, draw thy blade 1

My sleeping car was drugged to death.”

The story of that deed accurst

Through all his tortured soul doth send

A dreadful light, a burning thirst

For vengeance i -aye, but mark the end !

He ponders, plans
;
what should he do }

His weak hcatt wavers, doubt assails him ;

/Fox deed of prompt and vigorous hue

The prompt and vigorous spirit fails him.

He has lived in fact too like a drone,

Lying and reading long abed
;

His blood wants motion, and he’s grown

Fat, heavy, scant of breath ;
his head

/With metaphysics crammed ; a mere

Do-nothing, transcendental thinker

;

Of, Wittenberg, thy lore, thy beer,

He has been a too assiduous drinker.

.X , r r i im-
toisiilt. as tk* saftst and most ttnvtnimt

Substribrn in tht country art rtguesUd to remt Vp**
tiffoueh tht Dipartnunt. No otktr rteeipt will bo
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So lacking resolution, he

Pretends he ’s crazed, trusts all to time,

Soliloquizes plcnleously,

And breathes his choler out in rhyme ;

In pantomine he vents it too
;

And, once seized with a fighting fit,

He slicks Polonins Kotzebue,

And lets the right man go unhit.

Thus lives he sadly, dreamily,

And still his own faint heart impeaches ;

He lets them send him over sea,

And comes back armed with—caustic speeches.

If bitter words could kill the king,

None more export than he to use ^em ;

lliil downtight action ? That’s a thing

Of which his worst foes can’t accuse hint.

At last his sword is fairly out :

Something he will do now or never.

Alas, five acts to bring about
,

This tardy and ill-statred endeavour !

Lifcles.s beside his felon foes,

'I'he self-imdone, behold he lies
;

And Foiiinbras, while noneoppo.se.

Walks in and makes the realm his prize.

Thank God, 7ife 're not yet come to that,

Ol^r fifth act i.s not begun,

lie ware, my hero, lest as pat

Even to the end the likeness run !

Here sit we hoping, hoping still ;

0 for one proof of manhood ! Haste

With heart and hand, with wit and will

To right the poor ghost whilst thou mayst.

Strike while ’t is time
; strike bravely now I

Ere treacherous Laertes come

With poisoned blade from France, and thou

lie foully slain
;
cre trump and drum

An army from the north proclaim

Heirs of thy spoils ;—as for the region

Whence we may now expect the same,

1 gieally doubt if it’s Norwegian.

lUit one resolve ! Away with sloth I

Tread valiantly the path before thee 1

liethink ihee of ihy sacred oath
;

Tiiink whose the voice that doth implore thee !

Why all this quibbling sophistry ?

Put can I chide, fantastic schemer?

Myself am butti part of thee,

Thou eveimore unready di earner !

News and Comments.

The First Levi5e of the new Viceroy, as was expected, was a crowded
one. The Piivaie Eiurde List gives a total of Europeans and Asiatics

at 103, 28 whereof were Natives. Europeans, including in that term
such of the N.iiivcs who atTfect European style in name and costume,

who were admitted through Public Entide, were 752 in number, the

new Presentations being 158, and the Unavoidably Absent 21 1. The
Native List gives much lower figures. Public Eutrde 243, New Pre-

sentation, 03 and Unavoidably Absent 106. The Europeans musteied
strong, ihe total number who passed or meant to pas.s before Lord
Lansdowne being 1196. Whereas the Native total is only 470. The
hour fixed for the Levde was 9-30 at night, and it closed at n-30.

•
• •

THc Drawing Room, much less crowded than the Levde, was a bril-

liant affair. The fair ones with their fairer costumes of all colors

made the scene picturesque. Forty of them were of Private Entrde,

179 Public, 109 New Presentations and 1 12 could not be present—a total

of only 440.

The Indian Daily Ne^us of tfie 20th has a wise article on the Levde.

Our contemporary gives due prominence to the discomforts of, and

discourtesie-s at, that dangerous Durbar of the European type. The
^

whole article is worth study, both witliin and without Government

House. We have space only for the concluding portion i—
“ We hear complaints al-so of the presence of people wlio have no

claim to be present on such occasions. On this subject we are not in

a position to say anything aiithoiitativcly. WTe understand that there

are lines drawn which the etiquette of St. James’s requires to be ob-

served. 'fhese rules were somewhat relaxed during the time of a

popular Viceroy, who said it was not his wish to exclude any one who
wa.s respectable, and who desired to show respect to the Queen’s re-

presentative. We have been informed tb.at orders were subsequently
sent out to adhere strictly to the practice of the Court of St. James.
Whether this has been done, we cannot say. There has been an
opinion e.xpressed frequently of recent years that the list would bear
weeding with advantage.

Another complaint we approach with some delicacy, but do not on
that account forbear to name it, hoping that the ol)ject will not be
iiiisundei stood. It is well known llnit the full dress of Europeans is of a

sombte hue, and that our native fellow-subjects generally dress in a

way that lend.s picturesque effect to any assembly. We have no desire

that thfy should do otherwise. For the most part, they dress most be-

comingly, lending colour, richness, brilliancy, and variety to the scene.

This they do not only traditionally, but as a matter of respect to the

assembly of which they form a part, and especially to the representa-

tive of the Soveieign. Hot it was remaiked that many natives were
present on Monday night, who must have forgotten what was due
to the occasion. They are not expected to appear in swallow-tails

or to sport white kid gloves. But there is an obligation on their

part tt» appear in a sty le becoming the ceremony, which many of

them failed to do. Wc put it to their fellow-countrymen whe-
ther it was decent to pass before the Viceroy and his court in costumes
more befitting a costermonger than an Indian gentleman. Some woic
white trouseis, which, from their crumpled and soiled condition, must
have had at least two days’ wear. Others had checked or colored con-

tinuations, with their shoulders enveloped in faded shawls that had seen
many days, or in a species of nondescript over-coats which, like Tenny-
son’s word.s, ‘ half-revealed and half-concealed the soul within.’ Others,

again, were not conspicuous for the purity of tlieir linen, dirty shirt-cufTS

peeping beneath velvet robe.s, while not a few had their necks swathed
in nuifileis, which, however comfortable outside, certainly ought not to

have been taken into the Throne Room, and worn in the presence of

the Vicetoy. The head-dresses of some looked as though they had
seen many winters, or even summers, judging from the evidences of

perspiration which dimmed their lustre. VVe do not ask or require that

every native gentleman who attends Government House shall be clothed

in purple and fine linen, or be resplendent with jewels. But, apart from
the respect which cveiy geiulcman owes to himself and his own posi-

tion, we do claim that proper respect shall be paid to the Viceroy, not

only as due to himself as a distinguished nobleman, but as the repre-

sentative of one of the greatest Sovereigns and Rowers on the face of

the earth. We may acquit otTenders of designed insult
;
but we cannot

acquit them of a want of consideration in presenting themselves before

the Viceioy in the guise we have above liuthfully described. There is

no people on the face of the earth more exacting in matters of cere-

mony among themselves than are the natives of this country, and we
see no reason why iheie should be less strictness or consideration

when paying ceremonious visits to the representative of the Soveieign.”

Probably the Chief Justice of Bengal attracted the most notice on

Mond ly evening. Sir Comer Peiheram appeared in black instead of

in scarlet in which the other Judges were robc<l, VVe understand Sir

Comer called a meeting of the Judges to impress on them the dignity nf

he bl.ack gown, but they, according to a ruling of Sir T3arnes Peacock,

preferred to appear in scarlet. Sir Comer stuck to his black.

• •

Lord Lansdowne has accepted the Honorary Colonelcy of the

Calcutta Volunteers, vacant on the departure of Lord Dufferin.

• •

There will be a Civil Service Dinner on the 29th, Mr. Justice Prinsep,

as the Senior Civilian in Bengal, piesiding. ^
# *

The Simla municipality telegraphed to Bombay a long farewell to Lord*

and Lady Dulfcrin, to which his Lordship wired a sympathetic reply.

•

•
# «

For vilifying the judges of the Parnell Special Commission, Mr.

Harrington has been fined ;£soo. •

• «
# •

The Grand Duke Alexander of Russia was on a short tour in Upptr

India. He had been to Jeypore and Agra and Lucknow and Benares.

He takes the Rynda at Bombay for return home.

•
• •

On h reference from the A»8ant Government, the Government of India

has ruled that the income of a missionary society is exempt from the

Income-tax, but not the salary paid to the missionaiy.
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HUI|m Sing, formerly Mir Munshi to the runjab Government
and lately Extra Judicial Assistant at Jhanjj, has joined the Bikanir

Council of Rcjfcncy, R.ijputana, as Vice-President.

• •

For the benetit of the New Tesai Tea Association, to be adtled to its

location, 1*40 acres of the Manjah Reserved Forest has been released

from the operation of the Indian Forest Act VII of 1878.

• •

As an additional distinction, Rajah Udit Naryan Sinjjh Deo Bahadur,

of Seraikellah, in .Singbhooin, has been exempted from personal ap-

pearance in Civil Courts.

Government has fixed Friday the 15th March 1SS9 as the date for

the first general election for the new Municipal C.ilciitla, under the

Calcutta Municipal Consolidation Act II (H. C.) of 1888.

• •

J. C. Purcell, of the Indian Mail^ has been committed, by the Magis-

trate of Dehra, to the Allahabad High Court for libelling Mr. Filch,

of Mussoorie.

elliptical in shape and having gutta-percha tubes attached. There is

also a life belt. The apparatus filled with air, the wearer is raised out
of the water, but by what means he is enabled to preserve an uptight
position is not stated. Should the waves be rough, the foot-gear is

emptied of air and the body is suffered to sink u}) to ilte waist, A
rate of progress of three miles per hour is supposed to l)e attainable.
The apparatus weighs only 2^*^ lbs, and it is claimed that the wearer
will be able to carry a load of 25 11:^.

”

***

The Government of India, has, in the interest of Native States, wisely

luled that “ when a Medical Officer is permitted to attend a Native

Prince or Chief, the fee to lie paid for such attendance must be settled

hy the Government of India or the Local Government (as the case

may be), to whom the amount of the fee proposed should be report-

eel by the Political .Agent or Officer performing analogous functions for

sanction, before it is communicated to the Medical Ollicer concerned.”
•

• •

The long-expected Chinese Amban has appeared in Cnatong.

• •

The Eurasian leader of the South Mr. I). S. White died suddenly
on the 20tii.

• «

The District Engineer Walter Francis Trotter, of Bulandshahr, is being

tried .at the Allahabad High Court, before Mr. Justice Straight, for

embezzlement or criminal breach of trust, in respect of Rs. 72, Rs. 66-10-9

and Rs. 64-12-9.

We read in the Spectator in “Stray Thoughts from Bengal.

From a Bengali Journalist,” that the Maharaja of Durbhunga ** has con-

tributed the splendid sum of a lakh of rupees to the Cow Memorial

movement.” Sriman Swamiji has then accomplished half his object,

and he may now prepare himself for his agitation in England.

Either to finally abandon the question or to provide a remedy for the

periodical inundation of the tract lying between the Damuda and the

Rupnarain rivers, a teinpoi.iiy division in the South-Western Ciicle

to be called the Damudu-Rupnaruiii Survey Division, has been ordered,

to enquire into the causes of the floods, with Mr. 0 . C. Lee.s, Executive

Engineer, in cbaige.

• •

The Madras High Court— Chief Justice Sir Arthur Collins and Mr.

Justice Muthusamy Iyer have ronfinned the disgrace of the Thicn

corniniinity of Malabar by the disallowance of the appeal of Churia

Kunhi Kannan, Deputy Collector and Magistrate of Malabar, and his

brother Churia Anandan, Pleailer. They must expiate their crime

in jail.

The largest ferry-boat is owned, as in many other things, by America.

Robert Garret plying between tlie foot of Whitehall-street, New Yoik

City, and Staten Island, made 18 knots an hour in her trip from Balti-

more. She has 1,500 horse-power engines and is 236 feet long, 36

feel beam, 14 feet deep from her lower deck, and can carry about 5,000

persons.

• #

To encourage the study of Russian, examinations will be held in India

twice—in January and July—from the next year 1889, at such of the

military stations where (lurdified officers for the purpose may be avail-

«ible. Covenanted civil olficers, and military officers in political, civil

and military employ will he eligible for these examinations, and candi-

dates, not in miliiary employ, must obtain the permission of the Govern-

ment of India to appear at the examinations.

« •

New York is now exhibiting a wonderful block of agatised wood.

It weighs 4,200 lbs., and measures 4jz inches, by 33 inches, aAd is 34

inches high. It was found in the petrified forest at Chalcedony Park,

Arizona. It mak^i fine table tops and is capable of handsome^ orna-

mentation. The hardness is such that the time taken up for cut-

ting one piece of the wood is the same for sawing up 200 pieces of

marble.

«
« •

The Eastern go-a-heads are likely to relegate the Westerners to the

shade. Thus—
"A Mr. Endo, a nativ#* of Nagasaki, has devised an instrument for

walking on the water. The vernacular pi ess describes it as something
in the nature of foot-gear, made of iron, paper gum elastic, and wood,

Yes terday* there was on the MaitLiu a parade of the troops in garrison

and the V^ilunteeis, in honor of the proclamation of the Marquis of

Lansdowne as Viceroy and Governor-General of India. A royal

salute with three volleys at intervals commenced the proceedings, then

the proclamation was read, when the troops wheeled into position for

the march past. Loid Lansdowne was not, however, present as was
expected.

# « «

To-day’s publi'ihcs the result of the last M. A. Ex-
amination. In English, 3 students have passed in Class 1 . q in Class

II. and 20 in Class II L The Presidency College stands first, after it

comes the Agri College, then follows the Muir Central College. Two
teachers head the icMn.iining two classes 11 . and III. In Mental and
Moral Scicmc, 2 aie m Class I. [ in 11. and lo in HI. Mere, the

Fiee Ciiurch Institution returns the most bucce.ssful student. 4 in 11 .

and 2 in III. liavc succeeded in Sinskiit. A Teacher heads the list,

but none appeals in Class I. 2 have won In each of the 3 Classes

in Malhematics, the General Assembly’^ Instiiiuion being prominent.

In Natuial and Physical Science, in tlie Cbemi.siry Branch, 3 have
passed in Class I

;
111 the Phy.sn s, i in 1 . and 4 in II. an<I in the Phy-

siology and Zoology only i in Class II. A teacher stands second in

Chemistry. The Muir Central College returns the second in Class II.

in Physics and the Metropolitan Instiiiuion passes the only student in

Physiology and Zoology. The rest in Natural and Physical Science
come fiom the Piesidenry College.

•
• •

His Excellency the Viceroy has been pleased to appoint on H. E.’s

Personal .Statr Colonel J. C. Ardagh, c.l?., to be Joint i’rivate Sccrc-

taiy with efTert fiom ihc loth December 1888. Tins appointment will

involve no charge against the Indian Revenues.
«

• •

Her Excellency the Marchioness of Lansdowne has assumed the

office of,Lady President of the National Association for supplying

female medical aid to the women of Imlia. There will, however, be no
change in the design.itioii of the Fund raised for the objects of the

National Association which will continue to l)c known as “ The Countess

of Dufteiin’s Fund.”
•

Miss Valery VV I EDMANN, the daughter of a pastor of North Ger-

many, .sued in the Qiu-cn’s Bench Division Mr. Robert Horace Walpole,

heir to the Earldom of Oifotd, for breach of promise of marriage and
for libel, the damages being valued at / 10,000. According to the

PlainliflT.s statement, she met Mi. Walpole in September, 1882, at a
hotel in Constantinople. He at once conceived a liking for her which

depended into affeciioii, and he wanted to make her his wife, but she at

first said she w<nil<l not marry him as she would go back to Germany.

In the next scene, she had returned late from the opera and was sitting

for some time at the open window in her robe de w//— in her room
which she thought she had bolted. In came Mr. Walpole and, notwith-

standing her protestations, talked of love and ultimately overpowered and
seduced her. He repeated his proflfers of love, paid her a cheque—for
;£ioo—and as a pledge of promise of marriage put his signet ring on

her finger. Then^lhey separated. It seems they never met again.
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She, however, addressed many telegrams and letters to him, imploring,

for the sake of his unborn child, to write to her and make her an

honest woman. The child, a boy, was born in June 18831 ^^'d it still

lives. In cross-examination, she refused to give any information about

the child or to her own condition in November 1882, saying excitedly

I will not have it
;

it is disgraceful
;

that is not the purpose I am

here for, and will not have it. It is ridiculous to put such questions,

and I will not answer them.” .She only admitted that the child sfill

lives, but refused to answer other questions such as the date of the

birth of the chdd. She preferred to go out of comt than answer the

question. “ They are impertinent questions,” she said. “ After six

years to put such a disgrace upon me. It is a shame to humanity.

Gentlemen should be ashamed to put such questions.” The Judge,

Baron Huddleston, threatened her with contempt of court and custody.

She piotested it was not contempt of court. His Lordship said he

was bound to deal with it .accordingly. She lepieated that her claim

was bteach of promise, and said that the defendant had no right to

ask after the child. The Judge then directed the Jury to return a

verdict for the defend. int and judgment was enteied accordingly.

The defendant denied the promise and the publication of the al-

leged libel and jdcaded jirivilege .is to the libel. As Vegards the

proini.se, he pleaded that if made it was made in Turkey, where no

action was maintainable.

• •

Tun: late Hon’ble V. Ramiyengar, r.s 1., retired Dewnn of Trav.lncore,

left his Libraiy, cornpnsing :i veiy valuable collection of books and

papers, to Pacheajipah’.s College, with which he was connected as

a Tiustce of its ^Chaiities for seveial years, and his widow and ad-

ministratrix has now ni.ulc the ileliveiy. The collection, which com-

prises over 1,000 volumes, has been lianded over in two glass cases

furnished by the. donor, one only (ondilion being ali.iched, namely,

that the books be kept sepaiate in a part of the College Library with

labels affixed to them bearing the name of the donor Mr. Ramiyengar.

Mons. Jansens, (jovemor Congg), is now in Brussels on leave.

He will return to Congo in the* next sjinng. They announce sever.al de-

partures for Central Africa, and say tint a gr.ind hotid is going to be

erected at Boma. Civilisation, with .ill her belongings, thus advances

even in the heaii of the Daik Continent.

•

# «

The Russian traces the Whitechapel inutdererto a Russian

lunatic. A native of 'riraspal, in .South Russia, he was born in 1847

and graduated at the Oddessa I'niveiNliy. In 1870 he developed into

a fanatical Anarchist and went to Pam and mu of mind. The reform

of the fallen women was his theme and it slnuk him that their only

way to salvation was being murdeied. He followed this bent of his

mind by a number of murders in the French capital. He was arrested

but not put to trial being found a maniac. He was therefore confined

in an asylum for about i6^ye;irs. He was pronounced ctiied and re-

leased. He then went over to England shortly before the Whitechapel

murders commenced. He lived there with 'several compatriot refugees

but his friend ', have lost sight of him now. «

NoTKS AM) LkAOKRETTI'S.

The Fourth Scj-^ion of the National Congress will he held .at Alla-

habad, opniiug on the 37ili December. Mr. W. C. P.onmijea, ac-

companied by Ml W. Digby, ihe Agent of tlic Congress in Kinjland,

left last evening for the scene of operations. The veteran leadei

Mr. Allan Hume - 4he R.iglan of the invading host —is .already iliere.

Mr. Lai Mohan Ghose docs not go.

The [dace of meeting is Lowther Castle, the old (}overnmcnt House,

now belonging to ,a Mahomed. vii who, wc hope, will not ;ii the last

moment ^.end our patriot.s to the right alxnir.

There are ugly rumours of a colli.sion of races, for which we believe,

there is no foundation.

Maung On, C.I.E., A.T.M., of Rangoon, has been Gazetted an Ad-

ditional Member of the Governor-General’s Council.

This is a departure, but a departure in the right direction. This is

the first time that a Burman has been elevated to tke Chamber of the

whole Empire. We owe the appointment to the late Viceroy’s initiative,

doubtless. We take it as the first taste of the liberality in this sphere

that he ha.s promised. We cordially welcome Maung On to th^^

metropolis and to his high office.

But who is this On ? our readers may ask. As the title A. T. M.

shews, he holds a medal for good service done to our Government. On

or more properly Oon is a pensioner. He was the 2nd Judge of the

Rangoon Small Cause Court. He and his elder brother, the late

Moung Rhine, .also Judge of Rangoon after the 2nd Burmese War, are

better known as sons-in-law of the famous Moung T.aulay of Pegu.

T.aulay had been an influential Chieftain in Burma. Disgusted with his

own Government, he emigrated to Arr.acan with 10,000 followers and

retainers, and founded the town of Moulmcin. IIc was of much assis-

tance to the British since the bre.aking out of the first Burmese War.

In reward, be was made a Judge of Moiilmein. He died at the good

old age of 94. There is a direct descendant of the Chief in this city

in the person of Mrs. Moung Hla Oimg, the wife of the Assistant

Comptroller (xeneral, Civil Account Department.

Mr. Oon is not versed in English. He carried on his judicial duties

in his native vernacular.

We have not hitherto noticed a hole and corner business which took

place during the la.st Long vaccation, but we may as well give it .as a

piece of news and an illustration of the tactics of our professional

agitators.

It .seems that the N.ational Congress affords no sufficient field to our

p.atriois. There, rather, they feel tied down by stringent rules as to

length of speeches and choice of subjects. They therefore got up what

they called the Provincial Conference and called those who cared to

•attend. The Bengal delegates, of course.— Nothing short of a Delegate

in these d.ays 1 These amiable gentlemen denied themselves rest

during the holidays. They came over to C.alculta, when Calcutta

was out of town, and met at the silent chambers of the British

Indian Association, passed several resolutions in support of the

doings of the Indian As.sociation—to rescue their fellow countrymen

from their present political degr.adation. They chose for their he.ad the

Hon’ble Dr. Mahendralal Sircar, who opened the proceedings with a

“Wigging” on them for having troubled a physician in large

practice and an enthusiastic student of science in gener.al into the

b.nrgain who had no sympathy with their favorite “ fad ” of Technical

Education.

Sir Steuart Bayley has surprised everybody who knew him in his

earlier life, by the invincible politeness which he has invariably oh

served towards all who have approached him since his elevation. No
exiniv.agancc puts him out. He forgives every stupidity. He dis-

missr.s deputations with the success of a practised diplomat. Yet he

is not given to Jinessc^ but is often blunt enough in hi.s rcfiis.al. Still he

takes care to avoid unnecessary pain. His reply to the Mahomedan
address presented to him .at Cuttack, during his late lour, is typical of

his execution. Here is the most important part :

—

“In regard to Mahomedan educational endowments, you are doubt
less aw. lit; th.it the subject has recently been very fully examined by a

Committee to which my Secretary, Mr. Ntrlan, was attached, and
which was romposod of gentlemen probably the most fit who could be

foiiml for such a duty in the Frovince. At their suggestion the law ap-

plicable to suits for tlie better management of endowments has been

^impliried, and (Government has undeit.aken to defray the cost of con-

ducting .ill cast-, instiiiued with the .approval of Ittfe Advocate-General.
The [ijoposal whicli you now put forward, that .a body should he

pel iiMiientlv constituted with extensive powers for the investigaiion of

the affairs of educational endovvinent.s, with a view to disclosing the#

lo.'il f.K'ts, was fully discussed by the (Committee, and w.as abau-
d.oned m consequence of the strong oppo.sition of some Mahomedan
members, apjiai cully lepresenting an influential section of that com-
munity., Indeed, it is the want of unanimity among Mahomedans
ilieiusclvcs which is the great difficulty in the way. I do not think th.U

you should lupudi.ite as Strongly as has been done in the address the

advice to help yourself in this matter, taking such assistance as is given

by the law, and by the pecuniary support of Government. The Com-
mittee’s rcpoit indicates that in Haia.sore itself the Mohamedans pro-

fessing an interest in this matter have done little or nothing to obtain

.an accurate knowledge as to the institution of the loc.al endowments.”

I Orissa seems to be the Bamiia of Islam in India. Its representatives

there gratuitously brought this rebuff on themselves their com-

munity by vexing the travelling L. G., on a subject the A. B. C. of

whicli they had not learnt. Lucky for them that they bad not Sir Ashley

Eden to deal with.
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WB are pained to learn that a Mahomfedan Assistant in a Ciovernment

office in Calcutta, is being very badly treated by the head of ihat office,

who is a Hindu. This poor man is the only Mahomedan in that

’office, the rest of the officers being all Hindus. We are told that he

is an eyesore to the man clad in brief authority, simply because he is

a Mahomedan. Is this the way for the Hindu gentlemen to win the

Mahoinedans to join them in their political aspirations?

A PRIVATE letter from England received this week contains the follow-

ing information, which will doubtless be interesting to the many

friends and admirers of the first Chief Justice of the Dengal High

Court.

For some time past, Sir Barnes Peacock has not been well. He is

chiefly troubled with cold and cough. Under medical advice, he win-

ters in the South of France where he now is. He is much better there,

and will not return to England till spring.

The Lieutenant-Governor gave a g.arden party on Wednesday. It was

well attended by native and European gentlemen and ladies. A com-

pany of native acrobats attracted the guests to their corner of the

grounds, and kept most of them interested, until the appearance of the

Viceroy and Lady Lansdowne and the party from Government House,

when the interest centred in them. Sir Steuart Bayley was us gracious

as ever, making a point of giving his hand to every guest at coming

and at parting. Former Lords of Belvedere used to descend, like a

god, on the scene after the guests had assembled and to confine their

notice to their personal friends and favorites. In fact, they allowed

themselves to be surrounded by a cordon of native satellites, which it

«was impossible to penetrate for the faint-hearted, who often went away

without so much as a sight of the great host.

We hope all the native gentlemen who attended on Wednesday

will go to Belvedere and write their names in the visiting books.

We read in the Madras Standard under the head “ Pudukota,— 12th

December^*

** At the Sessions of this month, a Mussulman was fined Rs. 100,

•and sentenced to a week’s simple imprisonment on a charge of perjury.

Aq application was made to the Chief Court, in which it was asked

that the sentence might be suspended, pending the disposal of the

appeal. The Judge, on the appellate side, declined to take the subject

•into his consideration, as he could not do anything in the absence of

the Chief judge who was then out of this station on leave. At once
the Dewan-Regent who was at Madras was made aware of the fact

by a telegram, and he issued orders that the piisoner should be let on

bail. The Uewan-Regent has, indeed, played an active part in the

exercise of his authority over the Pudukota Chief Court.”

This is the way in which the veteran Minister who now lules over

Poodoocota is being, for so many years, hounded by a pack of it res-

ponsible scribes, place-hunters, and litigants. If the far from lucid

phrase, The Dewan-Regent has, indeed, played an active part in

the exercise of his authority over the Pudukota Chief Court” has

any meaning, the Dewan-Regent ought to be commended for his

energy in not sleeping over one of his most important functions.

As his authority is not questioned, is it the activity that is at

fault? The case cited is a clear one for interfeience, and the Dewan-

Regent deserves great credit for the promptitude with which he

exercised his legitimate authority in the interest of justice. Some

of our British magnates might with advantage follow this black

statesman.

t Again

“The State prides upon the relationship borne by some of the

highly-paid officials. There is the Dewan-Regent at the helm of the

State. He has his nephew as Guardian for the young Rajah, In this

capacity he is much eulogised by his uncle. The District Collector

and Magistrate (l)ewan-Peishkai' has a Subordinate Magistrate in

the person of his •own brother. The latter is to be checked by the

former in the discharge of his functions. One is employed ffs Joint

Magistrate and Deputy Collector, (Deputy-Peishkar), while his brother

is an Overseer in the Public VVorks Department. There are other

minor relations which need no mention for the present. If a list of

men, imported into the Stale service, were taken, it would show that

the present mode of administration is on a very bad scale.”

And is that all? Can untiring Malice, with her microscopic eye,

discern no other flaw in the administration of the Principality than

that some of the officials are relations ? We shrewdly suspect that the

charge is exaggerated. But taking this correspondent at his word,

it amounts to nothing worth a reply.

Mr. F. Henvey, Agent to the Governor-General for Central India, is

on his cold weather tour. He reached Ujjain on the 15th. Governor

Sir Michael Filose, at the head of his officials and the local magnates,

received him at the railway station which was grandly fitted up for the

occasion. The Agent, Governor-General was presented with an ad-

dress from the municipal committee and the merchants. It was, very

properly, in vernacular. Accordingly it could be, as it was, read

by the Chairman of the Corporation, Seth Sevaram Samuntram, who

is no English scholar, and could be answered without reproach, as it

was, without the intervention of a middle-man. Of course, it was

businesslike and to the point, without any dash at transcendental

politics. It expressed the “special gratitude” of Malwa to Mr.

Henvey, fur his recommendation to the Government of India,

fur the good of the Gwalior subjects, of the proper persons for the

supreme charge of the Stale during the minority. To that recommen-

dation, they believe, they owe the “appointment of the junior Ranee

Saheba, who is aft accomplished lady Regent, and Bapoosaheb Jadhoo

as the President of the Council of Regency. The latter gentleman,

we need hardly state, is eminently suited to the high and responsible

office not only by reason of his personal qualifications and experience

but has the Jiereditary privilege of holding such post of honor and power,

and since the appointment of such an honoured and honorable gen-

tleman to the head of the administiation of the state, many of the

difficulties, inconveniences, and innovations, which have crept in the

administration since the death of His Highness the late Maharaja

Jiajeerao Sindia, will soon be removed and none is more conscious of

the fact than ourselves that you are the first cause of such reform.”

The Address indeed is eminently practical and docs credit to its

framers. It insinuates in respectful attitude and economy of phrase

some impoiunt points. Here in a single sentence arc compressed the

best of them

“ Wc now confidently hope that the beneficial measures of His High-
ness the late Maharaja Salieb will be invariably followed and that on
the erection of the palace here, His Highness the Maharaja Saheb
will be pleased to reside therein to the gieat joy and benefit of his sub-
jects of this part of country. ”

There is more than what the running reader unacquainted with the

affairs of Central India might suspect. The first part of the sentence

doubtless refers to the hasty and unsuitable ch.anges introduced during

the late rt^j^ime since the death of Maharaja Jeyaji Rao Bahadoor,

at enormous cost and to the detriment of efficiency in administration.

The second part contains a statesmanlike suggestion. Malwa has a

right to expect llidi her Ruler should reside within her territory, duiing

a g(n>d pait of the year at least. VVe trust there is no reproach against

the climate. The absence of proper accommodation will be remedied

when tlic new I’.ilace is ready. The necessary improvements wil^

follow when the Maharaja comes to lake up his lesidcnce there.

Gwalior, although now adorned by one of the finest palaces in India,

is but a Lushkar scitlcinent—an enc.ipment turned to a capital. Ujjain

is .an antique-—an Indian Rome the Eternal.

The Addressers do not forget their obligations to their Governor :

—

“We fuilher beg leave to express our gi”\^itude to .Sir Michael Filose

to whose uiumng zeal and recommendations we owe the beneficial im-
provements inaugurated in this town in the public works, trade, educa-
tion and other general impiovemeius such as the establishment of High
School and labrary, tJcc.”

The French arc confessedly the politest people in Europe, masters of

the minor graces.

“Gay sprightly land of mirth and social ease,

Pleased with iliyself, whom all the world can please.”

is Goldsmith’s apostrophe to France. The Poet with equal truth might

have written “who” instead of “whom” in the last line quoted.

He would not have any objection, on that score, either, seeing that, later

on, he notices the facility of the people at compliments and the in-

ordinate hunger for them developed by it. This mutual complimenta-

tion

Here passes current
;
passed from hand to hand

It shifts in splendid trafiic round the land
;

Fiorn courts lu camps, to cottages it strays

And all are taught an avarice of praise ;

They please, are pleased, they give to gel esteem,

&c,

Th.it, of course, is the coarse Briton’s, or* rather the Anglo-Irish*

man’s explanation of a matter in which he is no expert. It is poor

philosophy, not to say Arrant barbarism, to resolve grace and gracious-

ness into a passioh for praise—an infinite capacity for ** blarneying.” Be
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that as it may be, it is iin(lctiial>le that tho Kieiicli excel all other I

nations in llie art of pleasinj;. - The other day, they charmed the

Queen of Poriir^Ml. llcfoic timttin.i; Paris, she expressed her satisfac-

tion with llie hospitality which ilie Krencli people had shown her. At

the Railway Station of Oilean^, in a saloon decorated with foliage and

flowers, wlieie i,hc was leceivt-d by the snpern>r Rdiway authorities, she

requested Colomd Lichtenstein, who represented the President of the

Republic, and the Count of Onnesv,()n, who had come to salute her in

the name of the foreign Minuter, to convey her coidial thanks to them.

Her Majesty was not content with the Lirmality of pronouncing merely

the otficial acknowledgments. With a touching grace, as the train was

about lobe put in motion, she said to Count Valbom, her ambassador

—doubtless so .IS to be heard by others—“ I carry the best and dearest

fiom Paris.”

In like manner, were the Giand l.)nkes of Russia conquered. They

had taken part in several < h.ise^. The Society,, of Ch.ases of

Rambouillet invited them to hunt at Clairfoiitaine. The Duchess

of Waldcmar followed the conist* with much animation. Among

the personages present weie MM. del.euchienberg, Polosoff,

Due de Dondeauville, Viscount Tiidern, Raion llottinguer, and

Laron de Rodoites.

At Rambouillet, the President of the Republic, loo, in honour of the

Grand Dukes, got np a hunt, whidi was |»r(*ceded by an entry into the

town adorned witli the Rii^si iii anti Fiench flags. Iheir Imperial

Highnesses weiemuch touchetl by the kind attention of the inhabitants.

Ratioo Rally Nalb Mitter’s time is up in Council. R.aja R.anveswar

Singh llahadoor,̂ brother of the Maharaja of Duibluinga, has been

.selected to fill the vacancy.

REIS & RA WET.
' SA TURDAY. DECEMBER 23. iSSS.

SITTING OF OUR REPRESENTATIVES.
Tllli MAU'ONTl'NT I'UKSS AND ITS CHIEF

lUKl'CUNCn.AliLE.

At the outset of .1 new vicereien and in view of the

great (jiiesiions of the day, it is a measure of com-

mon prudence to put our house in order. This is the

time for tin* [)eriodical tlioroiigli repair so necessary

to the comfort, hisilth and even safety of the inmates

—nay, to the preserv.uiou of tin; very premises. If a

complete overhaul is .1 foiinidable prospect-—if ex-

tensive additions and alterations are an arduous and

costly uiiileila'kiii'.; —vour home should, at any rate,

be jdaced in .1 hahilahle coiuliiiou, made ;iir- and

water-tight, and neat at least, if not elegant without,

and decently fiiriiished within. That is the subject

on which we should like, at this juncture, to pretich to

all the comimmitii s ol India, most ol all to our own.

Our text is simple "W.aiite.d ,1 'I'horough Rep;pr and

Refuiiii.shing belore. regul.ir occupation.” There is

a time for ('very thin;;, aiid this is the time f(jr this.

There is no p.irtlcular time for urgent repairs for

safety, but periodical e.x.imin;iti<ins and rejiairs and

change of furniture are among the prime requirq-

ments of' wise household management, and the

b(iginning of a fresh .idmiiiistratifm seems a proper

season for that iifa.essary operation. At this moment,

when we are all engaged in criticising the ruler

just retired, in.ty \\v. not, with more advantage, form

a judgawait on tin; critics of administration and on

our politicians in general ? Just now, the Marquis

of Lansdowiie is the chief topic of Indian ignorance.

Are we sure we have 110 better occupation than tlie

desperate task of interpreting the great Sphinx just

landed on our shores ? We are ready to discu.ss the

new Viceroy threadbare at the threshold of his

Indian career— to assign a character to a stranger

whom nobody knows, and to evolve a policy out

of cautious commonplaces meaning* nothing in

particular, uttered under the compulsion of saying

something polite in answer to formal addresses, H^icl

we not belter take stock of our own pos.se.s.sions—ask,^

ourselves what we are, and what we have been doing,’

and how we me,in to conduct ourselves in the future

immediately before us ?

To our mind, instead of wasting our thought in

strictures on the ruler who is gone, or in viiticinations

on him who is just conic, we would be more profitably

employed in judging our own leading men and pub-

licists. One of the cardinal dutitis of the Indian

community at this moment, seems to be to examine

and .'iscertain the capacity of these gentlemen for their

respective positions—to review the past and to fore-

cast the future. We arc sick of the cant, term “ re-

presentative men.” But are our men of leading

“ representative men ?” If they are. the prior ques-

tion must be confronted. Are we worthy of ourselves ?

Are wc, in fact, “ a good lot ” ? Whatever we may be,

arc we prepared to be represented by our so-called

“representative men?” Do we not even care to

keep up appearances ? A great responsibility rests on

our [leople in this matter. Wc are accountable, how

we allow ourselves to be judged by those who pose

before the public as our representatives. It is time

enough that we should have a thorough sifting of our

representation and a recasting of leaders. The sub-

ject, no doubt, is one of difficulty and delicacy, but

there is no help for it. The question has assumed

an urgency which cannot be mistaken. We must

do something for our character, and that instanter.

Beyond question, the first step is to set our press in

order. Here, at all events, there is no such difficulty.

It may be difficult to recognise the true leaders, atjd

no less so to deal with them. But the Press is an in-

stitution always before the public, aiul itis easier to in-

fluence it. We have suffered much from its sins. There

is scarcely a dozen thoughtful men in the country who

will deny that our Press has of late worked incalculable

mischief. It is this press that paralyzes the efforts of

the best men of the» community to effect a decent rap-

prochement between not only the governing body and

the subject population, but also between the two races,

Iuir(,ipean and native, inhabiting this great Empire,

side by side, who.se main interests are indissolubly

bound up t(^gelher. Is it possible that there can

be either soual peace (?r political progress in a com-

munity bnakeii into different camps, always at war, overt

or incipient ? 'I'he very idea is out of tlic question.

What is the good of one-sided efforts by different

members or branches of a great Imperial household ?

Do our ciuhiisiasis seriously hope that a strong exter-

nal power will concede any extensive privileges to

a subject population which, besides being not in

harmony with itself, has not the'^common pru-

dence to live on decent terms with the members

of the ruling race? Will any number of monster,

meetings of native.s, supported by stray Europeans,

at different centres of the Empire, realise adequate

expectations, .so long as the great society of ruling

Englishmen and influential Europeans and East

IiKlians and Eurasians, look on the ?>usine.ss with

antiis’cd indifference or affrighted vexation ?

For this unhappy re.siilt, we confess with pain our

Orators answerable, but, above all, our Press, Great

as is the gfiect of foolish speech on the young,
^

the

ill-educated and the unthinking, the range ot the

nui.sance is still limited by physical conditions, rhe

living voice can reach but a few hundreds, and.it n

only when the Press aids the Platform> in circulating

its rubbis^, that the spouters become most mischiev-
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,
burthen the one agency is merged in tiie other.

It is onr malcontent Press that is the chief and inost-

,, widely diffused pe-st. We say “our malcontent” ad-

visedly, to distinguish the noccnt from the innocent.

Happily, the Press is not one, nor all in the same boat

Composed of different units, it is diverse in character.

Of late years, no doubt, nocence had been on the

increase, but we already discern a silver lining

in the horizon. Still the sky is overcast with a

murky gray opacity, surcharged with masses of frown-

ing clouds. Till the atniosi)here is farther cleared,

there will be cause for anxiety. The malcontent

Press is even more loud than it is numerous. So
long as we fail to improve it, we must be content

to go without character, and be the object of

legitimate suspicion with our neighbours. On a sub-

ject which so deeply concerns our national honour and

welfare, we cannot stand on delicacy, but will s[)eak

out with courage, regardless of misunderstanding, be

the consequences to ourself what they may. We must

not leave our meaning enveloped in generalities. P'or

a concrete example, we name the Indian Mirror.

That one paper is itself a host—the type and .arch-trans-

gressor of all the malcontent brood. It has earned for

itself an unenviable notoriety. We have long since

give!) Up re.ading it. Since the late Keshub Cluinder

Sen and his brother the accomplished and wi.se Krishna

Bihari abandoned it, there never was much to inter-

est one in it. Since poor Roderigues left it to the

dogs, it became simply unreadable, except on occa-

sions when it got extraneous help. With age, its

worst vices have been more and more confirmed,

growing at once in inanhy and insanity. Por the

last few years, notwithstanding the exertions of

friends who value the importance of a daily organ,

it has, for the most part, been a regular sink. It

knows but one policy—that of everlasting discontent.

It is probably the one thorough Irreconcilable in the

land. Its rudeness is proverbial. Grossly ignorant,

incapable of thought, deficient in information even on

passing subjects, because unable to distinguish bc-

' tween the true and false of what reaches it, notoriously

credulous, a prey to the delusions of the hour, a slave

to dancing Derwishes and painted prophets, its sole

mission seems to be to misjudge and misrepresent men

and measures, and to vilify authority. Without forbear-

ance or toleration, it cannot understand honest differ-

ence. It can never forgive the shadow of .1 shade

of opposition. Moderation is its special abhorrence.

It maintains a standing snarl at Europeans .and ihe

European community. The Government is, of course,

its bHe noire. It opposes without sense, and abuses

without wit. It is the Little Kala Pahar—the puny

but troublesome enemy of everything respectable.

It is not necessary to specify the offences ol a

journal whose breath is poison. Any issue will show

» to the candid and discerning what we mean. A week’s

consecutive issues will prove the charge to the hilt.

The proof, indeed, is now patent. Its very friends

have given the Mirror up. Poor Mr. Hume clung

to the last to the only native daily, but he at last found

the connecPion insupportable and found a foimal

disavowal necessary. We are assured by him that the

same 'is the case with the best nitm of the Congress

in all parts of the Empire. They were all alraid of

sinking, Congress and all, in that rotten bottom, and

they took care, like knowing rats, to desert it and

land the rich cargo on the shore just in time.

As we do not look into the paper except the 3rd

page, containing selections from other papers, we wil

give two crucial instances of malcontent wisdom and

propriety which have fallen under our notice. The
other day, we chanced to light upon an article on the

Marquis of Salisbury’s speech at Edinburgh. Ihe

Marquis was re[)ortecl by the London Correspondent

of the Bombay Gazette to have called Mr. Dadabhai

Narojee “a black man.” ,Such language can be justifi-

able, if .ever, only in the heat of electioneering.

From the point of view of our stat(dy Oriental

manners, it is rude to savagery. To our Indian ears,

such an expression towaids Hrothcr Dadabliai is

simply shocking. An Indian journalist would natur-

ally resent it with warmth, and might be excused for

retorting on tlu^ occasion with bitterness. What does

the Indian Mirror do ? Without waiting even for con-

firmation, it kicks u[) a d— 1 of a row. Were not such

exhibitions .(inite common with it, there would cer-

tainly have been a requisition by friends for doctors.

The re[)ort might be subsequently contradicted, or the

cx[)ressi()n might be retracted. It was evidently a

slip. P.crhaps, it was a mere party shot of a rotten

egg of speech, and. if so, very unl)ecoming the hand

of the leader of the House of Lords. At the worst,

it was an ebullilit)n of temper. 1 here was no want of

principk! in the matter. No man’s honour was touch-

ed on either side. Yet this veteran Bengali journal-

ist—this ’Indian of light and leading—called Heaven

and Earth to witness the great
^

wrong to India,

and iniejuity of England’s Prime Minist<fr, and urged

—entrc.itcd—conjured the whole Empire—Great Bri-

tain and her greatest Dependency~to combine, on

pain of everlasting disgrace, for driving Lord Salis-

bury out of office, neck and crop, bag and baggage.

Nothing short of the ignominious disgrace of the

base bad man will satisfy this knight of the quill sam
pear et sans reproche—this patriot of such a mealy

mouth that butter does not melt in it—this publicist

who was never betrayed into an angry word !

The next illustration we shall take, is the talk of

the whole town and, we may add,, the disgrace of

native society. How the Mirror misbehaved last

year at the time of Lord Dufferin's leaving for Simla,

will probably never be forgotten. It was imagined

tliai, after its discomfiture on that occasion, it would,

for its own sake, preserve silence on the subject of

th.it Viceroy ever alter. Not a bit ot it! It welcomed

his Lordship to the capital with studied insolence,

and, after hounding him throughout, now continues

to send its vials of abuse after him since he has

left it for ever. Not content with tliat, it pursues his

ve.ry shadow—the slightest traces of that nobleman

—

with unappeasable malignity. Look at the vicarious

sacririce in the person of the late Private Secretary of

the late Viceroy I Such vindictiveness is probably un-

paralleled. Sir Donald Mackenzie Wallace had ceased

to exercise the functions of Private Secretary to the

Jate Viceroy from Simla, Mr. Hewett of the Indian

*Civil Service taking his place. No matter! It is enough

that he was Lord Dufferin’s once. Not only is he

abused, but Lord Lansdowne too. And the (jueerest

part of the business is that, in obedience to a hint from

their Prophet, the malcontents are ostentatiously

loyal and patronisingly kind to the new Viceroy.

But the astute game is abandoned at the sight of the

Dufferin rag—red, of course. Nay, not only Lord

Lansdowne is repeatedly reproached for taking in

a seasoned Private Secretary for the nonce, but Lord

Dufferin also is denounced for Lord Lansdowne’s

choice. Was ever anything so unconscionable and

without conscience ?

This matter of the appointment of a Private Sec-^

retary has, ifi our contemporary’s columns, all the im-
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portance of a grave policy of State. The Mirrov de-

voted the best part of a whole issue to a leading article

on the subject, and returned to the attack with another

on the following day. On the first occasion, among

other things, it treated its readers to such stuff as this ;

“We kiiow'tliat he had originally cynsiderable difikiilty in scenrin^

a suitable Private Secretarv, till at last he found Colonel Arda^h, a

man after his own hrail. When Lord Lan.sdowne left Enjjtand, it was

settled ihat Cnlonel Ardaf^h was to he his Private Secretary in India,

it was after His Excellency’.s ai rival in Imlia that we heard of the new

disposition of the office of Private Secretary in Sir Donald Mackenzie

Wallace’s favor. It was originally announced, before Lord Laii.sdf)vvne

left England, that Sir Donald M.u kenzie Wallace would leave India at

the same time as Lord Diifferin, the latter sidling for Eniope, and his

Private Secretary journeying home overland through Cenir.il Asia. A
subsequent announcement Slid that Lord Lansdownc not having been

able to secure a Private Secretary, Sir Donald would act as one fora

short time. The services of Colonel Ardagh having been, alter

alt obtained by the new Viceroy. Lord Dufferin’s organs in ilie

Press informed the public, su far as we recollect, that Sir Donald

Mackenzie Wallace would, after all, go liome. Ou< e more, the

sime newspapers coniiadicted their foimcr announcement, and

said that Sir Donald was deputed on special work, tlie speciality

of the work remaining unspecified— Mr. Hewett acting pro. tern.

as Private Secretary. This annoimcement wa.s, after a short while,

Mipplcmentod by another, which informed the public that Jjir Donald

would remain in India, even after Lord DulTenn’s departure, to com-

plete his special woik. We, therefore, can only infer, on the strength

of the facts we have placed before the reader, that tiie ex-Viceroy must

have askcil his successor to lake over Sir Donald as Private Seciet.ary.”

What a picture of a miserable man of his own paint-

ing. have we here ! I low he was exercised by the un-

authorised news tliat the papers, from time to time,

laid before the public ! He was, of course, not a bit

wiser by the different rumours than before.

“ We may be wioiig in our inference, but we think this sort of ar-

rangement to be decidedly objectionable on all grounds, and we main-

tain that it is f.iir neither to Colonel Ardagh, the Private Secretary-

elect, nor to Lot d Lansdowne himself. The Government of India is

so peculiar, we were going to say so unique, that we do not, and the

public does not, know what could have been the ciicumslanres or the

objects, which led to such an extiaordinary arrangement. Now, if we

possessed the right of interpellation in our Legislative Councils, we

could, in the exercise of the right, get at these circumstances and ob-

jects. But in the absence of tl»e right of inteipellaiion, we are com-

pletely in the dark about them.”

what a confession ! The man knows nothing about the

matter. No! not exactly so. He knows one thing,

assuredly ;
knowledge or no knowledge, his cue is

abuse ;
his vocation \?,galie. In fact, he does wrong

with full knowledge. “ We may be wrong,” says he
;

but never mind. We are free to abuse. It is a fine

occupation. How the Baboos in the offices gape at

our wit and spirit ! How the half-educated and

quarter-educated lionise us ! If facts are against us,

so much the worse for them. Patriotism pure is not

bound to proof.

Fancy the audacity and stupidity of proclaiming,

without the slightest warrant, that Lord Dufferin

forced his former Priva’te Secretary on his successor,

as if the accomidishcd and able Mackenzie Wallace

were a bad bargain difficult to provide for ! .And

for what purpose ? Why for the purpose, for-

sooth, of perpetuating the slavery of India and the

despair of the Mirror and the malcontents. The

nation is yet far from being able to breathe freely.

Machiavelli has, no doubt, left forever, btit then he,

has left behind Mephistopheles—his secret Gooroo—
guide, philosopher and friend.

The writer incidentally discloses the extent of his

party’s aspirations, which are now under discussion

in connection with the Congress movement. He
naively confesses the use they would make of a repre-

sentative Legislature, or of the right of interpellation

in even a partially popular Chamber, whenever it was

granted. After this, it is idle to find fault with Lord

Dufferin and others, who are afraid of the obstruction

to business—not to say of danger to the best interests

of the State—from the presence in the Legislature

of any number of irresponsible politicians of this

kidney, with the power to put all manner of questions

to Governmoift. It never occurred to thi writer how

[

frivolous such a question would be as he would like

to ask. Our would-be Honourable member might

just as well interpellate Government as to the Vice-.,

roy’s tailoring or cooking arrangements.

The new Viceroy his missed a great chance. He is

a most promising young man and might have got on

tolerably, by a diligent study of that repertory of the

wisdom of the East—the Indian Mirror, but for

that arch-schemer Dufferin. Lord Lansdowne is not

apparently a well-known person at the Mirror office,

but he comes certified by the London agent of the

Advocate of India, and " our own information ”

—

from some of the passengers of the P. and O.

stcanter—is also favourable. But cui bono ? The
trail of the Serpent is over him. Dufferin’s own
Priv.-xte Secretary is still here to “coach” the new Vice-

roy’s Private Secretary for a few weeks or months.

What hope of India under the circumstances!

On another day, the Mirror, in the course of a

long article, writes this glorious rubbish ;

—

“ Uiifortuiiaiely for the Viceroy and iinforiiinately for us. His Excel-

lency has to deal with the legacy, Lord Dufferin left to his successor at

the last moment. What does the retention of Sir Donald M.ackenzie

Wallace, as the Private Secretary to the new Viceroy, portend ? This

gentleman is now officially gazetted as being appointed Private Secre-

tary to Lord Lansdowne with effect from the loth instant. That is to

say, on the very day Lord Lansdowne assumed the Viceroyalty, Sir

Donald also was sworn in, in his old post. What does this arrange-

ment mean ? If any thing, it means that Lotd Dufferin made up his

mind at the last moment that he and his policy should not be easily

forgotten in this country. We regard Sir Donald Wallace’s fresh lease

of office with not only a sense of foreboding, but with positive mistrust.

The Rn^hshman has attempted to soften the bitterness of the an-

nouncement by saying that Sir Donald Wallace’s appointment implies

no change in his plans, and that his stay in India will be merely tem-

poia.y. But we ate not satisfied that his stay in this country should be

even temporary. A week, a month, and the mischief is done. Lord

Lansdowne will, indeed, be a man «f rare courage and individuality if

he can lift himself above the influence and counsels of his Private

Secretary. Our only hope is that His Excellency will prove just

such a man. He has entered upon his duties at one of the most

critical periods of British Indian hisioiy. We are sure, Lord Lansdowne

will not be carried away by .self-laudatory and fanciful pictures

of peace and financial solvency, drawn by the ex-Viceroy over the

social glas.s after a valedictor y meal. Lord Dufferin with characteristic

complacency told his hosts of the Byculla Club at Bombay night be-

fore last that he had restored the ‘equilibrium’ of the Treasury, and

maintained profound peace in the country. This was meant to assure

people that he left his successor an easy and simple task of Govern-

ment
;
whereas the f.ict is that Lord Lansdowue’s work will be unusual-

ly arduous. Lord Dalhousie in a similar manner left India, enjoying

prace. But history witnc.ssed the legacy of woe he left to his successor.

We know it will be exceedingly difficult for Lord Lansdowne to resist

the influence and counsels of the officials surrounding him, but we

entreat him to do so for his own sake, and for the sake of the

millions, committed to his care. The old regime has done its best, it

seems to have the old policy continued. While Sir Donald Wallace is

at His Excellency the Viceroy’s elbow as Private Secretary, Mr. Evans,

we see, re-nominated to the Supreme Legislative Council to represent,

we believe, the Duffel inian sentiments. We do not know how often

Mr. Evans has been re-appoinled to the Council. We are absolutely

ignor.ini of his special inents, which have entitled him to this oft-

repeated honor. Are there no other Barristers to be found fit for the

post? Is Mr. Evans to be made a life-member of the Council ? Why
should he be allowed to make a monopoly of the office ? Lord

Lansdowne could positively know nothing about Mr. Evans. W;is not,

then, this i^^ntleman’s re-nomiiiaiion to the Council practically the work

of Lord liiifferin ? We only hope that the Viceroy will have the will

and the com age to trample upon what seems to be nftjhing less than an

.mempt to perpetuate the old rcifime.'^--Indian Mirror, Dec. 16.

So it is not enough that Sir Donald has long

ceased to be Lord Dufferin’s Private Secretary and

would .soon leave India for good. Having once

served the late Viceroy, he has ipso facto been dis-

abled and outlawed. He should not be allowed to

tarry a moment on these shores. We wonder

whether the disability extends to the clan Mackenzie

and all the descendants of William Wallace.

But it is not the Private Secretary who is the only

eyesore. Every belonging of Lord Dufferin’s is bad

and wrong. The country should be purged of the

Dufferin taint.

This is Dufferlnophobia and no mistake

!

Such is the journalism to which We are linked,

which is daily compromising our credit and endan-

gering our country’s and people’s cause

!
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M^OMftPAN POLITICAL REPRESENTATIVES.
I confess I cannot approve of elaborate uncallcd-for exposure of the

Mahomctlan Delegate from Dacca by your correspondent “AM ussul-

•!nan of Bengal but never Chamar.” By such a graphic account
of his unmentionable antecedent and questionable character “ H.
Bux ” has undoubtedly obtained the notoriety which he so eagerly
longs for. Not only he but his brother Ptihtf\^es will remain ever

indebted to your correspondent for this great publicity. When it

is wcllknown to the iiuclligcur public that the enlightened Maho-
incdans of Dacca in a body refrained themselves from joining the

Congress and publicly expressed their anii-Congrcss views, like

the citizens of B<)mbay, L.ilu>re and other plarcb, it is unnecessary

then to handle the “ Hindu-clcctcd Mahoni'.- Jan Delegate ” from

that hjsiorical city in a first rare journal like Rtis uni Rns^et and to

reiterate his nou-representative element.

Your corre.sporulent should not be surpri.scd to see that one of the

audacious and plucky has been hailed as a i epreseniaiivc

of the Dacca Mahomctlnns when all grades and spheres of such

as Attarl gCi^ MtnhuUkt'cl'igi'^ C huprau rkgt'i itc., are every d ly pl.iving

wonders and aspiiing higher and iiigner above their station.

“English education ” is itself a saianic spell. It makes its possessor

at once a gentleman, and leads him to iliink that he is in no wav
inferior to any Reis or gentleman of the land. Many such spell-

bound individuals consider the old-school gentry and KuHn Jtidians

no better than barbarians or the ludc aboiigines. Suth is the

talisman of a smattering of leading and uri'ing in the language of

the rulers. What wonder, then, if Mr, Bux with his little English

claims to be a representative of the respectability ot one ol the

proudest Mussulman cities in India.

Your masterly leader on the historical genealogy of the Indian

Mussulmans in your issue of the 22nd September last has, it seem*,

been very much misunderstood by the Congrcsswallahs disappointed

in their search for Mahomedans of leading and light to sit with

them hi their annual gatherings, they are unscrupulously picking

up persons bearing Mahomedan names and painting them in the

brightest colour imaginable. The agitators only want a number ol

so-called Mahomedans whom they can easily make highly respectable

and educated by a dash of their pen, on the mere suppo.sition that

all Mahomedans arc of good birch and lineage. Jl such is not the

case 1 would ask these political agitators to answer me the following

questions :—Can the so-called Mahomedan Delegates rea l, write and

understand English in jvhich important speeches and lectures are

being delivered ? How many Mahomedans are there who can

sufficiently understand political problems I Di 1 the simple-minded

and obliging country Mrvrj, SyuJt^ Khondkars^ Mahomedan Cbowdhark^^

kc,y ever look into any book or tract on the wants of India, or ot

Bengal or Bchar ? Did they shew any aptitude to do good to their

community and country at large ? Did their names ever figure in the

Press as those of public-spirited men ? When they arc indillcrent

and deaf and dumb to the dire necessity of their co-rdigionisrs who

arc losing their position in Society every day, how can they be the

exponents of their community in ambitious movements of any kind ?

Dec. i8. Khaja Khi^zer.
!

SPEECH OF HIS EXCELLE:NCY THE MARQUIS
OF DUFFERIN AND AVA AT THE ST.

ANDREW’S DINNER.

Calcutta^ yotk November iSSS,

[Concluded from p. 573.]

So again with regard to technical education. The (Jovernment

of India may recommend to the local frovernments the policy and

the arrangements which it considers to be suited for tlie c,M.il)lisli-

ment and spread of this useful and necessary branch ot instruction,

and the local Ciovcnimcnts may improve upon those suggcMions, m

may apply them with the utmost zeal and wisdom ;
but it is the

educated classes—those who arc most intimately acquainted with the

internal economy ot the homes ot India and the natural aptitudes

of their inhabitants—who alone can give energy and vitality to the

movement. Well, Gentlemen, as I have already observed, when the

Congress was first started, it bccmcd to me that such a body, if they

directed their attention with patriotic zeal to the consideration ut

these and cognate subjects, as similar Congresses do in England, might

prove of assistance to the Government ard of great use 0 their

fellow-citizens, and I cannot help expressing 1 .y regret that they

should seem to^tonsidcr such momentous subjects, concerning as they

do the welfare of millions of their fellow-subjects, as beneath their

notice, and that they should have concerned themselves instead with

matters in regard to which their assistance is likely to be less prolit-

tblc to U8 [applause). It is still a greater matter of regret to me

that the members of the Congress should have become answerable

for the distribution—as their officials have boasted, amongst thou-

sands and thousands ofignorant and credulous mcn-of publications

animated by a very questionable spirit, and who:,c manitest inten-

tion U to excite the hatred of the people against the ptiblic servants

ot the Crown in this country (cheers). Such proceedings as these

no Government could regard with indifference, nor can they Uil to

inspire it with misgivings, at all events of the wisdom of those who
have so offended. Nor is the silly threat of one of the chief officers

—the principal Secretary I believe—of the Congress that he and
his Congrchh friends hold in their hands the keys not only of a

popular insurrection but of a military revolt, calculated to restore

our confidence in ihcir discreiioii, even when accompanied by the

assurance that they do not intend for the prcscni to put these keys

into the locks (hud applause). But Gentlemen, though i have thought
ii my duty in these plain terms to point out what I consider the

misapprehension of the Congrci.3 parly as to the proper direction in

which their energies should be employed, I do not at all wish to

imply that I view with anything Inu favour and sympathy the desire

ot the c<lucaicd classc!; ol India to he more largely associated with

us in the conduct ot the attairs ot their country. Such an ambition

is not only very natural, but very worthy, provided due regard be had
to the circuinstaiKcs of the country and to the conditions under
which the British administration in India discharges its duties

(app/aihe). In the bpeccli which 1 delivered at Calcutta on the

occasion ol Her Majesty’s Jubilee, I used the following expression :

“Wide and bfoad, indeed, are the new fields in which the Gov-
cnimciit of India is called upon to labour, but no longer, as of

alorctinie, need it labour alone. Within the period we arc reviewing,

education has done its work, and we arc surrounded on all sides by
Native gentlemen of great aiiainmcnts and intelligence, from whoso
hearty, loy^l, and honest co-operation we may hope to derive the

greatest benefit. In tact, to an Administration so peculiarly situated

as ours, their advice, assistance, and solidarity arc essential to the

successful exercise of its iunctions. Nor do 1 regard with any other
feelings than those of approval and good-will their natural ambition
to be more extensively associated with their English rulers in the

administration of their own domestic affairs, and glad and happy
should 1 be if, during my sojourn amongst them, circumstances per-

muicd me to extend and to place upon a wider and more logical

footing the political status which was so wisely giycn a generation
ago by that great Statesman, Lord Halifax, to such Indian gentlemen
as by their iallueiice, itieir acquirements and the confidence they

inspired in their fcllow-couiurymen were marked out as useful

adjuncts to our Legislative Councils.’* To every word which
1 then spoke 1 continue to adhere (cheers); but surely the

sensible men of the country cannot imagine that even the

most moderate constitutional changes can be effected in such
a sybtem as ours by a stroke ot the pen, or without the most
anxious deliberations, as well as careful discussions in Parliament
(applause). It ever a political organization has existed where caution
13 necessary in dealing with those problems which affect the adjust-

ment of the administrative machine, and where haste and precipit-

ancy are liable to produce deplorable results, it is that which holds
together our complex Indian Empire, and the man who stretches

lonh his hand towards the ark, even with the best intentions, may
well dread lest it should shrivel up to the shoulder. But growth
and development arc the rule of the world’s history, and from the

proofs 1 have already given of the way in which English statesman-

ship has perpetually striven gradually to adapt our methods of gov-
ernment in India to the expanding intelligence and capacities of

the educated classes amongst our Indian subjects, it may be con-

fidently expected that the legitimate and reasonable aspirations of

the responsible heads of native society, whether Hindu or Maho-
medan, will in due time receive legitimate satisfaction (cheers). The
more we enlarge the surface of our contact with the edncaied and
intelligent public opinion of India, the better ; and although I hold

it absolutely ncccb.jary, not merely lor >ihe maiiuctiance of our own
puwer, but lor the good goverjiiiicnt ol the country, and for the

general content o<^ all classes, and especially of the people at large,

that England should never abdicate her supreme control of public

aliUirs, or delegate to a minority or to a class, the duty of providing for

the wultarc ol ilic diversified communities over which she rules,

I am nt>t ilie less convinced that we could, with great advantage,

draw more largely than we have hitherto done on Native intelli-

gence and Native assistance in the discharge of our duties (A

^ipplame). I have had ample opportunities of gauging and appre-

ciating to its full extent the measure of good seqsc, of practical

wisdom, and of experience which is possessed by the leading men
of In fia, both among tlic great nobles on the one hand, and amongst

the leisured and prolessional classes on the other, and 1 have now
submitted ollicially to the home authorities some personal suggestions

in harmony with the foregoing views (cheers). Gentlemen, I have

Holiowafs Pills .—The Gieat Need.—The blood is the life, and on

its purity our health as well as oiir existence depend. These Fills

Ihorougnly cleanse the vital fluid from all contaminations, and by that

mcanb stiengthcn and invigorate the whole system, healthily stimulate

sluggish organs, repress over-excited action, and establish order of cir-

culation and secretion throughout every part of the body. The balsa-

mic nature of Holloway’s Fills exercises marvellous power in given tone

to debilitated and nervous constitutions. These Pills dislodge all ob-

structions, both m the bowels and elsewhere, and are, on that account,

much sought after for promoting regularity of action in young females

and delicate persons who are naturally weak, or have from some cause

become so. ^
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sometimes seen in the newspapers formidable indictments

drawn up against the British administration in India. I do

not now refer to them for the purpose of controverting the

charges which they formulated, but they have certainly

indicated one blemish which the Government of India frankly

recognizes and had already begun to deal with, namely, the

present constitution of the police. There are undoubtedly great

defects in this branch of the public^scrvicc. It is, however, by no

means an easy matter to deal with, the difficulty lying in the low

prevading in thccluhcJs from which alone the police can be

drawn, in the supineiicss and ignorance of the people themselves,

and still more, on account of the additional expenditure which would

be entailed by any really ctreciivc amelioration*of the force

Again, with regard to the separation of Judicial and Executive

Offices in the early stage of the service and in the lower grades.

This is a counsel of perfection to which we are ready to subscribe,

though the reform suggested—where it has not been carried into

effect—and it has been largely effected— is by no means so simple a

proceeding as many people suppo^c. But here also we have a qifs-

tion of money. With regard to both these subjects, Jjowever, f hav e

to make one observation. 'The evils complained of arc not of recent

date : they existed long before my time, and had they been as in-

tolerable, as is now stated, they would have been remedied while

the existence of surplus funds rendered this practicable; but, as this

was not done, it is fair to argue that, even admitting thjjit there is

room for improvetnent in both the above respects, we can afford to

consult times and seasons in carrying these improvements into effect

Be that, however, as it may, I confess, I always lay down
these incriminating documents with a feeling of relief at finding

th»t more serious shortcomings cannot be alleged against us [cheers).

When I consider the difficulties of our task, the imperfection Df the

instruments through which we must necessarily work, the multiplicity

of the interests with which we have to deal, the liability of our

most careful calculations to be overset by material accidents over

which we have no command, the complexity and centrifugal might

of the forces we arc called upon to harmonize and co-ordinate, the

extraordinary tendency in the Fast for two and two to make five,

and the imperfection which stamps the conduct of all human affairs,

my wonder is that our miscarriages should not have been infinitely

multiplied. la reading these criticisms 1 am reminded of a story

of a )oung man who afterwards became a very powerful public

speaker. On his first appearance on tlie hustings he was so em-

barrassed by the novel circumstances of his situation that he made
i

hut an indifferent effort at his speech ; but when some one in the
I

crowd ill-naturedly jeered at him, he cried out, “you just come up

here and do it yourself—you won’t find it so easy,** which pertinent

observation at once won for him the sympathy of his audience
[kud laughter). At all events, we have the satisfaction of knowing
that there is another side to the picture ; for in these diatribes, to usa«

Sir Auckland Colvin’s eloquent words, “of the India of to-viay as we
know it ; of India under education

; of India compelled in the in-

terests of the weaker masses, to submit to impartial justice ; of India

brought together by road and rail ; of India entering into the first

class commercial markets of the world ; of India of religious tolera-

tion ; of India assured for terms of years unknown in less fortunate

Europe, of profound and unbroken peace
; of India of the free Press

;

of India, finally, taught for the first time that the end and aim of
rule is the welfare of the people and no! the personal aggrandize-

ment of the sovereign,”--he might have added of India that within

the last 28 years has accumulated no mdlions of gold and 218
millirms of silver, “ we fail to find a syllable of recognition [chcers)l'

At all events, Gentlemen, yon may be sure that, whatever our sins,

whether of omission or of commission, the English Government in

India will continue faithfully, courageously, and in the fear of God
;
to endeavour to discliargc its duties, to amend whatever may be

amiss, and still further to improve the good which already

exists, indifferent to praise or blame, and as unresentful of the hard
things occasionally said of us by those for whose sake we are labour-

ing, as we shall always be grateful for the appreciation of those, and
they arc the great majority, of oiir Indian fellow-subjects who have
the intelligence to understand and the generosity to acknowledge
what we have done lor them [Lud applause). And now, gentle-

men, it only remains for me to thank you, not only for your
hospitality and for the friendly reception you have given to

the mention of Lady Duiferin’s name and my own, but for the

patience with which you have listened to this somewhat lengthy
speech. It is a great regret to me to think that I am looking round
for the last time upon so many friendly and familiar faces. In

another week I shall have discharged my trust, and transferred my
great office to the hands of one of England’s most capable

Statesmen, a nobleman in the prime of life, and already distinguish-

ed for his sound judgment, his moderation, his wisdom, and the

industry with which he applies himself to public affairs. That he
will by the intelligence, the impartiality, and the sympathetic charac-

ter of his rule, gain and maintain the good-will and rhe confidence
both of Her Majesty’s Native and English subjects in India* I

have not the slightest doubt, and this conviction to a great deal

consoles me for my regret in quitting your service. Gentlemen,
I again thank you from the very b()ttf)m of my heart for all your
.•lundncbs and goodness [hud and continued iheers).

OALOOTTA MUNICIPALITY.

Notice is lu'ieby given that the Office for

Registration of Hirihs and Deaths for VV.iids

Nos. 13 aiul 14 h.'is been leinoved fiom No. 21,

Wellesley .Street 10 No. 109/1, Collinga Bazar

Street facing Maiquis Street on the North

side.

JOHN COWIE,
Scrretiiry to the Corporation.

‘“OORPOMTION OF CALCUTTAr~
MUNICIPAL F.I.KCTION UNDER SFXriON 23 OP

ACT IV (U. C.) OF 1876.

Three vacancies h.iving occiiired in the re-

presentation of Wards Nos. 13,16 and 17 by

the resignation of Ur. E. W. Chambers, the

disqualification of Dr. R. C. Sandeis, owing

to bis absence from Calcutta for a period of

upwards of six inontlis consecutively, and by

the demise of Babu Bran Nath Dutt, respec-

tively, it is hereby notified that the rate and

tax-payers of the aforesaid Wards inust foith-

with proceed to elect a Coipmissioner for each

of the aforesaid Wards. As only one Com-

missioner has to be elected for each of the

Waids, each person qualified to vote will,

undqr the concluding. portion of Sec'Ion 13, be

cmit\e^ to only one vote.

The^lect ions will bp held on Saturday, the

oi'^Deceiubcr 1888, between the hours of

9 «bd 6 p. M., at the Municipal Office,

At a^ate not less than 21 days befiote tbe^day

*fixed for taking the poll, a voting'bapiV printed

in black inw ^for each of the Wards will be

forwarded by J>08t to each registered voter.

\

The voter cmi- receipt' of this voting paper

may—

(1) Return it by po.st duly filled up* to

the Municipal Office in a clo.sed

cover inaiked “Voting Paper,

Ward No. ”

(2) Return it by hand to the Miinicip.al

Office in a closed covei maiked
“Voting Paper, Ward No. ”

(3) Present it himself at the polling

station on the day of the poll, or

(4) Entrust it either open or in a closed

Cover ;H his optnin, to any person
whom lie may select, for dcliveiy

at the polling station on the day
ot the poll.

Any Voter who, owing to miscarriage of the

Post or other tmsiiap, may not have leceived

his voting pap* by the 14th day befoie the

poll, may apply at the Municipal Office per-

sonally or by agent for a duplicate, putting in a

vviitien statement that he has nut received any

voting paper.
^

Voting papers on different coloied paper

from the original and duplicate papers referred

to above will be provided at the Municipal

Otfice at the lime of the poll, anck any voter

who has not already voted, or who may wish

to cancel his previous vote, may, notwithstand-

dng that he has already filled up*an original^pr

a Jdu plicate voting paper, appear at the polU

and fiU.MP a paper in the presence of the poll-

ing, officer, and such vote or votes shall alone

be ^eid valid and shall cancel all previous

votes. .*

|OhK c6wie,
Secretary to ASp^n^oratioH.

Dated i6th November 1888. ^

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

"Limited."

ASSAM AND CACHAR LINE
NOTICE.

This Company’s Sicamer “ CASHMERE” wil

leave Calcutta for Assam on Friday the

28th inst., and on Tuesday the 25lh idem the

Steamer “ BENG.AL” will leave Calcutta for

Cachar.

All cargo for shipment by either of the above

vessels should be sent to the' Company’s

Godowns at Juggannaiith Ghat the day previ-

ous to the vessels leaving Calcutta.

Uhubri & Drhrooghur Mail Service.

The Steamers of this Service leave Dhubrj

daily immediately on arrivgi^f the mails from

Calcutta, and are connected with the £. B. S*

Railway for booking of traffic through to river

stations.

GOALUNDO and bKBgiiibcrilU'ir i>ESPATCH

SitRVICE.

A special bi-weekly service of** Steamers is

maintained between GoalundogRp^iDebrooghur

the steamers leaving Goalundb: on Sundays

and Thursdays, and Debrdo'^ifr on Mondays

and Fridays.
*

. 5/.

All particulars as to rAfes of freight and

passage by all the ab^^sj^lces to be bad on

application iHtr

Macneill & CO.,

Agents.

1-2, Clive Ghat Street, Calcutta.
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DKCWARDS-ON-SEA, ENGLAND.

ST. PETEK’S OOLLEGE FOR BOYS.
JJniversity masters, specially suitable for

Indian Children. Indian References. For Pros-

pectus, address Principal.

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

short ivindinir Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of small size,yVwt’//<?</, enamelled bold

figures and hands, .shewing two times with

tempered machinery and dust tight cases

for only Rs. 7 8 per V. P. P. with spare

gl.iss, spring, bo.K and guarantee. Wai ranted

to stand rough usage. Can be easily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about

them. Others sell at double our rales. Mr.

A. R. Mehta from Pandora says:—“The
7-8 watch I purchased from you two years

back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting .Su-

perintendent, (lovcrnment Farm, Khandesh,

says :
—

“ A watch maker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15.” Mr, J. Sutcliffe, K.

\V. Fusi. Regt., Lucknow, s.ays :
—“ Some valued

it at Rs. 15 and were completely surprised when

I told them it only costs Rs. 7-8.” Pretty

Canadian Gold Chains, Lockets, Pencils, com-

plete shirt Studs and Rings set with chemical

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. J.

A. Yelsmore, Satur, says “ The best got i-

smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, Sanikutla, says:—“A
German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and

the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA

TRADING CO„ POM PAY.

NOW READY.
The Report of the 3rd Indian National Con-

gress, held at Madras dining the last week

of 1887.

Price Re. i including postage. Apply to M.

V. Charriar, too, Mount Road, Madras.

READY

Price Post free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 0.

Cloth Pound Rs. 5-8.

^lofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS i VOYAGES IN BENGAL
PETWEEN

Calcutta and Independent Tipperahy

PY

SAMBHU 0 . MOOKEEJEE,
Formerly Minister to the late

J
Nawar Faridoon Jah Bahadoor,

(the last of the Nawabs Na/im of Bengal,

Pehar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, “REIS& RAYYEl”
I, Uckoor Dut,Jis Lane, Wellington Street,

Cat.cutta.

OPINION OF THE PRESS.

It is many years since I first met, and some
years since I last met. Dr. Sarnblni Chunder
Mookerjee, editor of the Reis and Kayyet

(Prince and Peasant), and an author of high

repute among the kindly, as well as acute .and

intellectual, people of Bengal. One of the real

misfortunes of India was, and still is, Lord

Macaulay^s picture of the Bengalee. Tlie

picture, true perhaps as regards Nuncomar and
many Bengalees, is not accurate as a represen-

tation of the people generally, taking them as ! leave Tom behind
; and here is his farewell

:

an Englishman may lind them if he looks
|

[Extract.]
aiily. If they had been unfaiihlul, the sad

{
I think this is a very fine passage, and one

*^^*^*' vastly s.idtiei
;

I

iliat will dr.iw the author very close to the
leal heart of humanity, wherever the words

and, apart from the Mutiny, many KnglislnncMi
could give inuividital instances of Bengalee
faithfulness almost unitjuc in hisloiy, taking
all the circumstances ot our relation to India
into account. The Bengalee is generally e.iger
for knowledge of all kinds, and is often both
couiageous in the expressimi cif his opinions,
and gi/tetl to a rcmaikahic degree with the
power to express those opinions with foice and
precision. Mr. F'awreti once told me th.il
un pi epaied speech ni.idi

an election, by a young
force as well as el

•, tin Ills behalf, dtiiing

Hindoo, surpassed, in

t)»|iicnce, any unprepared
speech he ever had hcanl made by any mem-
bet of the House f)f Commons, if four or fi\e
members of the House ueie excepted.
Among these Bengalees iheie i> a small body

of men small lor ih.it laige pniviiu e- -who
•lie, ironically or otherwise tcrme«l “ Ytlung
Bengal.^ .Some of them are no longer yoiini',
but giavc and .iged

; some h.ive, in the coms^
ol yeais, been highly distinguished foi ihcir
pu )lic services and their scientific and other
.ut.imments. .Some h.ive at times l>een mis-
lepresenicd, and their l.ingnage misiiAerpieted,
bo that on its letmn to them it has amazed
none more than themselves. Nothing of this
has been done by the really gieat adminisira-
tots of India. 1 liat it has been done, howevei,
cannot be denied.

In the forefMmt of this little hand is the
author of this book of travels, Haboo S.imbhn
Chunder .Miiokerjee—a writer of high repute,
as I have said, also an administrator, as the
reader will see from the title-page to this book.
A keener, yet a kindlier s.itiiist, vme mi'dit
seek for and not find. His use of the Engbsh
language has astonished many an educated
Englishman

;
and the (pialiiy of his reading is

shown by his m.irvellous power of quotation
;

not meiely from authors like .Shakespeare, and
Milton, and Macaulay, and men eminent in
science, but from* om-of-the-wav old ballads,
and liiilf-known old pamphlets, in the applica-
tion of which he leaves one wondering— fii.st,

how he obtained the productions at al), and
secondly, how, having obtained them, he
learned to apply them so appositely to the
subjects which he intends them to illustrate.

Pa.s.sing from the author to his book, we
shall, perhaps, first of all be attracted to the
work ol the admini.strator. He comes upon a
milkman’s village, on which he finds fastened
tlie grip of a Court favoinite. He unloosens
the grip, and le-settles the village, in the
double interest of Piince and Peasant. And
all tlie tune he secs everything. 'Die poor
people bathing on the rivers’ banks, have his
genial and kindly, if also at tunes, what a
.Scotchman would call, his “pawky” notice.
A “fair maid of .Son.iigo.m ” attracts his at-

tention by the grarefuliiess with which she
carries a vessel of water ffom the river

;
and,

though the f.iir maid aiul he are divided by
race and laitli (she is Mussulm.an), .she has his

full meed of piaise. Indeed, u must be admit-
ted—and he will not be offended with me for
saying .so— that he never meets with a fair face,

without at least giving evidenc^i of the fact

that he has eyes to see and a heart to com-
prehend.

Of his wide and generous sympathies, much
might be said, and still leave much more to

say. He meets a missionary on the river, and
evidently is inclined, in writing his notes, to

pass a joke on the .subject. He nips it, how-
ever, in the bud, and contents himself with
saying, “ So new is preaching heic, that the
simple people said the padre h.ul been singing

in the street,” He mect.s Catholic and Pro-

testant misSibnaties on shipboaid, and chuckles
over their disputes, while he astonishes them
by his command of the English language, and
even by his knowledge of the Bible—a know-
ledge, I may add, which is evident in many of

his writings.

A pal rot falls overboard, and is drowned in

its cage, tw his great distress, which is not
however paraded. Pic says

: [Extract.]

These are not the words of a Christian^ but

of a Hindoo.

Again, he has a faithful ugly dog, whose

name is Tom, and whose glory it once was to

qiark, with a noble independence, at some very
dignified baliibs. Our author is coinpello4 to

aie lead. Could anything be liner than the
lc-siimi»ny to the two loieign “gentlemen,”
ending with tlie “ Bengalee pariah, my poor
Tom”'’ NiH the pariah merely, but the pariah
dog. rhft passage is woiihy of the author,
iiui of the gie.it mercifulness of the land that
hole him,

Wliocver reails this hook must be prepared
flirt liei to find bold and manly language. The
antlior is no H.merer «)f John Bull, liioiigh lie

gives John his due, and admits that India oti'e.s

him a gi e.it debt. Here is one passage relating

to foieign funis
:

[Extiaci.]

.Among the sketches of country— worcLpic-
tiircs- -the le.uler will find some exceedingly
pretty, and all the more valuable in that they
aic taken from a si.mdgrouiid purely Indian;
not English. Wlnue an English artist’s mind
woiihl be filled with European idea.s, the mind
of this gifted E.istern artist is filled iviih a class
of id<*as totally iliffcrenl, yet -'CApially instructive

and cert.iiiily mu less subtle and fat -1 caching.

On the eve of one of his journeys, oiir

author w.is plareil in a dilemma of a kind
not unknown to iiavelleis in Indi.i, but not on
ih.'it accoiiiu tlie le.ss stupid. He wished to

go by a pai ticular boat, add look time by the
loreloi k for tli.it put p«)se. The faie w:is .it

first stateil as 90 rupees, to pay wdiicli he
offered “.a new crisp, fresh British India” note
for 100 rupees. “ It was,” he adils, “fiesh from
tlieCuiiency Office, and had been received

only the ilay before from another (ioveinment
department.” The rest ol

^
the stoiy is

thus toll!
:

[Extract.]

The humour of the little sketch is wortU
someiliing. I can f.iiicy the author laughing
even in his dismay

;
for he can laugli well al

others, and equally well at himself. I shall

only venture on one more passage
;
and I give

it as showing the spirit of the man who dares
to c.ill his newsjiapcr Prince and Peasant.
He desired to return to hi.s home in Bengal,
and to bid adieu, for a time at last, to Indepen-
dent Tipperah, where he had been located
“some two yeais.” He received the iMaha-
rajah’s permission to return home

; but still he
could not get away. [Extract.]

'I'liere is, I think, a sound lesson in this pas-
sage

;
the lesson of the immense value of

coiutesy and urbanity in the relations of rulers

and ruled. Tore is a great deal in that sen-
leiKo, “ H e serve flosli and bhuHl.” The best
administrator in Imli.i is not alw.ays the ablest,

the man wliosc plans are the wisest as plans
;

but tlio man who, with plans or wfiihout them,
gives confideiu'o to the peopli*, ami confidence
not merely in Ins justice, but also in his con-
sideiatenoss and foi be.trance. A clever man
once said that ilie.irt of succ ess in India is the
ait of giving good dinners. It maybe so

; but
the peril is great—the peril of debt

;
and in

any i .i:>e the art has its limits, and its natiual
coll.i|)se. Even dinneis and chain j>.igne pall
in the end. But tiiere is one art tli.it never
fills—the art of true courtesy

;
of that couitesy

which, being natural, is not affected by any
whim or c.iprice, either of the pe s m who
possesses it, or of any one with whom he has
lelalions.

In bidding firewell to this little book, I once
more recall, as I easily and very vividly can,
the author’s kindly face and gentle voice, as
known to me many years ago. I see him, as
I see B.-iboo Kiisio 19 as P;il, Dr. Malicndra
Lai Sircar, and some others, including a much-
abused editor of the Amrita Basar Patrika

\

and I fcrl and say, with all earnestness and
sincerity, that among these are men whom-
the Government of Intlia would be wise in
recognising and winning entirely to its side.
They arc men on whom no really generous
word—true as well as genorous—-ever is

thrown away. I have compared them at times
with men of kindred occupations at home,
and I think th.at they are as a rule by far
the truer gentlemen in good manners, and
often in very much more than mere manners.
May the great God, who.se sacred Name they
use as that of the Father of all, guide them to
a nobler destiny than any they yet have
known, and with them, and by them, bless
their native land t

James Routledge.

Indian Maf^azine^ Mar. 1888,
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“IT REOOMMENDS ITSELF”
AH who stiffer find sure relief Jrom

The Greatest Pain Oure Extant.

It has diiveri out from tlio system

AcuteBheumatism and RheumaticGout,
After years of semi lielpiessness and snflfer-

injr; while ill ASTHMA, HRONCHITIS,
LUMBAGO, SCIATICA, TACKACHK,
SPRAINS, It is tl>i‘ surest and safest remedy
for these complamts m their severest and most
chronic form.

Its ma;iic effect in aflfoiding instantaneous

relief in

Neuralgia in the Head, Face and Limbs
Is almost too remarkable for CREDENCE.
Are yon subject to HEADACHES and the

tortuies of TOOTHACHE? A single applica-

tion swW relievr«you.

In Sore-throat its power has been so rapid

and complete that it is universally recommend-
ed as

The Marvellous Sore Throat Oure.

Try tins womlerfiil Medicine iind let the
result speak for itself.

The Oiicutal Balm is used by the best Phy-
sicians III the world in their piactice. It has
been pronounced a blessing in thousands of

homes. By ii.s intrinsic virtue, it has achieved
a wide-spteail poptil iniy which no simiKir pre-

paration has ever before attained.

So/d in at / AV. each.

Obtainable of all respectable chemists
throughout the world.

Agents in Calcutta : Smith Stani>>treet ^ Co.
R, Scott Thompson & Co. and Bathgate &
Co. Limited.

Price by post Sjz annus.

ASRUKANA
A Collection of poems in Bengali by

Srim.ati GIRINDRAMOHINY DASSY
(Author of Kabitaltar

^ Pharat Kusum.)

^

Astukana is a collection ol" poetical pieces of
singular palho.s and beauty of expression * *

It is a serie.s of mournful songs that the
reader is here presented with and they must,
touch a sympathetic cord in every heart that*
Can feel. There is a singular appropi ialencss
in the title of the work, and in its pious dedi-
cation to the memory of the husband of the
fair writer.— 7'he Indian Nation.
The authoress is not unknown to Bengali

readers. She has already published two or
three poems by which she is favourably known,
but between these poems and this is a differ-

ence tiiat hardly admits of being measured.
* *

This is poetry in life

* #

We have read Srimati Girindra Mohiny’s
poems m a reverential spirit. The poems are
ail of a lyrical description. The \yre is soft,

sweet and tender, but awfully strong.

The tone of the poems is inexpressibly
gentle, inexpressibly pure, and inexpressibly
tender and affectionate. It is the tone of a
world mother.

#

. Bengal should be proud of this poem—
C^liuUd Review.

Apply at the Bee PresSy

I, Uckoor^Dutt’s Lane, Calcutta.

Printed andPublishedfor the Proprietor every
.

12, LAL BAZAAR, CALCUTTA,

(Opposite the Police Courts)

THE CALCUTTA

HOMffiOPATIIIC PHARMACr,
TlfK

EARIAE.ST & STILL MOST EXTENSIVE

- nrsPENSA R y in a sia

OF PURE HOMCEOPATHY ONLY,

TEA! TEAI TEA I

Cheapest ft Best,
SUPPMBD BY

THE H

INDIAN TEA SUPPLY CO.'

“LIMITED.”
In packets of t os.. » os. and 4 os. each from

3 pice only and upwards.

Note the I^w Price.

A Packet of Tea fpr 3 pice I

Important Ne^ys for India,
WHERE FEVEltS AND CHOLERA

REION SUPREME.

A
RECENT TRAVELLER' ON THE
Chinese Coast found that District re-

markably FREE FROM TYPHOID FEVER
and CHOLERA. He soon discovered the

cause. The people there do not drink cold

INTRODUCED TO THE EAST THE REIGN SUPREME.

A
RECENT TRAVELLER ON THE
Chinese Coast found that District re-

INDEPENDENT HOMffiOPATflY ^arkabiy free from typhoid fever
1 CHOLERA. He soon discovered theand maintains to this day

cause. The people there do not drink cold
THE DIGNITY AND INTEGRITY OF water from tanks or wells, often extremely im-

Tni.s pure, but keep a pan of water constantly boil-

SCHOOL OF* MEDICINE. into which from time to time they drop

a little Tea, and when thirsty THEY DRINK
, ,

HOT TEAI If the weak and adulterated Teas
n. o: Co., beg to draw the attention of their ^ . j .u* u . .

, ,
of China can do this, what may not the pure

constituents and the public to the neat little j . /-t v l » Z^ ‘ ‘ and strong Teas of India be expected tQ effect ?

WOODEN CASE Also in tins ^Ib to lolbs of various
qualities to suit all tastes.

I

in which every phial of medicine that goes

out of Ihcir Establishment is p.icked. Ask for the Indian Tea Supply
These c.ases while they ensure the bottles Oonipany*8 Teas.

.isainst breakage will also be fount! vet y con- We have Agents all over the Coun-
venient and useful. try, but want more.

A-, «•/«.,
LYALL^MARfHALrl' CO.,

BERIGNY & CO. Street,Jal<mtta._

J2. Lai BatsaaVy Calcutta.

J. N. MITRA, M.R.C.P.,
In Pamphlet, Price 4 annas London,

or 6 conies for a w..n»e Medalist in Medicine ft Hygiene.or b copies for a Rupee, Stood 1 st in the FINAL EXAMINATION,
AP\TV DT?ADn kxrjrr k rpTAxi * Calcutta Medical College in i88o.-

AV E.YTA'A CHARGE.

BERIGNY & CO.
13. Lai Basaar, Calcutta.

In Pamphlet, Price 4 annas

or 6 copies for a Rupee,

AEMY REORGANIZATION Late Surgeon Superintendent of Quarantine
Station, Mauritius, and Surgeon in charge,

With special reference to the Question of Mysadul Hospital.

Addressy

A Reserve for the Indian Army.
I>utt>s Lane, Bowbaza r, Calcutta.

By Capt. ANDREW HEARSEY. REIS & RAYYET
Apply to Rds a- R.kyyet Office, Calcutta. (PRINCE AND PEASANT
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Mysadul Hospital.
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2, Ukkur Dutt’s Lane, Bowbazar, Calcutta.
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CONTEMPORARY POETRY.

THE TROOPER’S SONG.

(SCHII.LRR.)

Up, comrades, and saddle ! To horse, and away
To the field, where freedom’s the prize, sirs I

There hearts of true metal still carry the day.

And men are the kings and the kaisers.

No shelter is there, where a ski Iker may creep,

But each man’s sword his own head must keep.

From the earth has freedom c. itvanished quite.

And left but the master and Master’d ;

Chicaning and falsehood have fasten’d them tight

On the hearts of the fool and the dastard.

The soldier beards death in the teeth,—and he,

Atone of all mortals, alone is free.
•r

Life’s cares and its troubles, he doflfs them by
;

No fear has he, and no sorrow
;

jj/He shows a full front to his fate 1—for why ?

It comes, at the latest, to-morrow.

And if then to-morrow, to-day let us drain

The heart-stirring cup,—we may never again.

We toil not, we moil not, but snatch for ourselves

The joys that from heaven down tumble.

The serf, .sorry drudge, he digs and he delves,

In hopes on a treasure to stumble.

He digs and he shovels while life flies fast

:

And digs, till he digs his own grave at last.

WHY THUS LONGING?

Why thus longing, thus forever sighing

» For the far-off, unattained and dim.

While the beautiful, all around thee lying.

Offers up its low perpetual hymn ?

Wouldst thou listen to its gentle teaching,

All thy restless yearning it would still
;

Leaf .and flower and laden bee are preaching

Thine own sphere, though humble, first to fill.

«•

Poor indeed thou must be, if around thee

Thou no ray of hope or joy cansl throw ;

If no silken cord of love hath bound thee

To some little world, through weal and wo.

If no dear eyes thy fond love can brighten,

No fond voice can answer to thine own,

If no brother’s sorrow thou canst lighten

By daily sympathy and gentle tone.

Not by deeds that win thee crowds.’ applauses,

Not by works that give thee world-renown,

Not by martyrdom, or vaunted crosses,

Canst thou win and wear the immort.al crown.

Daily effort, though unloved and lonely,

Every day a rich reward will give :

Thou shalt find, by hearty striving only

And truly loving, ihoii canst truly live.

News and Comments.

Unwelcome guests are the trooper tall

And his coal-black so fiercely ridden :

When the lamps are bright in the brid.al hall,

He comes to the revel unbidden.

He WOOS not with speeches, he woos not with gold,

But bears off the prize like a reiver bold.

A kiss, wench, at parting ! Why, never lake on,

Your tears will be dried by some new love.

We are here to-day, and to-morrow are gone,—

Can a soldier know constant and true love ?

We are tost to and fro, like the restless wind,

And art^^rue, while wamay, to the lass that’s kind.

Then up, boys, and saddle. Huzzah for the fight,

Where the pulses beat high, till they madden ;

Youth boils in each vein, in each nerve dances light,

Up, up, ere its spirit can sadden.

Strike home, and remember in battle strife,

The man that fears death has no chance for life.

We are relieved to find the report about the death of Mr. D. S. White

contradicted. The d.tngerous Condition of the p.'itient, brought on by

inflammation of the bladder, had led anxious wights to prematurely

mourn his loss.

• •

During the nine months ending 30th September, the seven railway

companies in England reported as personal accidents, only 696 deaths

and 6086 injuries.

•

Mr. H. B. H. Turner, of Messrs. Turner Morrison & Co., has becrt

elected President of the Bengal Chamber of Commerce.

A SEVERE shock of earthquake was felt at Calcutta on Sunday night

at 10 hs. 50m. 50;^ s. It lasted^ about a minute without causing any

damage to speak of. The wave travelled through a wide area. Re-

ports of the disturbance have been received from Rajbari, Rungpur,

Rampur-Buleah, Monghyr, Ansellgunge, Sitarampur. Muddehpura,

Nattorc, Goalundo, Raneegunge, Midnapore, Jalapahar, Burrisa),

Saidpore, Burdwan, Chandernagore, Ranaghat, Howrah, Kishnaghur,

Dultopookur, Cooch Behar. In none of these places was the shock

more protracted or severer than it was here.

in the country or, rtamUd to remit by postal money orders, if possible, as the safest and most eonvenient

* partieularly at it ensures acknowledgment through the Department. No other receipt mil be

*

. given, any other being unnecessary, and likely to cause cot^fittiott.
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Parliament was prorogued on the 24th, with a Speech from the

Throne.

The Muir Mills Company, Cawnpore, have sued the Victoria Mills

Company, of the same place, for infringement of a trade mark, and,

pending the final disposal of the suit, have obtained a temporary in-

junction against the use of the mark try the Victoria Mills.

A FORGED order on the Agent, Lucknow Branch, Bank of Bengal, for a

draft on the Cawnpore branch for Rs. 5,000, was timely delected, but

the presenter m.idc himself scarce.

A YOUNG Burmese prince has been put in the Bareilly College under

the special chai-ge of the Head Master. The master and pupil are

wholly ignor.int of each other’s language, and there is only a dumb

show, for the education is being imparted by signs and motions. That

reminds us of the poor Hollander who went over to England to make

a living and retrieve his fortunes, by teaching Dutch to the natives, but

found to his mortification that his ignorance of English was an abso-

lute bar to his start in the profession.

The Lieutenant-Governor has been pleased to declare, under “The

Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881,” the following days as public holi-

days during the year 1S89 :

—

5th & 6th February (Tuesday & Wednesday)... Sripanchami.

...Chait Sankranii.

...Easter Saturday.

...Empress’s Birthday.

...Janmashtami.

...Mahalya.

and Ltikhi Pujas

I2th April, Fiiday

2olh „ Saturday

24tli May, Friday

19th August, Momlay ...

24111 September, Tuesday

3otli Sept. Monday to 5th Oct. Saturday
7th Oct. Monday to 10th Oct. Thursday

23rd and 24th October, Wednesday & Thursday Kali Puja.

1st and 2nd November, Friday and Saturday ...Jagadhatri Puja.

23rd, 24ih and 26th Dec., Monday, Tuesday
preceding

Sundays, New Year’s Day, Good Friday and Christmas Day arc public

holidays under the Act.

J-

Durga

ber of Commerce and presided over by the Hon. Sir Dinshaw Maneck-

jee Petit, have passed the following Resolution

“That the secretary, assisted by the committee, prepare a memorial,
setting forth the dilTereiu conditions of factory labour in England and*.
India, .showing how unnecessary and inapplicable the English Factory
Act would be for Indian mills; pointing out how such a legislative

measure would be a source of hardship to adults by reducing their

earnings, and the manner in which it would be the means of preventing
thousands of young persons and children from earning their livelihood.

Respectfully calling to mind the sacrifice that India was compelled to

make in the interests of Lancashire in repealing the Import Duties;
and lastly, pointing out that the factory legislation in the direction agi-

tated fi»r by Lancashire competitors is meant, and would lend, to crip-

ple an industiy, which it is to the best interests of the Stale to foster

and encourage by every legitimate means
;
the progiess of cotton and

kindred maiuifaciures in India being the only true safeguards against
famine and want in a country otherwise dependent on agriculture for

the people’s support.”

•
• •

Prince Ferdinand has offered 2,ooo,ooofrs. towards a national Bul-

garian University at Sophia. That is a princely gift, in every sense.

The serious accident at Borki, has given another impetus to the plan

for the nationalisation of all the railways in Russia.

Here is an explanation ;

—

“ The following explanation is given why the year 1900 will not be
counted among leap-years. The year is 365 days five hours and forty-

nine minutes long
;

eleven minutes are taken every year to make the

year 365X days long, and every fourth year we have an extra day.

This was Julius Ctesar’s arrangement. Where do these eleven minutes
come from ? They come from the future and are paid by omitting leap-

year every hundred years. But if leap-year is omitted regularly every

hundredth year, in the course of ^00 yeats it is found that the eleven

minutes taken each year will not only have been paid bark, but that a

whole day will have been given up. So Pope Gregory XIII, who im-

proved on Caesar’s calendar in 1582, decreed that every ccnturial year

divisible by four should be a leap-year after all. So we borrow eleven

minutes each year, more than paying our borrowings back by omitting

three leap-years in three centurial years, and square matters by having

a leap-year in the fourth centurial year. Pope Gregory’s arrangement

is so exact, «and the borrowing and paying back balance so closely,

that we borrow more than we pay back to the extent of only one day
in 3,866 years.”

• •

The Acts to prevent cruelly to animals have been extended to the

Taki, Badooiia, Bassirhat, Goverdanga, Baraset, Nailiatty, North

Barrackpore, South Barrackpore, Barranagore, Kajpore, Barripore,

Joynagorc, South Suburban, Noith Dum-Dum and South Dum-Dum
Municipalities, under the order of the Licuien.'tnt-Governor, dated the

22nd December, published in the Gazette of the 26lh December, 1888.

•
• •

Mr. E. G. ColV'IN, I\)litical Abbistaut, 31 d Class, officiates in the same

capacity in the first class, and has been posted as Assistant to the Re-

sident in Mysore and .Sccieiaiy to the Chief Commissioner of Coorg.

•

• * V
James Young shot a man for ruining his daughter. Mr. Justice Cave

stopped the case without calling upon the defence. And Young was

actpiitted. Movements are springing up in India, under the guise of

friendship or philanthropy, for ruining the women of India. The women

who have divorced tliemselves from tlie sarred associations of Hindu

homes are naturally the gieatest ofienders, and they are helped in their

work of destruciioii and ruination by ihe aiuhoiitics in the belief that

they are helping in a good cause. '

^

*
*

Mr. Vizetklly has been convicted of publishing “an abscene libel”

—translations of ihe Frencli writer Emile Zola’s books. Sir Edward
Clarke, the Soliciior-General, piosecuied. Mr. Vizelclly at fnsi

pleaded not guilty, but afterwards .said he was guilty of a fault, and

desired to call witnesses as to chaniiner. The Recorder, in passing

the sentence of the Central Criminal Court, said

“ I do not believe that you deliberately did this in order to deprave
the public mind. As to the works themselves, my opinion is that they
are of the most repulsive description— they are not attractive, fascinating,

or seductive—but they are repulsive and revolting to the lust degree.
Y'lu mu^t p.ay a fine of ;^ioo, and enter into your own recognisances in

£200 to be of good behaviour and keep the peace for twelve months."

•
• •

The Bombay Millowners Association, at a meeting held at the Cbam-

The leading hero of the Detective Police in India, is Ral Bahadur

Bala Prasad Pundit, Assistant Superintendent of Police, Rajputana-

Malwa Railway. Certainly, mo Police Officer in Rajputana and Cen-

tral India has a brighter record. He distinguished himself in the fa-

mous robbery of arms and ammunition. After Colonel Burlton

and the European Inspector bad failed to find any clue, Sir Lepel

Griffin employed Bala Prasad Pandit, and he in no time spotted the

Borah who had secreted the stolen goods in his house. In the very

first search he came upon 35,000 cartridges, besides other ammunition

and arms. Since then more Loot of the same kind was discovered

on the same premises. Sometime after, when there was a panic in

the cantonment, in consequence of constant house-breaking and bur-

glary, Colonel Burlton had recourse to the services of the smart detec-

tive Pandit. These were lent to the cantonment and soon public

confidence was restored by Bala Prasad’s success in detection of theft

and recovery of the lost goods and prosecution of their purloiners.

Latterly, he has been called up from the Central Provinces for em-

ployment on the Railway, in consequence of the pretfSence of robberies

which could not be traced to their authors. He has succeeded in

stopping the nuisance, by promptly catching the perpetrators and

helping them to retire within the four walls of the prison or leave the

country for its good. He has now added another triumph to his roll.

It appea^rs that, during the Mohurrum in September last, a strong box

containing Rs. 1,200 in silver, a silver chain, two gold finger rings, be-

sides seals, bunchas of keys, a string of beads, tpn of arsenic*

&c., waf missed from the house of the Mhow Cantonment Committee

overseer, Munshi Abdulla. All the efforts of the Mhow Police being

unavailing, the famous Assistant Superintendent of the Rajpulana-

Malwa Railway was called to the scene. His detective resources and

energy were crowned with their usual success. He traced the goods

to the bouse of a former orderly of the Overseer named Abdul, and the

man has confessed and got two years of rigorous incarceration. We

are glad that his wife and sistcr-iu-law have been released for want of

evidence.
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their recent raids on British villages, the Lushais are to be punish-

ed. An Expeditionary Force has been ordered, consisting of 250 men

of the and (Queen’s Own) Bengal Light Infantry
; 250 men of the 9th

'•^^engal Infantry (already in the Chittagong Hill Tracts)
; 400 men of

the 2nd Battalion, and (Prince of Wales’ Own) Gurkha Regiment

(Head Quarters wing) and 200 men of the 4th Madras Inhtntry

(Pioneers) and two guns of No. 2 Bombay Mountain Battery, under

command of Colonel V. W. Tregear, General List, Infantry. The force

will be concentrated at Demagiri, the ammunition per man being 70

rounds in pouch, 30 on coolies and 100 in reserve. Two months’

rations will be collected in the first instance. A telegraph line will be

laid between Chittagong and Demagiri.

• •

Brigadier-General John Withers McQueen, C. B., Bengal Staff

Corps, last in command of the Hazara Field Force, has obtained

a good service pension from the 6lh June 1888, in place of Major-

General Sir William Hamilton, succeeded to the Colonel’s

allowance.

The Secretary of State has sanctioned the 156/^ miles of the Assam-

Behar State Railway from River Kosi to Dinajpur, including the

Manihari Branch, at the cost of Rs. 1,15,53,822.

***

It is significant that the candidates who successfully passed the last

M. A. Examinations of the Calcutta University all bear native names.

There is only one of Europeanish name, J. T. White. But he is not of

Europe nor of European parents. He may be described as J. Tsawoo

White, son of Moung Tsaw Ilia Phroo, Extra-Assistant Commis-

sioner, Arracan.

The Privy Council has disallowed the claim of Bhai Rabi Dat Singh,

a distant relative of the late Maharaja, to the Bulrampore estates, and

has dismissed his appeal to set aside the adoption of Udit Narain

Singh. The claimant has been saddled with the costs of the appeal

an awful punishment for at worst a venial fault I

• •

An old unmarried advocate at Rome has left, by his will, 1,000,000

lire (;£40,ooo) to the Pope, his valuable library to a monk, and only

a monthly allowance of five lire to his sister, She, as a matter of

course, has been advised to contest the will.

«
• •

The Lieutenant- Governcr rejected the appeal for mercy for the wife-

murderer Suddhabodhe Bhuttacharjee. He was executed this morning.

The Senate has accepted the recommendation of the Lower House for

abolition of capital sentence in Italy. Switzerland had abolished it but

has taken to it again.
«

• «

A /aWf calliiiR himself Padam Naryan was charged before the Ma-

gistrate of Cawnpore with oittaiiiing food, habitation, service, &-c., from

the Newalkishore Press at that town, by falsely representing himself

to be the gooroo of the Raja of Blionti. The accused had asked

Kunjbehari to deliver a letter to Munshi Newal Kishorc. That letter

purported to be from the said Raja of IJhonti recommending the fakir

as his gooroo to the Munshi. He was treated well, of course, but the

letter, on a reference to the Raja, was pronounced a forgery, and the

fakir has been sent to jail for 2 years including 3 months’ solitary

confinement.

t
• •

BEFORE the last Doorga Pooja, we drew pointed attention to the laxity

of character prevailing in the Education department. The morals of

the m.asters are no more immaculate on the Bombay side than they are

on this. The students of a High School had made serious charges of

immorality against their Brahman Head Master, and the latter has

hauled his accusers up for defamation in the Court of the Magistrate

of Poona. There is great sensation, in consequence. The case is

being watched with anxious interest by Government and the Education

Department, as well as the people.

• •

MR. Westland’s Conference for revision of the Provincial Contracts

has ended and he goes home on leave-preparatory to retirement, it is

believed.

The New South Wales is still troubled with rabbits, and the reward of

^25,000 for their extermination remains unclaimed. M. Pasteur has,

of course, failed. His scientific atrocity is no good-— in any sense.

• •

Sir Barrow Ellis’s bequest of Rs. 25,000 to the inhabitants of Rut-

nagiri, yielding an annual income of Rs. i.000, will be applied to the

encouragement of handicraft indust/ics in that district.

Notes and Leadp:rettes.

The event of the week is the Congress now in session at Allahabad.

We publish elsewhere the first portion of Mr. Nolan’s report on

Burma as a field for emigration from Bengal.

In another part of this issue will be found a Government House

Notice under the hand of I.ord William Beresford, Military .Secretary

to the Viceroy. It is an invitation to ladies and gentlemen having

the entrh at Government House, that is, all, whether natives or Euro-

peans, who’ have been presented at the or the Drawing-room,

are accepted as eligible guests at the viceregal mansion. As that will

be the first general reception held by their Excellencies the Viceroy

and Marchioness ofLansdowne after their initial and Drawing,

room, we hope there will be a full attendance.

The High Court was closed for only 3 days for the Christmas Vacation

—on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. The genewil “public holi-

days” extended to Thursday following. But the Bengal Secretariat

Offices do not open till Wednesday next, the 2nd January 1889, having

appropriated the holidays hitherto enjoyed during this season by the

High Court.

The Congressists have taken this curtailment of the Lesser Long

Vacation to heart. For those who meant to attend the gathering at

Allahabad, the innovation may be inconvenient. But it is foolish to sup-

pose that it is due to a desire on the part of the Chief Justice to spite

the Congress. The idea is ridiculous. Complaints have been again

and again raised against the paucity of working days in the Courts,

and Sir Comer Pcthcram, when he came himself to look into the list,

must have blu.shed at the too-muchness of—the good thing. Hence the

application of the shears. For which he deserves the thanks of the

public.

It is possible that there has been an offici.il correspondence on the

subject. The Secretary of Stale himself may have drawn the

attention of the Government of India to the sm.all amount of work

performed by the Bengal Court. Be that as it may, wc see the

Chief Justice doing a proper thing, and we are bound to acknow-

ledge it. It was certainly not without some difficulty that he

has effected the change. Jack having been demoralised by sugar-

plums and having nothing to do, naturally kicks at any the slightest

encroachment on his wide leisure. And Jack in ermine is no better

than J.irk in small clothes. But the Chief was firm and the Little

Long Vacation was sacrificed.

We understand that Mr. Justice Norris of the Original Side announced

that he would not lake up defended cases on Friday. As Monday and

Thursday are devoted to the undefended, and no court is ever held on

Saturd.iy, and as Tuesday next is New Year’s day, the practitioners on

)the Original Side of the Bengal High Coiiit had practically a leave to

go to the Congress or anywhere they pleased, without hurt to business.

In the Supreme Legislative Council on the 2isl instant, the Hon’ble

Raja Doorga Charan Law made a philanthropic move. On the

Hon’blc Mr. Scoble’s motion that the Railway Bill be referred to a

Select Committee, he suggested that a clause be inserted providing re-

tiring-room .iccommodal ion for third-class passengers, saying that the

absence of this necessary convenience was a crying gricvancer especial-

ly in behalf of Native females. The Hon’ble Mr. Scoble promised that

the subject would be considered in the Select Committee, and any other

suggestions the Honorable Member might wish to make.

There were at least two Indian candidates—both Bengalis—for the

office of Chief Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police in England
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vacant by the iesi;.iiirition of Sir Charles Warren. Sir Stuart Hogg,

formerly Chief Commissioner of our Calcutta Police, was one of them,

and he doubtici'i (..ilculated on the strength of the Hogg connection,

specially in the Metropolitan Force. Tlie English climate has restored

his health, ami he is pining for want of occupation. The pay, too,

;^l,5oo a year in EniJ.ind, with other advantages, is an attraction to

even an Indian Civilian. The othcil Bengali is, of course, Mr. Monro,

who has got the appointment. He had retired four years back from the

Bengal Civil Service, to be the hc.id of the Detective branch of the

London Police, in succession to Mr. Howard Vincent. It is said he

could never pull well with is superior, tlie Chief Commissioner, and at

last the other day resigned. He has, ho'vever, again been recallcil with

honor, to take the place of his former chief himself, Sir Charles Warren.

That shows that (Jovernment appreciated his former services to the

Criminal Investigation Department, which he had almost reorganised,

or, at any rate, into which he had infused new life and understanding,

and that he had been roluctanily permitted to go ou^ in fairness only

to the Chief Commissioner. We are glad for himself and our London

fellow-su!)jccts that he has returned to the Police, and in a position of

advantage. As head he will be above thwarting, and his energies

will not be consumed in endless correspondence and effoits to set him-

self right with his superior. He will be free to work out his views

and plans. Sir Stuart Hogg would have done well from his Indian

record. Mr. Monro ought to do belter from his English experience

superadfletl to his Indian. We offer him an Xmas present of a

knighthood by New Year’s Day 1890.

The Foreign Mission Committee of the Church of Scotland have at

last seen fit to marchase peace of the Revd. William Hastie of the

Pigot-Hastie renown. Lord Fraser dismissed Mr. Hastie’s action for

damtiges for loss of appointment as Principal of the College and

Superintendent of the Scotch Mission in Calcutta, but without costs.

Against this judgment Mr. Hastie reclaimed to the First Division. Mr.

Hastie has now been oOered 1,250 to withdraw his action. We hope

the redoubtable if irrascible champion of purity in the bosom of the

Church, will now have and give peace, A man of such splendid parts

and accomplishments, with energy to match, purged of alloy in the fiery

crucible of experience, can never want occupation. There are no limits

to his capacity for usefulness. If ho but give such translations as that

of Kant he published some two years ago, he will not have lived and

studied in vain.

We have noticed above the mignificenl offer of two million francs by

Piince Feiclm.uul for a Bulgarian University at Sophia. One could

scarcely expect such munificence to be easily or soon matched. But

Royally in Europe seems to have awakened to a sense of its responsi-

bilities. Herr is Ferdinand out Fcrdinanded, by not an otTer only, like

those of some of our Rajas and would be Rajas, but by an accom-

plished fact, and that by a lady. The Sweedish Princess Eugene has

sold her family jewels to construct a hospital for cripples. The mag-

nitude of this philanthropy wiil hardly be estimated rightly by humans

of the masculine gender. Hut even males understand what it is to

part with heirlooms and family regalia. Considering the natural

passion of the fair sex for jewels, this royal lady of Sweden ha^ shown

a startling self-denial. The act is at once unparalleled and noble

beyond conception. Since the wife of another Ferdinand paid for the

means for the discovery of America, the world has not heard of such

a liberality.

Thk /Wph^s Friend^ of Madras publishes a letter from Calcutta in

which the writer takes the trouble to inform the paper that a firm

under the name of Chakravarti and Co,, of Mirzapore Street, Cal-

cutta, lias no existence. There is at any rate no shop at the address

given, but instead a lot of women wlio knew nothing of rings (the

article advertised for sale for cash ) 6eing sold there. The house was

in the oc^ettpiUion of a native compo.itor.

Notwithstanding this caution, wc find in the same issue an advertise-

meal of a Chakravarti & Co., hailing from Calcutta, but without any

spociffc place of bu.siness, offering Brazilian diamond rings ol pure

gold and electric diamond rings of pme silver, with the interesting piece

of informaiion attached—“ The use of electric rings destroys all sorts

of diseases.” Madi as is an cmigma—the home of anomalies. The
stronghold of the uliraCongrcpsists, it is at once the seat of Cre-

A

dulity and Theosophy and the Head Quarters of an Agnostic and

Atheistic propaganda, as well as the centre of an active Christian

movement. For all that, we can hardly believe that the intelligent

conductors of the People's Friend pin their faith to the Electric Rin^

Panacea. They only believe, as we lake it, in cash payment—to them-

selves. They have been paid for the advertisement in cpjcstlon and

they consider themselves bound to publish it. This seems fair enough,

at first sight. Is it so? Is it fair to their readers and the public at

large? Are they not participes criminis in the transaction ?

Last week we exhibited to our readers the woeful state of mind of our

contemporary of tlic Indian Mirror^ on the subject of the Marquis of

.Salisbury’s flippant characterisation of Dadabhai Nowrojee as a “ black

man.” Poor m in ! he is ** still harping on my daughter !” That

Premier’s dire offence has not yet been purged and our contemporary is

as miserable as ever. Indeed, the offence is acciunulating by mere

flux of time. Having been an insult to not Parsees only, through all

time from Rustam and Darius downwards, nor to Indians in general

likewise, but to all Asia, it has come to be an outrage on the Queen and

Parliament of Great Britain. Of course, it is a subversion of the

Great Indian Charter of 1858.

Wc find in the Times the following quotation from the Indian

Mirror :

—

“Queen Victoria declared through the medium of the Royal Pro-
clamation of 1858 that she regarded all her sitjbects alike in her august
sight. But there is her chief adviser of the Crown, who has violated

most wantonly both the language and the spirit of the Proclamation,
and instituted distinction and a difference between her Indian and Eng-
lish subjects.”

Notwithstanding the extraordinary sensation caused in the Punjab

by Bhimji, the Congress Missionary, with his open air meetings of

thousands of enthusiastic listeners, it seems he has not been able to con-

quer the defection of the Mahomedans and Sikhs in general, or to

make them accept the movement. There are neither Mahomedan

nor Sikh delegates returned from Lah.ore. A “ Representative Sikh
”

wrote to the Civil and Military Gazelle^ that

“ No Sikh (he who is a disciple of Guru Nanak and Guru Gobind
Singh) will ever join any seditious movement, certain to produce mis-
chief for the existing Governmeut and the people of India. ”

The paienthesis is intended, doubtless, to c.xclude from the Faith

such “ representative Sikhs” as the excellent Sirdar Dayal Singh.

Notwithstanding the fictions wired to Calcutta, Orator Surrender

Not’s mission to Dacca with the object of muzzling the Mahomedan
opposition and securing M.i^iorncdan support to the Congress, was a

disastrous one. The Orator met more than his match in Mejia Saheb

( we beg his pardon for forgetting the Mirza’s name)—a scholar and a

poet—whose Urdu eloquence was more to the point than the Baboo

Saheb’s froth and foam in English. The promoters had counted on a

packed meeting of Congressists, and this unexpected opposition para-

lysed them. In the uproar that followed, the Mahomedans were not

slow to join. The apology of a Mahomedan chairman whom the astute

men of the Congress, with an eye to effect at a distance, had pitch-

foiked into the seat of command, proved no better than a chairman

indeed, in the sense of the bearer of the burden rather than the sitter

on the piece of furniture. Those who called him to that difficult posi-

tion had not sufficient sense of propriety, or lost their hecads over the

excitement, and the Chair possessed no influence, or tact. Soon all

order was lost. There remained no possibility of a Ij^ring for anybody.

The Resolutions were not even formally moved, seconded, and put to

the meeting. The promoters declared them passed and were glad to

get away. At one time the two parties were very near coming tp blows. 4

The Hindus relied on their numbers, but the Mussulmans woulJ have

given a good account of them and burned *for the fray. The timely

arrival of^the District Superintendent prevented a collision. Accord-

ingly our friend Surrender Not lost a chance of glory a.s a Hero or a

Martyi. His imprisonment by the High Court for liiSlIing one of Her

Majcst^’.s Judges was the means of making him. He went about

exhibiting his wound and raising public subscriptions for which he has

not accounted. The District Superintendent of Dacca robbed him of

another splendid opportunity of raising the wind.

Seriously speaking, we confess we do not dislike these collisions.

Our people must go through many such and more serious encounters,

before they are worth anything. Tiie best and purest contribution of

the Congress is the life it has evoked —the interest in public affairs it

is causing in the land*
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nd in^the Bengal Times the foUowin;? from the Indian Mirror as

a specimen of the latter’s habitual recklessness of assertion :
—

“ The Mussulman roiiiiminity of Bengal are (sic) now more con-

vinced than ever of the importance and utility of the Congiess, ami

we are sure there are among them few, if any, who will support the

anti-Congressionisis at Oacca, who have formed themselves into a

little party, under the distinguished leadership of Mr. Kemp of the

Bengal limesf^^

Mr, Kemp naturally resents that gratuitous charge against him.

He never goes out of his legitimate sphere and has nothing to do with

parlies. We suppose the cause of the Congress people’s .annoyance

with him to be that he attended the meeting which was held in favour

of the movement at which Orator Surrender Not stumped, and gave a

true account of the proceedings which utterly di -.credited the “gi»'at

cause ” so far as Dacca was concerned. We have never spared Mr.

Kemp any more than he has spared us. But we hoj)e we sh.all never

be dishonorable foes.

The report given in the Dacca paper was honourable to the Editor.

He was tooth and nail opposed to the Congress and the Congressists,

yet he gave an absolutely impartial account, setting down nought in

malice. We wish our politicians and writers would cultivate this

capacity for truth.

REIS & RA YYET.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 2 <), iSSS.

THE CONGRESS OF 1888 IN SESSION.
Still it moves

!

The Congress is not dead, nor on

the way to it. It not only lives, but lives well, and

enjoys life into the bargain. It is far yet from the

sick man to be summarily bundled out of existence,

by criticism or even the frowns of the officials. The
j)ulse of abounding life seems to leap in its veins.

There plethora rather than anaemia. The Congress,

therefore, is safe, for the moment, 'J'hat is the

remark that will probably suggest itself to the im-

partial observer of the proceedings even from a dis-

tancc.

It was a year of trial for it. Springing like the Gan-

ges in ob.scurity, it was, like the sacred stream, going

on swimmingly at a famous rate, leaping from rock

to rock, past inconvenient hills and ridges, rubbing off

their corners, dodging round unmanageable cliffs,

to find its level to the plains, and penetrating and

progressing through the country, until it threatened

to reach the ill-explored regions of the grim Cim-

merians, in the heart of the Continent. Then It met

its first check. It was nothing,—a mere pugilistic en-

counter with Bhagirat, which attracted universal

notice from the fame and skill of the combatants, but

did not affect the result. That, indeed, was inde-

pendent of the issue, and almost of the merits, of

the duel. On the contrary, so far as the fertilising

river was concerned, the momentary resisteuice only

redoubled the hydraulic energy and the imprisoned

waters burst the barrier and went dancing triumph-

antly down the land, to find its Nirvan meet in the

bosom of the eternal sea. Even the interposition of

the golden jjjords of the Chief keeper of this land,

proved of no more avail than the remonstrance of

his Lieutenant. The resistless fury of the mad flood,

in its grand sweep through the length and breadth

of the Empire, carried everything before it, Including

the official tubs to the whale and the unofficial Par-

tingtonian mop to wipe off the descending Ganges !

In other word.s, the Congress not only lives but

also advances. Type of that Democracy which Dc
Tocqueville the Wise feared, as he confessed, irresis-

tible, it gains ground. 'Fhcre is no checking it

—

no interfering except with extreme caution. Once

the thin end is introduced, it passes through the whole

length. The courllry is of too prodigious extent

and (!normous population, to be tapped in a trice.

There are vast regions^ and endless tribes and

cl.ins and classes and millions upon millions of

men who, notwithstanding a numerous Press and

the organised efforts of the Congress Propagrinda

to reach as far in, and as far down, as possible,

are innocent of the existence of the Congress

or of Mr. Hume. But that is no argument again.st

the potentiality of the thing, 'fhere is a great deal

of ignorance and, in consequence, apathy in every

country, how.soever enlighterual. A generation back,

the inquiriesjn connection with the Census in Great

Britain brought out the curious fact that there were

many rural parts to which tiu! names of tlie nation s

darling heroes. Nelson and Wellington, had not pene-

trated, and others in which the inhabitants believed

that His Majesty George III. was still king. Likewise,

our Indian bumpkins are no more aware of the exist-

ence of Lord Lansdowne and his satraps and of the

constitution of the Empire than of the Congress and

its leaders : nay, they scarcely know the Queen-Em-

press, unless as the mother of His Lordship the

Company Bahadoor, iluiir sovereign.
(
The poor fel-

lows are thm*e right, aftiT a sort
! )

Thv’i Congress,

if it is maintaiiu‘d, is sure to descend to the subter-

ranean regions billow the lowest stratum of what is

convention.lily ralhal “ nativi*. society,*’ where rcqinse,

in undisturbed unconscious giant strength, the mil-

lions. Hf*ria‘n lies tile significance of the move-

ment— its stnmgtli as well as weakness. It were

usel(*ss obstinacy to shut e\ cs against the glaring.

For I'xHter for worse, the C<)ngr(*ss is prugn’. ising,

—

Within certain lines pcrh.ips, but progressing it is

and no mistake. It is bound to do so. And it will

go on |)rosi)(‘.ring to tlu*. end of the chapter, provided

there arc cajiable leaders to work it up.

Such a Self-aggrandising insliuition, nourished with

years, advancing with cnmulalive c^clat and increasing

in number in g(‘ometri('al progntssion, naturally im

proves in inicmsity anil inteiest as it goes along.

fTime, thi* dread of almost everything earthly, is its

best friiMid. It benefits by the huiir as it were.

Each anniversary is grander —every session more im-

pressive—-than its predec(‘ssor. d'he Bombay start

was a comparativii hole and t:orner affair, without

notice to the country and, of course, without the sym-

pathy of not very many outside the circle of the pro-

rnotei's. The following year, ;i more regular appeal

to the country was made, and accordingly the Calcutta

demonstration was grander, though it was here that

the unfortun.ite defection of the Mtissalmans intro-

duced the fatal taint in the. constitution of the move-

ftient. I'he next session at M.adras was even more
glorious, for carrying to a remote corner on the

Eastern seaboard the patriots from all parts of an

empire of continental dimensions. The fourth Con-

gress now sitting at the. c.apital of Upper India has,

under all its manifold disadvantages, managed to keep

up the continuity of progre.ssion.

The Allahabad meeting is a test of vitality. It

was understood to be so practically, and it may well

be claimed by its promoters to be a succes.s. It was

the result of a virtual trial of strength. Not only

were the local Committee met by extraordinary and
unexpected difficulties in arranging for the reception

of so many representatives from different parts, near

and far, but ^he appeal to the country to join the
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movement and send representatives was, for the first

time, confronted by a powerful opposition. The diffi-

culty was greatest at home. The Mahomedans had

early walked out of the business. Their Associations

had repeated at the Madras Congress their resolve

during the Calcutta session. Although efforts were

made, not wholly withoilt success, to lead some
stragglers of the Mahornedan persuasion to join, and

a very able Mahoincdan gentleman was luckily found

to tiike the chair at Madras, it was clear enough to

the! most casual observer that the leading Mahome-
dans were conspicuous by their almost total absence.

That was b.id enough. To darken still farther the

prospect for Allahabad, the famous Sir Syud Ahmed
Khan of Alighnr ranged himself in battle array

against the Congress. lie offered it not only the

combined opposition of all the Islamite^Associations

of every shade of interest or opinion, but all Islam.

Nay, more. He threatened it with a confederacy of

his biethren of the Faith with the Hindu nobility

and gentry and wealthy classes, throughout the coun-

try, and all the native Princes and Chiefs of all creeds

in the i^mpire. With this object, a Propaganda was

started at his Head Quarters, Alighur. The Nizam
of Hyderabad formally seconded him early and sent the

Syud a cheque for expenses. Letters and articles and

messag(‘s were issued in his name, while his literary

man, the a«com[)lished Mr. Theodore Beck, of the

College, fired his strong artillery into the enemy’s

camp. The old man eloquent himself, with one foot

in the grave, w’ith marvellous energy if with question-

able dignity, descended to “stump” the country

against the Congress. * Raja Siva Prasad, the great

Hindu educationist, too, was uneasy at the innovation.

Men like Pandit Sreekishen of Lucknow felt

aggrieved. The 'Palockdars of Ouclh showed signs

of alarm at the pretensions of the movement. The
Baron of Bhinga flung himself into the struggle with

powerful pamphlets and trenchant letters to the

Times. His brother chiefs repudiated the Con-
gress. Tile feeble old Maharaja of Benares, led by

Raja Siva Prasad, declaimed against it. And last

not least, the Sikhs would have nothing to do
with it. As if all this was not sufficient to fill

the CongressisLs’s cup of misery, they, by very

walfulness, invited the ill will of the officials and

even the head of the J^ocal Government himself.

Mr. Allan Hume is a sort of Hercules with his

especial labours of ijo mean arduousness. His ene-

mies, if such he have, could not help being struck

by the extent, strength and elasticity of back of this

modern Atlas. He bears the load of a corrtinent

with all its zoology, donkeys, dromedaries, zebras,

bears, wolves, foxes and all ! Notwithstanding

all that, the^ Congress men, from the first, evinced a

strange desire to array the officials against them,

when their interest lay the other way. In especial;

they burned for a fray with the chief of the officials.

They did everything to fasten a quarrel with him.

PTom the outset, they accused him of malice against

them and tlieir object. fi^ven if there were any

ground for suspicion, it was the part of wisdom to

pretend ignorance, and subdue him with caresses.

Instead, they invented calumny and repeated the

most absurd charges. He was not only inimical to their

aspirations, but was in league with their enemies.

He had in fact set up^ jir Syud Ahmed, and was ac-

tually forcing the leading men of his jurisdiction to

war wMth the Congress. He condescended to con-

tradict statement, but it was never given up'. It

is not a litjle creditable to the magiieyiimity of the

English race that, even under such ill usage, men
like Sir Auckland Colvin and Lord Dufferin do not
return evil for evil, nay, that they can hold the ba-
lance of justice even. Mr. Hume was influenced hy
the ugly rumours brought to him and he proceeded,
ill characteristic British fashion, to get to their bot-

tom, and, in doing so, unwillingly inflicted harm on
his cause. With magnificent audacity, not to say
incredible rashness, he formally challenged the cri-

ticism of tlie Lieutenant-Governor, a challenge which
could scarcely be declined, and was not likely to be
declined, by so wellknown a knight of the quill.

There was a fight of giants. The result is ^well

known. The ruler suffered a loss of dignity, but the

Congress was exposed to attack in its tenderest part

—the part of honour. Of course, this indiscreet contro-

versy having been thrust upon him, naturally reduces
Sir /Vuckland Colvin to the role of reconnaissance,—an
attitude of watchfulness and impartial observation.

He is virtually forced, we take it, to abandon his

capital during the Congress session. At a time when
so many men of distinction are at his capital, the

ruler is away, camping in the country. It is easy to

say, he need not be. He knows the men he has to

deal ith, having already suffered from one set. 7'his

is the only way he could prevent all possible cause

for misunderstanding. Of course, his present attitude

too may be used for political capital between the

factions.

Yet for a’ that, and a’ that, what a success ! What
a grand demonstration ! What a fairy scene at Low-
ther Castle ! What a gathering of representatives of

the various parts of the land ! What a combina-

tion of all that is best in the land! What a

focussing of lights I What a galaxy of stars I As
might be expected, the Delegates at this Congress
outnumber by far those at any previous occasion.

The three hundred and odd who attended the opening
Congress at Bombay, have swelled to the thousand

and odd hundreds of Allahabad.

In the presence of the national Witenagemots we
will not damp the enthusiasm of the moment and
the pride of the country, by base prying and suspicion

or chemical analysis. We will only say that Raja

Siva Prasad played a plucky part and Mr. Allen a

surprising one, and that Mr. Yule’s address was

worthy of the occasion. The quiet retired merchant
has suddenly developed into a full-fledged publicist

and statesman.

I

A LOVING POLICE.
It is difilcull to make love aiul be wise, said the wise Burke. It seems

not possible even for the almighty Police of India to love loo well

and avoid being spoony. In fact, the tenderness of^e divine passion

is apt, under the rude manipulation of our civil defenders, to de-

generate into the horrors of tragedy rather than the vanities of cohiedy.

A painful romance of real life which may yet end in a tragedy, is re- '

ported in the Eveninfr Ncivs. In the District of Chybassa, in the Lieu-

tenant (Government of Bengal, lives an Afghan merchant. A native of

Cabool, li<j left his native country many years under the protection of

our Government and settled in Chybassa, where he married a respect-

able Mahornedan lady by whom he has a daughter, '^he latter \$ now

a little IJirl of fourteen years and odd months. Although a Purda

—

srrecneff—lady, she had somehow been seen by the htfad of the Police

of the District and charmed him. In the case of a less exalted speci-

men of humanity, the matter would have rested there. There could

be no closer connection even of an irregular kind, far less proper

union, between the Nazarene and the daughter of Islam. But in this (

unhappy land, more than in any other, the Police isa.power, ' The I

Police Saheb set his heart upon the girl and the Police is a lawiinto

itself. A Judge or Commissioner or even Magistrate could only. nurse
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ve in secret and wait for opportunities of meeting, lurk in back

gardens like Herman Aglia for a chance comfort, or at most pine

away in despair like Yusooff. The District Superintendent of Chybassa

resolved on the possession of his inamoratd's person. He had all the

resources at command for executing his resolution, and he was too

mad with love to stint them on such a mission. He was not only a

District Superintendent but a famous one for wild vigour, having

earned his laurels in that line in another District. He is, in fine, the

hero who shot the tame deer of the Hindoo lady of Rungpore, whose

manager had refused him her hunting elephant for a shooting party.

He told off a Head Constable with the appropriate name of Joseph

(the same as Yusooff) with the assistance of some notorious bad

characters under Police surveillance to go and capture his Ziileika and

bring her to his residence. So this precious Policeman with his

worthy escort went and executed the order. The distracted father

repaired to the nearest Police Station to complain. He charged the

District Superintendent with carrying away his daughter and conceal-

ing her in his house, and urged the Sul)-inspcctnr in ch irge of the

Police Station to seatch there. The Sub would do no such thing.

He next applied to the Deputy Commissioner who is the Magis-

trate of the District, Mr. Renny. The latter told him to make

a formal complaint in court. Tliat was no c.isy matter for the poor

man in this Law- and Police-ridden country to do. None of the legal

practitioners would for fear write out a complainl against the formidable

District Superintendent. He could get one drawn up acci\sing only

the head constable and the Ghasitis under surveillance who' accom-

panied him. Snch as it w is, it was presented, but no notice was taken

of even this moderate doi ument. The persevering father next repaired

to Ranchi to the Commissioner of Chota N.agpore. That functionary

directed the Deputy Commissioner to inquire into the complaint.

Meanwhile Mr. Renny had left the District on transfer to another.

Fortunately for the worried I’athan, Mr, Renny’s successor was an

officer well-known for his justice and firmness—Colonel W. L. Samuels.

The new Deputy Commissioner took up the matter in the proper spirit,

and has made his report to the Commissioner. The Superintendent

J. C. Slack has been suspended.

We know nothing ab<)at the merits of the case. Hut such a seiions

statement demands prompt notice. The Police in India, particularly

in the remote parts, wield an enormous power, and one of the anxious

cares of Government should be to watch that that power may not be

abused. We are not of those who lliink that the Police are all bad.

We ourselves know many excellent officers whose conduct we have had

the opportunity of judging. But the helpUissness of an ignormt and

spiritless people is a great temptation to misbehaviour. There is a

vraisembhince in the prcvioii.s account which disposes us in its favour.

The refusal of the village attorney (mooktear) to have anything to do

with the complaint against the District Supcnnlcmlcni, is characteristic.

So is the indifference of the magistrate to a complaint against the

Police. Things are not so bad as in the olden days, when the magis-

trate or criminal judicial officer was the chief constable nr Police officer.

Neveitheless, the Magistrate is still the head of the Police. Naturally,

the magistracy has a great deal of sympathy for the Police, though,

no doubt, some few magistrates have a contrary bias. Herein lies the

of that cry that has been heard in all directions for the

separation of the judiciary from the executive. Unless the magistracy

and the Government are careful, the cry will gain volume.

We hope Government will enquire into this case. It is one of a

dangerous character. Nothing exasperates the people so much as an

invasion of their home and its veiled inmates, except an attack on

their religion. It is lucky that this Afghan has been already accli-

matised. He has proved himself a wonderfully good boy, allowing

himself to be knocked from pillar to post, in search of the seemingly

unknown quantity of British justice. Bii" there is a limX to the

patience of the most loyal respecter of law .md system. We fear

this man has neiiRV reached the limit. He may yet make short work

of the “ vakil Raj ” and the Reign of a mysterious Law in Chybassa.

LORD DUFFERIN’S FAREWELL.
Lord DufferiN completed the century of brilliant addresses, by which

he enlivened the spirits of Her Majesty’s Indian lieges during his ad-

ministration, with a crowing speech at the Byculla Club, before finally

leaving our shores.
* That it was brilliant, goes without saying, indeed,

considering who gave it. It was the finest thing he ever delivered, and

that is saying a great deal for it. Even in lifeless print, it is charming

to read. It must have been simply overpowering to listen to it direct

from the masiePs lips I

IIow finely it commences :

—

“ I stand before yon in tlie position of a stildicr r,tiled upon to fire a
salnie, but who li.is .ilieady expended all his gunpowder. (Laughter

and cheers.) I have not even so much as a c irtiidge left in my pouch.

(Laughter.) Nay, I am no longer even a commissioned officer, and am
liable to be sirmig up as a frunc-tireur \{ I begin discharging rehetori-

cal fireworks in yonr midst. (Laughiei) Even were it otherwise, your

younger sister—for it is in tli.it light I understand that Calcutta is very

properly considered on this side of India—has cheated you of your

birtliriglit. (Langliirr.) I’ollowmg a vei y ancient ex.imple, she came and
beguiled me with a s.ivoiiry dish m the form of a haggis (laughter), and

has stolcMi your blessing, "that is to say, if you considered a political

speech of an hour ami a half a blessing after dinner, which it certainly

is not to the person who has to deliver it. (Laughter.)”

What an arch turn it takes, to put the hosts in good humour by a

sympathetic allusion to the depreciation of the Indian coin.igc, with a

delicite allusioft>4o the drain on the speaker’s own purse during his

viccruyalty, notwithstanding the princely pay of the post :

—

Misleading the Tuhlic of India.

“For all that, I am glad of this opportunity of correcting a palpable

mi.s-st.atenent which crept inadvertently into my St. Andrew’s deliver-

ance, and which IS now misleading the public of India. It was a gross

error of figures
;
but however humiliating, as an honest man 1 am bound

to collect It. I then slated that in the East two and two h ive a tenden-

cy lo make five. I have now had lime to square my private accounts,

ami I find that, as far as the rupee is concerned, so far from two and
two making five, the vciy reverse is the case, and that they only make
three. (Loud laughter.)”

That exquisite exordium is followed rtp with equal spirit. Here in a

sentence is dashed off in vivid lines the
^

First Impression of India.

“ Probably, of all the Variegated scenes that pass in succession before

the eyes of an Indian Viceroy during llie four or five years that he le-

mains in this country—full of colour and pictures(juc splendour, as they

all arc,—the one which is the most ineffaceable, which makes the

deepest impression upon both his physical and mental vision--is that

which presents itself to his gaze when he first sights your historic

shores. (Cheers). Having traversed many thousand miles of barren

ocean, he suddenly finds himself secure within the arms of one of the

most magnificent harbours of the East.”

By this the wizard has well got the heart of Bombay in his grip. He
pursues his advantage as he proceeds to take his hearers into his con-

fidence in regard lo

The Cares and Responsipilities of a Viceroy.

“.Standing on the threshold of his new life, about to assume a weight,

of cares ami responsibilities such as is imposed on the shoulders of no
other public man in the world—he looks abroad with a feeling of awe
upon the new realms he is called ori.tt) govern. A display of military

pomp, greater even than that which surrounds the Moiiaichs of Europet
accentuates the solemnity of his handing, and when he pa.sscs through
the thoroughfares of yoiir city, ennobled by buildings which any West-
ern Capital might envy (cheers), he sees on every side, crowding every
window and balcony, and thronging every slrcTet, line, and alley, such
innumerable muliiuides of men ami women gazing at him with earnest
and expectant eyes, ih it he shrinks app.illed at the thought that it is

for the safely and welfaie of these thousands, and for other thousands,
nay, millions, similar lo these—yes, almost for their daily food,—that
he, with his limited expenence ami finilw capacities, has become an-
swerable to his Sovereign and lo the people of England. (Applause.)

The thoughts which pass through his mind, gcmilenien, on that ocra.sioii

.ire never forgotten, and would be sufficient almost lo overwhelm him
were ir not that the kindly greetings, the loyal addresses, the en-
couraging promises of support and of indulgent recognition which at

once i)egin to pour in upon him from your Rulers, your Citizens, and
your Corporate and other associated Bodies, re-invigoratc his spirits,

and give him the assurance that, after all, his lines are cast in pleasant
places, and lhat his future work will lie in the midst of a kindly and
sympathetic rommiiiiiiy, while it is shared .and lightened by a Public
Civil Service that has neither its like nor its equal in the world. (Loud
cheers.) But, perhaps only second lo these profound impressions, are
those which he experiences at the end of his term, when he fintis him-
self ng.iin among you on the cve of bidding goodbye to those who so
warmly welcomed him on his first arrival. (Applause.)

“ Between the two events, though comprising after all but a short
period of time, if merely counted by years, there stretches what in its

retrospect almost seems a lifetime- so full bas it beeti of varied expe-
riences of continuous anxiety and of ufir#nilting effort. The vague
and only half smmised Irouhles and difficulties which rose to his ima-
gination them h.ave since tran.slated themselves into hnrnssingarealities.

I

The labour, ihe^worry, the need for constant vigilance, which he anti-

I

cipated w«nild be great, he has found infinitely more constant and Iin-

I

perative than anyiliing known to his past experience, while, in addi-
tion to the rarcs inseparable from the o^fjinary work of administration,

many an unexpected crisis, thunderbolts^ out of a clear sky occasioned
by circumstances which could not have been foreseen or controlled,
have been superadded to task his patience, his endurance, his courage,
and his skill to the utmost. (Loud applause).”

That is a noble picture which will never he forgotten, in Bombay at

any rate. It will Compare with any in the language. It reminds one
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of Lord nroii^^haiii’s famous descripiion of the anxieties and disappoint-

niPiits which arc the penalty of the ambition of Ministers.

He ends as he bei^ins and proceeds, in the same harmonious strain of

worthy thoinjlit expiessrd in j^olden words.

Ri:w\rd of Accomplished Larour.

“Well then, j^ontlemen, happy is the man who, however ctmsrious he

may be that he has fallen slmit of his‘ own itieal
;
that he has failed in

some m<*asure to accomplisli all the jjood he misht have desired ;
or

completely to remetly ilie evils with winch rirciimstanres called upon

him to contend—happy is the in. in, I say, who, comm" back to you at

the end of his term, receives at the hamls of those who orijiinally wel-

comed him, such hearty "rcctim^s as )oii and my (Mher friends in this

part of the world, both Entdish and Native, have been pleased to

accord to me. (Loud cheers). And still happier is he if his ronscierice

docs not forbid him to hope that your favourable verdict will perhaps

receive the of hist 01 y, for it is the futiiie alone that cm
disclose the ctfcct of a Ruler’s a(iit»ns, or gauj^^e the breadth and depth

of the foundations he may liave laid tor further improvement. (Applause).”

The whole is rich and every part of it delicious. There is not a su-

peifluous word or graiin" or idle thought or an impropet^or inadequate

expression.

Not the least valuable of Lord Dnfferin’s lej^acies is the record of

his spoken eloquence. His last speech is his most finished utterance.

Ap.irt from its literary skill, the charm of it is principally derived

from the soul that breathes in it. There is a vein of unfeijjned tender-

ness throughout which is irresistible.

(State |3apci\

• No. 169.

From P. Nolan, Rsq., Secretary to the Government of Bengal, on

Special Duty,

To the Secretary to the Government of India, Revenue and Agri-

cultural Depart meal.

Dated Calcutta, the 24th October 1888.

Sir,

I have the honour to submit the following report as (o the

measures which may be adopted with advantage for the purpose of

facilitating cmigratiun from the ovor-populaic;<l districts of Bengal

to Burma, a subject on which I was deputed to confer with officers

of the Burma Commission under the orders contained in your tele-

gram dated the aist July, 'riiesc orders reached me at Darjeeling,

where 1 was at the time on leave of absence, and, according to an

arrangement made with tlic Administration of Burma, 1 proceeded

to Rangoon by tlie steamer leaving Calcutta on the 7th August,

having previously consulted the references available in your office

and in that of the Bengal Government. A memorandum of dis-

cussions in Rangoon, at which Mr. Fryer, Financial Commissioner,

Mr. HodgkiiLSon, Commissioner of Pegu, and Mr. Hall, Director of

the Department of Land Records and Agrienhure, assisted, is ap-

pended to this report. Alter the subject had been examined in

this manner, 1 went to Mandalay at the desire of the Chief Com-
missioner, and there had the advantage of receiving an expression

of his opinion on our proceedings. The recommendations which

I have now the honour of Jaying before the Government of India

arc those unanimously adopted at the Rangoon meetings, and after-

wards accepted by Sir Charles Crosthwaitc. I am also authorised

to say that the Lieurenant-Governor of Bengal ciuircly approves of

the scheme put forward.

2. In order to explain the proposa].s, it is necessary, in the first

place, to make it clear that there is in this case no question of

opening out a new field for emigration, as the movement of the

labouring classes from Bengal to Burma has been established for a

considerable time, it is conducted on a great and increasing scale,

and works in a most satisfactory manner. What is wanted is that,

without any great change in its character, it should be accelerated

and guWed so as to produce the greatest possible amount of good.

This is a fact which should be fully realized, as the framers of pre-

rious schemes for emigration to Burma seem to have under-estimated

the extent, and to have imperfectly appreciated the advantages of

the spontaneous movement of the population, with the result that

they acted as if they were introducing a new system, instead of

aiding in the development of a beneficial force already at work.

3. In®i88i there were in Lower Burma, according to the census

jreturns, 174,000 persons belonging to Upper India* by recent de-

scent, as indicated by the mother tongue, of whom 108,000 had ac-

tually been born in the land of their origin. Of the Hindustanis

by race, 51,000 were females, of those by birth 25,000. The pre-

sence of so many females, and of so many persons born in Burma
of Indian parents, indicates that a considerable part of this im-

migrant population had become domiciled. In 1882-83,

following that in which the census was taken, the number of

emigrants to Buripa from India generally (separate tf^ares for Bengal

arc not available) was about 72,000, and it is estimated that half of
these remained permanently ; in 1883-84 it was 83,000, of whom
43,000 settled in the country. The following statement, presented
by Mr. Hall to the meeting at Rangoon, shows thc^ immigrants ar-
riving in Rangoon during 1885, 1886, and 1887, but docs not
include those who were landed at other ports, or v.'ho came by
land :

—
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819

365

22

9
I

36,679

1,258

1,042

3 , *72

267

2*5

46,949

2.353
*,623

18,260
-J

32 28,979 3,654 50,925

.0 f
Males 18,967 23,697 3,226 45,890
Females ... 717 *,557 322 2,596

l Children ... 303 806 24* *,353

.*9.987 26,060
I

3.789 49,839

The table indicates an addition of twenty thousand to the Ben-
galee population of Burma in three years, but this gives a very in-

adequate idea of the facts, as the figures do not include the large

emigration from Chittagong to Arracan. They arc, however,
sufficient to show that the number of persons from Upper India
rcbidcnt in Burma has considerably increased since the date of the
census, and cannot now be estimated at less than a quarter of a

million, of whom about 150,000 arc probably settled in the Province.

4.

I find the general opinion in Burma to be that the province
requires, and can conveniently find employment for, a much larger

number of emigrants ; and this belief is abuneWTtly justified by
past experience, inasmuch as Lower BuVma, since its annexation,

has shown a wonderful capacity for supporting, in increasing comfort,

a population multiplying at a rate without precedent in the old

world. The following table, taken from the Census Report of i88i,

gives the available information on this head :

—

Year.

w

Popula-

tion of

Arakan.

1826 100,000

1629 121,288

1832 *95 , *07

1842 246,766

1852 352.348

1862 381,985
1872 484,363
1881 587,518

Year.

Popula-
tion of

Pegu.

1858

1862

1872
iSSt

890,974

1,244,385

1,662,058

2,323,5*2

Ymr.
Population

of

1

Martaban.

1825 150,000

*855 87,74*
1862

187a
t88l

••
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Population

0# Tenas-
scriin.

Year.

Population

of

Province.

Remarks.

1826 70,000 1826 170,000 Martaban was not ac-

48,9'

7

qiiircd unlil 1852 ;
Te-

'835 1835 280,024 nassenm, until that date,

included only the parts1845 I 27>455 1845 374 ,
22 *

1852 191,476 1852 543,824 east of the Salween and
Beloogyoon.

Until 1S62 Toungoo was

included in Pegu, and
Martaban wasaseparate
division.

1862 394,264 1862 2,020,634 Mai lab.in is here included

inTenasserim ;
Toungoo

is still included in Pegu
in the figuies for 1862.

1872 600,727 1872 2,747,148 In 1872 Ixitb Toungoo
1881 825.74* 1881

j

3,736,77* and Malt.than weie, as

at pieseiit, included in

Tcnassetiin.

It will be seen that not only was annexation in the ca^c of the

different distrietb of Lower Burma folhnved by a rapid increase in

the number of the population, but albo that this progress still con-

linuca, and that the growth was at the rate of 32 per cent, during

the period of eight years and a half whic^h elapsed between the

census of 1872 and that of 1 881. In the face ol this rapid aildifion

to the supply of labourers, wages have not I'allen, but, on the con-

trary, have rather tended to increase. Comparing the returns of

the half-year ending the 31st December 1873, the earliest period to

which the compilation before me relates, which those for the cor-

responding portion of 1S87, it appears that wages have risen in lour

of the eight districts therein spccirie<i, and fallen only in one.

5. It seems fair to anticipate that the introduction of a settled

government will eventually produce in Upper Burma effects similar

to those which have resulted from the same cause in the provinces

ceded in 1826, and will thus give scope for further emigration from

Bengal. The immediate result has been to check the flow of popu-

lation from Upper to Lower Burma, which in 18S6-87 was merely

nominal, including only 374 persons. At the date of the last census

Lower Burma contained as many as 316,000 immigrants from Upper

Burma, so that, even if the cflcct of the change of government goes

no further than to enable the latter province to provide for iis own

population, the supply of labour from that quarter will be closed,

and this will create a further opening for emigration from Bengal.

6. The area of Lower Burma as rdiown by the Survey Depart-

ment, is 55,820,902 acres, of which less than onc-tw'elitb

acres) is cultivated, and the remaining 51,259,230 acres lie waste.

There is a concurrence of opinion that much of this waste is fertile

land, which has only to be cleared and tilled to )icld good crops,

but the authorities differ greatly in the views which they entertain

as to the extent ol the area which should be so classified. The

annual report for 1886-87 gives 23,407,250 acres available for culti-

vation, while Mr. Hail, basing his opinion on recent returns made

by district officers, and on settlement reports, would greatly curtail

this estimate, and considers that in ten districts, with regard to

which he possesses information, the lands available amount to
j

3,641,483 acres only, of which 2.308,483 acres require merely to

be cleared, 1,333,000 acres require bunding and draining. Mr.

Hall's estimate excludes large tracts of good soil merely because they

arc situated in the hills, and probably differs from that previously

accepted in treating as reclaimable only land which can immediately

be brought into cultivation at a profit. 1 itc discrepancy, wide as it

is, has no present importance, inasmuch as all agree in considering

that there arc several millions of acres of waste land, which is a

supply more than sufficient for the probable requirements of the

next fifteen years. Mr. Hall's estimate, when completed for all

the Province, will probably amount to six millions of acres capable

of supporting in comfort four millions of persons, and the present

rate of reclamation appears to be about 100,000 acres a year; so

that, were it quadrupled, the period indicated must elapse before

the best lands are alt taken up. The most promising tract is that

about to be opened by the railway from Rangoon to Mandalay,

where Mr. Mylne has selected his ground, and parritularly the

waste lands in the Toungoo district. In this disci let Mr. Hall finds

no less than i,285»^H available for immediate reclamation.

HolltnvajifPilh.—\n the complaints peculiar to females these Pills

are unrivalled. Their use by the fair sex has become so constant for the

removal of their ailments that rare is the household that is without

them. Amongst all classes, from the domestic servant to the peeress,

universal favour is recorded to these renovating Pills
;
their invigorating

and purifying properties render them safe and invaluable in all eases ;

they maybe taken by females of all ages for any disorganization or

irregularity of the system, speedily removing the cause and restoring

the sufferer to robust health. As a family medicine they are unap-

proachable for subduing the maladies of young and old.

7. The area^availablc for reclamation in Upper Burma has not

been estimated in figures, but in many districts it is considerable.

It is said, for instance, that in Kyauksc large areas of land cultivated

in recent times and advantageously situated on the banks of irriga-

tion canals arc now lying waste, and that the south-east of A 16 n, in

Lower Chindwin, is a wonderfully fertile tract which, if properly

treated, could support five times its present population. I here is

also a great deal of reclaimable w^^te in the Shwebo, Yen, Upper

Cliindwin, Myengyon, Toungdwcngyi and Muktila districts, Yen

being specially commended on account of the suitability of its climate

to natives of India.

8. The main attraction of Burma as a field for immigration is

doubtless the comparatively high wages which can be obtained there.

The following statement, complied from the returns published by the

Government of India, shows the average monthly wage of an able-

bodied agricultural labourer in Chittagong, the district of Bengal

fiom which emigrants depart in the greatest number, in the Bebar

districts, and in Burma, excluding Kyouk Phyoo, to which no im-

migrants go

—

Bknual.

4

District.
Half-year

ending
30th June.

Wages.

Half-year

ending 31st

December.

Average for

the whole
year, 1887.

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P.

r 900 1 ( 9120
Chittagong... ...\ to 0000 to

1 II 0 0 ) * 1 10 12 0

r 400 480 4 4 0
Patna ... ...< to to to

1 500 500 500
f

00 300 300
Mozufferpore ...{ to to 1 to

1 500 00 500
r 400

\ ( 4 13 0

Monghyr ... ...< to V S 10 o\ to

\ 500 ) 1 5 5 0

Hazaribagh 3 12 0 3 13 0 3 12 0

Burma.

Wages.

District. Half-year Half-year Average for

ending ending 315! the whole

30th June. December. year, 1887.

Rs. A. p. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P.

Akyab ... •••!

15 0
to

0 IS 0
to

0 15 0
to

0

20 0 0 20 0 0 20 0 0

Rangoon ... 30 0 0 tS 0 0 22 8 0

Promc »S 0 0
!

17 8 0 16 4 0

Bassein 15 0 0 15 0 0 *5 0 0

Moulinein and Amherst. 25 0 0 25 0 0 25 0 0

Toiingu 15 0 0 • 15 0 0 15 0 0

Mandafay ... 15 0 0 15 0 0

As the cost of subsistence should always be taken into account in

comparing wages in different provinces, I add a statement showing

the average price of food in the same districts during the ten years

from 1878 to 1887, inclusive

—

Bengal.

Number of seers per rupee.

District.

Rice. Maize. Salt.

Chittagong ... 17-97 9*50

Patna 18-33 3003 10*13

Mozufferpore 1809 30*09 10*52

Monghyr ... 16*23 306

1

10*8

1

Hazarib'agh ... 18-33 26‘99 9*16

Average 1775 29*43 I0’02
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Burma. •
a

District.

Number of seers per rupee.

Rice.

C

M.Tize. Salt.

Akyab
Rangoon
Prome
Bassein
Moiilmein and Amherst
Toungu

14-31

1306
145*
1467
u
i5'34

34'42 !

32*14

24‘3S
1905
23-63

25-t’4

17-89

14-15 3442 23*81

These tables give a bird’s-eye view oF the difference between

Behar and Burma in regard to the remuneration of labour, and

the ease in favour of emigration is strengthened if*we descend to

particulars, as is done in regard to Burma in Mr. Halls note, ap-

pended to the proceedings of the 17th August, and as to Bengal in

my letter to tlie Government of India, No. 8iT—R, dated 3^^^'

June 1888. In Behar the demand for labour on any terms seldom

extends beyond eight months of the year, while in Burnra, though

there is a busy season and a slack, yet, as temporary immigrants

come over f-r the former, the permanent rerddent can always secure

woik. In Behar the cost of maintaining a labourer, resident can

always secure work. In Behar the cost of maintaining a labourer,

when fed by his employer, is estimated at only 9 pies a day, or less

than a rupee and-a-half a month : in Burma at four to five rupees

a month. This diflerence is not due in any appreciable degree to

the prevalence in Burma of higher prices, but to the more generous

scale of living yi that province and the superior condition in which

labourers expect to be maintained. Moreover, it appears that in

Behar the actual wages paid in kind are of lower value than those

entered in the returns. Thus, while the statement shows that the

labourer receives in Patna from four rupees to five a month, the

Collector of that district writes :

—

“The condition of those who support themselves entirely by la-

bour is rather worse than that of the better class of petty cultivators.

They arc almost always paid in kind, the usual allowance of a grown

man being 2 to 2 half seers of the coarsest and cheapest grain, value

about one and quarter annas. Women receive about half this rate, but

their employment is less regular. Ordinarily, male labourers do not

find employment for more than eight months of the year.

“A wage of one and quarter annas per day would be about Rs. 2-6

per mensem ; but taking an average of Rs. 2 per mensem throughout

the year, the annual earnings of an adult would be about Rs. 24 ; his

wife’s earnings might be Rs. 6—total Rs. 30, which is not enough

to give two adults and two children a lull supply of the coarsest food,

with sufHcient clothing and a hut to shelter them. The Sub-divi

sional Officer of Behar estimates the earnings for a labourer at

2 annas per diem, or Rs. 4 per mensem ; but even this rate, which

I think an over-estimate, would only yield Rs. 52 for the eight

months during'which labour is generally to be'had.'

“The conclusion to be drawn is that of the agricultural popula-,,

tion, a large proportion, say 40 cent., are insufficiently fed, to say

nothing of clothing and housing. They fiive enough food to sup-

port life and to enable them to work, but have to undergo long Basts,

having for a considerable part of the year to satisfy themselves with

one full meal in the day.”

9. To the Chittagong emigrants the difference between the

wages current in their own district, which in this respect is the best

ill Bengal, and the Burma rates means an appreciable increase in

comfort. To the Bchari it is often a matter of life* and death, the

remuneration he receives, when in employment, not being sufficient

to support life in a healthy state, if he has to provide for a family,

much less to permit of his making provision for the period when he

can get no work. At the rate allowed to prisoners in the. Behar

Jail, the maximum wage in kind mentioned by the Collector of Patna,

—two seers and-a-half a day,—is just enough to find grain for the

food for two adults, leaving no margin for salt, clothing, or other

minor expenses. But it must frequently happen that the bread-

winner has more than one adult dependent on him, at least tem-

porarily ; and then there arc the seasons when employment is

irregular, or cannot be had. 'fhc general opinion of the District

Officers and of the Superintendents of Jails, who have special means

of observation, is that the working classes in those parts are in-

adequately fed, and this view has been adopted with natural reluc-

tance by the Government of Bengal. To the labourer working

under such conditions, emigration to Burma comes as a rescue from

one of the greatest of human evils—the hopeless struggle to rear a

family on wages which will not purchase sufficient food even of the

coarsest kind.

10. I have frequently been surprised to observe the large price

which Behar artisans whp have made money, as, for instance,

carpenters returning to their own country from a successful visit

to Dcrjecling, are willing to pay for the tenant’s interest in land

situated in their , native villages, though that interest is gcncrtlly

only the right to hold on an insecure tenure at a high rate ol

rent. In Burma any labourer can in a few years earn sufficient

to establish himself as a cultivator, paying only the public re-

venue, assessed on all alike at a moderate rate, and absolutely

free from all danger of disturbance. This is a consideration which

has great weight with the inhabitants of Chittagong, who contri-

bute a large proportion, perhaps a majority, of the Bengal emi-

grants, and though the advantage may seldom be present to the

minds of the. less prosperous settelcrs from Behar, it nevcrthlcss

extends equally to them, and must be appreciated in the end.

In his own country the agricultural labourer cannot hope to rise

a step in the social scale, the only prospect before him U to live

a life of penury, bequeathing a similar fate as an inheritance to

his posterity. In Burma, if he be industrious and frugal, he gra-

dually acquires property, and his children are started with the fair

prospect of a prosperous career.

[
To be continued, ]

NOTICE.

T
heir Excellencies the Viceroy and Mar-

chioness of L-iiisdowne will receive, on

Thursday afternoon, the loihJanuary 1889, in

the Gardens of Government House, from 4 to

6 P. M.

All Ladies and Gentlemen having the entrde

at Government House are invited to attend

and those having children to bring them,

i WILLIAM BERESKORU,
Lieut.-Colonel^

Military Secretary to the Viceroy.

Govt. House Calcutta,

Military Secretarys Offue^

28th December 1888.

A SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING
of the Commissioners of the Town of Calcutta

Will be held at the To\vn Hall,

on Thui^day.^ the 3rdfanuary iSSg^ at 3 P. M.

Business to be brought forward.

1. To consider the proposal to contract an

additional loan of 5 lacs of Rupees for the ex-

tension of the Water Works.

a. To confirm the proceedings of the Spe-

cial Committee for preparing addresses to the

outgoing and incoming Viceroys at Meetings

held on the 26th November, 4th and 8ih De-

cember 1888.

3. To Confirm the proceedings of the Town

Council at Meetings held on the 19th Novem-

ber, 1st and 1 5th December 1888.

4. To confirm the proceedings of the Water

Supply Extension Committee at a Meeting

held on the 6th December 1888.

5. To confirm the proceedings of the Bustee

and Sanitary Committee at a Meeting held on

the 27th November 1888.

6. To confirm the 'proceedings of the As-

sessment Committee at a meeting held on the

20th December 1888.

7. The Chairman to lay upon the table Vital

Statistics for the months of October,and Nov-

ember 1888,

At the close of the Special General Meeting,

A SPECIAL MEETING
will be held to sanction the application from

Messrs. George Henderson and Co. for re-

newal of license for jute godown at Nos. 42

and 43 Doorga Churn Mookerjee's Street.

JOWN COWIE,

Seaetary to the Corporation.

Rivers Steam Navigation Co.

‘‘Limited.’^

ASSx\M AND CACHAR LINE
NOTICE.

This Company’s Steamer “ CASHMERE ” will

leave Calcutta for Assam on Friday the

4th prox., and on Tuesday the ist prox. the

Steamer “THlKAK"will leave Calcutta for

Cachar.
All cargo for shipment by either of the above

vessels should be sent to the Company’s

Godowns at Juggann.aqjJr Ghat the day previ-

ous to the vessels leaving Calcutta.

Dhubri & Dkbrooghur Mail Service.

The Steamers of this Service leave Dhubri

daily immediately on arrival of the mails from

Calcutta, and are connected with the E. B. S.

Railway for booking of traffic through to river

stations.

Goalundo and Debrooghur Despatch
Slrvicl.

A special bi-weekly service of Steamers is

maintained between Goalundo Debrooghur

the steamers leaving Goalundo Sundays

and Thursdays, and Debrooghur on Mondays

and Fnd.ays. ... a
All particulars as to rates of freight and

passage by all the above Services to be had on

application to

MACNEILL Sc CO.,
Agents.

1-3, Clive Gbat Street, Calcutta.

4
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^ST. LEONARDS-ON-SKA, ENGLAND.

S#PETBR’S OOLLEQB FOR BOYS.

Universiiy masters, specially suitable for

Indian Children. Indian References. For Pros-

pectus, address Principal.

READ THIS CAREFULLY,
Strong, accurate, pretty, open-faced Nickel

silver short winding Keyless Railway Regulat-

ors, of small size,y^w^'//^/f, enamelled dial, bold

figures and hands, shewing two times with

tempered machinery and dust tight cases

for only Rs. 7*8 per V. P. P. with spate

glass, spring, box and guarantee. W.ui .anted

to stand rough usage. Can be e.isily repaired.

Have no appearance of cheapness about

them. Others sell at double our rates. Mr.

A. R. Mehta from Pandora says

“

The

7-8 watch I purchased from you two years

back, gives correct time as yet.” Acting Su-

perintendent, Government Farm, Khandesh,

says :
—

“ A watch maker has valued your

Rs. 7-8 watch for Rs. 15." Mr. J.
SiitclifTe, R.

W. Fiisi. Regt., Lucknow, says “ Some valued

U at Rs. 15 and were completely surpiiscd when

tatlon of the people generally, taking them as

.in Englishman may find them if he looks

faiily. If [hey had been unfaithful, the sad

story of the Mutiny had been vastly sadder ;

and, .ip.iit fioin the Mutiny, many Englishmen
Could give inmvidu.il instances of Bengalee

f.iiihfulness almost uni(|ue in histoiy, taking

all the circumstances of our 1 elation m India

into account. The Bcug.ilce is geucially e.iger'

for knowieilgc of all kinds, and is often both

CDur.'igeous in the cxpiession of his opinions,

and gifted to a remaik.ible degree with the

powei toe.\piess those opinions with foire and

precision. Mi. Fawcett once told me that an

unprcp.ii<‘<l speech math’, on his hch.ilf, dining

an (‘let tion, by a young Hindoo, suip.issed, m
force as well as eloquence, any impre|).iieii

speech he ever had lie.ird m.ide by any mem-
ber of the Ilt)nseof Comm »ns, if four or live

mendiers of the House weie excepted.

Among these Beng.ilees there is a small body

of men small for that large piovmce—who
aie, iionically or otherwise tcrmetl “ V^nng
Beng.il. ” Some of them aie no longer young,

hut grave and aged : some have, in the couise

of years, heim highly disiliignished for iheir

pnhlic services .and iheir scnMiiilK' .and oilier

att.iinments. Some have at times been mis-

repiesented, and theii l.inguage misii^tei preifd,

so that on its letinn to ihtm it has ama/< d

none moie liian themselves. Nothing of this

has been done by the re.ally gieat ail mi ill'll ra-

tors of India. 'I'h.it it li.is been done, houeiei,

c.ninot be denied.

I told them it only costs Ks. 7-8.” Pretty

Cafiadian Gold Ch;iins, Lockets, Pencils, com-

plete shirt Studs and Rings set with chemical

diamonds, rubies, &c., at Rs. 2 each. Mr. J.

A. Yelsmore, Satiir, says “ The l>est gold-

smith of this place values the chain for

Rs. 7 and the locket for Rs. 10.” Mr. G.

Smith, Salt Inspector, Saniktitla, says:—“A

German valued the diamond ring at Rs. 50 and

the ruby at Rs. 30.” WESTERN INDIA

TRADING CO., BOMBAY.

NOW READY.
The Report of the 3rd Indian National Con-

gress, held at Madras during the last week

of 1887.

Price Re. i including postage. Apply to M.

V. Charriar, 100, Mount Road, Madr.is.

READY

Price Fost free Rs. 6.

Cloth Gilt Rs. 6.

Cloth Bound Rs. 5-8.

Mofussil Orders supplied by Value Payable

Post.

TRAVELS & VOYAGES IN BENGAL
RETWLKN

Calcutta and Indepeyident Tipperahy

BY

SAMBHU 0 . MOOKERJEE,
Formetly Minister to the late

Nawam Faridoon Jah Baiiadoor,

t (the last of the Nawabs Nazim of Bengal,

Behar and Orissa.)

Latterly Minister of the Tipperah State.

Apply to Manager, ^'REIS & RAYYET”
I, Uckoor UutPs Lane, Wellington Street,

OPIJUON OF THE PRESS.

It is rnal^years since I first met, and some

years since i last met. Dr. Samblut Chmuler

Mookerjee, editor of the Reis and Rayyet

(Prince and Peasant), and an author of high

repute among the kindly, as well as acute and

iiuellectual, people of Bengal. One of the real

misfortunes of India was, and still is, Lord

Macaulay’s picture of the Bengalee. The

picture true perhaps as regards Nuncomar and

many Bengaleea, is not accurate as repressen-

In the foipfront of this little band is the

author of tliis hook of tr.ivpls, Baboo .Saml)lui

Chundcr Mookciicc—a wim*r of high leputp,

as I h.ive said, aLso an administiator, as the

leailei will see from the title-page to this book.

A keener, yet a kindlier satirist, one might
seek for ami not fiiul. His use of the English

language has asiouishcd many an educated

Englisiiman ;
and the quality of his leading is

shown by hi.s in.ii vellou?* power of quoi.ilion
;

not merely from authors like Shakespeare, and
Milton, and Macaulay, and men eminent in

science, but from out-of-the-way old ballads,

and little-known old pamphlets, in the applica-

tion of which he le.avcs one wondering—fust,

how he obtained the productions at all, and
secondly, how, having obtained them, he
learned to apply them so appositely to the

subjects which he intends them to illustraie.

Passing from the author to his book, we
shall, perhaps, fust of all be attracted to the

work of the administrator. He comes upon a

milkman’s village, on which he finds fastened

the grip of a Court f.ivouriie. He unloosc'us

the gnp, and re-settles the vill.ige, in tin’ i

double interest of Fiincc and Peasant. And
all the time he sees evervlhing. The poor

people bathing on the I ivcKs’ h.inks, have his

genial and kindly, if ab.o at limes, what a

Scotchman would call, his “pawky” imtice.

A “fair maid of .Sonargoan ” attracts his at-

tention by the giaccfulncss w'iih which she

cairies a vessel of water f*om the river
;

.and,

though the fair maid and he are divided by
race and faith (she is Mussulman), she has his

full meed of jiraise. Indeed, it must be adimi-

ted—and he will not be otTcndcd with me for

saying so—that he never meets with a fair face,

wiiliout at least giving evidenci of the fact

that he has eyes to sec and a heart to com-
piehciid.

Of his wide and generous sympathies, much
might be said, and still le.ave much more to

say. He meet.s a missionary on the river, and

evuU iitly is inclined, in writing his notes, to

pass .a joke on the subject He nips it, how’-

e.ver, in the bud, and contents himself with

saying, “ So new is preaching heie, that the

simple people said the padre had been singing

in the street.” He meets Catliohc and Pro-

testant missio/iaries on shipboard, .and chuckles

over their disputes, while he asioni:»hes them

b) his command of the English language, and

even by his knowledge of the Bible—a know-

ledge, I may adel, which is evident in many of

his wii tings.

A p.irrot falls overboard, and is drowmed in

its c.ige, to his great distress, which is not

however p.vaded. He says : [Extract.]

These are not the words of a Christian, but

of a Hindoo.

Again, he has a faithful ugly dog, whose

name is Tom, and whose glory it once was to

(jiaik, with a noble independence, at some very

dignified Sahibs, Our author is compelled) to

leave Tom behind
;
and here is his farewell

:

[Extract.]

I think this is a very fine p.assage, and one

lh.it will draw the author very close to the

gieat heart of humanity, wdieiever the words

aie read. C-oiild anything he finer than the

testimony to the tw'o l(npigii “gentlemen,”

eiuhng with the “ Bengalee pariah, my poor

Tom”.!* No) the paiiah merely, but the pariah

dog. rhe passage is woiihy of the. author,

aiul of the grcMl mercifulness of the land that

bori' him.

\Vh ()»*\er leads this book must be prepared

fuilhei to find bold and m.iiily langu.ige. The

antlior is no fi.itti^rer of Juhn Bull, though he

gives John Ins ilue, and admits that Iiuli.i owes

him :i gieat debt. Here is one passage relating

to foieigii fiiiiis :
[FAti.act.]

Among the sketches of country— word-pir-

tiiri:s the leadei Will find some exceedingly

pretty, .ind all the more valu.ihle in that they

;ii e lakeii fi om <1 st.indgiouml purely Indian
;

not I'lnghsh. Whme an English aitisl’s mind

would be filled with Emopean ide.as, the mind

of this gifted Eastern arli.st is filled with a class

of ideas totally dilfeient, yet equally instructive

and certainly not less subtle and fai -reaching.

On the eve of mm of hi-, jouiney.s, our

author was placed m a dilemma of a kind

not unknown to iiaveih-is in India, but not on

ih.il accoLiiit the less stupid. He wished to

go hy a paitirular boat, adtl look time by the

foieloOc for that purpose. The faie was at

riAt staled wis 90 lupees, to pay which he

offered “a new nisp, fresli Ibitish India” note

for too rupees. “ It w.is, ’ he adds, “fresh from

the Cmreiicy Ofiire, and had been received

only llie day befoie fiom anotlier (ioveinment

department.” The lest ol the story is

thus told:
I
Extract.]

’

The humour of the little sketch is woith

something. I can fancy the author laughing

even in Id’s dismay
;
for he can laugh well at

others, .ind equally well at himself. I shall

only veiuiirc on one more pass.igc
;
and I give

it as showing the spirit of the man who dares

to c.'ill his newspaper Priftce and Peasant,

He desired to return to his home in Bengal,

and to bid adieu, for a time at last, to Indepen-

dent Tipperah, where he h.’id been located

I

“some two years.” He received the Maha-
rajah’s permission to return home

; but still he
' could not get away. [Extract.]

Theie is, I think, a stmnd lesson in this pas-

sage
;

the lesson of the immense value of

(onrtesy and iirb.inily in the relations of ruleis

and ruled. Tere is <1 great deal in that .sen-

tence, “ ITe seivc tlesh and hlood.” The best

admimsii.'iloi m India is not always the ablest,

the man whose plans ate the wisest as plans
;

hill the man who, with plans or withowt them,

gives confidence to the people, and confidence

not rneiely in his jnsiice, hut also in his con-

sidcr.item’ss and foi be.nance. A clever man
om e s.'ml that ihcaii of succes.s in Indi.i is the

art of giving good dinners. It may he so
; but

the peiil is gical—the ]>ciil of debt; and in

any case llie ait has its limiis, ami its natur.il

c.-.llaj)se. Even dinners and ch.ampagne p.dl

in tin* end. But iheie is one art that never

fails—the art of tine courtesy
;
of that rouiiesy

which, being natural, is not afiected by any
whim or capiicc, either of the pe siu who
possesses it, or of any one with whom he has

relations.

In bidding farewell to this little book, I once

more recall, as I easily and very vividly can,

the author’s kindly face and gentle voice, as

known to me many years ago. I see him, as

I ^ee Baboo Kiisio Das Pal, Dr. Mahendra
Lai Sircar, and some others, including a umch-
abiisecl editor of the Amn'ta Bazar Patrika \

and I feel and say, with all earnestness and
s.n'eriiy, that among these arc men whom
the (loveinment of India would be wise in

recognising and winning entirely to its side.

They aie men on whom no really generous

word—tine as well as genorou-s—ever is

thrown away. I have compared them at times

with men of kindred occupations at home,

and I think that they are as a rule by far

the truer gentlemen in good manners, and
often in very much more than mere manners.

May the great God, whose sacred Name they

use as that of the Father of all, guide them to

a nobler destiny than any they yet have

knovvn, and with them, and by them, bless,

theii native land 1

James Routledge.

--The Indian Mat'aziniy Mar. 1888.
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